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PRE FAC E.
In this

work the writers have endeavored

to

give concise descriptions

of all the species of fishes linown to inhabit the waters of

In scope the work includes, therefore,

Middle America.

known

to exist in

all

North and
the species

North America, Central America, the West Indies, the

Caribbean Sea, the Galapagos Archipelago, with the offshore banks and
continental slopes of both oceans included, as well as the waters of the

Gulf Stream.

and

The

All marine species

known

to

occur north of the Equator,

fresh-water species north of the Isthmus of

all

fact that over a

Panama are

hundred species have been added

included.

to the list within

the time taken for printing the present volume, shows that this catalogue
far

is still

The

from complete.

classification

and sequence of groups adopted by us

is

essentially

that of Dr. Theodore Gill, freely modified to suit our present purposes.

This system
or

in

many

of

its

details'

changed when the anatomy

is

purely tentative, to be confirmed

of the various forms

is

better

known.

This fact has been strongly emphasized by Dr. Gill and needs no further
In the arrangement of the families and genera

discussion here.

have endeavored

we

unnatural associations and incoherent groups,

to avoid

what may seem an excessive subdivision.

even

at the risk of

eral,

however, no correct idea of the relation of large groups can be

formed

The

until the

rules of

component parts are separated and

defined.

nomenclature recently formulated by the American

Ornithologists' Union, and
ists,

In gen-

have been followed

now adopted by nearly all American naturalwork. The only exceptions are those

in this

arising from the operation of two minor regulations

which seem

to

be

impracticable or unnecessary.*

The

Canon xvii, 2, which gives to specific names applied
names used for females, when the two occur on the same page. In
such cases of synchronous names, we have awarded priority to the name standing first on the
page, regardless of other considerations. The other exception is in the rule abandoning a
first

of these exceptions concerns

to males, precedence over

name

(as Scaphirhynclum; Xiphidion ; Ctinlhidcrmis)

and of nearly the same spelling
generic

names

prints aside)

is

when a

prior generic

name

is

of like etymology

(as Scaphorhi/iichim, Xipliiiliiim, or Ai-milliodenna).

as different unless originally spelled alike,
in all cases retained.

(V)

We

regard

all

and the original orthography (mis-

PREFACE.

VI

The present work

is,

in a sense, a revision of the " Synopsis of the

Fishes of North America," published

XVI

Bulletin

in 1883

by Jordan

of the United States National Museum.

eral cliaracter of the

work

is

the

same

&

Gilbert, as

While the gen-

as in the Synopsis, the text in the

present work has been entirely rewritten, and the geographical range
greatly extended by the addition of the faunas of Mexico, Central Amer-

and the West Indies. The number of species included has been thus
more than doubled. An effort has been made to show in -the sequence
ica,

of forms,

something of our knowledge of the

line of evolution of the

different groups of fishes.

degree most contemporary workers
not easy to

greater or less

of indebtedness should include in

Our recognition

in systematic ichthyology, for

it

is

separate the aid given to our individual studies from that

given as direct assistance in the preparation of the present work.
Dr. Charles

Henry Gilbert has turned over

author his share

given

lielp

&

Jordan

in

to

the present junior

Gilbert's "Synopsis," and has also freely

and advice, unpublished observations, descriptions of new

forms, and other aids which increase the usefulness of the work.
of the descriptions here published have
or verified in the

museum
who

Most

in his laboratory

in his charge.

In ways similarly important,
Dr. Theodore Gill,

been written

we

are under the deepest obligations to

has looked over

all

our proof sheets, and

who

has given numberless valuable suggestions arising from his extensive

knowledge of comparative anatomy and of the

literature of zoology.

Every part of the work has been made more valuable by the friendly
interest of this master of
Still

taxonomy.

other aids of importance have

come from Dr. G. Brown Goode,

Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution in charge of the United
States National

was undertaken

Museum.

The work

at his suggestion.

of rewriting the Synopsis of 1883

Every help toward

its

completion

has been freely extended, the most important being the use of the

advance proof-sheets of the "Oceanic Ichthyology" of Goode

To Timothy Hopkins,
biological research,

we

esq., of

Menlo Park,

Cal., a

&

Bean.

generous patron of

are indebted for the kind interest

which made

it

possible for the junior author to associate himself with the present work.

Dr. George A. Boulenger, of the British

has examined

advance proof-sheets of the
Fishes.

Museum

of Natural History,

many type specimens for us, and has most kindly
first

volume of

his

Large use of these proof sheets has been made

of the PercidcB and Serranidm.

furnished

Catalogue of Teleostean
in

our accounts

Valued

aids in the solution of doubtful questions

have been received

from Dr. Franz Steindachner of Vienna, Dr. Franz Hilgendorf of Berlin,
Dr. Christian F. Liitken of Copenhagen, Dr. Robert Collett of Christiania,

and from Dr.

M. F. Bocourt, and M. Alexandre

Vaillant,

L<^'on

Thominot, in Paris.
In our

own

country,

we have

especially to express our obligations for

favors received from Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, of the

New York

Aquarium;

from his brother, Mr. Barton A. Bean, and Mr. R. Edward Earll, of the
United States National
delphia, and Mr.

Zoology; Dr.

Museum

from Prof. Edward D. Cope, of Phila-

;

Samuel Garmau,

Hugh M.Smith and

States Fish

Commission

Illinois; Dr.

Edwin

J.

;

the

of

Museum

Comparative

of

Mr. William C. Kendall, of the United

Dr. Stephen A. Forbes, of the University of

Nolan, of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, and Prof. Simon H. Gage, of Cornell University.

To

the Hon. Marshall McDonald, United States Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries,

and Mr. Richard Rathbun, chief of the Division of

Inquiry of the United States Fish Commission,
obligations for assistance in

Our own

we

Scientific

are under especial

many ways.

students, present

and

Wilbur W. Thoburn, Mr. Edwin
H. Eigenmanu, Mr. Albert

J.

past, especially Dr. Seth E.
C. Starks, Dr.

Meek, Dr.

Frank Cramer, Dr. Carl

Woolman, Mr. Cloudsley

Rutter, Mr.

Keinosuke Otaki, Mr. Thomas M. Williams, Mr. George B. Culver, Mr.

Norman
and

B. Scofield, Miss Susie B. Bristol, Mrs. Flora Hartley Greene,

others,

have rendered aid of various kinds.

a winter in Palo Alto to the preparation of the
of the Pomacentridiv, Ciadidd', BrotuUdu',
is

Dr.

first

Meek

has devoted

draft of the account

Mr. Cramer

and other families.

the author of the account of the Scarpcenido' and Agonidce, and to Dr.

Thoburn we owe the outline

of the Cottida'.

Mr. Starks has spent much

An

especially important service

time in the verification of descriptions.

has been rendered by Prof. Walter Miller of the chair of Archseology in

Leland Stanford .Junior University, and Mr. William Barnum, Editor of
the United States Fish Commission

correcting the etymology of

names

publications, in

of the genera

Augustus T. Murray, of the chair of Greek

in the

reviewing and

and

species.

Prof.

Leland Stanford Junior

University, has also contributed valuable suggestions.

To Mr. George A.

Clark, President's Secretary of the Leland Stanford .Junior Universit}',

we owe many

favors in connection witli the preparation of manuscript.

Under the head

of each species,

enough synonymy

lias

been given

connect this work with other descriptive works, and no more.

to

Reference

is

made

British

Museum,"

America," and

The

to

Gimther's " Catalogue of the Fishes of the

Jordan

& Gilbert's

works

to other

limits of the present

in

"Synopsis of the Fishes of North

which special information

work prevent us from giving

we have

In general,

works consulted.

of the

supposed new species or genera,

to eacli original description of

to the descriptions in Dr.

tried to

is

given.

a bibliography

examine every

paper which throws light on American Ichthyology.
In conclusion,
of this
racies

which
gies

we may

say that no one can realize the imperfections

work more keenly than we

and
this

errors, but

work was

crowded

to the

it is

written, both

have come somewhat nearer our

more exact and detailed on the
As

it is,

its

throughout the four years

we

Had
own

tion of the present state of our

it

not been

ideals,

work

to

which systematic

so, this

book would

and especially would

side of Osteology,

trust that the

in

authors have found their ener-

utmost by executive work

ichthyology bears no relation.

feontology.

"We offer no excuse for inaccu-

do.

fair to say that,

it

be

Embryology, and Pal-

will be a useful representa-

knowledge of the fauna

in question.

David Starr Jordan,
Barton Warren Evermann.
Leland Stanford Junior University,
Palo Alto, Santa Clara County, California.
March 15, 1895.

NOTE
In our descriptions of species,
cipal comparative

"depth 4" mean

we have attempted

measurements

first.

to

bring the prin" head 4," or

Tlie expressions

length of the head in the one case, or the
greatest depth of the body in the other, is contained 4 times in the
length of the fish measured from the tip of the snout to the end of the
last caudal vertebra, the caudal fin being not included.
The size of the
eye and the length of snout and other head parts are compared with the
tliat tlie

length of the side of the head, unless otherwise stated thus " eye 5 "
means that the horizontal diameter of the eye is ^ the length of the
head. "Scales 5-64-7" means that there are 5 rows of scales between
;

the base of the dorsal

fin

and the

lateral line (the scale in the lateral

line excluded), 64 oblique transverse series crossing the lateral line,
7 horizontal series

between the

lateral line

and
and the base of the anal or

When the number of pores in the lateral line is fewer than
number of scales in it, we have usually indicated the fact.
The fin formula are usually shortened as much as possible; thus D.
10," " D. IV, 9," or " D. VIII-13," means that in the first case the fish has
the vent.

the

a single dorsal fin of 10 soft or articulated rays; in the second case, a
single dorsal fin of 4 spines and 9 soft rays; and the last indicates a fish
with 2 dorsal fins, the first composed of 8 spines and the second of 13 raj's.
Spines are alwaj^s indicated in roman letters.

The abbreviations for the other fin formuhe are similarly explained.
The measurements given in the text are intended to apply to the average of mature fishes. Young fishes usually have the depth less, the head
and eye larger, and the mouth smaller, than adult examples of the same
species.

Descriptions not taken from specimens, or at least not verified by us,

whom they have been copied.
Eu." after the account of any species indicates that it is found in
Europe.
The names of the localities from which the types of the species were
obtained, are printed in anticpie old style type in connection with the
synonymy of each species.
When the type specimens are in the United States National Museum,
we have given the numbers which they bear on the register of that
are credited to the author from
"

institution.

An

atlas,

containing anatomical figures and illustrations of

the more important species,

is

now

in preparation

and

the completion of the second volume of the present work.
(IX)

many

will appear

of

upon
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The

Fishes
OF

NORTH AND MIDDLE AMERICA
BY DAVID STAKK JORDAN AND BARTON

WARREN EVERMANN.

the study of fishes. A
three classes
of acjuatic or fish-like vertebrates, the groups here designated as Leptocardii, Marsipohrancliii, and Pisces. The Tunicata and Entiropneusta (BalanoglossHs), now recognized as belonging to the CHORDATAaud approxiuiated
to the Vektebrata, are excluded in this definition, as in their adult condition these creatures have undergone a retrograde metamorphosis and are

Ichthyology

(Ix^'^iXj

tish;

a discourse)

'/.oyac,

" fish," in the popular sense,

is

a

is

member of any one of the

by no means

fish-like. For an opposite reason, the Batrachia, which develop jointed limbs in their adult condition, although closely allied to the
true fishes, are not included in the popular idea of a fish.
Among the forms commonly called fishes we recognize three classes

and

We

have preferred to leave the
with paired fins,
though there is much to be said in favor of regarding the Selachians and
Dipnoaus as each constituting a distinct class coordinate with the true
fishes and the Batrachians. We see no warrant for separating the Ganoids
as a class from the true fishes, still less for uniting the Ganoids and SelaLeptocardii, Marsipohranchii,

Fisces.

Pisces as a single class, including all fish-like vertebrates

chians in one class, Palceichthyes, while the true fishes are placed in another.

Analysis op the Classes op Fish-like Vertebrates.
a.

b.

—

Anterior end of the central nervous axis not dilated into a brain and not surrounded by a protective capsule, or skull.
Notocbord perfect, persistent, extending throughout the body, included in a membranous
sheath, as is the cord-like nervous axis above it
body elongate, lanceolate, not
worm-like nor enveloped in a tunic walls of the body with muscular myotomes
middle line of body with rudimentary fins; no proboscis; the mouth slit-like,
fringed with cirri; heart a longitudinal tubular vessel which gives off branchial

Acranicda.

;

;

tubes which unite in an aorta gill slits inclosed externally by a fold in the integument which incloses a chamber (atrium) which opens below vent remote
from mouth.
Leptocardii, i.
Anterior end of the nervous axis dilated into a brain which is contained within
Craniota.
a protective capsule, the skull notochord not continued forward beyond the pituitary
body heart developed and divided at least iuto two parts.
c. Skull imperfeetl}' developed and without jaws
shoulder girdle and pelvis obsolete
no paired fins a single median nostril gills purse-shaped skin naked skeleton
cartilaginous.
Marsipobuanchii, ii.
cc. Skull well developed, and with jaws; shoulder girdle and pelvis more or less devoloiied
gills not purse-shaped
limbs, if present, developed as rayed
nostrils not median
fins, never with fingers and toes like those of the higher vertebrates; gills perPisces, m.
sistent through life.
;

;

aa.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

F.N, A.
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Class

I.

Museum.

LEPTOCARDII.

(The Lancelets.)
Skeleton iiiembrano-cartilaginous. Notocliord persistent and extending
to the anterior end of the bead, inclosed in a membranous sbeatb as is
Heart a longitudinal tubular vessel
tlio cord-like nervous axis above it.
which gives off branchial vessels which unite in an aorta; end of the
nervous axis not dilated into a brain and not surrounded by a protective
Blood colorless. Eespiratory cavity confluent with the
capsule, or skull
cavity of the abdomen gill slits in great number, the water being expelled
.

;

through an abdominal pore in front of the vent. Jaws none; the mouth a
longitudinal fissure, with cirri on each side. Body lanceolate in form,
more or less fish-like, and not enveloped in a tunic. Dorsal fin present,
low; anal fin usually more or less developed.
Small marine animals, highly interesting to the zoologist as exhibiting
the lowest degree of development of the vertebrate type. The class includes but the single order, Ami'HIOXI or Cirrostomi. (^fTrrof, thin;
Kapdia, heart.)
(Subclass LErrocARDii, Giinther, Cat., viii, 513-514.)

Order A.

AMPHIOXI.

(The CiRROSTOMES.)
This order is equivalent to the family Branchiostomid^. {n/nol, both
(CiKo^i'r, sharp
Cirrotitomi is from cirms, a lock of hair; oTufxti, mouth.)
KOSTOMi, Giinther, Cat., viii, 513-514.)
;

:

Family

1.

BRANCHIOSTOMID.^.*

(The Lancelets.)
Body elongate, lanceolate, compressed, naked, colorless the fins represented by a low fold extending along the back, with usually a rudimentary
fold below which pas.ses by the vent to the abdominal pore. Mouth inferior, appearing as a longitudinal fissure, surrounded by conspicuous,
rather stifi", cirri. Eye rudimentary. Liver reduced to a blind sac of the
simple intestine. Small, translucent creatures found imbedded in the
;

sand on

warm

Eight species are now recogall very similar in appearance and habits, and the numbers of the muscular impressions furnish
the only characters thus far known by which the species can be distin.
guished.t (Cirrostomi, Gunther, Cat., vni, 513-514.)
coasts throughout the world.

They are

nized, referable to 2 or 3 genera.

Gonads (reproductive structures) present on both sides of the lucdiau line anal tin present,
with traces of fin raj-s no caudal process.
Branchiostoma, 1.
aa. Gonads present on the right side only
anal fin without fin rays or successive fin-ray
cbamhers a long caudal process, or tail, about as long as the head. Asvmmetron, 2.
u.

;

;

;

;

* In the arrauKcment of the genera and species of this group we have been guided by the conclusions of Dr. K. A. Andrews, in his recent paper, "An undescribed Acrauiate
Asymmetron
luounuwii,.
(Studies Biol. I.ab. .lolms Ho|ikius University, v. No.
4, 213-247 189.3.)
fSee Gunther, Kept. Zoul. Voyage U. M. S. Alert, lb84, where the value of this character is
first fully recognized.
:
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BRANCHIOSTOMA,

I.

3

Coata.

(Lancelets.)
Brtmchioslotna, Costa,

Amphhxiii',

Ceuui Zoiilogici Napol.,

Yarrell, British Fishes,

49, 1834, (luhricum

= lanceolatum).

4G8, 1830, {hmceolatus).

Lancelets with the gonads or reproductive structure present ou both
median line. Anal fin present, with traces of rays. Vertebral cohunn not produced backward into a caudal process.
Six or 7
species recognized, found in the warm seas, usually buried in sand Hats
sides of the

They are very tenacious of

no great depth.

at

siderable mutilation.

life, and will endure conmouth, the cirri about the

(iSfjdyxui, gills; aTb/:ia,

mouth having been taken

for gills

by Costa).

Myoconiniatii or muscular bauds, 58 to 64.

a.

h.

Myocommata behiud

veut, 11 to 13, the

= 61.

formula usually 35

-f-

14

-f-

formula usually 35

-|-

14

+ 9 = 58.

12

LANCEOLATUM,
hb.

Jlyocommata behind

vuut, 7 to 10, the

CARIB.EUM,
ua.

+ 9 = 69;

BIyocommata or muscular bands, 65 to 70, the usual formula 44-1-16
than iu other American species the tail short.

1.

BRANCHIOSTOMA LANCEOLATUM,
(European Lancelet

;

2.

size larger

californiense,

;

1.

3.

(Pallas).

Ampiiioxus.)

=

+

14 -|- 12
61. Usual length 1^ inches. The
Muscular bands usually 35
common European species, with the tail stoutish and rather long; abundant on the sandy shores of the Mediterranean, and known from Southern
England and Scandinavia. The Lancelet of the Chesapeake Bay, according to Dr. Andrews, is referable to this species rather than to B. caribo-um.
{lanceolatus, lance-shaped.)

(Eu.)

Cornwall.
Branchiostoma luhrwum, Ccsta, Cenui Zoiil. Napol., 49, 1834, Naples.
Amphioxus lanceolatus, Yarrell, British Fishes, 408, 1836, and of many writers ou anatomy GfNTHER, Cat., VIII, 513, 1870 Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 867, 1883 Gintheb, Kept. ZoUl. H.
M. S. Alert, 32, 1884 Andrews, Studies Biol. Lab. Johns Hopkins Univ., v, 238, 1893.
Limax

tanceolatm, Pallas, Spicilegia Zoiil.,

X,

19, 1774,

;

;

;

;

2.

BRANCHIOSTOMA CARIBJIUM,*

Sundevall.

(West Indian Lancelet.)

Muscular bands (myocommata) usually 35

-f-

1-1

+ 9 = 58;

gonads 22 to

usual length If inches; tail short; extremities attenuate.
In shallow waters, buried in the sand, from Beaufort, N. C, to the mouth
of the La Plata; abundant off the Carolina coast and iu localities iu
Florida (Port Tampa), Jamaica, Brazil, etc. (Name from the Caribbean
26 on each side

;

sea.)
Branchiostoma caribie)tm,SviiDEV ALL, Olfers, Vet. Akad. Forhandl., 12, 1853

Janeiro; GDntiieb, Voyage Alert,

32,

1884

;

Jordan & Gilheut,

,

St.

Synopsis, 3;

240, 1893.

This species is

not very

diflforent

from B.

laitctolatuni ,

and may vary into

it.

Thomas; Rio
Andrews,

I.

c,

"
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BUANt'HIOSTOMA CALIFORXIENSE.*

3

Gill.

(Cai.ifounia Lancelet.)

Larger than the other American species, with the luu.scuhir bauds in
Tail very short. Usual length
69.
9
16
greater number, usually 44
70 mm., or nearly 3 inches. Coast of California, from San Uiego Bay
southwanl, very abundant at the mouth of San Diego Bay, where it was
lately taken in large numfirst obtained by Dr. J. G. Cooper about 1868

+ —

+

;

bers at San Diego and at San Luis Gonzales Bay, in the Gulf of California.
In specimens from the last-named locality (Albatroso Coll.) the usual for-

mula

is

45 -f 14

-I-

9

= 68.

Cooper, Cronise, Nat. Wealth California, 489, 1808,
Branchiosloma caUforniensis, Gill, MS., Andrews, /. c, 241, 1893.

Branchio!<toma, spccios,

2.
7

Epigonichthys,-f

ASYMMETRON,

San Diego.

Andrews.

Peters, Beii. Mouutsbcr., 327, 1876, (cultellus),

Asymmetron, Andrews, Studies Biol. Lab. Johns Hopkins Univ., v, 237, 1S93, {lucaiiauum).

Gonads, or reproductive structures, developed on the right side only.
Anal fin without fin rays or successive fin-ray chambers. A long caudal
One species. («-aw/<erpof,
process.
Otherwise as in Branchiostoina.
wanting symmetry.)
4.

ASYMMETRON LUCATANUM,

Andrews.

(Bahama Lancelet. )

Right metapleuron continuous with the median ventral (anal) fin, which
Preoral hood extensive, the cirri united
by the membrane throughout the greater part of their length, and smooth,
without sensory papilhe. Gonads on the right, 29, extending from the
15th to the 43d myotomes inclusive. Myotome formula 44
66.
9 + 13
Length i inch. Adult and young swimming at the surface in the evening
in June and July at Bernini and Nassau, Bahamas; also taken buried
in calcareous sand.
(Andrews.) (Lucayas, the islands discovered by
Columbus in 1492, now the Bahamas.)
passes to the right of the anus.

=

+

Asijmmelron liwai/auinn,

Andrews,

Class

I.

c,237, 1893,

Bemini, Bahamas.

MARSIPOBRANCHII4

II.

(The Lampreys.)
Skeleton cartilaginous the skull imperfectly developed, not separate
from the vertebral column. No true jaws, no limbs, no shoulder girdle,
;

Closely

allied to this species is B. elongalnm, Sundevall.

Myocomniata 49

+ 18

-|-

12

= 79.

Lonpth 13.^ to 23^ inches. Chinchas Islands, Peru, probably extending northward to Panama,
but nut yet recorded within our limits.
(Sundevall, Olfcrs. Vet. Akad. Forh., 147, IS.W,
Chinchas Islands.)
t Epifionichthys is said to differ from Branchiosloma in the absence of the anal fin. Dr. Andrews
states that Mr. Arthur Willey, who has examined its Australian type, E. cuUeUtis, finds gonads
on the right side only, as in Axiinimctron. If Ani/mmelroii is a valid genus, probably Epiiioitk-htlii/s
Is also valid.
It is pnrhaiis distinguishable fron'i Asy>nme(ron by the want of a caudal process.
1 Prof. Cope niakcH the Mi(tvip<ihrnnchiia.e\ihc\iws under a class Ai/natlia, characterized by the
absence of jaws and shoulder girdle. This class is composed chiel'lv of extinct forms, most of
.thorn belonging to the subclass Ostmcodermi, and provided with bony dermal plates and lateral
limbs. See American Naturalist, October, 1889, 863.
The group MarsijtohranvhU is nUo often
known iw Cyclostomi, as Dcrmopteri, and as Myzonles.

Jordafi

and Evennann.

—

P'ishcs

of North America.

no pelvic elements, no ribs. Gills in the form of fixed sacs, without
branchial arches, 6 or more in number on each side. Nostril single,

median. Month subinferior, suctorial, more or less circular. Heart without arterial bulb. Alimentary canal straight, simple, without cwcal appendages, pancreas, orspleen. Generative outlet peritoneal. Vertical fins
with feeble rays, usually continuous around the tail. Naked, eel-shaped
animals, inhabiting cool waters, both fresh and salt. They undergo a
metamorphosis, the young being often quite unlike the adult. (Subclass

Cyclostomi, Giinther,

Cat.,

viir,

1870, 499-512.)

(juapaimov,

pouch;

PlJ'hxi"-, gills.)

Orders of Marsipobranchii.
a.

««.

tUict-like, with cartilaginous rings, penetrating the palate; gill openings remote
from the head, opening directly into tlie pharynx; no eyes.
HYPEEOTnETi, B.
Nasal duct a hlind sac, not penetrating the palate; gill openings close behind the head,
communicating with a common branchial passage which opens directly into the pliarynx; eyes well developed in the adult.
HypEROARTii, C.

Nasal tube

Order

HYPEROTRETI.*

B.

(The Hagfishes.)
Nostril tube-like, with cartilaginous rings, penetrating the palate,

its

mouth; snout with 8
median tooth on the palate and 2 comb-

position at the extremity of the head, over the

barbels;

mouth without

lips; 1

like series of teeth on the tongue.

Branchial apertures at a great distance

from the head; a series of mucous sacs along each side of the abdomen.
Intestine without spiral valve. Eggs large, w^ith a horny case i^rovided
with threads for adhesion. Marine lamprey-like animals, burrowing into
the flesh of fishes, on which thcj' feed. They may be referred to 2 families,
difi'ering mainly in the structure of the gill openings.
{vTzepilia, palate;
'"<"/'"?)
n.

perforate).

Branchial apertures G to 14 on each

side,

each leading by a duct

to a

branchial

sac.

HEPTATREMin.E,
.711.

Branchial apertures single on each

side,

from which diverge ducts

II.

to 6 branchial sacs.

Myxinid.v, in.

Family

II.

HEPTATREMIDJE.

(The Borkrs.)
This family differs from the Mi/xinido' chiefly in the structure of the
branchial apparatus, there being 6 to 14 sacs on each side which receive
water directly from the cpsophagus, as in Mijxiue, but the emptying
ducts, instead of passing backward and downward to a common external
opening, as in Myxinc, pass directly through the wall of the body, so that
there are as many external openings as there are gill sacs. Species about
5, referable to 2 genera, inhabiting the colder parts of the Pacific, their
* For a general account of our species of Iliiuerotreli, see
i
Jf
.
1873.

Putnam, Proc.
.

Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Bulletin 47, United States National

6

Museum.

themselves on
habits similar to those of Myxine glutinosa. They fasten
their way
work
they
whence
fishes,
large
of
isthmus
or
or
eyes
gills
the
flesh
verjM-apidly into the inside of tlie body. They there devour all the
without breaking the skin, so that the fish is left a mere hulk of head,
(Myxinida-, genus BdeJIontoma, Giiuther, Cat., vili, 511.
skin, and l)ones.
The generic name nvptatrema, Dumeril, has priority over BdeUostoma.)
a.

on each

Gill opoiiiiiKS 10 to 12

side; base of toiigue opiiOBito sixth or seventh iiair of gills.

POLISTOTREMA,

3.
U.

Polittotrema, Gll.1, Proc.

S.

POLISTOTREMA,

3.

Gill.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 30, (domhey).*

This genus is distinguished from Heptatrema (BdeUostoma) by the presence of 10 to 14 gill openings, instead of 6 or 7, as in Heptatrema. Two
(A superlative of itoUq,
or 3 species known, from the eastern Pacific.

many

;

aperture.)

rpf/ua

6.

P0LIST0TRE5IA STOl'Tl,

(Lockington).

(California Hagfish; Lamperina.)

on each side, the number varying from 10 to 14. Teeth
10 in each series. Branchial artery dividing opposite sixth or seventh
head to first gill opening
pair of gills. Snout 20 times in total length
4i; branchial region 8, tail 8. Plum color, paler below, the edge of the
lower fold pale. Skin thin, very lax, and separable from the muscles,
excessively slimy. L. 14 inches. Coast of California, and north to Cape
Flattery, very abundant about Monterey, burrowing t into theflesh of the
larger flounders and Sehastodes. (Named for Dr. A. B. Stout,*of San FranGills usuallyt 12

;

cisco.)
Bitelloiiloma slouH.

Lockinoton, Amer. Nat., 187», 793, Eel River, California.

BdeUostoma dombey, Jordan

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 57, 1883, not of Cuvier.

* Polistotrema domhey (Cuvier) is a species distinct from P. stouti. It is thus characterized hy Put(Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1873, 160), from specimens from Chile: " Head about J{, of total
length, and contained aboiitl^/^ times in the length of the abdomen. Tail 7 to 8 times in total
length. IJase of tongue between the 7tb or 8th pair of gilKs. Gills, 10 on each side. Length
from 13 to 22 inches. Coast of Chile." According to Putnam the branchial artery divides at its
base into a right and a left trunk in this species.
Le Owitrohrmiche diimliey, Lacepkdf., Hist. Nat. Poiss., I, 5.31, 1798, Chile, non-binomial.
(Inntrobranchnu domhey, Cuvif-R, llegnc Animal, 121, 1817, after Lacepede.
lidellonloma 'polylrema, Girarp, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1854, 199, Valparaiso.
lideUonloma jyolylrema, GUnther, Cat., vili, 512, 1870.

nam

f According to Dr. Gilbert, in 54 specimens of Polistolrema sloiiti, 41 were found to have 12 gill
opening,- on each side, 12 ha<l 11 on each side, and 1 had 13. Occasional specimens may have
either 10 or 14, but the normal number is 12.

JTheliagtish
eyes,

whence

it

on the gills or isthmus of large fishes, sometimes on the
rapidly into the inside of the body. It then devours all the

f.istens itself usually

works

its

way very

flesh of the body without breaking the bkin, so that the fish is left a living hulk of bead, skin,
and liones. It is especially destructive to fishes taken in gill nets. In every gill not in summer,
at Monterey, more or less of these empty shells of fishes are obtained.
these are taken
from the water the hagfish scrambles out with great alacrity. It is thought that the hags
enter the fishes after they arc caught.
fish of 10 to 15 pounds weight will he devoured by
them in a single night. Large fishes of even 30 pounds weight are often brought up without
flesh and without viscera, and they certainly do not swim into a gill net in this cunditiou.
The fishes chiefly infested are Sehastodes pinniger, miniaius, and myslinus, Ophiodun cUmtjalnf,
Paralichthys califomictts, and Rhacochilus toxotet.

When

A

—

Jordan and F.vermann.
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III.

MYXINID^.

(The Hagfishes.)

Body eel-shaped, covered by a thin skin, which is easily detached.
Along the lower side, for nearly the whole length of the animal, are 2
rows of mucous glands, each with an external opening, yielding an abundance of mucus which renders these animals excessively slimy. No eyes.
Brain small, of the normal fish type. Skull little developed, cartilaginous
the flexible notochord inclosed in its sheath, and extending from the base
of the skull to the end of the tail, representing the spinal column. Mouth
round, suctorial, without lips, with a pair of barbels on each side. Nostril
single, large, on the median line above, and at the very front of the head,
provided with 2 pairs of barbels. Teeth strong, a single median one on
the roof of the mouth, and 2 rows on each side of the tongue, which is
a powerful organ, with a strong fibrous tendon moving in a muscular
sheath. Alimentary canal a simple nearly straight tube, without spiral
valve; gill sacs placed on each side of the oesophagus, lying directly
against its oiiter walls. The water passes into them by a small pore opening directly from the oesophagus into each sac. It is then passed out by
a duct, which continues backward along the outer walls of the sacs to
the abdominal wall at the end of the last sac, where all the ducts from one
side unite in one, and the water is emptied at the branchial opening on
each side of the median line. In close connection with the branchial
opening on the left side there is a third opening that leads by a very short
duct to the oesophagus, and hence into the branchial sacs, at the times
when the supply of water through the mouth is cut off by the head being
buried in the flesh of the animal on which it feeds. Ovary single, on the
right side. No oviducts; the mature eggs falling into the abdominal cavitj'
and excluded through the peritoneal opening at the side of the vent. Eggs
with a horny case, and threads for adhesion. Parasitic animals, burrowing into the bodies of fishes, and found in the cold seas.
Two species are usually recognized Myxine olivacea, Lacdpede (=:australis, Jenyns), from the coasts of Patagonia, and Myxine glutinosa.
(Myxinidfe, genus Myxine, Giinther, Vlll, 510-511.)
:

4.
Miixine, LiNNiEUS,

MYXINE.

Systoma Naturfe, Ed. x, 1758,

Linn.-eus.

fioO,

(gtulmosa).

dastrohnmcliii.", Bi.r.rii, Ichtli., xii, 51, tal'. 413, 1707, (circus).

Murxnnblfmin, Lackpkde, Ilist. Nat. Poiss., v, 647, 1803, {olivacea).
AiMpm.% RAFiNESgrr., Anal, de la Nature, 493, 1815, (oliracea).

Characters of the genus included above.

(An old name, from

niia,

slime).
6.

MYXINE GLUTINOSA,*
(Hagfish

Head
row.

;

Linnaus.

Borer.)

3^ to 4 in total length tail 6A to 10; lingual teeth 8 to 11 in each
Bluish above, whitish below. North Atlantic on both coasts,
;

" Myxine is froiierally or always in its young stagn a malo, while at a nioro advanced stage
becomes transformed into a female. It seems to be an animal which in sexual respects is in a
transition stage, from what and to what it is har<l to say.
It seems to be .'eekinsr, without yet
loach ing tliat mode of reproduction which is most profitable for it iu the struggle for existouco."
*

it

— Pridtjof Xansa^.

)

8

Bulletin 4/,

Ufilled

States National

"Intiat et devorat
(Eu.

south to Cape Cod. Not abundant in America.
Pisces; aquam in gluten mutat." (Linnajus).
Myxine

glnlinnsa,

510, 1870;

Linn;eu8, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 650, 1758, Atlantic

Putnam, Proc.

Ocean; GCnthee,

Cat., viii,

Bost. Soc. Nat. Uist., 1873, 1.35.

Mi/xine Hmosa, GniAiti), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858,

Jordan & Gilhert,

Museum.

Synopsis,

5,

22:i,

Denmark,

GaslruhmiichHn ovcits. Block, Iclith., xii, pi. 413, CO, 1705,

Order

Grand Menan, Bay of Fundy;

1883.

C.

etc.

HYPEROARTII.*

(The Lampreys.)
This order is
Nasal duct a blind sac, not penetrating the palate.
(vKspuya, palate; apring,
equivalent to the single family Petromyzonidce.
complete; i. c, entire.) (Petromyzontid^., Giinther, Cat., viii, 499-509.)

Family IV.

PETROMYZONID^.

(The Lampreys.)
Bodj' eel-shaped, subcylindrical

anteriorly, compressed behind

;

the

armed with horny teeth, or toothlike tubercles which are simple or multicuspid, resting on jjapillaj those
immediately above and those immediately below the cesophagus more or

mouth nearly

circular, suctorial, usually

;

eyes developed in the adult

gill openings 7, arranged in a
on top of the head Just in front
of the ej'es; lips present, usually fringed; dorsal fin more or less deeply
divided by a notch the posterior part commonly continuous with the anal
around the tail; intestines with a spiral valve; eggs small.
These animals undergo a metamorphosis; the young are usually toothless and have the eyes rudimentary.
Separate generic names (Animoccctes,
Scolceosoma Chilopterus) had been applied to these larval forms, before it
was discovered that they were the normal young of the true lampreys.
Genera about 7; species about 15; of the rivers of temperate regions.
They attach themselves to fishes and feed by scraping off the flesh with
their rasp-like teeth. Most of them ascend rivers or brooks at the spawning season, after which very many of the individuals die. (Petromyzon-

less specialized

;

row along the sides of the " chest

;

;

" nostril

;

,

TID/E, Giinther, Cat., viii, 499-509.)
n.

Second dorsal continuous with caudal.
h. Supraoral lamina ("maxillary ") and infraoral lamina (" mandible ") destitute of toetli,
" the armature of the lamprey typo hoing obsolescent; " otherwise as in Pctromyzon
6?;.

;

sea lampreys.

Bathymyzon,

5.

Supraoral and infraoral lamin.x with tcoth or tooth-like tubercles.
c.

Sujiraorul lamina contracteil, tlio

armature consisting of 2 or 3 cusps placed clo.«o
together; discal teeth numerous, in concentric series anterior lingual teeth
with a median depression or groove buccal disk large in the adult, contracted in the young.
;

;

Anterior lingual tooth with a deep median groove and terminating in an
curved point dorsal fin divided. Large lampreys; auadromous.

in-

;

Petromyzon,

6.

'i''co"nt "f t'>e North American Lamprevs, see Jordan
*?".'"
& Fordice, Ann. N. Y.
.
Ac.bci., "ioo!''''^''
1880. I'or an pxcellentaccount of the lifehistory of certain species see
Gage, in Wilder
Quarter-Century Book, 1893, pp. 420-479.
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Anterior lingual tooth divided

(Ill

liy

a mciliaii groove; dorsal

Small lampreys;

with a broad notch.
rr.

continuous,

tin

Iciithyomyzon,

fluviatile.

7.

Siipraoral lamina very large,

with a cusp at

more or
e.

expanded laterally, forming a crescent-shaped plate
either end and sometimes a median cusp anterior lingual teeth
;

less serrate.

Supraoral lamina with a well-developed median cusp

;

anterior lingual tooth

edge finely serrate and nearly straight dorsal fin divided buccal disk moderate, some of its teeth bicuspid.
Large lampreys;
anadromous.
Ento-^phents, 8.
wedge-shaped,

its

;

;

ee.

Supraoral lamina with a very small median cusp or none; anterior lingual
tooth little developed, its edge crescent-shaped and dentate; the middle
denticle enlarged; buccal disk small, the teeth small and never tricuspid;
dorsal fins separate or deeply divided; small lampreys; fluviatile.
5.

Balliymipmi,

Gii.i,,

Lampetra,

BATHYMYZON,

Proc. U.S. Xat. Mus., 1883,

9.

Gill.

2.54, ((joi/Y/iV)-

Supraoral lamina coutracted,its two converging teeth almost completely
fused, and only evident at the summit of the combined mass; infraoral
lamina crescentiform and spout-like at the middle and with the denticles obsolete: discopeiipheral teeth numerous and in obliquely arched
series of 4 to 7, declining downward innermost lateral teeth of the 4 rows
diverging from mouth, in each side bicuspid, with the cusps approximated and diminishing downward rapidly lingual teeth 3, pectinate,
the anterior deeply impressed and sulcate backward at the middle, and
the posterior correspondingly curved backward at their inner lateral
angles; the anterior dorsal tin distinct from posterior. (,3aSi%, deep;
;

;

/liCu,

to suck.)
7.

B.VTHT.tlTZOX BAIRDII,

(Gill).

Head from snout to first branchial aperture about
length eye midway between snout and fifth branchial
;

ter of l)uccal disk equal to interval

between eye and

7 times in total

diamebranchial aper-

aperture

fifth

;

margin regularly fringed indications of 8 teeth on the infraoral
lamina; tips of the two supraoral ones barely perceptible pectinations
of lingual teeth well marked. Chest about as long as snout. Fins moderate anterior dorsal somewhat higher in front of middle than diameter
of orbit, second dorsal about twice as high, or equal to the distance between eye and first branchial aperture. Color dark, belly grayish second
dorsal darker across middle in front and toward margin behind candal
blackish throughout.
(Gill.)
Gulf stream, ouce taken. (Named for
Spencer Fullerton Baird.)
ture, the

;

;

;

;

;

Pelrnmyzon {Balhymijznn)

hairdii,

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,
6.

GiLL,

/.

4, 1894.

c, 254, 1883; lat.

49'^

N., 547 fathoms; GoODE

&

(Type, No. 33311.)

PETROMYZON,

(Artedi\ Linnteus.

(Lampreys.)
Pelromyzon, (Artedi), LiNN.T;r.s, Systema Xatura>, Ed. x, 1758, 230 {marinux).
AmmoccetKt), (Dumeril),

or

all

Ouvier, Ri-gne Animal, Ed.

I,

fonn of any

119, 1817, {branchialis, larval

Eui-opean species.)

Ammoaieliii!, Bi.ainville,

Faune Franyaiso,

liv.

xxiv,

3,

1828, {bra)ickialis).

Lampreys with the supraoral lamina armed with 2 or 3 separate teeth,
pointed, and close together, not forming a crescent-shaped plate anterior
;

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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lingual tooth with a median depression buccal disk large, with nnmerous
dorsal fins separate, the second joined
;

teeth arranged in concentric scries

;

to the caudal.

North Atlantic, ascending rivers; one species known, the largest of the
lampreys.

(Trtrpa,

stone;

;ui;s'w,

to suck.)

PETROMYZOJf MAKINUS,

8.

(Great Sea Lamprev

;

Linnaeus.

Lamprey Eel.)

Head large, longer than the branchial area buccal disk large, with
numerous conical teeth, arranged in obliquely transverse series, 4 to 7 in
each row lateral teeth on each side of mouth bicuspid, the other teeth
simple; dorsals low, well separated; the second dorsal with a depression
on the tail; lips moderately fringed; males and often females, in spring,
with an elevated lleshy ridge on back before dorsal fin 64 muscular impressions between gill openings and vent. Color bluish brown, mottled
;

;

;

with Idackish confluent patches, rarely nearly plain

Length 24
southward

to

;

whitish below.

Atlantic coasts of Europe and North America,

to 36 inches.

Chesapeake Bay, abundant northward, ascending streams
spawn.
(Eu.)

in the spring to deposit its

European Seas;
Jordan &

Petromyzoa marinm, LiNv.^i'S, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 230,
Gf'NTiiER, Cat., VIII,

Ac. Sci. N. Y., 18SG,
Petrovu/zou aiticricamis,

r)01

Jordan & Gilbert,

;

Synopsis, 11, 1S83

;

(after Artpdi);

Fordice, Ann.

2S:i.

Le Sueur,

Trans.

setts; Storer, Fish. Mass., 251,

Am.

Phil. Soc. Phila.,

pi. 38, fig.

i,

383, 1818,

Coast of Massachu-

4,1807.

Le Sueur, I. c, 385, 1818, Massachusetts.
Le Sueur, c, 386, 1818,(larva), Northampton, Massachusetts.
appemlir, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 381,1842, (yoiing). Providence; Hudson

Petromijzon nigricans,

Ammoaetes
Pelromijzon

hicolor,

I.

River.
f

Pelromijzon himnlleni,

Le Sueur,

in

Pe Kay, L c,

382, 1842,

no

locality.

Represented in fresh waters by
Sa.

A

PETKOMTZOV MARINUS FXICOLOR,

dwarfish form similar to the

common lamprey

(Do Kay).

darker and more uniform in color, tlie dorsal ridge larger, the fins closer together; found landlocked in the lakes of northern and central New York abundant in
Cayuga Lake.
;

;

Ammocn-leii vtiicohr,

De Kay,

N. Y. F.auna: Fislies, 383, 1R42,

(l.arva).

Lake Champlain.
Cayuga Lake.

Wilder MS., Jordan & (Jilbert, Synopsis, 8(i!», 1883,
(Type, No. 313(18) Gaoe, Wilder Quarter Century Book, 1893, 420.
Pctromi/zon ninrinns unicolor, Meek, Ann. Ac. Sei. N. Y., 1886, 284.

Pelromir-nn murimiis

(Inrsaliif,
;

7.

ICHTHYOMYZON,

Girard.

(River Lampheys.)
Ichlhynmiiznn,

Girard, Pac. R. K.

ScolecnuotiKi, (Jiraiid,

J.

c, 385,

Siir.,

18."i8,

x, 381,1858, {argentem).

{cnnmlor, Inrra).

Allied to Pciromyzon, but with the anterior lingual tooth divided

median groove.

Dorsal fin continuous, with a broad notch.
lampreys; confined to fresh waters in eastern United States.
fish; //iCw, to suck.)

by a

Small
{Ix-^hq,

and Ever maun.

Jordati

a.

aa.

Heail

73.2

Hoad

ill

length;

iiifraor;il

9 in length; iufraoral

9.

lamina

— Fishes of A'orth A^nen'ca.

witli T cusps.

lamina with

1.1

concolor 9.
castankus 10.

7 to 12 cusps.

ICHTHIOMYZOX CONCOLOR,

(Kirtland).

(Silvery Lamprev.)

Body considerably compressed head broad, with Large buccal disk,
which is moderately fringed; teeth strong and nearly uniform, the 2
eupraoral teeth being similar to those on the rest of the disk lateral
teeth all simple; infraoral cusps connivent, 7 in number, the middle ones
upper margin of dorsal scarcely depressed in front of the
tlie longest
vent; origin of dorsal nearly midway between the tip of snout and end
of tail 51 muscular impressions between gill openings and vent. Head
;

;

;

;

11; depth 12.

Color, silvery, bluish al)ove, sometimes with bluish spots;
a small dusky spot above each gill opening, usually conspicuous even in
the larva; larva with small toothless contracted mouth, as in P. marinu8.
It may be that this is the young of Petromyzon mariniis.
L. 12 inches.
Great Lakes and upper Mississippi Valley rather common ascending
small brooks in the spring, (concolor, uniformly colored.)
;

Petromyson nrgentens, Kirtland, Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist.,
occupied),

;

iii,

1840, 342,

with plato (name pre-

Big Miami River.

Ammoccetes concolor, Kirtland,

I.

Ammocoetes

boreali3,

?

Ammoccetes

lepi/tcrns,

Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat.

;

Sci. Phila., 1800, :i27 (larva),

Petiomyzon hdeUiian, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A.,
Pelromtjzon concolor,

Mahoning River Scioto River.
Michipicoten River.

c, 473, with plate (larva),

Agassiz, Lake Superior, 252, 1850,

f

4,

Ohio River.

1885, after Kirtland.

Jordan k Fordice, Ann. N. Y. Ac. Sci.,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 10, 1883.

188G, 282.

IcliOiyomyzon argenlcua,

10.

ICHTHTOMYZON CASTANEUS,

Girard.

Supraoral lamina tricuspid; some of the lateral teeth bicuspid; infraoral lamina with 7 to 12 cusps head 9 in length otherwise a.s in /. concolor,
;

the color more yellowish.
(caatfineus,
Trhlhynmyzon

;

L. 12 inches.

Mississippi Valley, scarce.*

chestnut color.)
GiRARD, Pac. R. K. Surv., 381, 1858, Galena, Minnesota.
GiRARD, I. c, 3S2, Fort Smith, Arkansas. (Tyjic, Nci. 980.)
Jordan AGilbert, Synopsis, 808, 188:i, and Jordan & Fordice, I.e.,

caxlmietis,

Lhlliyiimyzon hirndo,
Pelmiiiyznn canlanenK,

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

281, 1836;

VIII, 507, 1870.

Ichthyomyzon hirndo, GiiNTHER, Cat., Vlll, 507, 1870.

8.

ENTOSPHENUS.

Gill.

Entoophcniia, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G2, 331, {Iridfiilaliis,

bert, Synopsis,

7,

1883

name

only);

Jordan A Gil-

(IridenUdiis).

Lampreys of large size, with the supraoral lamina forming a crescentshaped plate on which are 3 cusps, the middle one little smaller than
the others; anterior lingual tooth wedge-shaped, its edge almost straight
and finely pectinate; lips fringed; buccal disk moderate, its teeth comparatively few dorsal fins separate. One species, a large anadromous
;

* Recorded from Galena, Minn. (Giranl); Mill Creek, Shawnee Co., Kans. (Cragiu); Fort
Smith, Ark. (Girard); Forlorn Hope, La. (Bean); Manitoba (Evennann).
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lamprey, foniul in the North Pacific, similar inhabittoPe<ro)()i/-o» marinxis
of the Nortli Atlantic, (^vrof, within o'i^'nv, wedge; the lingual tooth
being wedge-shaped.)
;

11.

ENTOSPHENUS TRIDENT ATUS,

(Gaiidrui).

within which are small
Lips thick, fringed with numerous
teeth before mouth
buccal
6"cusps;
or
with
5
lamina
Infraoral
teeth.
nnicuspid, those on sides larger, the first and last bicuspid, the middle
ones tricuspid; median supraoral cusp little more than i the length of
the other 2 first dorsal fin distant about g of its own length from the
second. Head 8 to 10 in length 73 muscular impressions between gill
openings and vent. Color, plain dark brown, rarely mottled. Pacific
coast of America, Unalaska to Southern California; ascending streams to
p.apill*,

;

;

spawn, going as far as Walla Walla, in the Colum])ia, its range southward
extends to Santa Ana River at Riverside, California. L. 18 inches or
more,

{tridentahis, three-toothed.)

(Gairpner MS.), Richardson, Fauna

Petromy::nn Iridentatm,

T?or.

Am.,

29P.,

1836,

Falls of the

Walamet, now Willamette.
Pelrmmjzon

cilialus,

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., 185">, 44,

Pelromyzon lividm, Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., 379, 1858,

astori,

River, Oregon

(

Vv^illa-

(Type, No. 97G.)

mette River.)
Petromyzou

San Francisco.

Wahlahmath

GiRARP, I. c, 380, 18.58, Astoria, Oregon. (Typo, No.
and (istori, GU.vther, Cat., vni, 50G, 1870.

978.)

Ichlhijomyzon IruloUatiis

Enlosphenns epihexodon, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

18rj2, 331,

Fort Reading, California

after Girard.

Lampelm

Iridentata, astori,

Ammocoeles

(ridentatus,

and

.lORDAN

epihexodon,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

& Fordice,
9.

I.

7, 8,

1S83.

c, 291, 1886.

LAMPETRA,-

Gray.

(Brook Lampreys.)
Kampelrn, Gray, Proc.

Zoiil. Soc.

London,

18.51, 235, {ihn'i(du's).

Lampreys of small size, with the dorsal fin eraarginate or divided into
two parts, the posterior portion continuous with the low anal fin around
the tail supraoral lamina broad, forming a crescentic plate, with a large
bluntish cusp at each end, and rarely a very small median cusp; lingual
teeth small, with a crescent-shaped dentate edge, the median denticle
;

enlarged; buccal disk small, its teeth few imd never tricuspid. Small
lampreys, inhabiting the brooks of Europe and North America. Five or 6
species known, bearing much the same relation to Entosiilienns that Ichthyomyzon bears to Petromyzou. {lambere, to suck; j)etra, stone.)
a.

*

Dorsal fln divided into 2 parts which are separate, or joined at base only.

The name Ammococtes was originally applied to the larval forms of Pelromyzotiids wliirh are
and which were supposed by Dumeril and Cuvicr to

in that stage specitically indistinguishable

be geuerically distinct from the adult forms. After the identity of the two was discovered, the
name ylmmoca?(e« was used by many writers, following a suggestion of Milne-Edwards, as a general term to bo applied to the blind or larval stage of all lampreys.
Lampelra of Gray should
therefore be used for this genus, for which it was originally proposed. Inasmuch as no European Ammocales can bo referred to any determinate species of Pctromyzonid, the nominal genua
corresponds with Petromyzonaa a whole and not to any subdivision,

Jonian and
h.
iih.

Infrani\al laiuina witli 7 cusps

Intraoral lamina with 8 or
f.

—

F.vtrntann.

'J

;

of JVorih America.

Fislics

dorsals wholly soparato.

auuea,

12.

cusps.

Lateral tuoth usually 4 on each side,

all hicusp'id

;

dorsals separate.
SI'AI)ICE.\,

Lateral teeth usually 3 on each side of disk, the middle one tricuspid,

(!.

hicuspid
(i((.

;

dorsals slightly connected.

tlie

cirakia,

Dorsal tins distinctly united, with a sharp notch

lateral teeth usually

;

li,

i:}.

others
1-1.

bicuspid.
WILIiKItl,

LAMPKTRA AUREA,

l'».

If).

(Dean).

Dorsal fins separate, the first \ the height of the second, tlie interspace f the length of the first; intraoral lamina with 7 cusps, the outer
largest; head shorter than thorax, 104^ in length.
Plumbeous, golden

below. (Bean.) Yukon Eiver and streams of Alaska and Kamchatka. L.
about a foot. Very close to the Ffur ojpeaii L. fluviatilis. (awreMs, golden.)
Ammoaetes

Bean, Proc. U.

aureus,

Jordan

&.

S.

Yukon

Nat. Mus., 1881, 159,

River; (Type, No.

21.524);

Gii.nEm', Synopsis, 868, 1883.

Lariipeira ciimtschalica,

PallaS, Zoogr.

Roseo-Asiat.,

07,

iii,

1811,

Kamchatka.

This was

apparently not intended as a binomial name.

GiRARD, Pac. K. R. Surv., 377, 1858, after P. flui-iali!:, Richardson, nu/ntiuned
only as a small lamjjrey attached to an Inconnu in Great Slave Lake, " very like Bloch's
figure" of L. fmiiatilu.

f Petroniijsoii borealis,

LAMPETKA SPADICEA,

Hi.

Bean.

Dorsals separated, the interspace i the snout, insertion of

at

first

middle of body; second dorsal little higher than first; infraoral lamina
with 9 cusps, the outer largest; lingual teeth with about 20 pectin te 4
bicuspid teeth on each side of disk. Guanajuato, Mexico. (Bean.) (spadiceus, nut-brown.)
;

Lauquira fpadicea, Bean, Proc. U.

S.

Guanajuato, Mexico.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 374,

(Tyjie,

No.

38005.)

14.

lAMPETRA CIBARIA,

(Girard).

Lips fringed; infraoral lamina with 8 or 9 subequal cusps; about three
teeth on each side of buccal disk, the middle one usually tricuspid, the
others bicuspid; teeth on upper part of disk simple; dorsal fins slightly
connected at base; second dorsal not much higher than first, much lower
than inL.wilderi; insertion of dorsal a little behind middle of body;
63 muscular depressions between last gill opening and vent; head 10 in
length. Color plumbeous, sides silvery. L. 8 inches. Pacific slope, from
Fraser Eiver to the Sacramento, Eather common in the rivers and brooks

northward,

(cibariun,

pertaining to food.)

Pelromijzon plumbem:, AvREs, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1854, 28,

Animocveles cjtai
I.e., 2!)2,

«(.«,

188G.

l'etromij;:oii ayrcsi,

Latiqietra plumbed,

GiUAUD, Pac. B. R. Surv., 383,

preoccujiied), San Francisco.
Puget Sound; Joudan & Fordice,

(name

18.58, larva,

(Type, No. G17C.)

GUN'i'HKR, Cat., viii, 505, 1870, British

Jordan &

Gii.nKiiT, Synopsis, 8, 1883.

l.'i.

LAMPETRA WILDERI,

Columbia.

Gage, new species.

(Small Black Lajiprey.)

Head moderate, about as long as

the thorax mouth small snout shorter
than in L. planeri ; dorsal fins connected only in
breeding season, inserted behind middle of body, considerably depressed
in front of the vent, but not divided into 2 fins; posterior lubo highest;

and

lii)S,

less fringed

;

;

;

Museum.
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insertion of dorsal a little before middle of body both dorsals bigh, the first
;

second anal tube conspicuous in the sjjriug; eyes moderate;
supraoral lamina Avith its cusjis large, triangular, well separated; a small
pointed median cus^) sometimes jiresent in the adult in half-grown specimens the lamina forms a curved plate without distinct cusps; infraoral
lamina curved, with 5 to 9 feeble, bluntish, subequal cusps; about 3 bicuspid teeth on each side of mouth ; other buccal teeth simple. Head 8^ 67
muscular impressions between gill openings and vent. Bluish black
above, silvery below. L. 6 to 10 inches. A small species ascending western streams in the spring in great numbers to deposit its spawn; abundant
from Western New York (Cayuga Lake; Meek, (jiage) to Iowa, both in
tributaries of the Great Lakes and the Ohio and Mississippi.
Our species
seems to be distinct from iaw^x/rw ji>ZrtH(r(, generally common in Northwestern Europe.
(Named for Burt Green Wilder, the distinguished
anatomist, the first to study the lampreys of Caj'uga Lake. Specimens
from that locality are taken as types of L. wilderi.)
\\ in height of

;

;

;

relriimijrMn niyi-niii,

Rafinescjue, IcL. Oh., 84, 1820, (name pieoccu(jieii), Falls of Ohio.

Petromyson branchialis, GUntiieu, Cat., Vlil, 504, 1S70.
Ammocaetesiiiger,

Jordan & Gilbert, Syuoi^sis, 9, 18S3.
Jordan & ITordice, I.e., 2'J3,

Ammocorles bmnclualiii,

LStSG.

Gacjk,

in

Wilder Quarter-Cent uia

Book, 43G, 1893.

Class

III.

(The
The
ed for

Pisces, or Fishes,

may be

PISCES.

Fishes.)

defined as cold-blooded vertebrates adajit-

by meaus of gills which are attached to
bony or cartilaginous gill arches, the gills persistent throughout life
having the skull well developed and provided with a lower jaw; the limbs
present and developed as fins, rarely wanting through atrophy shoulder
girdle present, furcula-shaped, curved forward below, rarely obsolete
or represented by cartilage; jjelvic bones present; exoskeletou developed
as scales or bony plates or horny appendages or sometimes entirely wanting, and with the median line of the body provided with one or more fins
composed of cartilaginous rays connected by membrane, the fins rarely
life

in the water, breathing

;

atrophied.

on fishes agree that the Lancelets and the Lampreys
wudely in structure and development from the true fishes that
they must be regarded as forming distinct classes. Many writers go still
further, and remove from the class of fishes the Sharks, Skates, ChimcTeras
and Dipnoans. A smaller number remove the Ganoids, also. It seems to us,
however, preferable to regard these, with the True Fishes, or Teleosts, as
All recent writers

differ so

members of the single class of Pisces.
The class Pisces may be conveniently divided into 5 subclasses—
Selaciiii, Hoi.ocEriiALi, Dipnoi, Chossopterygia, and Teleostomi. As
there are no North American representatives of the Dipnoi (Ceuatodus,
Lepidosikex, PHOTOPTEKUS),or of the Chossopterygia (Polypterus),
these singular groups may bo passed by without further mention in this
work.

Joniaii

and Evcrmann.—I'isht's of North America.
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Subclasses of Pisces.
n.

Skull without (i^stem of

membrane boues

(ojiercles, etc.).

Suspcnsorium of tho mandiblo preseut. Gills not free, beiug attached by the outer
margin to the skin eggs few and large, impregnated and sometimes developed internally, covered with a thick leathery sUia when developed externally embryo with

h.

;

;

deciduous external

gills

;

no membrane bones about tho head; ujiperjaw formed of

palatine and pterygoid elements without maxillary or premaxillary; skeleton cartilaginous skull w ithout sutures ; tail hetorocercal ventral fins abdominal ; male
;

;

with large intromitttut organs or claspers attached to the ventral fius, these complex
in structure in existing species; shoulder girdle not attached to the skull; skin
naked or covered with small rou^h scales, or spines, or bony bucklers; uoairbladder;
optic nerves with a chiasma cerebral
bulb with 3 series of valves
gill openings slit-like, 5 to 7 in number ; jaws distinct from
;
the skull, joined to it by suspensory bones teeth distinct. (Sharks and Skates.)
Selachii.

arterial

;

;

hemispheres united

;

66.

<!((.

Susponsorium of the mandible wanting; no maxillary arch; ventral fins with claspers;
gill opening single, leading to 4 gill slits; jaws coalesccnt with tho skull; teeth
Holocephali.
united in the form of bony plates. (Chimairas.)

Skull with a well-developed system of
gills free,

attached to the

gill

membrane bones

(opercles, suborbital ring, etc.);

arches by their bases only

;

gill

opening single on each

comparatively small and numerous; no claspers; a maxillary arch; cerebral
Teleostomi.
hemispheres not united. (True Fishes.)

side; eggs

Subclass SELACHII.*

(The Sharks and Skates.)
This group, sufficiently defined above, includes among recent fishes, the
Sharks and the Kays, marine fishes mostly of large size, abounding in all
The group is commonly divided into 2 orders, •which are widely
seas.
different in appearance, so far as the extremes are concerned, but which
pass into each other by insensible gradations.
We begin the group with the archaic type, the order or suborder DiplospondyJi, proceeding thence from the more generalized sharks to the specialized skates. The true sharks form an almost perfect gradation into tlie
skates, but there are no forms extant which connect the BliAospondyli
with modern sharks. {ai7Mxo(:, shark; the word originally meaning
cartilage.)

Orders of Selacuii.
a.

Gill

openings 6 or 7 dorsal tin single vertebral column imperfectly segmented, each segment being equivalent to 2 vertebra^, and bearing 2 neural aches anal tin present.
DlI'LOSPONDVLI, D.
;

;

;

aa.

openings 5

Gill

arch and
6.

;

vertebral column well segmented, each segment forming a

neural

centrum.

Vertebra! each with the internal calcareous lamelho radiating from the central ring

anal
66.

1

;

Astekospondvli, E.

fin present.

Vertebra; with tho internal calcareous lamellae not radiating, but arranged in one or

more concentric

circles or series

around the central ring

quadrate arch not articulated to the
c.

cc.

Gill

openings lateral

Gill

;

openings ventral
toral fius

dorsal fins
;

;

no anal

;

palato-

Cyclospondvli, F.

2.

dorsal fins small .and posterior, or wanting

forming a depressed

fin

sk\ill.

disk.

;

body and pecBatoidei, G.

known as Elasmobraiicldi, Plagiostomaia, Chondropten/gia, or Placoidei. lu Prof.
Cope's system, the SWdcAiV constitute one of the 2 orders in this subclass and all the existing
sharks and skates are referred to it. In the Selachii, as thus understood, the claspers are complex,
w hile in the extinct order of Ichlhijolomi these organs are simple.
* Also frequently

Museum.
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Order D.

DIPLOSPONDYLI.

(The Notidanoid Sharks.)
Sharks with the palatociuadrate apparatus articulated or connected with
the postorbital processes of the skull; branchial apertures in increased
number, 6 or 7: only 1 dorsal fin. Vertebral column imperfectly segmented so that from each segment 2 neural arches and 2 vertebral bodies

Among existing sharks this group contains 2 families. Numerous
genera represented by fossils seem allied to these, which are among the
"oldest living vertebrates." ((5t7r;ioor, double; CTirorf^u/'lof-, vertebra; i^'otidanits, {v<jTi6avu^, dry back) is a Greek name of some shark, in Atheneus.;

arise.

a.

Body greatly

almost ecl-sliaped

elongiitc,

torior part of

body

;

;

and ventrals close togethor on

dorsal, anal,

tooth in the 2 jaws alike;

mouth

]ios-

anterior.

Chlamydoselachib.e,
aa.

Body moderately elongate

;

teeth in the 2 jaws unlike

;

mouth

v.

inferior.

llEXANCHlD.i;, VI.

Family V.

CHLAMYDOSELACHID^.

(The Frilled Sharks.)

Body

Head broad,
Nasal cavity
Teeth with broad,

elongate, slender, suggesting the form of an eel.
Eyes lateral, without nictitating membrane.

depressed.

separate from that of the mouth. Mouth anterior.
backward-extended bases and slender cusps. Spiracles present. Gill
openings 6. One dorsal fin, without spine anal fin present. No pit at root
of caudal. First gill membrane free across the isthmus. Intestine with a
spiral valve. Anterior basibranchial cartilages present.
;

This family contains a single species, recently discovered bj'^ Mr. Garmau,
It inhabits the open sea. and

from whose papers this account is taken.
may not occur in American waters.
CIdanujdosclachidie,

Garman,
10.

Chlamydosclachus,

Bull. Essex Inst., 1884, 47,

and elsewhere.

CHLAMYDOSELACHUS,

Garman,

Garman.

Bull. Essex Inst., Jan. 17, 1884, 47, {aiigitiueus).

Opercular flap forming a broad frill over first gill opening. Teeth simiboth jaws, each with 3 slender, curved, subconical cusps, separated by a pair of rudimentary denticles, on a broad base; no median
upper series of teeth in front; a series on the symphysis below. Mouth
wide, without labial folds at the angles. Pupil horizontally elongate.
Fins broad; caudal without a notch.
Basihyal elongate. One species
ktiown, inhabiting waters of some depth in the ojien sea. An extinct
species, Chlamt/dosclackua laivleyi, Davis, has been described from pliocene
deposits in Tuscany. (x?i.aixvg, mantle or frill aeTcaxoc, shark.)
lar in

;

16.

Dorsal

fin

CHLAMYDOSELACHUS ANGUINEUS,

small, opposite the anal,

pectorals small, placed low;
anal.

Eye

small.

Gill

which

is

Garman.

more than twice

its size;

ventrals large, placed far back, opposite

openings large, curved, oblique,

all

of them before

Jordan and

E7'er)Hann.

—

Fis/ics

pectorals.

Teeth

in length.

Greatest depth of body about

of North America.

Scales on upper edge of tail enlarged.

J5;,_,2.

15.

17

Head

Color, plain brown.

1\

L. 5

Seas about Japan also taken off Madeira, in deep
Not certainly known from the American coast, but if lishermen's
drawings can be trusted, this is found in the Western Atlantic and is
probably the original of some of the recorded " sea serpents." (anguineus,
from anr/iiis, the slow worm, tlie word allied to aiujuilla^^lyxe'^'V^, eel.)
to 6 feet (Garman).

;

water.

Chlamiidoselachns anguineus,

plates

with

Garman,

/.

c.,'»n(l

Mus. Comp. Zoiil., 1885, xii, No. 1, with
Gunther, Deep Sea Fishes, Challenger, 1884,
Zool. France, 1890, 219; Funchal, Madeira.
in Bull.

and account of anatomy, off Japan

plates,

Japan; Collett,

Bull. Soc.

;

HEXANCHID^.
Cow Sharks.)

Family VI.

(The

Body moderately

elongate,

somewhat depressed

anteriorly, tapering

toward the caudal fin. Head depressed, oblong, with the snout projecting. Eyes submedian or anterior, without nictitating membrane. Mouth
subinferior, large, arched in front; no labial fold. Teeth in the 2 jaws
unlike in the upper jaw 1 or 2 pairs of awl-shaped teeth, the next
6 teeth broader and each provided with several cusps, one of which is
much the strongest. Lower jaw with 6 large comb-like teeth on each
Spiracles small, on the side of
side, besides the smaller posterior teeth.
Only 1 dorsal fin, without spine, opposite the anal, and
tlie neck.
;

No

pit at the root of the caudal.
Gill openings wide, 6
Viviparous sharks, sometimes reaching a very large
Genera 3; species about 7; of the warm seas. (Notidanid^e, Giiu-

similar to

it.

or 7 in number.
size.

ther, Cat., viii, 397-399.)
a.

Gill openings 7

aa. Gill

on each

siJe

;

openings 6 on each side

;

median tooth of lower jaw with a small median cusp or none.
NoTORHYNCnUS, 11.
median tooth of lower jaw with a small median cusp or none.
IIexanchus,

NOTORHYNCHUS,"

II.

Notorhynchus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1856,

i,

12.

Ayres.

72, (maculatus).

openings 7 on each side. Dentition in general much as in Rexanchus, the lower teeth uniform in size or decreasing toward corners of
mouth cusps on the cutting edge regularly graduated, while the ascending inner margin of each tooth is finely serrated; median tooth of lower
jaw with the median cusp small or wanting. Two species known;
spotted sharks of the Pacific, (vuto^, back; pvyxoc, snout; the allusion
not clear.)
Gill

;

17.

NOTORHYNCHUS MACULATUS,

Ayres.

Snout broad, rounded, the nostrils near its tip; spiracles large, nearer
the gill openings than the eye; a long furrow at the angle of the mouth.
No median tooth in upper jaw; 2 small teeth near together in front,
simple and pointed; 2 a little larger, behind and outside of these;
*In Heptranchian citiereus, the European type of Beptranchias, the lower median tooth has a
strong central cusp.

18

lUdlctiii 4/,

United States National Museum.

then 2 others directly behiud the first pair next, on each side, a tooth
much larger, pointed, with a conspicuous cusp on the outer side at base,
and one or more denticulations beside the other teeth larger, similar, but
more serrated and more oblique, approaching the lower teeth in form
median tooth in lower jaw broad, with a small median cusp and 2 or
3 larger lateral cusps on each side; the other teeth, 6 on each side,
much broader than high, with 4 to 6 sharp, outward-directed cusps, the
first cusp longest and bearing a small tooth near its base; these teeth
Tail long,
are quite similar and increase slightly in size outward.
2\ in total length, the caudal fin mostly below it anal small, just
behind the small dorsal. Sandy gray, Avith some round black spots,
;

;

;

;

larger than
cially in

sparsely placed.

pupil, rather

the

Monterey northward

to

Humboldt Bay.

Washington

;

rather

Pacific coast,

common northward,

from
espe-

{maculatus, spotted.)

Notorhynclms maatlaliis, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., 1856, 1, 72,

San Francisco.

Nolorhynclms maadahts, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliiia., 18G2, 495, and 1864, 149.
Notorhtjnchus borealis. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phiia., 1804, 150,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Jleplravchias maculatus,

12.

Nisqually, Washington.

Synopsis, 02, 1883.

HEXANCHUS,

Kafinesque.

Hexanchm, Rafinesque, Caratteri, 1810, 14, (tjriseus).
Kegue Animal, Ed. 1, 1817, 128, {ijriseus).
Monopterhinus, Blainville, Faune Frangaise, 1828, 77, {griseiis).

Nolidanus, CuviEU,

Two

known, distinguished from all other living sharks except
t7i7((/«^rfo8('/ac/i(f8, by the presence of 6 gill openings.
(t,f,
bend or sinus.)

species

the eel-shaped
six; uyxoc,

Median

a.

tootli of

lower jaw with a

lateral tooth

sliglit

median cusp aud about 3 marginal cusps

with about C cusps.

Median tooth of lower jaw without median

aa.

lateral tooth

with

18.

;

tirst

coniNus,

18.

cusp, but with 4 or 5 marginal cusps; first

8 or 9 cusps.

oriseus, 19.

HEXAXCHUS CORINUS, Jordan & Gilbert.
(Shovel-nosed Shark.)

Head

and blunt. No median tooth in upper
pointed teeth in front of uppsr jaw all entire and without
basal cusps
the next 3 teeth with a single strong cusp on the outer
margin; others with more cusps, approaching form of lower teeth; median tooth of lower jaw very small, with a small cusp lateral teeth
with 6 cusps, the first the largest, the others regularly smaller, the
median edge in the adult finely serrated. Tail long, twice as long as
head, about 3^^ in total length. Pectoral as long as lower jaw from
gill opening.
Scales on upper edge of tail enlarged.
Color almost
black, unspotted; a grayish lateral streak.
Monterey Bay to Puget
Sound, not common.
{corinns, northwestern, from corns or aao-iix, the
northwest wind.)

jaw

;

large, broad, depressed,

about

4

;

;

;

Hexaiiclms

corjim.s,

Jokpan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 352,

and Bay of Monterey, California;

Synopsis, 62, 1883.

Neah Bay; and Sequel

(Types, Nos. 37309, 27196.)

Jordan and Rvcr/nann.
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HEXANCHUS GRISEUS,

19.

America.

19

(Liim'liii).

(Cow Suauk;Cana-I5ota.)

Head large, depressed, blunt, the nostrils near tip of snout; no median
upper tooth 2 on each side entire, hooked outward the next teeth
with 6 or 7 cusps, the others similar; lower median tooth small, without
cusp: lateral teeth each with 7 to 9 cusps, the number of denticles on
most of the teeth being thus greater than in IT. corhius. Tail not twice
head, 3i in length, its upper scales enlarged; pectoral shorter than
lower jaw from gill opening. Color dark gray. (Day), L. 8 to 2(5 feet. A
very large shark inhabiting deep water, in the Mediterranean, thence
north to the west coasts of Scotland also frequently taken in Cuba.
;

;

;

(yvMciis, gray.)

(Poc)/).

Squfdus grisens, Gjielin,
/Sf/H(t?Ms

griseus,

Sj'st.

(Eu.)
Mediterranean, after Broussouct.
Encycl. Ichtli., 9, 1788, Mediterranean, afteT

Nat., 1405, 1788,

Bonnaterre, Tabl.

Giiset of

BrouBsonot.
Notidarms grisens, GiiNTUER, Cat., Vlll, 397, 1870.
Notidauus griseus. Day, British Fishos, 308, 1870.

Hexanchus

griseus,

PoEV, Synopsis, 454, 1875.

Order E.

ASTEROSPONDYLI.

(The Typical Sharks.)
The essential character of this order is in the structure of the vertebne.
The calcareous lamelhe within each vertebra radiate from the central
ring. The group contains the great body of living sharks, including all
of those with 5 gill openings, 2 dorsals, and an anal iin. {uan/p, star;
aTr6i>dv?i.ur,

vertebra.)

SUBOKDEKS OP AsTEROSrONDYLI.
a.

PalatuquaJrate apparatus articulated to preorbital part of skull; dorsal

fins

with spines.
Proartiiri.

aa.

Palatoquadrate apparatus not articulated with the skull; no dorsal spines.

Suborder

Galei.

PROARTHRI.

(The Cestraciont Sharks.)
This group is characterized by the articulation of the palatoquadrate
apparatus by an extensive surface with the preorbital regiou of the skull.
Vertebrte asterospoudylous. It consists of a single family, the HeteuoDONTiD.E, which, like the preceding families, possesses much interest to
pala'ontologists from its supposed relation to extinct forms,
ufiBfiov,

joint; Cestracion,is

an old name, from

Kiarpu, a

(t^p",

before;

pickax; the name

probably originally applied to Sjjhyrna.)

Family VII.

HETERODONTID^E.

(The Bullhead Sharks.)
each provided with a strong spine; the
pectorals and ventrals; the
Body elongate, obtusely trihedral.
second in advance of the anal.

Sharks with 2 dorsal

first

fins,

dorsal opposite the space between

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

graclnally tai)ciing biickwaid; head liigb, with the forehead declivous,

coulluent with mouth: mouth rather narrow,
the upper lip divided into 7 lobes, the lower with a fold; spiracles
small, below the lower part of the eye; no nictitating membrane; gill
openings rather narrow ; dentition similar in both jaws, small obtuse
teeth in front, which in the young are pointed, and provided with 3 to
lateral teeth large, pad-like, twice as broad as long, arranged
5 cusps
in oblique series, one series being formed by much larger teeth than those
little proiiiiueut; nostrils

;

sometimes cruciform; caudal fin moderate,
bent upward, and usually notched at tip. Oviparous, the egg
cases very large, subconical, without tentacles and spirally twisted.
Species about 4, all inhabiting the Pacific Ocean, usually placed in one
genus; 2 here recognized. Size small. (Cesthaciontid.k, Giiuther, Cat.,
Vlii, 417-418; but Heterodontus, Blaiuville, 1816, has priority over
in other series; scales small,

more or

less

Cestkacion, Cuvier,

1817.)

13.

GYROPLEURODUS,

Gill.

Gyropleiuodns, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phlla., 1S62, 489, (fnincisci.)
Tropidodiis, Gill,?, c, {paHiherinus

= quoyi).

Branches of the lower jaw Avidely separated, the interval rounded in
front, growing wider behind. Molars in few rows; ridges above eye
prominent. Characters of the genus otherwise included above. Eastern
Pacific,
a.

Gill

(yipog,

whorl;

opouings uot very

-KAe'vpov, side, bdovq,

liigli,

the length of

tooth.)

tlie first slit

being

the branchial

less tlian that of

region; molars in 4 to G rows; ridges above eye very prominent.
b.

66.

Molars convex, the larger ones not much
Molars carinate along their middle.
20.

any carinated.

if

francisci, 20.
Qi'Ovi, 21.

GYROPLEURODUS FRANCISCI,

(Girard).

(Bullhead Shark.)

Head short and high, broad, but with subvertical sides the forehead
very declivous from eyes, the snout wide and transverse, but prominent
2 blunt, diverging ridges continued from each side of the snout, abruptly merging into the more conspicuous superciliarj^ ridges, the interval between which is nearly plane
teeth in front digitated, with
3 or 4 cusps, quiucuncially distributed in rows slightly converging
toward the middle; in the upper jaw, on the sides, molars oblong and
tlattoned, arranged in about 4 oblique whorls, uniform or increasing
backward, except the last, which is smallest; on the sides of the lower
jaw, also, are molars, oblong, with flattened crowns, and arranged in
transversely oblique whorls, but decreasing backward. Branches of the
lower jaw widely separated by an interval rounded in front and becoming wider behind, the sides themselves being curved outward the acute
teeth confined to the front, the molar teeth few and disposed in about
4 whorls, the first 3 of whicli slightly increase, while the fourth is almost
rudimentary. Branchial area almost oblong. Dorsal fins considerably
;

;

;

produced backward at their posterior angle; the compressed spine forming about i of the base of each fin anal fin large, reaching the root
;

Jordan and FA'ermann.

— Fishes of North
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fiu about \ of the length, a notch at its tip, opposite
Color brown, with small black spots scattered over tlie
body and fins. L. 2 feet. Coast of California abundant south of Point
Concepciou. Its spirally twisted egg cases are very remarkable. (Name
from Sau Francisco, but its range probably does not extend sc far to the

of caudal; caudal
last vertebra.

;

north.)

Monterey.

Pcs/raciow/caHriwi, GlRAlui, Prcic. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S54, 19G,
(7t'.s/;o'iViii /'(viiir/.wi,

Gi'NTiiER, Cat., VIII, 410, 1870.

Oiirojilcmodiis francixci, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G2, 492;
sis,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synop-

:n, 1883.

GYROPLEURODUS QFOTI,

21.

(FrCminville).

First dorsal inserted nearer ventrals than pectorals; anal fin low, not
reaching base of caudal; body slender. Brown, with round dark spots

about as large as eye.
French naturalist.)

Ceslrachn quoyi, Freminville,
Cealrac.ion pautberinns,

Galapagos Islands. (To M. Quoy, a

Valenciennes. )

(

Mag.

Zolil., 1S40,

Valenciennes, Voyage de

pi. 3,

la

Galapagos.

Vonus, about

18.50, 320,

Galapagos.

Cestracion quoyi, GL'nther, Cat., vni, 416, 1870.

Suborder GALEI.

(The True Sharks.)
Asterospondylous sharks with the palatoquadrate apparatus not articgill openings always .5 and always lateral.
Dorsal
fins 2, well developed, each without spines.
This order contains most of
the living sharks. (ycAeof, a shark.)
ulated with the skull

a.

First dor.sal fln over or Ijeliind the ventrals
b.

Tail not bent

bh. Tail

upward

;

;

no nictitating membrane.
mouth.
Scyllioriiinid.e, viii.

spiracle present

nostrils not confluent with the

;

abruptly directed upward and backward from the base of the caudal

fin

:

nostrils

mouth.
Ginglymostomid.e, ix.
First dorsal fin inserted more or loss in advance of the ventrals.
c. First dorsal fin long and low, highest posteriorly
spiracles developed; no pit at root
of caudal: gill openings all in advance of pectoral.
PsEunoTRiAKin.K, x.
cc. First dorsal fin high, highest anteriorly, its base wholly in front of that of ventrals.
d. Caudal fin not lunate, its upper lobe two or more times the length of the lower, with
a notch below toward its tip side of tail not keeled,
c. Last gill opening above base of pectoral.
/. Tail moderately developed, forming less than ]4 of the total length; eyes
with nictitating membranes.
Galeidje, xi.
g. Head normally formed.
g(j. Head hammer-shaped or kidney-shaped by the extension of its sides.
confluent with

aa.

;

tiie

;

;

SPIlYRNID.t:, XII.
ff.

ee.

Tail exceedingly long, forming about J^ the total length: eyes without
nictitating membrane.
Alopiid.k, xill.

Last

gill

opening entirely

in front of pectoral; spiracles pore-like; tail

ately developed.
dd. Caudal fin lunate; caudal
/(.

peduncle with a keel on each side;

size large.

Last gill opening entirely in front of pectorals.
i.

Gill

n. Gill

hh.

moder-

Carchariidje, xiv.

Last

openings moderate

;

teeth large and

.shari'.

LAMNin.T:, xv.

openings very large, nearly meeting under the throat teeth very
small; size enormous.
CETORiiixin.K, xvi.

gill

;

opening above the base of the pectorals.

IiiiiNOUONTiU£, xvil.

;

Bulletin 4/, Untied Stales National
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Family VIII.

Museum.

SCYLLIORHINID^..

(The Cat Sharks.)
Dorsal fins 2; both rather small, without spines, the first more or less
behind the ventrals; anal fin present, usually before the second dorsal;
caudal fin rather long, usually with a basal lobe; the tail not keeled, and
not l)ent upward. Spiracles present; no nictitating membrane; gill openings small, the last one above the root of the pectorals. Mouth usually
broad, with small teeth, several series being in function teeth each with a
median cusp and 1 to 4 small cusps on each side; nostrils near the mouth,
sometimes confluent with it, sometimes provided with cirri. Mucous pores
;

about head numerous, especially on lower side of snout. Egg cases large,
quadrate, with prehensile tubes at the angles. (Scylijid^e, Giiuther, Cat.,
VIII, 400-413.)
a.

Soii,i,ioRniNiN;K. Spiracles close behind eye; gill openings nearly equidistant; teeth small,

usually tricuspid.
h.

Nostrils not separated by an isthmus, the nasal valves confluent

;

tail

not serrated.

SCYLLIORHINUS,
h\>.

Nostrils separated from each other
c.

Scales on upper

on

14.

by a broad isthmus.

margin of the tail little if at all enlarged, usually similar to those
any rate not forming a serrated edge.
Catulus, \h.

rest of body, or at

14.

SCYLLIORHINUS,

Blaiuville.

(ROUSSETTES.)
Sajllwrhinnx, Blainville, Journ. Phys. 1816, 26:5: (vanicula, etc.).

Uegne Animal, Ed. 1, 1817, 124, {caniculn).
Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, 41, rejirint,

ScylHiim, Cuvier,
Scijllhr)iimix, Gill,

(restriction to cnniciila).

This genus includes those Scyllioid sharks in which the nasal valves
are confluent, with their hinder border entire and free. Caudal moderate
gill openings equidistant; spiracles clo,se behind eyes
tail not serrated.
Species mostly of the old world. {aKvX?uov, a small shark; aKv/i?.u,to tear;
;

j^ivT},

shark.)
22.

SCYLLIORHINUS PROFUNDORUM, Goode &

Bean.

Nasal valves confluent, with a short blunt cirrus on the posterior as
well as on the anterior flap length of nasal cavity about equal to horizontal diameter of the eye, the 2 cavities separated by a space equal
;

to i interorbital area and | snout; distance of posterior angle of nasal
cavity from root of teeth at nearest point i area between cavities
distance from symphysis to tip of snout equal to width between angles

of mouth. A
ing on lower

well-developed

fold at angle of mouth, extend
angle to the symphysis, and on
upper jaw nearly in direction of nasal cavity, disappearing at i the
distance. Teeth moderate, with 2 small lateral cusps on each side of the
longer middle cusp, in about 5 rows.
Gill openings narrow, somewhat less than long diameter of eye; distance from first to last, which,
like the fourth, is^above angle of pectoral, equal to
i snout. Ventral
labial

jaw halfway from

its

fins thick, short, leaf-shaped, their origin

as

is last

of

gill

twice as far from nasal cavity
openings; origin of anal under tip of first dorsal, its end

Jordan and Everniaiin.
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under end of dorsal; its base equal to k length of head to first gill
Caudal continued in line of axis of body; lower lobe rounded,
and in its greatest height not deeper than the height of the caudal extension of the body at the same point. Color, uniform grayish brown.
One specimen (85646, U. S. N. M.). 20i inches, obtained by the Fish
Commission steamer Albatross at a depth of 816 fathoms, in latitude 39°
opening.

9' N., longitude 72° 3^ 15^'

W.

(Goode

<.f

Bean),

(profundorum, of the

depths.)
Scylliorhimis prnfumlorum,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

15.

Catuhif,

Anprew

CATULUS,

Smith, Proc. Zool. Soc. liond.,

Porodermn, Smith,

I.

18:i7,

17,1894,

Gulf Stream.

Smith.
S.'i,

{ulellarin).

c, {africamo^}.

Halidurm, Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 18G1, 407, {hlirgen).
CephaloscytUum, Gill,

1.

c,

{laticeps).

As here nnderstood, this genus is very close to the European genus
from which it is distinguished by the separate nasal valves.
Gill has further divided the group into Caiiilns, having the nasal valves
provided with lobes or grooves, Halwliirus having the nasal valves simple,
and CepJialoscylUum, which has a very broad head and the stomach inflatable.
The latter group is perhaps generically distinct, but we lack the data
for properly defining it. Catnlus differs from Prisiiurus in having the
scales on the upper edge of the tail not much, if at all, enlarged and usually
not differentiated from the others. The prickles on the body are usually
much coarser in Caiulus than in Scylliorhinns or Pristhinis. Species numerous, usually in rather deep water. {Catulus, diminutive of low Latin
Scylliorhinufi,*

catus, cat.)
Catulus: Head not very bro.ad; belly not capable of great inflation.
B<.dy plain brown, or marbled with whitish without lilack epota or markings;

I.

o.

Upper margin of

h.

lielly

dusky.

with a broad band of enlarged closely appressed tricuspid scales

tail

(obsolete in the young).
c.

hb.

Snout from mouth forward y^ '"'dth of mouth; anal much longer than second
xaniurus, 2;i.
<lorsal; bolly pale.

Upper margin of tail without enlarged scales; belly not pale.
d. Snout, from mouth,
width of mouth; anal 2^ times base of second dorsal.
nuuNNEUS,

%

d(l.

Snout, from mouth, scarcely

J/^

cepiialus, 25.

dorsal.
iia.

Body not

plain

brown

24.

width of mouth; anal scarcely larger than second

;

shotted, or banded, or

marbled with black; no enlarged scales on

back.
c.

II.

tail covered with narrow black lines which form a net work of polygonal
meshes; belly yellowish; body moderately elongate, the stomach probably not inUETIFEH, 2G.
flatable.

Back of

CethaloSoyllium, (/C€<J)aA7), head; Scyllinm,
Stomach cap.able of great iiillation.
/.

Back with

liroad black crossbars;

* ScylUorhims, Blainville, IS\G

a-KvWi.oi').

Head very broad and depressed

upper part with largo round black

spots.

= Scyllinm, Cuvier, 1829, typo Sq. canicula, Liuua.ni8.

uter,

27.

;

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Subgenus
•2:1.

Museum.

CATULUS.

CATULUS XANIURUS,

Gilbert.

length from mouth, i greatest width
Snout short, broadly rounded,
of snout, which is equal to width of mouth; angle of mouth with folds,
that on lower jaw twice as long as on upper, reaching about \ distance
to symphysis; teeth small; snout and sides of head with numerous mucous pores; eyes large. Pectoral small, rounded; first dorsal over ventrals, its base 2 in the interspace between dorsals, shorter than that of
anal second dorsal slightly shorter and lower than first, its base If in
anal; caudal ^\ in length; upper edge of caudal in adult with a broad
band of enlarged, broad, crowded, tricuspid scales, the band broader than
its

;

and the scales less acute; scales
Color dark slaty brown, usually
uniform above, sometimes with small whitish spots, the fins often edged
with paler belly pale. L. 2 feet. Pacific coast of Southern California,
abundant in rather deep water; apparently a transitional form between
Catulus and Pristitirus with the appearance of the former, but approachin the

European

of body

Pristiiirus vii'lastomus,

much coarser than

in rri^iiurus.

;

ing the latter in the scaling of the

tall,

(faiioi^,

Catulus xaniurtm, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1S91, 540; off

nia, in 184 to 684

scraper

;

ovpd, tail.)

Southern and Lower Califor-

fathoms.
24.

CATULUS BRUNNEUS,

Gilbert.

Body deeper, head narrower, snout longer and sharper than in C,
xaninrus. Preoral part of snout f greatest width of snout and i Avidth of
mouth. Angle of mouth with labial folds, the lower slightly shorter than
upper and reaching halfway to symphysis. Eye 3 in snout. Pectorals
more adnate to body than usual. First dorsal narrow and high, reaching
little beyond ventrals, its base li in interspace between dorsals; second
dorsal slightlj^ larger than

first
anal very long, its base 2i times that of
Caudal 3^ in body, the scales along its upper edge like
those on rest of body, not Saw-like. Uniform warm brown above and
below, the snout and edges of fins blackish. L. 20 inches. Gulf of California, in deep water; one specimen known, a female with mature eggs.
(Irunneus, brown.)
;

either dorsal.

Calitlus hnimtcus,

Gilbert, Proc. U.
25.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1S91,

5-12,

CATULUS CEPHALUS,

Gulf of California.
Gilbert.

Allied to C. xaniurus, but the head wider, the snout shorter, the preoral
portion less than i its greatest width color darker, the belly dark brown
;

like the back, the second dorsal larger,

more posteriorly placed, the first
dorsal larger, the anal smaller, scarcely larger than the second dorsal
pores on head large, in rows instead of patches. Tail without band of
enlarged scales (these possibly developed in the adult). Teeth mostly
tricuspid, the inner sometimes with 4 or even 5 cusps.
Size very small,
probably not over 15 inches when adult. Gulf of California and southward,
no full-grown examples known. {ke<Pu1i/, head.)

in deep water;

CalulM ceplidlm, Gilbert, Proc. U.

S. Nat. Mus., 1891, 541, deep water near the Revillagigedo Islands and in the Gulf of California, in 362 to 460 fathoms.

Jordan and Evermann.
'26.

— Fishes of North America.

CATULUS RETIFER,

25

(Garman).

Body moderately
pressed, its

elongate, the vent in front of its middle. Head dewidth nearly equal to its length, from spiracles forward length
;

of snoTit from month less than distance hetween outer margins of nostrils;
nasal valves broader tban isthmus; length of arch of month a little more

width; lower labial fold reaching \ distance to symphysis;
and 2 small ones on each side.
Pectorals short and broad. First dorsal inserted near middle of body;
caudal not large. Light brownish, crossed at irregular intervals by groups
of 2 to 4 narrow black lines, which are joined by other lines, forming a
network of polygonal meshes; belly yellowish. (Garman.) Gulf Stream
in deep water, a few specimens taken oif the South Atlantic coast,
(rete,

than i
teetli

its

small, each with a central cusp

net; fero, to bear.)
ScyUium

rrtiferioii,

Garxa\,

Bull. Mus.

Comp.

Zoiil., xi, 233,

1881, off

coast of Virginia, in

deep water.
Spj??ioWu'ii»s »•?((/«-,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Subgenus
2".

Synopsis, 869, 1883.

CEPHALOSCYLLIUM,

CATULUS UTER,

Gill.

Jordan & Gilbert, iiom. new

species.

(Swell Shark.)

Head very broad and

depressed, broader than long, and not i as deep
Snout very blunt, projecting a little beyond the mouth. Mouth
very broad, little arched, with only a trace of labial fold. Teeth similar
in both jaws, small, tricuspid, in about 4 series, §5 in number. First dorsal beginning over middle of ventrals; second dorsal beginning behind
front of anal and ending before end of anal. Grayish, tinged below with
yellowish; back with black crossbars upper parts with large round black
spots; sides witli small whitish sjiots also. L. 2^ feet. Monterey to San
Diego; very abundant in Santa Barbara channel. A small voracious
shark, often taken in lobster pots. When caught it inflates its stomach
wlih air till its diameter is i its whole length. It will then float belly
upward on the water, (uter, an inflated bladder.)
as broad.

;

f

Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp.
Jordan & Gilbert, Sjnopsis,

Sajllium veHti-iomm,

SajUium

vcnlriositm,

Zool., vi, 1G7, 1880, Chile.
59, 1883.

from the Chilean rfHlriosits.
type of the genus or subgenus Cephahsa/UiioH,
belly and the broad depressed head.
species

is

distinct

Family IX.

It is probable that the Californian

Both aro

close to the Australian ('.hiticeps,

-Vihich differs

from

Caliilus in

the inflatable

GINGLYMOSTOMID^,

(The Nurse Sharks.)
Large sharks with general characters of the Scylliorhinid.e, but with
the tail very long and more or less abruptly bent upward at its base, as in
the Gai.kid.e.
First dorsal above or behind the ventrals, the second
eyes very small, with small spiracles behind
them; nostrils confluent with the mouth. Nasal valves on both .sides
forming a quadrangular flap in front of the mouth, each being provided

opposite or rather before anal

;

)
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with a free cylindrical cirrus; an upper and lower lip, the latter not extending across the symphysis fourth and fifth gill openings close together.
Genera 3, species about 5; large sharks of the warm seas. (Scylliid/E,
;

part, Giinther, Cat., viii, 407-409.)
a.

Teeth in
Tail moderate, about Y^ total length; spiracles minute; snout rather blunt.
jaws in many series, o.ach with a strong median cusp, and 1 or 2 srialler cusps oci

Ginglymostoima,

side; second dorsal nearly opposite anal.

i6.
Oingliimosloma,

GINGLYMOSTOMA,

Mi'LLEU

it

Heni.e,

MiilJer

Wiegmann's Archiv.,

Characters of this genus given above.
28.

liotli
v.x

&

\\

10.

Heme.

22, ISIiV, (rirndus).

{yiyyAvfioq,

GINGLYMOSTOMA CIRRATUM,

hinge

;

aro'^a,

mouth.

(Gmelin).

(Nurse Shauk; Gata.)

cirrus reaching the lower lip; angles of

Head obtuse, depressed; nasal

the fins obtusely rounded; tail forming nearly i of the total length;
skin very thick. Uniform brownish; young specimens with small, scattered, round black spots. L. 6 to 10 feet. A large shark of the warmer
parts of the Western Hemisphere, abundant about coral reefs in the

West Indies and on the west coast of Mexico, and occasionally on our
South Atlantic coast,
Sqttalns

(cirratus,

bearing

cirri.)

American Seas, after Broussonet.
Muli.er & Henle, Plagiostomt'n, 23, 18.38; GCnther, Cat., vili, 408, 1870.
BoNNATERRE, Tableau Eneycloped. Ichthyol., 7, 1788; after Barbillon of Brous-

caratus,

Gmemn,

Syst.

Nat.,

1788

1492,

i,

;

Oingljimostoina cirralmii,
S(/im?i(.«

ciVmhts,

sonet.
S(juahis punctatiis,

Bloch & Schneipeu,

Squalus pnncltdatn.1, Bi,ocit

Cuba, after Gata Hispanis of Parra.
Cayenne, after Sf/jtnZe^omh'He of Lacepede.

Syst. Ich., 134, 1801

& ScHNEinER,

I.

c, 540;

Squalus argns, Bancroft, Zoiil. Jour., v, 82, 1832-1834,

Oinglymosloma fulvum, Poey, Memorias,

ii,

.342,

;

West

1861,

Indies.

Havana.

name was

This

applied to

unspotted specimens; these occur on both coasts of Mexico, and the absence of spots in the

young

is

probably an individual variation.

If not,

(V.

fulvum

may rank

as a species or sub-

species.

Glnglijrtiostomacaboverdkinns,

Capello,

.Tour. Sci.

Phys. Lisb., 18G7, 1G7,

Cape Verde.

PSEUDOTRIAKID^.

Family X.

Body elongate; mouth wide, with a very short labial fold near the
angle; snout depressed; nostrils inferior, not confluent with the mouth;
eyes ol)loug. lateral, without nictitating membrane; spiracles well developed, behind the eye; gill openings moderate, in advance of pectoral; jaws
with many rows of very small, tricuspid teeth; first dorsal fin long and
low, highest posteriorly, inserted opposite the space between the pectorals and ventrals second dorsal rather large, larger than anal
ventrals
and pectorals well developed no pit at root of caudal caudal fin very
;

;

;

;

low and long. Skin with minute asperities. One species known, a large
shark of the North Atlantic, in most respects similar to the Scyllioriiinin.K, but having the dorsal fin different in form and placed farther forward.
The insertion of the first gill opening is also different. For these reasons
we have placed the genus provisionally in a distinct family. (PseuiwtriACis, Giinther, Cat., viii, 395.)

Jordan and

Everinaiin.

— Fishes of jVor/h America.

PSEUDOTRIAKIS.

17.

Capello.

Pseudolriahs, Capeli.o, Juur. Sci., Math., Phys., Nat., Lisbon, LSOM,

Characters of the genus given above,

'»!).

:i-21,

(microdnn).

{^evdyg, false; Triakis.)

rSEl'DOTRIAKIS MICRODOX,

f'.apollo.

Grayish brown, the fins, except the first dorsal, edged with dusky;
base of first dorsal 7 times its height. Two specimens of this species are
known the type from Portugal; the second, 10 feet in length, taken at
Amagansett, on Long Island. (fiiKpng, small; diovc;, tooth.)
(Eu,)

—

Pseudotridlds microdon,

Capelio, Jour.

Cat., VIII, 395, 1870

Sci.,

Bean, Proc. U.

;

S.

Math.,

etc.,

Lisbon, 18CS, ^21,

Portugal

;

Gi'NTiiF.it,

Nat. Mus., 1883, 147.

Family XI.

GALEID^.

(The Requiem Sharks.)
Sharks with 2 dorsal

fins,

the

first

short and high, entirely before the

ventruls, the second comparatively small, opposite the anal

no spines;
openings moderate, the last above the V)ase of the pectorals; tail
more or less bent upward from the base of the caudal fin sides of tail
not keeled; eyes with nictitating membranes; head not hammer-shaped,
the snout being longitudinally produced, as usual among sharks. Ovoviviparous. Spiracles small or obsolete.
A large family of 20 or more genera and about 60 species; found in all
The species are often closely related and difficult of determination.
seas.
(Carchariid.e, part (Carchariina and Mustelina), Gunther,Cat., viii,
;

gill

;

357-380,

and 383-388.)

Galein.e; T''Pth

a.

flat

tail; laliial folils
h.

hh.

an.

ami

p.aved, vitbuiit cusps or ridges; spir.acles present;

Embryo not attached to the uterus by a placenta; teeth very Vdunt.
Embryo attacbed to the uterus by a placenta; teeth more acute.

Teeth more or

less

no

pit at root of

well developed.

Mu.stelus, 18.

Galeus,

19.

compressed, with entire or serrate sharp edges.

Galeorhinin.t::
c.

Spiracles present.
d.

Root of tail without pit.
e. Teeth rather small, each with a medium cusp and 1 or 2 small latersil cusps
on each side.
/. Teeth .«mall, close-set, ai)proachiug- those of Gah'iti< but with pointed cusps;
snout slender; embryo attached to uterus by a placenta. (Coloration
plaiu.)
KuiNoTniAcis, 20.
Teeth larger, with sbarp cusps; snout of moderate length; embryo not
attached to uterus by a placenta. (Poloration variegated.)
Triakis, 21.
Teeth larger, with a single cusji, iibli(]uc, notrbed and coarsely serrated on
the outer margin.
Galeorhinus, 22.
Jf.

ee.

dd.

Root of tail witliout couspiruons jiil above; teeth .all coarsely serrate, alike in both
jaws and all with a deep notch on outer margin; caudal fin with .a double
notch.

(^.ai,f.oceri>o, 23.

;

Museum.
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Cabcharhinina::
Spiracles obsolete; lower teeth narrower tlian upper teeth.
slight depression,
g. Angle of mouth without groove or with nierelv a
•

cc.

whicb docs

uot extend along either jaw.
First dorsal fin inserted posteriorly, nearer ventrals than pectorals; embryo
not joined to the uterus by a placenta; slender sharks, with very strongly

?».

Prion ack,

24.

than ventrals; embryo

(sd

serrated teeth.
hh. First dorsal inserted anteriorly, nearer pectorals

known) attached to the uterus by a placenta.
Teeth all serrate more or less, often entire; in the very young.

far as
t.

CAUCHARIIINrS,
a.

2.').

20.

APRioNonoN 27.
and nearly all erect.
Anglo of mouth provided with a more or less distinct groove which extends along
one or both of the jaws; teeth entire, or very nearly so, more or less obliquely
placed, their points turned away from the median line; embryo (so far as
Hi.

gg.

Teeth of upper jaw serrate at base only; lower teeth entire, erect.
Hy'poprion,

Teeth

all entire at all ages,

known) with a

Scoliodon,

placenta.

i8.

MUSTELUS,

28.

Cuvier.

(Dog Sharks.)
Mustehia, CuviF.R,
Mimtctiis,

Kegno Animal, Kd.

1,128, 1817,

[rnusleliis

and

canis).

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1804, 148, (restricted to

allies of Mustelus

and

(•(wis

its relatives,

the

being called Pletiracromylon).

Body elongate, slender snout compara.tively long and
;

flattened

mouth
many-

;

crescent-shaped, -with well-developed labial folds; teeth small,

rowed, flat and smooth, rhombic, arranged like pavement, alike in both
jaws, and blunter than in any other sharks; eyes large, oblong; spiracles
small, just behind the eyes; pectoral fins large; first dorsal large, uot
much behind pectorals second dorsal somewhat smaller anal opposite
second dorsal and still smaller; ventrals well developed; basal lobe of
caudal almost obsolete, the tail nearly straight embryo not attached to
the uterus by a placenta. Small sharks, among the smallest of the American species, {mustelus, a weasel or marten the same word used for shark,
;

;

;

;

as

is

a.

the

synonymous word

Middle of

dorsal evidently nearer posterior root of pectoral than anterior root of ven-

its length from mouth more than width of mouth; teeth blunt.
Embryo uot examined, probably as in M. catiu.
ltjnulatus, 30.
Middle of first dorsal about midway between pectorals and ventrals (as above measured).

tral;

nil.

first

(/aleus.)

snout long,

First dorsal higher than long, the tip of anterior lobe reaching,
tip of posterior lobe, its free

margin deeply

incised, its base

when

dorsals; teeth blunt.

30.

beyond
between

depressed,

2% times in interval

canis, 31.

MUSTELCS Ll-'XCLATUS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

(Gato.)

Free margin of fins concave; first dorsal high, its narrow anterior lobe
reaching tip of the slender posterior lobe when deflected, the fin about as
high as long; interval between dorsals 2| times base of first; lower lobe
of caudal pointed tail 5 in body, its terminal lobe more than ^ its length
pectoral rather sharp, its free margin incised, its tip about reaching middle of dorsal. Embryo unknown (probably without placenta). Very
;

Jordan and Evcnnanii.

pale gray, fins all pale.

— Fislies of Aforlh America.
West coast of Mexico, coniuiou

20 inches.

1j.

29

iu

Gulf of California, {lunulattin, somewhat uioou-shaped, from the concave
margins of the fins).
Miislelim IiuikIiiIkx,

.Jordan

A Gilbeut,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mue., 1H82, 108,

Mazatlan, Mexico.

(Type, No. 2'J211.)

31. JillSTELCS

CAMS,

(Mitchill).

(Smooth Hound; Dog-siiauk; Boca Dulce.)

slender, tapering backward from the dorsal tin to the long slender
snout depressed, moderately sharp: mouth small, the teeth all alike
bluntish; a fold at the angle of the mouth lower lobe of caudal blunt;
pectorals
tail more than i body, its terminal lobe more than i its length
rather obtuse, their free margins little incised, their tips reaching first
third of dorsal inner lobe of ventral s produced; embryo without placenta. Coloration light gray, nearly uniform, sometimes with pale spots.
Length 2 to 3 feet. Cape Cod to Cuba and in Southern Europe abundant
on the Atlantic coasts of both continents, especially off New York and in
the Mediterranean, {cams, dog.)
(Eu.)

Body

tail

;

;

;

;

;

Sqiiidus canix,

Muslelns

MlTCHiLL, Trans.

Lit.

I'liil.

Soc. N. Y., 1, 1815,

Cloqi'ET, Diet., 407, 1820,

astei-ias,

Muslelus vulgaris, MiJLLER

& Henle,

Plagiostonien, 190,

Blainville, Fauiie FraDC,

Sijiialas hiiinnlus,

Mitstellns stdlalus, Risso,

Eur. Merid.,

m,

New

\i\.

York.

1826, 120,

Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, part
Muslelus vuUjaris, Gunther, Cat., vin, 38G, 1870.
Muslelus canis, Storer, Fish. Mass., 227, 1867;

Europe.
Mediterranean.

27, fig. 1, 1838,

83, pi. 20, fig. 2, 1828,

Mustelnsplebfjus,

19.

48(j,

Europe.

Nice.

viii, 43, plate 132, 1834,

Jordan & Gilbert,

GALEUS,

Italy.

Synopsis, 870, 1883.

Eafinesque.

Rafinesque, Caratteri Alcuni Nuovl Geueri, 13, 1810, (innstebts,* etc.; the intended type
is apparcutly Sq. yaleus, L., though that species is uot mentioned by name).
Galms,f Leach, Ohserv. genus tsijualus, 62, 1812, (muslelus).

Oaleus,

Pleuriicroifii/lon,

GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 18G4, 148; (Jievis^muslebis).

* Galeus muslelus (Linnaeus), the Smooth Hound, of Europe, has been listed as American by
Dr. Giiuther, who records a stuffed specimen from New York. No American collector has recognized it.
f-The name Galeus was first used in binominal nomenclatuie by Rafinesque, for a genus thus

defined:

" VIII. G. Calebs. Due spiragli, due ale dorsaii, un ala anale, ciuque branchie da ogni lato,
coda diseguale, ohliqua.
" Os<ervuxii)He. La maggior parti delli Squali degli autori si annoverano in questo genere, il
quale si distingue dal vero genere Squitlnn delUi i)reseuza dl un ala anale."
Four species are mentioned, i-ulpiinhts,melasl(mms, calulus, and muslelus. The species which the
author lia<l in mind was doubtless S/uulns (jaleus, L.
This well-known species agrees with tlie above diagnosis, and although not explicitly included
in the genus (for Rafinesiiue's paper treated only of new species and new genera), yet it would go
with the others as one of the "niatrgiur parti delli .S^ioi/e." An iniiiortaiit argument for this
view rests iu the fact that Rafines<iue ad jpteu many Linna?an specific names for his genera, aiul
in most cases explicitly specified such Linna;an species as the types of Iiis genera. There can be
no doubt that S(jiialus galeus, L., was his type of his genus Galetis, and Squalus curcliarias, L., his
type of his Carchaiias.
In 1812, Leach proposed a genus Galeus, to include sharks with the anal fin present and the
caudal fin irregular (i. e., not lunate). This genus thus defined, corresiioiids lu'arly to Galeusof
Rafinesque.
But one species, Ud/ciis .nii.«(c/!(s, is nieiitioued by Leach, the same species having
been included in Galeus, Rafinesque. For this reason we have formerly adopted the name
Galeus for G. mnstclus. Still later, a subgenus, Gnleorliitius, was pi-oposed by Blainville for sharks
distinguished from Carcliarhius, Blainville, by the presence of spiracles. This groii]) again corresponds to the Galvusof Rafinesque iiiul Leach. In this group arc included with others, Sijualus
muslelus and Squalus qaleus of Liniucus, the latter species being obviously intended as the type.
Still later (1817), the genera Muslelus and Galeus were defined by Cuvier, and with his definition
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This genus

which

close to Mustrltis, with

is verj'

Museum.
agrees iu most ex-

it

ternal respects, the essential difference being in the presence of a placenta
connecting the embryo with the uterus. The teeth are rather sharper

than in Mufitclns. The boundaries of this group and the preceding are
not yet well defined, and it may be that the two should be reunited.
(>«/ito(;, a kind of shark, like yaA?/, the weasel.)
(I.

about midway between posterior root of pectorals and anterior root

Midilli^ ot first dorsal

of veutrals;

first

dorsal longer than higli

;

its tip

not reacliing tip of posterior lobe,

margin scarcely incised, its base about half the interval between
(Knibryo not examined.)
aa. Midille of

dorsal

fir.ft

much

length from mouth a

its free

dorsals; teeth sharpish.

dorsalis, 32.

nearer root of ventrals than pectorals; snout rather short,

little less

its

than distance between angles of mouth; teeth rather
CALiFOUNicus, 33.

sharp.

32.

«.iLEUS DORSALIS,

Lower lobe of caudal not acute;
lobe less than i
straight, their

tail less

(Gill).

than

|^

total length, its terminal

length; pectorals obtuse, their free edges almost
reaching first fourth of dorsal inner lobe of ventrals

its

tij)S

;

not produced, the free edge of the fin straight. Embryo with placenta.
Color dark gray, axils of pectorals and ventrals dusky. L. 3 to 4 feet.
Panama and neighboring waters, north to the Gulf of California, the
largest species of the group, (dorsalis, pertaining to the back.)
3/hkMhs

(?o)-su?(,s-,

Miustehts dorsalis,

Panama.

Gn,l,, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1804, 149,

Jordan & Gilbert,
33.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 110.

GALEUS CALIFORXICUS,

First dorsal longer than high, its blunt tip
tip of posterior lobe, its

interval between dorsals

more than ^

;

(Gill).

when depressed not reaching

margin deeply incised,

its base 2i times in the
lower lobe of caudal blunt terminal lobe of
;

length, pectorals rather obtuse, their free margin
Utile concave, their tips reaching little jjast front of dorsal inner lobe of
ventrals somewhat produced embryo attached to uterus by a jdacenta.
tail

its

;

;

Dark grayish

;

and ventrals dusky.
San Francisco; rather common.

axils of pectorals

fornia, north to

Mttstehts californicus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 148,

A Gilbert,
Jordan & Gilbert,

Mustehts cdUforniais, .Jordan

Proc.

Mustelus californicus,

Synopsis, 870, 1883.

20.

IT. S.

L. 30 inches.

Cali-

San Francisco.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 110.

RHINOTRIACIS,

Gill.

Hhinotriacis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18C2, 4S(i, (henlei).

General appearance of Galeus, but with the teeth distinctly tricuspid
Snout sharp. Embryo attached to the uterus by a
placenta. Coloration plain. One species known.
{()iv, snout; Triads).

and not paved.

they have been accepted by nearly all later authors. It seeras to us best in cases like this to
follow the rules of nomenclature strictly. The strict letter of the law seems to require the use
of G'llcns in place of J'lem-ucrnmylon.
The name MnsleJm was at first api)lied by Ouvier to the whole group of smooth-mouthed
sharks. It has, however, been restricted liy Gill to the subgenus tvpified by J)f. emus and >'
should be retained for this subdivision, leaving Pleuracromijlon, or Galeus, as'the name of the
Other genus or subgenus.

Jordan and Ever maiui.
34.

— Fishes of Nortli America.

RHIXOTRIACIS HENLEI,

31

Gill.

Color miitbriii reddish brown
above, pale below, the pectoral, ventral, and anal fins niar<;ined with
paler. Coast of California from Humboldt 15ay to Monterey, a rather rare
and imperfectly known species. (Named for Prof. J. Ilenle, the associate of

Suout produced, slender.

Johannes

L.

2.J

feet.

Miiller.)

WiinolrUicis henlei. Gill, Pioc. Ac. Nat. Soi. I'hila., 1802, 4811,

Triads henlei, Joud.\n

&

TRIAKIS,

21.
Triakis,

San Francisco.

GiLUF.irr, Synopsis, 20, 1883.

MCller & Henle, Magazine

Miiller

&

of Natural History,

Henle.

ii,

new

BiTies, aC,

1838,

{scijUimii).

(Triiwis, correctc'd spelling.)

Body compressed, elongate; mouth large, crescent-shaped, with welldeveloped long labial folds; teeth moderate, numerous, similar in both
jaws, each with a longer median cusp, and 1 or 2 smaller ones on each
side; eyes small, with nictitating membrane; spiracles small, behind the
eyes no pit at the root of the caudal no lower lobe to the caudal first
dorsal fin opposite the space between the pectorals and veutrals. Embryo
Pacific and
without placenta. Coloration variegated, black and gray.
Indian Oceans. (rpF^r, three (W/f, point.)
;

;

;

;

3.5,

TRIAKIS SEMIFASCIATUM,

Girard.

(Cat Shark; Leopakd Shark.)

Snout moderately produced, rounded. Nostril with a broad anterior
First dorsal fin nearly midway between the pectorals and veutrals;
the second dorsal not much smaller than the first, and partly in advance
of the ana4. Gray, the upper parts with well-defined black cross bands,
narrower than the interspaces a row of rounded black spots along the
sides of the body, alternating with the interdorsal crossbars. L. 3 feet.
Cape Mendocino to San Diego, common a handsome shark, readily known
by its variegated coloration, {seviifasciatus, half banded.)
flap.

;

;

TViakis semifascialniii, GniAitn, Proc. Ac. Nat.Sci. Pliila. ,1854, 19C,

JoEDAN & Gilbert,
Muiteliis felis,

Synopsis, 20, 1883;

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac.

22.

Gunther,

Sci., 1854,

17,

Presidio de San Francisco;

Cat., viii, 384, 1870.

San Francisco.

GALEORHINUS,

Blainville.

(Topes.)
Galmn,* Rapinesque, Caratteri Alcuui Nuovi Generi,
that species is not explicitly mentioned).

13, 1810, in part, (yidats, etc.,

although

Citleorhimis, Blai.nville, Pull. Sci. Pliilom., 1810, 121, {yaleus).
O'lleus,

CuviER, Regne Animal, Ed.

ICntjaleut:,

i,

127, 1817, {(jnleus).

GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1804, 148, (galeus).

First dorsal opposite the space between the pectorals and veutrals;
mouth crescent-shaped, with the teeth alike in both jaws, oblicjue,
notched, and serrated; spiracles jiresent, small; nictitating membrane

present; no pit at the base of the caudal; caudal

Tropical seas.

{ynTieui-,

* See note under Galeus.

fin

with a single notch.

a kind of shark, like a weasel,

/lu//,

shark.)

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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36.

(iALEOKHIXUS ZYOPTEUUS,
(Oil.

Shark;

Museum.

Jordan & Gilbert.

Sorr-ri.\ Sh.vkk.)

Snout depressed, rutber long, rounded at tip nostrils nearer mouth
than tip of snout; teeth about %%, the 4 or 5 nearest the middle much
Huuiller, the median tooth of each jaw smallest, subtriangular, without
basal cusps; lateral teeth of both jaws similar, their points directed
strongly outward; a sharp angle near middle of outer margin, below
wliich are 2 to 5 sharp cusps or serrations; eye large; second dorsal
scarcely \ size of iirst. Dusky grayish, most of pectoral, tip of caudal,
and anterior portion of both dorsals black. L. 6 feet. Coast of Southern
California from San Francisco to Cerros Island; very abundant. Valued
for the oil in its liver, and for the fins, which are much prized by the
;

Chinese; the gelatinous fin rays making a fine soup. Closely related to
the European Tope {G. (/aleus, (L.) ), from which it may prove to be indistinguishable.

soup

(C^ov,

lluleorhiiiiif 7.iio2]tiTnf,

;

Trrepoj', fin.)

JoKDAN & GiLBEET,

Synopsis, 871, 1883,

San Pedro, California.

(Typo,

No. 26973.)

GALEOCERDO,

23.
Galeocerdo,

Muller & Henle, PUigiostomen,

Boreogaleitu, G11.L,

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Mouth crescent-shaiied

Miiller

&

Henle.

5y, 1838, (liyrmus).

Hist. N. Y., vii, 411, 1861, (arclieas).

;

teeth alike in both jaws, large, oblique, coarsely

serrated on both margins, with a deep notch on outer margin; spiracles

caudal fin with a double notch a pit on the tail above and
below at the base of the caudal fin first dorsal opposite the space between
pectorals and ventrals. Large sharks, found in most seas, {yu^su^, a kind
present

;

;

;

of shark, like yaAy, the weasel

37.

;

nrpdu, a fox or weasel.)

(iALEOCERDO TIGRINUS,
(Tiger Shark; Alecrin

;

Muller & Henle.
Tigrone.)

Caudal fin forming about i of the total length, much longer than the
space between the dorsal fins; second dorsal somewhat in advance of the
anal; a long labial fold along the upper jaw. Color brown, with numerous dark spots larger than the eye; adult nearly plain. Tropical seas,
not rare, occasionally northward to Cape Cod and to San Diego. L. 15 to
30 feet.

A

ation, the

very large and fierce shark, known by its variegated
most formidable of the West Indian species.* (fuji-'nius,

colortiger-

like).
Galeocerdo tigrinus, MiJLLEK

& Henie, Plagiostomen,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 21, 1883.
Galeits maadalm,f Kanzani, De Novis Spcciebus

59, 1838;

Ginther,

Cat., vni, 378, 1870;

Pisciuni, Dissert. Prima, 7, 1838, Brazil.

Galeocerdo macidaliis, Poey, Synopsis, 455, 18G8.
«

" Lehasacado del vientre del inadre mas de 60

felos prontos a

nacer vivos v a poblar

el

abismo."

Poeii.

We

arc unable to decide which of these two names of tlie same date, liyriniis and macuhihis,
+
entitled to priority. Common usage has accorded precedence to the work of Miiller & Henle.

is

Jordan and Evermatm.

— Fishes of JVorth America,

PRIONACE,

24.

33

Cautor.

(Blue Suarks.)
&

PrioHodiM, MiiLLEii

IIenlk, Plagiostoraon, 3G, 1838,

(glartciis, etc.,

namo

preoccuijied).

Cantor, Malayan Fishes, 399, 1850, (substitute for Prionodou).
Cynoa-phulKs, (Klein), Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,1861, 401, {glanaii').
Prioiiace,

Largo sharks with the body and headsleuder; no spiracles; tho teeth
both jaws strouglj' serrated in the adult, those in the upper jaw broad,
those below narrower, straight, and claviform first dorsal large, inserted
midway between axils of pectorals and ventrals; second dorsal much
smaller, usually not larger than anal embryo not attached to the uterus
by a placenta. Species rather few; large, slender, swift, voracious sharks
of the warm seas. The groups here called Frionace, Hypoprion, Aprionodon, and Scoliodon are usually placed as subgenera under Carcharhinua or
Car'cluirias, as the group has been commonly called.
Their retention as
distinct genera is apparently justified on the ground of convenience.
(-pt'uv, saw; (i/i/f, point).
in

;

;

38.

PKIONACE OLAUCA,

(Linn»us).

(Great Blue Shark.)

Snout very long; nostrils rather nearer to the mouth than to the
extremity of the snout; no labial fold except a groove at the angle of
the mouth; teeth of the upper jaw oblique, scarcely constricted near the
base lower teeth slender, triangular in young examples, lanceolate, with
a broad base, in old ones. Pectoral fin long, falciform, extending to the
dorsal, which is nearer the ventrals than the root of the pectorals. Color
A large shark of the warm seas,
light bluish gray above, paler below.
occasionally taken on our coasts (a few specimens from San Francisco
and Monterey). More common in Europe.
(£u.)
;

Seas of Europe.
GuNTHER, Cat.,vin, 364,1870.
CarLhurhinns ghniCH.<, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 22, 1883.
Sqiiahts cieriileus, Blainville, Fauno Fran(;aise, 91, 1828, Medeiterranean.
S(pialn^

glaums, Linn;eus, Syst. Nat., Ed.x, 235, 1758,

Oarckarias glauciis,

Squahii Itinindinacens, Valenciennes, in Miiller

25.
Carcharias,*

& Henle,

Plagiostonion, 37, 1838, Brazil.

CARCHARHINUS,

Bafinesque, Carat ttri Alcuiii NuoviGeneri,

Blainville.

10, 1810, (in part; (a/iras, tlu>

only species

named).
Carcharhinus, Blainville, Journ. Pliys., 181G, 204

figure of " S'jnalus carcharias"
Carcharkut,

;

it

CuviEU, Regno Animal, Ed.

carchariits

;

(covimersoui, a namis based

on Lacepede's

apparently represents CarcJiarhiniis lamin).

of Belon (do Aquatilibus,

1,

125, 1817,

1, 60),

wliich

{earcha)-ias,
is

expressly identified with Cauis

the species

commonly

called Carcharian

lamia).

Etdamin, GiLL, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, 401, (lamia),
rialijpodtin. Gill,?,

c, 401, (nicnison-ah).

Isogomphodon, Gill,
Lamiopsif, Gill,

/.

?.

o.,401, {oxtjrhynchus).

c, 401, {temmincJH).

*The namo Carcharias

as a generic term

was

first useil

by Rafinesque

in 1810.

It

was thus de-

fined:

"G. Carpharias. Nessuno spiraglio, due ale dorsali, un alaanali, cinque aperture branchiali
daogni lato. Coda disiguale obbliqiia. Oss., Questo genero e il jirimo nell' ordinodelli l^i/nalim,
e contiene lo specie le pifi enoriuo
lo piu voraci; differisco notabilmeulo del gcueie Gidctis dalla
F. N. A.

4

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Body rather robust, the head broad and depressed mouth iuferior, with
the teeth in both jaws strongly serrated in the adult, less so or entire in
the young those in the upper jaw broad or narrow, those below narrow,
First dorsal large, placed not
straight, and nearly erect. No spiracles.
far behind pectorals pectorals falcate second dorsal small. Embryos
attached by placenta to the uterus, as in ScolioAon* Triakis, and Galcns.
Species very numerous and difOcult of separation. Voracious sharks of
;

;

;

;

the

warm seas,
shark, the

Ihvti,

a

ci.

an old name of

{napxapiur,

piv7i,

name

C. lamia,

from

applied to Sqiiatiua, from

first

la'ipxapo^,

jagged

;

rasp-like skin;

its

file.)

Teeth in both jaws distinctly serrate in the adult the sernu on the lower teeth smaller
upper teeth rather broad, lower teeth narrower snout not very acute.
;

;

;

PliATYPODON,
h.

(jrAariis,

Upper teeth

broad

;

utto,

under

;

odous, tooth):

margin

oblique, deeply notched on the outer

;

lower teeth narrow,

scarcely or not notched,
c.

Toctorals very large, 3 times aa long as broad, falciform

of
cc.

first

dorsal

;

,

extending beyond base
onsuuRUS, 39.

color blue-gray.

Pectorals shorter, not 3 times as long as broad, extending little

base of
d.

first dorsal.

Length of snout from mouth,
e.

little if

Distance from end of base of
base of
/.

any beyoi.d

if

any greater than width of mouth.

first

dorsal to ventrals less than length of

first dorsal.

Nasal flap without sharp lube.

Second dorsal smaller than anal

g.

close
gg.

behind pectorals.

;

snout depressed

Second dorsal and anal nearly equal

;

;

first

dorsal

platyrhynchus,

I;ight gray.

FALCIFOKMIS,

degli Spiragli."
Under this group one new species
species of Odoyitafipis, as the genera have been understood.

mancanza

is

40.

color blue-gra3'.
41.

described, Carckarias taurus,

a,

No type is indicated by Rafinesque, but it is evident that he had the Sijnaliis farchorias of Linnpeus in mind as type, in accordance with his custom of raising Liunwan species to the rank of
In Rafinesque's Indice, published in the same year, 181(1, a few months later, S(juah(s
carcharias, L., appears as the type of Carcharias under the name of CanJuniiifi himin. The Squahis
carcharias of Linna?u8 as understood by Rafinesque was Curdiarlnims himia.
It was primarily
based on Carcharodon cnrcharias, a species not known to most of the succeeding aiithors, who
applied the name Sgualus carcharias to Carcharias lamia instead of to Carchiirodoii. Cuvier distinctly makes lamia the type of his genus Carcharias as he refers to BSlon's figure of ' ' Oanis
carchariiw!^' as the only good representation of his species.
Belou's figure plainly represents Carcharias lamia.
It is also evident that Rafinesque has the
Jamid in mind in referring to his "Squahi.'s carchaiias" or " Carcharias lamia.
The phrase "Coda
disiguale, obbliqua," shows this, as also does the fact that the species was placed in the list of Sicilian fishes. Carcharias lamia is common in Sicily.
Carcharodon carcharias is rare in the Mediterranean. In fact, few of the earlier wTiters in Italy or France knew the Carcharodon, and referred
all accounts of it to the great shark known to them, Carcharias lamia.
So far as intention of the
author goes, CarchariuK of Rafinesque should be strictly synonymous with Carcharias of Cuvier,
and both based on the same type as the Eidamia of Gill. Carcharhimts of Blainvi lie was originally
based, according to Gill, on his Si/uahis commersmii, which seems to be Carcharinus lamia.
In this
connection wo may note that Rafinesqu*', in 1810, seemed to have used but two general treatises
on fishes, the Systema Natune of Linnanis, and the Ilistorie Naturelle des Poissons of Lacepede.
genera.

''^

Rafinesque's genus CVircfoinds is Lacepede's "Premier sousgenre, une nageoirede 1' anus sans
events." His Galciis is the "Second sousgenre une nageoire del' anus et deux events," while
the name Sqnalns is retained by him for the "Troisifeme sousgenre, deux events sans nageoire
dB 1' anus." Rafinesque's remaining genera, Lalalias, Telroras, Istirti^s, Cerictius, Alojiias, etc., are
based on species supjioscd by Riifinesque to be new.
If wo should refer Itafinesque's genera to the groups of Lacepede, on which they were really
based, Corcharia.i would be equivalent to Carcharhimts and aahiis to Galeorhimis. On the other
hand, the strict rule of requiring the type of a genus to be taken from the species actually mentioned by its author makes the arrangement here adopted the necessary one. As in otlier disputed cases. We here follow the rules strictly.
*

So far as

known

to us, the

embryos in

all

our other viviparous sharks are without jilacenta^

Jordan and

Evennaiiii.

N;is:il

.//.

/(.

ll;i|,

Sii.iut

—Fishes of Morth America.
an

witli

acute-

very

iiiit

35

I. .!.,•.

slicjit,

I'fom iiidutli not notably less
yellow isli limwn.
ACUONOTUS, 42.
length from mouth liut% widtli

its leiistli

than widtli ofniuuth.

(.'olur

Snout very sliort and blunt, its
of mouth.
PKiiEzr, 43.
ee. Distance fioni end of base of first dorsal, to vontrals fri'fater than len};th
of fust dorsal pnout moderate.
UEMotis 44.
Length of snout from mouth greater than width of moutli; first dorsal small.
/»/(.

;

dd.

iiK.NLi:i.45.

C.VRCHAniiiNi's:
hh.

Upper teeth triangular, Ruberect, scarcely notched on the outer margin
similar but

much

Snout moderate,

I.

narrower.

its

from mouth about equal

lengtli

rectorals not falcate

j.

;

lower teeth

;

fins

width of mouth.
not conspicuously darker at tijjs. .Mlaiitic.
to

MI1.I!KRTI, 40.
jy'.

Pectorals

somewhat

falcate

scarcely dusky at tip.
a.

;

second dorsal rather smaller than anal

Tacific.

tins

;

lamiella,

Snout very short, its length from mouth less than widtli of mouth.
A-.
Pectoral long and falcate, reaching to posterior part of base of

47.

At-

dor.sal.

lantic.

Anterior margin of

\.

first

dorsal convex, the height of the fin about ecpial

to ilepth of body.
Pector.al fin moderate, scarcely falcate, not reaching to

kk.

lamia, 48.
end of base of dor-

sal.

Second dorsal not larger than anal; length of snout from mouth IJ^
times in breadth of mouth; upper teeth very broad. Atlantic.
PLATYODON, 49.
mm. Second dorsal larger than anal.
H. Length of snout from mouth but y, breadth of month; upper teetli
r».

nn.

not very broad; head very broad above.
Length of snout from mouth more than
fresh waters.

IsoooMPUODoN,
ail.

(i<TO!,

fronto,

Pacific.
J<^

50.

breadth of mouth;

nicakaguensis,

51.

equal; ydfic^o?, nail; 6<?ov5, tooth):

Teeth slightly serrated, similar in form

in the

two jaws, narrow,

claviforra, constricted at

base; snout rather sharp.
0.

Snout moderate, its length from mouth not greater than the breadth of mouth; teeth
moderate, about .30 in each jaw; fins edged with black.

Baseof anal a

|).

little

longer tlian that of second dorsal; pectoral reaching end of base

of first dorsal.
j)^.

/i;tiiai,orus, 52,

Base of anal equal

to that of

second dorsal; pectoral reaching

dorsal.
oi>.

i)ast

base of

first

limi!atiis, 53.

Snout very long and narrow, its length from mouth twice distance between nostrils;
teeth small, about 48 in each jaw.
oxyriiynchus, 54,

Subgenus
35).

PLATYPODON,

(ARCHAUHINrS OBSC'IKIS,

Gill.

(Lo Sueur).

(DusivY Shark,)

Head rather

above and below fust dorsal rather
second dorsal smaller than the anal, and considerably produced
behind; pectorals very largo, falciform, extending beyond the end of the
dorsal, their outer margin 4 times the inner.
Dark clear blue above,
white below. A large shark, reaching a length of 9 or 10 feet, inhabiting
the Middle Atlantic and fieqnently taken on our coast. {ohscuruK, dusky.)
large

jioiuted, llatteiied

;

;

Sijimhis (ihscimts,

Le Sueur,

.Toiir,

Ac, Nat, Sci. Phila., 1S18,

1,

223,

New

York,

GfNTliER, Cat,, Vlll, 300, HmO.
JoRliAN & GlI.iiERT, Synopsis, 22,1883.
Carrlutrin^ /(dcipiunis, LowE, Proc. Zoil. Soc. Loud., 18.3!i, 00, Madeira.
Vnrrhitr'um olts^cnniK,

GmloiihiniiK

(iliyi-in-im,

.

Prionodon obvelatus, Valenciennes, Poiss, lies Canaries, 103, 1836, Canaries.

;

Bulletin 41, United States National
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40.

CAttCHAKHINUS PLATIRHYNCHUS,

Museum.

(Gilbert).

Snout moderate, not pointed, very flat, and broadly rounded its lengtli
from mouth slightly greater than -width of mouth, and less than width of
snout oi)])osite nostrils. No labial folds nostril flap without acute lobe;
upi)er teeth broadly triangular, coarsely serrate, the inner edge oblique,
the outer more or less detinitely notched; lower teeth narrow, erect; eye
moderate. Pectorals little falcate, long, reaching beyond base of tirst dorfirst dorsal inserted close behind pecsal, the fin about \ as broad as long
toral, its distance from pectoral | its base; its base 2^ times in interspace
between dorsals, and less than its height, which is less than depth of body
second dorsal inserted over anal, its base 3 in first dorsal, the fin smaller
than anal; caudal ?>\ in total length. Light gray, the fins colored like
the body. Magdalena Bay to Galapagos Islands probably not rare. Resembles C. himiella, from which it differs in dentition and in position of
;

;

;

;

first dorsal.
Eiilamia

(n?iari'g,

Island,

Hat;

snout.)

f)vyxoCj
U.

Gilbf.rt, rroc.

phili/ilii/iichxK,

Nat. Mus., 1891, 544, Clarion Island, Socorro

S.

Magdalena Bay.
41.

C'AKCHAKHINUS FALCIPOKMIS,

(Bibron).

(Cazon de Playa.)

Snout moderately prolonged and acute nostrils w^ithout lobe first
backward second dorsal and anal opposite each other and
of medium size pectorals not twice as long as broad upper teeth with a
marked reentrant angle on the outer border; 2 pores on the nape, well
marked. Color, blue-black, deeper than in any other species. L. 10 feet.
(Poey.) Cuba and neighboring waters. (/«/x, scythe; forma, form.)
;

dorsal rather

;

;

;

;

CarcharinsfalciformUi, Bibhon, in Miiller
S(jnahis liburo,

PoKY, Meniorias,

Plati/jxnlon falciftjrmis,

II,

& Heule's PlagioSiomen,

47, ISDS,

Cuba,

Havana.

331, 18G1,

PoEY, Enumuratio, 191, 1875.

CARCHAUHINI'S ACRONOTUS,

42.

(Poey).

Close to C.falciformis, but with an acute lobe to the nostril first'dorsal
farther forward the second dorsal and anal larger pectoral scarcely
falciform; nuchal pores inconspicuous; color yellowish brown. (Poey).
;

;

;

Cuba.

(fiKpof,

sharp

;

7'(jrof,

Sqnalns acronohis, PoEY, Memorial,

43.

Snout rounded,

ii,

back.)
335, 18G1,

Havana.

CARCHARHINUS PEREZI,

(Poey).

width of mouth, and about
equal to length of mouth (measured from the line connecting the
angles) teeth oblique, with a deep notch on outer margin lower teeth
narrow Nostril with a small, sharp lobe. Pectoral falciform, rather
its

length from

mouth

t

;

;

;

First dorsal acute, inserted near tip of pectoral anal opposite
large.
second dorsal, which has a base nearly l as long as that of first dorsal.
Gray, tips of fins dusky. Cuba. (Named for Don Laureano Perez,
of the University of Madrid.)
;

Plalypodon pered, Poey, Enuuieratio, 195, 1875,

Cuba.

;

Jordan and Evcrniann.

— Fishes of North America.

CARCHAKHINUSREMOTrS,

44.

37

(Valenciennes).

Muzzle rounded, the preociilar length equal to the interorbital area
snout before mouth equal to width of mouth upper teeth oblique with
a rei^'ntrant angle, the lower narrow; first dorsal a little higher than
long, commencing close behind pectorals second dcrsal lower than anal,
the interspace between dorsals nearly 3 times base of anal distance
from first dorsal to ventrals greater than length of first dorsal pectorals
li times as long as broad, the posterior margin concave; the outer angle
Martinique. (Dumoril.)
Color gray.
rounded; caudal 5^ in length.
(remotiis, remote; the ventrals remote from the first dorsal.)
;

;

;

;

Carcharias remotits,

Valenciennes, inDumCril's

45.

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

CARC'HAKHINUS HENLEI,

i.,

374, 1870,

Martinique.

(Valenciennes).

Snout produced, the distance between its extremity and the mouth
being more than the width of the mouth, upper teeth oblique, notched on
the outer margin lower teeth narrow, nearly erect. Pectorals short, not
reaching end of dorsal, their lower margin § length of upper. First dorsal
very small and short, its base much shorter than that of anal. Uniform
gray. (Giinther.) Coast of Brazil and northward to (iuiana. (Named
;

for Dr. J. Henle.)
darcharian heiilei*
Carcharicut

Valenciennes,

in Miiller

& Henle, Plagiostomen,

imrosns* Ranzani, Nov. Pise. Diss. Prima.,

Carcharias poroma,

Gunther,

70, 1838,

Guiana.

Cat., viii, 365, 1870.

CARCHARHINUS.

Subgenus

rARCHARHIXrS MILBERTI,

46.

46, 1838,

Brazil.

(Miiller

&

Henlo).

This species differs from C. platyodon chiefly in the following respects:
Head longer, snout much less obtuse, its length from mouth equal to
breadth of mouth; distance between nostrils i less than length of snout.
Teeth and fins as in C platijodon. Pectorals rather small, not falcate, 6i in
body caudal 4 in body, rather narrow. Cape Cod to Florida not rare,
but very imperfectly described. (Named for M. Milbert, a French natur.

;

;

alist

who

Girchiiria.i

collected in America.)

(Prionodon)

Carcharias cxrtileus,

Lamna

camlala,

Mi'LLER & IIenle, Plagiostomen, 38, 1838, New York.
Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 354, 1842, New York,

iinlberli,

Carcharias cxrulens, I>E

Jordan &

De Kay,

I.

Eiilamia milUerti, Gill, Proc.
Carcharhiiiii!) <,(/»/<».•;, .TciunAN

47.

Giliiert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1882, 244.

c, 354, 1842,

Brenton Reef, Rhode Island.

Ac. Nat. Sci.

Pliila., 1864, 262.

& GiLiiERT, Synopsis,

872, 1883.

CARCHARHINUS LAMIELLA,

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

(Bay Shark.)

P.ody robust, the back elevated. Head broad and flat the snout long,
but wide and rounded, its length from mouth a little more than width
of mouth and greater than distance between nostrils, which are nearer
;

*

We do

not

know which

of these two names lias priority of date.

Museum.

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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snout than anj^lo of the month. Eye moderate. Teeth fg, their form as
in G. lamia, the upper reguhirly triangular, without notch, narrow in the
young, the lower narrowly triangular, erect, on a broad base; all the
teeth distinctly and evenly serrated. First dorsal beginning at a distance -t its own base behind the pectorals and ending a little more than
Space between dorsals 2? times base of first
its base before the ventrals.
dorsal, 7 times that of second. Height of first dorsal f the depth of the
body pectoral reaching past first dorsal. Second dorsal very small, not
Pectlie height of the first, smaller than anal and nearly opposite it.
torals long and l)road, reaching past base of dorsal, 5| in body. Tail 3i^
Color plain light gray. San Diego Bay and southward along
in length.
;

,',

the Mexican coast. Very close to C. lamia, but the dorsals and pectorals
smaller and the first dorsal farther back. (Diminutive of lamia.)
Carcharias lamiella,

Joupan &

Giluf.ut, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 110,

GiLiiEiiT, Synopsis, 873, 1883.

48.

San Diego

;

Joriian

&

(Type, No. 273CG.)

CARCHARHIXUS LAMIA,*

(Cub-suark; Requin; Eeiji'iem

(Rifinesque).
;

Lamia.)

short and rounded, nostrils midway between its tip and the front of the mouth breadth of mouth 2^ times
length of preoral part of snout. First dorsal very large, inserted close
behind the base of the pectoral, its height a little greater than the length

Head broad, depressed; snout

;

margin convex, its upper angle rounded, its poslower angle pointed, its height about
equal to greatest depth of body second dorsal much smaller than first,
about equal to anal pectorals at least twice as long as broad, 5 times
in body
upper lobe of caudal J the total length, twice the inferior lobe.
of

its

base, its anterior

terior border nearly straight, its
;

;

;

Grayish, fins rarely darker at tip. L. 10 feet. Tropical parts of the Atlantic; common northward to Florida Keys, abundant in the Caribbean
Sea and in the Mediterranean; a man eating shark, notorious in warm
regions as a greedy scavenger about wharves, (^in/z/w, lamia, sea-monster,

from

hu/iuc,

Canis carcharias,

devouring hunger.)

(Eu.)

Lamia or Requin of early writers.

Squabis carcharias of most early French and Italian writers, not of Linna^ns.
Carcharias lamia, Rafinesque, Indice (Flttiol. Sicil.,44, 1810, Sicily, (after Lacepede).

Carcharhinns commersoni, Blainville, Bull. Sci. PLiloni., 181G, 121, (based on Lacepede's figure
of Sqnahis carcharias.)
Sqtudus carcharias, CuviER,

Regno Animal, based on

Cunis rarrhnrias of Bellonius.

Europ. Merid., m, 119, 182G, Nice.
Squalns longimanns, Poey, Mnmorias, ii, 338, 1861, Cuba.
Eulamia longimana, Poey, Synopsis, 48, 18G8.
Carcharia.i lamia. Risso, Hist. Nat.

Enlamia lamia, Poey, Emimcratio, 188, 1875.
CSiircfcaria«;amia,

Gunther,

Cat., VIII, 372, 1870;

Jordan, Proc. V.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 104.

* Carcharhinns leiicos, (Valenciennes): Pectorals rather long, but shorter tlian in C. himia; first
dorsal with pointed angles, its anterior border not convex, and its posterior bowler little excavated (l)umeril); otherwise about as in C. lamia, with which it is probably identical. West
Indies; Algiers. {\tvK6';, white.)
Carchnriaa leitcon, Valenciennes, in Miiller & Honle's Plagiostomen, 42, 1838, Antilles;
Dumeril Hist. Nat. Poias., 358.

Jordan

a/id Everniaiiii.

49.

Body Stout
mouth twice

— Fishes of North America.

CABCHARiriNUS PLATYODON,

;j9

(Poey).

head very short, broad, depressed, and bluntly rounded;
as broad as long, its breadth about \ more than length of
;

snout; upper teeth very broad, triangular, erect, coarsely serrate, not
notched; lower teeth narrower, more finely serrate. First dorsal beginning close behind pectoral, a little higher than long, not falcate, its base

2Hn

interspace between dorsals;

second dorsal very small, its base 5
caudal moderate, 2j in body; anal a little longer than
second dorsal, and placed a little farther back; pectorals rather small,
not falcate, 6 in total length, reaching a little past front of dorsal ; width
of pectoral nearly | of its length. Slaty blue, white below
caudal
blackish, other fins with dark tips. L. 10 to 1.5 feet. Cuba to Texas;
abundant in the Gulf of Mexico; the specimen here described being from
Galveston. (TrAari'f, broad odoiV, tooth.)
in interspace;

;

;

Sqtiahis 2'tat!inflon,

PnEY, Memorias,

Sqiialm ohtusus, Poey,
Carcliarias plalijodon,

1.

ii,

331, 1861,

50.

Havana.

Havana.

c, 337,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 243

CARCHABHINUS FBONTO,

(Jordan

k

;

Synopsis, 872,1883.

Gilbert).

(TlBURON.)

Body short and

stout; head very broad, depressed, broadly rounded

anteriorly, the front of snout parallel with cleft of

mouth

;

snout from

and about equal to
i the distance between angles of mouth
distance from chin to the line connecting these angles; interorbital

mouth

;

Teeth in both jaws narrowly trianand scarcely notched on
outer margin. Free margins of fins concave insertion of first dorsal
nearer pectorals than ventrals; length of base of first dorsal more than
interspace between dorsals
its height, but less than interorbital width
tail 4i in body
anal
2J times base of first, 3.^ times base of second
smaller than second dorsal pectorals large, not acute, reaching a little
past front of dorsal. Slaty gray, the edges of fins brownish. L. 10 feet.
Pacific Coast of Mexico a large voracious shark remarkable for its broad
bead, (fronto, having a wide forehead.)

width twice length of snout to eyes.

gular, twice as high as broad, all nearly erect
;

;

;

;

;

;

Oarchnrias fronin,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 102,

Mazatlan, Mexico.

(Type, No. 28167.)

51.

CARCHABHINUS NICARAGUENSIS,

(Gill

&

Bransford).

(TiGRONE.)

Snout short, ol)tusely rounded distance from mouth to snout distance
between nostrils teeth If upper teeth triangular, scarcely notched on
outer margin first dorsal commencing just behind axil of pectoral, its
height greater than length of its base; second dorsal larger than anal,
its base 2^ in that of first dorsal; pectorals moderate, their length not
twice height of dorsal. L. 7 feet. Lake Nicaragua and its outlet, Rio
San Juan, abundant, confined so far as known to fresh Avaters, the only
strictly fresh water shark recorded.
Eulamia nimragiii'iiiiis, Gill & Bransford, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, I'JO, Lake Nica;

;

;

ragua, Nicaragua.

;

,^

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

ISOGOMPHODON, Gill.

Subgenus

CARCHARHINUS JITHALORUS, (Jordan & Gilbert).
Body robust, the head rather loug and pointed in profile, flattish above;
greater
snout from mouth equal to distance between angles of mouth,
52.

.V

than from chin to line connecting these angles interorbital width slightly
more than snout from eye 3 short furrows from angle of mouth teeth
in both jaws narrowly triangular, nearly erect and scarcely notched
on the outer margin, all finely serrate; pores not conspicuous gill openings large. Free margins of all fins concave. Insertion of first dorsal
close behind base of pectoral length of base of first dorsal less than its
height interspace between dorsals 2 to 2\ times base of first dorsal and
4 times second, which is much smaller than first. Tail about \ total
length anal a little longer than second dorsal. Eyes very small. Pectorals somewhat falcate, reaching to opposite posterior part of base of
Slaty gray upper edge
dorsal, their tips pointed; pectoral, 6 in body.
of tail blackish tips of all fins blackish. L. 6 feet or more. Mazatlan
(a/i^aA?;, soot;
bpo^,
to Panama; common; very close to C. Umbatus.
margin.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Carchariasxthalonis, 3 o-Rj)Mf

& GihUERt,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 104,

Mazatlan.

(Type,

Nos. 28202, 29549.)
63.

CARCHARHINUS LIMBATUS,

(MiiUer & Henle).

(Caoonetta.)

Snout somewhat pointed in front, rather produced, the distance between
extremity and the mouth somewhat less than width of mouth; nostrils nearly midway between the extremity of snout and mouth
teeth
its

;

jfgj'

similar in form in both jaws, erect, constricted, on a broad base, the

upper more distinctly serrated than the lower gill openings wide, at
least twice as wide as the eye, which is small. Pectorals falciform, extending beyond end of dorsal, the length of their upper margin being
nearly 4 times that of lower. First dorsal commencing very close
behind the axil of the pectoral origins of second dorsal and anal opposite to each other, the bases being nearly equally long.
Caudal fin long,
its length equal to distance between the origins of the 2 dorsal fins.
Color gray, lower side of the extremity of the pectoral, extremities
of the second dorsal and anal and of the lower caudal lobe, black.
(Giinther.) Tropical seas, north to Florida; a stray specimen taken at
Woods Holl, Mass. common in Brazil used as food by the very poor.
;

;

;

;

{limhatus, edged.)
Carcharias {Prionodon) limhatm, MuLLER & Henle, Plagiostomcn, 49, 1838,
Carcharias Umbatus, GiiNTiiER, Cat., viii, 373, 1870.
Ihiihnlux, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 23,1883.
hngnmpliodon mciodipinnis, PoEY, Rcpertorio, I, 191, 1867, Cuba.
Carchariaz miiUeri, Steinbaciiner, Sitzber. Akad. Wise. Wien., 1867, 356,

Martinique.

hogomphndon

Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1840,
Castelnau, Anim. Am6r. Sud.

Carcharias microps,

38,

PrUmodon

Poiss., 99, 1855,

CMCuri,

64.

'West Indies.

Madeira.

CARCHARHINUS OXYRHTNCHUS,

Bahia.

(Miiller

&

Henle).

Snout very much elongate, pointed, narrow; distance between mouth
and tip of snout about twice distance between nostrils; a short labial

Jordan and Evcrimxnn.
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fold on each jaw toeth small, ^^, erect, rather slenderer in lower jaw
only the upper teeth show serration near the tip. Pectorals very laro-e
and broad, extending beyond dorsal, which begins above root of pectoral.
Second dorsal and anal sub-equal, only \ size of first dorsal. Eye small,
gill openings moderate. (Gliuther.) Surinam. ( of ijr, sharp; pry^w, snout.)
;

;

Carcharias orijrhijnrhus,

MuLLER &

IIenle, Plas'iostomcn, 41,

18:!8,

Surinam.

Carchimaf> o.ryylii/nchm, GuNTiiEii, Cat.,viii, 375, 1870.

26.

HYPOPRION,

& Henle,

HiipopHon, Mi'LLER

Hypojntonodnii, GiLL,

Miiller &. Henle.

Plagii)Stomen, 34, 1838, (nindoti).

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Hist. N. Y., 18G1,

4iil,

(hnnUidon) (toeth sorrato on outer side

only).

Characters essentially as in Carcharhitms, but with the lower teeth entire,
the upper teeth coarsely serrated at base only, on one or both sides lower
teeth erect, (vko, below; irpiuv, saw the upper teeth being serrated at
;

;

base).
Snout obtuso its length from mouth J^ interorbital width upper teeth weiikly scrrato
on both sides in adult; second dorsal very large, more than 3'2 base of first.

a.

;

;

DREVIROSTRIS,
aa.

Snout acute its length from mouth IJ-^ times width of mouth
serrate on both sides second dorsal small, about ]^ .as long as
;

;

55.

Body

HTPOPRION BREVIROSTUIS,

;

t)5,

upper teeth strongly
sigxatus,

first.

Cfi.

Poey.

robust; head flattened, the snout short, flat, broadly rounded;

midway between

tip of snout and posterior edge of pupil; preoral
part of snout half interorbital width width of mouth equal to distance
from tip of snout to posterior margin of orbit; fold at angle of mouth
nostril

;

ujiper teeth broadly triangular, the base finely serrate on outer
edge only in young, on both sides in adult; lower teeth erect. Eye small.
Second dorsal unusually large, similar to first and nearly as high. Interspace between dorsals 2J times base of first, 2\ times second anal about
pectorals moderate, broad, nearly reaching
f size of second dorsal
Gray, fins dusky in young, inside of mouth
middle of first dorsal.
brilliant white. L. 7 feet. West Indies, north to Charleston, not rare at
Key West, where it frequents the wharves with its more dangerous rela-

half orbit

;

;

;

tive, Carcharhinus lamia,
Uypoprion

U.

S.

hrevirnstris,

{hrevirostris, short-nosed.)

Poey, Repertorio,

Nat. Mus., 1882, 581; Jordan,

56.

ir, 4.'51,
I.

tab. 4, 1808,

Cuba

;

Jorhan &

Gilisert, Proc.

c, 1884, 104.

HYPOPRION SIGNATUS,*

Poey.

Snout long, acute, the preoral length 1^ times width of mouth nostrils
with a short, acute lobe; pectoral acute, not falciform; second dorsal opposite anal, neither \ base of first dorsal; upper teeth strongly serrate
at base, the claw sharp and nearly erect.
Cuba. (Poey, description of
lonr/irostris.)
(signatus, marked.)
;

ITi/pnprion signatu/s,

Hypoprion

Poey, Synopsis, 452, 18G8, Cuba Poey, Enumeratio, 199,
PoEY, Enumeratio, 199, 1875, Cuba.
;

187.5.

longirostris,

* Poey has given names to 2 species of Ilypoprinn vith the snout long, thi^ 2 differing only
in form" of the teeth.
These aro /oiii/iiwdis, described as above, and .s/./dk/k-s known fioni the
teeth only. The upper teeth of .t/ymihis, according to Poey, luivo the claw triangular and
Probably the 2 are
bluntish, the lower teeth bluntish.'not flexuou.s, and somewhat oblique.
not different species, and sigyiatits is the older name.

Bulletin 4/, United States National
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27.
i4j)rioH,

MCli.kr

Apriiinodoii,

Gill.

IIenle, Plagiostonien, 32, 1838, piooccupieil, (isodon).

it

(iii.i,,

APRIONODON,

Museum.

Auu. Lye. Nat.

Hist. N. Y., vii, 18G1, 411,

{pimckdm — isodon).

Snout more or less produced and conic; teeth entire, without serrje, all
of thcni narrowed, on a broad base, the lower erect, the upper erect or
slightly obi i(iue; dorsal more or less posterior, opposite the space between
pectorals and vcntrals. («-, privative tt/j/w)-, saw othv^, tooth the edges
of the teeth being always entire.)
;

.'.7.

;

;

APRIONODON ISODON,

(Miiller

&

Henle).

Snout short, little pointed; distance from angle of mouth to nostril
twice that from nostril to end of snout; pectorals reaching end of first
dorsal, which is much longer and higher than second. Grayish. (Dumeril.)
Atlantic Ocean, recorded from New York, Virginia, and Cuba; probably
rare,

{loog,

equal; 6(hvg, tooth).

Citrcliarias isodon,

Mi'Li.EK

it

Henie, Plagiostomen,

Carcharias punctalus, Gvntiier, Cat., vni, 301, 1870,

which

is

32, 1S3S, New York.
New York, (not

Sijiialiis

pmictatus,

Mitchill,

Scoliodon terrx-novie).

Aprionodon isodon, PoEY, Enumeratio, 200, 1875.
Carcharias isodon, DuMfiRiL, Elasmobranches, 349, 1870.

SCOLIODON.

28.
Scoliodon,

MC'LlER & Henle, Wiegmamrs Archiv.

Miiller &. Henle.
f.

Naturg.,

iii,

1837, (hdictiudns).

Teeth entire or very nearly so, obli(iue and flat, the points directed
toward the sides of the mouth, so that the inner margins are more or less
nearly horizontal, the teeth in front more nearly erect; teeth not swollen
at the base, each of them with a deep notch on the outer margin below
the sharp point; lips with conspicuous grooves. Otherwise as in Carcharhhius, from which the genus is scarcely distinct.
Size small,
(axolioc,
oblique; odov^ tooth.)
,

Teeth minutely serrulate above in the adult,

n.

length from
aa.

Teeth entire,
mouth.

mouth

all

less obliiiuo

than

in (he next;

snout sharp,

its

longurio,

58.

greater than width of mouth.

very oblique; snout not sharp,

its

length from month

less

than width of

teuk.b-nov.t-:,

58.

SCOLIODON LONGURIO,

Snout much produced, sharp,

5!).

(Jordan & Gilbert).

length from mouth IJ times width of
on upper jaw reaching about i
distance to middle of jaw, the lower fold i as long; upper teeth broadly
triangular, minutely serrated, serrulate on both margins lower teeth entire, suberect, less oblique than in S. terrcc-novw.
Pectorals short, not
reaching end of first dorsal; first dorsal large, close behind pectorals, its
base 2^ in interspace between dorsals second dorsal very small, over anal,
which is nearly twice its length; base of anal nearly } that of first dorsal.
Dark gray, the young with the fins dusky edged. Pacific Coast of Mexico
not rare, (longurio, a slender youth, or stripling.)

mouth;

its

labial folds well developed, that

;

;

;

Carcharias longurio,

Jobdan & Gilbert.

28306, 28330, 28331, 29541, 29551.)

Proc.

IT.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, lOG,

Mazatlan.

(Type, Nob.

)

Jordan and Ez'ermann.
5a.

— Fishes of

SCOLIODON TERRJ:.N0V^,
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America.

(Richardson).

(Shaiu'-nosed Shark.)

Body slender; snout depressed, moderately rounded mouth U-sbaped,
with a short labial groove at its angle, which groove extends on the upper
jaw as well as on the lower; distance between nostrils greater than distance from nostrils to end of snout; gill openings narrow; tirst dorsal moderate, midway between pectorals and ventrals; second dorsal very small,
slightly behind, and rather smaller than anal anal fin much shorter than
distance from anal to ventrals; pectoral tins rather large, reaching about
to middle of first dorsal; ventrals small.
Color gray; caudal fin Avith
a conspicuous uarrow blackish edge. Cape Cod to Brazil, very common
southward along the Atlantic Coast. Size rather small. L. 3 feet. (Xame
from Newfoundland, where the species was erroueously supposed to occur.
;

;

Sqnalns (Carcharias) terrie-novse,* Richardson,
Carchariasterrie-novie,

GiJNTHER, Cat.,

Faima

Bor. Amer., ui, 289, 1836,

Newfoundland.

viii, 360,1870.

Squaluspurictaliis, Mitciiii.l, Trans. Lit.

&

Phil. Soc. N. Y., 1,483, 18ir>,

New York

;

nanio jnf-

occupied.
Carcharias

Miller & Henle, Plagiostomon,

lalaritli,

30, 1838,

Brazil.

Family XII. SPHYRNID.E,

(The Hammer-headed Sharks.)
General characteristics of the Galeid/E, but the head singularly formed,
kidney-shaped or "hanmier "-shaped, from the extension of its sides, the
nostrils being anterior and the eyes on the sides of the "hammer";
mouth crescent-shaped, under the "hammer" teeth of both jaws similar,
oblhiue, each with a notch on the outside near the base; no spiracles; last
gill opening over the pectoral; first dorsal aud pectorals large, the dorsal
nearer pectorals than ventrals; second dorsal and anal small a pit at the
root of the caudal caudal fin with a single notch toward its tip, its lower
lobe developed. One genus with 5 species, inhabiting most warm seas.
Large sharks, known at once by the singular form of the head, which is
not quite the same in any two species. (Carchariid.e, part, group ZyG.ENINA, Giinther, Cat., viii, 380-383.)
;

;

;

29.

SPHYRNA,

Rafincsque.

(Hammer-head Sharks.)
Sphyrna, Rafinepque, Indice d' Ittiol. Siciliana, 60, 1810,
Ceslrorhinnx,

Blainvillk, Joiirn.

{-i/grciia).

Plijs., '204, 1816, {si/ijuna).

Zygmia, Cuvier, Ri'prne Animal, Ed.

1,

127, 1817,

{'.//(j.-dki ;

name

prcoccnpied).

SwAlxsoN, Classn. Anim., 11, 318, 1839, ('V(7m)<."'=/H(7of).
(Klein pre-Linureau), Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., viii, 1861,

Platysqualiifs,

Cestrncinn

:

Ettsphyni, Gill,
lieniceps,

Gill,

I.
1.

41'2, (-.iio.rna).

c, {bhchii).
c,

{tilmro).

* This specifis, with others bclongins to the Florida fauna, is said by Richardson ti) have been
brought from Newfoundland by Audubon. They doubtless came from some locality in Florida

or Caroliua.

Bulletin 42, United States National Museu7n.
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Characters of the genne included above. In the form of the head, there
a perfect gradation among the species from the narrow hammer of S.
hlochii, with the lobes 3 times as long as broad and deeply grooved
along the anterior edge, to the kidney-shaped head of S. tiburo, in which
tlie anterior grooves are obsolete.
{a<l>vpa, hammer.)
is

<i.

Nostrils near the eyos.

Nostril with the frontal groove short or obsolete;

h.

so that the head
c.

lateral extension of lir-ad iiicKkrate

rather kidney-shaped than hammer-shaiH-d.

is

Renickps, {rena, kidney

cq)s,

;

head): Nostril with the groove obsolete

;

anterior and

tiburo, CO.
margins of head confluent into a semicircle.
Pi.ATYSQUAUis, (ttAotus, broad; ssqnalns): Nostril with a short groove; anterior margin
lateral

re.

tides, G1.

of liead curved, not continuous with lateral edges.

Sl'IIYRNA
1)6.

:

which extends along the front of the hamniershaped head, the anterior and posterior outlines of which are nearly parallel.

Nostril with a well-developed groove,

zyg.i:na, 02.

Subgenus RENICEPS,
60.

SPHTRNA TIBUKO,

Gill.

(Linnrcus).

(Shovel-head Shark; Bon-vet-iieap.)

Body rather

much compressed; head

slender, not

lar in front, reniform, the posterior free

depi-essed, semicircu-

margins short, the lateral margins

continuous with the anterior; pectorals large; first dorsal liigh, midway
between pectorals and ventrals; second dorsal much smaller, produced
behind, higher and shorter than anal; ventral fins moderate; caudal
moderate; mouth small, crescentic; teeth small, very oblique, with a
deep notch on the outer margin. Head 4^^ in length, 6 to tip of caudal;
width of head slightly less than length of head. Color uniform ashy,
paler beneath. L. 3 to 5 feet. Atlantic Ocean; abundant on onr coast
from Long Island southward; ranging to China. (<i&«ro,shark, in Spanish.)
Squalm

tiburo,

LiNNiEUS, x, 1758,

2.34,

GOnther, Cat., viil,
Uenkeps tiburo, Jordan & Gilbert,

Xjiyiiina tiburo,

S3'nopsis, 25,1883.

Subgenus
61.

Intermediate in

America.

382, 1870.

PLATYSQUALUS,

SPHTRXA TUBES,

Swainson.

(Cuvier).

and
iUmro, the head
produced laterally than in the former. Anterior margin of the head much curved, but not continuous with the
lateral edge; length of hinder margin of one side of the hammer less than
its width near the eye.
Nostril close to the eye, its groove longer than
in S. tilmro, but very short, continued for but a short distance along the
side of the head, and followed by a line of pores. A large shark, of the
warm seas; Gulf of California, West Indies, Mediterranean, and Indian
Ocean, (tndes, hammer.)
(Eu.)
longer and the

all

respects between S. zygfrna

hammer

Xygsena tudes {CvviER MS.), Valenciennes,

Mem.

Mus., ix, 225, 1822, Nice,

Risso.

Muller & Henle, Plagiostoiiien, 53, 1838.
Gunther, Cat., viii, 382.
Sphijnia ludet, Jordan & Gilrert, Bull. U. S. Fish Com.,
Spliyma tudes, Joedan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 9, 1885.
Sphijma
'/jtigitna

(S".

less

tudef,

iudec,

1882, 105.

;ifti-r

PMiitMndicr of

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.
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SI'HVKXA ZYG.EXA,

(Liumuus).

(IlAMMEK-HEADF.n SlIARK.)

Head

truly hammer-shaped;

width of head about twice its length;
nearly e(inal to its width near the
eye; nostril close to eye, prolonged into a groove which runs along nearly
the whole front margin of head; iirst dorsal large; second quite small,
smaller than anal; pectoral rather large. Color gray. A large voracious
shark, reaching a length of 15 feet or more, found in all warm seas; occasional on our coasts from Cape Cod and from Point Concepcion southward. (JJiiyaLva, Zygwna, the ancient name, from C^^yop, yoke.)
(Eu.)
length of hinder margin of

Sqnabis

,-ygsena,

S(ii(ahts malteits,

hammer

LiNN/Etis, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 234,

Europe; America.

Eisso, Ichth. Nice., 34, 1810, Nice.

Zi/gxua malleus, SroKEH, Fish. Mass., 238,1867.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 25, 1883.
Loud iu Griffith, Auimal Kiugiloiii, x,

typhyrmi zyijxna,
Zi/gcvna leichii,

C40, 1834,

Zijgxna 'xharcuata, Stoker, Pioc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1848, 70,

New

Holland.

Cape Cod.

Family XIII. ALOPIID^E.

(The Thresher Sharks.)
Body moderately elongate, the anout rather short; mouth crescentshaped, teeth equal in Loth jaws, moderate sized, flat, triangular, not
serrated; the third tooth of the upper jaw on each side much smaller than
the others; gill openings moderate, the last one above the root of the
no nictitating membrane; spiracles just behind eye, minute or
dorsal large, midway between pectorals and ventrals; second
dorsal and anal very small; caudal fin exceedingly long, about as long
as the rest of the body, a pit at its root, a notch on the upper lobe near
its tip; lower lobe moderately developed; no caudal keel; ventrals rather
pectorals;

absent;

first

A

large; pectorals very large, falcate.
size,

inhabiting most seas,

{Lamnkhc, part, Giinther,

30,

known

viii, 393;

Rafinesque,

Alupetitis, Mi'i.i.KR A-

Ciiraltori di

by the great

a'

large

leuj^th of the tail.

genus Alopecias.)

ALOPIAS,
(Thkesher

Alitpias,

single species, reaching

at once

AKuiii Goneri,

Rafinesque.

Sh.\rks.)
etc., 12, 1810, (m<tcrouriis=viilpes).

Heni.e, I'lasiostoiiieu, 74, 1838,

ameudeJ orthography.

The characters of the genus are included above. (uAwmV, a fox, Latin,
vulpvs.
A. ruJpes was known to the ancients as a?MT:cKlu<j, fox-like).
63.

ALOPIAS VILPES,

(Gmeliu).

(Thresher; Fox-shark; Swingle Tail; Long-tail Shark.)

A

large shark, abounding in all

ranean .and Atlantic.
(vulpes, fox.)

warm

seas, especially in the Mediter-

It is also frequently

taken on our Pacific coast.
(Eu.)
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Gmelin,* Syst. Nat., l, 149G, 1788, Mediterranean, (after Ponnant).
Bonnaterre,* Tableau Kncycl. Itthy.,'J, 17sS, Mediterranean, (after PeDnant).

S<jtialits

ntlpcs,

Squalm

vitljiiiim,

Alopecias

Gi'NTiiEK, Cat., viii, 393,1870.

vttlpes,

Jordan & Giluert, Synopsis,

Alopias nilpes,

Alopias macronrtts, Rafinesque,

Squalm

alopeciat,

Gbonow,

1.

27,1883.

c, 1810, 12, Sicily.

Cat. Fishes, 7, 1854.

Family XIV.

CARCHARIID^.

(The Sand Sharks.)

mouth crescent-shaped, wide;
the teeth large, long, narrow, and subulate, most of them with 1 or 2
small cusps at the base, their edges entire gill openings rather large, all
of them in front of the pectorals; two dorsals, moderate, subequal; the
anal similar first dorsal well behind pectorals ; caudal well developed,
with a short basal lobe and a notch toward its tip; no caudal keel pecBody rather

elongate, the snout sharp;

;

;

;

no nictitating membrane spiracles minute, pore-like.
A single genus, with 3 recognized species. A number of fossil species belong to this family. Voracious sharks of moderate size, chielly inhabiting
the Atlantic. (Lamnid.e, part, Giiuther, Cat,, viii,392; genus Odontmins.)
torals rather short

;

;

CARCHARIAS,

31.
RAFINESQUE.f

Carchaiias,

mentioned,

tamiis,

Nuovi
(See note under

Cai'attpri di Alciini

belongs

Iicre.

Ralinesque.
G';>neri, 10,

IslO

;

iu part, tlio ouly siiecies

Ciin/('(i7i(««.s.)

Odonlaspis, AOASSiz, Poissous Fossiles, in, 87, 1836, (fefoJ-).
Triglochis,

Mullek

&

Henle, Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1837,

Eiujomphodus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1SG4,

11,

Characters of the genus given above.
a.

Teeth largo, awl-shaped, most of them with
EuaOMPllonus,
6.

First

(eC,

true

yd^^os, nail

;

;

{Kapxapia^, a

rough shark.)

1 or 2 small cusps at base.

oSoiis,

and fourth teeth of upper jaw and

88, (J\rox).

2(50, {liUoralis).

tooth):

first

tooth of the lower simple, without basal

cusps.

LITTURALIS, 04.

Subgenus
64.

EUGOMPHODUS,

CARCHARIAS LITTOKALIS,

Gill.

(Mitchill).

(Sand Shark.)

Body elongate,
the length

;

its

depth

lins small,

the

i the length;
first

head rather pointed, about i of
much longer than the second,

dorsal not

*Tlicgeneral worksufDr. J. F. Gmelin and the Abbe Bonnaterre bear the same date, 1788. We
do not know which is the earlier, and follow common usage in retaining in this and other cases
the name given by Gmelin. Neither writer mentions the other. Gmelin's preface is dated
March IG, 1788, ivhile the page devoted by Bonnaterre to the " Privilege du Roi " bears date of
May 16, 1788. Bonnaterre states that there have been thirteen editions of Linnivus' Systema
Natur.v. Of these the thirteenth is the work of Gmelin.
But there is no evidence that IJonnaterre had seen or used this thirteenth edition, or that the latter had appeared when bis own
work was published. The two works were nearly simultaneous in appearance, but there is a
slight probability in favor of Gmelin.
Gmelin's names have been generally need by subsequent
authors, while tho.se of Bonnaterre have been almost totally ignored.
_i Carcliitridf, Rafincs(|ue, w;is established for those sharks, "the most enormous and mOLit voracious of their onier, which differ from the genus Oaletif, Rafinesque, by the lack of spir.acles."
The group corresponds to the first subgenus under S<j!iahis, in the arrangement of Lacepede.
The type of this subgenus is S.pmhifs c(,rrh„ri,i^<, which was identified by Rafinesque with CirclmrIniius^ldtiun.

^>(i-(7((>/-m.'!/(i/(iiV(

shciuld, tlienfcrre, have been designated as the type of Carc/mWos,
v,c leave the name with the only species he mentions.

but Rafinesque failed to so indicate, and

)

:

Jordan and Evertnann.
both similar to the
gray.

America.
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pectoral fins short, obtuse or truueate. Color
small voracious shark with very sharp teeth, rather
on our Atlantic coast, especially between Cape Cod and Cape
.iQiil

;

A

L. 5 feet.

common

— Fishes of North

Hatteras, said to differ from the European C. iaurun in its more anterior
two species need further comparison. (h«or«7is, pertaining

dorsal; the

to the shore.
Soc, 1815, i, 483, New York, (not of Shaw).
Mitchill, Am. Monthly Mag., ii, 1818, 1^8, New York.
Ayres, Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist., 1844, 288, Long Island.

Stptabis amerkantis, JIitciiill, Trans. Lit. antl Pliil.
Sqitalus littoralis,

Carcharius

and

(jriseKx,

•&'.

Odoiitaspis americaims,

Eugomphodus

macroibis,

GCnther,

Cat.,viii, 392,1870.

UtloraUs, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 260.

Carcharias americamis, Jord.^n

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 27, 1883.

LAMNID^.

Family XV.

(The Mackerel Sharks.)
with the body stout, the mouth wide, with large
the caudal fin lunate, the 2 lobes being not
very unequal, the upper lobe strongly bent upward; caudal peduncle
with a strong keel on each side; gill openings wide, all in front of the
pectorals, entirely lateral, not extending under the throat; first dorsal
large; pectorals large; ventrals moderate; second dorsal and anal very
small a pit at the root of the caudal spiracles minute or absent. Genera
In this family the
3; species 6 or more, besides numerous fossil species.
dentition, as well as the muscular system, reaches its highest degree of
specialization. (Lamnid.e, part, Giinther, Cat., viii, 389-392.)
Sharks of large

teeth,

and the

size,

tail slender,

;

o.

Lamnin/t;. Teeth slender and sharp, with entire edges.
6.

65.

aa.

;

Teeth without basal cusps, long, flexuous, and acute.
Teeth, or most of them, with a small cusp ou eacli side at

IsuRi'S, 32.
l)ase,

compressed, sharp, and

somewhat triangular.
Lamna, .33.
Carch AHODONTINJE, Teeth with serrated edges, compressed, and triangular in form, without
basal cusp.
Carcharouon, .34.
32.

ISURUS,

burns, Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alciini
Oxyrhina, Agassiz, Poissous Fossiles,
Isuropsis,

iii,

Rafinesque.

Nuovi Generi,

11, 1810, (oxyrhi/nchus).

276, 1836, (spallamauit

Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., viii, 153, 18G1,

= oxyrhynchus).

(ylaiiciis).

Snout rather long and pointed the body formed much like that of a
tunny or mackerel first dorsal and pectorals large; second dorsal and
;

;

caudal peduncle slender teeth long, lanceolate, with
sharp entire cutting edges and no basal cusps. (?cr<>c, equal; obpu, tail;
the two lobes of the tail being nearly equal, as in all the members of this
anal very small

:

;

family.)
IsUBOPSis,
a.

(Icro?,

equal; ovpd,

tail; ot/zis,

First dorsal inserted entirely

appearance):

behind pectorals, nearly midway between pectorals and

ventrals.
b.

Height of dorsal IJ^ in head; pectoral as long as head.

pekayi,

65.

IsURUS
00. First dorsal inserted close

behind pectorals.

oxYUiuNCUue, 06.

—

Museum.
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Subgenus ISUROPSIS,
65.

Gill.

ISUKUS DEKAII,

(Gill)..

(MACKEHEL SlIAUK.)

Head 5 in length to tip of caudal pectoral as long as head, a little
longer than upper caudal lobe. Dorsals and pectorals falcate ; first dorsal
inserted behind pectoral at a distance equal to i head base of first dorsal
Middle teeth very loug, much longer and
2J^ in head, its height IS.
narrower than lateral teeth. Dark bluish gray above, white below, the
;

;

upper fins dusky, lower pale.
color abruptly changing on the tail
Cape Cod to West Indies, not common described here from
L. 10 feet.
;

;

a specimen taken at Pensacola. The American species seems to differ from
the Asiatic /. glaucus in its longer pectorals and higher dorsal. (Named
for James E. De Kay, author of the Fauna of New York.)
Lmnna

punctata,

De Kav,

N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 352,

New

ISJli,

York,

(uot Sqnalm pitnciatus,

MlTCHILL).
Isuropsis (lekayi.

Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N.

Y., 1861, 153, after

De Kay.

Imropsis glaucus, PoEV, Synopsis, 446, 1S68 (not Oxyrhina glauca, MiJLLER
Isurus dekayi,

Joudan &

& Henle).

GiLBr;RT, Synopsis, 874,1883.

Subgenus ISURUS.
66.

ISUBUS OXIRHYNCHUS,

(Mackerel Shaek

;

Pesce Tondo

;

Kafiuesque.

Cane

di

Mare.)

Muzzle long and pointed, the preoral portion of the snout as long as
the cleft of the mouth and greater than interorbital space; snout in
the form of a cone flattened below; spiracles very small. Teeth \'i on
each side, long, lanceolate, without basal cusps; third tooth on each side
of upper jaw much smaller than that next to it. Gill openings very
wide, the width of the first rather more than its distance from the
last.
Origin of dorsal close behind base of pectorals, which are falciform, the length of the lower margin i that of the upper second dorsal
very small, opposite the anal and of the same size; caudal lunate, the
upper lobe i longer than the lower. Size very large. A voracious shark,
similar in habits to Isitrus dekai/i, from which it differs in the backward position of the dorsal; from Lamna corniiMca it is separated by the
absence of lateral denticles on the teeth. Mediterranean Sea and neighboring i^arts of the Atlantic, XJrobably occasionally straying to our coast,
as the description of the large shark published by Capt. Nathaniel E.
Atwood, under the name of Carcharias tigris, * could refer to no other
(Eu.)
known species, (of rf, sharp pvjvtofj siiout.)
;

;

*Capt. Atwood describes this specimen, which was 8 feet 10 inches in length, as dark Muo
above, an irregular lead-colored lateral band; belly white. Largest teeth IJ;^ inches lonii, ^^
inch tiroad at base, smooth (edged) and curving upward. Snout pointed, 2 feet long, from
first gill opening: branchial apertures
inches long, the distance from first to last 5imhes;
75^ inches between the eyes; nostrils 2% inches before eyes. Front of first dorsal 3 inches
behind pectorals it is 13 inches high and 12 long at base, the free iJosterior edge 2% inches.
Second dorsal 25 inches behind posterior root of first, 2% inches high, 4 inches long pectorals
23 inches high, W/^ broad at base; ventrals inserted at a point midway between the two dorsals,
aual similar to second dorsal, inserted an inch fiirther back.
Upper lobe of caudal 23 inches
long, lower 18 the distance between the tips 31 inches.
"The first specimen of this very rare
shark was brought from the Gulf of Mexico and presented to the State Cabinet, the second vvas
taken at Truro and presented to the Museum of Comparative J^oulogy ; the third, which had
bitten off and swallowed large portions of a sword fisli, was captured in 1801, at Provincetown
and given to the (Hoston) Society a fourth specimen, and the one described above, at Provincetown in August last." Atwood.
;

;

;

;

'

Jordan ani{

Cane <U mare (U

Missiiiri,

/'.rerniaiin.

— Fis/ws of

Spallanzani, Viaggio due

JSlorth

Sicilie, iv, 325, 1797,

America.

I'J

Messina.

Ratinesque, Caiatteri, etc., 12, 1810, Palermo.
Imims apalldiirMiii, Rafinesque, Indice, (50, 1810, (after Spallanzani).
0.riiriliiua ."paWmrMui, BoNAPARTE, Fauna Italica, xxvi, 134, pi. 130, f. 1, 1839.
Oxyrhma yomphodon, MI'llek & IIenle, Plagiostomcn, 68, 1838, Atlantic Ocean.
Uimi-f o.njrhijnclms,

Macki, Mem. Ac.

Siiiialiis rnstralu.",

Lamna

Sci. Naiioli,

5"),

1810,

Naples.

spaUan-ani, GCntiier, Cat,, Viii, 390, 1870.

Oxyrhiua spallanMtt:, PusiiiKlL, Elasniobraurhes, 408, 1870.
Carchuruts

Provincetown, Mass.

A'l'woou, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., xii, 268, 18G9,

tiijris,

33.

LAMNA,

Cuvier.

(Porbeagles.)
Lamna, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. l, 126, 1817, (airnuhicus).
Lamia, Risso, Eur. Merid., 123, lii, 1826 {conmbicns, name preoccupied).
coniubicits).
Selanoninx, Fleming, Briti.sli Animals, 169, 1S28, {walJceri

=

Body short aud

stout, the

back considerably elevated snout prominent,
;

pointed; teeth triangular, pointed, entire, each one with a small cusp on
each side at base; one or both of these sometimes obsolete on some of
the teeth in the young; gill openings wide; dorsal and j)ectoral fins somewhat falcate; second dorsal and anal fins very small, nearly opposite

each other; first dorsal close behind the root of the pectorals. This
genus is very close to Jsmj'ms, with which fossil forms seem to connect it.
Perhaps the two should be united under the older name Isurus. {Aa/xva,
a kind of shark, from Innia, a horrible anthropophagous monster, a
bugbear used by the Greeks to frighten refractory children.)

.

67.

LAMXA CORNUBICA,

{Porbeagle

Snout
teeth

conical,

j^ on

small;

first

A

;

(Gmelin).

Mackerel Shark.)

pointed, rather longer than the cleft of the mouth;

each side; the third tooth on each side in the upper jaw
Color bluish

dorsal beginning over the axil of the pectorals.

and fierce pelagic shark reaching a length of 10 feet.
North Atlantic and North Pacific, occasionally taken on the coast of New
England aud southward; not rare in California, {coruuhiciit^, from Corn(Eu.)
wall, from which region the species was early described.)
gray.

large

Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1497, 1788, shores of Cornwall.
GOntheu, Cat., viii, 389, 1870 Jordan & Gilbert, Synoiisis, 30, 1883.
BoNNATERBE, Tableau Encycl., Ichth., 10, 1788, Cornwall, after Bcaumaria of

Sipialiix caniiihiciis*,

Lamna

conoihica,

SipiaUis tiams,

;

Pennant.
Artodi Piscium, 517, 1792, Cornwall, after Pennant.
Shaw, Gen. Zoiil., v, 350, 1804, Anglesea.
Sqtuthis selanonu", Leach, Edinb. Mem. Wern. Soc, 1819, ii, ijl. 1, fig. 2, 55.
SeUinonim iralkcri, Fleming, British Animals, 169, 1828, Lochfyne, Argyleshire, "Sinus

Sqimlus pennant i,

Walbaum,

Sqxalns monenxif,

noneits.

Sela

'

* Wo do not

kuow which of the two names, comubicus and
name ot Gnicliii.

u retaining the

nasits,

haslpriority

;

we

follow usage

—

);
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CARCHARODON,*

34.

Smith.

(Max-eater Sharks.)
Carcharodon,

Andhew

Simitii,

Proc. Geol Soc. London, v, 8G, 1837, {capensis=carcharim).

General cliaracters of Isuriis and Lamna, but with a different dentition,
the teeth being large, Hat, erect, regularly triangular, their edges serrated
first dorsal moderate, nearly midway between pectorals and ventrals;

second dorsal and anal very small; pectorals large, ventrals moderate;
caudal peduncle rather stout spiracles minute or absent. Sharks of very
largo size; the strongest and most voracious of all fishes; pelagic, found
in most warm seas.
{Kopxupog, rough; o()ui'C, tooth.)
;

68.

CARCHARODON CARCHARIAS,t
(SIan-eater Shark; Great

(Linnaeus).

White Shark.)

Body stout, depth about 5^ in total length; mouth very large; both
jaws with 5 rows of large, triangular, serrated teeth, those in the lower
jaw narrower, about || in each row first dorsal somewhat behind pectorals; caudal fin large and strong. Color leaden gray; tips and edges of
;

One of the

pectorals black.

largest of the sharks, reaching a length of

found in all temperate and trojiical seas, and is occasionally
taken on our coasts, both in the Atlantic and the Pacific. One caught
near Soquel, California, was about 30 feet long and had a young sea lion,
weighing about 100 pounds, in its stomach. {Kapxapia^, an old name of
Carcharhiitus lamia and of other man-eating sharks.)
(Eu.
30 feet.

It is

Lamia, Konpelet, Hist.

Poisf?.,

305,

1.5.58,

Nice, Marseilles.

gooil figure,

Sqxuduscarcharias,XliistaEVS,l&y&t. Nat., Ed. x, 1758,235,
Carcharias verus, AoASSiz, Poiss. Foss.,

Carcharodon rondekli, ML'ller

lii,

& Henle,

Europe,

iifter

Artedi.

91, 1836.

Plagiostomen,

70, 1838, after

Kcmdelet,

Mediterranean

Sea and Atlantic Ocean.
Carcharodon

roudelcti,

Guntiier, Cat.,

viii, 392, 1870.

Carcharias aiwoodi, Storer, Proc. Bost.Soc. Nat. Ilist., 11,1848,71,

Carcharodon carcharia$,

Jordan & Gildert, Synopsis,

Carcharodon capensis, Smith,
Ca)-c7»arodo»i «»m</a,

III. Zoiil. S.

Africa, pi. 4, 1842,

Bonaparte, Selach. Tab. Anal.,

Family XVI.

9,

Provincetown.

875, 1883.

Cape of Good Hope.

1839, after Smith.

CETOEHINID^.

(The Basking Sharks.)
Sharks of immense size, with the gill openings extremely wide, extending from the back nearly to the median line of the throat, all of them in
* Ono species of this genus, Carcharodon megalodon, now extinct, must have reached a far larger
than the living Carcharodon carcharias. Its teeth are found in great abundance in tertiary
deposits along the coast of South Carolina.
size

t A good account of this species is given by Dr. W. B. Stevenson, Proc. Vassar Brothers
Poughkcepsio, 1884, and in the American Naturalist for the same year.

Sci.

Soc,

This species, well figured liy Rondelet, and described by Artedi. and after him by tinna'us,
seems to have been lost sight of by subsequent writers from" 1758 to 183(i, the various references
to Sqnalus carcJtarias, between Linnanis and Miiller & Henle, belonging chiell v to Carchariax lamia,
The true Squahts carcharias of LinnaBus is, however, unquestionably the Carcharodon.
" .Tonam Prophetam, ut vcteros Herculem triuocteni, in liujus veutriculo triJiii spatio, bo^sisso
J

'i

verosimile est."

Linnieus.

; ;

Jordan and Evermann.
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front of the pectorals; nioiith moderate, the teeth very small, numerous,
conical, without cusps or serratures; no nictitating membrane; spiracles

very small, above the corners of the mouth; first dorsal large, midway
between pectorals and ventrals; second dorsal and anal small caudal lin
lunate, the upper lobe considerably the larger; caudal peduncle keeled
pectorals and ventrals large. Brain very small. A single genus, with
probably but one species; the largest of living fishes, pelagic, inhabiting
the northern seas. (LamnidzE, part, Giinther, viii, 394, genus Selache.)
;

;

CETORHINUS,

35.

Blainville.

(Basking Sharks.)
? Te^ronis,*

Rafinesque, Carattcri,

Celorhinm, Blainville, Jourii.
Selache,

11, 1810, {(mgiova).

Plij's.,

Cuviee, Eegne Animal, Ed.

Polyproxiqius,

1816, 2G4, {gimneri

Couch, Hist. Brit. Fish.,

= viaximus).

129, 1817, {maxinms).

i,

I,

67, 1861, {rashlei(jhanus

= maximus).

The characters of the genus are included above,

(hy/mr, whale; pivri, a
shark (*S(/«fl/ina), from fiivri, a file or rasp, the rough skin of the shark being
used for polishing wood and marble.)
69.

CETORHINUS MAXIMUS,

(Gunner).

(Basking Siiakk; Pf;Li5RiN; Elephant Shark; Bone Shark.)

Body

rugose, the skin very rough with small spines

blunt; eyes small

;

;

head small

snout

;

teeth in 6 or 7 rows in each jaw, about 200 in each

row

;

dorsal large, triangular, over the space between pectorals and ventrals
second dorsal much smaller, rather larger than anal; pectorals long, tail
first

Gill rakers slender, long and close set, resembling whalebone
(hence the name Bone Shark). Largest of the sharks, reaching a length
of nearly 40 feet found in the Arctic seas, straying southward to Portugal,
Virginia, and California. Occasionally taken by whalers in Monterey Bay.
It is in general a rare species, but gregarious in the breeding season, numbers swimming together on the surface, sluggishly, like logs, (maximus,
(Ku.)
greatest.)

large.

;

Sqndlus maximun.

Gunner, Trondhjem

Selskabskr., in, 33, 1765,

Coast of Norway.

Selachus maximus, Storer, Fisli. Mass., 229, 1867.
Selache

maxima, Guntiier,

Cetorhinus maximus,

Cat., viii, 394, 1870.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 31, 1883.

Squalor (jnunerianus, Blainville, Jour, de Pbys., 1810, 25R, after Guuuer.

Squalus pdegrinus, Blainville,

Squalus homianus, Blainville,
Cetorhinus shavianus,

Squalus

/.
I.

Blainville,

<:,
c.,
I.

ISlO, 257,

Saverio BIacri, Mum. della R. Ac.
Naples.

Siiualtis elephas,

Sqitalus cetaccus,

Everard Home.

c, 1816, 264, after Sbaw.

isodiui,

fig. 2,

Europe.

1810, 257, after

Sci.

Napoli, 1819,

Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii,
Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 6, 1854, Norway.

343, 1821,

Squalus rashleighanus. Couch, Trans. Linn. Soc, xiv, 91, 1825,
Acanthias hlainvillei, Capello, Plagiostomos,
Polijprosojms macer.

Couch, Hist.

I,

i,

55, pi. 1, fig. 1,

New

Cornwall,

aud

[il.

2,

Jersey.
(a monstrosity).

21, 1866.

Brit. Fishes, 1, 67, 1861,

England.

* The description of Telroras is apparently taseu from hearsay, and applies to no known shark.
have
It comes nearest tlie present species, but may bo melange of Isttrua and Ileplranchias.
Tetroras anginni is described as liaviug
tlierefore hesitated to substitute Telroras for Celorhinns.
like
rasp
teeth
snout
Idunt;
oblique;
unec[ual,
tail
oix-niiigs;
"two dorsals; one anal; four gill

We

a keel on each side of tail; eyes very small: gill openings rather large; length about 6 feet.
Called Augiova at Palermo," The name Anciova is now applied at Palermo to Ueplranchius ciiiereus,
according to Prof. Dodorlein.

;
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Family XVII. RHINODONTIDtE.

(ThK WllALE SlIAKKS.)

somewhat in aclvauce of the veutrals; the
Origin of the first
second small, opposite the anal both without spines a pit at the root of
the caudal; lower lobe of the caudal well developed; sides of the tail with
a keel no nictitating membrane; spiracles very small mouth and nostril
near the extremity of the snout; teeth very small and numerous, conical
Large
gill openings wide, the last one above the base of the pectorals.
dorsal fiu

;

;

;

;

sharks, of

Two species are known, lihiuodon typicus, from
seas.
Good Hope, and the following. (Rhinodontid.e, Giiuther,

warm

the Cape of

Cat., VIII, 396).
«.

Teeth

eacli

recurved backward and acutely pointed, swoUeu, and with a heel-liko projecMicbistoucs, 3G.

tion in front rising from its base.

MICRISTODUS,

36.

(Gill).

Micrislodus, Gill, Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 177, {pmn:talns).

This genus is known from its teeth only. These are described as fol"The teeth are fixed and extremely minute, the largest little more
lows
than a line in length (in a shark 20 feet long) and decrease towards the
ends of the jaw; they are disposed in regularly transverse rows, of which
there are 164 to 167 on each side, while in front there are 13 to 16 in each
transverse row; each tooth is recurved backward and acutely pointed,
swollen, and wath a heel-like projection in front rising from its base."
:

(Gill.)

(//t/cpof,

small

;

(arof,

70.

A

an upright projection;

MICRISTODUS PUNCTATUS,

bdovg, looih..)

Gill.

very large shark found in the Gulf of California.

been given, and only the teeth are yet known,
MicrislodtKS pmictalun.

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 177,

Order

F.

No

description has

{pntictatus, spotted.)

Gulf of California.

CYCLOSPONDYLI.

(The Cyclospondylous Sharks.)
Calcareous lamellie arranged in one or more concentric series or rings
about a central axis in each vertebra. Spiracles present. Anal fin wantDorsal tins 2, with or without spine. As here understood, the order
ing.
Cycloapornhjli includes the sharks of the groups called Cydosponihjli and
Tecionpnndyli by Hasse. The vertebra- in the rays show similar structures,
and it is probably from sharks of this group that the Batoidei are descended.

(KiiK/lof,

circle

;

anovih'htr, xevtGhra.)

Families of Cyclospondyli.
a.

CvciospoNDYLi
axis.

:

Vcrtebr.i;

present

;

no nictitating membrane

the lower lobe
b.

with the calcareous lamelhe arranged in a ring about

Pectoral fins normal, not expanded or deeply notched.

little

;

gill

tlie

Anal fin absent

;

central

sjiiracles

openings before pectorals; caudal bent upward,

developed.

Dorsal fins each provided with a stout spine, the fust dorsal far in advance of ventrals.
SQUALtDJi, XVII I.

:

Jordan and Everniann.
Dorsal fins withnut spine, tho

66.

First dorsal

c.

much

—Fishes of North Atnerica,

first
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dorsal over or in advanco of ventrals.

before ventrals;

skin moderately rough.
DAI.ATIinyE, XIX.

First dorsal opposite ventrals; skin with thorn-liko tubercles.

cr.

lIcniNORHINn)/-E, XX.
TECTosrn\M>Yi,i {TiKriov, a builder; <nT6vf.vKo<;, vertebra)
ml.

Vertehne with the calcareous lamelhe ranged

in several concentric series or rinpg

about a

expanded horizontally and extended forward at
base in front, giving thi! body the form of the flattened disk of the rajs; the anterior
cxtensioi. sciiarated from tho neck by a deep notcli, in which the gill openings lie
no
oentral axis

;

pectoral fins very large,

;

anal

fin

;

dorsal fins small, i)ostorior

Suborder

;

mouth

broad, anterior.

Squatinmd.k, xxr.

CYCLOSPONDYLI.

Family XVIII. SQUALID^E.

(The Dog-fishes.)
Body more or less elongate.
nictitating membrane. Month

Head

depressed.

Eyes

without
deep groove

lateral,

inferior, rather large, arched, a

Nostrils inferior,
on each side. Teeth compressed, variously formed.
separate; sjitracles rather large gills openings moderate, all in front of
Dorsal fins 2, each armed with a spine the first dorsal
the pectoral fins.
;

;

anal fin wanting caudal fin with the lower
ventral fins inserted posteriorly, not much before

in front of the ventrals

;

;

lobe small or obsolete
second dorsal. Oviparous.
;

Genera 6 or more; species about 15 rather small sharks, chiefly of the
These sharks represent a comparatively primitive type, apparently not descended from any other existing SquaU. (SpinacidA':, part,
;

Atlantic.

Giinther, Cat., viii, 417-425.)
a.

Body

r.ather elongate;

no fold of skin along side of belly; dorsal spines both directed back-

ward.

Upper teeth simple, without smaller cusps

6.

c.

base.

and a point directed outward.
Squahj.s, 37.
Teeth unequal, the upper very small, narrow, and lanceolate, erect, the lower more
Centroscymnus, 38.
or less oblique; dorsal spines hidden in the skin.

cc.

(if).

.at

Teeth alike in both jaws, subquadrate, each with a nearly horizontal cutting edge

Upper teeth each with
d.

2 small cusps at base on each side.

1 or

Teeth unequal, tho upper erect and tricuspid, the lower oblique.

till.

Teeth equal, very small and pointed.

37.

SQUALUS,

Etmopteufs,

39.

Centroscvi.litim, 40.

(Artedi), Linmeus.

Sijuahtu,

(AnTEni)

Sf/iKifiis,

Rafinesque, Carattcri, etc., 13, 1810, {acanlhias and
to species with spiracles and without nnal fin).

Linn/TIIts, x, 1758, 233, (includes all sharks),
uijato; first restriction

of tho

name

S<iii'ihiK,

Araiilhorliimis,

Bi.ainville, Journal do Physique, 181G, 2G3, (acanthiwi).

Acnnlhins, Rl.sso,

Europe Meridionale,

Knlnriirhinis, Gill, Proc. Ac.

iir,

131, 1820, (acanthias).

Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G2, 496, (uyalo).

Body rather slender. Mouth little arched, with a long, straight, deep,
oblique groove on each side no labial fold. Teeth rather small, all .simple, equal in the two jaws, their points so much turned aside that the
;

inner margin forms the cutting edge. Spiracles rather wide, just behind
the eye. Fins moderately developed, the first dorsal larger than the second, much in advance of the ventral fins, which are behind the middle of

;
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tho body, althougli in advance of the second dorsal. Dorsal spines strong,
not grooved. Tail scarcely bent upward. Small sharks abounding in
the temperate seas 4 or 5 species known.
The Linmcan genus Squalus was first subdivided by Rafinesque, who
restricted the name to those species with spiracles and no anal fin, the
type being Squaliis acayifhids. This genus must therefore be called Squalus
and not Jcanthia.s. (squalus, shark, a word cognate to the Greek yaly.)
;

about § tbo height of the fin, second about g; some of the wliite 8pots
acantiuas, 71.
on back usually pernistent through life.
Spine of fir.st dorsal Yi *" Y<. the height of the fin, that of the second dorsal about V^
sucklii, 72.
white spots on "back usually disappearing with age.

.Spine of first dorsal

(I.

an.

71. SQIIALTJS

ACANTHIAS,

Linnteus.

(Dogfish; Picked Dogfish; Bonedog; Skittle-dog.)

head 6i in length ; depth about 8. Dorthe first dorsal about height of iin, the
second dorsal spine about f height of fin. Slate color above, pale below,
back with oblong whitish spots, especially in the young, these rarely all
obsolete in the adult. L. 2 to 3 feet; weight 5 to 15 pounds. A small
sharp-toothed shark, ranging widely in the Atlantic, very abundant along

Body

slender; snout pointed

;

sal spines rather high, that of

?r

the shores of the Northern and Middle States, and taken as far south as
Cuba. From its livers " Dogfish" oil is extracted. It feeds largely on
(Eu.)
herrings. (axaviJiaf, an old name from a/cflin?a, spine.)
Linn;eus, Syst. Nat, Ed. x., 1758, i, 233, Coast of Europe.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 10, 1883.
americamis, Stoeer, Mem. Am. Ac., ll, 1846, 500, Massachusetts.

SquaJnis acanthias,

Squalus acanthias,
Acnnthias

Acanlhias americmmn, Storeu, Fish. Mass., 232, 1867.

Acanthias vulgaris, Eisso, Eur. Merid.,

iii,

131, 1820,

Nice.

Acanthias vulgaris, GiJUTHER, Cat, viii, 418, 1870.

;2.

SQUALUS SUCKLII,

(Girard).

(California Dogfish.)

Very similar to the Atlantic species, S. acanthias, but with the dorsal
first about i the height of its fin, the second about i.
young with white spots on the
Gray,, the fins usually edged with black
back, which u.sually wholly disappear with age.
Aleutian Islands to
Santa Barbara, very abundant, similar in habits to the preceding, and
likewise producing " Dogfish " oil.
A similar species, possibly the same,
ft. fernandinus (Molina) occurs in Chile.
(Named for Dr. George Suckley,
a naturalist on the U. S. Pacific R. R. Survey.)
Spiiiax (Acanthias) siicklii, Giuakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, lOG, Fort Steilacoom, Washspines lower, the

;

ington.
SiiiiahtssnclcUi,

GiLL, Proc. Ac. N.at. Sci. Phila., 1802, 499.

Acanthias mchUi, Giuahd, Pacific

38.
Centroscijmnus,

Dorsal

but

K. Survey, 308, 1858.

CENTROSCYMNUS,

Bocage & Capeli.o, Proc.

ZoiJl.

Bocage

Soc.,1804, 203,

&. Capello.

(cixlotepix).

each with a spine, which is hidden in the skin mouth wide,
arched; a long, deep, straight, oblique groove on each side of

fins

little

II.

;

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.
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mouth. Teeth of lower jaw oblique, with the point more or less directed
outward. Upper teeth lanceolate, on a quadrangular base, with a singlecusp. Spiracles wide, behind the eye. Gill openings narrow. {KivTpov,
spine; gki'iivoc, an ancient name of some shark, from aavuvoc, a lion's
whelp.)
73.

CENTROSCTMNUS

CffiLOLEPIS, Socage k CapoUo.

Labial groove prolonged forward, but separated by a broad space from
Upper teeth very small, narrow, and lanceolate.

that of the other side.

Distance between the nostrils rather

less

than

Lower angle of the

portion of the snout.

i the

length of the pni'oral

pectoral rounded, not produced.

Dorsal fins short, especially the first, the length of which (without the
is only about ^ its distance from the second
extremity of the venScales on the head and nape
trals below the end of the second dorsal.
spine)

with

;

striiv,

the others smooth, with a depression at the base.

Uniform

Coast of Portugal and neighboring parts
of the Atlantic, occasionally taken in deep water off Gloucester, Mass.,
and ofl" the banks of Nova Scotia. (/coiAof, hollow At ;r(f, scale.)
(Eu.)
blackish brown.

(Giinther.)

;

Socage & CAPELLo.Proc. Zool. Soc, 263,
Centrophonis caMepis, Gunther, Cat., viii, 423, 1870.
Centroscymnus cudolepis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 17, 1883.
Cenlroscytmms

coelolepis,

ETMOPTERUS,

39.

Etmoplerm, Rafinesque, Caratteri,
Spinax, Guvier,
Spinax,

Ariinthidium,

Mouth

Portugal.

Rafinesque.

etc., 14, 1810, {acnlealus).

RigDe Animal, Ed.

Muller &

1864,

i,

129, 1817, {acaiUhias .and spiuax).

IIenle, Plagiostomeu, 86, 1838, {spinax).

LowE, Proc. Zool.

Soc.

London,

183'J, 91, (jntsilhim).

Teeth of lower jaw with the point so much turned
aside that the inner margin of the tooth forms the cutting edge; upper
teeth erect, each with a long pointed cusp and 1 or 2 smaller ones on each
little

side; spiracles

arched.

Two

wide.

nrepuv, fin, the original

74.

species, in the Atlantic,

type having frayed

{iriiayw, to

cut;

fins.)

ETMOPTERUS PUSILLUS,

(Lowe).

Body smooth, scales very small, each with a minute tuberosity, but without spines first dorsal fin much shorter than the second, midway between
second dorsal spine and the eye; tail relatively shorter than in E. sjnnax,
its length less than the space between the snout and the origin of the pec;

torals; color

brown.

The Blake took a

(Gunther.)

single individual, believed to belong to this species,

It had previously
been known only from Madeira and Cuba, and the TravuiUctir found it at
the Cape Verdes at about 290 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.) (jj«si7/«.v, weak.)

at Station CVIII, off St. Christopher, in 208 fathoms.

Acanthidium pumllKin, Lowe, Proc.

Zuiil. Soc.

London, 1839,

Spinax pusillm, GOntiier, Oat., viii, 425, 1870.

Spmax

hilliawu, Poey,

Memorias,

ii,

340, 1861,

Cuba.

91,

Madeira.
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CENTROSCYLLIUM,

40.
CentrosojUium, Mi'llek

& Henle.

Miiller

A Henle, Systomatischo BescUreibung dor

Plagiostoinen,191, 1838, (/a6-

ricii).

Teeth equal in both jaws, very small, straight, pointed, each with 1 or
on each side at base; mouth crescent-shaped, with a
straight, obli(iue groove at its angle; spiracles moderate; gill openings
rather narrow; dorsal fins small, each with a strong spine; the second
dorsal entirely behind the ventrals. One species, in the Arctic Seas.
{liivrpov, spine, gkvXXioi', Scylliiim, an allied genus, from oKvATiU, to rend
2 smaller cusps

or tear to pieces.)
75.

CEN'TROSCTLLIUm FABRICII,

Body covered with minute

(ReiubarcU).

stellate ossification

;

dorsal fins short, with

strong spines; second dorsal behind ventrals; color nearly black; Greenland Seas, southward in deep water occasionally taken off' Gloucester and
;

off'

ist,

the

Nova Scotia Banks.

the

first

(Named

for

Otho Fabricius, a Danish natural-

to study the fishes of Greenland.)

Spinax fahricii, Beinhahdt, Dansk. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1828, 111, xiv, Greenland.
Cenlroscyllinm fahricii,

CentrosctjlVmm fahricii,

Gunther, Cat., viii, 425, 1870.
Jobdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 16,

Family XIX.

1883.

DALATIID^.

(The Scymnoid Sharks.)
Sharks with no anal fin and with 2 dorsal fins, each without spine
fins all small gill openings small, entirely in advance of pectorals mouth
but little arched; a long, deep, straight, oblique groove on each side of
spiracles present. Oviparous, the eggs without horny case (at least
it
in Somniosus).
Vertebi'jB cyclospondylous.
The absence of dorsal spine
chiefly distinguishes this family from the Squalid/E, of which these are
somewhat degenerate allies. Genera, 5; species, about 10, mostly of the
North Atlantic, some of them reaching a large size. (SPiNACip.E, part,
;

:

;

(iunther, Cat., viii, 425-429.)
Somniosinje:
a.

First dorsal niucli in advance of ventrals.
h.

Upper teeth narrow, the lower quadrate, with a horizontal edge ending in a point
directed outward body very robust, the fins very small, the dorsals about equal
;

skin moderately rough.

SOMNIOSUS,

41.

Le Sueur.

Le Sueur,

Somnioms,
Leiodon,

Somniosus, 41.

Woon,

Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1818, i, •i21.{hrevipinna=microceplmlwi).
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist, n, 174, 1847, {echinalum=microcei>hah(x).

& Henle, Plagiostomen, 93, 1838, {borealis=microcephalus).
Rhinoacymnm, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 264, (roslratus).

Lxmargus, MtJLLER

Body thick and clumsy; mouth transverse, little arched, with a deep,
running backward from its angle; nostrils near the
extremity of the snout jaws feeble; teeth in upper jaw small, narrow,
conical lower teeth numerous, in two or more series, the point so much
straight groove

;

;

Jorda7i

and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.

turned aside that the inner margin forms a cutting edge, which is entire
no nictitating membrane gill openings narrow
fins all very small, the ventrals between the dorsal fins; skin uniformly
covered with minute tubercles. Tail short, much bent upward. £"•"8
large, soft, globular, without shell, dropped in the ooze on the sea bottom.
Species 2, of the Northern Seas. (Latin somniosus, sleepy.)
•

spiracles moderate

•

;

76.

;

SOMNIOSUS MICROCEPHALUS,

(Bloch).

(Sleeper Shark; Nurse.)

Body

robust, rapidly tapering behind

greatest depth a little more than
somewhat less; mouth moderate, upper jaw with 5
rows of small sharp teeth, which are incurved and lancet-shaped; lower
jaw with 2 rows of broad, quadrangular teeth, divided in their centers
by a perpendicular ridge and directed outward, about 26 teeth on each
side; fins small, the first dorsal about as large as the ventrals and laro-er
than the second dorsal pectorals short, caudal short and bluntish. L.
about 25 feet. Arctic Seas south to Cape Cod, Oregon and France a
huge clumsy shark, not rare northward. An enemy to the whales, biting
;

^ the length; head

;

;

out large masses of flesh from their bodies.

(fUKpuc,

small

;

Keifxil',],

head.)

(Eu.)
Squalm

mici-orephahis, Bi.orii

& Schneider,

Svst. Iclitli.,

i:^5,

Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
Scymnns hrevipinna, Storer, Fishes Mass., 235, 1807.
Squaht.i horealis, Scoresby, Arot Reg., i, pi. 15, figs. I? ami
Somniosim brrvipimm,

Lxmarfins

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

borealis,

Sguahis glaciaUs, Fader, Fische

Wood,

Northern Seas.

i,

122, 1818,

Massachusetts.

4,

1820, 538,

Arctic.

viii, 426, 1870.

1829, Iceland.
Faun. Franjaise, 01,1828,

Isl., 23,

Squalu,^ norweoiannii, Bi.ainvili.e,

Leiodon echiiiatum,

1801,

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Family XX.

ii,

Norway.

.

174, 1847.

ECHINORHINID^.

(The Bramule Sharks.)
Characters of the family included below in those of the single genus.
a.

First dorsal opposite ventrals, both fins very small.
iibliipie;

Teeth equal in the two jaws, very
skin with scattered round tubercles, like the thorns of brambles.
K( IIINORIIINIS, 42.

42.
Echinnrhiniis,

ECHINORHINUS,

Blainville, Bull.

CrnniodHs, AoAS.siz,

Sci.

Poissons Fossilos,

Philom.,
iii,

Blainville.

ISlfi, 121. (njunosiis).

183, 183fi, {spinosm).

Two

very small dorsal fins without spine, the first opposite the ventrals no anal fin
skin with scattered, large, round tubercles, surmounted
by prickles like those on a bramble, and, like them, leaving a scar when
;

;

Mouth crescent-shaped; a labial fold around the angle of the
mouth and the end of the snout. Teeth equal in both jaws, A^ery oblique,

detached.

the point being turned outward; several strong denticulations on each
side of the principal point;

no nictitating membrane; spiracles small;
openings of moderate width. A single species of the East Atlantic,
straying to our coast. (tx«>or, a hedgehog, or sea urchin; f>ivi], shark.)
gill

Museum.
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ECHIXOKHINUS SPINOSUS,

77.

(Gmelin).

Spiracles behind the eye, behind the vertical from the angle of the

month.

Teeth

Dorsal

'f.r%,-

fins close together.

Brownish

Each tubercle with a

without dark spots,
shark of the Atlantic coasts of Europe and Africa, in
rather deep water; a stray individual taken on Capo Cod. L. 10 feet.
(Eu.)
small spine in the center.

violet, ^vith or

A large

((iiinther.)

Sijualus spiiiosun,

Gmelin,*

Syst. Nat., 1788, 1500,

"the ocean."

Echiiiorhiiius spinosiix, Giiutlifr, Cat., vill., 428, 1870.

& GILBERT, Synopsis, 14, 1883.
Bonnateuuf.,* Tabl. Encyclop., Iclitli., 11, 1788, "the ocean."

Efhinorhiniis sptHoxiiK, JoRD.VN
Sijualus hriwiis,

Eckinnrhinus

ohesui',

Andkkw

Smith,

Ills. Zolil. So.

Africa; Fishes, plate

i,

1845,

Cape of Good

Hope.

Suborder

TECTOSPONDYLI.
(See page 53.)

Characters of the group given above.

Family XXI.

SQUATINID^.

(The Angel Sharks.)
Ray-like sharks.

Body depressed and

flat,

the snout obtuse, the mouth

anterior; teeth conical, pointed, distant; pectoral fins very large, ex-

panded

in the plane of the body, but not adherent to the side of the
head, being deeply notched at the base ventral fins very large dorsal
fins 2, small, subequal, on the tail behind the ventrals
no anal fin;
;

;

;

caudal small; gill openings wide, partly inferior, partly hidden by the
base of the pectoral; spiracles wide, crescent-shaped, behind the eyes;
nostrils on the front margin of the snout, with skinny flaps; males with
small prehensile appendages; vertebr* tectospondylous. A single genus
among living forms, Avith but one species so far as known a small shark
of singular appearance, found in most warm seas. In appearauce, as in
structure, this family is strictly intermediate between the sharks and the
rays. Its nearest living allies are probably the Dalatiid.e. Two or more
related genera are found as fossils.
(Rhinid.e, Giinther, Cat., viii, 430.)
;

43.

SQUATINA,

Dumdril.

(Angel Fishss.)
Squfifmn,

Constant DuMliim,,

Ithimi, Rafine.'sque, Carattcri
Jlhiwi,

Zoiil.

Analyt,

102, 1800, {iwgeliis^sfpianna).

Alcuni Nuovi Genori,

14, 1810, {sqniiliim).

(Klein), Auguste DuMiiiRiL, Elasmolirauches, 464, 1870,

(xijualina).

Characters of the genus included above. (Squatina, the ancient name,
akin to the English words "skate" and "squat.")
78.

SQUATINA SQUATINA,

(Linnaeus).

(Monkfish; Angel Fish; Squato.)

Caudal fin triangular, the lower lobe the longer; dorsals short and high
skin rough, with smallstiff^prickles, largest along the middle line of the
back; eyes small. Ashy gray above, much blotched and speckled with olive,
;

L. 2 to 3 feet. Warm seas; common in the Mediterranean
rather scarce on our Atlantic coast from Cape Cod southward rather common on the coast of California, especially from San Francisco to Monterey.

white below.

;

;

*We do uot know which of tliese namea has priority, hut follow usagein retaining that of Gmelin.

Jordan and Evermann.
The East coast form has been
Squaiina califoniica, but

all

Squcdina

angeln/s,

Regne

DuMliuiL,

Hqnalina (hmiLrili,

Le

iiainerl

], 131,

Sl'EUR, .lour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

GuNTHEn,

Squatina angelus, .ToRn.vv
Squatina angehis, Ci'vier,

form
(Eu.)

1S17, .after Liiin;viis.

Anal., 102, ISOG, after

Squatina cnlifornica, Atees, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1859, 20,
lihina squatina,

Pacific

51)

Coasts of Europe.

Aniin., Ed.

ZiJoI.

SquaUna dumerUi, the

belong apparently to the same species.

SqnahissqHatina, LiNN^EUs, X, 1758, 233,

Squatina Ixfh, OrviER,

— Fishes of JVorih America.

Linii;«>iis.

1,

225, 1K18, jirDlialily

Florida.

San Francisco.

Cat., VIII, 430, 1870.

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 35, 1883.

Regne Animal, Ed.

ii,

369, 1829.

Squatina Tulgaris, Kisso, Ichth. Nice, 45, 1810, Nice.

MuLLER & Henle,

Squatina funbrinia,

Plagiostoraen, 101 and 192, 1838,

Mediterranean Sea.

Squatina oatlata, Bonap.\rte, Fauna. Ital., Pesc, xxviii, 1840, Italy.

Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci., ludo-Neerl, ill, Japan.
Couch, Trans. Linn. Soc, xiv. 90, 1825, Cornwall.

Squatina japonica,
Squatina

leicis,

Order G. BATOIDEI.

(The Ravs.)
(xill

openiiifjs inferior, slit-like, 5 in

dorsal

anal

fin

like,

broad and

;

number;

no
body typically diskthe margin of the disk being formed by the expanded

fins, if
flat,

spiracles present;

present, inserted on the tail

;

pectorals; tail comparatively slender, the caudal fin small or wanting.
Vertebrie cyclospondylous. With the exception of the Rajid.e, most or
all

of the rays are ovovivi parous.

VIII, 434-498.)
a.

(Suborder Batoidei, Giinther, Cat.,

(Bdroc, a ray, eUoc, likeness.)

Sarcura (rapf, flesh ovpd, tail). Tail comparatively tliick, with 2dorsa1s and a caudal fin;
no serrated caudal .spine.
h. Snout saw-like, much produced, flat, armed with strong teeth on each side, set at right
angles to its axis; body somewhat shark-like, the disk gradually passing into tlie tail.
;

PrISTID.H, XXII.
66.

Snout not saw-like.
c. Electric organs absent; skin not perfectly smooth.
it.

Species ovoviviparous, the

young developed within the body of the

Disk passing gradually into the long stout
to the snout.
d(1.

tail;

Rhinobatid.t^, xxiii.

Species oviparous; the eggs deposited in wheelbarrow-shaped leathery eggcases; disk abruptly contracted at base of the tail; pectorals

the snout.
cc.

composed of honej*comb-like tubes between
and head; skin perfectly smooth.
NARConATiD/-E, xxv.

Masticura

((xacrnf, whip, ovpd, tail). Tail comparatively slender, thedorsal
wanting; the back of the tail usually with a serrated spine.

e.

ef.

extending to

Rajid.t:, xxiv.

Electric organs present; a structure

pectoral fins
aa.

parent.

pectorals not extending

fin single or

Pectoral fins unintorruiited, confluent around the snout; teeth small.
Pasyatid.t;, xxvi.
Pectoral fins interrupted, one portion forming detached appendages en the snout

("cephalic fins").

Teeth very large, flat, tessellated, few in number.
f. Teeth numerous, very small, flat or tubercular;
conspicu(ms, resembling horns.

Myi.iohatid.t:, xxvii.

/.

size

enormous; cephalic

fins

Maxtip.i:, xxviii.

The rays form a highly specialized group of Selachians, of which the
typical forms present an appearance (niito unlike that of the average
shark.
The intergradatioiis bet"iveen the two groups arc, however,
extremely perfect, the families of Squatinid.k and Puistiophokid/E,

Museum.
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ray-like sharks, closely approaching the Pristid.e and Rhixobatid.e. As
above noticed, the Batoidei seem to be descended from the Cyclospondylous

sharks.

Suborder

SARCURA.

(The Thick-tailed Rays.)
Family XXII. PRLSTID.E.

(The Sawfishes.)
Body elongate, depressed; pectoral fins moderate, the

front margin

quite free, not extending to the head; snout produced into a very long,
thin, flat blade, which is armed with a series of strong, tooth-like processes placed in sockets along each edge teeth in jaws minute, obtuse;
;

openings moderate, inferior; spiracles wide, behind the eye nostrils
inferior; no tentacles; no nictitating membrane; dorsal fins large, without spine, the first nearly opposite the ventrals. Caudal well developed,
bent upward; a fold along each side of tail. A single genus, with .5 or
more species, inhabiting warm seas on sandy shores, sometimes ascending
rivers.
A family of sharks, Pristiophorid.e, similarly armed with a
"saw," occurs in the Pacific Ocean. (Pristid.e, Giinther, viii, 436-4,39.;

gill

;

44.
PWsd's,

Latham,

Trans^. Linn.

Pristobatiis, Br.AiNVU.i,E,

Mijriontenn,

Soc,

Journ.

PRISTIS, Latham.

ii,

276, 1794, {prislis).

Pliys., 181G, 2G2, {anUqHorum=;prislis).

Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1864,

{hipginsi,

based on a fragment of a rostral process).

Characters of the genus included above.

(7rp/(Trr;f,

the ancient name,

meaning one who saws.)
Rostral teeth in 18 to 20 pairs;

a.

first

dorsal chiefly before ventrals; caudal with a small

perrotteti, 79.

lower lobe.
aa.

Rostral teeth in 24 to 32 pairs;

first

dorsal opposite ventrals;

caudal without lower lobe.
PECTINATUS, 80.

79.

PRISTIS PERROTTETI,

Valenciennes.

First dorsal fin chiefly in advance of ventrals second dorsal much
smaller than first; caudal with a small lower lobe; root of pectoral
before first gill opening, its outer angle a right angle. Saw with 18 to 20
(Giinther.)
pairs of teeth, well separated and not trenchant behind.
;

Tropical seas, north to Mazatlan on the Pacific coast also said to occur
in the West Indies; not so common as the next. It may be that our
Pacific species is distinct from the true perrotteti, first obtained in Africa.
;

(Named

for

M. Perrottet, a French naturalist, Avho obtained the types.)

PrMs pcrrnlteti, VALENCIENNES

MS., MiJLLER

& Henle, Plagiostomeu,

108, 1838,

Senegal River;

GiJNTHER, Cat., vui, 436, 1870.

80.

PRISTIS PECTINATUS, Latham.
(Common Sawfish; Pez Sierra.)

First dorsal over ventrals second dorsal scarcely smaller than first
no lower caudal lobe. Saw with 24 to 32 pairs of teeth, the posterior
farther apart than the anterior. L. 10 to 20 feet. Troi)ical seas north
to West Indies and Florida; abundant in the Gulf of Mexico; ascending
the lower Mississippi, {pectinatus, comb-toothed.)
;

;

Jordan and Evcrniann.

— Fishes of N'orth America.

Pristis 2yccltiia(m,

Latham, Trans. Linn. Soc,

Pristis ijraiiiilosd,

Blocii

Prislis pedinaliis,

Gi'NTUKK, Cat.,

Priiitiii

&.

278, 1794,

Kakinesque,

Synopsis, 875, 1883.

Icli.

Oh., 80, 1820,

DUMfimi,, Elusiuobranches, 470,

Prislis acittiruglris,

DuMfiitiL,

DuM^uiL,

I.

c., 47'j,

1870,

jil.

lower Mississippi.
1870, Cayenne.

9, fig. 4,

Martinique.

(-.,479, 1870, locality

I.

Havana.

viii, 437, 1870.

Prislis mcijdlodoii,

Prktisocva,

"in the ocean."

ScilNEiDEU, Syst. Iclithyol., 352, 1801, (aftor Purni),

JouDAN & Gilbert,

pectiniitus,

Piislis inissisxippiensis,

II,

61

unknown.

RHINOBATIDiE.

Family XXIII.

(The Guitar Fishes.)

Trunk gradually passing into the long and strong
provided with 2 well-developed dorsal lius, a caudal tin
and a conspicuous dermal fold on each side disk not very broad, the
rayed portion of the pectoral fins not being continued to the snout no
no electric organs.
consiiicuous spines, the skin being nearly smooth
Genera about 5 species about 20 inhabiting warm seas, distinguished
from the Rajid.i: chiefly by the fact that the eggs are hatched within
the body. The typical species are also much more elongated in form.
Shark-like rays.

tail,

which

is

;

;

;

;

;

(RiiixoBATiD^E, Giinther, Cat., viii, 440-i48.)
«.

much behind the ventrals; anterior nasal valves not confluent.
Disk subtriangular or rhombic; the snout more or less produced; skin covered with
fine shagreen, usually with somewhat larger sjiiues on the back of tail.

First dorsal
b.

KlIINOBATUS,

Disk rhombic, the snout

bb.

between

less

45.

produced; nasal valves dilated, e.xtending on the space

body covered with irregular tubercles and prickles instead of
Zapteuyx, 46.
Disk broad, rounded in front; nasal valves broad; body covered with shagreen, with
Platyiuunoiuis, 47.
stout spines on back and tail; labial fold well developed.
nostrils;

shagreen.

bbb.

45.

RHINOBATUS,

Bloch

&

Schneider.

(Guitar Fishes.)
Blocii & ScuNErDER, Syst. Ichth., 353, 1801, {rhinobatm).
Rafinesque, Curatteri, IG, 1810, (pamluratus).

lilMKibalits,

Leiobuhis,
SyrrhiiKi,

Mulleu & Henle, Plagiostomen,

Glaiicuslegus,

113, 1838, {columnx

Bonaparte, Catulogo Metodico,

— panduratus).

14, 1846, (rhinohalns).

Body depressed, gradually passing

into the tail.

Cranial cartilage pro-

duced into a long rostral process, the space between the process and the
pectoral fin being filled by membrane spiracles wide, behind the eye
nostrils oblique, wide; anterior valves not confluent; teeth obtuse, with
an indistinct transverse ridge. Dorsal fins without spine; both far behind the ventral fins caudal fin without lower lobe. Claspers slender
and pointed. Species numerous in warm seas, varying considerably as to
the form of the snout those with the snout shortened and the nasal
valves broader constituting the subgenus Leiobatus, or Syrrhina. {pivr/,
a shark fidroc, a skate.)
;

;

;

;

Rhinobati's:
a.

Nasal valves not extending on the space between the nostrils; disk subtriangular, the suout
slender and pointed.
I».

Spiracle with
c.

two

folds.

Skin above everywhere closely freckled with whit ish ridges of rostral cartilage close
lentioinosus, 81.
together, narrowly separated at base.
;
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Museum.

above plain olivaceous, or with obscure large whitish blotches.
Uidges of rostral cartilage Sf])aratc throughout.
c. Disk above marked with faint, round slate-colored spots as large as eye;
glaucostioma, 82.
snout 2^ in length of disk, not very sharp at tip.

Skill
d.

Disk without traces of pale spots above; snout rather longer, acute at

ee.

LEUCORHYNCHUS,

tip.

M.

83.

Ridges of rostral cartilage cunfluout about J^ the length; snout rounded at
PROnucTUs, 84.
tip.

ddd. Ridges of rostral cartilage united

more than 34 their length; snout pro-

duced, narrow.
/,

Groove between

rostral cartilages

moderate; upper surface with some large,

faint whitish spots; shoulders with 2 patches of spines.

PKRCELLENS,

Groove between rostral cartilages very short and small.
Spiracle with a single fold; snout blunt, rounded.
ff.

bb.

SI.

RHIKOBATUS LENTIGINOSUS,

Snout long and narrow,

its

planiceps, 87.

Garman.

ridges close together throughout.

large, twice as large as spiracles.

85.

spinosus, 86.

Ej-es

luterorbital space narrow, concave, as

wide as nostrils or the interspace between them. Distance between outer
angles of nostrils more than i the snout. Mouth straight, its width
not quite the interorbital space. Dorsal and preocular spines very small;
five larger spines on tip of snout; supraocular and scapular spines obsoL. 2 feet. Grayish, densely freckled with small paler spots, unilete.

Widths in length; tail about 2; snout to the mouth 5^.
{Icntigiiwsii^,
Charleston southward, not rare on the Florida coast.
form below.
freckled.)
RkiiMbalits letdigiiwsus,

Bhinobatus lentUjinosus,

82.

Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zotil., 1880,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, Go, 1883.

RHINOBATUS GLAUCOSTIGMA,

lOX,

Jordan

Coast of Florida.

&.

Gilbert.

(GUITARRO.)

Disk long and narrow, the snout produced but not acute at tip, its
length 2i in disk; interorbital width 3i in snout; spiracle large, with
2 folds; rostral ridges moderately separated, slowly convergent anteriorly, but not united; snout in female without fimbriate appendage;
vent somewhat nearer snout than base of caudal dorsal fins similar skin
;

everywhere rough with

;

shagreen; no spines on snout; superciliary
spines very small; 1 or 2 spines on shoulder; a series of low, bluntish
spines along the middle of back, becoming larger and farther apart
behind. Color light gray, with the usual translucent area on sides of
snout. Disk with numerous round, clear slate-colored spots as large as
eye, symmetrically arranged; a blackish blotch below snout. L. 2^ feet.
Gulf of California, locally abundant; close to the next, but well distinguished by its color, which does not fade in spirits. {jAavKog, hoary blue;
fine

ariyfia, spot.)
lihinobntm (jlaucosligma,

Jordan

<&

Gilbert, Proc. U.

8.

Nat. Mus., 1883, 210,

Mazatlan.

(Type,

Nos. 28205; 28206; 29547; 29602.)

83.

RHINOBATUS LEUCORHYNCHUS,

Gunther.

Disk rather long, the snout acute at tip; rostral ridges separate for
their whole length, converging toward tip of snout; eye moderate;

Jordan and Evermann.
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interorbital width 3J in snout spiracle with 2 fokls.
Body covered with
uniform shagreen; small spines on orbital ridges ' a row of small spines
on back, a pair on each shoulder; dorsal tins similar. Light olivaceous
brown, unspotted, the usual pale areas on snout. Panama and vicinity,
not rare. (Aev/cof, white; ^vyx^^i snout.)
;

Rhinohaliifi leucorhjncmts,

Guntheu, Proc.

Zool. Soc. Lond., 604, 18GG,

Khinohalns IciKurhyiichus, GA.UMAN, Proc. U.

S.

RHINOBATUS PBODUCTUS,

84.

Panama.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 517.

Ayres.

(Guitar Fish.)

8nout rather long, rounded at the tip; rostral ridges armed with small
spines above and confluent about i their length spiracle with 2 folds
;

;

moderate, hooked spines along middle line of back; smaller spines on
shoulder and around eye; females with a small digitate flap, free behind,
above tip of snout. Color dull grayish, unspotted, a black blotch below
snout. San Francisco to San Diego, common southward, {produclus,
produced.)
Rhinohatus proditctus,
Jlhinobalus produttus,

Bhinobahis prodiKtus,

Atkes MS., GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,
Garman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 517.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 876, 1883.
85.

RHINOBATUS PERCELLENS,

1854, 196,

Monterey.

(Walliaum).

(Fiddler Fish; Puraqiik.)

Rostral cartilages very narrow, confluent more than ^ their length;
snout long and narrow, about 4^ times interorbital width; eye moderate;
spiracles with 2 tubercles on hinder margin.
Mouth nearly straight.
Skin covered above and below with shagreen a vertebral series of small
spines; a row of several near the middle of shoulder girdle on each side,
none on snout. Olivaceous, with a few round white spots on middle of
disk; snout with translucent spaces adult sometimes unspotted. West
Indies to southern Brazil, gener.ally common southward, north to Jamaica
;

;

(Cockerell).

{perccllens, smiting.)

RajapetceUens, Wai.baum, Artedi Piscium, 525, 1792 (after
Rhinohatus thctriais, Block

& Schneider,

Puraque

Syst. Ichtli., :i50, ISOl,

of Marcgravc, 151).

Brazil, busoii on I'maiiuo of

Marcgrave.
Rhinobalus undulainx, (itrERS, Torpedo, 22, 1831, Brazil.
Rhinohatus iinduhtus,

GCnther,

Cat., viii, 444, 1870.

Rhinohatus glaHcosliclii.'', Ulfers,
Rhi)iobalus marcgrai'ii,

/.

c, 1831, Brazil.

Henle, Ueber Narcine,

86.

34, 1834,

Brazil.

RHINOBATUS SPINOSUS,

Giiiitlicr.

Snout much produced, the rostral ridges very narrow, largely confluent,
with a very small, short groove at base, their whole length armed with
spines; mouth nearly straight compressed spines dilated at base along
median line of back, on shoulder, and above eye and sjiiracle. Color plain.
Mexico (probably the east coast). (Giinther.) (sjnnosus, spiny.)
;

Rhinohatus sjnnosus,

GCnther,

Cat., viii, 518, 1S70,

Mexico

;

not recorded by any other author.
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RHINOBATUS PLANICEPS,

87.

Museum.

Garman.

Disk rhombic, about \\ times as long as wide; bead broad, flat rostral
cartilages moderate, dilated at tip, with the ridges close together anteriorly snout rounded spiracle with a single fold. Back and tail with
compressed, hooked spines; 2 patches of spines on each shoulder and
a series above eye. Color brownish young with some white spots on
back. Coast of Peru and Galapagos Islands. (Garman.) (j>/anHs, flat
;

;

;

;

-ce2>s,

for caput, head.)

Gakman,

lihinohutus planicep!:,

46.
/.apleriij-,

Jokdan & Gimert,

Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool.,168,

ZAPTERYX,

Jordan

Peru; Galapagos.

1880,

&

Gilbert.

Proo. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 53, {exasperata).

close to the section Leiohafiis (Syrrhina) of lihtnohatus, from
mainly in having the upper parts covered Avith coarse, irregular stellated prickles, instead of a uniform shagreen. The snout is of
moderate length and the nasal valve broader, extending on the space
between the nostrils. Two species known, (^a-, an intensive particle;
KTipv^, fin, the vertical fins being larger than in Raja, and the ventrals

This genus

which

is

diflers

it

not emargiuate.)
a.

aa.

Disk slightly longer than broad; no yellow spotH above.
exasperatus, 88.
Disk slightly broader than long; back with yellow spots above, surrounded with black.

XYSTER,
88.

ZAPTERYX EXASPERATUS,

89.

(Jordau & Gilbert).

Disk rhombic, rather longer than broad. Snout prominent, but bluutish
at tip, anterior margin of pectorals forming less than a right angle eyes
rather large anterior nasal valve prolonged to the internal augle of the
Tail stout,
nostrils rostral ridges parallel, separate their whole length.
depressed, with a narrow lateral fold. Upper surface entirely covered
with stout, close-set, stellated prickles of difi'erent sizes, largest on the
bases of the pectorals and smallest on the outer edges of the fins, those on
the tip of snout and anterior edge of the pectorals not enlarged; stout,
bluntish, slightly recurved spines present as follows: One at the upper
anterior angle of the eye and 2 behind it; 1 large one at the middle of
the shoulders, in front of which are 2 others 2 series on the shoulders outside the median line, the inner of 2, the outer of 2 to 4; a series of about
a dozen on the median line of the back and tail no lateral series on the
Under side covered with shagreen, made of triangular depressible
tail.
asperities; region from the nostrils to the shoulder girdle smooth, except
the lower lij) a few other small naked areas below. Upper lip developed.
Teeth H. Color brown, mottled and barred with blackish the markings
mostly in the form of transverse bands fore part of head blackish a
black blotch on hinder part of pectorals below. Tail rather shorter than
disk.
First dorsal not far behind ventrals, nearer hind part of root of
ventrals than front of second dorsal. Snout { the length of disk, twice
the interorbital space. San Diego Bay; locally abundant; only male
specimens known. L. 2J feet, {exasperatus, made rough.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.

P?a<)/)7iiHa earospcraio,

Jordan & Gilbert,

—

Proc.

Fis/ics

of North America.

U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880,32,

65

San Diego.

(Tyjje

No. 35050.)

Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 53.
Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1880, 169, San Diego,
Synhina exasperata, Garman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 521.
Shinobatits exasperalus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 6.1, 1883.
Zapteryx exasperatiis,

TrygoHorhina alveata,

89.

ZAPTERYX XYSTER,

Jordan & Evermann, new

species.

Disk somewhat broader than long,

its length slightly greater than that
Coloration similar to that of Z. exasperatus, including the large
black blotch on posterior angle of pectoral below upper side of disk with
several round yellowish spots as large as pupil, each spot ocellated with
blackish a very distinct spot on each side of shoulder; a second on pec-

of

tail.

;

;

a third midway between latter and median
back; several fainter spots on back anteriorly.
Spines and
prickles above as in Z. exasperatus, but entire lower surface covered with
fine shagreen, this perhaps a sexual character.
L. 22 inches. Two female
specimens (Museum Yale University), collected by Prof. Frank H. Bradley
toral fin near posterior angle

;

line of

at

Panama

in 1866.

Syirhi)M excuiperata,

47.
Phlyrhinoiilh,

{^varrjp,

a scraper.)

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

Garman,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 621.

PLATYRHINOIDIS,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 522,

Garman.

(Iriseriata).

and rounded, the tail moderate, depressed dorsals
and edges of pectorals and tail with stout
spines skin covered with fine shagreen as in Ehinoiatus ; labial fold well
developed; nasal valves not reaching the mouth, the posterior lobe rudimentary. One species, with the general form of a ray and the color and
appearance of Bhhiobatus, like which genus, it is viviparous. (PJittyrhina, or Discobatus, an Asiatic genus of Bajidce, which species it resemDisk broad,

flat,

;

posterior; middle line of back
;

bles in form; iUog, like; Platyrhina
90.

from

liXarvg,

PLATYRHINOIDIS TRISERIATUS,

broad;

[jIv,

snout.)

(Jordan & Gilbert).

Disk broad, ovate, broader than long; snout very bluntly rounded, not
the angle formed by the pectorals anteriorly very obtuse;
anterior outline of the pectorals slightly convex, not undulated. Tail very
stout, much longer than the disk, its edges with a broad fold, broader than
in Z. exasperatus ; pectoral fins extending almost to the tip of the snout;
rostral ridges wide apart, strongly converging forward, inclosing a triangular area. Eyes small, wide apart; the broad spiracles close behind
them.
Caudal fin well developed above and below; dorsals similar,
their posterior free margins very convex
first dorsal well backward,
its origin nearer root of caudal than ventrals.
Mouth broad, its width
nearly equal to its distance from tip of snout, a deep crease passing around
it behind, in front of which the lower lip has 3 folds of skin
upper
Up not developed, a fold of skin passing from the angle of the mouth on
either side to the inner angle of the nostrils, thence straight across,
inclosing a depressed, trapezoidal / \ shaped area, bounded below by
the curved outline of the upper jaw: in this are 3 cross folds of skin.
projecting;

;

;

!•'.

N. A.

6
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Teeth |g. Gill openings narrow. Skin everywhere, ahove and helow,
covered with fine shagreen, the prickles coarser on the anterior outer
margin of the i)ectoral8 {$), where are 2 or 3 rows of retrorse spines;
4 strong spines on the tip of the snout, forming a rhombic figure 4 or
5 spines around each eye; along series of very strong spines along the
median line of hack and tail, and a series of similar ones on each side
of the tail a single strong spine on the outer edge of the shoulder girdle
and 2 between this and the median series. Breadth of disk ]\, more than
its length; tail usually i longer than disk; snout 5 of length of disk,
not i longer than width of interorbital area. Color light olive brown,
without distinct markings. L. 2 feet. Coast of California from Point
Concepciou southward; abundant, (triseriatiis, 3-rowed, from the spines
;

;

on the

tail.)

Platyrhina Iriseriata,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Mus., 1880, 36,

Santa Barbara'

(Type, No. 20893.)

California.

Bhinobatttstriseriahin,

Jordan & Gilbert, .Synopsis, 04, 1883.
Garuan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880,

Plalyrhinoidistmeriatus,

Family XXIV.

522.

RAJID^.

(The Skates.)
Disk broad, rhombic, the skin more or less roughened with spines or
tail stout, rather long, with a longitudinal fold on each side
usually 2 dorsal fins and sometimes a caudal fin present, all on the tail;
pectoral fins extending to the snout; ventrals large; no serrated spine
on the tail no electric organs. Oviparous, the eggs being laid in large
leathery egg cases, 4-angled, with 2 long tubular "horns" at each end.
Genera 4 or more species 40, most of them belonging to the genus liaja.
Found in all cool seas, some of them in deep water. (Rajid^k, Gunther,
prickles

;

;

;

;

VIII, 455-471.)
Caudal

a.

fin

rudimentary or absent; pectorals not confluent around the snout; ventrals
Kaja, 48.

deeply notched.

48.

RAJA,

(Artedi) Linnteus.

(Artedi) Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 231,
Diplurns, Rafinesque, Caratteri, 16, 1810, (batis).

Baj'a

Plalojiterns,

DasybiUiix,

Rafinesque, Analyse de
Blainville, Journ.

Proptcrygin, Otto,

la Nature, 93, 1815, (batis).

I'hys., 1810,

Nova acta Acad.

{batis).

C;i;s.

200 {commnnis).

Leop. Carol, Nat. Curios., 1824, Ul, {hyposticla ; mon-

strous example, with fins not adnate to head).
Lseviraja,

Balis,

Bonaparte, Fauna

Italica,

xxv,

130, 1839, (oxyrhynchus).

Muller & Henle,

Plagiostomen, 155, 1838, (agassizi) ; (species without caudal
Bonaparte, Cat. Metod., 12, 1846, radula, no description.

Vraptera,

tin.)

Malamihimis, Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xi, 230, 1881, {phitouia) (species with imperfect
rostral cartilage; probably recognizable asavalid genus, when the species are better known.)
liaia, various authors, change of spelling.
;

This genus, as here understood, comprises all those Bajidw which have
the iiectoral fins not continued around the snout, the ventrals deeply
notched, and the caudal fin little developed or wanting. The tail is very
distinct from the disk,

of the body

is

and is provided with 2 rayed dorsal fins. The skin
usually more or less spinous; the dentition differs in the

Jordan and Evermann.
two

sexes,

and the male

is

spines on eacli pectoral.
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usually provided with a differentiated patch of
Species numerous, mostly of the Northern seas.

They are, on the whole, not very well known, and an analytical table
which would show their natural affinities can not bo made out in the
present condition of our knowledge. There is considerable variety within
the genus, but the natural subgenera are yet to be defined. Thus far all
attempts at natural subdivision have resulted in failure. We are, therefore, forced to make a primary division on tlie unnatural character of the

geographical distribution of the species. The synonymy of some species is
uncertain. The best account of the eastern species is that given by
Mr. Garman in Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1874, 170, ct seq. Of this wo
have made large use in the following analysis, (raja, or raia, a ray, or
still

skate.)
I.

Atlantic species.
(I.

Middle line of back and tail behind shoulders unarmed in the adult, with a row of spines
in the yoHug; outline of disk before spiracles obtuse, without acute angle at tip of
snout; species with round dark spots.
size small.
b. Teeth in about 50 series in each jaw
eiunacka, 91.
hb. Teeth in about 90 series in each jaw; size large; usually a pectoral ocellus.
;

OCF.LLATA, 92.
aa.

Middle line of back with a row of spines at all ages.
c. Tip of snout rounded, very blunt, without marked angle.

Skin very rough; color varie-

gated.
cc.

FYLLiU, 93.

Tip of snout with a more or
d.

Angle

Body and

e.

less

marked

angle.

at tip of snout short, obtuse; teeth in 30 to 50 series.
tail

armed with

largo buckler.^, each with a radiated or stellate base.

BADIATA,

Body and

<•«.

small, close-set, stellate spines; color dark

94.

brown

with irregular markings.
plutonia, 95.
tail smooth or with small asperities.
Larger spines on orbital region, back and tail; brownish, with lighter and darker spots.
ackleyi, 96.
/. Disk a little longer than broad.
//'. Disk a little broader than long.
oi.nata, 97.
Anglo at tip of snout acute, moderately long.
in 50 rows; color brown with
g. Spines on skin above scarcely stellate; teeth
darker markings.
eglanteria, 98.
Spiues on skin above small, their base stellate; teeth in about 40 rows; color

gg.

ddd.

armed with

Body and

eee.

tid.

tail

brown, sometimes with 1 or 2 paler spots above.
senta, 99.
Angle at tip of snout much produced, blunt at tip; teeth in 30 rows.
h. Skin nearly smooth, its spines few and small; color brownish, with paler spots.
L.EVIS, 100.

II. Pacific species;
!.

median

line of tail

always with stronger spines.

Snout acute or acuminate, more or

less projecting

beyond the

disk, the rostral

cartilage well develojied.
j.

Snout very long acuminate; usually no spines on median

line of

back in

front of ventrals; intcrorbital space little concave.

Snout tapering to apoint; skin almost everywhere prickly above; color
nearly plain brown.
rhi.va, 101.
kk. Snout long, but bluntish at the tip; skin minutely i>rickly above,
smoother than in preceding; 1 or 2 spines at center of back; color
k.

jj.

Ijrown, with largo rounded white spots above.
bikoci'i.ata, 102.
Snout of moderate length, rather sharp, but shortish; color brownish;

usually with 2 faint ocelli; intcrorbital sjiace deeply concave; prickles

on body rather small.
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or no spines below

it;

rows of spines below

it;

Eye with few

I.

disk

]'„

Museum.
broader tlian long.

INORNATA,

Kye

//.

witli

1

disk

]/^

103.

broader than long.
EQUATOUIALIS, 104.

it.

Snout bluntisli, its tip little if any projecting; most of upper surface rough
with prickles; lower surface nearly or quite smooth; nasal cartilage weak.
m. Color olive brown; the spots, if any, pale; interorbital width 334 in snout.
PARMIFERA, 105.
mm. Color dark brown or blackish; wliolc upper surface rough with stellate
prickles,
n.

Shoulder girdle with spines.
o. Orbital rim with a row of stout prickles; brown, much variegated
with black spots aud bars, Hoiiie of tlie spots ocellato.

STELLULATA, 106.
00.

Orbital rim without spines; pricliles fine; size, very large.

nn. Shoulder girdle

Hi.

Snout

ALEUTICA,
without spines; color dusky, nearly plain.

107.

TRACHURA,

108.

disk above and below, with close-set, velvety prickles.

soft, bluntisli;

ABYSSICOLA, 109.

91.

RAJA ERINACEA,

Mitchill.

(Common Skate; Little Skate; Tobacco Box.)

spines largest on the
where they are close set, strong,
laterally compressed, and hooked backward; smaller ones are scattered
over the head above the spiracles, above and in front of the eyes, aud on
the back, the median line of which is comparatively suiooth, without larger
median series, except in the young; a triangular patch on the shoulder

Form rhomboid, with

all

the angles rounded;

anterior extensions of the pectorals,

smooth; in the males
near the exterior angles of the pectorals are 2 rows of large erectile
hooks, pointing backward. Females with groups of small scales on each
side of the vent; teeth small, the middle ones sharp in the males; all
blunt in the females; jaws much curved; each side of tail with a dermal
Color light brown, with
fold; caudal tins rough, not separate to the base.
small round spots of dark brown no pectoral ocelli; females larger than
the males. L. 1 to 2 feet. The smallest and commonest of our skates;
abundant on our coast, from Virginia northward to Maine, {erinaceus,
girdle; inner posterior angles of the pectorals nearly

;

like a hedgehog.)
Raia

etinacea,

Mitchill,

Am.

Jour. Sci.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Raia

Arts, xi, 290, 1825,

((jlanleria,Gvfsi:BEii, Cat., viii, 402, 1870,

92.

New

York; Gauman,

/.

c, 170;

41, 1883.

not of Lacepede.

RAJA OCELLATA,

Mitchill.

(Big Skate.)

General form and appearance of the preceding but much larger; the
arrangement of spines similar, except that additional rows of spines are
present down the back aud along the sides of the tail caudal tin not
separate, rough with small spines; jaws curved. Color light brown, with
rounded dark spots; a translucent space on each side of the snout; near
the posterior angle of the pectoral there is usually (but not always) a
large white ocellus, with a dark spot in the center and a darker border;
;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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2 smaller similar spots often present.

Massachusetts, and northward.
reaching a length of nearly 3

(Garman.)

Size very
feet.

The egg

as largo as those of the smaller species,
linia oceUala,

MiTcmiT,, Trans.

Lit.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Phil. Soc,

much

i,

Coast of

larger than in

69

New
A',

York,

erinacea,

more than twice
with eye-like spots.)

cases are

(ocellatus,

477, 1815,

New

York; Garman,

I.

c, 177;

40, 1883.

93,

KAJA FYLL-E.

Liitken.

Disk rather broader than long, broadly rounded anteriorly the tip of
the snout very blunt and scarcely projecting; a row of strong backwardhooked spines along median line of back and tail; 2 similar spines on
each shoulder and 4 or 5 over each eye; skin very rough with close
set spinules, which are coarser than in most species; sides of tail very
rough; tail longer than rest of body. Brown, witli numerous rounded
blackish blotches on disk, tail, and fins. Davis Straits, Greenland, in
80 fathoms. Known from a young example about 8 inches long. (Liitken.)
{Fylla, name of the Danish cruiser by which the type was taken.)
;

lidjafijUie,

LliTKEN, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kjiibeuli., 1887,

94,

RAJA RADIATA,

1, \A. 1,

Davis

Straits.

Donovan.

Besides the spines on the pectorals, head, back, and tail common to
species, this species is marked by the presence of large spinous
plates or bncklefi's; these are large, strong spines, with broad, stellate

most

or shield-like bases arranged as follows: 1 or 2 in front of each eye;
1 on each side between the eye and the spiracle; a pair on the shoulder,

the smaller in front; and 14 or more forming a dorsal row, beginning
and extending to the caudal; an irregular row
of spines on each side of the tail, separated from the membrane by a band

just back of the head

males with 2 or more rows of claw-like spines on the
Teeth with a long, sharp point rising from the middle and

of shagreen;
pectorals.

hooking backward in the male, bluutish in the female; females larger
than the males and more spinous. (Garman.) Size medium. L. li to 2
feet.
North Atlantic; found both in America and Europe, not connuon
on our coast, (raf^tafws, radiated.)
(Eu.)
Rata radiafa, DONOVAN,

Ilist. Brit. Fish., v, jil. 114, 1820, Great Britain
Garman, Z.C., 177; .Tohdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 41, 1883.
De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 368, 1842, Staten Island.

;

Gunther,

Cat.,

VIII, 460, 1870;

Raia americana,

95, RA.IA

PLUTONIA, Garman.

Disk broader than long, subquadrangular, rounded

in front;

snout

a very blunt angle; rostral cartilage short, imperfect; tail i longer than
disk; width of mouth i its distance from snout; teeth in 32 series. Eyes
large, their length more than interorbital width.
Back and tail covered
with small, close-set, stellate spines, the points slender, compressed,
directed backward, a close series of large spines along median line of
back and tail a supraorbital row, and a single spine on each side of back
of head; about 5 on each side of shoulder girdle, in front of which are
1 or 2 more; 2 series on each side of tail; smooth below.
Color brown,
;
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Museum.

the adults purplish, with irregular transverse series of ill-defined,
often conlluent brown spots, besides some white spots; tail with white
and dark bands; dorsals dark, lower surface white. Deep water off
South Carolina. (Garnian.) (j>?«<on(Hs, dusky; from Pluto.)
liajaphUonia,

Gauman,

Gilbert, Synopsis,

Bull.

Mns. Comp.

Zoiil., xr, 23fi,

1881, off

South Carolina; Jordan &

878, 1883.

96.

RAJA ACKLEYI,

Garman.

Disk, including the ventrals, rhombic, longer than wide; anterior margins sinuous, posterior outline convex; tail moderate, depressed, with a
narrow cutaneous fold on each side; angle formed by snout less than
right.

Rostral cartilage rather slender.

Mouth moderate, much curved,

width 1| in distance from end of snout. Teeth small, cusps sharp, in 42
rows on the upper jaw (male adult). Eyes moderate; interorbital space
narrow, deeply concave, its width 3 times in the distance from the
end of the snout to the eye. Spiracles smaller than the eye. Ventrals
medium. Dorsals small, separated by a space with tubercles; a vertebral
series of small tubercles on back and tail 2 lateral series on each side
of tail; a series on each orbital ridge; a group of several above the end
of the rostral cartilage; a group on each pectoral opposite eye and spiracle;
a group of retractile spines opposite the shoulder near the outer angle of
the pectoral; the disk otherwise smooth above; lower side of snout with
Differing from B. eglanteria, which it resemfine, sharp scales or shagreen.
bles in shape, in a somewhat shorter snout and in coloration. Disk,
including ventrals, 9.5 inches; width 9; tail from vent 9.6; total length
16.25 inches. Light yellowish brown, sprinkled with small spots of brown
intermixed with others of white; on base of each pectoral a little behind
the shoulder girdle, a transversely oblong spot of brown, i inch in
diameter, surrounded by a ring of small spots forming a sort of rosette.
Yucatan Banks, iu deep water. (Garman.) (Named for Lieut. Seth N.
;

Ackley, of the " Blake.")
Raja acUeyi, Gauman, Bull. Mub. Comp.

97.

Zoiil., xi, 235, 1881,

RAJA ORNATA,

Yucatan Banks.

Garman.

Disk little broader than long, the anterior margins convex tip of snout
obtuse; snout not produced; width of mouth f its distance from tip of
snout; teeth in 44 series; entire upper surface rough with small asperities;
a median series of spines on back and tail, a lateral series on each side of
;

on back and 2 on tail, a series on each orbital ridge; a single spine
on forehead between eyes, several above tip of snout; a group on hinder
angle of pectoral and on its front lower surface smooth. Tail a little
longer than disk. Light brownish, freckled with paler, marked with a few
groups of small darker spots several spots on the tail one at base of each
Deep water ofi" South Carolina and Florida. Perhaps a variety
dorsal.
of the preceding. (Garman.) (orHa/«s, adorned.)
this

;

;

;

Itaja

cmaln,

Garman,

Bull.

Mub. Comp.

tor Key, Florida; Jordan

Zoiil., xi, 235,

& Gubert,

1881; off

Synopsis, 877, 1883.

South Carolina, and Alliga-

Jordan and Rvermann.
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RAJA EGLANTERIA,

98.

Bosc.

Prickles comparatively small and very sharp, most numerous on the anterior portion of the pectoral, over the head, on the snout, on the middle

of the back, and on the tail between the rows of larger ones; enlarged
spines present around the eyes and spiracles, on the middle of the snout,

median row along the back, and in 2 rows along each side of the
these spines very sharp; larger and smaller ones alternating in the
rows a large spine in the middle of each shoulder; a spine between the
caudal fins. Color brown, with bands, bars, lines, blotches, and spots of
in a

tail;

;

darker color in the middle of the pectoral a translucent space on each
side of snout. (Gainian.) L. about 2 feet. Cape Cod southward to
Florida; not very common, (eglantina, the briar rose.)
;

Raia eghmleria (Bosc),
lina

;

Garman,

I.

LAcfcpi5i)F,, Hist.

c, 179, 1881

Raia diaphann, Mitchill, Trans.

Nat. des Poiss.,

Lit. Phil. Soo.

RaiadesmarestiayliESvT.VR, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Raia chantenay,

Le Sueur,

h c, 106, 1824,

99.

Form of i2.

eglanteria.

ii,

Jordan & Gilbert,

;

103, 1800,

1815, 478,

I,

Charleston, South Caro-

Synopsis, 41, 1883.

New York.

Pliiki., iv, 100, 1824,

Florida.

Delaware Bay.

RAJA SENT A,

Snout projecting,

Garman.
its tip

acute and flexible; inter-

orbital space concave, 3f in snout; mouth little curved, i preoral part
of snout; eyes and spiracles small; teeth in 36 to 40 rows. Tail slender,

Entire upper surface covered with very small, close-set spines,
each slender, acute, strongly hooked backward over a broad stellate base;
vertebral line with a series of large spines with smaller interspersed 2 or
3 large, hooked spines before each eye a few moderate spines on snout and
back of head. Olivaceous, clouded with darker, a whitish spot sometimes
on middle of back, and a pale bar on back of tail. (Garman.) Banks of
Newfoundland to Cape Cod, in deep water, {sentis, briar.)
tapering.

;

;

RajaseiUa,

Garman, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 43,

Cape Cod Bay; Le Have Bank.

(Type,

No. 21004 and 24309.)

100.

RAJA

LJ;TIS,*

(Mitchill).

(Barndoor Skate.)

Angles of the disk more acute than in any of the others; muzzle much
produced, somewhat shovel-shaped at tip. Spines of the body very few
and small; some present above the eyes and spiracles, on the snout, along
the anterior border of the pectorals, and on the back; those on the back
very small; a median dorsal row of larger hooked spines extending along
the median line of the posterior portion of the back and the tail; usually
2 lateral rows on the tail.
Female rougher, as usual among rays.
Color variable, brownish, with paler spots, which are usually ringed with
darker. The largest of our Atlantic species, reaching a length of 4 feet.
New England to Florida; not uncommon northward. (Icevis, smooth.)
*Raja gramtlala, Gill. Allied to /?. tern. Back and ventrals surface covered with minuto sharp
granular ossifications. Teeth in about 30 rows; claspers slender and scarcely expanded. Slato
color, the ventrals with reticulate markings. (Gill.) Banksof Newfoundland; adoubtful species,
imperfectly described, apparently not different from 7^ Ixvis. {granuhitus, granular.)
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Jtaja hvvis,

MiTCHiLL, Araer. Monthly Mag.,

li,

327, 1817,

New York.

Gakman,

Rajalxvis, Storer, Hist. Fish. Mass., 1867, 242;

Museum.

I.

c, 180, 1881;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 41, 1883.

Raiagramdala, GiLl MS., Goode &Bean, Bull. Essex.

101.

RAJA RHINA,

Inst., xi, 1879, 28,

Jordan

&

Le Have Bank.

Gilbert.

Disk broad, the outer pectoral angle sharp, farther forward than in E.
undulated and exceedhinoculatn. Anterior outline of pectoral somewhat
ingly concave, so that the snout is very long, acuminate, and tapering to
the extreme point; in terorbital space quite narrow, little concave. Supraocular ridges slightly elevated eyes large, much longer than spiracles.
Spines on body comparatively strong; 5 to 7 above the eyes 2 or 3 near
the middle of the back; none on the median line of the back until oppospines
site the posterior end of ventrals, where a series of rather sharp
;

;

begins; prickles on body above rather large, sharp, strongly stellate,
those on the snout largest and most stellate; skin above everwhere
prickly in the female the prickles small and sparse on the base and edges
of the pectorals and on ventrals larger on the median region of the disk.
Male with bases of fins smooth, and the prickles generally fewer and
;

;

smaller; anterior edge of pectoral with spines; under side of disk almost
everywhere prickly in the females, smooth posteriorly in the males.
Mouth somewhat arched. Teeth U- Color light brown, nearly plain,
with a dark ring at base of pectorals, which grows obscure with age.
Disk -i\t broader than long, its breadth twice the length of the tail.

Snout nearly J the length of the disk, 3| times the interorbital width. L.
not rare, especially northward, (piv, snout

2J feet. ' Monterey to Alaska
pivTj, rasp.)
Bajarhina, Jordan
Baiarhina,

&

;

Gilbert, Proc. U.

Jordan & Gilbert,

S.

Nat.

Mus., 1880, 251,

Monterey

;

San Francisco.

Synopsis, 45, 1883.

102.

RAJA BINOCULATA,

Girard.

(BiQ Skate of California.)

Disk broad, its widest part behind the middle. Snout long, regularly
long acuminate, but not very sharp at tip; the anterior outline of the pectoral not much undulated, and little concave interorbital space very
broad, almost flat, slightly depressed in the middle; supraocular ridge
scarcely elevated; eyes small, shorter than the spiracles. Spines on body
small and few 2 or 3 small spines around the eye 1 or 2 near the center
of the back otherwise none on median line of back in front of base of
;

;

;

;

where a series of spines begins, feeble anteriorly, but growing
backward; females (as in other species) with lateral series
of spines on the tail; upper surface mostly covered with minute prickles
which are largest on the median line of the back, on the tail, and the front
of the pectorals. Disksmooth below, except anteriorly. Teeth about ^f
the 'jaws rather strongly arched. Disk ^ broader than long, its width

ventrals,

larger

twice the length of the tail; snout 3i in length of disk, 2| in interorbital width. Color brown, with a dark ocellate ring at base of pectorals;
upper surface everywhere with round pale spots. The largest of our

Jordan and Ei^ermann.
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skates, reaching a length of over 6 feet; the egg case nearly a foot long.
Pacific coast from

Monterey to Sitka, abundant,

(his,

two;

oculatua,

eyed, from the pectoral ocelli.)
/I'li/'i

fcmoci(/n('(,

GiRAUD, Proc. Ac.

N.at. Sci.

Phila., 1854, 19G,

San Francisco; Jokpan &

Gn,-

KEUT, Synopsis, 878, 1883.
Uraplera hinocidata, GiitAKD, Pac. R. K. Survey, 373, 1858.

Rata conperi, GiR\Ri>, Pac. R. R. Survey, 372, 1858, Shoalwater
Rata cooperi, .TounAN & Gilheut, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 135.

103. RA.TA

INORNATA,

Bay, Washington.

Jordan & Gilbert.

(Common Skate of California.)

widest part well forward outer angle of pectoral blunt
anterior margin of pectoral undulated, not strongly
concave snout rather pointed and projecting at tip, but not very long,
Interocular space
its acumination being confined to its anterior half.
narrow, deeply and uniformly concave; eyes large, longer than spiracles
Spines on body rather stronger than in
supraocular ridge prominent.
related species; 4 or 5 over the eye; 5 or 6 (rarely fewer) along the
median line in front of the middle of the back; a series of very small
spines along the middle of the back, changing opposite the middle of the
ventrals into a series of rather strong, hooked spines tail with a strong
lateral series in females only, as usual in the genus; prickles on the body
small and few; a small band of sparse prickles near the median line of

Disk broad,

its

;

posterior edge convex

;

;

;

back on each side of the median series of spines; snout and interorbital
space prickly; no prickles on the shoulders or on the fins, except the anterior edge of the pectorals; smooth below, except on the snout and front
of pectorals; armature variable, smoothest specimens in deeper water.
Teeth |J. Jaws somewhat curved. Color light brown, slightly mottled;
a blackish ring at base of pectorals, which becomes faint in the adult; a
small dusky spot at base of ventrals and on posterior edge of pectorals.
Disk T^ff broader than long, its breadth twice the length of the tail.

Snout i the length of the disk, 3 times the interorbital width. L. 2 feet.
Coast of California; very abundant from San Diego to Cape Mendocino.
(inornatus, unadorned.)
Raja

Jorhan

innrniita,

Raia itwrnata, Jordan

&.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

& Gilbert,

Raiajordani* Gaiiman, Proc. U.
Raia imrnaia imrmis, Jordan

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 457, and 1881, 74,

San Francisco.

Synopsis, 878, 1883.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 43,

& Gilbert,

San Francisco.

(Type,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 74,

lr,7(i4.)

Santa Barbara.

(Type, No. 26920.)

* Rajajordani,Ga.Tman. Disk broader than long, the snout a little sharper than a right angle, the
width of disk 1 J^ times length of tail from ventrals tail slender, tapering regu-

tip pointed

;

;

Interocular sp.ice broad, deeply concave, 3
larly to a point.
Dorsals separated by a large spine.
in snout.
Eye moderate, as large as spiracle. Mouth wide, curved forward; I'fi^ in prcoral
part of snout teeth in 38 rows. Head above, including rostral cartilages and skin between
them, rough with small spines; a row of larger spines along orbital ridges and median line- of
baik and tail; type
without lateral spines on tail; 2 large spines side by side in front of
;

((f)

and near dorsals; a group of large spines on front of each pectoral; most of the disk smooth.
Dark olivaceous, a
Claspers long, slender, pointed, thoir form unlike that of R. erinacea.
rounded pale spot with a darker center on each shoulder; dark mottlings on lower side. L. 2
feet.
(Garman.) San Francisco, apparently not distinct from B. immata. (Named for David
Starr Jordan.)
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104.

UAJA EQUATORIALIS,

Museum.

Jordan & Bollman.

Disk to posterior base of pectorals i broader than long, the breadth
exceeding the length by a distance equal to snout and eye the breadth
somewhat longer than length of tail (measured from vent) anteSnout produced at a rather
rior margin concave in front of eyes.
acute angle, its tip rounded, its length from eye 3* in length of disk.
Interorbital space rather strongly concave, its width 2? in snout. Eye
Width of mouth 11 in
not much larger than spiracles, 3 in snout.
preuasal part of head nasal flaps at angle qf mouth deeply fringed.
Pectorals reaching middle of ventrals, which are as long as from tip of
snout to posterior border of spiracle. Claspers in typical example li in
disk. Dorsals small, their length 2 in snout. Caudal small, not longer
than eye. Snout above with 2 rows of spines, besides smaller asperities
a row of about 12 before and above eye and 8i)iracle a row of
strong spines along line of back from posterior border of spiracle to second dorsal, these alternately large and small on the tail a row of similar
spines on each side of tail commencing just behind posterior .base ot
a single spine on the shoulder on
ventrals and extending to caudal
each side; 4 or 5 irregular rows near the anterior margin of the disk
opposite the eyes the length of this patch not as long as snout. Pectorals with the usual strong retrorse spines characteristic of the males of
Small prickles present along the outer anterior margin of
this genus.
pectorals, interorbital area, on top of snout, .and along its margin for a
distance equal to f of snout, and beneath from tip to opposite posterior
teeth, the anterior prickles strongest; a small patch in front of eyes.
Teeth tlColor light brown, spotted with paler the back with obscure reticulations of the ground color, forming honeycomb-like markings, surrounding paler an obscure roundish dusky blotch at middle of base of pectorals,
and a darker one near their posterior base edges of ventrals, pectorals,
and snout pale dark markings on interorbital area and below eye no
markings below.
Related to Eaja inornata, Jordan & Gilbert, from which it is at once
distinguished by having 4 rows of spines below eyes, a series of stout
spines on each side of tail in the male, and no prickles on back except the
median series and the spine on each shoulder. The size is much smaller,
it being one of the smallest of the rays, known from a single male specimen 14 inches in length dredged at a depth of 33 fathoms, at station 2797,
oft" the west coast of Colombia, between Panama and the Galapagos
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Islands, 8° 06^ 30^^ N., 78° 51^
Raja

eijnatorialis,

W.

Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U.

(equatorialis,
S.

of the equator.)

Nat. Mus., 1889,

15(1,

off

Colombia.

(Type,

No. 41132.)

105.

RAJA PARMIFERA,

Bean.

Disk considerably broader than long tip of snout slightly projecting
interorbital width 3i in distance from snout to eye tail as long as from
its root to eye.
Teeth in 27 rows. Snout, supraoccipital region and whole
margin of pectorals and ventrals covered with small prickles, as also an
;

;

Jordan and Kvcrmann.
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back and tail with a median row of 22 to 29 large spines
with a marginal row of largo spines ( 9 ) rest of disk mostly smooth
Olive brown, with
lower side mostly smooth except below snout.
numerous paler blotches, 2 larger than the others. L. 3 feet. Coast of
area on tail

;

tail

;

Alaska, common.
Ilaia parmifera,

(Bean.)

(jjarma, shield; /ero, I bear.)

Bean, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
106.

;

1881, 157, Iliuliuk,

Unalaslia

;

(Type, No. 27051).

878, 1883.

RAJA STELLITLATA, Jordan &

Disk much broader than long, anteriorly
very obtvise, but its tip slightly exserted and
pectorals somewhat undulated and convex
vex. A row of small stoutish spines above
;

Gilbert.

broadly arched
acutish

;

the snout

;

anterior margin of

posterior margin very con-

eye about G spines on the
scapular region, and a median row of strong spines on the tail; entire
upper surface rough with strong stellate prickles; these largest on
head, middle of back, and on tail; underside smooth, except anteriorly.
Teeth ^^. Nasal cartilage very weak. Color brown, everywhere strongly
variegated with light and dark colors; a black spot at base of each pec;

surrounded by a pale ring, and this by a black ring; numerous
black spots of various sizes, some of them ocellated, scattered over the
body head with black crossbars.
Disk i broader than long the length
of tail more than i the width of disk; the snout 4| in length of disk,
and 2i times the iuterorbital width the snout is as long as in inorimta,
but much wider, appearing blunt and short. L. 2^ feet. Coast of California and northward, Santa Barbara to Unalaska; locally abundant
about Monterey, (stellula, a small star, from the form of prickles.)
toral,

;

;

;

Raja

stellulala,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 133,

Monterey

;

Jordan A Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 45, 1883.

107.

RAJA AliEUTICA,

Gilbert

& Thoburn.

Closely related to E. sielhtlata, differing in the much finer stellate
prickles, which uniformly cover the entire upper side of disk, the con-

tinuous series of median spines, the narrower disk, and longer, sharper
snout. The latter forms a right angle, its length more than ^ length of
disk. Interorbital space deeply concave, the rostral cartilage a slender
rod, with semitranspareut spaces on either side. Anterior margins of disk
gently convex near snout, concave near pectoral angle. Length of tail
equaling distance from snout to vent. Teeth f|. No spines or enlarged
prickles on orbital rim. Two large spines on shoulder. A broad band of
enlarged prickles on each side of tail.
The single specimen is a young male, 33 inches long, taken south of Unalaska Island, Aleutian group, at a depth of 81 fathoms. The species
evidently reaches a larger size than either stclhilata ov ixirmifok, as the
claspers failed to reach ventral margin, and the pectoral hooks were un-

developed in the type.
Rnja aleiUka, Gilbert

& Thobikn,
lOS.

Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1894;

RAJA TRACHURA,

Sannak

Island, Aleutians.

Gilbert.

Allied to Eaja isotrachys, a deep water species, but the disk broader, the
much blunter, the angle much greater than a right angle. Upper

snout
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surface sparsely and evenly covered with small sharp prickles with stellate
base, crowded between eyes, in a broad band along front of disk, behind

shoulders and especially on sides of tail no spines on orbital rim or shoulders a small spine on middle of back between shoulders 23 spines along
median line of tail. Anterior outline strongly undulated, convex near
tip of snout, whi'ch slightly projects. Length of disk 1^ in its width
interorbital space concave, 1^ times eye, which is 31 in snout. Distance
from front of eye to edge of disk, If in snout. Tail longer than body l)y
;

;

:

;

\

dorsals small, equal, prickly.

snout;

Color plum color, darker at
Onespeci-

margin brownish below, becoming dark onfins. L. ISinches.
men known from Santa Barbara Channel, in 822 fathoms.
ovpu tail.)
(T-p«,^i''f rough
:

(Gilbert.)

;

Raiatrachura, Gilbert, Proc. U.

109.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 539,

RAJA ABTSSICOLA,

Santa Barbara.

Gilbert

& Thoburn.

Three strong spines on middle of back and a series down median line of
No other spines present. A band of enlarged prickles on each side
of tail. Both upper and lower surface hispid with close-set, slender
bristles the margins of disk, the ventrals, and the under surface of tail
partly naked. No scapular spines. Anterior margin of disk concave
near snout and near pectoral angle, a convex area intervening. Snout
Interorbital space deeply concave.
broad, but not short nor blunt.
tail.

;

Claspers long, slender and flexible. Rostral cartilage imperfect skeleton
generally very flexible. Hooks on pectorals in male imperfectly developed. Nearly uniform sooty brown on both upper and lower sides, with
;

a few scattered black spots above.
A single specimen known, a male 4,5 inches long, taken off" the Queen
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia, at a dejith of 1,588 fathoms, the
greatest depth at which a ray has been found. A strongly marked species, probably type of a distinct genus, {ahyssicola, living in the depths.)
Raja

Gilbert & Thoburn, Bnll. U.

abyssicola,

Fish Com., 1894,

S.

Queen Charlotte

Islands"

Family XXV. NARCOBATID^.

(The Electric Rays.;

Trunk broad and thick, covered with perfectly smooth skin. Tail comparatively short and thick, with rayed caudal fin, and commonly 2
rayed dorsal ins, the first of which is over or behind the ventrals a longi;

tudinal fold on each side of the tail anterior or nasal valves confluent
into a quadrangular lobe; a large electric organ composed of many hex;

agonal tubes between the pectoral fins and the head. Genera 7; species
about 15 rays of moderate or large size, noted for their power of giving
electric shocks found in most warm seas. According to Fritsch, the torpedoes pass through 3 distinct phases of development, a shark-like, a
;

;

ray-like,

and

external

gills.

a.

Dorsal fins
6.

The very young have long

(ToRPEDiNiDiE, Giinther, Cat.,

2.

Ventral
c.

finally a torpedo-like stage.

fins separate, tail

Spiracles at

moderate.

some distance behind the

eyes.

viii, 448-455.)

Jorda?i aiuf Ei'ermami.
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Spiracles routidod, with entire edges, (not fringed).

d.

Tetronarce,*

49.

Spiracles placed close behind the eyes, not fringed, but with the margin sometimes

cc.

tuberculate.
!)&.

77

Ventral

flns

united

spiracles close to the eyes, not fringed.

;

TETRONARCE,

49.
Ttlronarcc, Gill,

Gyviiiolorpedo,

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Ilist.

N. Y., 1861,

Narcink,

50.

Discopyge,

51.

Gill.

viii, :j87, (occt'deniafe).

Fritsch, Arch. Anat. Phys., 1886, 365,

{occidenlalis).

Electric rays with the disk very broad, abruptly contracted at the tail;

caudal

2 dorsal fins;

fin

well developed; ventral fins large, separate;

spiracles large, rounded, with entire (not fringed) edges, placed

the eyes

about
vupKJ],

;

mouth small

;

teeth pointed

skin perfectly smooth.

:

behind
Species

—

(rtrpu-, four
four-cornered;
4, 2 European, the others American,
an old name of Tetronarce narce, meaning numbness, equivalent to

Torpedo. )
a.

Color nearly uniform black, rarely spotted

;

dorsal over middle of ventrals.

first

0CCIDENTAM.S, 110.
(I'l

Color dark brown, usually spotted with black

;

first

dorsal inserted behind middle of ven-

CALIFORNICA, 111.

trals.

110.

TETRONARCE OCCIDENT ALIS,
(Crampfish

First dorsal

;

Torpedo

;

(Storer).

Numbfish.)

more than twice as large as second,

dle of the ventrals

its

insertion over mid-

spiracles not fringed, their edges smooth.

Color
almost uniform black, with obscure darker spots beneath white. L. 2
breadth f of length, the disk very blunt or almost emarginate
to 5 feet
in front. Atlantic coast of United States, Cape Cod to Cuba not very
common. A large species, allied to the European T. nohiliatia, said to
reach a weight of 200 pounds. According to the figures, T. noUIiana has
the second dorsal smaller and inserted farther back, (occidentalis, western.
;

;

;

;

Torpedo

occidenialis,

Torpedo

occidenlalis,

Stoeer, Am. Jour. Sci. Arts, 1843, 165, Massachusetts.
Storer, Fishes Mass., 247, 1867.

Torpedo

occidenlalis,

Jordan & Gilbert,
111.

Synopsis, 39, 1883.

TETROXARCE CALIFORNICA,

(Ayres).

(California Torpedo.)

Color very dark brown, with small round black spots, which are
sometimes obsolete. Eye small; spiracles at a distance behind them
more than twice eye and more than length of spiracle edges of spiracles not fringed; breadth of mouth about equal to its distance from tip
of snout; teeth small, sharp. First dorsal more than twice second, half
of it opposite ventrals. A large species, reaching a length of about 3
feet.
Coast of California, on sandy shores, scarce, rarely seen except
about San Francisco and Santa Cruz; not noticed south of Monterey.
Perhaps not different from T. occidentalis.
;

* In the Old World genus Narcohatiis, the typical genus of the family, the edges of the spiracles
are fringed with papilhi;. The synonymy of this genus is
:

Torpedti, Di'MERiL, Zoiil. Anal., 102, 1806. (torpeilo) ; name preoccupied for an electric catfish.
XarciibulKs, Blainville, Journ. Phys., 1815, 26i, (}iiaciduliis, galnmi, etc.).
Narcacion, (Klein), Bi.EEKKit, Noilerl. Tid^k^. Dierk. iii, 171, (torpedo).
torpedo).
Fimbriotorpedo, Fritsch, Arch. Anat. Phys. 1886, d65,{marmvrala

=

Museum.
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Torpedo califomica, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1854, 70, San Francisco.
Torpedo califoniica, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 876, 188:i.

50.

NARCINE,

Henle.

Henle, Ueber Narcino, 31, 1834, {hrasileivis).
Oijclonarce, Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, vili,

Narcine,

Gonhnarce, Gill,

I.

387, (timlei).

c, {iudica).

rounded, not emarginate in front; spiracles very
smooth mouth narrow, surrounded by a circular fold of skin, which forms the freuum of the nasal
valve; teeth in quincunx, not occupying the whole of the jaw, most of
them visible when the mouth is closed. Tail about as long as disk second dorsal larger than first. Warm seas; the species usually smaller
than the species of Torpedo. [vupKi], numbness, an old name of the Tor-

Disk more or

less

close to the eyes, their edges tuberculate or

;

;

pedo).
112.

Disk

NARCINE BRASILIENSIS,

(Olfers).

rounded, not exserted;
with roughened edges; snout 4^ in disk, twice interorbital

oval or nearly circular, the snout broadly

spiracles

width; mouth If in preoral part of snout; tail 1* times length of disk;
second dorsal a little higher and a little longer than first. Color variable, a fact which has given rise to several nominal species; sometimes
nearly uniform dark brown (in deep water); sometimes marked above
with dark spots and dashes (umhrosa); sometimes with a dark band
across head and dark spots elsewhere (corallinu).
West Indies and
Brazil, occasionally northward to Key West and Pensacola. L. 2 feet.
Torpedo brasiliemis, von Olfers, Torpedo, 19, 1831, Brazil.
Narcine brasiliensis,

Gunther,

Cat., viii, 453, 1870.

Narcine hrasiliensis corallina,GAnu AN, Bull, Mus.

Comp.

Zobl., xi, 234, 1881,

Florida

;

Jordan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 877, 1883.
Narcine umbrosa, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 105,

Key West.

Jordan A Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 472.
Torpedo hancrofli, Griffith, Anim. Kingdom, x, 649, \i\. xxxiv, 1834, Jamaica.
Narcine nigra, Dl'SiiniL, Kevue Zool., 272, 1852, Brazil.
Torpedo piclus, Geonow, Cat. Fishes, 13, 1854, Antilles.

Narcine brasiliensui,

SI.
Discopyge, TscilUDl,

Ventral

DISCOPYGE,

Fauna Peruana,

Tschudi.

32,1844, (Ischudii).

united into a continuous disk below the

tail.
Disk circuon each side; nasal valves
confluent; teeth flat, the hinder edge angular; spiracles close behind
eyes. Two species in the Eastern Pacific; small electric rays resembling
Narcine, but with united ventrals. (diaKog, disk; nvy?/, rump, from the

lar; tail

fins

with 2 dorsal

fins

and with a

fold

disk-like ventrals).
li;{.

DISCOPYGE OMMATA,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Spiracles with coarse fringes.

Snout 4^ in disk; eye small; interorbispace li in snout. Width of mouth 11 in preoral part of snout tail
slightly shorter than rest of body second dorsal narrower and higher
tal

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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than first; veutrals large, adnate behind. Color brown, mottled and
spotted above with li<;hter and darker; center of disk with a larj^e,
blackish, ocellated spot, the darker center surrounded by a pale ring, a
pale spot at center; ocellus as long as snout. Panauia, rare. {u/JnaToc,
eyed, from the color markings.)
Discopygeommata, Jordan

& Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1889, 151,

Panama.

(Typi?, Nu. 4113a.

j

Suborder MASTICURA.
(The Whip-tailed Rays.)
Family XXVI. DASYATID.<E.

(The Sting Rays.)
Disk usually more or

broad than long; the pectoral fins uninterruptedly confluent in front, forming the tip of the snout tail variously
formed, usually whip-like, sometimes short and stout, sometimes bearing
a single dorsal or caudal fin, but never with 2 dorsals; usually 1 or
more vertical folds of skin on the tail, rarely a lateral fold. Tail generally armed with a large, sharp, retrorsely serrate spine on its upper surface toward the base 2 or 3 spines occasionally present.
Ventral fins
not eniarginate. Skin smooth or variously prickly or spinous, roughest in the adult no differentiated spines on the pectorals in the males,
the sexes being similar.
Mouth rather small teeth small, paved,
usually more or less pointed or tubercular. Nostrils close together nasal
valves forming a rectangular flap, which is joined to the upper jaw by a
narrow fieuum. Spiracles large, placed close behind the eyes. Skull not
elevated, the eyes and spiracles superior. Ovoviviparous. Genera about
less

;

;

;

;

;

10 species 50. Found in most warm seas, some of them in the fresh
waters of the northern parts of South America.
The large, jagged spine
on the muscular tail is capable of inflicting a severe and even dangerous
wound. (TRYGONID.E, Giinther, Cat., viii, 471-488.)
;

Ubolophinje
a.

:

Tail stout, provided with a rayed caudal fin; no dorsal fin; disk roundish; caudal spioe
strong.

Dasyatin.*;

aa. Tail slender,
b.

UROLoruus,

52.

:

without caudal

fin; pelvis

Tail whip-like, longer than the disk

without sword-shaped* process.

which

is

(Marine species).

rhomboid or roundish; caudal spine strong.
Da.syatis, 53.

bb. Tail

very short, shorter than the very broad, transversely rhombic disk; caudal spine
weak, often wanting. No trace of dorsal fin.
Pteroi'Latea, 54.

52.

UROLOPHUS,

Miiller

&

Henle.

(Round Sting Rays.)
Leiohalus, f

Blainville, Jour. Phys., i.xxxm, 1816, 262,

{cniciaius;

not Leiobatus, Rafinesque,

1810).

* In the fresh water genera Ettipesurtis and Paratrygon, species of which are found in the waters
of Colombia, Venezuela, and Guiana, the pelvis has a sword-shaped continuation or process.
See Carman, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1877, 210, and Steiudaclitie'r, Fische des Magdalenenstromes, 1878,58.
+ In the Faune Fran^aise, 1828, Blaiuoville
"batis," thus Leiubatis, Aclobatis,

dianges " balus" in this and

nil s^imilar

names

to
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Vroloplms,

MDller & Henle, Plagiostomen,

1838, 173, {aurantiacus

Museum.

= cruciatm).

Urotnigon, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.Sci. Phila., 1863, 173, {mundus).

Disk oval or rhombic, the length and breadth not very uueqiKil snout
rounded or the tip exserted skin smooth or more or less prickly. Tail
rather short, little if any longer than the disk, muscular, provided with
a distinct rayed caudal tin no dorsal fin. Upper part of the tail with a
strong serrated spine. Warm seas. Sting rays of small size, the most
vigorous and most dangerous of the group, mostly confined to tropical
;

;

;

America,

(oipci, tail

;

A60of, crest.)

Middle line of back or tail with no enlarged shields, spines or prickles, the skin smooth or
with prickles similar to those found elsewhere; disk roundish, tliesuout not prominent.
b. Skin everywhere perfectly smooth; snout little prominent; tail shorter than disk;
halleri, 114.
body with yellow streaks and spots.

a.

bb.

Skin more or less prickly above.
c. Skin mostly smooth, some weak prickles present on middle of back.
cc.

aa.

NEBULOSUS, 115.
Skin above everywhere beset with small prickles.
Color brown,
d. Tail rather shorter than disk, which is longer than broad.
jamaicensis, 116.
everywhere sprinkled with yellow dots.
dd. Tail rather longer than disk, the caudal spine inserted behind its middle; disk
mundus, 117.
as broad as long; prickles stellate. Color plain brownish,

Middle line of back or tail with 1 or more enlarged spines or prickles; tip of snout more or
Color nearly plain.
less prominent.
e. Middle of back with 1 or 2 stout spines; no spines on tail; rest of disk smooth or
goodei, 118.
slightly prickly; disk broader than long, shorter than tail.
ee. Middle of back without differentiated spines; median line of tail with spines.

Median

/.

line of tail

smooth;

tail

with

broad rooted spines; rest of body entirely

2 to 8 strong,

longer than disk which

is

//.

the snout

slightly longer than broad;

aspidurus, 119.

strongly projecting.

line of back and tail with 18 to 22 recurved spinules; these largest on tail;
disk above mostly covered with small stellate prickles; snout slightly pro-

Median

jecting; tail as long as disk,

which

is

slightly broader than long.

astebias, 120.

114.

UROLOPHUS HALLERI,

Cooper.

broader than long, with the anterior margins
Snout (from the eyes) longer than
the width of the interorbital space; less than i disk. Tail somewhat
shorter than the disk. Teeth obtuse in both sexes. Skin perfectly smooth,
without spines or prickles. Color light brownish, with marblings and
wavy lines of yellowish and dusky, sometimes with yellowish spots, occasionally with wide, obscure dusky streaks, which are crossed by similar
Coast of California from
transverse streaks
belly yellowish tinged.

Disk nearly round, a

little

straightish, meeting in a slight angle.

;

Point Concepciou southward to uorthen Mexico exceedingly abundant in
sheltered bays. L. 12 inches. The smallest of our sting rays. Closely
related to the Australian U. cruciutHs. (Named for Mr. Haller, of Port
Townsend, Washington, who, as a boy, was stung by this species at San
;

Diego in

1862.)

Urolophvs halleri, Cooper, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1863,

iii, 95,

San Diego; Jordan

.t

Gilbert,

Synopsis, 40, 1883.

115.

IROLOPHUS NEBULOSUS,

Garman.

Disk nearly round, formed much as in U. halleri.
Skin not quite
smooth, some asperities present about the middle of the back; no median

Jordan and

Evcrinaiin.
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mouth with 3 small papillae. Color
series of spines on back or tail
clouded olivaceous above, whitish below. Gulf of California to Panama;
not rare, replacing V. /(rt?Zm southward, and differing chietiy in the prickly
;

hack,

(nchulosus, clouded.)

i'lolophiis

nehuloms,

Gauman,
116.

I'roc.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

l.^iS.'),

41,

Colima.

UROLOPHUS JAMAICENSIS,

(Type, No. 735G.)

(Cuvier).

Disk ovate, longer than broad, rather longer than tail, its front
rounded, the snout not projecting. Skin above everywhere sparsely covered with small prickles. Color brown, sprinkled with small yellow
spots, edged with darker. West Indies, generally Common; once (perhaps erroneously) recorded from New Jersey.
Leiobatus sloani, Bi.ainvii.lk, Jouni. Phys., 1816, 262, uanie only.

Raja

Cuvier, Regne Animal,

jaiuaicensis,

ii,

Jamaica,

137, 1817,

after Pastinaca

Marina of

Sloane.
Trygonohaltts torpedimis,

Urolophus torpedinus,

Bancroft,

liiija !<loaiii,

Desmarest, Prem. Dec.

Gunther,
Zocil.

Iclith., C, 1823,

Garman,
Jamaica.

Cat., viii, 485, 1870

Journal,

117.

v, 83, 1820,

;

UROLOPHrS MUNDUS,

Cuba.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885,

4;5.

(Gill).

Disk orbicular, rounded
the snout slightly projecting, as
long as broad tail a little longer than disk caudal spine inserted a little
behind middle of tail; as long as from nostrils to tip of snout; teeth
Skin beset with numerous small stelliform tubercles, largest on
liointed.
the back. Color uniform dark brown. (Gill.) Panama; not seen by us.
(mundus, clean.)
in outline

;

;

;

Urotrijgon nmndtts, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat.

118.

Mus., 1863, 173,

UROLOPHUS WOODEI,

Panama.

Jordan & Bollman.

Disk broader than long, by a distance equal to snout and i eye;
front margins of disk slightly convex, the tip of snout exserted and
sharply pointed, its length 3| in length of disk eye equal to spiracle, 3^
in snout edge of spiracles entire width of mouth 2 in snout before it;
ventrals projecting beyond disk, their length IJ in their breadth. Caudal
spine large, as long as snout and i eye, its edge with 8 to 10 retrorse
spinules, its insertion before middle of tail (from axil of pectoral), its tip
reaching front of caudal tail longer than disk by a distance equal to eye
and spiracle skin smooth or somewhat prickly on upper surface of snout;
Color plain brown, nearly uni1 or 2 strong spines near middle of back.
form, the margins bright yellow in life. About Panama, at a depth of 33
fathoms; also taken in Magdalena Baj^; snout longer, 3 in disk (Gilbert.)
(Named for George Brown Goode.)
;

;

;

;

;

Vrolophits goodei,

Jordan & Bollman,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1889, 151,

near Panama.

(Type,

No. 41150.)
)

19.

UROLOPHUS ASPIDURUS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Disk very slightly longer than broad, its length slightly less than tail,
its anterior margins nearly straight, the tip of snout projecting abruptly
as a narrow triangular prominence, rounded at end; snout from eye 3
p. N. A.

7
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much less than spiracles. Mouth 2+ in its distance
from snout. Caudal spine very large, a little more than twice interorbital
width, its insertion in front of middle of tail. Skin entirely smootli, except
for a series of a few (2 to 8) strong, broad-rooted spines or bucklers on
upper part of tail before caudal spine; these are straight, sharp, directed
backward, their height equal to width at base, which is greater than pupil.
Color plain brown. L. 18 inches. Panama. (ac77r<r, shield; oipd, tail.)

in disk; eyes small,

UroJop/ms

a.s;'id«.-Hs,

29410; 29307

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1881, 307,

Panama.

(Type, Nob.

29454.)

120.

rKOLOPHUS ASTERIAS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Disk almost round, a little broader than long, about as long as tail; anmargins of disk nearly straight, the tip acute, slightly exserted.
Snout, from eye, 4 in disk. Eyes small, much smaller than spiracles, about
\ interorbital width. Mouth 2\ in distance to tip of snout. Teeth
sharp in males, pavement-like in females. Caudal spine very long, longer
than snout, inserted in front of middle of tail. Skin above everywhere
covered with small stellate prickles, these larger and more numerous on
median line; ventrals smooth; both sexes equally rough; median line of
back with a series of 18 to 32 sharp, recurved, spinules, from shoulders to
caudal spine, these becoming larger and sharper backward, but all much
smaller than the prickles in V. (tspidurits. Color plain light brown.
Mazatlan to Panama, not rare, (atrrz/p, a star, from the stellate spines.)
Urohphns usierias, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc- U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 579, Mazatlan; Panama.

terior

(Type, Nos. 28204

;

29524

;

29542

S3.

;

29058

;

29318.)

DASYATIS,

Rafinesque.

(Sting Rays.)
Klein, 1742, (pre-Linnsean).
Dasyatis, Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuni Nuovi Gen., 16,1810, (itjits=:pastinaca).
Vroxis, Rafinesque, Indico d'lttiol. Sicil., Gl, 1810, (ly'its).
Trigonobatns, Blainville, Jour. Phys., 181G, 261, {vuluaris).
Ti-ygon, (Adanson), Cuvier, Regoe Animal, Ed. i,130, 1817, (pastinaca).
Dasybatus,

Muller & Henle, Mag. Nat. Hist., 1837, 90, {henuelli).
MiiLLER & Henle, Wiegtnann's Archiv., 1837, 400, (uamak),
Pastinaca, SwAiNSON, Classu. Anim., 319, 1839, (olivacea).
Anacanlhus, Ehrenberg, in Swainson, I. c, (orbiCHlaris).
Pastinaca, 1)E Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 373, 1842, ( paslinaca).
Z)(Mi(<a/is, Garman, in Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 05, 1883, {paslinaca; corrected orthography).
Hemitrygon,
IlimaHtura,

Disk oval, flat, with rounded angles. Tail very long and slender, whipwithout fin, but often with 1 or 2 vertical membranous folds; a strong
serrated spine toward the base of the tail. Skin more or less spinous or
prickly, rarely smooth. Teeth small, paved; a few papillaj usually present in the mouth behind the lower jaw. Species about 30. Sting rays
of large size, abundant in warm seas. Many of the spinous species are
nearly or quite smooth when young, becoming rough with age. Some of
our species are yet imperfectly known and much of the synonymy is
uncertain. ((5aaif, shaggy or rough; iiarl^, a skate; abbreviated from
like,

DasyhaUs. )

Jordan and Evermann.
Hemitrygon,
a.

tail

tail

;

83

to the sting rays):

adult with stout bucklers on back ami

;

rough, more than twice length of disk.

centruha,

121.

:

Tail with a narrow keel or expansion both above
h.

name alsoapplied

half; rpvymV, Trygoii, a dove, the same

Tail with a keel or wing-like expansion below only

Dasyatis
aa.

(r)/n-,

—Fishes of North America.

and below.

Tail simply keeled above, with a wing-liko expansion below.
c.

Shoulder with 3 series of tubercles;

d.

than twice length of disk.

HASTATA, Vll.
than 3 series of tubercles.
Tail round, more than twice disk; back with strong tubercles; snout sharp.

Shoulder with

cc.

tail less

less

GYMNURA,123.
bb. Tail
e.

more or
/.

Tail
g.

gg.
ff.

ee.

less

Skin more or

compressed, with a wing-like expansion above, a larger one below.
less prickly in adult,

more than J^ longer than

with a median series of tubercles on back.
disk.

Disk subcircular, the snout prominent.

Sabina, 124.

Disk subquadrangular, the suout blunt.

longa, 125.

Tail not J^ longer than disk; disk subquadrangular, the snout blunt.

DIPTERCRA, 126.
Skin nearly or quite smooth in adult; median line of back not prickly or with but
1 spine.

SAY, 127.

HEMITRYGON,

Subgenus

Miiller

DASYATIS CEXTRURA,

121.

&

Henle.

(Mitchill).

(Common Sting Ray; Stingaree; Clam Cracker.)

Disk quadrangular, about i wider than long. Anterior margins sinuconvex toward the slightly protuberant
snout and rounded outer angles posterior margin straighter, very little
convex inner convex hinder angles blunt. Ventrals truncate, with
rounded angles. Tail more than twice as long as the disk, much compressed, rounded above, with keel or cutaneous exjiansion below, with 1
or more strong serrated spines at the termination of the anterior fifth of
its length, rough on all siaef with spines or tubercles.
Till half grown,
the young are smooth; as they approach maturity, broad stellate-based,
conical-pointed, irregularly placed bucklers appear on the middle of the
hinder part of the back and on top and sides of the tail very large
examples have the central portion of the back closely mailed with small
flattened tubercles. Mouth arched forward, with 5 papilla' teeth in
quincunx, blunt, smooth. Color on back and tail olive brown nearly
white below. From D. pastinaca, the common sting ray of Europe, which
this species resembles in shape, it is distinguished by the tubercles, by the
length and compression of the tail, and absence of all trace of keel or
expansion on its upper side. (Garman.) Coast of Maine to Cape Hatteras, abundant, reaching a length of 10 to 12 feet.
(Kivrpor, spine
olpa,
ous, concave opposite the eyes,

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

tail.)
Rajacentrura, MiTCHiLL, Trans. Lit. Phil. Soc. N. Y.,
Dasibatis cenlnira,

Jordan & Gilbert,

r,

479, 1815,

New

York.

Synop.^is, 67, 1883.

Subgenus DASYATIS.
122.

DASYATIS HASTATA,

(DeKay).

Disk quadrangular, about i wider than long anterior margins nearly
straight, meeting in a blunt angle on the end of the snout, curved near
inner
the outer angle to meet the slightly convex posterior margins
;

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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outer and hinder angles rounded. Ventrals almost
by the pectorals, their hinder margins convex. Tail
more than li times the length of the disk, low-keeled on the upper side,
a long, broad, membranous expansion below, roughened with small asperiBody smooth in young very old with
1 or more serrated spines.
ties
scattered small asperities a row of narrow compressed tubercles along
the middle of the back and on the base of the tail; the points of these
tubercles are depressed and directed backward. On each shoulder, parallel with the median row, there is a shorter row, the length of which
varies according to age. Mouth with 3 papilhe. Jaws with more curvature than those of centrura and less than those of sabina ; young without
tubercles. Color bluish or olivaceous brown, pale below. AVest Indies
to Brazil, north to Florida, the original description from a specimen taken
(hastatus, armed with a spear.)
in Rhode Island,
borders convex;

entirely covered

;

;

;

Trijgon hasUita,

DeKav,

N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 373,

pi. 65, fig. 214,

?, 1842,

Rhode

Island.

Storer, Syn. Fish. N. Amer., 261, 1846.
Trijgon haslata, Dl'm£ril, Elasmobranches, 592, 1870.
Dasibatis hastata, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 70, 1883.
Trijgon hastata,

123,

DASTATIS GYMNURA,

(MUller).

Disk quadrangular, a little wider than long. Snout produced, sharppointed; anterior and posterior margins nearly straight, the anterior
curved near the outer angle to meet the posterior, and the latter curved
near the hinder angle to meet the inner. Tail nearly 3 times the length
of the disk, with a slight ridge above aud a narrow cutaneous expansion
below, roughened with small spines similar to those on the head; a row
of elongated tubercles on the back and anterior portion of tail, and 1

more smaller ones on each shoulder; the posterior tubercles of the
median row much elongated, so as to resemble the spines. Mouth much
undulated, with 3 papilhe; teeth small, unequal. Young without tubercles
as the animal grows older a few scattered asperities appear on the
head; still later these increase in number and size to such an extent as to
cover the head and back with a heavy coat of mail made up of closely set
flattened scales
the tubercles of the back cease growing as the scales
enlarge, aud ultimately there is little distinction between them; usually
the tubercle on the middle of the pectoral arch is larger; those on the tail
continue to increase in size with age. Disk wider than long tail 3 times
length of disk. Color yellowish to olivaceous biown, darkening with age.
(Garman.) Surinam to Bra7il, recorded from Grenada by Giiuther, otherwise not known from the West Indies, (yvfxvoc, naked; ovpa, tail.)
or

;

;

;

Itaie luhercuh'e,

LAofcptDE,

ii,

106, pi. 4, fig.

1,

1800,

Cayenne.

Itaia tuberculala, SilAW, Genl. Zool., v, 290,1804, after LacepC-de, not of Bonnatorre, 1788.

Tnjgon gymnnra,

J.

MOller, Ermann's Reise uin

Trijgon osteosticta, J. Muli.er,

I.

c, 25,

die Erde, 25, taf. 13, 1830, Brazil.

taf. 14, 1830,

Brazil.

Trygon tuberculata, Gi'NTHER, Cat., viii, 480, 1870.
Dasibatm iKbcrcuhita, Jordan & Gilbert, Synojisis, 66,1883.

124.

DASYATIS SABINA,

(Le Sueur).

Disk subcircular. Snout produced, bluut. Anterior margins of the
pectorals concave near the snout, becoming convex toward the broadly

Jordan and Evennann.
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rounded outer extremities hiuder and inner margins convex. Upper jaw
witli a deep indentation, receiving a corresponding prominence on the
;

tliis indentation much larger; month with
Tail less than twice as long as the disk, tapering to a fine

Teetli at the sides of

lower.

5 papillsB.

point, rough with small prickles, similar to those scattei'ed over the

head and back, a cutaneous expansion above, and a broader, longer one
below these end nearly opposite each other, the lower extends forward under the spine. A median row of tubercles on the dorsum and 1
Distinguished from D. gymnura by the
or a pair on each shoulder.
shape of the snout, the rounded pectorals, the shorter tail, the larger
,teeth, the greater curvature of jaws, the smaller size, and the 2 cutaneous expansions. Proportional length of body and tail as 4| to 8; in
no case is the tail twice as long as the disk. Color ochraceous brown.
Streams and estuaries of Florida, abundant on both coasts; several specimens were taken in Lake Monroe, at a distance from salt water. (Garman.)
;

TriigoH sahitin,

Le Sueur,

Diisibniis sa)iinn,

.ToRDAN

.lour. Ac.

&

Nat.

ftii.rtERT,

12.5.

Sci. Phila., iv, 109, 1824,

Florida.

Synopsis, 08,1883.

D.iST.VTIS LONG.V, Garman.

Disk quadrangular, about

^

wider than long.

Margins nearly straight,
Outer

anterior meeting in a blunt angle on the end of the snout.

angles rounded, posterior l)lunt. Ventrals rounded. Tail variable in
length, usually more than twice as long as the body, roughened with
small asperities, depressed anteriorly, compressed behind the spine, keeled
above the compressed portion, with a long, narrow, cutaneous expansion

on the lower side. Mouth curved, with 5 papilla? a row of small tubercles behind the head on the shoulder girdle. Larger specimens probably with tubercles on back and tail. Gulf of California to Panama.
Perhaps not distinct from D. dipteriira, from which it usually differs in the
slightly longer tail, and perhaps in the presence of 5 papillte instead of
3 in the mouth.
{Jongus, long.)
Dasihalis longri, Garman, Bull. Mus. Corap. Zoiil., vi, 170, 1880, Acapulco
Panama .Jor;

;

dan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 66,
1-26.

;

188.3.

DASTATIS DIPTKRURA,

Jordan A

Gilbert.

Disk rhomboid, slightly broader than long, its anterior margins nearly
straight, meeting anteriorly in a very obtuse angle; posterior margins
curved lateral angles rounded tail variaV)le, usually i longer than the
disk, with a conspicuous cutaneous fold below and a smaller but evident one above; jaws considerably arched; buccal papilhi! 3; teeth f^.
Young perfectly smooth; adult with a roAV of low but rather stout tubercles on the median line of the scapular region and 2 others on the humeral region tail with small prickles caudal spine long, its length
nearly 3 times the width of the mouth. Color bluish brown, nearly plain.
L. 6 feet or more. Bay of San Diego, and southward locally abundant.
((5tf, two; TTTtipov, wing; uhpa, tail.)
;

;

;

;

;

Dasyhiilis dipteninm,

Dasihalis diplerura,

.ToRDAN

&

Gn.iiERT, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 31,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Syuopais, 71,1883.

San Diego.

Bulletin 4J, Untied States National Aluseiun.
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127.

DASTATIS SAT,

(Le Sueur).

(Southern Sting Ray.)

,

Disk qnadrangnlar,^, wider than long, anterior margins nearly straight,
and inner borders convex, outer and posterior angles rounded.
Snout not protruding beyond the lines of the margins. Ventrals rounded.
Tail strong, rather more than 1^ times the length of the disk, with a
strong serrated spine, bearing a short, low, cutaneous expansion behind
the spine on the upper side, and a longer, little wider one below, ending
nearly opposite. Upper jaw undulated; lower prominent in the middle.
Teeth small, smooth in young and females, sharp in adult males; 3 paBody and tail^
pillae at the bottom of the mouth, and 1 at each side.
smooth. Color olive brown in adult, reddish or yellowish in young; lower
surface whitish. Closely resembles the European species, i>. pastinaca.
In D. say, the anterior margins form a more blunt angle at the end of the
snout, which is less prominent at the apex, the outer and posterior extremities of the pectorals are rounder, the posterior margins are more convex,
the disk is broader toward the ventrals, and the tail is longer in D. pastinaca the lateral and hinder angles of the pectorals and the lateral angle
of the ventrals are marked by blunted corners a single small rounded
tubercle on the middle of the back. Carolina to Brazil, common in Florida,
occasional northward to New York. (Garman.) (Named for Thomas
posterior

;

;

Say.)
Rojasaij,

MyliobfUis

Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 42, 1817,
sai/i, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 376, 1842.

Trygonsatji, DuJlftRiL,
Dasibnlif

nai/i,

MOi.ler

A;

Jersey.

Elasmobranches, 603,1870.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 69,
54.

Pteroplntea,

New

1883.

PTEROPLATEA,

Miiller

IIenle, Plagiostomen, 168, 1838,

«&.

Heule.

[allavela).

Disk much broader than long, its anterior margins meeting in a very
its outer angles more or less acnte, the form, therefore,
transversely rhombic. Tail very short and slender, shorter than the
disk, without fin, armed with a very small serrated spine, which is often
wanting. Skin smooth or very nearly so. Size rather large. Warm
(Trrepov, fin; tt^utvc, broad; an
seas. The species are closely related.
obtuse angle,

ancient
a.

name

of F. altavela.)

Spirarle without tentacle.
6.

Front of disk with a row of close-set paler spots or half spots.
0. Disk scarcely twice as broad as long; ujjper surface finely miirhlid with grayish
mottlings, besides specks; tail with 4 cross blotches.
re.

6b.

maclura,

128.

Disk twice as broad as long; upper surface with thick -set dark points.

crebripunctata, 129.
Front of disk without distinct pale spots; dark markings above forming reticulations
around pale spots; tail without dark cross blotches.
marmorata, 130.
128.

PTEROPLATEA MACLURA,

(Le Sueur).

(Butterfly Kay.)

Disk scarcely twice as broad as long, covered with perfectly smooth
Tail about i as long as the disk, with a very slight dermal fold
above and below. Snout a little projecting, so that the anterior edge

skin.

Jordan and Evermann.
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of each pectoral is somewhat concave. Color brownish olive, finely
marbled with grayish, and finely speckled anterior edge of disk with
half spots of paler; tail with 4 dark blotches above, forming half rings.
;

(Candal spine wanting

in all the

Haia machira, Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat.
branches,

i,

Long

specimens examined.)

nncommon on the Carolina
Maclnre, founder of the Academy of Natural
to Brazil; not

(Named

coast.

for

Island

William

Scienccp at Philadelphia.)

Sci. Phila., 1817, 41,

Rhode

Island;

Di'm15rii.,

Elasmo-

614, 1870.

Pteroplalea maclura,

Gunther,
129,

Cat., viii, 487,1870;

Jordan A Gilbert,

PTEROPLATEA CKEBRIPUNCTATA,

Synop.sis, 46,1883.

Peters.

Breadth of disk twice the distance from tip of snout to vent. Snout
with a blunt projection anterior margin of pectorals undulate, convex
anteriorly and posteriorly, medially weakly concave; outer angle sharply
rounded posterior margins weakly convex, the posterior angle rounded,
covering outer half of base of ventrals spiracle without tentacle tail
with a low fold on its upper edge. Brown above, with thick-set black
points a row of small close-set yellow spots on front of disk. Gulf of
California and southward, along the west coast of Mexico common, (crcier, abundant; pnnctatus, spotted.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Pteroplalea crehriptmctala, Peters, Monatsber. Berl. Akad., 703, 1869,

130.

PTEROPLATEA MARMORATA,

Mazatlan.

Cooper.

Disk about twice as broad as long, covered with perfectly smooth skin.
Tail 3f in length of disk, with a rather small cutaneous fold above and
below, the lower fold the longer, the upper about as deep. luterorbital
space a little shorter than the snout. Snout slightly prominent, but
forming a very obtuse angle. Olive brown, finely mottled everywhere
with darker, the dark forming reticulations around pale roundish spots;
tail without dark rings.
Caudal spine very small, present in all specimens examined. Coast of California from Point Concepciou southward
to Cerros Island

;

common.

(Hirt)'Hio?'«<«s,

Pteroplalea marmorala. Cooper, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

iii,

marbled.)

112, 1803,

San Diego;

JoRn.\N & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 47, 1883.

Family XXVII.

MYLIOBATID^.

(The Eagle Rays.)
Disk broad; the pectoral fins not continued to the end of the snout,
but ceasing on the sides of the head and reappearing in front of the snout
as 1 or 2 fleshy protuberances (cephalic fins), which are supported
by fin rays. Tail very long and slender, whip-like, with a single dorsal
fin near its root, behind which is usually a strong retrorscly serrated
spine. Nasal valves forming a rectangular flap, with the posterior margin free, attached by a frenum to the upper jaw. Skull less depressed
than usual among rays, its surface raised so that the eyes and spiracles
are lateral in position. Teeth hexangular, large, flat, tessellated, the
middle ones usually broader than the others. Ovoviviparous. Skin
smooth; no differentiated spines on the pectorals in the males, the sexes
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Ventrals not emarginate. Genera 3; species about 20.
Large sting rays; inhabiting warm seas, feeding chiefly on mollusks
which they crush with their large grinding teeth. (Group Myliobatina,

being similar.

Giinther, Cat.,viii, 488-495.)
Aetobatin/t-;:
a.

Teeth in a single

Aetobatus,

55.

Mtoobatis,

5C.

Khinoptera,

57.

very broad; mnzzle entire.

series,

Rhinopteuin.ic:

Muzzle

h.

entire.

Muzzle emarginate

Wj.

verj- broad.

middle series

aa. Toetl) in several series, tlie

;

below the level of the disk.

ce)ibalic fins

AETOBATUS,

SS.

Blainville.

Aclohahis, Blainville, .Tour, de Pbys., lxxxiii, 1816, 2G1, {nilgaris, mrinari, etc.).

Faune Franfaise,

Aetohulbi, liLAiNViLLE,

Livr.

'J.G,

.38,

1828,

(ai/iii/a, etc.).

179, 1838, (narinarj, first restriction).

Actobatis,

Mi'LLEU & Henle, Plagiostomen,

Stoasodon,

Cantor, Catalogue Malayan Fishes,

434, 1850, (narinari, substitute for Actobatis; re-

stricted to aquila).
Goniobatix, Agassiz, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1859, 385, (jhujellum).

General form of Myliohatis. Muzzle entire. Teeth flat, broad, forming a single series corresponding to the middle series in MyUolHiiln,
there being no small lateral teeth. Upper dental lamina straight, lower
curved, the latter projecting beyond the upper. Free border of the nasal
(aeroc, eagle;
valve deeply emarginate. Skin smooth. Tropical seas.
ftnroi:,

ray).

a Disk twice as broad as long
aa. Disk

more than twice

;

131.

;

pale spots large.

aEtOBATUS narinari,

narinari,

Atlantic Coast.

pale spots rather small.

as broad as long

Pacific Coast.

131.

laticeps, 132.

(Euphrasen).

(Spotted Sting Ray.)

Disk twice as broad as long,

its

anterior borders a little convex, pos-

Cephalic fin about i broader
Teeth of the lower jaw straight or more or less angularly
bent. Tail 3 to 4 times length of disk. Brown, with small round pale
(Dum^ril.)
Tropical seas, north on the Atlantic coast to Virspots.
ginia; not very common on our shores, {narinari, a Brazilian name.)

terior concave,

outer

angles

pointed.

than long.

Tlaia narinari,

Euphrasen, Vet. Ak. Nya Handl.,

Xl,

217,

1790,

Brazil, (after narinari of

Marcgrave).

Blooh & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 361, 1801, CoroTnandel.
Gunther, Cat., viii, 492,1870; Dumkril, Elasmobranches,
Riijn qninqneacnleala, QcoY & Gaimakd, Voy. Uranie., 200, 1824.
Sloamdon narinari, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 879, 1883.
liaiajlagellnm,

Ai'lnbali.^

narinari,

Myliobatis edtenkee,

RCppell, Neu. Wirb.,

Goniobalis macroptera,

70, 1835,

Red

McClelland, Calcutta Jour. Nat.
13-2.

641, 1870.

Sea.
Hist., 1841,

AETOBATUS LATICEPS,

i,

00,

Bengal.

(Gill).

Disk rather more than twice as broad as long; fontanelle on top of head
gradually expanding backward; tail 4 to 5 times length of disk. Bluish
black with numerous rounded yellowish spots on head smaller than eye,
much larger on body, assuming on the pectoral the form of ocelli. Gulf
of California to Panama, abundant southward, {latus, broad; -ceps, head).

JordciJi a7id Evertnann.

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Aetobalis laHceps, Gill,

from San Francisco.
not be
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N. Y. 1865, 137, locality unknown, received
compared with A. narinari, and may

It has never been properly

dift'erent.

56.

MYLIOBATIS,

Dumeril.

(Eagle Rays.)
Rafinesque, Indice Ittiol. Sicil., 61, 1810, {macvlaliin, probably a deformed ray).
DrsiKRiL in Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed. 1, 11, 137, 1817, {aqiiila).

f Cephaleiilherii.i,

MijUohal'm,

Jlnlorhiiws, tiiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18C2, 331

{i'e.ijierliUo

= californiriis).

Disk broad, the outer angles acute. Cephalic fins forming a soft convex appendage in front of snout. Jaws about equal. Median teeth very
broad, n\uch broader than long in the adult, proportionally narrower iu
the j^oung. Several series of narrower teeth on each side of the median
Free edge of the nasal
series; teeth changing considerably with age.
Tail very long and slender, with a small
valve not deeply emarginate.
Skin smooth or nearly so.
dorsal fin, and one or more serrated spines.
Size large.

In all

warm

seas.

(fivXca^,

gvindev;

/3fi

r<f,

ray.)

MyLionATis;
n.

fitis moderate.
Teeth of main row 4 to 6 times as broad as long

Ventral
b.

HoLORiiiNi's, (6A0S, solid
(Id.

pip,

;

fkkminvillei,

skin smooth.

13,^.

snout):

rhomboid, broader than long.
fins large
Teeth of main row 3 to 4 times as broad as long.

Ventral
c.

;

;

California's, 134,

Subgenus MYLIOBATIS.
133.

MYLIOBATIS FREMINVILLEI, Le

Disk broader than long
Ventral

fins

much

;

Sueur.

the breadth equal to the length of the

tail.

uarrow^er than in C. californicus. Skin entirely smooth.

Muzzle prominent. Teeth
blunt, whitish prominence over each eye.
of the main row 4 to 6 times as broad as long; small teeth in 3 rows.
Reddish brown tail nearly black. Cape Cod to Brazil not uncommon.

A

;

;

(For Chretien Paulin de Fr^niinville, a French naturalist.)
Le Sueur, .Tour. Ac Nat. Sci. Phila., iv, 111, 1824, Rhode Island.
Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., i, 1841, 53, Massachusetts.

Mijliolmtisfrniiiui-mei,

MyUohatis

hi.'<piiiosiix,

Elasmobranches, 637, 1870.
Ayres, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., i, 65, 1841, Connecticut.
M;iliohiiliiifrniiinriUei, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 51, 1883.

MiiliolKttinliisphwxiif, DuMi'uii,,

MiiHohatU

(tenia,

Subgenus
134.

HOLORHINUS,

Gill.

MYLIOBATIS CALIFORMCIS,

Gill.

(California Sting K.\y; Batfish.)

Disk not quite twice as broad as long the wings anteriorly convex.
somewhat concave. Cephalic fin very blunt, nearly 4 times
Ventral
Tail nearly twice as long as the disk.
as broad as long.
Lateral teeth in 3 to 5 series on each side
large, broader than long.
median teeth only 3 to 4 times as broad as long, even in the adult. Skin
wholly smooth. Color dusky brownish the young somewhat variegated.
;

posteriorly

;

;
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California from Cape Mendocino southward

;

very

Museum.
common along mud

Destructive to oysters.

flats.

nhinoptera vespertilio, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 137,
vesperlilio,

Bleeker,

also

a

Tomales Bay;

not Mijlwbatis

MyliobatU<.

Holorhinus vespertiUo, GliJ., Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 331.
Mi/Unhatis ealifomicHs, Gill,

Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,

Jordan & Gilbert,

MiiUubatis californkus,

57.
Rhinoptera, (Kuhl), Guvier,
Zyijohalis,

RHINOPTERA,

Eogne Animal, Ed.

Agassiz, Poissons Fossiles,

Mylorhina, Gill,

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Micromesus, Gill,

/.

18G5, 137, (after Girard).

Syuopsie, 51.1883.

m,

2,

Kuhl.

1828, (marginata).

79, 183G, (jtissieui).

Hist. N. Y., 1805, 136, (Mandi).

c, {adspersm).

Disk broader than long, with the anterior angles more or less acute.
Snout more or less eniarginate on the median line. Cephalic fin emarginate and placed on a plane below the level of the jiectorals, the snout
thus appearing 4-lobed. Free border of the nasal valve not emarginate.
Teeth in 5 to 20 rows, the median teeth enlarged or not, but often smaller
than in Ceplialeutherus. Tail long, whip-like, with a small dorsal fin and a
The species vary considerably in their
serrated spine. Tropical seas.
dentition.

(p/iJ,

snout;

Trrcpov, fin.)

Rhinoptera:
a. Teeth of middle of upper .jaw much broader than those of

sides,

the lateral teeth gradually

diminishing.
h.

Teeth in 7 rows
X}^ times

hh.

Teeth in

its

;

the median teeth above about 4 times as broad as long

length.

7 rows, the

times

its

aa.

breadth of disk
bonasu.s, 135.

median teeth

3%

times as broad as long; breadth of disk

steindachneri,

length.

MicnoMESi'S (niKpds, small;

;

/uecro?,

1|J^

136.

middle):

much larger than the outer teeth; teeth in many series.
Teeth of lower jaw in about 15 series; the teeth unequal but all small, the broadest
being those of the 6th to 8th series from the side which are twice as broad as long.

Teeth of middle of upper jaw not
c.

ensenada;, 137.

Subgenus
135.

RHINOPTERA.

RHINOPTERA BONASUS,

(Mitchill).

(CoW-NOSE KaT.)

Disk i broader than long; anterior borders almost straight, posterior
undulated; muzzle deeply emarginate; teeth in 7 rows in each Jaw, the
median teeth above 4 times as broad as long, the others gradually diminishing outward. Tail very slender, a little longer than the disk. Skin
smooth or nearly so. Color brownish. Cape Cod to Florida; not rare;
feeds on mollusks.* {bonasus, bufl'alo.)
liaja honasiif,

Mitchill, Trans.

Raia qnadriloha,

Le Sueur,

Lit.

and

New York.
New Jersey.

Phil. Soc. N. Y., 1815, 479,

Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

i,

44, 1817,

Rhinoptera quadriloba, GCntiier, Cat., viii, 494,1870.
Rhinoptera quadriloba, Dum£bil, Elasmobranches, 648, 1870;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 51, 1883.

* " He enters the bay and ranges very extensively on the flats where the soft clam lives.
These
shellfish ho is supposed to devour, for a slioal of cow-noses root up the salt-water flats as completely as a drove of hogs would do."— Mitchill.

Jordan and Evermann.
136.
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RHINOPTEBA STEINDACHNERI,

91

Evermann A Jenkins.

(Gabilan.)

Width of disk 1| times its lengtii; anterior border nearly straight; tail
very slender,
to \\ times length of disk; muzzle emarginate; cephalic
fin a little broader than head; tail with 1 or 2 serrated spines, their
length 2\ times eye. Skin everywhere smooth. Teeth in lower jaw in
7 series, 7 in the median series, 6 in each of the others.
Median teeth
hexagonal, their length Sfin the breadth, which isnearly twice the breadth
of a tooth in the second series; this is again nearly twice as wide as

H

teeth in third series; upper teeth very similar to lower.

Uniform dark
Gulf of California. (Named for Dr. Franz
Steindachner, director of the Museum at Vienna, one of the most accurate
and conscientious workers in ichthyology.)

brown above, paler below.

Evermann & Jenkins, Proc.
Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico. (Type, No. 43235.)

Rhinoptem sleimlachueri,

Subgenus
137.

V.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 130, pl.l.fig.

S.

MICROMESUS,

RHIXOPTEBA ENSENAD;E,

1,

Gill.

Rosa Smith.

Teeth of lowei jaw in 14 or 15 series, all small, unequal in size, the
broadest being those of the sixth series from the left side, which are twice
as broad as long. Known only from a lower jaw picked up on the beach
at Ensenada, on Todos Santos Bay, in Lower California. (Smith.)
Rhinoplera eunemidse,

Rosa Smith (Mrs.

Ensenada, Lower California.

0.

H. Eioenmann), Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 220,

(Type, No. 379(30.)

Family XXVIll.

MANTID^.

(The Sea Devils.)
size, with the disk broader than long and the pectoral
not continued on the sides of the head, the anterior or cephalic
portion being separate, developed as 2 long horn-like or ear-like appendages. Mouth wide, terminal or inferior. Teeth very small. Hat or tubercular, in many series, those of the upper jaw sometimes wanting.
Eyes
Nostrils widely separated, their valves united, forming a flap as
lateral.
wide as the cleft of the month. Tail long and slender, whip-like, with a
single dorsal fin at its base, and with or without a serrated spine. Ventral fins not emarginate. Skin more or less rough. Males without differen-

Rays of enormous

fins

tiated spines on the pectorals, the sexes similar.

Genera
Ovoviviparous
Largest of all rays and among the largest of all fishes
found in the tropical seas. (Myliobatid^e, group Ceratopterina,
Gunther, Cat., viii. 496-498.)
species about

2;

a.

7.

;

Teeth in both jaws; mouth inferior.
Teeth in lower jaw only; mouth terminal.

aa.

58.
Aoihn, Lac£p£dE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Aodoii,

Rafinesquk, Indice,

Moliiila,

RafinesQUE, Indice

Aptenirns,

Rafinesque,

AODON,
i,

Lacepede.

300, 1798, {massossd,

French name only).

46, 1810.
d'lttiol. SIcil., 61, 1810, {nuricitlatii

I.e., 62,

(fabroni

= edeululus).

~ eilenlula).

AonoN,

.58.

Manta,

59.
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Cephalopterm, {Vvutmi.)
Hilaire, 1809, a

Irlithyol. Nice, 14, 1810, (3ionia

Vix&fiO,

genua of

Cephahplera, (Di'm£eii.) Ci'Vieii,

Plerocephala,

= edraii/Zn;

not of Gcoffroy

St.

birds).

Dicerohaiuc, Blainvii.lk, Jovir. de Pliys., 1810, 262, (mohular

Aodon, LAcfePKDE, Hist. Nat.

Museum.

Rogno Animal, Ed.

Pois.?.,

Edition Pillot,

SWAINSON, Nat. Hist. Fishes,

ii,

= cdcHlxda).

1, il, 138,

II,

1817, (fjioma).

55, 1830, {mnssussa).

321, 1839, {yiorna).

from pectoral fin, truncated in front, with tlie cephalic fin on
each side developed as a straight, horn-like appendage pointing forward.
Nostrils widely separated. Mouth inferior, wide. Teeth in both jaws
very small, flat, or tubercular, in many series. Tail very slender, with a
dorsal fin between the ventrals the serrated spine present or absent.
Species about 5, iu tropical seas, reaching an enormous size and therefore
not well known. (« .without; wSoiV, tooth lfo?)H?«r is a name said to be
used for the European species, Aodon edentuliis (Briinnich), in the Azores,
" diable des Caraibes.")

Head

free

;

—

;

138.

AODON HYPOSTOMUS,

(Bancroft).

Skin smooth; mouth inferior; anterior margin of pectoral straight;
the spiracles situated in a groove under anterior base of pectoral fin.
This species, described from Jamaica, is very imperfectly known, and
may be the same as Aodon olfersi (Miiller &. Henle), afterward described

from Brazil,

(i'tto,

Cephalopterns hypostcmms,

below;

59.
Manta, Bancroft,

mouth.)

ctto^c,

Bancroft, Proc. Comm.

Zoiil. .Tour.,

Zoiil.

MANTA,

1828-1829, iv,

Soc, 1830,

134,

Bancroft.

444, (mania

= birostnii).

Mi'LLEK & Heni.e, Plagiostonien, 186, 1838, {vampjjrus =
BraehutptUon, Newman, Zoologist, 1849,74, (ham iltoni = birostris).
Ceraloplera,

Dia})olichthys,

Holmes, Proc.

Jamaica.

birostris).

Elliott Soc. Nat. Hist., 185G, 39, (elliolU=hirosti-is).

Disk broader than long, its exterior angles acute, the posterior margins
of the pectorals concave. Head truncate in front; the cephalic fins long,
turned forward and inward. Mouth large, terminal. Teeth minute,
present in lower jaw only. Tail whip-like, often (always?) without serrated spine. Skin rough, with small tubercles. Two species known.
(manta. blanket, "a name used at the pearl fisheries between Panama and
Guayaquil to designate an enormous fish much dreaded by the divers,
whom it is said to devour after enveloping them in its vast wings."
Dumeril.)
139. MANTA BIROSTRIS, (Walbaum).
(Sea Devil

;

Devil Fisn

;

Manta.)

Disk not quite twice as broad as long. Tail about as long as the disk.
Teeth in about 100 longitudinal series, which are separated by distinct
interspaces. Skin of body and tail everywhere coVered with small stellate
tubercles, rendering the surface very rough. Brownish, the margins of
the disk darker. Tropical waters of America; north to New Jersey and
San Diego not rare on the Florida coast. Reaches a width of about 20
feet, one of the most enormous of aquatic vertebrates. {Ms, two rostrum,
;

;

snout.)

Jordan and
Uaia

biroslris,

l{<ii<i

manalia,

nalie,

Evi:niiann.

Walbaum, Artoai Pisciuiu,
Bloch & Schneider, Syst.

— Fishes of North America.
Dinbolm

535, 1792, after

Iclith., 364, ISOl,

Wilhighby,

Tropical America

;

otc.

after Uaie ma-

Lac6pt'de.

Utrjadiabolitsmiiriims,

Bloch & Schneider,

I.

c, 368, 1801, India; after Willughby.

liaiajimbriata, LAcfipfioE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 677, 1803,
i

imiriuiis

93

't'phahplera vaiiipyriis, MlTciiiLi,,

Ciialiiyiera

Ami. Lye. Nat.

vampyrus, Dum£eil, Elasmoliranches,

Cetaluptcra rauipi/ru/i,

Cephahplerns gionia,

Gunther, Cat., viii,
LeSvevr, Jour. Ac.

Gulf Stream, 58° N.

Hist. N. Y., 1823, 23,

Delaware Bay.

CGO, 1870.

i,

498,1870.
Nat. Sci.

I'liila.,

iv,

1S'J4,

115,

Georgia; (not

I{aja

giorna, Lacepede).

Cephnloplera inanhi, or

Mania

atnericana,

Bancroft,

Zoiil.

Journal,

i\, 144, ls:;8,

Jamaica.

MuLLEU it Hexle, Plagiostomen, ISG, 1838, West Indies.
humiltoni, Newman, Zoiil., 74, 1849, Gulf of California.

Cephalnptcrajohni,
lirnchioptilon

Uiabolkhlhijs ellioUi,

Mania

hirostris,

Holmes, Proc.

Elliott Soc. Nat. Hist., I806, 39,

JoBDAN & Gilbert,

Charleston.

Synopsis, 52, 1883.

HOLOCEPHALI.
(The CHIMyERAS.)

Subclass

Skeleton cartilaginous. Gill cavity with 4 clefts within, but having
one external opening only, which is covered by a fold of skin. No sjiirMouth inferior. Jaws with teeth, confluent into bony plates;
acles.
upper jaw, palate, and hyomandibular coalescent with the skull; intestine
with a spiral valve. Pectoral tins normally developed, placed low ventral
fiius abdominal, with claspers in the male.
Derivative radii sessile on the
sides of the basal bones of the limbs.
Skin scaleless, its muciferous system well developed. This group contains a single order, Chimkroidei.
(HOLOCEPiiALA, Cat., Gunther, viii, 348-352. ) (('(Auf, solid; /ce^a/,//, head).
;

Order H.

CHIMKROIDEI.

(The Chim.eroids.)
Characters of the order included above. The group includes one existing family, Ciiim.erid.e. (xiufupn, chimajra; fZriof, resemblance.)

Family XXIX.

CHIM^RID^.

(The Cuim.eras.)

Body elongate, rather robust anteriorly, tapering posteriorly. Head
compressed; mouth small, inferior, the upper lip deeply notched. Nostrils confluent Avith the mouth, separated by a narrow isthmus; jaws
with the teeth confluent into 4 bony lamina3 above and 2 below. No
spiracles. Pectoral fins free, placed low ventral fins abdominal, manyrayed, provided in the male with claspers; dorsal fin usually divided,
anteriorly with a very s^trong spine, which is grooved behind; caudal
fin low, fold-like.
Skin naked, rarely somewhat prickly. Lateral line
present, usually with numerous branches anteriorly.
Three free gills
and 2 half gills, 1 on each side; isthmus moderate; gill rakers small.
Oviparous, the egg cases long, elliptical, with silky filaments. Genera 4,
(the following and CaUorhyiichus); species about 7. Fishes of singular
appearance, found only in the seas of the cold regions.
Numerous
;
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extinct genera are also referred to this family.

Museum.

(CHiMiEiUDJ':, Giintber,

Cat., VIII, 349-352).
Chim^ekina;:
o.

Snout short,
h.

66.

soft,

not terminating in a cutaneous flap;

Claspers in the male

trifid; tail

Claspers in the niaUi bifid;

ending

tail

in

tail

uot bent upward.

a filament.

Chimjj;ra, CO.

Hvduolagus,

not ending in a filament.

01.

HAKUIOTTINiE:
aa.

Snout excessively long, with

leaf-like lateral expansions; dorsal spine very largo; claspers

Hakeiotta,

small, simple.

6o.

CHIMERA,

02.

Liuiueus.

(Elephant Fishes.)
r

Chimiera, LlNN.t:i)S, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 230, {monslrofa).

Head somewhat compressed, the snout bluntish, protruding, fleshy,
not armed at tip with an appendage. Eyes v»ry large, lateral. Teeth
Lateral line
rather strong. Lips thickish, the lower with a frenum.
simple on the body, but forking anteriorly, forming several series of
mucous tubes on the head. Male with a club-shaped cartilaginous hook
on the head above the snout; this hook is curved forward and downward, and is armed at its tip with decurved spines its tip fitting into a
depression in front of the eyes; females without this appendage. Gill
opening small. Pectorals moderate; ventrals rather large, with large
bifid claspers in the male; male also with rough appendages at the base
of the ventrals, protruding from a sheath of skin. First dorsal triangular, preceded by a strong spine, which is grooved behind and serrated on
second dorsal and caudal fins low, often more or less notched.
its edges
Tail extending in the line of the axis of the body, more or less produced
Skin smooth. Fishes of singular appearance
in a filament at tip.
mostly of the northern seas; not val"ed for food. (Xifxaipa, chimtera, a
fabulous monster, with the head of a lion, body of a goat, and tail of a
;

;

serpent).
a.

First dorsal almost continuous with second;

body

stout; pectorals reaching posterior

end

monstrosa,

140.

of ventrals.
aa. First dorsal well separated

from second

;

body slender; pectorals not nearly reaching
affinis, 141.

ventrals.

140.

CHIM.EUA MONSTROS.\,

Linna;us.

(CUIM.T.RA.)

Tail ending in a very long rayless filament about as long as

head.

First dorsal fin close to second

and subcontinuous

body and

Avith

it,

the

upper margin even, not notched except just in frcmt of the low caudal
fin; pectoral reaching posterior extremity of ventrals.
Each clasper of
the male with 2 long slender branches, each rather longer than snout,
the inner branch again divided into a simply cartilaginous styliform part,
and another coated with spiny membrane. Brown, marbled with lighter;
dorsal fins with a broad black margin. (Giinther.) Deep waters off the
recorded by Poey at Matanzas, Cuba, (monsirosuft,
coast of Europe
monstrous.)
(Eu.)
;

— Fishes of JVorth America.

Jordan and £7'erman/i.
Chimura monslrosa, Linn.>kus,
Chimivra monstrosa,

Guntheu,

Syst. Nat., Kd. x, 1T58, 236,
Cat., viii, 349,1870;

Cliimxra argentea, AsCANius IcONEs, Kev. Nat.,

Shaw, Gen.

Chimiera borealis,

XV, 1806.
1804, after Linnicus.

168, 1827,

ill,

Atlantic.

Poey, Synopsis, 445, 1868.

Zoiil., v, 2, 365, pi. 157,

Chimiera medilerrauea, Risso, Eur. MiTiU.,

CIdmxra

pi.

95

Nice.

Fabkii, Fische Islands, 45, 1829, Iceland.

crislata,

Callorhynclms coUrina

C

and

aUanticus,

Guonow,

Cat. Fishes, 15, 16, 1854, Atlantic.

141. CHIiM^ERA AFFINIS, Capello.

Body more elongate than in C. monstrosa ; base of first dorsal equal to
them second dorsal low, with a straight border pec-

interspace between

;

;

caudal very small, ending in a minute
filament cephalic appendages with 5 spines on the inner surface claspers in male trifid, the division of the 3 portions at t the length from
the base, the cylindrical portion larger, different in form from the others.
(Capello.) L. 3 feet. Deep waters of the Atlantic, oft' Portugal and off
the American Coast from Cape Cod northward, {affinis, related to Chimwra
(Eu.)
vionstrosa.)
toral not nearly reaching ventrals

;

;

;

Chimtera

ciffinis,

GOnther,

Capello, Jour. Soc. Math. Lisbon,

Cat.,

vm,

Chiiimra pbimhea, Gill, Proc. Philos. Soc. Wash., Dec. 22, 1877,
Chimsera phtmbea,

Coast of Portugal;

iv, 1868, 314, pi. iii.

350,1870.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Gulf stream

Cape Cod.

off

Synopsis, 54,1883.

Chimiera abbreviata, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 254, Lat. 40° N.,

Long.

60'^

W.

(Type,

No. 33435.)

61.

HYDROLAGUS,

Gill.

Hydrolagus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,1862, 331, {coUiei).

very close to Chimo'ra, differing chiefly in the form of its
The tail is not
bifid, the 2 parts subequal.
produced in a filament. The single species lives in the North Pacific, in
water of moderate dei)th. (bdup, water; ^.ayug, hare, from the form of
This genus

claspers,

is

which are simply

the lips and teeth.)
142.

HYDROLAGUS COLLIEI,
(Katfish

Body
duced

;

Elephant

(Lay & Bennett).
Fish.)

anteriorly stoutish, tapering into a slender

tail,

which

is

not pro-

Pectorals about as long as head, reaching about to
Dorsal spine f the length of the head. Second dorsal

in a filament.

base of ventrals.
low, highest in front, then very low, then higher, ending abrujitly just
before the beginning of the upper caudal fold; a small fold lietwecn
first and second dorsal, free from both; lower caudal fold higher than
upper, neither quite reaching the tip of the tail. No distinct anal fin.

Color grayish, with numerous round white spots; both dorsals edged with
blackish. L. 2 feet. Pacific coast from Monterey northward to Alaska;
very abundant in cold waters at a moderate depth rarely used as food.
(A personal name).
;

Chimtera coUiei,

Lay & Bennett, Beechey's Voy., Zoiil.,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 55,

Cat., VIII, 350, 1870;

71, 1849,

1883.

North

Pacific; GCnthkr,

96
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62.

HARRIOTTA,

Goode

&

Bean.

Barriotta, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 32, 1891, (raleijhana).

Snout exceediugly elongate, Avith a cartilaginous midrib, and foliaceous
lateral expansions of the skin at its base.

Two

dorsal fins, the anterior

with an immense triangular spine, finely serrated upon its lateral edges.
Anal liu reduced to a cutaneous fold. Longitudinal axis of the tail nearly
the same as that of the trunk, very elongate, with filamentous tip, the
No cephalic organ.
fin below much more extensive than that above.
Claspers small and
Gill openings lateral, separated by a wide isthmus.
simple. (" Named in houor of Thomas Harriott, the most eminent philosopher and naturalist of his day in England, who was a member of
Kaleigh's Roanoke colony in Virginia in 1585, and who published the first
work in English on American natural history.")

HARRIOTTA RALEIGHANA,

143.

Tail extended in a very long filament,

Goode & Bean.

much

longer in the older indi-

viduals than in the young; not present in very young. First dorsal fin
separated from the second by an interval nearly equal to the diameter of
the eye in the older individuals, very much greater in the younger ones,

which the cartilaginous portion is exceedingly narrow and high
Second dorsal fin long and low, its height about equal to diameter of the
eye, its length equal to that of head.
Dorsal spine very strong; its
length in the older individuals equal to the distance from its own base
to the origin of the second dorsal
in the young it is proportionately
much longer and stouter; a double row of strong spines in advance of
the second dorsal, and in the notch between the second dorsal and its
continuation upon the upper part of the tail a similar group of at least
6 strong sjiines upon the top of the head back of the interorbital space,
and surrounded by the curve of the forward extension of the lateral line.
Traces of these spines may be lelt beneath the skin in older individuals
of both sexes. Claspers in the young male examined, small and simple,
in length scarcely equal to f the long diameter of the eye.
Pectoral
fins immense, wing-like, rounded in the young, subfalcate in the older
individuals inserted slightly in advance of the origin of the first dorsal,
and extending in the older forms beyond the root of the ventral. Ventrals also subfalcate similar in form and appearance to the pectoral, and
extending to a point at 3 the distance from the origin to the end of the
second dorsal in length little less than i the snout. In the young the
ventrals are placed somewhat farther back and reach to a point under
the origin of the third section of the dorsal fin. Tail prolonged in a
slender filament, and in the older individuals the cutaneous flap upon its
lower edge is 3 or 4 times as deep as that above, and extends beyond it
anteriorly and posteriorly.
In the younger specimens the upper and
lower flaps are al)out equal in height, and the upper flap extends far in
advance of the insertion of the lower one. Lateral line extending in a
straight line from a point beneath the origin of the first dorsal approximately to the middle of the lower caudal lobe, which it follows along
its base for the remainder of its course; in advance of the dorsal fin it
in

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Ever maun.
beuds downward in au
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and then rises vertically from
counterpart from the other side; bridle-liko
extensions of the same system extend on the sides of the head under
the eyes, curving upward in front of the eye, then downward and joining
on the underside of the snout to a branch running from beneath the eye
downward to the base of the pectoral in the young, or under the throat to
a junction in the older ones, and also forward from the same point under
the eyes to join on either side the circle which survouuds the mouth.
An elaborate system of mucous pores upon all sides of the snout on the
under surface of the snout in 4 longitudinal series. In the older individuals there is an extension of the lateral line system on either side of
the midrib on the snout to its tip, and there are also symmetrical continuations of the same upon the under surface of the snout. Color brown
caudal filament pale. Eye 5i in snout in the older specimens, and the
distance between the eyes is equal to their diameter. Four specimens
known, the largest, a female (No. 39415, U. S. N. M.), 25 inches in length,
from 39° 44^ 30^^ N. lat., 70° 30^ 45''^ W. long., in 1,081 fathoms, taken by
the steamer Albatross. Another, a male (No. 38200, U. S. N. M.), 19i inches
the occiput to join

elliptical course,

its

;

;

in length,

was taken by the

Albatross in 36° 45^ N. lat., 74° 28^ 30^^

A

W.

young individual (No. 35520,
U. S. N. M.), 4 inches in leugth, was obtained by the Albatross in 39° 37''
45'' N. lat., 71° 18' 45" W. long., in 991 fathoms.
Still another (No.
35631), was taken at station 2235, lat. 39° 12', long. 72° 03' 30", 707 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.) (Named in honor of Sir Walter Raleigh, by whom
the first English scientific explorer was sent to the New World.)
long., at a

depth of 781 fathoms.

Harriolla raUiyhanu,

third, a

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

33, 1894,

39° N., 70°

W.

With this extraordinary creature we close the Selachian series and take
up the group of Ganoids, from which stock the true fishes of the present
The
day, as well as all the higher vertebrates, seem to be descended.
old Ganoids were doubtless largely amphibious. The group has apparently early diftereutiated into the lung-bearing series, from which the
two orders of the Dipnoi and the Batrachia are descended, and the aquatic
series, in which the lung becomes degraded to a swim bladder, the last
being the ancestors of the true

fishes.

Subclass

TELEOSTOMI.

(The True

Fishes.)

Skeleton usually bony, sometimes cartilaginous. Skull with sutures;
(opercle, preopercle, etc.) present; gill openings a single
slit on each side
gills with their outer edges free, their bases attached
to bony arches, normally 4 pairs of these, the fifth pair beiug typically
modified into tooth-bearing lower pharyngeals; median and paired tins
developed, the latter with distinct rays. Ova small; no claspers. Heart
developed, divided into an auricle, ventricle, and arterial bulb. Lungs
imperfectly developed or degraded to form a swim bladder, or entirely

membrane bones

;

absent.
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We here include under one head the Ganoids and theTELEOSTS. The
former group is chiefly composed of extinct forms. While many of its representatives are extremely dissimilar to the bony fishes, there is a gradual
series of transitions, and between the C ycloganoidea of the Ganoids and
the Cluteoids and others of the true Teleosts, the resemblance ia much
greater than that between the Cycloganoidea and many other Ganoids.
The Ganoids are, in fact, the most generalized of the true fishes, those
nearest the stock from which the Teleosts on the one hand, and the
Dipnoi and Batraciiia on the other, haAe sprung. The real value or
rank of some of the current orders or suborders is still doubtful. (rtAejof,
perfect; 0r6//«, mouth.)
Omitting orders not represented in our waters, we have the following
analysis of
Orders of True Fishes.
a.

Artorialbulb muscular with numerous valves; optic nerves forming a solid chiasma; ventrals

abdominal; air bladder with a well developed duct;

throughout

life;

Chondroganoidea
h.

some

fins

usually with fulcra.

tail

strongly heterocercal

(Series Ganokhi.)

:

Skeleton cartilaginous; ventrals with an entire series of basilar segments.

Maxillary and interoperde obsolete; skin naked; air bladder cellular.

c.

Sei.achostomi,

I.

Maxillary and interoperde present; skin with bony shields; air bladder simple.

cc.

CUONDROSTEI, J.
HoLOSTEi OR Hvoganoidea:
bd. Skeleton bony; ventrals with basilar segments rudimentary; air bladder cellular.
d. Vertebra? opisthoccelian (concavo-convex); maxillary transversely divided into sevRiiomboganoidea, K.
eral pieces; scales rhombic, enameled plates.
Vertebra; aniphicoelian (double concave); maxillary not transversely divided; scales

(Id.

Cycloganoidea, L.

cycloid.
aa. Arterial

bulb thin, with a pair of opposite valves; optic nerves crossing, not forming a

solid chiasma.
e.

(Series Teleoslei.)

Anterior vertebrro (about
itus,

4),

much

modified, coossified and provided with ossicula aud-

or weberian apparatus; shoulder girdle suspended from the skull by a bony

post-temporal; mesocoracoid arch well developed. Air bladder (If present) connected
by n slender air duct with the intestinal canal, this persistent throughout life;
ventral fins

mental.
/.

(if

present) abdominal, without spines, their basilar segments rudi-

(Ostariophysi.)

Maxillary bone imperfect, forming the base of a conspicuous barbel; no subopercle nor eymplectic bone; no scales; supraoccipital and parietals coossified.

Nematognatui, M.
ff.

Maxillary bone perfect (rarely wanting) and never entering into the base of a
barbel; subopercle and symplectic present; scales usually present.

Plectosponpyli, N.
ee.

Anterior vertebrfe unmodified, similar to the others, or more elongate
without ossicula auditus. (Descendants of Holostean Ganoids.)
g.

Body

;

separate and

eel-shaped, provided with very many (100 to 250) vertebrw; scales minute or
wanting; no ventral fins; gill openings restricted.

h. Gill

arches 4 pairs; the hindmost being modified as pharyngeal bones; pal-

atopterygoid arch present.
i.

Premaxillary, maxillary, and palatine bones well developed and distinct
from each other as in ordinary fishes; no paired flus; gill openings
confluent; shoulder girdle joined to the cranium in our species (but

not in

all).

Symbranchia,

0.
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PremaxiUarifS ami inaxillaiieH present, united liy suture aud imiiiovubly
couni'cted to tlio craiiiuin otherwise as in AiimUn.
Cauknciikli, P.

a.

;

Preninxillaiy atropliicd or lost; inaxillaries lateral, more or less couflueiit with the palatiues; shoulder girdle nut attached to the skull.

ill.

Al'ODES, Q.
h\i.

(Jill

airhes 5 or

(i

pairs; the jiosterior not modified into pharyngeals,

them, as well as the shoulder girdle, disconnected
pahitopterygoid arch; no opercular elements.
</(/.

iJody not truly eel-shaped; the vertebra; usually iu

and

all

of

the cranium; no

I'roni

Lvomkui, 1!.
moderate or ratherlarge num-

ber (14 to 150); ventral fins usually present; gill openings typically ample;
jiremaxillary always present, aud maxillary usually
cranium, usually but not always attached to it.
J.

so;

shoulder girdle near the

Hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid coalesced in a single lamellar imperforate
plate; scapular arch formed of proscapula and posttemporal, the latter
impinging on supraoccipital only; dorsal fin with many spines.

Heteromi, V.
jj.

jjj.

Hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid imperfectly difTereutiated, represented by a
cartilaginous strip or plate, not perforate, aud without separate actinosts;
ventrals abdominal; no fiu spines.
Xenomi, W.
Hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid well developed, not coalescent.
A-.
luterclavicles present; air bladder without duct; ventrals abdominal or subabdominal, if jiresent; no niesocoracoid.
/.

Gills

pectinate; gill openings large; dorsal

spines.
U. Gills

tufted;

gill

with bony

hk.

and ventral usually with
Hemibrancuti, Z.

openings very small; opercle a simple plate; skin

Lopuouranchii, AA.
known.
»i. Preopercle entirely detached from the suspensoriiun, rudimentary and
attached only to lower jaw, its normal position taken by the subopercle; no spines; no mesocoracoid.
Lvopomi, U.
mm. Preopercle normally connected.
plates.

Interclavicles wanting, so far as

li.

Mesocoracoid well developed;

fins

without spines; air bladder with

a persistent duct; pectoral fins inserted low; ventrals abdominal.

ISOSPONDVLI,
nil.

S.

Mesocoracoid always wanting.
o.

Ventral fins abdominal, without spines; no true spines in dorsal or anal fins,

Air bladder with a persistent duct; lower pharyngeals

p.

separate.

Shoulder girdle not connected with the skull iu the
usual way, the post-temporal barely touching the

I/.

cranium.

(Mostly

deep-sea

with

fishes,

skeletons.)
y</.

Shoulder girdle connected with the skull by a
post-temporal.

(Mostly

fresh-water

skeleton wellossified.)
IHK

bifid

fishes,

the

IIai'Lomi,

X.

Air bladder without duct in adult; lower pharyngeals
fully united.

00.

weak

I.niomi, T.

Ventral

fins

Syne.ntognatiii, Y.

usually anterior in position

;

spines

usually

present in the fins; pectoral fins not on the plane of the

abdomen

;

parietal

supraoccipital.
r.

bones

usually

separated

the

Pectoral fins not pediculate, the gill openings in

AcAMHOPTEni, BB.

front of them.
rr.

by

(Spiny-rayed fishes chiefly.)

Pectoral fins pediculate, the basal bones reduced
in

number and elongate

the pectorals.

;

gills iu the axil of

Pedici'Lati, CC.
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GANOIDEI.

(The Ganoid

Fishes.)

Tho name Ganoidki was first used by Agassiz, for those fishes which are
armed with bouy plates, instead of regular cycloid or ctenoid scales.
Later, Johannes Miiller restricted the group to those fishes thought to
show more or less distinct reptilian or batrachian affinities, and especially,
afiiuities with tho mailed fishes of tho Devonian and Carboniferous ages.
The group is a heterogeneous one, and one practically scarcely susceptible
of definition. In some of tho Ganoids, tho air bladder still retains its
original function, a lung. The existence of the solid optic chiasma, the
Iiresenco of several valves in tho arterial bulb, and of a more or less developed spiral valve in the rectum, distinguish the living Ganoids from all
Teleosts, but none of these characters can be verified in the extinct
forms. We begin the series with forms having the skeleton still cartilaginous as in the sharks, but even
the enameled scales.)

less

developed,

{yavoq, splendor,

from

CHONDROGAKOIDEA.
(The Cartilaginous Ganoids.)
Skeleton chiefly cartilaginous, the vertebral column entirely

so,

the

vertebral segments little developed, arranged along the notochord. AnteVentral fins abdominal, with
rior vertebriB simple, imperfectly formed.

No suboperculum or preoperculum.
series of basilar segments.
Branchiostegal single or wanting; a mesocoracoid arch; no symplectic
bone. Mesopterygiuur distinct; interclavicles present.* Arterial bulb
with several pairs of valves. Optic nerves forming a chiasma. Intestine
with a spiral valve. Air bladder connected by a duct with the a'sophagus.
Tail heterocercal, its fin with fulcra. Skin naked or armed with bony
This group comprises two orders. Its
plates, never with true scales.
place seems to be intermediate between the Sharks and the Catfishes,
an entire

though without
VIII, 332-347.)

close relation to either.
(,YW(5pof,

cartilage

;

(Chondkostei, Giiuther, Cat.,

Ganoidea.)

Analysis of Orders of Chondkoganoidea.
a.

Maxillary aud interopercio obsolete; skin naked;

braiicliiliyale cartilaginous; air

aa.

Idadder

Selaciiostomi,

cellular.

Maxillary and intoropercle present; ekiu with bouy

Bliields;

Cuonduostei,

bladder simple.

Order

I.

I.

braucbiliyals osseous; air
J.

vSELACHOSTOMI.

(The Paddle-fishes.)
Notochord persistent, the division into vertebriTi imperfect. Mesocoracoid developed; no symplectic bone; premaxillary forming border of
mouth; no suboperculum, preoperculum, nor interoperculum mesopte;

* The osteological characters hero and in some other parts of this work are )iartly taken from
Cope's "Contribution to the Ichthyology of the Lesser Antilles," Trans. Am. I'hil. Soc, 1870.
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rysium distinct; basihyals and superior ceratohyal not

ossified; inter-

branchihyalscaitilaginons.
order contains but one family, P()LYODONTID.e. (ffe/la^^^r/, shark
clavicles present

;

maxillaries obsolete

:

;

This
ar'ufin,

mouth.)

Family XXX.

POLYODONTID^.

(The Paddle-fisiies.)
r5ody fusiform, little compressed, covered with mostly smooth skin.
Snout prolonged, expanded into a thin Hat blade, the inner portion formed
by the produced nasal bones, the outer portion with a reticulate bony
framework, the whole son\ewhat flexible. Mouth broad, terminal, but
overhung by the spatulate snout, its border formed by the premaxillaries,
the maxillaries being obsolete; jaws with many fine deciduous teeth;
no tongue. Spiracles present. Operculum
similar teeth on palatines
rudimentary, its skin produced behind into a long acute flap no pseudobranchiie, or opercular gill; gills 4|; gill rakers long, in a double series
on each arch, the series divided by a broad membrane; gill membranes
considerably connected, free from the isthmus; a single broad bi-anchiosNo barbels. Nostrils double at base of blade. Lateral line contcgal.
tinuous, its lower margin with short branches. Dorsal fin well back, of
anal similar, rather farther back; tail heterocercal, the
soft rays only
lower caudal lobe well developed, so that the fin is nearly equally forked
sides of the bent portion of the tail armed with small rhombic plates;
caudal fin with fulcra. Pectorals moderate, placed low ventrals abdomAirbladder cellular, not bifid pyloric ccecainthe form
inal, many-rayed.
of a short, broad, branching, leaf-like organ intestine with a spiral valve.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Two

known

Polyodon spathula and Psephurus gladius; singular
They
fishes, inhabiting the fresh waters of the United States and China
feed chiefly on mud and minute organisms contained in it, stirring it up
with the spatulate snout. (Poi.yodontid.e, Giinther, Cat., viii, 346-347.)
a.

species

Gill rakors very fine

and uumoixms; caudal fulcra small and numerous.

POLYODON,

63.

Polyodon,

63.

Lac^pede.

(Paddle-fishes.)
Pohjndntt, LAcfipiiDE, Hist.

rohjodnn, Bi.ocH

& Schneider,

Sp„liil«ria,

SiiAW, Gen.

rialirnatra,

Le

Phtnlrosira,

Pioceros,

Nat.

Pois,^., i,

402, 1798, (fenille);

French name only.

Syst. Ichth., 457, 1801, {folium).

Zoiil., v, 302,

1804, (relkulala).

t^UEun, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

Rafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

Rafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

i,

1817, 227, {edenlula).

83, 1820, (edenlula).

87, 1820, (mneH^aiiis).

exceedingly numerous, very slender spatula broad. Caudal
number, of moderate size. Characters otherwise those
of the family. Rivers of the middle United States. (toAic, many o(5oi'j-,
Gill rakers

;

fulcra 13 to 20 in

;

tooth.)
144.

POLYODON SPATHULA,

(Walbaum).

(Paddle-fish; Spoon-bili, Cat; Duck-bii.l Cat; Spade-fish.)

Opercular flap very long, nearly reaching to ventrals premaxillary
extending far behind the small eye. Skin smooth, or nearly so, except the
;
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rhombic plates on the sides of the tail. Ventrals near the middle of the
body; dorsal well behind them anal mostly behind the dorsal, and somewhat larger; these fins somewhat falcate. Fin rays slender. Spiracle
with a minute barbel. Isthmus papillose in the young. Spatula broad,
2^ to 4 times in length, proportionately longer in young. Head, with
opercular flap, more than i length; head, without spatula flap, about 5.
;

Color pale olivaceous.
Mississippi Valley and
in the larger streams;
rather sluggish habits,
fishes, but inferior in
Siptahis spalhnhi,

Walbavm,

D. 50 to 60; A. 50 to 65; V. 45. L. 5 to 6 feet.
generally abundant
also known from Lake Erie. A singular fish of
the flesh coarse, resembling that of the larger cat-

rivers of the southern States

quality,

;

(spatliula, spatula.)

Artedi Pise, 522, 1792, after Spathttia of Rozier, Jour. Phyg., 1774,

384, pi. 2.

"Pohjodon fenille," Lac£p£de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 1,402, 1798, locality unknown.
& Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 457, 1801, after Lacepede.

Polyodon folium, Bloch

Shaw, Gen. Zool., v, 362, 1804, after Lac6iiede.
Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 1817,
Polyodon 'folium, Gunther, Cat., viu,34G, 1870.
Pohjodon apathula, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 83, 1883.

Spatularia reticulata,

Plaiirostra edeniula (adult),

Acipenser lagenariux, Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., 86, 1820,

Procerus mondalus, St.

227,

Ohio River.

Ohio River.

Genevieve, Missouri, and

Proceros viUalus,

Lake Ontario,

R.^fin-

E.SQUE, Icli. Oh., 80, 87, 1820.

Planirosira spatula, O-WEN, Osteol. Cat.,

Order

J.

i,

83, 1853.

CHONDROSTEI.

(The Sturgeons.)
Notochord persistent, the cartilaginous vertebrae imperfectly developed.
Maxillary present. No eubInteroperculum present. Mesopterygium
Interclavicles present. Basihyals and superior ceratohyal not
distinct.
Branchihyals osseous. This group is composed of the single
ossified.
family AciPENSEUiD.K. (;t'oi'(Voc, cartilage; bareov, houe.)

A

mesocoracoid.

No

syniplectic bone.

operculum or preoperculum.

Family XXXI.

ACIPENSERID^.

(The Sturgeons.)
Body elongate, subcylindrical, armed with 5 rows of bony bucklers,
each with a median carina which terminates in a spine, which sometimes
becomes obsolete with age a median dorsal series, and a lateral and
;

abdominal series on each side, the abdominal series sometimes deciduous; between these the skin is rough with small irregular plates. Head
covered with bony plates joined by sutures; snout produced, depressed,
conical, or subspatulate. Mouth small, inferior, protractile, with thickened lips. No teeth. Four barbels in a transverse series on the lower side
of the snout in front of the mouth. Eyes small nostrils large, double, in
front of eye. Gills 4; an accessory opercular gill; gill membranes united
to the isthmus; no branchiostegals. Maxillary distinct from the premaxHead covered with bony plates united by sutures. Fin rays
illary.
slender, all articulated; vertical fins with fulcra. Pectorals placed low;
ventrals many-rayed, behind middle of body; dorsal placed posteriorly
;

;
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anal somewhat behind

it, similar; tail heterocercal, the lower caudal lobe
developed; the upper lobe of the tail covered with rhomboid scales. Air
bladder large, simple, connected with the oesophagus. Pseudobrauchite
small or obsolete. Stomach without blind sac; rectum with a spiral valve;
pancreas divided into pyloric appendages.
Large fishes of the seas and fresh waters of northern regions, feeding on
small animals and plants sucked in through the tube-like month. Most
of the species are migratory, like the salmon, which are found in the same
waters. Genera 2; species about 20; although more than 5 times that
number have been described. The American species especially have been
unduly multiplied, particularly by Auguste Dumdril, who has found upwards of 40 of them in the museum at Paris. But 6 American species are
known to us, and wo doubt if any more exist. The changes with age are
considerable; the 8nout,in particular, becomes much shorter and less acute,
and the roughness of the scales is greatly diminished the ventral shields
sometimes disappear altogether. The number of plates, although one of
the best specific characters, is subject to considerable variation. (Acipen;

8ERID.E, Giinther, Cat., viil, 332-345.)
a.

Spiracles present; snout subconic; rows of

bony shields

distinct throughout; the tail not

Acipenser,

depressed nor mailed; gill rakers lanceolate.
aa. Spiracles obsolete;

64.

snout subspatulate; rows of bouy shields confluent behind the dorsal so

that the depressed

completely mailed;

tail is

gill

rakero small, fan-shaped, ending in

Scaphirhynciius,

3 or 4 points.

64.

ACIPENSER,

65.

Linnaeus.

(Sturgeons.)
Acipefn^er,

(Artedi), Linn;eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 237,

(s/iirio).

Rafinesque, Indice Itt. Sicil., 41, 1810, {slurio).
Slerlelux, Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., 79, 1820, {serotinus).
Dinediin, Rafinesque, /. c, 82, (Iriuicatus).
Huso, Brandt & Ratzeburo, Medizin. Zool., 11, 3, 1833, {huso).
Slerletus, Brandt & Ratzeburg, L c
3, {riifheuns).
Helop.i, Brandt & Ratzeburg, I. c, 3,{steUahts).
Lioniscus, Fitzinger & IIeckel, Ann. Wien. Mus., 370, 1836, (glaber).
Sturio,

,

Antacens,

Brandt, Bull. Ac.

Sci. Petersb., v, 138, 1865, {schypa).

Snout subconical, more or

less depressed below the level of the foresmall spiracle over the eye. Caudal peduncle moderately long,
deeper than broad, the rows of bony bucklers distinct to the base of the
caudal fin. Tail not produced into a filament, its tip surrounded by the
caudal rays. Gill rakers small, narrowed or lanceolate. Pseudobranchia^
present. Species numerous in all northern rivers and seas. (acijH'tiser,
sturgeon.)

A

head.

n.

Plates between ventrals and anal small, in 2 rows of 4 to 8; space between dorsal

and

lateral

shields with stellate plates of moderate size, in about 5 rows, interspersed with smaller

ones.

Dorsal shields about 12; lateral about 45; ventral about

plain grayish.
aa. Plates

between ventrals and anal

large, in 1 row, or in 2

2.

D. 47; A. 29. Color

transmontanus, 145.
rows anteriorly and 1 posteriorly,

of 1 to 4 plates caeli.
b.

Space between dorsal and lateral shields with stellate plates of rather largo size, in 5
to 10 series; last doi-sal shield of moderate size, more thau }^ length of one before it.
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c.

rouphly striated and ridged; anal nearly as long as dorsal and almost
it.
D. 33 A. 22. Dorsal shields about 9; lateral about 26;
ventral about 8. Color decidedly greenish.
medirostkis, 14G.
Shields not roughly striated; anal a little more than ^^ length of dorsal and
almost entirely below it. D. 38 A. 27. Dorsal shields about 10; lateral 20;

Shields

all

entirely behind

cc

Museum.

;

;

ventral
hb.

Color grayish.

9.

STURIO, 147.

many

Space between dorsal and lateral shields with minute spinules in very
il.

Last dorsal shield of moderate
dorsal

and beginning below

ventral 10.
(W.

size,

before

series.

Anal ly^

in

Dorsal shields about 15; lateral 38,

9.

BUEvmusTiiUM,

as long.

145.

it.

rubicundus, 148.
than }^ length of the one before it; dor.sal
D. 41; A. 22. Anal entirely below dorsal and

less

shields 11; lateral 32; ventral
3^2

middle.

its

D. 35; A. 37.

Last dorsal shield very small,

more than J^ the one

ACIPENSER TRANSMONTANUS,

14i».

Richardson.

(WuiTE Sturgeon; Oregon Sturgeon; Sacramento Sturgeon.)

Color dark grayish, scarcely olive tinged, and without stripes. Dormesoceutrous, with a compressed bluntish spine, which is
anteriorly often serrated, and followed behind by a compressed keel. Skin
with stellate roughnesses, but smoother than in A. medirostiis. Space
sal shields

between

with stellate plates of moderate size, in about 5
with smaller ones last dorsal shield i length of one
before it. Snout sharp in the young, becoming rather blunt and shoi t
in the adult, when it is considerably shorter than the rest of the head.
Barbels rather nearer to the tip of snout than to the mouth. Gill rakeis
comparatively long, more than 3 times as high as broad, about 2G in
number. Upper lobe of tail with rhombic plates. First caudal fulcrum,
above and below, enlarged and granular. Lower lobe of caudal rather
sharp and long, not much shorter than upper. Dorsal plates 11 or 12
lateral 36 to 50, usually about 44 ventral 10 to 12.
Anal fin below dorsal,
its base about i as long.
D. 45(44 to 48); A. 28 to 30. Depth Tin length
head 4. Pacific coast from Alaska south to Monterey, ascending the
Sacramento, Columbia, and Fraser rivers in large numbers in spring.
It reaches a weight of 300 to 600 pounds, and is largely used as food, but
is rather coarse,
{transmonianus, beyond mountains.)
lateral shields

series interspersed

;

;

;

;

RiCHARnsoN, Fauna Bor. Amer., iii, 278, 1836; Fort Vancouver.
Acipenser hrachyrhyHchus, VMii acuUroslrh (young), Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1854, 15, 16,
Acipenser Iransmontnnnx,

San

Francisco.
Acipenser trnuKiiinntanm

Acipemer

and

hrachyrhynchiis, Gi'NTHER, Cat., viil, 336, 337, 1870.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 86, 1883.
'FnzmoER & Ueckzl, Ann. Wien. Mus., 1836, Aleutian Islands,

tranfrinoiilunits,

f Acipen^er aleuteitsis,

after

Pallas.

Acipemer

caryi,

uyresi,

and

pnlnatni, DuMilRiL,

Nouv. Arch. Mus., HI,

169, 171, 178, 18G7,

San

Francisco.
Acipetiser traiismoutamis,

KiascH & Fordice,
146.

* Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1889, 254.

ACIPENSER MEDIROSTRIS,

Ayres.

(Green Sturgeon.)

Color olive-green, with an olive stripe on the median line of the belly
side above the ventral plates, these stripes ceasing

and one on each

* This paper coDtaiusdescriptioDS and synonymy of all the Auujricau Sturgeons.
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opposite the vent. Shields generally opisthocentrous with a strongly
hooked spine; the surface very rough. Space between lateral and dorsal
rows of shields with about 5 series of stellate plates interspersed with

smaller ones; last dorsal shield moderate; more than | the one before
Snout about as in A. tra'usinoiitnnus, sharp in the young, becoming
it.
blunt with age, usually rather shorter than the rest of head. Barbels

midway between tip of snout and mouth. Gill rakers scarcely
higher than broad, about 17 in nuniber. Upper lobe of tail with some
scattered plates. Caudal fulcra not enlarged. Lower lobe of caudal
Dorsal
short and blunt, little more than i the length of the upper.
Anal nearly
plates 10 (9 to 11); lateral 26 to 30; ventral 9 (7 to 10).
D. 33 to 35; A. 22 to 28. Depth
as long as dorsal and mostly behind it.
7^ in length head 4^. Pacific coast, ascending the rivers from San
Francisco northward, reaching a large size less abundant than A. iransmontanus, and smaller in size not used for food, being reputed poisonous.
nearly

;

;

;

(medium, moderate; tostrum, snout.)
Acipenser meiUrosiris, Ayr'ES, Proo. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

vni, 342, 1870; Jordan
Acipeitser agaaxizii, alexandri,

&

i,

Gilbert, Synopsis,

and

oUijopellis,

1"),

San Francisco; Gunther,

1854,

Cat.,

8G, 1883.

Dumeril, Nouv.

Arcli. Mus.,

iii,

181, 183, 184, 1867,

San Francisco.
GuNTHER, Cat., viii, 344, 1870.
Gunther, Cat., viii, 344, 1870.
mediroslris, KiRSCH & Forpice, /. c, 249, 1889.

Aci}jeiiser agassid,

Acipenser acnlirostris,
Acipeiixer

147.

ACIPENSER STURIO,

Linnaus.

(Common Sturgeon.)

Shields not strongly striated stellate plates small, in about 10 rows,
with smaller ones interspersed; last dorsal shield moderate, more than
Snout rather sharp, nearly as long as the
i length of one before it.
rest of the head, becoming comparatively shorter and blunter with age.
Barbels nearly midway between mouth and tip of snout, shortish, not
reaching the mouth. Gill rakers small, slender, pointed, sparse, not
longer than the pupil. Fulcra roughish, not enlarged. Lower lobe of
Anal more than i dorsal, placed mostly below it.
tail rather sharp.
Anterior rays of pectoral thickened. D. 38; A. 27. Dorsal plates 10 to
;

14; lateral 29 (27 to 36); ventral plates 9 (8 to 11).

below.

Olive gray, paler

Atlantic coasts; ascending rivers of northern Europe and the

United States.
The American Sturgeon (var. oxyrhijnchus, Mitchill) has the number
of lateral plates generally fewer (27 to 29 instead of 29 to 36, as in European examples). The stellate ossifications are also said to be somewhat
rougher than in the European form. New England to Carolina; abundant,

{nturio,

(Eu.)

sturgeon.)

Acipenser slurio, LlNNA.us, Syst. Nat.,x, 1758, 237;
Acipervfer ojrijrhynchus,

•form,
Slurin

New

viilgariis,

Acipetiser

MiTCHiLL, Trans.

Lit.

York; Jordan & Gilbert,
latiroslris,

Cat., vin, 342, 1870.

Phil. Soc. N. Y., 1, 402, 1814, tin-

American

Synopsis, 86, 1883.

IIafinesque, Indicp, 41, 1810,

liclitciisleiiil,

it

Gunther,

Palermo.

hospitiis, l)intiips,>iii, allilns, anil

iinrrrlli

of

European

iiitliors;

A.

York; la'ninrrifli, James River; girdi-di, Maryland; tiincinrlihiiis, New York;
megalaspis. Lake Champlain, iiiilbrrti. New York, hainh, Maryland; xlnrfn, Boston;
holbrooki, Charleston; and hconlii, New York;PuMt:RiL, Nouv. Aicli. Mus., iii, 18<i7.
viitchiUi,

New

Museum.
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148.

(Lake STUU(iEON

Dark

ACIPENSER RUBICUNDPS, Le

Ohio Sturqeon

;

;

Stone Sturgeon

;

Sueur.

Rook Sturgeon

;

Red Sturgeon.)

olive above, sides paler or reddish, often with irregular blackish

Body comparatively elongate; snout slender and loug in the
young, becoming quite Itlunt with age, when it is considerably shorter
than the rest of the head; shields large, rough, with strongly hooked
spines, becoming later comparatively smooth, the old examples almost
smooth. Skin with minute rough spinules in many series; ventral shields
growing smaller with age, and finally deciduous; last dorsal shield of
modeiate size, about A length of next the last. Anal f length of dorsal,
beginning near its middle. Dorsal shields 15 (11 to 16) lateral shields 38
(30 to 39); ventral plates 10 (8 to 11). D. 35; A. 26. L. 6 feet. Weight
50 to 100 pounds. Mississippi Valley, Great Lakes, and northward; the
common fresh-water sturgeon of the lakes and streams of the middle
west, usually not descending to the sea. The small rough "Rock Sturgeon," A. maculosus, Le Sueur, we regard as the young of this species.
spots.

;

{ruhicundus, reddish.)

Le Sueur, Trans. Amer.
the upper Lakes.

Acipenser rnhimndns,

and

all

Acipenser maciilostix,

Le Sueur,

I.

c,

Acipenser riiperliamis, Richardson,

i,

Phil. See,

393, 1818, (young),

Fauna

Bor. Amer.,

i,

Lakes Ontario, Erie,

1818, 388,

Ohio River.
11, 183G, Albany River, Rupert

iii,

Land.
Acipenser hevis, carbonariiis,
Acipenser ruhicundus a,nd

and

rhynchieiis,

iiiacitlosns,

Lake Superior.

Agassiz, 267, 271, 270, 1850,

Gunther,

Cat., vili, 338, 339, 1870.

Gunther, Cat., viii, 341, 1870, Mississippi.
Milner, Rept. U. S. Fish Com., 1872, 1873, C7.
Acipenserndyicundus, Jordan & Gilrebt, Synop.sis, 87, 1883.
Acipenser serotinus, ohiensis, and macrostomus, Rafinesque, Ich. Oh.,
Acipenser liopellU,

Acipenser nihicundns,

Dinectus truncaliis,
Acipetiser capei, ?

Rafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

80, 81,1820, (orronoous,

80, 1820,

Ohio River.

on a drawing by An<lubon).

upper Missouri; rom'/d', Osage Kiver; ricliardsoni, Missouri River; ((Hcwtmos,

Huntsville, Ala. anthrncinns, Lake Erie; hiiitioii, MissisSaskatchewan River; ralines<piei, Ohio River; rn.virium, upper
Mississippi, or Lake Erie; pluO/rldnus, upper Mississippi nr Lake Erie; hirllKiidi,
Lake KTie;nerliniamis, Michigan; lionnei/nimii, no locality t()((i)i)«(/i, Ohio River; and
buffalo. Lake Erie; Dum^ril, Hist. Poiss., ii, 108-231, 1870.

Missouri River;
sippi River;

paranasinios,

;

alelaiipis,

;

149.

ACIPENSER BREVIROSTRUM, Le

Sueur.

(Shortncsed Sturgeon.)

Dusky above, paler below. Snout very short and obtuse, about i of
the length of the head. Barbels short, simple. Skin between rows of
shields with many rows of small prickle-like plates; last dorsal shield
very small, less than A the one before it. Shields rather large and
smoothish. Anal about half dorsal and entirely below it. Dorsal shield
11 (8 to 11); lateral 32 (22 to 33); ventral 9 (6 to 9); D. 41
A. 22. Cape Cod
to Florida, rare northward, extending further southward than other
species; our specimen from Charleston,
(brevis, short; rostrum, snont.)
;

Acipenser hreviroslrmn,'Lv^ SvEvn, Trans.

.loRDAN

& Gilrert,

Acipetiser iiUusiroalria,

New

Phil.

Soc,

l,

390, 1818;

LovETZKY, Nonv. Mem. Soc. Nat., in, 257

Acipenser niicrdrhijrichus.

probably

Amer.

Gunther,

Cat., vni, 841;

Syiiopsis, 87, 1883.

New

York;

York;

h'sururi,

New

DuMiiRii., HiHt. Poiss.,

ii,

York;

(after

dcbuii.

104-173, 1870.

Le Sueur).

New

York; and

ivw/</;iiw,

— Fishes of Nortli America.
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SCAPHIRHYNCHUS,*

107

Heckel.

(Shovelnosk Stuugeons.)
Scaphirhi/nchts,

Heckel, Ann. Wiener Mus. Naturgesch.,

i,

1835, 71, (rafinetquei

— platininnhnt),

(not Scaphorhynchus, Maximilian, a jjeniis of birds).
Scaphi/rhynchops, Gill, Trans.

Amer.

Pliil.

Soc,

V, 12, 178, 1863, {plalnrynchus).

Snont broad, depressed, snbspatulate or shovel-shaped. No spiracles.
Caudal peduncle very long, strongly depressed, broader than deep. Rows
of bony bucklers coulluent below the dorsal fin, forming a complete coat
of mail on the tail; tail produced in a filament beyond the caudal fin,
Pseudo(Jill rakers somewhat fan-shaped.
this longest in the young.
branch i;e obsolete. Species al)out 4, one of them inhabiting the fresh
waters of the United States, the others in Central Asia (Tartary, etc.).
{aKCKpTj,

spade; pvyxof, snout.)
1.50.

SCAPHIRHYNCHUS PLATORTNCHUS,

(Rafinesquo).

(Shovelnose Sturgeon; White Stuegeo.v.)

Body elongate, tapering into a slender, depressed tail, which extends
beyond the caudal fin in the form of a filament; this filament is long and
slender in the young, but is usually lost in the adult. Bony sliields
opisthocentrous (or with the bony spine behind the middle), sharply
keeled, the series confluent below the dorsal, obliterating the smaller
plates between; 2 occipital plates, with short keels; a spine in front
of pye, and one at the posterior edge of the rostral '"shovel": snout in
the young with a few spines. Barbels nearer mouth th.an tip of snout.
Greatest width of head about i its length. None of the fulcra enlarged.
Dorsal and anal small anal a little more than ^ length of dorsal and
entirely behind it. Gill rakers small, lamellate, somewhat fan-shaped,
ending in 3 or 4 points. Dorsal shields 18 (15 to 20) lateral 46 (41 to 46)
;

;

ventral 13 (11 to 13). D. 32; A. 20. Head 4 in length. Color pale olive.
L. 5 feet. Mississippi Valley and streams of the Avestern and southern
States;

common,

(tv/mt'cc,

broad

;

jjvyxoc,

snout.)

Ohio River.
Gray, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1834, 122.
Scaphirhynchus rafinesquei, Heckel, Ann. Wiener Mus. Naturgesch., i, 1835,
Acipenser phitorynchis, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 80, 1820,
Acipenser

caiapliftcctits.

71.

Scaphirhynckus calaphractvit, GiiNTllER, Oat., viii, 345, 1870.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 88, 1883.
KiRSCH & FoRniCE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Scaphirrhynchopspla/yrrhynclins,
Scaj)hirliyHchus plalyrhynchiis,

188!), 246.

HOLOSTEI.

(The Bony Ganoids.)
Skeleton bony. Ventral fins abdominal, with the basilar segments
rudimentary, as in ordinary fishes. Primary radii of posterior limb generally reduced to one rudiment.
Suboperculum and preoperculum present.
Branchiostegals pi'esent. Coronoid bone and mesocoracoid present.
Arterial bulb with several pairs of valves. Optic nerves forming a chi^
asma. Intestine with a spiral valve. Air bladder cellular, lung-like,
*

By

tlio

rules of tlio .\nif'ricaii Ornithologists' Union, the generic name Scaphirtiynchopaahonld
regard all generic names not spelled alike as distinct.

be preferred.

We
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counected by a sort of glottis with the oesophagus. Tail heterocercal.
Skin covered with scales, which are ganoid or cycloid. As here understood, this group consists of the two orders Rhomboganoidea and
Cyclogaxoidea, the Crossopteuygii* being considered as forming a dis(Ganoidei Holostei, part, Giiuther, Cat., viii, 324-325,
tinct subclass.
328-331.) (oAof, complete offrtov, bone also called Hyoganoidea.)
;

Order K.

;

RHOMBOGANOIDEA.

(The Gar

Pikes.)

Parietals in contact; pterotic, basis cranii, and anterior vertebra? simMandible with coronoid, angnlar, articular,

ple; symplectics present.

and dentary bones; third superior pharyngeal small, lying on fourth;
upper basihyal wanting maxillary transversely divided. A cartilaginous
Vertebra>i opisthoccelian, that is, connected by ball-andmesocoracoid.
;

socket joints, the concavity in each vertebra being behind. Pectoral fins
with mesopterygium and 5 other basal elements. Tail heterocercal. Air
bladder lung-like, single, connecting with the dorsal side of the a?8ophagus. This order consists of a single family, Lepisosteid.e, (pofxSor, rhomb;

Ganoidea;

also called

Ginglymodi,

j/yy^^w/zof,

hinge;

£i(5(jf,

like, in allu-

sion to the hinge joints of the vertebra-.)

Family XXXII. LEPISOSTEID^.

(The Gar Pikes.)

Body elongate, subcylindrical, covered with hard, rhombic ganoid scales
or plates, which are imbricated in oblique series running downward and
backward. Both jaws more or less elongate, spatulate or beak-like, the
upper jaw projecting beyond the lower. Premaxillary forming most of
the margin of the upper jaw the maxillary transversely divided into
several pieces.
Lower jaw composed of as many pieces as in reptiles ;>
coronoid present. Both jaws with an outer series of small teeth, followed
by 1 (or 2) series of large teeth, besides which on the jaws, vomer, and
;

Large teeth of the
pointed and striate, placed at right angles to the
jaw these large teeth rest, according to Agassiz, in a rather deep furrow,
protected on the outside by the raised border of the jaw, and on the
inside by a ridge of the same nature these teeth are pierced in the center
by a foramen, which communicates with the maxillary canal, and through
which the nerves and bloodvessels enter the pulp cavity of the tooth;
the foi'ms of tlie folded layers of dentine within the teeth are peculiar.
Pharyngeals with rasp-like teeth. Tongue toothless, short, broad, emarginate, free at tip. External bones of skull very hard and rugose. Eyes
small. Nostrils near the end of the upper jaw. An accessory gill on the
inner side of the opercle. Pseudobranchia^ present. No spiracles. Gills
Branchiostegals 3, Gill membranes some4, a slit behind the fourth.
what connected, free from the isthmus. Gill rakers very short. Air bladder cellular, lung-like, somewhat functional.
Fins with fulcra dorsal
palatines are series of small, close-set, rasp-like teeth.

jaws conical

in form,

;

;

;

* I'olypteridie; all the species

belonging to the OiU World.
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rather high, posterior, nearly opposite the anal, which is simiform tail heterocercal, in the young produced as a filament beyond
the caudal fin caudal convex; veutrals nearly midway between pectoStomach not
rals and anal pectorals and veutrals moderate, few-rayed.
Spiral valve of intestines rudicu?cal; pyloric appendages numerous.
mentary. Fishes of the fresh waters of North America and China, of
sluggish habits, but voracious and destructive to smaller fishes. Thefiesh
One geu us with about 5 species,
is tough and rank, valueless as food.
although more than 40 have been described. These fishes are of much
interest to geologists from their relationship to extinct ganoid genera,
fin short,

lar in

;

;

;

many

of which are usually placed in this family.

(LEPiDOSTEiD/E,Giin-

ther. Cat., Vlll, 328-331.)
66.

LEPISOSTEUS,

Gar

Lacdpede.

Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. I'oiss., v, 331, 1803, {gacialis —
Oyliiulrosteits, Rafinesque, Idi. Ohieusis, 72, 1820, (plalustoiims).
Atractosleiis, Bafinesque, /. c, 72, (/erox).
Lepiioslens,

Sarchirtts,

Rafinesqiie,

i.

f._

Pikes.

osseiis).

8G, (aigeiileus).

Lepidosteus, Agassiz, (corrected spelliug).

Upper jaw with an outer series of small, sharp, even teeth, then a
some of the auterior teeth being usually movable;
next comes a series of fine teeth, in one row in front, becoming a band
behind. In some species, the inner row of these teeth contains larger ones
next the vomerine teeth, also in a long band, and posteriorly a palatine
band. These bauds on the roof of the mouth are fre(iuently somewhat
confluent or irregular. In young specimens some of the palatine teeth are
often enlarged, these sometimes forming regular series. Lower jaw with
series of large teeth,

an outer series of small teeth, next a series of large teeth, next agiiiu a
broad band of fine teeth on each side. Each of the large teeth fitting into
a depression in the opposite jaw. Rivers of North America. A single
oariov, bone.)
{Tieivi^, scale
species (L. sinensis, Bleeker) found in China.
;

II.

Largo teeth of upper jaw

iu

a single row oa each

side.

Lepisosteus;
6.

Beak long and slender; the snout more than twice the length of the

rest of the head.

OSSEUS,

CYUNDROsrEUS, (KvAir^po?, Cylinder; oo-reoi', bone)
66. Beak shorter and broader, little longer than rest of head.

1.51.

I'I.atostomus, 152

Atractosteus,* (drpaKTo?, spindle; b<neov, bone):
aa. Large teeth in upper jaw in 2 rows on each side; beak short and broad, not longer

tlian

rest of head,
c.

cc.

tbistceuuus, 1M.

Scales in lateral line about GO.

tropicus, 154.

Scales larger, those in lateral lino 52.

Subgenus
151.

LEPISOSTEUS.

LEPISOSTEUS OSSEUS,

(Linna-us).

(LONO-NOSED Gar; Billfish; Common

Gar

Pike.)

Snout a little more than twice the length of the rest of the head, its
length 15 to 20 times its least width. Olivaceous, pale, and somewhat
*The name Litholepix, Rafinesque, applied by him to a gigantic gar, Lilholepit aihviitwlhius, the
"I>evil-jack Diamond tish," is based on a drawing by Audubon, not intended by .\udubon to
represent any possible lish.
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vertical lius aud posterior part of the body with round
black spots, which are more distinct in the yonng; very young with a
blackish lateral baud. Head 3 in length; depth 12. D. 8; A. 9; V. 6;
P. 10. Lat. line about 62. L. about 5 feet. Great Lakes and rivers of the
United States from Vermont to the Kio Grande; generally abundant and
quite variable, the local variations having given rise to many specific

silvery below

;

names.* Southern specimens are often more distinctly spotted. A detailed comparison of many specimens, from different parts of the country,
will probably show the existence of recognizable subspecies, but this
comparison is yet to be made, (osseus, bony.)
Esux

osseiif,

viridis,

Esox

viridis,

LiNN.EiJ.s, Sjst. Nat., EJ.

x, 1758, 313, after Artedi,

tho Green Gar Fish of Catesby, 1738,

Gmelin,

Sj'st.

based ou Achk majcima squamosa

Virginia.

pi. 30,

Nat., 1389, 1788, also after Catesby.

"lakes and rivers of both Indies."
Rafinesque, Iclith. Oh., 73, 182U, Ohio River.
Lepisosle>ts longironlris, Kafinesquk, !. c, 74, 1820, Ohio River.
LepisnslennhurfmenaiK, "Rich ARDSOU, Fauna Bor. Ainer., ui, 237, 183G; Penetanguishene, Lake
Lepisosleus gamihi:, LAcf:piii)E, Hist. Poiss., v, 333, 1803,

Lepisoslens oxyiirua,

Huron; Guntheu,

Cat., viii, 330, 1870.

Lepidosteus gracUis, AoASSiz, Poissous Fossiles,

il, 2,

1836.

Lepidoslem osseus GiiNTHEit, Cat, viii, 330, 1870.
Lepisosteussemiradidltis, AcjASSiz,

c,

I.

ii, 2,

plate

2,

1836.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 91, 1S83.
Sarchinis i't<(a(»s, and Sarchirus argenteits, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh.,8G, 1820, (young), Ohio River.
liepisosteus bison, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 271, 1842, Buffalo, New York.
Lepidosleus osseus,

Lepisosleus linealus,

MacrognaOms

Thompson,

loriealus,

Hist.

Gronow,

Lepidosleus leptorhynchns,

Vermont,

145, 1842,

Girard, Pac. R. R. Expl.,

351, 1858,

I.

c, 86,

'
'

Devil River, Texas.

Bombay Hook, Delaware

River.
Platte River near Fort Riley;" but Fort Riley was ou the

Lepidosleus erassus, Cope, Pros. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 18iJ5,
Lepidosleus olarius. Cope,

Lake Champlain.

Cat. Fish., 148, 1854, after Linnieus.

8(1,

the Kansas River.

Subgenus
152.

CYLINDROSTEUS,

Rafinesque.

LEPISOSTEUS PLATOSTOMUS,

Raflnesque.

(Short-nosed Gab.)

Snout usually about i longer than the rest of the head, sometimes about
equal to it, its length 5 to 6 times its least width. Colors of L. osseus or
A. 8
V. 6. Lat. line
rather darker. Head 3^ in length depth 8. D. 8
about 56. L. 2 to 3 feet. Great Jjakes and southern and western rivers,
with the preceding, but less abundant northward. Still more variable
than the preceding; possibly more than 1 species confounded; not always readily distinguishable from the young of the next. (Tr/lnrif, broad
;

;

;

;

ardiia,

mouth.)
Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 72, 1820, Ohio River.
Rafinesque, /. c, 73, Ohio River.

Lepisosleus platosloiuus,
Lepisosleus albus,

Lepisosleus platyslomus,

Gunthee,

Cat., vill, 329, 1870;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

91, 1883.

*1H. Auguste Dumeril (Hist. Nat. Poiss., Vol. ii, 1870) divides this species, as represented in
the Museum at Paris, into 17, which are distinguished by tiiHing differences iu proportions and
numbers of scales. His new names are L. Ii-fciili, Mississippi, 327; L. milberli,
York,

New

River, 329; L. aniillii, upper Mississippi, 330; />. niiresi, Wabash
northern North America, 332; /.. lesiti'uii, Wabash River, 335; L.
eli.mlielli, no locality, 3311; L. hiiuari, northern North America, 337;
L. cliuloiiii, no locality, 338; /,. h-noxli, United States, 339; L. iniinoliaiiux. Lake Erie, 340; L. horatii, northern North America, 341; L. thompiuni, upper Mississippi, 342; L. louisianensis, New
Orleans, 344.

Wabash

328; L. harlmti,
River, 331; 1.. lap^i,

Jordan and
Lepidosletts grayi,

Ever7?ianti.

AoASgiz, Poissous Fossiles,

Lepisostens plalyrhmcus,
Lepidostetis latirostris,
Lepiilostetis oadalits,

De Kav,

— Fishes of North America.
ii, 2,

1836,

Ill

Louisiana.

N. T. Fauna: Fiebes, 273, 1842, Florida.

Giuaud, Par.

11. 11.

Expl., 352, 1858,

Rio Pecos, Texas.

Huron River, Mich.
San Antonio, Texas.

Winciieli., Pioc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G4, 183,

Ac. Nat. Sci.

Cylindiosteits prodKcfiis, Coi>E, Proc.

Pliila., 1805, 86,

ii, 351, 1870, St. Louis.
Dum£ril, I. c, 353, upper Mississippi.
c, 354, United States.
Cylindroslens rafinesqnei, DuMtniL,
c, 355, Lake Lafayette, Florida.
CiiUiidrostens cdnh'huini, DuMf;nii.,
Cylbtdrustetts hartuni, Dum£ril,
c, 350, New Orleans.

CyUiidrofteus agassizii, DuMliRiL, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

CijUndroslens zadoclci,

/.

I.

/.

ATRACTOSTEUS,

Subgenus
153.

LEPISOSTEl'S TRISTOCCHUS,

Kafinesque.

(Bloch

&

Schneider).

(Alligator Gar; Great Gau; Manjuari.)

Snout usually not quite so long as the rest of the head, its least width
V. 6.
contained 3A times in its length. Head 3i in length. D. 8; A. 8
Lat. line 60. Scales in an oblique series from the ventrals to middle of
back 18 to 20. Color greenish, paler below, the adult usually not spotted.
Rivers of the southern States, Cuba, and northern MexL. 8 to 10 feet.
A huge, muscular, voracious fish,
ico, north to St. Louis and Cincinnati.
{rpdc,
useless as food, remarkable for its armature of enameled scales,
;

three; orottof, row.)
Cuba, after Manjuari of Para.
no locality.
Lepisosteus{Atractosleus) ferox, Rafinesqoe, Iclith. Oh., 73,1820, Ohio River.
Lepidosteits manjuari, Poey, Meniorias, I, 273, 1800, Cuba.
Lepidostem {.Uractosteits) herhmdieri, Gikaud, Pac. 11. R. Expl., 353, 1858, Tamaulipas.
Esox

trista'clius,

Block & Schneider,

LepUosleiis spatida,

Lepidosleus virldis,

Lac£plde,

Syst. Ichth., 395, 1801,

llht. Poiss., v, 333, 1803,

Gunthek, Cat., viii, 329, 1870, not Esox viridis, Gmelin, which
Jordan & Gilbert; Synopsis, 92, 1883.
Dum^ril, I. c, 364, 1870, Tampico, Mexico.

is

L. osseus.

Litholepis trisla'chua,

Alractostens hicius,

154.

Head 4

LEPISOSTEUS TROPICUS,

(Gill).

extreme length depth Si scales 8-52 to 54-12. Otherwise
(Gill.)
as in L. tristoccluis, from which it may not be distinguishable.
Streams of the Pacific Coast of Central America, (tropicus, tropical.)
in

;

;

Atraclosleus tropicus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1803, 172,
Alraclusleus tropicus,

Dum£ril,

I.

streams near Panama.

c, 367, 1870.

Order

L.

CYCLOGANOIDEA.

(The Bowfins.)
Pterotic, basis cranii, and anterior vertebrae simMandible with opercular and coronoid. Maxillary not transversely
segmented, bordering the mouth. Third superior pharyngeal lying on
enlarged fourth. Upper basihyal wanting. Vertebrie amphicojlian, the
anterior not modified. Pectoral fins with mesopterygium and 8 other elements. Air bladder cellular and lung-like. This order includes only the
family Amiid.k. {kIkao^, circle; Ganoidea; also called Hai.ecomouphi,
halecomorphus, formed like a shad; halec, in allusion to the resemblance
between this group of G.vnoids and the Isosponi>yh. It is probable that
the ancestors of the Isospondyli are to be found among forms allied to

Parietals in contact.

ple.

the existing Kalecomokphi.)
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Museum.

AMIID^.

(Thk Bowfins.)
Body oblong, compressed behiud,

terete anteriorly.

Head

subconical,

anteriorly bluntiali, slisbtly depressed, its superficial bones corrugated
and very hard, scarcely covered by skin. Snout short, rounded; lateral

margins of upper jaw formed by the maxillaries, which are divided by a
longitudinal suture. Jaws nearly even in front; cleft of the mouth nearly
horizontal, extending beyond the small eye; lower jaw broad, U-shaped,
the rami well separated; between them a broad bony plate, with radiating striie, its posterior edge free; jaws each with an outer series of conical teeth, behind which in the lower is a band of rasp-like teeth; bauds
of small teeth on the vomer and pterygoids; palatines with a series of
larger, pointed teeth; premaxillaries not protractile; tongue thick,
scarcely free at tip. Nostrils well separated, the anterior with a short
barbel; suborbital very narrow; a bony plate covering the cheek, similar
to the plates on the top of the head; operculum with a broad dermal
border. Brauchiostegals 10 to 12. No pseudobranchiie nor opercular
gill
no spi racle gills 4, a slit behind the fourth gill membranes not connected, free from the isthmus. Two peculiar, long, lanceolate, obliquely
striate appendages on each side of the isthmus, projecting backward and
covered by the brauchiostegal rays, the anterior wholly adnate to the
isthmus, t he posterior free behind. * Isthmus scaleless. Gill rakers stoutScales of moderate size, rather firm, cycloid, with a memish, very short.
branous border. Lateral line present. Dorsal fin long and low, nearly
uniform; the posterior rays not much higher than the others; its insertion in front of the middle line of the body, opposite the end of the pectoTail somewhat heterocercal (more so in the young), convex behind.
ral.
No fulcra. Anal fin short and low. Pectoral and ventral fins short and
rounded, the ventrals nearer anal than pectorals. Vertebrje amphicrolian
or double concave, as usual among fishes, none of them specially modified.
Abdominal and caudal parts of the vertebral column subequal. Air bladder cellular, bifid in front, lung-like, connected by a glottis with the
pharynx, and capable of assisting in respiration. Stomach with a blind
No closed oviduct. Intestine with a rudimentary
sac; no pyloric cceca.
spiral valve.
Fresh waters of the United States. A single species known
among living fishes. Several fossil genera are usually referred to this
;

family.

;

;

(Amiid.e, Giinther, Cat., viii, 324-325.)
67.

AMIA,

LinniBus.

(Bowfins.)
ylmia,t LiNNJF.us, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 17G6, 500; (cafra), not of
binomi.al

name

*Sco Wilder

Gronow,

17C3,

which

is

a non

for A\m(jun.

"On

Sci., 1870, 250, for

the Serrated Appendages of the Tliroat of Amia," Proc. Auier. Assoc. Adv
a discussion of these curious organs.

flf tlio nonbinomial generic names of Gronow are to bo recognized, the name Amia must be
transferred to .Ijiojoiiaud the present genus must lie called Amialm. The date of Gronow's work
lies between that of the tenth edition (1758), of Linii.ens, Systcma Natura>, and thatof the twelfth
The character of Gronow's work is essentially iir(-I,inii;ean, and it contains no reference
(17G6).
It seems to us that the genera of nonbinomial writers should not be
to the Linnseau system.
given precedence over those of the binomial system.

JoKihin

and

I'lvcrinaiiii.

Kafinesijue, Analyse Jo

AiiiialH!>,

ioo tihtwl for

la

— Fis/ies of

Nature,

iVort/i A/nerica.

88, Isir), (co(m<); substitute fur
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Amia, regarded as

symmetry.

ChaiacteiB of tbe genus included above.
probably the bonito, Sarda sarda.)

(a/xi(i,

ancient

name of some

fish,

155.
(Miinnsit

;

DnoFiBii

;

BowrrN

;

AMIA CALYA,

GniNDi.K

;

"John

Linufuus.

A. GniNni.E ;"

Lawvkr

;

PoissoN de Mabaib.)

Dark olive or blackish above, paler below; sides with traces of dark
reticulate niarkinfijs lower jaw and gular plate often with round blackish
spots; fins mostly dark, somewhat mottled.
Male with a round black
s^iot at base of caudal above, this surrounded by an orange or yellowish
shade; in the female this ocellus is wanting. Lateral line nearly median,
;

upward at each end. D. 48 (42 to 53) A. 10 to 12 V. 7.
Head 3f in length; depth 4 to 4^. Male about 18
inches in length; female 24 or more. Great Lakes and sluggish waters
from Minnesota to Virginia, Florida, and Texas; abundant. A voracious
and gamy fish of remarkable tenacity of life. The llesh is peculiarly soft
and pasty and is of no value for food.
directed slightly

;

;

Lat. line, 67 (65 to 70).

Amia

cah-a, LiNN.El'S, Syst. Nat.,

Ed. xii, 1766, 500, Charleston, S. C.

;

Ounther,

Cat., viii,325,

1870.

Amin oceUicauda, Richardson, Fauna Bor. Aincr., in, 236, 1836, cf. Lake Huron.
Amia occi(lenlali% De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 269, 1842, 9, St. Marys River, Mich.
Amia nianitorata, CuvierA Valenciennes, xix, 412, 1846, New Orleans.
Aviiaornatu, Le Sueur, in Cuvier& Valenciennes, I. c.,420, Chibault, on Mississippi River.
Aiiiiaviriilis, Le Sueur, /. c, 421, New Orleans.
Aiiuacaiiina, Cuvier & Valenciennes, I. c, 424, Lake Erie, after Kirtland.
Afiiialeiiligiiiosa, Cuvier & Valenciennes, I. c, 426, after Bonnaterro, no locality.
Amia subavnilea, Cuvier & Valenciennes, c, 427, New Orleans.
Amia ciuerea, Cuvier & Valenciennes, c, 430, Charleston, South Carolina.
Amia reticulata, Le SuEUR, c, 431, Wabash River.
Amia thoiiqisoni, DuMtRiL, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 419, 1870, Lake Champlain.
Amia piqaolii, DviikaiL, I. c, 423, 1870, Upper Mississippi.
I.

(.

I.

Series

TELEOSTEI.

(The Bony
This group

name

is

Fishes.)

sufficiently characterized in the analysis

bone)

on page

97.

The

not entirely distinctive, inasmuch
as the skeleton is well ossified in certain Ganoids.
In general, however,
the group is well characterized by the absence of the anatomical features
ascribed to the Ganoids.
We begin the series with those Teleosts in which the air bladder connects throughout life with the alimentary canal as distinguished from
those in which this connection is a feature of.immaturity. Slight as this
character is, it has value as an indication of relationship. Among these
forms in which the air duct is retained there are 2 well-marked series,
probably distinct in origin, the one characterized by a singular modification of the anterior vertebra), the other without this character. The first
of the groups (Ostariopiiysi) includes the great majority of living freshwater fishes. From the other group the specialized spiny-rayed fishes and
most marine fishes seem to bo descended.
{-t2.tio(;,

F. N. A.

perfect;

U

uryrtov,

is
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Museum.

OSTARIOPHYSI.
This group, which iuclndes the great majority of the living fresh-water
by the nioditication of the

fishes of the workl, is characterized chietiy

These are coossified and have some of their lateral
and superior elements detached and modified to form a chain of small
bones, the Weberian ossicles, which connect the air bladder with the ear.
The three orders, Nematognathi, Plectospondyli, and Scyphophoki
(Mormyrida), which compose this group, are doubtless derived from a
anterior vertebne.

common

(oampioi', a little

stock,

Order M.

bone

;

^iaof, bladder.)

NEMATOGNATHI.

(The Catfishes.)
and supraoccipital confluent. Four anterior vertebr* coossiand with ossicula auditus or weberian apparatus. No mesopterygium. Basis cranii and pterotic bone simple no coronoid bone. Third
superior pharyngeal bone wanting, or small and resting on the fourth
second directed backwards. One or 2 pairs of basal branchihyals 2 pairs
of branchihyals. Suboperculum wanting, or modified into the uppermost
Parietals

fied,

;

;

Mesocoracoid present. Premaxillary forming border of
in one family, Diplomystid.e, in which the maxilInterclavicles present. No scales. Skin naked or
laries also bear teeth.
with bony plates.
"This division isthe nearest ally to the sturgeons (Chondkostei) among
Physostomous fishes, and I imagine that future discoveries will prove
that it has been derived from that division hy descent. In the same way
the Isospondylous fishes are nearest the Halecomokphi, and have probably descended from some Crossopterygian, near the Haplistia, through
that order. The affinity of the catfishes to the sturgeons is seen in the
absence of symplectic, the rudimental maxillary bone, and, as observed by
Parker, in the interclavicles. There is a superficial resemblance in the
dermal bones." (Cope, I. c, 454.)
This group comprises the Silukid/E* and their relatives, now divided
branchiostegal.

mouth above, except

—

into several families
(vi/iin,

thread

;

by Prof. Gill. (Silurid.e, Giinther, Cat., y, 1-277.)
jaw from the maxillary barbels, which are always

yvd-dnf,

;

present.)

Analysis of Families of Nematognathi.
a.

Air bladder well develojied. usually simiile or with transverse coiistrictiuus, lying freo iu
the abdominal cavity.

Mouth terminal;

teeth villiforni, lunital, incisor or molar

arranged iu longitudinal

folds; body naked, or with one series
of lateral plates; diaphragm membranous; tip of scapular process reaching baeioccipital.
Dorsal fin short, coutiued to the abdominal part of the vertebral column;
like; intestines short;

opercle well developed and movable; adii)08e

fin

normally present;

gill

openings gen-

erally wide; caudal vertebra" not compressed, the neural spines simple, spine-like.

Maxillary rudimentary, forming the base of a long barbel, the premaxillaries alone
forming the margin of the upper jaw.
Silueids:, xxxiv.
* In the arrangement of the tropical genera of Nematognathi, wc liave followed closely the
"Revision of the South American Nematornatiii," by Eigenmann & Eigeumaun, 1890,

Jordan and Evcrmann.

aa.

— Fishes of North America.
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Air bladder rudiineutary, one divisiou oa either side of the coalesced vertebraj aud entirely
surrounded by a bony capsule; this capsule, formed by the skull and by the lateral processes of the anterior vertebra"; diaphragm wholly ussciius, formed liy the

expansions of the clavicle and scapular process.

Scapula and its prucess firmly joined
niombranea joined to the isthmus; skin covered with bony plates.
Caudal vertebra; compressed, the neural and haemal spines expanded, forming a continuous ridge above and below; skin with several series of plates; mouth inferior,
the lower lip reverted; teeth turned abruptly back above and usually expand<-d;
to the skull.

6.

Gill

a single series of teeth erect and in function, the premaxillarics and dcniaries boxshaped, filled with numerous relay teeth; intestinal canal coiled; cavity of air
bladder communicating with the exterior at a notch in the posterior margin

temporal plate at beginning of lateral Hue.

Lobicauiid.k,

ol

the

xxx v.

Family XXXIV. SILURID^.

(The Catfishes.)
less elongate, naked or covered with bony plates.
No
Anterior part of bead with 2 or more barbels, the base of
the longest pair formed by the small or rudimentary ma.villary. Margin
of upper jaw formed by premaxillaries oulj'.
Suboperculum absent;
operculum present. Dorsal fin usually present, short, above or in front
of the ventrals. An adipose tin usually present. Anterior rays of dorsal
and pectorals usually spinous. Air bladder usually present, large, and

Body more or

true scales.

connected with the organ of hearing by means of the auditory ossicles.
Lower pharyngeals separate.
After the removal of numerous aberrant forms as distinct families, the
family of Silukid.k contains more than 100 genera and upward of 900
species.
Most of the Silurid.e are fresh-water fishes, inhabiting the
rivers of warm regions, particularly South America and Africa; comparatively few of them are marine, and these few are mostly tropical. They
are especially characteristic of the Amazon region in South America.
(SiLURiDiE, part, Giznther, Cat., v, 30-65; 69-220.)
a.

Gill

membranes free or forming a

free fold across the isthmus, rarely joined to the isthmus;

anal fin shorter than caudal jjortion of vertebral column.

Tachysuein-e:
h.

Nostrils close together, neither with a barbel, the posterior with a valve; teeth mi the

palate; caudal forked.
c.

Lower jaw with

(Species chiefly marine.)

2 barbels; maxillary barbel band-like; pectoral

s|)iiie

like filament.
cc.

Lower jaw with 4
d.

barbels; palatine teeth fixed; both jaws with teeth,

Gill rakers few, 5 to 25; eyes

above level of mouth.
Galf.ichthvs,

Gill rakers

dil.

level of
hh. Nostrils

with a band-

FKLiciiTiivt;, G8.

very

many —40

etc.,

mouth.

remote from each other.

(genera CD to

74).

or more, long and slender; eyes scarcely above

Cathokops,

7r>.

(Fresh- water species.)

ICTALURINJE:
e.

Posterior nostril with a barbel; barbels 8; no teeth on
/.

Adipose
</.

fin

with

its

posterior

margin

vomer or

palati^.

free.

I'remaxillary band uf teeth truncate behind; not iirodiued backward at
the outer angles.
h.

Eyes normal.

Museum.
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SupraoccipitiU bone continued luickwaril from the nape,

1.

its

notcliej

bone at base of dorsal spine, so tliat a continuous bony bridge is formed under the eliin from snout to base
Ictalurhs, 7ij.
of dorsal; caudal fin forked.

tip receiving the

not reaching interspinal bones, the bony

.Sui)rao:cipital

ii.

more or

less

bridi;'-

Ameiurus,

incomplete.

77.

band of teeth with a lateral backward extension on each
lower jaw projecting; dorsal spine weak.
Leptops, 78.

gg. Prema.xillary

side;
ff.

Adipose
j.

fin keel-like,

Band

adnate to the back.

of teeth in upper

jaw with a backward extension

at its outer posterior

NoTUUUS,

angle, as in Leptops.
jj.

Band

of teeth in upper

jaw without backward extension, as

79.

in Ameiunis,

SCUILBEODES,

SU.

PiMELODINyE:
ee.

Posterior nostril without barbel; barbels

li;

adijwse

fin

well developed; teeth in

\illiform bands.
Ic.

Teeth on vomer none, or in small patches.
Head covered with soft skin above, not granulated.
I.

Snout broad, scarcely

produced; barbels terete or slighlty flattened, noi margined; head longer

than broad.
m. Occipital process,
S{>ino pungent.

if

present, not reaching the dorsal plate; dorsal

Kiiamdia,

81.

vim. Occipital process narrow, reaching the dorsal plate; fontanelle reach-

(/.

ing base of occipital jirocess, a bridge across it above posterior
margin of eye; humeral process spine-like.
Pimelodella, 82.
Head grauulate<l above, naked or partially naked; occipital process usually

reaching dorsal plate; fontanelle not continued behind eyes; adipose
fin

longerthan high; humeral process broad; not spine-like.
PiMELODUS,

FELICHTHYS,

68.

83.

Swainsou.

(Gaff-Topsail Catfishes.)
Swainson, Nat, Hist. Fishes, 1, 328, 1838, {bagre), name preoccupied.
FeUchthiia, SWAINSON, I. c, II, 305, 1839, substitute for Brevicepf, (bagre).

Breviceps,

Baird & GiRARii,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 26, (mariiins).
Gill, corrected spelling.
Mijslns, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 165, 1854, (carolincnsis), name preoccupied.
I'imelodus, Bleeker, Silures de Suriuame, 65, 1864, (bagi-e), not of Lacepede, as restricted

Ailuriehlhiis,

JEhirlchthijs,

liy Gill.

Body rather elongate, little compressed. Head depressed, broad above.
Mouth large, the upper jaw the longer. Teeth all villiforni; those on the
vomer and palatines forming a more or less jicrfectly crescent-shaped band.
Barbels 4; maxillary barbels band-like, very long; chin with 2 short
Nostrils close together, the posterior with a valve nuchal region
with a granulated, bony buckler. Fontanelle large, well forward. Dorsal fin short, in front of the ventrals, with 1 sharp spine and 7 rays. Pectorals with a similar spine pectoral spines, and sometimes dorsal spine
also, ending in a long, striated, band-like filament. Adipose fin moderate,
barbels.

;

;

free behind.
tral rays

6.

Caudal
Gill

America, the species
a.

fin

widely forked; anal moderate, emarginate; venTropical waters of
marine, {felis, cat; t;);ffi''f, fish.)

membranes somewhat connected.
all

Dorsal spine not produced in a long filament; occipital process large, shajicd like a tbiver
leaflet; gill

rakers 5

+

14; base of ventrals

about eiiuidistant from snout and caudal.

PANAMENSIS,

156.

Jordan and Evcrmatin.

produced in a long filament;

an. Dorsal epiiir>

than
h.

— Fishes of A^orth America.
orcijiital

proross normal;

fcill
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rakers not more

!).

Pistanco from dorsal

c Anterior

fin to tip of snout 31;^ to 4 in

lobe of anal with minute dots,

length; base of anal more than Jlongth.
its highest ray less than y^ its biise;

vomerine and palatine patches of teeth separate; anal rays 32 to

3o.

UAHRK,
Anterior lobe of anal with a large dark blotch,

its

PINNIMACULATUS,
ere.

hh.

ir>T.

highest ray more than Y^
base; vomerine and pahitino patches of teeth joined; anal rays 28 to 30.

oc.

its

158.

Head

broader; occipital process narrower than in F. ^dHHi'macH/aAiw; body and fins
uniformly colored; no black blotch on ventrals or anal.
eydouxii, 1.'>9.

Pistance of dorsal from tip of snout about 3 in length; highest anal ray about equal
base of anal, which is about Jg the length; anal rays 20 to 2<).

Anal rays about

to

26; occipital buckler large, triangular, its

width at base IV^ in its
FILAMENTOSUS, 160.
M. Anal rays 22 to 24; occipital buckler small, oblong, nearly as wide behind as before;
top of head smoother than in most other species; pectoral spine shorter than
head, a little longer than dorsal spine.
marinus, 161.
d(\i\. Anal rays 19 to 21; pectoral spinoas longashead, much longerthan dorsal spine;
rf.

It'Dgth.

palatine teeth in a narrow band.

FELICHTHTS PANAMENSIS,

156.

Body robust
dotted.

common.

dorsal spines not produced

;

base of ventrals
fins

(Gill).

maxillary barbels reaching
Steel blue, with bright reflections
;

caudal deeply forked.
D. 1,7; A.
4; depth 5.

;

Head

Ailurichtkys panamensis,

GuL,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 172,

GOnther,

panamensin,

29.

Mazatlan to Panama;

from Panama.)

{2)anamensis,

Ailurkhthys michalis,
.iilitrichthya

bahiensis, 162.

Cat., v, 179, 1864,

Eiqenmann & Eiqenmann,
1.57.

Body rather elongate

Panama.

Panama.
S.

A. Nematognathi, 31, 1890.

FELICHTHTS BAGRE,

(Linnseus).

maxillary barbels reaching beyond front of anal;
gill rakers very slender, 2
6; dorsal filament reaching caudal.
Dark
purplish, fins dotted. Head 4f; depth 5^-. D. I, 7 A. 32 to 35. Coast of
Brazil, accredited to the West Indies, but rare north of Surinam, {bngre,
Portuguese name of some catfish.)
;

+

;

Sihmixbagre, Linn,t;us, Syst. Nat, Ed. xii,

50.5,

South America,

1766,

Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognathi,
Galekhlhyn grnnotni, Cuvier & Valenciennes, xv, 40,

Alhirich(hyshag>v,

after

Oronow.

33, 1890.

1840,

Guiana, Maracaibo, Naua, Bahia,

Cayenne.
.iihirichlliiin (jrimovii,

liagniD

GfNTHER,

Cat., v, 178, 1864.

macmuennis, Ranzani, Nov. Com. Ac. Sci. Bonon. 1842,

Myatiis cmoUitensis,

Gronow,

l.-iS.

Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 156, 1854,

v, 3,34, pi. 28,

Brazil.

Rivers of South America.

FELIfHTHYS PINNIMACULATCS,

(Steindachner).

Rather elongate; maxillary barbels reaching middle of anal; dorsal
in head, its filament reaching to caudal.
Metallic blue; anal
with a large black blotch in front lower caudal lobe pale. Head 4?
depth 4^. D. I, 7; A. 28 to 30. Mazatlan to Panama; common on sandy
spine

H

;

shores,

(pitnia,

fin;

Aihinrhlhyx pbinbnmnlatns,

Rica; Eiqenmann,

I.

maculaf us,

fiitotted.)

Steindachneh, Tchth.
c, 35, 1890.

Reitr., iv, 15, 1875,

Panama,

Altata, Costa
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159.

Head

FELICHTHTS ETDOFXII,

Museum.

& Valenciennes).

(Cuvier

Dorsal shield as long as broad,

l»roader than in F. jnnnimacidatus.

surface granulated and grooved occipital
process narrower than iu F. piunimaculatus. Teeth on palate forming a
transverse band, subinterrupted in the middle. Maxillarj^ barbel reach-

the lateral edges rounded

;

its

;

Dorsal spine grooved, granulated on
ing middle of pectoral spine.
anterior edge; pectoral filament reaching end of anal. Body and fins
D. 1,7;
uniformly colored, no black blotch on ventrals or anal. Head 4f
A. 30. Guayaquil. (Sauvage.) (Named for M. Eydoux, its discoverer.)
.

Galeirhthyn eydonxii,

Cuviuu & Valenciennes, xv,

43, 1840,

Guayaquil.

Ailimchthys eijdouxii, Sauvaoe, in Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 40; description of original
typo.

160.

FELICHTHTS PIL.VMENTOSUS,

Swainson.

Very close to F. marinus, which it represents southward. Shields on
top of head rougher than in F. marinus, the granulations extending on
each side of fontanelle to before it granulated area before occipital process broader than long, its width more than i head occipital process
triangular, emarginate behind, its width at base 1^^ in its length; basal
bone of dorsal spine short but broad. Dorsal spine a little shorter than
head, a little longer than pectoral spine; its filament reaching to or
;

;

beyond adipose fin pectoral filament to front of anal maxillary barbels
A. 26. Sandy coast of tropical America, on the
to end of pectoral spine.
Atlantic sido here described from specimens from Lake Nicaragua, (fla;

;

;

mentosHS, bearing filaments.
FelichUhysfilamentoma, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Auim.,

ii,

305, 18.39, after Bloch, pi. 365.

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 411.
GahicMhyshhchU, Cuvier & Valenciennes, xv, 44, 1840, Bahia.

Ailurichthi/sfilamentosvs,

161.

FELICHTHYS MARINUS,

(Mitchill).

(Sea Catfish; Gaff Topsail.)

Head

rather short and broad, rounded anteriorly. Occipital buckler
much broader before than l»ehind band of palatine

small, oblong, not

;

teeth nearly continuous, extremely variable. Maxillary barbels extend
ing about to the end of the pectoral spine pectoral spine longer than the
;

dorsal spine, f the length of the head, its filament reaching the vent;
dorsal filament reaching adipose fin upper lobe of caudal much the
longer; anal fin falcate. Dusky bluish, silvery below. Head 4J. D.I,
;

7

;

A. 23.

P.

I,

12

;

B.

Vert. 20

6.

+ 30.

Cape Cod

to

Texas

;

common

southward; not valued as food.
Silnrus iiMriiw!!,

Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

Aihiricfilhys marinns,

Gi'NTHER, Cat., v, 178,

i,

1815, 433,

New

York.

1.SC4.

A ilurichOiya marinus, Jordan & Gilbert, SynopsiB,
c, 30.
Ailnrichlhys marinn.i, Eioenmann,

111, 18S3.

1.

162.

FELICHTHTS BAHIENSIS,

(Castolnau).

Very close to F. marinus and perhaps not distinct, the pectoral spine
longer, as long as head, the maxillary l)arbels extending about to root of
ventral; palatine teeth in a very narrow band. A. 19 to 21. (Giinther.)

Jordan and Evermann.
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Mexico to Bahia, a doubtful species, placed by Eigenmann with F.

synonym of

mentosus, as

Galeichlhiis haldensis,

CaS'TLKSav, Anim. Amer.

Ailuiiclitlti/s lo»(iispinui,

GOnthek,

Bahia.

Slid., 37, 18ri5,

Mexico; South America.

Cat., v, 178, 1864,

GALEICHTHYS,

69 to 74.

fila-

mar in us.

F.

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes

(Ska Catfish.)
Ti^rhysiinns, LAcfipilDE, Hist.

Nnt. Poiss., v, 151,

180.3, (chinensis).

Cuvier & Vai,en(uenne8, xv, 28, 1840, {fcUceps, etc.)
CitviEU & Valenciennes, I. c, 52, ((7raHrf1co.sst.s-, arms, etc.) (Restricted

Giileichthi/s,

Arui^,

in

to «riua

by Bleeker

1858)=:Trtc/i;/.s»)i((!.

Ariodes,

MOlleu & Troschel, Horiv

Telithynl., ni,

9,

1849, {arenarim, etc.)

Hexanematichlhiin, Bleekeii, Ichtliyol. Archip. Indici Siluri,

(Jl,

(^Tudiysurm.)

1858, (sondaicns).

Bleeker, I.e., 02, [melnnochir). {:=zHexanematkhlhys.)
Bleeker, c, 02, (nasitl,i).
Gmritinga, Bleeker, I. c, 02, {c(im)iie)soni). {=:Xeluma.).
Sciadeichlhi/s, Bleekeb, I. c, 62, {eniphijsetiin).
SeJenaspix, Bleeker,
c, 02, (Jicr-Jterijii).
(^HexanemnliclilhyK.)
neniiaritin, Blkeker, Nederl. TijdBkr. Pierk., 1, 1802, 90, (stormi).
PneiuJariiin, Bleeker,
c, 01, {arius; gramlicassis being regarded as typo uf Arii(s). {=Titchys}(n(S.)
Cephalocassis,

Netttma,

I.

I.

I.

Leplarins, Gill, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1863, 170, (dowi).
Arinpsis, Gill,
Notariiis,

Gill,

/.

c, (grandicassis).

{=Stdenaspis.)

{=He.mnemalichlhys.)

c, {milherti=feU8).

I.

{:=Neliima.)

Head armed with a bony shield
above, behind which projects an occipital shield another smaller shield
at the base of the dorsal spine; these shields usually distinct l)ut sometimes covered by the skin as in Felichtliys. Skull with a fontanelle.
Mouth not large, the upper jaw the longer. Teeth villiform or granular,
teeth in 1 or 2 patches each on the vomer and
in a band in each jaw
palatines, all of them sometimes confluent into one band the palatine
Barbels 6 (the nostrils without barbel), close
teeth never movable.
together, the posterior with a valve maxillary barbels usually short and
terete or somewhat compressed. Eyes with a more or less free orbital
margin, the upper edge sometimes adnate. Dorsal fin short, in front of
the ventrals, with a pungent spine and about 7 rays; adipose fin well
developed, posteriorly free; caudal fin deeply forked; anal fin short;
Body more

or less elongate, subterete.

;

;

;

;

ventral rays 6. Skin smooth, naked, except
on the occipital and nuchal regions, where it is usually confluent with
the surface of the bony bucklers. Marine catfishes. Species very numerous on sandy shores in the tropical seas, never about coral reefs. This
group has been treated as one genus by Giinther, Eigenmann, and Jordan
&. Gilbert.
It seems to us more natural to separate the American species
into several genera, which is done in the descriptive text below, too late
pectorals each with a spine

for insertion in the key.
Galeichtiiv.^,* {ya\Ti, weasel
a.

Head and occiput

;

;

{Tux'i'i,

swift; ovpu, tail.)

ix^vt, fish): (gonu.s 09.)

entirely covered

by

flesh

and skin

;

occipital process sparingly granu-

lated.

*Thia analysis of species is condensed from that given bv Eigenmann, S. .\. Nomatognathi,
omit from
and from that given by .Ionian & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1882, ,37.
The subthis analysis all those species which have not as yet been found north of (Juiaua.
gi-nera.
generic groups are recognized below as
4,3,

Wo

Museum.

Bulletin ^/, United States National
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h.

Anal

fin

twice as long as high, with 22 rays

occipital process twice as long as broad
hh.

Anal

fin liiglier

than long, with about 15 rays

which

to base of occipital process,

fontanelle with au indistinct groove;

;

lentiginosus, 163.

sides freckled.

;

;

fontanelle continued as a deep groove

3 times as long as broad

is

;

sides witli a broad

palo band.
aa. Occipital process

PEKUVi.\NtJ.s, 164.

and bones of

Iiead

exposed or covered with very

tliin sliin

bones on top

;

of head and occipital jirocess granuhir.
c.

Palatine patches of teeth with a backward projecting angle on the inner margin (this
often obsolete in

young

thi^

in Sdeuaxpis);

vomerine bands contiguous or confluent.

General color brown, with bronze reflections.
d.

Dorsal

[ibito

saddle-shaped, enlarged

that of head

length on the median line more than

its

;

teeth on the palate villiform or bluntly conical

;

;

^'^

vomerine bands

of teetli united.

genus, from

(Sciades, a related

SciADEU'HTHYS,

/.

shade

a-Ktd,

Posterior na.sal openings not connected by a

e.

Species 165-172.

Dorsal plate longer than broad, pointed in front, entering the short, cmargi-

nate occipital process

fontanelle large, ending acutely at a point

;

nearer base of dorsal than tip of snout
interorbital space
torals

Selenaspis,
ee.

ix^w?, fish): (genus 70.)

;

membrane.

;

no pterygoid teeth

(crfXrivri,

the

moon

eye moderate,

;

.'i}^

or less in

maxillary barbels not reaching beyond base of pec-

;

;

head

3^ in

troscheli, 165.

length.

shield:) (genus 71.)

a<j7ris,

;

Species 173 to 176.

membrane (young with tlie dorsal
and no backward prolongation to palatine patch of teeth).
Dorsal shield much broader than long, its anterior margin truncate.

Posterior nasal openings connected by
plate reduced

g.

Occipital process very short, truncate behind, J^ wider at base than at
tip,

length

its

less

than

'^^

its

greatest width

fontanelle short, ending obtusely at a point

than front of dorsal

;

Netuma,
.

h.

than

j'j

(Netiima

+

15;

nearer tip of snout

head 3^^ in length.

nowi, 174.

dd. Dorsal plate crescent-shaped, not enlarged, its length
less

rakers 7

gill

;

much

on the median line

much

head.
IcelcU,

a

name used

at Pondicherry for Neluma

nduma)

:

(genus

72.)

Species 177 to 185.
Occipital process widest at
i.

its

base.

Fontanelle obtuse, not produced backward as a groove

granular

barbels short

;

connected by membrane
a.

;

;

;

interoi'bital region

caudal not J^ head posterior nostrils not
head very lai'ge, 33^ in length.
KESSLERI, 180.
;

Fontanelle continued backward as a groove (in one species nearly obsolete),
j.

and the top of head not granular.
and shields of head

Interorbital region

pore
dal

;

finely granular

;

no axillary

maxillary barbels long, reaching middle of pectorals

more than

% head, which

is

;

cau-

4 in length.
INtJfllLI'TUS, 181.

ij.

flat and smooth or with smooth ridges, a triangusmooth area extending backward from it.
Vomerine patches of teeth united, except in young.
/. Groove of fontanelle almost obsolete,
not reaching occipital
process, which is about as broad at base as long, witli concave margins caudal a little shorter than head, which is
3J in length shields of head coarsely granular.

Interorbital region
lar

k.

;

;

PLANICEPS, 182.
(/.

Groove of fontanelle well defined, reaching occipital process,
which is longer than broad at base and with straight edges;
biirbels short, compressed at base
head long 3§ in length,
;

its

shields finely granular

;

paired fins often black at base.

PLATTPOQON, 183.
kJc.

Vomerine patches of teeth separate on the median

line.

Jordan and Evcrmann.
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m. Spines long, scarcely shorter than head

ashead; head small, 4 in length
not J4 head.
mm. Spines short, not

caudal nearly as long

;

mouth

;
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small, its breadth

oscums,

% head

head

;

large, about

3%

1X4.

in length;

teeth on palate in 4 patches, bluntly conical; occipital

process scarcely as long as broad

mouth
re.

large,

its

caudal shortish;

;

breadth at least y^ length of head.

ELATTIUI'8, IS.'i.
Palatine patches of teeth without a backward projecting angle on the inner margin;
dorsal shield small, crescent-shaped

IIexanematichthys,
11.

(ef, six

general color brown with blue reflections.

;

thread

)/))/i.a,

;

ixCus, fish): (genus 73.)

:

Species 186 to

19fi.

Teeth on palate villiform.
o. Teeth on palate mostly in 4 patches.
(ilrauulations of

J),

head not extending forward

between

to

eyes.

Fontanelle continued backward as a narrow groove.

(/.

r.

Occipital process long, about

of ventrals pale
rr.

black

Head

;

inner edge
fei.i.s,

;

186.

inner edge of ventrals

head longer,

flat,

depressed in front

lations of

occipital keel bluntish

;

head coarse and conspicuous

otherspecies

;

granu-

;

fontanelle reach-

;

ing base of occipital process.

Head scarcely depressed

s-s.

;

'" length.

Occipital process modei-ate, not 3^ head

s.

convex

he.ad, its tip

J.j

head 354

;

seemani,

occipital keel sharper

than

in

187.

any

shields of head smoother than in IT.seemaui;

;

patches of palatine teeth

much

smaller, fontanelle nar-

row, not quite reaching occipital keel.

.tordani, 188.

Fontanelle not continued backward as a groove into the granulated

qq.

region of the head.
t.

Palatine patches of teeth small, scarcely larger than vomerine
jiatches,

which are widely separated

truncate at tip

;

barbels rather long

occipital process keeled,

;

;

vertical fins dark

of ventrals dusky.
It.

Palatine patches

;

inside

c.f.kule.scen.s, 189.

much

larger than vomerine.

Fontanelle almost obsolete, ending between eyes, not pro-

»(.

longed backward as a groove

body slender, caudal aliout
head paired fins pale.
odatemalensis, TOO.
Fontanel. t ending midway between tip of snout and middle
of dorsal plate head broader than in preceding.
as long as

"".

;

;

;

ASSIMILIS, 191.
pp. Granulations of

head continued forward

to

between the eyes; fontanelle

continued as a groove to base of occipital process

interorbital area

;

with 4 granular ridges.
II.

Head moderate, i}/im length
ray

vv.

Head

less

;

dorsal spine IJ^ in head

than 2 in head.

long, 3| in length

;

spine 1^4 in

dors,al

23^ in head.

Taohysurtjs
^nt.

;

highest anal

dasycephah's, 193.
head highest anal ray
;

i.onoicephai.cs, 194.

(genus 74.)

:

Teeth on palate granular

;

gill

membranes not forming

a free

margin

acro.ss the

isthmus.
11'.

Anal
X.

r.aj's

19 to 22

Ventral

fins

;

head broader than high, more than 3

blackish on inner margin

;

in length.

axillary pore large

tanelle scarcely reaching base of occipital process
small, the p.atches widely separated

;

head

Z\^, in

;

groove of fonvomerine teeth
;

length.

MELANOrUS,
rx.

Ventral fins pale

;

200.

axillary pore small; pectoral spine reaching at least

halfway to middle of ventral
occipital process little narrowed
behind; vomerine teeth course, the patches close together; head 3%
fvrthi, 201.
in length.
;

WW. Anal rays 27 teeth on palate in 2 small bands widely separated fontanelle
multiradiatcs, 202.
long and narrow head rough.
;

;

;
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Jordan

4

to

+ 4.

Cuvier

Panama.

164.

+

Valenciennes.

(Eigenmann.)

Ttwhlmmf. UiilUfmosm, Eioenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Gill rakers 3

St,

(Eigenmann & Eigeninann).

Color light browu, paler below, the sides freckled;

A. 22.

4|^.

— Fishes of Nortli America.

GALEICHTHYS LENTIGINOSUS

Gill rakers 3

head

Evermanii.

GALEICHTHYS,*

69.
163.

cr^

(/(n^Jf/i/iosMs,

Sci., 1S88, 139,

GALEICHTHYS PERUVIANUS,

Back and

10.

(Liitkon).

sides blue black

Head

freckled.)

Panama.

a conspicuous broad

;

Pacific Coast of
16.
Mexico to Peru, rather rare; this and the preceding species well marked
by the skin-covered head, similar to that of species of Fdichthys.

pale band along the lateral line.

3^.

OuleUMIijis penivianus, Li'TKEN, Vidensk. Med., 204, 1874,

Tachmirus pernvianns, Eigenmann,

70.
165.

S.

A. 14 to

Callao.

A. Nematognathi, 51, 1890.

SCIADEICHTHYS,

Bleeker.

SCIADEICHTHYS TROSCHELI,

(Gill).

(Baore Colorado.)

Body robust; dorsal plate longer than wide, its surface granular; granulations of head extending to above eye; occipital process short, emarginate behind fontanelle large, ending acutely at a point nearer base of
;

dorsal than tip of snout

;

upper caudal lobe 5

in length.

Head

3, to 3J.

with the head
smoother and covered with thicker skin, as in the subgenus Galeichthijs.
Dark brown, with a brassy luster. Mazatlan to Panama, not rare one of
(Named for Dr. Franz Hermann
the largest species, used as food.

A.

18.

No axillary

Female as

pore.

in

some other

species,

;

Troschel.)
Seiades troscheU, Gihh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G3, 171, Panama.
Arins hrmidii, Steindachner, lehtli. Beitr., iv, 21, 1876, Altata; Panama.

Tachisunis brandti,

EiGENMANN,

166.

S.

A. Nematognathi,

55, 1890.

SCIADEICHTHYS EMPHYSETUS,

(Miiller

&

Troschel).

Closely allied to S. troscheU, of which it is the Eastern representative.
Palatine bands of teeth with a backward projecting angle; teeth villiform posterior nostrils not connected by membrane. Eye moderate, 5
;

Maxillary barbels flattened, reaching middle or end of dorsal fin. Dorsal plate pointed in front, entering
the notched occipital process as wide as long, its surface pitted. Granulations of the head extending to above middle of cheeks. An elongate
patch of teeth behind each palatine patch. Caudal deeply forked, the
upper lobe 3f in the length. Head 3|. Depth 6. D. 17 A. 18. Yellowish
brown, paler below. Surinam. (Eigenmann.) {'mipvaau, to inflate.)
in the interocular space, 11 in head.

;

;

Eagrus {Seiades) oiiphyselHs,

Mf ller & Troschel,

Iloriv Ichthyol., in, 8, 1849,

Arius emphtjselus, GiiNTiiER, Cat.,v, 150, 18G4.
Tocfciswj-MS emp%sefHs,EiGENMANN, S. A. Nematognathi,

167.

5.'?,

Surinam.

1890.

SCIADEICHTHYS TEMMINCKIANL'S,

(Cuvier

& Valenciennes).

Palatine bands of teeth with a backward projecting angle on the inner
margin; teeth on palate villiforni or nearly so. Dorsal plate pointed in
*

For the characters of this and other genera related to Tachymrus see the analysis above.

Jordan and

pA'crtnann.
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front, entering the notched occipital process, \ as

wide as the skull behind the eye; surface of the bones striate rather than granulate. Eye
small, 6 to 7 in the interorbital. Maxilhuy barbels reaching tips of venD. I, 6 A. 21. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.) Cayenne. Like the
trals.
next, known only from the original description, liotli apparently allied
(Named for C. .1. Teniniinck, then director of the. Musouni
to S. troscheli.
of Holland.)
;

OliviER & Valevcienner, xiv, 403, 1839, Cayenne.
Arins temmiiichii, Gi'NTHER, Cat., v, 151, 18()4, af'tiT Ciivipr & Va1fiicifnne.s.
Tacbisiiriis lemmiHckiaiiitf:, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematoguathi, 53, 1890.
Bagriisli-iiimhichimiK!!,

168.

SCIADEICHTHTS FLAVESCKNS,

(Cuvipr k Valenciennes).

bands of teeth with a backward projection on the inner
margin. Dorsal plate enlarged, pointed in front, entering the notched
occipital process eniarginate behind, as wide as the cranium behind eye;
granulations not extending forward to eyes opercle and humeral process
striate, not granular. Eye very small, 9 in interorbital. Dorsal and pectoral spines granular, moderately serrate. Upper jaw little longer; palaMaxillary barbel extending to middle of
tine bands of teeth oval.
Ventral shorter than pectoral fins adipose ^ less than anal
pectoral.
D. I, 7 A. 18. (Cuvier &
Upper caudal lobe little the longer
fin.
Valenciennes.) Cayenne. (/fli!esceH.s, yellowish.)
Paliitine

;

;

;

;

Cuvier ct Valenciennes, xiv, 462, 1839, Cayenne.
Ginther, Cat., v, 151, 1SG4.
Tachimrns fliwescens, Eioenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, .53, 1890.

Bagriis Jlivesmis,

Arius flivesceus,

169.

SCIADEICHTHTS MESOPS, (Cuvbr A

V.ilenciennps).

Palatine teeth villiform, the band with a backward projection; posteconnected by membrane. Dorsal plate enlarged, notched

rior nostrils not

in front, receiving the point of occipital process.

Eye midway between

snout and preopercle occipital process twice as long as broad, its tip
mucronate, corresponding to a notch in the dorsal plate; top of head
granulated to front of eyes; ojiercle granulated superiorly; humeral process as long as high, strongly granulated. Ventrals as long as pectorals.
(Cuvier & Valenciennes.)
Guiana,
(fifnar, middle;
D. I, 7
A. 18.
;

;

(o^p,

eye.

Bagnts mesops, CrviER

Arim

A Valenciennes,

xiv, 450,

18.39,

Guiana.

mennpn, Gi'NTHER, Cat., V, 145, 1864.

Titrhisuriis mexopit,

Eigenmann,

170.

Head

S. .\. Ni'matnjjnatlii, 57, 1890.

SCIADEICHTHYS PUOOPS,

4 to 4^; depth,

7.

D.

I,

7

;

A. 18.

(Ciivior

.t

Valcncionncs).

Palatine bands of teeth with a

backward projecting angle; posterior nostrils not connected by membrane;
dorsal plate large, butterfly shaped, notched in front, receiving the point

bones of head coarsely granular. Eye nearer snout
than to preopercle, IJ in snout, about 3 in interorbital. Jaws snbeiiual
occipital process broader than long, mucronate at tip; opercle striate.
Body slender and elongate head depressed teeth on roof of mouth in (>
contiguous patckes. Caudal deeply forked, the longer upper lobe 4i in
of occipital process

;

;

;

;
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Bulletin ^7,

Umted

National Museum.

States

body pectoral spine \\ in head. Plnmbeous above, with blue luster fins
dotted with brown. (Eigenmann.) West Indies from Porto Rico to Surinam and south to Pernambuco. (Trpo, before ii\\), eye.)
;

;

;

CuviER & Valf.nciennes, xiv, 457, 1830, Guiana; Porto Rico.
AHm proops, GCnther, Cat., v, 148, 1864.
Nelnma proops, Bleeker, Silures de Suriname, 62, 1864.
Tnrhhiitnis proops, Eioknmann, S. .\. Neniatogiiatlii, 57, 1890.
naijrus prooiK,

SCIAnEICHTHYS

171.

PASS.\.NY, (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Palatine patches of teeth with a backward projecting
angle; dorsal plate notched in front, receiving the point of occipital proEye nearer snout than to preopercle. Lower jaw longer occipital
cess.
D.

I,

A. 17.

7;

;

reduced; dorsal plate
more or less crescent-shaped. Eye nearer snout than in S. proopfi. Head
Hat, especially forward; opercle strongly granular; humeral process
obtuse, higher than long, granular; dorsal and pectoral spine granular
in front, weakly serrate behind; ventrals longer than pectorals. (Ouvier
&, Valenciennes.) Cayenne, (passanij, the vernacular name at Cayenne.)
process wider and shorter than in S.jn-oops,

its tip

& VALENCIENNES, xiv, 4,')8, 1839, Cayenne.
GuNTHER, Cat, v, 149, 18C4.
Tnchisnnts passany, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematogn-athi, 58, 1890.
Bngiiis passany, Cl'VIER

Arius passanT),

SCIADEICHTHTS ALBK'AXS,

172.

D.

I,

7

process.

& Valenciennes).

Palatine bands of teeth with an angle behind, the teeth
dorsal plate notched in front, receiving the point of occipital
Eye nearer snout than to preopercle. Jaws equal dorsal plate
A. 19.

;

villiform

(Cuvier

;

;

wide as the skull behind eye opercle striate top of head
granular forward to between eyes a triangular smooth area in front
humeral process, dorsal plate, and outer margins of dorsal and pectoral
spines granular. Snout 3 in space from eye to preopercle eye 5 in interocular space. Maxillary barbels scarcely reach gill opening. Adipose
almost as long as anal. Caudal lobes subequal, 5i in the total length.
Head 4| in the total, its width liin its length. (Cuvier cV^ Valenciennes.)
Guiana to the Amazon, (albicans, whitish.)
large, almost as

;

;

;

;

& Valenciennes, xiv, 401, pi. 420, 1839, Cayenne.
Castelnau, Anini. Amer. Sud., 31, pi. xiii, f. 1, 18.'>.'i,

Bagrus albicans, Cuvier
f r.agrns valencieiincsi,

Arms

Gunther, Cat., v, 150, 18G4.
albicans, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognatlii,

Amazon.

valeticiennesi,

Tai-hisiinis

71.
173.

Head

3? to 3f

;

59, 1890.

SELENASPIS,

Bleeker.

SELENASPIS HERZBERGII,

depth, 5 to

6.

D.

I,

7

A. 18.

;

(Blorli).

Palatine bands of teeth

with a backward projecting angle teeth all villiform. Posterior nasal
openings connected by a membrane dorsal plate and occipital process
truncate where they meet, at least in the adult; in the young the dorf^al
plate is somewhat convex in front, the backward projecting angles of the
palatine patches not developed. Occipital process i as wide at tip as at
base; its length more than i its width its middle scarcely keeled gill
10Body elongate, the head longer than wide j plates on head
rakers 5
;

;

;

+

;

Jorda7i

granular
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foutauelle uot continued behind the eyes and without

;
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backward

projecting groove. Plumbeous above, sides silvery, tins dusky. (Eigenniann.) Coasts of South America from Cayenne to Para; common. (Named
for Herzberg.
Hiiurus her::herijH, Bi.Dcii, Ichthyol., viii,

pi. 307, iKUl,

:i.\,

Surinam.

Gl'NTilEU, Cat, v, 144, 18G+.

Ariiis herzhergH_

EiGENMANN, S. A. Ncniatognathi, 5!), 18'J0.
Lackpkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 94, 1803, Surinam.
CuviER & Valenciennes, xiv, 406, 1839, Cayenne.

Tackistirns heiT.herijii,
l'imelo<liis urgctilens,

Ilaijrus peiiiec-uf,
Ii(ujnts c(Klcslinn.%

Mi'l.LEK

&

Tkosciiei,, Hora' lelith., in, 7,

Ilexanematkhtlii/s hijmenorhinus, 'Bleek.er, iiiluvea

Guiana.

184'.),

deSnTiaanw,

.'J7,

jils.

xi

tiiid

xiii,

l.siil,

Suri-

nam.
1V4.

Head
ital

3i in length.

SELENASPIS DOWI,

Gill rakers 7

process truncate, the former

short

;

+ 15

;

(Gill).

Dorsal shield and occiplong, the latter very

A. 16.

much broader than

the length of occipital jirocess not i its greatest width fontanelle
much nearer tip of snout than front of
;

short, ending obtusely at a point

Young with dorsal shield reduced, vomerine bands separated and
backward prolongation of palatine bands obscure. Panama to Guay(Named for Capt. John M. Dow.)
aquil.

dorsal.

the

u/i(ij(K,

Arivs

<l<'if!,

Tachimms

Panama,
Panama.

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 170,

Le}>t<iriiis don-i.

drills

STEiNDAcuNEn,

J()Ri>AN
dutri,

&

1876,

GiLiiERT, Bull. r. S. Fish Com., 1881, 37.

Eigenmann,
175.

Iclitli. Bi'itr., IV, 19,

S.

A. Nematognathi, 61, 1890.

SELENASPIS Ll'SISCUTIS,

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

Head 3'i depth 51 to 6. D. I, 7 A. 16 to 19. Palatine bands of teeth
with a backward projection. Teeth in jaws coarse, conical; those on
vomer and palate finely granular. The patches separate in young, but
united and covering most of roof of mouth in adult. Margin of dorsal
plate and of occipital process convex where they meet; palatine patches
of teeth connected by the vomerine patch in front, their inner margins
not touching behind. Body rather stout. Head large, tlattish above;
top of head coarsely granular in young, becoming more finely granular
with age. Occipital process broader than long. Dorsal plate large, saddle-shaped, broader than long or longer than broad.
Fontanelle crossed
by 2 or bony bridges, the middle portion more than i its total length.
Barbels short. Purj^lish brown, with brown dots below. (Eigenmann.)
Surinam to Rio Janeiro; common. (/«««, moon; sc«<»/«, shield.)
;

;

'S

Ariiis Iniiifciilis,

CuviER & Valencie.nnes, XV,

Ariiia Iniiixadis,

GuNTiiEK, Cat.,

Taeliisiirus liiiiu-cidis,

109, 1840, Brazil.

V, 152, 1864.

Eigenmann,
176.

S.

A. Nematognathi, 63, 1890.

SELENASPIS PARKERI,

(Traill).

(Bresson.)
"

Allied to S. Juniscidis; the teeth on the palate granular.

Dorsal plate
emargiuate in front, receiving the pointed occipital process; palatine patches either separate or united for their whole length. (Bleeker.
Muddy river mouths, Guiana to Para. (Named for Mr. Parker.)
large,

Museum,

Bulletin ^j, United States National
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Siliirus parkeri,

Traill,

Mem. Werner. Soc,

Ariiisparkeri, GC.ntiikr, Oat., v,

1.53,

Guiana.

1832, vi, 377, pi. G,

1864.

Kkienmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 65, 1890.
CuviEU & Valenciennes, xv. 111, l.s4(), Cayenne Mana.
Xelnma quadnscutis, Bleekeu, Silures de Suriuame, 5!», ls61, with plates.
Tachistiriis parkcri,

Arius qttuilrKCHlix,

;

72.
177. NETliM.l

NETUMA,

GRANDICASSIS,

Bleeker.
(Cuvier

ct

YalencieDues).

Head 3;^ to 3| depth 5| to 6. D. I, 7; A. 18. Doi.sal plates ciesent
shaped, not enlarged. Occipital process shaped like a clover leaflet,
eniargiuate at tip, narrowly and deeply constricted at base, its margins
its middle keeled or not
its length not
leiailarly and strongly convex
much greater than its breadth. Body cylindrical in front, tapering
behind. Head greatly depressed, longer than broad; center of fontanelle
over middle of eye, not continued backward as a groove; interorbital
reo-ion with 4 ridges; upper jaw considerably projecting; lip wide; vomerine teeth in small patches or wanting; palatine patches triangular, i>roduced backward. Guiana to Bahia. (Eigenmaun.) ((jrandis, lavge; caasiti,
;

;

;

helmet.)
Arius gramUcMsls, CliviER & Valenciennes, xv, 53, pi. 427, 1840,
Arius gnmdkasm, Gi'NTiiER, Cat., v, 153, 1864.
Tiichisunts (jrandicassis, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematoguatlii, 65, 1890.

178.

NETUMA STRICTICASSIS,

(Cuvior

Guiana

?

& Valoncienuos).

Entirely similar to X. grandicassis, but with the occipital process much
narrowed, its margins scarcely convex, and its length 2 or 3 times its greatTlie form of this process varies, so that Eigenmaun regards
est breadth.
this form as a variety of N. grandicassis, another subspecies (jxtrmocassis,

Cuvier

& Valenciennes, from Bahia), being intermediate between the two.

Surinam

to Bahia.

(Eigenmann.)

{strictus,

narrowed;

helmet.)

cassis,

Arius stridicansis, CuviEK & Valenciennes, xv, 58, 184u, Cayenne.
Arius siriclieasm, GCntiier, ('at., v, 154, 1864.
Tachisurus grandicassis stricticassis, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 08, 1890.

179.

NETIMA DUBIA,

(Bleaker).

eye 4 to 4f in head, 1^ to If in interocular space
body little broader than high; caudal compressed; head depressed, acute,
width of mouth 2^ to 2A. D. I, 7 A. 18 to
its width li to 1^ in its length
Dorsal plate, crescent shaped, not enlarged. Palatine bauds of teeth
20.
without backward extension. Teeth villiform. Occipital process widest at
Interorbital region granular, or if smooth, the fontanelle withits base.
out a groove. Posterior nasal openings not connected by a membrane.
Fontanelle not produced backward as a groove. Maxillary barbels reaching to base of ventrals. Occipital process keeled, not much longer than
broad; snout scarcely longer than eye, depressed, a large axillary pore;
dorsal spine li in head, granulated on its basal half in front, striate on
sides, slightly serrate behind; adipose longer than dorsal fin, twice as
long as high pectoral spine broader but not longer than dorsal spine, its
inner margin conspicuously serrated ventrals much shorter than pectoSurinam.
anal as high as long; caudal 4? to 6 in the length.
rals
(Bleeker.) {dubius, doubtful.)

Head 4J

to

4^;

in length

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Ever mann.
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Neluma duhia, Bleeker, Versl. Med. Ac. Wet. .\mstcrd., xiv, 382, 1802, Surinam.
Alius, tithius, GiNTiiEn, Cat., v, 144, 1804.
Tuchitiiinis duhius, EuiE.NMAN.N, S. A. Nematoguathi, O'J, 1890.

ISO.

NETUMA KESSLERI,

(StPiixiachn.T).

caudal not I bead; foutauelle obtuse behind. A. 17,
Shields of head coarsely granular; barbels short, reaching base of pectorals. Altata to Panama not rare. (Named for Dr. K. P. Kessler, author
of the Ichthj'ology of Turkestan.)

Head

large, 3A

;

;

Aiiiii kessleri,

Steindaciiner,

Iclith. Beitr., iv, 24, 1876,

Altata;

Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1882,
kessleri, ElOENMANN, S. A. Nematognathi, 69, 1890.

Ariiis AeWeri,

Tachhitnis

181.

XETUMA IXSCULPTA,

Panama.

40.

(Jordan A Gilbert).

Fontanelle gradually narrowd behind,
becoming a narrow groove nearly reaching occipital process; dorsal and
Panama, {innculptus,
Xiectoral spines subequal, 1^ in head; tins pale.

Head

A.

4.

18.

Eye

6^ in head

;

sculptured.)
Arins insculptus,

Jordan & Gilbert,
182.

Bull. U. S. Fish

Com., 1882

NETUMA PLANICEPS,

(1883), 41,

Panama.

(Steindachner).

Head 3f to 4. A. 17. Shields of head rather coarsely granular barbels
very short, scarcely reaching pectoral; caudal a little shorter than head;
interorbital area flat and smooth; fins dusky. Altata to Panama; not
(planus, Qat', -ceps, head.)
rare,
;

Arius phmiceps,

Steindachnek, Ichth.

183.

Beitr., iv, 26, 1876,

Altata;

NETUMA PLATYPOGON,

Panama.

(Gunther).

Head 3|. A. 18. Shields of head finely and irregularly granular, the
granules not in lines. Inner margins of palatine patches of teeth straight
fontanelle continued abruptly backward as a groove; anterior margin
of dorsal spine sharply serrate body rather elongate, the top of head
Gulf of California to Peru;
with an unusually large smooth area.
{nXarvc, broad; Trwyui', beard, the barbels being
generally common.
;

widened at base.)
GCnther, Cat., v, 147,1864, San Jose de Guatemala.
Jordan & Gilbert, /. c.,44, 1882.
Tachisuriis platy2)ogoH, Eioenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 71, 1890.

Arim

platypogon,

Arins platypngon,

184.

NETUMA OSCULA,

(Jordan

Sc

Gilbert).

A. 18. Mouth small, with thick lips; occipital process naiTow,
edges almost parallel until abruptly widened at base median keel well
developed; fontanelle broad and shallow, becoming a narrow groove
behind, nearly reaching occipital process. Shields coarsely and sparsely
granular; interorbital space nearly plane, with smooth ridges; barbels
short; fins blackish. Panama; scarce. (osc«/u»,diminutuvoof os,mouth./

Head3|.

its

Aritts oiiculns,

;

Jordan & Gilbert,
Eigenmann, S.

TacAisiinis osmUis,

J. c-.,

1882, 46,

Panama.

A. Nematognathi, 74, 1890.

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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185.

Head

A.

3;|.

NETUMA ELATTURA,

iMmeum.

(Jordan & Gilbert).

Mouth

18.

palatiue patches small;

rather large; vomerine teeth rather coarse;
barbels rather short; occipital process short,

broadly triangular, with concave sides, the base abruptly broadened:
median keel well developed; foutanelle broad and shallow, with a narrow

groove behind, nearly reaching occipital process; shields roughiah, but
smoother than in N. kesskri ; barbels rather short caudal short, 1^' in
head. Panama; scarce. (tAdrrui', reduced; ofpti, tail.)
;

AriuH elaUuru&,

Jordan & Giluekt,
73.

(.

c, 45, 1882,

Panama.

HEXANEMATICHTHYS,

186.

HEXANEMATICHTHYS

FELIS,

Bleeker.

(Liima-us).

(Sea Catfish.)

Head "dl depth 5. D. I, 7 P. I, 6; A. 16. Body rather elongate, not
compressed, tapering into the slender tail; head eubconic, depressed,
flattish above; maxillary barbel nearly as long as the head; gill membranes broadly united, forming a narrow, free fold across the isthmus;
occipital process with a median keel, long, about \ head, its tip convex
foutanelle forming a narrow groove; top of head comparatively smooth;
humeral process nearly i the length of the pectoral spine caudal deeply
forked, the upper lobe the longer. Steel blue, sides and belly silvery,
lower tins pale. L. 24 inches. Cape Cod to Texas; common southward
along the sandy coast, the most abundant of the salt-water catfishes on
the United States coast, and the only one of the Tachi/aurua type found
much north of the Tropic of Cancer, (felis, cat.)
;

;

;

;

Charleston, S. C.
CuviEK & Valenciennes, xv, 74, 1840, New York Charleston.
Arats milberti, GCnther, Cat., v, 155, 18G4.
Arms eijiiedris, Baird & Giraud, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1855, 'M, Indianola, Texas.
Arius equefiliui, Gunther, Cat., v, 173, 18G4.
Arius felis and equeslris, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 110, 1883.
Silurus felis, Linn.'EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 503, 17GG,

Arius

lailberli,

;

187.

Head

A.

HEXANEMATICHTHYS SEEMAXI,

Head

(Giinther).

depressed in front, its shields coarsely
granular; occipital process wider than long, with a bluntish keel foutanelle opeu to above the posterior margin of the eye, with a deep backward extending groove; barbels reaching slightly beyond base of pectorals;
vomerine teeth in 2 small ovate patches; each joined to a larger palatiue
I)atch; axillary pore large; gill rakers 5 -f 12. Paired tins dusky within.
Panama. (Named for Dr. Seeman, who obtained the type.)
3J.

18.

flat,

;

Arius scanaui,

Gvnther, Cat., v, 147, 1864, "Central America"
Eioenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 78, 1890.

Tachisitriis seemani,

188.

Head

HEXANEMATICHTHYS JORDAXI,

(Eigenmanu A Eigenmaun.)

Rather robust; interorbital area flat and smooth;
shields of head finely and sparsely granular; opercle smooth; occipital
process about as loug as head, with au unusually sharp keel foutanelle
3^.

A.

18.

;

Jordan and £vertnann.
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continued as a deep groove to base of occipital process maxillary barbels
reaching axil; snout blunt; vomerine teeth in 2 small, separate patches,
gill rakers 6
y.
Caudal
contiguous to the larger palatine patches
deeply forked. Inner surface of paired lins black. Panama; two 8i>ecimens known. (Named for David Starr Jordan.)
;

+

;

Tuchixurns Jordan!

MANN,

S.

EiGENMANN & EiGENMANN,

,

A. Nematognathi,

HEXAXEM.ITICHTHYS C.ERULESCEXS,

189.

Head

Panama

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1888, 142,

;

Eigen-

70, 1890.

(Giinthor).

Palatine patches of teeth small, scarcely larger
than the vomerine patches which are oval and widely separated on median
line; occipital process broader than long; head i as wide as long; eye
3k to 3*.

A. 17.

6i in head, 2 in snout, 3 in interorbital width maxillary barbels to middle of pectorals; occipital process keeled, subtruncate posteriorly; dorsal
;

spine 2 in head pectoral spine equal to head without snout upper caudal
lobe about as long as head. Steel blue; fins largely black. West coast
of Guatemala. (Giinther.) (Latin, bluish.)
;

;

Arim

GI'NTHEr, Cat.,

cgerulesceiis,

190.

Head 35.

v, 149, 1864,

Rio Huamuchal, Guatemala.

HEXAXEM.VTICHTHTS GUATEMALEXSIS,
Palatine patcheo of teeth

A. 18.

much

(Giinther).

larger than vomerine;

fontanelle almost obsolete, ending between the eyes,

and not prolonged
head f as wide as long body slender fins mostly dusky;
caudal about as long as head; body slender. Mazatlan to Central America;
into a groove

;

;

;

not rare.
Arius giiatemalensis,

Arius giialemakims,

GCntheb, Cat., v, 145, 1864, Guatemala; Chiapas.
Jordan & Gilbert, c, 48,1882.
1.

191.

HEXAXE.MATKHTHIS

ASSIMILIS,

(Giinther).

Fontanelle short and narrow, ending midway between tip of snout
and middle of dorsal plate; head f as wide as long. D. I, 7; otherwise
essentially as in H. ytiatemalensis. (Giinther).
Atlantic coast of Central
America, ascending streams. {assimiUs, similar.)
Arius assimilis, Gi'NTHER, Cat., v, 146, 1864,
Arius

JORDAN, Proc. Ac. Nat.

assiinilis,

192.

Head

Lake Yzabal, Guatemala.

Sci. Phila., 1883, 281.

HEXAXEMATICHTHTS SURIXAMENSIS,

depth

(Bleeker).

D. 1,7; A. 18. Palatine bands of teeth without
backward projecting angle; teeth all villiform, those on the palate in 4
patches, the vomer and palatine patches sometimes contiguous. Granulations of the head continued forward to between the eyes. Fontanelle not
continued backward as a groove interorbital area without ridges adipose
fin about as high as long, shorter than the dorsal fin.
Depth of head If; in
its length
width 1^^. Eye 5^ in the head, 2^ in the interocular, less than
2 in snout.
Occipital process not longer than broad, not conspicuously
keeled. Snout depressed upper jaw little longer than lower. Vomer and
palatine teeth contiguous. Maxillary barbels reaching to the base of the
33

;

6.

;

;

;

F. N. A.

10

;

Museum.

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Opercle smooth. Dorsal spine shorter than the pectoral spine,
ahout 2 in the head, granulated in front, striated on sides; caudal 4 in
length Surinam. (Bleeker).
pectorals.

Bleeker, Vcrsl. Med. Akad. Wet. Amsterd.,
GCnthek, Cat., v, 148, 1864.
surinmensis, Eioenmanm, S. A. Nenjatoguathi, 81,1890.

Uexanemalichthyf

siirinarnensis,

380, 1802,

Surinam.

Arius surinametisk,
Tachistirus

193.

HEX.4NEMATK'HTHYS DASICEPHALUS,

(GUnther).

Interorbitalarea with 4 very rough granulated ridges;
(smoother in 9); shieldsof head coarsely granular; vomerine and palatine
teeth on each side confluent in a small roundish patch; gill membranes

Head 44.

A. 21.

not forming an angle fontanelle continued backward as a groove to base
of occipital process; spines high; the dorsal li in head. Fins blackish.
Panama (wrongly ascribed to the Hawaiian Islands). ((S«arf, rough;
;

KE(^a7^7],

head.)

Arius dasycephalus,

Arius dasycephalus,

194.

GfNTHER, Cat., v, 1864, 157, Oahu, appareutly an
Jordan & Gilbert, I. c, 51, 1882.

error.

HEXAXE.MATICHTHIS LONGICEPHALUS, Eigenmann &

Eigennianu.

Head 3.?. A. 20. Allied to II. dasycephalus, but with the granular ridges
on the head largely obscured by thick skin; occipital process as long
as broad, its margins concave; fontanelle produced as a deep groove;
barbels short; gill rakers short and thick, 4
5; spinesshort; finsdusky.
Panama. (Eigenmann.) (longiis, long; Ke<pa?ir/, head.)
Tachixnnis lowjicephalus, EIGENMANN & Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1888, 143, Panama

+

;

Eigenmann,
195.

S. A.

Nematognathi,

82, 1890.

HEXANEMATICHTHTS RUGISPINIS,

(Cuvier

& Valenciennes).

depth 5i to 6. D. I, 7 A. 19 to 21. Palatine bands of
Head
teeth not continued backward; teeth all villiform. Teeth on the palate
Eye small, about 10 in the length of the head; fontanelle
in 2 patches.
Sides of the dorsal and pectoral spines grannot continued as a groove.
ular; fontanelle angular behind, its posterior portion separated by a
bridge and not ending in a groove; interorbital region with 4 ridges;
intermaxillary band of teeth 4 times as wide as deep; palatine patches
of teeth less than diameter of eye in width. Barbels villiform, the maxillary barbel reaching beyond base of pectoral; mouth inferior, the lips
thick; no axillary pore. Body slender; head broad, depressed. Surinam
(Eigenmann.) (ruga, Avrinkle or roughness; sjjina, spine.)
to Para.
34 to 4

;

;

Cuvier A Valenciennes, xv, 77, 1840, Cayenne.
GOnther, Cat., v, 156,1864.
Tachisurus rugispinis, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, fi3, 1890.

Arius riigispinvi,

Arius rugispiuis,

196.

HEXAXEMATICHTHYS PHRTGIATIS,

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

This species or variety is very close to H. rugispiuis, differing as follows:
Teeth on the palate in 2 patches. Eye small, about 10 in the length of
the head; fontanelle not continued as a groove. Sides of the dorsal and
pectoral spines striate; fontanelle broadly rounded behind; intermaxillary

Jordan and Everniann.
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band of teeth 6 times as Avide as deep; palatine patches 1| diamewidth and length. (Eigeumann.) Surinam to Maranhao.
This form is regarded by Eigenmaun as a subspecies of the preceding.
As the two inhabit the same waters, phry(jiatus should be either a distinct
ters of eye in

species or an extreme of individual variation,

(phrygiatm, embroidered

in gold.
OuviER & A'alenciennes, xv, 7!), 184(1, Cayenne.
GiNTHEU, Cat., v, 15G, 18G4.
nigispinis phrygiaius, Eigenmann, S. A. Ncmatoguathi, 84,

Alius phnjgialHs,

Ariim

2>hriigi(ilHs,

Tuchistirus

74.
197.

Head

TACHYSURUS,

T-iCHYSlKlS

1890.

Lacepede.

M CHALIS,

(Giinther).

depth 5. D. I, 7; A. 21. Teeth on palate large, granular; no
teeth on vomer; occipital process triangular, as long as broad, obtusely
keeled; groove of foutauello not reaching base of occipital process; palatine teeth in 2 subtriaugular patches which sometimes meet in front;
maxillary barbels nearly reaching tiji of pectorals. Dorsal spine slightly
serrated on both edges Ij in head; adipose tin shorter than dorsal; pectoral spine as long as dorsal spine and stronger.
Gniana. (Giinther.)
4

;

(nuchalis, pertaining to the nape.)
Arius nuchaUs, GfNTiiEn, Cat., v, 171, 1864, British
Tachisunts wichalis,

Eigenmann,
198.

S.

Guiana.

A. Nematognathi, 86, 1890.

TACHTSURl'S

FISSl'S, (Cuviei-

i-

Valenciennes).

Head Sin length; maxillary
the pectoral

fin.

barbels reaching almost to the middle of
Teeth ou the palate granular; no teeth on vomer; gill

membrane not forming

a free margin across the isthmus. Head broader
than high. Soft portions of the head not pitted. Surinam. (Eigenmann.)
(Jisstis,

split.)

Cuvier A A^alencienne.s, xv, 107, 1840, Cayenne.
Arms Jisstis, GCnther, Cat., v, 172, 1804.
Tachisurvs As'^us, Eigenmann, S. A. Neinatoirnathi, 88, 1890.
AriKspmicticiilatiis, Cuviek & Valenciennes, xv, 108, 1840, Buenos Ayres.
Ariiisfissus,

199.

Head

TACHYSURUS

SPIXII,

(Agassiz).

Sf to 4; depth 5 to 51.

D. I, 7; A. 21. Palatine bands without
backward prolongation. Teeth on the palate, granular no teeth on
vomer; gill membrane not forming a free margin across the isthmus.
Head broader than high, more than 3 in the length. Axillary pore much
smaller than nasal opening.
Pectoral spine reaching halfway to the
posterior third of the ventrals, or shorter; upper jaw projecting; posterior margin of the eye about in the middle of the head.
Occipital process greatly narrowed behind, its width at tip not more than 1 diameter of eye.
Teeth on the palate large, granular, 20 or fewer, some
of the posterior ones usually much enlarged. Body compressed head
narrowed forward, fontanelle narrow not interrupted, continued as a
deep tapering groove to near base of occipital process. Maxillary barbels
variable, long.
Brownish above, silvery below, sometimes dotted. Coast
of Guiana and Brazil, south to Santos; common. (Named for Jean Baptiste Spix, of Munich, explorer in Brazil.)
;

;

;

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Pimelodua albidns, Spix, in Agassiz, Gen.

Siiec. Pise. Brasil,

l;»,

1829,

Equatorial Brazil; name

preoccupied.

Pimelodus

spixii, Agas.siz,

Gen. Spec.

Pise. Brasil, 19, 1829, after Spix.

Aritis

Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 88,1890.
arenatm, Cuvier & Valenciennes, xv, lOG, 1840, Cayenne.

Arim

arenalus, GiiNTHEii, Cat., v, 172,1804.

Tachisurus

spixii,

Ariiis laticeps,

Gunthek,

British Guiana; Trinidad.

Cat., v, 171, 1864,

200.

TACHYSrUl'S MELANOPUS,

(Gunther)..

Palatine teeth, bluutish conical; axillary pore
Dorsal spine as long as from front of eye to gill opening pectoral
large.
spine nearly as long; shields of head finely granular; groove of fontanelle not quite reaching occipital process orbital rim of eye not free above;

Head ih

P. 10; A. 21.

;

;

inner surface of ventral blackish. Both
coasts of Central America; Rio Motagua (Gunther); Panama (SteindachOur specimens from Rio Ahome, on the west coast of Mexico, above
ner).
fins all

more or

blackish

less

;

Mazatlau; the original specimens from the east slope of Guatemala. It is
possible that the Pacific Coast form may be different from the original
melunopus. According to Giinther, the axillary pore in melanopns is
nearly as large as the nostril. In our specimens the pore is much smaller
than the nostril. (/UE;^af, black ttoi?, foot or ventral fin.)
;

Arins melanopus,

Gunther,

Cat., v, 172, 1864,

201.

Head

Rio Motagua.

TACHTSURl'S fCrTHII,

(Steiudachner).

Palatine teeth granular, coarser than in T. meJanojntt) ;
pectoral spine reaching at least halfway to middle of veutrals jaws subgill rakers long
equal occipital process not greatly narrowed behind
3^

;

A. 25.

;

;

;

and slender,
gin

;

4

+H

j

giU membranes united to isthmus, without free uuir(Eigenmann.) Panama. (For Ignatius Fiirth,

axillary pore small.

Austrian consul at Panama.
Anus fiirthii, Steindachner, Ich. Beitr., iv, 29, 1876, Panama.
Tachisurus fiirlhii, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 90,1890.
202.

TACHISURUS TARIOLOSUS,

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Teeth on the palate granular, the patches without backward
projection no teeth on vomer gill membrane not forming a free margin
across the isthmus. Head broader than high; soft portions of the head
pitted length of head to end of occipital process little less than 3 in the
length, granular portion g longer than smooth portion of the head. Fontauelle not continued as a groove. Maxillary barbels extending beyond
middle of pectorals. Cayenne. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.) {variolosits,
pock-marked.)
A. 22 or 23.
;

;

;

Arius

Cuvier & Valenciennes, xv, 107, 1840, Cayenne.
Gunther, Cat., v, 173, 1864.
variolosiis, Eigenmann, S. A. Nematognathi, 92,1890.

variolosiis,

Ariits variolositf,

Tachisurus

203.

Head

TACHISURUS MULTIRADIATUS,

(Giinther).

depth 5|. D. I, 7; A. 27 (5, 22). Barbels short,
not reaching gill openings; teeth on palate granular, paved, in 2 small
bauds, widelj' separated on median line; fontanelle long and narrow,
4 in total length;

Jordan and

Ei'erffiatn?.
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reaching almost to occipital process; bonos of head roughly granular
and sculptured occipital process as long as l)road; fins pale. Kio Hayano, near Panama. An ally of T. fiirthii, apparently distingnished by the
longer anal fin. (Kner.) (rn iilt us, many radiatus, rayed.)
;

;

Iliiip-iis

aiul

Kner,

Akad. Wiss., Miinchon, 1863,
Knkr & Steindachner, Bayer Akad., 1864, 47.

arinides,

Ariuii iinillini(lialns,

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

75.

JoRnAN &

Cnllinrnp!<,

£27, nut of Ciivior

Sitzbor.

v, 173, 1864; (after

CATHOROPS,

Gii.nERT, Bull.

l'. S.

Fish

Kner), Rio

Jordan

Comm.,

&

& Valenciennes;

Bayano.

Gilbert.

1882, 54, {hypophlhnlmiis).

This group is closely allied to the typical section or genus of Tachi/siirus.
distinguished chiefly by the slender and numerous gill rakers and by
the low insertion of the eyes, suggesting the genus Hypojjhthahuus. The
two species are American. (/caiSopaw, to look down ui/', eye.)
It is

;

Upper jaw much produced; breadth of mouth 2}/^ in head.
an. Upper jaw scarcely produced; breadth of mouth 2 in head.

iiypophthalmus, 204.

a.

gulosus,

20.").

CATHOROPS HTPOPHTHALMUS, (Steindachner).
Head3|. A. 22. Body elongate; head long, narrow, depressed; palantine teeth small, bluntly conic, almost granular; vomerine bands widely
separate, each confluent with the large palatine baud, which is not produced backward both jaws thin, depressed, with narrow bands of teeth
204,

:

;

barbels very long; the maxillary reaching near middle of pectoral spine;
dorsal spine long; pectoral shorter; dorsal shield small; occipital pro-

longer than broad, its sides concave,, its middle
angular but not keeled; fontanelle long and narrow, not quite reaching
Fins
occipital process; shields of head rugose, with reticulating furrows.
mostly pale. Eye small, placed low, its middle below level of angle of
mouth. L. 14 inches. Panama, rather scarce, (vno, below; o<p'&al/wg
cess subtriangular,

eye.)
Ariiis liiipophthahnu!!,

.Steindachner,

Iclith. Beitr., iv, 31, pi. x, 1875,

Panama.

CATHOROPS GULOSUS, (Eigenmann & Eigenmann).
A. 23. Body slender; head broad, depressed width of head

205.

Head

3J.

;

broad as long, obtusely
keeled; fontanelle narrow, continued backward as a groove; bones of
head rugose; eye oblique, its center over posterior end of mandible, on
level of angle of mouth; barbels reaching nearly to middle of pectoral:
jaws very thin; no vomerine teeth; palatine teeth widely separated, in
very narrow bands, the teeth obtusely conical; gill membranes united,
with free margin. Gill rakers 12 -f 30, li times diameter of eye; pectoral
l)ore large; spine slender, rather long.
Panama. (Eigenmann.) (oulosii.i,
li in its length;

occipital process about as

large-mouthed.
Tachiximis

gtilns^nx,

mann,

S.

Eigenmann A Eigenmann,

Proc. Cal.

76.

ICTALURUS,
(Channel

rrtaliirHs,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh.,

EUiups, Kakinesque,
Sijnechoglaitif,

.\c.

Sci.,

1888, 14G,

A. Ncmatognathi, 93, 1890.

I.

Rafinesque.

Cat.s.)

61, 1826, {maculatus=pui>clatnK).

c, 61, (maculalus).

Gill, .\nn. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1859, 39, {headlei^pmictaim).

Panama;

Eigen-
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Body elongate,

4^7,

United States National Museum.

Head slender and

slender, compressed posteriorly.

Supraoccipital bone or process prolonged backward, its emarginated apex receiving the acuminate anterior point of the second interspinal, thus forming a continuous bony bridge from the head to the dorsal

conical.

Moutli small, terminal, the upper jaw longer. Teeth subulate, in
band on each jaw. Dorsal fin high, with one long spine, and
usually 6 rays. Adipose fin over posterior portion of anal. Anal fin
long, with 25 to 35 rays. Ventral fins each with 1 simple and 7 branched
spine.

a short

Pectoral fins each with a stout spine, retrorse serrate within, and
about 9 rays. Caudal fin elongate, deeply forked, the lobes pointed, the
upper the longer. Coloration pale or silvery. Fresh waters of North
America 3 species known the best of the Catflshes as food. They are
active fishes, frequenting especially river channels and ripples in large
streams. (/,y'5''C, fish nZAoupoc, cat hence more correctlj, Ichthywliirus.)
rays.

;

;

;

;

Anal fin very long, Its base nearly 3-3 its body, its rays 32 to 35.
furcatus, 20G.
an. Anal fin shorter, its rays 25 to 29.
Barbels long, extending considerably beyond gill opening; anal rays nsnally about 26.
a.

(>.

PUNCTATUS, 207.
Barbels short, the longest only reaching

hb.

gill

opening; anal rays 28 or

29.

MERIDIONALIS, 208.

206.

ICTALIIRUS FURCATUS,

(Le Sueur).

(Chuckle-headed Cat.)

Head email, aboiit 4i in length depth 4 in adults to 51 in young.
Anal fin extremely elongate, its base nearly i the length of the body (without caudal) its rays 32 to 35 in number. Eye small, wholly anterior, the
middle of the head being behind its posterior margin. Slope from dorsal
to snout somewhat concave, especially in adults.
Pectoral spine rather
long; humeral spine stout, shortish, not reaching middle of pectoral
spine.
Skin thin. Color silvery, plain, or somewhat spotted. Size rather
large, reaching a weight of over 40 pounds.
Ohio to Iowa and Texas not
very common, {furcatus, forked.)
;

;

;

Pimelodns furcaitis, Lr, Sueur, in Cuvier
Ictnhmis furcatus,

Amiurus furcatus,
Pimelodns
Nos.

affinis,

8.37

and

&

Valenciennes, ix, 13G, 1840,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 109,1883.
Gunther, Cat.,v, 103,1804.
Baird & Giraud, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

New

1854, 2n,

Orleans.

Rio Grande.

(Type,

838.)

207.

ICTALURUS PUNCTATUS,

(Eafin.'sque).

(Channel Cat; White Cat; Blue Cat.)

Head 4; depth 5. Anal 25 to 30. Head rather small, narrow, convex
above, so that the eye is little nearer the upper than the lower outline.
Eye large, the middle point of the length of the head being near its i>osterior margin. Mouth small. Barbels long, the maxillary barbels reaching
more or less beyond gill opening. Spines long. Humeral process long
and slender, more than i the length of the pectoral spine, which is
strongly serrated behind.

Color light olivaceous above, the sides pale

and almost always with irregular small, round, dark spots;
fins often with dark edgings.
Body rather long and slender, back little
elevated. Rivers of the (4reat Lake region and Mississippi Valley and
streams tributary to the (iulf of Mexico generally abundant in the
or silvery,

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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channels of the larger streams, especially southwestward. It reaches a
weight of 20 to 25 pounds, and is an excellent food fish, not inferior to the

Black Bass.
SUurm

punctalHS,

khthiihmis
Pimelodus

Variable.

(jiawc<a<MS, spotted.)

Rafinksque, Anier. Month. Mag.,

pitiiclfiliix,

Jordan, Bull. U.

caiidnfiircaliis,

Le

S.

Mem.

.Sueur,

Ohio River.

1818, .350,

Nat. Mu8., x, 1877, 76.

Mus.,

V,

Wabash

152, 1819,

River, Mississippi

River.
Pimelodus cxnilescenx, Uatin'RBiivf,, Ichth. Oh., G3, 1820,
Amiiirns caudaftmuiCiis,

GCnther,

Cat., v, 102, 1804.

Pimelodus macxdalus, pallidus, argcntiuus,
lencoptera,

Ohio River.

Rafinesque, Quart. Jour.

argijrus,

Sci.

with varieties erythroptera,

niargiriatus, lateralis,

London, 1820, and Ichth. Oh.,

02, etc., 1820,

Ohio

River.
Pimelodus furcifer, Cuvier

& Valenciennes,

xv, 139, 1840,

Surinam, hy

error.

Pimelodus gracilis. Hough, Ann. Bopt. Regents, Albany, 1852, 20, Somerville, N. Y.
Pimelodus vulpes, Giuard, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, 170, Rivers of Texas.

(Type,

Nos. 843, 845, and 846.)
Synechoglanis headlei, Gill, Trans.

Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1859,

2,

St.

Catherines, Ontario.

(Type, No. 5115.)
Pimelodus hough i, GiRAHD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 159, Somerville; Ogdensburgh;
Foxburg, Perm. (Type, No. 1532.)
Bigsby River, Alabama.
Pimelodus megalops,QiliKKD, I. c, 161, Black Warrior River
;

(Type, No. 1532.)
Pimelodus graciosus, Gieard,

I.

c, 161, Prairie

Mer Rouge, Louisiana.

(Type, No. 15U.)

Pimelodus hammondi aund notolus, Aiirott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1800, 568,
Ictahtrus simpsoni. Gill, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1802, 43, Platte River.
Ictalurus robusltis,

Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
208.

x, 1877, 76,

Cairo, Illinois.

ICTALURUS MERIDIO> ALIS,

Fort Riley.

(Type, No. 2056.)

(GUnther).

Head 5 depth 4. D. I, 6 A. 28 or 29. Similar to /. pimctatus, but with
the barbels shorter, the longest only reaching gill opening. Brownish
above, with blue reflections, silvery below. Eio Usumacinta, (iuateniala.
;

;

(GUnther.)
Amiurus

{meridionalis, southern.)

meridionalis,

Gi'NTHER, Cut.,

V, 1864, 102,

and in Trans.

Zoijl.

Soc.

Lend., 1808, 473

Rio Usumacinta, Guatemala.
77.

AMEIURUS,*

Rafinesque.

(Horned Pout.)
i4»ne!«ni.'!,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh.,

65, 1820,

{cupreus=:natalis).

Gronias, CopE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1804, 231, {nigrilabris).

Haustm; Jordan and Evermann, suhgen. nov.,

(Incustris).

Amiurus or Ameiurus, corrected spelling.

Body moderately elongated, robust anteriorly, the caudal peduncle
Head large, wide; supraoccipital extended backward,
terminating in a more or less acute point, which is entirely separate from
the second interspinal buckler; skin covering the bones thick. Eyes
rather small, but developed. Mouth large, the upper jaw inmost species
the longer. Teeth in broad bands on the premaxillaries and dentaries;
band of upper jaw convex in front, of equal breadth, and without

much compressed.

*The Horned Pout are "dull and blundering fellows," fond of the mud and growing l>est in
weedy ponds and rivers without current. They stay near the bottom, moving slowly about
with their barbels widely spread, watching for anything eatable. They will take any kind of
bait from an angle worm to a piece of tomato can, w-ithout hesitation or coquetry, aiul they
seldom fail to swallow the hook. They are very tenacious of life, opening and shutting their
mouths for half an hour after their heads have been taken otT. They spawn in spring, and the
old fishes lead the young in great schools near the shore, caring for them as a hen cares for her
chickens. "A bloodthirsty and bullying set of rangers, with ever a lance at rest and ready to
do battle with their nearest neighbor." Thoreau.
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^.y,

backward prolongation

at the angle.

Dorsal between the pectorals and

ventrals higher than long, with a pungent spine and about 6 branched
rays.
Adipose fin short, inserted over the posterior half of the anal.

Anal

fin

of varying length, with 15 to 35 rays, the usual

Caudal

20 or 21.

short, truncate in typical species,

fin

number being
more or less

forked in those species which approach the genus Ictalurus. Ventrals
each with 1 simple and 7 branched rays. Pectoral fins each with a stout
spine, which is commonly retrorse serrate behind. Lateral line usually
incomplete. Species very numerous, swarming in every pond and sluggish stream in the Eastern United States; especially characteristic of

waters;

quiet

1 species

(A. cantonetisis ) in

make an approach

forked

to the

genus

China.

The

species are

Those in which the caudal

variable and not easily distinguished.

fin is

The lack of connection

Ictalurus.

between the supraoccipital and the interspinal buckler is the only character by which these species can be separated from Ictalarus, of which
group Ameiurus should perhaps be regarded as a section, (u, privative;
iiEiovpoQ,

curtailed; the caudal fin not notched.)

Haustou, [haustor, one who swallows):
a. Caudal fin lunate or forked; occijutal process produced backward, not falling far short of
the interspinal bones; species of large size, approaching Iclahtrus; coloration more or
less

grayish or silvery.

Anal rays 25

h.

about

}<2

humeral process very short and blunt, usually covered by

to 35;

Anal rays usually 20 to 22

!*.

c.

Base of anal

fin

(19 to 24).

longer than head; head rather narrow, the bony occipital briilgc

almost complete.
Base of anal

ce.

fin

Humeral

d.

much

litpv.s, 210.

shorter than head.

process strongly rugose; head

and mouth narrow

in young,

ing very broad in the adult.
(Id.

hhb.

Humeral

fin

Anal

e.

process slightly furrowed; head narrow.

/.

marginate behind.

entire, truncate or very slightly

Coloration,

brown

dugesi, 212.

body and

little

more

okeechobeensis, 213.

Eyes well developed.

or yellowish, not silvery.

fin long, of 22 to

Head and body

becom-

catus, 211.

.\nal very short, of about 16 rays, its liase not J length of
than y^ head; head broad, with long barbels.

Ameiurus:
aa. Caudal

skin,

lacustris, 209.

length of pectoral spine.

27 rays (counting rudiments),

its

elongate, the back high, the head

base more than J4 body,
longer than broad; pecto-

much

and dorsal spines very long.
erebennus, 214.
robust, the back low, the head not much longer than broad,
pectoral and dorsal spines moderate.
natalis, 215.
Anal fin moderate or short, of 15 to 22 rays, its base 4 to 6 in the body.
vulgaris, 210.
g. Lower jaw projecting; anal rays 20.
ral

ff.

ce.

gg.

Head and body

Lower jaw not projecting.
h. Body rather robust, the depth
very
I.

ii.

flat

in the adult 3}^ to 4^^ in length;

Pectoral spines long, 2 to 2}^ in bead; anal rays more than 20.
nedulosus, 217.
Pectoral spines short, 2^^ to 3 in head, longest in young.
Anal fin
shorter, of 17 to 19 rays counting rudiments.

hh.

head not

above.

Body slender and
head

in adult

melas, 218.

low, varying with age, the depth 5)^ to 8 times in length;

broad and very

flat;

anal short, usually with 18 or 19 rays;

a broad dusky shade across the base of dorsal which

is

rather high.

PLATYCEPHALUS,

219.

Ghonia-s, (yp<ovi), a cavern):
aaa.

Caudal
j.

fin entire;

eyes covered by thick skin.

Color chiefly black.

HIGBItABEls, 220.

Jorda?i

and Evermann.
Subgenus
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Jordan & Evermaun.
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•209.
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(Walbaum.)

(Catfish of the Lakes; Oreat Fork-tailed Cat Mississippi Cat; Florida Cat;
MOUTH Cat; Matiiemeg, or Ugly fish.)
;

Flannel

depth 5; distance to dorsal spine 2^. D. 1,5; P. I,
Body rather stouter, head much broader, lower,
and more depressed than in Ictdlurus punctatus, its greatest width %
Interorbital space somewhat more than \ the length of head.
its length.
Width of the mouth about i head. Eye moderate, wholly in front of
middle point of head. Top of head covered with a thicker skin than in
punctatus, so that the bones are nearly concealed. Upper surface of the
head quite liattish; so that the eyes are much nearer the upper than the
lower surface of the head. Barbels long, all black, the maxillary barbel
reaching beyond head. Humeral process very short and blunt, covered
by skin, a little more than \ the length of the pectoral spine. Caudal
deeply forked, the upper lobe rather longer and narrower than the lower ;
dorsal a little nearer snout than adipose fin. Anal base as long as head.
Olivaceous slaty, growing darker with age; sides pale, without dark
Saskatchewan River and Great Lakes to
anal dusky edged.
spots
Florida and Texas abundant in all large bodies of water, especially
One of the largest of the catin the Mississippi and the Great Lakes.
{lacusiris, living in
fishes, reaching a weight of 150 pounds or more,

Head

4

in length;

9; A. 28 (25 to 32).

;

;

lakes.)
Gadiis

or

lacuslri.1,

Walhaum,

Land Cod,

Artedi Pise, 1792, 144, Arctic

America, based on

tlio

Mathemeg,

of Pennant.

Pimelodiis nigricans,

Le StEUR, Mum.

Mils., v, 153, 1819,

Lake

Erie;

Lake Ontario.

Pimelodus vigreseens, Richardson, Fauna. Bor. Amer., iii, 183(5, 134, after Le Sueur.
Pimelodus borealis, Richardson, I. c.., 135, 183G, Pine Island Lake.
Amiuriishnrealis, GfiNTHER, Cat., v, 100,18(14; Jordan, /. c, 84,1877.
Icialitnis lacnslris, Jordan & Gilbert, Syuopais, 108,1883.
Amiurus ponderosus, *Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1879, 286, St. Louis. (Type, 23388.)
Iclalnriis j7onderosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 189, 1883.
Ictalunis nigricans,

Jordan & Gilbert,
210.

Synopsis, 882, 1883.

AMEIIRUS LUPUS,

(Girard).

Anal 23. Body rather slender. Head narrow, longer than broad, its
width 4f in length, being less than its length above. Dorsal spine much
nearer snout than adipose fin. Base of anal longer than head. Pectoral
spines long and slender, dentate. Barbels long. Supraoccipital bone
almost meeting the interspinal the relations of the species therefore very
close to Ictalurus punctatus. Dusky olivaceous, sides silvery. Rio Nueces
and Rio Pecos, Texas a rather doubtful species, apparently intermediate
between Ictalurus punctatus and Jmeiurus catus. {lupus, wolf.)
;

;

Pimelodus lupus, Girard, Pac. R. R. Expl., x. 211, 1858,

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,
Ictalwrus htpus,

Rio Pecos; Jordan,

I.e.,

83, 1877;

V, 101, 1864.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

107,1883.

* Amiunis ponderosus, Bean, described from the Mississippi Riycr at St, Louis from a .specimen
5 feet long, weighing 150 pounds, is probably a giant example of this species, from which it
iliffcrs only in tlie presence of 35 anal rays.
In 4 specimens, which we refer to .i. Uicustris,
we cuunt 25, 27. 28, and 32 rays. We see no reason for doubting the identity of the "Land Cod,"
or Matiiemeg of the Hudson Bay region, with .Imeiunis nigricans. This northern species, called
borecdis by Richardson, is the original lacustria of Walbaum.
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211. AMEIURUSCATUS,*(Linn8eus).

(White Cat

Channfx Cat of

;

thf, Potomac.)

stout, slender in the young, the head becoming excessively broad
the adult. Barbels long, except nasal barbel caudal fin deeply forked,
the upper lobe the longer. Humeral process more than \ the length of
the spine, extremely rugose. Anal rays 21 (19 to 22) base of anal 4^ to
5 in length. Dorsal fin inserted nearly midway between adipose fin and

Body

in

;

;

Pale olive bluish, silvery below without dark spots, but sometimes mottled or clouded. L. 2 feet. Delaware River to Texas, very
common in the coastwise streams and swamps, especially about Chesapeake Bay and in Florida also lately introduced into the Sacramento and
San Joa(iuin rivers, where it is becoming abundant. (Low Latin, cuius,
snout.

;

cat.)
SUurus

1758; based on the Catfish of Catesby, {Bagre secmuJx speciei marca rude figure of the adult, or " lophius," form of this species; North-

cahis, IjINN.fi'S, x, 305,

gravei

(iffiuis),

wiiich

is

ern part of America.
Pimelodits albidiis,

Le Sueur, Mem. Mus.,

v, 14S, 1819,

Delaware River.
Potomac River.

Pimelodus lynx, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 160,
Amiiirus albidim, Jordan,
Ictalunts albidiis,

Amiurus

I.

c, 84, 1877.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 107,1883.

niveiventris.

Iclalimis niveivenlris,

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Phil.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Soc, 1870,

48G,

Neuse River;

Jordan,/. c,

Potomac River;

Jordan,/. c,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 107, 1883.
Ictalurue mncnxlcpyi and I. hevinskii, Stauffer, History Lancaster County,
ter County, Pa.

Pa., 578, 1869,

Anmmis

lophius.

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Phil.

83, 1877.

Synopsis, 107,1883.

Soc, 1870,486,

85, 1877.

Ictaluriis lophius,

212.

AMEIURUS DUGESI,

Allied to A. catus, but with narrower

Lancas-

Bean.

head, its width 5 in length

humeral process slightly furrowed, not strongly rugose as in A. catus;
caudal deeply forked. Color plumbeous, silvery below. D.I, 6; A. 21.
Rio Turbio, Guanajuato, Mexico, west of the Sierra Madre. (To Alfredo
Duges, a naturalist and teacher in Guanajuato.)
/l»ie(»ri(«

*((/(.<(',

Bean, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1879,304, Rio Turbio, Guanajuato.

(Type, No.

23122 and 23123.)

213.

AMEIURUS OKEECHOBEENSIS,

(Heilprin).

This species is known only from a figure, t no description having been
This figure shows the form of Ameiurus caUis, the caudal
deeply forked, barbels long and slender, the fins low, the anal very short,
puljlished.

* We indentify the Silunis catus of Linnwus, or rather the figure of Catesby on which it is based
with Amiiinis aWidiis of Le Sueur, the adult of which species well answers to Catesby's account,
and fairly matches his rough figure. Catesby's fish was from the " Northern part of America,"
and had a mouth so large that the fish could swallow another of its own size, ("ejusque amplitudinis rictus, et jnscem a'cpialis magiiitudinis capere possit."
The
It reaches a length of 2 feet.
adult form (called "/"/j/ai's") of the present species abounds in the Potomac, and has a larger
mouth than any other of the tribe. Southern specimens called « (mroi/m by Cope, from the
Neuse to St. Johns, are rather slenderer in from, but we know of no character by which the two
can be positively separated. If a difterence exists, the southern form may stand as Ameiurus
nici'ivciitris,

the northern as A. catus.

+ The figure of Heilprin has

name Ameiurus

catus.

much

in

common

with that of Catesby, which

is

the basis of the

Jordan and Evermann.
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apparently of 15 or 16 rays and much shorter than head, the spines small,
the occipital bridge apparently complete as in Ictahinif) (to which <;enu8
it may belong), and the color entirely black, as is the case with nearly all
The tjpe is from Kissimee River, near
fishes in black-water swamps.
Lake Okeechobee, in the everglades of Florida.
Heilpuin, Trans. Wagucr

Iclnhinis okr<'rhn}}pensi!',

Inst.

Phila.,

Sci.

1S87,

i,

jil.

18,

Kissimee

River, Florida.

Subgenus
214.

AMEirRl

S

AMEIURUS.
EREBEXXUS,

Jordan.

Body rather elongate, compressed, the depth about i^

in length.
Dorsal
region rather elevated; the head quite long and narrowed forward, 4 times
Head more narrowed than in A. natalus ; width of
in length of l)ody.

head in front of eye little more than i its length width of the mouth
times in its
about i length of head. Greatest width of head contained
length. Dorsal tin slightly nearer the snout than the adipose fin unusual ly
Pectoral spines strong, about i as long as the
high, its spine long.
Anal fin long, deep, nearly i the length of the body, of 22
head.
Adipose fin large; caudal fin rather short, truncate behind.
to 24 rays.
Jaws subequal. Supraoccipital process but little free behind. Color
black; belly paler; fins and barbels black. Coast swamps and blackwater streams from New Jersey to P^lorida. Close to A. natalis, but with
narrower head and longer spines. {ipelievvoQ, color of Erebus, which is
;

H

,

very black.
Ameiurna

erebetititis,

Jordan, Bull. U.

Jordan & Gilbert,

S.

Nat. Mus., x, 85, 1877, St.

Johns River, Florida;

Synopsis, 105, 1883.

Amiitnt£ prosthistius* Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 133,

21.5.

AMEIURUS NATALIS,

Batstoe River, N.

J.

(Le Sueur).

(Yellow Cat.)

Anal rays 24 to 27. Body more or less short and chubby, sometimes
extremely obese (var. natalis), sometimes more elongate (var. Uvidus).
Head short and broad; mouth wide, the jaws equal (var. Uvidus), or the
upper jaw longest (var. cupreus). Yellowish, greenish, or blackish. Great
Lake region to Virginia and Texas, and 'southward generally abundant,
extremely variable, and running into several varieties. t {natalis, having
;

large nates, or buttocks.)
* Except that the caudal fin is said to be rounded rather than truncate, A. pmsihislins agrees
with .-1. erebennus, with which wo tliink it will prove identi<al. Greate.'Jt width of head eipial
to deptli of body; eye small, .5 in interorbital width; dorsal spine inserted much nearer tip of
snout than adipose fin pectoral spines a little larger than dorsal spine maxillary barbel n aching middle of pectoral spine humeral process extending a little farther black, whitish below
fins black; pectoral and ventral pale at base; head 3^^
depth 4|4- D. I, 6 A. 24 to 27.
;

;

;

Batstoe River,

New

t These varieties
a.

Jersey.

— Cope.

;

;

;

;

have been thus diagnosed

Dorsal considerably nearer snout than adipose fin.
Ohio Kiver to
b. Jaws equal; Bjiines very short; anal rays 2.5; colors yellowish brown.
lividus.
Arkansas, North Carolina, and south.
6b. Jaws unequal, the upper the lunger.
c. Anal rays 24 or 2.5, the fin rather low, its base 3^^ in body, nape not swollen.
cupreus.
d. Colors pale, yellowish brown.
Mississippi valley and south.
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Pimelodusnalalli,

LeSueuk. Mem. Mus.,

Ammntsnalalix, GiiNTilER,
Silm-us
51,

liridiis,

V, 101,

yur. /meatus,

and

1864

;

v., 154, 1819,

Jordan,

I.

North America.

c,

SO, 1877.

Rafinesque, Qnart. Jour.

Silurus cupreus,

Sci.

London,

1S20, 48,

Ohio River.

GiRARD, Pac. R. R. Expl., x. 209, 1858, Canadian and San Antonio rivers, Texas. (Type, Nos. 924 and 923.
Pimelodvs catii.1, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 159, Aux Plaines, Illinois.
(Tyjie, No. 1497.)
Pimelodris mpremdes, Girard, /. c, 1859, 159, Aux Plaines, Illinois.
Piiiu'lodiis cntiosus, Richahdson, Fauna Bor. Amor., in, 132, 1836, Lake Huron.
PimeloditscKpreun, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 65, 1820, Ohio River.
Aminnis Halahs, .Ioudan & Gilbert, Syuopsis, 105,1883.
Amiimis holli, CopK, Bull V. S. Nat. Mus., xx, 35, 1880, Little Wichita River, Texas.
this form has rather longer spines than
Ameiiirus holli, .Iouuan & Giliiert, Synopsis, 881, 1883
usual iu natalis, approaching erebennus.
Amiurius vatalis analis, JORDAN, I. c, 1877,81, Arkansas River.
(Type, No. 31088.)
Pimeloiliis /e/iiiH.s el antonicnsU:,

)

;

•210.

AMEIURHS VULGARIS,

(Thompson).

Body moderately elongate depth 4^ to 5 in length; head
3i to 4. Barbels long mouth wide head longer than broad, rather narrowed forward profile rather steep, evenly convex dorsal region more or
Lower jaw more or less distinctly projecting; in other
less elevated.
respects scarcely distinct from A. nehulosus, with which it may intergrade. Dark reddish brown or blackish. L. 18 inches. Vermont to Minnesota and Illinois, chiefly northward
not rare, {luilgaris, common,
Anal rays

20.

;

;

;

;

;

;

which

is

not true in most of

its

range.)

Thomp.son, Hist. Vermont, 138, 1842, Lake Champlain.
Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 100, Oswego, N. Y. (Type, No. 1513.
Paiielndnaailvrm, Girard, Pac. R. R. Expl., .\, 210, 1858, L.Amelia, Minnesota. (Type, No. 904.)
Amuirus lelurnii, Jordan, I. c, 1877, 88.
Amiurns vnlguri.<:, Jordan & GILBERT, Synopsis, 105,1883.

Pimelodm

v^dgaris,

Pinielodus delcayl,

217.

AMEIURUS NEBULOSIS,

(Le Sueur).

(Horned Pout; Common Bullhead; Small Catfish; Schuylkill Cat; Sacramento Cat.)

Body rather elongate

depth

4 to 4i in length.
Anal fin usually with
body dorsal fin inserted rather nearer adipose
fin than end of snout.
Upper jaw usually distinctly longer than lower.
Humeral process more than i the length of pectoral spine, which is rather
long. Color dark yellowish brown, more or less clouded, sometimes yel;

21 or 22 rays, its base 4 iu

;

lowish, sometimes nearly black.

L. 18 inches. Great Lakes, Ohio Valley,
Maine, southwestward to Texas, and southeastward to
Florida. The common bullhead, or Horned Pout of the North and East,
abundant in every pond and stream; also introduced about 1877 into the
Humboldt, Sacramento, San Joaquin and Gila rivers, where it is now
excessively abundant. Variable, (nebulosus, olonded.)

eastward

Pimelodhs

to

nehidosiis,

Pimelodu.'s alrariif,

Le Sueur, Mem. Mus., v. 149,
De Kat, N. Y. Fauna: Fish.,

1819,

Lake Ontario.
Wappingers Creek, Dutchess

185, 1842,

County, N. Y.
dd. Colors dark,

black or greenish.

Great Lake region, north and

east.

ccenosus.

Anal

26; rays low, its base 3V^ in

body; spines weak; nape more or less swollen
and elevated. Alabama River to Texas.
antomen.sis.
ccc. Anal 27, its base 3J^ in lenstli, its r.ays high, more than }4 head; spines strong,
napo not swollen. Little Red River, Ark.
analis.
aa. Dorsal spine inserted nearer adipose fin than tip of snout, the posterior part of body thickened and shortened; .jaws subequal. Great Lakes to North Carolina and south.
NATALIS.
cc.

Jordan and

Everiiniiiii.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Lake Superior, 281,

AmimiiBcaliiK,

Pimeludmfelis, Agassiz,

GiRAUU, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Pimtloiluxvnljteculiis,

Pimelndun

Anieiunis mispilliensif,

North America.
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104,1883.

Lake Superior.

1850,

Charleston. (Type, No. 1530.)
Racine, Wisconsin. (Tyiic, No. 1.539.)
Cope, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, 1870, 486, Mispillion Creek, Delaware.

Girard,

hoiji,

— Fishes of

/.

Sci. Phila., ISoy, IGO,

c, 159,1859,

Of the variations of

this species, the

following seem worthy of recog-

nition as subspecies

CATULUS,

217a. AMEIL'UrS NEBl'LOSl'S

Girard, Pac.

PiiiiehHlus mlithif:,

R. Survuy, 208, 1858,

li.

217b. AMEIL'RUS

(Girard).

Abundant

Color nearly black; profile very steep.
Texas. (Diminutive of cattis, cat.)

in the streanie of

Fort Smith, Arkansas.

KEBULOSLS MARMORATUS,

(Holbrook).

Body sharply mottled with brown, greenish, and whitish

jaws equal,
depth about 4 in length slope of profile very steep. Dorsal
fin high; the spine more than i length of head; dorsal sj^ine nearer
adipose fin than snout. Barbels long. Head 3J in length. Anal 21.
Lowland streams and swamps from soathwestern Indiana (Switz City)
southward and eastward to Florida the color strongly marked, but this
iutergrades with mottled specimens of A. nebulosus. (marmoratus, maror nearly so

;

;

;

;

bled.)
PimeJodiis

marnwralm, HoLBROOK, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1855, 54,

South Carolina.

(Tyjie,

No. 9U31.)
Ameiurus marmoratus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 104,1883.

218.

AMEIURUS MELAS,

(Eafinesque).

(Black Bullhead; Small Catfish.)

Color almost black, varying to yellowish and brown. Body stout,
and deep, the depth 3i to 4^ in length. Head broad behind, rather
contracted forward, the front steeply elevated. Pectoral spines short, 2i
to 3 in head. Anal fin short and deep, of 17 to 19 rays, its base nearly 5
in length, the color of the rays forming a sharp contrast with that of
the dusky membranes. Jaws nearly equal. Barbels longer than head.
Humeral process rather long, rugose. Size small. Northern New York
(Genesee River) to Kansas and Texas. Common, especially west of the
short

Variable.

Mississipjii.

shorter, deeper anal,
Sili(ni:< iiiclax,

IIafinesque, Quart. Jour.

Pimeliiiliis miifinis,

Amiunix

obesiis,

Jordan,

Much

I.

resembles A.

Sci. Lit.

GiKARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

GiLL,

nebi(lo8u.i,

but smaller, with

and especially shorter pectoral spines.

{/it'Aui-,

black.)

Ohio River.
Racine, Wis. (Type, No. 1514.)
Nebraska. (Type, No. 8968.)

Arts Lond., 1820, 51,

Sci. Phila., 1859, 159,

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1862, 45,

c, 89, 1877.

Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 184, 1842, Lake Pleasant, Lake Janet, N. Y.
AmiurKs pnUiis, Jordan, I. c, 93,1883.
Amiunts crayini, Gilhert, Bull. Washh. Lab. Nat. Hist., 1884, i, 10, Garden City, Kansas.
Pimelodtia imlUts,DB

(Type, No. 36814.)

Amiunis brachycicanthus, Coi'E, Bull. U.

Ameinrm
/Siliinis

tirachyacanthiis,

xanOwcepliabis,

Jordan,

1.

Jordan

«S;

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Gilbert,

.\x, 35, 1880,

Synop.'»is,

Kafinesque, Quart. Jour.

Sci.

Lit.

Arts Lond., 1820, 51,

c, 42, 1877.

Ameturus xanOwcephahts, Jordan

i^

Medina River, Texas.

881,1883.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 104, 1883.

Ohio River;
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AMEIURUS PLATYCEPHALUS,

Museum.

(Girard).

(Mud Cat; Uhown Cat.)

Body extremoly elongate; mesially, nearly terete. Head low, flat, and
broad upper jaw strongly projecting, the head much broader and more
;

depressed in old specimens. Dorsal lin high, 3 length of head, its spines
nearer snout than adipose fin depth 5A to 8 in length. HeadSi; its width
3 to 5, base of anal C; anal rays 16 to 20. Caudal slightly emargiuatf.
Young specimens much less elongate than adults. Clear olive brown,
varying into yellowish or greenish a blackish horizontal bar or shade at
slenderest of the species of the genus,
base of dorsal. L. 18 inches
and almost entirely herbivorous, its elongate intestine being always
A good food fish. The form called hrutnna.s
filled with water jilants.
18 the young, diftering from the adult much as the young oi A. cut us differs.
Abundant in the streams of Carolina and eastern Georgia, Cape Fear to
the Chattahoochee. (Tr/lartf, wide Ke^n/l^, head.)
;

;

;

;

Pimelodus

plali/cei)haluf,

Gihakd, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Pliila., 1859, KJl,

Anderson,

S. C.

(Tjiic,

No. 1534.)
brunneus, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1877, 30(5, Ocmulgee
Shoals, Georgia. (Typo, No. 20148.)
Amemriis bmnneus, Jordan, I. c, 93, 1877.
Aminrns brmiiieiis, Jordan & Bravton, Bull. U. 6. Nat. Mus., xii, 28, 1878.
Amiurus bniniieus and plali/ctphuhis, Jordan & Gilbkrt, Synopsis, 103, 1883.

Ammnis

Subgenus GRONIAS,
220.

Cope.

AMEIURUS NIGRILABBIS,

Black above; jaws and

River, Flat

(Cope).

black sides varied with yellowish belly
pale. Eyes more or less rudimentary and concealed beneath the skin.
Jaws equal. Dorsal spine midway between snout and middle of adipose
Anal with 18 rays.
caudal slightly emarginate.
fin
barbels short
Brauchiostegals 10.
Cave streams tributary to Conestoga River in eastern Pennsylvania.
Very close to Ameiurus melas, from which, or some
similar species, it is doubtless recently descended, {niyer, black labritm,
fins

;

;

;

;

;

lip).

Groiim

idyrihibris,

Aminrns

nigrilahris,

Gronuis nigrilabris,

CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jordan,

I.

Sci.

Phila.,1864, 231,

Conestoga River.

c. 92, 1877.

Jordan & Gilbert,
78.

Synopsis, 102, 1883.

LEPTOPS,
(Mud

Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., 64, 1820, {viscosus =
Rafinesque, ^ c, 64, (nebulosus).
Rafinesque, /. c, 66, (Umosus).

Leptops,

Rafinesque.

Cats.)
oUvaris).

Opladelus,
nictis,

Hophtdelus, Gill, (corrected spelling).
Pelodichthys,

Jordan, corrected spelling of

Pilodictis,^-

Rafinesque, which

is

an imaginary

fish.

Body elongated, slender, much depressed anteriorly. Head large, very
wide and depressed. Skin very thick, entirely concealing the skull; supraoccipital bone entirely free from the head of the second interspinal
*" I'iludiclis litiiosns," Katinesque, Jour. Phys., Paris, 1819, 422, was based on a "drawing by
Mr. Audubon," which drawing, as shown by Riifinesque's copy, is merely a lancy sketch of au
imaginary catfish. The name should therefore be disregarded, although it is the earliest supposed to belong to this group. Of the remaining synonyms Leplops stands next in date.

Jordan and

F.vernuDui.
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and transverse, the lower jaw
Teeth in broad villit'orni bauds on the
premaxillaries and deutaries band of upper jaw convex anteriorly, and at
insertion of the maxillarios, abruptly angularly deflected, proceediug backward as an elongated triangular extension. Band slightly divided at the
symphysis lower baud of teeth anteriorly semicircular and attenuated to
Branchiostegals 12. Dorsal fin over the posthe corners of the mouth.
terior half of the interval between pectorals and ventrals, with a spine
and 7 rays spine rather small, more or less enveloped in thick skin.
Adijjose fin large, its elongated base over posterior ^ of anal. Anal fin
small, commencing far behind the anus of about 13 rays. Caudal oblong,
siibtruncate, with numerous accessory rays, recurrent above and behind.
Pectorals with a broad compressed spine, serrated on both margins and
with a prolonged fleshy integument, obliquely striated. One species
known; a large catfish living in the muddy bottoms of deep rivers.
(AfTrrof, slender; djiii, face, the head being slender in profile.)
eyes small.

large, auterior

always projecting heyoiul the upper.
;

;

;

;

LEPTOPS OLIVARIS,

221.

(Rafinesque).

(Mud Cat; Yellow Cat; Bashaw; Russian

Cat.)

slender, depressed forward, the head extremely flat, the lower jaw

Body

Dorsal si^ine very weak, \, the height of
Barbels short.
caudal very slightly emarginate behind. Anal short, its base
about the length, its rays 12 to 15. Humeral process short. Yellowish,
much mottled with brown and greenish, whitish below. Size very large,
Rivers of the Mississippi Valley
reaching a weight of 50 to 75 pounds.
and Southern States, southwest to Chihuahua abundant in deep, sluggish
waters.
A fish of unprepossessing appearance, although one of the best
the longer.
the fin

;

ij

;

of the family as food.
Silurus olivaris,

(oUvaris, olive-colored.)

Kafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag., 1818,355, Ohio River.

Ilopladehts olu-aris, GiLL, Ichth. Simiisou's Expl., 426, 187G.

PelodicMhys

olivaris,

Jordan, I. <., 95, 1877.
and limosns, Rafinesque, Quart. Jour.

Silnnis nebnlosKS, viscosiis,

Sci. Lit.

Arts Loud., 1820,

5(1,

Ohio River.
Pimelodus punclHlalus,
Pi/lodictis limosits,

GuNTHEB,

Cat., v, 101, 1864.

Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh.,

67, 1820,

based on a drawing

liy

Auduhon

;

Ohio and

Mississippi rivers.
Pimelodtis pnnchtlatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, xv, 134, 1840, New Harmony, Indiana.
Pimelndtts eeneus, Cuviee & Valenciennes, xv, 135, 1840, New Orleans.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 102, 1883.
Jordan it Gilbert, Synojisis, 881,1883.

Pilodictis olivaris,

Leplops olivaris,

79.

NOTURUS,

Rafinesque.

(Stone Cats.)
Kolurus,

Rafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag., November, 1818,

41, (jlavus).

This genus contains a single species, similar to the species of Schilbeodes
in appearance and habit, but having the dentition of Leptops, the band of
teeth in the upper jaw having a backward prolongation from the outer
posterior angle. The adipose fin is adnate to the back as in Schilbiodes,
and there is a poison gland at the base of the pectoral fin. The specieu

Bulletin 4J, United States National Afuseum.

\4i

reaches a larger size than those of Schilbeodes, aucl it freciuents rivers and
channels rather than small brooks, {vuro^, back; ovpd, tail, in allusion
to the connection of the caudal with the adipose fin; "means tail over the
Ratiucsque.)

back."

222.

NOTUBUS FLATUS,

Bafinesque.

(Stone Cat.)

and flat, nearly as broad as
middle of body subcylindrical tail compressed. Head about 4^ in
length; width of head 5^^; depth 5| in length; distance to dorsal about
Barbels short. A strong keel on back behind dorsal, lead3 in length.
ing to adipose tin adipose fin deeply notched. Dorsal spine very short
pectoral spine retrorsely serrate in front, slightly rough or nearly entire
behind its length 3 in distance from snout to dorsal caudal rounded behind. Anal rays about 16. Humeral process very short and sharp. Color
nearly uniform yellowish brown, sometimes blackish above, tins yellow
edged. The largest species of stone cat, reaching a length of more than
a foot. Great Lake region, westward and south to Montana, Wyoming,
and Texas; rather common, especially westward, (flaws, yellow^)
Bodj' elongate; the head depressed, broad,

long

;

;

;

;

;

Nolunts flavus, Rafinesquk,
yolnnts

Jordan,

Amer. Month. Mag.,

Uayih^sqve, Jour,

Intetis,

i.

lie

Falls of Ohio River.
Ohio River; Gunther, Cut.,

1818, 41,

Phys., 1819, 421,

v, lu4,

1804

;

c, 99, 1877.

yuluriis oc^:identalh, Gill, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1862,

4.5,

Platte River; Guntiier,

Cat., v,

105, 18G4.

Gunther, Cat., v, 104,1804, North America.
Joedan &Gilbeet, Synopsis, 100,1883.

Nolm-ns platycephalus,
Noturus flamis,

8o.

SCHILBEODES,

Bleeker.

(Mad Toms.)
Bleeker, Ichth. Archip. Indioi. Prodr. Siluri.,
Jordan
Evermann, new subgenus, {/(triosux).

Si-.ltilheodes,
liiiliida,

18.58,

25.'<,

(:ji/rinus).

ifc

Body more or less elongate, anteriorly subcylindrical, thence more or less
compressed. Head depressed.
Skin very thick, entirely concealing the
bones. Supraoccipital entirely free from the head of the second interspinal
Mouth anterior, rather large; the upper jaw more or less projecting. Teeth
subulate, in a broad baud, in each jaw; the baud in the upper jaw is
abruptly truncated at each end as in J»iei«rus (not prolonged backward
by a continuation from the external angle, as in Leptops and Xoturiin).
Branchiostegals 9.
Dorsal fin over the posterior half of the interval
between pectorals and ventrals, with a short sharp spine and 7 rays. Adipose fin long and low, usually more or less connected with the accessory
rays of the caudal fin, not free posteriorly, but adnate to the body; the
membrane sometimes high and continuous, sometimes notched. Caudal
fin very obliquely truncated or rounded, inserted on an equally obliquely
rounded base; numerous rudimentary rays present, both above and below
the caudal peduncle. Anal fin short, with 12 to 23 rays. Ventrals rounded.
Pectoral fins with a sharp spine, of different forms in the different species.
Vent at some distance in advance of the anal. Lateral line complete. In
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is

au

"From

it

may
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which is the opening of
frequently be drawn a solid
gelatinous style ending in a tripod, each liuib of which isdichotomously
divided into short brauchesof regular length." Co})e. The sting from the
pectoral spine is very painful, resembling the sting of a bee, but worse.
Very small catfishes of the fresh waters of the Eastern United States, having somewhat the habits of Ethcostoma, or Cottits, lying ou the bottom
the duct of a poison gland.

orifice,

among rocks and weeds, and delighting

in small rocky brooks.
They
numerous southward. {Schilbe, an African genus ofSiluroids,
with which these fishes were supposed to agree in lacking an adipose fin
eUng, likeness.
The word ScMlbc is of Arabian origin.)

are especially

;

SCUILBEODES:
a.

Pectoral spino entire or grooved behind, never retrorse serrate; adipose fin liigh and continuous, not separated by a notch from caudal; caudal

Head

much rounded.

and deep; pectoral spine without serration anywhere, grooved behind,
2 in head; barbels short; plain dark brown, with a narrow black lateral streak.

b.

short, broad

A. 15 or 16.
hb.

GYRiNUs, 223.

Head small and narrow;

spines very short and weak; pectoral spine weakly retrorse

serrate without, grooved within, 3)^ in head.

Rabida,

A. 14.

Color yellowish, slightly

mottled.
mad):

LEPTACANTHUS,

224.

(?<(6i(i((s,

more or

aa. Pectoral spino

less distinctly serrate

behind (the

serras

sometimes absent in

K

iiocliiruus).
c.

Adipose fin continuous with the caudal, there being no evident notch between them;
pectoral spine short, 2 in head, its inner margin usually with a few short, sharp
teeth on basal half,

its

outer nearly entire, a few points near the

Color plain blackish.
cc.

Adipose
d.

flu

Anal

fin

A. 15 or

tip.

10.

nocturnu.s, 225.

with a more or less distinct notch separating it from the caudal.
comparatively long, of 23 rays; body elongate; adipose fin conspicuously

notched; spines slender and short, pectoral spines with weak teeth on each

margin.

Anal

dd.

e.

fin

Color plain blackish.

Pectoral spine with

/.

funebris, 226.

rather short, of 12 to 18 rays.
its

posterior serrre short, their length not J^ diameter of

spine.

Color nearly plain.

Adipose

fin

moderate, the notch shallow, not separating it from the caudal
caudal slightly rounded; vertical fins broadly edged with black.
Pectoral spine very short and weak, about 3 in head in adult; head

fin;
g.

small, 4 in length.
ijg.

Pectoral spine moderate, about 2

exilis, 227.

{1%

to 2}^) in head;

head larger.
INSIGNIS, 228.

Adipose

very low, the notch completely separating it from caudal;
pectoral spino very short, 4 to 5 in head, its outer margin noarlj' entire, the Inner with sharp teeth at base; caudal slightly emarginate;

//.

fin

base of dorsal and lower lobe of caudal black.
ee.

Pectoral spino with

its

Gii.BERTr, 229.

posterior serra? strong, spine-like, recurved, almost as

long as the diameter of the spine, the long curved spine
anal rays 13 to 15; caudal much rounded.

itself

more than

^ head;
h.

Adipose

fin nearly or quite free from caudal; color nearly plain brownish,
the saddle-like blotches faint; everywhere covered with small dots;

anterior edge of pectoral spine retrorse-serrate.
hh.

Adipose

fin

not quite free from caudal; color

with black saddle-like blotches;

I.

It.

11

eleutherus,

2.30.

variegated, the back

marbled with black.
its anterior edge with few
serrations.
miurvs, 231.
Pectoral spine very strong, about 1}^ in head, its anterior edge with
fins

Pectoral spine strong, about \y^ in head,

many
P. N. A.

much

serrations.

furiosus, 232.

Museum.
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Subgenus

Body comparatively

SCHILBEODES.

SCHILBEODES GYRINUS,

223.

short

(MitcUill).

and thick. Head large, its width 3^ to 4^ in
5i; head 3i to 4. Spines stout and rather

length of body depth 4 to
long that of the pectoral fin straight, not serrated, grooved behind, 2^ in
the distance from snout to dorsal fin. Dorsal higher than long, inserted
nearer anal than snout. Anal 13. Jaws nearly equal. Humeral process
short. Nearly uniform yellowish brown, sometimes blackish, without
transverse blotches a narrow dark lateral streak and 1 or more dorsal
;

;

;

Hudson River and westward through almost the
and upper lake region; rather common, espe-

L. 5 inches.

ones.

entire Mississippi Valley,
cially

northwestward

;

distinguishable as var.
Siliirn.i

the western specimens more robust and perhaps
sialis.

{yvptvhg, tadpole.)

Amer. Month. Mag.,

gyrinus, Mitchili,,

Walkill River,

1818, 322,

New

York.

Notunis gyrhws, Jordan, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, 102, 1877.
Noltinis sialix,

Jordan, Bull. U.

224.

Body
small.

S.

Nat. Mus., x, 102, 1877,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Notuj^s gyrimis,

White

River, Indiana.

Synopsis, 98, 1883.

SCHILBEODES LEPTACANTHUS,

(Jordan).

slender, the head small and narrow, longer than broad. Eye
Upper jaw much projecting. Spines very short and slender; that

of the dorsal not i the height of the fin all less than J the length of the
head that of the pectoral retrorsely serrate on the outer edge, entire
within. Head 4f in body its width 5i depth 5+ distance to dorsal 2*
;

;

;

;

;

;

dorsal nearer anal than snout. Anal 14.
Color yellowish, somewhat mottled. L. 3

pectoral spine 5 in this distance

;

Humeral process very short.
Gulf States in sandy streams
the Ogeeche, Alabama, and Pearl rivers.
inches.

;

scarce,

known from

{Tie-ru^,

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,
River, Rome, Ga.
Xolurun leptacanllms, JORDAN, I. c, 102, 1877.
Noturua leplacanlhns,

slender

;

the basins of

uKuv&a, spine.)

Silver Creek, branch of

1876, 352,

Etowah

Notunis hplacanthtts,

JoBDAN & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 98, 1883.

Subgenus RABIDA, Jordan & Evormann.
225.

Head

SCHILBEODES NOCTURNUS,

(Jordan

A-

Gilliert).

Rather robust head moderate, little depressed,
3|.
eyes small; barbels short, barely reaching gill oi)ening; pectoral spine
short, 2 in head, its inner margin with short, sharp teeth at base (entire
in specimens from the lower Wabash); its outer margin with a few points
near tip, otherwise entire; adipose fin high, continuous with caudal; anal
high. Color very dark brown, everywhere dotted with black; finsdusky
with narrow pale margins. L. 3 inches. Sandy streams, among weeds, in
Lower Mississippi Valley, known from the lower Wabash in Indiana, and
from the Poteau, Washita, and Saline rivers, Arkansas, {nocturniis, nocturnal, from its black color.)
A. 15 or 16.

Noturus noctumus,

Ark an sas

.

Jorpan & Gilbert,
(Type, 36461.

;

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

188(1, G,

Saline River, at Benton,

Jordan and

A.

4.

— Fishes of North America.

SCHILBEODES FUXKIJKIS,

226.

Head

Everinaiin.

(Gilbert

&

Swaiu).

Body elongate, the head

base 3i in body.

23, its

147

slendt

r

but not depressed mouth moderate, very convex, the lower Jaw shorter
barbels slender, those of maxillary reaching beyond base of pectoral;
Spines slender and short; pectoral spine 3 in head,
eye very snuill.
roughened without, and with 3 or 4 small weak teeth on inner margin.
Adipose tin well developed, with a conspicuous notch. Anal much longer
than in other species. L. 3^ inches. Body and tins uniform black. Tributary of Black Warrior Kiver, Tuscaloosa, Ala. (fuiicbris, funereal, from
;

;

.

the dark color.)
A'o(((ra.s/«>ie6ns,

loosa,

& Swain,

GiLiiEHT

Alabama.

227.

Head

Bull. U. S. Fish. Com., 1889, 153,

North River. Tusca-

(Tyjie, No.3G09(;.)

SCHILBEODES EXILIS,

depth 5 to

4 in length;

6^.

(Nelson).

Anal rays 14 to

Pectoral spine

17.

small, about 3 in head, slightly retrorse serrate without, with about 6
small straight teeth within, which are not i the diameter of the spine in

Head small, not very broad, but thin and depressed its width 5
length of body; jaws nearly equal. Dorsal scarcely higher than
long. Distance from snout to dorsal about 3 in length. Pectoral spine
3$ to 4 in this distance; dorsal spine low, as near snout as anal.
Humeral process obscure.
Color yellowish brown, mottled, the fins somewhat
nuirgiiied with dusky. L. 4 inches.
Wisconsin to Missouri and Kansas, common in prairie streams; close to
iitt^ignis, but slimmer, with
weaker armature, (exilis, slim.)
length.

;

to 6 in

*S'.

.V()<M)-!is ex(/is,

Nelson, Bull.

Mus. Nat.

III.

Hist.,

Illinois

1876, 51,

Jordan A; Gii.ueut, Synopsis, 100, 18S3.
Xotiirns elaxsochir, Swain & Kalb, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

River

;

.Iord.in,

/.

o., lOlJ,

1877;

Illinois.

1882, 030, Illinois

River, Napierville,

(Type, No. 29077.)

228.

SCHILBEODES INSIGNIS,

(Kichardsou).

(Mad Tom.)

Body rather elongate. Pectoral spine moderate, about 2 in head, retrorse
serrate without, weakly serrate within. Head broad and tlat, upper jaw
projecting; head about 4^ in length; depth

6.
Dorsal tin i higher than
Distance from snout to dorsal about 2f in length. Length of
pectoral spine 2f in same distance. Dorsal much nearer anal than snout.
Anal rays 14 to 16. Humeral process conspicuous, sharp. Color dadk
brown, somewhat mottled, fins all broadly and conspicuously dark-edged.
One of the largest species, reaching the length of nearly a foot. Pennsylvania to South Carolina very common in streams east of the Alleghanies.
(insiynis, remarkable.)

long.

;

PimeUxlu.'i imigiie,

SuEUU,
I'imelodus

Mom.

Richardson, Fauna Bor. Amcr., in,
Mus.,

leiiiiiiscntiis,

v, 1819, 155;

locality not

CrviER & Valenciennes, xv,

Notttrus margiymliis, (Baiud), Coi'F, Joiir. Ac.

32, 183li,

baseil

on Pimelnde

141, 1840, after

Nohtrus imignis, Jordan,

c, lUO, 1877

;

Lk

Le Sueur.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1809, 237,

Pennsylvania.

No. 1571.)
/.

lim'e,

known.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Syoopsis, 100, 1883.

(Type,

Bulletin
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United States National Museum.

SCIIILBEODES GILBERTI,

(Jordan

k Evermann).

the head narrower
lower jaw included barbels short, not reaching nearly to gill opening; spine very short, that of pectoral about 4 in
head, its inner margin with sharp teeth at base, its outer nearly entire.
Adipose fin very low, separated from the caudal by a deep notch which
reaches its base. Anal short and high; dorsal spine scarcely longer than
eye; caudal broad, slightly emarginate. Dark yellowish brown, base of
caudal and most of its lower lobe black; dorsal black at base. Head 4*.
A. 15. L. 4 inches. Koanoke River in Southern Virginia, locally abun-

Body
and not

so low

eyes small

;

(Named

dant.
Notums

slender, less compressed than in

gilhcrli,

intignis,

*9.

;

;

Henry

for Charles

Jordan & Evermann, Proc. U.

Gilbert.)
S.

Nat. Mus., 1888, 352,

Roanoke River.

(Type,

Ko. 39931.)

230.

SCHILBEODES ELEUTHERIS,

(Jorclan).

Head 3*. A. 13. Head broad, flat, depressed, the form resembling that
of Leptops olivaris ; humeral process obscure; eye ii\ in head; lower jaw
included; barbels short, not reaching gill opening; adipose fin free from
caudal pectoral spine stout, of moderate length, 1| to 2 in head, its outer
margin more or less retrorse-serrate, its inner with about 6 to 8 retrorse
miurus. Color nearly plain brownish,
hooks, scarcely weaker than in
the black saddle-like blotches usually not very distinct body everywhere
covered with fine dark dots. Dorsal blackish at tip caudal dark at base.
Mississippi Valley, rare, but widely distributed.
TributaL. 4 inches.
ries of French Broad River (Big Pigeon River, Clifton, Tenn.); French
;

iS".

;

;

Broad, at Hot Springs, N. C; White River, Gosport, Ind.; Green River,
Greensburg, Ky. Schriner Lake, Columbia City, Ind.; White River, FayOnly a few specimens
ettesville, Ark.; Sallisaw River, Indian Territory.

known.

(eAei'iSepof, free.)

Notunis eleutherHs, JORDAN, Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist., 1877, 371,

some later papers, in which
231.

it is

confounded with

Big Pigeon River; not

of

S. fnriosus.

SCHILBEODES MIURUS,

(Jordan).

stout, not much
Head 3j to 4
elongate nor much depressed; eyes not very small; barbels moderate,
about reaching gill opening, mouth moderate, the lower jaw included.
Adipose fin with a deep notch, but connected with the caudal fin. Distance from snout to dorsal about 21 in length. Pectoral spine 2^ in this
distance 1| to 1^ in head. Dorsal nearer anal than tip of snout. Pec;

depth 4i to

5.

A. 13 to 15.

Body rather

;

somewhat curved and finely serrated without, with 6 strongrecurved pectinations within, each nearly as long as the diameter of the
spine.
Humeral process short. Body much mottled, black and grayish
top of head, tip of dorsal, middle of adipose fin, and edge of caudal definitely blackish, occiput dark; body with 4 broad cross blotches, 1 before
dorsal, 1 behind it, 1 on middle of adipose fin, and 1 small one behind it.
L. 4 inches. Mississippi Valley and tributaries of Lake Michigan, south
to Louisiana; common in the Ohio Valley,
{neiovpog, curtailed.)
toral spine

Notwnxs miwms, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1877, 371,

DAN,

I.

c, 100, 1877

;

Jordan i Oilbert, Synopsis,

White

99, 1883.

River, Indiana

;

Joi;-

Jordan and Evermann.
232.

— Fishes of North America.

SCHILBEODES FURIOSUS,

149

k Meek).

(Jordan

Yo\xa.oi. SciixlheoAeM mitirus; eyes rather large; barbels

moderate, reachpectoral spine If in head, much
longer, stronger, more curved, and more heavily armed than in any other
North American catfish anterior margin of spine with many small
antrorse teeth, the tip of spine without teeth; inner margin with 7 or 8
ing

gill

opening

;

dorsal spine 2^ in head

;

;

recurved hooks; adipose fin high, with a deep notch nearly to its base;
caudal long, much rounded in outline. Coloration much variegated, the
pattern as in S. miiii-its. Light brown, with black dots a dusky area
between eyes a black saddle across occiput 1 before and 1 behind
dorsal, and 1 on adipose fin; a dusky bar at base of caudal; 3 dark
curved streaks across caudal and 2 cross dorsal and anal. Head 3f
depth 5*. A. 14. L. 5 inches. Eastern North Carolina, known from the
Neuse, Tar, and Little rivers. Very close to S. miurus, and probably a
geographical variety of that species, from which it differs only in the
;

;

;

larger spines.

Tom."

Its sting is

more virulent than that of any other "Mad

{fitriosus, furious.)

Notm-tis furiosH!:,

Jordan

A'

Meek,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1888, 351,

Neuse River, N.

C.

(Type,

39932.)

Notmtis

eleiitherui',

Jordan A Gilbert, Synopsis
8i.

99, 1883,

RHAMDIA,

not type.

Bleeker.

(Bagres de Rio.)
Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fislies, ii, 309, 1839, {qiiiiifi«e-leiilnnilnt>ix); prcocoupifd
moUusks.
RhamiJia, Bleeker, Ichth. Arch. In<l. Siluri, 1858, 197, (queleii).
rimeloiiofns, GiLL, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., iv, 391, 1859, {vilsoni).
Pteronobm,

in

NotngJaiiis, Gt'NTllER, Cat., v, 13G, 1864, {mulliradiatns).

Rhamdella,

Eigenmann & Eigenmann,

Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci.,

2d

series,

i,

129, 1888, {eriarcha).

Fresh water catfishes with no teeth on the vomer the adipose fin
more or less elongate snout rather broad, not produced; barbels terete
or somewhat flattened, not having a broad membranous border. Head
not especially widened occipital j)rocess small or wanting, not reaching
to the dorsal plate the fontanelle variously developed, in typical species
short, not continued backward beyond the eye> except in the young, in
which there are usually 2 bony bridges across the fontanelle, the one
behind the eye, the other in front of the occiput the depressions behind
these bridges persistent, in some old specimens the entire fontanelle
becomes obliterated. In the subgenus EhamdcUa, the fontanelle is better
developed, extending to base of occipital process. Species numerous,
in streams from Mexico southward to Western Peru and the Rio de la
Plata. This genus has been divided by Eigenmann into two
Rhdindia
and lihamdella* distinguished by the development of the fontanelle. As
;

;

;

;

;

—

*Tliis genus Rkamdelhi roiitiiins those species hitherto referred to lihavnlia or to Pimclmliis, in
whicli tlie fontanelle is continuod backward to the occipital process, with a bridge acroiss it
behind t lie eyes, ^lentral phic ed below or behind the dorsal, orbit with a free niarpin. Two North
American species, prlnicinns and jxirnji, are known to belong to Rhatwb'Uu. It is probable that
most of the others here mentioned "belong to Uhamdclla rather than to Rhamdia. In Eigenmaun's latest catalogue, uearly all of them are provisionally placed in Rhamdella.
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but few of the following species have been examined as to this character,
we are forceil to refer all to the single genus lihamdia. {Nhamdia or Bagre
da Rio, a Portuguese name, applied by Marcgrave to Rhamdia sebw, and
written " Rhamdia" by Valenciennes, perhaps a misprint.)
Khamdia:
a.

Koiilauellc in tlieadult notcontiniied behind the eyo; maxillary

band of teeth not widened

at the edge; occipital process present.
(<.

Sides with a dark lateral bund; maxillary Iiarbcls rcachinf; little
pos(^ fins;

r.

w agnf.ri.

with the fontanelle uudescribed, most

na. Species

beyond front of

pectoral spine short.
of tlieni

adi
^S^'^.

probably belonging to lUimiiddla.

.\nal r.aysll or 12.

Adipose

(I.

e.

moderately long, 3V4 to

fin

Z% in

length.

Maxillary barbels very long, reaching tip of

ventr.als.

BARONIS-MULLEUI, 234.
ee.

Maxillary barbels reaching end of dorsal.
/. Depth 6% iu length.
ff. Depth b]{i in lengtli.

Adipose

ihl

fin short,

motagoensis,
BRAcnYPTERA,

235.

236.

4 in length; barbels short, not reaching tip of pectorals.

SALVINI, 237.
cc.

Anal rays 13
g.

Adipose

fin sbort,

about 4 in length; barbels reaching end of dorsal.
iiYPSELi'urs, 238.

Adipose

(7(7.

h.

fin

moderate, 3 to

in length.

Occipital process rather short.

Ml. Occipital process

ggg. Adipose fin long,
1.

SJ/^

laticauda, 239.

godmani,

rather long.

240.

more than y^ of length.

Barbels very long, the longest reaching middle of adipose

fin.

GUATEMALENSIS, 241.
a.

Barbels moderate, the longest reaching front of adipose

fin.

NICARAGUENSIS. 242.
in.
ccc.

Barbels shortish, the longest reaching end of dorsal.

Anal rays 14 ur
j.
j).

Adipose
Adipose

more than ^^ of length.
medinm, 3^^ in length.

manaotjensis, 244.

fin long,
fin

Ehamdella, (diminutive of
aaa. Fontanelle continued

microptera, 243.

15.

polycaulu.s, 245.

Ehar>i<lia):

backward

to the occipital process, with a bridge across

it

behind

the eye.
k.

Upp(!r .jaw scarcely longer than lower; tail deep; pectoral spine about li the head.

PETENENSIS, 246.
kk.

Upper jaw longer than lower; pectoral spine 2 to 2J
about 2|^ in head, caudal

fin

about 5 in length.

Subgenus
233.

in head; dorsal spine very

weak,

parryi, 247.

RHAMDIA.

RHAMDI.i WAONERI,

(Gunther).

(BARm:i)0.)

Head 4i; depth 5 i to 7. D. I, 6; A. 9 to 11. Head flat above, with
vertical sides; occipital process narrow, reaching about halfway to dorsal
spine; maxillary barbel variable, never reaching to end of adipose lin,
sometimes little beyond base of dorsal gill rakers 3 + 7; caudal deeply
divided; its lower lobe broad and rounded, the upper pointed. Color
brown, Avith many dark dots; a dark lateral band, darkest forward; base
of dorsal pale. Rivers of Central America, on both sides of the moun(Eigenmann.) (Named for Prof. Moritz Wagner,
tains, very abundant.
an authority in zoogeography.)
;

Jordan and Evennann.

—

Fislies

of North Avicrica.

Pimelodns wmjiteri, GC'NTHEa, Fishes Cent. Am., 474, 18G9, Atlantic
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and Pacific rivers of

Panama.
liliKmdiiibiaiisfonli, GiLL, Proe. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 187G, 337,

Ilhamdia wagiieri, Eioenmann,

S.

Subgenus

Panama.

A. Nematognathi, 133, 1890.

RHAMDELLA,

Eigeiiinann

Sc

Eigenmann.

Besides the species ascertained by Dr. Eigenmann to belong to Rhamdia,
the following additional species have been described from within our

but in none of these has the character of the fontanelle been given,
it is impossible to say whether they belong properly to lihamdia
or to EhamdeUa; most likely the majority of them will be found to have
their places in the latter group:
limits,

so that

234.

Head

RHAMDIA BABONIS-MULLERI,

5 in total length.

(Troschel).

A. 12; P. I, 9. Head flat, forehead
the longer; maxillary barbels reaching tip

D.I, 6;

broadly rounded; upper jaw
of ventrals; outer mandibulary barbels to beyond base of pectorals,
nearly twice as long as inner. Eye high, before middle of head; snout
nearly twice length of eye; interorbital space \\ times eye. Head covered
with soft, smooth skin, occipital process narrow, pointed, covered with
skin; humeral process reaching middle of pectoral spine.
Body tapering backward from head, much compressed behind. Pectorals reaching
to opposite third dorsal ray, the spine seriate within; ventrals shorter
than pectorals, falling far short of anal, reaching halfway to base of
third anal ray. Adipose fin 3^^ times in the whole length. Caudal deeply
divided, the lobes rounded, the lower larger. Brown, paler below, the
lateral line a narrow black streak.
"Pacific Ocean" in Mexico. (Troschel.) (Named for J. W. von Miiller, the title "Baron" distinguishing him
from the naturalist Johannes Miiller.)
Pimelodus harnnis-miilkri, Troschel, in Miillor's Beitriige zur Geschiclite, Statistik

von Me-xico, in,

23.5.

Head

und

Zoiilogie

no definite locality.

G36, 1805;

RHAMDIA MOTAGUENSIS,

(Giinther).

depth 6J. D. 1,6; A. 12. Occipital process short; adipose
fin 3 J in length; maxillary barbels to end of dorsal; dorsal spine very
feeble; pectoral spine striated; its inner margin strongly serrated.
Caudal peduncle as high as long; caudal forked; the lower lobe rounded;
the upper pointed and longer. Brownish, dorsal with a white band. Kio
Motagua, Guatemala. (Giinther.)
51;

Pimelodus motaguensis,

GCntheu,

2.36.

Cat., v, 127, lSr,4,

Rio Motagua, Guatemala.

RHAMDIA BRACHTPTERA,

(Cope).

Head 5f; depth 5^. D. I, 6; A. 11 P. 1,9. Occipital process short;
maxillary barbels reaching beyond dorsal; lower jaw a little shorter;
dorsal longer than high, its spine very weak; pectoral spine striate, flexible at top, strongly serrate on inner margin; adipose fin 'S'i in body; caudal
deeply emargiuate; its lobes largely rounded. Blackish, a pale shade on
;
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dorsal.
Orizaba, Mexico allied to R. moiaguensis, but with smaller eye,
deeper body, and slight difterence in fin rays. (Cope.) {Upax'u^, shortj
;

•KTEpbv, fin.)
Pimelodusbrachypterxts, Cope, Trans.

5;

depth

(Giinther).

Occipital process short; adipose fin 4 in length;

A. 11.

6.

Soc, 1806, 404, Orizaba, Mexico.

Phil.

RHAMDIA SALTINI,

237.

Head

Am.

maxillary barbels short, not reaching tip of pectoral; dorsal spine very
feeble; pectoral spine very short, not ^ head; caudal lobes subequal.
Coloration plain brown. Rio San Geronimo, Guatemala. (Giinther.)
(Named for Oscar Salviu, who collected largely in Central America.)
Phnehdus

sah'ini,

Gvntuer,

Cat., v, 130, 18G4,

RHAMDIA HIPSELURUS,

238.

Head 5; depth

Rio San Geronimo, Guatemala.
(Giinther).

D.I, 6; A. 13. Occipital process triangular; adipose
maxillary barbels reaching to the end of dorsal. Caudal
fin 4 in length
peduncle deeper than long caudal lobes both rounded. Uniform blackish.
Mexico. (Giinther.) (I't/zeAof, high; oi'pd, tail.)
6.

;

;

Pimelodus hypselunts, GUntuer, Cat.,

239.

v, 126, 1864,

Mexico,

RHAMDIA LATICAUDA,

(Heckel).

Occipital process short; adipose fin 31^ in length,
D. I, 6; A. 13.
maxillary barbels reaching ventral tail about as deep as body pectoral
spine i as long as the rays; caudal subtruncate. Mexico. (Heckel.)
{latus, broad; eauda, tail.)
;

Pimelodm laticaudm, Heckel, in Kner,
Pimelodiis laticaudus,

Gunther,

Sitz.

;

Wien, Ac, xxvi,

420, 1857,

Mexico.

Cat., v, 127, 18(34.

240.

RHAMDIA GODMANI,

(GUnther).

depth 6. D.I, 6; A. 13. Occipital process triangular, much
longer than broad. Adipose fin 3 in length. Lower jaw little shorter
than upper. Pectoral spine not more than i head, serrated. Caudal
lobes equal. Color brown; dorsal with the usual band. Valley of Rio
Usumaciuta, Guatemala.
(Named for Mr. F. Godman, associate of

Head

4;

Salvin.)
Pimelodus godmani, Gunther, Oat., v, 124, 1864,

241.

Head

Rio Usumacinta, Guatemala.

RHAMDIA GUATEMALENSIS,

(GUnther).

A. 13. Adipose fin long, 2i in length maxillary
4 depth 6.
barbels about reaching middle of adipose fin. Dorsal spine very feeble;
;

;

pectoral short, i as long as head
sal

Pimelodus guatemakmis, Gunther, Cat.,

242.

Head

4|; depth 7.

;

lower caudal lobe long.

Huamuchal, Guatemala.

with very light band.

v, 122, 1864,

I,

6

;

A.

13.

Adipose

dor-

(Giintlier).

fin

barbels reaching its front; pectoral spine f head.
a faint pale band. Lake Nicaragua. (Giinther.)
Pimelodus nicaragtiensis, GCnther, Cat., v, 125, 1864,

;

Rio Huamuchal, Guatemala.

RHAMDIA NICARAGUENSIS,
D.

Blackish

(Giinther.)

2iin length

;

maxillary

Blackish; dorsal with

Lake Nicaragua, Nicaragua.

Jordan and Evermaiin.
243.

Head 4^; depth

7A

;

— Fishes of North Atnertca.
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(GUnthor).

Occipital process slender, not reach-

13.

ing base of dorsal; adipose fin 2| in length maxillary barbels reaching
Pectoral spine a little more than i head. Ventral very
;

end of dorsal.

than pectoral. Anal small caudal short, the lower lobe 7
Blackish; dorsal with a faint band.
Rio San Geroninio.
(Giinther.) (//«/ip6f, small -Tepov,^n.)

short, shorter
in

;

body.

;

Pimelodns microplerus,

GCntheb,

5: depth

Rio San Geronimo, Guatemala.

RHAMDIA MANAGUENSIS,

244.

Head

Cat., v, 124, 1864,

(Giinther).

D. I, 6; A. 14 or 15. Occipital process slender, not
reaching basal bone of dorsal; adipose fin more than i length maxillary
barbels short, reaching nearly to base of dorsal spine; dorsal spine short.
Color uniform brown dorsal with a pale cross-band. Lake Managua,
Nicaragua. (Giinther.)
6.

;

;

Pimehdus manmjnensh, GCntheu, Fishes Cent. Am.,

RHAMDIA POLTCAULUS,

245.

Head

5

depth

;

6.

3it

short

;

ther.)

in

;

{t:o7J'(;,

Lake Managua, Nicaragua.

(Giinther).

D. I, 7; A. 15. Occipital process short adipose fin
maxillary barbels to tip of pectoral; dorsal spine very
;

length
caudal lobes equal.

long,

474, 18G9,

many;

Uniform blackish. Eio San Geronimo. (Giinnumber of dorsal and anal rays

navln^, stem; the

being greater than usual.)
Pimehdns polycaulus, GfxTHER,
246.

Cat., V, 131,1864,

Rio San Geronimo.

RHAMDIA PETENENSIS,

(GUnther).

Head 4^; depth 6. D.I, 6; A. 11. Adipose fin low but long, more than
i length, the maxillary barbels reaching to its front. Tail deep its depth
more than i the head. Lower jaw scarcely shorter. Dorsal spine very
;

pectoral spine not quite i head. Ventral fin short, brownish, with
a dark lateral band dorsal with the usual band. Lake Peten, Yucatan.
feeble

;

;

(Giinther.)
Pimelodim peleneimis, Gunther, Cat., v, 126, 1864,

247.

Head

depth 4J to

Lake Peten, Yucatan.

RHAMDIA PARRII,

(Eigenmann).

D. 1, 6 A. 12 to 14. Upper jaw longer than
4?
lower. Occipital process moderate. Dorsal spine very low and weak 2i
to 21 in head pectoral spine 2 to 2^ in head caudal 4* to 5|.
Occipital
process very narrow and short. Maxillary barbels short, extending little
beyond dorsal fin caudal lobe short and broad. Adipose fin 3 to 3^
in length.
Brownish, a dark lateral band. Rio Zanalenco, Chiapas.
(Eigenmann.) (Named for Dr. C. C. Parry, a well-known botanist.)
;

5.

;

;

;

;

;

RhamdeUii 2)'iiTyi, EiGENMANN,Proc.Cal. Ac. Sci.,1888, 130, Rio Zanalenco, Chiapas.

82.
Pseiidorhumdia,

Bleeker, which
PimelodeUa,

PIMELODELLA,

Eigenmann

&.

Eigemannu.

.STEfiTDACHNER, Siisswasserf. Sudiistl. Bras., in, 1876, 4G,

{Interislriga)

is Pimelinlui.

Eigenmann & Eigenmann,

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1888, 131,

(cristalus).

;

not of
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Museum.

Occipital process narrow, reaching the bony plate at base of dorsal

Fontauelle continued to the base of the occipital process, -with a
above the posterior margin of the eye. Dorsal and pectoral S))in6s pungent humeral process spine-like. Dorsal rays I, 6. This
genus is an ally of J'imelodus and lihamdia. The numerous siiecies are
confined chielly to the Amazon region. (Diminutive of Fimelodus ; inneTiriQ,

spine.

bridire across it

;

fat.)
a.

Adipose

fin less

than

3-i

D.

the length.

I, 0.

Pectoral fins not reaching ventral, nor ven-

Tectoral spine moderate, with S io

tral to anal.

remrved

\(i>

liodlvs.

Sides with a dark lateral iaft<i ^iiicli continues forward on the head.

}i.

spioe
1't.

Tip of pectoral
chagresi, 248.

^ diameter of the spine; spine very broad.

Maxillary barbels reaching front

Sides without dark lateral band, the color plain.

modesta,

of anal.

248.

PIMELODELLA CHAGRESI,

249.

(Steindachner).

depth 5^. D. I, 6; A. 11 or 12. Body elongate, slender. Eye
3| in head. Maxillary barbels reaching front of adipose fin. Dorsal
spine straight, scarcely roughened in front, except near the tip, 1^ in
head. Adipose fin 3i in length caudal deeply forked, upper lobe much
the longer. Pectoral spine flat, IJ in head. Color brown, with a welldefined band from tip of snout to middle of caudal dorsal fin with a
dark bar on the membrane upon each pair of rays. Rio Chagres. (Eigenmann.)

Head

4|;

;

;

P(meZof(?(.'!eAaf7resi,

Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr.,
Eigenmann, I. c, 130, 1888.

Rio Chagres, at Obispo.

iv, 34, 1876,

Pimelodella chagresi,

249.

PIMELODELLA MODESTA,

(Giinther).

Adipose fin long nearly 3 in length. Maxillary barbels reaching front
of anal fin; eye 4 in head. Dorsal spine slender, little more than -\ the
head, somewhat shorter than pectoral spine caudal forked, the upper
lobe the longer. (Giinther.) (Esmeraldas, Ecuador; also recorded, perhaps doubtfully, from Rio Chagres.) {modcshis, modest.)
;

;

Pimelodus moiJestus, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,

18G(l, 230,

Esmeraldas, Ecuador.

GiJN-

THEU, Cat., V, 117, 1864.

83.

PIMELODUS,

Lacdpede.

(CONGROS BaRBOSOS.)
Pimfhrbts, LACfipfiDE,

Hist.

Nat. Poiss., v, 94, 1803,

(qiiadriniaridatits,

etc.

;

includes various

genera).
Pimelodn.% CtiviER,

Regne Animal, Ed.

1,

203, 1817, {quadrimaculaliin, etc.; species

with one band

of teeth above).
Pimelodus, Swainson, Class'n Fishes, etc.,

ii,

305, 1839, {qnadrimaculalus).

Lutken, etc., who take macidalus as type.
PfieudariodeK, Bleeker, Nederl. Tijdschr. Dierkunde, 1863, 99,
Pseudorhamdia, Bleeker, I. c.,101, 1863, (maculalus
clarias).
Pimelodrts, Gill,

{clarias).

=

Teeth on the vomer in small patches or none; no teeth on palatines;
pterygoid teeth sometimes present. Fontanelle not extending backward
beyond the eyes. Humeral process broad, not spine-like. Crown of
head granulose, or covered with thin skin. Dorsal and pectoral spines

Jordan and

stout;

adipose

— Fishes of North Atnerica.
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\o\\^^ longer than high; dorsal rays I, 6.
Species
about 10 recognized in the genus as now restricted.

liii

chiefly Brazilian,
(7r(/ze/i//c,

I<'.iH'rinann.

fat.)

250.

PIMELODUS MACULATUS,
(CONGUO

Head 3i to 4i depth
;

D,

34 to 5.

I,

6; A. 11.

Vomerine teeth none or

naked above.
the pterygoids.

Lacdpfedc.

liARlillSO.)

in very

Head granulated, entirely
minute patches

;

teeth on

Eye

5 in head; interorbital space 3J. Maxillary barbels
tip of dorsal. Dorsal spine with its dermal tip as long

extending beyond
as head, not quite reaching the short adipose fin, which is 3} to 5i times
Anal emarginate, some rays extending beyond tips of last rays.
in body.
No brown bars on caudal; a dark cross spot at base of first dorsal spine.
Rio Mamoni (Panama) and southeastward "to Rio de la Plata; extremely

abundant

variable, generally

in

(Steindachner; Eigenmann.)

Brazil.

(maculalus, spotted.)
not the type.

Silurus clarion, Linn.hus, x, 30G, 1758, in part,

Pimehdm

darias,

Steindachner, Flussfischc

Pimelodus maculatns, LAciiPLDE,
Cat.,v, 115, 18G4, and

Piramnlana

Pimehdus

hlochii,

rir/idits,

many

Ilist.

Siiilamer.,

Nat. Poiss.,

ir,

v, 94,

10, 1879,

107,1803,

and of various

Rio de

authors.

Gi'NTHER, Cat., v. 111, 1864, Cayenne, Surinam.

Spix, in Agassiz, Pise. Brazil., 10, 1829, Brazil.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, xv, 188, 1840, after Bhioh,
Mi/stmascila, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 15l5, 1854, no locality given.
Pimelodus maa-onema, Bleeker, Silures do Suriname, 79, pi. 14, 18G4, Surinam.
Pseudat-iodes pantherinus, Lutken, Meddel. Nat. Hist. Foroni., 1874, Nos. 1, 2, pp.

Pimelodus

aiitliors.

la Plata; fii'NTiir.R,

blochil,

194, 198,

Vene-

zuela.
Psendorliarndiapiscalrij; Cope, Proc.

Piramnlntia iiiacroapila, GiiNTHER,

Am.

Phil. See. Phila., xr, 569, 1870,

Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Pebas.

Hist., July, 1880, 10,

i)l.

ir,

Rio de

la

Plata.
Pimelodus

fhiriitK,

Eigenmann,

S.

A. Nematosnatbi, 171, 1890.

Family

XXXV. LORICARIID^.

Catfishes with sides and back covered with bony plates and with the
caudal vertebra? compressed; the neural and Inemal spines cxi)anded,
forming a continuous ridge above and below. Mouth wholly inferior,
provided with broad, disk-like lips. Maxillaries thin, with a terminal
barbel, which is partly tinited with the disk at the mouth. No barl)el8
at the chin or nostrils. Teeth, if present, hooked and usually two-lobed
at the tip; the functional ones in one series; premaxillaries separate
from each other, box-shaped, filled with numerous relay teeth; dentaries
separate from each other and formed like the premaxillaries no teeth on
palate; no frontal or occipital fontanelle. Dorsal fin present, situated
on the abdominal part of the vertebral column, not connected with the
occipital process. Adipose fin, if present, composed of a spine with a
thin membrane. Anal short. Gill membrane joined to the isthmus the
gill openings restricted to the sides.
Intestinal canal long and coiled
upon itself. Nostrils close together, a flap between them placed a little above and in front of the eyes
iris with a flap encroaching on and
sometimes dividing the pupil. Air bladder cavity narrow at the base;
;

;

;

;

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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plate, usually communicating with the
outside air at a notch in the posterior margin of a temporal plate or
sometimes by many holes in the temporal plate; strong movable bones or
ribs extending from near the posterior end of the coalesced vertebraj outward; these compressed and sometimes forked at base; these structures

expanded beneath the temporal

form a more or less complicated arrangement which gives fixity to the
dorsal spine, but prevents a lateral motion of the head. A large family
of small and singularly armed catfishes, chiefly confined to the rivers of
South America; 24: genera and 247 species are described by Dr. Eigen-

manu, Avho is the most recent authority on this group. (Silurid.e HyposTOMATINA in part, Giinther, Cat., V, 221-260).
Loricariina:

;

with a single series Of plates on the sides. Dorsal fm usubehind the origin of the ventrals; no adipose fin. Intestinal canal usuUpper caudal lobe sometimes produced.
ally not longer than body.
Dorsal fin inserted above or slightly behind anal; 2 to 5 plates between it and occipital
Snout not expanded at
Tail with strong lateral keels.
process. Eyes superior.
Loricaria, 84.
tip nor margined with spines.

a. Tail long, tapering posteriorly,

ally inserted

6.

Hypostominje

:

aa. Tail short,

compressed or rounded.

face naked, or covered with

many
0.

Lips entire.

Adipose

minute granular

usually present; ventral sur-

fin

Intestine greatly elongate,

plates.

times as long as the body; lower caudal lobe sometimes produced.

Temporal plate not perforate.
d. Margin of the snout granular, with sonu-times a naked spot at
lower surface of

tail

exposed.

Dorsal rays

I,

7;

or

I,

8.

Scutes on

tip.

Teeth

fine

and

numerous.
e.

cc.

Interopercie with erectile spines borne on a movable plate. Dorsal and anal
Hemiancistru.'!, 85.
distinct.

Margin of the snout naked, without

bristles, granules, or tentacles.

txc.

Margin of the snout with
face naked.

Interopercie with

Cn.ETOSTOMrs,

erectile spines.

tentacles, or, in the female,

Interopercie with a

sometimes naked.

8fi.

Ventral sur-

bunch of spines inserted on a movable

plate.

Ancistrus, 87.

84.

LORICARIA,

Loncano, ILinNjT.us, Syst. Nat., Ed.
Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes,

Linnaius.

x, 1758, 307, (cataphracta).

Sturisoma,

nemiodon,Ksr.R, Panzerwolsc,

11, .304,

1839, (roslrala).

89, 1853, (ilepressus).

LoHcariichthjs, Blef.ker, Nederl. Tijdschr. Dierk., 80, 1803, {dnra

= cataphracta).

Bleeker, /. c, 80, (Ixvutscida).
Parahemiodnn, Bleeker, I. c, SO, {typiis).
llemioloricaria, Bleeker, /. c, 81, (caracase»si<<).
Pseudohemiodotiy Bleeker, I. c, 81, {platycephalua).

Pseudoloricarin,

Eineloricaria,

Oxyloricaria,

Bt.eeker,

Bleeker,

c, 81, (lima).

I.

I.

c, 81, (barbata).

This genus, sufficiently characterized in the analytical key above, connumber of species, abounding in the rivers in the eastern part of South America. They are remarkable for their elongate form
and for the coat of mail which covers the body. A few of these extend
tains a very large

northward to the waters about Panama. There is considerable variation
in form amoug these fishes, but the different groups inin into each other
and are best regarded as subgenera, (lorica, a cuirass, or coat of mail.)

and

Jordati

FA<ennaHii.

Suout long and narrow,

a.

Uemiodon,

its
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lower surface granular.

half; oJous, tooth):

(lifiJ,

head in both sexes granular. Teeth minuto or wanting. Lateral keels
becoming parallel, not coalescing. No keels on head or scutes before dorsal.
Lower surface of head partly naked; upTeeth minute, numerous in both jaws.
per and lower caudal rays greatly produced. Scales 33.
panamensis, 251.

Slaigiii of

6.

c.

Sturisoma,

(s/iirio,

sturgeon;

body):

(Toifto,

in males with

Margin of head

hh.

numerous

Teeth well developed in both jaws;

bristles.

lateral keels coalescing.
d.

Outer caudal rays produced.

Belly with 5 series of plates.

Scales 34.

U0STnATA,252.
<m.

Suout acute or rounded, not produced.

KiNELORiCABiA,

('piV ij, rasp; Loricaria):

Margin of the head

e.

in

males with ntimerous

/.

bristles.

Teeth well developed.

Lips not greatlj' expanded and without long

dal ray greatly produced.

Uppercaucirri.

Orbit notched; head naked below.
Anal plato rather large, with 3 smaller plates before it; lower lip2-lobed;
nuchal plates each with 2 strong keels; mucous pores of anterior part of
body black; all the fins spotted.
lima, 253.
nuchal ridges very low;
g<j. Anal region with small scales like those on belly;
(/.

fin

rays spotted.

bransfoudi, 234.

JIargin of the head in both sexes granular or hispid.

ee.

h.

I'lates

between Tentrals large; more or

less

connected to form a buckler.

Pabahemiodon, {napd, near; Hetniodon):
Head longer than broad. Belly v.'ith 3 or more longitudinal series of plates.
i.
j. Uppermost caudal ray spinous; lower lobe emarginate with short cirri.
Each jaw with S vt 10 teeth; no keel on caudal or nuchal plates.
uracantha, 255.
Loricaria:
hh. Plates
it.

between ventrals,

if

present, small; no large anal i)late.

Belly partly naked, the middle lino and sides armed; lower lip with numerous
cirri

and marginal

fringes;

teeth few, small;

surface with light and dark lines

;

(vU fins,

an occipital keel; upper

except anal, spotted with violet.

VABIEGATA,256.

Subgenus
251.

HEMIODON,

Kner.

LORICARIA PANAMENSIS, Eigenmann & Eigonmann.

Head 4^. D. 8; A. G; V. I, 5. Scales 33. Lower surface of head partly
naked no keels on the head or nape a large naked area about the mouth.
Orbit without notch, 4 in snout anterior profile concave. Belly with 5
series of plates.
Upjier caudal filament about as long as body first dorBrownish, a blackish area in front of eye; dorsal
sal ray very high.
somewhat 8[)otted a stripe on each lobe of caudal. Panama. (Eigen;

;

;

;

;

mann).
Loricaria pnnantensis,

Eigenmann,

S.

A. Nematoguathi, 3G5, 1890,

Subgenus
232.

Head

4^.

D. 8; A.

6.

STURISOMA,

Swainson.

LORICARIA ROSTRATA,
Scales 34.

head without keels or ridges

;

its

Body

surfaces

Panama.

Spix.

little

depressed anteriorly;

and plates evenly hispid nuchal
;

Orbit without notch, 4J in snout, 7i in head.
Anterior profile very concave; the snout long and narrow; upper lip
granular; lower Up entire and rounded, elongate, papillose; free part of
plates

weakly bicarinate.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

barbel shorter than eye. Belly with 5 series of plates; lateral keels
moderate, coalescing into one at the twentieth scale; breast and lower
surface with many irregular plates. First dorsal ray longer than head
outer caudal rays 3 in length. Brownish fins mostly spotted. (Eigen;

;

Rivers of eastern South America from Panama to the Paraguay,
widely distributed and abundant, (rosiratus, long-nosed.)

mann.)

Loricaria rostrala, Srix,

Brazil, 5, 1829,

I'isc.

Rio Branco; Guntuek,

A. Ncmatogiiatbi, 36G, 1890.
Loricaria acitla, CuviER & Valenciennes, xv, 472, pi. 452, 1840,
Loricaria barbutn, Knek, Pauzerwelse, 87, 1853, Rio Cujaba.

MANN,

Lu7-icaria barbala,

Eigen-

RINELORICARI A,
LORICARIA LIMA,

253.
4S.

Barra do Rio Negro.

GCntiieu, Cat., v, 257, 18G4.

Subgenus

Head

Cat., v, 25G, ISUl;

S.

8; A.

I).

Scales 27.

6.

Bleeker.

Kncr.

Body depressed and

elongate, the

depth i the width. Head long, tapering the cheeks in the male thickly
covered with fine bristles slightly rough in the female. Superciliary
margins raised nape with 2 ridges, which widen backward. Orbit with
a large notch l)ehind; anterior profile convex. Teeth few; lips well developed, the surface covered with short cirri barbels about as long as
eye. Head naked below belly with 3 to 5 series of scutes lateral keels
coalescing at the sixteenth scute. Upper caudal ray 2J- in length ventral
Marbled above, with about 4 faint forked cross-bars. Vertical fins
short.
more or less spotted. Coastwise streams of Brazil, from the Parahyba
northward to Panama, widely distributed and abundant in rocky brooks.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Eigenmann.)
Loricaria lima,

{lima,

a.

&le.)

Kner, Panzerwelge,

89, 1853,

Brazil;

GOnther,

Cat., v, 260, 18154;

Eioenmann,

S. A. Neiiiatoguathi, 308, 1890.

Loricaria atrigilala,

Hensel, Wiegm. Arch.,
254.

1SG8, 308,

Santa Cruz.

LORICARIA BRANSFORDI,

Gill.

Allied to L. lima. Scales 28. Eye small, i interorbital width, which is
orbit with a slight notch (snout and jaws
flat, bounded by slight crests
lost in typical example); lower part of head naked; opercle and marginal
;

band of erectile bristles. Scutes of neck
Scutes of thorax polygonal, those of belly scaleCaudal fin slightly
like ; lateral ridges coalescing on eighteenth shield.
emarginate, the upper spine swollen at its basal half, the lower lobe
truncated. Yellowish brown, the fin rays spotted. Isthmus of Panama.

scutes of head with a broad dense

with 2 obsolete

(Gill.)

(Named

cariniB.

for Dr. J. F. Bransford, its discoverer.)

Loricaria brain'fordi, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1870, 338,

Empire

Station, Isthmus

Railway.

Subgenus
255.

PARAHEMIODON,

Bleeker.

LORICARIA URACANTHA, Kner &

Steindachner.

D. 8; A. 6. Uppermost caudal ray spinous vertical diameter of eye 2
in interorbital width belly with about 6 series of plates. No keels on
occipital or nuchal plates lower lip emarginate, fringed with short cirri
;

;

;

each jaw with 8 to 10 teeth. None of the caudal rays produced barbels
very short. Rio Chagres. (Eigenmann.) (oi'pa, tail; d«ai)?rt, spine.)
Loricaria nracanlha, Kner & Steindacuner, Abb. Bayr. Ac, Wiss., 66, 1865, Rio Chagres.
;

Jorda?i

and

li'vermann.
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Subgenus LORICARIA.
2.')6.

LORICAIUA VAUIEGATA,

Steiiulachuer.

Head 5. D. I, 7; P. I, 6; V. I, 5; A. I, 5. Lat. line, 30. Body and
head strongly depressed, the head triangular, blunt forward; teeth very
few, 2 on each side above, 5 or 6 below; underside of head naked. Eye 9
in head, 5 in snout; ui)per lobe of caudal produced in along filament.
Upper parts with many brownish streaks fins all, except the anal,
spotted with violet.
Kio Mamoni, Panama. (Steiudachner.)
{varie;

gatus, variegated.)
Steindacuneb, Flussfischo Sudamer.,

Loricaria variegatit,

85.

HEMIANCISTRUS,

Hemiancistnts, Bleekeii, Tijdschr. Dierk.,
Paeudocunthicus,

Bleeker,

Lips entire;

I.

I. 15, 187'J,

c, 79,

i,

Rio Mamoni,

Bleeker.

78, 1863, (medians).

18tjH, [serralus).

compressed. Adipose fin entire remote from
the dorsal fin. Body covered with bony plates teeth small snout with
the margin granular temporal plate not perforate; interopercle erectile
and bearing spines. The numerous species are not well known and do
not seem to be abundant; theyare chiefly Brazilian. (;///<-, half uyKiarpog,
Ancistrus, a related genus.)
tail short,

;

;

;

;

;

a.

Interopercle with about 20 erectile spines; the longest Jg head.
guacharote, 257.
with very few short, setiform spines, the longest shorter than eye, not more

aa. Interopercle

than

j'g

head.

257.

D.

I,

7; A.

aspidolepis, 258.

HEMIANCISTRUS GUACHAROTE,
I,

5; P. I, 6; V. I, 5.

(Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Interopercle with about 20 com-

pressed, erectile spines, the longest i head head deiiressed snout semioval; bones of head rough, without keels; eye 5 in head; teeth very
;

;

fine,

doubly curved.

Pectoral spine reaching

fourth of ventral

first

and rough. Caudal 4 in total length, forked, with
Belly smooth to the anal. Brownish. L. 5 inches. Porto

dorsal spine slender

pointed lobes.
Rico.

(Cuvier &. Valenciennes.)

((juacharofe,

Hyposlomiis (juacliarole,

OrviER & VALENCIENNES, XV,

Chxtostomus guacharote,

Gi'NTHER, Cat., v, 245, 18G4.

•258.

the Spanish name.)

508, 1840,

HEMI.ANCISTRUS ASPIDOLEPIS,

Porto Rico.

(Giinther).

HeadSJ^. D. 1,7; A. 5; P. I, 6. Lat. line, 25. Head depressed, a little
longer than broad; snout very broad, rounded in front; interorbital

space nearly Hat, 3 times diameter of the small eye interopercle with
very few, short, setiform spines, the longest i eye. Thorax and belly
granulated, with naked patches. Seven scales between dorsals. Pectoral
spine strong, longer than head, with setiform spinules 12 scutes between
anal and caudal. Scutes of body with prominent keel, each keel with
4 to 7 short, setiform spines.
Each scale variegated with dirty yellow
;

;

and dark brown.
Chxtostomus

fu^pidolepis,

Veragua.

(Giinther.)

(naTr/f,

Gi?NTHEn, Fishes Central Amer., 478,

shield;

ISti'.i,

y.eTvir,

Veragua.

scale.)
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CHiETOSTOMUS,

86.
Chmtostomux,

Kner, Ilypostomidcn,

Museum.

Kner.

272, 1^(53, (lohorhynchns).

This genus, as understood by Dr. Eigenmann, includes all the forms
and Ilemianciatrus in which the snout is naked. The
numerous species are chiefly confined to mountain brooks in South America.
(xuiTV, bristle; oTo/ia, mouth.)
allied to lIi)i)Oiitomas

Pectoral spine lonjjer than liead; eye 8}^ in liead, 3 in snout; iuteiopeiculai- spines short

a.

and

stout, 1 or 2

on each

riscuEEi,

side.

CHiETOSTOMUS FISCHERI,

259.

251).

Steindachner.

{Ooucuu.)

Head
with

1

3i depth 5f. D. I, 8; A. I, 5 V. I, 5; P. I, 6.
or 2 short but very strong curved teeth on each side.
;

;

Interopercle

Mouth broad.

8J in head, about 3 in snout. Pectoral spine very strong, longer
than head by 1 or 2 diameters of the eye ventral spine 11 to 2 diameters of
eye shorter than head; longest ray of caudal slightly longer than head.
Scales 23 or 24. Yellowish, with very many yellow dots fins with some
(Steindachner.) (Named
faint dark spots. Rio Mamoni, near Panama.

Eye

;

;

for

W.

Fischer,

Chsetostomius fischeri,

who

collected the type.)

Steindachnek, Flussfische SUdamer.,

87.
Ancislriis,

Kneu, Hypostomiden,

ANCISTRUS,

i,

14, 1879,

Rio Mamoni.

Kner.

272, 1853, (cirrhosns:).

This genus includes numerous species of catfishes, allied to Hypostomus,
with the snout provided with tentacles. These tentacles are usually
present in both sexes, even in the very young. {uyiaaTfjoc, a fishhook.)
260.

ANCISTRUS CHAGRESI, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

Eye 6 to 7^ in head. D. I, 7; A, 4 or 5. Scales 24. Margin of the
snout naked, provided with tentacles. Females with a narrow naked
margin and a series of simple tentacles male with a much wider naked
area and simple marginal tentacles thorax and belly naked scutes of
the body not keeled region between eyes and gill openings partly naked.
Opercle erectile head broad, depressed, with keels. Lower caudal lobe
scarcely longer than upjier margin of the caudal obliijuely truncate.
Preopercular spines 11 to 15. Breast with a small granular patch of spines.
Rio Chagres. (Eigenmann.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Ancistriis chagresi,

Eigenmann, Proc.

Order N.

Cal. Ac. Sci., 1889,47,

Rio Chagres, Panama.

PLECTOSPONDYLI.

(The Carp-like

Fishes.)

Soft -rayed or physostomous fishes with the parietals broad, distinct
pterotic normal; symplectic present; opercular bones all present

;

meso-

coracoid present; no interclavicles the 4 anterior vertebra? much modified
and joined together, provided with the Weberiau apparatus or ossicula
;

Jordan and Evcrniann.
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IGl

Branchiostegals few, usually 3 or 4 shoulder girdle attached to
This group consists entirely of fresh-water fishes, and includes
about 8 families, to which belong the majority of all the fresh-water fishes
of the world. The essential character of the order lies in the modification
of the anterior vertebra', as in the Nematognathi, but without the
character of the rudimentary subopercle and maxillary and the scaleless
anditiis.

;

the skull.

skin which distinguish the catfishes. Three strongly marked suborders
are included in it each of which has been sometimes regarded as a dis-

—

There is no room for doubt that the Eventognathi and
llETEUooNATHijas Well as the Gymnonoti, sprang from the same stock
tinct order.

is not likely that the singular modification of the
vertebne, producing the Weberiau apparatus has separately developed
(jr/i.e/crof, woven together; (T7r(5v(5iiAof, vertebra.)
in the different groups,

as the catfishes, as it

Analysis of Subordehs of Plectospondyli.
a.

Lower pharyngeals
duced between

falciform, parallel with tho gill arches;

orbits; basis cranii simple;

jaws toothless; hrain case pro-

only 2 superior pharyngeal bones.

Eventognathi.
aa.

Lower pharyngeals not

falciform; 3 basal branchihyals; teeth in jaws often present;

brain case not produced between orbits; basis cranii double, sometimes with muscular
canal; 1 to 4 superior pharyngeal bones,

Anus submedian; body not

ft.

eel-shaped; dorsal tin present; ventrals abdominal.

Heteroonathi.
66.

Anus

at throat;

body elongate, more or

less eel-shaped; dorsal obsolete; ventrals

ing.

want-

Gymnonoti.

EYENTOGNATHI.
(The Carps.)

Suborder

Plectospondylous fishes with the lower pharyngeals falciform, parallel
with the gill arches; 2 upper pharyngeal bones; brain case produced be-

tween orbits; jaws without teeth; dorsal fin present; no adipose fin; venGill openings restricted, the gill membranes attached
trals abdominal.
to the isthmus.
Streams and lakes of northern regions, the species excessively numerous,
(fi', well; t'yT-of, within; yi'd^of, jaw.)

Analysis of Families of EvENxoGNAxni.
Pharyngeal teeth numerous, pectinate; maxillaries forming part of tho margin of the u)!perjaw; basal branchihyals 2.
Catostomid.t;, xxxvi.
(111. Pharyngeal
teeth few; margin of upper jaw formed by preraa.xillarios alone; basal
(1.

branchihyals

CypRiNiD.E, xxxvii.

3.

Family XXXVI.

CATOSTOMID^.

(The Suckers.)
Body oblong

more or less compressed. Head more
Opercles normally developed. Nostrils double no barlarge or small, usually protractile and with fieshy lips.
or elongate, usually

or less conical.
bels

;

mouth

;

Margin of upper jaw formed in the middle by the small premaxillaries,
and on the side by the maxillaries jaws toothless. Lower pharyngeal
bones falciform, armed with a single row of numerous comb-like teeth.
;

F.N. A.

12

Museum.
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Branchiostegala 3

membranes more

gill

;

or less united to the isthmus,

restricting the gill openings to the sides ; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth
pseudobranchiiw present. Scales cycloid, large or small. Laterg,l line
;

decurved, sometimes -wanting. Head naked fins not scaly. Dorsal fin
comparatively long (of 10 to 50 rays), without true spine anal fin short;
caudal fin more or less forked; ventrals abdominal, with about 10
rays; pectoral fins placed low, without spine; no adipose fin; belly not
Alimentary canal long. Stomach simple no pyloric ca'ca.
serrated.
Air bladder large, divided into 2 or 3 parts by transverse constrictions,
not surrounded by a bony capsule. Genera 14; species about 60; inhabiting the fresh waters of North America 2 species iu Eastern Asia
ascending streams in large numbers in the spring. They are not much
valued as food fishes, the flesh being flavorless and full of small bones.
(Cyprinid.e, group Catostomina, Giinther, Cat., vii, 12-24.)
;

;

;

;

a.

Dorsal fin elongate,

its

ICTIOBIN^
h. Fontanelle present

developed rays 25 to 50 in number; air bladder in 2 parts.

:

c.

;

body ovate

;

scales large,

Dorsal rays 24 to 33.

Mouth

(Z.

large,

more or less terminal,

bones and teeth moderate

;

protractile forward

;

lips

thin

large species, dark iu color.

;

pharyngeal

Ictiobus, 88.

smaller, inferior, protractile downward. Pharyngeal bones narrow,
with the teeth thin and weak; smaller species of pale coloration.
OAanoiiES, 80.
CYCLEPTINiE
body elongate.
\>h. Fontanelle obliterated by the union of the parietal bones

Mouth

dd..

:

;

e.

Mouth

small, inferior, with thick, papillose lips

;

scales rather small.

ClCLEPTUS,

CATOSTOMINiE:
no. Dorsal fin short,
/.

Air bladder in 2 parts.
g. Lateral line complete and continuous
h.

scales Buiall, 55 to 115 in the lateral line.

;

Fontanelle nearly or quite obliterated in the adult by the union of the parietal

bones

;

jaws with hard sheaths

;

posterior division of air bladder slender.

Pantosteus,
Mh.

Fontanelle broad and evident at
bladder broad,

all stages

j.
jy.

ii.

Mouth inferior, small, with thick papillose lips.
Catostomvs, 92.
Mouth very large, terminal, oblique lips thin and nearly smooth;
;

pharyngeals weak, with numerous small teeth. Chasmistes, 93.
Nuchal region with high sharp-edged hump, formed by the greatly enlarged and expanded interneural spines.

Lateral line iuterrui)ted or wanting
A-.

/./>,

ff.

;

Xykauciien,

Lateral line

more or
;

less developed, especially in the adult.

fontanelle present

Mouth normal, the lower

lip entire or

94.

scales large (40 to 50 in longitudinal series).

Lateral line entirely wanting.

Air bladder in 3 parts
I.

91.

of growth; posterior division of air

Nuchal region without hump, the interneural spines normally developed.

i.

33.

90.

with 10 to 18 developed rays.

;

scales large

;

Euimyzon,

95.

Minytrema,

9G.

lateral line complete.

merely lobed, the upper protractile.

Pharyngeal bones moderate, the teeth compressed, gradually larger downward; mouth moderate or small, the lips usually plicate. Moxostoma, 97.
mm. Pharyngeal bones very strong, with the lower teeth much enlarged, subcylindrical and truncate, the teeth of the upper part of the bone small
and compressed mouth large, somewhat oblique, with very thick lips.

TO.

;

Placopharynx,
IX.

Mouth

singular, the upper lip not protractile, greatly enlarged, the

developed as 2 separate lobes

;

lower

98.

lip

pharyngeal bones and teeth ordinary.

Lagociula,

99.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Kafinesque.

(Buffalo Fisuks.)
JtAFlNESQUK, Ichtli. Oh., 55, 1820, (bubabts).
Sdeioijmtllms, CuviBii anil Valenciennes, xvii, 477, 1814,
Icliolms,

AoASSiz, Aiiier. Jour. Sci. Arts, 192, 1850,

BiibalichlhiiK,

{ryprinella).

(urns).

IchOiyobm, Agassiz, (corrected ortliography).

Body robust head very large and strong. Eye moderate, anterior.
Fontanelle large, well open. Opercular apparatus largely developed the
suboperculuni broad
the operculum strongly furrowed. Mouth large
for a sucker, terminal, protractile forward, or downward and forward.
Mandible strong, obli(iue. Lips little developed the upper narrow and
smooth; the lower rather full on the sides, but reduced to a narrow rim
in front. Jaws without cartilaginous sheath. Muciferous system of head
well developed. Isthmus narrow. Pharyngeal bones rather weak the
teeth numerous, moderate or small the lower ones gradually larger than
the upper ones. Gill rakers long and slender above, becoming shorter
downward. Scales large, thick, nearly equal over the body lateral line
well developed, slightly decurved anteriorly. Dorsal fin elongate, its
rays 25 to 30; anterior rays somewhat elevated, their length about i that
of the base of the iin caudal not much forked anal fin not much elevated, its rays about (• pectorals and ventrals moderate, the latter with
about 10 rays. Sexual differences slight. Coloration dark, not silvery.
Air bladder with 2 chambers. Fishes of very large size, inhabiting deep
rivers, chiefly in the Mississippi basin.
(/A,'0if, fish; (iovc, bull.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ScLEROGNATHUS,
«.

Mouth

(aK\Tqp6<;, liivrd; yi'aSos,

jaw):

large, terminal, protractile forward; lips very thin;

lower pharyngeals and teeth

weak.

CVPltlNELLA,

2111.

ICTIOBl'S:

aa.

Mouth

smaller, more or less inferior, protractile downward, and with thicker lips; lower
pharyngeal bones stronger; the teeth comparatively coarse and large, increa.sing in

6.

size downward.
Back scarcely elevated, the depth 3 to3J4 •'i length.
c. Mouth rather large and oblique, approaching that of

/.

aipriiiella,

than in the next.
cc.

bh.

Mouth

more

obIi<iue

vrus,

small, inferior.

2t)2.

mehidionalis, 203.

Back elevated and compressed, the depth 2)^

to

2%

in length;

mouth

small, inferior.
liUDALl'S, 264.

Subgenus
261.

SCLEROGNATHUS,

ICTIOBUS CYPRINELLA,

Cuvier

(Cuvier

&

&

Valenciennes.

Valenciennes).

(Red Mouth Buffalo Kish; Common Buffalo Fish.)

Head very large and thick, 3^^ in length; depth 2i to 3i in length.
Developed rays of the dorsal 27 to 29; anal rays 9; ventrals 10. Scales
7-37 to 41-6. Body robust, moderately compressed, the outline somewhat
elliptical, but the back rather more curved than the belly.
Opercular
apparatus very strong, the operculum itself forming nearly i the length
of the head. Coloration dull brownish olive, not silvery; fins dusky.
Size very large reaches a length of nearly 3 feet and a weight of 20 to
;

30 pounds.

Mississippi Valley

(Diminutive of

;

cypriniis, carp.)

generally abundant in the larger streams.
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Museum.

CuviEu & Valenciennes, xvii, 477, 1844, Lake Pontchartrain.
Amer. Jour. Sci. Arts, 1854, 19G, not of Rafmisciuc.
Nelson, Bull. 111. HIus. Nat. Hist., i, 49, 187G, Illinois River.

Sclerognathris cyprinelta,

Ichlhjobiis hnhaliis, AfiASSiz,
Ichthyobiis cyniieUits,

Lhthyohushitbahif:, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mas., xii, 214, 1878.

Gunther,

Scleroijnalkus ciniriaella,

Cat., vii, 24, 1808;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Syuojisis, 883, 1883.

Subgenus ICTIOBUS.
262.

ICTIOBUS tRUS,

(Agassiz).

(Mongrel BrFFALo.)

Scales 8-41-7. D. 30 A. 10. Body much less elevated and less comaxis of body
pressed than in /. hubalus, the back not at all carinated
above ventrals about at the lateral line, and but very little farther from
the dorsal outline than from the ventral ; depth 3 to 3i in length. Head
very stout, strongly transversely convex, thicker, larger, and less pointed
than in /. huhahis, about 4 in length. Eye about equal to snout, 5^ in head,
;

;

smaller than in I. huhaJus. Mouth large, considerably oblique,
opening ^yell forward, approaching that of 7. ciiprinella. Mandible longer
than eye. Premaxillary somewhat below suborbital. Dorsal fin lower
and less rapidly depressed than in the next, the longest ray scarcely i the
length of the base of the fin. Anal fin rounded; its rays not rapidly
shortened the middle ones not much shorter than the longest. Colors
very dark fins all black. Mississippi Valley in the larger streams,
certainly distinct from /. hubalu>i, but we can
less common than the others
not always separate it from I. cyprinella, and perhaps it is not really different,
(ttrus, a wild bull.)

much

;

;

;

;

Carpiodes unm, Agassiz,

BuhaUchthys urus, niger,

Amor. Jour. Sci. Arts, 1854, 355, Tennessee River, Huntsville, Ala.
Ohio River, and bounsiif:, Osage River, Agassiz, Amer. Jour. Sci. Arts,

1855, 193, 195.

BubalichOtys

tiriis,

Jordan,

I.

c, 209;

263.

Scales 7-38-7.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 883, 1883.

ICTIOBUS MERIDIONALIS,

D. 29; A.

Depth 3|

(Gunther).

Mouth small, inferior, slightly corrugated.
Head4 to 4^, not much longer than high. Eye

10.

to 3J in length.
rather small, i of the length of the head and | that of the snout. Suborbitals narrow.
Anterior dorsal rays not much produced, shorter than the

head; caudal forked; origin of ventral vertically below the fourth dorsal
ray; pectoralnotextendingto ventrals. Coloration uniform. RioUsumacinta, Guatemala.
(Giinther.) (meridionalis, southern.)
Sclerognathus meridionalis, GiJNTHER, Cat., vii, 23, 1868,

264.

Rio Usumacinta, Guatemala.

ICTIOBUS BUBALUS,

(Rafinesque).

(Small-mouthed Buffalo; Razor-backed Buffalo; Sucker-mouthed Buffalo.)

Scales 8-39-6. D. 29; A. 10; V. 10. Body considerably elevated and
compressed above; the dorsal region subcarinate; belly thicker; depth
2| to 2f in length; axis of body above the ventrals, below the lateral line,
and nearly twice as far from the back as from the belly. Head moderate,
triangular in outline when viewed from the side, 4 in length. Eye equal

Jordan and FA>ermann.
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to snout, 4 to 5 in length of head,

much

and more

quite small, notably smaller

larger than in
inferior

than

/.

urns.

1G5

Mouth
man-

in /. urns;

elevated in front and rapidly
the middle of the fin,
the seventh ray about i the length of the third or longest. Anal rays
rapidly shortened behind, the middle rays much shorter than the first
long ones. Coloration paler; the lower fins slightly dusky. Mississippi
dible about equal to eye.

Dorsal

declined, the highest ray reaching

fin

much beyond

Valley and southward; generally abundant.
AmUndnn. hiibaJm, Kafinesque, Jour. Phys., 1818,

KniTLAND, Kep.

Cnlnslnmus hiibnlus,

Am.

BuhalichlhiishnluiluXy Agassiz,
BubaUchlJiifshnhiilHs,

SrUrmjualhus

%irus,

BiibalwJitliiis alius.
fc
(.')

Jordan,

I.

Zoijl.

421,

(/Jojj/iaAoc,

bullalo.)

Ohio River.

Ohio, IGS, 1838.

Jour. Sci. Arts, 1855, 105,

Ohio River.

c, 206, 1878.

GiiNTHER, Cat., VII, 22, 1868.
Nelson, in Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1877, 73,

Cairo,

III.;

Jordan

GiLiiERT, Synopsis, 883, 1883.

C((rpin(leistaiii-tis,

Mobile River, and

C. intnlns,

Wabash

River,

Agassi-/,

Am.

Jour. Sci. Arts'

1854, 355, 356.

BubaUMhys

bubalimts,

Jordan,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., ix, 50, 1877,

89.

CARPIODES,

Ohio River.

Kafinesque.

(Carp Suckers.)
Carpioih'K,

Rafinesquf, Ichth. Oh.,

Head comparatively

56, 1820, {cijprhiiis).

short and deep; its length 3^ to 5 times in that of

upper surface always rounded. P'ye moderate, median or
anterior. Suborbital bones well developed. Fontanelle always well developed. Mouth small, horizontal and inferior; the mandible less than
lips thin, the upper protractile, narrow, the lower quite
i^ length of head;
narrow, fi-shaped behind; both lips feebly plicate or nearly smooth.
Jaws without cartilaginous sheath. Muciferous system moderately dethe suboperclo broad.
veloped. Opercular apparatus well developed
Isthmus moderate. Pharyngeal bones remarkably thin, laterally compressed, with a shallow furrow along the anterior margin on the inside,
and another more central one on the outline of the enlarged surfaces;
teeth very small, compressed, nearly equally thin along the whole inner
edge of the bone, forming a fine, comb-like crest of minute serratures;
their cutting edge rises above the inner margin into a prominent point.
Body
Gill rakers slender and stiflf above, becoming reduced downward.
oblong; the dorsal outline more or less arched the ventral outline nearly
straight; the depth from + to ^ the length; sides compressed, the back
notably so. Cauda] peduncle short and deep. Scales large, about equal
over the body; lateral line well developed, nearly straight, with 31 to
41 scales; 12 to 15 scales in a cross-row from dorsal to ventrals. Dorsal
fin beginning near middle of body, somewhat in advance of ventrals, falcate; its anterior rays elevated, often filamentous, their height ranging
from i to 1^ the length of the base of the fin the number of developed
rays ranging from 23 to 30; caudal fin well forked, the lobes equal; anal
fin comparatively long and low, emarginate (in males), its number of developed rays usually 8; ventrals shortish, with usually 10 rays; pectorals
the body

;

its

;

;

;

Museum.
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Sexual peculiarities little marked; in some species, the males iu
spring have the snont minutely tuberculate. Coloration always plain
pale olivaceous above, white below, but hardly silvery, the fins plain.
This
Air bladder with two chambers. Size medium or rather large.
genus is very close to Ictiobus and its species are even more difficult to
determine. Compared with Ictiohus, the Carpiodes are smaller in size
and paler in color, with weaker dentition, but no technical character of
importance separates the 2 groui)S. (Carpio, ehhc, carp-like.)
short.

;

Body

(I.

subfusiforra, tlio depth about 3 iu length

;

lips thin, silvery

meeting at a wide angle.
Body ovate oblong, the back elevated, the depth about

white in

aa.

b.

the halves

life,

of the lower lip

caupio,
2}/^

2(5,').

in length.

Operclo Btrongly striate.
c.

Lips thin, silver-white iu

life,

the halves of the lower

lip

meeting

in a

wide angle,

as in C. carpio.

Head

d.

large, with blunt snout, the nostril near

its tip

head.
dd.

Head small and

pointed, the snout projecting

;

e5'e

;

eye large, 3J4 to 4 in
difformis, 201!.

small, 5 to

b]/^

in head.

TIIOMPSONI, 2G7.
cc.

Lips

full, thick,
first

6b.

reddish in

life,

the halves of lower lip meeting in an acute angle;

ray of dorsal usually very long.

Operclo nearly smooth

265.

;

velifer, 2G8.

otherwise essentially as in C.

CARPIODES CARPIO,

velifer.

cypRlNUS,

2(lf).

(Rafinesquo).

(Carp Sucker.)

Head comparatively short, its length 4 to 5 times in length of body.
Body more fusiform than in tbe others, compressed, but not much arched,
the depth 2it to 3 times iu length. Anterior rays of dorsal short, notably
thickened and osseous at base, especially in the adult; the first ray nearer
the end of the muzzle than the base of the caudal fin, the longest ray a
little more than i the base of the fin
caudal moderately forked. Eye
medium, anterior, 4i^ in head. Muzzle short but projecting beyond mouth.
D.30. Lat. Iine36. Size largest of the genus. Ohio Valley; southwest to
central Texas, generally abundant, apparently a valid species but variable, and its synonymy uncertain.
Perhaps more than one species is here
;

included,

{carpio, carp.)

fCcdostomus carpio* Eafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 56, 1820, Falls of Ohio River.
Carpiodes nummifer, Oope, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 484, Wabash River.
Carpiodes carpio, .ToRDAN

& Gilbert;

Synopsis, 118, 1883;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., 1886, 20; Texas specimens.
f Carpiodes hison,-\

Agassiz,

Am.

Jour. Sci. Arts, 1854, 356,

266.

Osage River.

CARPIODES DIFFORMIS,

Cope.

Snout very blunt, the maxillary reaching to front of the pupil. Nostrils
very near tip of snout, above or below upper lip lips thin, silvery colored
;

*The
p.ale

following- is Rafinesquc's description:
"Diameter I-4 of the length; olivaceous above,
beneath, chin white; abdomen bluish; lateral line straight; dorsal tin somewhat falcated

with 36 rays; anal trapezoidal with 10 raye; head sloping, rounded. Seen at th(^ Falls of the
Ohio, commonly called Carp.
Length from 1 to 2 feet. Eyes very small and black; fins olivaceous brown, the pectorals olivaceous, trapezoidal, short, and with 16 rays; tail with 24. Pors.il
beginning before the abdominal and reaching the end of the anal fin. Not so good to eat as the
Buffalo fish."

tThc following is Agassiz's description: "More elongated than C. lamns. The head issmaller;
the opercle also smaller and the subopercle triangular. The dorsal has its anterior rays longer,
hence its hinder border is more deejjly emarginate. Anal more lunate. Horizontal diameter of
scales greater."

Jordan and
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lower ^-shaped. Head 4J in length depth 2J to 2f Eye
quite large, 3i to 4 in head. First ray of dorsal nearer wuzzle than base
of caudal, the anterior rays of dorsal usually very high. Scales 6-35-4.
D. 24; A. 8; V.9. Ohio Valley and westward, generally common, {difin life, the

;

.

formis, deformed.)
CoPE, Proc.

Ciirjiiodes lUfformis,

195; .TORDAN

&

Am.

Soc

Phil.

Phila., 1S70, 4Sn,

Wabash

River; Jord.w,

I.

<.,

GiLiiERT, Synopsis, 120, 1883.

Carpiodes culisaiiserinns. Cope,

I.

267.

c, 481, 1870, Kiskiminitas River, Pennsylvania.

CARPIODES THOMPSONI,

Agassiz.

(Lake Carp.)

Body stout,

short, the

hack much arched, the depth 2^

in length.

Head

small, 4 to 4^ in length, the snout pointed; lips thin, white, meeting at a

Dorsal rays considerably elevated, | as long as base of fin.
Tip of lower jaw much in advance of nostrils;
.5^ in head.
maxillary reaching line of orbit. Origin of dorsal about midway of
body. Scales rather closely imbricated, 8-39 to 41-6. D. 27; A. 7; V. 10.
Great Lake region abundant our specimens from Lake Erie at Toledo,
Ohio. (Named for Rev. Zadock Thompson, who found the species in Lake

wide angle.

Eye

small, 5 to

;

;

Champlain.
Carpindes thompsoni, AoASSiz,
198;
f

JoPDAN & Gilbert,

Am.

Jour. Sci. Arts, 1855, 191,

Lake Champlain, Jordan,

/.

c,

Synopsis, 119, 1883.

Am.

Carpiodes selene* Cope, Proc.

Phil. Soc. 1870, 481, Bupposed to bo from

Root River,

Michigan.
268.

CARPIODES YELIFER,

(Rafinesque).

(Quillback; Spearfish; Sailfish; Skimback.)

Muzzle conic, projecting, obtusely pointed tip of the mandible reaching to opposite nostrils; maxillary reaching to opposite front of orbit.
Lips full, thick, flesh-colored in life, the lower lip ^-shaped, the halves
meeting in an acute angle. Anterior suborbital as deep as long. Head
31 to 4 in length. Eye moderate or small, 4 to 5 in head. Body much
arched above, the depth 21 to 3 in length. First ray of dorsal usually
nearer muzzle than base of caudal anterior rays of dorsal always elevated
or filamentous, sometimes as long as base of fin. Caudal deeply forked,
Scales 7-35-5. D. 26 or 27. Missits lobes slender, the upper the longer.
issippi Valley and southwestward to Rio Grande and upper Missouri, genMuch of the following synonymy is
erally abundant and very variable.
doubtful, some of the names perhaps belonging to C. carpio or C. difformis.
;

;

{velum, sail

;

fero, I bear.)

Ohio River.
Am. Phil. Soc, 1870, 482; Jordan, I. c, 190,
and titmidiis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 119, 1883.

Catostomus velifer, Kafinesqce, Ichth. Oh., 56, 1820,
Carpindes vclifei; CoPE, Proc.
Carpiodes cyprinus
Ictiohus velifer,
Ictinbus velifer,

Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. 5, 45, 1890.
Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1878.

1886, 18, description of var. lumidiis,

from

Texas specimens.
Carpiodes lumidus,

Baird & GiRARD,

Brown, Texas.
Carpiodes damalis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Carpiodes gray i, CoPE, Proc.

*Eye 3g

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 28,

Rio Grande at Fort

(Type, No. 178.

Am.

Sci. Phila., 1850, 170,

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 482,

in head; color silvery white.

D. 20.

This

may

Milk River, Montana.

Western

States.

bo identical with C. diJormi».
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CARPIODES CYPRINUS,

Museum.

(Le Sueur).

(Eastern Caup Suckeu.)

Very similar to C. velifer, the mouth similar but the opercle nearly
smooth with scarcely any wrinkles or furrows. Body rather elongate.
Eye quite small; dorsal fin high, color silvery, dorsal dusky; paired fins
edged with white. Streams about Chesapeake Bay, common in the Chesapeake and Potomac, rare in the Delaware, {cyprinus, carp.)
Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 1817. 91, Elk River and other
Chesapeake Bay; Gunther, Cat., vii, 19, 18G8.
Agassiz, Am. Jour. Sei. Arts, 1854, 25G, Susquehanna River.

Catostumiis cuprhins,

tributaries of
Cai-piodes vacca,

90.

CYCLEPTUS,

Rafinesque.

(Black Horse.)
Cuchptn.i, Rafinesque, Jour. Phys. Chymie. Hist. Nat. Paris, 1819, 421, {Hujrescetis).
RkytUlostomus, Heckel, Eusseggers Reisen Syrien, 1023, 1842, (elnugaUis).

Head very

small, short

Eye

surface rounded.

and

slender, 6 to 7 times in

body

;

its

upper

small, behind middle of head, not very high up.

Suborbital bones small and narrow. Fontauelle entirely obliterated by
the union of the parietal bones. Mouth small, entirely inferior, overlapped
by the projecting snout upper lip thick, pendent, covered with several
rows of tubercles lower lip moderate, formed somewhat as in Catostovius,
but less full, incised behind. Jaws with rudimentary cartilaginous sheath.
Muciferous system not greatly developed. Operculum smooth and narrow.
Isthmus moderate. Gill rakers moderate, soft. Pharyngeal bones strong
;

;

;

the teeth stout, increasing in size downward, rather wide apart. Body
elongate, moderately compressed, not much elevated the caudal peduncle
long; scales moderate, about equal over the body, with wide, exposed
surfaces, the number in the lateral line from 55 to 60. Lateral line well
developed, nearly straight. Fins rather large; dorsal fin beginning in
front of ventrals and ending just before anal, of about 30 rays, strongly
falcate in front, the first and second developed rays in length more than
i length of base of fin, the rays rapidly shortened to about the eighth,
the remaining rays being all short; caudal fin large, widely forked, the
lobes about equal. Anal fin quite small, low, of 7 or 8 developed rays,
Pectorals elongate,
scaly at base. Ventrals moderate, with 10 rays.
somewhat falcate. Sexual peculiarities marked; the males in spring
with black pigment; the head then covered with small tubercles. Air
bladder Avitli 2 chambers, the anterior short, the posterior elongate.
One species known. (Kt'/cAof, round /IfTrrof, slender "the name means
email round mouth." Bafinesque.)
;

;

;

270.

(Black Horse

;

CYCLEPTUS ELONGATUS,
Goued-seed Sucker

;

(Le Sueur).

Missouri Sucker

;

Suckerel.)

Depth 4 to 5 in length head 6 to 8^ eye small, 6 to 7 in head. Dorsal
rays 30; anal 7 or 8 scales 9-56-7. Longest dorsal rays a little longer
than head; pectorals rather longer than head. Coloration very dark,
;

;

;

Jordan

a/n/ F.Termann.

— Fishes of JVorth America.

tbo males in spring almost black. Size large.
sippi Valley; rather common in large streams.

ing

feet.

Missis-

singular and interest-

(elongatus, elongate).

lish.

Caloslonms

Length 2^

A

109

elo7igatiis,

Le SuEUR,

Jour. Ac. Xat.

Sci. Phila.,

1817, 103,

I,

Ohio River.

Sckrognallms ehngalns, GiiNTiiER, Cat., vii, 23, 1868.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Ci/rlcplnii elonijafm,

Synopsis, 121, 1883.

Rafinesque, Jour. Phys., 1819, 421, Ohio River.
AvModoH uiga; Kafjnesque, I. c, 421, {descriptioa insufficient; at second liaud), Ohio River.
Cycleptns nigrescens,

91.

PANTOSTEUS,

Cope.

(Mountain Suckers.)
Pantosteiis,

Head

Cope, Lieut. Wheeler's Expl.

W.

100th Mer., v, 673, 1876,

{platyrhy>ic}iu.<).

rather small, 4 to 5 times in length of body, flattish and rather

broad above, anteriorly somewhat pointed. Eye rather small, usually
behind the middle of the head. Suborbital bones narrow. Bones of head
rather thick, the 2 parietal bones in the adult more or less united,
partly or Avholly obliterating the fontanelle, which, however, is evident
in the young. Mouth rather large, entirely inferior; each jaw with a
more or less developed cartilaginous sheath. Upper lip broad, papillose,
with a rather broad free margin and 2 or more series of tubercles. Lower
lip largely developed, with a broad free margin deeply incised behind.
Pharyngeal bones and teeth essentially as in Catostomus. Isthmus broad.

Body

elongate, subterete, little compressed.

and 30

Scales quite small, 80 to 105

between
reduced in size and crowded forward, as in Catostomus, Lateral line well developed, straightish. Fins
generally rather small. First ray of dorsal usually about midway of
body, its rays few, 9 to 12 in number. Ventrals inserted under posterior
part of dorsal, the rays 10 or 9; anal short and high, with 7 developed
Pectorals well developed.
Caudal rather shallow emarginate.
rays.
Air bladder with 2 chambers, the posterior chamber very slender. Size
rather small. Rocky Mountain region, mostly in rocky brooks in the
arid district. The genus is close to Catostomus and may be inseparable
from it, as in 3 species of Pantosteus the fontanelle never quite disappears,
retaining through life the characters of the young of other species of
Pantosteus. This indicates the probability that Pantosteus is a modified
descendant of specieB of Catostomus. {navr, all; oa-toi', bone.)

in the course of the lateral line,

dorsal

a.

and ventrals, usually more or

Fontanelle entirely obliterated in
h.

Scales of back very

much

tlio

to 35 in a cross series

less

adult.

enlarged, there being less than 20 between dorsal fin

Head

nape, along the median line; about 75 scales in lateral line.
flattish .above.
66. Scales
c.

Gila basin.

and
and

arizon.t;, 271.

of back not notably enlarged, there being 30 to 50 before dorsal.

Scales moderate, 80 to 90
d.

ver.v broad,

Head

;

mouth and

lips

moderate; dorsal rays usually

short and small, nearly 5 in length

dd. Ile.ad rather large,

;

body slender.

about 4^ in length; body stout.

9.

Utah basin.

QENEROSrs, 272.
Rio Grande.
pi.EnEU'S, 273.

cc.

Scales very small, 90 to 100 in lateral line, usually about

e.

9.">;

mouth

full lips; head short; tail Blender; dorsal rays 9 to 12.
Caudal moderate, shalIow-fork('<l, its lobes shorter than head;

rado basin.

large, with very

fins low.

Colo-

delpiiinus, 274.

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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Museum.

Caudal long, deeply forked, its lobes pointed, longer tliiiii head. Head short,
guzmaniensis, 275.
Coahuila basin.
5 in length.
Fontanelle remaining partly open in the adult; scales small, crowded anteriorly; dorsal
short (transition species, approaching Catosloiiiiis).
ee.

aa.

/. Scales in lateral line

Columbia

90 to 100

;

head short,

g.

more

27fi.

incised.

Scales before dorsal 42, tho scales of the body being

Nevada

Upper Missouri and

5 in length.

jordani,

Scales in latiral lino about 70; lower lip

ff.

4^ to

basins.

much crowded

forward.

ar.«opi:s, 277.

basin.

gg. Scales before dorsal 23,

tho scales of body

little

crowded forward.

Gila basin.
ci.AUKi, 278.

PANTOSTEITS ARIZONJE,

271.

Head

4?

;

deptli 4f

D. 12

.

A.

;

7.

Gilbert,

now

species.

Scales 8-75-11 to 17

;

nnnsnally large

Body rather robust, the caudal jieduucle stoutish,
Head shortish, unusually broad and flat, the interorbital

scales before dorsal.

compressed.
very wide, flattened or even slightly concave, the orbital rim being somewhat raised; eye moderate, posterior, the snout very long, considerably
longer than rest of head; eye 3 in snout, li^ in postorbital part of head,
5| in head; mouth very wide, with wide papillose lips and well-developed
cartilaginous sheath to the jaws; fontanelle obliterated, the bone above
Fins all comparatively large, the pectoral
it very thin; isthmus broad.
head caudal well forked, 1^- in head, with numerous basal rudil-i^ir in
;

mentary rays; edge of dorsal straight.

Scales peculiar, those on back
very large, those along lateral line moderate, those on belly very small,
becoming minute below; scales posteriorly along lateral line much larger
than anteriorly. Dark brown above, pale below. L. 9 inches. Gila basia.
Pantoxteus arir.<m:f, GiLHERT, MS., Salt River, Tempe, Arizona.
272.

PANTOSTEUS GENEROSUS,

(Girard).

(Mountain Sucker.)

Body moderately elongate, the depth 5 to 5j in length. Head short
and small, 4| to 5 in length. Dorsal rays 9 (rarely 10) ventral rays 10
(rarely 9); scales 15-81-14. Lower lip full, with 4 or 5 rows of tuberIsthmus very broad. Head with conspicuous mucous
cles; upper with2.
tubes. Lower fins large. Light brown above, with dusky spots and
clouds males with the chin and fins red, and a crimson lateral baud. L. 8
inches. Great Basin of Utah very abundant in streams about Great Salt
Lake and southwest through the Sevier basiu and the desert. (Gencrosiis,
;

;

;

generous.)

Cottonwood Creek, Utah.

Caloslomusgeiierosiis,GlRAYiv, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 174,

(Type,No.25G.)

Minonms jarrovii. Cope, Proc. Am.
No. 18008.)
Panlonleus generosux, .Jordan

&

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1874, 129-139,

Panlonteusplalyrhiinchiis,

(Type,

Gilfiert; Synopsis, 123, 1883.

Mhomiia plalyrhymJtm, Cove, Proc. Am.
(Type,No.ir)7C3.)

Prove River, Utah.

Phil. Soc.

Pliila.,

1874, 134,

Utah Lake

at Prove.

.

JORDAN & GILBERT,

273.

Synopsis, 124, 1883.

PANTOSTEUS PLEBEIUS,

Head comparatively

(Baird

ct

Girard).

depth 4J; eye 5 in head.
Scales moderate, scarcely crowded

large, 4| to 4| in length;

Ventrals reaching nearly to vent.

anteriorly, 80 iu the lateral line, 25 to 30 in a cross series.

Body

rather

Jordan and Evermaiin.
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stout, subfusiform. Dorsal inserted midway between snout and upper
caudal rays; caudal short, emarginate.
Color dark brown, faintly
mottled, sides with orange in the males. L. 1 foot. Basin of the Rio
Grande, Colorado to Chihuahua very common, {plcbcias, commoni)lace.)
;

& Giuard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. riiihi., 1854,
tributary of Lake Guzman, Chihuahua. (Type, No. 1C8.)

Cnloftoiiiits pleheiiis,'BAini>

Calnsloiiius plelieiiis,

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

Jordan & Gilbert,
Pnnlosli'iiiiJKn-orii,

Cope

15, 18GS;

Vli,

Rio Mimbres, a

JoilDAN,

pleheiiis,

Piiiiliislcii.i

28,

/.

c, 184, 1S78;

Synopsis, 122, 1883.

ct

Yarrow, but not 3TiHomus jarrovU,

(JoPE.

PANTOSTEUS DELPHINUS,

274.

(Copo).

(Blueiieaded Sucker.)

Head rather short, 43to 4t in length upper lip broad and pendant
lower lip very broad, more deeply incised than in P. jordani, the lobes
pointed tail very slender, the caudal long mouth large, with very full
lips depth about 5 in length
scales 16-96 to 105-14. D. 10. Color dusky
bluish above, males with sides more or less rosy, the snout and fins tuberculate. A curved yellowish streak exteuding from belly behind, and
above pectoral axil. L. 12 inches. Mountain streams tributary to the
Colorado River in Western Colorado and Wyoming; very abundant.
;

;

;

;

;

{delj>hintis,

Miiwmus

dolphin.)

delphinus, CopE, Ilaydoii's Geol. Snr.

Wyomina;

for 1870, 435, 1872, probably

Henry

Fork of Green River, Wyoming.
Minomns hardiis, Coi'E, I. c, 43G; locality not certain, but probably Henry Fork of Green
River, Wyoming,
Pantosteus virencfns. Cope, Wheeler Survey, Zoiil., C75, 187(!, wrongly ascribetl to Arkansas
River at Pueblo; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 124, 1883. (Type, No. 1G758.)
Pantoslen3 delphinus, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1889, 19.
275.

Head

PANTOSTEUS GUZMANIEXSIS,

(Giranl).

D. 9 A. 8. Scales 14-90-14. Body stout, little
Head nearly as broad as eye; eye small, about i snout;
compressed.
mouth small; lips with considerable free margin. Dorsal inserted midway between snout and caudal caudal deeply notched anterior rays of
dorsal longest.
(Garman, description of C. nehuliferus.) Streams of
Coahuila and Chihuahua, tributary to the Rio Grande. Possibly identical with P. plelmus, but the small scales and short head approach
nearer P. delphinus, which is in a different river system.
5

;

depth

5.

;

;

GUosloimix gur,m(niieii.w,*

tary of

;

Gui\RD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Lake Guzman, Chihuahua.

Sci.

Pliila., 185G, 173;

Garman, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zool.. viii,
Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 883, 1883.

Calosiommnehuliferits,

Catostomns nebulifer,

276.

Head

U to 5^;

PANTOSTEUS JORDANI,

depth

Eye

4 J to 5.

Rio Janos, a tribu-

(Type, No. 260.)
89, 188],

Rio Nazas, Coahuila.

IJvermann.

4i to 5 in head.

Scales 16-90 to 100-14, 48 before dorsal.

Body rather

D. 10 or 11

:

A.

7.

stout; subterete;

head short, conic; interorbital space broad, little convex snout long, 2 in
head; mouth large; lower lip broad, little incised, covered with moderate
;

*The typo of
scale."

CiUosldiHiis giizxianietisU is a rantosleus.
It has 100 scales in the lateral Hue, 48
before dorsal, the fins liijfh. l)or.-:al rays 11; head 5 in lenjrth, eyes small; an orange latnebulifer, from tlie same funnal area.
It in probably identical with

eral band.

C
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tubercles; upper lip broad, extending well down on sides of mouth, its
tubercles in 3 or 4 rows; lower lip thin; more deeply incised than in 1\

rounded the cartilaginous sheath well developed
caudal peduncle stout; scales small, much crowded forward; dorsal small,
pectorals long, as long
its height 1* in head, a little more than base of fin
as head, reaching halfway to ventrals ventrals short, not to vent foutauelle a very narrow slit, or quite obliterated in old individuals; air
bladder small, the posterior part very long and slender. Dark greenish,
finely speckled, males with an orange lateral band peritoneum very black.
Clear streams of upper Missouri and Columbia river
L. about a foot.
(Named for David Starr
basins, Black Hills, and northwestward.
Jordan.)
generosus, the lobes

;

;

;

;

;

Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1892 (Jan. 27, 1893), 51, with jihato,
AA^hite\vood Creek and other streams of the Black Hills, South Dakota; Red
Rock River, Red Rock, Montana, and numerous other localities. (Type, No. 4;J9G:'..)
Catnslomus di^mtiiilns, Everm.^nn, Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1891 (1892), 41, plate 18, fig. 1.

Pantosleiis jnriltoi!,

Puutosteus viresrenn, .Jordan, Bull. 4, U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1878, 780.

Eigenmann & Ekjen'MANN, American

Naturalist, February *, 1893, 151,
Boise River, Caldwell, Idaho. (Types in Indiana University and British Museum.)
not of Cope.
Catosiomns discubulns, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 125, 1883

Panlosleiis columbiawis*,

;

277.

PANTOSTEUS AR.EOPUS,

(Jordan).

Fins moderate; dorsal higher than long, with 10, rarely 11, rays; venScales small, crowded forward, 10 or 9-70-8. Body elon-

tral rays 10.

gate, fusiform, subterete, the greatest depth 4^ to 4^ in length.

Mouth quite

Head

with full, thick lips,
the upper very wide and pendant, with about 6 rows of very strong
Interorbital space
papillae
lower lip two-lobed, similarly papillose.
wide, convex; eye elevated, posterior, quite small. Color dark; scales
with dark punctulatious. Kern River, California; Carson River and
Reese River, Nevada, (apaiof, slender (Jtt/;, aperture.)
small, conical, 4f in length.

large,

;

;

Caiostoimisarxopus, 3 ORV AS, Bull. v.

S.

Nat. Mus., xii, 1878, 173,

Kern River,

California.

(Type, No. 31228.)
Oalostoinns uneopus,

.Tokdan

& Henshaw,

bert, Synopsis, 127, 1883

;

Kept. Chief Engin., App. nn., 1878, 188;

PANTOSTEUS CLARKI,

278.

Jordan & Gil-

Gilbert, Death Valley Expedition, 228, 1893.
(Baird

&

Girard).

Closely related to P. arwopus, with restricted fontanelle and cartilaginous sheath to jaws, but with the scales less crowded anteriorly, there
being l)ut 23 before dorsal. D. 11. Scales 70; fins all small. Rio (iila
and tributaries in Arizona. (Named for John H. Clark, who first collected

it.)

Calostomm

clarki,

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 27, Rio Santa Cruz,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 130, 1883. (Type, No. I6fi.)

Gila Bas-n, Arizona

;

* Head 4s to il
D. 11 or 12
A. 8. Scales IG to lfl-80 to 100-15. Eye IJ to 2 in snout, 1.' to
Ig in interorbital, 3i to 4 in head.
All the fin.s pointed, the caudal lobes considerably longer
than the head. Light brown with indistinct clouds <if darker. Three specimens, 92 to 100 mm.
in length.
Boise River, Idaho, a tributary of the Ooluinbia. Related to P. geuerosiis, the eye
larger, tlie caudal longer.
(Eigenmann.) (Named for the Columbia River.) An examination
of numerous specimona from the Columbia basin shows this to bo the young of P.jonlani.
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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Le Sueur.

(Fine-scaled Suckers.)
Vtiloslomiis,

Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Hiipenlrliniii,

Rafinesque, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Phila., 1,1817,89, (catosloimis).
Sci. Philu., 181S, 421,

(nuwroplermn^nigricans).

Etmjslomus, Bafi.vesque, Ich. Oh., 59, 1820, [nmjaslomus, based on an incurred drawing).
Decadijbts, Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., GO, 1820, {hosloniensis
commersouii).

=

Am. Jour.

Jlijlomyzon, Agassiz,

Sci. Arts, 1855, 205, (nigricans).

GiRAUD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856,
GiRARD, Z. c, 173, 1850, (/ors/eWaiiHs).

Miiiomiis,

Acomiis,

1T3, (insignis).

Head, more or less elongate eye rather small, high up suborbital bones
narrow, fontauelle always present, widely open. Mouth rather large,
always inferior, upper lip thick, protractile, papillose lower lip greatly
developed, with a broad free margin, usually deeply incised behind, so
that it forms 2 lobes which are often more or less separated. Mandible
horizontal, short, not i the length of the head and not reaching to opposite the eye. Opercles moderate. Pharyngeal bones moderate
the teeth
shortish, vertically compressed, rapidly diminishing in size upward.
;

:

;

;

Bodj^ elongate,

more or

small, typically

much

less fusiform, subterete.
Scales comparatively
smaller and crowded anteriorly, the number in the
lateral line from 50 to 11.5, the number in a transverse series between
dorsal and ventrals from 15 to 40. Lateral line well develojied, straightish.
Dorsal with its first ray nearly midway of the body, with from 9 to 14

developed rays. Anal fin short and high, with 7 developed rays ventrals
inserted under the middle or posterior part of the dorsal, with 9 or 10
rays caudal fin forked, the lobes nearly equal. Sexual peculiarities not
much marked the fins higher in the male and the anal somewhat swollen
and tuberculate in the spring. Breeding males in most species with a
rosy or orange lateral band. Air bladder with 2 chambers, the posteVertebraj 45 to 47.
rior chamber large.
Species very numerous, all
belonging to the United States, except the Siberian C. rostratiis Tilesius.
Many of the western species are imperfectly known, and the following
key is far from complete, {kcito), inferior; aTo/m, mouth.)
;

;

;

:t.

Head transversely convex above, the

orbital

rim not elevated; scales in lateral line GO or

more.

Catostomus
b.

:

Scales very small,

much reduced and crowded

anteriorly, the

number

in the lateral

line 80 tolls.
0.

Ujiper lip very broad, with .several (5 or G) rows of paiiilla\
d.

Dorsal

fin

of 11 to J3 rays, very high, especially in the male, the free edge of

dorsal deeply incised; caudal very strong; the rudimentary rays at

its

base

largely developed in the adult, the caudal peduncle slender; these characters all

most strongly marked

in adult males; lips very full.

I.ATtPlNNIS, 279.

moderately developed; caudal fin moderate, it-«
rudimentary rays few, the peduncle rather stout; lii)sfull; lower lipsplit

dd. Dorsal fin of 10 to 12 rays,

qriseus, 280.

to base.

Upper lip thick but narrow, with 3 rows of papilla;. D. 9 or 10. pocateli.o, 2.S1.
ccc. Upper lip comparatively thin and narrow with 2 to 4 rows of papillae; dorsal rays
cc.

10 or 11.
slender, the head long-conical; month
catostomus, 282.
but the lobes short.
tahoensis, 283.
ee. Scales in lateral line 83 to 87; body and head stouter.
bex, 284.
eee. Scales in lateral line 80; lower jaw strong.
e.

Scales in lateral line

narrow, lower

\K)

to 115;

body

lip split to base,

Museum.
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Decactyli'S,
hh.

ten; fiaxTuAos, toe,

((leKo,

i.

c, ventral rays):

Scales .small, but larger than in the preceding group, the

uumbor

in the lateral line

5G to 75.
/.

Scales in lateral lino 70 to

Dorsal

ij.

fin

fm

Dorsal

//.

".'>;

lower

lip

broaJ.

moderate, of 11 to 13 rays.

head rather

short, higher than long;

bluntisli, 4^^ in length.

LABIATUS, 285.
hh.

Dorsal
i.

longer than high.

fin

Scales before dorsal about 40; head conical, small, 4J,^ in length.

OCCIDENTALIS, 286.
Scales before dorsal 31; head larger,

il.

4^;';

in length.

BERNAIIUINI, 287.

Dorsal

(jij.

of about 15 rays, head large, the lips very

fin loug,

full.

MACROCHEILUS, 288.
with about 4 rows of papilla;.
developed, not projecting much beyond the moderate mouth;

58 to 70; lips
ff. Scales in lateral line

"Nose"

j.

Ti.

little

mandible nearly horizontal.
Dorsal moderate, scarcely higher than long,

its

base

\]/^

to \%

in head;

the rays 11 to 13.

Mandible 3}^ to ?% in head; upper lip narrow, with usually but 3 to 5
rows of papillae, the number greater in western specimens (var.
snckU'i); scales 10-64 to 68-9, crowded anteriorly.
COMMEUSONIl, 289.
Mandible 3 to SJ^ in head; upper lip broader, with 4 to 6 rows of
II.
papillse; scales 9-G3 to 71-9, crowded anteriorly.
ardens, 290.

I.

kk.

Dorsal short, distinctly higher than long,

its

base 1}

upper

in head, its rays 11 or

jj

with 4 to 6 rows of papillai.
m. Scales small and crowded anteriorly, 59 in lateral
12;

lip

line; fontauelle large.

GILA, 291.

mm.

crowded anteriorly, about 56 in the
each with a dark spot at base; fontanelle small.

Scales larger, little

lateral line,

INSIGNIS, 292.
jj.

"Nose"

profile, its

length

2%

D. 11 or 12; scales G4.

at

five; lahiinn, lip, "lower lip five-lobed"):
and transversely concave between orbits; scales nearly equal over
the body, not crowded anteriorly 48 to 55 in the lateral line; lips very thick; lower

Hypentelium,
aa.

and projecting

an angle beyond the
in head; mouth small, inferior, the lips smoothish;
(Approaches Chasmistes.)
fecundls, 293.

largely developed, slender

(iiTTo,

Head broad,

below; nevre,

depressed,

fins large.

Head large, 4 to 4J^
Head very small, 5
Jill.
n.

in length; internrbital space concave.

nigricans, 294.

in length; interorbital space flattish.

khothcecus, 295.

Subgenus

CATOSTOMUS.

279. CATOSTOMUS LATIPINNIS,

Baird

&

Girard.

(Flannel-mouthed Sucker.)

Depth 5f

in the length.

Head moderate, 4|

in length, rather slender,

with prominent snout and rather contracted, inferior mouth outline of
the mouth triangular, the apex forward lips very thick, greatly developed lower lip incised to the base; its posterior margin extending
backward to opposite the eye; tubercles on lower lip smaller behind;
jaws with a slight cartilaginous pellicle. Eye small, high up; the head
flattish above. Scales long and low; ^losteriorly rounded, their horizontal
diameter greater than the vertical, 17-98 to 105-17. Body slender and
elongate; the caudal peduncle loug and slender. Fins excessively
;

;

;

Jordan and Ever mann.
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developed, especially in the old males the free border of the dorsal deeply
incised. Height of each of the 3 vertical fins in the males greater than
the length of the head. Dorsal usually 11, sometimes 12 or 13, inserted
nearer snout than base of caudal. Caudal very strong, the rudimentary
rays at its base unusually developed; least depth of tail less than \ the
head in males, stouter in females. Dark oliA^e, abruptly paler below;
sides and fins largely orange in both sexes, the anal and lower lobe of
caudal tuberculate in males. Herbivorous. L. 2 feet. Rio Colorado and
Rio Gila and their tributaries, very abundant, ascending the rivers in
;

spring.

Variable,

(^flfw.v,

broad

;

jn««rt, fin.)

Bairc & Gikard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 388, Rio San Pedro, Gila
Basin; Guntheb, Cat., vii, 14, 1808; Jordan, I. c, 178, 1878; Jordan k Gilbkut, .Synopsif,

C<i(()stom!t« lalipiniiis,

125,1883.

(Tyjio,

No. 20078.)

Catoslomns dUcuboUif, Cope, Hayden's Geol.

Siirv.

Wyo.,

435,

1870,

(young),

Green River,

Wyoming.
280.

Body long and
tially that of

Head

C

CATOSTOMUS GRISEUS,

(Girard).

slender, subterete, compressed behind, the form essencntostomus, the depth contained oi times in the length.

large, 4 in length of

body

the interorbital space broad and flat, 2^
Eye small, high up, and rather
posterior. Mouth large, about as in C. latipinnis, the upper lip pendant,
very large, with 5 to 8 series of tubercles lower lip incised to base,
lobes long; sheath pretty well developed. Dorsal fin not elongated, nor
in lengtl) of head.

;

Scales 16-90 to 110-14.

;

especially elevated, its rays 10 to 12, usually 11, the beginuingof the dorsal

than snout, much nearer in type of C.
long and strongly forked
anal fin long and
high, reaching base of caudal; ventrals not reaching vent.
Caudal
peduncle stout and deep, its least depth more than i length of head; its
length about f that of head. Scales quite small, about as in C. catostomus,
the exposed portion not notably lengthened. Coloration dusky brown,
sometimes with a dusky lateral band, sometimes irregularly mottled or
barred. Snout quite dark. Size large. Platte River and upper Missouri
regions, very similar to C. catostomiis, and perhaps not separated from it,
apparently diftering chiefly in the larger moutli and broader upper lip.
Specimens from Gardiner River (Yellowstone Park) have larger scales, 88
{griscioi, gray.)
to 90, representing a possible var. hictarius.
rather nearer base of caudal
retro2)in7ns.

Caudal

fin

;

Sweetwater Fork of Platte
River; Gunther, Cat., vii, 14, 1868. (Type, No. 202.57.)
Calosbnnm hidariiis, GlRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185C, 174, Milk River, Montana; may

Acotnus griseus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 174,

f

be

C

catoKtomus.

Catoslomus retropinnix,* Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 178, 1878,

may possibly be
it is

a distinct species, distinguished

probably an adult

381.

Head

griseiis.

Ijy

Milk River, Montana;

the fuller lips and more backward dorsal;

(Type, No. 21197.)

CATOSTOMUS POCATELLO,

Gilbert

& Evermann.

depth 5 to 5^; eye 4^ to 5 (about 4 in young); snout 2i to 2g
{2i in young); interorbital width 2^. D. 10 (rarely 9); A. 7. Scales
4;

*The type of C. retropinnis has very much larger lips than in any other specimens
examined, and the scales are smaller. It may be a good species.

we have
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Museum.

about 96 (90 to 108 in 8 examples counted), very much reduced in size and
crowded anteriorly, about 46 before the dorsal. Lateral line imperfect,
often undeveloped for as much as \ its length.
Body moderately slender head heavy snout not very pointed; eye
rather large, high up, middle of pupil a little nearer posterior edge of
opercle than tip of snout. Upper lip thick and narrow, but not i)endant,
3 rows of papilla} lower lip incised to base, the two lobes short and
rounded, with about 6 rows of strong papilke. Cartilaginous sheath of
jaws not much developed. Origin of dorsal about midway between tip of
snout and base of middle caudal rays; greatest height of dorsal fin If
Anal fin pointed, its height usually greater
in head, its free edge straight.
than that of dorsal, reaching base of caudal, \\ in head; pectorals about
equal to anal in length ventrals shorter, 1| in head. Least depth of
caudal peduncle 2* to 3 in head. Peritoneum pale, with dark punctulaAir bladder large. This species is related to C (jriseus (Girard),
tions.
from which it may be distinguished by its heavier headj larger eye, rather
narrower mouth, shorter lobes of lower Yip, and the less development of
the cartilaginous sheaths of the jaws. L. 8 inches. Snake Kiver basin;
the types from near Pocatello, Idaho.
;

;

;

;

Gilbert & Evermann, Bull. U. S.
Fork of Snake River, near Pocatello, Idaho.

Culoalomiis pocatello,

282.

Fish Com., 1894, 150, witli plate,

Ross

(Type, No. 45385.)

CATOSTOMUS CATOSTOMUS,

(Long-nosed Sucker; Northern Sucker;

(Forster).

Red Sucker.)

Body elongate, subterete, the depth 4 J to 41 in length. Head quite
long and slender, 4J to 4f in length, depressed and flattened above, broad
at base, but tapering into a long snout, which considerably overhangs the
large mouth. Lips thick, coarsely tuberculate, the upper lip narrow,
with 2 or 3, rarely 4, rows of tubercles; lower lip deeply incised, the lobes
shorter than in C. grwens, and the mouth narrower. Lower jaw w' ith a
slight cartilaginous sheath.
Eye rather small, behind the middle of the
head. Scales very small, much crowded forward, 95 to 114 in the lateral
line, and about 29 (26 to 31) in a crossrow from dorsal to ventrals.
Dorsal
rays 10 to 11. Males in spring with the head and anal fin profusely tuberculate, the tubercles on the head small the sides at that season with a
broad rosy band. Size large. L. 2^ feet. Great Lakes, upper Missouri
Kiver, upper Columbia, and northwestward to Alaska very abundant
northward, but not coming south of lat. 40°. The most widely distributed
;

;

species,

below

(/crirw,

;

trrw^ft,

mouth.)

Cyprimis catoslomns, Forster, Phil. Trans., 1773, 155,

Streams about Hudson Bay.

Calostomn.ilon'jirostrum, a,nd }iuilsonini>, titter 'FoTStoTjhT^

102, 107,

SvEVR,

Joixi: Ac.

CcUoslomus forslerianus, Richardson, Franklin's Journal, 1823, 720,

Lake Huron: Great Slave

Lake.
Catostomns aurora, Agassiz,

Catoslomm

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1817,

Vermont.

hutlsonius,

Lake Superior,

Guntiieu, Cat.,

Oatoslomus longiroslris,

Jordan A

vii,

300, 1850,

Lake Superior.

13,1808; Jordan,

I.

GiLUEiir, Synopsis, 126,1883.

<.,

175,1878.

Jordati

and Evermann.
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^

Mather, Twelfth Kept. N. Y. Fisli Com., Survey Adirondack Begion,
Big IVIoose Lake, northern New York. (Type, No. 33917.)

Catoslomiis uanomiir.on,*

1884,

3t;,

283.

CATOSTOMUS TAHOEXSIS,

Gill

& Jordan.

(Tahoe Sucker.)

Rather stouter than C. catostomus, the depth 4^ to 5 in length. Head
very large and long acuminate, the muzzle nearly i its length, overhanging the rather large mouth. Lips moderate, the upper pendant, with
about 3 rows of small papillae; the lower rather full, similarly papillose.
Eye nearly median, rather small, 8i in head. Scales small and crowded
forward, closely imbricated, 85 to 90 in the course of the lateral line,
and about 28 in a cross series from dorsal to ventrals. Dorsal short, but
longer than high, its rays 10. Coloration very dark; fins dusky; scales
everywhere linely punctate. Breeding males profusely tuberculate. Size
Lake Tahoe, very abundant. We have specimens also from Humlarge.
boldt River, at Winuemucca, Nevada.
CaCosto7nus lahoensis,

Jordan,

c.,l'!3,

/.

1878,

Lake Tahoe,

& Hensiiaw, Kept. Chief Engin., app. nn,

1878, 188

CATOSTOMUS REX,

284.

;

R.

California (Type, No. 31226)

Jordan & Gilbert,
S.

Head 4; depth 4. D. 11; A. 6. Scales
Head broad, flattish, the cheeks very long.

;

Jordan

Synopsis, 127,1883.

Eigenmann.

13-80-8, 35 before dorsal.

Mouth

small
lower jaw
the snout
2 rows of
papilhe on upper lip eye 8 in head, little behind the middle snout 2J
in head.
Scales peculiar, covered with skin at base. Ventrals not reaching halfway to vent.
Dorsal as high as long, its last rays almost as
ong as the first pectorals reaching halfway to ventrals. Caudal peduncle
ong, terete. Lateral line interrupted behind. Teeth moderate. Blackish above, paler below
scales of belly dark-dotted; fins dark. Length of
typo 32 inches. Lost River, Tule Lake, Oregon. (Eigenmann.) {)'ex,
strong, the premaxillaries forming a

;

hump on

;

;

;

:

;

king.)
Catoslowus rex,

KosA Smith Eigenmann, American Naturalist, July,

1891,

Lost River,

0(17,

Oregon.

Subgenus

DECACTYLUS,

Rafinesque.

CATOSTOMUS LABIATUS, Ayres.
Head 4| in length, rather bluntish mouth moderate, the labial papillt©
largely developed; the upper lip full, with about 5 rows of large but
285.

;

Scales 12-74-10. Dorsal fin short, higher than
Color dark above sides clouded with black and
Klamath Lake, Oregon; only one specimen yet known, (la-

rather sparse papillae.
long, of about 11 rays.

yellow.

;

biatus, large-lipped.)
Catoslomiis biblitlu^,

173

;

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Sci., 1855, 32,

Klamath Lake, Oregon

;

Jordan,/. c,

Synopsis, 128,1883.

*Thu8 described liy Mr. Mather: "Brown; male with a red lateral band in the breeding .<ea^ion;
head slender, tUittonod aliove, the snout shorter than in C. catostnim<s; lip.s thick, the lower with
3 or 4 rows of tubercles
eye large, 4 in head, 13^^ in snout. Scales smaller anteriorly, but little
crowded; dorsal higher than long; i)ectorals reaching front of dorsal; head 4; depth 5. D. I, 10.
A. 7. V. 9. Scales 14-99-U; L. (spawning specimens) 4i.i inches.
Big Moose Lake, Adirondack
region.- Apparently a dwarfed brook variety of C. calostomm, but inhabiting the same region
and spawning at a much smaller size."
:

F. N. A.

13
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CATOSTOMUS OCCIDENTALIS,

28«.

Museum.

Ayres.

(Sacramento Sucker.)

Mouth compaiativoly smiiii,
Body rather slender, little elevated.
smaller than in C. commersonii ; the upper lip with 5 or 6 rows of smallish
Head quite small, rounded above, 4^ in length,
papilla! lips rather thin.
the profile steeper than in C. commersonii ; the snout more pointed, the
;

two sides of the head more convergent forward. Eye small. Dorsal fin
longer than high, its rays 12 to 14 caudal well forked, the upper lobe the
Dark above, gradually paler
longer. Scale 13-75-10, 40 before dorsal.
below. Streams of California abundant in the Sacramento and San
Joaquin rivers, (occidentalis, western.)
;

;

Catoshmus occidenlaUs, Ayre.s, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,1854, 18, San Francisco Aoassiz, Am. Jour.
Gvntheb, Cat., vii, 17, 1868
Sci. Arts, 1855, 209, San Francisco ; Jobdan, I. c, 172, 1878
;

;

Jordan &

;

Gilbert, Synopsis, 128, 1883.

287.

CATOSTOMUS BERNARDINI,

Giraid

Closely allied to C. occidentalis, but with the head less conic and the
lower fins larger. Scales much crowded forward, 31 before dorsal, 75''in
lateral line; fontanelle large; lips broad, without sheath, formed as in
C. occidentalis,

the lower deeply incised

the dorsal longer than

fins high,

;

high, with 12 rays caudal lobes equal head i^ in length. San Bernardino Creek, a tributary of Rio Yaqui, on the boundary of Arizona and
;

;

Soiiora.
CatosUmuts beniardini, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 175,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
288.

128, 1883;

Jordan,

CATOSTOMUS MACROCHEILUS,

San Bernardino Creek;
(Type, No. 174.)

Cat., 18, 1885.

Girard.

(Columbia Eiver Sucker.)

Head 4 in

length, depth

5.

Scales 12-72.to 75-10, 40 before dorsal.

Body

snout blunt, much overlapping the horizontal mouth;
mouth quite large, with very large lips, the upper full and pendant, with
6 to 8 rows of moderate papilla>. Head large, 4^ in length, rather narrow,
quadrangular, the snout projecting. Eye large, 6 in head. Dorsal fin
much longer than high, its rays about 15; pectorals long and narrow;
caudal well forked. Coloration rather dark; a dusky lateral stripe below
abruptly pale. Columbia River as far as Flathead Lake, Montana not

heavy forward

;

;

;

rare.

{ixaKphg,

Caloalomus
7.

ii>

large;

acrocheilna,

c, 171,1878;

x^'^^o^t lip-)

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jordan & Gilbert,

1891, (1892), 40, plato 18, fig. 2.

289.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 175,

Synopsis, 128,1883;

Astoria, Oregon

Evermann,

:

Jordan,

Bull. U.S. Fish Com.,

(Tyjic, No. 240.)

CATOSTOMUS COMMERSONII,

(Lacepede).

(Common Sucker; White Sucker; Brook Sucker; Fine-scaled Sucker.)

Body moderately stout, varying with age, subterete, heavy
shoulders, the depth 4 to 4t in length. Head rather large and
conical, flatfish above, its length 4 to 4i in body (3^ to 4i in young).
moderately prominent, scarcely overpassing the mouth. Mouth
large

;

at the
stout,

Snout
rather

the lips strongly papillose, the upper moderate, with 2 or 3 rows

—

Jordan and Evcrniaiin.

of papilUe

Fis/ics

of

JS^orth

America.
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4 to 6 in specimens from eastern Colorado, (var. sucklii).

;

crowded anteriorly,

on the sides than below scales
males in spring with a faint rosy
lateral band young brownish, more or less mottled, often with conlluent
blackish lateral blotches or a lateral baud. Lateral lino imperfect in the
very young. D. usually 12. L. 18 inches. Streams and ponds from
Quebec and the Great Lakes to Montana, Colorado, and southward to
Missouri and Georgia the commonest of the suckers, excessively abundant from Massachusetts west to Kansas. Variable western specimens
(suchUi) have broader li[)s and approach ('. Jrdciis. (To Philebert Commerson, an able early French naturalist and traveler, whose collections
were studied by Laci5pede.)
Scales

nuicli larger

Coloration olivaceous

10-64 to 70-9.

;

;

;

;

;

Otjpriiins

commersonii,* Lac£p£de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 502, 1803, locality

Cyprimts

teres,

Mitchill, Trans.

Cutoslomiis teres,

GuNTHER,

GUostomus communis,
Phila.,

I,

Lit.

and

Soc. N. Y. 1815, 458,

Pliil.

Cat., vii, 15, 18(18

;

Delaware River, and

Jordan,

I.

bostouensis,

New

unknown.
York.

c, 1G6, 1878.

Boston, Le Sueuk, Jour. Ac.

Nat. Sci.

1817, 95, 106, etc.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 129,1883.
Kafinesque, Ich. Oh., 59, 1820, Ohio River.

Gitostomns commersonii,
CatostomvsflexuosKS,

CatostomusrelicuIatvs,B,iCHAnDSON,

Fauna Bor.

Am

:

Fishes, 303, 1830,

Albany River,

(.Scales

70

to 77).

Kirtland, Rept. Zool. Ohio, 168, 1838, Cleveland, Ohio, etc.
Caioslomuspallidus, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 200, 1812, New York.
Catostomus sucIcUi, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sri. Pliila., 1S5C, 175, Milk River, Montana.
Catostomus gracilis,

Catostonms chhropteron, Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1800,473,

Kansas.

Catostomus alticolus, CopeA Yarrow, Wheeler Survey, ZoiJl.,v, 077, 1876, Twin Lakes,
(Type, Nos. 1.5777 ami 12915.)
Moxostomatrisignatum, Coi'E, I. c\, 679, 1876, Arkansas River, Pueblo, Colorado.
Catostomus utawana,f SIather, Twelfth HepDrt N. Y.
36,

a dwarf form from

290.

Blue Mountain Lakes,

Fi.sli.

New

CATOSTOMUS ARDENS,

Colorado.

Com., Survey of Ailirondacks, 1884,

York.

No. 33918.)

(Tyiie,

Jordan & Gilbert.

(Mullet of Utah Lake.)

Head

3| depth 4^ D. 12 or 13. A. 7. Scales 12-70 to 72-12. Body
rather elongate, little compressed, the back broad. Head broad, conical.

Mouth

;

entirely inferior, the mandible nearly horizontal; upper lip very

*The Cyprinus commersonii of Lacepede

is a sucker and probably this species rather than C.
catostomus.
The description is, however, very imperfect and the type said to have been observed
by Commerson in the East Indies; a statement apparently derived from a confusion of manuscripts and specimens of Commerson with those of Bosc, who collected at Charleston. Lace(iode
was indebted to Bo.sc for the next species he mentions, Ci/prinus sucetta. Lacepe<le'8 description
is as follows:
"Onze rayons il la dorsale; sept il la nageoire de I'anus; ueuf a cha(|ue ventrale;
huit a neuf iV'chaquo pectorale; la nageoire du dos et celle de I'anus quadrilatires; Tunalo
etroite; Tangle de rextremito do cetto derniere nageoire tresaigu; la caudale en croissant; la
ligne lateralo droite; la machoire superieure, un pen plus avancee que celle d'en bas; les Ocailles
arrondies ot tres petites.
Lo Commersonuien dont nous publions lea premiers la description,
et que le eavant Commerson a observe, presento un double orifice pour chacjue narine; sa teto
estdenouee de petites ecailles; ees ventrales et pes pectoralcs sont arrondies il leur extremite; la
dorsale s'eleve vers le milieu de la longueur totale du poisson."

fThe small "Juno sucker" of the Adirondacks thus described by Matlier "Olivaceous, white
below; males without red in the breeding season; body slender; head not small, llattened
above; snout little prominent; upper lip with 2 rows of' papilhv; eye 4 in lieud, 2 in snout;
dorsal as long as high; pectorals nearly reaching front of dorsal; head 4.
V. 9.
1). I, 11
A. 5
Scales 9-6 7-8; length of adult 4;,^ inches,
This
liiue Mountain Lakes, Adirondack region.
small fish I was at first disposed to consider as a dwarfed mountain form of C. teres, but the fact
that the latter fish is found in waters inhabited by this species, and while it grows to a length
of 12 or more inches there, this little sucker barely reaches ,5.
Added to this the fact that
the larger species had finished spawning in the inlets in May, while this fish was found in
masses in the swift mountaiu streams which tumble rapidly over rocks in the latter part of
June, depositing their eggs, thereby showing that they are adult fish."
:

;

;
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iiseuin.

wide, full, pendant, with 4 to 8 rows of coarse, irregular papillae, lower
lip very broad, coarsely papillose, cut to the base by a sharp incision.

Eye

small, 7 in head, 3^ in interorbital width snout 2J in head. Dorsal
long and low, its anterior rays \ longer than the last rays; pectorals
and ventrals short; caudal short; anal long. Pharyngeal bones rather
w^eak, with smallish teeth. Blackish above; males with the sides rosy;
fins dark.
L. 18 inches. Close to C. commersonii, differing chiefly in the
rather larger mouth and lips.
Lakes and streams of great basin of Utah,
swarming in myriads in Utah Lake. Also abundant iu upper waters of
Snake Kiver in Idaho. In Heart Lake, in the Yellowstone Park, it is
infested by a very large parasitic worm (Ligula cato-stomi, Linton), larger
than its own viscera, {ardcna, burning, from the red shades of the male.)
;

fin

Catostomtis ardens,

dan

&.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 464,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 128; Jordan, Bull. U.

Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1889, 66.

291.

Head

Utah Lake, Pro vo

Fish Com., 1889,

S.

65, 77, etc;

;

Jor-

Linton,

(Type, No. 27363.)

CATOSTOMUS OILA,

Kirech.

4^ depth 4*. D. 11 or 12. Scales 11-58 to 60-10. Close to C.
ardens, but the nape lower, the tail shorter. Dorsal shorter and higher,
its longest ray nearly twice the last, and longer than base of fin; free
margin incised. Snout 2^ iu head; eye small lips large, the ujjper with
4 rows of papilhe, the lower split nearly to base. L. 14 inches. Dark
brown, scales darker at base. Rio Gila.
;

;

Calostfimiis ijiht,

Kirsch, Proc. U.

2'J2.

Body rather

S.

Nat. Mus., 1888,

55.'5,

CATOSTOaiUS INSIGNIS,

Rio Gila, Fort Thomas, Arizona.
Bair.l

&

Girard.

elongate, subterete, heavy at the shoulders, tapering back-

ward, the deptli about 5 in length. Head moderate, about 4Hii length.
Fontanelle rather small; mouth comparatively small; lips moderate, the
upper narrow, with several rows of large tubercles; no sheaths on jaws.
Scales subequal, about 56 iu the lateral liue, 19 iu a cross series, 27 before
dorsal; scales on back large, those on belly small. A series of dusky spots
along each row of scales; the spots often obscure. D. 11. Very close to
C. commemonn, the scales less crowded, the upper lip broader, the color
somewhat different. Gila basin not rare. (t«6i(/His, notable.)
;

Bairb & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 28, Rio San Pedro,
c, 165,1878;
Cope & Yarrow, Wheeler Survey, Zool., v, 076, 1876; Jordan,

Calostonms inxignis,

Arizona
Jordan & Gilbert,
;

I.

Synopsis, 130,1883.

293.

(Type, No. 169.)

CATOSTOMUS FECUNDUS,

Cope & Yarrow.

(Webuo Sucker.)

D. 11 or 12 A. 7 V. 9. Scales 8-64-8. Body modHead subconic, the
compressed, the tail slender.
profile decurved from the nape to the base of the premaxillary spines,
which abruptly protrude, forming a distinct "nose," as in Chamtustcn
Mandible
liorus; premaxillaries in front scarcely below the preorbital.
large, oblique, placed at an angle of 30° when the mouth is closed, its
length 2| in head. Upper lip full, pendant, smoothish, with about 4 rows

Head

4

;

depth

4^.

eratelj' stout, little

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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of papillip; lower lip moderate, divided by a broad notch, each lobe with
about G rows of papilL-e. Eye a little behind middle of head. Dorsal
siiorter

and higher than

in C. aniens.

First raj- of dorsal twice height of

the last, its length greater than that of the base of the fin; caudal forked,

the lower lobe longest; pectorals long; anal high.

Utah

L. a foot.

below.

Dusky above,

pale

and not yet seen elsewhere.

lake, rather scarce,

This species resembles Chasmistes liorus. (fecundiis, fertile, in allusion to
its supposed abundance, but the "fecund" species which has made Utah
Lake the -"greatest sucker pond in the world" is really C. ardens.)
<:ilo!<lniuii<:fccini(his,

& Gilbert,
Bull.

U.

S.

CopE

Proc. U.

it

S.

Yarrow,

Zoiil.

Wheelor Survey,

Nat. Mu.s., 1880, 463;

Fish Com., 1889, 31.

Subgenus

HYPENTELIUM,

V.

9.

;

Jordan,

Rafinesque.

(Hoo SrcKER; Stone Roller; Toter; Crawl-a -bottom;
Hog Mollv.)
;

Utah Lake; Jordan

Synopsis, 12H, 1883

(Typo, No. 1G930.)

C.iTOSTOMUS \IGRICAXS, Le

294.

D. 10 or 11

v, C78, 187G,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Sueur.

Hammer Head; Stone Lfoger;

Lat. line 48 to 55, 12 to 15 scales in a cross series.

Deph 4^ to 5 in length; head 4 to 4^. Eye rather small, 4i to 5 in head.
Head flattened above, transversely concave between orbits, the frontal
bono thick, broad, and short, the physiognomy being therefore peculiar.
Upper lip very thick, strongly paiiillose, with a broad free margin, which
has upward of 8 to 10 series of papilla} upon it; lower lip greatly developed, strongly papillose, considerably incised behind, but less so than in
Catostomus proper. Fontauolle shorter and smaller than in C. commcrsonii.
Pectoral fins unusually larger.
Color olivaceous; sides with brassy

white; back brown, with several dark cross blotches, irreguthese becoming obsolete in old individuals; lower fins
dull red, with some dusky shading; young considerably variegated, the
luster; belly

larly arranged,

Size large; length about 2 feet. New York to Minnesota
and Kansas, Arkansas, and the Carolinas; abundant in swift or rocky
streams, which it ascends to spawn; never found in muddy or warm
waters; less tenacious of life than the other species of Catostomun.
sides spotted.

(nigricans, blackish.)
OalosUyiiws iiif/ricans,

Le Sueur,

Cat., VII, 17, 18G8;

Jordan,

Hyjomi/zon nigricntis, Agassiz,
Catnstoynus macuJosiis,

Jour. Ac. Nat. Scl. Phila., 1817, 102,
I.

c, 162,1878;

Am.

Le Sueur,

I.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Lake

Erie; Guntiier,

Synopsis, 130,1883.

Jour. Sci. Arts, 1855, 205.

c, 103,1817, Pipe Creek,

Maryland.

nijpenleUmn macroptcnim, Eapinesque, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

i, 1817, 420, Ohio River.
Ohio River.
CuviER & A'alenciennes, xvii, 450, 1844, 'Wabash River.
CaloslontHan!(iricuiis eloiranns, JoRVAS, Ann. Lye. 'Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1877, 345, Etowah River,
Rome, Ga.; a brightly colored variety from the Alabama basin.
OitoMomiis megaslomus, Kafinesque, Ich. Oh., 59, 1820; based on an incorrect drawing; belongs

Qitoslntwis xanlhopus,

Eafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

57, 1S20,

Catoslomiis plaiiiceps,

hero

if

anywhere.
2!).i.

Head

depth

r.iTOSTOMUS UHOTHffiCUS, Thoburn.

D. 11
A. 8 or 9.
Scales 7-48-5, 19 rows in front of
dorsal. Allied to Catosiomus nigricann but with much smaller head, which
is less depressed between eyes.
Head very small, flattened above but not
5;

5.

;
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concave between the orbits
jecting beyond the mouth.

Museum.

eoniewhat pointed in front, the snout pro-

;

Width of head equal

to its depth.

Mouth

opening nearly a straight line. Each jaw
with a strong cartilaginous sheath. Upper lip thin, with about 20 lines
of minute papilhe. Lower lip broad, each lobe with 8 or 9 broken plica;,
each with minute papillte on edges. Lobes of lower lip separated by a
notch from which a strong frenum reaches to the chin. Foutanelle short,
Eye 4 in head. Pectorals large, \\ length of head
its length about \ eye.
and reaching to the sixteenth line of scales. Dorsal inserted slightly in
front of middle of body. Anal reaching beyond base of caudal. Caudal
forked. Air bladder very small, with 2 chambers. Color dark olivaceous
above a darker narrow lateral band from snout below eye straight to base
of caudal the upper edge of the band obscure, the belly below the band
abruptly silvery 5 or 6 obscure dark cross bars on back and side, most
distinct on the dark longitudinal stripe base of caudal with a light band,
edged behind with brown. Six specimens, 3i to 5 inches in length, collected by Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, at some point in eastern Tennessee or
southwestern Virginia, thought to be from French Broad Kiver at Wolf
Creek, Tennessee. It closely resembles Moxostoma cervinum, but the mouth
large, its

width 2|

in head, its

:

;

;

;

is

different.

(poiJof,

CdtostdiniisrhothoeCHs,

torrent; oUiu, to inhabit.)

TiiOBVRS, Proc. U.

Broad River.

(Tyi>c,

No.

93.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1894;

supposed

to be

from French

4484r,.)

CHASMISTES,

Jordan.

Chnstnistes, Jordan, Bull. Hayden's Geol. Surv. Terr., iv, No. 2, 417, 1878,
TJpomij::on, Cope, American Naturalist, .lanuary, 1881, 59, {hrevirostris).

{Horns).

Head large, broad and flattish above, the sides vertical. Eyes small,
high up, rather posterior. Mouth extremely large, terminal, the lower
jaw in the closed mouth being very oblique, placed at an angle of about
45°; lower jaw very long and strong, its length more than i length of
head, its tip, when the mouth is closed, about on a level with the eye;
upper jaw very protractile; upper lip thin and nearly smooth. Snout
usually elevated above the rest of head, the premaxillary spines generally forming a conspicuous nose. Lower lip moderate, consisting of a
broad flap on each side of the mandible, in front reduced to a narrow rim,
the surface of the lip nearly smooth, without papilhe nostrils large.
Suborbital bones narrow, but rather l)roader than in Catostomns ; prefontanelle well
orbital large mucous channels moderately developed
developed. Pharyngeal bones weaker than iisnal in Caioiitomus, the teeth
generally smaller. Fins moderate pectorals rather long dorsal rays 11
or 12; anal 7; anal fin high, reaching caudal caudal fin rather long, its
lobes equal. Scales moderate, large on caudal peduncle, smaller and
crowded anteriorly, 60 to 80 in lateral line. Sexual peculiarities not
marked. Coloration as in Catostomns. Air bladder in 2 parts. Size
rather large. Species confined to the Great Basin, (xna/mu, to yawn;
one who yawns.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

a.

Scales moderate, 60 to G5 in the lateral lino.
h.

Scales 9-G3-8

bb.

;

dorsal rays usually 11; none prominent.

ScaleB 13-65-11; dorsal rays 12.

i.ioriis,

29G

cujus,

2.

Jordan

a)id

Evermann.

aa. Scales Biiiall, 70 to 80 in
c.

—Fishes of North America.

tho lateral line.

Snout short, tho premaxillary spines not fonninK a distinct projectinR nose; dorsal rays
brkvirostbis, 298.

11; Scales 12-74-11.
cc.
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Snout long, tho premaxillary spines forming a distinct ]uojectiiig nose, as in C Uorus.
luxatus, 299.
Scales 12-80-9.

CHASMISTES LIORITS,

296.

Jordan.

(June Sucker of Utah Lake.)

Head large, 3j iu length; depth about 5. Scales 9-63-8. luterorbital
space broad, 2J in head; eye 6 to 7 in head; width of the open mouth
3^ in head. D. 11, the fin elevated in front, its longest ray twice the
height of the last and about equal to the base of the tin. A. 7. Caudal
Color dusky
deeply forked, the lower lobe long; lower fins small.
above, pale below the scales of the back and sides profusely covered
with dark punctulations. L. 18 inches. Utah Lake very abundant.
{Adog, smooth; upoc, margin, referring to the lips.)
;

;

Chasmiiles liurns,

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

297.

Utah Lake

Nat. Mus., Xli, 219, 1878;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 132,1883.

at Provo, Utah;

(Type, No. 273G1.)

CHASMISTES CUJUS,

Cope.

(COUIA.)

Head broad and flat upper lip very thin lower lip represented by folds
on each side, which do not connect around the symphysis eye 8^ in head
interorbital space 4^. D. 12; A. 8. Scales 13-65-11. Color pale olive.
Pyramid Lake, Nevada, in deep water. (Cope.) {couia, the Indian name.)
Chnsmistes cujiis, CoPE,* Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 149, Pyramid Lake, Nevada.
;

;

;

29S.

CHASMISTES BREVIROSTRIS,

Cope.

Shorter than C. hixatus, especially the
muzzle, and the latter is without the hump produced by the protuberant
premaxillary spines. Parietal fontanelle small. Lower lip fold present
only on the sides of tho mandible. Body nearly cyliudric. Color dusky
Scales 12-74-11.

D. 11

;

A.

9.

(Cope.)
above, silvery below; fins colorless.
Lake, Oregon, (ftrerts, short rostrum, snout.)

L. 16 inches.

Klamath

;

Chasnikles hrerimstrix^ CoPE,

& Gilbert,

American Naturalist,

1879, 785,

Klamath Lake, Oregon

;

Jordan

Synopsis, 132,1883.

299.

Scales 12-80-9. D. 11
with a large fontanelle.

;

CHASMISTES LUXATUS,
A.

9.

Mouth

Form

Cope.

elongate.

Head

long, flat above

terminal, the spines of tho premaxillary

projecting so as to form a hump on the*top of the snout. Lower lip a
very thin dermal fold, extending entirely around the chin. Color clouded

above, with black punctulations, below paler, with red shades in some
specimens; fins uncolored. (Cope.) L. 3 feet. Klamath Lake and River,

Oregon,

(luxatun,

Chamnisles luxalu)!. Cope,

put out of joint, referring to the nose.)
American Naturalist,

1879, 784,

Klamath Lake, Oregon

;

Jokdan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 132, 1883.

*This paper "On the Fishes of the Recent and Pliocene Lakes of the Western Part of the
Great Basin and of the Idaho Pliocene Lake " contains an important discussion of the fish fauna
of Nevada, Oregon, and Idaho, with description of numerous fossil forms not long extinct and
closely allied to recent Cyprinidx and Cutostomidx.
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XYRAUCHEN,

94.

Eigenmann

Museum.

& KiiRcli.

(Razok-back Sucker.)
Xiiravchen,

Eioenmann

it

Kiuscii, Proo.U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 550,

((-//jj/io).

Characters of the genus Catostomns iu all respects except that behind
the occiput is a shai'p-^'^i&cd hump produced by the singularly developed
internenral bones. The anterior portion of the hump is supported by a
large iuterueural formed by a thick central pillar with anterior and posterior wings, the former coming to a point on the medial projecting plate
of the Bupraoccipital, forming a large opening beneath it; the latter wing
This
is somewhat smaller and articulates with the second internenral.
interueural is a thin, flat, subrectangular plate the next is an irregular,
;

flat

plate about I as large as the second, while the next 3 are small,

plates above and bent forward. Other bones of the anterior part of
the skeleton are somewhat modified in form, but the essential character
of the genus is iu the great develojimeut of the bones at the nape, showing externally as a sharp-edged hump. Two species known large suckers
of the Colorado basin, {^vpbq, razor* avxvv, nape.)
flat

;

a.

Scales about 13-73-13

;

aa. Scales lG-81-13

before

it

;

dorsal rays 12

and on

its

Body

dorsal rays 13 or 14.

tneucing at the nape with no scales before
edge.

300.

;

it

deep, the back bigh, the

or on

its

edge.

hump comcyi-ho, 300.

body more slender, the liumiJ much lower; scales ppjsent
i'ncompahore, 301.

XYRAUCHEN CYPHO,

(Razor-back Sucker

;

(Lockington).

IIump-backed Sucker.)

depth 4. D. 13 or 14 A. 7. Scales 13 to 15-72 to 77-13. Body
stout, compressed, the head low, the profile ascending to the prominent
hump, which is largest in adult specimens and usually begins at the nape
with no scales before it, its anterior edge straight, sharp, and scaleless;
mouth wide, inferior upper lip with 2 rows of papilL'c lower lip deeply
divided, with 8 rows. Dorsal long and low, with concave edge; caudal
broad and strong, with numerous rudimentary rays; pectorals moderate.
Scales loosely imbricated. Pharyngeal teeth small, numerous peritoneum
black. Coloration plain olivaceous. Basin of the Colorado and Gila
rivers very abundant where the water is not too cold reaching a weight
of 8 to 10 pounds, (cypho, hunchback.)

Head

4

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lockington, Proc.
of Gila, Arizona.

Oatostomtis cijpho,

Catoslomns ciipho,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Xyrauchun cypho, Kirsch, Proc. U.

301.

Head

A<;.

S.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1880, 237,

Colorado River at mouth

Synopsis, 129,1883.

Nat. Mus., 1888, 55G; Jordan, Bull. U.

XYR.iUCHEN UNCOMPAHGRE,

S.

Fish Com., 1889, 2G.

Jordan & Evermann.

4
depth 4J. D. 12; A. 7. Scales 16-81-13. Body more elongate
than in A', cypho of the same size, the form resembling that of a Gila
bead flatter, narrower, and less depressed than in X. cypho, the small lips
rather larger and more coarsely tuberculate. Nuchal hump much lower
than in X. cypho, but forming a sharp keel which does not extend forward to the nape, there being 13 scales before it, its surface also scaly.
;

Jordan

ainf F,7'cr>nann.
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candal peduncle much slenderer than
Coloration plain olivaceous.
Known from a single specimen, 7 inches long, taken in Uncompahgre
River (Colorado basin) possibly a variation of X. cypho, but quite unlike
all known examples of the latter.

Snout 2J in head

;

breast naked

;

in X. cypho, dorsal fin lower; candal large.

;

Xiimiichen intcompuhgre,

Uncompahgre

Jordan & Evermann,

Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1889, 26, publisliod 1891,

River, Delta, Colorado.

95.

ERIMYZON,

Jordan.

(Chub Suckers.)
niorosloma, AoASSlz,
Eriniyr.on,

Am.

Jour.

Sci. Arti3, 1854, 200, (oblongua),

Jordan, Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat.

not of Rafinesque.

Hist., 187C, 95, [oblungus).

Body oblong, compressed. Head moderate. Mouth moderate, somewhat inferior; the upper lip well developed, freely protractile; the lower
moderate, infolded, ^-shaped m outline, pli<'ate, with 12 to 20 folds on
each side. Lower jaw without cartilaginous sheath, rather stronger than
usual, and oblique when the mouth is closed. Eye moderate. Suborbital
bones well developed, not much narrower than the fleshy portion of the
cheek below them opercular bones moderately developed, not rugose.
Pharyngeal bones
Gill rakers rather long.
Fontanelle rather large.
weak; the teeth quite small, slender, and weak, rapidly diminishing in
length upward, each tooth narrowly compressed, with a cusp on the
inner margin of the cutting surface. Scales rather large, more or less
crowded forward. Lateral line entirely wanting at all ages. Dorsal fin
;

rather short and high, rays usnallj^ 11 or 12.

Pectoral fins jnoderate.

Anal fin high and short, more or less emarginateor bilobed in adult males.
Caudal fin moderately forked or merely lunate, its 2 lobes about equal.
(ty-, an
Air bladder with 2 chambers. One species widely distributed,
;

intensive particle; uv^du, to suck.)
S02.

ERIMTZON SCCETTA,

(Lacepede).

(Creek Fish; Chub Sucker.)

Body oblong, compressed, becoming gibbous with

age, the antedorsal

region more or less elevated in the adults, the depth about 3 in length, rang-

ing from 2i in adults to 4 in young. Head stout, short, about 4^ in length,
the interorbital space wide. Eye rather large, 4^ head. Scales usually
closely imbricated and more or less crowded forward, but often showing

number 36-1.5. D. usuV. 9. Coloration varying with age usually showing pale
streaks along the rows of scales young with a broad black lateral band,
bordered above by paler; in some specimens from clear water this band
is of a.jet black color and very distinct; in others it is duller; later this
band becomes broken into a series of blotches, which often assume the
form of broad transverse bars ; in adult specimens these bars disappear,
and the color is neai'ly uniform brown, dusky above, paler below, everyvarious irregularities in arrangement, the usual
ally 12; A. 7

;

;

;

where with a coppery or brassy, never silvery, luster; the fins dusky or
Sexual difference strong males
in spring usually with 3 large tubercles on each side of the snout, and

smoky brown, often reddish tinged.

;
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Museum.

with the anal fin more or less swoUeai and emargiuate. Length about 10
inches. Great Lakes, Mississippi Valley, and eastward in lakes-and lowland streams very abundant; the typical form, sucetta, occurring coastwise from Virginia to Texas. ^French sucet, sucker.)
;

Cyprimis mcetta, LActp^DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 606, 1803,
?[oxoiil<,maJ;i-iiiu'ihi!,

GiRAKD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

South Carolina.

Sci. Phila., 18.56, 171,

Dry Creek,

Victoria, Texas.

(Tyiw, No. 161.)

MoxonlomacampheUl, GiUAun,

Moxostoma

Enmi/Mn

tenne,

goodei,

Aqassiz,

}.

Am.

JonnAN, Bull. U.

Erimyson goodei, Jordan

Live Oak Creek and Devi! River, Texas.
Alabama.
Mus., xii, 148, 1878, St. Johns River, Florida.

c, 172.1856,

Jour. Sci. Arts, 1855, 203, Mobile,
S.

& Gilbert,

Nat.

Synopsis, 134, 1883.

Represented northward by
302a.

ERIMTZON SUCETTA OBLONGUS,

Body more elongate and

less

(Mitchill).

compressed than in typical

sticeita,

the

greatest depth being contained about SJ times in the length. Nape more
gibbous than in E sucetta. Head quite small and short, the eye smaller,

about 4f in head, being almost exactly midway in its length, which is 4^
Scales smaller and less uniform in their imbrication
in that of the body.
than in E. sucetta, the usual number 43-15. Color dark olivaceous above
the adult nearly plain, the young with a distinct black lateral band
which breaks up into bars with age. Great Lake region to Maine and the
Dakotas, south to Virginia and Indian Territory, everywhere abundant in
northern upland streams, gradually passing southward into the tyjiical
sucetta.

(ohiongus, oblong.)

Cyprinus ohlongns, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y., 1815,

Moxnstoma ohln)igmn, Guntiier, Cat.,vn, 21, 1868.
Caio8tomiis gihhosus, Connecticut River, Northampton;

and
I,

1,

New

York.

Germantown,

tuherculalKn,

Wissahickon River, Pennsylvania, Le Sueur,

ri7toM3,

459,

Jour. Ac. Nat.

Pa.;

Sci. Phila.,

1817, 92, 93, 104.

Calostomus fasciolaris, Raeinesque, Ichth. Oli., 58, 1820,

Labeo elegmis,

New

York; csopm,

New

York; and

Ohio River.

elongnlus,

Mohawk

Fauna: Fishes, 1842, 192, 195, 394.
Morosloma clariformis, Girarh, Proc. A- Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856,
River, Indian Territory. (Type, No. 165.)
.

Erimyzon

sucetta,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
96.

171,

River, De Kay, N. Y.

Coal Creek, Canadian

134, 1883.

MINYTREMA,

Jordan.

(Spotted Suckers.)
Mimjtremn, Jordan, Man. Vert. E. U.

Head moderate,
zontal

;

S.,

Ed. 2,318, 1878, [melanops).

rather broad above mouth moderate, inferior, horithe upper lip well developed, freely protractile the lower rather
;

;

small, infolded, /^-shaped in outline, plicate.

Lower jaw without cartiplaced about midway of the

laginous sheath. Eye moderate, rather high,
Suborbital bones well developed. Opercular bones well developed,

head.

not

much

rugose.

Fontanelle rather large.

Gill rakers rather long.

Pharyngeal bones essentially as in Moxostoma. Body
rather elongate, subterete, becoming deep and rather compressed with
age. Scales rather large, nearly equal over the body. Lateral line interrupted in the adult, but with perfect tubes, imperfect in partly grown
specimens, entirely obsolete in the young. Scales in a longitudinal series,
Isthmus moderate.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Dorsal fiu rather short
44 to 47 in immber, 12 to 14 in a transverse series.
and high, with abont 12 rays beginning rather nearer snout than base of
caudal. Pectoral fins moderate. Anal high and short, more or less emarginate in males. Caudal fin moderately forked, the lobes about C(iual.
Air bladder with 2 chambers. Males in spring with the head covered
with many small tubercles. This genus is intermediate between Erimi/zon
and Moxostoma, differing from the latter mainly in the structure of its
air bladder,

{iiivvq,

reduced;

rpf/^a,

aperture; in allusion to the imper-

fections of the lateral line.)
a.

Dark

streaks along rows of scales evident; Bcales 7^6-G.

MINTTREMA MELANOPS,

303.

(Winter Suckeh

;

melanops, 303.

(Rafinesquo).

Spotted Sucker.)

compressed, the young nearly terete, the adults
Body oblong,
deeper depth about 4 in length, varying from about 3 in adults to 4^ in
the young. Head not very large, 4*^ in length of body (IJ to 4^), not
specially depressed. Mucous pores rather strong. Eye small, 5 to 6 iu
head. Scales large, firm, regularly and smoothly imbricated, in 46 (44 to
47) longitudinal series, and 13 (12 to 14) transverse series, the scales not
V. 9.
Coloration
crowded forward. Fin rays usually, D. 12; A. 7
dusky above, with usually a black blotch behind the dorsal fin each
scale along the sides with a small, more or less distinct blackish spot at
its base, these spots forming interrupted longitudinal lines along the rows
of scales these lines are usually very distinct, especially in the adult,
little

;

;

;

;

but young specimens often show them faintly; sides and belly silvery,
with a coppery luster. Sexual peculiarities moderately marked very
old males with the head covered with small tubercles in spring no great
;

;

change with age, either in form or coloration. Size large maximum
length about 18 inches. Great Lake region to North Carolina (Cape Fear
River) and west to Texas rather common westward. {fifJag, black oiiji,
;

;

;

appearance.)
Ohio River.

Catostomus mekmo^ni, KafinesqI'E, Ichtli. Oh., 57, 1820,
Caiostomus fasciatns

Le Sueir,

Caloslomiisfasciatus,

Gvnther,

& Valenciennes,

in Cuvier

Cat., vii, 19,1808;

& Gilbest,

Minjjlremamelnnops, Jonj)AT<

Girard,

Pierre, Nebraska.

Z.

S.

Mississippi River.

Nat. Mus. xii, 138,1878.

Synopsis, 130,1883.

Moxostoma Victoria:, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Ptijchostomns haiideni,

xvii, 449, 1844,

Jordan, Bull. V.

Dry Creek, Victoria, Texas.
Yellowstone River; Missouri River at Fort

Sci. Phila., 185G, 171,

c, 1850, 172,

(Type, No. 20203.)

MOXOSTOMA,

97.

Rafinesque.

(Red Horse.)
Moxostoma, Rafinesqite, Ichth. Oh., 54, 1820, (anisnrus).
Teretiilus,

Rafinesque,

Plychoslonms, AoASSlz,

/.

c,

Am.

.'57,

1820, (anreohiit).

Jour.

Sci. Arts, 1855, 203, {anreolns).

or less elongate, sometimes nearly terete, usually more or
less compressed. Head variously long or short, its length 3i to 5* in that
of the body. Eye usually rather large, from 3 to 6 times in the length of

Body more

the head.

Suborbital bones very narrow.

Mouth varying much

in size,

Fontanelle always well oiien.
iu position, the mandible

always inferior

Museum.
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being horizontal or nearly ho. I^ips usually well developed, the form of
the lower varying, usually with a slight median fissure, but never deeply
Incised the lips with transverse plic;e, the folds rarely so broken up as
to form papilla'. Jaws without cartilaginous sheath. Muciferous sj'stem
considerably developed. Opercular bones moderately developed, nearly
smooth. Isthmus broad. Gill rakers weak, moderately long. Pharyngeal bones rather weak, much as in Erimyzon and Catostomus, the teeth
rather coarser, strongly compressed, the lower 5 or tJ stronger than the
others, which rapidly diminish in size upward, each with a prominent
form, nearly equal
internal cusp. Scales large, more or less quadrate
in size over the body, and not specially crowded anywhere, usually
about 44 in the lateral line and about 12 series between dorsal and venLateral line well developed, straight or anteriorly curved. Fins
trals.
well developed, the dorsal inserted about midway of body, its first rays
usually rather nearer snout than caudal, the number of developed rays
usually about 13, but varying from 11 to 17. Anal fin short and high,
Caudal fin
usually emarginate in the male, with 7 developed rays.
deeply forked. Air bladder with 3 chambers. Skeleton essentially as in
41.
Sexual peculiarCatostomus, the vertebrae (in M. anisurum) 27 -j- 14
ities little marked, the males in the spawning season with the lower fins
:eddeued, and the anal rays swollen and somewhat tuberculate. Species
very numerous in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains. They
spawn in spring, running up from the rivers into the smaller streams for
that purpose. They are difficult to distinguish and have been unduly
multiplied by authors. They are less tenacious of life than the s])ecies
{/xv^du, to suck
aTiJ/m, mouth
hence, more properly
of Cntofitomus.
MyzoNtoma.)
;

m

=

;

a.

Lips

the folds broken up into evident papillre;

full,

mouth very

PAPILLOSUM, 304.

an. Lips plicate, the folds

Dorsal

tin large,

not forming distinct

papillfe.

of 15 to 18 rays; lower lip

V"'^!'*?*^''.

somewhat

Mouth moderate lower tin pale.
lower tin reddish.
cc. Mouth quite small
c.

;

;

hb.

Dorsal
(I.

small, the snout project-

D. 12 to 14.

ing.

h.

;

fin smaller,

anisurum,

30.").

collapsum, 300

of 10 to 14 rays.

V"S^^l^'''l when seen from below, with a distinct
median crease in which the halves meet,- forming an acute angle.
Body stout, with broad, bluntish head, which is flattened aVmve; dorsal rays 12.

Lower
e.

papillose.

narrow, infolded,

lip

Bi-cro, 307.

Body

ee.

elongate, suhcylindrical, little compressed; snout truncate.

piinKxsE, 308.
eee.

Body compressed, the back

elevated; muzzle projecting beyond the very

small mouth,
dd.

couegonvs, 309.

Lower lip thin, forming a narrow, crescent-shaped border around the mandible.
album, 310.
/. Head small, 5 in length; snout prominent; dorsal rays 12 to 14.
Head stout, 4 in length; snout not projecting; dorsal rays 14 or 15.

.//'.

THALASSINUM,
ddd.

Lower
g.

311.

truncate behind, not evidently V-i^^'-ipfJ or U-sbaped.
Dorsal fin moderate, its rays 12 to 14, usually 13 in number; body more or less
lip full,

compressed.
h.

Caudal
i.

fin

Caudal

normal, the 2 lobes similarly colored.
fin

lower.

with the upper lobe not conspicuously longer than the

Jordan and Evermattn.

j.

Head rather
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largo, stout, broad .ibuvt', 4 to nearly 5 in body; suout

beyond the mouth.

little iirojecting
k.

Dorsal

189

low and small,

fin

uiiddlo of last, the

ray

its first

when

number of rays

depressed reachiDg

mouth

12;

small.

CONGESTTM,
rather IukIi and jiointed,

kk. Doi'sal fin

ing tip of

last, its

rays but

U

;

312.

ray about reachmouth rather small.
its

first

AUSTUINi;M,3l;i.

Dorsal

kkk.

Dorsal

I.

and longer, its rays usually 13.
with its free margin nearly straight; lower

fin larger
fin

always red in life.
m. Body oblong or rather elongate, the
vated.

mm. Body
\l.

Dorsal

fin

fin-

)jaik little ele-

Al'REOI.UM, 314.

stout, the

with

back much elevated.

its free

KOBUSTUM, 31.').
margin always more or les.'i in-

cised or concave; lower fins pale.

Head moderate, 4^

n.

in

body; back not elevated.

MACROLEPIDOTUM,
»H.

J.

Head

short,

Head very short and

CKASSIIABRE, 317.
low and small, conic, 5 to 5)^ in body; mouth very

small, the snout

apparently
u.

Caudal

fin

snout

310.

blunt, 5 in body; back elevated.

much

projecting beyond

with the upjier lobe more or

much

it;

caudal lobes

lesueuri, 318.

e<iual.

less

produced and falcate;

projecting beyond the small mouth; head small and

conic, about S}^ in length; dorsal fin with the free border incised,

the

rays produced.

first

Lower fins red in life; eye small,
00. Lower fins pale; eye larger.
0.

5 in head.

conis, 320.

Caudal with the lower lobe distinctly longer than the upper, and jet black,
the 2 lower rays abruj)tly i)ale; upper lobe red; body elongate;

hh.

mouth moderate.
gg.

Dorsal fin small,
slightlj'
J).

brevicep.'^, 319.

piecilurum, 321.

rays 10 to 12 in number; body elongate, subterete, or

its

compressed; liead shortish; mouth moderate.

Scales 6-50-6, 18 before dorsal; dorsal with

its

free

edge concave; color

nearly plain brownish, tips of dorsal and caudal somewliat dusky.

UUPISCARTES, 322.
py. Scales 6-43-5, 15 before dorsal; series of
tips of dorsal and caudal inky black.

jiale

streaks along rows of scales;

cervinum, 323.

304. MOXOSTO.II.V P.^PILLOSIMI, (Cope).

(White JIillet.)

Body comparatively stout, the dorsal region somewhat elevated and
rounded, the depth 4 to 4^ in length, the head about the same. Eye rather
large, high up and well back, the preorbital space being longer than in
most species top of head flat. Dorsal rays 12 to 14. Scales rather large,
t)-42-5.
Lips moderate, deeply incised, the folds more broken up than in
back with smoky
other species. Caudal lobes equal. Color silvery
shading; lower fins more or less reddish. Size moderate, length 1 to
2 feet.
Coastwise streams from the Dismal Swamp in Virginia to the
Ocmulgee River, Georgia; common. (rapUlosiiN, bearing papilla'.)
;

;

Ptyclioslomii.'! papillnfitf.

rivers.

MoTosloma

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Phil. Soc.

Phila., 1870, 470,

Catawba and Yadkin

North Carolina.

papilliisKiii,

137, 1883.

Jordan, Bull.

I'.

S.

Nat. Mus., xii, 134, 1878;

JORDAN & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

190

Jyullctin 77,

305.

United States Natioiuxl Museum.

MOXOSTOMA ANISURUM,

(Riinuosque).

(White-nosed Sucker.)

15ody stout, deep, compressed, the back elevated, the depth 3 to 4 iu
Head short, heavy, tlattish aud broad above, Sf to 4J in length;
depth of cheeks \ length of head. Eye rather large, midway iu head, 4 to
length.

Muzzle rather prominent, bluntish, overhanging the

5 in its length.

rather large mouth; upper lip thin, lower strongly V-shaped; fins very
large. Dorsal long and high, its height % the length of head, its free border
straight, the tirst ray about as long as fin. Pectorals nearly reaching
ventrals; upper lobe of caudal narrow, longer than lower. D. 15 to 18.
Color very pale and silvery; smoky above; lower fins white or pale red.
not very common, but
Size large. Ohio River aud Great Lake region
widely distributed, (ui^moc, unequal; oipa tail.)
;

CaCostoinKs

toiisiirits,

Calontomm

ctu-pio,

Eafinesque, Icbtb. Oh.,

Cuvier & V.\lenciennes,

Ohio River.
Lake Ontario,

54, 1820,

xvii, 45V, 1844,

not of Kafineecjue.

CatostonMS carpio, Guntiier, Cat., vii, 20,1868.

Moxostoma

carpio,

Jord.\n

& Gilbert, Synopsis, 139, 188S.
Am. Phil. Soc. Phila.,

CoPE, Pioc.

I'lychosijmtis velalus,

1870,

471,

Youghiogheny River,

Pennsylvania.
Moxostoma

relattou,

.Iordan

& Gilbert,

3Ioxostoma rcikncieunesi, .Tordan, Proc.

MoxostovM

anisuritm,

;

.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 73, substitute for carjno, preoccupied.

Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

306.

Head 4

Synopsis, 138, 1883.

U

depth

3^.

5,

47,1890.

MOXOSTOMA COLLAPSUM,

(Cope).

Body rather stout, compressed,
Head short, small, conic, broad and flat above. Mouth
D.

Scales 6-42-5.

15.

the back elevated.
small, the lips plicate, the loAver lip /y-shaped. Muzzle truncate, overhanging the mouth. Eye in middle of side of head, 4 in its length (iu

Depth of cheek,
specimen of 8 inches),^ in snout, 1^ in interorbital.
Dorsal long, its free edge straight,
i length of head back to preopercle.
its first ray as long as its base, f length of head.
Caudal lobes subequal.
Silvery, dusky above, without dark spots on bases of scales dorsal and
caudal membranes blackish; other fins plain, said to be orange in life.
(H. M. Smith.) Lowland streams of North Carolina (Neuse, Catawba,
Yadkin, and Roanoke) said to be very abundant. Apparently very close
to M. anisurum, but with the mouth smaller; perhaps not distinct,
{col;

;

laj))ius,

flattened sidewise.)

Am.

Ptychontomns collnpsus. Cope, Proc.

rivers,

Pliil.

Soc, 1870, 471, Neuse, Yadkin, and

Catawba

North Carolina.

Moxontoma collapsum, Smith, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Com., 1891, 198.

MOXOSTOMA BUCCO,

307.

(Cope).

Head short and very wide through the opercles front and vertex
Body stout, the back somewhat elevated depth 4 in length. Muzzle
;

;

Lips thin, the lower with lateral lobes
in head, width of head behind
Scales 6-40-5. D. 12; A. 7 V. 9. Olivaceous,

truncate, slightly projecting.

inclosing a /^-shaped interval.
orbits If in its length.

flat.

sub-

Eye large, 3^

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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dusky. (Cope.) Missouri River at St. Joseph.
a doubtful species said to be allied to Moxostoma c()llap>:Hm, but the dorsal has fewer rays. It is possible that this is
a valid species between (inistiruin and pidicnse, but no species with the
yy-shaped lips of anisurum have been found in the Missouri River by other
collectors. It will not unlikely prove to be a young red horse or possibly
the young of Mmytrema melanops. (.bucco, thick cheeks, from the interoper-

silvery below

Type about

;

dorsal

flu

4 inches long

;

cular width of the head.)
Hayden's Geol. Surv. Wyoming, 1872, 437, St. Joseph, Missouri.
Moxostoma bucco, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 138, 1883.
Ptijchostomus hitcco, OopE,

308.

MOXOSTOMA PIDIENSE,

(Cope).

Body elongate, more
long, 4i in length, flattish above.
Olivaceous,
cylindrical, little compressed. Muzzle truncate.

Head rather
nearly

sometimes with rows of faint spots along the series of scales dorsal and
caudal fins black-edged. Size quite small. Resembles M, cervinum but
the mouth entirely difterent. Great Pedee Basin. (Cojie.) (Name from
;

Pedee.)
Ptychostomus

pidiens'is.

Am.

Cope, Proc.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 471,

Carolina.
Moxosloma pidiense, Jordan, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

xii, 133,1878

;

Yadkin River, North

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

138, 1883.

MOXOSTOMA COREGONUS,

309.

(Cope).

(Blue Mullet.)

Muzzle conic, much projecting beyond the very small mouth body
much compressed, broadly fusiform, the back elevated and arched. Dor;

Color silvery, with plumbeous shades above lower fins white.
Catawba and Yadkin rivers. North Corolina. (Cope.) (coregonus, the white fish, from the form.)
sal rays 14.

;

Size small.

Ptychostomiis coregonus, Cope, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 472, Catawba and Yadkin rivers.
Moxostoma coregonus, Jordan, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., xu, 134, 1878; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
139, 1883.

MOXOSTOMA ALBUM,

310.

Head

Muzzle prominent, but

small, 5 in length.

corcgonus.

(Cope).

Mouth moderate.

Back a

little

less so

elevated.

than in M.

Depth about 3i

in

Dorsal rays 12 to 14, its free border often incised. Scales 6-45-5.
Coloration very pale
lower fins white.
Size large reaches a weight of
4 pounds or more.
Catawba and other rivers of North Carolina, {alhua,
length.

;

;

white.)
Plychostomtis albus, Cope, Proc.

Am.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 472,

Catawba River, North Caro-

lina.

Moxostoma album, Jordan, Bull.U.

S.

Nat. Mue., xu, 130, 1878

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 139,

1883.

311.

Head

stout, as in

MOXOSTOMA THALASSIXUM,

M. anisurum, rather

muzzle truncate, not very prominent.

(Cope).

long, 4 in length, flattish above,

Mouth moderate.

Back elevated.
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Dorsal

Ions, of 14 or 15 rays.
A'adkin River. (Cope.)

Greeu above, white below

tiu

white.

P<yt7ios/«mi(s M(((«.ssmi(j,

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Museum.

:

lower

tins

(//mZassinits, sea green.)
Phil.

Yadkin River, North

Soc. Phila., 1870, 472,

Carolina.
MuxustoiHii llialassiwts, Jordan', Bull. U. S. Nat. Mu8.,

xn,

l:il,

1878;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

lao, 18«3.

MOXOSTOMA COXGESTUM,

•.iV2.

U

(Baird

ct

Girard).

Red Horse.)

(Te.xas

Scales 6-45-5. General form of AI.
D. 12.
moderately compressed, the back somewhat elevated. Head comparatively short, rather broad above and pointed anteriorly the snout a little projecting, mouth rather small, the lower lip full,
formed as in il. aureolum ; eye small, about 5 in head; dorsal tin unusu-

Head

to 4|

;

depth

4.

aurcoluin, rather robust,

;

ally low and small, little elevated in front, its first ray, when depressed,
reaching about to middle of last ray; caudal not deeply forked, the lobes
Smoky yellowish brown above, yellowish
equal; lower fins moderate.
silvery below lower fins whitish none of the fins red in life; the membranes of the dorsal always dusky. Teeth as in M. aureolum. Streams of
Texas (our specimens from Lampasas River), said to have been taken in
Ash Creek, Arizona, but this is doubtful. The types of coiujeiitum and aJhidum belong to this species, which is close to macrolejndotuin, {cougeatun,
;

;

swollen.)
Oilostonnts congeslm:,

Baird & GiRARn, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Leon. (Type, No. 170.)

I'li/chofldrmis tiWidus,'^

New

terey,

Moxostoniaalbidum,

Jordan

Gatostomm

Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat.

cejcanus,

jt

Sci.

Rio Salado, Texas.
Rio San Juan, Mon-

Sci. Phila., 1854, 27,

Phila., 18D6, 172,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 141,1883; Jordan, Proc. U.S. Nat. Miis., 188G,18.
Sci. Phila., 1860,

473,

Colorado and

New

rivers,

Texas.
313.

MOXOSTOMA AUSTKINUM,

Bean.

D. 11: A. 6. Scales 6-44-6. Body rather stout;
lips plicate, truncate behind. Fontanelle very small. Eye small, nearly 6in
head. Dorsal rather high, its margin concave, its first ray when depressed
nearly reaching end of last ray. Air bladder in 3 parts. Light brown
above, yellowish below, some scales brownish at base; jiaired fins with
dark blotches in the adult, these markings wanting in the young which is
nearly plain silvery. Basin of Rio de Santiago, Mlchoacan, Mexico (west
of Sierra Madre). Our specimen from Rio Lerma, at Salamanca, {aus{trinuii, southern.)

Head

4^;

depth

4.

Myxostoma amlrina, Beax, Proc. U.

Mexico.
Minytrema

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 302,

Piedad

in

Morelia, (Michoacan),

(Type, Nos. 23120 and 23121.)

austriHitm,

Jordan & Gilbert,
314.

Synopsis, 136,1883.

MOXOSTOMA AUREOLUM,

(Le Sueur).

(Common Ked Horse; Mullet; White Sucker; Large-scaled Sucker.)

Head comparatively elongate, bluntish, rather broad and flattened
above, 4 to 5 in length, its size somewhat variable. Body stoutish, vary*The

typo specimen of Ptychostomus albidua has 44 scales in the lateral line, instead of

as represented in Girard's figure.

50,

Jordan and Everinann.
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ing to moderately elongate. Lips rather fnll, the blnntish mnzzle projecting beyond the large mouth greatest depth of cheeks more than ^
;

distance from snout to preopercle. Eye rather large. Dorsal fin medium,
its developed rays 12 to 14, usually 13 in number, its free edge nearly
straight, its longest ray shorter than head.

Scales large, about 4,5 in the
Olivaceous; sides silvery; lower fins in the adult red or
orange. Lake Ontario and Lake Michigan to the Missouri River, south
to Arkansas and Georgia; everywhere abundant west of the Allegheny
mountains. This perhaps may vary into M. macrolepidotum, of which it
has been considered a variety, but for the present at least we think it
lateral line.

best to regard

it

Catostomns anreolm*
Catoatomtis enjlhrimi.%

i, 95. 1817, Lake Erie, near Buffalo.
Rafinesque, Am. Mouth. Mag., 1818,354, Ohio River.

GCnther,

Catostormi)! diiquesni,

{aureolus, gilded.)

as distinct,

Lk SuEun,

De K.w,

Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Cat.,vil, 18, 1868.

Oneida Lake.
Ohio River.
Pliichoslonms duquesnei,l erythrunis, oneida, etc., CoPE, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. Phila, 1870.
Mi/xostoma euryops, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., 1876,348, Oostanaula River, Rome,
CatostoiiiuK onei'la,f

Unlihis

N. T. Fauna; Fishes, 198, 1842,

mdanums, Rafinesque,

Georgia,

Ich.

Oh

,

51, 1820,

probably a monstrosity of this species.

is

315.

MOXOSTOMA ROBUSTUM,

(Cope).

Head short and deep; the snout not
Body
prominent, truncate in profile. Eye 4 to 5 In head. Dorsal short, its
upper margin straight. D. 12. Head 4 to 4^ in length. Color smoky or
clouded above, with golden reflections, yellowish below; dorsal, anal, and
stout, the

back elevated.

caudal dark crimson. Size large, weight 6 pounds or more. Yadkin River,
North Carolina. (Cope). A doubtful species, apparently resembling J/.
{roiuatus. robust.)
aureoliim, Sbud perhaps identical with it.
Ftycltostomxis robrMus,

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 473,

Yadkin River, North Caro-

lina.

MOXOSTOMA MACROLEPIDOTUM,

316.

Head moderate,

rather stout,

its

(Le Sueur).

length 4? in body, eye If in snout
Scales usually with dusky shade at

dorsal fin with its free edge concave.

base; lower fins pale.

Streams about Chesapeake and Delaware bays,

— " Anal fin long, pointed

and passing considerably beyond the base of the caudal
forked, with pointed lobes, the inferior of which is the largest; abdominal fin
subcylindric, elevated at the nape; head quadrangular, gibbous above the
eye, almost as high as long; the rays of the anal fin are very strong and large; scales
riioniboidal, eqiial
body of a beautiful orange color, which is deepest on the back, the bases of
tho scales dark red; the sides are heightened with golden reflections; pectoral, ventral and
anal fins of a fine red orange, caudal fin of a deep carmine color the dorsal fin is paler than
the rest; the lateral line is nearly straight, and commences in a line with the eye. Length of
individual described 10 inches, its depth 3 inches and its thickness 2}.-^ inches. P. 18. D. 14.
V. 9.
A. 8.
0.18. This beautiful species I discovered near Buffalo on" Lake Erie." Le Sueur.
There is no reason for supposing this to be anything other than the common Red Horse.
The name Moxoslonia aureilum has been applied by us to short-headed specimens of Red Horse,
but we have never felt sure that these were specifically distinct from the ordinary sort. Some
* C. aureolus.

fiu,

which

truncated.

is

Body

;

—

specimens thus

named probably belong

to Moxo!>t(inm brevkeps.

t Moxostoma oneida (De Kay), a species with the back much arched, the head small, nearly 6
in total length with caudal; eye small, C in head; nio\ith inferior.
Bluish above, paler below.
D. 13. Oneida Lake (De Kay). This is probably identical with Tlf. aureolum.
t C.

more

Le Sueur has been usually identified with this
have been what has usually been called Placopharytix

du<]iiesnei,

likely to

F. N. A.

14

species.
It seems,
carinatus.

however,
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and southward to North Carolina. It seems in some respects intermeM. aureoliim and 31. craasilabre, but Ave can not at present

diate between
identify

it

with either.

Catostomna macrolepidoliis*
Plychoslonins

lachrtjiiui1is,-f

{fiaKfioXentdoTbg, large-scaled.)

Le Sueur,

Jour. Ac, Nat. Sci. Phila.,

1817, Delaware River.
Neuse River, at Newbern,

1, 94,

Cope, Proc.Am.Phil. Soc.Pblia., 1870, 474,

N.C.
!U7.

MOXOSTOMA CRASSILABBE,

(Cope).

and compressed. Head short, broad,
above, mouth moderate, the lips full lower, truncate behind
snout short, little projecting. Scales large, 5-44-5. Dorsal rays usually
13.
Head 5; depth 3J; dorsal fin elevated in front, its edge much incised
its first soft ray longer than the base of the fin and about as long as head.
Caudal lobes equal. Color silvery, with smoky shading above, some of
the scales blackish at their bases anal and caudal with some red top of
head, humeral bar, and a broad shade across dorsal fin, dusky. Streams
of eastern North Carolina, our specimens from Little River at Goldsboro,
a tributary of the Neuse. (crassus, thick lahrum, lip.)

Body

robust, the back elevated

tlattish

;

;

;

;

;

Fli/chostovmx crassilahris. Cope, Proc.

Am. Phil.

Soc. Phila., 1870, 477,

Neuse River, Raleigh

Moxosloma crasMihre, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 140, 188:5.
Moxoatoma crassilabre, Jordan, Bull. U.S. Fish Com. for 1888,128.

318.

MOXOSTOMA LESUEURI,

(Richardson).

(PiCCONOU.)

A

species from the far north, allied to

As

and small mouth.

unknown

M.

hreviceps,

with short head

we copy from Richardson

the
following " description of recent specimens at Cumberland House, April,
it is

to us,

1820:

"Color: Back, sides, and gill covers wood brown, reflecting when
opposed to the light many brilliant tints, in which emerald green aud
gold yellow predominate; bases of the scales bluish gray, producing an
appearance of reticulation; belly reddish white. The dorsal has the hue
of the back with a reddish margin, the other fins are almost entirely red.
" Scales large, quadrangular with parallel sides and irregularly curved
ends; their length and breadth nearly equal. Except in the pectoral
region, where they are small, their size when in situ appears nearly the
* C. macroIepUlotns.
"Dorsal fin short, greatly hollowed, upper lobe elevated and pointoil,
lower lobe rounded.
Body a little compressed and fusiform, elevated on its .anterior part,
rounded near the nape head somewhat declivous and longer tjian deep anal fin straight, lonp,
and passing the base of the caudal pectoral and abdominal fins small cdudal fln forked, with
pointed lobes, .and of a gray color; dorsal, anal, and ventral fins tinted with blue aud yellow
scales large and disposed in a lozenge form color of the back dark blue, base of the scales
brown aides whitish, with yellow reflections operctila yellowish head reddish brown the
lateral lino rises at the nape of the neck, descends along the gill cover, and thence to the tail
in a line with the center of the eye.
Found in the river Delaware. P. 18. D. 10. V.'J. A. 9.
Le Sneur.
C. 18 g rays."
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

f M. lachrymale is said to resemble the common Red Horse. The cranium, with oblique
snperopercular region and elevated vertex, with a ridge on each side as in M. macrolepiilntvm.
Premaxillary spines forming a distinct projecting nose mouth inferior, but large, the lips large
and thick. Eye small, 2 in interorbital space. Back gently arched. Depth 3% iu length.
D.12orl3. Olivaceous, scales pale or smoky at base; lower fins white. Neuse River. (Cope.) It
is probably identical with M. macrolepidotum.
;

Jordan and
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the vertical height of their uncovered portion
considerably exceeds its length. A linear inch measured longitudinally
on the sides includes 3 scales, but vertically only 2. There are 47 scales
;

and about 10 in a vertical lino under the dorsal. A
from near the lateral line above the ventals measures 8J
length, and 7^ in width. The lateral lino turns up decidedly at

on the lateral

line,

scale detached
lines in

the anal as in C. hitdvonius {Catostomus catofitomus).
" Form more compressed than in the preceding species, {forNteriatiun).
Profile oblong, having the greatest height (which is about i of the total
length, including the caudal) at the begiuning of the dorsal.

The head

smaller than in either of the preceding species, forming scarcely ^ of
the total length. The very small mouth is farther back than in
/twrfsonius, being, when the jaws are retracted, an inch behind the tip of the
is

C

and just even with it when they are protruded. The
instead of being papillated, are furrowed vertically in a very regular
and beautiful manner. The palate and gullet resemble the same parts in
rather narrow snout,

lips,

but are smaller, the comminuting apparatus being more deliand the oesophagus remarkably contracted at its origin.

C. hudsonius,

cate,

" Fins. Br. 3-3.
" The dorsal fin

P. 16.

D.

14.

V. 9 or

10.

A.

9.

C. 18

f.

larger than in the foregoing 2 species,

is

and

is

nearly

middle of the fish. The pectorals measure rather less than i of the
distance between the gill openings and caudal fin. The ventrals are
under the middle of the dorsal. The tip of the anal, wheu turned back,
rather overlaps the base of the caudal; its last ray is A-ery small, and its
first one short and applied to the base of the second.
The caudal is more
forked than in the preceding species. The rays of all the fins are thick,
in the

particularly those of the anal.

"Intestines: Lining of the abdomen white. There is no distinction
between the stomach and rest of the gut. The alimentary canal makes 4
convolutions between the gullet and anus, and bears a proportion to the
total length of the fish, excluding the caudal, of 41 to 16.
The lining of
the intestines has the same minute longitudinal rugje as that of the pre-

ceding 2 species. The air bladder is divided into 3 portions, the central
one being the largest, and communicating with the oisophagus. The
upper one alone has a thick shining capsule.
"This handsome species was observed by us only in Pine Island Lake,
lat. 54°, long. 110°
but it is not unknown in other parts of the fur
countries, though much more rare than the 2 preceding species."
Elsewhere (p. 303), Richardson gives measurements of a specimen
from Albany River. From these we take the following, reducing the dimensions to proportions of the length Total length 19^ inches. Head 5^ in
length; eye 4J in head; caudal lobes li times length of head; caudal fork
If in head.
Height of dorsal equal to length of head. (Named for
Charles A. Le Sueur, artist and naturalist, the first to study the fishes of
the Great Lakes and author of the first review of the Catontomida;.)
;

:

(S»to»<om«ji /esMt'Hrii,

RiCHAUDSoN, Fniiiklin's Journal,

182:i, 772,

Pine Island Lake, British

America.
Oyprinus {Caloslomus) sneHrii,

RiCHAUDSON, Fauna Bor. Am.,

ill,

183G,

ll'J,

303.

Museum.
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Form

of

ji

MOXOSTOMA BREVICEPS,

(Cop.)

and sharpCaudal tin with

Coregonus, with deep compressed body, small head

which overhangs the very small mouth.

ly conic suont,

the ui)per lobe falcate, much longer than the lower, at least in the adult,
the lobes similarly colored. Dorsal fin short and high, falcate, the anterior rays IJ to IV times base of fin, the free

Depth

Head

3i in length.

border

Eye

5 to 5^ in length.

much

concave.

small, 5 in head.

D.

12 or 13; anal long falcate, reaching beyond front of caudal. Scales
6-45-5. Lower fins bright red. Ohio Valley and Great Lake region,
in Lake Erie; our specimens from Toledo, Sandusky, and CinThis may prove identical with M. hsueuri, but the species of the
{hrevis, short
-cc2)ii, head.
far north has never been critically examined,

abundant
cinnati.

;

Plychoslnmus

hreficepf:,

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 4V8,

Youghiogheny River,

Pennsylvania.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Jordan, Man. Vcrt, Ed. v.,
De Kay, and probably of Cope

Hloxostoma anisvrum,

141, 1883, not of Eafinesque.

not of Cope.

Moxostotiia cTdesilabre,

48, ISOO,

Cotostomus aureohts,

also, not' of

320.

Body

MOXOSTOMA CONUS,

Le Sueur.

(Cope).

the dorsal outline elevated, the form like that of M.
mouth exceedingly small, the snout
coregonus. Head small and conic
far overpassing it, the muzzle being much longer than in M. aureolum.
Dorsal rays 14, the fin high, its free border concave. Caudal deeply
forked, the upper lobe the longer. Ej^e large. Coloration smoky above,
flattish,

;

some scales dusky at their bases sides pale lower fins white. Neuse
and Yadkin rivers. North Carolina. Perhaps inseparable from M. hreviceps.
{conus, cone, from the form of the snout.)
;

Pti/chostomus comis, Cope, Proc.

Moxostomn

conus,

Am.

Jordan, Bull. U.

;

Phil. Soc. Pliila., 1870, 478,
S.

Nat. Mus. xii, 126, 1878

Yadkin River, North, Carolina.
;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 141,

1883.

321. MOXOSTOMA PffiCILURUM, (Jordan).
Body elongate, moderately compressed, somewhat elevated forward.
Depth 4i in length head 4i. Mouth medium, the lips full. Dorsal
;

Coloration usual, except that caudal fin is
margin abruptly white other fins
red, with blackish shadings.
Size small.
Southern Mississippi to

rays

13.

Scales large, 5-44-4.

red, the lower lobe jet black, the lower
all

;

Eastern Texas (Pearl, Tangipahoa, and Sabine rivers) not rare in sandy
streams of the pine woods. (Troj/c/PuOf, variegated; ovpd tail.)
;

Myxosloma

peeciliira,

Jordan, Bull. U.S. Kat. Mus., x,

6G, 1877,

Tangipahoa River, Louisiana.

(Type, No. 21090.)

Moxodoma

pnecilnriim,

Jordan, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

xii, 129, 1S78;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

141, 1883.

322.

MOXOSTOMA RUPISCARTES,

Jordan & Jenkins.

(Jump-rocks.)

Body long and low, subterete

;

head very short, broad,

flat

above snout
;

bluntish, projecting beyond mouth, 21 in head; eye moderate, 4^ in head.
Lips full, the folds somewhat broken into papillae. Scales smaller than
in related species, 6-50-6, 18 before dorsal.

edge concave,

its lirst

ray 1^ in head.

Dorsal low and small, its free
Caudal short, lunate, its lobes

Jordan and Ei't'rmann.
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bluntish and equal, pectorals long, ventrals short. Dark olive brown,
gradually paler below, young with pale streaks along the rows of scales
a faint dark spot above pectoral tips of dorsal and caudal more or less
dusky. Head 4| depth 5i to 6. D. 11 A. 8. L. 12 inches. Rivers of
;

;

;

;

Carolina and Georgia from the Catawba to the Chattahoochee; abundant
about rocks and rapids, representing the next species from the Catawba
southward, (rnpincartes, riqris, rock; crA:ap-)-/c, jumper, a word used by

Swainson for a blenny which jumps on rocks like a

lizard.)

Jordan & Jenkins, Pioc. LT. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 353, Catawba River, at
Morganton, N. C; Buck's Creek, at Pleasant Garden, N. C; PacoIIet River, at
Clifton, S. C; Tiger River, near Spartanburg, S. C; Saluda River; Chatta-

M'lxostonm nipiscartes,

hoochee River; Ocmulgee River.
323.

(Type, No. 39927.)

MOXOSTOMA CERYINUM,

(Cope).

(Jumping BIullet.)

Head very

short, roundish above, rather pointed forward, about 5 in

length.

Cheeks subvertical, their depth

greenish

brown

less than l the distance from
snout to preopercle. Mouth rather large, with thick lips, which are
strongly plicate, the folds somewhat broken up. Eye small. Fins very
small; the dorsal rays 10 to 12; free edge of dorsal straight, its longest
ray less than head. Scales rather large, 6-43-5, 13 before dorsal. Color
;

a pale blotch on each scale, these forming continuous
more or less distinct brownish

streaks along the rows of scales, back with

much red, the dorsal and caudal inky
black at tip. Size smallest in the genus, length 8 to 10 inches. Rivers
of the South Atlantic States from the James to the Neuse, abundant in
rapids and pools among rocks, (cervinus, fawn color.)
cross blotches; fins brownish, not

Terelnhis cervimis,

James
Plychoslomits

Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat.

rivers, Virginia.
ceri-ituis,

Cope, Proc.

Am.

Moxostoma cerviimm, Jordan, Bull. U.
142, 1883,

where specimens of M.

98.
Placophari/nr, Cope, Proc.

Sci.

Phila., 18G8, 236,

headwaters of Roanoke and

(Type, No, 14994.)
Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 478.
S.

Nat. Mus., xii, 129, 1878;

rupiscartes are

included with

PLACOPHARYNX,

Am. Phil. Soc.

Phila., 1870, 467,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis
it.

Cope.

{rarhiatii.i).

Suckers like Moxostoma in all respects, except that the pharyngeal
bones are much more developed and the teeth reduced in number, those
on the lower half of the bone very large, 6 to 10 in number, nearly cylindric in form,

being but

compressed and with a broad, rounded, or
larger and more oblique than usual
thicker.
Size large. (Tr?,ai, a broad surface;

little

flattened grinding surface.*
in Moxostoma, the lips

Mouth

pharynx.)

(papvy^,

*The forms and position of these cnlarKciI teeth vary considerably in a spocimen before us
the first tooth is the higliest and iimst conijiresspd, its siimmit being "roundod and then abrujitly
truncate the second tooth is notalily .shorter and thicker, much larger, ami rounded on top, the
body of the tooth serving as a iiedunele for the swollen grinding surface the third tooth is still
shorter and similar iu form the fourth tooth is similar to tiie first, being much higher than the
second and third, and fiat on top the others seem to be irregularly alternated or arranged in
pairs, a long one and a short one, the long teeth iu all cases being the most truncated, as if
their surfaces had been most worn off.
;

;

;

;

;

Museum.
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PLACOPHARYNX DUQUESNII,

(Le Sueur).

Head 4; depth 3*. Scales 6-45-6. Dorsal rays 12 or 13; ventral 9.
Body oblong, moderately compressed, heavy at the shoulders. Head
large, broad, and flattish above, its upper surface somewhat irneven. Eye
small, behind the middle of the head. Mouth large, the lower jaw oblique
when the mouth is closed, the mouth, therefore, protractile forward as well
as downward. Lips very thick, coarsely plicate, the lower lip full and
heavy, truncate behind. Free edge of dorsal concave, the longest ray
longer than base of fin, 1^^ in head; upper lobe of caudal narrower than
lower and somewhat longer. Color dark olive green, the sides brassy,
L. 30 inches. Michigan
not silvery: lower fins and caudal orange red.
(Detroit) to Tennessee, Georgia, and Arkansas; abundant in the larger

(Named

streams, especially in the French Broad and in the Ozark region.
for

Fort Duquesne,

Calo^tovrm?.

duqnemii,^

now

Pittsburg.)

Le Sueur, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

i,

1817, 105,

Ohio River

at Pitts-

burg, Pennsylvania.
Placophm'i/nx carinaliis, CoPE, Proc.

Am.

Placophari/nx carinahis,

Jordan, Bull. U.

Placopharynx carinatns,

Jorpan

99.

&.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 467,
S.

'Wabash River.

Nat. Mus., xii, 108, 1878.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 142, 1883.

LAGOCHILA,t

Jordan

<&.

Brayton.

(Rabbit-mouth Sucker.)
Lagochila,

Jordan & Bratton,

Quassilabia,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 280, (Incera);

name

similar to

a genus of niollusks.

Lagochciht!:,

Jordan & Bratton, Man.

Vert. E. U.

S.,

Ed.

2,

1878, 401, (Utcera); substitute for

Lagochila, regarded as preoccupied.

Suckers like Moxofitoma in every respect excepting the structure of the
mouth. Head shortish, conical, with lengthened snout; the opercular
region short, so that the eye is well backward. Suborbital bones narFontanelle large, Avidely open. Mouth large, singular in structure,
upper lip not protractile, greatly prolonged, closely plicate;
lower lip much reduced, divided into 2 distinct elongate lobes, which
are weakly papillose the split between these lobes extends backward to
the edge of the dentary bones, which are provided with a rather hard,
horny plate the lower lip is entirely separated from the upper at the
angles by a deep fissure the skin of the cheeks forms a sort of cloak over
this fissure, the crease separating this skin from the mouth extending up

row.

inferior, the

;

;

;

—

*C. Bnquemni. "Head largo and long; mouth wide; scales large, subtrilobate dorsal fin quadrangular the anal fin extends as far as the base of the caudal fin, which is greatly forked lateral
line arched at the center of the body.
Body long, a little compressed snout strong the mouth
is furnished with thick, plicated, and very large lips; pectoral fins pretty large; the scales ar<'
strong, greatly radiated, and as wide again as long— they are of nearly an equalsize on the whole
body the lateral line formsa long curvature toward the back ; lobes of the caudal fin pointed, the
uiiper lobe somewhat the largest; length from the snout to tlie extremity of the caudal fin 19
inches depth 3V^ inches; thickness 2 inches; the head measures about part of the whole fish.
^
P. 17. D. 14. V. 10. A. 9.
C. 18f rays.
This new species is so strongly marked that it will
1)8 easily distinguished from the foregoing.
It inhabits the Ohio, and was discovered at Pittsburg,
the ancient Fort Duquesne, by Mr. Thomas Say." Le Sueur.
The name dHipieimii has been usually applied to the common red horse, but the description
np[)lies much better to the species of Placopharynx.
t By the rules of the American Ornithologists' Union, QiiH-isilahia would be preferred to Lagochila, on account of the similarity of the latter to Lngocheilus.
As the two words are spelled
differently, we regard them as distinct.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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on the sides of the muzzle the crease between the lips extends down on
the under side of the head. System of muciferous tubes well developed.
Pharyngeal bones about as in Moxosioma, rather weak, with numerous
email teeth. Body elongate, not much compressed, not elevated. Fins
Scales large, as in Moxosioma, the
moderate, formed as in Moxosioma.
lateral line well developed and nearly straight, with about 45 scales in
Air bladder in 3 parts. Sexual peculiarities little marked.
its course.
;

{layuxeiTiOQ, hare-lipped.)
325.

LAGOCHILA LACERA,

Jordan & Brayton.

(Hare-lip SrcKER; Cut-lips; Split-mouth Sucker; May Sucker; Eabbit-mouth Sucker;
Pea-lip Sucker.)

Head

with lengthened snout, the region between the
and with prominent mucous ridges. Cheeks and lower

short, conical,

eyes flattened

part of head rather swollen. Opercle much reduced, its greatest length
scarcely greater than the diameter of the eye. Head about 4| in length.
Eye 4i in length of bead, about 2 in length of the snout, its situation

thus quite posterior. Length of the top of the head 2| in the distance
from the snout to the base of the dorsal. Body rather slender, the form
much as in Moxosioma cerv'mum, the depth 4| in the length. Dorsal fin
rather low, its rays 12. A. 7 V. 9. Scales 5-45-5. Color olive or bluish,
brown above; sides and belly silvery lower fins faintly orange. Clear
;

;

streams of the Mississippi Valley, abundant only in the Ozark Mountains,
thus far known from the Scioto, Wabash, Clinch, Cumberland and Chickamauga rivers, and the White Riverof Arkansas. (lacer; torn.)
Jordan & Brayton, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 280, Chickamauga
River, Ringgold, Georgia. (Type, No. 31129. Coll. .Jordan .t Brayton.)
QuassUabia lacera, Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. 2, 406, 1878; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, U4, 1883.

Lagochila lacera,

Supplemental Note on Catostomid.e.
Cope, should apparently be transferred to the
genus Catostoinus, standing next to Catostomus fectindits, Cope, and Yarrow. The two seem to constitute a distinct section, or subgenus (Lipomyzon, Cope), intermediate between Catostomus and Chasmisies.
Chasmistes brevirostris,

Family XXXVII. CYPRINIDiE.

(The Carps.)
Cyprinoid fishes with the margin of the upper jaw formed by the preand the lower pharyngeal bones well developed, falciform, nearly parallel with the giJl arches, each provided with 1 to 3 series
of teeth in small number, 4 to 7 in the main row, and a less number in the
others, if more are present. Head naked; body scaly (except in Meda and
Plagopterus, of North America, PhoxhicUus and Aidopi/ge, of Europe, and
a few others). Barbels 2 or 4 absent in most of our genera, and not large
in any.
Belly iisuallj' rounded, rarely compressed, never serrated. Gill
openings moderate, the membranes broadly joined to the isthmus. Branchiostegals always 3. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Pseudobranchiie

maxillaries alone

;
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usually present. No adipose fin. Dorsal fin short in all the American
species, elongate in many Old World forms. Ventral fins abdominal. Air
bladder usually large, commonly divided into an anterior and a posterior
lobe, not inclosed in a bony capsule, rarely wanting. Stomach without appendages, appearing as a simple enlargement of the intestines.
Fishes mostly of moderate or small size, inhabiting the fresh waters of
the Old World and of North America. Genera about 200; species nearly
1,000; excessively abundant where found, both in individuals and species,
and, from their great uniformity in size, form, and coloration, constituting

one of the most difiicult groups in natural history in which to distinguish
genera and species. Our genera are mostly very closely related, and are
separated by characters which, although reasonably constant, are often
of slight structural importance. The spring, or breeding dress, of the male
fishes is often peculiar. The top of the head, and often the fins or various
portions of the body, are covered Avith small tubercles, outgrowths from
the epidermis. The fins and lower parts of the body in the spring males
are often charged with bright pigment, the prevailing color of which is
red, although in some genera it is satin-white, yellowisli, or black.
It is not easy to arrange the genera of Cyprinid'ip in accordance with
possible lines of descent. The herbivorous species with straight teeth in
one series (as Ortliodou), are doubtless nearest the primitive type, which
has degenerated into weak forms like Hyhogyiathus. In like manner
NotrojJts seems to have degenerated from Leuciscus, and perhaps Hjihopsis
from Gohio. Such forms as Mylocheilus and Ptychocheilus doubtless
approach the original line of descent. The Old World Cyprinidie are at once
more primitive and more highly organized than American forms. The
(Cyprinid.e, part,
Pacific Coast species approach the European types.
Giinther, Cat., vii, 25-339.)

—

Note. Young Ci/prinidw are usually more slender than adults of the
same species, and the eye is always much larger; they also frequently
show a black lateral stripe and caudal spot, which the adults may not
In the following descriptions the rudimentary rays of dorsal
possess.
and anal are not counted. The fins and scalea are often, especially in
specimens living in small brooks, covered with round black specks, immature trematodes. These should not be mistaken for true-color markings.
No progress can be made in the study of these fishes without careful
attention to the teeth, as the genera are largely based on dental characThe pharyngeal bones in the smaller species can be removed by
ters.
inserting a pin (or, better, a small hook) through the gill opening, under
the shoulder girdle. The teeth should be carefully cleaned with a toothbrush, or, better, a jet of water, and when dry may be examined by any
small lens. In most cases a principal row of 4 or 5 larger teeth will be
found, in front of which is a set of 1 or 2 smaller ones. The two sides are
usually, but not always, symmetrical. Thus, "teeth 2, 4-5, 1," iudicates
two rows of teeth on each side, on the one side 4 in the principal row and
2 in the lesser; on the other side 5 in the main row and 1 in the other.
"Teeth 4-4" iudicates a single row of 4 on each pharyngeal bone, and so
on.
In the Lcuciscine genera, these teeth, or the principal ones, are " rapA grinding or masticatory
tatorial," that is, hooked inward at the tips.
surface is an excavated space or groove, usually at the base of the hook.
Sometimes the grinding surface is very narrow and confined to one or two

Jordan and Everinann.
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Sometimes a beveled or flattened edge looks so much like a grinding surface as to mislead a superficial observer. In some cases the edge
of the tooth is crenate or serrate.
Besides the native species here mentioned, representatives of several
other genera have been introduced from Europe, and two of these have
become common inhabitants of many streams, east and west. These are
The first is distinguished by
Cjiprinits*, LiiuKPus, and Carassius, Niisson.
the very long dorsal, which, like the anal, is preceded by a strong spine
serrated behind. About the mouth are 4 long barbels, and the teeth are
molar, 1, 3-3, 1. This genus is represented by the carp (Cyprinus carpio,
The carp is normally covered with large scales. In domestication,
L.).
however, variations have arisen, prominent ones being the "Leather
Carp," naked, and the "Mirror Carp," with a few series of very large

teeth.

scales.

Carassius, Niisson, differs from Cyprinus chiefly in the absence of barbels
The goldfish {Carassius aurafus,
in having the teeth compressed, 4-4.

a^d

Linnteus),

originally olivaceous, but only the orange-red variety
Both Carassius and Cyprinus are native in China.

is

is

valued for aquaria.

Dorsal fin elongate; dorsal and anal fins each preceded by a serrated spine; teeth
molar. Species introduced from Europe aud Asia.
Barbels 4; teeth 1, 1, 3-3, 1, 1.
Cyprinus.
teeth 4-4.
aa. Barbels none
Carassius.

'*Cijpri)u»!e.

«.

;

Cyprinus (Artedi) Linnaeus.

The

Carps.

Linn.WS,

Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 320, {carpio).
Body robust, compressed, rosembling: that of the buffalo-fish. Mouth moderate, anterior,
with 4 long barbels. Snout blunt, rounded. Teeth molar, broad and truncate, 1, 1, 3-3, 1, 1.
Lateral line continuous. Dorsal fin very Iouk, with a stout spine, serrated
Scales large.
behind; anal fiu short, also witli a spine. Large fislies of the fresh waters of Asia; introduced into Europe and America as food-fishes. It has been generally introduced into private

(Artedi),

Oi/primis,

all parts of the United States; from there it has escaped into the streams
lakes, and is now an abundant fish in most of our larger, warmer rivers and in the
ponds and bayous of the Mississippi Valley. On the south shore of Lake Erie it lias become
well established aud is of considerable commercial importance. (Kun-prt'os, the ancient

ponds in nearly

and

name

of the carp.)

Cyprinus Cakpio, Linnwus.

Carp.

Dorsal III, 20; A. Ill, 6; scales 5-38-5; teeth 1, 1, 3-3, 1, 1. Body stout, more or less compressed, heavy anteriorly. L. 18 inches or more. Fresh waters of Central Asia; introduced
as a food-fish into Europe and America. In domestication it has run into many varieties,
distinguished by differences in form, squamatiou, and development of fins. {Carpio, carp.)

Cyprinm

carpio,

LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 320

Carassius, Niisson.

;

Gunther,

Cat., Vll, 25.

The Crucian Carps.

NiLSSON, Prodromus, Ichthy. Scand., 1832, {carassius).
Body oblong, compressed, and elevated. Mouth terminal, without barbels. Teeth 4-4,
molar, but compressed. Scaleslarge. Lateral line continuous. Dorsal tins very King, with
the third ray developed into a stout spine, which is serrated behind; anal short with a similar spine.
Ventrals well forward. Large species of the fresh waters of Europe and Asia'
often domesticated. (Carassius, a Latinization of the vernacular names Harass or Karausche,
applied to the European Crucian car)), C. carassius.)

Carassius,

CAR.\ssirs auratus (Linna;us).

Goldfish.

D. II, 18; A. II, 7; Lat. 1, 26; teeth, 4-4. Body stout, covered with largo scales. Dorsal
and anal fins with the spines strong, coarsely serrated. Coloration olivaceous, usually
orange, or variegated in domestication. Length, 12 inches. China and .Japan; introduced
everywhere as an aquarium fish, aud now naturalized in many of our eastern streams. The
variations are innumerable,
(auratus, gilded.)
Cyprinns anralus, LiNN.T.rs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 323.
Carassius auratus,

Gl'NTHER, Cat.,

vii, 32.

Other European species, us the Tench {Tinea tinea (LinnaMi.s)) and the Ido {Idus iilus {Linna>us)),
have been introduced into America, but none of these are yet well established anywhere.

A. Dorsal fin short, without developed spiuo

Campostomin.k

no anal

;

spine.

:

Air bladder surrounded by

a.

Museum.
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many

convolutions of

tlio

very long alimentary canal

;

herbiv-

orous.

Teeth 4-4, or

6.

4-4, 0,

1,

with oblique grinding surface and slight hook

peritoneum
Campostoma, 100.

black.
an.

Air bladder above the alimentary canal, as usual in

;

fishes.

ClIONl)R()STOMIN,»;.*

Intestinal canal elongate, usually

c.

more than twice the length of the liody

;

teetli

1-rowed,

with grinding surface well developed; peritoneum iisually black; herbivorous.
il.
Teeth 6-6, strongly compressed, knife-shaped pseudobranchia; none rudimentary
;

;

Orthodon, 101.
caudal rays greatly developed; scales very small.
scales small.
dd. Teeth S-T) or 4-5 dorsal fin inserted posteriorly
e. Pseudobranchia; none ; lower jaw thin, with hard, sharp edge ; upper jaw pro;

;

Ox voeneum,

with fleshy covering; body elongate, subterete.

tractile,

lOi.

Pseudobranchia? present.

ee.

Jaws each with a conspicuous, broad, straight-edged, horny plate teeth
Acrocheii.us, 103.
4-5, stout, bluntish, hooked, and short.
ff. Jaws without horny plate.
rudimentary caudal rays numerous anal basis
g. Lateral line complete
/.

;

;

;

Lavinia, 104.

elongate.

Lateral line incomplete

gg.

;

anal basis short

;

scales minute.

CllROSOMUS, 105.
d&A. Teeth 4-4

;

;

jaws without horny

ray, as usual

among

ii.

which

teeth 1 or 2-rowed

MTLOPHARODONTINiE

first

;

developed ray.

carnivorous or partly

all of

enlarged and obtusely truncate

I.

//.

)ck.

j;.

106.
107.

2,

;

PiMEPHALES, 108.
peritoneum usually

so.

:

Teeth scarcely hooked, some or
Teeth

complete.

Aloansea,
Hybognathus,

Intestinal canal short, less than twice the length of the body

A-.

developed

(rudimentary) ray of dorsal somewhat enlarged and blunt, connected by

membrane with the

;

is

Scales larger, 35 to 45 in the lateral line.

hh. First

pale

first

fishes.

Scales very small, 55 to 72 in the lateral line,

i.

j.

plate.

First (rudimentary) ray of dorsal slender, firmly attached to the

h.

tc.

median

dorsal fin nearly

4-5 or 5-5,

;

them molar,

blunt, or stump-shaped,

much

large, coarse fishes.

2.

Upper jaw not protractile; no baibels.
Upper jaw protractile maxillary with a
;

Mylophabodon,

109.

Mylocheilus,
SrvronoN,

111.

barbel.

Teeth 3-3; upper jaw protractile.

Teeth hooked, slender, none of them molar, the grinding surface,

if present,

110.

nar-

row or rudimentary.
Letjciscin^
ni.

:

Lower jaw normally formed, the dentary bones

curved, free from each other,

except at the symphysis.
n.

Teeth in the main row, 5-5 or 4-5.
o.

Abdomen behind

J).

ventral fins transversely rounded, the scales passing

over

it

ally,

but not always, short.

;

the edge not forming a scaleless ridge

;

anal base gener-

Maxillary with a barbel premaxillaries protractile.
teeth without grinding
q. Barbel minute, not quite terminal
surface
caudal fin symmetrical, its rudimentary basal
;

;

;

rays not greatly developed.

Semotilus, 112.

*This subfamily, as here recognized, is extremely heterogeneous. Some of the American
genera of herbivorous minnows and chubs, as Orthodon, Acrocheilus. and perhaps Oxiigeveum and
Laviuia, are allied to the European (Viotidmsloma.
The others may be descended from Leuciscine
types, or they may have degenerated from other herbivorous forms.

Jordan and Evennann.

(/(/.
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;

unsymnu'trical

the upper

;

much
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caudal

;

fin

the longer in the

adult, the basal caudal raj's greatly developed.

POGONICHTHTS,

113.

pp. Maxillary without barbel.

Teeth 2-n)wod; usually 2 teeth in the lesser row.
s. Teeth subconical, scarcely hooked, sharp-edged, wide
apart,
the long limb of the pharyngeal bone elongate body
elongate mouth large lateral line complete.

r.

;

;

;

Ptychocheilus, 114.
«s.

Teethcompressed,

close-set, strongly

hooked

;

the pharyn-

geal bone of the usual form.
t.

Caudal peduncle slender and elongate, the caudal fin
widely forkeil, its basal rudiments much developed scales very small
head depressed in the
;

;

adult.
it.

;

basal rudiments of caudal

developed.

little
rr.

GtiLA, 115.

Caudal peduncle stout

Leucisccs, 116.

Teeth l-rowed, 4-5 or 5-5.
«.

Mouth
V.

of moderate size

Gill rakers short

pressed

;

anal

teeth entire.

;

and small
fin

;

body not much com-

short in American species.

RUTILUS, 117.

w.

Gill rakei-8 slender;

body much compressed

rather long.
JIM.

on.

anal

;

fin

Luxilinus, 118.

Mouth extremely small

;

teeth serrate.

Opsopceodus, 119.
ventral fins compressed to a sharp edge over which
abdomen in front of ventrals, rounded;
anal basis elongate dorsal posterior ; teeth 5-5, serrate or entire.

Abdomen behind

the scales do not pass

;

;

Abramis,
»iH.

Teeth in the main row, 4-4, the

lesser

row often absent

120.

anal basis usually

;

short.
«'.

Maxillary without barbels.
X.

Upper jaw
y.

distinctly protractile.

Scales comparatively large, 30 to CO in lateral lino.

Jaws each with a hardened bony sheath first ray of dorsal
spine like, connected by membrane with the first developed ray; teeth 4^.
Coculogxathus, 121.
zx. Jaws without bony sheath.
a'. Lower jaw with the lip thin or obsolete, not
develz.

;

oped as a fleshy lobe on each side at base scales
large, 30 to 50.
Mandible, interopercle, and subopercle not cav;

h'.

ernous.
c'.

First (rudimentary) ray of dorsal simple,

detached from the

which

it is

first developed ray, to
connected by membrauo (pre-

cisely as in Pimephales

and

Cochlogiialhus);

a conspicuous

black spot on front of
doi-sal and on base of caudal.
Cliola, 122.
€&. First simple ray of dorsal rudimentary and
closely adnato to the first
(as usual in the family).
66'.

Mandible, interopercle,

branched ray
Notropis, 123.

and suborbital with

conspicuous, externally visible, cavernous

chambers; teeth

1,

4-4, 0; scales large.

Kricymba,

124.

Bulletin 4J, United States National Museiun.
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Lower jaw with the

aa'.

each side

lip

rather small, 40 to
7j>/.

;

dorsal anterior

mouth

;

small, the upper

jaw

scales

and low,

protractile

little

;

Evaura, 120.
teeth 4-4.
Upper jaw not protractile; lips fleshy; body elongate, covered
'XiAnOciA, 127.
with minute scales; teeth small, 1,4-4,1.

Maxillary with a small barbel at or near its extremity.
Prema.\illarics nut protractile the frenum very broad

low.

;

Phenacobitjs, 125.

GO.

Scales very small, 85 to 90 in lateral line; body long

subtereto

XX.

developed as a fleshy lobe on

teeth 4-4

;

d'.

;

4-4, 2; scales small, dorsal posterior.

;

teeth

2,

RiiiNicnTiivs, 128.

dd'. Premaxillaries protractile (rarely joined to the forehead by a

narrow frennni).
Scales very small,

e'.

incomplete
ee'.

;

to 90 in lateral line

(10

Scales lai'ge, 35 to 55
/'.

Teeth 4-4, or
Teeth usually

than
g'.

dorsal

;

Agosia, 129.

median

;

lateral line complete.

1 or 0, the lesser

4-4,

1,

more than
ff'.

lateral line often

;

dorsal posterior.

2,

4-4, 2, the lesser

Hybopsis,

1.30.

less

2.

Head convex above

;

teeth without grinding surface

barbel not quite terminal.
gg'.

Head more

;

;

Couesius, 131.

or less flattened above

ing surface

EXOGLOSSINS!

row with never

row rarely with

1.

barbel terminal.

;

teeth with grind-

Plattgobio, 132.

:

mm. Lower jaw singularly formed,

the dentary bones parallel, united for their

whole length.
/('.

Premaxillaries not protractile; mandible with a conspicuous fleshy lobe on

each side at the base; teeth

1,

4-4,

or

1

;

no

barl>el; scales

moderate.
exoglo.ssum, 133.

Plagopterin.*;

AA. Dorsal

:

fin short, posterior,

with a strong spine, composed of

2,

the posterior received into

a longitudinal groove of the anterior; inner border of the ventral fins adherent to the
body; teeth hooked, without grinding surface, in 2 rows.

Body with small scales; teeth 2,
W. Body scaleless; teeth 2, 4-5, 2.

%'.

j'.

Maxillary without barbel.

jj'.

Maxillary with a barbel.

100.

4-4, 2;

no barbels.

Lepidomeua,

134.

Meua,

135.

Plaoopterus,

13G.

CAMPOSTOMA, Agassiz.
(Stone Rollers.)

Oampostoma, AoASSiz, Amer. .Tourn.

Sci. Arts, 1855, 218, (auoninhnn).

Mouth normal, the jaws
little compressed.
and rudiment of a hard sheath. Premaxillaries protractile;
Teeth 4-4, or 1, 4-4, 0, with oblique grinding surface, and a
slight hook on 1 or 2 teeth. Air bladder suspended in the abdominal
cavity, and entirely surrounded by many convolutions of the long alimentary canal, which is 6 to 9 times the total length of the body; ovaries
similarly inclosed by the alimentary canal. Peritoneum black. PsendoBody moderately elongate,

with thick
no barbel.

lips

Scales moderate. Lateral line present. Dorsal nearly
over veutrals. Anal short. No spines. Herbivorous. Sexual difterences
very great, the males being covered with large tubercles in spring. The
singular arrangement of the intestines in relation to the air bladder is
peculiar to Campostoma among all known fishes. Size moderate. {Ka/u-^'i/,

branchito present.

curve;

aro/ia,

mouth)

Jordati

a.

and Evermann.
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Scales in lateral line about 73.

Length of top of head

6.

not
hb.

(Hiito

g distance to origin of dorsal

liii;

moiitli r;ither largo,

reaching the eye.

Length of top of head ]/, distance to origin of dorsal
reaching vertical from anterior nostril.

fin;

mouth

pricei, 327.

on«. Scales larger, 45 to 47 in lateral line.

CAiMPOSTOMA ORNATUM,

:j2G.

smaller, maxillary

anomalum,
formosulum,

««. Scales in lateral line 49 to 55.

3-26.

maxillary

oknatim,

328.
329.

Girard.

Head 3|; depth 4; eye 4. D. 8; A. 8: lateral liue 72 41 before dorsal.
Body rather stout; head moderate, the snout iirojectiug and somewhat
acute; mouth small, the maxillary not reaching to front of eye. Colora;

tion of male, brilliant, precisely as in C. anomalum, the scales of

back
Like C. anomahnn in all respects except the much smaller scales.
Chihuahua River, Mexico. Our specimens obtained recently by A. J.
mottled.

Woolman.

{ornatus, adorned.)

Qimpostoma onialum, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
(Type, No. 77.

Coll. J. Potts.)

Gunther,

Sci. Phila., 1856, 176,

Cat., vii, 183, 1868

;

Chihuahua River, Mexico.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 149,

1SS3.
3-27.

Head

CAMPOSTOMA PRieEI,

Jordan & Thoburn, new

species.

3i in adult male; depth 4; eye 51; D. 8; A. 8; scales 10-75-9, 32

Body stout, moderately compressed; head large,
with large tubercles, each with a central spine; mouth small,
maxillary reaching vertical from anterior nostril, j distance to eye, or 3^
in head.
Dorsal fin opposite ventrals, its first ray | distance from snout to
base of caudal; anal basis short, 3 in head. Length of top of head nearly
half distance from tip of snout to origin of dorsal (| in ornatum). Scales
rather small, deep, somewhat crowded anteriorly. Color as in C. anomahon; brownish, with brassy luster on back and sides; scales above profusely speckled with black, the color arranged in longitudinal bauds,
quite evident back of the dorsal; less black below; a vertical black band
behind opercle; a distinct black spot at base of caudal; a broad band of
black across dorsal fin, and traces of a similar band on anal; fins all
flushed with red (in spring males). Very close to C. ornatum of the Chihuahua River; the head longer, the snout longer, and the mouth and eye
smaller. Springs in the Ciiiricahua Mountains in Southern Arizona, tributary to the Rio Yaqui, locally very abundant. The waters of these
springs are lost on the desert, very rarely overflowing into the river. The
tyi)e a single specimen, 3^^ inches long, taken by Mr. W. W. Price, in
Rucker Canon, Chiricahua Mountains, in southern Arizona. (Named for
William Wightraan Price.) (Type, No. 1552, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)
before dorsal; teeth 4-4.
conical,

3-28.

CAMPOSTO.MA ANOMALUM

(Rafinesque).

(Stone-roller Stone-lugger Steel-backed Chub
;

Head

4i

;

;

Mammy

;

Dough-belly.)

depth 4? D. 8 A. 7 scales 7-53-8 teeth 4-4, or 1, 4-4, 0. Body
stoutish, moderately compressed, the antedorsal region becoming swollen
and prominentintheadult. Snout moderately decurved. Scalesdeep, rather
small, and crowded anteriorly; maxillary not reaching to opposite the
front of the eye. Color brownish, with a brassy luster above, the scales
;

.

;

;

;

Museum.
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more or less mottled with dark; a dusky vertical bar behind the opercle;
dorsal and anal fins each with a dusky crossbar about half way up, the
rest of the fin olivaceous in females, fiery red in the males in the spring;

orange in males. Males in the spring with the head and often the
whole body covered with large rounded tubercles. In no other Ci/prinold
are these nuptial appendages so extensively developed. Extremely variable, the young very different in appearance from the old males.
Length 6 to
inches. Central New York to Tennessee, Wyoming, and
Texas; everywhere abundant in deep or still places in small streams, running up small brooks to spawn in spring. Herbivorous. One of the most
interesting and curious of our fishes, {anomalus, extraordinary.)
iris

J^

Rulilui annmahis,

Uafinesque, Ichth.Oh.,

52, 1820,

Cdtoslomm mehinotns, Rafinesque, Ic th. Oh., 58,
Exoglossum splniccj)halinn, CuviER

Licking River, Kentucky.

182(1,

& Valenciennes,

Ohio River.

xvii, 489, 1844,

Wabash

River.

Alabama.
1845, 272, Yellow Creek, Ohio.

Leucisati prolixus, Storee, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., July, 1845,

Exoglossum dubium, Kirtland, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., v,

Chondrostoma pulltim, Agassiz, Amer. Journ.

Sci.

Arts, 1854, 357,

Burlington, Iowa.

(Coll.

Cadereita, and near

Mon-

Dr. J. H. Kausch.)
Camposlonia namhan, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

terey,

New

Leon.

(Type, No.

Campostoma calUpteryx, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.
(Coll. Prof.

Manly

Pliila., 185G, 176,

Coll. Lieut.

75.

Sci.

Couch.)

Phila., 1804, 284,

Flint River, Michigan.

Miles.)

Bruce, Michigan. (Coll. Miles.)
Bruce and Grosse Isle, Michigan. (Coll. Miles.)
Campostoma hippops, Cope, I. c, 284, Platte River, Nebraska. (Coll. Dr. W. A. Ilamniond.)
Camposloma aiiomulnm, Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1855, 218; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Camposlonia mormijriis, Cope,

c, 284,

/.

Campostomagobioniion, Cope,

c, 284,

I.

149, 1883.

Campostoma dnbiiim, GiiNTHER,

Cat., vii, 183, 18G8.

Camposloma proHxum, Jordan

&.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 150, 1883; this name applied to southern

specimens in which the teeth are usually

329.

1,

4-4, 0.

CAMPOSTOMA FORMOSULUM,

Girard.

D. 8; A. 7; scales 46. Head short and blunt, with
Grayish above, whitish below sides more or less
marmorate a black jiatch at base of caudal fin and one on the dorsal. San
Antonio River to the Rio Grande, {formosulum, diminutive of formosus,

Head

4;

depth

4^.

broad, pi^ojecting snout.

;

;

pretty.)
Camposloma formosuhim, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Antonio, Texas.

(Type, No. 76.

Surv., Zool., 41, pi. XXV, figs. 5-8, 1859

loi.

;

Rio Sabinal, near San
Girard, U. S. & Mex. Bound.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 170,

Coll. Dr.

Kennorly.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

ORTHODON,

Synopsis, 150, 1883.

Girard.

Ortlwdon, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 182, (microlepidola).

Body elongate. Jaws normal, the upper protractile, the lower sharpedged, with a knob at the symphysis; no barbel. Teeth 6-G or 6-5, much
compressed, lancet-shaped, erect, nearly straight. Upper limb of the
pharyngeal bone very broad and concave, separated by a deep notch from
the dentigerous portion, the bone thin and brittle. Intestinal canal elongate, about 7 times the length of the fish; peritoneum black; scales small;
lateral line present. Dorsal fin opposite ventrals. Basal rays of caudal
largely developed. Anal basis short. Pseudobranchiai none. Gill rakers
moderate, clavate, the inner edge fringed. Size large. This genus is

Jordan and Evermann.
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related to the European genus, Chondrostoma, dififering chiefly in the
absence of pseudobianchiiu and of the horny mandibular plate. {opOu^,

straight; u6oix, tooth.)
»30.

OKTHODON MIC'KOLKPIDOTUS

(Ayres).

(Black-fish.)

D.9; A. 8; scales 21-105-12; Vert. 24+20. Teeth
Body elongate, not much compressed. Head moderate, flattish above, with two bony ridges snout very broad eye small,
about half length of snout. Mouth terminal, somewhat oblique, broad,

Head

4;

depth

4i.

6-6 or 6-5, very long.

;

;

the maxillary not extending to the eye. Fins rather large the caudal
Lateral line decurved. Coloration plain olivaceous, paler below.
;

strong.

Length 12 to 16 inches. Lower Sacramento and San Joaquin
and neighboring streams; locally abundant in quiet waters.

Size large.
rivers

(fiiKpo?i£wi()oTug,
Gila microlepiiliihi,

small-scaled.

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

rivers, California.
OrthodoH

mirr(jtf]udo(,is,

Cat., VII, 275, 1868;

W.

(Coll.

Sci.,

I,

GlUARD, Pac. K. R. Surv.,

Jordan & Gilbert,
102.

Oxijgeneum, Forbes, Bull.

111.

21, 1855,

Sacramento and San Joaquin

0. Ayres.)
Fish., 237, pi, Liti, fig. 1-4, 1858; GiJNTHBB,

Synopsis, 152, 1883.

OXYGENEUM,

Forbes.

Lab. Nat. Hist., 1855, 136, (pnlverulentitm).

Body elongate, subterete; head small, conical mouth large, terminal;
upper jaw protractile, with fleshy lips; lower jaw thin, with sharp, hard
edge; no pseudobranchiie; scales rather small; lateral line complete.
Alimentary canal elongate, more than twice length of body teeth 4-5 or
5-5, in one row, not strongly hooked; peritoneum black.
Herbivorous
;

;

species of small size,
331.

Head

(ofif,

sharp;

y'evvg,

chin.)

OXYGENEUM PULVERULEXTUM,

Forbes.

depth 5; eye 4. D. 8; A. 7. Lateral line 63; 31 scales before
Form of Moxosioma ; head small, conical mouth large,
the dorsal.
terminal; gill rakers slender. Breast scaly. Dorsal fin high. Color
pale, the back and sides dusted with dark specks.
Length 2i inches.
4^;

;

Illinois River.

(Forbes.)

{imlverulentus, dusted.)

Oxygeneuin puloerulenlum, Forbes, Bull.
Forbes.)

111.

Lab. Nat. Hist., 1885, 136, Illinois River.

Jordan, Man. Vertebrates, Ed.

103.

(Coll.

v, 52, 1890.

ACROCHEILUS,

Agassiz.

(Chisel-mouths.)
Acrocheilus, AoASSiz,

Amer. Journ.

Body elongate,

Sci. Arts, 1855, 211, (alutaceus).

compressed. Each jaw with a large, straight,
horny plate, sharp externally and very conspicuous. Upper jaw protractile
no barbel. Teeth 4-5, stout, hooked, with broad masticatory
surface.
Intestinal canal elongate; peritoneum black. Pseudobranchias
present. Scales small, loosely imbricated. Lateral line present. Dorsal
fin slightly behind ventrals.
Anal basis moderate. Caudal fin broad, its
rudimentary rays recurrent on the caudal peduncle. Size rather large.
little

;

A

single species, American.

(uKpoc,

sharp

;

;i;«Aof, lip.)

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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832.

ACROCHEILCS ALUTACEUS,
(Chisel-mouth

;

Square-mouth

;

Agassiz

&

Pickering.

Hard-mouth.)

Head 4^-; depth 4; eye 5^. D. 10; A. 9; scales 20-85-16. Teeth 4-5,
hooked, somewhat club-shaped, with a broad grindiug surface. Body
elongate, not much compressed; caudal peduncle very long and slender,
nearly terete. Head moderate, bluntish, the profile rounded, the iuterorbital space strongly convex. Mouth horizontal, subinferior, overlapped
by the broad, blunt snout, its breadth considerable, but the maxillary
not extending far back, to opposite the front of the eye. Upper jaw protractile, covered with a fleshy lip, inside of which is a small, straight,
cartilaginous plate, similar to that on the lower jaw, but much smaller
and not evident externally; lower lip covered with a firm cartilaginous
plate, sharp externally, the upper surface being formed by its beveled

The transverse width of this plate is between 4 and 5 times its
(longitudinal) breadth; the plate extends in nearly a straight line from
one angle of the mouth to the other; its transverse width is contained
edge.

21 times in length of head. Eye rather large. If in snout, its position
anterior and not high up, 2\ in interorbital space. Dorsal long, rather
low, its first ray just behind first raj^ of ventrals, mid-way between snout
and middle of base of caudal caudal fin very long, the lobes about equal,
longer than head, widely forked, the accessory rays at its base very
;

numerous and recurrent on the caudal peduncle; about
be distinguished on each side of the fin. Anal fin rather

8 of these

may

large; ventrals

Pectorals moderate, not reaching two-thirds of
broad, reaching vent.
the distance to the ventrals. Scales quite small, somewhat embedded in
the skin, very loosely imbricated, the exposed surfaces longer than high
profusely punctate; squamation quite irregular. The scales smaller on
back and belly than on sides, most exposed on caudal peduncle. Lateral
line

much decurved.

Coloration very dark; belly paler, but nearly

all

parts of the body studded with minute dark points. Peritoneum black;
intestines much elongate, usually filled with vegetable substance. Length

Lower Columbia River and
and Shoshone Falls locally abundant.
12 inches.

tributaries, as far

Acrocheilns alntaceu!', Agassiz

Falls aud
1878, 83;

and Pickering, Amer. Journ.

Walla Walla River; Gunther,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Body

as

Spokane

Sci. Arts,

Cat., vii, 276

;

xix, 214, 1855,

Willamette

J0RD.4.N, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Synopsis, 150, 1883.

104.
Lavinia,

up

(rth<<ace«s, leathery.)

;

LAVINIA,

Girard.

Sci. Phila., 1854, 137, (exiUcauda).

moderately compressed, rapidly contracted
Head small, conical. Mouth moderate,
terminal, oblique; the lower jaw included. Scales moderate, not closely
imbricated, the exposed surfaces somewhat hexagonal.
Lateral line
decurved, complete. Belly behind ventrals entirely scaled. Dorsal fin
well behind ventrals, its last ray just in front of beginning of anal,
which is rather elongate. Caudal fin little forked, its rudimentary basal
rays much increased in num1)er and very strong. Intestinal canal elongate, 3 times the total length of the fish peritoneum dark. Teeth 4-5 or
elliptical, elevated,

to the slender caudal peduncle.

;

/ora'an

and

Kveriiiaiin.
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hooked, cultriforni, with rather broad but shallow grinding
Gill
iii> well above the surface of the bone.
One
rakers rather long and slender; psendobranchia) large. Si/e largo
American. (Laviiiia, a classical name, without special applicaspecies.

5-5, scarcely

surface, the largest standing

tion to these fishes.)
333.

LAVINIA EXILICAUDA,

Baird

&

Girard.

(Hitch; Chi or Chigh.)

Head 41; depth 3J^; eye 4. D. 10; A. 12; scales 13-64-8; teeth 4-5 or
Body deep, compressed, tapering to the caudal peduncle, which is
very slender. Upper lip on the level of the lower part of the pupil, the
maxillary falling short of the eye. Preorbital short and deep; suborbital
moderate. Eye rather large, anterior. Scales rather large, 42 in front of

,">-5.

Dorsal tin rather small; pectorals short; anal high and long;
dorsal.
caudal well forked, its rudimentary rays strong, about ten in number.
Color dark above, sides somewhat silvery; scales with dark specks.
Length 12 inches. Streams of the Coast Range about San Francisco and
Monterey, locally common as far north as Clear Lake, (exilis, slender
Cauda, tail.)
Lavinia exiUcauda,

Baird

iind

Girarh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 137, Sacramento River,
Coll. Heermami.)
Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 241,

(Type, Nos. 207 and 209.

California.

Jordan i Gilbert, Synopsis,

1858.

Lavinia harengiis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

153, 1883.
Sci. Phila., 1856, 184,

Monterey, California.

(Type,

Coll. A. S Taylor.)

No. 210.

LeuciscM exilicauda,

Gunther,
105.

Cat., vii, 248, 1868.

CHROSOMUS,

Rafinesque.

Chrosomus, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 4", 1820, (eryOirogaster).

Jaws normal no barbel
with well-marked grinding surface.
Alimentary canal elongate, about twice as long as body; peritoneum
black.
Scales very small. Lateral line short or wanting. Dorsal behind
Body moderately elongate,

little

compressed.

;

teeth 5-5 or 4-5, moderately hooked,

ventrals; anal basis short.

Size small.

Colors in spring brilliant, the

pigment bright red. This genus is of somewhat doubtful relationshi}),
and shows many analogies with the subgenus Phoxinms under Leuciscus.
(vpwr, color

;

ctw/u«,

body.)

Lower black lateral band extending backward to base of caudal.
b. Lower black band ending iu a black spot.
erythrogaster, ;!:M.
hb. Lower black band broader, and not ending in .a black spot.
dak(itexsis,
aa. Lower black lateral band extending downward and backward, ending above base of aii.il,
the upper band forming the black caudal spot.
oreas, SM.

a.

:!).''>.

334.

CHROSOMUS ERYTHROGASTER,

Rafinosque.

(Red-bellied Dace.)

Head 4; depth 4. D. 7; A. 8; scales 16-85-10; teeth usually 5-5. Body
oblong, little compressed, tapering each way from the middle. Head
moderate, rather pointed. Mouth moderate, terminal, oblique, the jaws
about

e(|ual.
F.

X.

A

Fins rather small
15

;

the dorsal and anal high and short

Museum.

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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caudal long. Scales quite small, firmly attached, but not much imbricated. Lateral line developed less than half the length of the body.
Color brownish olive, with a dusky dorsal line and often some blackish
spots two black lateral bands nearlj^ parallel, the one from the upperangle of the opercle straight to the caudal, sometimes broken into spots
behind, the lower broader, extending from snout through eye, curved
downward along the belly and extending to the caudal, where it ends in
a black spot; between these bands a bright, silvery area; belly below
the lower band abruptly silvery females obscurely marked. Males in
spring with the belly and the interspace between the lateral bands bright
scarlet; bases of the vertical fins also scarlet; in high coloration the
body is everywhere minutely tuberculate and the fins are bright yellow.
;

;

Ohio and Michigan to Iowa and Northern Alaand Smith.) Abundant
in small clear streams; one of the most beautiful of our fishes, esiiecially

Length

bama

;

2 to 3 inches.

also

common

at Freeport, Maine, (Kendall

attractive in aquaria,
Lii.rihts

or Chrosomtis

Chrosomm

(tpvdpbg,

red; yaoTr/p, belly.)

eri/throgaster, K.VFiNESQtJE,

iiijrrhogaster,

Ichth. Oh., 47, 1820,

Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

1,

Ohio River.

White

284, 1876,

River, Indiana.

(Coll.

Jordan.)
iMxilns erythrogasler,

Kirtland, Bost. Journ. Nat.

Hist., iv, 23, 1844.

Guntheb, Cat., vii, 247, 1868.
Chrosomns erijlhrogasler, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Leuviscus erijthrogaster,

153, 1883; Cope, Cypr. Penn., 391, 1868.

Represented in the Susquehanna River by
CHROSOMl'S EKTTHROGASTER EOS

334a.

(Cope).

Head-1; depths. D. 8; A. 8. Lateral line 77; teeth 5-5. Body slenderer than the preceding; the lateral line less distinct, often entirely
wanting. Male with the two black lateral bands uniting on the caudal
peduncle, the lower broader and decurved, the upper narrow and

Length 2^

straight.
Chrosomns

County, Pennsylvania
1883.

;

Pliila., 1861, 523,

(r/wf,

sunrise.)

Meshoppen Creek, Susquehanna

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 391, 1868

;

Jordan

.i

Gilueut, Synopsis, 154,

(Coll. Cope.)

335.

Head

Susquehanna River,

inches.

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

cos.

depth

CHROSOMUS DAKOTEXSIS, Evermann &

U

Cox.

eye 3i snout 4i. D. 8 A. 8 scales about 80, 24
3f
in a cross series teeth 4-4, with slight grinding surface.
Body moderately stout, head heavy, caudal peduncle shorter than in related species.
Eye moderate interorbital width 3 in head. Mouth small and oblique
maxillary short, not nearly reaching vertical at front of eye, its length
li in eye; lower jaw projecting; fins moderate; height of dorsal li in
head, its origin behind the base of ventrals a distance greater than
length of snout
anal similar to dorsal; pectorals short, 1^ in head;
ventrals very short, not reaching anal. Color as in C. erijthrogastvr,
except that the back is darker and the upper dark line is continuous and
not at all broken up into spots; the lower black line is more distinct,
broader, and does not end in a black spot. Length 2 inches. Missouri
River basin, in Nebraska and South Dakota.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Chrosomns

dakotensis,

Evermann &

Co.\,

Chamberlain, South Dakota.

Kept. U.

S.

Crow Creek,
Evermann, Kutter, & Cox.)

Fish Comm., xix, 1895,

(Type, No. 45680.

Coll.

Jordan

aii({ /<'.7u-rniann.

CHBOSOMUS OBEAS,

336.

Head

depth

D. 8

— Fishes of A^orl/i America.
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Cope.

8.
Lateral line 67; teeth 5-5. Snout, prelonger than in C. erythroijaster. Coloration
similar to that of Chrosomus cri/throtjaster, except for the difterenco in pattern, the upper band beginning opposite the vent and extending backward to middle of caudal, ending in a black spot; lower band extending

4

;

4J.

and maxillary a

orbital,

;

A.

little

from snout through eye downward and backward, ceasing at base of
anal; back clear olive-green, with dark spots and crossbars; belly,
interspace between the lateral bands, and bases of vertical fins bright

Length 21 inches. Head waters of
fins otherwise yellow.
Roanoke River. The most brilliant of the genus, locally abundant in
mountain streams. Specimens of erythi-Ofj aster approaching areas in
crimson

;

coloration are also found in clear tributaries of the Tennessee River, in

Alabama,

{areas, opeidf, a

Chrosn7nits areas,

Montgomery County,
Jordan, Bull. U.

Virginia;

io6.

This genus

is

Sci.

(Coll.

Phila., 1868, 233.

Cope)

;

Head

of

Jordan & Gilbeet,

Roanoke River,

Synopsis, 154, 1883

;

S. Fisii Coiiim., viii, 1888, 121.

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Algansea,

mountain nymph.)

CoPE, Journ. Ac. Nat.

ALGANSEA.

Girard.

Sci. Phila., 1850, ISi, {tincellu).

very closely related to Hyhognathus, differing chiefly in

the small size of the scales, there being 55 to 70 in the course of the
lateral line; preorbital

bones very wide, as in Hyhognathus ; teeth 4-4,

scarcely hooked, with rather broad grinding surface

elongate; peritoneum black.
a.

Mountains of Mexico.

Scales very small, about 70 in the lateral line;
6.

;

intestinal canal

(A coined name.)

body and head robust.

Dorsal inserted over ventrals; maxillary not reaching eye.

hb.

Dorsal inserted rather before ventrals; maxillary reaching front of eye.

aa. Scales

moderate, 55 to 60 in the lateral line; eye small.

337.

ALGAXSEA TIXCELLA

(Cuvier

k

tincella, 337.
di'GESI, 338.

salljei, 339.

Valenciennes).

Body stoutish, the head
scales 17-70-9; teeth 4-4.
!Mouth moderate, obli(|uo, the maxillary not reaching to the eye
jaws about equal; eye rather small; fins small, the caudal short.
Dorsal inserted just over ventrals. Scales quite small, firmly attached
and not closely imbricated, as in Mylocheilus and Gila. Coloration dark,
Length 6 inches. Lakes about the City of
plain
fins unspotted.
Mexico, (diminutive o£ tinea, a tench.)
HeadSf; depths^;

heavy.

;

;

Le«ci«c!ts tincella,

Maj.Wm.
Leucus

tincella,

(Specimens, No. 2753, U.

S.

Rich.)

Jordan & Gilbert,
338.

Head

323, 1844, City of Mexico; Guntiier, Cat.,
N. M.; original typo in Museum of Paris. Coll.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, xvii,

vii, 244, 1868.

Synopsis, 245, 1883.

ALGAXSEA DUGESI,

Bean.

depth 4; eye 5i. D. 7; A. 6; scales 18-69 to 72-13. Teeth
Gill rakers
4—4, slightly hooked, with well-developed grinding surface.
Body robust. Lower jaw slightly included, with a small knob at
4-f-15.
Dorsal
the symphysis; maxillary reaching opposite front of eye.
inserted somewhat before ventrals at a point midway between snout and
base of caudal; lower fins short; caudal large. Scales very small and
crowded anteriorly, larger behind; lateral line sharply decurved over
pectoral. Dusky brown sides of head silvery, a very faint dusky spot at
4;

;
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base of caudal uppei' fins dusky, mi iiuirked. Length ^\ inches. Central Mexico, in stieauis tributary to Kio de Lernia
onr specimens collected by Mr. Woolnian, at Salamanca. Very close to A. tiiicclla, but
;

;

(Named

probably distinct.

Dugcs, who collected

for Professor Alfredo

the types.)
Algnnsea

Bean, Pmc. V.

diKjiiti,

Nat. Mus.,

.S.

18'.)2,

283,

Guanajuato, Lake Yuriria.

(Tyiic,

Nos. 41818 and 43764.)

339.

Head

ALGAXSEA SALL.EI

(GUnther).

depth 3j eye 5. D. 7; A. 6. Lateral line 54 teeth 4-4, long,
curved, with grinding surface. Caudal peduncle not quite twice as long
No barbels. Snout obtusely conical, longer than the eye.
as deep.
Upper jaw slightly overlapping the lower. Maxillary not extending to
the eye. Dorsal immediately behind ventrals. Fins short. Intestinal
canal with few convolutions. Brownish, green above, minutely dotted
with black along the sides. Length 3 J inches. Streams of central Mexico.
(Named for M. Salle, a collector in Mexico, who obtained
(Giinther.)
4

;

;

;

the types.
Cenitifhllii/^ fallii

i,

Gunther,

Cuernavaca, Mexico.
30(t, Lake Tupataro.
(Tyi)e, Nos.
A. Duges.) Jokdan & Gilbebt, Synoijsis, 154, 1883.

Cat.,vii, 484, 18G8,

Zophendnin aiistralf* Jokdan, Pioc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1870,

23)30 and 23131.
Uiulsonius

sallsei,

Cliolaeallxi,

Coll. Prof.

Jordan, Proc. U.

Jobdan &

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 226.

Gii-bert, Synopsis, 164,1883.

107.

HYBOGNATHUS,

Agassiz

Hybognalhns, AGASSIZ, Amei\ Journ. Sci. Arts, 1855, 223, (nnchalis).
Diomla, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 177, (eplscopa).
Alijoma,

GiRABD,

/.

c, 180,

(atiiara).

Body elongate, somewhat compressed. Mouth horizontal, the jaws
normal, sharp-edged; lower jaw with a slight, hard protuberance in front;
no barbel; upper jaw protractile. Teeth 4-4, cultriform, with obli(iue
grinding surface and little if any hook. Alimentary canal elongate, 3 to
10 times the length of the bodj'. Peritoneum black. Scales large lateral
line continuous.
Dorsal inserted before- ventrals. Anal basis short.
Size moderate.
Sexual changes very slight, no red or black pigment distinguishing the males in spring. Species numerous mostly southwestern,
and not well known. (t''/36f, gibbous yvuOor, jaw.)
;

;

;

HYISOGNATIirS
a.

:

Teeth compai'atively long and scarcely hoolted silvery species, usually more than 33^
inches in length when adult scales about 38.
h. Suborliitals broad, the anterior not more than twice as long as deep.
Mouth narrow, its cleft not reaching nearly to eye ; lower jaw shorter than upper,
obtuse at tip.
nucualis, 340.
cc. Mouth wide, its cleft about reaching eye
jaws subequal, the lower acutish at tip.
;

;

C-.

;

AROYRITIS, 341.
bb.

Suborbitals narrow, the anterior about 3 times as long as deep

;

mouth rathersmall.
IIAYI, 342.

Head

D.8;A.7. Scales 10-5U-8. Teeth 4-4.
Body rather elongate, formed as in Campostama anomnliiiii, somewhat compressed, the back
somewhat elevated and rounded anteriorly. Head rather largo, slightly depressed above. Mouth
moderate, low the lower jaw slightly included the premaxillary below the level of the eye;
maxillary just reaching the front of the eye. Lower jaw thin-edged, with a slight symphyseal
knob. Eye small. Gin head. Scales small. Lateral line complete, decurved. Dorsal slightly
behind ventrals. Dusky bluish above everywhere with dark points; a black spot at base of
caudal. Length 7 inches. Lake Tupataro, Guanajuato, Mexico, a tributary of Rio Lerma, west
*Alfiaiii'ea

austialis,

(Jordan).

;

4;

depth 4^^.

;

;

of the Sierra Madro.

Doubtless the adult of Alijansea

aulhci.

DioNDA
aa.

coined namo)

(a

— Fishes of North America,

and ETermann.

Jorda7i

:

Tooth coinparativoly short, distinctly hooked suhorbitals moderate
usually with dark lateral band, the adult less than 3 inches long.
;

d.

213

;

phimbeous

species,

Scales in lateral lino 32 to 43.
«.

Body rather
/.

slender, the depth 4 to 4J^ in length.

Scales largo, 32 to 34 in lateral lino.

Sf. Scales smaller,

Serena, 343.

usually 37 to 40 in the lateral line.

Sides with a dark lateral band, ending in a

g.

more or

less distinct

dark spot

at base of caudal.

mouth about
mouth al)out

Cleft of

/(.

;

snout bluntish.

episcopa, 344.

4 in head, tho snout

;

;

i/i/.

head

more acute.
nubila, 345.
Sides without distinct dark lateral band ur caudal spot body elliptical in
amara, 346.
outline eye 3' in head, rather longer than snout.

gg.

fj

Body rather stout, the dejith "A^i
dusky band and caudal spot.

ee..

in

Ti

hh. Cleft of

Scales in lateral lino 50 to GO

;

to

3%

in length

;

scales

body rather slender, the depth

about 37 sides with
melanops, 347.

^y'^

;

in length.

PLUMBEA,

Subgenus
340.

348.

HYBOGNATHUS.

HYBOGXATHUS NUCHALIS,

Agassiz.

(Silvery Minnow.)

Head 4| to 5; depth 4i; eye 4, D.8; A. 7. Teeth 4-4; scales 5-38-4.
Body elongate, comparatively slender. Head moderate, rather short, the
evenly curved suborbitals broad, the anterior about twice as long
Eye moderate, rather longer than muzzle. Upper jaw heavy
lower jaw thin. Scales large and silvery. Lateral line decurved 12 to
14 largo scales in front of dorsal. Intestines very long, 7 to 10 times
length of body. Olivaceous green above, translucent in life sides clear
silvery, with bright reflections
fins unspotted, coloration becoming
dusky ill specimens living in dark waters. Length 4 to 7 inches. A
graceful minnow, abundant in clear streams from the Delaware and Neuse
to the Upper Missouri and southward to Georgia and Texas; common in
or near large rivers. Variable; tangible varieties are subspecies 2>?((ci<rt,
(Girard),from the Arkansas and Missouri rivers, the eye smaller, 5 in
head; tho snout depressed and blunt, with very small mouth subspecies
regia, (Girard), Potomac Eiver, more than 6 inches long (western forms
are usually less), with deeper body and larger eye, 3f in head; the form
called osmcrhtiis, from Delaware River, is not evidently different from
nuchaUs, which is tlie common form of the Missouri Valley, {nuchalis,
pertaining to the naiie.)
profile

;

as deep.

;

;

;

:

;

Hi/bognalhiis nnchalis, AoASSiz,

OrNTHEK,

Watson.)
ITyhogniilliitu

jtlnri/ux,

Amor. Journ.

Cat., vii, 184, ISfiS

Quincy,

Sci. Arts, 1855, 224,
;

Jordan & Gilbert,

(Coll. Dr.

Illinois.

Synopsis, 150, 1883.

OiitARn, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 182, sluices of the

Arkansas

River, Fort Makee, Arkansas. (Typo, No. 87. Coll. Dr. Suckley.)
Hybognathus eimixi, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185C, 182, Fort Pierre, Nebraska.
(Coll. Dr.

Hyhognathiis

Girard.)

Evans.)

regiiis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sii.

Phila., 1856,

209,

Potomac River.

Bybognathus osmerinus, Cope, Proc. Amor. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 466, Raritan River,

Jersey.

(Coll.

Gi'NTiiER, Cat., vii, 185, 1868.

(Coll. C. C. Abbott.)

New
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HTBOGNATHUS ARGYBITIS,

Girard.

Mouth wider than iu H. nuehalis, its cleft reaching to opposite front of
eye; jaws subeqiial, the lower acutish at tip; suborbitals broad, the
anterior about twice as long as deep. Silvery. Length 4 inches. Very
close to H. nuehalis into which it may intergrade. Upper Missouri region
and Red River of the North, {argyritis, apyv(HTig, silvery.)
Jlyhognalhits

(irgiirili';

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
34-2.

Sci. Pliilsi., 1856, 182,

HTBOGNATHUS HATI,

Milk River.

Jordan.

Head 4| depth ii eye 3s snout 4^. D. 8; A. 8 scales 5-36-3 teeth
Body rather slenderer than in H. nuehalis, the profile more rapidly
declined. Head email and low snout short, less obtuse than iu nuehalis;
;

;

;

;

;

4-4.

;

eye large maxillary 5^ in head, not quite reaching eye suborbital bones
very narrow, the anterior 3 times as long as deep. Scales and fins essentially as in H. nuehalis; color the same; intestine shorter, i\ to 7^ times
body.
Length 4 inches. Lower Mississippi and neighboring rivers,
known from Pearl River, from Memphis, Tennessee, and from streams in
Mississippi. Perhaps a variety of H. nuehalis.
(Named for Dr. Oliver
P. Hay, discoverer of the species.)
;

Hybognathus

;

argijritk.

Hay,

Bull. U. S. Fish Comni.,

ii,

1882, 08, not of

Girard

;

.Toudan

&

Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 9G8, 1883.
Eybognnlhiis hayi,

sippi.

Jordan, Proc. V.

(Type, No. 32306.

S.

Coll.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 548, Pearl River, Jackson, Missis-

Hay.)

Subgenus
343.

Head 4f depth 4^

DIONDA,

Girard.

HTBOGNATHUS SKREXA

(Girard).

D. 8 A. 8 scales 5-32 to 34-3. Eye large,
3^.
a little less than interorbital width. Ventral fin nearly reaching vent.
Color dusky, with a black lateral band fins plain. Length 2.^^ inches.
Rivers of Western Texas; with the next, from which it may be known by
the larger scales, (serenus, serene.)
;

;

eye

;

;

;

Dionda Serena, GinAiiD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

.'Jci.

Phila., 1850, 177,

Sabinal River, Texas.

No. 43. Coll. Keunerly.)
Dionda jmpalie, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat Sci. Phila., 1856, 178,
of Pecos River, Texas. (Coll. Capt. Pope.)
i-liri/yilis, GiBARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.
of Pecos River. (Coll. Clark.)

Dionda

Sci. Phila., 1856, 178,

Delaware Creek, a tributary
Live Oak Creek,

Hyhognathusnigrolseniata, Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvii, 37, 1881,

tary of

Medina River, Texas
344.

;

Jordan k Gilbert,

(Tjipe,

a tributary

Wallace Creek, a

tribu-

Synopsis, 156, 1883.

HTBOGNATHUS EPISCOPA

(Girard).

Head

4i; depth 4J^to 4^; eye large, 2f to 3i. D. 8; A. 8; scales 9-37 to 41-4.
Slender, fusiform in profile, and compressed, with the back slightly

arched. Head large, the snout decurved to the small, terminal mouth, the
maxillary reaching about half way to the eye. Dusky above, a blackish
band along the sides, ending in a dusky blotch at base of caudal; fins

unmarked; scales witli fine black dots. Length 3 inches.
Rivers of Western Texas and Northeastern Mexico from Rio Comal to Rio
yellowish,

Jordan and

species

215

;

was

collected.)

Dimida ephcopa, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

texeiisis,

No. 44.

headwaters of Pecos River,

Sci. Phila., 1850, 177,

and Comanche Spring, tributary
Diomla

— Fishes of North America.

abundant. (iTv/nKoTToc, bishop or pope, a remote allusion to Capafterwards General, John Poi^e, in charge of the party by which the

Grande
tain,

Everina?in.

to Rio

Grande.

(Typo, No. 45.

GiR.\Rii, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185B, 177,

Cull. Capt. Pope.)

Nueces River, Texas.

(Type,

Coll. Clark.)

ar(ienlosa\ Girahp, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1S5G, 178, San Felipe Creek and Devil
River, tributaries of the Rio Grande, in Texas. (Type, No. 32. Coll. Clark.)

y Dioutla

Uijbo(i)ial)ius flaripiiiiiis, Coi'K,

Johnson's Fork of Llano

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvii, 36, 1880,

River, in Kimble County, Texas; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsi?,
1 HiihogiiaHiiis {Dioiiila) pniicH/er^, Garman, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zoiil., viii,

156, 1883.

89, 1881, Parras, and
spring near Saltillo, Coahuila, Mexico; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 884, 1883.
Hi/hmjiitilJius cirilis^, Coi'E, Trans. Aiuer. Philo. Soc, 1884, 1G7, Monterey, New Leon.

KyhognuOiiis ep'tHCopHs,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Dionda pumtifer and episcopa,

Evermann

345.

Head

Synopsis, loC, 1883.

&

Kendall, Bull U.

HTB0GN.4THUS NUBILA

S.

Fish Comm., xii, 1892,

99.

(Forbes).

depth 4; eye 3. D. 8; A. 9 scales 5-37-3; teeth 4-4, little
hooked.
Head narrow mouth inferior and horizontal. Lateral line
anteriorly deflexed. Eye large, rather longer than muzzle. 14 scales
before dorsal. Color very dark; a dark lateral band from muzzle to base
of caudal; fins all plain. Length 2i inches. Western Hlinois, west to
Wyoming, and southwest to the Ozark region, abundant. Close to H.
ephcojxx, but differing in the more pointed snout and larger mouth, the
cleft 4 in.head, not 5 as in H. episcopa.
(nubilus, dusky.)
4^;

;

;

Alhjimnjis wthihin,
Cliola nnbila,

Forbes, Bull.

III.

(Type, No. 28410.

Illinois.

Jordan & Gilbert,
346.

Lab. Nat. Hist.,

it,

56, 1878,

Rock River, Ogle County,

Coll. Forbes.)

Synopsis, 167, 1883.

HYBOGNATHUS AMARA

(Girard).

Head4; depth4; eye3i. DorsalS; A. 7; lateral line 35 to 38; teeth 4-4.
Body elliptical, rather chubby. Head short and blunt; front convex.
Suborbital bones rather narrow. Eye moderate, about as long as snout.
Scales moderate, 16 in front of the dorsal. Silvery no dark lateral band,
nor caudal spot. Rio Grande. Possibly the young of IT. nuchalis or some
similar species; perhaps identical with H, aryentosa.
{amarus, bitter, the
type being found in brackish water.
;

Algoma amara, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

1856, 180,

Lagoon near Fort Brown,

Texas.

(Type, No. 149. Coll. Clark.)
Algoma fluviatiUf, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 181, near Monterey,
Leon;
GiRAun, U. S. & Mex. Bound. Surv., Zoiil., 45, pi. xxvii, figs. 17-20, 185',i. (Coll. Conch.)
Hi/biMjnalhnsJfm-ialiU.'!, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 157. In Girard's figure, jhirHtlilis has snmller
scales than amara, about 40 in lateral line, but the plates of the Mexican Boundary Survey
are very untrustworthy.
Htjbogiiathus amanis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 156, 1883.

New

'One of the types of D. argenlom, recently examined, gives: Head 3|; depth S^/J; eye 873,
is heavier and stouter than typical episcopa
the dorsal is less anterior. Possibly a distinct

and

;

species.

''Hiihognalhvspunctifer, Garman, from Laguna del Muerte, Coahuila is not evidently different.
Scales 5-40-3.
Head 4; depth 4; the form stouter than in H. episcopa.
^ Hyhogiiolhus cii-ilk, Cope, from
Monterey, New Leon, is also not appreciably different.
Lateral stripe faint or obsolete; depth of body e<iual to length of head, 5ki in total with caudal;
cye3;.j in head; pectorals not reaching ventials.

All these last (aiyentosa, punctifer, rii-ilis) may lielong to a distinct species, {Uiil'igiiathus argeitH. episcnpa, but stouter, with smaller eye, aud the lateral baud faint or obsolete,
'sides silvery as if painted with iiuicksilver."

tosa), allied to

the

'
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HYBOGNATHUS MELAXOPS

(Giranl).

Head 4 to 4i depth 3i to 3J. D. 8 A. 7 scales 7-36 to 38-i teeth 4-4.
Body deeper than iu related species snout rouuded; eye medium. Black;

;

;

;

;

smoky, with black dots a black spot at base of caudal.
Streams of Coahuila, Chihtiahua, and Nuevo Leon.
Two specimens collected by Mr. Woolmau in Chihuahua Kiver af^ree with
H. episcopa in all respects except that the depth is 3f and the scales 42 or
43.
It is doubtful whether the two species are really distinct.
{n'tXa^,
ish above, sides

;

Leu<j;th 2^ inches.

black;

<"))/;,

eye.)

Dicmda melanops, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
(Type, No. 41.

Coll.

/)ioii(?((m»(7,/,(iiRARD, Proc. Ac.

New

Leon.

Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 178,

(Type, No. 103, (20227).

JIijlxjijnathuK iiidanopsi,

Pliila., 185G,

Sci.

178,

Buena

Vista,

Coahuila.

Couch.)

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Guajuco, Monterey, and Cadereita,

Miillhausen.)

Coll.

Geol. Surv., iv. No.

2,

HYBOGNATHUS PLUMBEA*

348.

402, 1878.

(Girard).

Head 4|^; depth 4 J. D. 8; A. 7 lateral line 53 to 58. Body rather slenHead moderate, rounded iu front. Lower jaw included. Dorsal
;

der.

Color uniform, sometimes a black spot at the
Tributaries of Arkansas River in Indian Territory.

inserted before ventrals.

base of the caudal.
(Grirard.)

(plumheus, lead-colored.)

Dionda phimhra, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Phila.,

Sci.

Canadian River.

(Coll.

Fort Smith, Arkansas.

(Coll.

1850,

178,

Mollhausen.
Dionda spadicea, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 178,

Mollhausen.)

Girard, Pacific K. K. Surv., x, 230,
(Coll.
Mollhausen.)
Zophendnm phnnbeum, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Dionda

f/risfa,

pi.

Lii,

figs.

6-10, 1858, 20

miles west of

Choctaw Agency.

loS.

155, 1883.

PIMEPHALES,

Rafiuesque.

I

(Fat-heads.)
Pimephalen, Eafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 52, 1820, {promelas).

Hyhorhynckus, Aoassiz, Aiiier. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1855, 22, {nolalun).
CoUsciix, Cope, Haydeu's Kept. Gcol. Surv. of Wyoming, 1872,437, {parietalix

Body rather robust,

little

compressed.

= young of promelas).

Head short and rounded. Mouth

upper jaw protractile no barbel. Teeth 4-4, with oblique
grinding surface, usually but one of the teeth hooked. Dorsal over ventrals, its first (rudimentary) ray separated from the rest by membrane,
not adnate to it, as usual in minnows this character is most distinct in
adult males, in which the skin of the first ray is thickened. Anal basis
short. Intestinal canal elongate. Peritoneum black. Pseudobranchise
present. Scales rather small. Lateral line complete or variously incomSize small. Breeding males with much black jiigment and with
plete.
large warts on the head. {in/iEh'/c, fat; ke^cM/, head.)
small, inferior

;

;

;

a.

Lateral lino more or less incomplete

aa. Lateral line

complete

;

body very short and
body moderately elongate.
;

stout.

promelas, 349.
notatus, 350.

*The nominal species hero united as Hyhoijnathis plumbea are all unknown to us. Girard
In general appearfigures all of them as having small scales, some 53 to 58 in the lateral line.
ance these figures seem to agree, and except for the scales, they seem to be close to the other
species called Dionda. It ia possible that their relations are with Algamea rather than Dionda.
It may also bo that the scales are erroneously figured by Girard.

Jordan and Ever ma nn.
849.

—Fishes of North America.

PIMEPHALKS PROMKLAS,
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Rafinesquc.

Minnow.)

(Fat-heaii; Bi.ack-iieai)

Head 4; depth 4; D. I, 7; A. 7; scales 7-43 to 47-6; teeth 4-4. Body
very short and deep. Head short, everywhere convex, almost gohular
Mouth small, inferior, horizontal. Scales deep, closely
in adult males.
imbricated. Lateral lino extremely variable, sometimes nearly complete
(cotiferius), sometimes almost wanting, (typical j»-owie?as). Olivaceous, the
dorsal with a large black bar across it, nearly half way up, most distinct
anteriorly, appearing as a simple dusky shade in the young. Male
fish dusky, the head jot-black, with several large tubercles on the snout
in spring a dusky shade along sides of caudal peduncle. Length 2^ inches.
Lake Champlain to Kentucky, Dakota, and the Rio ( Jrande abundant in
sluggish brooks, especially in the Missouri Basin. Varies greatly with
;

;

age, sex,

and season,

(vrpo,

Pimephales promelas, Rafinesque,
(Coll.

Wm.

M.

Clifford);

before;

Iclitli.

fieTiar^

Oil., 53,

Guntiier, Cat.,

black.)

1820,

vii, 181,

pond near Lexington, Kentucky;

1868

;

Jordan & Gilkert,

.Synopsis, 158,

1883.
Pitneiihules

fii.<iciali(s,

GiRARn, Troc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1S5G, 180,

Yellowstone River.

(Coll.

Haj'den.)

Lake Whittlesey, Min-

Plarfiyriismelanocephabis, Arbott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sol. Phila., 1800, 325,

nesota. (Type, No. 3374. Coll. Abbott.)
Pimephales mihsi* CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 18G4,

Michigan.

Gunther,

(Coll. Miles.)

282,

Grosse

Isle,

Detroit River,

Cat., vii, 181, 18G8.

Pimephiiles a(jassizu, CoPE, Cypr. Penu., 394,

1SG6,

Miami River,

tributary near Rich-

mond, Indiana.
ColiscuK parielalis,

CoPB, Haydeu's Report for 1870, Geolog. Surv. of

Joseph, Missouri.

Haydeu.)

(Coll.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Wyoming,

437, 1871,

Saint

Synopsis, 158, 1883.

Represented in Arkansas and Indian Territory by the closely related
349a.

PIMEPHALKS PROMELAS MACULOSUS

having the

Differs only in

(Giranl).

lateral line better developed

;

the pores want-

ing on less than half the scales. Coloration, so far as known, as in P.
promelas. Arkansas River, locally abundant, probably in other streams
from Kansas to Texas, (maciilosus, spotted.)
PImephale.': mncnlnsn$,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Fort Makee, Arkansas

Sci. Pliila., 1850, 180,

(Type, No. 153, (2729).

;

Sluices of Arkansas River,
Girard, Pac R. R.

Coll. Beckwitli.)

Surv., X, 234, 1858.
llilhorhi/nchus nigeUun,

Colorado.

Cope, Zool. Wheeler Surv., v, G71, 1875, (187G),

(Type, Nos. 15793 aud 15784.

IlijhurhijHehus ciivferliia,

Jordan A

Coll.

Arkansas River, Pueblo,

Aiken.)

Gii.iieut, in part. Synopsis, 159, 1883.

Represented in the Rio (Jrande basin by
349li.

PIMEPHALKS PROMELAS CONFERTUS

(Girard).

Similar to the variety maculoms, but more chubby, and the male apparently differently colored. An adult male from the Chihuahua River, collected by Mr. Woolman, is black, with two broad white cro.ss bands, the

one across the gill opening, including edge of opercle and shoulder
girdle
the other under front of dorsal. Another band, less distinct,
;

* Pimephales milesi maybe a tangible variety; the scales are said to bo 40, with only 3
between the lateral lino and the ventrals, while there are usually 6 to 7 iu P. promelas.

series
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pectoral fins white, except the black outer edge,
followed by a narrow, sharply-defined streak of bright silvery;
other fins white, the middle portions black head all black. Lateral line
complete, {confertus, compact.)
across base of caudal
Avhich

;

is

;

ainxnr), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 179, (9), Hurrah Creek, a
Jordan & Gilbert, in part,
(Coll. Miillhausen.)

Ilyborhiitirlins cmfi-rliis,

tributary of Pecos River, Texas.
Synopsis,

15'J,

1883.

PIMEPKALES NOTATUS*

350.

(Rafinesque).

(Blunt-Nosed Minnow.)

Head

41 depth 5; D.
;

I,

8

;

A. 7

;

scales 6-45-4

;

elongate, not elevated, moderately compressed.
zle blunt and convex top of the head depressed.
;

teeth 4-4. Body rather
Head moderate the muzCheeks vertical. Mouth
;

Fins small; the dorsal moderate, the first ray
anal small,
caudal fin short. Scales moderate, deep, closely imbricated; scales in
front of dorsal small and crowded, in 23 rows. Eye moderate. Color olivaceous, little silvery sides bluish a black spot on the dorsal fin in front,
near the base, less distinct than in Cliola vigilax; a dusky shade at base
of caudal fins often reddish; males in spring with the black on the dorsal
more extended and the head wholly black snout with about 14 disproportionately large tubercles. Length 4 inches. Quebec to Delaware,
Kentucky, Alabama, Arkansas, and northward to the Dakotas generally
very abundant in small streams west of the Alleghanies. (notatus, noted
small, inferior, horizontal.

distinct

and spine-like

in the male, slender in the female;

;

;

;

;

;

or spotted.)
Minnihis notatus, Kafinesque, Ichtli. Oh., 47, 1820,

Ohio River.
Ohio River.

Catoslomus melmiotm, Rafinesque, Ichtli. Oh., bS, 1S20,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1850, 185, Arkansas River, Fort
Coll. Shumanl.)
Uyhorhynchns tenelhm, GlRARU, J. c, 179, Choctaw Agency. (Coll. MoUhausen.)
(Coll.
Hyborhynchus pnnKevit, Girard, /. c, 179, Antelope Creek, Canadian River.
Hilborhiinchiiii 2>erspicmts,

Smith.

(Type, No. 144.

Ki'nuerly.)

Joseph River, Michigan

Hyhiipxis liuiitnlurus. Cope, Cypr. Penn., 382, 186G, St.

;

Michigan

City, Indiana.
Hyborhijnchtus mjKrciUoinis, CoPE, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1SC8, 234

ing males with the lips thickened).

(Type, No. 20532.

;

Kanawha River.

Coll. Cope.)

(Breed-

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 160, 1883.
Eyborhynchiis notatus, GiJNTHER, Cat., VII, 182, 1868;
Hyboguathiis

j)ersj)icim.s,

GuNTHER,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 159, 1883.

Cat., vii, 185, 18C8.

Leucismis hxmatunis, GuNTllER, Cat., vn, 259, 1868.
Cliola luematura,

Jordan & Gilbert,
log.

Synopsis, 166, 1883.

MYLOPHARODON,

Ayres.

Mylopharodnti, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci., 1855, 33, {robmluit).

large, pike-like, the upper jaw not protractile;
Teeth 2,4-5,2; 2 or 3 of the teeth in the main row molar,

Body elongate; head
no barbel.

*Tho following nominal species is probably the young of rimephales nolalus: Hybopsis hxmaCope. Head 4 depth 4|; eye 3^^. P. 8 A. 7; 6cales7-44-4; teeth 4-4, littlehooked. Head
moderate, the muzzle little obtiise. Month inndcnitc, toruiinal, oblique, the maxillary reaching
iirtiit
temporal region rounded. Scales rather i^niall, 21 rows in front of dorsal. Lateral line
slightly decurved. Plumbeous above; head blackish; a faint dusky lateral band, ending ina
dusky spot at root of caudal tin caudal fin dull red fins ntherwise plain. Length 3 inches.
Streamsabout the head of Lake Michigan. Said to be abundant. (Cope.) (cii/ua, bluud ; ovpa, tail.)
(iinis,

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Ever^nann.
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truncate or bluntly rounded at the apex, much enlarged.
rather large, with thickened lips. Scales rather small
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Mouth terminal,
lateral line con-

;

tinuous. Dorsal fin inserted behind the ventrals. Anal basis short. Size
very large. Pacific slope. This genus resembles Mi/locheilus, from which
it differs in the nonprotractility of the upper jaw.
Both represent a
comparatively primitive type of Cyprinid a, allied to Asiatic forms. (Shortened from Myloj)hariinr/odoii /ni'Tior, grinder 0dpvy^, pharynx (xhix, tooth.

—

351.

HeadSi; depth

;

;

MYLOPHARODOX CONOCEPHALUS

(Baird

Girard).

A-

D.8; A. 8; scales 17-74-7. Body elongate,
Bubfusiform, compressed. Head l)road and depressed, the snout tapering.
Mouth horizontal, the jaws about equal, the maxillary extending to eye.
Eye small, 2i in snout preorbital elongate. luterorbital space as long as
4|; eye

7.

;

maxillary, 3 in head.

Scales rather small, loosely imbricated. Dorsal fin
a little behind ventrals. Caudal fin 1^ in head, the lower lobe very long,
longer than upper; caudal peduncle very long, 4i in length. Color dark,
paler below, no red. Length 2 to 3 feet. Sacramento and San Joaquin
rivers; uot very common; next to the species of Pfyc/ioc/i«7«s, the largest
of OUT Cyimnida;. {kuvoc, cone K£(pa?if/, head.)
;

Baird & Gikard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Heermann.)

Gila coHoccphula,
(Coll.

Mi/Jopharodon robustus, Atkes, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

MyJopharofUm couocephalus a.nd
Mylopharodon

conocephaliis,

rohnslus,

GCnther,

110.
Mylocheilus, AoASSiz,

Sci. Tbila., 1854, 134,

;

(Coll. Ayres.)

x, 21G, 1858.

Jopdan & Gilbert,

MYLOCHEILUS,

Amer. Journ.

San Francisco.

Sci., 1855, 33,

Girard, Pac. R. K. Surv.,

Cat., vii, 2G2

San Joaquin River.

Synopsis, 225, 1883.

Agassiz.

Sci. Arts., 1855, 229, {laieralk).

Body elongate, not elevated, little compressed. Head rather short,
somewhat pointed. Mouth rather small, little oblique, the lower
jaw included maxillary with a small barbel at its end upper jaw proconic,

;

tractile.

;

Scales moderate, not closely imbricated.

Lateral line decurved.
Caudal fin with the rudi-

Dorsal fin beginning nearly opposite ventrals.
mentary rays little developed. Anal basis short. Intestinal canal about
Teeth 2, 5-5, 2, or 2, 5—4, 2, those in the main row hooked
as long as body.
in the young 2 or 3 of these becoming molar with age, much enlarged,
blunt and truncate above. (A third deciduous row sometimes present,
according to Girard, in thi.5 genus and in Mylopharodon we have seen
;

;

nothing of the kind.)

Size large.

Pacific Slope,

(/vy^of,

grinder

;

,i;f?J\of,

lip.)

352.

MYLOCHEILUS CAURINUS

(Richardson).

(Columbia Chub.)

Head
1,

or

2,

4?; depth 4^; eye 5 snout 3i. D.8; A. 8; scales 12-77-7; teeth
Interorbital space broad, convex. Mouth horizontal
5-5, 2 or 1.
;

or nearly so, the maxillary uot reaching the front of the eye

bones wide

;

siiborbital

Teeth hooked in tlie young, some of
them becoming stump-like with age. Color dark above sides silvery, a
dark lateral band; below this a pale stripe, under which is a dark stripe,
which extends about to the vent fins plain belly and pale stripe red in
;

preorbital elongate.

;

;

;

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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spring males. Length 12 inches. Streams of Oregon and Washington,
from Frazer River, southward, ascending Clark's Fork of the Columbirj
as far as Flathead Lake, (Evermanu), and Snake Kiver to Shoshone Falls,
(Gilbert
Evermann); often entering the sea; abundant northward;
frequents the spawning beds of the salmon where it devours their eggs.

&

Specimens from Nanainio sent us by Mr. Ashdowu H. Green, who says
(cauriis, the
is the only C;ipr'mo\d found in Vancouver Island,
northwest wind, hence cauri)n(s, north western.)
that this

{Leiwiseus) caHrtnus, EiCHARDSON, Fauua Boreali Amer., ui, 304, 18;Jtl, Columbia River
at Fort Vancouver.
Miilocluilns frali'radii'* GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 158, said to }io fnini Monterey,
California, jirubably erroneously. (Type, No. 211 (27i;8). Coll. Trowlividgi-.
Miihiclifihifi hilfraJ'iK, Agassiz k PICKERING, Amer. .loiuu. Sii. Arts, 1855, 200, Columbia River at
Fort Vancouver. (Type, No, 212. Coll. Suckley.)
Cii]>i-imis

i

LeHc<-S(.(,i«s raurinns,
MijUichi'lJiis
.\i,

nmrinnx,

GuNTIIF.R, Cat., VII, 270,1868.
Synopsis, 224, 1883

JORDAN & GILBERT,

1891, 43, pi. 10, fig.

STYPODON,

Ill,

Garman,

SlypoiJon,

Bull.

Evekmann,

;

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

2.

Mus. Conip.

Garman.

Zoul., viii, 90,1881, {signifer).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with large, deciduous scales. Lateral
Mouth small,
Dorsal and anal fins short.
line complete, decurved.
anterior; premaxillaries protractile; fold of lower lip not crossing the
symphysis lower jaw trenchant, without horny covering no barbels.
Pharyngeals strong. Teeth 3-3, of the Mylocheilxs
Gill rakers short.
type, more or less cylindrical, with rounded grinding surfaces posterior",
more slender and subconical. {aTviror, stump u6org, tooth.)
;

;

;

;

353.

Head

STYPODOX SIONIFER,

Garman.

"Teeth 3-3, stout, stumpwithconvexsummits." Dorsaland ventraloutlines similar eye large,
longer than snout. Mouth oblique, the maxillary not reaching front of
3f depth 3|.

D. 8

;

;

A.

8.

Scales 6-35-2.

like,

;

lower jaw the longer.

Pectorals not reaching veiitrals, the latter to
silvery below
a broad, brown lateral band, bordered
above by a narrow silvery line. Lago de Parras, an isolated lagoon in
Coahuila, Mexico. (Garman.) A singular fish o^' uncertain relations,
known only from the original type, {dgnum, sign fero, I bear.)

eye

;

anal.

Brown

;

;

;

Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Sli/podon sii/nife);

Mexico

;

112.

Zool., viii, 90, 1881,
224, 1883.

SEMOTILUS,

Lago de Parras, Coahuila,

Rafinesque.

(Fall-fishes.)
Semofllm, Rafinesque, Tchth. Oh., 49, 1820, {dorsnU<<=:atroinaciilalm).
Leiiconnrnns, Heckel, Russeggers Reisen, i, 1843, 1042, {" ciirynolencus" r^zcorporalis).
Cheilonenm.i, Baird, in Storer's Hist. Fishes Mass., 285, 18.")5, (jmhlielhis^icorporahii).

large; mouth terminal, wide, the upper jaw proa small barbel on the maxillary just above its extremity, not at
its tip as in most other American minnows.
(In young examples the barbel cannot always be found.)
Intestinal canal short; teeth 2, 5-4, 2,

Body robust; head

tractile

;

Acoorilins to Girard's descripti.:;! and figurfi this speciesis
witli shorter head and suiallor scales.
Head 4 J in U'ngth;
D. 8 A. 9. Monterey, California, (Girard). No recent collector
has found any Mylocheilus in California and this locality needs coutirmatiou. {jralercnlm, a little
*MiiJoilieihisfri(l(i-nihis,

slondertT than

brother.)

GiRARi>.

.^^//'»(/(fl7"K caHWuH.'!,

scales in lateral line

about

85.

;

Jordan and Evcrinann.
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hooked, without griudhig surface. Scales moderate. Lateral line contiuuous. Dorsal more or less posterior to veutrals. Anal basis short.
42.
Species of large size, the largest of the cliubs found
VertebriB 22+20
in Eastern America, dift'ering from LeKciscns in the presence of a maxillary
barbel, {ai/iia, banner, i. e., dorsal fin the second i^art of the word was
elsewhere used by Kafinesiiue to mean "spotted.")

=

;

<7u>;u.a, body):
(Aeu/cos, white
Origin of dorsal midway liotweeii nostril and base of caudal, between 13th and 11th vertebnc scales not much crowded anteriorly.
scales large, silvery, about 45 in lateral line.
h. Dorsal without blade spot

LeucOSOMUS
a.

:

;

;

;

cokpoiialis, 354.

Semotilus:
aa. Origin of dorsal midway between middle of orbit
ICth vertebriP. Scales crowded anteriorly.
c.

Dorsal with a black spot at
to 65 in lateral line.

l>ase

its

anterior rays

SEMOTILUS COUPOKALIS

(Fall-fish

;

;

scales smaller, little silvery, 45

atkomaculatus,

LEUCOSOMUS,

Subgenus
354.

of

and base of caudal, between 15th and

Silver Chub

(Mitcjiill).

Wind-fish

;

355.

Ileckel.

;

Corporal.)

Head 4; depth 4; eye 4^. D. 8; A. 8; scales 8-45-4; teeth 2, 5-4,2.
Body oblong, robust, little comx>ressed. Head large, convex, the snout
bluntly conic moutli large, terminal, somewhat obli(iue, the lower jaw
;

included; premaxillary below the level. of the eye, the maxillary barely
reaching front of orbit. Eye moderate, rather high up and anterior.
Barbel shorter than pupil, not evident in young specimens. Scales large,
22 in front of dorsal, not much crowded anteriorly. Dorsal fin slightly
behind middle of body, just behind veutrals, inserted behind 13th vertebra.
Fins moderate. Coloration brilliant; steel-blue above sides and belly silvery; malesinspring with the bellyaudlower fins rosyor crimson nospots
on the fins. Length 18 inches. Abundant from the St. Lawrence to the
James, east of the Alleghauies, in clear, swift streams, rock pools, below
not found west of the Alleghanies. It is
cataracts, and in clear lakes
much the largest of the eastern Ci/prhiidiv, ranking with the western and
some European forms. " The chub is a soft fish and tastes like brown
paper, salted." (Thoreau.) (wrj^orrti/s, pertaining to the body Mitchill
calls the fish Corporal or Corporaalen.)
;

;

;

;

Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag., i, July, 1817, 289, preliminary notice,
• 'Wallkill River; Mitchill, c, ii, February, 1818, 324, detailed description.
Kafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., I, December, 1817, 120, Hudson River

Cypt-imis corporalis*

(.

Cypriiiiis hiillaris,

and

Wood

Creek.

Worcester County, Mass.
Stoker, Fishes Mass., 90, 1839, Walpole, Mass.
DeKay, N. Y. Fauna Fishes, 209, 1842, Lake Champlain.
Fishes, 211, 1842, N. Y. Harbor.
chrynoptenis, DeKay, N. Y. Fauna

Leucisais arijentems, Stouer, Fishes JIass., 90, 1839,
Leucisciis pulchellus,

Leucisciis nilidns,

Leuciscus

:

:

Leucist-iis rotenfi>dus,

CuviER & Valenoiknnes,

xvii, 318, 1844, Carolina.

LeuciscKS 2)ulcheUiis, Storek, Synopsis, 412, 1S45,
Leucosumti.s catanutufs,-\-

1861, 623,

Baird

in

Massachusetts.

Icouog. Eucycl.,

ii,

210,

and

iu CorE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Susquehanna River.

* As to the priority of the names of Mitchill and Rafinesque, see note under Xolropis coriiiitns.
This species is evidently Mitchill's (^iij)iiiius cn}p(iriili.i, and tlie transfer of the name SemnlilKa
corpnralis to the uc.\.t species by Abbott", Putnam, and Cope, has been an unfortunate and confusiug
error.
t According to Cope, the nominal species, calaractus and rhotliem, differ from the northern form,
pulchelivs {oT corporal in), in the smaller scales, these having 47 iu the lateral line, while ;)ii/.-7iW(tt8
This difference has not been verified by later writers, who place all
in Massachusetts has 59.
under one liead. UUuther counts 45 to 48 iu specimens mostly from 31aiue and Canada.
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Leitcosomus rholheus, Coi'E, Proc. Ac. N;it. Soi. Thila., 1801,

Brandy wine Creek and Ran-

."/ri,

cocosCreek, tributaries of the Delaware River.
SqKaliiin hyalope, Coi'E, Proc.

Clu'iloncvius]iidchcUns,

Ac. Nat, Sci. Phila., 1S04, 280,

Leiiamwms piiIchdlHs, Gi'NTUER,
SemotUus

bullarU:,

Conestoga River, Pa.; young.

Stoeeh, Fishes Mass., 28G, 1867.
Cat., vii, 208, 1808.

Jokdan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 222, 1883.

Subgenus
355.

SEMOTILUS.

SEMOTILUS ATKOMACULATUS
(nORNKIl-DACE

;

(MitcLill).

CrEEK-CHUB.)

Head 31; depth 4; eye about 5. D. 7; A. 8: scales <)-55-6, those in
lateral line varying from 50 to 60 or even more, the number greatest in
northern examples teeth 2, 5-i, 2. Body stout, the dorsal outline arched
in front of the dorsal, the body tapering backwards from a point considerably in advance of the dorsal, so that the base of that tin is oblique.
Head large and heavy, broad and rounded above; snout broad; mouth
broad, oblique, lower jaw slightly included, the upper lip just below
maxillary barely reaching front of pupil maxillary barlevel of pupil
bel small, not evident in specimens of less than 2 or 3 inches in length.
Eye rather small. Scales small, considerably crowded, and reduced
;

;

;

anteriorly; about 30 series in front of the dorsal

Lateral line consider-

fin.

the dorsal well behind ventrals, inserted
behind fifteenth vertebra, its last ray well in advance of base of anal.
Color dusky bluish above; sides with a vague, dusky baud, black in the
young, disappearing in the adult; belly creamy, rosy-tinted in males
in spring dorsal fin always with a conspicuous black spot at the base in
front, which is bordered with red in the male; a dark vertebral line;
scales everywhere edged with dark puuctulations a dusky bar behind
opercle males with snout coarsely tuberculate in spring. Young with a
ably decurved.

Fins small

;

;

;

;

small black caudal spot. Length 10 inches. Maine (Freeport; Kendall
Smith) and western Massachusetts (Housatonio River, Jordan), to
southern Missouri, Wyoming, and Canada; everywhere abundant;
chiefly in small brooks, where it is often the largest and most voracious
inhabitant, (rt^er, black; macula, spot.)
Oyprinus atromacnlalii.% Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag., ii, 1818, 324, Wallkill
Semotilvs dorsalit, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 49, 1820, Kentucky River.

Bafinesque, Iclith. Oh., 49, 1820, Ohio River.
Semotilm di2)lemins, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 49, 1820, Ohio River.
Leitciscus iris, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xvii, 255, 1844,

River.

Seniotilus ecphabts,

New York

and Caro-

LeucUciis storeri, Cuvier & VALrNciENNES, xvii, 255, 1844,
York.
Leuciscus pulchelloides, Ayres, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1849, laT, Connecticut.
Lencosovms pallidns, Giuarb, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 190, (lateral lino 52),

Antelope

lina.

New

Creek, Arkansas. (Coll. Kennerly.)
Leucosomus inenissatuK, Girard, I. c, 1856, 190, (lateral line 64), Choctaw Agency. (Coll.
MiiUhausen.)
SemoUUisviacrocephalm, Giuard, 1. c, 1S5G, 204, Fort Pierre, Nebraska. (Coll. Evans.)
(Coll. Bowman.)
Semotilm speciosiis, Girard, I. c, 1856, 2ll4, Sweetwater River, Nebraska.
SemotUus hammnndi, Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, 474, Kansas. (Coll. Hammond.)
SemotUus corporalh, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 221, 1883; Coi'E, Cyp. Penu., 363, 1866; not
Ciiprinvs cnrporalix, Mitchill.
Leucosvmus co)poralis, GuNTliER, Cat., vii, 269, 1868.
SemotUus atromaculalus, Bicknell & Drebslar, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1885, 16.
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Represented south of Virginia and Tennessee by
3o5

a.

SEMOTILrS ATROMACULATUS THOBEAUIANIIS

(Jordan),

Head 4; depth 4. D. 8; A. 7; scales 9-46*-5 teeth 2, 5-4, 2. Rather
stouter, with larger scales, less crowded forwards, 45 to 48 in lateral line;
the head short and thick, almost round. Barbel well developed. Coloration oi S. o^roHi(jc«?fl/«s, the black dorsal spot distinct. Length 7 inches.
Streams of Georgia and Alabama the extremes quite unlike atromaculaimi
intermediate specimens with scales 48 to 50 occurring in Cape Fear River
and elsewhere. (Named for Henry David Thoreau, t naturalist and poet.)
;

;

Seniotilus

thureauianus,

(Type, No. 9296.

Jordan, Bull.
Hugh M.

Coll.

113.
Pogonichihijs,
Si/tnmeO-imi)-,

IT.

S.

Nat. Mus., x, 63, 1877, Flint River, Georgia.

Neisler.)

POGONICHTHYS,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854,
Jordan, Bull. Ilayd^u Geol. Surv. Terr.,

Body elongate head
;

small, conical

;

Girard.

13G, {inmjuilobm).
iv, 788, 1878, («>-(/)/(eK)SU«

mouth moderate,

= young).

terminal, normal

maxillary with a well-developed barbel at its end premaxillaries protractile.
Teeth 2, 4-5, 2, or 2, 5-5, 2, hooked, with well-marked grinding surface.
Scales rather large lateral line continuous, decurved. Dorsal fin
beginning rather in advance of veutrals anal basis short. Caudal fin with
its rudimentary rays numerous and greatly developed, supported by strong
apophyses of the caudal vertebra-, the upper lobe of the fin considerably
longer than the lower, this character not evident in the young, appearing
by degrees. Intestinal canal short skeleton not peculiar, excejit in the
great development of the apophyses of last caudal vertebne. Chubs of
large size, replacing on the Pacific Slope, the eastern Semotilm. (n^yuv,
beard; IxOvc, fish.)
;

;

;

;

356.

POGONICHTHYS MACROLEPIDOTUS

(Ayres).

(Split-tail.)

Head 4^ depth 3i; eye large, 4J in head. D. 9; A. 8; scales 10-66-6;
vertebne 26+15; teeth 2, 5-5, 2, rarely 2, 6-5, 2. Body elongate, somewhat
compressed, back a little elevated. Head short, slender. Mouth moderate, nearly horizontal, maxillary reaching orbit; lower jaw included;
preorbital longer than deep. Interorbital space convex. Dorsal fin midway of body, rather in front of ventrals. Scales rather largo, moderately imbricated. Lateral line decurved. Fins rather large; upper lobe
pf caudal half longer than head in adult, the lobes subequal in young.
Coloration uniform
sides bright silvery, especially in young
no red.
Length 12 inches. Lowland streams of central California; very common
in the Sacramento and San Joaquin.
Singularly distinguished from our
;

;

;

Scales 46 to 48 in the types from Flint Kiver 61 in specimen from Augusta, Georgia 52 in
one from Black AVarrior Kiver.
t "The first to say a good word for the study of Cypriuida-." " I am the wiser in respect to
;

all

;

knowledge and the bettcr.qualificd for all fortunes for knowing that there is a minnow in the
Methinks I have need even of his sympathy and to be his fellow in a degree. I would
of their fin rays and how many scales compose the lateral line."

brook.

know even the number
(2'horeau.)
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Museum.

other Cyprinid(v by the great development of the upper lobe of the caudal

aud

its

(/unKpoXeTrnhTog, large-scaled.)

rudiiuoiitary rays.

Leuciicm macrolepidolus, Avres, Placer
Uaihi)

Pogonichtlii/s iniinttilohiis,

&

Joaquin River, California
PogouUlilhi/n

arijip-eiu^iis,

TiiiU'S

May

and Transcript, 1854,

Giraiu), I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila.,
;

and GiRAun, Tac. R. E. Surv.,

oO,

San Francisco.
130, (.\ugust), San

1S.">4,

x, 245, 1858.

GiRAKi), Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 153, Presidio, California.

Leiicosomux

ar<ji/rcU)si(s,

GiiNTilEU, Cat., vii, 207, 186S.

Leucosomus

inseqniluhtis,

GOnther, Cat., vii,
Jordan, Proc.

Po<joHichthys macrolejHiloins,

271, 1868.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 320; Johman A Gilhert,

Synopsis, 223, 1883.

Syminelnvrus argyreiosus, Jouda.n

114.
rtyiJidclieihif,

&

young

Gii.iiert, Synopsis, 222, 1883;

PTYCHOCHEILUS,

Agassiz, Anier. Jonrn. Sci. Arts,

4 inches long.

si)ecinit;us,

Agassiz.

18.55, 221), {gracilui).

Body elongate, little elevated, the caudal peduncle not [contracted.
Head long, slender, pike-like; mouth nearly horizontal, widely cleft, the
maxillary extending to below the eye, the upper lip rather below the
level of the eye lower jaw included, both anteriorly and laterally no
barbel; lips thick. Scales small, little imbricated, mostly longer than
deep. Lateral line decurved. Gill rakers very short. Dorsal fin well
;

;

back, somewhat behind ventrals. Anal basis short. Caudal fin strong,
Intestinal canal short.
its rudimentary rays not greatly developed.
Teeth 2, 5-4, 2; the straight limb of the pharyngeal bone extremely long
and slender, its teeth wide apart, subconical, scarcely compressed, and
but slightly curved at tip, the hook being turned in the direction of the
angle of the bone no trace of grinding surface. Fishes of very large
size, reaching a length of more than 4 feet, the largest of the Lcuciscine
Cyprinida:. With a general resemblance to Leuciscus and Gila, this genus
In this
differs strongly in the form of the pharyngeal bones and teeth.
genus, as in Gila, the vertebrju are more numerous than usual in Leucif^cus,
(Trr/'i^, fold; x^'^'^'-oCj Hp
the skin of the
45 or 46 instead of 42 to 45.
mouth behind the jaws being folded.)
;

!

a.

Scales of the lateral line 73 to 80, those before dorsal about 55.

aa. Scales in the lateral line

about

harfordi, 358.
lucius, 359.

PTYCHOCHEILUS OREGONENSIS

357.

oregonensis, 357.

90.

Head 4 in length; cleft of mouth Z% in head.
bb. Head zy^ in length; cleft of mouth 3| in head.
b.

(Squaw-fish

;

CiiArp.vri,;

(Richardson).

Sacramento

1'ike.)

HeadSf; depth4j to 5; eye small, 7Hn head, 2Hn snout; snout3. D.IO;
A. 8; scales 9-73 to 86-7, 42 to 60 before the dorsal; teeth 2, 4-5, 2. Body
comparatively robust, with stout caudal peduncle. Mouth large, the maxil-

Eye small, in young specimens proportionLateral line strongly decurved, much nearer belly
Coloration muddy greenish, with a few silvery scales; belly

lary leaching front of pupil.

ately

much

than back.
Bilvery

;

the

larger.

fins, in

spring, with red or orange

;

young with black caudal spot. Length
Vancouver Island south to the San Joaquin
dots;

;

scales dusted
2 to 4 feet.

abundant

with dark

Rivers from
in

Columbia
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River, Fraser River, etc.; ascending the Columbia and tributaries as far
as Missoula, Montana, and the Great Shoshone Falls in the Snake, (Ever-

maun), also everywhere in the Sacramento, San Joaquin, Salinas, and
Common used as food.

other lowland rivers of California.

;

Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., in, 305, 183r>, Columbia River.
San Francisco.
Plijihorhcihismnjor, Agas.<iz, Ainer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1855, 229, San Francisco.
Pliichocheilus gracUi!<, Aqassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1855, 229, Willamette Falls.
PlijchocheUus oregoncmix, Girard, Pac. K. R. Surv., 298, 1858 Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 236,
Ciiprintts (Lenciscus) oreijonensi/:,

Gilagrandis, Ayues, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Cal., 1854, 18,

;

EvERMANN,

U

Fish Comm., xi, 1891, 43, pi. 19, fig. 3.
PlychocheUus rapax, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 209, Monterey, California. (Coll.
Trowbridge.) Large epeciraens with deep body (depth 4%) and scales before- dorsal crowded,
1883

;

49 in

Bull.

number Girard,

S.

Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 300, 1858

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 226,

1883.

Lenciscus oregonemis,

Gunther,

PlychocheUus. grandis,

GiRARD, Pac. R. R. Surv.,

Leiiciscus grandis,

Gvnther,

4

;

x, 300, 1858.

Cat., vii, 239, 1868; in part;

perhaps mixed with P. harfordi.

PTYCHOCHEILUS HARFORDI,

358.

Head

Cat., vii, 239, 1868.

depth 5f

D.

.

Jordan & Gilbert.

Form
much decurved,

8; A. 7; scales 17-90 to 95-9; teeth 2, 5-4, 2.

of P. oregoiioisis, but more slender, the lateral line similarly

Caudal

less deeply forked; pectoral longer, reaching
Maxillary 2f in head, reaching just past front of
eye.
Length 18 inches or more. Lower Sacramento River, with F. orcffO)iensis, but much less common in the markets; possibly only the extreme
variation of that species. (Named for W. G. W. Harford, curator of the
museum of the California Academy of Sciences, now of the University of

but scales smaller.

9,

distance to ventrals.

California.)
Plychochiliix harfordi,

(Type, No. 27246.

Jordan & Gilbert,
Coll.

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 72,

Sacramento River.

Jordan & Gilbert.) Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

359.

PTYCHOCHEILUS LUCIUS,

226, 1883.

Girard.

("White Salmon" of the Colorado.)

Head3|; depths^; eye small, 2J
line 83 to 87; teeth 2, 4-5, 2.

in snout, 7 in head. D.9; A. 9; lateral
Vertebrte 45 or 46. Body slender, elongate,

with long, slender, depressed head the form and general appearance
being that of P. oregonensis. Maxillary reaching past anterior margin of
;

the eye, 2f in head.
Scales very small.

Lateral line very strongly decurved.

Fins moderate.
Coloration plain, darker above, the young always
with a black caudal s^iot and with a faint pale lateral band below a
darker one. Length 5 feet. Colorado basin, very abundant in the river
channels as far north as the base of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado.
(Uncouipaligro River at Delta.) The largest of the American Cyprinidw,
reaching a weight of 80 pounds, and having considerable value as a foodfish.

Known locally

PlijchocheilnxlHciiis,

Mcx. Bound. Surv.,
F. N. A.

as "»Sa7moH."

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Icijlh., 65,

16

1859

;

{hicius, -pike.)

Sci. Phil., 1856, 209,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Rio Colorado.

(Coll. A. Schott.)

Synopsis, 227, 1883.
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115.
Gila, BaiuI)

&

GILA," Baird

ife

(iutAUis Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853,

Museum.

Girard.

:?68,

{rohuHa).

compressed, the back arched, especially in the
adult the caudal peduncle typically extremely long, slender, contracted,
much narrower than the base of the caudal tin, which is widely forked,
with its basal fulcra very much developed. Head in typical si)ecie8
broad, depressed, its protile concave. Mouth large, horizontal, and overlapped by the broad snout. Dorsal fin behind the middle of the body,

Body elongate,

little

;

slightly behind ventrals.

Anal basis short.

Intestinal canal short.

Scales very small, little imbricated, sometimes scarcely imbricate at

longer than deep, especially posteriorly.

No

all,

Pseudobranchiaj
present. Teeth 2, 5-4, 2, close set, compressed and hooked, without
grinding surface. Vertebrae 42 to 46. Peritoneum dusky. Species of
large size, the typical form remarkably unlike the usual Cyprinoid type,
but varying through a series of intermediate forms directly into Leucisciis,
so that the genus has no very satisfactory technical character. (Gila, the
name of the river where the typical species was first obtained.)
Belly

a.

h.

more or

bb.

less fully scaled.

Caudal peduncle very slender,

much

barbel.

its least

depth

1% in

maxillary

;

scales of

reduced.

Caudal jieduncle not very slender,

its least

depth

1^ in maxillary

;

scales of

belly moderately reduced.
(««.

Belly naked

;

caudal peduncle slender

back and belly
elegans, 360.

back and

uodusta, 361.
;

anterior profile scarcely concave.

seminuda,
360.

GILA ELEGANS,

362.

Baird & Girard.

(Bony-tail; "Gila Trout.")

Head 5; depth 5; eye 5. D. 9; A. 10; scales 23-85-10; teeth 2, 4-5, 2.
The extreme species of this type. Body elongate, somewhat eomitressed,
the region before the dorsal elevated, forming a sort of hump, the dorsal
fin

inserted on the

downward

slope of the back, so that its base

is

quite

Caudal peduncle extremely long and slender, as broad as deep,
and nearly terete, its length (from end of anal to middle of base of
caudal) 1^ times the length of the head, its least depth If in maxillary;
its extremity dilated and compressed.
Head short, broad, the snout
depressed and broadly rounded the anterior part of the head from
behind the eyes broad and depressed the posterior part high so that the
profile forms a concave arc.
All these traits of form more marked in old
examples; young specimens (tJJiojv'i) having the anterior profile scarcely
concave. Mouth rather larger than in G. rohusta, nearly horizontal, the
upper lip on the level of the lower part of orbit, the maxillary extending to the front of orbit, the lower jaw on all sides included; skin
oblique.

;

;

*"Tho food of Gila elegam consists almost entirely of Gasteropods and caddis worms, which
they crush with their powerful pharyngeals. The young differ greatly from the old, the cranium probably not becoming depressed until the second year. They are very tenacious of life.
They have revived after being several hours out of the water and having become perfectly dry
and stiff. They take the hook freely." (W. L. Carpenter, in Kirsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
1888, 558.)
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of the lower jaw hard. Eyo small, anterior, i)laced low. Isthmus narrow. Gill rakers rather weak. Fins all long and falcate, larger than in
G. robusta. Pectorals reaching ventrals; caudal tin deeply forked, its
lobes long and pointed, the upper somewhat the longer; the rudimental

number on each side. Scales scarcely
imbricated at all, those on the caudal peduncle hardly touchin"- each
other, on the sides of the body much longer than deep; their texture
basal rays strong, about 12 in

thin and membranaceous; scales on back and belly much smaller than
on sides and smaller than in other species, those on middle line of back
obsolete or nearly so. Coloration bluish above, pale below. Length 12
inches. Colorado and Gila rivers, abundant in the channels, but not
ascending so far as G. robusta. (elegans, elegant.)
Baibd & GiuAKi), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 369, Zuni, Colorado, and Gila
(Type, Nos. 935 and 20^G5. Coll. Maj. 'Thomas.) Giuard, Pac. R. R. Surv.,
x,
1858 .Jordan & Giltsert, Syuopsis, 227, 1883 Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Coiiim., ix'

Gila elegans,

rivers.
286,

;

;

1880, 27; Kirsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis.,'188S,

'

"

.558.

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbil., 1853, 388, Gila River.
John \j(i Conte.) Jordan & Giluert, synopsis, 229, 1883.

Gila emoriji,
Coll.

(Type, No. 247.

Letwuicns eleijuus, GiNXiiER, Cat., vii, 211, 1868.
Leucisciis eiiwrii,

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 242, 1SC8.

361.

OILA ROBUSTA,

Baird A (iirard.

(ROI'ND-TAII,.)

Head 4; depth 5 eye 5 to 8. D. 9 A. 9 scales 17-80-10 teeth 2, 5-4,
Body elongate, the back elevated and the head depressed as in Gila
;

2.

;

;

;

but the caudal peduncle notably stouter, its least depth about
its length, 3i in length of head and 1^ in maxillary; young
with the head less depressed and the profile scarcely concave. Mouth
large, the upper lip on the level of lower part of orbit.
Fins rather
lower than in G. elegans, the pectorals in the male reaching'ventrals, but
elegans,

one-third

falling short in the female.
Eye small, low, anterior. Lateral line much
decurved. Coloration plain males in life with lower fins and lower side
ot head red, and a vertical red dash on cheeks.
Length 16 inches. Tributaries of the Rio Colorado and Rio Gila, very common up to the foot
of the mountains in Colorado (Uncompahgre'River at Delta); the fiesh
full of small bones and nearly worthless as food,
(rohustus, stout.)
;

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1853, 308, Zuni River. (Tj'jie, Nos.
276 and 277. Coll. Woodhouse.) Girard, Pac. B. K. Surv., x, 285, 1858; Jordan & Giluert, Synopsis, 228, 1883; Jordan, 'Bull. U. S. Fish Coniiii., ix, 1889, 27.

Gilarohusla,

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 369, Zuni River. (Typo, No.
Girard, Pac. E. R. Surv., x, 287, 1858; Jordan & Gilreut,

GilaijraciUs,

245.

Coll. Capt. Sitgreaves.)

Synopsis, 229, 1883.

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 389, Rio San Pedro, tributary
Rio Gila. {Typv, No. 2.52. Coll. Clark.) Girard, U. S. & Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth.,
61, 18.".9; Jordan & Giluert, Synopsis, 228, 1883.

Gila yrahawi,

to

Plychocheihis vora.r,
1858, locality

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

unknown The

Sci. Phila., 1856, 209, and Pac. E. E. Surv., x, 301,
type of " vonur," examined by us is a true Gila. (Coll.

Kreuzfcld.)
Leuci.-'ciis

piod

cwHHeHsiV,
ill

Gintuer,

I.enciscus.

Cat., vii, 241, 1868,

Zuni River;

substitute for

</iacilis,

preoccu-

228
Gila

affinis,

Bulletin

4"/,

United States National Museum.

Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat.

River.
Gila nacrea,

Sci. Phila., 1860, 474;

(Type, No. 21088, Coll. Abbott.)

Cope, Hayden's Geol.

River, Fort Bridger,

Siirv.

Wyoming;

typo erroneously ascribed to

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Wyom.

for 1870, 441, 1872;

young, perhaps, of G.

eleijans;

Kansas

221), lss:i.

tributary of Green

Jordan & Gilbert,

.Syn-

opsis, 2;)0, 1883.
LeuriaciiB robnstns,

GCnther,

Cat., vii, 241, 1868.

Lenciscus grahami, Gv'nther, Cat., vii, 2J2, 1868.

362. CJILA

SEMINUDA,

Cope & Yarrow.

Head 5; depth 5|; eye 4. D. 10; A. 10; scales 21-98-12 teeth 2, 5-4,2.
Body moderately deep, witli slender aud tapering caudal peduncle, the
Back little elevated,
least depth of which is about one-third its length.
not arched in front of dorsal. Head small, transversely convex, its proMouth rather
file continuous with that of the back and not concave.
;

small, oblique, terminal, upper lip opposite the middle of orbit, the

max-

not reaching liue of orbit. Eye large, rather anterior, but not
very low. Fins moderate. Dorsal slightly behind ventrals. Brownish
above, lower fins pink. Length 6 inches. Eio Virgen, in Utah, (Cope).
Not seen by us. This species forms a transition to Leuciscus and other
normally formed Cyprinidw. {seminudus, half naked.
Gila semitinda, Cope & Yarrow, Zoiil. Wheeler's Expl. W. 100th Mer., v, 006, 1875, (1876),
illary

Rio Virgen.

(Type, No. 10975.

ii6.

Coll. Y"arrow.)

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

LEUCISCUS,

230, 1883.

Cuvier.

(Dace.)
Leucisms, (Klein) Cuvier,

Rogne Animal, Ed.

i,

194, 1817, {dobnla,

riaihiit, leurisciis,

allmnnix,

and

pltoxiw(s).

Kafinesque, Ich.Oh.,45, 1820. (No type stated phoxiims understood.)
Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., 45, 1820. (No type mentioned dobula understood.)
Leiu-igcns, Rafinesque, I. c. 45.
(No type mentioned lenriscus understood.)

PhoxiiiKx,

;

Dobtilu,

;

;

Plioxinns, Agassiz,

Leuciscus, Agasbiz,

Mem. Soc.Sci. Nat. Neufchatel, 1835, 37, {xilioxiuns).
Mem. Soc. Soi. Nat. Neufchatel, 18.35, 38, (leuciscui'),

(not Leuciscus, IIeckel,

and of Gi'NTHER, which is Rulilus of Rafinesqiie, the type being rutilus).
Sqitalins, Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, 1837, % 6, (lyberinns).
LeiicisciiK, Bonaparte, I.e., {arf;cntens= leuciscus).
Telestes, Bonaparte, I.e., {mtdicellus)
Cejj/io/w, Bonaparte, Catol. Metod.,1816, 39, {cephalus; no diagnosis).
Microlepis, Bonaparte, I. c, (tm-skyi; no diagnosis).
Richardsouius,* Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18,")6, 201, {balteatus).
Tigoma, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 205, (pidchella).
Chconda, Girard, I. c, 207, {cooperi).
Sibouia, Girard, I. c, 208, {crassicauda).
Clitwstomus, Girard, I. c, 211, {elougatus).
Ucmilremia, Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1870, 462, {ntUxta).
Protoporiis, Cope, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Montana for 1871, 473, 1872, (domninus).
lotiehlkys, Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus (pldcgethdvlis).

Body oblong, compressed or robust, covered with moderate or small scales.
Lateral line decurved, complete, or variously imperfect. Mouth usually
large and terminal, the lips normal, without barbel. Teeth mostly 2, 5-4, 2,
(in American species sometimes 1, 5-4, 2, or even by atrophy, 1,4-4,1),
* The ventral carination, used in the Synopsis as the distinctive character of Uichardmnim,
has no real existence except in specimens shrunken by alcohol; the narrow belly is roundedin
cross section, fully eealed over, and without keel.
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hooked, with rather narrow grind2, 5-5, 2 in the European type
ing surface or none. Anal basis short or more or less elongate. Dorsal fin
posterior, usually behind ventrals. Intestinal canal short. Size generally
large, some species very small.
A very large group, one of the largest
usually

;

current genera in ichthyology, represented by numerous species in the
and North America. Most of our species have been
poorly defined. As the species are extremely variable iu form, the number
rivers of Europe, Asia,

of nominal ones has been very greatly multiplied. Much larger series of
each form are necessary before the species can be properly discriminated.
Individual irregularities in dentition are common in this genus.
The typical species of the genus, Lnicisciis leiiciscus, is the common Dace

and differs greatly from any of the American
The presence of various intermediate species, however, makes
it impossible for us to draw any satisfactory line between the Dace
(Leuciscus) on the one hand, and such extreme forms as the long-mouthed
minnows {Clinostomus) on the other.
or Vandoise of Europe,

forms.

In the subgenus Leuciscus the pharyngeal teeth are 2, 5-5, 2, rarely varying to 3, 5-6, 2, and the scales are rather large (about 50 in lateral line),
closely imbricated and along the sides distinctly silvery. The anal fin is

and the Jateral line complete. The genus
by us, is strictly synonymous with Leuciscus. In
southeastern Europe and western Asia Leuciscus is reiilaced by the subgenus Tdestes, which has the teeth 2, .5-4, 2, the scales much smaller (70 to
80), and not silvery, the anal fin still remaining long, and the lateral line
complete. The American species ca.led Tigoma and C'hconda are very close
to Telestes, from which they differ only in the less closely imbricated
scales, most of them, but not all, having the short anal fin generally characteristic of American Ci/j^-inidce.
Tigoma can not be generically separated
from Telestes, though it may be a question whether either should be united
to Leiiciscus. Cheonda difters from Tigoma iu having the long anal fin of
Leuciscus.
liicliardsouius is simply an extreme form of Cheonda.
Sihoma is
founded on a Tigoma with very deep body and the scales less loosely imbricated than usual. CVniosfomus is a peculiar group of small, fine-scaled
minnows, with the gape of the mouth larger than in any other CUjpriuida'whatever. The relationship of the species to those called Bichardsonius is,
however, very close. The type of Phoxinus differs from Leuciscus in its
incomplete lateral line and very small scales. In the latter resjiect the
subgenus ife/»i7;'e»n'fl forms a complete transition to iewciscHS, and some of
its species (as margarita) have the lateral line scarcely defective.
Considering all the known species, Phoxiuus can not be separated from
Leuciscus.
It may even be necessary to merge L'utilus and its American representatives, Leuctis and Mylolencus, in the same great group. (Leuciscus,
old name of the Dace, from AevKog, white.)
also long, of 11 to 12 rays,

Squalius, as understood

I.

Lateral line complete iu the adiilt.
Mouth moderate, terminal, or subinferior, the lower jaw incUuled, or scarcely projecting;
teeth normally 2, 4-5, 2 scales rather email.
5. Anal basis short, its rays 7 or S, rarely 'J
fins low
males not brilliantly colored.
SiBOMA, (a coined name without meaning*):

o.

;

•

;

*Liko many other of Girard's Rpncric names drawn ostensibly from "words taken from the
North Aniciican Indians as more euphonic than any I might have framed from the Greek."
;
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c. Caudal peduiu-le very deep and compressed, its least depth nearly equal to depth of
head; dorsal inserted above ventrals; scales comparatively large and well imbricated,

about 5G.
TiGOMA, (a coined name):
cc. Caudal peduncle not very stout,
not closely imbricated
d. Scales

of

medium

or less conical
e.

;rassicauda, 363.

its

least

depth not

% depth of head

scales jmall,

;

dorsal usually inserted behind ventrals.

;

size, TjO to 75 in

the lateral line

young with the head more

;

adults with the head tlattened and the back elevated,

;

Species from the Sacramento Basin

;

about

scales large,

52.

CONFOBMIS, 364.
Species from the great basins of Utah, Nevada, Idaho, and Oregon; scales

ee.

rather large, 53 to

03.

of body abruptly silvery from a line just above lateral line; scales

/. Sides

BicoLon, 305.

i;j_G0-7.

Sides of body scarcely silvery, the scales everywhere

jr.

much

Bubconical; eye small; form extremely variable.
Species from the basin of the Rio Grande;

eee.

extremely variable; scales 00
ecee.

Species from the Gila basin

;

liead

;

scales 02

;

body robust.
PUKPUREUS,

308.

scales 73 to 75

body

more blunt

;

;

intermedius, 369.

Scales very small, 80 in the lateral line.
g.

Head depressed above; back elevated with age;

species of

from the Gila Basin.
gg.

Head not depressed

the back not elevated

;

large size;

niuer, 370.
;

species of small size,

the Great Basin of Utah.
6ft.

large; teeth

nicuescens, 367.

rather elongate.
del.

head

large;

to 07.

Species from the basin of Rio Yaijui

eeeee.

mouth

dotted; head

lineatus, 306.

from

ALici.Ti, 371.

Anal basis long, of 9 to 22 rays, the flns all high; body more or le.ss compressed;
head bluntish, with large eye scales moderate, not closely imbricated, 55 to 65 in
;

lateral line.

CiiEONDA, (a coined name):

Anal rays 9

h.

i.

it.

to 13, usually 11.

cooperi, 372.
body not much compressed.
sides with a dark lateral band, or with two dark bands; the
interspace and the belly bright red in spring males.

Coloration plain

;

Coloration not plain

j.
jj.

;

Body very deeji, the depth 3 in length.
Body moderately elongate, the depth 4

HUMBOi.nTi, 373.
to 4)^ in length

;

cheek with a silvery or

golden crescent
a pale streak from gill opening above eye.
Anal rays usually 9 or 10 two dark lateral stripes.
egregius, 374.
kic. Anal rays usually 11 or 12
one dark lateral stripe, forking anteriorly.
HYDROPHLOX, 375.
Richardson lus, (named for Sir John Richardson):
Anal rays 14 to 22, usually 16 body much compressed a dark lateral stripe crescent
/(/).
balteatus, 370.
on cheek very distinct.
;

k.

;

;

;

Ci.iNOSTOMUS, (/cAiVu, to incline
0(1.

Mouth very

;

II.

;

much

projecting beyond upper

;

upper lip on the level of
body elongate, com-

maxillary reaching to below the pupil

;

males with red pigment, often brilliantly colored.
vandoisulus, 377.
Scales moderate, 50 to 55 in lateral line.
elongatus, 378.
Scales minute, 63 to 70 in lateral line.
pressed

II.

;

aroixa, mouth):

wide, the lower jaw

tho middle of the pupil

I.

;

;

dorsal well back

;

Lateral lino more or less incomplete

;

small species, the males usually brilliantly colored,

the sides and belly red in spring.
Phoxini'S,

{(/>o{ii'os,

minnow; from

(/lo^o;,

tapering; the old

name

of the

European "minnow,"

Lencincus i^hnximm):

m. Scales minute, SO

Hemitkemia,

mm.

(r|/u.i-,

to 10(1 in

a longitudinal series

half; rpfifxa, aperture

Scales moderate

<ir

=

;

lateral line very short

snout blunt.
NEOd.KUS, 370.

large, 40 to 00 in a longitudinal series; lateral

oped, sometimes almost complete.

;

lateral line):
lin(>

variously devel-
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Scales in a longitudinal series Wl to

fiO; lateral line iirell developed, nearly complete,
Snout short and very blunt mouth small, not reaching orbit.
MAUG.\unA, 380.
00. Snout subconical maxillary aliout reacliinsj; front of eye.
oncUTTl, 381.
lateral line more or less developed.
nil. Scales in a longitudinal series 40 to 45
mii.nerianvs, 382.
p. Caudal with a distinct black spot.
jip. Caudal without distinct lilack spot.
fi.ammkus, 383.
IiiTirnTiiYS,, (iaJTa, the gmallcst letter
from the small size.)
ix^"5> ^sh
mmm. Scales in a longitudinal series about 3G no caudal spot no trace of lateral line.
»j.

o.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

PHLr.r.ETUONTIS, 384.

Subgenus SIBOMA,

Girard.

LEITCISCUS CRASSICAUDA

363.

(Baird

&

Girard).

(Sacramento Chub.)

Head 4^ depth 3 eye 5. D. 8; A. 8 scales 9-56-7 teeth 2, 5-4, 2, usually
without griudiug surface. Body short, deep, compressed, the antedorsal
region arched, the caudal peduncle nearly as deep as long, about as deep
as the head. Head conic, the profile steep, the muzzle short and rather
pointed. Mouth small, oblique, the jaws nearly equal; upper lip on the
level of lower part of pupil
maxillary scarcely reaching front of eye;
isthmus very narrow preorbital nearly as deep as loug. Eye small, anterior.
Fins low. Dorsal fin o^iposite ventrals, nearer caudal than snout
caudal fin short, little forked, scarcely broader than the very deep caudal
peduncle, the spines of the caudal vertebriB very strong. Scales large,
rather closely imbricated, their exposed surfaces rather deeper than long;
26 scales before dorsal. Lateral line decurved. Color brownish; sides
white young spotted above scales everywhere with dark dots fins plain.
Length 12 inches. Rivers of California generally abundant in the Sacramento and San Joaquin, (crasstts, fat; eatida, tail.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Leucisms giibosns, Ayres, Daily Placer Times and Transcript,
of Storer,

May

30, 1854,

San Francisco,

not

184,5.

Baird & Giraep, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 137, San Joaquin River.
Tigoma crassa* Girard, Proc. Ac. Niit. Sci. Phila., 1856, 207, Sacramento River.
Siboma crassicmula, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 208, and Pac. R. B. Surv., x, 296
Lavinia cra/mlcauiht,

1858.

Gunther, Cat., vii, 243, 1868.
JORDAN GiLiiERf, Synopsis, 239, 1883.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 241, 1883.

Leueisciis cra.<isicauda,

SquaUim

ijihbosus,

Squaliiis crassus,

<fc

TIGOMA,

Girard.

CONFOKMIS

(Baird

Subgenus
364. LEUCISCI'S

&

Girard).

depth 3i; eye 5. D. 8; A. 8; scales 9-52-5. Body robust, rather
elevated. Head moderate, the mouth rather small, oblique maxillary not
quite reaching eye. Eye mod. rate. Dorsal fin considerably behind ven-

Head

3i;

;

Scales large; lateral line decurved. Pui'ijlish brown above, yellowish below. Length 4 inches. Tulare Valley, California
only the
types known; apparently close to L. crassicauda, but with larger scales;
perhaps the young of the same species, (conformis, uniform.)
trals.

;

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
County, California. (Coll. Heermann.)

Laihiia cr»ifoniih,

Tignma

cuiifornih,

S<jiinlius ctitifoniiiK,

Giuakd, Pac.
.Iordan

II.

Sci. Phila., 1854,

137

;

Poso Creek, Tulare

R. Surv., x, 289, 1858.

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 237, 1883.

Teeth with narrow grinding surface; scales 10-57-7; head
which was 10 iuclies long. (Coll. Dr. J S. Newberry.)

4

;

depth

3J<;,

in Girard's type,
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365.

LEUCISCUS BICOLOR*

(Cxiiard).

Head 3|; depth 3f eye small, 6. D. 8; A. 8; scales 13-60-7; teeth 2, 5-5, 2.
Body robust, heavy anteiioily, taperiug backward. Head loug, mouth
;

large, the maxillary reaching eye.

Lateral line decurved.

Dorsal

fin

inserted almost directly over ventrals; fins rather small. Dusky above,
sides and below silvery, the color contrasting with that of the back.
Length 12 inches. Klamath Lake, Oregon, {hicolor, two-colored.)
Tigoma

bicolor,

Girakd, Proc Ac. Nat.

Pac. K. R. Surv., .\,289, 1858.

Cheamla

GiRAiw,
Newberry.)

c!i:riilea,f

J. S.

I.

Klamath Lake, Oregon; and

Sci. Phila., 1856, 20G,

(Type, No. 234.

Coll. J. S.

Newberry.)

Lost River, Oregon.

c, 1850, 207,

Squalius cxndeus, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 146;

(Type, No. 237 (2790).

Jokdan & Gilber,

Coll.

Synopsis, 241,

1883.
Squ.(diua hicolor,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

366.

237, 1883.

LEUCISCUS LINEATUS

(Great

(Girard).

Chub of Utah Lake.)

Chuii.

Head 3i; depth 3i; eye 7. D. 9; A. 8; scales 10-55 to 63-5; t teeth 2,.5-4, 2,
short and stout, one of them with grinding surface. Body robust, elevated
anteriorly, the sides compressed, although the back is very broad. Head
broad, the interorbital space tlattish. Adult with the profile concave, the
young with profile straight or convex. Snout broad, elevated at tip; premaxillary on level of pupil. Mouth very oblique, the mandible projecting; maxillary reaching front of eye. Eye small, anterior. If in snout.
Isthmus very narrow. Scales large, subequal, broadly exposed, firm.*
Lateral line decurved. Dorsal nearly median, inserted directly over ven-

caudal evenly forked, the peduncle long and deep. Pectorals short,
extending three-fifths the distance to ventrals ventrals about to vent.
Lower fins short. Color blackish everywhere dark the scales much dotted
and with darker edges, which often form lines along the rows of scales;
males without red. Length 12 to 15 inches. One of the largest and most
widely distributed species, found everywhere in the Great Basin of Utah,
and also abundant in the Snake River Basin above the Shoshone
Falls as far as the Yellowstone Park. Extremely destructive to other
trals;

;

;

;

*Mr. Barton A. Bean, who has kindly reexamined the types of Tigoma bicolor, writes to us:
"The type.s of Tigoma bicolor and Siboma atraria differ greatly in form, color, and somewhat in
Atioria is more robust than bicolor, its scales are larger, and its color quite dissize of scales.
tinct.
The silvery color on the sides of T. bicolor, extends from considerably above the lateral
line to all the lower parts.
The scales of bicolor count 13-60-7, while in S. atratia of the same
Bize they are but 11-52-53.
In younger examples there arise a larger number of scales, the type
of tiraria having 11-55."
il,encisct(s cmtileus, (Girard).
Head 3%; depth 4^4. D. 9 A. 7; scales 13-61-7 in type;
Body slender, subfusiform. Head slender, the
2, 5-5 2, with narrow grinding surface.
snout long, conical, rather flattened above. .Taws equal, the maxillary reaching to orbit.
Dorsal fin inserted behind ventrals; anal fin quite small. Lateral line decurved. Dusky bluish
above, pale below; scales everywhere with fine punctulatious. Lost River, Oregon; certainly
The original type has the head longer, the snout much longer and
identical with L. bicolor.
pointed, the mouth larger, the maxillary longer and Ic^is oblique, the eye somewhat larger, and
tlie top of the head more fiat thau in Leticinciis lineatns.
;

teeth

JScales 12-63-7

vary from 53 to

is

63.

the most usual

number

in the Snake River Basin.

The number seems

to
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young trout. Varies greatly with age and surroundThe present description is taken primarily from Utah Lake specimens, typical of L. atrarins. We have examined specimens from Utah

fishes, especially to

ings.

Lake, Provo River, Bear River, Jordan River, Sevier River, Heart Lake,
and Jackson Lake, Wyoming, and other streams tributary to Snake River.*
{lineatus, streaked, a character usually not conspicuous, and produced by
the paler centers of the scales contrasting with the dotted edges.)
Tigoma

lineala,

(Coll.

Giraro, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Phila., 1856, 200

;

unknown,

locality

type

lost.

Bockwith.)

Tigamaobesa, GiRARn, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Surv., X, 290, 1858

;

the

name

Sci. Phila., 185G, 206,

preoccupied in

(iheaii.i

Salt

Lake Valley;

anil Pac.

(Type, No. 2773.

Leiiciiciis.

Coll.

R. R.

Bow-

man.)

Giraro, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S5G, 208, Utah District near the Desert,
and Pac. II. R. Surv., x, 297, 1858.
Tigoma sgnamata, Gii.i,, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Ilist., 1861, 42; and Ichth. Capt. Simpson's Expl.,
1876, 405, Salt Lake Basin a very deep-bodied example; scales 10-50-3. (Type, No. 2607.

Siboma

atraria,

(Coll. IJeckwitb)

;

;

Coll. C. S. JlcCarthy.)
P)-otoporits doiniiiuns,

Hall, Idaho,

CoPE, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Mont, for 1871, 473, 1872,
(Coll.

Carrington); a very

teeth 2,4-4, I; scales 9-56-0;
HijbopsishiviUalus, Cope,
(Coll.

Jordan AGilrert,
2,

4-4, 2

;

lateral line

and

Synopsis, 203, 1883.

Hayden's Geol. Surv. Mont, for 1871, 1872,

Carrington); young with teeth

Snake River, Fort

young example with incomplete
474,

Warm

Springs, Utah,

scales 12-53-11.

liiiiptmrigeiiKis, CoPE, Proc. Anur. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1874, 134, Timpanogos, Utah;
young with incomplete lateral line scales 13-52-2, and teeth 2, 4-4, 2. (Type, No. 15769.
Coll. F. Klett); Cope & Yarrow, Zoiil. Wheeler Surv., 654, 1875.
Sihoma alraria, and variety hmyicepx,\ Cope, Zoiil. Wheeler Surv., 607, 1875, (1876), Snake Creek
Valley, Nevada, near the Utah line, and near the Sevier Basin, belonging to
the drainage of Lake Bonneville. (Type, Nos. 12910, 15770, 15782. Coll. Yarrow;

Hybopsis

;

Newberry.)

C. G.
'

Squaliiis rhomaleiis,

Utah Lake.
Sqiialiiis

oHorfd.'i,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.
(Coll.

Jordan & Gilbert,

(Type, No. 30806.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 461, very old; scales 10-55-5,

Jordan.)

Coll.

I.

Provo River;

c, 400, 1880,

scales 11-50-G

young.

;

Madsen.)

Jordan & Gilisert, Synopsis, 195, 1883.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 190, 1883.
Squalitis ci-uorem and rlionudevs, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 234, 240,
Sqiialius lineatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synoi),sis, 230, 1883.
Squalitis obesus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 237, 1883.
Squalim atrarim, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 241, 1883 Jordan, Bull.
Squalius squamattis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 241, 1883.
Miuuiliis birittatiis,

Miimiltis iimpunogensis,

;

367.

LEUCISCUS NIGBESCENS

(Pescadito;

Head

4i;

Chub

depth 4|; eye about

1883.

U. S. Fish

Comm.,

1889, 33.

(Girard).

of the Rio Grande.)

D. 8; A. 8; scales 15-67 (60 to 67)-10;
without grinding surface. Body rather
slender, little compressed. Head rather long and pointed. Mouth moderate, oblique, terminal, the jaws about equal, the maxillary about reachteeth

1,

6.

4-4, 1, or 1, 4-5, 2, usually

ing front of eye. Eye rather small. Scales moderate. Lateral line
decurved. Fins large; dorsal behind veutrals, its tip when depressed
reaching the posterior base of the anal; pectorals nearly reaching ventrals.

This species has been

attributed to

probably been mistaken for

is said to differ fnim
Scales 12-56-5.

fThis variety
larger.

Lake Tahoe, apparently by

error, RulHus olivacetts

having

it.

tlic

typical

form

in liaviiit; the

head lunger and the scales
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Coloratiou dusky abovt^; silvi^ry below; males with the axil red; sides
with a vague dnsky baud; young with a black caudal spot. Length 6 to
12 inches. Rio Giando Basin, from San Luis Park to Mexico, everywhere

abundant

and deep places in the river. Variable, the dentition
The present description from specimens taken in the Rio

in eddies

especially so.

Grande at Alamosa, corresponding to i. pandora further south the species
grows larger with the back higher, the head more depressed. Probably all
are the same species. {ni<jrescens, blackish.)
;

Gila pttlchella,

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

man, Chihuahua;
233.

Tigoma

Sci. Phila.,

18.'J4,

29,

Rio Mimbres, Lake Guz-

scales G6; teoth 2, 5-4, 2; not Leucu^cns pulcheUits, Storer.

(Type, No.

Coll. Clark.)

CJirard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 207,

juV/i-escois,

Chihuahua.

(Type, No. 219.

Coll.

Boca Grande and Rio Janos,

Kennerly.)

Tigoma imlchra, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 207, Chihuahua River: teeth
(Type, Nos. 227 and 228
1, without grinding surface; scales 13-C7-7; color bright.
Coll. Potts);

Girard,

IT.

.'!.

1,

4-4,

(2782).

Me.\. Bound. Surv., Ichtli., 05, 1859.

Clino»lnmiix pandora. Cope, Ilaydeu's Geol. Surv.

Grande, Sangre de Cristo Pass;
with or without grinding surface.

Mont, for 1871, 475, 1872, Tributaries Rio

scales 17-59-10 to 18-05-11; teeth

1,

4-4, 1 to 2, 4-5, 2,

(Type, Nos. 15761, 15984, 15985, 15987, and 18000.

Cull.

Cope, Aiken, Yarrow.)

W. 100th Mer., v, 661, 1875, (1870), Rio de Acama, and
near Fort 'Wingate, New Mexico; large specimens with the scales 16-60-11, and the
mouth large; the teeth 2, 5-4, 2. (Type, No. 16979. Coll. Ilenshaw.)
Clieondn modexia, Gauman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., viii, 92, 1881, Rio Salinas, Sattillo,
Coahuila; scales 14-65-9; Lead 3'^; depth 3%.
Tigoma conspersa,* Gauman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., viii, 92, 1881, Rio Nazas, Coahuila.
SqnaUu!! pandora, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 235, 1883.
Gila gida, Oopr., ZoLil. Wlieeler's Expl.

Sqiialivsgida, .Jordan

&

Gilbert, Synopsis, 230, 1883.

and ptdcheUiin, Jordan & Gilbert, .'Synopsis,
S(ptalius cotispersns, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 239, 1883.

Sqitalitis pnJcher

SquttUiis nigresceihi,

.Jordan

& Gilbert,

236, 238, 1883.

Synopsis, 242, 1883; scales 10-70-10; teeth 2,4, with grind-

ing surface.
Bqualivs modesttit,

Jordan & Gilbert,
368.

Synopsis, 242, 1883.

LEUCISCUS PITRPUREUS

(Girard).

A. 8; scales 13-62-8; teeth 1, 4-?, ?. Stout and comLateral line decurved. Dorsal fin slightly behind
ventrals. Fins all small. Blackish above, pale below. San Bernardino
Creek in southern Arizona, a tributary of Rio Yaqui. Only known from

Head

3i;

depth

3|.

pressed; head long.

Girard's type. It is not impossible that both intermedius and nUircscens may
prove indistinguishable ivovupurpureus, and very likely n'ujer also may be
the same. In view, however, of the general difference in the fauna* of
the Rio Grande, Yaqui, and Gila, we admit the three species as distinct.

(purjmreun, purple.)
Tigoma purpurea, GiRARD, Proc. Ac.
zona. (Coll. Kennerly.)
Sijitaliux jmrpurem,

N.-it.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Sci. Phila., 1850, 200,

San Bernardino Creek, Ari-

Synopsis, 238, 1883.

—

* Tigoma corutpersa.
Form of Leucisrnxniger. Head
;
depth 3%. I). 8; A. 8; "teeth 4, 1-1,
clawed :" scales 13-69-9. Profile of head concave, maxillary reaching front of orbit. Pectorextending tlirei-fdurtlis distance to ventrals, which reach vent. Brown above; scales of
back and sides sjieckled with darker; an obscure dusky lateral shade. Rio Nazas, Coahuila, a
tributary of Laguua del Muerte.
4,

als

3%

Jordan and Ei'ermann.
369.
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S (Giianl).

Head o"; depth 4. U. 8; A. 9; scales 15-73-9. Allied to L. nigrcscms,
but from a dilVerent river basin. Body elongate, heavy forward, the
Head long, rather pointed, broad above,
caudal pednnclo slender.
depressed over the eye; month large, obliqne, the jaws e(iual, the maxilFins moderate, the dorsal behind ventrals; peclary just reaching eye.
Color dusky everywhere, with
torals long, nearly reaching ventrals.
dark dots, the sides soiled silvery; a plumbeous lateral streak; fins plain.
Scales 75 in lateral line, in our specimen from Kio Santa Cruz at Tucson.
Gila Basin. Very close to L. jmrpurens, but that species has apparently
(intermcdius, intermelarger scales, and belongs to another river basin,
diate

— between

L. pitlchellns

and

L. purpureus.)

Tigoma intermedia, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila., 18.56, 20G, Rio San Pedro of the Gila.
Coloration silvery with dark dots; scales 15-73-9. (Typo, No. 23'2. Coll. Clark.)
Sijnaliuslejmnom* Rosa Smith, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1884, 3, Rillito Creek, near Tucson, Arizona. (Coll. J. G. Lemmou.)
SqiuUiii-s intei-meditts, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 238, 1883.

370.

LEUCISCUS NIOER

(Cope).

Head,3|; depth, 3f; eye rather large, 5 in head. D. 8 A, 8 lateral
line 80; teeth 2, 4-5, 2, said by Girard to have a developed grinding surBody robust, the back eleface, which, however, we are unable to tind.
;

;

vated anteriorly, the caudal peduncle shortened and not very stout.
Occiput depressed. Head- large. Mouth large, moderately oblique, the
lower jaw included, the maxillary extending to pujiil.
Fins small,
the dorsal well backward. Scales small, posteriorly smaller and more
crowded. Lateral line little decurved. Color dusky, the scales with
black dots. Rio Gila. A large species, perhaps not distinct from L.
inUnnedius, the scales apparently a little smaller, the differences in form
no doubt due to age. (/((V/(t, black.)
Gill ijihhnsa, Bairii

.*i

(the name«3ii)(>osa

Giraup,
is

Pr'uc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
twice preoccupied in LeucUiem).

18.54, 28,

Rio Santa Cruz, Arizona;

(Type, No. 222(277.5).

(Coll.

Clark;

Hecrniaiin.)

Tigoma

<jihh<mt,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 185G, 207,

and U.

S.

Mox. Bound.

Surv.,

Ichth.,Gl, 1853.

Wheeler's Expl. W. 100th Mer., v, fifiS, 1875, (187G), Ash Creek and
Carlos, Arizona; scales 78 to 87. (Type, No. 1C972. Coll. Heushaw.)
Jortmn & Gilbert, Synopsis, 239, 1883.

Gila nigra, Cope, Zoiil.

San

Sgualais niger,

*The following

is the description published by Miss Smith (Mrs. Eigenmann):
Head W/, {il{^); depth 3^ (-If); length 5y, inches; D. 8; A. 8. Body not
comprcsseil, hut ratlur slender; the dorsal and ventral outlines about equally .irched.
Head subconical, little coinpresscd, nearly as wide as deep, and flat on top; maxillary olilicpu;,
reaching fn nt of eye, lower jaw barely included; diameter of eye imt (jnite equal to snout, 1}/^
inch iiiterorbital space, 4'.; in head. Teeth 2, 5-4, 2, with evident grinding surface ou three in
the greater row. Pseudohranchire present. Isthmus narrow. ScalesGS. IjatiTal linn decurved,
but not strongly. Scales largest on sides anteriorly; much smaller on dorsal and ventral surfaces.
Scales not very firm, a few rubbed off from each of tlio four examples studied.
Insertion
t)f dorsal fill very sliglitly boliind ventrals, nearer snout than base of caudal.
Pectorals 1% in
head; ventrals 2 in bead, very nearly reaching vent. Depth of caudal i)0(luncle2 in its length.
Color generally smutty. Top of head, from tip of snout to occiput, evenly bluish black, sharply
separating tln^ head from the trunk; a median blackish stre.ak from occiput to base of caudal,
paler behind dorsal.
A liailrn band about as wide as eye from upper angle of opercle to base of
caudal, running higher than the ladral lino except at its jm.sterior fourth, where it is upon tlia
lateral line. Sides of head ami body lUisky from numerous dark piinetnlations. Below, plain white
fnmi chin to insertion of anal. Fins all dusky. Peritoneum blackish. Described from four
specimens (the largest 5i'2 inches long) collected in Arizona by Mr. J. G. I.emmon, for whom
the Hpecies is named. These specimens have been donated by the collector to the (\aliforuia
Academy of ScienceB. Mr. Lenimon states that he foniiil these fishes in Rillito Creek, a small
stream of thi; Santa Catalina Mountains, seven miles north of Tucson, Arizona, and that the
largest ones caught were about ten inches in length.

SgiutliKs lemiiiimi:

much
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LEUCISCUS ALICI.E

(Jouy).

(Leathf.u-sided Minnow.)

Head
teeth

4J

eye 3i to 4. D. 8 A. 8 scales about 19-80-12
typically without ji^rinding surface, but subject to an

depth 3f

;

2, 5-4, 2,

;

;

;

unusual amount of irregularity, occasionally 2, 4-4, 1 or 2, and sometimes with grinding surface. Body comparatively elongate and compressed, the caudal peduncle long and rather slender. Head short, rather
broad and flattish above, the interorbital space convex and broader than
the eye. Eye moderate, as long as snout. Mouth rather small, low,
terminal, oblique, the premaxillary just below level of pupil, the maxillary reaching to just beyond front of eye. Dorsal fin inserted somewhat
behind ventrals. Pectorals short, not reaching nearly to ventrals, the
Scales very small. Lateral line somewhat decurved.
latter not to vent.
sides silvery, a dusky lateral
Bluish olive above, with dark points
;

shade;

nearly plain

fins

;

axils red in the males; coloration in spirits very

Length 6 inches. Great Basin of Utah; very
Provo, Jordan, and Sevier rivers not known outside the limits of the old Lake Bonneville, except from Little Wood
River, Idaho, whereat has recently been found by Gilbert and Evermann,
who found that the fauna of the Upper Snake River in Idaho is practically
identical with that of Lake Bonneville. (Named for Mrs. Alice Jouy.)
pale, largely silvery.

abundant

Tigoma

in the Bear,

Giraed, Proc. Ac. Nat.

gracilis,

with); the type lost
S^HaWiiscopct, .Jordan

Wyoming
Squalius

aliciie,

;

;

&

;

the

name

Coll.

S.

Synopsis, 238, 1S83

Nat. Mus., 1881,

locality

19,

;

unknown,

(Coll.

Beck-

Leiicisctis.

not

Bear River, Evanston,

Leiicisriis cupii,

GI'ntheu.

Provo River near Utah Lake.

(Type,

Jordan); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 238, 1883.

CHEONDA,

Subgenus
372.

Head

preoccupied in

Gilbert, Proc. U.S. Nat. Miis., 1880,401,

Jordan & Gilbert,

JoUY, Proc. U.

No. 27412.

Sci. Phila., 185G, 206,

gracilis

LEUCISCUS COOPERI

Girard.
(Girard).

eye largo, 4^ in head. D. 8 A. 11 or 12 lateral
4iBody rather elongate, subfusiform, much compressed. Head
line 63.
moderate, the snout thickish, subconical, slightly projecting. Mouth
oblique, the maxillary not quite reaching to eye. Fins large, the anal
notably so. Dorsal somewhat behind ventrals. Coloration reddish gray;
Known only from the
sides and belly silvery. Lower Columbia River.
original type, above described. (Named for Dr. John G. Cooper, of Oakland, one of the pioneer naturalists of California.)
Cheouda

i\

;

cooperi,

depth

Levcisciis cooperi,

Head

Sci. Phila., 1856, 207,

(Type, No. 238.

4; depth 3; eye large,
;

4.

Fort Vancouver

;

ami Pac. R.

1883.

LEUCISCUS HUMBOLDTI

Body short and deep

;

Coll. Dr. J. G. Cooper.)

Gunther, Cat., vil, 243, 1868.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 242,
373.

4-5,1.

;

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

R. Surv., X, 294, 1858.
Squalius cooperi,

;

(Girard).

D. 8; A. 12; scales 12-56-8; teeth

2,

head moderate; mouth terminal, oblique,

the cleft rather short, the maxillary reaching front of eye. Lateral line
moderately decurved.
Dorsal fin rather behind ventrals
anal fin
elongate. Color bluish sides with two dusky lateral bands. Humboldt
;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
River,
is

Nevada

;
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perhaps identical with L. lyrcijiiifi, Imt thu type specimen
(Named for Alexander
c(irci/iii>: we have seen.

much deeper than any

von Humboldt.)
Tigoma humhoUli, Girahd, Proc. Ac. Nat.

and Pao. R. R. Surv,, x,
SqmiUtts humhohUi, JoRD.\N

291, 1858.

& Gildert,
574.

Humboldt

Coll.

River, Nevada;
Bowman; Beckwith.)

SynopBis, 234, 1883.

LEUf ISCUS EGREGIUS

(Girard).

3f to 4J depth 3| to 4J-; eye 4ir. D. 8; A.9; scales 12 or 13-52 to 56-6
Teeth 2, 4-5, 2, without grinding surface. Eye large. Body ratlier

Head
to

Sci. Phila., 1856, 206,

(Type, Nos. 225, 226.

8.

;

robust, compressed.

Mouth
Fins

reaching front of eye.

oblique, the jaws equal, the maxillary about
all high, the anal shorter than in L. hydro-

Back blackish, with a broad blackish vertebral streak

phlox.

;

usually

dark bands along anterior third of sides, separated by alight
streak one-half width of pupil. In life this light interspace is flushed
with red. Posteriorly the two dark bands merge into a single median one
on caudal peduncle and the lower is sometimes wanting belly golden, with
some red in males. A broad red streak nearly as wide as orbit bordering
the dark lateral streak and extending to opposite front of anal. Top of
head, snout, chin, and an irregular band behind eye blackish axil scarLength 3^ inches.
let; a golden crescent on cheek; fins unmarked.
Nevada to northern California, known from the Humboldt and Truckee
basins and from Napa Valley extremely common in Lake Tahoe and
Truckee River. Here described from specimens from the Humboldt River
These have been compared
at Winuemucca, sent by Frank Germain.
with the type of L. clevelandi, which seems to be identical with them.
This species may ultimately stand as Leuciscns humboldti. (egregius, sur-

two

parallel

;

;

;

prising.)
Tigoma

egregia,

Girarb, Pac. R. R. Surv.,

x. 291, 1858, locality

Basin of Nevada, the drainage of Lake Lahontan.
Wheeler Surv.,
known, probably Nevada. (Type, No.

v, Cfid, pi.

Gila ardesiaca* Cope, Zoiil.

xxx,

unknown, but

probaljly

Great

(Coll. Kreuzfeld.)

figs. 1, lo, 1875, (1876),

locality un-

Ui'Mi. Coll. Yarniw & Hensliaw.)
Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1883, 148, Pyramid Lake, Nevada.
Phoximis cleL-eJaHdi,X C. II. and R. S. Eigenmaxn, West American Scientist, 1889, 149,
Springs, Napa County, California.
SquaUus ardesiaciis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 235,1883.
Squalnis egregius, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 236, 1883.
Sipialiiis gaUia;,j-

iEtna

Head 3%; depth 4J eye 4. D.8;A.8. Scales 17-G3-8. Teeth 2, 5-4, 2.
compressed head heavy, muzzle short mouth short, very oblique, the jaws
about equal, the miixillary reaching past front of the large eye. Pectoral fin long, nearly
reaching veutrals. Olivaceous above, a narrow plumbeous lateral band concurrent with the back.
* Gila ardciiaca, Cope.

Body rather

;

stout,

;

;

tS/Ko/JHs gallia:, Cope. Heiiil 4; depth i}-^; eye 3 in head. P. 8; A. (probably) 8. Scales
12-00-5. Teeth 1,4-5,1, without grinding surface.
Dorsal inserted a little behind front of
ventrals
muzzle short; mouth oblique, without prominent chin, the end of the maxillary
reaching a little beyond front of orbit. Intcrorbital region gently and regularly convex, iis wide
as eye. Olive above, as far as a plumbeous band, which extends from the operculum to base of
caudal; below this line, sides and belly silvery, excepta broad band of crimson from the gill
opening to front of anal side of head with a dusky band. Pyramid Lake, Nevada; abundant.
;

;

Eigenmann & Eioenmann, Head 4}^; depth 4VC; eye 4]4- T>. 9; A. 9 or 10.
Teeth 2, 4-5, 2. Mouth oblique jaws equal maxillary reaching front of eye or

iPhoxiuHS clevelandi,

Scales 10-59-6.
slightly beyond
eye 1)^ in intcrorbital space; pectorals reaching ventrals in males, shorter in
females. Dark brown above, bordered by a darker stripe a black band from tip of snout to
Length 4
base of caudal, a pale band between this and dark of li.ack
fins mostly dusky.
inches.
JEt .. Springe, Napa Cminty, California.
One of the ty])es received from Dr. Eigenmann seems to agree fully with /.. egregim. In general, however, the fauna of the Sacramento
Valley has little "in common with that of the Lake Lahontan drainage to which the Humboltd
and Trucrikee vers belong.
;

;

;

;

;
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LEUCISCUS HYDROPHLOX

(SiLVEU-sii)Ki)

Minnow;

'

Museum.

(Cope).

I'o-he-wa.')

Head 4J depth 4 eye large, 3,^ to 3* in head, equal to interorbital space.
D. 9 A. 10 to 13, usually 10 or 11. Scales 12-58-5. B;jdy rather elongate,
but deep and compressed, formed as in the section Clinostoynus. Head
rather small, short, compressed, but broad above, the jaws ecjual. Mouth
oblique, short, the maxillary reaching front of orbit, the upper lij) oppoSnout decurved and rather obtuse. Lateral line
site middle of orbit.
decurved; 33 scales in front of dorsal iin. Coloration greenish silvery;
the back dusky a dark bine or blackish lateral band betvreen 2 silvery
stripes the lateral band and below bright orange-red in the males, the
red usually ceasing at front of anal a bright silvery or golden crescent
on cheeks a golden streak from snout above eye to gill opening specimens in alkaline waters are very pale. Length 3 to 5 inches. Salt Lake
Basin excessively abundant in Provo Kiver, Jordan River, and other
clear streams also recorded from the Snake River at Idaho Falls and elsewhere in its upper waters as far as Heart Lake, Wyoming the fish fauna
of this region being mostly identical with that oi Lake Bonneville, which
was once tributary to Snake River. The species bears some resemblance
Our description is drawn
to N^otrojns coccogcnis in form, color, and habits.
primarily from specimens from Provo River, typical of L. tunia. L,
montanua is exactly the same, but L. hydrophiox may prove to have slenderer head and smaller eye. (vduf), water (plui, liame.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ctitiiistoiiiiis

hyilrophlux,

Cope,

Hayden's Geol. Surv. Mout. for

1871,

475,

18712,

Blackfoot

Creek, Idaho.
Clhi'islonuismoiituims, CorE,

1874,136.

J.

c, 47G,

Grass Creek, Idaho; Cope,

(Type, Nos. 15771, 15772, and

Cliniiatomus kuiia,

12>J08.

CoPE, Proc. Amer. Philos. Sue.

(Type, No. 1G935.

Coll.

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Coll. Y.arrow.)

Pliila., 1874, 133,

Utah Lake, Provo, Utah.

Yarrow.)

Gila viontana, CoPE, Zoiil. Wlieeler Surv., v, 657, 1875, (1870).
tiinia, aud montanus, Johdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 234, 1883.
Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., ix, 1889, 32.
hydrophiox, Jordan, I. c, 48.

SqtutUns hi/drophlox,
Leiiciscus montanus,

Leucisciis

Subgenus
376.

Head

RICHARDSONIUS,

LEUCISCUS BALTEATUS

Girard.

(Richardson).

D. 10; A. 11 to 22, usually 16; vertebne 40.
Body
2, without grinding surface.
strongly compressed aud somewhat elevated. Head small, the snout
rather short and conical. Mouth terminal, oblique, the lower jaw slightly
projecting. Gill rakers A'ery small. Eye large. Anal and caudal large.
Dorsal low, much behind ventrals. Base of anal 4^^ in length. Coloration plain, the sides bright silvery, usually with a dark lateral band;
sides and belly silvery cheek with a silvery crescent; a pale streak above
eye and opercle, crimson in males in spring. Length 4 to 6 inches.
Columbia River and streams about Puget Sound; generally abundant
everywhere in the Columbia Basin, and very variable; the specimens
ii;

depth 3i; eye

3i.

Scales 13-55 to 63-6; teeth

;

2, 5-4,

Jordan and Evermatin.
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from aay single locality usually alike but ditterent localities showing
large variations. Also recorded (as L. fiilh) from the headwaters of Clark's
Fork of the Columbia, {balteatus, girdled.)
Oiprinua {Ahramix) ballealiix, KicilAiiDSON, Fauna Bor.-Amer., iii, 301, 183G, Columbia River.
KkhurdmuiKs lateral is * GiKARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1850, 2(12, Fort Steilacoom, Washington, (Typo, No. G-1. Coll. Sucklcy); and Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 27!i, ls58; Jordan & Gil-

beet, Synopsis, 251, 1883.
Leui-isai!<)jilli,-f

EvERMANN,

Bow, Montana.
BiclKinlsiminsbalU'aliis,

Bull. U. S. Fisli

(Typo No.

Comm.,
Coll.

43',»53.

xi, 1891, 44,

Evermaiin &

Browns Gulch Creek,

Silver

.lenkins.)

GiKAun, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 278, 1858; Jordan & Giluekt, Synopsis,

201,

1883.

Abramis

balteatus,

Ahramis

lateralis,

Leuciscus

112

Gintiiek, Cat.,

vii, 30'J, 18G8.

GOntheb, Cat., vii, 309, 1868.
balteatus and Lcuciscus balleatus lateralis, Eiqenmann,

&

Hull.

1'. S.

Fisli Coinni., xiv, 1894,

113.

Leuciscus balteatus,

Gilhert & Evermann, Investigations Columbia

Subgenus
377.

CLINOSTOMUS,

LEUCISCUS VAJJDOISULUS,

Ixivcr Bitsin,

4(j,

1894.

Oirard.

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

Head 3f; depth 3| to 4^, the largest specimens most elongate, the
females deeper; eye moderate, 3^. D. 9; A. 8; lateral line 48 to 53; teeth
Body oblong, deep, and compressed. Head rather large.
2, 5-5, or 4, 2.
Mouth

jaw projecting, the mandible extending
Lateral line decurved. Color bluish green some of the
scales of the back irregularly darker, producing a mottled appearance;
a dark lateral band w^ ith a pale streak above it in the adult young
nearly plain males in spring with the region behind the head and above
the pectorals as far back as the anal of a bright rose-red, brightest anterilarge, oblique, the lower

to the pupil.

;

;

;

Length 5 inches. Streams about Chesapeake bay to Georgia;
abundant in the clear, swift brooks east of the Alleghany Mountains;
also (as L. estor) in tributaries of the Tennessee and Cumberland, west of
the mountains, {randolse, French name of the Dace, Leuciscus leuciscus. )

orily.

Leucinctts ratidvitiilKs, CuviEttifc

GOmther,
Clinoslomus

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss., xvii, 317, 1844,

South Carolina;

Cat., VII, 25G, 1868.

ajlittis,

Gikard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 212,

James River,

Virginia;

(Coll.

Baird); Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1808, 228.
Clinoslo)inis fiDululoides,

(Potomac River at Washington) and

Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1850, 212;

earoliitns,

(Salem, N. C.)

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 376, ISCG.

*The following characters are assigned to the form called lateralus Body slenderer and less comAnal haso 5^ in
pressed than in ]{. balteatus. Mouth moderate, terminal, ohliciue; jaws ecjual.
length. Blackish above; a dark lateral band; the interspace and belly pale, crimson in males in
Buniuier.
Head 4'.,; depth 3-' 4 to 4. D. Ill; A. 14: scales 13-55-0; teeth 2, 5-5, 2. Columbia
River and streams at)out Puget Sound. It apparently fully iutergrades with the preceding, the
anal rays ranging from 11 to 22. The name Leuciscus lateralis is preoccupied, and this form, if distinct, should stand as Leuciscus yilli.
:

D. 10; A. 14
gilli are described as follows: Head 4; depth ii}4 to Z%.
Body deep, compressed, much
4-5, 2. Scales 11-60-7, 32 before dorsal.
eye
3'._; to 4 in
mouth
smaller;
the
eye
and
of
head
broader,
deeper than in /.. moiitauus, the top
head, 1J-.2 in intororbital space; maxillary not <iuito to frontof orbit; snout short and blunt,
small,
Dorsal
peduncle
long.
caudal
mouth
in head; lower jaw scarcely projecting;"
obliciue;
anal large; caudal large; liark above, a dark lateral liaud with a yellowi.sh band above it; belly
specks;
a yelblack
with
and
tins
reddish or orange; clieek with a bright yellow crescent; body
low blotch at base of i)ectora!. Length"4;4 inches. Browns Gulch, Silver Bow, Montana, and
from
L.
balteatus.
distinct
not
Apparently
Swau Lake, near Flathead Lake, (Columbia Basin).
•JThe types of Leuciscus

(13 to 10).

Teeth

2,

3%
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Museum.

Jordan & Bkavton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xn, CC, IST.s, Elk River, Estill Springs,
Tennessee; Stone River, Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

Gila cslor*

Leviixcvsajiiiis, Gi'NTiiF.R, Cat., vii, 2.57, 18G8.

Jordan & Brayton,

Gilavandoisula,

Leuciactis fiindulnides,
SiptaliuK vdudoisuhis
Sijualius estor,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mas., xii, 24, 1878.

GiiNTHEn, Cat.,

vii, 266, 18G8.

amd fnndnloldes, Jordan

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
378.

&.

Gilbert, Syuopsis, 232, 233, 1883.

232, 1883.

LEUCISCUS ELONGATUS

(Kirtland).

(Red-sided Shiner.)

Head

4;

depth

eye about

5;

4.

D. 8; A.9; scales 10-70-5; teeth

2,

head long, rather iiointed. Mouth
very large, oblique the lower jaw notably projecting, with a small knob
at the symphysis beyond tip of upper jaw upper lip on level of puiiil;
maxillary extending to middle of orbit posterior angle of opercle acute.
Eye moderate. Scales very small. Fins short and high, the dorsal somewhat behind ventrals. Lateral line decurved. Color dark bluish; the
scales mottled with paler sides with a broad black band belly more or
the front half of the lateral band bright crimson in spring
less silvery
males belly and lower fins more or less reddened a dark vertebral band.
Length 5 inches. Great Lakes and Upper Mississippi Valley, chiefly from
Pennsylvania to Minnesota; common in clear streams northward only.
4-5,

Body

2.

elongate, compressed

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(elongatus, lengthened.)
Luxibis rlongaiiis,
1841,

KlETLAND, Kept.

Zoiil.

Ohio, 1830, 109, and in Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist.,

Mahoning River, Trumbull County, Ohio, and Lake

LeuciscKx jiroduflits, Storer, Sj'nopsip, Fishes N. A., 41G,

1S4G,

Wabash

River.

Michigan.

Squalittsproriger, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1804, 280,
Leiwisciis elongatus,

iii, 33'J,

Erie, near Cleveland.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, xvii, 494, 1844 Guntiiek,
Giraed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 212.
;

Cat., vii, 245.

Clinostomvs elongatus,

Clhwslomus proriger. Cope, Cypr. Penn., 375, 1860.
Letu'isciis proriger,

63

;

GuNTHEE,

Cat., vii, 245; sides

more compressed and more

silvery; lateral line

teeth 2, 4-5, 1.

Bqualiits elongatus,

Jordan

<fc

Gilbert, Synopsis, 232, 1883.

Subgenus
379.

PHOXINUS,

Rafinesque.

LEUCISCUS NEOG.EUS

(Cope).

Head 4; depth 4J; eye moderate, 31 in head. D. 8; A. 8; scales 18-8010; teeth 2, 4-5,2. Body short and thick, little compressed, the back
Head very large and broad, the muzzle blunt, 3 in head.
little elevated.
Mouth

small, quite oblique, the lower jaw scarcely projecting

;

maxillary

*Lettcisciis exlor, (Jordan & Brayton): Head Z%; depth 4i^; eye 4.
D. 8; A. 8; scales 8-50-5
teeth 2, 5-4, 2. Body elongate, compressed, the caudal ])edunclo rather long, but not .so long as
head. Head very long and large, llattish, but not broad above. Mouth larger than in any
other of our Ciipriiiiihi; very oblique, the upper jaw on the level of the pupil, the maxillaries
extending to oppusitc middle of orbit; length of ga])e a little more than half length of head;
Eye rather large, less than snout. Scales moderate.
lower jaw considerably the longer.
Lateral line strongly decurved; 23 scales in front of dorsal fin; fins high. Color dark olive
above, many scales irregularly darker; sides silvery; no dark lateral band; a broad shade of
deep rose color along the sides in spring males, belnw which most of the belly is bright crimson,
these red colors brighteft anteriorly; a narrow dark lateral streak like a pencil mark, from
head to tail, overlaid by the scales. Length 4 inches. Cunil)erland and Tennessee rivers; in
clear brooks; not very common. Perhaps a distinct species, but we are unable to find constant
characters for distinction. (Type, No. 31147. Coll. Jordan & Brayton.)

Jordan and Evermann.
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reaching to beyoud front of orl)it, 2* in head; upper lip on level of middle of pupil. Fins moderate dorsal well backward, much nearer caudal
than snout, somewhat behind ventrals pectorals long, 1} in head. Scales
very small, almost embedded in the skin, covering the body evenly. LatBack and belly
eral line decurved, very short, not extending to ventrals.
scaly. Color pale or dark back plain dusky a black band through snout
and eye to caudal above this a pale band below this abruptly white;
belly and lower fins crimson in spring males pectorals dusky no caudal
Mississippi Valley and neighboring waters not
spot. Length 3 inches.
common; the few specimens known, from Livingston County, Michigan;
Baraboo Eirer, Wisconsin; White River, Arkansas; and the Black Hills
of South Dakota, (Cox Lake, Chicken Creek, etc), {vioq, new; y?/, world;
the species is closely allied to the European Leuciscus phoxinus.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Plwxiniis

iieorjaiis,

Cope, Cypr. Pen n., 375, 18G6,

igan; JoKCAN
Leuciscus neogseus,

it

New

Hudson, Livingston County, Mich-

GiLBEUT, Synopsis, 243, 1883.

Guntheb,

Cat., vii, 247, 1868;

Evremann

Cox, Bull. U.

<fe

S.

Fish Comm., xv,

1895.

380.

LEUCISCUS MARGARITA

(Cope).

Head 4; depth 4i. D. 8; A. 9; scales 11-52 to 58-8; teeth 2,5-4,2.
Body stout and thick, little compressed, the back somewhat elevated.
Caudal peduncle thick. Head blunt, thick, and rounded. Mouth small,
terminal, oblique, the upper lip below the orbit

;

eye rather large; scales

Lateral line decurved, more or less incomplete, the pores
usually ceasing behind middle of body. Fins rather large. Dorsal fin
posterior. Coloration above dusky olive, dusted with dark specks; sides
rather small.

forming a narrow streak on tail; belly white, crimson
fins plain
scales punctate. Length 3
snout dusky
inches. Susquehanna River to James River not conmion also taken
A handsome little fish, (juite unlike
in the head waters of the Kanawha.
most other American species, resembling most Leuciscus neof/aus. (mar-

plumbeous
in spring

silvery,

males

;

;

;

;

;

a pearl.)

garita, napyaplnjQ,

Clinoslomns manjaritcx, Cope, Cypr. Penn., 377, 18GG,

Conestoga River, Lancaster, Penn-

sylvania.
Phoxinus luanjarilus* var., Jordan, Bull.

Wytheville, Virginia.

Comm., viii,
Evermann & Jenkins,

U. S. Fish

(Coll. .Jordan,

18SS,

141,

Reed Creek,

l

Leuciscns margai-ila, Gi'.NTHEB, Cat., VII, 240, 1808.
S(2Uitlitis

manjarilus,

Jordan & Gilrert,

Synopsis, 235, 1883.

LEUCISCUS ORCUTTI (Eigenmann & Eigenmann).

381.

3i to 4 depth 3^ to 4 J eye moderate, 4i in adult, li in interorbwidth. D. 8 A. 7 scales 58 teeth 2, 5-4, 1 hooked, their tips black
in the adult.
Body moderately compressed head subconical maxillary

Head

;

ital

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

scarcely reaching front of eye.

Lateral line

little

decurved, more or

less

*These specimens seem to belong to L. margarita, but they Iiavo the scales larger, 52 to 54 iu
lateral line, 28 before dorsal.
Mouth very small, anterior; dorsal quite low, inserted behind
Head
ventrals. Color dark ; a very distinct caudal spot, and a well-defined black lateral hand.
V/^; depth 4}^. Length 2 inches. Eeed Creek, head waters of Kanawha Bi\ er, Wythcvillo, Virginia.
F. N.

.\.

17

Bullciin 4j, United States National
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incomplete,

usually extending

to

Museum.

caudal peduncle.

Dorsal inserted

Peritoneum black intestine a little longer
than body. Dark gray, often a faint plumbeous lateral band. Rivers of
Southern California tributary to the Pacific, abundant; described from
Temecula River also found in the Rio San Luis Rey and Rio San
Jacinto, (Edward Hyatt), and Santa Ana River, (Gilbert). (Named for
slightly behind ventrals.

;

;

Charles Russell Orcutt, the well
obtained it.)

known

botanical collector

Kigenmann & Eioenmann, Proc. Ac. Sci. Cal., 2d series,
River, Riverside County, California. (Type, No. 41925.)

Phoxinuxorcntli,

Subgenus
382.

HEMITREMIA,

iii,

1890, 2,

who

first

Temecula

Cope.

LEFCISCUS MILNERIANUS

(Cope).

Head4; depthSi; eyeS^. D.8; A.8; scales 8-40 to 45-7; teeth2, 5-4,2.
Body elongate chin slightly projecting. Scales in 15 longitudinal rows
between dorsal and ventral. Orbit equal to length of muzzle. Dorsal
inserted behind the entire base of ventrals. Mouth very large, maxillary
extending nearly to pupil head rather flat above.
Length of lateral
line unknown, the scales posteriorly having been lost in the type.
Brownish olive above, below silvery a black band, not well defined on
;

;

;

the borders, extending from the end of the muzzle to the base of the caudal
fin, where it ends in a black spot
a reddish spot at base of anterior dorsal
rays muzzle dark. Length 2i inches. Upper Missouri River. (Cope.)
Not seen by us. (Named for James W. Milner, then Asst. U. S. Fish Commissioner, author of important contributions to Economic Ichthyology.)
;

;

Cope, Amer. N.at., July, 1879, 440, upper Missouri River, probably
Battle Creek, Montana; (Coll. Cope); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 243, 1883.

Phoir.inua miliieriamtf^,

383.

Head

LEUCISCUS FLAMMEUS

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

scales 7-43-5;
eye large, 3^ in head. D.8; A. 8
teeth 2, 4-5, 2. Body moderately stout, slenderer and more compressed
than in L. ncofja'us. Head rather short and deep, the upper outline
rounded, the muzzle rather blunt. Mouth small, oblique, the Jaws about
equal, the upper lip on level of pupil; maxillary extending to front of
orbit.
Scales much larger and more loosely imbricated than in L. neogwiis;
back and belly scaled. Lateral line short, decurved, on 14 scales, not
reaching base of ventrals. Fins small, the dorsal well backward. Back
dark a black lateral band, formed of dark specks above this a pale band;
the belly below this jiale bright scarlet red in the males in spring; a
small black spot at base of caudal. Length 2^ inches. In tributaries of
Tennessee River, common in clear streams in northern Alabama. (Jlam4

;

depth 4

;

;

;

;

;

meiis,

flaming.)

Hemitremm

riltala,

Cope, Proc.

Tennessee; Jordan

it

Am.

Philos. Soc. Phila., 1870, 462,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 1G2, 1883; the

Holston River, Knoxville,
name vittatus is preoccupied in

Lettcisctis.

Jordan A, Gilbert, in Jordan, Man. Vert. E. U. S., ed. 2, 303, 1878, Elk,
River, Estill Springs, Tennessee; Jordan & Bratton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xit, 66
1878; Jordan A Gilbert Synopsis, 243, 1883.

Phozimis flamnum,

Jordan and Everniann.
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^Inierica.

Subgenus lOTICHTHYS, Jordan & Evermann.

LEUnSCrS PIILKGETHONTIS

384.

(Cope).

Head
1,

31; depth 3J. D. 7; A. 8; scales 6-36-4, 17 before dorsal; teeth
Body short, deep, compressed. Mouth short, very oblique, the
5-4, 2.

lower jaw projecting, the maxillary reaching front of eye, which is rather
Dorsal behind veutrals
pectorals about reaching ventrals.
Lateral line entirely wanting, not a pore developed in the many specimens
examined. Olivaceous; a broad plumbeous lateral band a dusky dorsal
line; belly golden, probably red in spring males.
Length 1^ inches.
Tributaries of Great Salt Lake, and Sevier Lake (Basin of Lake Bonneexcessively common in ponds and warm pools. One of the smallest
ville)
of our fishes, and the most aberrant of those here referred to Leticiscus.
large.

;

;

;

{ij)?.£}t:0(j,

to llame.)
Amer. Thilos.
Yarrow & Ilensliaw.)

Clinoslomus phkgethontU, Cope, Proc.

(Typo, No. 1698.3.

Coll.

Gilaphlegelhonti», Cope, Zool. "Wheeler's Expl.

Phoxinns pldegethonlls,

Jordan

&,

Soc. Pliila., 1874, 137,

Beaver River, Utah.

W.

100th Mer., v, 657, 1875, (1870).
Gilhert, Synopsis, 214, 1883 Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Conim.
;

IX, 1889, 34.

117.

RUTILUS,

Rafinesque.

(Roaches.)
Rntilnn,

Rafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

nttiltis*

Lem-iA^,

48,

,'iO,

1820.

{nilUiis

:

no type indicated on page 48

;

on page

50,

niontioned.)

IIecrel, Bussegger's Beisen,

1,

1038,

1843, (cixuljnnns).

(Not Lciwns, Kaui-, a genus of

Gulls.)

Bonapart.^, CatOlogo Metodico Pesci Eur., 1846, 29, (}}aiipi;nim no diagnosis).
Bonaparte, I. c, {decq>iens no diagnosis).
Bonaparte, I. c, (pigus no diagnosis).
rseiutophoxiiins, Bleeker, Prodromus Cyprin., 1800, {zeregi).
':Anchyho2)sis, Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. 6oc. Plula., 1870, 543, (lattts, a fossil species).
Myloleiiais, Cope, Bull. Hayden's Geol. Surv. Montana for 1871, 47.5, 1872, (pitUcndentiis).
Cenisojjhins,

;

Ganloutis,

Pigits,

;

Siphateles,

CoPE, Proc. Ac. Kat.

Sci. Phila., 1883, 146, {cUtatas),

young with

Body stout, compressed. Mouth normal, oblique

lateral line imperfect.

no barbel. Teeth 4-5,
or 5-5, or 6-5, hooked, with moderate grinding surface. Scales moderate or
small. Lateral line continuous or incomplete, decurved. Anal basis short
;

or rather long. Abdomen not compressed. Intestinal canal not elongate.
Species numerous in Europe, Asia, and America. The American species
are certainly closely allied to the European type of Ihdilus, Rafinesque,

(including Leuco,s, Heckel), diftering in the presence of teeth 5-5 or 5-4,
instead of 6-5 or 5-5, as most of the species of liiitil its have. The anal fin
is long in I!ii(ilit.s, of 10 to 14 I'ays as in Leuciscun proper, and as in European minnows generally, while in these American Roaches (MyJoIeucus)
there are but 8 anal rays. But as this character has not generic
value in Lcucif<ciis and Xotrojiis, it can not be admitted here.
As in the case of Ltuciscus, tlio American forms are confined to the
western waters. They are dusky in color, and have email, looselyembedded scales which give an appearance unlike that of their relatives
in Europe.
As in the other case, Austrian and Asiatic species (subgenus
Pseudo2)hoxinuii, Bleeker) seem to form connecting links.
liutilxs seregi has
teeth 5-5, anal rays 9, and scales about 63. We are therefore unable to
*"I

call this

(Riijinefiiue.)

genus

Ilittihis,

in the supjositiun that the Ciiimuiis

riilihi."

lunv

1"' tin'

type of it."

Museum.

Bulletin 47, Unitt-d States National
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satisfactory line between Butilus on the one extreme and Mxjloat the other. The American species of this genus are very imperfectly
known, and some of them are subject to largo variations, {rtitilus, ruddy,
the ancient name of the European Roach or Rothauge, liuHltis rutilus.)

draw any
IviiciiN

Lfucos, (Aeuicos, white.):
scales small, sexual differ.anal fin short, of abont 8 rays
a. Teeth 5-"), never 4-5, nor .5-0
ences slight, males with little or no red piRmont.
,')8
line.
Body
slender,
the
depth 4 in length; color
lateral
to
the
ahont
05
in
6. Scales
olivaueus, 385.
olive, the belly silvery.
Mtloleucus, (/xiiAo?, grinder Leucos)
anal fin short, of about 8 raj's scales small. Dusky
aa. Teeth 4-5, with frrinding surface
Sexual differences moderate, usually some
species, the scales sprinkled with dark dots.
red pigment in spring.
c. Scales in lateral line 45 to 67.
coloration paler and less dotted with black.
d. Scales 8-46 to 50-5
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

mcoLOR,
lid.

Scales 10 to 14-50 to 07-5 to 7

;

coloration dnsky,

much

386.

dusted with dark sjjecks.

cc.

SYMMETRICrS, 387.
Scales rather large, 39 in lateral line abont seven rows between lateral line and dorboucaedi, 388.
sal
sides with a plumbeous band and a black caudal spot.
;

;

LEUCOS,

Subgenus
385.

Heckel.

RUTILUS OLIVACEUS

(Cope).

Head 4 depth 4i to il. D. 8 A. 8 scales 11-.56-6 teeth always 5-5,
with griniling surface. Body fusiform, compressed; head narrowed to the
muzzle, the mouth opening very obliquely forwards and upwards; maxillary concealed in the closed mouth, its tip scarcely reaching front of eye.
Eye li iii snout. If in interorbital space, 5 in head middle of front flat,
pectoral long, reaching §• disits edges sloping to the superciliary border
tance to ventrals. Dusky olive, with brassy luster, the belly silvery
body and fins much dotted no red or yellow no lateral band young
with lateral line incomplete. Length 1 foot or more. Lake Tahoe, Pyramid Lake, and neighboring waters excessively abundant much resembles Leuciscus lineatus in appearance and habits
a greedy fish, destruc;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

young

tive to

trout.

{oUvaceus, olive-colored.)

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat..Sci. Phila., 1883, 145, Pyramid Lake, Nevada.
Leucus dimidiatus,* Cope, I. c, 145, Pyramid Lake, Nevada.
Siphateles vHlaliis,\ Cope, Proc. Ac.Nat.Sci. Phila., 1883, 146, Pyramid Lake, Nevada.
LeticHs

olivace.iif:.

Subgenus

MYLOLEUCUS,
BICOLOR

386. Kl'TILrS

Head

Cope.

(Girard).

depth 4i; eye 4^. D. 8; A. 7; scales 9-48-6; teeth 'i-5. Body
moderately stout. Head rather heavy, the muzzle short and conical.
Mouth moderate, very oblique, the jaws equal, the maxillary reaching
4;

lineofeye. Scales rather large. Lateral line decurved. Eye rather large.
Color transjiarent olivaceous; a distinct plumbeous lateral band; fins
*Eye equal to interorbital width, 33^ in head, a little more than length of muzzle. Mouth
oblique, the maxillary reaching front of eye. Ventral a little behind front of dorsal. Light
brown above, becoming plumbeous lower, the belly pure silver white. Head 4 depth i^- A. 8.
Scales 14-6,5-8.
Teeth 5-5, with grinding surface. Length 4 inches. Pyramid Lake, Nevada;
very abundant. (Cope.) Evidently the half-grown of E. olimceiis.
;

D. 8 A. 8 scales 11-.55-5 teeth ,5-5, with well-developed
+ Head 4; depth 4)<J eye 3.
grinding surface. Lateral line very imiierfect. £yea little less than interorbital width. Mouth
oblique, the maxillary not quite reaching front of eye.
Ventral fins beneath anterior part of
dor-sal.
IJniwuish above, lielly and sides silvery a straight lateral band of lead color, interrupted at base of caudal by a vertical band of stiaw yellow, which has a dark posterior edge.
Length 3 inches. Pyramid Lake, Nevada, evidently the young of I!, oliracems. (Cope.) {vUtattis,
;

;

;

;

;

striped.)

Jordan and Evermann.
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dusky shaded; scales with some browu dots, but uot profusely dusted
with black specks as iu the preceding species. Length 8 inches. Lakes
of southeastern Oregon (Klamath, Warner, Goose, etc.), the old Lake
Idaho; locally abundant not found in Lake Lahontan, Lake Bonneville,
nor in the Sacramento Valley. Very distinct from 11. aijmmcirxma, the
It is, however, close to liittihis olivascales larger, the color less opaque.
ccitft, in appearance, but is more slender and has larger scales, besides the
;

difference in the teeth,

(hicolor,

two-colored.)

(Type, No.
Ahjnme,, bicolor* Girarp, Proc. Ac Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 183, Klamath Lake.
2750.
Coll. Dr. ,1. S. Newberry.)
"
.Tordan, Proc. U. S.
r AJgmisea milka,-f Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 282, "Texas
Nat. Mus., 1885, 121.
Myhlencns thalassiiius,l Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 188.3, 143, Goose Lake, Oregon.
;

Leucisens hicolor, Guntiier, Gat., vil,
Letieosbicolor,

Leiteusbicolor,

24.'j,

18G8.

JoRnAN & IIenshaw, c, 103, 1878.
Jordan Si Gilbert, Synopsis, 246, 1883.
I.

Lencus inUicKs, Jorda.n

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 246, 1883.

387. RUTILl'S

SYMMETRICUS

(Baird

&

Girard).

Head 31^; depth 41, eye 3 to 4. D.8; A.8; scales 10 to 14-52 to 67-5,
extremely variable, usually 53 to 56; teeth .5-4. Body rather elongate,
moderately compressed, not elevated. Head short, rather slender mouth
small, little oblique, the lower jaw included. Eye large, anterior snout
usually a little convex a little longer than eye mouth not quite terminal.
Lateral line strongly decnrved. Dorsal distinctly behind ventrals. Coloration, dusky above, sides pale, scales more or less dotted with black;
bright-colored specimens have a dark lateral band from snout to middle
of caudal, a second dark band or series of spots below lateral line ceasing
at vent axils orange cheeks silvery. Color much brighter in specimens
from clear brooks (as Ties Pinos Creek, San Benito County, California).
Length 5 inches. Elvers of California and Nevada, probably generally
distributed.
Originally known from the San Joaquin and Merced
rivers and Kern Lake. It is also very common iu streams of the coast
ranges from San Francisco to Salinas liiver, being in the brooks of Santa
Clara Valley the most abundant flsh. Other specimens corresponding
rather to ohenus occur in streams tributary to Owen Lake, Mohave River,
Washoe Lake, Truckee River, Humboldt River, etc., (the basin of the
Quaternary Lake Lahontan.). Still other records are from western and
northern Utah, in the Lake Bonneville basin. If three species are confounded under the name symmetricus, they are likely to be fiiintDictricus
(=forino8us), from streams west of the SierraNevada, ohcsiis from the basin
;

;

;

;

,

;

;

*The following notes have been made on the types of Algaiisea hicolor Length 7 inches head
depth 41,-2; eye 43^.2 in head. Kyo shorter than snout; snout pointed; maxillary not reaching
Lower jaw liftle projecting. D. 9 A. 8; scales 9-48-G. Scales larger than iu types of
from w hich it is distinct.
t A specimen from unknown locality has been described na Algansea antica, Cope: Head acute,
:

4,

eye.
obesa,

;

;

Rubconic; snout rather pointed; insertion of dorsal midway between pupil and base of caudal.
Mouth small, the jaws equal; maxillary 4 in head, not reaching orbit. Lateral lino decurved.
Caudal short, little forked; pectoral short, not reaching ventrals. Eye 5 in head. Purplish
slate above, yellow below; sides of head and edges of scales punotulate.
Head 85; depth 3§;
D. 8 A. 8 scales 10-40-6 teeth 4-.5, littlo hooked, with a very broad grinding surface. Length
5 inches.
"Texas;" here described from the original type, its exact origin unknown, very
«
likely uot from Texas.
It is probably identical with Ji. hicolor or li. synmiclriciig.
}Ri((i7ii.'! (/i<i?(is,vi)i».< possesses tin- following characters: Slenderer than ii*. puroroiins, the color
a light translucent green, quite unlike the heavy olivaceous of the latter. Head S%: depth A}.^;
A. 9; scales 9-46-4; teeth 4-5. Length G inches. One specimen known, from Goose Lake, Oregon.
probably identical with Ii. hicolor.
;

;

;
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of Nevada (LakeLahoutan,) anHpulverulentus (=j)arovrtWJts), from the basin
of Utah (Lake Bouneville). In general the fish faunsB of the basins of

Nevada and Utah are entirely distinct. But we know of no constant characters on which a division of this species can be maintained, {symmetricus,

symmetrical;

being supposed to differ from Pof/onichthys macrolepi-

it

dotus in the symmetrical tail.)
PogonUhthys

siimiiiclriciis,*

Baied & Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

San Joaquin Valley.
AhjniiSfu foniiosa,

(51^ inches).
Algaiisea obesa,-\

GlKARD,

Sci. Phila., 1854, 136,

Fort Miller,

(434 inclies long).
I'roc.

Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 183,

(Type, Nos. 2754 and 2755.

Coll. A. L.

Merced and Mohave

rivers.

rieermauu.)

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 183, Humboldt River;
1858.
(Type, No. 2752. Coll. Lieut. Beckwith.)

GiitAitn, Pac.

R.K.Surv.,x, 2,39,

Myloli'iH-nn piiInniU-uliis,l

Springs, Utah.

Cope, Ilayden's Geol. Surv.

Montana

for 1871, 475, 1872,

Warm

(Scales 13-58-9.)

CoPE, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1874, 136, Beaver River, Utah
Whteler Surv. v, 669, 1875, (1876); Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 143.
Lexicosomus aymmelricns, Gunther, Cat., vii,267, 18C8.
Ceratichthyg si/mmetricus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 213, 1883.
Leucisms fonnosits, Gunther, Cat., vii, 24.5, 1868.
Leucos fonnosa, Jordan & IIenbhaw, Beport Chief Engineer,s, App. NN, 193, 1878.
Mi/loleiicus jwraratms,

Cope,

Zoiil.

;

,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 244, 1883.
Gunther, Cat., vii, 244, 1868.
Jordan & Henshaw, Report Chief Engineers, App. NN,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 245, 1883.

Leuctts formosiis,
Leuciscjis ohems,

Leucos

obesiis,

Leums

obesiis,

192, 187S.

* The type of Pogoiiicliihyx syniiiielriciis has no barbel; the teeth 4-5; the head 4 in length; the
depth 4^; scales 9-53-6. It seems to be the same species as Algausea fonnosa, which has scales
10-57-7.
The type specimen of Algami-a formoxaCi^o. 196), from Merced River, is 5J^ inches long.
Head 3g; depth (eviscerated) i}/^! Eye 5, 1^;, in snout. Snout 4 in head. Mouth terminal,
Maxillary not reaching eye.
oblique, about as in No. 193, but the lower jaw slightly included.
D. 8; A. 8. Scales 10-57-7. Another of these specimens has the snout shorter and a little more
11-57-7.
pointed.
Scales
The type from Mojave River (No. 107), i]/^ inches long, has head 3J^;
depth 4. Eye 4^4, shorter than snout, which is pointed, 4 in head. Mouth oblique; lower jaw
slightly projecting.
D. 8; A. 8. Scales 11-51-7. This form from Mojave Riverseemsto correspond with specimens from tributaries of Owen Lake, Inyo County, California. These differ
from typical symmetricns in the form of the head, agreeing in this respect with the types of ohi-sns
and pariwatiiis. The snout in the Inyo County specimens is shorter, barely equal to the eye and
not convex as in syiuiiietriciis; mouth very oblique; dorsal over ventrals. Scales 10-55-6. These
may be the same as 7i'. jmrovanuf:, the figure of which shows this form of mouth. Riitiliis parovwms
is thus described: Body rather stout; muzzle short, conical; mouth very broad, the maxillary
reaching front of orbit; profile gently arched; eye large, 3 in head, equal to interorbital width;
pectorals reaching little more than half way to ventrals; the latter just to vent.
Translucent,
with a plumbeous lateral band. Ventrals and pectorals dusky; dorsal and caudal shaded with
dark.
Head 31^; depth 41-4. D. 9; A. 8. Scales 10-48-5; teeth 4-5. Length 12 inches. (Cope.)
Beaver River, Utah, a tributary of Sevier River.
t R. ohesns is apparently identical with BuUbts symmetricns. Body stout head short; snout
4 in head, moderately pointed, not much convex. Mouth oblique, lower jaw not projecting;
maxillary not reaching eye. Head 3}^; depth 3J^; eye 5, li., in snout. Scales 12-.57-8. Length
Here described from notes on Girard's type (No. 194, U. S. Nat. Mus.) from Hum634 inches.
;

boldt River.
Another of Girard's specimens (No. 193, U. S. Nat. Mus.) from Humboldt River is 6% inches
long. Head 35^; depth 3li(. Eye 5 in head, 13^ in snout, which is 3| in head.
Mouth terminal,
oblique, the lower jaw scarcely projecting; maxillary not reaching eye; snout pointed. Scales
14-58-8.
l>. 9; A. 8.
Another'specimen from Nevada, 5 inches long, has snout a little longer than eye; scales 1156-6; depth 4. Still another, 83^ inches long, from "Camp 21, Nevada," has scales 12-54-6;
snout not decurved; eye 13^ in snout. Of specimens from Truckee River, one has a convex snout
very pronounced; another the snout slightly convex, the two others not convex at all.
X Hryhli'iiai>i pulreriilentus is thus described: Form stout; head short, muzzle not decurved;
terminal, slightly descending, the maxillary bone nearly attaining the anterior line of
the orbit.
Head 3.75 times in length, exclusive of caudal; depth 3% times. Eye 4.2 in head,
linmuzzle. Preorbital bone deeper than long. Scales 13-58-9. Radii: D. I, 0; A. II, 7. Caudal
well forked.
Length 3} 2 inches. A dark plumbeous band extends from the origin of the lateral
line above to the caudal i)ccliincle .and on it to the caudal fin; below this the color is silvery,
thickly dusted with black dots; above it is au olive-yclluw band, then a dark dor.sal region, all
dusted; sides of head silvery, dusted; fins unspotted. Numerous specimens from the Warm
Springs, Utah.

mouth

Jordan and Evermann.
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BOUCARDI

388. RL'TILUS

247

(Gunther).

D.8; A. 9 or 10; scales 7-39-5;
eye moderate,
Head thick, obtuse;
Bodj' moderately elongate.
mouth broad, its cleft uot extending to the eye snout convex, the lower
jaw included. Caudal fin moderately forked. Origin of dorsal fin close
behind that of the ventrals. Pectorals not reaching nearly to ventrals.
Brownish a bluish lateral band, forming a faint caudal spot. Length 3i
inches. Cuernavaca, Mexico. (Gunther.) (Named for Alphonse Boucard,
an ornithologist who collected largely in Mexico.)

Head

4; depth 4;

4i.

teeth 5-4, hooked.

;

;

Letwi.icns boncardi,

Mexico.

Gi'NTHER, Cat., vii, 485, 1868, Cuernavaca,
& Gilbert, Synopsis, 246, 1883.

(Coll. lioucard.)

Leucus boucanli, Jordan

ii8.

LUXILINUS,

Jordan, Catalogue Fishes N. A.,

LuxiUntis,

Jordan.

1885, 33, {occidentalis).

Body oblong, strongly compressed.

Ventral edge of moderate width;

scaled over and not at all carinated; otherwise
Gill rakers slender, of

barbels.

much

moderate length.

as in Ahramis.

Teeth

No

with entire
hooked. Intes-

5-5,

edges and well-developed grinding surface, their tips little
tines of the short type, but longer than in most related genera; anal basis
elongate. This genus seems nearest related to Ahramis or to its section
Notemigonus, but in its technical characters it stands near Eutilus. One

known.

species

(Name, a diminutive of Luxilus; from
389.

LrXILINUS OCCIDENTALIS

(Baiid

&

lux, light.)

Girard).

Dorsal 10; A. 11; eye large, 4. Body moderately elongate; snout subMouth oblique, the maxillary not reaching
conical, rather tapering.
Brownish above sides silvery more or less speckled with gray.
orbit.
San Joaquin Valley, California not rare about Fresno, (occidentalis,
;

;

;

western.)
Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854,
Creeks, tributaries of Tulare Lake, California. (Type, No.
Luxihis occidental is, Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 280, 1858.
Abi-amis occidentalis, Gunther, Cat., vii, 305, 18G8.
Leticosomus occidentalis,

Notemigonm

occidentalis,

Jordan & Gilbert,
119.

137,
57.

Poso Creek; Four
Coll.

Heermaun.)

Synopsis, 250, 1883.

OPSOPOEODUS,

Hay.

Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 507, (emilise).
IVycherodon, Forbes, in Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 247, 1883, {meyalops).
Opsopoeodus,
Opsopoea,

Jordan & Evermann, new subfrenus

Mouth very
no barbels.

small, terminal.

Teeth 5-5 or

4-5,

{bolbnani).

Body

with

fusiform.

little

serrated edges, the tip strongly hooked.
sal nearly

over ventrals.

Upper jaw

protractile;

or no grinding surface

and with

Abdomen not compressed.

Anal basis short.

Dor-

Lateral line complete, or

more or

less imperfect.
Intestinal canal short. Peritoneum white. Singular fishes, of small size, confined to Eastern America, (uxoirotiu, to feed

daintily; dovg, tooth.)
Op60P(EOdus
o.

:

Mouth very
6.

oblique, terminal, its cleft almost vertical ; no distinct caudal spot.
Lateral line complete, or very nearly so.
c. Dorsal fin plain, without distinct dark markings; head very slender.
osculus, 390.
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Dorsal with tiluck

ou

lilotcli

its

anterior rays, usually none i)Osteriorly

deeper.
hh.

;

head

kmili.t., 391.

Lateral line always incomplete

dorsal usually with a conspicuous black I)lotch on

;

mecalops,

posterior portion.

its

."^OS.

Oi'SOPffiA, (6*07raicu>, to feed daintily):

aa.

Mouth

i-carcely obliciue, its cleft

almost horizontal

;

a black caudal spot nearly as large as

bollmani,

eye; lateralline imperfect.

Subgenus
390.

Head U; depth 4ito

39:J.

OPSOPCEODUS.

OPSOPa:OI)rS OSCULUS, Evermann.
5; eye

3.

10; A. 8; scales 7-38 to 41-3; teeth

D.

Body

4-5 or 4-4, serrate and hooked.

slender; head subcouic, its depth
snout blunt, shorter than eye. Mouth very
small, almost vertical. Breast naked scales before dorsal small. Lateral
line complete. Pale, with brown, specks along edges of scales above
a
narrow plumbeous lateral baud sometimes two rows of specks above and
one below it no black caudal spot and no black blotch on dorsal. Peritoneum silvery. Eio Neches, and other streams about Palestine and Houston, Texas. Very close to 0. emilia;, but quite different in color markings,
possibly a subspecies of 0. emilice. (osculuti, a small mouth.)
at eye but half its length

;

;

;

;

;

Evermann, TJ. S. Fish Comm. Expl. in Texas, 82, 1892, Neches River,
near Palestine, Texas. (Type, No. 45560. Coll. Evermann, Scovell <k Gurley.)

Opsopceochis nscuhix,

391.

Head about

OPSOPOEODUS EMILI>E,

Hay.

depth 4^ eye 3. D. 9
A. 8
scales 5-40-3 teeth 5-5,
very slender, strongly hooked, and deeply serrate. Body rather elongate,
moderately compressed, not elevated. Head short, slender. Muzzle blunt
and rounded. Mouth very small and very oblique, smaller than iu any
other of our Cy^)rillidw,'^Yit]l scarcely any lateral cleft; its size, when
opened wide, less than that of the eye. Mandible short and deep, strongly
curved; jaws equal.
Eye longer than snout. Dorsal beginning over
posterior rays of ventrals, nearer snout than base of caudal. Pectoral
small, not reaching ventrals, the latter to anal. Caudal peduncle long
and slender, the caudal long and deeply forked. Anal short and deep.
Breast naked
16 large scales before dorsal. Lateral line complete or
very nearly so.
Yellowish; sides silvery; scales above dark-edged;
usually a dark lateral band from snout to caudal, above and below which
are series of black dots no distinct caudal spot anterior rays of dorsal
dark; no black spot on the posterior rays. Sandy lowland streams, Lake
Erie and southern Indiana (New Harmony) to Georgia and Mississippi.
Rather scarce, but widely distributed. (Named for Mrs. Emily Hay.)
4^

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

OpKopnmhm

eiiiili:i,

Mississippi.

Hay, Proc.

tj. S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 507, Artesia^

(Type, No. 32222.

S92.

Coll.

Hay.)

Jordan &

OPSOP(EODl'S MEGALOPS

Macon, and Enterprise,

GiLBERT,*Synoiisis, 247, 1883.

(Forbes).

Head 4f depth 4 to 5 eye 2|. D. 7 or 8 A. 7 or 8 scales 5-39-4, 15
before dorsal.
Teeth 5-5, hooked and crenate. Lateral line always
incomplete, sometimes on 4 or 5 scales only, sometimes extending with
interruptions to middle of caudal peduncle.
Body slender, fusiform;
;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
mouth

— Fishes of North America.
Eye very

small, terminal oblique.

largo, the caudal long, deeply forked

;

large, longer

249

than snout

;

fins

pectorals extending \ distance to

Breast partly naked. Yellowish brown, sides faintly silvery;
above dark-edged. Dorsal with a submedian black blotch in front
on 4 rays a second blotch usually present on 3 posterior rays. Length
2\ inches. Western Ohio to Illinois, replacing 0. emiliw northward;
ventrals.

scales

:

perhaps not a distinct species.
Trijcherodon megalops, Forbes, in

Pekin and Peoria

;

(fieyaMiji,

large-eyed.)

Jordan A Gilbert,

Mackinaw Creek,

River at

Synopsis, 248, 1883, Illinois

(Type, No. 28400.

Illinois.

Coll. Forlies.)

Subgenus OPSOPCEA, Jordan & Evermann.
393.

OPSOPOEODUS BOLLMANl,

Gilbert.

Head 4g depth 4| to 5 eye 3|. D. 8 A. 8 scales 5-37-4. Head
small, snout compressed, slender, somewhat rounded at tip, resembling
;

;

Mouth

;

;

overhung by the
maxillary reaching vertical from posterior
Eye equal to snout. Teeth 4-5
nostril, shorter than snout, 4i in head.
or 5-5, with well-developed grinding surface, one edge of which is conspicuously serrated, but less so than in O. emiltce. Insertion of dorsal
behind ventrals, slightly nearer caudal than snout caudal deeply forked
lower fins moderate. Lateral line present on 7 or 8 scales only breast
Dark olive, the scales edged with dusky a black lateral band
scaled.
through eye to caudal; chin black; a V'^haped pale ai'ea on snout; a
black spot nearly as large as eye at base of caudal a dark doisal streak
and one backward from anal; fins dusky males with a black blotch on
first two dorsal rays
marginal third of tin dusky anal and ventrals bordered with black. Length 2 inches. Lowland swamps, known from
Satilla Eiver, Waycross, Georgia, and Obion Eiver, Cypress, Tennessee.
(Named for Charles Harvey Bollnian, who first obtained the species and
who died untimely of fever, taken in the Georgia swamps.)
Hyhopsis lahrosns.

small, subterminal, slightly

snout, its cleft slightly oblique

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., vni, 1888, 22fi, 1890, Buckland Creek,
Millen, Georgia. (Coll. Bollnian & Fesler.) Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., x, 1890,

Opsopo'odiis holhiuini,

272, 1892.

120.

ABRAMIS,

Cuvier.

(Breams.)
Abramis, Cuvier, Ilegne Animal, Ed.
Nolemignmis,

i.,

Ill, 1817, {hrama).

R.*FINESQUE, Journ. do PhyBiqu((, de Chymie, et d'Hist. Nat., Paris, 1819, 421,

{imralits).

Hemijihis, Rafine.sque,
Slilbe,

Annals Nature,

DeKay, New York Fauna

Balliriis,

:

i,

0,

1820, (laeustris).

Fishes, 204, 1842, (chrifsoleuca).

llECKEL, Kusscgger's Reisen,

i,

1032, 1843, {huUents).

Gill, Canadian Naturalist, 1SG5, 18, (luuericaiutf).
Abramulujisi% Siebold, SUsswasserfischo Oesterreichs, 117, 1803, {lem-karli
Stilhiiis^

;

hybrid with

liitlihis).

Body subelliptical, strongly compressed, both back and belly curved;
back narrowly compressed belly behind ventral fins fonuiug a keel over
which the scales do not pass. Head small, conic. Mouth small, oblique
or horizontal, without barbels. Scales rather large. Lateral line continuous, strongly decurved.
Dorsal fin inserted behind the ventrals.
;

Museum.
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fin with its base more or less elongate, of from 13 to 40 rays
(9
rays in one species). Teeth 5-5, hooked, %Yith grinding surface, the edges
of which, in American species, are more or less crenate. Alimentary canal

Anal

;

though rather longer than the body. Size rather large. As here
understood, the American genus Xotemigonus is included in Ahramis,
from which it differs in the much shorter anal fin, from 9 to 18 rays instead
of 20 to 40. There is much variation in the length of the anal and in the
form of the mouth among the species left in Abramis, and a reunion or a
different division of the group may be necessary. In the American species,
short,

Notemifioniis, the teeth are more or less crenate, in form approaching the
serrated teeth of the European genus Scardiniits. In the European subgenera, ^^rajHis and .B« Her ms, the teeth are entire. In ^«nen<s there are

30 to 40 anal rays in Airamis proper 20 to
the Bream, Abramis hrama.)
;

NoTEMiGONUS
a.

(vwTos, back

;

rjfii-,

(Ahramis, an old

28.

half; ycavia, augla; the back being almost carinated.)

Teeth crenate or serrate mouth terminal anal shortish, its rays
scales in the lateral line 43 to 55.
h. Anal fin with 12 to 18 rays
scales in lateral line about 40.
bb. Anal fin with 9 or 10 rays
;

;

less

than

gaedoneus, 395.

;

Subgenus

NOTEMIGONUS,

20.

crysoleucas, 394.

;

394.

name of

Rafinesquo.

ABRAMIS CRYSOLEUCAS

(Mitchill).

(Golden Shiner; Roach; Bream.)

Head
14)

4i; depth 3; eye moderate, about 4 in head.

scales 10-46 to 55-3

;

;

teeth 5-5.

D.8; A.

13, (12 to

Body moderately elongate, strongly

Head short, subconic, compressed, the profileisomewhat conMouth small, oblique, the upper lip on level of upper part of pupil,

compressed.
cave.

Fins medium. Color clear
with bright golden reflections fins yellowish, the tips of the lower fins sometimes slightly orange in spring males.
Length 12 inches. Nova Scotia and Maryland to Dakota and Texas;
everywhere abundant in bayous and weedy ponds. One of the mostj
As i/ctif white.
familiar and characteristic of our Cyprinidoe.
(xp^'^^<:, gold
the maxillary not reaching front of eye.

greenish above

;

sides silvery,

;

•

Oyprinns cri/solenats, Mitchill, Kept. Fish. N. Y., 23, 1814,
Ci/priuns kemqilus,

,

New York
Lake George

Rafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., 1817, 121

;

Saratoga

Lake.

Ohio River.
Lake George.

Noiemigonns auraius, Rafinesque, Journ. Phys., 1819, 421, Falls of

Hemiplus

lacuslris,

Rafinesque, "Annals of Nature, i,6," 1820,

De Kay, N. Y. Fauna Fishes, 191, 1842, Connecticut and Hudson
rivers; Peekskill.
Lvxilus'seco, Girard, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 185G, 203, Rio Seco, tributary of Rio Nueces,
Texas. (Coll. Kennerly.)

Aii-iimis I'ersicolnr,

:

,

Luxiliisleplosomus, Girarii, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 203,

00,1859,

Dry Creek,

Victoria, Texas.

(Coll.

and U.

S.

Mix.

lloiiiul.

Surv.,

Iclitli.,

Kennerly.)

Leucixruf, Leucosomtm, Lnxihis, Plarijyrtt.i, Stilbe, Slilbius, or j46rm»is

<ti»e)(i(tHi(.<:

of various authors,

(not Cyprimts americaniis, L., 1758.)
Stilbe

americana. Cope, Cypr. Penn., 389, 1866.

Levcosovius americamis, Storer, Fishes Mass., 283, 1867.

Abramis americanus, Gvnther, Cat., viz, 305,1868.
Abramis'! leptosomus, GOntiier, Cat., Vli,.306, 1868.
Koletiiiyoniis chrysoUucns,

Jordan, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mur.,

x,

r>.'j,

1877

2.';0,1883.

Noteinigonus leplosomiis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 250, 1883.

;

.foiiOAN

.t

(iii.isERT,

Synopsis,

Jordan and Evermann.
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Kepresented southward by
394a.

Head

4*^;

ABKAMIS CUySOLKUCAS BOSCI

depth

3i; eye 3.

D. 8

;

(Cuvier & Yalenciounes).

A. 15 to 17; scales 8-43 to 50-2;

teeth

more elongate, and the male with brighter
colors.
Body moderately elevated, very strougly compressed head rather
broad and flat between the eyes mouth small, quite oblique, the maxillary barely reaching the eye; eye very large and prominent, anterior.
Dorsal fin short and very high, almost falcate, well back; anal fin high
and long. Scales rather large, the lateral line running very low. Color
pale olive, with silvery luster; lower fins red in the males in spring,
Length 12 inches. Rivers of the South Atlantic States abundant from
the James to the Altamaha and St. Johns intergrading with the typical
form. (Named for M. Bosc,a French naturalist and collector, consul at
Charleston toward the end of the eighteenth century.)

5-5.

Scales larger, the aual

fin

;

;

;

;

ieiicisciis to.sci,

CcviER & Valenciennes,

xvii, 313, 1S44,

Carolina; Pennsylvania;

Charleston

Cyprinus americanus, LiNN.Tics, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 530, 17CG,

which

NewYork.

not of Ed.

;

x. 1758,

is Meulicirrhiis.

iM'haniis^ Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 304, South Fork
River, Flat Shoals, Georgia. (Type, Nos. 178G5 and 20112. Coll. Jord.au.)

Notemigonns

Nolemigomis americuiius^ .Jordan
39.5.

& Gilbert,

ABRA.MIS

Ocmulgee

Synopsis, 250, 1883.

GARDOXEUS

(Cuvier

& Valenciennes).

eye 4 in head. D. 10; A. 9 teeth 5-5, with grinding surface and serrated edge scales 7-39-3. Body moderately elongate,
compressed. Head obtuse. Isthmus narrow. Mouth small, oblique, the
lowerjaw included. Dorsal nearly midway of body, little behind ventrals.
South Carolina; one specimen known, perhaps a hybrid
Olivaceous.
between A. cry-soleucas and some other fish. (Gardon, a French name of

Head

5i

;

depth 3|

;

;

;

the Koach, liutUits rutihin.)
Leuciscus gardoneus,

Cuvier & Valencienne.s,

xvii, 316, 1844,

Charleston;

Gi'NTiiF.ii, Cat., vii,

258, 1868.

Chondrostoma gardonettm, Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Sec. Pliila., 1866, 395.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 250, 1883.

Notemigonns gardoneits,

121.
Corhlogtinlhna,

Baird

it

COCHLOGNATHUS,

Baird

&

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1854, 158,

Girard.
{oriniliis).

This genus has the general character and appearance of Cliola and
Fimephales, the dentition and the structure of the fins being the same;
the teeth, however, are rather more strougly hooked and with deeper
grinding surface. It difiers in the structure of the jaws, which are provided each with a hard cutting plate, in appearance similar to that of
First
DiorfoH, the sharp, bony edge being surrounded by the usual lip.
ray of dorsal separated by membrane, and spine-like, as in Clioht and
Peritoneum white. Pseudo
Alimentary canal short.
Pimephales.

branch i;e present. Lateral line complete. Anal fin small. Spring males
with tubercles and dark pigment as in Pimephahs. We place this genus
and CJiola in the neighborhood o( Xotrojns, on account of the shortness of
the intestines, but it is likely that their real relations are with Pimephales, and that the reduction in the length of the alimeiitaiy canal is a
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character indepeiulently developed.
(/coY/lof, shell;
covering of the jaw being hard, like shell.)
Scales nioilorato, about 40 in

o.
<xa.

oknata,
mauTTATA,

tlio lateral lino.

Scales large, about 34 in lateral lino.

396.

Head

4

;

depth

ance, dorsal
rif/ilax.

fin,

rOCHIiOGNATHUS OUNATA,

4^.

D. 8

A. 6

;

;

Baird

&

lateral line 40

and coloration much as

.'iPG.
,3!)7.

Giranl.
;

teeth 4-4.

Appear-

in Pimephales notatus or Cliola

Head

Body moderately elongate.

Jaws; the

yvdQor,

rather long.

Dorsal

tin

over

the ventrals, rather high; anal fin quite small caudal fin short. Dorsal
fin with a black spot near the base in front and a dusky blotch behind
;

fin with a dusky median band, in front and behind which is a
pale area; a dusky lateral band. Snout tuberculate in spring males, as

caudal

Length 3 inches. Rio Grande. A singular little fish,
with the mouth resembling that of Chondrostoma or Acrocheilus, but the
structure otherwise diflerent from either, (ornatus, adorned.)
in Pimephales.

Baiud it Giuard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 158, Brownsville,
Texas; Giinther, Cat., vii, 187, 1868; Jordan & Gildf.rt, Synopsis, IGl, 1883.

Cochlogiiathus oruiihis,

397.

Head

COCHLOGXATHITS BIGUTTATA,

Cope.

depth a little less. Eye large,
than muzzle and than interorbital space. D. 8;

5 in length, with the caudal fin

3| in head, a little less
A. 7; scales 7-34-°? Form

rather wide above.

;

of FiDiepJialcs

Muzzle decurved

Head ol)long and
mouth terminal. Head

notatus.

in protile;

wide behind and

Maxillary not ([uite reaching line of orbit.
flat above.
Ventral fins inserted opposite second or third dorsal ray, reaching to
vent; anal fin small. Pectorals reaching three-fifths to ventrals. Color
silvery, without dark markings, except a black spot at the base of the
caudal and on the anterior rays of the dorsal. Length 2^ inches.
Trinity River, Texas. Very close to the preceding, from which it may
perhaps differ in the larger scales. (Cope.) {hif/uttutns, two-spotted.)
Cochlognathns higtiUata,

Worth, Texas.

Cope, Bull. U.
(Coll. Cope.)

122,

S.

Nat. Mus., xvir, 1880, 37, Trinity River,

Jordan & Gilbert,

CLIOLA,

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
applied to rigilax, which was not intended

Cera<ic7(?;(j(s,*

Fort

Synopsis, IGl, 1883.

Girard.
390; (name only

Sci. Phila., 1853,

;

no definition;

as type).

Cliola, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., IS.'iO, 132, {uigilm).
Hijpargijms, Forbes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 200, {tudilauns).

Form and appearance of rimepludes, the same squamation, fin rays and
plan of coloration, and the first ray of the dorsal similarly separated by
membrane, the structure of the mouth similar, but with the intestinal
canal short, shorter than body, the peritoneum pale and the teeth more
hooked, as in JSotropis. The single species bears a striking resemblance to
rimephales notatus, but is distinguishable by the more contrasted coloration
and by the generic characters which ally it, with Cochlogiiathus, to the
carnivorous species called Noiropis. The genus is certainly very near
Pimephales although in its technical characters it approaches nearer to
Ifotropis.
(A coined name, without meaning, first applied to a railway
station in Illinois.)

*Wedonot use the name Ccralichlhys for this genus, Ijecause no explanation of its use was
Riven in the paper when it first appeared. It was at that time a MS. uame of Professor Baird
for the group typified by Hybopsis kentuckiensis, and to this group C. fi'g'iia.c was wrongly referred.

Jordan and Evennann.
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vigilax, 398.

Anterior dorsal rays witli a black spot.

a.

aa.

No black

spot on doreal

smithii, 399.

fin.

39S. ClilOLA

U
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TIOILAX

(Baird

k

Girard).

D. 8 A. 7 scales 8-42-6 teeth
Head 4i depth
Body stout, somewhat
4-4, with grinding surface, and slight hook.
compressed, broad and Hat above, with deep caudal peduncle. Head broad
and flat above, with an angle at the temporal region. Muzzle broad and
obtuse, less truncate than in Pimephalcs notains. Mouth rather small, but
larger than in Pimej^lKilcs, horizontal, terminal, the jaws about equal, max-'
Dorsal inserted
illary not reaching to opposite anterior margin of eye.
above ventrals, nearer snout than caudal. Scales before dorsal small and
crowded, as in rime2)halci!, in about 28 series. Dusky yellowish; sides
silverj', with an obsolete dark lateral band, which terminates in a jetblack spot a very distinct black spot on anterior rays of dorsal about
halfway up. Length 3 inches. Strongly resembles rimeijhahtinotatus,
but more silvery, less plumbeous, and the black spots more sharply defined.
The spring males have little if any black pigment. Ohio to Georgia,
Iowa and Texas, very abundant southwest as far as the Rio Grande.
'vigilax, watchful.)
;

eye large, 3* in head.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Baird & Girarp, Broc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18.'i3, 390, Otter Creek, North
Fork of Red River, Arkansas. (Coll. Capt. Geo. B. McCIellan.)
San Pedro Creek, tributary of Rio San Antonio (Tyjie, No. 30.
Coll. Lieut. A. \V. Whipiilc), and Cliala firux, Rio Leon, tributary of Rio San Antonio,

Ceratichlh!i^>igila.r,

Clkila fii/Uax, Cl'mJa relax,

Texas, GmARi),
1858.

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1856, 192; and in Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 2.57, 258,
have scales " a good deal smaller," but no data are given the types

C. vii-ax is said to

;

of all three are now lost.
Hybopsis titdilaniis, Cope, Cypr. Penn., 381, 18CC, Detroit, Michigan.
Albiirnops fanrocephalus, Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 503, Chickasawha River, Enterprise, Mississippi. (Type, No. 27439. Coll. Hay.)
Leucisi'ii.Hiiililaiiiiti,

GuNTUEK,

Ihiptiriiiirn^ tiulitmiuf,

Cat., vir, 259, 18G8.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

Cliola titdiUiiia, taurocq>huh(,

and

399.

Head

vijjiUix,

Nat. Mus., 1884, 200.
JouitAN & Giluert, Synopsis, 165, IGC, and 1G9, 1883.

S.

CLIOLA SMITHII, Evermann

A-

Cox.

depth 3|; eye 4; snout 4; interorbital width 3. D. 1,8; A.
Teeth 4-4, not hooked, grinding
surface slightly developed. Intestine not long. Body short and stout,
compressed; head moderate; mouth small, terminal, slightly oblique;
maxillary not reaching eye; preorbital broad. Back considerably arched;
caudal peduncle deep, its least depth 2 in head. Origin of dorsal fin over
ventrals, nearer snout than base of caudal. Color, above densely covered
with fine black specks, giving a general blue-black appearance; sides with
a broad plumbeous bund 3 as broad as eye, darkest and best defined on
caudal peduncle sides below this band with a few scattered specks
anteriorly
lower part of caudal peduncle pale top and upper parts of
sides of head bluish-black dorsal, anal, and pectorals with a few dark
specks; other fins plain. Length 2i inches. Southern South Dakota,
known only from Prairie Creek near Scotland. (Named for Dr. Hugh M.
Smith, Chief of the Statistical Division of the U. S. Fish Commission.)
4;

7; scales 9-47-6, 27 before the dorsal.

;

;

;

;

Evermann & Cox, Kept. U.
South Dakota. (Type, No. 45G81.

Cliola smithii,

S.

Fish Coinni., xix, 189.5, Prairie Creek, Scotland,
Evermann, Kutter, & Cox.)

Coll.
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123.

NOTROPIS,*

Museum.

Rafinesque.

(Shixers.)
R-vmrESQUB, Amer. Monthly Mag.,

TSobvpit,

Rajin-esqce,

MinHihiiy,

R.iFiSEsgrE,

Liuciliis,

Icli.

/.

Ratixesque,

Plargi/rus,

Uyps-jlepis,

11,

1818, 20i, (atherinoides).

Oh., 45, 1820, (dinetmts).

c, 47, (chn/socephalm).
/. c-.,

47, {plargyms).

(Bairp), Agassiz, Anier. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1^54, 359, (comutus).

Alhnmelluf, Girard, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 193,'

Alhnmops, GlB.\RD,
CiMloma, Girard,

/.

OgprineUa, Girard,

Xoniana, Girard,

c, 194,

?.

I.

Hu-lsomuf, Girard,

c, 194, (ornata).
c. 196, (hiibalinns).
c, 199, (lutrensU).

I.

I.

c, 210,

Photogenk, Cope, Trans.
Graoduf,

GCsther,

{diiecttis).

(blemiitis).

(hiidsotrnts).

Amer.

Phil. Soc, 1866, 378, {fpiloptertis).

Cat. Fishes, vii,

4S-5,

18G8, (nigroUdiialus).

Jordan, Man. Vert. E. V. S., Ed. 1, 272, 1876, {diplemiiis).
EpUema, Cope i Jordan, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 77, (jKahriceps
Bijdrophlox, JoRDAX, Bull. U. S. Xat. Mns., xil, 18, 1878, (nitricroceii*).
ErO'jaUi, Jorpax, I. c, 20, {stigmaturtis)
Chriopf, Jordan, Bull. Havden's Surv. Terr., it, 787, 1878, {bifretiatm).
Minielltis, Jordan, Man. Yert., Ed. v, 56, 1S90, {procne}.
aztecus).
Azteca, Jordan jc Evebjiasx, new subgenus, {rittaia
Lyfhrunts,

;

name

preoccupied).

=

Orcella,

Jordan i Etekmann^ new subgenus,

{orca).

Body oblong or elongate, more or less compressed. Mouth normal,
mostly terminal and oblique, sometimes subinferior. No barbels. Teeth
in one or two rows, those of the larger row always 4-4, hooked, sharpedged or with a narrow grinding surface. Scales large, often closely imbricated, those before the dorsal rarely very small. Lateral line complete
or nearly so, usually decurved. Dorsal tin inserted above, or more usually
behind, the ventrals; anal tin short or somewhat elongate. Abdomen
rounded, never sharp-edged. Coloration more or less silvery, often brilliant, the males in spring usually with red or white pigment and the head
* The following is Rafinesque's original account of Xotropis and its typical ppecies:
Holobranchial abdominal.
Body elongated compressed, back carinated,
G. Xotropis:
nearly straight, belly not carinated, scarcely bowed, a lateral line and a longitudinal silver band;
Tent nearer the tail than the head. Head oral compressed, couTex aboTe, mouth diagonal large,
jaws without teeth, the lower longer and mobile, the npp r extensible eyes very large gill
cover large, smooth valviform, three branchial rays. One dorsal fin opposed to the interval
between the anal andaWominal fins, which have nine rays.
Obierrations.
The generic name means carinated or keeled back. It forms a remarkable new
genus, belonging to the third natural order Gastripin or the abdominals, the sixteenth natural
family Cuprinia, and the second subfamily Gymnop<iiiua, (see Analysis of Xature) together with
the genera Ci/pnuiis, Alherma. Hydrarffi/ra, etc. It differs from the first liy the compressed body,
carinated back, lateral lanri, large mouth, deep-cleft gill cover, etc., and from thetwo last genera
by the three branchial rays, nine rays to the abdominal fins, want of teeth, etc.
Xolropis atherinoUle.<:
Head silvery, brown above ; liody jiale fulvous, transparent, with a
broad silver band lateral line in the band ; fins whitish, dorsal, and anal with eleven rays, the
first very short, tail slightly forked.
Histtiry.
This new fish was discovered in Lake Erie by Gov. De "Witt Clinton, who had the
kindness to present me with many specimens they are now deposited in the Lyceum of Xatural
Historv".
I have ascertained that they belonged to a new genus, next to Atherina, and the specific
name which I have adopted implies such an affinity. These fishes come on the shores of Lake
Erie, and even in the river of Niagara, in the spring, in great shoals but they are so small that
they are scarcely noticed, and escape through the common nets ; their usual size being from one
to two inches, and very thin and slender; they are called MinnyoTMimiotr. together with twenty
They live in the
different other species offish, and often considered as the young of other fishes.
depth of the lake at other seasons, and are jirobably common all over the great lakes. Their eyes
are exceedingly large, occupying nearly the whole foreside of the head, the lips are very thin
and membrauaceons, the nostrils large,- the gill cover is nearly round, and split above to the
eyes they have small, thin, broad scales, the rays of the fins are scarcely articulated, simple and
brittle
the pectoral fins have about fifteen rays, and the caudal fin about twenty-four.

X

;

—

:

—

:

;

:

:

Riifinesque.

;

Jordafi

and Ever mann.

with small tubercles.
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very large group of small
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fishes, especially

characteristic of the fresh waters of the Eastern United States.

As here understood, Xotrojns contains about 100 species of small Cvprithem confined to the streams of North America east of the
Rocky Mountains. They are in some respects a degenerate type probably of comparatirely recent origin and perhaps descended from such forms
They are feeble fishes of small
as the European Jlburnus and Leuci-<cus.
size, none of them of value as food for man, but of great importance as
food for the larger predatory fishes, particularly the Centrarchida. The
species are highly variable, readily affected by surrounding conditions
while the really distinctive characters are very few. The identification of
species is very diflicult and in the case of young specimens often imposThe following analytical key must be used with great caution as
sible.
noids. all of

—

all

characters are subject to individual variations.

Even the dentition

is

subject to variations, the ancestors of the group having probably originally had grinding surfaces to the teeth, this becoming rudimentary in
some forms and disappearing altogether in others closely related. Various attempts have been made to break up this group into smaller genera,
by subdivision according to the dentition. The various groups heretofore
proposed by Girard, Cope, and Jordan seem at the most to indicate sections of slight systematic value. The most practicable division is that
made in the Synopsis of Fishes of North America, by whicL the name
Xotropis (Minnilits) is retained for the species having the teeth 2, 4—4, 2,
while those with but one tooth in the inner row, or with the inner row
wanting, would stand as Alburnops. The frequent presence of two teeth
in one or both inner rows in two species (heterodon, hudsonius) belonging
to Alburnops, renders this division of the genus unsatisfactory.
(vtJrof,
back Tp6-ic, keel, but the supposed keel of Rafinesque's type was due to
;

shriveling in drying.)
a.

Teeth 4-4;
sonius
b.

1,

4-4, 0; or

and

A',

1,

4-4, 1, (sometimes

two teeth in one or both inner rows in

A",

hud-

heterodon).

Scales not very closely imbricated, not notably deeper than long: dorsal inserted nearly

over the ventrals: anal short,
c.

rays 7 or 8; no black spot on dOrsa!

its

Teeth one-rowed, 4-4, the grinding surface more or
or two teeth.

(Teeth sometimes

2,

4-4, 2 in

less

fin.

developed at least on one

X heterodon.)

AzTECA, (Aztec, the ancient rulers in Meiirot:
d. Scales small, about 50 in lateral line; body compressed; scales before the dorsal
smnll; head blunt, nearly round; coloration plain.
azteccs, 400.
dd. Scales

moderately large,

Chriope, (xpeia, want;
e.

.31

ut-ri,

to 45 in lateral line.
aperture):

Lateral line usually (but not always) more or less incomplete; scales before
the dorsal large. Small species, usually with a dusky lateral band.
/.

Snout very obtuse; lower jaw not projecting.
g. Mouth moderate, the maxillary extending to opposite front of eye
or nearly so.

Chin black.
hh. Chin pale.
h.

gg.

jordaxi, 402.

Month very small, the maxillary not nearly reaching front of eye.

Chin pale.
u. Chin black.
^. Snout rather pointed; lower jaw projecting.
i.

Mouth very small: chin pale.
JJ. Mouth moderate; chin black.

j.

BirBES.\Trs, 401.

mactlatts,
AXOGExrs,

4(B.

404.

caitga, 4(6.
uetebodon, 406.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Alburnoi'S,

tho bleak, from

(i(?6j(ni».<,

n/frnv,

white;

Museum.
uji//,

appearance):

Lateral line always coniplcto; scales large, fewer than 40 in lateral line;

ee.

teeth 4-4, well hooked. Small, weak species.
Body rather elongate, the depth not more than 3^ the length.
I. Scales before the dorsal 17 in number; aspect of N. helerodon.

it.

FllETENSIS, 407.

number.
m. Body not marked with distinct round dark
any, mere punclulations.

U. Scales before the dorsal 12 to 15 in

spots; the spots, if

Base of caudal without distinct black spot, (except iu the

n.

very young).

BLENNIUS; SABIN/H;

PROCNE;

VOI.UCEI.LITS; SCYLI.A;

KANAWHA, 408-414.
black spot more or less dis-

NIDROT.KNIATUS; and
nn.

Base of caudal with a small
tinct.

BEAYTONI; SPECTEUNCULTJS; OZAKCANIS,

mm. Body with many irregular round black

spots

and

41.5-417.

dots, the

largest often nearly as large as pupil; form rather stout.

CHIHUAHUA,

Body short ami chubby, the

kk.

deptli

more than

3:^

418.

the length.
TOl'KKA, 419.

HuDSONius, (from Hudson Kiver):
or
cc. Teeth two-rowed, 1, 4-4,

1,

4-4, 1 or 2; the grinding surface

more or less

devel-

oped.

Head comparatively

o.

large, zy.^ to 4}/^ in body; teeth,

1,

4-4, 1; small, slen-

der species, without distinct dark spot at base of caudal.

Eye moderate,

p.

'A]A to

4 in bead iu adult.

GILBEtlTl; PIPTOLEPIS; SIMUS; LONGIROSTRIS, 420-423.

Eye very

pp.

Head

00.

short,

head in adult.
Nux; NocoMis; shumardi; illecebrosus, 424-427,
bluntish, 4 to 5 in body in adult; species of large size and sillarge, 3 to 33^ in

very coloration, usually with a distinct black spot at base of caudal

fin.

HunsoNius, 428.
bh. Scales

deeper than long, more or

less closely

imbricated along sides of body; teeth with

the edges often crenate, the grinding surface sometimes narrow or obsolete.
q.

Teeth one-rowed, 4-4, the young sometimes
(a coined name):

4-4,

1,

1.

CoDOMA,
r.

Head very

thick, bluntly

rounded on every side; mouth small, oblique, its
about 40 in lateral line,
oknatus, 429.

cleft chiefly anterior; scales large,

MoNlA-NA,
rr.

(a

coined name):

Head compressed, not bluntly rounded.
s.

Dorsal without distinct black blotch on

more or
(.

less

its

upper posterior portion; body

deep and compressed.

Scales small, 43 in lateral line; a dusky spot at base of caudal.

FORMOSUS, 430.
tt.

Scales moderate, 33 to 38 iu lateral line; adult without caudal spot.

FRIOIDUS; LUTRENSIS; PROSERPINA, 431-433.
4S.

Dorsal with a black spot on

its last

rays above, the fin very higli.

CALLISEMA, 434.

CyPRiNELLA, (diminutive of ('ijprUms, carp):
qq. Teeth two-rowed, 1, 4-4, 1.
H. Anal fln moderate, of 7 to 9 rays.
t'.

Dorsal

fin

without large black blotch on

w. Caudal fin without black spot at
X.

Body

its

its

upper posterior rays in adult.

base in adult.

deep, compressed, broadly elliptical in outline.

BUBALINUS, 435.
XX.

Body subfusiform

in outline.

LUDIBUNDUS; MACROSTOMU.S, 436;

437.

Jordan and Evermann.
Caudal

JOH'.

y.
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a (iistinct black spot at base in all ages.

TEXANUS; NOTATUS; VENUSTUS, 438-440.
its upper posterior rays in adult
(often obsolete in young), always conspicuous in old males; the fins in
males with satin-white, and often with red, pigment.
Base of caudal with a conspicuous black spot.
z. Fins in males with white or orange pigment, but no red.

Boreal

vv.

fin witli

— Fishes of North America.

fin

with a largo black blotch on

CKRCOSTIGMA; STIGMATURIS, 441; 442.
Fins in males with red pigment.

7iz.

TKICHBOISTIl'S; CALLISTIUS; EURYSTOMIS, 443-445.

Base of caudal without a conspicuous black spot; no red pigment.

yij.

C«KULEUS; NIVEUS; WHIPPLII; ANALOSTANL'S;
OALACTURUS; CAMURUS, 446-451.
Mil.

Anal

fin

long, of 10 or 11 rays; fins high; breeding colors brilliant, the males

largely red.
fin with a conspicuous black blotch on its last rays.
Caudal with a dark spot at base. XiENURUS; hypselopterus,452; 453.
6b'. Caudal with a dusky cross-band, but without dark spot at base.

Dorsal

a'.

h'.

Dorsal

aa'.

aa.

Teeth

2,

fin in

PYRRHOMELAS,
garmani,

males without black blotch.

454.
455.

4-4, 2.

Anal fin short, its developed rays 7 to 9, sometimes 10 in N. zonistius.
d'. Teeth with the grinding surface developed.
LuxiLus (from hi.r, light):
e'. Species attaining a large size, with the scales along the sides very closely imbricated so that the exposed surfaces are very narrow; lower jaw included;
dorsal over ventrals; adult with neither dorsal nor caudal spot.

c'.

CORNUTUS; CERASINDS; ALBEOLUS; LACERTOSUS, 456-459.

Htdeophlox,
ee'.

(iifiiop,

water;

(pAiof,

flame):

Species of moderate or small size, the colors generally brilliant in spring

males

;

Jorsal inserted

more or

less

behind ventrals

;

no black spot at base

of dorsal.
/'.

ff.

Lower jaw projecting.
Lower jaw included or
g'.

m.vcdonaldi; coccogenis, 460; 461.
scarcely projecting.

Base of caudal without dark spot.

ZONATUS; ZONISTIUS; rubricroceus

;

CHLOROCEPHAH'S;

LUTIPINNI.S, 462-466.

Base of caudal with a more or less evident dark spot, at least in young.
(heterodon; hudsonius.) chilitici's altipinnis; roseus;
chalybacus; chrosomus; x.enocephalus, 467-472.
Teeth without evident grinding surface; scales not closely imbricated no black
gg'.

;

dd'.

;

spot at base of dorsal in front

;

sexes usually colored alike.

Oecella (diminutive of Orca)
h'. Top of head elevated, transversely convex, so that the small eye is as near ventral as dorsal surface; body little compressed; color pale, no markings.
ORCA, 473.

NoTROPis
hh'.

(part):

Top

of head not especially elevated, the eye nearer dorsal than ventral outline of head.

i'.

Dorsal

fin inserted

nearly over ventrals; no distinct black caudal spot.

ARIOMMUS; SCABRICEPS;
ii'.

Dorsal
j'.
jj'.

Anal

18

more or

less

J£.in.NUS, 474-476.

behind ventrals.

Base of caudal with a faint spot.

fin long, its

V. N. A.

inserted

Base of caudal without spot.

ilj'.
ciy.

fin

Base of caudal with a jet-black spot,

swaini, 477.
amabilis, 478.
leuciodi's; scopifer, 479; 480.

rays 11 or 12, rarely 9; dorsal inserted behind ventrals.
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Museum.
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NoTROPis, (part):
V. Scales loosely imbricated, not crowded along sides; teeth mostly without grinding
surface; no black spot at base of dorsal; caudal spot faint or wanting; fins

mostly plain or with red

above lateral line usually large, in 5 to

scales

;

7

series.

TELESCOPUS; SOCIUS; NOTEMICONOIDES;

ATHERINOIDES;

STII.IiU'S;

AnOE; PILECTIIS; FUMEUS; RUBRIFRONS; PIIOTOGENIS;
AMCEMIS; SCEPTICUS; MICROPTERYX; METALLICIS, 481-494.
LvTiiRliRUS, (Auflou, gore; oiipa, tail):

W.

Scales

more or

less closely

imbricated so that the exposed surfaces are deeper than

long; teeth with a narrow grinding surface; scales above lateral line small,
in 7 to 10 scries, those before the dorsal reduced
sal,

rarely one at base of caudal

;

usually a dark spot on dor-

;

males largely red.

without distinct dark spot, or at the most only a few punctulations._

V. Dor.sal fin

Body short aud deep.
mm'. Body slender and elongate.

hellus, 495

7)i'.

IV.

Dorsal

fin

n'.

m\!.

with a black spot on

anterior rays,

400.

AZTECA,

or less distinct.

roseipinnis, 497.

fin.

umbbatilis, 498.

Jordan & Evermann.

NOTROPIS AZTECUS, Woolman.

depth 3i to 4; eye 5; snout

4;

more

Black dorsal spot above the middle of the
Black dorsal spot at the base of the fin.

Subgenus

Head

i.irus, 490,

its

3.

D. 8; A. 8; scales 7-50-4,

about 23 before dorsal, small; teeth 4-4, hooked. Body rather stout,
heavy anteriorly, with long but strong caudal peduncle; back moderately arched; head blunt and heavy, but less gibbous than in N. ornatus;
snout short, not much longer than eye jaws subequal mouth moderate,
quite oblique, the maxillary not quite reaching eye, the cleft of the
mouth chiefly anterior eye small; scales very small for the genus, not
closely imbricated. Fins all low dorsal small, inserted behind ventrals
;

;

;

;

pectorals short, not nearly reaching ventrals.

Lateral line decurved.

aud still lower a dusky or
plumbeous lateral band young with a faint plumbeous caudal spot
fins all plain
cheeks silvery sexes alike in color. Length 3 inches.
This species has the head formed much as in Noiropis oi-natiifi, but in
form of body, color, and in size of scales the two difi'er widely. Valley
of Mexico. Our specimens collected by Mr. A. J. Woolman, at the City
of Mexico, where it abounds in the canals. (Azteciis, Aztec.)
Color, dark above, below this a silvery band,
;

;

;

Codoma vUlatii, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phlla., 1856, 195, Valley of Mexico, (Coll. Potts.);
and U. S. & Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichtli., 53, pi. 29, figs. 18-21, 1859.
Nolropis aztectts, Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xiv, 1894, May 3, 1894, 63, plate 2, City of
Mexico. (Type, No. 45569. Coll. Woolman.)
Cliola ritluta, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 172, 1883, (not Lettciscm villains, De Kay, 1842, which
is

also a Notropis).

Subgenus
401.

CHRIOPE,

Jordan.

NOTROPIS BIFRENATUS

(Cope).

depth 4i eye 3. D. 8 A 7 scales 5-36-3 teeth 4-4.
4^
rather slender, the caudal peduncle somewhat contracted. Head
ate, the muzzle very obtuse.
Mouth oblique, the jaws about
upper lip opposite lower part of pupil. Eye large, longer than
Lateral line developed for a very short distance. 13 scales before

Head

;

;

;

;

;

Body
moderequal
snout.
dorsal.

Jordan and

Ei^erntann.
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Straw-colored, the scales brown-edged above a shining black band from
snout tbrongh eye to caudal this includes the edge of the lower jaw;
an orange band above this on the snout regions below the black band
silvery.
Length \\ to 2 inches. Massachusetts to Maryland, coastwise,
not common. A small but handsomely colored species, (his, two;
;

;

;

frenatus, bridled.)
H;ibopsis

Cope,

hifreimtus,

Pennsylvania.
Heniilremia hifrenaUt,

Penn.,

Cypr.

384, 1806,

Jordan & Gilbert,

402.

River, Conshohocken,

Sj'nopsis, 162, 1883.

NOTBOPIS .JOBDANI,* Eigenmann &

Allied to N. lieterodon.

Slender; fins

Schuylkill

(Coll. Copo.)

all

Eigenmann.

D. 9; A. 8
scales 4-35-4, 15 before dorsal.
small; origin of dorsal over ventral, equidistant
;

from base of middle caudal rays and nares scales closely imbricated,
the exposed edges little higher than long. Lateral line decurved, the
tubes developed on fewer than 10 scales.
A plumbeous lateral baud
overlaid with silvery a dark vertebral line from occiput to caudal sides
with a few dark specks, dorsal surface more densely si^ecked, the margins
of the scales darker. South Saskatchewan Eiver, Medicine Hat, Assiniboia.
(Eigenmann.) (Named for David Starr Jordan.) (Coll. Eigenmann.)
;

;

Nolropis albeolus,
Notropis jordani,

;

Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Amer. Nat., February, 1803, 152, Medicine Hat.
Eigenmann & Eigenmann,
c, Juno, 1893, 692. substitute for aWoiliis,
I.

preoccupied in Notropis.

403.

NOTROPIS MACULATUS

(Hay).

Head

4^; depth 5; eye equal to snout, 3i in head. D. 8 A. 8; scales
5-38-3; teeth 4-4, with grinding surface. Body long and slender,
;

slightly elevated at the dorsal, somewhat compressed.
Head flattened
above; snout rounded. Mouth small, terminal, slightly oblique, maxillary not reaching to opposite eye.
Dorsal slightly behind ventrals,
nearer snout than base of caudal. Lateral line with pores on 8 to 10
scales only.
Straw color; a narrow dark dorsal band, and a dark streak
on each side of anal a plumbeous lateral band, and black specks on
each scale a black spot as large as eye at base of caudal. Length 2^
inches.
Chickasawha River, Mississippi. (Hay.) {maculatas, 8[)otted.)
;

;

Hemitremia macuIcUa, Hay, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 505,

Mississippi, (Type, Nob. 32245 and 27438.

Coll.

Chickasawha River, Enterprise,
Jobdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 162,

Hay.)

1883.

404.

Head

NOTROPIS ANOGENUS,

Forbes.

depth 4;| eye 3i. D. 8; A. 7. Lateral line 34 to 37, 13 before
Teeth 4-4, Very similar to N. lieterodon, hut with the lateral line
usually complete; the mouth very small and very oblique, almost wholly
anterior; the lower jaw included, the upper lip above level of pupil; snout
4i

;

;

dorsal.

* The types of this species are now in the British Museum.
Our friend, Dr. Boulenger,
writes us the mouth is of moderate size, the premaxillary extending to below front of eye;
lower jaw not included, as long as the upper, which is somewhat convex, about as long as the
moderate eye. Chin not black.

Bulletin 47, United States Natio7ial
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Museum.

very short, blunt, shorter than eye. Dusky a dusky lateral band through
eye, ending in a faint black spot at base of caudal; a black speck above each
pore of lateral line; chin black. Length \\ inches. Western New York,
(Cayuga Lake; Meek) to Northern Illinois rather scarce. («, without;
;

;

jtvi't",

chin.)

Nolrnjiis anogeuii.t,

Forbes, Bull.

Fox River, McHenry,

Lab. Nat. Hist., 1885, 138,

111.

Illi-

(Coll. Forbes.)

nois.

NOTROPIS CAYUGA,

405.

Head

4,^;

Allied to

^V.

Meek.

Scales 36, 14 before dorsal. Teeth 4-4.
hcterodon, from which it may be best known by the absence

depth ii

;

eye

3^.

of black on the chin. Lateral line wanting on some scales mouth very
small, anterior, the maxillary not reaching the eye; jaws subeqiial; eye
;

Scales above dark-edged, the outlines very sharply

large, equal to snout.

through snout and eye, a dusky
Length 2^ inches. Cayuga Lake
and northern New York, Avestward to Assiniboina, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas, and Arkansas, (Arkansas Eiver at Wichita, Kansas).
Not rare, but hitherto usually confounded with X. hcterodon.
defined

;

chin not black

lateral shade

;

a black

aud a small caudal

stri^ie

spot.

Meek, Ann. Ac. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1888, 305, Cayuga Lake, New York, (Coll.
Meek); Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm., ix, 1889, 17.
Notrnpis helerolepis* Eigenmann & Eigenmann, American Naturalist, February, 1803, 152,

Notropis caytKja,

Qu'Appelle River, Fort Qu'Appelle, Canada.

(Coll.

Eigenmann.)

Represented south westward by
40.5a.

NOTROPIS CAYUGA ATROCAUDALIS,

Evermann.

Head 4g depth 4f eye 2\. D. 8; A. 7; scales 7-36-4,13 before dorsal.
Snout somewhat longer lateral line complete. Body moderately elongate;
;

;

;

head short and bluntly conic snout slightly shorter than eye caudal
peduncle short and deep; origin of dorsal slightly behind ventrals; anal
;

;

Olivaceous, dotted above, not crosshatched

small.

;

a black

lateral

band half width of eye, ending in a black caudal spot, this band extending through eye and snout. Rio Neches, Palestine, Texas. Also in Rio
Comal at New Braunfels, Texas, (ater, black; cauda, tail.)
Notropis caijuga atrncaudalk,

EvERMANN,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Neches River, Palestine, Texas.

(Type, No.

Comm.,

xi, 1891, 76,

4.5557.

Coll.

(May 25, 1892,)
Evermann, Scovell, &

Gurley.)

*The following is the description given of Notropif: hrl,'n,lrpi.'< D. 9 A. 9. Scales 5-35-4, 15
Teeth 4-4. Dorsal inserted tMiuidist;iiit between base of upper caudal
rays and anterior margin of eye, behind last ray of dorsal tcales loosely imbricated, almost embedded in front of dorsal scales along the median line with a deep notch nearmiddle of posterior
margin the line nearly straight; a few black specks along base of anal, a dark line from anal
to caudal
a dark band from tip of snout along sides to caudal a conspicuous black curved line
at base of each tcale of lateral line all the scales above lateral band dotted with black a narrow vertebral line from occiput to dorsal, a broad dusky band on back between dorsal and caudal,
between this and lateral band a lighter band ; scales of back with dark markings series of minute black dots along each ray of dorsal, anal, and anterior portion of pectoral ; dorsal and caudal
quite dark.
EUjenmami.
Pr. Eigenmann has omitted to describe the mouth of this species. According to Dr. G. A.
Boulengcr, who has kindly examined the type in the British Museum, the mouth is quite small,
moderately oblique, the lower jaw not included premaxillary extending to below anterior nostril
chin not black. Eye very large, longer than the short, convex snout. Only one specimen
Apparently not different from Notropis cwjmja. (erepds, various Aewt's,
(35 mm. long) known.
:

;

scales before the dorsal.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

scale.)

Jordan and Fa'ck maun.

NOTROPIS HETERODOX*

406.

Head
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(Cope).

depth 4; eye Sin head. D. 8 A. 8; scales 5-36-3, the lateral
line extending about half length of body; teeth 4—4, (sometimes 2, 4-4,
Body moderately stout, the back somewhat
2, see below), often crenate.
elevated. Head rather pointed, the muzzle acuminate. Mouth oblique;
lower jaw projecting; upper lip opjiosite upper rim of pupil. Maxillary
extending to opposite front of orbit. Tliirteen scales in front of dorsal.
4

;

;

Lateral line usually more or less imperfect. Color ol ivaceous chin black;
a blackish rostral band sides with a leaden or dusky band. Length 2^
;

;

New York

inches.

varying;
Albnniops

Michigan and Kansas, common.

to

Variable,

(trepo^,

ddov^, tooth.)

keterodon,

CoPE, Proc. Ac.

Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

1864,

281,

Lansing

Grosse

;

Isle,

Michigan.
Notrnpis gcrmanus,

Kansas.

Hay, Proc. U.

(T^-pe,

No. 37949.

S.

Smoky

Nat. Mus., 1887, 252,

Coll.

Notropis heterodon, var., Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 207,

tary of White River.

Hill River, Wallace,

Hay.)

Switz City, Indiana, tribu-

(Coll. Gilbert.)

Hybopsi.f heterodon, CoPE, Cypr. Penn., 382, 1866.

Lencv^cus helerodon,

Gunther,

Hemitremia helerodon, Jordan

Cat., vii, 261, 18G8.

& Gilbert,

Subgenus

Girard.

XOTROPIS FRETENSIS

407.

Head

Synopsis, 163, 1883.

ALBURNOPS,

(Cope).

depth 5; eye 3i in head, as long as snout. D. 8; A. 8; scales
Body slender and compressed. Mouth quite oblique,
the middle of the premaxillary being opposite line of pupil maxillary
not reaching to orbit. Seventeen rows of scales in front of dorsal. Lateral
line decurved.
Olivaceous
a dark median dorsal band
a plumbeous
silvery lateral shade cheeks silvery
a dark spot at base of caudal; fins
plain. Length 2i inches.
Detroit River, Michigan. (Cope.) A doubtful species, perhaps identical with Xotropis cayxiga.
{freiensis, inhabiting
fretum or straits, i. e. Detroit River.)
4;

6-35-3; teeth 4-4.

;

;

;

;

Ili/hopsisfreleiisis,

Cliola freiensis,

;

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 382, 1866, Detroit.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 167, 1883.

NOTROPIS BLENNIUS

40S.

(Girard).

(Straw-colored Minnow.)

Head 4; depth 5; eye large, 3 in head. Scales 5-36 (32 to 38)-4; teeth
Body moderately stout, little compressed. Head rather broad, with
rounded angles. Mouth small, inferior, horizontal; snout very obtuso;
4-4.

* Notrnpis heterodon. is apparently subject to large variations.
The following description is taken
from speiimens referred by Dr. Gilbert to this species, although there is a possibility that tha
form in <juestion isreally distinct and allied to^. x.Tnoceplialiis
Heail 4 depth 4;.,.
i). 8
A. 7 lateral line 37, 13 scales before dorsal teeth 2, 4-4, 2, with
strong grinding surface, the edge of some teeth denticulate. Body slender, compressed, the
form and apiiearance as in N. helerodon. Head small, the snout short and rather sharp, slightly
decurved. Mouth small, oblique, the maxillary barely reaching front of eye, 4 in head; snout
4 eye very large, 3 in head.
Dorsal inserted just before ventrals pectorals not reaching ventrals.
Lateral line complete, little decurved scales not crowded. Dark olive above, the scales
with dark edges; a dusky streak along sides, ending in a spot at base of caudal, this streak
extending forward around snout dark specks along jwres of lateral line; a row ors|)ecks along
base of anal
tins unmarked.
Tieugth 2 inches. Sluggish streams of Indiana and Illinois.
This description taken by Dr. Gilbert from specimens from Switz City Swamp, Indiana. Differs
from the ordinary helerodon in the number of toethand in the complete lateral line.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bulk tin
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rows of scales in front of dorsal.

Dorsal low, its longest ray \
Pale olivaceous; sides usually pale; usually a darker dorsal band
and a small dark l)lotcb before dorsal, sometimes a plumbeous lateral
stripe but no caudal spot tins all plain. Length 2 to 2^ inches. Ohio
and Michigan to Tennessee, Dakota, and Kansas, thence southwestwardto
Texas; generally abundant in small streams; an insignificant little fish.
Very variable and running into several varieties, the typical hlennxua
(= deliciosus missuriensis) Missouri to Texas, having the scales usually
15

head.

;

=

,

32 to 35; var. straminetis, from Ohio to Iowa and southward with scales
34 to 38, usually 36. We follow Dr. Meek in identifying Girard's Albiir-

nopsilennius with this species,

blenny, from the convex profile.)

{hlennius,

fMimiihis mkroslomw,* Rafinesqi'E, Ichth. Ob., 47, 1820, Ohio River; not certainly identifiable.
fHybopsis dorsalis.f Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1854, 358, Burlington, Iowa; unidentifiable.

Albvmops

blennins,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 194, Arkansas River near Fort
(Coll. Shumard.) Girakd, Pac. R. B. Surv., x, 261, pi. 57, figs. 13-16,

Smith, Arkansas.
1858.

Moniana delicioaa, Girari>, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 199, Leon River, a tributary
of the San Antonio River, Texas. (Type, No. 119. Coll. Kennerly.)
Hyhoguathns stramineii.i, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 283, Detroit River, Grosse
Isle.
Uylxypsii mhsuriensk, Cope,

Haydon'B Surv. Wyoming for 1870

Joseph, Missouri.
Notropit retirnlatu!', EiOENMANN & EiGENMANN, Amer.
pelle, Assiniboia. (Coll. Eigenmann.)

(1871), 437,

Missouri River,

Nat., February, 1893, 152,

St.

Fort Qu'Ap-

Hybopsisstramiiiew), CoPE, Cypr. Penn., 381, 1866.

CUola straminea, .Toudan
Cliola missuriensis,

Minnihis

bleiinius,

& Gilbert,

409.

Head

Synopsis, 167, 1883.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 168, 1883.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 193, 1883.

NOTROPIS SABIN.E,

Jordan & Gilbert.

depth 4|; snout 3§ in head, as long as eye. D. 8; A. 7; scales
4-33-2 teeth 4-4, hooked, with some grinding surface. AUiedto Notropis
hlennius, but quite different in form, resembling a young Moxostoma.
Body
robust, the tail long and thick, the back elevated, the sides little compressed. Head long, broad and flattish above. Mouth rather large, nearly
3f

;

;

horizontal, the maxillary reaching past front of pupil.

those on back not reduced, 14 before dorsal.

Scales very large,
Dorsal inserted nearly over

*"Thirty-eighth species, Little-mouthen Minny, Minnilus microslomvs, Minny microstomuB.
Diameter one-seventh of total length silvery, olivaceous on the back and head, sides with a few
black dots, lateral line straight, pectoral fins reaching the abdominal fins. Dorsal and anal fins
with 8 rays. A small species found in the Kentucky River. Mouth very small, nostrils large,
iris silvery, fins fulvous, the pectoral with 12 and the caudal with 24 rays.
Head elongated."
;

Rafuiesque.

f'While these pages were setting in type, I have received another pretty species of this
interesting genus, through the attention of Dr. I. H. Ranch, from Burlington, Iowa. The large
number of specimens obtained enables me to make some additions to the characteristics of the
genus:

The mouth is protractile downwards, .after the fashion of Catostomus, so much so that had
I not ample opportunity to examine young Catostomi, and to study the changes they undergo
with age, I might have supposed my Hybopsis to be the young of some species of that genus.
Moreover the lips are not swollen nor thickened. The pharyngeal teeth differ also greatly trom
those of Catostomi, there being only 4 or 5 compressed and hooked ones in each main row, and
1 or 2 in a second row.
This new species differs from that of riuntsville by its smaller size, its more pointed snout,
and the peculiar coloration. A deep black narrow band extends from tiie neck to the base of the
caudal along the whole back, dividing in advance of the dorsal to encircle that fin, and uniting
again behind it ui)un the middle line. General color olive, silvery upon the sides, the dorsal
and caudal faintly tinged with rose color and a deeper rose-colored spot upon the base of the
first ray of the dorsal.
I shall call this species H. dorsalis, Ag."
Agassiz.

Jordan and Evermann.
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aud small; anal small; pectorals long, \\ in head.
Color very pale olive, scarcely silvery; edges of scales with dark points;
Length 2 inches. Sabine River, Texas.
fins pale.
ventrals, the fin short

Jordan & Gilbert, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 188G, 15, Sabine River, at Longview, Texas. (Type, No. 36484. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Notropi$ Mhhitv,

410.

NOTROPIS VOLUCELLUS

(Cope).

Head 3| depth 4 eye 3^ in head. D. 8 A. 8 scales 4-34-3 teeth 4-4.
Body moderately stont. Head depressed, the snout rather long. Fins
more elongate than in most related species, the pectorals reaching ventrals. Caudal peduncle slender. Olivaceous, a slight dusky lateral shade;
no dorsalstripe; finsplain. Length 2^ inches. Michigan, Wisconsin, aud
;

;

;

Northern Indiana; rare. Similar to N.
fins, and probably a distinct species.
lucer,

winged

;

blennius,

;

but with notably higher
diminutive, from vo-

(voJucella, a

or'swift.)

HybogtmOuis voliicellns, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 283,
Hyhopsis rolucelhts. Cope, Cypr. Penn., 381, 1866.
Leuciscus volucellus,

Gunther,

Grosse

Isle,

Detroit River.

Cat., vii, 260, 1868.

411.

NOTROPIS SCILL.4

(Cope).

Head 4; depth 4 J eye large, about 3^ in head, longer than snout, which
is 4. D. 7 A. 7; lateral line 31 to 33 teeth 4-4, with narrow grinding surAllied to K. hlenniits, but with stouter body aud shorter, blunter
face.
head; mouth small, with subecjual jaws, the cleft somewhat oblique lips
rather thick. Scales larger than in N. blennius, those before dorsal smaller
and more crowded, 14 or 15 in number. Maxillary as long as eye. Dorsal
Color pale; back greenish side with
tin beginning directly over ventrals.
a sil V ery band no spots on fins a dusky shade on each side of dorsal and
before it; some dark dots on snout; often a faint dark lateral shade.
Length 2| inches. Illinois Kiver to Western Kansas and Montana, abundant in the shallow sandy streams of the plains. (Reference unexplained.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Hyhopm scijVa,

;

Wyom.

Cope, Haydon's Geol. Surv.

for 1870, 1871, 438,

Red Cloud Creek,

trib-

utary of Platte River.
f Albnnitis lineolatus,*

sotiri

;

Cliola chlora,

Agassiz in Putnam, Bull. Mus. Comp.

Zoiil.,

1863,0,

Osage River, Mis-

unidentifiable.

Jordan, Bull. Hayden'sGeol. Surv.

(Type, No. 20193.
Illinois.

Upper Missouri

region.

Coll. Dr. E. Couee.)

Forbes, Bull.

Nutropis plienacobiMS,f
Cliola lineolata

Terr., iv, 791,1878,

111.

Lab. Nat. Hist., 1885, 137, Illinois River at Peoria,

(Coll. Forbes.)

and

Cliola cMoni,

Jordan

cfe

Gilbert, Synopsis, 169, 1883.

Notropia lateralis, (lapsus for lineolalus), Gilbert, Bull.

Washburn

Coll. Lab., 1886, 207.

*"Albur)ms lineolalMS, Agassiz, MS. 1854. Body light brown with a broad silvery band having
dark points, extending from the head to the caudal fin. Average length, 2};^ inches. From the
Osage River. Collected by Mr. G. Stolley." Putnam.

IThe following description of this species is given by Prof. Forbes:
Notropis phenacobius.—Thiti fish unites with a strong general resemblance to PheHacubius the
characters of Notropis. The body of the adult is short and deep, the head square, the nose long,
and the eye unusually large. Length 2.5 inches, depth 3. 5 to 4 caudal peduncle 4 to 4.75. Color
in alcohol indefinite sidej somewhat silvery, scales along and ahovo the lateral lino slightly
specked with black. The head is qu.idrate in transverse section, fiat above, 3.75 to 4; nose
decurved, 3.4 to 3.5; interorbital space 2.9 to 3.1. The mouth is inferior, horizontal, rather
small, lips fleshy, not lobed, lower jaw much the shorter, 2.75 to 3.1 in head, upper liji opposite
the lower margin of the pupil, upper jaw to posterior margin of nostrils, 3.33 to 3.9 in head.
Teeth 4-4. Intestine about equal to head and body, 0.97 to 1.17. Eye very large, circular, placed
high up, 3.4 to 3.5 in head. Branchiostegals free from isthmus. Dorsal 1-8, decidedly before
ventrals, its length 7 to 8 in body anal low, 1-8; iiaired fins rather broad aud short ventrals not
reaching vent, and pectorals falling far short of ventrals, the former 6.25 to 6.4 in head and
body. The scales are thin, large, crowded anteriorly uiiou the sides, breast wholly naked in all the
specimens seen. Lateral line 35 to 36, longitudinal rows 7 to 9, 13 to 14 bcforedorsal. Described
from 10 specimens, the only ones seen, all taken at Peoria.
;

;

;

;
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412.

Head

4f

depth

;

NOTROPIS PBOCNE

Scales 5-32 to 34-3

SJ.

;

(Cope).

teeth 4-4

;

A.

7.

Body

slender,

with long caudal peduncle the back higher and the tail slenderer than
in N. ilennius, the profile steeper. Snout obtuse, the mouth horizontal,
Dorsal higher than
inferior, small.
13 rows of scales in front of dorsal.
Eye large. Olivaceous a dark
in N. llenniiis, its first ray as long as head.
dorsal line and a plumbeous lateral baud overlying black pigment; fins
unspotted, sometimes very pale. Length 2Hnches. Delaware Eiverand
southward, in coastwise streams, as far as the Neuse; very common. One
of the siuallest of the Cyj)rinidw. {npoKVi/, a kind of swallow.)
;

;

Bybognathns

procyie,

CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat.

River, Conestoga River,
Byhv)isis hmijirepn, CopE,

Sci. Phila., 1864, 279,

White Clay

Journ. Ac. Nat.

and Roanoke River, Virginia.

Delaware River, Schuylkill

Creek, Pennsylvania.

Sci. Phila., 1808, 231,

Head waters

James River

of

(Coll. Cope.)

Hyhopsis procne. Cope, Cypr. Penn., 385, 1866.

Gunther,

Leuciscus procne,

Cat., vii, 260, 1868.

CUolamia-ostoma slmA C. proaie, Jordan

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 168, 169, 1883,

NOTROPIS NIGROTJINIATUS

413.

(Giinther).

Head

4^; depth 5; eye 4^. D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-35-3; teeth probably
although only 2-2 are present in one of the typical examples, and no
teeth at all in the others, no evident grinding surface. Body oblong;
snout obtuse, convex, longer than the eye. Mouth subinferior, small, the
upper jaw the longer maxillary not reaching front of orbit. Silvery, with
black lateral band no spots on fins. Length 4 inches. Atlisco, Mexico.
4-4,

;

;

(niger,

black; tcvniatus, striped.)

Graochis* nigrolseniatus,

CUola

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 485, 1868,

Jordan, Proc. U.

uujrol-xniata,

S.

Atlisco, Mexico.

Nat. Mue., 1879, 226

;

(Coll.

Boucard.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 164,

1883.

414.

Head

NOTROPIS KANAWHA,

depth 4?

Jordan & Jenkins.

eye 3^
snout 3+. D. 8 A. 9 scales 4-37-2, 16
before dorsal
teeth 4-4, hooked, with grinding surface. Body rather
elongate, moderately compressed, the back a little elevated. Snout bluntish, gently decurved jaws equal
mouth rather oblique, the maxillary 3
in head, reaching front of eye; interorbital space flattish, slightly broader
than eye which is large, preorbital broad; suborbitals narrow; fins all
dorsal inserted distinctly behind ventrals. Translucent
rather high
green, sides silvery, with few dark dots; no spot on fins or at base of
caudal. Length 3i inches. Tributaries of Kanawha River, southwestern
4?

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Virginia.
JORDAN & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 354, pi. xliv, fig. 5, Reed Creek,
Wytheville, Virginia. (Type, No. 39928. Coll. Jordan, Everniann, A Jenkins.)

Notropis l-anawlia,

41.1.

Head

NOTROPIS BRAYTONI,

Jordan & Evermann, new

specific

name.

Body stout, rather deep;
3J depth 3f. D.8; A. 7; scales 5-32-4.
eye smallish, 3^ in head about equal to snout and about ^ less than inter;

;

orbital area,

which

is

quite flat; margin of upper lip on level of pupil;

*The accidental loss of the teeth in two of the three typical examples was the occasion of
the establishment of the nominal genus, Graodus.

Jordan and Ever7nann.
mouth rather

large, oblique

— Fishes of

snout

;

little

slightly past front of orbit, its length about
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pointed
3^';
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maxillary reaching

;

in heail; lower jaw shorter

than upper, included; origin of dorsal slightly nearer tip of snout than
base of caudal about 12 scales in front of dorsal tips of dorsal rays all
coterminous whien the fin is deflexed; length of longest ray 1^ in head;
base of fin scarcely 2 in head anal similar to dorsal, its longest ray 2 in
head base 3 pectorals reaching f distance to ventrals, Ij in head ventrals reaching t distance to anal, \t in head; teeth 4-4, little hooked.
Color brownish, a faint silvery band along sides, little wider than eye, a
very small faint dark spot at base of caudal; fins all plain. Tributaries
of Rio San Juan, at Cadereita, andNuevo Leon. Allied to X. hlcnnius, but
differing in the larger, more oblique mouth.
(Named for Dr. Alembert
Winthrop Brayton, of Indianapolis, with pleasant memories of our explorations in Georgia and the Carolinas in 1877 and 1878.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Moniana

nitida,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,1856, 21, Cadereita, Mexico.
(Not Albxtrnns tiUidus, Kirtland, also a Notropis.)

416.

Head

(Type, No.

Coll. Couch.)

39657.

depth

4;

Head

5|^

XOTROPIS SPECTRUNCULUS

eye

;

3.

D.

8; A.

9';

(Cope).

lateral line 37

;

teeth 4-4.

Body

broad as deep. Muzzle thick.
Mouth slightly oblique, maxillary reaching eye 15 rows of scales in front
of dorsal. Pale olive, silvery white below; a leaden band along the sides
and a conspicuous black spot at base of caudal; head dusky margins of
scales above lateral line, as well as bases of dorsal and anal fins, blackish;
pectorals, ventrals, dorsal, and anal more or less orange in life no red on
snout. Length 3 inches. Head waters of Tennessee River, in Tennessee,
Virginia, and North Carolina abundant in cold mountain streams and
springs. A well-marked species.
(Diminutive of spectrum, an image.)
elongate.

large, rather flat, nearly as

;

;

;

;

Bybopsis spednmciihis. Cove, Jouru. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868,231,

Bear Creek, tributary of

Middle Fork of Holston River. (Coll. Cope.)
Cliola spectruHciila, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 166, 1883.
417.

NOTROPIS OZARCANUS,

Meek.

Head4i; depth 6^; eye 3. D.7;A. 8; scales 36; teeth 4-4, hooked, with
narrow grinding surface, their edges creuate. Allied to X. spccfriinciilus,
but with slenderer body and head.
Body little compressed. Mouth
small, little oblique, maxillary not quite to eye

large

;

lips very thin preorbita)
Olivaceous, sides with dark dots forming a faint
White River, Arkansas, in the Ozark Mountains.
;

;

pectoral short.

lateral band.
Nolropis ozarcamiK,

Meek,

River, Arkansas.

Bull. U. S. Fish
(Coll.

41S.

Muek

A-

Comm.,

ix,

1889 (1891), 129,

North Fork of White

Drew.)

XOTROPIS CHIHIAHIA, Woolman.

Head

4; depth 4; eye large, 3f in head, slightly longer than snout.
D.8; A. 7; scales 33 to 37; teeth 4-4, hooked, with very narrow grinding surface. Body rather plump, little compressed, the back itt le elevated
head large snout blunt; mouth slightly oblique, the maxillary scarcely
1

J
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Bulletin ^7, United States National

Museum.

reaching eye front of dorsal midway between snout and caudal scales
deeper than long lateral line straight, complete. Light brown, scales
above dark -edged numerous round dark dots above, the largest sometimes nearly size of pupil, the spots unequal and irregularly placed, much
as in Hyho]).sis n'stivalis, or H. hyostomus; a plumbeous lateral stripe from
eye through snout, ending in a black spot at base of caudal; tins plain.
Rio de los Conchos, Chihuahua; locally abundant.
;

;

;

;

Notropix chihuahua,

Mexico.

Woolman, Amer. Nat., March,

(Type, No. 44151.

Coll.

Rio de los Conchos, Chihuahua,

Cox.)

NOTBOPIS TOPEKA,

419.

Head

1892, 260,

Woolman &

Gilbert.

depth 3.f eye 4;^. D. 8; A. 7; scales 5-35-4. Body compressed,
stout and chubby; snout blunt; mouth small, terminal, oblique; 14 scales
before dorsal; lateral line anteriorly decurved. Olivaceous, a dusky lateral streak ending in a small caudal spot males in spring and summer
with sides and lower tins bright red or orange. Length 2| inches. Western Iowa and eastern South Dakota, (Evermanu), to Kansas; locally
abundant in the prairie streams. A well-marked species, apparently
allied to the group called Codoma.
4

;

;

;

Gilbert, Bull. Washburn Lab.
Kansas River, Topeka, Kansas. (Type,

Nolroiiis lopela,

NotropUs xneoliis.

Hay, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus.,

(Type, No. 37945.

Coll.

Head

1887, 245,

13,

i,

tributary of

Coll. Cragin.)

Solomon River,

Wa Keeney, Kansas.

Hay.)

Subgenus
420.

Nat. Hi8t., Topeka, 1884,

No. 36609.

HUDSONIUS,

NOTROPIS GILBERTI,

Girard.

Jordan & Meek.

depth 5; eye moderate, about 31. D. 8; A. 9; scales 5-35-4.
head long, flattish above snout moderate;
mouth rather large, little oblique, the lower jaw included. Lips a little
thickened, especially near angle of mouth. 17 scales before dorsal, which
is inserted slightly behind ventrals.
Light olive
sides with dusky
streaks and dark specks. Length 2i inches. Eastern Iowa to eastern
Colorado, abundant in muddy streams of the plains, from the Des Moines
River to the Platte. (Named for Dr. Charles Henry Gilbert, joint author
of the "Synopsis of the Fishes of North America.")
4;

Slender, with long tail

;

;

;

Notropis gilberti, JoY^DAS

Village Creek,

& Meek,

Proc. U.

Ottumwa, Iowa.
421.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 4,

(Type, No. 35840?.

NOTROPIS PIPTOLEPIS

Coll.

Des Moines River and
Jordan

ct

Meek.)

(Cope).

Head 4; depth 4^; eye 3+. D. 7; A. 8 scales 6-36-4; teeth 1, 4-4, 1.
Physiognomy of Hi/bopfiis dissimUis. Body elongate, not elevated. Head
elongate. Mouth small, nearly horizontal, the maxillary reaching beyond
line of orbit, the maudible somewhat projecting. Region in froutot dorsal
;

more or less bare of scales. Dorsal beginning opposite ventrals, nearer
snout than base of caudal. Olivaceous silvery below a broad, silvery
lateral band, with dark specks; sides of head with black specks; a dark
vertebral band. Length 3 inches. North Platte River. (Cope.) A doubtful species, perhaps the same as N. gilberti.
{tti-tu, to fall
/IfTTiV, scale.)
fin

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.

Hayden's Geol. Surv. Terr.Wyom. for 1S70, (1871),
Creek, a tributary of North Platte River.
Cliola zonala, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 183, 1883, (not Nutropis smialm).

Photogenis piptolepis. Cope,

422.

Head

4i

NOTROPIS SIMUS

438,

267
Red Cloud

(Cope).

D. 8; A. 9 scales 8-35-4, 22 series in front
of dorsal fin teeth 1, 4-4, 1 said to be without grinding surface. Body
robust. Head short and broad, with short, decurved muzzle. Mouth
large, oblique, upper lip below level of pupil, maxillary extending past
front of orbit. Fins large, the dorsal well behind ventrals. Coloration
entirely silvery, brightest on sides. Length 3^^ inches. Rio Grande at
at San Ildefonso, New Mexico. (Cope.) {simus, ai/uog, snubnosed.)
;

depth

eye

41^;

4;^.
;

;

Alhumelhis simus, CoPE,
(Type, No. 1G982.
Cliola sima,

;

Zoijl.

Wheeler Surv.,

Coll.

Yarrow.)

Jordan & Gilbert,
423.

v, 649, 1875, (1876),

San Ildefonso,

New Mexico.

Synopsis, 170, 1883.

NOTROPIS LONGIROSTRIS

(Hay).

or 1,* with
Head 4i; eye 4. D. 8; A. 7; scales 4-36-3; teeth 1, 4-4,
grinding surface. Form of Ericijmha buccata. Head rather small eye
shorter than the blunt snout. Upper jaw rounded, considerably projecting beyond lower. Mouth rather large, horizontal maxillary extending
Scales large
about 12 large scales in front of dorsal.
to front of eye.
Origin of dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of caudal directly
over ventrals. Pectorals not reaching ventrals the latter to vent. Straw
;

;

;

,

;

with an obsolete lateral band and a narrow dorsal streak;

color,

dusky.

Chickasawha River,

(longus,

long; rostrum, snout.)

Mississippi, to

Imigirostri.1, Hay,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 504, Chickasawha
Enterprise, Mississippi. (Type, Nos. 27440 and 32267. Coll. Hivy.)

Alhmtioiis

Cliola hniyirostria, .Torpan
Notropis

loiigiroslris,

& Gilbert,

fins

Escambia River, Florida.
River at

Synopsis, 167, 1883.

Gilbert, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comm., ix, 1889, 158.

NOTROPIS NUX, Evermann.

424.

Head 4; depth 4^; eye large,

3 in head, equal to snout, and to interorbD. 8; A. 7; scales 6-37-3, 13 before dorsal; teeth 1, 4-4, 1
or 0, rarely 1, 4-4, 2, the grinding surface developed and a little crenate.
Body slender, the back somewhat elevated head subconic, the snout
rather blunt mouth moderate, oblique maxillary not reaching orbit
lower jaw slightly included caudal peduncle long and slender. Dorsal
inserted over ventrals, the longest rays as long as head anal small; pectorals short, not to ventrals caudal long lateral line straight, complete.
Greenish, the back with crosshatching of dark specks; a dark vertebral
streak a plumbeous lateral band, ending in a small, but distinct, caudal
blotch, this band extending across opercles, eye, and snout; fins plain.
Known only from Neches and Trinity rivers, near Palestine, Texas, (mix,
nut in Spanish, neche.)

ital

width.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Notropis mix,

Evermann,

Trinity rivers,

Bull. U.

Fish Comm., xi, 1891, (May
Texas. (Type, No. 45555.

S.

Palestine,

Gurley.)

According

to Dr. Gilbert

;

Dr.

Hay found

the teeth 4-4.

25, 1892), 77,

Coll.

Neches and
Scovell, &

Evermann,

Bulleim ^7, United States National Museum.
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425.

NOTROPIS NOCOMIS,

Evermann.

Head 4i depth 4f to 5; eye large, 3 to 3J in head, equal to interorbital
width. D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-36-3; teeth 1, 4-4, 1, small, hooked, the
grinding surface narrow, slightly crenate. Body slender, little elevated
head heavy, formed as in Cliola vigilax; snout blunt and rounded, equal
to eye; mouth small, inferior, horizontal; lower jaw included maxillary
short, not nearly reaching orbit; preorbital broad; caudal peduncle long
and slender. Dorsal high, inserted over ventrals pectorals short, not to
ventrals; lateral line complete. Yellowish, with crosshatching of dark
specks above a dark lateral baud, faint anteriorly no caudal spot
Length 2i inches. Trinity, San Marcos, and Comal rivers,
fins plain.
Texas locally abundant. {Nocomis, an Indian name, applied by Girard to
a group of fishes here regarded as a subgenus under Hyhopsis.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Notropis nnmmis,

EvERMANN,

Bull.

T".

S.

Fish Comm., xi, 1891, (May

25, 1892), 78,

River, Palestine, Texas, and San Marcos River, San Marcos, Texas.
4555G. Coll. Evermann, Scovell, AGurley.)
426.

Head 3|
teeth 1,4-4,

depth 4i

NOTROPIS SHUMARDI

Trinity

(Type, No.

(Girard.)

eye very large, 2^ to 3 in head. A. 7; scales 5-36-2;
with deep grinding surface,
and the edge strongly crenate. Body compressed, the back elevated; tail
slender; snout short, not blunt mouth terminal, very oblique; lower jaw
included maxillary reaching front of eye dorsal inserted over ventrals;
Olivaceous, sides with dusky streaks and dark
12 scales before dorsal.
specks. Length 3 inches. Ohio and Tennessee basins to Iowa and the
Ozark region, in cold streams and springs; abundant in Arkansas, and in
northern Alabama. (Named for Dr. George C. Shumard, naturalist on the
;

1, (2,

;

4-4, 2, according to Girard),

;

;

;

Mexican Boundary Survey.)
Alhurnops shumardi, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Smith, Arkansas.

(Coll.

18.5G,

194,

Arkansas River, Fort

Shumartl.)

Nolropishoop.% Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1884,201, Salt

Creek,

Brown County,

and Flat Rock Creek, Decatur County, Indiana. (Type, No.
Mmnilus shumardi, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 194, 1883.
Minnilus ecabriceps, .Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 194, 1883, not of Cope.
427.

Head 41 depth

NOTROPIS ILLECEBROSUS

34982.

Indiana,

Coll. Gilbert.)

(Girard).

snout 3f
D. 8 A. 8 scales 7-35-3, 11 before
4J
the dorsal teeth 1, 4-4, 1, slightly hooked, with slight grinding surface.
Body rather deep, compressed, caudal peduncle deep, its least depth 2!, in
head. Mouth large, oblique, maxillary reaching eye lower jaw included!
eye large, greater than snout; interorbital width equal to snout; width
of lower jaw at base li in eye. Origin of dorsal very little behind insertion of ventral fins, a little nearer snout than base of caudal. First rays
of dorsal somewhat produced, their length greater than that of head free
margin of dorsal very slightly concave in the expanded fin base of fin If
Pectorals equal longest
in longest ray. Longest anal ray 1^ in head.
dorsal ray. Pale straw color, side with a broad silvery band following
coarse of lateral line sides of head silvery. Length 3 inches. Descrip;

;

eye 3^

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Ever)nann.
tioa here

drawn up from
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the- types.

Lower Arkansas River

ably not distinct from Xotropis sJmmardi.

(illecebrosiis,
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basin, prob-

enticing.)

Alburuops iUecehrosma, Giraud, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 194,

Smith, Arkansas.

(Type No.

66.

Coll. Dr.

Shumard)

;

Arkansas River, Fort
Gibakd, Pac. R. R. Surv. x, 2C2,

pi. 57, figs. 5-8, 1858.

Minnilus shumardi,

Jordan & Gilbert,
428.

NOTROPIS HUDSONIUS

(Spawn-eater

;

Spot-tailed

(DeWitt Clinton).

Minnow

;

Shiner.)

Head 4f depth 4 eye 3. D. 8 A. 8 scales 5-39-i
Body elongate, considerably compressed in the
2.
;

;

or

Synopsis, 192, 1883 (in part).

;

;

;

teeth
adult.

1, 4-4,

or

1,

Head quite
eye.
Mouth

Muzzle blunt, decurved, shorter than the very large
moderate, nearly horizontal, the jaws nearly equal, the maxillary nearly
reaching to the eye. Lateral line nearly straight, slightly decurved anteriorly. 18 scales before dorsal. Pectorals not reaching ventrals, the latter
not to vent. Coloration very pale, with usually a dusky or black spot at
base of caudal, especially in the young sides with a broad, silvery band,
Avhich is sometimes dusky. Length 4 to 6 inches. The Dakotas and
Lake Superior to New York, and southward to South Carolina; abundant
in the Great Lakes, and not rare east of the Alleghany Mountains; a large
and handsome minnow, the choice "live bait" of the St. Lawrence
River angler. The typical form, hudsonius, in the Lower Great Lakes
and the Hudson, Susquehanna, and other northeastern rivers, has
the head short, 4| in length; eye 3| in head, as long as the blunt snout;
mouth less oblique than in selene, more so than in amarus; maxillary not
reaching front of eye caudal spot jet-black. Teeth 2, 4-4, 1. Specimens
apparently referable to hudsonius rather than to amarus occur in the Potomac, and in streams even so far south as South Carolina, but the boundaries of hudsonius, amarus, and saludamis are hard to fix.
short.

;

;

Clnpea hudsonia,

DeWitt Clinton, Ann.

Hudsonitis Jluviatilis,
14.

Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

1, 49,

Sci. Phila., 1856, 210,

1824,

Hudson

Hudson

River.

River.

(Type, No.

Coll. Baird.)

Hybopsii hudmnim, Cope, Cypr. Penn., 386, 1866.
Leucisctis

Cliola

hudsonms, Gunther, Cat., vil, 250, 1868.

hudsoma, Jordan

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 171, 1883.

Represented in Lake Superior by
42Sa.

NOTROPIS HUDSONIUS SELENE

(Jordan).

With the head very short, 4f in body, the mouth quite oblique, the promaxillary on level of lower part of pupil; snout * eye; maxillary reaching front of eye. Caudal spot jet-black. Teeth 2, 4-4, 2 or 1. (arj^vT},
the moon.)
Liixilus selmie,

sin.

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., x, 60, 1877,

(Coll. Jlilncr.

Minnilus selnie,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 188, 1883.

Lake Superior,

Bayfield,

Wiscon-

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Museum.

Southward it gives place to
428b.

NOTROPIS HUDSOXH'S AMARUS

(Girard).

by the longer and less obtuse
head, 4* to 4? in length, the eye 3* in head, longer than snout; the caudal spot faint or wanting, and the teeth 1, 4-4,0. Dela\Yare and Potomac
rivers. This is not unlikely a distinct species, as Abbott has contended, but
there is some evidence of its intergradation with hudsonius. (ama7-us,
bitter, the type from brackish water.)

Very close to var.

hudsoniits, characterized

Hudsonim amants, Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

River at 'Washington.
Hiihopsis jihannia,

New

CuPE, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jersey.

(Coll.

Chesapeake Bay

Sci. Phila., 1856, 210,

;

Potomac

(Coll. Girard.)
Sci.

Phila., 1864,

27'J,

Delaware River, Trenton,

Cope.)

H;/6op.'!iss(orenViH MS,

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 386, 1866.

Leticiscvs sloreriauuf,

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 25(1, 1868, not Rutilns storerianus,

Kirtland.

Hybopsin }>hrihwa, Abbott, Amer. Nat., 1874, 333.
Cliola sloreriima, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 170, 1883.

This form gives place
4'>8c.

Head

4i

;

still

further southward to

NOTROPIS HUDSONIUS SALUDAXUS

depth 4^

eye large. Si, (3 to

;

4).

(Jordan

&

Braytou).

D. 8; A. 8; scales 5-39-3;

two or three of the teeth obtuse, not hooked, only one or
two of them showing a grinding surface. Body elongate, but less so than
Head
in var. hndnomus moderately compressed. Caudal peduncle long.
large, rather heavy and gibbous forward, the muzzle rounded in profile.
Mouth moderate, subinferior, the maxillary not reaching eye. Scales large,
thin and loose, about 12 in front of dorsal. Lateral line somewhat
teeth

1, 4-4, 0,

;

decurved in front. Fins rather small pectorals not reaching ventrals,
the latter not to vent. Coloration pale olivaceous, nearly white, with
traces of a plumbeous lateral streak, this sometimes appearing as a black
lateral band, (var. euryopa), and sometimes leading to a black caudal spot
;

as in hudmnius. Length 4 inches. Coastwise streams from the James to
the Ocmulgee. Close to subspecies «ma?-HS with which it may intergrade.
Head notably longer, 4^ to 4^, the snout especially longer, as long as eye,

projecting beyond the inferior mouth.
saludanu-i, Jordan & Brayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii,
Saluda River, Greenville, South Carolina. (Type, No. 31128.

Albvmops

16,

1878

Coll.

;

tributary of

Jordan

ct

Brayton.)

Bean, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 28.5, McBean Creek, tributary of
Savannah River, Georgia. (Type, No. 23.513. Coll. A. Graves.)
Cliola saludana and eurynpa, Jordan & Gilbert, Syuoijsis, 170, 171, 1883.

Hiittsiniiim riiriinpa,

Subgenus
429.

CODOMA,

Girard.

NOTROPIS ORNATUS

(Girard).

3f to 4; depth 3; eye 3f to 4. D. 8; A. 7; scales 7-40-4, those
before dorsal large, 17 teeth 4-4. Body stout and compressed, the back
arched, the head very blunt, thick and rounded, almost spherical in the

Head

;

Mouth small, somewhat oblique, the cleft mostly anterior; the
Eye smallish. Scales deep, very closely imbricated, those on
sides much higher thau long lateral line decurved. Dorsal a little behind
male.

jaws equal.

;

Jordan and Evermann.
Fins
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Snout highly prickly iu spring males.
more or less conspicuous crossbars;
head mostly black in males fins all with the middle part dusky or black,
the tips milk-white, the veutrals and the anal notably so females paler,
the lateral bars narrower and shorter, the fins with less black. Length 2\
inches. Chihuahua River, our specimens taken in the original locality
by A. J. Woolman. {oniatus, adorned.)
veutrals.

Color dark

;

all

rather small.

sides with about 8 to 10
;

;

Codoma omala, GiRARD, Ptoc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 195, Chihuahua River; and U.S.
Mex. Boiiiul. Surv., Ichth., 53, pi. 29, figs. 22-25, 1859 this species and Nolropis azlecm both
well figured by Girard. (Type, No. 91. Coll. .1. Potts.)
;

Jordan & Gilbeut, Synopsis,

Cliola omnia,

Subgenus
430.

Head 3f
teeth 4-4.

depth 31

173, 1883.

MONIANA,

Girard.

NOTROPIS FOBMOSUS

D. 8 A. 8 scales 7-43-4, 23 before dorsal
3^.
compressed, the form about as in
lutrensis.
Mouth moderate, oblique, the ma.xillary 31 in head. Dorsal fin rather
high. Sides with a dusky streak, a brown spot at base of caudal. Length
2i inches. Rio Mimbres, Chihuahua. Well distinguished from K. lutrensis and related forms by the small size of the scales,
(formosua, comely.)
;

Body

;

eye

(Girard).

;

X

Monianaformosa, Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat..
Cliola formossa,

JORDAN

Notropis formosus,

<&

Sci. Phila., 1856, 201,

Rio Mimbres, Chihuahua.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 174, 1883.

Jordan, Proc. U.

431.

Head

;

elliptic,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 125.

NOTROPIS FRIGIDUS

(Girard).

depth 31 to 4; eye moderate, 4 in head. D. 9 A. 9. lateral
line 37. Body moderately elongate, compressed, with long caudal peduncle.
Head moderate, the snout subconical, somewhat pointed. Mouth
rather large, oblique, the maxillary scarcely extending to orbit. Lateral
line decurved.
Length 3i inches. Rio Frio, Texas differing from X.
41

;

;

;

;

lutrensis in

Moniana
124.

the smaller scales,

frigida,

Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

(frigidus, cold

;

in Spanish, frio.)

Sci. Phila., 1856, 200,

Rio Frio, Texas.

(Type, No.

Coll. Clark.)

Cliolaleonina,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
432.

174, 1883, not of Girard.

NOTROPIS LUTRENSIS

(Baird

A;

Girard).

HeadSf; depth 3 (adult) to 4; eye small, 4. D. 7or8; A.8; scales 6-35-2;
teeth 4-4. Body oblong, elevated, strongly compressed, the back arched;
caudal peduncle rather slender. Head stout and deep, its upper outline
depressed, the nape elevated, forming an angle, so that the profile is
somewhat concave. Young more slender, the form variously elongate or
elliptical.
Mouth rather large, quite oblique, the lower jaw included.
Lateral line strongly decurved.

Thirteen scales in front of dorsal. Males
Colors in life brilliant, steel-blue; the
lower parts silvery; the belly orange-red in the males; a conspicuous
violet-colored crescent behind the shoulders, followed by a crimson crescent; fins reddish, the anal and caudal blood-red.
Female plain greenish,
the fins unspotted. Length 2f inches. Soatbern Illinois to South Dakota,
profusely tuberculate in spring.
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Kansas, and the Rio Grande; very abundant in clear brooks soutbwestward: a very brilliant and very variable little tish. (?«<?•«, the otter;
the species was tirst known from Otter Creek, Arkansas.)
Bairp .t Gir.vrd, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 391, Otter Creek, tributary
of North Fork Red River, Arkansas. (Type, No. 104. Coll. Cnpt. Geo. B. MeClel'.au.)
Cyprinella snavis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18.=)Cp, 107, San Antonio, Texas.
Moniana IxtabiUs, Hurrah Creek, tributary of Rio Pecos; coiichi, China, New Leon;
and gracilis, Monterey, New Leon, Girard, Proc. Ac.
nitila, Cadareita, New Leon
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S56, 199-201. (Type, No. 116. Coll. Couch.)
Moniana leonina, Leon River near San Antonio and complmuUa, Brownsville, Texas,
Girard /. c, 199, are probably the .<ame, though figured with -smaller scales.
Moiiiami piihhella, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 200, Sugar Loaf Creek, tributary
Leuciscusliilrensh,

;

;

:

of Poteau River. (Coll. MiUlhausen.)
Moniana gibbosa, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 201, Brownsville, Texas. (Typi-,
No. 31159. Coll. Van. Vliet.)
Q/prinella bilUngmma, Cope, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Terr. Wyoni. for 1870, (1871), 439, St. Joseph,
Missouri. (Coll. Dr. AVm. Stimpson.)
Moniana jugalis, CopE, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Wyom. for 1870, (1871), 439, St. Joseph, Missouri.
Hysilepis

iris.

Mexico.

Cope, Zool. Wheeler Surv., v, 653, 1875, (1876),
(Type, No. 16976. Coll. Tarrow.)-

CyprineUa forbesi, Jordan, Bull.

southern

111.

State Lab.

(Type, No. 29867.

Illinois.

Rio Grande, San Ildefonso,

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

57, 1878,

New

clear streams of

Coll. Forbes.)

Amer. Philos. Soc, 1884, 168, Monterey, New Leon.
Gvxther, Cat., vii, 258, 1868.
CyprineUa cnmplanala, Jordan, Bull. Hayden's Geol. Surv. Terr., iv, 3, 665, 1878.
Cliola iris, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 172, 1883.
Cliola jugalis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 172, 1883.
Cliola gibbosa, JORDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 174, 1883.
Cliola lutrensis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 175, 1883.
Cliola snaris, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 176, 1883.
Cliola hillingsiana, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 177, 1883.
Cliola forbesi, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 174, 1883.
Cliola montiregis. Cope, Proc.

Lenciscus btlrensis,

433.

Head
dorsal.

31;

depth

XOTROPIS PROSERPINA

eye

4;

4;

snout

Body rather robust;

3^.

D.

mouth

(Girard).

7; A. 7; scales 6-35-3, 14 before

subinferior,

nearly

horizontal.

Brownish above, paler below, but no silvery lateral baud; a metallic
band of dark points from upper edge of preopercle to upper edge of caudal.
Length 2 inches. Rio Grande region. {Fro-^crpina, Proserpine, the allusion not evident.)
3Ionianaproserpina, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 200,

Devil River, Texas.

No. 117. Coll. Clark.)
Moniana aurata, Girard, I. c, 200, Piedrapainte, New Mexico. (Type, No. 118.
(Coll. Beckwith.)
f Moniana tristis, Girard, I. c, 1856, 201, locality unknown.
Cliola deliciosa, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 175, 1883.
Cliola aurata, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 175, 1883.
Notropis proserpiua, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 125.
434.

NOTROPIS CALLISEMA

(Type,

Coll. Clark).

(Jordan).

D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-39-3; teeth 4-4. Body
4;
4i.
rather elongate, fusiform, compressed. Head elongate, the muzzle rather
blunt, projecting over the moderate, oblique mouth maxillary not reaching to opposite eye. Eye moderate. Scales firm, closely imbricated, 15

Head

depth 4i

;

eye

;

Jordaii

and ETcriiiann.
Dorsal

in front of dorsal.

— Fishes of North America.

extremely high;

fin

fourth length of body, in females
directly over first ray of ventrals.

somewhat

273

height in the males one-

its

lo^yer: its insertion almost

In the other similarly colored species
of Xoiro2)is the dorsal is evidently behind the ventrals. Coloration brilliant, clear dark blue above, sides and below abruptly silvery; a blue

much as in X. cwruleus, bounding the blue of the upper
white pigment of the lower parts looking as if painted over the
blue. Dorsal with a large black spot on its last rays above. Dorsal,
anal, and caudal with the usual satin-white pigment at their tips; these
Females slender and dullfins otherwise of a clear, ferruginous orange.
lateral streak,

parts, the

Length 21

colored.
(«a?.6f,

beautiful;

An

Ocmulgee River, Georgia.

inches.

from the dorsal

sail,

or/fin,

elegant

caUiseiiHi, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 363, South Fork of
River, Flat Shoals, Georgia. (Type, No. 17864. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
Codoma calUsema, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 52, 1878.

Episema

Cliola ccdlisema,

Jordan & Gilbert,

CYPRINELLA,

XOTROPIS Bl'BALIXCS

435.

Ocmulgee

Synopsis, 173, 1883.

Subgenus

Head

fish.

fin.)

Girard.

(Baird

&

Girard).

depth 3 eye 4 in head. D. 8 A. 9 scales 32 to 35. Body
short, the back arched; head short and deep, blunt in profile; mouth
moderate, oblique, the jaws subequal lateral linedecurved. Coloration
plain in spirits, the males probably with bright pigment. Length 3i
inches.
Streams of Arkansas and westward; not common. (Diminutive
4i

;

;

;

;

;

of bubalus, buffalo.)
Letiasciis

biibalinus,

Arkansas.

Cypriuelhi bechcithi,

Makee.

Baird & Girard,

(Coll.

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Phila.,

1853, 391,

Otter Creek,

McCIellan.)

(Coll. Capt. Geo. B.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 197,

Arkansas River, near Fort

Beckwith.)

CpptineUa guunisoni, Gikard,

/.

be an error, as no Xoimpia

c, 197

;

said to be from

found in Utah.

is

Cottonwood Creek, Utah, which must

(Type, No. 139.

Coll. Kreuzfeld.)

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856. 197, and Pac. R. R. Surv.,
Coal Creek, tributary of South Fork Canadian River. (Type, No. 133.

Cyprinella umbrosa,

x, 266,

1858

Coll. Miill-

bausen.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 197, Rio Frio, Texas; may be
and Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 268, 1858. (Coll. Kennerly.)
bubalina, Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 265, 1858.

Cyprinella lepida,
lutrensis

Cyprinella

Cliola lepida,

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 176, 1883.
and gunnisoni, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Cliola umbrosa, bubalina,

436,

Head

NOTKOPIS LUDIBUXDTJS

(Girard).

4; depth 4|; eye large, 3 in head; snont

4-31-3, 13 before dorsal.

176, 1883.

4.

D. 8; A. 7; scales

Body elongate, subfusiform.

Mouth

small, the maxillary extending to eye.

oblique,

Dorsal fin high. Silvery lateral
Length 2 inches; locality unknown, probably
;

with black dots.
Indian Territory, (ludibundus, playful.)

line

Oj/pnnella htdibunda,

Giuard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 199,

Beckwith.)
Qiola ludibunda,

Jordan & Gilbert,

F. N. A.

19

Synopsis, 177, 1883.

locality

unknown.

(Coll.
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NOTROPIS MACROSTOMUS

437.

Head

4

depth

;

United States National Museum.

D. 8

4i.

A. 9

;

(Girard).

lateral lino 36

;

teeth

;

slender, the form approaching that of K. athcrhioides.

Mouth rather

Body
1, 4-4, 1.
Head moderate.

larger than in related species, oblique, the maxillary reach-

Eye

ing front of eye.

large.

Lateral line somewhat decurved.

Dorsal

behind ventrals. Brownish above cheeks and sides bright silvery. Kio
Grande region, northward to Kansas, if umhrifer is the same species.
{fiaKpoc;, wide; aru/ia, mouth.)
;

CyprineUa macrostoma, Gikakb, Proc. Ac. Nat.
(Type, No. 129.

Sci.

Phila., 1856, 198,

Devil River, Texas.

Coll. Clark.)

Girard, /. c, 198, San Pedro Creek, Texas. (Coll. Kennerly.)
Girard, I.e., 199, locality unknown. (Coll. Beckwltli.)
fNotropis nmbrifer. Hay, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 245, Solomon River at Beloit, and Saline
River near "Wa Keeney, Kansas. (Coll. Hay.)
f CyprineUa luxoides,

fCyprimllahif/uhri'',

438.

NOTROPIS TEXANUS

(Girard).

Head 4; depth 4^; eye 3 in head. D. 8 A. 8; scales 5-35-4, 1.5 before
dorsal. Body rather slender; snout blunti&h mouth nearly horizontal,
the lower jaw slightly projecting. Lateral line nearly straight. Fins
moderate. Eye slightly longer than snout, equal to maxillary. Silvery,
dark points along lateral line; a small jet-black caudal spot slightly
larger than pupil a row of dark points along base of anal. Length 2
inches. Rivers of Texas from the Trinity to the Salado.
;

;

;

CyprineUa lexana, Girard, Proc.

Creek, Texas.

Ac. Nat.

Sci.

(Type, No. 182 (2710).

Phila., 185G, 198,

Coll. Clark);

Meek,

Rio Salado and Turkey
Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885,

124.
^'olropis leiaiiiis,

Jordan & Gilbert,
439.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1886, 17.

NOTROPIS NOTATIIS

(Girard).

depth 3| eye 3^. D. 8 A. 7 scales 5-35-3. Body stoutish;
the caudal peduncle slender. Eye moderate; snout bluntish. Mouth
small, oblique, the maxillary not reaching to the eye. Ventrals in advance
of dorsal. Fins moderate. Coloration plain in spirits, except the black
caudal spot; sides silvery. Streams of Texas, from Austin westward.
Allied to N. venustus, but the scales larger, and the caudal spot faint and

Head

veiled

4

:

by the

;

;

;

{notatus, spotted.)

scales,

CyprineUa nolala, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 198,

R.R.Surv.,x,

269, 1858.

(Type, No. 136.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Cliola notata,

440.

Head

depth 3f

Coll.

Rio Seco. Texas

;

aud Pac.

Kennerly.)

Synopsis, 177, 1883.

NOTROPIS TENUSTUS

(Girard).

eye large, 3^ snout 4. D. 7 A. 8 scales 5-31-3,
15 before dorsal teeth 4-4. Body rather slender. Head long and rather
pointed. Mouth oblique, the maxillary reaching front of eye; jaws subequal. Fins moderate the dorsal behind ventrals. Coloration brownish
above; sides silvery a round black spot as large as eye at base of caudal.
Rio Sabinal, Texas. Allied to J\'. cerco.sti(jma, but with larger scales; compared with N. notatus, the eye is smaller, the mouth more oblique, the
4

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

snout more pointed and the caudal spot more distinct in N. venustus.
{venustus, beautiful, like Venus.)

Jordan and Evermann.
Cyprmella

re)aisln,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

— Fishes of North America.
Sci. Phila., 1856, 198,

and Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichtb.,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 178,

Kfiinerly);
Cliola venusta,

441.
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Rio Sabinal, Texas,

(Coll.

54, 1859.

1883.

NOTROPIS (ERCOSTIGMA

(Cope).

Precisely like Xoirojjis sHf/matKrus except that the scales are larger, 37
to 39 in the lateral line, and the fins in adult males more deeply colored,

orange yellow, Avith milky tips in life. Teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Caudal spot
nearly circular. Sandy streams tributary to the Gulf of Mexico, from
abundant, especially so
Pearl River and Red River to Rio Nueces
{KipKoq, tail; arly/na, spot.)
in Rio Colorado of Texas.
;

Cyprinella cercostigma, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 157,

Pearl River, Monticello,

Mississippi.
Luxihis cliickasareiisis^ IIay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., 1880, 50G,
(Tyjie,

No, 27419.

Jordan & Meek,

Cliola urofti.jmK,

Chickasawha River, Mississippi.

Coll. IIay.)

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 475,

San Saba River, Fort Mc-

Kavit, a tributary of Rio Colorado; Clear Creek, Texas.
17812. Coll. Anderson, Kumlein, & Earll.)
MUmihvi cercostigma, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 173, 1883.
Notropis renustuti,

to

have

still

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

(Type, Nos. 20446 and

Nat. Mus., 188P, 19; but the true vcmixlvs seems

larger scales.

442.

NOTROPIS STIGMATURIS

(lurdan).

(Spotted-tail Minnow.)

Head

D. 8; A. 8; scales 7-42 to
Head quite
long, rounded above, the snout pointed. Mouth rather large, somewhat
oblique, overlapped by the narrow upper jaw. Iris white. Maxillary
reaching beyond nostrils premaxillary on level of lower edge of iiupil.
Scales closely imbricated, 20 in front of dorsal. Fins low, the dorsal
rather behind ventrals, its height less than one-fifth body. Color pale,
black dorsal spot not very distinct fins with their tips
clear olive
charged with satin-white pigment, otherwise plain a very distinct,
large, oblong jet-black spot at base of caudal, the color extending up on
the rays this spot is visible on all specimens, and is larger than in any
other of our Cijprinidii". its length about one-third that of the head.
First ray of dorsal dark in front; males with an obsolete black spot on
the middle of the sides in front of the dorsal the head, etc., tuberculate
Alabama Basin; very abundant. Very
in spring. Length 44^ inches.
close to N. cercost'ujma, from which it differs chiefly in the smaller scales,
and of which it may be an eastern variety. {aTiy/xa, spot; oiyw, tail.)

depth 41; eye small, i^ in head.

4^;

44-3; teeth

Body

1, 4-4, 1.

elongate, fusiform, compressed.

;

;

;

;

;

;

JORDAN, Ann. Lyc. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 337, Etowah River, etc.,
Coll. Jordan <& Gilbert.
(Type, No. 17891.
Coilomastigiiiatitni, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 52, 1878.
CifprineUacalUura, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 61, 1877, Black Warrior River, Alabama.
Coll. Prof. Alex. Winclicll.)
(Type, No. 6865.
Cliola calliura and sligmatura, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 178 and 1S2, 1883.

Phnlogenis sligtiKHKriis,

Rome, Georgia.

443.

Head
4-4,

1.

4i

;

NOTROPIS TRIt'HROISTIl'S

depth 4i

;

Body rather

eye moderate, 3f in
slender, compressed.

(Jordan

head

;

&

Gilbert).

scales 6-42-3

Head slender and

;

teeth

1,

pointed.
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Mouth

quite large, very oblique, the maxillary reachiug anterior margin
of eye, the premaxillaries on level of middle of pupil. Lateral line considerably decurved, usually with an abrupt angulation between pectorals

andventrals; 19 scales before dorsal. Fins moderate dorsal well behind
Nuptial tubercles sparse on the head; caudal peduncle and
Males
sides, as far forward as the ventrals, tuberculate in spring males.
bright steel-blue above sides bright white a large black spot at base of
caudal, precisely as in N. calUstius; dorsal fin with a broad, dusky, horizontal band at base, the membrane of the last rays jet-black, the tip
milk-white, the rest of the fin of a bright, pale vermilion-red; caudal
anal and ventrals milky. Females duller, but the
rosy, its tips white
black markings distinct. Length 3^ inches. Alabama Basin abundant
(rpt(f, three; XP^(>
in clear streams, with the preceding and the next.
;

ventrals.

;

;

;

;

color

lariov, sail.)

;

Codoma

irichroiMia,

etc.,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Rome, Georgia.

Cliola Irkhrolslia,

Jordan & Gilbert,
444.

Head

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 1S78, 50,

(Type, No. 31131.

Coll.

Etowah

River,

Jordan & Gilbert.)

Synopsis, 181, 1883.

NOTROPIS CALLISTIUS

(Jordan).

eye large, 3?. D. 8; A. 8; scales 5-40-3; teeth 1,
4^
Body rather stout and compressed, rather heavy forward, the
4—4, 1.
dorsal outline considerably elevated. Head stout and rather blunt, its
upper part flattish the nuptial tubercles not numerous, arranged in a
few distinct, longitudinal rows, not scattered without order, as in related
species. Mouth large, nearly horizontal, slightly overlapped by the heavy
snout, the maxillary reaching nearly to eye, the premaxillaries anteriorly
entirely below level of orbit. Scales large, not very closely imbricated,
16 in front of dorsal.
Fins rather large, the height of the dorsal in males
nearly one-fifth length of body. Coloration dark and brilliant; males
with the back very dark steel-blue sides a clear silvery violet; belly
and lower fins satin-white; a heavy black blotch on posterior part of
dorsal, extending downward and forming a horizontal bar at base of fin;
rest of the fin vermilion, except the milk-white tip caudal fin bright red,
yellowish at base, milky at tip a broad, golden vertebral band and a
reddish lateral streak a large, distinct, round black spot at base of caudal.
Females olivaceous, with less black the fins dull reddish. Length
;

depth 4f

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

4 inches.

Alabama Basin,

(/caAAof,

beauty

;

^CTrwr, sail,

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., 1876, 337,
Georgia. (Type, No. 17882. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
Codoma call islia, JoRHAN, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 52, 1878.
Cliola callistia, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 181, 1883.

Phologrnix callislius,

445.

Head 4i

NOTROPIS EURYSTOMIIS

Etowah

i.

e.

dorsal

River, etc.,

fin.)

Rome,

(Jordan).

depth 4J eye moderate, 3i in head. D. 8 A. 8 scales 6-39-3
teeth 1, 4-4, 1, with narrow grinding surfaces, the edges of which are
usually crenate. Body elongate, compressed, tapering toward the snout
and the long caudal peduncle. Head moderate, larger than in N. niveiis,
rather pointed, wide on top
snout rather long. Muzzle large, quite
oblique, the premaxillaries on the level of the pupil upper jaw slightly
;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Everfnann.
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the longer. Scales moderate, rather closely imbricated, but less so than
Pectorals not reaching ventrals, the latter about to vent;
in N. whijiplii.
vertical fins not especially elevated. Color olivaceous, the sides bright
silvery, a round black spot, nearly as large as eye, at base of caudal
dorsal blotch rather faint; dorsal fin chiefly yellowish green, ferruginous
above, the extreme tip milky white; caudal fin rusty, with milk-white
tips lower fins milk-white. Snout and front in males tnberculate minute
tubercles on sides of tail. Length 4 inches. Chattahoochee River, {evpvr,
;

;

wide;

crro^a,

mouth.)

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 35G, Nancy's Creek, tributary of Chattahoochee River, near Atlanta; exclusive of the smaller specimens mentioned, \vbich are Nolropiif sonislius (not Oodoma eurystoma, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus-

Photogenis enrijstomus,

;

XII, 42

= Notropis

zoiiislins).

Jordan & Brayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 41, 1878, Chattahoochee
River, Gainesville, Georgia. (Type, No. 31124. Coll. Jordan & Brayton.)
Cliola eiirystoma, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 180, 1883.

Photogenis leucopm,

446.

Head4i; depth
teeth

1, 4-4, 1.

4^;

Body

NOTROPIS C.ERULEUS

(Jordan).

eye moderate, 3i in head.
fusiform,

D. 8

;

A. 8

;

scales 6-38-3;

somewhat elongate, moderately compressed.

Head moderate. Snout rather pointed, overlapping the small, oblique
mouth, maxillaries reaching nostrils, preraaxillaries below level of pupil.
Scales firm, 15 in front of dorsal. Lateral line decurved. Fins all high,
the height of dorsal nearly one-fifth length of fish dorsal behind ventrals.
Males with the snout thickly tuberculate. Color bright steel-blue sides
and belly silvery white a very distinct lateral band of a bright blue-green
;

;

;

color, most distinct posteriorly, and forming a spot at the base of caudal
black dorsal blotch rather faint and diffuse tips of dorsal, anal, and
caudal charged with satin-white pigment the fins otherwise all of a
clear, bright yellow.
Females and young with the markings obscure, the
blue lateral band usually evident. Length 3 inches. Alabama Basin;
common a very elegant little fish, (ewruleus, blue.)
;

;

;

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., 1876,
Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 52, 1878.

Photogenis cxnilens,

Georgia.
Codonia
Cliola

cse.riilea,

338,

Etowah

River,

Rome,

(Type, No. 17883.

cxndea, Jordan

& Gilbert,

Head4i; depth

5i

;

Synopsis, 182, 1883.

447.

NOTROPIS NIVEUS

eye

3^^

in head.

(Cope).

D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-39-3; teeth

with narrow grinding surface. Body regularly fusiform, the
dorsal outline more arched than the ventral. Head conic. Muzzle obtuse,
1,

4-4, 1,

not projectiug. Mouth nearly terminal, slightly oblique, maxillary reaching front of eye.
Coloration very pale, a narrow bluish band along

caudal peduncle, forming a faint spot at root of caudal. Dorsal fiu in
males considerably elevated, largely dusky on its last rays, the rest of the
fin creamy; tip of dorsal, tips of caudal, and whole of anal with milkwhite pigment.
Males with the snout and an tedorsal region covered with
small tubercles. Length 2^ inches. Southern Virginia to South Carolina; common; an extremely variable species, which may prove to be
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inseparable as a species from N. iDliipplii, from which it differs iu the
slenderer head and in the blue caudal streali. (tiiveiis, snowy.)
Ilyhopnis niveim,

CoPE, Pioc. Araer. Phil. Soc.

Tliila.,

4G0,

1870,

Catawba River, North

Carolina.
Photogenis

Jordan & Buayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mu8.,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 180, 1883.

iiiveiix,

CHola niiea,

Represented

in the

447a.

Head

4

;

Santee Basin by

NOTROPIS NITEUS CHLORISTITS

depth 4; eye email,

scales .5-36-3

;

teeth

xii, 20, 1878.

1,

4-4,

less

than snout, 4 in head.

Body short and

1.

(Jordan & Brayton).

D. 7; A. 8;

deep, strongly compressed,

the form elliiitical, as in N. pyrrhomelas, but rather deeper. Head rather
small and pointed. Mouth (juite oblic^ue, the maxillary not reaching line
of orbit, the upper jaw projecting beyond lower premaxillary on level of
pupil. Lateral line decurved. Fins moderate. Nuptial tubercles covering the whole body, except space anterior to ventrals and below lateral
line those on the body much smaller than those on the head. Coloration
dark steel-blue a very distinct blue stripe along each side of caudal
;

;

;

peduncle; back clear green; lower part of sides abruptly milk-white;
black dorsal blotch large, the lower part of the fin with bright pale-green
pigment, the tip milky caudal dusky, its tips milky, its base pale; anal
and ventrals milky, a faint dusky spot on last rays of anal iris white.
Females slenderer and less brightly colored no caudal spot. Length 3
inches. Santee River and tributaries common. This form occurs in the
Catawba with the typical niveus, into which it seems to intergrade both
forms are very close to N. whipplH, but should probably be considered distinct species.
(,\'/up6f, green; loriov, s&i\.)
;

;

;

;

;

Codoma chloristia, Jordan & Brayton, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., xii, 21,
River, Greenville, South Carolina. (Type, No. not given.
Cliola chloristia, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 183, 1883.
448.

NOTROPIS WHIPPLII

1878,

tributary of Saluda
Jordan & Brayton.)

Coll.

(Girard).

(Silver-fin.)

depth 4 in adult males females and young more slender, 4J to
D. 8 A. 8 scales 5-38 to 40-3 teeth 1, 4-4, 1,
the edges more or less distinctly serrate. Body moderately elongate,
somewhat compressed, the dorsal and ventral outlines regularly and gently

Head

4J

;

;

5; eye small, 4^ in head.

arched.

;

;

;

Head rather short and deep. Mouth rather small, quite oblique,
jaw received within the upper when the mouth is closed.

the lower

Leaden

silv^ery,

bluish in the males; edges of scales dusky; a dark verte-

bral line; a large black spot on the upper posterior part of the dorsal.

Paired fins and lower part of belly, as well as the tips of the anal and caudal, and the front and upper parts of dorsal, charged with clear, satinwhite pigment in males in spring in full breeding dress the dorsal pigment with a greenish luster no creamy band at base of caudal; males
with the head and front covered with small tubercles. Length 4 inches.
Central New York, Cayuga Lake, to Minnesota, northern Alabama and
Arkansas, in clear streams very abundant in the Ohio Valley. (Named
for Captain A. W. Whipple, wko collected the types.)
;

;

;

Jordan and Evermaiin.
Ciji-irmeXla u-hipiilii,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Poteau River, Arkansas.
rhiloqiuis

Cope,

spilopteriis,

— Fishes of North

Sci. Ptiila., 185U,

Penn.,

St.

18G6,

378,

Sugar Loaf Creek, tributary

I'Jfi,

Coll. Mijllhauseu.)

(Type, No. 137.

Cypr.
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America.

Joseph River, Southwestern

Michigan.
Lu-iilna J;e,ilucl-iensu<,

KiRTLANii, Best. Journ. Nat. Hist., v, 27,

pi. viii, fig. 3, 1847,

(not of Kafi-

nescjue).
Hijpsilepix lentuckiensis.

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 371, 1866.

Leucincna spiloptents, Gi'NTHER, Cat., vn,
Clivlaiohipplei

a,n<\

anahmtana,

44i).

1868.

2.54,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 178 and 179, 1883.

NOTROPIS AXALOSTAXUS

(Girard).

The eastern representative of JSf. wliipplU. Entirely similar to whipplii
except that the body is less elongate, the adult male 3i in length instead of
Prob4, and the scales larger, 34 or 35 in the lateral line instead of 38 to 40.
ably to be regarded as a different species, but possibly intergrading with
Streams
whipplii on the westward and perhaps with nireus southward.
about Delaware and Chesapeake bays; abundant in the Potomac and
James recorded from the Susquehanna and Delaware. (From Analostan
;

Island, in the Potomac.)
OyprineUa analoslana, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, .59, Rock Creek,
Island, Potomac River; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 179, 1883, (in part).
Leueiscus analoatanus,

Gunther,

Analostan

Cat., vii, 256, 1868.

NOTROPIS GALACTURUS

450.

(Cope).

Head Al; depth 4i. D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-41-3; teeth 1, 4-4, 1, usually
with entire edges. Body fusiform, moderately elongate, not greatly
compressed. Mouth rather large, jaws nearly horizontal, the upper projecting. Larger than X. whipplii, more elongate and less compressed, the
scales less closely imbricated, the lateral line less decurved.

Eye

small.

dorsal with a black blotch on its posterior rays caudal fin conspicuously creamy yellow at base, then dusky;
males with the belly, paired fins, and especially tips of vertical fins
charged with milk-white pigment in spring, the head and front then
Steel-blue above, silvery below

;

;

covered with small tubercles in high coloration the anal and caudal are
sometimes pale reddish females olivaceous, obscurely marked. Length
Ozark region to Cumberland, Tennessee, and Savannah
5 to 6 inches.
rivers abundant in the mountain streams. Known by its large size and
the peculiar yellowish baud across the caudal, {yala, milk; ovpd, tail.)
;

;

;

Hysilepis galactunis, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

(Type, No. 14981.
Leucisciis kentnckiensis,

Cliola galactma,

Phila., 1867, 160,

Holston River, Virginia.

Coll. Cope.)

GCinther, Cat., vn, 251, 1868, not of Raflnesque.

Jordan & Gilbert,
451.

Synopsis, 179, 1883.

NOTROPIS CAMURUS

(Jordan

& Meek).

D. 8; A. 9; scales 6-38-4. More robust than N.
the back elevated anterior profile steep, the snout bluntly
decurved; mouth small, oblique teeth crenate. Bluish silvery; dorsal
males with silvery
whip2)lii
fin in adult with a large dark blotch as in
pigment. Length 4 inches. Arkansas River and tributaries, not rare iu

Head

4i; depth 3*.

galacturiis,

;

;

X

Kansas and southwestern Missouri,

;

{camurus, blunt-faced.)

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Jordan & Meek,

Cliola carmira,

Lyon, Colorado.

Proc. U.

(Type, No. 12256.

452.

S.

Museum.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 474,

Arkansas River, Fort

Coll. Dr. E. Palmer.)

XOTROPIS X.ENURUS

(Jordan.)

Head 4; depth 3| eye large, 3i in head. D. 8; A. 10; scales 6-39-3;
teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Body moderately elongate, subfusiform, heavy forward.
Head heavy, somewhat elongate, rounded above. Month large, oblique,
the lower jaw included; maxillary reaching almost to orbit; premaxillary on level of upper part of pupil. Fins all rather low, the height of
the dorsal fin, even in males, only two-thirds length of head caudal fin
Color dark steel-blue silvery below a faint black spot at base
large.
of caudal scales above dark-edged males with the fins mostly bright
crimson the dorsal largely black at its upper posterior part dorsal,
anal, and caudal fins with white pigment; belly and bases of lower fins
likewise pigmented head and caudal peduncle tuberculate in spring.
Length 3 inches. Altamaha Basin, Georgia locally abundant, (iaivu,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to scratch

oi<pd, tail.)

;

rxmims, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877,79, Ocmulgee River, Flat Shoals,
Georgia. (Type, No. 17862. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
Codoma xmiiira, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xn, 52, 1878.

Miniiihts

Cliola xxtmra,

Jordan & Gilbert,
453.

Synopsis, 184, 1883.

NOTROPIS HTPSELOPTERUS

(Giinther).

Head 4i; depth 4; eye 3. D. 8; A. 11; scales 6-35-3; teeth 1,4-4, 1.
Body short, much compressed, the back elevated. Head short, flattened
above, the muzzle pointed. Mouth large, very oblique, the jawg just
equal.
Eye large, about equal to snout and to interorbital space.
exposed surfaces very narrow. Lateral line much
decurved 16 large scales before dorsal. Dorsal fin inserted entirely
behind ventrals, greatly elevated, its longest ray a little longer than
head anal fin also very high and very long, extending almost to base of
caudal these fins somewhat lower in females. Color silvery the dorsal
blotch conspicuous a distinct black caudal spot, smaller than eye and
deeper than long sides with a silvery band which passes around the
nose, below this a dusky band. Breeding colors unknown. Length 2i
inches. Southern Georgia and Alabama, {v frjAo^ high Trrepov ^n.)
Scales with the
;

;

;

;

;

;

,

AlhurmiK formostis, Putnam, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

,

;

1863,

Mobile, (not Moniana formosa,

Mobile;

substitute for /omiwHS, preocu-

i,

9,

Girard).
Lmciseits hupselopleiim, Gi'NTHER, Cat., vil, 255, 1868,
(Coll. Thos. Moore.)
pied.

Phologenis grandipinnis,

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., x, 62, 1877, Flint River, Georgia.

Coll. Hugh M. Neisler.)
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

(Type, No. 9290.
Cliola hypseh>ptera,

454.

184, 1883.

NOTROPIS PTRRHOMELAS

(Cope).

Head 4 depth 3f eye large, 3. D. 8 A. 10 scales 6-35-3 teeth 1, 4-4, 1.
Body deep and compressed. Head stout, rather blunt. Mouth oblique,
;

;

;

;

;

the jaws about equal; maxillary reaching front of orbit. Pectorals
barely reaching ventrals, the latter to anal dorsal fin greatly elevated,
caudal very broad and
its height in male as great as length of head
long, its peduncle stout and compressed anal fin large and long. Colorbelly
ation of males dark steel-blue above ; the scales darker-edged
;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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head pale reddish snout, tip of lower jaw, and
dorsal dusky at base, the usual large black blotch above, red
tips of caudal milk-white, next
in front, and broadly milk-white at tip
to this a dusky crescent, a wide crescent of bright scarlet inside of the
black, extending into the two lobes of the tin; base of caudal pale;
anterior region and sides of caudal peduncle with rather large tubercles.
Females duller. Length 3J inches. Santee Basin very abundant, the
most ornate of our Cyprinidw. (n-tp, fire ^kloQ, black.)

abruptly milky white
iris scarlet

;

;

;

;

;

;

Phologeiiin pi/rrhomelas,

CopE, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 4G3,

Catawba River, North

(Coll. Cope.)

Carolina.

Jordan & Brayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Jordan & Gilrert, Synopsis, 184, 1883.

CodomapyrrJiomelas,
Cliola pijrrhomelas,

xii, 22, 1878.

455. NOTROPIS GARMAM, Jordan.
Head 4+; depth 2f. D. 8; A. 11; scales 7-38-3; teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Body
deep, much compressed, the back arched. Head small snout shorter than
;

eye; maxillary not reaching eye pectorals not reaching ventrals, the latter to anal; caudal deeply forked; scales much deeper than long. Brownish
above, sides rosy or silvery cheeks silvery, a brownish band from nape
to pectorals lower fins salmon color caudal reddish. Length 3 inches.
Tributaries of Lago del Muerte, Coahuila. (Garman.) (Named for Samuel Garman, the accomplished ichthyologist of the Museum of Comparative Zoology.)
CiiprineUarvhripinna, Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zobl., viii, 91, 1881, Lago del Muerte.
;

;

;

;

NolropU garmani, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 813, 1885, (substitute loT
CUola rubrijnmm, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 884, 1883. The name
earlier used in Notropis.

Subgenus LUXILUS,
456. JTOTROPIS
(Shiner

Head

4^;

depth

3i,

;

;

ruhripiiDiis

ha^ been twice

Kafinesque.

CORNUTUS*

Ked-fin

i-idiripiiiiia).

(MitchiU).

Dace.)

varying much with age; eye 4 to 5. D. 8; A. 9;
with rather narrow grinding surface. Body

scales 6-41-3; teeth 2, 4-4, 2,

*We

adopt the specific

name

cormitua for this species, as the first preliminary notice

by Dr.

which the species is named Ci/prinns coi-nutu:s, is sufficient for its identification. This
was published in July or August, l.sl7. lu December, 1817, the same species was described by
liafinesque as Cijprbai!< meiiakijM, and in February, 1818, Dr. Mitchill gives a detailed account calling it Cypritms cormdiix. The following is the preliminary notice of the Fishes of the Wallkill
Kiver, Amer. Monthly Mag., i, 1817, '^80, July
Transactions or Learned Societies. Lyceum of Natural History.
SiUmg of Jtdi/ 7, 1S17. Dr. Benjamin Akerly presented several specimens offish, which he had
obtained in Wallkill Creek, and which appeared to bo uudescribed species.
MitcLill, in

:

—

—

Silting

—

of Ji'hi lU, 1S17. Dr. Jlitchill made a detailed report on the ichthyology of the Wallthe specimens of fishes presented to the Society at tlie last meeting by Dr. B. Akerly
committee of exploration. They consisted of several sorts of

kill, froni

in behalf of the

1.

The Corporal, or

C. corporulis,

Ctprinus, or Carp.
a splendid silvery fish inhabiting that stream, the sturgeon

[?]

Albany and the western waters. (New.)
2. TheMudfish, or C. alronusus, so called from his having a black stripe from tail to head, and
encompassing the nose. (New.)
3. The Ked-fin, or C. cortmUo:, having elegant scarlet fins and knobs, or long protuberances over
of

the head.

(New.j

Silurus, or Catfish.

Silure, or American S. caliis ; a steady inhabitant of our fresh rivers and ponds.
Silure, or S. yi/rinus having but a single dorsal fin, and a lanceolate tail resembling
that of a tadpole when full grown. (New.)
1.

The common

2.

The frog

;

Labrus.

The Sunfish, or L. anritns, with the scarlet fins to the gill covers.
The Brown Labre, or Labrus appeiuUx. s-o caUed from the black appendages to the gill covers,
broader and longer than the preceding species, and with various other marks of difference. (New.)
Esnx OR Pike.
1. The white-bellied Shilli-fish [Killi-fisli], or K-iox pivcicnlus, of his memoir on the fishes of New
York. The description by himself and the drawings by Dr. B. Akerly, are all completed.
1.

2.

;
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Museum.
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elongate in the young, in the adult short, compressed, with the anterior
dorsal region much swollen and gibbous. Head rather heavy, compressed,
rounded between the eyes, the snout bluntish. Mouth moderate, nearly
horizontal, the jaws nearly equal, the lower somewhat included. Eye
moderate; maxillary scarcely reaching front of eye, the preniaxillaries
below the level of eye. Scales always deeper than long on the sides, becoming extremely deep in the adult. Lateral line decurved. Dorsal moderate,
inserted directly over ventrals in young, thrown somewhat backward in
adult by the growth of the nuchal region. Pectorals barely or not reaching ventrals, the latter about to vent. Region in front of dorsal typically
with about 23 scales, the number ranging from 15 to 40. Coloration dark
steel-blue aV)Ove the scales with dusky edges, the bases also dusky; a
gilt line along the back and one along each side, these distinct only when
the tish is in the water; belly and lower part of the sides silvery, bright
rosy in spring males; dorsal fin somewhat dusky; other fins plain; the
lower fins all rosy in spring males head dark above a dark shade behind
scapula lower jaw and region in front of dorsal to tip of snout covered
with small tubercles in spring males female and young fishes are plain
olivaceous above and silvery below. Length 5 to 8 inches. Entire region
east of the Rocky Mountains excepting the South Atlantic States and
Texas almost everywhere the most abundant fish in small streams. Its
variations are great, some of them appearing like distinct species, {cornutus, horned.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Cyprinus comutnn, Mitchill,

River,

New

York

;

Amer. Monthly Mag.

preliminary notice

;

Review,

Crit.

Mitchill,

I.

c,

ii,

i,

July, 1817, 289, Wallkill

February, 1818, 324, detailed

description.

Cyprimts megalops, Rafinesque, Amer.

Hudson River, above the

Monthly Mag. and

Crit.

Review,

i,

December, 1817,

121,

Falls.

Hudson

River, above the Falls.
Ohio River.
may be N. rnhrifronii.
1 Lujeihis inlen-uptns, * Rafinesque, I. c, 49, Ohio River
Rutilns plargyriis, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 50, 1820, Ohio River.
c, 51, Monongahela River, etc.; may be N. pliologeids.
f Ituliltis compressiis, j Rafinesque,
Leiiciscus vitlahts, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 212, 1842, Chittenonda Creek, tributary of
Cyprinus tiielannrns, Rafinesque,

I.e.,

Luxibis chriisoccphahta, Rafinesque,

I.

121,

c, 47, 1820,

;

1.

Mohawk

River.

Argyrens ruhripimiU, IIeckel, Russeggers Reisen, 1843, 1040.
Lettcisciis fpirUngulus,

Indiana.

CuviEU & Valenciennes, xvii,
Le Sueur.)

321, 1844,

New Jersey; New Harmony,

(Coll.

Leuciscus ohesKs,STORER, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., July, 1845, 48,

Florence, Alabama.

(Coll.

C. A. Hentz.)

*"42nd species. Yellow Shiner, Liucihts interruplns, liuxile jimnCitre: Diameter one-sixth of
yellowish olivaceous above, silvery beneath, rufous brown above the head, a
total length
rufous line from tlio dorsal to the tail, 2 straight and separated half lateral lines, the anterior
one above the posterior ; pectoral fins reaching the abdominal. Dorsal with 10 and anal with 9
rays.
A small sjiecies, only 3 inches long, called Yellow Chub or Shiner. Seen in the Ohio.
Sides o]>a<)ue, witli violet shades. Iris silvery, mouth large, lips very apparent. Fins yellowish,
pectorals with IC rays, caudals with 24." Rafinesque.
;

f" 47th species, Baiting Fallfish, Unlilus compresms, Rutilo appat: Diameter one-seventh of
total length ; silvery, back fulvous, sides compressed, lateral line straight, raised upwards at the
base, snout rounded, mouth hardly diagonal, nearly horizontal.
Dorsal and anal fins witli 9
rays.
A small fish from 2 to 4 inches long, called Fallfish, Bait fish, Minny, etc. It is found in
the Allegheny Mountains, in the waters of the Monongahela, Kanawha, and even in the
I'dtomac. The name of Fallfish arises from its being often fouixl near falls and ripples. Body
more compressed than in the other species ; as much so as in the genus Minnilus. Scales large;
lips a little fleshy
fins transparent the pectoral with 14 rays, and not reachiris silvery gilt
;

;

ing the abdominal

;

tail

with 32 rays."

;

Jiafinesque.

Jordan and Evermann.
Plargyrtis typicm,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Plargyrusbowmani, Girard,

I.

Plargyrus argenlalus, Giu.4.nD,

Alburnops

Sci. Phila., 1850, 19G, after
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Rafinesque.

Sweetwater River, Nebraska. (Coll. Bowman.)
c, 212, James River, Virginia. (Coll. Baird.)
Proc. Ac. Nat. .Sci. Pliila., 18CI, 282, Saginaw River. Flint,
c, 19G,

I.

Cope,

2>l ""'Aeolus,

— Fishes of North America.

Michigan.
Hypsilepis cornithts. Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 158.

Leuciscm cnrnnlvs, Gi'NTilER, Cat., vii, 249, 1868.
Minnihin comutns,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 186, 1883.
JounAN & Gilbert, Sj-nopsis, 192, 1883.

Minuilus pimiiheolus,

Represented northwards by the scarcely tangible
456a.

XOTROPIS (ORXITIS FUOXTAIJS

Thirteen to 18 scales before dorsal

everywhere common

in

;

(Agassiz).

head very heavy.

months of brooks,

Great Lakes;

(frontalis, pertaining to the

forehead.)
Leiiciscus frontalis

and

i/r<tciU.%

Agassiz, Lake Superior, 368, 370, 1850,

Hypsilepis cornulKs gihhu.i, CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 158,

Lake Superior.
Monroe County, Mich-

igan.

In Northern Michigan occurs

NOTROPIS CORXUTUS CTANEUS

456b.

(Cope).

Scales of the dorsal and ventral regions very small, 31 to 40 in front of
fin
Scales 10-40—1. Coloration extremely dark blue-black above

dorsal

.

;

fins chiefly black.

Northern Peninsula of Michigan

;

not

known

to us.

(nvavior, blue.)
Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Hypsilepis coniuius cyaneiis,

Keweenaw, Michigan.

(Coll. Dr.

John H.

Sci.

Phila., 1867. 160,

Montreal River.

Slack.)

In the Roanoke River are two strikingly different forms which should
perhaps rank as distinct species.
457.

XOTROPIS CERASIXUS

(Cope).

Eye

3i in head snout short
and blunt dorsal and anal high, their edges concave. Head 4 in length;
depth 3?. Colors very brilliant. Steel-blue, the sides always marked
with irregular blackish cross blotches and bars formed by a broad dark
edging on some scales. Males flushed with pink, the fins all deep red.
Length never more than 4 inches. Roanoke River, in mountain brooks.

Fifteen scales before dorsal

;

scales 6-37-3.

;

;

(cerasinus, cherry-red.)
Hypsilepis cormittts rerusinus, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 159,

River, Virginia.

Head waters of Roanoke

(Coll. Cope.)

458.

NOTROPIS ALBEOLl'S

(Jordan).

the ordinary cornutus, the caudal peduncle and
fin especially longer.
Dorsal and anal high, their free edges concave.
Eye 3+ in head depth 4. Lateral line 38, 14 scales before dorsal. Pale,
olivaceous above, sides and fins silvery white, the tip of the snout silvery in the male. Length 5 to 7 inches. Jioanoke, Tar, and Neuse rivers,

Snout sharper than

;

in

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

and in tlie river channels, never in the mountain
springs with N. ceranin us. Probably the representative form in the streams
of the i)ine woods. The typical cornutus is not found coastwise south of
in tho lower stretches

(alheohts, whitish.)

the James,

Bull. V. S. Fish Conim., viii, 1888, (1891), 123,

nlbenliis, Jordan,
near Roanoke, Virginia.

^olroph megalopn

459.

(Coll.

&

Jordan, Everinann,

Roanoke River,

Jenkins.)

NOTROPIS LACERTOSIS

(Cope).

Head 41; depth 4^; eye 3^. D.8; A. 8; scales 5-38-3, 17 before dorsal.
Teeth 2,4-4,2. Very close to ^. cornutus, and resembling the young of
the latter, but the mouth larger" and the lower jaw projecting; maxillary
Body stout, head broad and
3 in head, reaching just past front of eye.
deep. Eye large, equal to muzzle and to width of interorbital space.
Fins all low, dorsal inserted slightly behind ventrals. Green above,
sides silvery a dark speck on front of opercle no red. Length 4 inches.
Head waters of Tennessee River; rare, (lacertosus, lizard-like.)
;

;

Bear Creek, tributary Middle

Hyhopais lacertosus, Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, 232,
Fork Holston River. (Coll. Cope.)
Minnilus

lacerlostis,

Nolropis lacertosus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 192, 1883.
S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888,

Jordan, Bull. U.

Subgenus
460.

HYDROPHLOX,

NOTROPIS MACDONALDI,

(1891), 144.

.Jordan.

Jordan & Jenkins.

scales 7-39-2
teeth
depth 4f eye 4i.
3f
with narrow grinding surface. Allied to Xotropis zonatus. Body
elongate, compressed, the snout little convex; eye moderate, a little
shorter than snout; mouth large, terminal, oblique, the lower jaw projecting, the maxillary to opposite front of eye, 2| in head. Scales less
crowded than in N. cornutus, 17 to 20 before dorsal dorsal inserted behind
ventrals; fins moderate. Greenish, with a diffuse band of plumbeous
silvery a dark streak along back no caudal spot fins plain males with
the snout, chin, and axils red. Length 5 inches. Mountain streams of

Head

D. 8

;

;

;

A. 9 or 10

;

;

2, 4-4, 2,

;

;

Virginia, tributary to the

Marshall McDonald, U.

James and Shenandoah common. (Named
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.)

Jordan & Jenkins,
doah River, Luray, Virginia.
461.
4;

;

;

S.

Notropis macdonaldi,

Head

;

;

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 354, pi. 44,

(Type, No. 39859.

Coll.

NOTROPIS COCCOGENIS

depth 4i; eye large,

3^.

fig. 4,

for

Shenan-

Jordan & Jenkins.)

(Cope).

Scales 7-42-3

;

teeth 2,4-4,2.

Body

rather pointed. Mouth
large, very oblique, the premaxillary nearly on a level with pupil; lower
jaw projecting beyond upper maxillary reaching past front of eye.
About 20 scales in front of dorsal. Back olivaceous; the scales darkelongate, compressed, not at all elevated.

Head

;

edged; belly and sides silvery, rosy in spring males; a dusky scapular
baud; a scarlet bar down the line of the preopercle muzzle and ujiper
lip red; a red axillary spot; outer half of dorsal black, lower half yellowish outer part of caudal dusky, base paler a faint lateral streak and
a dark vertebral line; lower fins white; snout swollen and tu-berculate
;

;

;

[or dan and Evermann.
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females silvery, with only traces of red markings.
Cumberland, Tennessee, and Savannah rivers; abunthe mountain streams, especially in the head waters of the Ten-

spring males;

in

Lengtli 5 inches.

dant

in

nessee

;

a

showy

Hijpsilejns coccogenis.

Leticiscus eoccogenis,

(«o/vKof,

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

(Type, No. 36849.

3Iimiilm coccogenis,

little fish.

berry red

;

^trf^op,

Sci. Phila., 1867, 160,

jil.

cheek.)

27, fig. 5,

Holston River.

Coll. Cope.)

Guntheu, Cat.,vii,
Jordan & Gilbert,

462.

253, 1S68.

Synopsis, 188, 1883.

NOTROPIS ZONATUS

(Agassiz).

ii; depth 4|; eye very large, 3. D.8; A. 9; scales 6-42-4; teeth
Body rather elongate, less slender
2, 4-4, 2, with narrow grinding surface.
than in JSf. coccogenis, the head long, not acute. Jaws equal maxillary 3
Olivain head, not reaching eye snout shortish lateral line decurved.
ceous, with a black lateral band, (plumbeous in female) no caudal spot
and no spots on fins. Male in spring with the sides and lower parts flameLength 5 inches. Mountain streams in the Ozark region of Misred.
souri and Arkansas abundant. A brilliant fish, representing N. coccogenis
west of the Mississippi, {zonatiis, banded.)

Head

;

;

;

;

;

Albunius zonatm (AoASSiz) Putnam, Bull. Mus. Comp.
Xotnyi>is Muatus,

Jordan & Gilbert,
463.

Head

Zoiil., 1, 9, 1863,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 18S6,

NOTROPIS ZOXISTIUS

Osage River, Mo.

2.

(Jordan).

depth 3j; eye 3i. D.8; A. 10; scales 7-40-3; teetli 2,4-4,2,
with very narrow grinding surface on 1 or 2 of them. Body rather
stout, compressed, the back somewhat elevated, the form that of a young
Noirojns cornuius. Head heavy, broad and flattish above, the profile evenly
descending. Mouth large, smaller than in N. coccogenis, oblique, the jaws
about equal, the upper lip opposite middle of eye, the maxillary reaching
front of orbit. Eye very large, longer than snout. Scales not very closely
3^;

imbricated, 17 scales in front of dorsal. Lateral line strongly decurved.
Fins moderate, pectorals scarcely reaching ventrals. Steel blue above;
sides with considerable coppery luster dorsal fin with a sharp jet black
;

halfway up, reddish

in young fishes, the tip of the
a round black spot nearly as large as
eye at base of caudal anal fin plain caudal dull ferrugineous red, pale
at l)ase as in N. coccogenis, milky at tip
back and sides with gilt lines; a

horizontal bar about

fin

somewhat milky, the base pale

;

;

;

;

bar down the cheeks as in X. coccogenis; a dark humeral bar;
males with the snout tuberculate females plain, so much resembling
Notro2)is eurt/stomus, from the same waters, that the two species were
at first confounded. Length 4 inches. Chattahoochee Eiver the typical
examples from Suwannee Creek. (Cwi-t/, zone; ianov, sail.)
faint red

;

;

Codoma

Jordan

&, Brayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 42, 1ST8, (e.xcl.syn., not PlmJordan).
Luxiluszonislius, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 239, Suwannee Creek, tributary of Chattahoochee River, in Northern Georgia. (Type, No. 23452. Coll. Jordan A: Braytou.)
Mimiilus soimtius, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 188, 1883.

eurijstoma,

togenis euriistomus,

Museum.
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XOTROPIS RUBRICROCEUS

464.

(Cope).

(Red Fallfisii.)

Head 4; depth 4i; eye 3i D. 8; A. 9; scales 7-38-3; teeth 2, 4-4, 2,
the edges of the grinding surface often serrate. Body moderately elongate, somewhat compressed. Head comparatively long and rather pointed.
Mouth rather large, oblique, the jaws about equal. Eye large, as long
as snout, premaxillary rather below pupil; maxillary reaching beyond
front of orbit. Lateral line somewhat decurved; 19 scales in front of
dorsal.

Dorsal inserted somewhat behind ventrals.

sometimes flushed with red.

Males dark

Females olivaceous,
dark lateral band

steel blue, a

of coaly punctulations, which is usually distinct on the anterior part of
the body, and passes through the eye around the snout; fins all rich, clear
red, the dorsal crimson, the caudal pink, the lower fins scarlet; head pale

jaw flushed as if bloody; eyes bluish or flushed with red;
a lustrous streak along sides; silvery below. In high coloration the
whole body is more or less red. Males with the head and antedorsal
region dusted with fine white tubercles. Length 4 inches. Head waters
of the Tennessee and Savannah rivers; a surpassingly beautiful little fish,

red, the lower

abounding

rock pools at the foot of the cascades,

in

{ruher, red; croceus,

satfron color.)
Hijbopsis rnhrk-rocenx, CopE,

Journ. Ac.Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868. 231,

pi. 28, fig. 4,

tributary North Fork Holston River. (Coll. Cope.)
Hijdroiihhix iiihricrorenn, Jordan & Braytok, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Miimilus ritbricroceus,

465.

Head

4;

depth

5;

Body

8;

xii, 32, 1878.

189, 1883.

NOTROPIS CHLOROCEPHALUS

D.

Tumbling Creek,

(Cope).

A. 8; eye large, 3 in head

;

scales (5-39-3; teeth

Head broad, with
descending muzzle; mouth oblique, the maxillary reaching beyond line of
orbit; premaxillary opposite lower margin of pupil; interorbital space
greater than muzzle. Lateral line moderately decurved; 16 scales in front
of dorsal. Color olivaceous, everywhere dusted with blackish specks,
forming a lateral band which terminates in a dusky spot at base of
caudal; green vertebral and lateral lines; top of head and upper portion
of cheeks metallic green; males with the belly dark crimson, the whole
body more or less flushed; lower jaw not black; dorsal and caudal red at
base; sides of head and lateral band red; snout and antedorsal region
tuberculate; fins jdain. Length 2^ inches. Santee Basin, in North and
South Carolina; abundant in clear mountain streams, (,^/lwpof, green;
2, 4-4, 2.

KicpaX?!,

stout,

with deep caudal peduncle.

head.)

Hybopm chlorocepJialus,
Carolina.

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe. Phila., 1870, 461,

Catawba River, North

(Coll. Cope.)

hlinnilus Morocephalus,

Jordan & Gilbert,

466.

Synopsis, 190, 1883.

NOTROPIS Ll'TIPINNIS

(Jordan

&

Brayton).

Head 4i; depth 4i; eye 3f. D. 8; A. 8; scales 7-40-3; teeth 2, 4-4, 2.
Body stout and rather strongly compressed, the dorsal region somewhat
elevated, the outline of the back sloping each way from the dorsal fin.

Jordan and Evermann.
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short and rather deep, l)road and flattish above, the muzzle moderEye rather large. Mouth rather large, but smaller than
in the preceding, quite oblique, the maxillary reaching orbit; mandible included; 18 scales in front of dorsal. In life clear olive, with very

Head

ately rounded.

intense green dorsal and vertebral lines; an Intense metallic blackish
band along sides; below this the sides are bright silvery; the whole body

males bright, clear red; head and fins all bright golden yellow,
with no red; tip of lower jaw black. Length 3 inches. Small clear
streams of the pine woods, tributary to the Santee and Oconee rivers;
in the

rare,

(hitens, yellow; jyiuna, fin.)

IIiKlrophlnx

Jiilipiiinis,

Jordan * Bratton,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 36, 1878,

Oconee River,

Hall's Springs, Georgia. (Type, No. 31000. Coll. Jordan & Brayton.)
Minnilus liitipiunis, JoRiiAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 190, 1883.
Notropis Jutipimm, JORDAN, Bull. XJ. S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888, (1891), 157.

NOTROPIS CHILITICUS

467.

Head 4; depths^; eye

(Cope).

large, 3 in head, longer than muzzle.

Body

scales 7-36-2; teeth 2, 4-4, 2.

Head broad

elliptical.

D.

8;

A. 8;

l)ehind; occiput

convex. Muzzle acuminate, greater than interorbital width. Maxillary
extending beyond anterior rim of orbit; premaxillaries opposite middle of
pupil; lateral line strongly decurved. Dorsal fin small. Olivaceous, a distinct silvery lateral band; usually a dark caudal spot; dorsal scales brownedged; males with the lips and snout vermilion; a vermilion band through
dorsal and one through anal fin. Length 2 inches. Allied to X. altq)innis,
but more slender, with larger mouth. Basin of the Great Pedee River,

North Carolina, common in upland streams.
Hybopsis

chiUtlciis,

Cope, Proc. Amer.

County, North Carolina.

Piiil.

(xdTioc, lip.)

Soc. Phila., 1870,

NOTROPIS ALTIPINNIS

468.

Yadkin River, Roane

462,

(Coll. Cope.)

(Cope).

Head 4| depth 3^ eye very large, longer than snout, 2t in head. D. 8;
A. 9; scales 5-3()-2. Allied to j\\ c/(rt/)/6«'H.s, but more robust in form. Body
rather short and deep head short, compressed. Ventrals extending to
beyond last rays of dorsal, reaching anal. Dorsal elevated, its height
;

;

;

equal to half its distance from the snout. Scales before dorsal small.
Greenish; a lateral silvery band, strongly punctate with black; a black
baud across eye and snout; lower jaw always blackish; young with ^
black caudal spot; no black at base of anal; snout yellowish; vertical
Length 2^^ inches. Clear streams of the pine
fins light reddish in life.

woods, tributary to the Great Pedee and Cape Fear rivers
{(iltus, high; pinna, fin.)
Alhm-ufllns allipimxis, CoPE, Proc.

Amer.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 464,

County, North Carolina. (Coll. Cope.)
Minnihis aUipinnU, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
469.

Head

4Jt

;

N. chaJybaus.

depth 4^

;

19'>,

eye nearly
;

teeth

3.

abundant.

Yadkin River, Roane

1883.

NOTROPIS ROSEUS

Scales 5-38-5

;

A.

(Jordan).

7,

2, 4-4, 2.

never

8,

as in the related

Body short and

stout, little

Museum.
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Head rather

compressed.

ate, slightly oblique, the

short, thick, bluutly rounded.

Eye

jaws about equal.

large,

Mouth moderabout equal to

than the broad interorbital space. 15 scales before
Olivaceous; scales darkedged a broad plumbeous lateral band lips black a dark caudal spot;
a dark vertebral liuo anal region dusted with dark points; cheeks and
belly silvery males with the dorsal, anal, caudal, and pectorals mostly
rosy red iris, top of head, and tip of snout red. Length 2^ inches. Lowland streams of the Gulf States Irom the Ogeechee to the Mississippi;
the commonest species in the Okeefinokee swamps, {roseus, rosy.)

muzzle, a

little less

dorsal; dorsal fin high, directly over ventrals.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Luxihis roseus, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 61, 1877,

Louisiana. (Type No. 17831. Coll. Bean.)
Mimtilus roscnn, JORDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 189,
470.

Notalbany River, near Tickfaw,

1883.

NOTROPIS CHALYBiErS

(Cope).

HeadSf; depth 5; eye large, 3 in head. D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-33-3; teeth
Body moderately elongate, the back a little elevated, with slender caudal peduncle. Head flat above, rather narrow; muzzle rather
pointed. Mouth very oblique, the lower jaw the longer. Lateral line
decurved. Dorsal inserted behind ventrals dorsal and anal very short
and high pectorals and ventrals short 16 to 18 scales in front of dorsal.
Color dark; a broad, black, shining lateral band from muzzle to ba.se of
caudal; a light band above it on the muzzle; belly straw-colored, bright
2, 4-4, 2.

;

;

;

orange in spring males fins plain a small dark spot at base of caudal;
a dark streak along base of anal. Length 2 inches. Delaware River to
in coastwise streams and swamps, rather scarce.
the Ogeechee Eiver
Strongly resembles N. anogenus, the teeth, and scales of back different.
;

;

;

{xaTivPalog, iron-colored.)
Hybopsis chahjbieus, Cope, Cypr. Tenn., 383, 18GG, Schuylkill River,
Minnihts chalyhaus,

Jordan & Gilbert,
471.

Head4i; depth 5

NOTROPIS CHROSOMUS

(Jordan).

eye 3^, as long as muzzle.

;

Pennsylvania.

Synopsis, 191, 1883.

D.

8; A. 8; scales 5-37-3;

Form chubby, little compressed, the back somewhat elevated; caudal peduncle not much contracted. Head rather largo, rounded
above, the suout somewhat pointed. Mouth moderate, oblique, the upper
teeth

2, 4-4, 2.

jaw the

longer. Scales everywhere large, 16 before dorsal. Lateral line
decurved. Scales hyaline green in life, with blue reflections; belly
clear silvery a scarlet bar across dorsal, anal, and base of caudal; a narrow scarlet band from upper edge of opercles straight to caudal; below
this a silvery band
a row of black dots along lateral line, forming a
top of head and vertebral line
small, distinct spot at base of caudal
golden. Snout tuberculate in males. Length 2^ inches. Alabama Basin;
very abundant in clear streams and outlets of springs. A graceful little
{chrosomus, colored body, name of a related genus.)
fish,

little

;

;

;

Hi/6ops!«

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876,
Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
chrosomus, Jordan & Brayton, /. c, 49, 1878.

c/(roso)7!i(s,

Georgia.
JJydropltlox

(Type, No. 17881.

MinnUus chrosomus, Jordan & Gilbeiit, Synopsis,

191, 1883.

333,

Etowah

River,

etc.,

Rome,

[ordan and Ever7nanti.
472.
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(Jordau).

Head 4! depth 5 eye very large, 2f in head. D. 8; A. 7; scales 5-38-3
teeth 2, -1-4, 2. Body rather short and deep, with thick caudal peduncle
back wide, not elevated. Head large, flattish and broad above, the snout
rounded mouth large, oblique, the jaws nearly equal. Lateral lino somewhat decurved; 13 scales in front of dorsal; dorsal slightly behind venDark olivaceous above, the scales being extensively dark-edged,
trals.
so as to give a checkered appearance a dark band along sides of caudal
peduncle, which A-anishes in black points along sides of body, reappearing on the head and passing around the snout a dusky blotch at base of
caudal; males without red markings, the snout swollen and tuberculate
Length 2f inches. Georgia to Mississippi common in
in the spring.
streams of the pine woods, descending to brackish water abundant in
Perdido 15ay. {^alvu, to scratch Ke(palt], head, from the tuberculate male.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hyhopsis .nnwccphaUis, Jordan, Anu. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 187G, 334,

Rome, Georgia.

(Type, No. 20116.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Minnilus xxnocephalus,

Subgenus

Coll.

Jordan

Etowah

River, etc.,

Gilbert.)

.&

Synopsis, 192, 1883.

ORCELLA,

Jordan

A-

Evermann.

473. NOTROPIS ORCA, Woolman.

Head

small, slightly shorter than snout.

D. 7; A. 8;
strongly hooked, with little or no grinding surface. Body plump, little compressed, with broad back and belly;
dorsal outline somewhat elevated; head heavy, snout blunt, decurved;
mouth subinferior, little oblique, lower jaw slightly included maxillary
scarcely reaching vertical of pupil. No barbel. Top of head unusually
41;

depth 5; eye

scales 8-42-4.

4,

Teeth, 2,4-4,

2,

;

high and transversely rounded so that the eye is as near the lower as to
the upper profile of head interorbital space very wide and very convex,
equal to distance from tip of snout to pupil. Fins moderate, origin
of dorsal a little nearer snout than base of caudal, slightly behind insertion of ventrals dorsal falcate, its first rays longest, li in length of head:
anal not so high, its longest
its last rays less than half length of first
rays li in head, and about twice as long as its last ray margin concave;
pectorals slightly falcate, about reaching ventrals, li in head; ventrals
short, 2 in head, not reaching vent; caudal very deeply forked, the midScales
dle rays 2h in longest lateral ones, which are as long as head.
rather large, thin, lateral line somewhat decurved. Color in spirits jiale
side with a broad, distinct silvery band, as broad as length of snout, bordered above by a narrow plumbeous line back sparsely covered with fine
dark punctulations, median line of back with a faint plumbeous band;
top of head darkish, rest of head silvery; under part pale; fins pale.
Length 3^ inches. Rio Grande at El Paso, Texas; several specimens. A
curious species, little related to any other, {orca, the great killer, from
a slight resemblance in form of head to that of a dolphin.)
;

;

;

;

;

Noiropis orca,

Woolman,

Paso, Texas.
F. N. A.

Bull. U.S. Fish

(Coll.

20

Woolman &

Comm.,

Cox.)

xiv, 1894,

(May

3, 1894),

,>(;,

Rio Grande, El
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Subgenus NOTROPIS.

XOTROPIS ARIOMMCS

474.

(Core).

Head 3i to 4i depth 4i to 5. D. 8 A. 9 scales 6-39-2; teeth 2, 4-4, 2.
Body stout, moderately elevated, somewhat compressed. Head heavy,
broad above, the snout moderate, somewhat decurved. Mouth moderate,
;

;

;

jaws equal, the upper lip ou level of pupil, the maxillary
reaching the front of eye. Eye very large, 2? in head, much longer than
snout, larger than in any other of the American Cyprinida', except N.
Fins moderate, the dorsal almost directly opposite ventrals.
suaini.
Scales large, 15 in front of dorsal. Lateral line much decurved. Olivaceous; scales above dark-edged sides and below bright silvery no red.
Length 5 inches. Ohio and Tennessee valleys, generally rare, but abundoblique, the

;

;

ant about Indianapolis; Greensburg, Kentucky; and Florence, Alabama.

A handsome

species,

(apt-,

an intensive particle;

Photogenis ariommus. Cope, Cjpr. Penn., 378, 1866,

Minnilus ariommus,

Jordan & Gilbeet,
475.

(V//«,

eye.)

'White River, near Indianapolis.

Synopsis, 194, 1883.

NOTROPIS SCABRICEPS

(Cope).

Head 4; depth 4i eye very large, 3 in head, longer than snout. D. 8;
Body rather stout, little compressed,
A. 8; scales 6-38-3 teeth 2, 4-4, 2.
the back slightly elevated, the form as in Hybopsis amhlops. Head rather
;

;

short and broad, the muzzle bluntish, somewhat decurved. Mouth moderate, terminal, little oblique, the jaws subequal, the maxillary reaching
front of orbit. Lateral line not much decurved. Fins rather small dor;

over ventrals. Color plain olivaceous scales dark-edged
above sides white, with a lateral band formed of dusky specks, this band
running through the eye around the snout. Males tuberculate in spring.
Smaller than ^". rtr(om»/iMs and less silvery. Kanawha Eiver, scarce; not

sal inserted

;

;

yet recognized elsewhere,

(scaber,

Photogeim scabrkeps, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Creek, tributaries of
Minnilus scabriceps, part,

Kanawha

River.

Jordan & Gilbert,
476.

rough

;

-ceps, head.)

Sci. Phila., 1867, 166,

Sinking Creek, Walker's

(Coll. Cope.)

Sj-nopsis, 194, 1883;

NOTROPIS JEJCNUS

confused with N. shumardi.

(Forbes).

eye rather large, 3| in head, equal to snout, less than
interorbital space. D. 8; A. 7 scales 5-37-3 teeth 2, 4-4, 1. Body rather
slender; head flattish above, the snout blunt and rounded mouth rather
Dorsal oA'er ventrals; 16scales before dorsal. Color pale,
large, oblique.
with a broad silvery lateral band overlying a plumbeous shade dorsal

Head

4

;

depth 4|

;

;

;

;

;

sometimes punctulate. Length 3 inches. Western Pennsylvania
(jejunus, hungry.)
sas, and north to Winnipeg; not rare,
Episem a jejuna, Forbes, Bull. Ills. Lab. Nat. Hist., ii, 60, 1878, Illinois River.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 194, 1883.

to

Kan-

(Coll. Forbes.)

Minnilus jejunus,

477.

NOTROPIS SWAINI,

Jordan.

Head 4,';; depth 41; eye very large, 2| in head, half longer than the
bluntish snout. D. 9; A. 8 or 9; scales 6-35 to 38-3, 14 before dorsal;
teeth 1, 4-4, 2, or 1, with very narrow grinding surface or none. Body

Jordan and Evermann.
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moderately elougate, compressed, rather stouter than in X. rubrifrons.
Head short and broad, the interorbital space | eye. Mouth Large, oljlicjue,
the lower jaw projecting maxillary to near front of pupil, 2;^ in head;
dorsal inserted behind ventrals fins small. Color greenish, with a plumbeous lateral shade and dark dots no spot at base of caudal tins pale.
Length 2| inches. Rivers of Texas from the Colorado westward, the type
from Rio Comal. (Named for Dr. Joseph Swain, President of the Uni;

;

;

;

versity of Indiana.)
Albwnus

Girard, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 193, San Felipe Creek, Texas.
Jordan, Proc. U. .^. Nat. Mus. 1885,123, Rio Comal Evermann and Kendall,

mi'ijalops,

A'o/rojiissirami,

;

Bull. v. S. Fish

Comm.,

xii, lSy2, (18D4), 103, plate xvii, fig. 3.

Girard, U. S. Mex. Bounil. Surv., Ichtli., .52, 1859. (Coll. Clark.)
Minuilus megalops, Jordan k Gilbert, Synopsis, 195, 1883, not Cyprinus megalops, Rafinesqle.
Albtmiellus meijdlops,

NOTROPIS AMABILIS

478.

Head
head.

(Girard).

3*; depth i\; eye large, considerably longer than snout, 3 in
A. 8; scales 5-34-3. Body elliptical, rather deep, head short

D. 8

;

and rather deep,

Mouth terminal, oblique,
Jaws equal, snout moderately
Fins moderate.
Dorsal somewhat
sides silvery a faint dusky blotch

acute than in X.

less

dilectus.

the maxillary reaching front of eye.
pointed.

Lateral line decurved.

behind ventrals.

Color olivaceous

Length 2^

at base of caudal.

Nueces, Texas.

;

inches.

;

Rio Leona, a tributary of Rio

{amahUin, amiable.)

Alburmis amahilis, GiBARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 193,

Jordan, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 122.
AlbumeUus amahilis, GiRARD, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth.,

Rio Leona, Texas.

Notropis aiitabilin,

Miimibis amahilis,

Jordan & Gilbert,
479.

Head 4^; depth
muzzle rounded in

51, 1859.

(Coll. Clark.)

Synopsis, 195, 1883.

XOTROPIS LEICIODIS

(Cope).

D. 8; A. 8; scales 5-39-3. Body rather slender;
Mouth oblique, the mandible not projecting.
Lateral line nearly straight
13 scales in front of dorsal
dorsal a
little behind ventrals
anal short and high. Olivaceous scales above
dark-edged sides silvery, with a purplish baud a black spot at base
of caudal, always very distinct muzzle and base of dorsal red in males.
Length 3 inches. Tennessee Basin, in mountain streams very abundant, but not ascending cold brooks as far as X. tdescopus, sjxcininciilus,
and riibricroceus. It is close to X. telescopiis, but has the anal shorter,
the eye smaller, paler colors, and always a distinct caudal spot. {Aevao^,
white; e/<5of, appearance.)
5.

profile.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Photogenis lenciodns, CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 165,

Minuilus leiwiodus,

Jordan & Gilbert,
480.

Synopsis, 194, 1883.

Holston River, Virginia.

(Coll. Cope.)

NOTROPIS SCOPIFER, Eigenmann &

Eigeninauu.

Head 4 to 4J; depth 4i; eye 3 in head, little less than interorbital.
D. 9; A. 8 or 9; scales 6-36 to 42-4; 14 to 18 scales in front of dorsal;
teeth 2, 4-4, 2, grinding surface very narrow, on two teeth only. Allied
to Xotropis hueiodiix.
Head heavy, compressed, Hat above snout blunt,
much decurved mouth small, little oblicjue maxillary extending to
;

:

;
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eye; lateral Hue complete, eveuly aud gently decurved to above origin
a
of anal
a couspicuons black spot at base of middle caudal rays
silvery lateral band, its dorsal margin distinct. Manitoba; comuion;
obtained at Winnipeg, Brandon, Fort Qu 'Appelle and Medicine Hat.
;

;

(Eigoumann

Eigenmann.)

»S:

Notropis scojnjWus,

{scojni,

broom

EigEnmann & EiGENMANN, AmcT.
481.

;

fero, I bear.)

Nat., FL-bruaiy, 1893, 153,

NOTROPIS TELESCOPUS

Winnipeg.

(Cope).

Head 4^-; depth 4f to 5i eye very large, longer than muzzle, 2J in
head. D. 8 A. 10 scales 5-38-3. Body elongate, not much compressed;
snout short, sharp; 13 scales before dorsal; dorsal fin inserted about midway between snout and base of caudal, a little behind ventrals. Mouth
very oblique; mandible not projecting. Color pale greenish; the dorsal
scales extensively dark-edged, the two uppermost rows of scales running
into outline of back. Length 4 inches. Tennessee Eiver in cold mountain streams, very abundant with N. leiiciodus, making the bulk of the
;

;

;

;

;

small

minnows

Photogetiis telescopus,

in the

Holston River.

{TTjXiaKOTxoq, far-seeing.)

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 165,

Holston River, Virginia.

(Coll. Cope.)

XeiicwcHs telescopus,
Minniltts telescopus,

GCnther, Cat., vii, 252, 1868.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 201,

1883.

Kepresented in the Ozark region by
481a.

NOTROPIS TELESCOPUS ARCANSANUS,

Meek.

Head 4| depth 5 to 5i scales 5-35 to 38-3, 15 before dorsal. A. 10 or
11.
Eye 2i in head, the pointed snout 3|. Smaller than the eastern form
aud darker, the dorsal farther back, midway between nostril and base of
caudal; slightly behind ventrals. White River and Little Red River,
;

;

Arkansas.
Notropis telescopus arcansatius,

Meek,

Eureka Springs, Arkansas
482.

Comm., ix, 1889, (1891), 133, ^^'hite Rivef,
Springs, Arkansas. (Coll. Metk .t Drew.)

Bull. U. S. Fish
;

Mammoth

NOTROPIS SOCIUS

(Girard).

depth 4i; eye 3. D. 8; A. 10. Lateral line 33. Allied to
Notropis swaini, but deeper; the eye smaller, maxillary past front of eye;
lower jaw longest. Silvery, the sides without dark dots fins plain.
(socitts, social.)
Live Oak Creek, southwestern Texas,

Head

4;

;

Albimius

No.

socius,

70.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 193,

Live Oak Creek, Texas.

(Tyius

Coll. Pope.)

483.

NOTROPIS NOTEMIOONOIDES,

Eveimann.

Head 4 to 4J; depth 4 to 4J. D. 8; A. 10 or 11; scales 10-41-3, 29
before dorsal; teeth 2, 4-4, 2, hooked, creuate, with moderate grinding surBody slender, greatly compressed, the back somewhat elevated,
face.
the form much as in Ahramix (Xoieinigonuti) crysolcucas; snout pointed,
equal to eye, which is 3i to 3A in head; caudal peduncle long. Fins
moderate; dorsal well behind ventrals; anal long; pectorals falcate, not
reaching ventrals. Yellowish, silvery below; upper parts dusted with

Jordan and £,vertnann.
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black; spots on auterior part of sides so arranged as to form about 16
obtxise angles fitting into each other, the angles opening forward, thus,

^,

these markings on alternate scales; tip of lower jaw with dark
specks; fins pale, dusted with dark specks. Rio Neches, near Palestine,
Texas, and streams about Houston. (Xotemigonus; Eidoc, likeness.)
Notrojw

nnlemigoiioiiles,

EvEUMAXN,

Bull. U. S. Fish Conim., xi, 1891,

(May

25, 1892), 81,

River, Palestine, Texas, and Sims Bayou, Houston, Texas.
Coll. Evermann, Scovell, & Gurley); Evermanii it Kendall, Bull. U.
1892 (1891), 103,

Neches

(Type, No. 45559.
S.

Fish Conim., xii,

pi. xviil, fig. 2.

NOTROPIS STILBIUS,

484.

Jordan.

Head 44 depth 5; eye 3. D. 8; A. 10; scales 5-37-2; teeth 2, 4-4, 1.
Body rather slender. Head rather long, somewhat pointed. Mouth
large, oblique, the maxillary reaching eye. Eye very large, greater than
;

snout and interorbital width. Fins ratber high the ventrals reaching to
opposite last rays of dorsal. Color pale green; side with a broad silvery
band, on which are many dark punctulations these are numerous just
behind shoulder girdle and at base of caudal, where they form an evident
spot, a mark which will u.sually distinguish this species from the related
ones; cheeks pure silvery; lips dusky. Length 3 inches. Alabama River
;

;

and tributaries

;

common.

(ari/dTj,

shining.)

JoKPAN, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 343, Etowah and Oostanaula
rivers, Rome, Georgia. (Type, No. 31132. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
MiiinilHs slilbius, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 201, 1883.
Nolropis ftUhhix,

485.

Head
teeth

4|:

XOTROPIS ATHERIXOIDES,

depth 5| eye
:

2, 4-4, 2.

D. 8; A. 11

3i.

Body long and

;

Rafinesque.

scales 5-38-3, 15 before dorsal;

slender, compressed, the back not elevated.

Head blunt, conic, proportionately shorter than in related species.
Mouth moderate, very oblique, upper lip on level of upper part of pupil;
maxillary about reaching front of eye. Eye large, rather longer than
Fins low; dorsal well behind ventrals; tips of ventrals extending
beyond middle of dorsal. Lateral line decurved. Color translucent
green above sides bright silyery; scales above faintly punctate, but not
enough so to render them dark-edged, nor to form blotches along sides;
a faint dark vertebral line; males in spring with the snout rosy. Length
4 to 6 inches.
Great Lake region and Ohio and Mississippi valleys, and
north to Winniijeg. Abundant in lakes, quiet places, and river channels
very variable. Next to X. arije, the largest and handsomest species of this
snout.
to

;

type,

(atherina, the silverside; tidog, resemblance.)

Minniltts (linemvs,

Rafisesqve, Amer. Month. Mag. & Crit. Rev., 1818,204,
Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 45, 1820, Ohio River.

Albnmm

nthtlhis,

Agassiz,

Alhttnms

nitidus,

Notrojns atheriiiohles,

AWunielhis

Lake

jaruhifi,

Cope,

River, Michigan.
Gunther,

Leiicisois nibeUiis,

Leucisais copii, GCn'ther,

Minnilus rubellui

Superior, 3G4, 1850,

Kirtland, Cleveland Ann.

and

1.

Cypr.

Penn.,

18CG,

tributaries of

St.

Lake

Cat., vii, 254, 18G8.

JoRDA>f

&

Erie.

Joseph River and Dowagiac

c, 255, substitute for jaculut, preoccupied in

dinemiis,

Erie.

Lake Superior.

Sci., 1854, 44,

387,

Lake

Gilbert, Synopsis, 202, 1883.

Leucisctis.

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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486.

Head

NOTROPIS ARGE

(Cope).

eye 2f to 3. D. 8 A. 11 scales 5-39-3. Close to
lateral line
N. athcnnoidcs but the eye very large, longer than snout
nearly straight, head large, the snout not very blunt mouth large, the
chin projecting. Pale greenish, the silvery band on sides bounded by a
^\

;

deptli 6

;

;

;

;

;

a dark vertebral streak. Length .3^ inches. Upper Wabash
Valley, southern Michigan, Green River, Kentucky, etc.; slenderer than

blackish line

;

the usual atherhwides, the eye much larger, but apparently varying into
the latter, hence of doubtful validity, {apyv, shining white.)
AUmrneUm

arge.

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 388, 1866, Detroit

River or

Joseph River; locality

St.

confused.
Nutrojn.t arge,

EvERMANN & Jenkins,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mils., 1888,

-17;

Jordan, Man. Vert.,

ed. v,

62, 1891).

NOTROPIS DILECTUS

487.

Head 4|; depth 4f eye 3. D.
Body elongate, compressed, but a
;

8; A. 11

(Girard).

scales 7-38-3; teeth

;

2,

4-4, 2.

deeper and more compressed, with
blunter snout eye large, larger than snout mouth oblique, smaller than
in related species, the jaws subequal, the maxillary 3i in head, reaching
eye. Colors very pale; silvery, snout and bases of fins rosy; a row of
black dots above base of anal; young often finely speckled. Length 3i
inches. Lower Oliio to the Rio Grande, abundant in Arkansas and eastern
Texas, in sandy streams; representing rM&rJ/VoHssouthwestward, and perlittle

;

;

haps varying into
Albumus

dilediif,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

(Type, No. 71 (36927).

Sci. Phila., 1856, 193,

(Coll.

Sci.

Phila., 1850, 212,

I,

14.

(Coll. Dr.

W.

A.

Albnniellm

Mexico.
dilectus,

Kansas

;

anal

ray.s

given by error

Hammond.)

Albu7-neUu.i jemezanns, Cope, Zool.

New

Black Warrior River,

Winchell.)

AUiuniiis oliijaspls, Cope, Proc, Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 282,
as

Arkansas River, Fort Smith.

Coll. Shuniard.)

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Albttrmts lepidtilus*

Alabama.

(dilectus, delightful.)

it.

Wheeler Survey,

(Type, No. 15981.

Coll.

v, 650, 1875,

Rio Grande, San Ildefonso,

Cope & Yarrow.)

GiRARD, Pac. K. R. Surv., x,

259, 1858.

Gusther, Cat., vii, 309, 1868.
Minnihis nlujaspis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 200, 1883.
Minuilus jemezanns, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 203, 1883.
Albramis

f oIUjksjus,

488.

Head
teeth

NOTROPIS FUMEFS,

Evermann.

scales 7-40-3;
eye large, 3^. D. 8; A. 11
4|; depth 4f to 5
2.
Close to Notropis dilectus, but the lateral line more
;

;

2, 4-4,

decurved, the scales a little smaller, and the sides with a dark band.
Body slender, greatly compressed, the outlines gently arched snout
pointed, shorter than eye; lower jaw somewhat projecting; maxillafy
;

* This nominal species is probably identical with N. lUleetus. The following description istaken
from 3 specimens 2'J4 inches long, collected in Pearl River, Jackson, Miss., by Dr. 0. P. Hay:
Body long and slender. Maxillary scarcely reachingfront of orbit. Front of dorsal equidistant
between snout ami concavity of caudal. Eye 3 in head, equal to interorbital space. Mandible
projecting slightly, its tip, when closed, opposite middle of pupil. Lateral lino decurved; 17
scales in front of dorsal.
Dorsal fin high, its highest rays equal to head. Color pale, the sides
bright silvery ; a row of dots along base of anal. Head 434 depth 5 or6. D. 11 A. 12. Scales
7-36-3. Sandy streams of Alabama and Mississippi.
>

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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Yellowisli above, much speckled, sides with a
broad dark plumbeous band, overlaid with rather large brown spots, most
numerous and distinct posteriorly base of anal with row of specks; fins
plain, with dusky specks. Length 2 inches. Hunter Creek, Houston,
Texas. Perhaps a variety of i\r. rftZ(-c<«s. (/m/hcms, smoky.)

scarcely reaching orbit.

;

fiiiiieuK, EvERMANN, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xi, 1891, (May 25, 1892), 81, Hunter Creek,
Houston, Texas. (Type, No. 45558. Coll. Evormann, Scovcll, A- Gurley); Evermann &
& Kondall, Bull. TJ. S. Fish Comm., xn, 1892 (1894), 103, pi. xviii, lig. 1.

NotrnjUs

489,

Head

NOTROPIS RUBRIFRONS

(Cope).

depth 4f; eye 4. D.8; A. 10 scales 5-39-3, those before dorsal
number. Teeth 2, 4-4, 2, little hooked, one of them sometimes showing a slight grinding surface. Body moderately elongate, the
back scarcely elevated, the caudal peduncle somewhat contracted. Head
longer than in most related species, conic and rather pointed. Mouth
rather large, very oblique, upper lip above line of middle of pupil, maxEye moderate, anterior, usually shorter
illary reaching to opposite eye.
than the sharp snout. Olivaceous above scales with darker edges sides
silvery; a dark vertebral line; a row of dark dots along base of anal;
males with the snout tuberculate in spring, the forehead, opercular region,
and base of dorsal being then flushed with red. Length 2| inches. New
York and western Pennsylvania to southern Michigan, Kansas, and
Kentucky very abundant in clear streams, especially in the Ohio Valley.
An elegant species, smaller than aiherinoides, with larger head and
deeper body. It will probably be found, to grade into N. dihctus, but
in all specimens examined the eye is larger* in dilectus, the snout shorter
and more blunt, (j-ither, red; frons, forehead.)
4

;

;

large, 15 to 17 in

;

;

;

AWumus

mbrifrons, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 85,

tary of Alleghany River. (Coll. Cope.)
Albtiniellds iiirrnhiotiiiis,',t'ovy., Hayden's Geol. Surv.

Wyom.

Kiskiminitas River, a tribu.

for 1870, 440, 1871,

Missouri River

at St. Joseph, Missouri.
Alhurnellm

riibrifroiis.

Cope, Cypr. Penn., 388, 1866.

GCntuer, Cat., vil, 225, 1868.
Miniiilm rubri/rons, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 202, 1883.
Minnilus percobromus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 202, 1883.
Lmcisciisfruhiifrons,

490.

NOTROPIS PHOTOGEMS

(Cope).

Head 4i depth 5^ eye 3. D. 8 A. 10 scales 6-40-3. Body slender,
compressed, the form similar to that of X. rubrifroii>i. Head moderate.
Mouth quite oblique, lower jaw scarcely projecting maxillary about
reaching'orbit. Back broad. Dorsal fin inserted behind middle of body,
a. little behind ventrals.
Scales before dorsal 25. Lateral line«decurved.
Eye larger than in N. ruhrifrons. Color olivaceous, with brown vertebral
and dorsal lines sides and below, bright silvery, with dark specks along
the lateral line; none along base of' anal. Length 3 inches. Alleghany
region, thus far recorded only from the Youghiogheny and Kanawha,
unless X. amanus should i)rove to be a variety of it. The latter is stouter,
with larger eye, and has dark dots along base of anal. Var. engraulinus,
;

;

;

;

;

:
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Cope, from

tlio

KanaAvha

is

Museum.

slenderer, the depth 6 in length, the head 3f.

(^wf, light; ytvfiov, cheek.)
'iHuHlvs compresms,

ble

;

may

Kafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

51, 1820,

Monongahela River,

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

leiicops,

Va.

tinville,

Va.

ville,

not

iilentifia-

Sci. Phila., 1807,104.,

Sinking Creek, and near Aus-

(Coll. Cope.)

tmwops engraiiUtin.% Cope,

Pliotogenis

;

Youghiogheny River, Penn.

Squalius phologenix, CoPE, Pl-oc, Ac. Nat. Sii. Pliila., IStU, 2S0,

Photogenw

etc.

be N. comuius.

c, 1867, ICl, tributaries of

I.

Kanawha

River, Austin-

(Coll. Cope.)

Leuciscus phologetiis, Gi'NTJiER, Cat.,vii, 252, 1808.

491.

Head

4

depth

;

NOTROPIS AM(EXrS

5i, (4| to 5i)

;

eye

3^.

D. 8

(Abbott).
;

A. 10

;

scales 6-39-3.

Close

X

plwiobut the scales before dorsal smaller, as in
Body elongate, compressed eye large, longer than snout. Mouth
genis.
large, oblique, the jaws subequal, the maxillary to front of eye 22 to 25,

to

ruhrifrons,

J^^'ofrojns

;

;

much

decurved. Dorsal
Translucent green, sides
pectorals moderate.
high, behind ventrals
silvery, with sometimes a faint plumbeous band ending in an obscure
plumbeous spot. Length 3i inches. Clear streams east of the Alleghanies
(rarely 18 to 20) scales before dorsal; lateral line
;

from the Earitan to the Neuse abundant formerly confounded with
N. photogenis, of which it may be a A^ariety. {amoenus, attractive.)
;

;

Amer. Nat., Tin, 1874, 334, Raritan River,
JORDAN, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xiii, 1888, (1891), 102.

Albm-nellus anurmis, Abbott,
Notropis anmnus,

492.

NOTROPIS SCEPTICUS

(Jordan

&

New

Jersey.

Gilbert).

Head 3S; depth 4*; eye 3. D. 8; A. 10; scales 6-38-3; teeth 2,4-4, 1. Body
and somewhat elevated. Head rather large,
deep, bluntish. Mouth moderate, terminal, oblique, lower jaw slightly
short and deep, compressed

included
of orbit.
flatfish.

15 rows.

;

opposite middle of eye maxillary extending to front
than snout; interorbital space broad,
Lateral line much decurved. Scales before dorsal large, in 13 to
Fins moderate dorsal well behind ventrals tips of ventrals

upper

lip

Eye very

;

large, longer

;

;

extending to last dorsal ray caudal peduncle moderate. Coloration very
pale green sides with a bright silvery band scales with very little dark
edging a dark line at base of dorsal males in spring with the snout profusely tuberculate. Length 3 inches. Rivers of Carolina from the Cape
Fear to the Sautee abundant, replacing the allied amoenus, from which it
{aKETTTLKog, observant,
differs in the deeper body and larger nuchal scales.
;

;

;

;

;

;

from the large eye.)
Jordan & Bkayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 23, 1878.
Jordan & Giidert, Synopsis, 200, 1883, Saluda River, Greenville, South

Notropisphotngcnis, ("pale variety"),

Minnilus

I'cepluus,

Carolina.

(Type, No. 31081.

493.

Coll.

Jordan & Braytou.)

NOTROPIS MICROPTERYX

(Cope).

Head 4i depth 5i eye 3^. D. 8 A. 10 scales 5-38-2. Body very slenMouth large, oblique;
der, compressed; head moderate, rather pointed.
;

;

;

;

on level of pupil; maxillary reaching to opposite front of
as long as muzzle. Scales large. Lateral
Fins all quite small, the dorsal farther back than in
line decurved.
related species, so that the short ventrals do not reach much beyond its

upper

orbit.

lip

Eye moderate, about

Jordan and Evermann.
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anterior rays, their length 2 in head. Color olivaceous; sides bright
silvery dorsal scales conspicuously dark-edged a dusky blotch at base
of caudal, underlying the silvery luster. Length 2f inches. Head waters
of Cumberland and Tennessee rivers and also in the Ozark region abundant in clear streams in northern Arkansas. (u£«o(5(;, small; Trrtp^f, fin.)
;

;

;

Albnmellus micropterijx, Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G8, 233,
Miniiilus tiiicroptenjx,

Jordan & Gilbert,
494.

Synopsis,

'203,

Holston River.

1883.

NOTROPIS METALLICUS,

Jordan & Meek.

4; depth 5; eye 3. D. 8 A. 11. scales .5-35-3, 16 before dorsal;
teeth 2, 4-4, 2, the grinding surface obsolete. Body elongate, compressed,
the back a little elevated. Head small, the snout little acute, shorter
than eye, which is large. Mouth large, oblique, the cleft reaching front of
eye, 3-Hn head ; chin projecting. Lateral linedecurved. Dorsal inserted
well behind ventrals ; dorsal and anal high, the anal very long. Dark
brown, a rosy band from eye to upper lobe of caudal below this a metallic dusky band broader than eye, ending in a black spot at base of cau-

Head

;

;

dorsal with a black band obliquely across it; no spot at its base;
other tins nearly plain. Length li inches. Swamp streams in Georgia
and Florida, from the Suwannee Basin to the Escambia. (mctaUicus,
dal

;

metallic.)

Jordan & Meek, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884,
Georgia. (Type, No. 2S511. Coll. W. J. Taylor.)

NotropismelalUciis,

ville,

Subgenus
495.

LYTHRUKUS,

NOTROPIS BELLUS

il5,

Allapaha* River, Nash-

Jordan.
(Hay).

Head 4J; depth 3|. D. 8; A. 10 or 11; scales 7-41-3 teeth 2, 4-4, 2,
" sharp-edged, but with a masticatory surface." Body short, deep, conHead short; muzzle short,
siderably compressed; the back elevated.
rather pointed, the profile somewhat concave; mouth large, oblique, the
maxillary extending to opposite front of orbit lower jaw projecting.
Lateral Hue much decnrved. Scales crowded forward, 25 in front of
Dorsal midway between snout and caudal, behind ventrals;
dorsal.
pectorals not reaching ventrals the latter to vent. Dusky above, with
a narrow, dark dorsal line sides silvery, with plumbeous streak no spot
at base of dorsal; fins mostly black-tipped; belly flame color in life; fins
orange at base. Length 2i inches. Tombigbee River, Mississippi. (Hay
;

;

;

;

;

.

beautiful.)

{It'llus,

MinniJns

bellns.

Hay, Proc. U.

Mississippi.

S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 510,
(Type, No. 27426. Coll. Hay.)

496.

Head

4^

;

depth 5i

;

eye

NOTROPIS
3.

D. 8

;

Tombigbee River, Artesia and Macon,
Joudan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

199, 18.S3.

LIRI S (Jordan).

A. 10

;

scales 8-15-4

;

teeth

2, 4-4, 2,

with very narrow or obsolete grinding surface. Body slim, compressed.
Head small, short, moderately deep, flattish above. Mouth rather large,
very oblique, the lower jaw slightly projecting. Eye very large, longer
than snout; the maxillary about reachiug its front. Scales small, loosely
imbricated, their outlines extremely distinct. Fins moderate. Coloration very pale translucent green; scales of back finely punctate; sides
with a very distinct metallic blue band formed of dark punctulations,
this band passing through the eye and snout, forming a most characteristic color marking
a streak of black dots along the bases of dorsal and
;

*

Not "AUamuha River,"

as misprinted.

The Allapaha

is

a tributary of the Suwannee River.

Bulletin 4/, United States National
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Museum.

anal, that on the dorsal suggesting the peculiar spot of JN'. umhratilis tip
of snout black: tins pale olivaceous, red in the males. Males in the spring
;

with the head and antedorsal region profusely tuberculated. Length 2^
Alabama River; abundant in sandy streams. (Zftpof, lily-white.)

inches.

Jordan, Ann. Lvc. Nat.

Noti-opis Jims,

Hist. N. Y., 1S76, 342,

Etowah

River, etc.,

Rome,

Georgia.
Notropis <dahanM, Jordan i ilEEK, Proc. T. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 476, Alabama River,
gomery, Alabama. (Type, Xos. 35295 and 35297. Coll. McDonald.)
3fiHin7iis /ini-s Jordan k Gilbert, Synopsis, 190, 18S3.

497.

XOTROPIS ROSEIPIXXIS,

Mont-

Hay.

depth 4 eye 3i. D. 8 A. 11 scales 8-45-3. Body long and
slender, much compressed. Mouth large, oblique, the lower jaw somewhat projecting, the maxillary reaching vertical from front of eye. Eye
large, slightly longer than snout. Scales small, especially along the back,
somewhat higher than long, but not so closely imbricated as in ^". hellus.
Lateral line much decurved. Dorsal far back, midway between pupil

Head

ii

:

:

;

;

and base of caudal, considerably posterior to ventrals pectorals not
reaching ventrals, the latter to vent. Dark scales above all with black
points; a plumbeous lateral band, ending in a vague caudal spot a narrow dorsal band a black spot on the upper anterior portion of dorsal
and also on anal, each surrounded by a dilfu-se blotch; tip of ventrals
and edge of pectorals dark vertical fins red. Length 2^ inches. Sandy
streams of the Gulf States, from the Escambia to the Chickasawha.
;

;

;

;

;

{roseus, rosy

;

pinna,

fin.)

Minnilus mbripinni', Hat, Proc. U.
comuliis),

Coll.

S.

Nat. Mus., 18S0, 509, (not Argijreiis ritbripinnis, Heckel^^.
(Type, Nos. 27420 and 32302.

Chickasawha River, Enterprise, Mississippi.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 198, 1883.

Hay.)

Nolropis roseipinnis.

Hat,

in Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 1885, 27, .substitute for rubripinnis, preoc-

cupied in Notropis.

498.

XOTROPIS OIBRATILIS*

(Girard).

(Red-fin.)

Head
teeth
*

"A

4i; depth 4 to 4^: eye 3 to

2, 4—4, 2.

4.

D. 7; A. 11

;

scales 9-40 to 52-3;

Body compressed, the caudal peduncle

long.

Head

long,

comparison of these specimens from the Tennessee River with others from the Roanoke

{ardeim), the Pamlico and Xeuse (matutinus), the Wabash in Indiana, (c'lanocephahu:) [rather
lylhrurus ; cyanocepJmhis came from Racine, Wisconsin], various streams in Illinois {alripes), andRiver (Hmbralilis) [:= iiujripiiinis], has shown the impossibility of recognizing any of
Arkansas
the
these forms as distinct species. MaUUinns is smaller and paler than ai Jens and shows less brilliant

River

coloration, these difterences being apparently dependent on thesluggisli characterof the streams
The resemblance between specimens from the
it frequents, with their frequent sandy stretches.
Roanoke and the Tennessee is very close. Both have larger mouth and eye, more brilliant coloration, and more elongate form than in specimens from tlie north and west. Our specimens
from the Tennessee, however, average distinctly deeper than typical ardeus, and are further
characterized by the presence, in males, of several (5to8) dark steel blue, vertical bars, irregular
In
in position and shape. This form I here distinguish provisionally as subspecies fasciolaris.
Tennessee an'l Kentucky it undoubtedly passes insensibly into the form common in tributaries
of the Ohio and Mississippi {a/anocf^phahis, airijies), which shows usually an evidently deeper body,
a smaller eye, and a tendency to the accumulation of black pigment in the tips of the ventrals
and the anterior rays of the dorsal and anal. Tj-pical umbratilis from Kansas and Arkansas
appears very distinct from the more easterly form. It has the larger eye of /(isoio/<im, a very
deep body, and adult males have all the fins largely black and the sides uniform dusky. Furthermore, the black spot at the base of the anterior dorsal rays, so characteristic of related forms, is
here indistinct or wanting. In Iowa and Missouri, however, umbnUilis appears to pass imperceptiblj- into ci/awiephalm, some specimens lacking the dorsal spot, while others from the same
locality, and not otherwise differing, have it well developed.
"I have thought it best, tln-refore, to consider all these forms as poorly defined varieties of a
single widespread species, which may stand provisionally as N. vmbratitis viiibrntUi't, y. umbralilis
cyftnocephiilim, X. unibrdlilis fusiioltirh, N. uiiibratilis ardein^, and N. nmbraldix yiiidutinuf.
East of the
Alleghanies the ei)ecies has not been recorded north of the Roanoke nor south of the Neusc, and
Ratinesque's
is not known from the Gulf States south of the Ti-nnessee and Arkansas T5asins.
Semotdus diplifmiiis, so long identified with this species, is evidently Senujliliis airoinaculatus, as a
synonym of which it must appear." (Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Conim., ix, 1889, 148.)

Jordan and Evertnann.
Mouth

conic, rather pointed.
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large, morierately oblique, the premaxil-

lary on levelof pupil, the maxillary extending to opposite eye lower jaw
somewhat projecting. Eye moderate, about equal to muzzle. Scales
;

crowded anteriorly, about 30 before dorsal. Dorsal tin
midway between ventrals and anal; pectorals not
reaching ventrals, the latter to vent caudal fin long. Coloration dark
pale or silvery below a more or less evident black spot,
steel blue above
the fins otherwise all plain. Males with the
at base of dorsal in front
anterior dorsal region and the head profusely covered with small whitish
tubercles, the belly and lower fins being of a bright brick red in the
spring. Females very pale- olive, sometimes almost colorless. Length 3i
inches. Minnesota to Western New York, (Cayuga Lake), North Carolina,
Alabama, and Kansas generally abundant in small, clear streams. An
ornate and excessively variable little fish, of which the following are
closely imbricated,

high, inserted about

;

;

;

;

;

recogniza.ble varieties.

The typical, that is, earliest known form, but the most aberrant of
the series, occurs in Iowa and southwestward to the Arkansas Basin.
498a.

XOTBOPIS IMBRATLLIS UMBRATILIS

(Girard).

Head 4 depth 3i to 3f eye about 4. D. 8 A. 11 scales 40 to 44. Body
and compressed. Eye smaller than in other forms. Lateral
:

:

;

;

short, deep

steel blue, smutty above, a dark curved bar on scapublack except at base mesially, the dark spot in front
obscure lower fins all dusky, flushed with red females very pale olivaceous, the black scapular bar usually plain, the dark spot represented by
dark punctulations. Length 3 inches. Arkansas River and streams of
Kansas and southwestern Iowa. ( h hi &ra, shade.)

Male

line deflexed.

lar region: dorsal

:

;

AVburmiiwmhraliXis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Poteau River, Arkansas.
Ii(j-i7«s /iK-idii-s

GiRABD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Canadian River.
llinnihis nigripinnu,

(Coll.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 193,

(Type, Xo. 73.

Sugar Loaf Creek, tributary

Coll. M;illbausen.)

Sci. 1856, 203,

Coal Creek, tributary South Fork

MoUh.iusen.)

Gilbert, Bull. AVashb. Lab. Nat. Hist., 1,1884,14,

near Topeka, Kansas.

(Type, No. 36613.

Shunganunga Creek,

Coll. Cragin.)

fNotropis macrolepidotm, * Forbes, Bull. 111. Lab. Nat. Hist., 1885, 138, Illinois.

(Coll. Forbes.)

AlbumeUusumhratilif, Girard, Pac. K. R, Surr., x, 260, 1858.
irmnilus nmhratihs,

Kotemigonus

hicidtis,

Jordan i Gilbert,
Jordan & Gilbert,

.'synopsis, 200, 1883.

Synopsis, 249, 1883.

* The following is Prof. Forbes' account of Kotropis macrolepidotns
This fish, represented by
a single specimen in our collections from Illinois, closely resembles Sotropis atripef, from which
it differs especially in the larger scales, and in the entire absence of any blotch at the front of the
base of the dorsal fin.
It is elliptical in outline, strongly compressed, its greatest thickness being
less than half its depth, tlie back making a uniform curve from the front of the dors;il to the
nostrils.
Length 2.1 inch<^s, depth 4.2 in length, caudal peduncle 4.6. Color in alcohol plain,
the sides somewhat silvery, the opercles brightly so; no dark vi-rtebral line, but the scales u|)OU
the back and upon the uiiptr part of the sides thickly sprinkled with r.ither large circular black
specks; fins all plain: upper surface of the head a little dvisky, and thickly sprinkled with black.
The head is a comjiressed cone, 4.5 in length, upper surface convex snout regularly decarved,
3.5 in head; mouth rather large, terminal, obli'iue
upper lip opposite the middle of the pupil;
maxillary to posterior margin of nostril upi>er jaw 3.15 in bead, lower not projecting, 2.6 in
head ; teeth 4, 2-2, 4 eye large, circular, 3.75 in head dorsal fin 1-8, about 4 scales behind the
ventrals ; anal 11 ; scale formula 6-40-3, 19 before dorsal.
:

;

;

;

;

;
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Further eastward
498b.

and Iowa

in Illinois

in prairie

NOTUOPIS UMBUATILIS ATRIPES

Museum.

brooks occurs
(Jordan).

scales 9-52-5.
Body very
D. 7 A. 11
Head 4^ depth 4 eye
strongly compressed. Head comparatively pointed ej'e small, shorter
than muzzle. Coloration of body dark bluish, without traces of vertical
bars; sides not silvery, the scales dusted with dark punctulations:
dorsal with the usual black spot at base in front, smaller than in lythrnI'us or ardois; a black bar crosses its upper part; anal colored like the
dorsal, with a black spot at base in front, the markings paler; ventral
males profusely tuberculate, and doubtless red in spring.
fins dusky
Length 3 inches. Southern Illinois and Iowa, fafer, black j^cs, foot.)
4.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan, Bull. 111. Lab. Nat. Hist, ir, 59, 1878, streams of Union and
Johnson counties, Illinois. (Type, No. 2(;295. Coll. Forbes.)
Mhmibis atri2>('i', Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 197, 1883.
LijIJtrnrm alripes,

Represented throughout the Ohio Valley and neighboring regions by
498c.

NOTROPIS rJIBRATILIS LTTHRURUS

(Jordan).

The central type from which the others seem to have diverged. Body
moderately elongate, the depth ii in length, the females nearly 5; eye
Scales 9-47-3.
Dorsal with a conspicuous
large, about 3^ in head.
black spot in front, the rest of the fin mostly pale; no anal spot. Length
3i inches. Ohio Valley and rivers of neighboring states. {Tivftpov, blood;
oil pa,

tail.)

Ji«<i7«s ?H6f)*,

Rafinesque, Ich. Oh.,

Elkhorn and Kentucky

52, 1820,

rivers;

named but

not

described.
Nolropis Itjlhrunis,

Indiana.

Jordan, Proc. U.

(Type, No. 20115.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 476,
& Copeland.)

S.

Coll.

White

River, Indianapolis,

Jordan

Hypsilepis dqilfcmia, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1SG7, 162.

Minnilus diplxmius,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 197, 1883; not Semotilm diiilxmius, Kafinesque.

Represented northward by the deep-bodied
498d.

NOTROPIS UMBRATILIS CTANOCEPHALUS

(Copeland).

Head 4^ depth 4 eye 3^. D. 8 A. 12 scales 9-4fi-4 teeth 2, 4-4, 2.
Body short, stout, chubby, moderately compressed, tLio form resembling
Head very short, deep, jcs greatest depth threethat of Pimepliales.
fourths its length. Snout blunt, shorter than eye. Eye large, not so
;

;

;

;

;

Coloration dark bluish above; sides not
silvery; males in spring profusely covered with small tul)ercles; the
sides and fins clear, bright red; the back, and especially the top of the
head, of a clear glaucous blue dorsal in both sexes with a large black
spot at the base of its anterior rays, this spot about as largo as eye;
dorsal, anal, and veutrals blackish at tip. Length 2:V inches. Rivers of

wide as the interorbital space.

;

southern Wisconsin,
Lijlhmrus

.

etc.

(KiJuyeof,

blue;

/ceoaA;;,

Wisconsin.

head.)

Copeland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., T877,
(Type, No. 17857. Coll. Hoy & Copeland.)

cj/anocephalu.'s,

MinniluK cyanocephalus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

70,

Racine River,

196, 1883.

* "51st species. Bed Minny, Rutilus'! ruber, Rutile rouge. Entirely red; tail forked. I add
liero a fine small fish, which I have never seen as yet, but it is said to live in the small
streamo which fall into thi Elkhorn and Kentucky. It is a slender fish, only 2 inches long,
compressed, and of a fino purple red. It may belong to this genus, or to any other of this
tribe.

It is

commonly

called

Red Minny."

Rafinesque.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Represented east of tho Allegbanies by the slim-bodied
49Se. N0TK<)1'I8

Slender and

I'MBUATILIS ARDENS

(Cope).

brilliantly colored, tho depth 4| in males

;

eye 3^ in head.

Roanoke
Steel blue, the fins bright red, base of dorsal largely black.
beautiful inhabitant, with Xotrojns cerasinua, of the
River, Virginia.

A

clear

{ardenn, burning.)

mountain streams,

CorE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 103,
Montgomery County, Virginia. (Coll. Cope.)

lOipKih-ins anh'iis,

LeuciscKs aniens,

Mlnnilm

ardens,

GuNTHER, Cat., vil, 257, 1808.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 11)8,

Roi)re8euted in Tennessee
498f.

headwaters of Roanoke River,

1883.

and northern Alabama by

NOTROPIS UMBRATILIS FASCIOLARIS,

Body usually deep, the males with
as in Notropis cernsinus.

5 to 8 dark blue vertical crossbars

Southern bend of Tennessee
with small cross

Colors brilliant.

River, in limestone streams

;

Gilbert.

abundant,

{fasciolaris,

bands.)
Notropis nmbndilis fasciolaris, Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish

about Florence, Alabama.

(Type, No. 42504.

Comm.,

ix, 1889, (1891), 148,

Coll. Gilbert

&

streams

Swain.)

Represented in the Carolina pine woods by the slender and pale
498g.

XOTROPIS UMBRATILIS MATUTINUS

(Cope).

5i; eye 31. D. 8; A. 11; scales 7-44-3. Body slender;
eye large, scarcely longer than muzzle, equal to iuterorbital width.

Head4i; depth

Olivaceous above; the scales brown-shaded; a plumbeous lateral band
with dark points; a small black spot at base of dorsal in front, preceded
by a dark streak along middle of back; a dark spot at base of caudal.
Males with the snout, chin, and upper half of dorsal red. Length 2i
inches. Neuse and Pamlico rivers; common in sandy brooks, with Xotropis alieolii8.

{matulinus, of the morning, rosy.)

Alburnellm tnalutimis. Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870,

County, North Carolina. (Coll. Cope.)
Miiiniliis jntiliitiiius, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 1!I9, 1883.
Notropis matuCinns, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888,

465,

Neuse River,

Wake
•

125.

Represented in tributaries of the lower Mississippi by the deep-bodied
498h.

Head

4j; depth

NOTROPIS UMBRATILIS PUNCTULATIS

(Hay).

eye moderate, 3. D. 8; A. 10 or 11; scales 11-49-3;
teeth 2, 4-4, 2, with grinding surface. Body short, deep, compressed;
back elevated in front of dorsal. Head short and deep; the profile nearly
straight; mouth large, quite oblique, maxillary reaching front of orbit.
Scales small, 25 in front of dorsal. Lateral line much decurved. Dorsal
beginning midway between muzzle and base of caudal. Straw color;
silvery on sides aiid below scales above dark-edged; a dark dorsal line;
a dark band on caudal peduncle; a small black spot at base of dorsal.
Length 2 inches. Tributaries of Big Hatchee River, northern Mississippi.
(Hay.) (punctulatus, speckled.)
4^^;

;

Bulletin 41, United States National Mtiseum.
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Hay, Pioc. U.

MiiiiiilKs imm-liilatux.

S.

Nat. JIus.,

1^8(1. 508,

Hatchee, near Corinth, Mississippi.
Mimtilns puncliihilidi, Joudan A Gilbeut, SynopsiB, 198, ISS.'S.
of the Big

124.
Ericymha, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Body rather
protractile.

ERICYMBA,

(.Tyjie,

No.

274110.

a tributary

Coll.

Hay.

•

Cope.

Pliila., 1805, 88, (bticcata).

elongate, little conipreseed; muzzle broad.

Premaxillary

and dentary bonee containing conmucous channels; lips thiu; no barbel.

lutcropercle, suborbital,

spicuous, externally visible,

Teeth

Tuscumbia River,

1, 4-4, 0,

without grinding surface, hooked, the edges

entire.

Scales rather large; the lateral line continuous. Dorsal fin above venAnal basis short. Silvery fishes of small size, known at once from
trals.

minnows by the cavernous bones of the lower

jiart of the head.
a curious and interesting little fish of the larger
(I pi-, an intensive particle; KvfiiS?/, a cavity; in allusion to the
creeks.
development of the mucous channels.)
all

other

One

species

known

;

499.

Head 4

;

depth 5

;

EKICYMB.i BUCCATA,

eye large, 4 in head.

D. 8

Cope.

;

A. 8

;

scales 5-33-3

;

teeth

Body fusiform, rather elongate, little compressed, the back not
elevated. Head rather long, somewhat depressed above, with broad and
prominent muzzle. Mouth rather small, horizontal, subinferior, the lower
jaw considerably shorter than upper; upper lip below level of pupil;
maxillary not reaching to eye; dentary -bones dilated, the mucous chan1,

4-4, 0.

Suborbital very broad, silvery, with an elevated longitudinal ridge and conspicuous cross lines; opercle small. Fins small,
dorsal over ventrals.
Scales moderate; lateral line nearly straight;
breast scaleless; 15 large scales before dorsal. Color olivaceous, rather
pale; sides bright silvery with bluish reflections; a dark dorsal streak,
conspicuous posteriorly; fins plain; males without tubercles or bright
nels conspicuous.

Length 3 to 5 inches. Michigan and western Pennsylvania to
Kansas and southward to West Florida; locally very abundant. One
of the most remarkable of our little minnows, {hiicca, cheek.)
colors.

Sci. Phila., 1865, 88, Kiskiminitas River, western
Pennsylvania, a tributary of the Monongahela. (Coll. Cope); Cope, Cypr. Penn., 361,
1866; GfJNTHER, Cat., vii, 185, 1868; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 204, 1883.

Ericymha bwcalri, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

125.

PHENACOBIUS,

Cope.

Phenacobiiis, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 96, (lerelidns).

Sarcidium, Cope, Ilayden's Geol. Surv.

Body elongate,

Wyom.

for 1870, (1871), 440, {acopiferitm).

compressed. Head moderate, subterete mouth
inferior, the lower lip thin mesially, but enlarged into a fleshy lobe on
each side toward the angle of the mouth, thus presenting a superficial
resemblance to that of Exo(jlossum, with which the genus has probably
real affinities; upper lip with a callous covering Avithin dentary bones
distinct, except at symphysis. No barbel. Upper jaw protractile. Teeth
4-4, hooked, without grinding surface.
Scales rather small; lateral line
complete. Dorsal fin in front of ventrals
anal basis short. Isthmus
little

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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extremely wide. Intestines short; peritoneum white. Small species,
with the aspect of young suckers, ((ptva^, deceptive; flioc, life; the
appearance of the fish suggesting an herbivorous species with long

which

intestines,

really

it

is

not.)

Scales moderate, 42 to 53 iu the lateral line.

a.

6.

Breast scaly

66.

no

;

Breast naked

;

teretulus, 500.

distinct Bpot at base of caudal.

caudal spot very distiuct.
mihabilis, 501.

Scales in lateral lino 49 to 53, their outlines blended.

c.

cc.

Scales iu lateral line 43 to 45, their outlines emphasized by dark edgings.

SCOPIFEH, 502.

about 60 in the course of the lateral line breast naked.
uuanops, 503.
(i.
Body very slender base of caudal with a distinct black spot.
M. Body moderately slender base of caudal with a vague dusky blotch.

aa. Scales small,

;

;

;

CATOSTOMUS, 504.

PHENACOBIUS TERKTULUS,

500.

Cope.

eye large, high up, 3i in head. D.8; A. 7; scales
slender, little compressed, the back not elevated,
the caudal peduncle stout. Head stout, the muzzle elongate, obtusely
decurved, heavy. Mouth small, inferior, horizontal, the maxillary not
Lateral line nearly
reaching to eye. Isthmus wide. Breast scaly.
straight. Pale yellowish the scales above dark-edged; snout blackish; a
plumbeous lateral band fins plain. Length Scinches. Kanawha River
not common. (Teretulus, an old name of the Red Horse, Moxostoma.)

Head

4f

depth 4|

;

6-43-5; teeth 4-4.

;

Body

;

;

Phenacohms

lerehilus.

Springs,

West

Virginia.
501.

Head

Kanawha

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 96,
(Coll. Cope.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

PHENACOBIUS MIRABILIS

River, Eggleston

Synopsis, 204, 1883.

(Girard).

depth 4^; eye large, 4 in head. D. 8 A. 7 scales 7-48 to 52-5.
Body moderately slender. Head short, rather blunt anteriorly. Mouth
^\;

;

small, the maxillary not reaching to eye.

;

Pale olivaceous

;

a silvery

lat-

band and a conspicuous black spot at base of caudal, smaller than
eye; outlines of scales blended, not emphasized by dark edgings. Fins
Length 3^ inches. Illinois River to Arkansas, rather common in
pale.
sandy streams specimens examined from the Illinois, Des Moines, Osage,
Missouri, Arkansas, and Sabine rivers. (miraMlis, wonderful.)
eral

;

Exoglossum mirabile, Girarp, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 191, and Pac. R. R. Surv., .\,25G, 1858,

Arkansas River, Fort Smith. (Coll. Shumard.)
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 205, 1883

Phetiacobins mirahilifi,

Mus., 1885,

;

Jordan & Meek, Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

6.

502.

PHENACOBIUS SCOPIFEB

(Cope).

Very close to the precedonly in the larger scales, the outlines of
which are sharply defined on account of dark edgings. Caudal spot distinct.
Illinois to the Rio Grande, about as abundant as the preceding,
perhaps more widely distributed. It is possible that this form represents
simply the extreme of variation of P. mirabilis. (scojiifer, bearing a stem.

Head

4 to 4i

;

depth 4i

ing, differing so far as

Sarcidiiim scopifenm, Cope,

;

scales 6-43 to 45-5.

known

Hayden's Oeol. Surv.

Wyom.

for 1870, (1871), 440,

Missouri River,

near St. Joseph, Missouri.
Phenarobius teretulus li^slenius, Nelson, Bull. III. Lab. Nat. Hist, i, 1876, 46,
County, Illinois.
Phenacobius scopifents, Jordan, Bull. Hayden's Geol. Surv., iv, 666, 1878.
Phetiacobins mirabilis, in part, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 205, 1883.

brooks of

McLean

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National

«i04

503.

rHENACOBIUS lUANOPS,

Copo.

HeatUJ; depth 6; eye 3i. D. 8; A. 7: scales 7-60-6; teetli 4-4. Body
very slender, little compressed; back not elevated, caudal peduncle long
and slender. Head long and ratber slender, flat above, the muzzle broad,
blunt, and projecting. Mouth entirely inferior, larger than in the otlier
Eye large, placed high, behind middle of
species, with conspicuous lips.
head. Scales small, 24 in front of dorsal. Lateral line straight. Breast
and middle line of belly naked; width of isthmus half length of head.
Fins small. Color pale olivaceous, with a distinct dark spot at base of
caudal. Upper Tennessee Basin, rather common in river channels, not
ascending brooks, (oi'pavoc, sky wi/;, eye =: stargazer.
;

;

Holston River,

Phenucnhius nranops, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S67, 96,

ginia

(Coll.

;

Comm.,

Cope)

Joudan & Gilbert, Synopsis

;

206,

1883

Saltville, Vir-

Jordan, Bull. U.

;

.S.

Fi.sh

VIII, 1888, 146.

504.

PHENACOBIUS CATOSTOMUS,

Jordan.

Head ii to 5; depth 5|; eye 3^. D. 8; A. 7; scales 7-60-5; teeth 4-4.
Body rather slender, nearly terete, scarcely compressed back not elevated;
caudal peduncle stout. Head deep, the muzzle blunt and heavy, the
cheeks tumid. Mouth small, inferior, altogether below level of eye, the
maxillary barely reaching nostrils lips much thinner than in P. uranojjs.
;

;

Eyes

high up, behind middle of head.

large,

Scales small, thin, loosely

breast naked. Lateral line nearly
imbricated back and belly scaled
straight 22 scales in front of dorsal. Fins all small. Widfh of isthmus
2^ to 3 in head. Pale olivaceous; white below; a silvery lateral baud,
underlaid by dusky, which forms vague blotch at base of caudal; back
dusted with dark specks top of head black ; a yellowish vertebral line.
Length 4 inches. Alabama Basin, rather common. {Catostomus, a sucker,
;

;

;

;

which

it

much

resembles.)

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nut. Hist. N.
naula rivers, Rome, Georgia. (Tyjie, No. 17889.

Phenacohiiiii caloslotuns,

Y., 187G,
Coll.

ii:J2,

JorJan

Etowah and Oosta&

Gilbert.)

Jordan &

GiLUERT, Synopsis, 206, 1883.

126.
Evarra,

Woolman,

EVARRA,

Woolman.

Bull. U. S. Fish Comiu., xiv, 1894,

May

3,

1S94, 64, (eigenmanni).

Body long and low, formed as in Tiarof/a, subterete and covered with
very small scales. Head small, bluntish and thick at tip; mouth very
small, terminal, oblique, without barbels, the lijis thickish
the upper
;

jaw

protractile,

but not

much movable.

Eye moderate; isthmus moder-

ate; lateral line complete.

Dorsal low, inserted rather posteriorly; anal
Teeth small, 4-4. Intestine about as long as body.
One species known, from Mexico. {Evarra, an Indian name, " maker of
gods in lands beyond the sea.")

small and short.

505.

KVARBA EIGENMANM,

Woolman.

Head

4J; depth 5i; snout 3 J in head; eye small,
about 17-88-10; teeth 4-4; intestine as long as body.

4.

D. 8; A. 7; scales

Body long and low,

subterete, looking like a small sucker; head small, the snout anteriorly

truncate, the intororbital space broad and flattish;

mouth

short, mostly

Jordan and Evermann.
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premaxillary protractile, but
scales very small, those on
belly and before dorsal minute lateral lino complete, decurved anteriorly
fins all very small, the dorsal slightly behind ventrals, its tip uot pointed;
pectorals short, reaching about half way to anal. Olivaceous, belly silvery, sides with a rather faint plumbeous lateral baud ending in a small
black caudal spot; a darker dorsal stripe; fins all pale. Length 3 inches.
City of Mexico here described from one of Mr. Woolman's types. (Named
anterior, the maxillary uot reaching to eye

not

much movable;

;

somewhat thickened

lips

;

;

;

for Dr. Carl

H. Eigenmanu.)
WooLMAN, BuU. U. S. Fish Comm.,
Coll. Woolman & Cox.)

EtiarraeiV/eiimaimi,

May 3,

xiv, 189i,

1894, 04,

City of Mexico.

(Type, No. 45571.

127.
IVorofl'a,

TIAROGA,

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.Sci. Phila., 1856,204,

Girard.

(cobj'(is).

Body decidedly elongate, having the form of a loach

{Cobitis), subfusi-

form, little compressed and covered with minute scales. Lateral line
complete. Head small, subconical, depressed, the mouth very small, ter-

minal, oblique, without barbels, the lips fleshy and the premaxillary not
protractile. Eye moderate. Isthmus very wide. Dorsal inserted slightly

behind ventrals, the fin high, its first rudimentary ray somewhat enlarged;
anal with short base. Teeth very small, apparently 1,4-4, 1, and without
grinding surface. One species known, a very singular little fish from the
Gila region- (A coined name.)
506.

Head 4f depth

TIAROCIA COBITIS,

Girard.

D. 8; A. 7; lateral line 65. Teeth without
grinding surface, 1, 4-4, 1.* Maxillary falling far short of eye, 4 in head;
lower jaw included. Eye moderate, high up, midway in head; isthmus
very wide. Lateral line nearly straight. Body olivaceous, with dusky
;

eye

6;

31.

specks above a black spot at base of caudal. Length 2i inches. Rio
San Pedro, a tributary of Rio Gila; only the types yet known, {cohitis,
the loach, a European fish of similar form.)
;

Tiaroga cohiik, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S5C, 204, Rio
Girard, U. S. Hex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 60, 1859.
(Coll. Clark.)
Leuehws cuhilis, Gunther, Cat., vii, 247, 1868.
diolacohilis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 170, 1883.
Tiaroga colitis, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885,120.

128,

RHINICHTHYS,

San Pedro, Arizona.

Agassiz.

(Black-nosed Dace.)
Argyrms, Heckel, Russeggers Reisen, I, 1040, 1843, (atronasus),
Hhinichthysi, Aq.\ssiz, Lake Superior, 35;i, 1850, [almnasits).

name preoccupied in Entomology.

Body rather elongate, not much compressed. Mouth small, subinferior,
jaw not jirotractile, the upper lip continuous with the skin of
the forehead, forming a very broad frenum a small or minute barbel ter-

the upper

;

minal on the maxillary.
ing surface.
tinuous.
*Not

1,

Intestinal canal short.

Dorsal

fin

3-3, 1, as stated

F. N. A.

Teeth mostly

21

2,

4-4, 2 or

1,

hooked, without grind-

Scales very small

inserted behind the ventrals.

by Girard.

;

lateral line con-

Anal basis short.

Museum.

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Coloration dark, the males rosy in spring. Active little fishes inhabiting
mountain springs, the species very difficult to distinguish, {piy, snout;
ixO'v(;,i\s,h] the snout being prominent.)
Snout loug and promini'nt, projoctiug nota)>ly beyond the mouth, about twice length of eye

«.

in adult
b.

barbel evident.

cataract*,

Scales 9-60-7.

66.

aa.

;

Scales 14-C5-8 to 14.

Snout moder.ate, projecting
barbel minute or obsolete.
507.

507.

simu.s, 508.
little

beyond the small mouth,

its

length

l}/^

times eye in adult;

atronasus, 509.

KHINICHTHTS CATARACTS

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

(Long-nosed Dace.)

Head

4

(62 to 68)

depth 5

;

teeth

;

eye 2 in snout, 5 in head.

;

2, 4-4, 2.

Body

D. 8

;

A. 7

scales 14-65-8,

;

elongate, little compressed, not elevated.

Head long, the muzzle flattened, narrowed, and extremely pfoniinent, the
mouth being entirely inferior and horizontal. Eye nearly median.
Isthmus wide.

Barbel evident. Pectoral fins enlarged in males. InserColor olivaceous, paler below, with numerous dusky punctulations the back often almost black some of the scales
usually irregularly darker, producing a mottled appearance no distinct
black lateralband; young specimens with a dusky lateral shade; ablackish
males in spring with the lips, cheeks, and lower tins
sjiot on the opercle
crimson. Length 5 inches. New England to Virginia and Wisconsin; its
varieties ranging to Utah and the Columbia Basin, frequenting clear and
boisterous streams and rock pools, (cataracta', of the Cataract, the original type being from Niagara Falls.)

tion of dorsal nearly median.
;

;

;

;

CuviER & Valenciennes, xvi,

Niagara Falls.

(Coll. M. Milbert.)
Hartford, Conn.
(Type, Ho. 9053.)
Bhinklithys 7narmoralns, Agassiz, Lake Superior, 354, 1850, Lake Superior.
Scales smaller, 10-70-10 otherwise similar. Gunther, Cat., vir, 189, 1868.
Argijrens nasidus, Cope, Cypr. Penn. 369, 1866.

Gobio cataractsc,

Leticiscris nasiUus,

Ayres, Journ. Best. Soc. Nat.

315, 1842,

Hist., iv, 18415, 299,

West

;

Rhhiichthys nasulHs, GuNTiiEK, Cat., vii, 189, 1868.

,

Ceratidilhyscataracke, GiJs-iHF.ii, Cat., VII, 176, 1868.

lildnkhlhys calaracla:,

Jordan & Gilbeut,

Synopsis, 207, 1883.

Represented in the Rocky Mountain region on both sides of the divide by
507a.

BHINICHTHYS CATARACT.E DULCIS

(Girard).

Head 4 depth 5 to 5i. D. 8 A. 7 scales 11 or 12-63 to
Body elongate, not elevated. Head long, the muzzle long and
;

;

;

as in B. cataractcv, but rather sharper.
in

i?.

cataracta!.

70-9 to 12.
projecting,

Barbel evident, but smaller than

Insertion of dorsal a little farther back than in cata-

being usually midway between nostril and base of caudal. Silvery;
darker above a dusky lateral shade, at least in the young males largely
rosy. Length 5 inches. Headwaters of the Missouri, Platte, Arkansas,
and Rio Grande; also throughout the Columbia basin, and in tributaries
of Great Salt Lake, the Jordan, Provo, and Bear rivers, with the species
of Jj)ocoj>e, which it closely resembles abundant in swift brooks, (dulcis, sweet, first taken in Sweetwater River.)
racta',

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann,
Arffi/reim dulcis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

(Type, No. 210 (20225).

Coll.

—Fishes of

Sci. Phila., 1856, 185,

Bowman.)

JSTorth

Cope & Yaukow,

Zoiil.

Colorado and
Bhinichlhi/s

orrlla,

New

Wheeler Survey,
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Sweetwater River, Nebraska.

Jokdan, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comin., ix,

Kansas.

Bhinichlhys maxUlositu, Coi'E, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 278,

Bhinichlliy.f li\i>isiiifHlain(K,

America.

(Coll.

18811, 8.

Hammond.)

v, 644, 1875.

Cope, Amer. Nat., July, 1879, 441, tributaries of Rio
Mexico. (Type, No. 17084. Coll. Yarrow.)

Garman, Science Observer,

1881,

in

Wyoming and

Northeastern

58,

Grande

Montana.
BhinUhlhi/s IkUuh,

Gauman, Science Observer,

below lateral hue about
Bhinichtliys didcis,

1881, 59,

Bear River, Ogden, Utah

;

scales

14.

Jordan & Giluert,

Synopsis, 885, 1883

;

Kvermann,

U. S. Fiah

Biill.

Comm.,

XI, 1891, (1892), 42.
Bkinichlht/$

maxiUosus and transmontanits, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 207, 1883.

508.

liHlXICHTHYS SIMUS, Garman.

Head ii. D. 9 A. 8 scales 9-60-7. Head depressed above and in front
of eyes; snout rather broad, thin, little projecting. First ray of dorsal
midway between eye and base of caudal. Clouded brown, a dark lateral
;

;

Coahuila, Mexico. (Garman);
stripe, bordered above by a silver one.
not seen by us. {simus, ai/ioc, blunt-nosed, an epithet early applied to
Socrates.)
Bhinichtliys fiiiins,

Garman, Science Observer,

1881, 61,

Coahuila

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

;

886, 1883.

RHINICHTHTS ATRONASUS

509.

(Mitchill).

(Black-nosep Dace.)

Head

4

;

depth

4,+

;

eye 1^ in snout, 4i in head.

D. 7

;

A. 7

;

lateral line

Body moderately elongate, little compressed. Head
moderate, rather broad and flattish above.
Snout moderate. Mouth
small, horizontal, subterminal, the lower jaw included; barbel minute
64; teeth 2, 4-4, 2.

but probably always present upper lip on level of the lower part of
pupil maxillary not reaching nearly to eye. Eye small, nearly median.
Fins rather small; dorsal fin well back, its insertion about midway between nostril aud base of caudal. Scales quite small, somewhat embedded.
Color blackish above some of the scales irregularly darker a black band
passing from snout through eye and along sides of body a paler streak
below this belly silvery males in spring with the lateral band and the
lower fins, and sometimes the whole body, bright crimson males iu late
sunmier with the lateral band scarlet or orange, the red color growing
fainter later in the season. Length 3 inches. New England to Minnesota,
Northern Alabama, and Virginia; very abundant in clear brooks aud
mountain streams. Excessively variable, running into several varieties,
the extremes of which seem like distinct species, (ater, black; nasus,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

nose. )
Cyprinus atronasux, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

brooks of
Ojprinus

vitlitlus,

and Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

I,

1815, 460,

Wallkill River;

New

York; Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag., i, 1817, December, 289.
Rafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag. i, 1817, 121, December, Hudson River

above the Falls.
Rhinichlhys atrouastn:, Gf'NTHEK, Cat., vii,

I'Jl, 18118;

Jordan k Gilbert,

Synopsis, 2U8, 1883.

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Represented

in the

509a.

Tennessee Hasiu by

RHINICHTHYS ATR(»XASUS CROCEUS

(Storei).

Head 4; depth 4i; eye 5. D. 7; A. 6; scales 70; teeth 2, 4-4, 2. Very
similar to H. atronasiis, but usually rather stouter, the scales smaller, the
barbel more distinct, the head a little shorter, the upper jaw more projecting,

and the coloration somewhat

different.

mottled with darker; sides with a rather
above and below with creamy yellowish
the base of the dorsal fin males with the
the lateral band rosy. Length 3 inches.
;

;

;

{croceus, saffron color.)

clear brooks,

Stoker, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nut. Hist., July, 1845,

Leucisctis croceiis,

(Coll. Chas.

Back olivaceous, much

brownish band, margined
a dusky blotch in the middle of
pectoral fins enlarged, and with
Tennessee Basin abundant in
faint

48,

Florence, Alabama.

A. Hentz.)

Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1854, 357, Huntsville, Alabama GCntueb,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 208, 1883.
Gabman, Science Observer, 1881, 60; "Scales 14-80-10," Clinch Kiver.

BhinichthysohlKmis, Agassiz,
Cat., VII, 190, 1868

Bhinichlhys baditis,

;

;

Replaced northwestward by
509b. RHINICHTHYS ATROXASFS LUNATUS

(Cope).

Much like var. croceus, the coloration mottled, the lateral baud obsolete,
the mouth more inferior, with shorter and wider cleft. Eye 5 in head
depth 5 in length. Insertion of dorsal midway between nostril and base
of caudal. Scales 62. The common form in the lakes and brooks of Michigan and Indiana, and probably of Wisconsin and Minnesota, also.
Rhhiichthys luuatHs, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 278,

Grosse

Isle,

Michigan.

(Coll.

Prof. Fox.)
Rkinichthys arenatits,

Garman, Science Observer,

1881, 02,

Sand

Hill River, Minnesota.

Represented in the prairie streams by
5090.

RHIMCHTHYS ATROXASIS MELEAGRIS

(Agassiz.)

Similar to subspecies croceus, but the jaws nearly equal. Head broad,
narrowed anteriorly. Scales 11-70-8. Illinois and Iowa, perhaps indistinguishable from lunatus. {meleagris, generic name of the turkey, from
its

color?)

lihinichthys meleagris, Agassiz, Anier.

Dr. Rausch.)

Jordan & Gilbert,
129.

Journ.

Sci.

Arts, 1854, 357,

Burlington, Iowa.

(Coll.

Synopsis, 886, 1883.

AGOSIA,

GiRARP, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 186,
A]wci>pe, Cope, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Mont, for 1871,
Agosia,

Eritrema, Cope, Zobl. WUeeler's, Geol. Surv.

W.

Girard.
{clirysogaster).

472, 1872, (carringtoni).

100th Mer.,

Zophendum, Jordan, Bull. Hayden's Geol. Surv. Terr.,

v, 648, 1876, {henshavii).

iv, 1878, 786, {sideriiim).

This genus differs from Shinichthns only in having the premasillaries
Even this character shows a disposition to disappear by
degrees, as many specimens of Agosia yarrowi possess a narrow frenum,
Avhich, however, is distinct from the very broad frenum of Jlhinichthys.
In form, appearance, and habits the two groups agree perfectly, all the
species inhabiting mountain streams and springs. Rocky Mountain region.
(A coined name without meaning.)
protractile.

Jordan and Evermann.
Apocope,

—Fishes of North America,
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a cutting away, from tte imperfect lateral line):

(d7ro<cojr>),

Teeth two-rowed, usually without grinding surface.
h. Dorsal tin rather low, and not strongly falcate; caudal lobes obtuse.

o.

Snout rather long,

0.

less

than 4 in head, resembling that of
more than 70 in lateral line.

Rliinichthys.

Scales small, usually

(I.

e.

ee.

oscui.a,
Head 4; snout 4; scales very small, about 80 in lateral line.
Head rather long, about i]/g; scales larger, about 78 in lateral line.

510.

VAitnowi, 511.

Head

eee.

shorter, i}^ to 5; scales about 74.

dd. Scales larger,
/.
ff.

Scales about 65; snout

2%; eye

couesii, 512.

line.

adobe, 513.

5 to 5J^.

Scales large, usually 52 to 65.

Body quite deep, depth 3}4 to 4 in length; fins
Body more slender, depth 3% to 5 in length.

g.

gg.

h.

66.

fewer than 70 in lateral

nevadensis, 514.

low.

Scales moderate, usually fewer than 70.

nubila, 515.

high and strongly falcate.
Inner rays of ventral fins without membranous stays joining them to the body.
velifera, 516.
j. Eye large, 3 in head; scales large, about 56 in lateral line.

Dorsal
J.

fin

Eye smaller, 3)^

jj.

to 4 in head; scales smaller, 63 to 70 in lateral line.

tTMATILLA, 517.

Inner rays of ventral

ii.

united to body by 2 or 3

fins

membranous

stays.

FALCATA, 518.
Aoosia:
aa.

Teeth one-rowed, 4-4, with grinding surface; scales very small; intestinal canal somevrhat
chrysogastee, 519.
elongate.

APOCOPE,

Subgenus
.510.

AGOSIA OSCULA

Cope.

(Girard).

Head 4 depth 4f eye 4, shorter than snout. D. 8 A. 7 scales 18-89-15
teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Body rather elongate, the tail stout; muzzle obtuse, but
barbel small, somenarroAved anteriorly, not overhanging the mouth
times obsolete. Scales very small. Dusky olive above, a blackish lateral
;

;

;

;

;

band; males with axils of pectorals and ventrals scarlet; a scarlet patch
above gill opening and one on side of muzzle. Length 2 to 3 inches.
Lower Colorado and Gila rivers; not rare, (osculus, small mouthed.)
Argijretts osck/ks,

of the Rio

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Thila., 185'j, 186,

San Pedro, Arizona.

Bound. Surv.
Ariiyrens tioUihilis,

plate

Zoi>l., 47,

Girabd,

San Pedro, which

I.

is

xxvn,

(Type, No. 50.
figs. 9

rentricosits,

ventricosa,

8,

1859.

CoPE, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1874, 130,

Ichth. Utah, 10, 1874.

Apocope

to 12, 1859.

Santa Cruz, Sonera, a tributary of the Rio
a tributary of the Rio Gila. (Coll. Clark.) Girard, SKx. Bound.
c, 1856, 18G, Rio

Surv. Zoiil., 47, plate xxvil, figs. 5 to
Ceralichthi/s

Babocomori Creek, a tributary
Clark.) Girard, U. S. & Mex.

Coll.

(Type, No. 15784.

Cope & Yarrow,

Zoiil.

Coll.

Arizona

:

Plagop.

Newberry.)

Wheeler Surv.,

648, plate

xxvni,

figs. 1

and

la, 1875,

(1876).

Apocope oscula

(in part)

and
511.

renlricom,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

AGOSIA TAUROWI,

211, 1883.

Jordan & Evermann.

Head 4^ depth 5 to 5i; eye 5^ to 6; snout short, obtuse, 2f to 2f.
D. 7; A. 7; scales small, averaging about 16-78-13. Barbel small but
distinct.
Body elongate, little compressed; head long and rather heavy,
bluntish, upper lip with or without narrow frenum joining it mesialiy
to snout the frenum present in about half of our many specimens lips
Lateral line complete. Dorsal fin well
full, maxillary about 3^ in head.
;

;

backward,

;

its origin

about midway between base of caudal and eye;
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Bulletin 4y, United States National

Museum.

pectoral 1^ in head, usually uot quite reaching ventrals, the latter reach-

ing past vent caudal large. Color dark olive, more or less mottled above
•with black sides with two ill-defined dark lateral bands, the interspaces
paler; axilsof the fins mostly crimson in life, as in related species. Length
2 to 5 inches. Streams of Colorado in the Colorado River Basin, very
abundant in small streams in the mountain meadows, less common in the
larger streams.
(Named for Dr. Henry C. Yarrow, naturalist of the
Survey West of the Hundredth Meridian.)
;

;

yarroii-i, .Torpax t Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Coinm., ix, 1889, (1891), 28, Tomichi
Creek and Gunnison River, Gunnison, Colorado. (Coll. Jordan, Evermann, Fesler,
& Davis.)
Apocope oscula, Cope & Yarrow, ZoiJl. Wheeler Survey, G47, 1875, (187C), not of Girard Jordan

Agosia

;

&

Gilbert, Synopsis, 211, 1883, in part.

512.

Head

depth

AGOSIA COUESIl

(Yarrow).

eye 4^ to 5 snout 2*. D. I, 8, (sometimes 7); A. I, 7; scales 12-74-11, (range from 70 to 76); teeth 1 or 2,
4-4, 2 or 1.
Barbel present. Body moderately stout, ventral and dorsal
outlines gently arched head long and pointed snout pointed, mouth
broad, inferior; eye small, high up; interorbital width equal to snout;
caudal peduncle long, slender, and compressed. Origin of dorsal behind
insertion of ventrals, about midway between base of middle caudal rays
and nostril. Scales small, firm and close-set; lateral line complete.
Color dark gray above and on sides to lateral line; below pale; no
lateral band fins all plain.
Length 4| inches. Colorado Eiver Basin.
(Named for Dr. Elliott Coues, the well-known ornithologist.)
4 to 4J

;

4| to 4|

;

;

;

;

;

Apoeo2>e

coitesii,

Yarrow, Field and
Arizona.

Forest, 187G,

and Zool. Wheeler Surv.,

G48, 1875, (1876),

Camp Apache,

513.

AGOSIA ADOBE,

Jordan & Evermann.

Head 3| to 3g depth 4i^ to 5 eye 2 in snout, 5 to 5i in head. D. 8;
A. 7; scales 12-63 to 70-10. Body slender and elongate, the head long
and low, sharp in profile. Snout long, about 2| in head, its tip projecting considerably beyond the thick upper lip; mouth larger than in J.
;

;

extending beyond nostril; barbel well developed.
Insertion of dorsal midway between front of eye
and base of caudal; pectorals shortish; caudal large. Length 2 to 4
inches. Clay-colored, with a dark lateral band back with some dark
dots. Sevier River, Utah, locally abundant, {adohe, clay, in Spanish.)
nuhila, the maxillary

Lateral Hue complete.

;

Jordan & Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comni., ix, 1889, (1891), 30, Sevier River,
Juab, Utah. (Type, No. 41C74. Coll. Jordan, Evermann, Fesler, & Davis.)

Agosia adohe,

514.

Head

3i to 4;

bital width,

D. 8;

A. 7;

AGOSIA NEVADENSIS

depth 3i to

4;

(Gilbert).

eye very small, 5i in head, half iuteror-

which equals distance from tip of snout to middle of eye.
scales 65; pores about 58.
Body robust, with broad,

heavy head, its greatest depth at occiput, 5 in body, (6J in A. nuhila,
of same size). Mouth terminal, very oblique, the lower jaw included,
the premaxillaries not overlapped by snout. Maxillary 3 in head, reaching front of eye; barbels well developed; scales small, very irregularly

Jordan and Evermann.
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placed, the lateral line incomplete in adult.
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Fins all small front of
of caudal and middle of occiput, behind
Ventral rays apparently seven, the outer rudimentary.
;

midway between base

dorsal

base of ventrals.
Brown, much speckled above, white below, a dark hiteral stripe ending in
an obscure caudal spot. Warm springs in the deserts of southwestern

Nevada; Ash Meadows, Indian Creek, and Vegas Creek, Nevada.
Ehinichlhus (Apocope) iiemdetisis, Gilbert,

Meadows, Amargosa Desert.
515.

Head

Death Valley Expedition,
Merriam & Bailey.)

230, pi. vi, fig. 1, 1893,

Ash

(Coll.

AGOSIA NUBILA

(Girard).

depth 3f to 5 eye 3^ to 5 snout 2| to 3^. Dorsal
sometimes 9, one or two rudimentary anterior rays; anal 7;
scales variable, ranging from 47 to 70, usually between 52 and 65.
Teeth
Barbel usually present, espe1, 4-4, 1; 1, 4^, 0; 1, 4-4, 2; or 2, 4-4, 2.
Body not compressed, head rather short,
cially in coastwise specimens.
snout moderate, mouth inferior, horizontal or oblique. Fins not falcate;
origin of dorsal usually somewhat behind insertion of ventrals and
usually midway between base of middle caudal rays and posterior edge
of preopercle, but varying either way as much as diameter of eye.
Color usually dark grayish above, becoming paler below, a faint lateral
band of dark, extending through eye and around snout, especially plain
An
in specimens from the heavily wooded region of western Washington.
extremely abundant and variable species, and a study of a large amount
of material from many different localities in the Columbia River basin
has not enabled us to recognize any differences of value for purposes of
specific separation.
Length 3^ inches. Basin of the Columbia River from
western Idaho, below the Shoshone Falls of Snake River to the coast,
and in coastwise streams from Washington southward into Oregon.
Specimens from the following localities are included under this species in
the above description Clearwater River, Potlatch Creek, near Lewiston,
Idaho Boise River, Caldwell, Idaho Pataha River, Starbuck, Washington Umatilla River, Pendleton, Oregon; Mill Creek, Walla Walla;
Walla Walla River, Wallula, Washington; Cceur d'Alene Lake, Idaho;
Little Spokane River, Spokane, Washington
Hangman Creek, Tekoa,
Washington; Columbia River Umatilla, Washington; Colville River,
Colville, Washington
Natchess River, North Yakima, Washington
Newaukum River and Skookumchuck River, Chehalis, Washington.
{nuUlus, dusky.)
3f to 4f

usually

;

;

;

8,

:

;

;

;

;

;

Arffyrmm nubibn:, GiRAED, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 180, and Pac. R. K. Surv., 244, 1858,

Fort Steilacoom, Puget Sound.
Apocape

tudiila,

.ToRDAN

fc

& Evermann,

Agosia nulita, Gilbert

(Type, No. 51.

ColI.Suckley.)

GILBERT, Synopsis, 210, 1883.
InvostigationB in Columljia River Basin, 41, 1894.

Represented eastward by
515a.

Head

AOOSIA NUBILA CABRINGTONII

(Cope).

depth 4| to 5 eye 4 to 4? snout 3 to 3^. D. I, 9,
Si to 4J
Barbel usually present. Teeth
8; A. I, 7; scales 64, (53 to 72).
variable, but usually 1, 4-4, 2, hooked.
Body rather stout, back little
rarely

I,

;

;

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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peduncle compressed

elevated, caudal

Museum.

head moderate, snout broad,

;

gently decurved; mouth broad, inferior, oblique; interorbital -width
equals length of snout. Fins not falcate; insertion of dorsal slightly
behind ventrals, about midway between base of middle caudal rays and
pupil; height of dorsal and anal about equal, 1^ in head; caudal not
deeply forked. Lateral line often, but not always, incomplete. Color
faint dark lateral band
extending forward through eye and around snout dorsal and anal fins
with some dark markings; other fins plain. Length 4 inches. Upper
Snake Iviver liasin to Heart Lake in Yellowstone Park, thence extending
southward in the Great Basin to Utah Lake very abundant and extremely
variable. To this form we also refer provisionally specimens from Lake
Tahoe and elsewhere in the Lahontan basin, and also those from various
coastwise localities in central and southern California, where it is
abundant in clear streams and springs as far south as San Luis Obispo.
These California and Nevada forms may be distinct species, but if so, we
are unable to define them. (Named for Campbell Carrington, naturalist

grayish, with scattered dark spots or blotches

;

;

;

Hayden Survey

of the

in

Utah and Idaho.)

CoPE, Hayden's Fifth Annual Report U. S. Geological Survey, 1871, (1872),
Springs, [Box Elder County], Utah. (Coll. Campbell Carrington.) Cope
& Yaruow, Zoiil. Wheeler Survey, C45, 1875, (1876).
Apocope vulnerata, Cope, /. c, 473, Logan, Utah. (Type, No. 15768. Coll. Henshaw.) Cope

Apocope

carringtonii,

472,

Warm

& Yarrow,
Tigoma

Zoiil.

Wheeler Surv.,

rhinichthyuides, Cope,

I.

c, 473,

Amer.

Bhinichlhys hensharii, CoPE, Proc.

Ichth. Utiih,

G4G, 1875, (1876).

Logan, Utah.

(Coll.

Carrington.)

Philos. Soc. Phila., 1874, 133,

Prove, Utah; Plagop.

1874.

7,

Agosia novemradiata, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 141, Weber River at Echo, Utah.
Ceratichlhys mibilns. Cope, Hayden's Fifth Annual Report U. S. Geol. Surv. 1871, (1872), 472.

Apocope henshavii. Cope

& Yarrow,

Zoiil.

Apocope carringtoni and vulnerata, Jordan

W.

Wheeler Surv., 645, 1875, (1876).
& Hensuaw, Report Chief Engineers, U.

S. Geol.

Surv.

100th Mcr., 191, 1878.

Apocope carringtoni,

vtihterata,

and

Agosia nuhila, Jordan, Bull. U.

Agosia rMhila carringtonii, Gilbert

Head

4;

depth 4f

;

henshavii,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 210, 1883.

Fish Comm., ix, 1889, (1891), 32 and

S.

& Evermann,

48.

Investigations in Columbia River Basin ,41, 1894.

516.

AGOSIA VELIFERA

eye

3.

(Gilbert).

D. 8; A. 7; lateral line with 56 pores; 10

and dorsal teeth 2, 4-4, 2, hooked. Upper
lip as in J. i/arrotci with a narrow frenum, thus indicating a transition
toward RMnichihys. Snout narrow, bluntly rounded, not projecting
beyond premaxillaries. Mouth small, horizontal, the maxillary equal to

scales

between

lateral line

;

eye, reaching front of eye, 3^ in head.

Pectorals nearly reaching base of

beyond front of anal; origin of dorsal behind ventrals,
midway between base of caudal and middle of eye, the fin unusually high
caudal lobes more pointed than usual. Brown a black lateral band and
a small black caudal spot. Three specimens from a hot spring in Pahranventrals, the latter

;

agat Valley, southwestern Nevada,
Rhiuichlhi/s (Apocope) velifer,

(velum, sail; fero, T bear.)

Gilbert, Death Valley Expedition, 229,

ranagat Valley, Nevada.

(Coll.

Merriam &

Bailey.)

pi. vi, tig. 2, 1893,

Pah-

Jordan

a7id

Evermann.

517.

Head
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AGOSIA UMATILLA,

313

& ETerminn.

Gilbert

snout 3. D. I, 9; A. I, 7; scales
Body rather slender,
13 or 14-63 to 70-7 or 8; teeth 1, 4-4, 1, hooked.
back somewhat elevated; head pointed, narrow: caudal peduncle compressed, its least depth 2 in head. Origin of dorsal fin slightly behind
insertion of ventrals, midway between nostril and base of middle caudal
rays; dorsal falcate, its anterior rays nearly as long as head rudimentary
rays not much enlarged nor spine-like anal strongly falcate, the anterior
rays much produced, about as long as head; pectorals not quite reaching
ventrals, \\ in head; ventrals reaching front of anal, 1^ in head; caudal
deeply forked. Color as in A.falcata, which it resembles, but from which
it differs in the absence or very weak development of ventral stays, and
in the notably smaller scales. Known from the Columbia River at Uma( Umatilla, type locality.)
tilla and Payette River at Payette, Idaho.

depth 4| to 5; eye 3^ to 4

4;

;

;

;

k Evermanx, Investigations in Columbia River Basin, 42, pi. ix, fig. 2,
Columbia River, Umatilla, Oregon. (Type, No. 45390. Coll. Gilbert & Rutter.)

Agosia nmalUIn, Gtlrert
1894,

AGOSIA FALCATA, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

518.

Head
A.

I,

depth 4i to 5i; eye 3i to 4^; snout 2f to 3.
3f to 4'
7; scales 52 to 57. Body slender, caudal peduncle and
;

D.

II, 9;

head very

mouth inferior, nearly horizontal, overhung by the rather long
snout; eye large, interorbital space wide. Fins falcate; dorsal about
over insertion of ventrals, about midway between base of middle caudal
rays and pupil, its longest rays nearly as long as head; the two anterior
rays strong and spine-like anal rays about as long as those of dorsal
pectorals variable, usually nearly as long as head ventrals provided with
slender;

;

;

membranous stays uniting the inner rays with the body. Dark,
mottled above, blotched with dark on sides and at base of caudal fin
2 or 3

head dark above and down to lower level of eye under parts pale. Fins
with some dark markings, especially the caudal; pectorals and ventrals
palest. Body and inner sides of pectoral fins often profusely covered with
minute tubercles. Columbia River basin locally abundant Boise River
at Caldwell, Idaho Payette River at Payette, Idaho Columbia River at
Pasco and Umatilla; and Mill Creek at Walla Walla, (falcatus, falcate.)
;

;

;

;

;

Eigenmann & Eigenmann, American Naturalist, xxvii, February 4, 1893, 153,
Boise River, Caldwell, Idaho. (Coll. Eigenmann.) Gilbert & Evehmann, Investigations in Columbia River Basin, 42, 1894.
Agonashusuap* Eigenmann & Eigenmann, American Naturalist, xxvii, February 4, 1893, 154,
Shushwap Lake, near mouth of Eagle River, British Columbia. (Coll. EigenAgosia falcala,

mann.)
Agosia falcata shii-sump,

Eigenmann,

Bull. U. S. Fisb

Comm.,

xiv, 1894, (July

7,

1894), 111.

Subgenus AGOSIA.
519.

Head

depth

;

Girard.

7; scales 88 teeth 4-4, without grinding
but evident. Body fusiform head rather heavy, consnout tuberculate in males in spring. Mouth terminal, the upper jaw

4

;

4

;

eye 4. D. 8 A.

surface. Barbel small,
ical

AGOSIA CHRTSOGASTEB,
;

;

;

* Dorsal equidistant fiom base of middle caudal raysandposteriorbalf of eye, inserted directly
over origin of ventrals; lateral baud well marked, otherwise as in A. falcala. (Eigeunionn.)
Apparently not dilTtring from ^1. falcala.
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Bulletin 4^, United States National

Museum.

mouth forming more
than a semicircle. Fins long, the ventrals reaching anal. Color, dark iron
gray above, sometimes spotted a darker band of same along sides above
lateral line, extending from end of snout to middle of caudal where it
Tributaries
is most conspicuous; males with the belly yellow or orange.
of the Gila River, not rare in mountain brooks. (;t;piiffof, gold; yaarf/p,
the longer; maxillary reaching about Hue of orbit;

;

belly.)

Proc Ac. Nat.

Agosia chrt/sogaster, Girard,

Sci.

Phila., 1850, 187,

Jordan & Gilbert,

and U.

S.

& Mex. Bound.

Rio Santa Cruz, Sonora.

Surv., Zoiil., 40, plate xxviii, figs. 5 to 8, 1859,

(Coll. Clark.)

Synopsis, 209, 1883.
S. & Mex. Bound.
Rio San Pedro, Arizona. (Coll. Clark.)

Agnsia mehillica, GiuARn, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 187, and U.
plate XXVIII,

Zo'6\., 49,

dan & Gilbert,
Hiiborhynclms

Zophendum

Synopsis, 209,

siileriitK*

figs. 6, Cia,

1859,

4,

Surv.,

Jor-

188.5.

Wheeler

(lapsus for Tfijhngnalhus), Cope, Zoiil.

1875, (1K76),

siderium,

to

figs. 1

Camp

Lowell, Arizona.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Coll. Ruttar.)

Synopsis, 155, 1883.

HYBOPSIS,

130.

Surv., v, 670, plate xxxi,

(Type, No. 16984.

Agassiz.

(Horny-heads.)
Hybopsis, Agassiz,

Amer. Journ.

Sci. Arts, 1854, 358, {gracilis

= amhIops').

Nocmnis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1850, 190, {nehrasceusis=^lcenlncMetuis).
CeralicMhys, Baird MS.,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Erinemns, Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

i,

Sci. Phila., 1850, 212, {l>ignUahts

279, 1876, {liyalinns

= ]cmtticJciensis).

= amblops).

Erimystax, Jordan, Geol. Surv. Ohio, iv, Zool., 858, 1882, {dissimilis).
Tuririti,

Jordan & Evermann, now subgenus,

Body

(alius).

Mouth terminal

or inferior, with
always present and
terminalon the maxillary a second barbel sometimes present on each side;
premaxillaries protractile. Teeth 4-4, or 1, 4-4, 1, or
hooked, the grinding surface narrow or obsolete. Scales usually rather large, 35 to 58 in

robust, or variously elongate.

lips thin or

somewhat

fleshy, a conspicuous barbel
;

;

lateral line

;

Dorsal

lateral line continuous.

or slightly behind ventrals
tial tubercles,

;

fin

anal basis short.

inserted over, in front

of,

Males usually with nup-

and sometimes flushed with red. A large and varied group,
Nott-ojyiff, from which it diffiers chiefly in the presence of

closely allied to

the small maxillary barbel. We here divide it into 4 subgenera, but a
greater number of subordinate groups coitld be recognized. The group
shows a range of variation as wide as that in Notrojris, though with a
smaller number of species, (i'/ioi, gibbous bxpig, face.)
;

moderate orsmall size, the mouth inferior, horizontal preorbital liroad, silvery;
sexes similar, the male sometimes tuberculate or with the fins rosy.
Erimystax, (e'pi, an intensive particle fiv';Ta^, liarbel or moustache)
b. Teeth one-rowed, 4-4
lips thickish
body long and low, with the aspect of Gobio or

a. Species of

;

;

;

;

Phenacobitis.
e.

Teeth without grinding surface sides not marked by a series of dark blotches connected by a lateral band eye moderate, 3J^ to 5J^ in head.
d. Scales r.ather large, 35 to 44 in the lateral line
barbel very long, sometimes
;

;

;

duplicated
tion

;

;

dorsal fin without black blotch on

suout projecting

* lu the type of II. sideriwi the barbel
recently kiudly verified for us.

is

;

body slender;

its

upper posterior por-

fins high.

plainly evident, a fact which Mr, Barton A. Bean has
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Jordan and Evermann.
Barbels four

e.

«e.

;

body sprinkled with black

315

tetranemus,

dots.

520.

Barbels two.

Back aiul sides sprinkled with dark dots.
snout moderate.
g. Lower lolie of caudal pale

/.

;

E}-e small,

h.

to 4 in head.

3J-.;J

;i;stivalis, 521.

Eye rather largo, Z% in head.
Lower lobe of caudal black in life;

hyostomus, 522.

lih.

gg.

color of back darker; snout

gelidus, 523.

very long.

Back and sides
Lower lobe
i.

ff.

with dark dots.

pale, not dusted

of caudal black in life

eye small,

;

head.

4^/^ in

MEEKI, 524.

Caudal

ii.

fin

with both lobes pale

;

eye larger,

3%

in head.

montanus,

j. Scales 37.

Scales

jj.

525.

cimingi, 526.

4.5.

about 50 in lateral line dorsal tin with a largo black blotch
monacus, 527.
on its posterior rays a dark spot at base of caudal.
Teeth with a slight grinding surface eye very large, about 2% in head sides
with a dark lateral baud, expanded at intervals into round dark blotches,
dissimilis, 528.
17 before dorsal.
t. Scales in lateral line about 44
watauga, 529.
20 before dorsal.
'kU. Scales in lateral line about 50
Ad. Scales small,

;

;

cc.

;

;

;

;

HYl!0P.<itS
66.

:

Teeth two-rowed,
blunt snout

1,

4-4, 1 or

Dorsal

fin in

adult with a large dark blotch on

barbel very long
II.

;

mouth

small, below the

Silvery species, with conspic-

Aspect of Notropis.

uous preorbital.
I.

without grinding surface

0,

scales large, 34 to 42 in lateral line.

;

;

eye

3% in

its last

rays above

lips thick,

;

head.

the

i.abrosus, 530.

fin plain, without distinct markings.
m. Eye moderate, 3'4 to S^^ in head fins with red in spring males sides with
a dark band ending in a caudal spot.
itpsinotus, 531.
depth 4 scales 5-40-3.
n. Head small, conical

Dorsal

;

;

;

;

Head larger and less conical; depth
mm. Eye large, 2^^ to 3 in head.
o.

rubrifrons, 532.

5; scales 5-3G-3.

mi.

amblops, 533.

Sides with a dusky shade; size small, length 2 to 3 inches,

oo. Sides

bright silvery

;

silvery preorbital broad

and conspicuous

;

size large,

storerianus, 534.
more in adult.
Yuriria, (from Lake Yuriria, Guanajuato, where the typical species abounds):
mouth rather
666. Teeth one-rowed, 4-4, with broad grinding surface and slight hook
4 to 10 inches or

;

large, terminal

;

about 45

scales moderate,

;

18 before dorsal.

Silvery species,

with conspicuous preorbital and very small barbel; size very large,

altus, 536.

NocoMis:
aa. Species of large size, notsilverj',

behind ventrals
Aspect of
line about 41.

slightly

;

with the mouth large, nearly terminal, the dorsal inserted

the teeth 4-4, or

Subgenus
520.

1, 4-4,

1.

Eye small

;

scales in lateral

kentuckiensis, 536.

Semoliliis.

ERIMYSTAX,

Jordan.

HTBOPSIS TETRANEMUS,

Gilbert.

Head 4 depth 5i snout 2i in head, i of it projecting beyond moath
eye small, 5 in head. D. 8; A. 8; lateral line 36 to 38; teeth 4-4. Closely
resembling H. (vstivalis but -with two long barbels at each angle of the
mouth, the one pair taking the place of the fleshy prominence seen in
Head very slender,
gelidus and (rsflvalis; longest barbel as long as eye.
slenderer than in astivaUs. Dorsal overventrals,a little nearer tip of snout
than caudal. Fins large. Color aa in wstivalis, translucent silvery, with
irregular, scattered black dots above median rays of each caudal lobe
dusky at base. Length 2 inches. Tributaries of Arkansas River in Kansas
;

;

;

316

Museum.

Bulletin 4y, Untied States National

and Arkansas; not rare a most remarkable little fish, the only American
minnow with more than two barbels. (rETpa-, four; vF/^n, barbel.)
;

Hyhopm tetranemvs, Gilbert, Bull. Washburn College
Medicine Lodge, Kansas. (Coll. Cragiii.)
621.

Lab., 1880, 208,

HTBOPSIS JESTIVALIS

Elm and Sp

ing creeks,

(Giranl).

Body slen3}; depth 5J. D. 8; A. 8j scales 6-36-4; teeth 4-4.
Head long
der, with long caudal peduncle, the back scarcely elevated.
and slender, the snout much i)rojecting and rather pointed. Mouth modBarbels conerate, inferior, the maxillary reaching posterior nostril.
spicuous, nearly as long as snout, about 3 in head each maxillary with
but a single one. Eye small, 4 to 4i in head. Fins rather long, the caudal
deeply forked, its lobes subequal dorsal over ventrals, nearer snout than
base of caudal. Color silvery; everywhere sprinkled with small black
dots; fins plain. Length 2\ inches. Arkansas Eiver to the Rio Grande,
abundant in sandy river channels, not in small brooks, (wstivalis, pertaining to summer.)

Head

;

;

Gobio

nvlivalis,

New

Gikard, Proc. Ac.Nat.

Leon.

Sci. Phila.,

185G, 189,

Rio San Juan, near Cadereita,

Couch.)
Cope, Zoiil. Wheeler Survey, v, 652, 1875, (1876), Rio Grande, at
Mexico. (Type, No. 16973. Coll. Cope & Shedd.)
fonso'.
Ceratichthys sterletus and astivalis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 210, 1883.
Hybopsis leslivalis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1886, 8.
(Coll.

Ceratkhiithijs slcrletus,

San

Ilde-

New

Represented in Central Texas by
.521a.

HTBOPSIS AESTIVALIS MARCONIS,

Jordan A Gilbert.

caudal peduncle stouter than
usual, its least depth half greatest depth of body. Length 3 inches.
Abundant in Rio San Marcos, a clear stream issuing from an immense
spring at San Marcos, Texas; also known from the Guadalupe River,
near San Marcos, and the Rio Comal at New Braunfels.

Eye

HybojKix

larger than in

(vstiralis,

3i in head

;

marconis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 22, Rio San MarSan Marcos, Texas. (Type, No. 36524. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.) Evehmann &
Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xii, 1892, (1894), 104, plate 19, fig. 1.

,'eslivaUs

cos,

Kendall,

522.

Head

HTBOPSIS HTOSTOMUS

(Gilbert).

Body and
depth 5^; eye 3J. D. 8; A. 8; lateral line 37.
head very slender snout long, acute, projecting beyond mouth for half
4;

;

its

length;

mouth

other fins small

;

with dark specks

short, wide, inferior;

13 scales before dorsal.
;

fins pale,

barbel long; pectoral large;
Silvery, everywhere dusted

the lower lobe of caudal like the other.

2i inches.. Indiana to Iowa, and south to the Alabama River
rather common in sandy river channels. (i)c,hog; frro/xn, mouth.)

Length

Nocomis hyontmum, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 203,
ana. (Type, No. 34980. Coll. Gilbert.)

White

River, Bedford, Indi-

"

523.

HTBOPSIS OELIDIS

(Girard).

snout 2?. D. 8; A. 9; scales 6-44-4. Body
4; depth 5; eye 6J
slender, not much compressed, back little arched head long and slender
mouth inferior, horizontal, broad, overhung by the very long, pointed

Head

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
snout, which
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decurved barbel short, Ij in ej'c; eyes very
of head; iiiterorbital width equal to width of
mouth, about 3 in head. Caudal peduncle very long and slender. Fins
is

coiisiderablj'

small, high up,

;

midway

moderate; origin of dorsal a little nearer snout than base of caudal,
directly over base of ventrals free edge of dorsal fin slightly concave,
the anterior ray but little produced, its length \% in head; free edge of
anal little concave, length of first rays 1| in head pectorals much
shorter thau in i/. mceki, li in liead, the first rays not produced nor filamentous, and not reaching ventrals ventrals barely reaching vent, If in
head caudal very long and deeply forked, the lobes as long as head, the
lower slightly the longer. Lateral line complete, straight; teeth 4-4,
strongly hooked. Color, sides silvery, pale below, scales of back each
with a group of fine dark specks on posterior border, these extending
almost to lateral line rest of back and upper part of sides sparsely
dusted over with minute brownish specks; fins all pale except the caudal, the lower lobe of which is dark, with a narrow white border below
upper lobe slightly dark at base. From Hyhopsis meeM, which it most
closely resembles, this species may be distingtiished by the much
longer and more pointed snout, the smaller eye, the much shorter pectoral
Middle Missouri River
fins, and the darker coloration of the back.
basin from Wyoming to eastern Nebraska, locally common, but hitherto
overlooked our specimens from Powder River at Arvada, Wyoming,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

collected

by Cox and Gillum.

{(jelidus,

frozen.)

Girakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856,
Suckley.) Girard, Pac. R. K. Surv., 248, 1858.

Gohio

gelUhi!!,

Ceratichthys gclidus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

524.

HTBOPSIS MEEKI,

Milk River, Montana.

188,

(Coll.

216, 1883, (in part).

Jordan & Evermann, new

species.

D. 8; A. 8; lateral line 44. Body very slender, not
Head 4; depth
elevated. Snout long, thick, blunt, overhanging the rather large mouth.
Barbel as long as eye. Head slender and elongate. Eye small, rather
high, 4^ in head. Mouth small, subterminal, the maxillary not extending
to eye. Fins all large; pectoral as long as head; caudal deeply forked.
Lateral line decurved scales rather large. Coloration silvery, unspotted
a dusky lateral streak ending in a blackish spot at base of caudal; lower
lobe of caudal abruptly black, edged below with white. Male with the
nuptial tubercles excessively developed, covering most of the body.
Length 2 inches. Missouri River at St. Joseph and elsewhere, in the
river channel; the types (No. 35889) collected by Jordan and Meek. A
5i.

;

curious little fish, heretofore confounded with
Dr. Seth

If.

geliduft.

(Named

for

Eugene Meek, of the University of Arkansas.)
Jordan & Gildert, Synopsis, 216, 1883, (in part).
Jordan & Meek, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885. 10.

CeratkliOiyn gelUlim,

Hyhopsis gehdm,

52,'>.

HYBOPSIS MONTANFS,

Meek.

Head 3J; depth 5. D. 8; A. 6; scales 4-37-4, 14 before dorsal; teeth 4-4.
Body slender, little elongate, the eye high up, 3f in head snout blunt,
rather long, 3,^ in head; mouth rather largo, inferior, the lower jaw
;

included; the maxillary past front of eye; barbel long.

Dorsal above
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Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States N'ational

Color plaiu brownish, without black dots, sides

ventrals; fins moderate.

Length

ami below silvery fins plain.
from the upper Missouri.
;

Hi/bupsU moHlamts,

Meek,

U.

I'roc.

by Dr. F. V. Hayden.

S.

Types supposed to be

2^ inches.

unknown, but

Nat. Mus., 1884, 520, locality

collected

(Type, No. 3688'2.)

5-26.

HYBOPSIS CUMINGII

(CxUnther.)

Head4i; body 5. D. 8; A. 8; scales 6-45-6; teeth one-rowed? Barbels
minute. Eye entirely in the anterior half of the length of the head, and
nearly as long as the snout, which is obtuse, rounded, convex, the mouth
being subinforior. Interobital sjiace convex, as wide as the orbit. Suborbital ring extremely narrow. Origin of dorsal fin a little behind venPectorals not
trals, somewhat nearer root of caudal than end of snout.
reaching ventrals. Olivaceous, a grayish silvery band from gill ojiening
to the root of caudal, where it terminates in a black spot. Length 3i
inches. California, (Giinther.) Not seen by us. (Named for H. Cuming.)
GuNTHER, Cat., vii, 177,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 213, 1883.

Cerulichthys cmiiiiujii,

527.

1868, California, (Coll. II.

HYBOPSIS MONACUS

Cuming); copied

in

(Cope).

Body slender,
Head long and father slender,
muzzle; mouth inferior, horizontal, small,

Head 4; depth 5 J. D. 8; A. 8;
somewhat compressed, not much

scales 8-56-4; teeth 4-4.

elevated.

with projecting
the maxillary not reaching the eye, which is quite small, 4i- in head.
Scales rather small 24 scales in front of dorsal. Fins moderate. Color

flattish above,

;

band sides and belly silvery no lateral
band; a conspicuous black spot at base of caudal muzzle dusky; membrane of upper posterior part of dorsal fin black as in Notropis u-Mpplii
and related species. Length 4 inches. Tennessee Basin, in the river
light olive; a metallic vertebral

;

;

;

channels; rather scarce,

{monaclms,

fiuvuxf^g,

solitary.)

Ceralichthys moiiamts. Cove, Jourii. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1867, 227,

ton County, Virginia.
Ceraiichthys monaclms, 3 ovuiKH

Holston River, Washing-

(Coll. Cope.)

& Gilbert,

528.

Synoijsis, 217, 1883.

HYBOPSIS DISSIMILIS

(Kirtlauil).

(Spotted Shiner.)

Head 4| depth 5. D. 8 A. 7 ; scales 6-40 to 47-5 teeth 4-4, often
slight grinding surface. Body long and slender, little compressed,
;

;

;

with
with

long caudal peduncle. Head long, rather flat above, the snout somewhat
bluntly decurved, projecting a little beyond the rather small, horizontal
mouth; lower jaw included; both jaws with the skin hard in front, forming a sort of lip laterally. Barbel considerably shorter than pupil; maxillary not reaching nearly to orbit.
Eye very large, high up, somewhat
directed upward, rather behind middle of head, forming more than onethird length of head. Opercle small. Dorsal rather large, its posterior
border obli(jue; anal small; caudal well forked; pectoral rather long.
Scales rather large, 16 to 18 in front of dorsal. Lateral line nearly straight.
Olivaceous back irregularly mottled; sides silvery, with a bluish lateral
;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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is widened into several dusky spots, formed by dark punctuand most distinct posteriorly a dusky band on head, through
eyes and snout fins plain. Length 3 to 4 inches. Lake Erie to the headwaters of the Tennessee, west to Arkansas and Iowa; rather common in

band, which
latious,

;

;

{dmimilis, not similar, to other shiners.)

the river channels,
Luj:llns dissimilis,

Kirtland,

Bust. Journ. Nat. Hist.,

Iil,

1840, 311, pi. IV, fig. 2,

Mahoning

River, Ohio, and Lake Erie, near Cleveland.
Ceraticlilhiis dissiinilis,

Ooi'K,

Cypr. Poun., 3G7, 1860; Guntiier, Cat., vii, 177, 1808;

Joudan &

GiLiiEET, Synopsis, 215, 1883.

HTBOPSIS WATAUGA,

529.

Head
dorsal

;

Jordan & Evermanu.

4^; depth 5i to b. D. 7; A. 7; scales 5-48 to 52-4, 20 to 24 before
teeth 4-4, small, hooked, with slight grinding surface. Body more

elongate than in H. disnimilis, the scales smaller and the coloration less
variegated. Olivaceous, with a bluish lateral stripe not so wide as eye
passing around snout; on this stripe 8 to 12 blackish spots, diffuse and
smaller than eye, one of these at base of caudal a dark speck on front
of opercle; fins plain. Length 4 inches. Known from Holston River,
Virginia; Watauga River, Tennessee; White River, Arkansas Big Barren
River, Kentucky and Tippecanoe River, Indiana; probably abundant and
;

;

;

apparently replacing H.
than in H. dissimilis.

fZissimi^is in

mountain streams

;

size usually larger

Jordan & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 355, Watauga River, Elizabethtown, Tennessee North Fork Holston River, Saltville, Virginia. (Type,
No. 39929. Coll. Jordan, Jenkins, & Evermaun.) Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comni., xii,

Hybopsis walauga,

;

1892, 258.

Subgenus HYBOPSIS.
530.

HYBOPSIS LABROSUS

(Cope).

Head 4i: depth 4^-, D. 8; A. 7; scales 5-34 to 40-3; teeth 1, 4-4, 1.
Body long and slender, little compressed. Head rather long, narrow, and
pointed, very slender in young specimens, stouter in adults.
Snout
decurved in profile, long, overhanging the large mouth lips much thick;

ened, the lower with an internal fringe of papillae barbels extremely
long, more than half diameter of eye. Eye moderate, nearly median, ^\
;

Scales moderate, closely imbricated, 16 in front of dorsal.
Fins
rather small; caudal deeply forked, its peduncle long and slender. Males
in head.

with black markings on back and especially at base of
females very pale silvery, with a blue streak along sides of tail.
A small round black spot at base of caudal a dark lateral streak, obsolete anteriorly
large specimens with a large dark patch on the last rays
of the dorsal, as in Kotropis toliipplii base of the caudal with dark points
males in spring with the head and neck profusely tubercnlate and the fins
flushed with crimson. Length 3 inches. Basin of the Santee, in North
and South Carolina common. (Zafcrosi^s, thick-lipped.)
dark

steel blue,

dorsa.

;

;

;

;

;

Soc, 1870, 458, tributaries of Catawba River,
counties. North Carolina. (Coll. Cope.)
Ceratichthi/s zaneinus, Jordan & Brayton, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 1878, 24, Saluda River,
Greenville, North Carolina. (Type, No. 31126. Coll. Jordan & Brayton.)
Ceratichthi/s labrosns and zancmus, Jordan it Gilbert, Synopsis, 217, 1883.
Cerotichllms labronus, CoPE, Proc. Anier. Phil.

McDowell and Burke
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Head

HTBOPSIS HTPSIKOTIS

Museum.

(Cope).

D. 8; A. 8; scales 5-10-3; teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Body
3f
stouter, more elevated, and more compressed than in R. rubrifronii. Head
short, broad above, much smaller and more conical than in H. ruhrifrons;
outline of back rather abruptly declining behind front of dorsal fin, so that
the base of the fin is oblique. Mouth inferior, horizontal, small, the maxillary reaching line of orbit.
Barbels small. Eye small, 3A in head.
Color silvery, with a double series of black specks along lateral line, and
;

depth

4.

a lateral baud of dusted blackish, which passes through eye and snout and
ends in a faint caudal spot males with the fins bright red, and the body
with a deep violet luster, as in Notropis ruhricroceus. Length 3 inches.
San tee Basin, in North Carolina and South Carolina rather rare. Resembles Notropi8 procne, but has an evident barbel. (in/"-> high vurog, back.)
;

;

;

Ceratichthys hypsinotjts,

River,
U.

S.

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 458, tributaries of

McDowell County, North

Nat. Mus., XII, 1878, 25, and

582.

Carolina.

(Coll. Cope.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

Catawba

Jordan & Beayton,

Bull.

Synopsis, 215, 1883.

HTBOPSIS RUBRIFROXS

(Jordan).

Head 4; depth 5. D. 8; A. 7; scales 5-36-3; teeth 1, 4-4, 0. Form of
Hyhopsis amhJops. Head long, narrower than in H. amhlops. Eye moderMouth small,
ate, 3i to 3i in head, wider than the interorbital space.
inferior, overhung by the bluntly decurved but not very broad muzzle
barbels quite long and distinct, 13 scales in front of the dorsal.
Fins well developed the first rays of the dorsal about twice height of
;

sides with a plumbeous silvery band, in some
specimens forming a stripe through eye and snout, and a dark spot at base
of caudal cheeks silvery snout in males red, with numerous dust-like
tubercles; specimens in high spring coloration have the fins largely red.
Length 3 inches. Basin of the Altamaha, Georgia; common, (ruber, xqA;

Pale olivaceous;

last.

;

;

frons, forehead.)
rubrifrotis, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 330,
Shoals, Georgia. (Type, Nos. 17863 & 20146. Coll. Jordan.)

Nocomis

Ceratichthys rubrifrons,

Jordan & Gilbert,
533.

Ocmulgee River, Flat

Synopsis, 214, 1883.

HTBOPSIS AMBLOPS

(Eafinesque).

(Silver Chub.)

Head 4; depth 5. D. 8; A. 7; scales 5-38-4; teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Body
rather slender, somewhat heavy anteriorly, not much compressed. Head
large, flattened and broad above; eye very large, longer than snout and
longer than interorbital space, 3 in head. Mouth horizontal, subinferior,
and rather small; muzzle bluntly decurved; upper lip below level of
maxillary not reaching line of front of orbit
barbel evident.
orbit
Fins moderate. Lateral line somewhat decurved; sixteen scales before
;

;

Color translucent greenish scales somewhat dark-edged sides
wuth a bright silvery band which overlies dark pigment, so that sometimes a plumbeous or even blackish band appears a dark baud through
eye around snout males without tubercles or red coloration. Length 2
dorsal.

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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New York to Iowa, aud southward to Alabama. Very comOhio Valley and the Tennessee Valley. Southern specimens,
(var. winchelli), have the head narrower and the barbel rather shorter.

to 3 inches.

mon

in the

(cifipXig,

blunt;

uxp,

face.)

51, 1820, Ohio River, at the Falls.
AoASSiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1854, 358, Huntsville, Alabama.
GiRAnD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 211, Black Warrior River, Alabama. (Coll. Wincbell.)
CeratiiMiya JiiiaUims, Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, 22fi, tributary Holston River
(Type, No. 1499.5. Coll. Cope.) Gunther, Cat., vii, 179, 18G8.
Xocoviis amhlops, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, .$28.
Ceralichlhtjs amblops, Jokdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 214, 1883.

Rafinesque, Ichtb. Oh.,

Rvtihis aiublops,

IJyh(>2ii!ix //rticilix,

Ililhopsis irmchclli,

534.

HIBOPSIS STOREBIANUS

Head4i; depth 4; eye

3; snout

(Kirtland).

D. 8; A. 8; scales 5-42-4.

3.

Body

back somewhat elevated from the occiput to
thence rapidly declined to the long and slender caudal

elongate, compressed, the

base of dorsal,
peduncle.

Head

short, compressed, the cheeks nearly vertical.

Interor-

broad and flat, somewhat grooved. Eye very large,
circular, high up, about 3 in head, nearly midway of length of head, its
diameter about equal to length of snout, scarcely greater than width of
interorbital space. Preorbital bone large, oblong, conspicuous, aud silvery. Mouth rather small, horizontal, the lower jaw included; edge of
premaxillary below level of eye maxillary not reaching to front of orbit.
Barbel conspicuous. Snout boldly and.abruptly decurved, much as in ff.
amhlops, the tip of the snout thickened, forming a sort of pad. Lateral
line somewhat decurved.
Rows of scales along back converging behind
dorsal, where the upper series run out, as in Xoh-opis cornutus.
Fins
rather higher and more falcate than in H. kentuckiensis; dorsal fin inserted
well forward, over ventrals pectoral fins pointed, not reaching veutrals
ventrals not reaching vent caudal long, deeply forked. Teeth usually
Translucent greenish above
1, 4-4, 0, hooked, without grinding surface.
sides aud below brilliantly silvery; cheeks and opercles with a bright silvery luster; fins plain; a slight plumbeous lateral. shade no caudal spot
no red. Length 5 to 10 inches. Lake Erie to Nebraska aud eastern
Wyoming, Tennessee, and Arkansas abundant in the larger streams,
especially in Iowa.
(Named for David Humphreys Storer, author of the
excellent History of the Fishes of Massachusetts, and of the first "Synopsis of the Fishes of North America," (1846).
bital space rather

;

;

;

;

;

;

RulUus sUjreriami.% Kirtland, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist., i, 1842, 71, Lake Erie.
Gohio veriialL% Giraud, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 189, Arkansas River, Fort Smith.
(Coll. Shuniard.)
CeriUkhlhys lucem, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mub., 1879, 238, Falls of Ohio River,
Albany,
Indiana; (Type, No. 23462. Coll. Jordan.), and Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 213, 1883.
Uybopsis storerianus, Jordan &, Meek, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., 1885, 6.

New

Subgenus YURIRIA, Jordan & Evermann.
535.

HIBOPSIS ALTllS

(Jordan).

(Pesca Blanca.)

Head 3f to 4i; depth 3f to 44. D. 8; A. 8; scales 9-45-3, Ifi to 19 before
Body
dorsal; teeth 4-4, with broad grinding surface aud slight hook.
V. N. A.

22
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Museum.

rather elongate, compressed, tlie back elevated; bead rather long and
low, the anterior profile gently curved, a little depressed over the eye;
snout long, rather blunt at tip, 3^ in head; eye rather small, 5i iu head;
large, oblique, the lower jaw slightly included, the premaxillary on level of pupil; maxillary reaching about to eye, 3| iu head;
a very small, but evident barbel at tip, (overlooked in the original
description); preorbital broad; suborbital narrow; opercle broad, silvery.
Scales large, not closely
Lateral line complete, decurved anteriorly.
imbricated, those on breast and back little reduced. Dorsal high, pointed,
the anterior rays much longer than posterior, the first over ventrals and
over 17th scale of lateral line, \\ in head; caudal well forked; anal
short, pointed; pectorals pointed, reaching ventrals. Color pale oliva-

mouth rather

ceous above; sides silvery; fins plain; sexes alike. Length 15 inches.
Lakes and streams of Guanajuato, tributary to Rio Lerma, Pacific drainage. One of the largest minnows a food-fish of some local importance;
here described from specimens obtained by Mr. Woolmau in Rio de Lerma,
at Salamanca, in Guanajuato, (altus, high, from the form of the body.)
;

Hudsomns

altm,

Jordan, Proc. U.

(Type, No. 23125-9.

S.

Lake Tupataro, Guanajuato.

Nat. Mus., 1870, 301,

Coll. Dugfes.)

Jordan & GitBF.nT,.Syiiopsis, 163, 1883.
alius, Woolman, Bull.'U. S. Fish Comm., xiv,

Cliola alia,
U!/boi)sis

1894, 61.

Subgenus NOCOMIS,
536.

Girard.

HYBOPSIS KENTUCKIENSIS

(Kafineeque)

(HoBNT Head; Kiver Chub; Jerkek; Indian Chuh.)

Head 4

;

sometimes

depth
4-4.

4^.

D. 8

;

A. 7 scales 6-41-4 teeth 1, 4-4, 1, or 1, 4-4, 0,
robust, little elevated, not much compressed.
;

;

Body rather

Head large, rather broadly rounded above; the snout conical, bluntish.
Mouth rather large, subterminal, little oblique, the lower jaw somewhat
the shorter; upper lip rather below level of eye; maxillary not reaching
to front of eye. Eye small, median, high up. Barbel well developed.
Suborbitals very narrow preorbital large. Fins moderate; the dorsal
rather posterior, slightly behind insertion of ventrals
caudal broad,
little forked.
Scales large, not crowded anteriorly, 18 rows in front of
dorsal. Lateral line somewhat decurved. Color bluish.olive; sides with
bright green and coppery reflections a curved dusky bar behind opercle
;

;

;

above with dark borders belly pale, but not silvery, rosy in spring
males fins all pale orange, without black spot males in spring with a
crimson spot on each side of head
adults with the top of the head
swollen, forming a sort of crest, which is sometimes a third of an inch
higher than level of the neck and is covered with large tubercles;
young with a dark caudal spot. Length 6 to 9 inches. Pennsylvania to
Wyoming and Alabama, on both sides of the Alleghanies everywhere
abundant in the larger streams, seldom ascending small brooks one of
the most widely diffused of our CijprlniiUv; western specimens usually
have the teeth in two rows. Variable.

scales

;

;

;

;

;

;

Eafinesque, lohth. Oh., 48, 1820, Ohio River.
RAFiNEsyuE, /. c, bS, 1820, Ohio River, at the Falls.
KiUTLAND, Best. Journ. Nat. Hist., 1840, iii, 344, pi. v, lig. 1, Yellow Creek,
a tributary of Mahoning River, Ohio,

Luxilus

IcenlU('Idensi$,

Catoslormis melanolus,

Semotilm

higutlattis,

Jordan and Ever mann.

Giuard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Nucomis nebicwceHsis,

Nebraska.
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Sci.

JSTorth

1850,

America.

190,
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Sweetwater River,

Bowman.)

Nocumis bellwus, Giraud,

c,

I.

'IV.i,

Black Warrior River.

185G,

(Coll. Wiiiohell.)

Salem, North Carolina.
Grosse Isle, Waterford, Clin-

Cerutkhthiis leplocephalus, GiRAitT), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 21.3,
Ccratichlhys

<-yclotis,

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sol. Phila., 1864, 277,

ton River, and Bruce, Michigan; Ginther,
Ci'ralirhtliiiii

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

micropo(joii,

sylvania.

(Coll.

Cerulichlhi/s sliijmiificiis,

CopE,

c, 278, 1804,

1.

and

C. mieropoijon,

Michigan; Guntiier,

Jordan & Gilbert,

COUESIUS,

131.
Conesiits,

Conestoga River, Penn-

Jacob Stauffer.)
Cat., vii,

17'.»,

1808.

CoPE, Cypr. Pcnn., 300, 1800; Gi-ntiier, Cat., vn, 178, 1808.

CeralichlIiyshi(jiM<itiis,

OeruUchtliys biguttatus

Cat., vii, 178, 1808.

Sci. Phila., 1804, 277,

Jordan, Bull. Haydcn's Geol. Surv. Terr.,

Synopsis, 212, 1883.

Jordan.

iv, 785, 1878, {milneri).

Body elongate. Head normal, not depressed, the profile convex. Mouth
terminal, normal, a well-developed barbel on the anterior side of maxillary, just above its tip.
Teeth 2, 4-4, 2, hooked, without grinding surScales rather small

lateral line continuous.
Dorsal iin over or
anal basis short. Size rather large. This genus
is closely related to the section Xocomis under Hyhopsis, from which it
may be separated by the presence of 2 teeth in the lesser row, by the position of the barbel, and by the smaller scales. Its relations with Stmotilus
are equally close. The species are not well known.
(Named, for Dr.
Elliott Coues, the most versatile and most inspiring writer on American
ornithology, (1842
) who collected the- type species in large numbers.)
face.

slightly behi^nd ventrals

o.

Scales in a cross series

;

;

from dorsal

to lateral line

about 17; GO in the lateral Hue.

SOUAMILENTUS, 5.37.
a cross series from dorsal to lateral line 10 to 13.
Scales in the lateral line 03 to 72.
f. Free margin of dorsal fin concave, the anterior rays extending beyond the last rays
when the fin is depressed.
PLUMiiEus, 538.
cc. Free margin of dorsal not concave, the tips of the anterior rays not reaching tips
of last rays when the fin is depressed.
DissiMiLis, 539.

aa. Scales in
b.

fib.

Scales in the lateral line 55 to 58.
d. Scales before dorsal about 36.
dd. Scales before dorsal about 27.

537.

greeni, 540.
adustus, 541.

COUESIUS SQUAMILENTCS

(Cope).

Head 3f depth 5 eye 4f. D. 8 A. 7; scales 17-66-14 teeth 2, 4-4, 1.
Form stout, the profile nearly plane; muzzle not prominent. Mouth hori;

;

;

;

zontal, the maxillary not reaching orbit

eye rather small, shorter than
Barbel quite small. Dorsal fin slightly in advance
of ventrals, behind middle of body. Scales quite small. Olivaceous above;
sides silvery
a lateral band of dark punctulations fins plain. Henry's
Fork of Green River in southwestern Wyoming. (Cope.) Perhaps not
distinct from
dissimilis, but the scales in transverse series said to be
much more numerous, (squamilentus, small -scaled.)
;

snout. Isthmus wide.

;

;

C

CmiltrJdhijn s.piumileuliis.

Cope, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Wyom., 1870, (1871), 442,
of Green River, Wyoming, Colorado basin.
Couesms squamilentus, Jordan & (Jimsert. Synopsis, 21S, 1883.

538.

Head4i; depth

Form of

'4;

eye

COUESIUS PLUMBEUS
4.

D.8; A.

Seniotilus airomaculatn^,

Henry Fork

(Agassiz).

8; scales 11-60 to 70-7; teeth 2, 4-4, 2.

but more elongate and

less

compressed.
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Head llattisli above, the isnoiit broad, somewhat projecting over the large,
oblique mouth; maxillary reachiug frout of eye. Barbel evident. Eye
Scales small, crowded
large, as long as snout, \\ in iuterorbital space.
forwards, those on the back smaller. Dorsal beginning over last ray of
veutrals. Height of dorsal lin 1 to 1^ in head free margin of the tin concave, the anterior rays produced and extending beyond the others when
the tin is depressed; longest aual ray \\ to If in head, its form similar to
;

that of dorsal. Dusky above sides somewhat silvery an obscure dusky
band through eye around snout fins plain. Length 6 inches. Streams
and lakes, from Lake Superior east to the Adirondack region and New
Brunswick not very common, except northward, {jdumbeiis, lead-colored.
;

;

;

;

Gobio pimnhcns, Agassiz,
Ceralichllii/.i prosllicmiiin,

Lake Superior.
Nocomis

viilneri,

Lake Superior,

Lake Superior.

366, 1856,

CopE, Cypr. Penn., 365, 1866,

H. Slack.)

(Coll. Dr. J.

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

(Coll. Agaesiz.)

Montreal River, Keweenaw Point,

Nat. Mus., x,

Lake Superior.

64, 1877,

(Type, No.

2u33i!.

Coll. Miluer.)

Ceralichthys plnmbciis,

Guntiier, Cat.,

Coueaius dmimiUn, .Jordan

Couesius proslhemiiis,

&

vii, 176, 18GX.

Gilisert, Synopsis, 218, 1883, in part.

Jordan & Giluert,
539.

Synopsis, 219, 1883.

COUESIUS DISSIMILIS

(Girard).

Head 4^ to 4i; depth 4 to 5; eye 4 to 5 in head snout 3 to 4. D. 8; A.
Very close to C. 2}lumhcits, the
8; scales 12-f)8-8, varying from 64 to 72.
;

only important diti'erence being in the form of the dorsal fin. Height of
dorsal fin 1;^ to li- in head free margin of fin nearly straight, the anterior
rays little if at all produced when depressed barely reaching end of
other rays longest anal ray 1| in head, the free margin of lin straight,
the first rays where depressed not reaching beyond others. Upper Missouri and Black Hills region generally common probably a variety of
C. plumieus.
{dissimilis, dissimilar, to Semotilini atromamdatua.)
;

;

;

;

;

Leucosumus

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.
River, Montana. (Type, No. 158.

dissimilui,

Muddy

540.

Head

4]^o;

depth

Body

4-,^(t;

Phila., 1856, 189,

COUESIUS GREENI,

snout

3f.

Milk River and Little

Coll. Suckley.)

Jordan.

D. 8; A. 8; scales 10-57-7; teeth

2,

convex before the dorsal, profile of
head straight and rather steep, space between eyes broad and flatfish.
Si in head. Snout bluntisii, but rather long; premaxillary just above
level of lower part of pupil maxillary reaching almost to orbit, Sf in
head; barbel well developed, not quite at end of maxillary; its length
considerably less than that of pupil. Mouth moderately oblique, the
lower jaw slightly included. Dorsal fin inserted behind base of ventrals
and behind middle of body, at a point midway between preopercle and
base of caudal, the fin of moderate height. Pectoral shortish, li in
head, ventrals nearly 2. Caudal well forked, the lobes equal; scales
larger than in most related species, scarcely reduced forward and but
little smaller on the back than on the sides; 36 scales in front of the
dorsal. Color dark olive above, the sides reddish silvery slight traces
of a lateral band, a dark streak below the eye, undulating and extending

4-4, 2.

robust, the back

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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from side of upper jaw to opercle. Lining of shoulder girdle dusky;
without definite marking, the upper somewhat dusky. Length 6
inches. Stuart I^ake, lieadwaters of Fraser River, British Columbia, and
Lake Pend d'Oreille, Idaho. (Named for its discoverer, Ashdown H.
fins

Green, of Victoria.)
Coiiesiiis yrecni,

(Typt',

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1893, 313, Stuart's Lake, British Columbia.
Gilbert & Evermann, Investigations in Columbia Kiver Basin, 44,

No. 44454.)

1894.
.541.

COUESirS ADUSTUS, Woolman.

Head ii; depth 4|; eye moderate, 3f to 4; snout
7; scales 13-58-8,

27 before dorsal; teeth 2, 4-4,

3}:

to 3^.

D. 8; A.

Body moderately

2.

elongate, compressed, the back a little elevated, the anterior profile

Snout rather long, slightly pointed

rather convex.

;

mouth low,

ter-

minal, oblique, the jaws subequal, the maxillary opposite posterior nos-

barbel evident in young, inconspicuous in adult,

its position not
eye moderate; preorScales small, those before dorsal and on belly smallest;
bital broad.
Dorsal inserted over or a little behind ventrals, the
lateral line decurved.
Olivaceous, dusky above; sides silvery, a narlatter reaching the vent.
row plumbeous lateral band from snout to caudal, ending in a small black
caudal spot which is obsolete in adult fins all plain. Length 4 inches.
Rio de los Conchos, Chihuahua; three specimens known. The smallest
of these is deeper in body, more silvery, and with the barbel more
tril

;

Interorbital space broad, flattish

quite- terminal.

;

;

conspicuous,
Cmeshin

adiiahif,

scorched.)

(adiisttis,

WooLMAN,

Bull. U. S. Fish Comra., xiv, 1894, 57,

Conchos, Chihualiua.

(Coll.

132.
Plalygnhio, Gill, Trans.

Amor.

Woolman &

May

3,

1894,

Rio de los

Cox.)

PLATYGOBIO,

Gill.

Phil. Soc. Phila., v, 12, 178, 1863, (communk).

Body rather elongate, somewhat compressed. Head rather short, more
mouth normal, rather large, subter-

or less broad or depressed above;

minal, with a well-developed barbel at its angle, at the extremity of the
Scales large. Lateral line continuous. Dorsal inserted ante-

maxillary.

of ventrals.

riorly, rather in front

grinding surface.
colors.
a.

aa.

(Tr^LfiriV,

Teeth

2, 4-4, 2,

with rather narrow

Size large; males without nuptial pigments or bright

broad

;

(toMo, a gudgeon.)

Anterior profile nowhere concave, the head not specially depressed above; eye moderate,

physignathds, 542.
4% in head.
Anterior profile more or less concave above the depressed and flattened head.
b. Eye small, 4 to fi in head in adult; snout not tuberculate in males, so far as known;
<;uacilis, 543.

size large.
lb.

Eye

large,

3% in

head; males with the snout tuberculate; size small,

542.

vallipi's, 544.

PLATYGOBIO PHTSIGNATHUS (Cope).

Head 4s; depth 4|; eye 4f in head, li in snout, which is 3 in head.
D. 8; A. 8, scales 6-48-5, 20 before dorsal; teeth 2, 4-4, 2, with distinct
grinding surface.
Body slender, the caudal peduncle stout. Head
shorter, narrower, blunter, and less depressed than in P. gracilis. Dorsal

Museum.
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outline little arched, the profile descending steeply to the lip, nearly
even and nowhere concave. Lower jaw included, maxillary reaching

Barbels well developed. Dorsal fin inserted in
Olivaceous above, white below; a plumbeous lateral
band; fins plain. Length 6 inches. Upper waters of Arkansas River;
very abundant in the channels, the most common fish at Pueblo, Colorado, (^vffdaj, to thicken yva^of, jaw.)
anterior border of orbit.
front of ventrals.

;

CopE, Wheelor Surv.,

CfriiMilhijit phijuhpialhus,

Zoiil.,

Pueblo, Colorado. (Coll. Aiken.)
Cotteiiinsph!isi(]iiulhiis, JORDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis,

651, 1875, (187(i),

v,

219, 1883;

Arkansas River,

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comm.,

ix, 1889, 17.
54,1.

PLATYfiOBIO (JRACILIS

(Richardson),

(Flat-headed Chub.)

Head

4J

;

depth 4J

;

eye 6 in adult.

Body rather
Head small and short,

2, 4-4, 2.

D. 8

A. 8

;

scales 6-50-5

;

;

teeth

somewhat compressed, little elevated.
upper surface very broad and depressed, the

elongate,
its

width being nearly half length of head region behind nape
gibbous, so that the anterior profile is more or less concave. Mouth
rather large, slightly oblique, the upper lip on level of lower part of
eye maxillary reaching front of eye upper jaw very protractile, lower
jaw included. Eye small, rather high up and anterior. Fins rather
large; dorsal in advance of middle of body; pectoral falcate, its upper
rays elongate; caudal j)eduncle rather stout. Scales large and silvery;
Snout not tuberculate
lateral line decurved 23 scales in front of dorsal.
Coloration pale back olive, sides and below
in males, so far as known.
silvery; head mostly white; fins pale; no dark lateral band or caudal
spot. Length 12 inches. East slope of the Rocky Mountains, from the
Missouri and Yellowstone rivers to the Saskatchewan abundant in river
channels as far south as Kansas City, not ascending to springs, (gracilis,
interorbital

;

;

;

;

;

;

slender.)
gmci.}i<<, Richardson, Fauna Bor.-.\nier., Fishes, 120, 1830, Saskatchewan
River, at Carleton House.
Pogoniclilhtjscommmun, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18.50, 188, and Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 247,

Cuprimis {Leuciscits)

1858,

Fort Pierre, Fort Union, Milk River, Yellowstone River, Sweetwater

River.

(Type, No. 189, etc.

Ooll. Suckley.)

Pogouichlhiis (Plalijijohio) gtdoneUus, CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1804, 277,

Pass; "anal rays 9 scales 48." (Coll. Hammond.)
Leiicifcus yrnciJiK, Gunther, Cat., vii, 240, 1868.
Leucosormi!: communis and guloneUus, Gunther, Cat., vii, 207,

near Bridger's

;

2G8, 1808.

Platygobio communv<, Gill, Captain Simpson's Expl. Utah, 408, 187G.
Platygobio gracilis,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
.544.

Head

220, 1883.

PLATYGOBIO PALLIDUS,

depth 4|; eye

Forbes.

width snout 3f. D.8; A.
hooked and with masticatory surface.
Head flat above, the snout overhanging the mouth, which is large and
wide, with a maxillary barbel about one-third as long as eye. Mandible
reaching vertical through middle of iris. Scales with 22 rows before dorLateral line straight,
sal, where they are much smaller than elsewhere.
4;

8; scales 6-55-5; teeth

31, 2 in interorbital

2,

4-4, 2,

;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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except for a few scales in front. Pectoral fins large and pointed, reaching ventrals, the latter to vent front of dorsal a trifle before ventrals
aud a little nearer snout than caudal. Color plain, with a plumbeous
luster along sides, and traces of a dusky lateral stripe behind dorsal.
Lengtli 2^ inclies. (Forbes.) One specimen from the Ohio River at Cairo,
probably adult, as the snout is tuberculate. A doubtful species, per;

haps the young of
Fiatijijdhio j)o//((/hs,

/'.

133.
Rafinesque,

MaxilHiiijiia,

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 220,

188.'?,

Ohio River,

at

(Coll. ForboB.)

Cairo, Illinois.

Exoglnssnvi,

{jxiliidus, pale.)

gracilis,

Fouhes, MS., Jordan

Rafinesqi'E,

EXOGLOSSUM

.lourn. Ac. Nat. Soi. Phila.,
/.

c, 1818, 421,

(Rafinesque).
I,

1818, 420, {lesuewiimum).

(mfij-illingua).

Body moderately elongate, little compressed. Mouth peculiar, the
mandible being contracted and incurved, its outline strongly 3-lobed;
this appearance is due to the fact that the dentary bones lie close
together, parallel, and are united throughout their length, instead of
forming a broad arch, as in all other Cyprinoid fishes; lower lip represented by a broad, fleshy lobe on each side of the mandible. Upper jaw
not protractile; upper lip thick, somewhat plicate. Pharyngeal bones
small, the tooth hooked, without grinding surface, 1, 4-4, 1. Scales
moderate. Lateral line complete. Fins without spines. Dorsal slightly
behind ventrals. Anal basis short. Isthmus broad. Gill rakers weak.
Pseudobranchije present. Air bladder normal. Alimentary canal short;
peritoneum white. Size rather large. Sexual changes not marked, the
males with some black pigment. One of the most strongly marked genera
of Cyprinidu, with a single species, (ecw, outside y/iioaoa, tongue.)
;

54.5.

EXOfiliO.SSUM
(Ci'T-Lips

;

MAXILLINGUA

(Le Sueur).

Nigger Chub; Nigger Dick.)

Head 4; depth U. D. 8; A. 7; scales 8-53-5; teeth 1, 4-4, 1. Body
rather stout, little compressed. Head large, broad and flattish above,
with tumid cheeks. Mouth moderate, slightly oblique, the end of maxilScales
lary not reaching line of orbit. Upper jaw longer than lower.
rather crowded anteriorly, those in front of dorsal small. Color olivaceous, smoky or dark above; a blackish bar behind opercle, and a dusky
shade at root of caudal in young; fins unmarked. Length 6 inches. Lake
Ontario, St. Lawrence River, Lake Champlain, Hudson River, and Cayuga
Lake, and southward to Virginia; abundant in the basins of the Susquehanna, Hudson, Potomac, James, Roanoke, and Kanawha, but not widely
distributed. One of the most singular of the Cyprinidw, distinguished
at sight by its 3-lobed lower jaw.
(maxima, jaw lingua, tongue.)
;

Oypnrms maxilUngnn, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat.

Sci. I'liila.,

i,

1817,

8."),

Pipe Creek, Mary-

land.
Exoglosmim anwihituiii, Rafinesque, Journ. Ac. Nat.

,'^ri.

Pliila.,

i,

1818, 421,

Hudson

River.

Rafinesque, l.^:, 1818, 421, Lake Champlain.
Exoglossum rilhiliim, Rafinesque, I. c, 1818, 421, Hudson River.
Exoglosmm lesiienrianiini Rafinesque, /. c, 1818, 421, (after Le Sueur).
Eroglossnm

nujrc.treu!:,

,

Exoglossom maxilUiKjna,

Gunther,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 160, 1883.

Cat., vii, 188, 1868;

Cope, Cypr. Peun., 360, 1866; Jordan

&

Museum.
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LEPIDOMEDA,

134.
Lepidonteda, Cope, Proc. Aiiur.

Sue. I'hila., 1S74,

I'liil.

Cope.

1:!!, {rilt.itn).

Body elongate. Mouth terminal, without barbels. Teeth 2, 4-4, 2,
hooked, without grinding surface. Scales small lateral line complete.
Dorsal fin with a strong spine, composed of two, the posterior received
into a longitudinal groove of the anterior. Inner border of the ventral
Dorsal fin inserted behind the ventrals. Anal
fins adherent to the body.
basis short. Size small. Extraordinary little fishes of the desert region
of Arizona, {^.tnir, scale; Meda.)
;

35^ in head

a. Ej-e

aa.

Eye

large, 334

;

'•*

depth 4J^ in length.

head

;

vittata,

dei)th 5 in length.

LEPIDOMEDA VITTATA,

rA&.

.'i4f).

.lAiinovn, ^Al.

Cope.

HeadSf; depth 4i; eye 3f D. II, 7; A. 9; teeth 2, 4-4, 2. Body rather
Head wide and flat above, slightly depressed behind the eyes.
Muzzle obtuse, not prominent. Mouth terminal, oblique. Scales small,
covering the whole body except space behind pectorals 26 series above
lateral line and 56 in front of dorsal. Preorbital bone trapezoidal. Second
dorsal spine as long as the first and wider. Dorsal rays somewhat enlarged
and ossified. Pectorals scarcely enlarged. Color silvery a lead-colored
Length 3| inches. Known
lateral band and a black dorsal band.
only from the Colorado Chiquito River, Arizona, and from Pahranagat
.

stout.

;

;

Valley, Nevada.
Lepidomeda

vitiata,

(vHtatus, striped.)

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1874, 131,

Arizona; (Tvpe, No.
fig.-<.

2,

15785.

2a, 1875, (1876)

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Death Valley Expedition,

Synopsis, 251,

LEPIDOMEDA JARROVII,

4; depth 5; eye 3^.

Mouth nearly

elongate.

Rio Colorado Chiquito,

Wheeler Surv.,

Zoiil.

188.3,

v, 042, pi.

D.

II, 7;

Cope.

Body more
2, 4-4, 2.
jaw somewhat projecting. Eye

A. 9; teeth

horizontal, lower

larger than in L. vittata, maxillary reaching its anterior border.
slender.

xxvi,

(1876); Gilbert, Fishes of

231, 1893.

.547.

Head

Henshavv;) and

Coll.

Scales very small

and

Spines

difficult to detect, 51 series before dorsal

Olivaceous; a median black vertebral band sides silvery bases of
Length 3 inches. Colorado Chiquito River, Arizona,
(Cope), also in southern Nevada, in springs in the desert, (Gilbert).
(Named for Dr. Henry C. Yarrow.)

fin.

;

;

ventral fins red.

Lepidmiiednjayrovii, Cope, Proc.

Arizona; (Type, No.
figs. 1, la,

Am.

1.5786.

1875, (1H76);

Philos. Soc. Phila., 1874, 133,

Coll.

Body elongate.

Zolil.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
135.

Meda, GiRAUn, Proc. Ac.

Ilenshaw;) and

MEDA,

Rio Colorado Chiquito,

Wheeler Surv.,

v, 643,

pi.

xxvi,

251, 1883.

Girard.

N:it. Sii. I'hila., 1856, 191, {fidoida).

Mouth

terminal, normal; no barbels.

hooked, without grinding surface.

Body

Teeth 2, 5-5, 2,
Fins as in
a classical feminine name,

entirely scaleless.

Lepidomeda. Size small. Gila region, (ji/eda,
of no evident application to these singular fishes.)

Jordan and Evermann.
548.

D.

MEDA FULGIDA,
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Girard.

8; teeth 2, 5-5, 2. Body slender, elongate, compressed.
elongate, subconical, the snout rounded. Mouth large, subterminal,
7; A.

II,

Head

— Fishes of North America.

slightly oblique, the lower

jaw included; maxillary extending

Second dorsal spine highest

orbit.

Closely allied to

silvery.

little larger,

;

dorsal behind ventrals.

P/rt^oj)/«-H.s argeutins'niius,

the snout shorter, the lower

to

below

Coloration

but with the eye a
Rio Gila.

jaw more prominent.

{fuhjidtis, shining.)

Meda fiilgida, Girard,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 185G, 191,

Coll. Clark.)

No. 15i.

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 203, 1868.

Rio San Pedro, Arizona. (Type,
Jordan & Gileiert, Synopsis, 251,

1883.

136.
Plagojifents,

PLAGOPTERUS,

Cope.

Cope, Proc. Ainer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1874, 301, {argenlissimns).

slender. Mouth terminal a barbel at the extremity of the maxilTeeth 2, 5-4, 2, hooked, without grinding surface. Body entirely
scaleless.
Fins as in Meda and Lejyidomeda. Size small. (TrAay;;, wound;
KTepov, fin
in allusion to the armature of the dorsal fin.)

Body

;

lary.

;

549.

PLAGOPTERUS ARGENTISSIMUS,

Head 4; depth 6; eye 4^. D.
Head rather broad, the muzzle

II, 7;

A. 10; teeth

Cope.

2, 5-4, 2.

Body

slender.

slightly depressed, overhanging the rather

mouth. Lips thin, the maxilliary reaching front of eye.
Dorsal fin entirely behind ventrals, the first spine curved,
longer than the second soft rays of dorsal thickened and ossified at base;
fifth ray of ventral bound to the abdomen by a membrane for nearly its
whole length pectoral rays osseous at base. Lateral line complete, slightly
defiexed.
Color clear silvery; back dusky, with minute black dots.
Length 2^ inches. Colorado Basin in western Colorado, (Cope;) Fort
small, horizontal

Eye moderate.

;

;

Yuma,

{argentissimus,

(Gilbert.)

orado
XXVI,

;

silvery.)

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1874, 130,

(Type, No. 1.5776.

figs. 3, 3a,

most

San Luis Valley, ColNewberry;) and Zool. Wheeler Surv., v, 640, pi.
1875, (1876); Jordak & Gilbert, Synopsis, 252, 1883.

Phidopleriis irgentissimus,

Coll. G. C.

Suborder

HETEROGNATHI.

Brain case not produced between the orbits.

Lower pharyngeals

rarely

modified into falciform structures beariug differentiated teeth.
Jaws
with or without teeth no pseudobranchiae. Adipose fin present or
absent. Fins with soft rays only. Fresh water fishes of the tropics, constituting two families. They are really allied to the Cyjmiiidw and to the
;

other groups with modified anterior vertebras but in appearance they have
many analogies with the Salmonidrv. (ertpof, different yvdOor, jaw.)
;

Analysis of Families of Heterognathi.
a.

Supra-occipital confincil to back of skull and with a very slight vertical crest.

aa. Supra-occipital

developed.

Adipose

fin

Erytiikinid.k, .\xxvni.

wanting.
partly superior

and carinated by a procurreut

crest.

Adipose

fin

well

Cuaracinid^, xxxix.
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Family XXXVIII.

Museum.

ERYTHRINID^.

Heterognaths with the skull above truncated behind, and the supraback of skull and carinated by a very slight vertical
crest.
(Gill.)
Adipose fin none; gill openings wide, the membranes
slightly united, free from the isthmus nostrils close together; teetli in
jaws well developed; pharyngeal teeth villiform; cheeks covered by the
suborbitals brain case inclosed above. Body elongate, belly rounded.
Dorsal fin short, of 8 to 15 rays. Carnivorous species, with short intestines.
Otherwise as in the Characinidiv. Fresh waters of South America.
Genera 4. Species about 20, one of them reaching our limits.
occipital contined to

;

;

a.

gape very wide, little oblique both
fin inserted in advance of anal, over ventrals
jaws with strong canines maxillary with fine pectinate teeth teeth on palatines caudal rounded lateral line developed.
Walls of air bladder normal teeth all pointed maxillary with a canine palatine teeth
with an outer series of enlarged teeth separated from the villiform teetli.

Dorsal

;

;

;

;

;

;

h.

;

;

;

Macrobon,

137.

MACRODON,

137.

Muller.

(Trahikas or Aimaras.)
Macrodon, Muli.er, Archiv., 308, 1842, (trahira

= malahariais).

Body elongate, the

belly rounded
gill openings
wide, the membranes slightly united, free from the isthmus nostrils close
together. Mouth very large snout pointed. Teeth well developed; an
outer series of palatine teeth enlarged and separated from the villiform
teeth a detached patch of teeth in front of palatines lower jaw with

Adipose

none.

fin

;

;

;

;

;

canines anteriorly and laterally all the teeth pointed maxillary with a
canine anteriorly dentary process joined to the deutary at the symphysis within the lateral canines and merging into the dentiferous ridge mid;

;

;

way between symphysis and

posterior angle of dentary the pit formed
behind the larger canine and the one behind the lateral canine filled with
numerous short conical teeth wliicli lie concealed in the muscles a deep
pit in the premaxillary for the reception of the larger dentarj^ canine
supratemporal plate single. Two species; large, voracious fishes, espe;

;

cially
a.

abundant

in the

Amazon

region.

{/laKpuc,

long;

oihv^, tooth.)

Scales across back of tail from lateral line to lateral line eleven in number.

MicnoLEPis, 550.

550.

D.

1-i

;

A. 11

;

barieus, * there

MACRODON MICROLEPIS,

lateral line 43 or 44

;

Gunther.

than in M. malaabove, from the lateral

scales a little smaller

being 11 in a row across the

tail

* This species, 3Iixcrodon malahricjis, is universally common throughout eastern South America,
from Trinidad and Rio Magdalena to Rio de la Plata. Its scales are nine from lateral line to
lateral line as above indicated.
Its occurence north of the isthmus is not improbable.
Concerning the n.ame of this species Professor Cope remarks: "Authors who think, with the
American Ornithologists' Uniuu, that scientific nomenclature may record errurinstead of truth,
call this well-known Soutli American species JH((crodcin nuihibaricus, because Bloch described it
first uu<ler that name, under tlie mistaken idea that it was a nativeof India."
In the judgment
of
the present writers, the law ot priority by which the first unpreoccupied name is
right, and all others wrong, a rule whicli tends to secure fixity of nomenclature, is more important than any rule leading toward truthfulness or i>urism in the name itself. On this ground,
Ulacrotlan 7»nlahari<ns docs not mean a Marrodon from Malabar.
It simply designates that Matiodunof which the earliest unpreoccupied binominal specific name is nialaharicus. The errors in
meaning in specific names deceive nobody and rarely cause inconvenience.

•
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line on one side to that on tlie other; sides mottled with light or dark
brown. Panama to Ecuador, chiefly west of the Andes. Known from
Rio Chagres and from Ecuador. (Eigenmann). {tnKpbg, small; /.e-Kiq,
scale.)

GvNTHEn,

Maerndaii mii-rolepix,

Guatemala

;

Cat., v, 2S2,

(Coll. Fraser.)

Western Ecuador

1864,

Eicexmann, Ann. N. Y. Ac.

Sci

,

;

Chagres River,

1889, 102.

Family XXXIX. CHARACINID.^.

(Thk Characins.)
less invaded by reentering
and the supra-occipital partly superior and carinated
by a procurrent crest. (Gill). Body variously formed, covered with
cycloid scales. Head naked. Margin of upper jaw formed mesially by
the premaxillaries and laterally by the maxillaries no barbels premax-

Heterognaths with the skull above more or

valleys from behind,

;

;

not protractile. Teeth various, often incisor-like, often wanting.
Branchiostegals usually 3. Gill membranes united to the isthmus or not
no pseudobranchiip; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth lower pharj-ngeals
not truly falciform, but more or less curved, armed with small, sometimes
villiform teeth. Adipose fin present or absent.* Pyloric cceca usually
numerous. Air bladder transversely divided into two portions, and communicating Avith the organ of hearing by means of auditory ossicles, as
A very large
in Cinn-inidw; anterior vertebne coalesced and modified.
family of some 55 genera and 300 species, inhabiting the fresh waters of
South America and Africa, where they take the place of the Salmonidce
and Ciiprinidw of the Northern Hemisphere. A single species reaches the
United States. The few species enumerated below are but the overflow
of the vast South American river fauna.
illaries

;

(CharacMdis, Gunther, Cat., v, 278-380, 1864).
Curimatin.t;
a.

:

Dentition imperfect.

Teeth none no gill rakers belly trenchant
ending in spiniform processes lateral
tongue adnate, short and thick.
aa. Teeth well developed in hoth jaws
dorsal fins
not attached to the isthmus nostrils close
b.

;

;

;

;

;

Tetragonopterin.t-:
c.

or not, with a median series of scales not
line complete
mouth nearly horizontal
;

Curimata,
;

:

Teeth compressed, notched or denticulated.
d. Anal fin short, (10 to 12 rays)
no lateral line

premaxillary teeth in one eorios.
PiAiiUriNA, 139.
elongate lateral line more or less developed,
IJelly in front of ventrals rounded
gill rakers slender.
/. Premaxillary teeth in a double series ; no conical teeth behind front teeth
of lower jaw.
Tetragonopteris, 140.
a pair of conical teeth behind
ff. Premaxillary teeth in three or four series
middle of the front series of teeth in lower jaw.
Brtcon, 141.
Belly in front of ventrals compressed no canines ventral fins very small.
;

dd.

Anal
e.

138.

short gill openings wide, the membranes
together.

fin

more or

less

;

;

;

;

ee.

;

;

Gasteropelecus,

142.

Theadipope fin in Characinidit \s probably a survival from a remote ancestry which they
share with Siluroid forms. In the Salmnnidn, it is doubtless also a survival, but notwithstanding
the superficial resemblances in certain genera, (aS Cin-inintbuv and t '(iregnniiiir,) thoro ia no evidence of any special relationship between the Sidmunid.e and Chnraciuidic
They should not be
placed in the same order scarcely even in related orders. The adipose fin in Pcrcojisidie is
.

;

probaby also an independent survival.
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Chaiiacinin.t,

:

Teeth in premaxillary and mandible

cc.

Museum.

all tunical

dorsal short; gill

;

membranes

from isthmus.
Teeth on the palate none anal fin long body oblong or elevated.
/(.
Scales very small; jaws with external tootli.-like processes; teeth
jaw nni-serial; in upper uniserial or irregularly biserial.
free

g.

;

;

in

biwer

KCEBOIDES, 143.
hh.

Scales of moderate size; jaws without tooth-like processes

gg.

;

toetli in

jaws

I?R,\M0(nAnAX, 144.

uniserial.

Teeth on the palate numerous, very small; head and body elongate; jaws very
long; scales moderate, (43).
Luciocharax, 145.

CURIMATA

138.
Les Ourimafes, Cutiek,

Regne Animal, Ed.

1, 11,

(Cnvier) Cloquet.
165, 1817, {edentiiluH).

Curimala, Cloquet, Diet. Sci. Nat., xii, 240, 1818, {edenhdn.s).
Ourimatus, CirviER
Onrimatella,
Semilapicis,

No

& Valenciennes,

xxii,

1849, (edentvhis).

5,

Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Ann. N. Y. Ac. Sci.,
EiGENMANN & Eigenmann, c, 9, (planiroslris).

1889,

7, {lepidurus).

I.

no gill-rakers. Body oblong or elevated, the outbehind veutials trenchant or not, always with a median series
of scales which do not end in spinous processes. Lateral line complete.
Tongue short and thick, adnate no lips; margins of jaws trenchant.
Dorsal fin nearly median adipose fin present; anal moderate; ventrals
below the dorsal. Amazon region; one species north to Panama. (Citrimata, a Portuguese name used by Marcgrave, analogous to Queriman and
teeth anywhere

;

line of belly

;

;

Curema.)
5.51.

CURIMATA MAGDALENiE,

Stcindachner.

(Sardina Blanca.)

Head

3^

;

depth 4f

D.

eye 3| to 4J in head.

Ill, 9
A. Ill, 7 scales
short, its lobes equal. A
;

no caudal spot and no si^ot on
and Rio Mamoni, Panama. (Stcindachner.)

silvery lateral streak

lena;

;

Body not greatly compressed; caudal

6-37-6.

;

;

Steindachneh, Fisch-fauua dcs Magdalenen-stromes,
Steindachner, Flussfische Siidamerikas, i, 1G7, 1879.

139.

PIABUCINA,

CuviEU & Valenciennes, xxii,

Piahicina,

Cuvier

101, 1849,

&

Rio Magda-

dorsal.

Curimatiis magdalenir,

dalena

;

.'54,

1878,

Rio Mag-

Valenciennes.

{eriillirinoide!').

Body oblong, covered with moderate scales
line.
Mouth moderate, the teeth rather small,
;

belly rounded.

No

lateral

tricuspid, those of the pre-

maxillary in one series, those of the mandible in two a few small teeth
on the maxillary; palate toothless. Nostrils close together. Gill openings wide, the memltranes free from the isthmus. Anal fin short; dorsal
fin inserted just behind the ventrals.
Adipose fin present. Species few.
(Diminutive of Piabuca, a related genus, Piabuca being a Brazilian name.)
;

U;y2.

Head
jecting
snout.

;

PIABUCINA PANAMEXSIS,

Gill.

D. 10 A. 12 scales 30-8. Lower jaw slightly promaxillary reaching middle of eye eye 4 in head, longer than
Caudal eraarginate pectoral 4 in head, longer than ventrals.

3i

;

depth

4.

;

;

:

;

Jordan and Evcrmann.
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Yellowish, with a dark lateral band extciuliug I'lom humeral spot to dark
dorsal with a dark spot at base. Length 3^
area at base of caudal
(Gill.)
inches. Rio Frijoli, Atlantic slope of Isthmus of Panama.
;

Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1870,

Piubitciiia jnniaiiieiisiii, Gii.L,

3.''.fi,

Rio

Frijoli,

Isthmus of

Panama.

TETRAGONOPTERUS,

140.

(Sakdixas Ulancas.)

•

Rogne Animal, Ed.

Tetragonopterm, CuviEK,

Cuvier

i.

Vol.

ii,

16G, 1817, {argcnleua).

Bairi)& Giuard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 2G, (argetUatus).
ra'cilurichiliiis, GiLL, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1868, 417, (brevoorli).
Asiynmin;

HemUjrainmus, Gill,
Heniibrycon,

c, 420, {muUncatns).

1.

Gunther,

Cat., v, 330, 1864, (pohjodon).

Body oblong or elevated, compressed, covered with moderate

scales.

Lateral line complete, (Tetragonopterus), or interrupted, (Hemij/ra minus).
Belly rounded. Cleft of mouth medium. Anterior teeth strong, incisor-

premaxillary and mandibular teeth equal in
lateral teeth small
with a compressed, notched crown, the former in a double, the latter
in a single series maxillary with few or many teeth, not produced at tip.
Nostrils of each side close together, separated by a valve only. Lower
pharyngeals very slender, curved, approaching the form in Cyprinidw,
armed with a single series of slender, hooked teeth. Gill openings wide,
the membranes free from the isthmus and from each other. Gill-rakers
setiform. Dorsal fin midway of body, just behind ventrals anal tin long.
Fin rays in males in some species rough with small prickles.
Species
about 40, ill all the warmer parts of America, one of them entering the
United States, (rfrpaywroc, four-angled Trrepor, fin orwing ofnospecial
application to this group, the original word used by Klein for his genus
including Cluctoilouiids, being TetragottojjtrHs =^''TE-i)ayo)voTTTp<)r, i, e.,
like

;

;

size,

;

;

;

;

quadratus aspectu."
a.

Lateral lino complete
6.

;

caudal

Maxillary with few

teetli

fin

with an oblong spot or baud at base.

or none along

its

edge.

AsTYANA.x :* (Astyanax, AtTTviva^, a, son of Hector.)
aual rays
c. Body ovate, the depth less than half the length
;

d.

Anal

fin long, its

2%

Deptli

e.

to

Depth

2%

Anal
/.
j)'.

fin

;

RTJTILUS

;

PANAMENSIS

moderate,

its

;

I'ETENENSIS

rays 20 to 23

;

;

MlCMiOPIITHALMUS, 553 tO 556.

;

;

HUMILIS,

5f>7

to 500.

obsolete.

brevimanus,
jiexuanis; auoextatvs, .502

Pectoral reaching ventrals.

Subgenus

SCAIiKI I'INNIS

humeral spot

Pectoral not reaching veutrals.

5.")3.

40.

3 to 334 "^ length.

(ERSTEDII
dtl.

than

in length.

JENEUS
ee.

less

rays 25 to 35.

;

ASTYANAX,

I'.aird

&

TKTUAGONOPTEUrS KXEIS,

561.

503.

(iirard.

Giintlier.

Head 4; depth 2|; eye 3^ in head. D. 11; A. 26; V. 8; scales 7-35-6.
Snout rather compressed; upper profile slightly concave; maxillary to
front of eye; pectoral extending about to ventrals. Deej) bronze color; a
*The

species of this

group needs a

critical revision

;

some of them are of doubtful

validity.
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blackish caudal spot.

south to Brazil,
Telragnnoptents

Oaxacu, Mexico, and

(Giinther.)

Chagres,

Jiio

{wneus, brassy.)
Gunther, Proc.

lenetis,

GCnthek,

Sallo.)

Museum.

Zool. Sue. Lond., 18G(), 319,

Oaxaca, Mexico.

(Coll.

Cat., v, 320, 18G4.

TETRAGOXOPTERUS RUTILUS,

554.

Jeuyus.

depth 2| eye 31 iu head. D. 11 A. 25 to 29 scales 6-37-6;
concave; maxillary reachiug beyond front of ventrals;
dorsal inserted just behind root of ventrals: pectorals reaching ventrals.
Silvery, -with an indistinct round dark spot behind shoulder; generally
a band-like blackish spot on root of caudal; sometimes extending as a
dark band to humeral spot; this band sometimes silvery; sometimes both
band and spots absent. Mexico to Ecuador and Rio de la Plata, recorded
(Rio Chisoy, Rio Guacalate, Huamuchal,
as common in Central America.
Cordova, etc.) (RiUilus, the roach, from rutilus, ruddy.)

Head

upper

4^

;

;

;

;

profile little

TetrtKiouoplenm

Beagle, Fish.,

.Jenvns, Zoiil.

rittihis,

EroENMANN,

U.

I'roc.

S.

12.''>,

18-12,

Rio Parana.

(Cull.

Darwiu).

Nat. Mug., 1891, 52.

(Coll. Darwiu.)
/. c, 12G, 1842, Rio Janeiro.
Castelnau, Anini. Amer. Sud; Poiss., GO, pi. 3:i, fig. 2, 1855, Bahia.
(Coll. Dr. Wucherer.)
Tetragonoplt;rus vikrosloma, Gi'NTHEn, Cat., v, 323, 18G4, Bahia.
Tdraijonopierns fasfiahis, Gunther, Cat., v, 322, 1864, (not of CuvierA Valenciennes).

Telnigouoplerm

Iteiaaliis,

Jenyns,

Telraijonoplems fiiscoaxircdtis,

TETRAGONOPTERUS PANAMENSIS,

555.

Giinther.

Head 31; depth 2i; eye 3i in head. D. 11; A. 28; scales 8-36-7. SimiMaxillary to
lar to T. rutilu/i, but with more scales in a transverse series.
pectorals reaching a little beyond ventral base. Humeral
and caudal spots present, united by a silvery band. (Giinther.) Streams
about Panama and Lake Yzabal locally abundant.

front of eye

;

;

Gunther,

Telnigonopterm paiHxmeiisix,

Cat., v, 324, 1S04,

Panama;

Yzabal.

(Coll.

Godman &

Salviu.)

Steindachner, Flussfiscbe SUdanierikas,

Tetmijnuiipli'riisjisclieri,

i,

Mamoni River

1G7, 1879,

at

Chepo, Colombia.
556.

TETRAGONOPTERUS MICROPHTHALMUS,

Headli; depth

Gunther.

eye about 4 in head. D. 11; A. 26 to 29; scales
7-36-8.
Sinular to T. rutilus, but the pectoral fin shorter, not reaching
base of ventral. Maxillary reaching front of eye. Silvery, with a bandusually a silvery lateral band. Guatemala,
like spot at root of caudal
(Lake Amatitlan), to Peru. (Giinther.) {/iiKpuq, small; oqjOaAiihc, eye.)
2f

;

;

Telrngonopierns microphihalmtts,

Peru.

Gunther,

324, 1804,

Cat., v,

Lake Amatitlan

;

Rio Rimac,

(Coll. Salvin.)

557.

TETRAGOXOPTERUS

U-^RSTEDII, Kriiyer.

Head 4 depth 3 eye 3 in head. D. 11 A. 29 to 31 scales 7-37-8.
Mouth moderate, the maxillary about to front of eye pectorals about to
ventrals. Humeral and caudal spots present, connected by a faint silvery
band. Rio San Juan, Nicaragua. (Liitken.) (Named for Professor A. S.
;

;

;

;

;

Orsted of Copenhagen.)
Tctragonnplcrus wrstedii,

ragua.

Kboyer, MS., LuTKEN,

let.

Bidrag, in, 229, 1874,

Rio San Juan, Nica-

Jordati

and Evermann.

TETRAOONOPTERCS PETENENSIS,

558.

Head

depth 3
rather compressed
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Giinther.

eye 3A in head. D. 11 A. 27; scales 7-37-7. Snout
upper profile of head scarcely concave maxillary to
front of eye; dorsal inserted very slightly behind ventrals pectorals not
reaching ventrals. A silvery lateral band ending in an oblong black
caudal spot. Lake Peten to western Ecuador, southeast to Argentine
Republic. (Giinther.)
1

;

;

;

;

;

;

Telragouopterus peteiiettsis,

559.

Gunther,

Cat., v, 326, 1864,

Lake Peten.

TETRAGOXOPTERUS SCABRIPINNIS,

(Coll. Salvia.)

Jenyne.

Head 3i depth 3. D. 10 A. 25 to 28 scales 6-37-5. Upper profile
scarcely concave maxillary to beyond front of eye pectoral extending
;

;

;

;

;

humeral and caudal spots present, united by a
Jamapa, Mexico to Rio Janeiro, (scaber,
(Giinther.)
silvery band.
rough phnia, fin, the males having, as in humilis, brevoortii, etc., some of
the fin rays roughened.)

beyond base of ventrals

;

;

Telragonoptt'rtis scabripiunis,

Jenvns,

Beagle, Fishes, 125, 1842,

Zoiil.

Rio Janeiro.

(Coll.

Dar-

GiJNTHEK, Cat., V, 325, 1864.

win.)

560.

Head

TETRAGONOPTERUS HCMILIS,

Giinther.

depth 3i; eye 3|. D. 11; A. 27 to 31; V. 8; scales 7-36-7.
4i
Upper profile of head straight maxillary to front of orbit dorsal
inserted behind ventrals pectoral about to ventrals. Humeral and causides silvery
anal and ventrals with
dal spots more or lees distinct
broad, red margins. Lake Amatitlan, Guatemala. (Giinther.) {humilis,
humble.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Tetragmtoptents humilis,

Gunther,

Cat., v, 327, 1864,

Lake Amatitlan, Guatemala.

(Coll.

Salvin.)

561.

TETRAGONOPTERCS BREVIMANUS,

Gunther.

I

Head 3i; depth 3. D. 11; A. 22; scales ()-38-5. Snout short and thick;
eye about 4 in head upper profile of head not concave maxillary extending to beyond front of eye. Dorsal inserted just behind ventrals; pectorals not reaching ventrals caudal spot usual. Guatemala. (Gunther.)
;

;

;

{brevis,

short; manus, hand.)

Tetragonoptenis brevimauus, Gijnther, Cat., v, 325, 1864,

temala.

(Coll.

Yzabal; Rio San Geronimo, Gua-

Goduian & Salvin.)
562,

TETRAGOXOPTERUS MEXICANUS,

Filippi.

Head 4; depth 2S eye 3^. D. 10 or 11; A. 21 to 23; scales 7-39-5.
Snout bluntly rounded, projecting beyond the mouth; forehead transversely convex; maxillary to beyond front of eye; pectoral about to ventrals, as usual a little longest in males.
Sides with the usual silvery
band, ending in an oblong black caudal spot. Lakes about the City of
;

Mexico.

(Steindachner.)

Tetragmioptenu! mexicaims, Filippi, in Guerin'e Kev.

Steindachner, Ichthyol. Notizen,

vii, 11, 1868.

Mag.

Zoiil.,

1853, 166,

City of Mexico;
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563.

TETRAGOXOPTERUS ARGEXTATUS

Museum.

(Baird

k

Giranl)

Head 4 depth 3. D. 10 A. 21; scales 6-38-6. Body oblong, compressed.
Suout blunt, lower jaw scarcely included. Pectorals reaching ventrals,
Olivaceous; a broad silvery baud along sides; an
the latter to vent.
;

;

oblong black spot at base of caudal, running up on the fin. Southern
Texas and Mexico, (Rio Nueces, EioLeona, and Rio Grande); also recorded,
probably by error, from Arkansas by Le Sueur. Locally abundant; the
northernmost representative of the family, perhaps identical with T. nuxicanus, but apparently a little more slender, the lower jaw less included.
Our specimens collected by Woolman and Cox in Chihuahua Riv.er.
(argentatus, silvered.)

Bajrd & Girakd, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila., vii, 1854, 27, Rio Nueces Rio
Zoquito, Texas; Comanche Spring; Elm Creek Turkey Creek; San
* Felipe; Devil River; Brownsville; Rio Sabinal.
(Coll. Clark.)
Gibarp, U. S. &
Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 74, 1859.
TeiragoHoptenis argetUattis, GuNlHEK, Cat., v, 380, 186i; Jobdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 255, 1883.

Astyanax

argentaltis,

Leona

;

;

;

—

Note. In addition to these species more or less well defined, we add the following, too scantily
characterized to receive a definite place in the system. They are noted by M. F. Bocourt, in
Aunales des Sciences Naturelles, 5eme Serie, Zoologie, T. ix, p. 62, 18G8.

Note srR les Poissons

t>v

Gexre Tf teagonoptere Provenast dv Mexique et de Guatemala,
PAR M. BocorKT.

La

division generique des Poissons de la famille des Salmonides

j\ laqnelle Cuvier a reserve le
par Artedi dans une acception plus large, cumpte
de nombroux representants dans les eaux douces de la region mexicaiue et parmi les especes que
j'ai rencontrees pendant mon voyage dans eette partie de rAmerique, il en est plusieurs qui me
paraissent nouvelles.
Je me propose d'en publier prochainement une description detiiillee,
accompagnee de figures, et en attendant, pour )irendre date, j"en donnerai ici la liste.

nom de Tetragonoptere, employe precedemment

* 1. Especes chez lesquellea la longueur de I'espace interorbitaire est egale au diametre longitudinal de I'ceil:
Tetragonoplenis cobanensis.

1.

Cette espece est bien caracterisee: 1° par la longueur et I'epaisseur de la tete ; 2^^ par la direc3° par les dimensions de la base de Tanale qui sont
tion rectiligne du profil suscephalique
moindres que Tespace comprise entre les deux dorsales. Eiviere de Coban.
;

Telragonoptenis oojcacanensis.

2.

Cette espece differe de la precedente par la forme de la tete qui est plus courte et plus epaisse.

Oaxaca.
3.

Tetragonoptenxs nilidus.

Cette espece ressemble au T. argentatus par le peu de longueur de la
s'en distingue nettement 1° j'ar la largeur de son interorbitaire 2'^
de ses ecailles, dont les stries radiees sont nombreuses, bien dessinees
concentriques non diagonales, comme dans I'espece precedente. De
:

* 2. Especes chez lesquelles
de Poeil:

;

la largeur

4.

base de ses anales, mais elle
par la forme et la structure
et traversees par des lignes
Tasco.

de I'espace interorbitaire est plus grande que

diametre

Tetragonopteriis fulgens.

Cette espece se distingue aussi du T. nitidus par les dimensions moindres de ses
situation de la dorsale placee un peu plus en avant. Province de Cuemavaca.
5.

le

yeux

et

par la

Teiragonoptertis Jhtitimtii.

Cette espece, tres-voisine du T. maerophthalmux, mais qui s'en distingue 1° par la position plus
reculee de la dorsale dont le premier rayon est environ au milieu du corps ; 2° par les ecailles
plus fortement striees; 3° par la grandeur de ses yeux. Environs de Orizaba.
:

6.

Espece voisine du
par la disposition et
Environs de Belize.

T. panamensi.^
le

:

nombre des

Tetragonaptenis helizianus.
elle se distingue par une plus grande elevation du corps;
stries des ecailles (12 a 13) et par le systeme de coloration.

Jordan and Evermann.

BRYCON,

141.

MCLLEBi

Bryant,

Chalcinopfit,

Megalobnjron,

Troschel,
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Troschel.

15, 1845, (j'aicalus).

KxEB, SitzuDprsber. Akail. Wiss. Miinchen, 1863, 226, '$triatuliu).
GiSTHEB, Proc. Zoijl. Soc. Lond., 1869, 423, (c^halus).

Dorsal inserted behind ventrale, in middle of length of body; anal fin
Body oblong, covered with scales of uniform size belly rounded
before ventrals, compressed behind them. Mouth wide, the premaxillary
with 3 or 4 series of tricuspid teeth maxillary with small teeth mandible
with a series of strong tricuspid teeth and a pair of conical teeth in the
middle, behind them. Nostrils close together, separated by a valve. Gill
openings wide, the membranes slightly united, free from isthmus. Gillrakers lanceolate. Species numerous, chiefly Brazilian. {3pvKui, to bite.)
long.

;

;

CnALCisopsis, (Chalcinun, a related genus

Premaxillary teeth in four

a.

;

;

appearance):

oi^i?,

series.

Scales moderate, 48 to 55 in lateral line.

b.

dejitex, 564.

STBiATUxrs, 565.

bh. Scales small, 73 to 80 in lateral line.

Subgenus CHALCINOPSIS, Kner.
.564.

BBTCON DEXTEX,

Gunther.

Head 4^ depth 3^. D. 11 A. 35 scales 9-48 to 5.5-7. Snout longer
than eye in adult maxillary not reaching to center of eye caudal deeply
forked pectoral reaching about to ventrals. Silvery, some scales spotted
or margined with black humeral part of gill opening black usually a
anal usually black-edged.
black spot at base of caudal
Yucatan to
Ecuador. (Giinther. ) (deiitex, large-toothed.)
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Esmeraldas, Ecuador.

Brycon deniex, GCxtheb, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1860, 240,

(Coll.

Fraser.)
Chalcinopsis dentex,

GCstheb,

Cat., v, 337, 1864.

565.

D. 11

:

A. 36 or 37
sides of

;

BBTCOS STBIAirLUS

scales 13-73 to 80-9.

(Kner).

much

Scales

smaller than in

body immaculate, or with rows of oblique brownish
spots caudal spot sometimes present. Eio Chagres and streams about
Panama. (Kner.) {striatulus, narrowly streaked.)
B. dentex

:

;

Chiilcitiopsis striabtlus,

KsEB, Sitzungsber. Akad. Wiss. Miinchen,

1863, 223,

Panama

GI'xtheb,

;

Cat., V, 337, 1864.

Oiulcinopsis chaijresetisis,

142.

Knee,

1.

c, 223,

Rio Chagres

;

GASTEROPELECUS

Gaileropelecus,

Gbonow, Mas.

Gasteropelecus,

Palias, Spicilegia, 1769, vnr,

Ichthyol.,

11, 7,

Gi^xtheb,

1.

c, 338, 1864.

(Gronow; Pallas.

1763, (nonbinomial).
50, {steniicla).

Body strongly compressed, the thoracic region dilated
cular disk; the belly compressed to a sharp edge

:

scales

into a semicir-

moderate lateral
:

backwards towards anal fin.
incomplete, descending
Mouth
moderate, with compressed tricuspid teeth in 1 or 2 series in premaxillary, in 1 series in lower jaw maxillary with a few minute conical
line

;

teeth

;

palate toothless
F. X. A.

23

;

nostrils close together.

Gill openings wide, the

338
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membranes

from istluims

free

ventrals small or rudimentary.
belly;

Dorsal fin
anal long; pectorals long;

gill-rakers slender, lanceolate.

;

inserted behind middle of body, above anal

;

Species few, chiefly Brazilian.

(yaffTr/p,

axe.)

TTE/tt/iff,

GASTEROPELECUS MACULATCS,

566.

SteindacUner.

(PficHE-PfiCHE.)

Head

3|; depth 1|.

A. Ill, 33; P. 10; scales 31 or 32. Premaxupper jaw with three simple canines on each
side; pectoral falcate, nearly half length of body; ventrals minute; doranal very long
sal small
caudal moderate
lateral line not reaching
anal.
Length 3 inches. Silvery, many of the scales above with dark
spots a silver gray stripe from shoulder to caudal. Kio Mamoni, near
illary teeth in

D. 11

two rows

;

;

;

;

;

;

Panama.

(Steindachner.)

Gasleropclecus macidatiis,

(maculatus, spotted.)

Steindachner, Fluss-fische SUdani(!rikas,

1G8, 1879,

Rio Mamoni, at

Chepo, Panama.

RCEBOIDES,

143.

Giinther.

Rxboides, Gi'NTHER, Cat., v, 347, ISCA, (microlepis).

Body oblong

or rather elevated, covered with very small scales; lat-

Belly rounded in front of ventrals, which are close
humerus dilated or produced in a process before pectorals.
Mouth wide, with conical teeth in premaxillary, maxillary and mandible;
those on mandible uniserial those in upper jaw uuiserial or irregularly
biserial; front of jaws with short, conical, tooth-like processes directed
forwards; palate toothless. Nostrils close together, separated by memeral line complete.

to pectorals;

;

brane only. Gill-opeoings wide, the menibranes separate, not attached
to the isthmus gill-rakers slender, lanceolate. Dorsal fin short, nearly
median, behind ventrals anal long, beginning below or before dorsal.
Adipose fin present. Species few. (/)"/3"('5//';) crooked-looking.)
;

;

567. RffiBOIDES

Head

4

;

depth 2f

tebra- 12 -f 22.

;

fJUATEMALENSIS

eye 3i in head. D. 11

;

(Giinthei).

A. 51

Each jaw anteriorly with a

;

scales 19-80-22.

Ver-

short, conical, tooth-like

process directed forward on each side no canine teeth above, those below
small and short; lower jaw shortest maxillary reaching nearly to middle
of eye. Back elevated, the upper profile forming an S-shaped curve.
;

;

Dorsal inserted above fifth or sixth
in a point.
anal ray; caudal deeply forked; ventral below middle of pectoral, which
nearly reaches anal. Olivaceous, with a silvery lateral band. Rio Chagres,

Humeral process ending

and streams of Guatemala.
Anacurln.'' giialcmalensis,

Gvnther,

(Giinther.)

Cat., v, 347, 1864,

Rio Chagres; Huamuchal.

(Coll. Salviu

& Dow.)
144.

BRAMOCHARAX,

Bramorharay, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Body

Gill.

Sci. Phila., 1877, 189, {bransfordi).

covered with moderate-sized
rounded; lateral line decurved, complete.

elongate, fusiform, compressed,

scales; belly before ventrals

Jordan and Evermann.
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Head moderate, with sleuder and pointed snout suborbital bones well
developed; nostrils separated by a membranous partition; mouth rather
large, oblique, reaching to beyond front of eye; teeth in each jaw in
1 series, compressed and conical, some of the lower teeth enlarged near
symphysis teeth of maxillarj- extending along nearly its entire edge,
small, compressed, and multicuspid; teeth on palate undescribed, probably wanting; gill openings broad, the membranes separate and free. Doranal moderate pectorals moderate. One
sal fin short, behind ventrals
species, apparently allied to the South American genus, Salminus, but the
(Bratna, bream; Charax, for Characiu.)
teeth uniserial, not biserial.
;

;

;

;

BRAMOCHARAX BRANSFORDI,

568.

Gill.

HeadSf; depth 21; eye large, 4 in head. D. 11; A. 11,26; V.I, 8. Snout
somewhat longer than eye, attenuated and projecting slightly beyond
chin; maxillaries much decurved, reaching beyond middle of eye; Physiognomy of subgenus Astyanax, (Tetragonopterus). Scales and color unde(Gill.)
(Named for Dr. J. F. Bransford.)
scribed. Lake Nicaragua.
Bmmocharax

brans/onli, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 190,

145.

LUCIOCHARAX,

Lake Nicaragua.

Steindachner.

Luciochwax, Steindachner, Fisch-faiina des Magdalenen-stronies, C7, 1S78,

Head and body

(iiisculptm).

elongate, the belly rounded; surface of head bony;

snout produced, conical; jaws very long, each armed with 1 series of
very small teeth with the points directed backward; maxillary short, with
teeth many small teeth on the palate. Gill membranes free and separate.
Scales not very small; lateral line incomplete. Dorsal behind ventrals
and behind middle of body dorsal and anal extended backward. Intestinal canal short. One species. (XHciits, pike; CViarax, used for Characin.)
;

;

569.

Head

depth 6

LUCIOCHARAX INSCULPTUS,

Steindachner.

D. II, 8 A. Ill, 9 P. 20 scales 44, 10
on 20 to 24. Body elongate all the
bones of the head sculptured; snout long and narrow. Grayish, sides
silvery, a black spot edged with pale at base of caudal.
Length a foot.
Rio Magdalena and Rio Mamoui, (near Panama).
(Steindachuei.)
3;

;

eye 9 in head.

;

;

;

in transverse series, the lateral line

;

{inaculptus, chiseled.)
LiKwcharux

iiisctdplus,

Steindaciinek, Fisch-fauna des Magdalenen-stromes,

G7, 1878,

Rio Mag-

dalena and Rio Mamoni.

Suborder
Body more or

less

GYMNONOTI.

elongate and eel-like, with

many

vertebrae

Shoulder

girdle suspended from the skull; parietal bones distinct, largely in contact; pterotic normal;

plete;

mouth with

its

symplectic bone present; opercular bones comupper edge formed chiefly by the premaxillaries;

no pra'coracoid or interclavicles; anterior vertebra' united, modified, and
with the ossicula auditus, as in the Xematoynatln and the other Fhctospondyli.
Superior pharyngeal bones simple. Dorsal fin wanting or reduced
to an adipose strip.
Vent near the head, the anal fin being exceedingly
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Scales small or wanting.
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Kibs well developed.

Air bladder pre-

Stomach with a blind sac and iiyloric croca. Ovaries with
oviducts. Fresh-water fishes from South America, about thirty species
being known. The group is divisible into two families quite diverse from
sent, double.

each other, the one containing the singular Electric Eel, (Elcctrojihoras
elcciricus), which Cope regards as intermediate between the eel-like Siluroids, {Clarildcr), and the Eels. In this group the maxillaries are rudimental and the form decidedly eel-like. The remaining species, constituting the suborder Gymnonoti, resemble the Characins rather than the
Eels, and have no appreciable relationships to the latter. It seems to us
unlikely that any of the Eels are descended from fishes like the GymnonThe eel-like form of Electrooti, with the anterior vertebrae modified.
chorus is probably the result of independent skeletal degradation. ( Gym(yv/nvog, naked; I'tJrug, back.)
notidw, Giinther, Cat., viii, 1-11, 1870.)

Family XL. GYMNOTIDiE.

Body elongate, compressed, covered with rather small scales, the tail
much produced and usually ending in a point. Mouth small, the teeth
moderate, sometimes wanting, the margin of the upper jaw formed partly
by the maxillaries. Dorsal fin absent or reduced to an adipose strip;
caudal fin rudimentary or wanting; no ventrals. Vent close behind the
head, the anal fin very long. Genera 6; species 30; abounding in the
rivers of South America, with the Characinidw, to which group they are
probably most closely related. (Giinther, Cat., viii, 1-9, 1870.)
a.

no trace of dorsal fin.
Each jaw with a series of conical teeth.
Giton, 146.
6b. Each jaw with a patch or band of very small teeth; eyelid covering the eye, without
Eioenmannia, 147.
free rim.

Tail ending in a point without fins;
b.

146.
Carapus, Cuvieb,
Carapus,

Kegne Animal, Ed.

Mulleb & Teoschel,

i,

GITON, Kaup.
237, 1817, (in part

Horie Ichthyol.,

;

macroimis, fascialns, etc.).

iii, 13, 184.5,

(restricted topfasciatus

;

not Carapus,

Rafinesque).
Giton,

Kaup

in DuMfiElL, Analyt. Ichth., 201, 1856,

(fiiscialiis

Snout of moderate length, depressed.

A

;

no description.)

each
Anterior nostrils wide, in the ui)per lip.
No trace of caudal or dorsal fin. Vent below the gill opening, (ytiruv,
neighbor.)

jaw.

Lower jaw

series of conical teeth in

projecting.

670.

GITON FASCIATUS

(Pallas).

(Caeapo.)

Eye very small

;

Anal beginning below point of iiecdark cross-

scales moderate.

toral; teeth ^^^^.
Color dusky, the young with irregular
bars, which break up into spots with age. Guatemala to Rio

de la Plata;
generally abundant, especially in South America; recorded from Rio

Matagua and Grenada,
Carapo,

Maecgbave,

(faaciatus,

banded.)

Hist. Pise. Bras., 170, 1048, Brazil.

Gynmotus fiiKciatus, Pallas, Spicilegia

America.
GymnotM albiu, Pallas,

I.

c, 36, 1769,

Gymnotus brachiurus, Blocu,

Zoiil., vii, 35, 1709,

Surinam.

pi. 157, fig. 1, 1787.

anal rays about 180, fresh

waters of

Jordan and Evermann.
Gymnonoliis carapo, Br.ocii, Naturg.,

anal rays

lf):i,

GiimiiotiiS2^)ilaciI,

pi. 157, fig. 2,

Bloch & Schneider, Ichth.,

1787;

341
521, 1801,

fresh waters of America, {uner fasciatus, Pallas).

LACKpf.DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

CarapusiniC(juUabiatus,

Valenciennes,

Carapus fascialm, Gunther, Cat., viii,

147.
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EIGENMANNIA,

EiGENMANN,
Worms.

Cryplopi:,

ii,

iu d'Orb.
9,

176, LSOl, Brazil.
Voy. Ainer. Morid.

Poiss., pi. 14, 18.39.

1870.

Jordan

&,

Evermann, new generic name.

Anil. N. V. Ac. Sci., vii, February, 1894, 625, (huinboldti)

;

preoccupied in

This genus differs from Gymnotus or Sternopi/gus, only in not having
orbital rim free. No trace of dorsal or caudal.
Mouth moderate, the jaws subequal, both with a patch or band of small villiform
teeth a patch of minute teeth on each side of palate; snout moderate;
anterior nostrils on upper side of head
vent behind the orbit. Only
one species in our waters. (Named for Dr. Carl H. Eigenmann, in recognition of his excellent work on the fresh-water fishes of South America.)
the

;

;

571.

EIGENMANNIA HUMBOLDTI

(Steindachnei).

(Macana.)

Head Ij in greatest depth; P. 18, its length 1} in head. A. 24. Body
strongly compressed, the snout pointed. Eye without free margin, its
diameter 2 in snout, which is .3 in head. Mouth small, the jaws equal, the
upper as long as eye. Anal beginning below upper ray of pectoral vent
under posterior edge of interopercle scales largest near front of second
half of bodj-, along lateral line scales on nape very small. Length 1^ feet.
;

;

;

RioMagdalenaandRioMamoni, (near Panama). (Steindachner.) (Named
Alexander von Humboldt.)

for

Stertinpi/gus hnmholdti,

Steindachner, Fisch-fauna des Magdalenen-Stromes,

55,

1878,Rio

Mag"

dalena.

We

next append four orders of

fishes which agree in the degradation of
and in the eel-like form of the body, this form being pro.
duced by the development of a great number of vertebne, and the corresponding deterioration of the fins and their basal segments. These fishes

the skeleton

are all probably descended from extinct soft-rayed fishes, but the line of
is not yet traced.
We put them in this place iu the series because
interruption seems to be caused by doing so than would result from
interpolating them elsewhere.

descent
less

Order O.

SYMBRANCHIA.

Body eel-shaped; premaxillary, maxillary, and palatine bones well
developed and distinct from each other, as in ordinary fishes. Shoulder
girdle joined to the skull in typical species, (in
distinct

from the skull as

one family,

Jnqjhqjtioiihr,

No mesocoracoid;

in the eels).

syniplectic
present or absent; scales minute or wanting; no paired fins; vertical
fins rudimentaiy, reduced to folds of the skin
vent at a great distance
from the head; gill openings confluent in a single slit no air bladder;
stomach without l)lind sac or pyloric C(Mca ovaries with oviducts skull
solid, the bones firmly united; vertebne numerous, the anterior unmodified.
Eel-like fishes, widely distributed in warm seas and in fresh waters.
;

;

;

;
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The

species are few, but highly diversified in structure, constituting two
suborders and four families. They are probably related to the Apodes, but
this is not certain, and in the structure of the liead they approach more
nearly to the true fishes. They represent degraded rather than primitive
types, and the line of their descent is as yet unknown. It is not even
certain that the forms grouped in this order are closely related. Cope
makes two orders of them, Ichthi/occphaU, {Monopteridw), and Holostomi,
{Amphipnonhr of Gill, and Si/mhrauchidfr). But Dr. Gill has shown that the
{Symhrancliidw, GiinSjimhranchido' helong rather with the Monopterklw.
ther, Cat., VIII, 12-18,1870.)

together; /V'}I««) giUs-)

(fi5r,

Analysis of Families of Symbranchia.
a.

Syniplcctic present.
h.

Shoulder girdle connected to the skull by a bony post-temporal vent behind the middle of the body vertebrae about 80 + 55 gills well developed palatine teeth in a
baud gills without peculiar modification.
SYMBRANCHiD.ii:, xli.
;

;

;

;

;

Family XLI.

SYMBRANCHID^.

(The Symbranchoid Eels.)

Body eel-shaped, naked, the abdomen very long, longer than the tail;
shoulder girdle attached to the skull by a well-developed, bifurcate posttemporal snout short; eyes small, anterior teeth small; palatine teeth
in a baud gills well developed gill openings confluent in a narrow slit
gill membranes free from the
4 gill arches; no accessory breathing sac
isthmus. Fresh water fishes, 1 genus and 3 species known. (Symbranchidd', genuH. SymhrcDichiis, Giinther, Cat., viii, 15-17, 1870.)
;

;

;

;

;

148

SYMBRANCHUS,

Bloch.

BlocH, Ichthyologia, ix, 87, 1795, (marmoratns).
Vnibravchnperiura, LACtpEnE, Hist. Nat. PoisiS., v, G58, 1803, (marmorahis)
Ophisternon, McCLEi.LANn, Calcutta Journ. Nat. Hist., v, 197, 1845, (hentjaUnsis).
TetrabrancJms, Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind., II, C9, 1862, [micrnphthalmus).

Siimbranchus,

Three species known, two
Characters of the genus included above.
from India, and the following, (f f together jipayxoq, giU-)
i',

572.

;

STMBRANCHITS MAUMORATUS,

Bloch.

Snout short, rounded or pointed eyes small, rather close to the end of
the snout. Gill opening narrow, not extending to theedgeof the ventral
surface, generally transverse, arched, frequently appearing as a longitudinal slit unless drawn out. VertebnB 79 + 57. Color brownish, variously
marbled, sometimes immaculate. Tropical America, in streams from the
Amazon northward to southern Mexico and St. Lucia; generally abundant.
Recorded northward from Vera Cruz, Trinidad, St. Lucia, Lake Peten,
Huamuchal, Rio Chisoy, etc.
;

Symhranchus mannoraliiK, Bloch, Ichthyologia, ix, 87, pi. 418, 1795 Gf nther. Cat.,
Symhranchus immacvlaltis, Bloch, I. c. pi. 419, fig. 1.
Synhranchus transversal it, Bloch & Schneider, 524, 1801, Guinea, after Gronow.
;

viii, 15, 1870.

,

Unihranchapertiiragrisea,marmorata, immacHlalu,
T>80:5,

and

lineata,

Lac^pede,

Hist.

Nat. Pass., v, 058,

Surinam.

Synhrftw-hns

fiiliijiiKisus,

KAN7ANI, Nov. Ooinni. Ac.

Sci.

Inst.

Bonon.,

iv,

75,

i>late 11,

1840, Brazil.
Miirieyiii

Imubrmis,

Symbranchus

Fishes, 18, 18.54, Sea of
Castei,nai\ An. Amor. Sud., 84, pi. 44, fig.

Gronow, Catalogue

rittatus,

Guinea.
3, 1855, Rio de Janeiro.

fig. 1,

Jordan and Evermann.
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CARENCHELYI.

(The Long-necked Eels.)
Teleost fishes with the iutermaxillaries (preniaxillaries), and supradeveloped and united by suture, and immov-

niaxillaries (niaxillaries),

ably connected with the cranium; branchial apparatus as in Apodes;
scapular arch remote from the skull, and the body anguilliform. This
order includes a single family, DericJith yield', lately discovered in the
deep seas. (Gill.) (/cap«,head; tj'.YeAi'f, eel.)

Family XLII. DERICHTHYID^E.

Body anguilliform, slender, with a neck-like contraction between the
head and pectoral fins, and submedian anus. Scales absent, the skin being
perfectly smooth. Lateral line commencing on the side, behind the head,
near the back, but submedian behind. Head oblong, oval. Eyes in the
anterior half of the head.

Mouth with the

tubular.

Nostrils lateral, in front of the eyes, neither
cleft little oblique,

extending behind the eyes.

Jaws well developed, maxillaries approximated to the front of the vomer
and attenuated backwards. Mandible moderately stout the dentary with
the coronoid process moderate and not far from posterior end. Teeth
conic, in cardiform bauds on the jaws and vomer. Lips moderate.
Tongue moderate. Preorbital bones and opercular apparatus moderately
developed operculum inserted rather low on the hyomandibular by a
peduncle, horizontally oblong, with emarginate upper edge and convex
;

;

suboperculum curved and applied below operculum interoperculum long, connected in front with angle of jaw and behind with front of
lower one

;

;

suboperculum

preoperculum moderate.

Branchial apertures lateral
Branchiostegal rays in small number,
(about 6), rather slender and curved upwards behind the opercula. Dorsal, anal, and caudal confluent in an uninterrupted fin
dorsal commencing far behind the head anal commencing about midway between snout
and end of tail or middle of body; caudal pointed and reduced. Pectorals
inserted nearer the breast than back, narrow and rather long, with about
10 or 11 fine fays, a-nd bent forward.
Branchial arches slender glossohyal
moderately long urohyal very slender and pointed first basibranchial
very long
second and third basibranchials moderate
epipharyngeals
reduced to a pair (?); hypopharyngeals long and closely appressed and
superincumbent on the rudimentary fifth arch. One species known, an
eel like fish, from the abysses of the Atlantic. (Gill.)
;

vertical slits in front of pectorals.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Deiichthyida, Gill,

Amer.

Nat., xviii, 1884, 433.)

149.

DERICHTHYS,

Gill.

Dmchlhi/x, Gill, Anicricau Xaturalist, xvili, 1884, 433, {serpenlums).

The generic characters are included
(depT),

neck;

i;i;ffrf,

573.

Body

stout,

in the family diagnosis above.

fish.)

DERICHTHYS SEllPEXTINUS,

somewhat compressed,

Gill.

especially behind vent

greatest
height in region of vent, nearly equal to head; its postanal portion
equal to distance from vent to posterior margin of orbit. Head small,
;
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snake-liko, its resemblance to that of a serpent being enhanced by the
contracted neck-like appearance of the anterior portion of the body; its

anterior portion depressed, the outline from above abruptly truncate;
width of tip of snout considerably greater than interorbital space.
Lower jaw narrower and included; upper jaw projecting beyond its tip

a distance nearly equal to diameter of eye. Length of snout one-third
that of head. Cleft of mouth extends behind eye a distance equal to or
slightly greater than diameter of orbit. Nostrils elongate, the exterior
slit occupying the middle third of the space between anterior margin of
orbit and tip of snout. Length of neck four-fifths that of head, equal
to distance from posterior limit of nostril to posterior portion of head.
Pectorals inserted high up, almost in median line, and composed of 2 or
Origin of dorsal about midway between vent
composed of flexible, delicate rays, not sufficiently differentiated from the thin membrane to be easily counted,
those rays being longest in region above vent. Vent nearly median;
anal fin beginning immediately behind vent, similar in height and
appearance to dorsal fin, which it apparently joins at tip of tail. No
3 flexible, filiform rays.

and

tip of snout, the fin

Lateral line inconspicuous, with minute pores, though its
emphasized by the lancelet-like arrangement of the muscular
Length of type 8 inches; of head, i inch; of region in advance
fibers.
of pectorals, 1 inch; greatest height, seven-sixteenths of an inch.
ventrals.

location

Color, in

A

is

life,

ruddy brown
known,

single specimen

in

;

alcohol, light yellow.

(Goode

&

Bean.)

{serpentimis, like a snake.)

GiT.1., Amer. Nat., xviii, 1884, 433, Gulf Stream, Albatross Station
fathoms. (Coll. Albatross.) Goode & Bean, Oceauic Ichthyology, IGl, fig.

Derichthjs serpenlimts,

2094, in 1022
169, 1895.

Order Q. APODES.
(The Eels.)
Teleost fishes with the premaxillaries atrophied or lost, the maxillaries
and the body anguilliform and destitute of ventral fins. The
most striking feature is the absence of the premaxillaries, taken in connection with the elongate form and the little development of the scapular
lateral,

which is not attached to the cranium. Other characters not conApodes are the following The absence of the symplectic bone,
the reduction of the opercular apparatus and of the palatopterygoid arch,
arch,

fined to the

:

the absence of ventral fins, the absence of the mesocoracoid or pr;i>coracoid arch, and the reduction or total absence of the scales. There are no
spines in the fins, the gill openings are comparatively small, and there
are no pseudobranchise. The vertebrie are in large number * and none
* Numbers of vertebra in Apodes.

Miirxnesox coniceps
Angnilla anguilla
Echidna catenaia
LycodmUis meteagris

=
=

+

Lycodutitis nebiilosus

Lycodonlis undnlatas

Ophichthus ocellalus

Echidna zebra

40 -f- 71 =111.
46 + 70
116.
116.
65 + 51
60=120.
60
65 -|- 57
122.
64 + 68=132.
134.
52 + 82
135.
38
_ 97

_

+

=

G5 -f

Lycodonlis unicolor
Miirana helena
Ophichthiis tjoniesi

Lycoduntis ocellalus
Lycodonlis moringa
Syuaphobranchns pinnattis

=

Lepiocephalnit conger

=

Gordiichthys

irrMus

:

70+
45+
48+
65+

71
71

96

= 136.
= 141.
= 141.

94

= 142.

79

= 144.

31+115 = 146.

55+
125

99

=

1,54.

+ 100 = 225,

Jordan and Evertnann.
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The

of them are specially modified.
caudal vertebrae remaining in a
embryos of most fish, and in the
We begin our discussion of the

that is, with the
extremity, as in the

tail is isocercal

straight line to

345

its

;

Jnacanthini.

with the forms which seem nearest to
the primitive stock from which the members of the group have descended.
It is evident that among the eels, the forms of simplest structure, as Uro2)tcrygiiis,

Chaniio)nurn'na,

and

eels

are not in

S2)ha{ieb7-(nichus

any sense primitive

forms, but the results of a long continued and progressive degeneration,

The Apodes are proba80 far as the fins and mouth parts are concerned.
bly descended from Isospondijlous or Iniomous types, possibly from ancestors of the Anacanthhii, and their divergence from typical forms is, in
most respects, a retrogression.*

without

(a,

novr, foot,

;

from the absence

of ventral fins.)
{Muneiiidie,

Gunther,

Cat.,

vm,

19-145, 1870.)

Families of Apodes.
Encheiycephali
a.

Gill

:

openings woll developed, leading to large interbranchial

slits

tongue present

;

;

opercles

and branchial bones well developed scapular arch present.
Skin covered with rudimentary embedded scales, usually linear in form, arranged in
small groups, and placed obliquely at right angles to those of neighboring groups;
;

b.

pectorals and vertical fins well developed, the latter confluent about the tail
lino present
c.

Gill
d.

;

tongue with its margins free,
openings well separated branchiostegals long, bent upwards behind.
Gill openings lateral and vertical
snout conic, the jaws not very heavy
;

posterior nostril in front of eyes

lateral

;

;

;

longitudinal

lips

;

on jaws and vomer

thick
;

;

lower jaw projecting

;

;

gape

teeth in cardiform bands

eggs minute.

Anguillida-, xliii.

dd. Gill openings horizontal, inferior.

Snout very blunt, with very strong jaws gape transverse lips obsolete;
teeth blunt, in one series, on jaws only.
Simenchelyid.e, xliv.
ee. Snout conical and slender, the jaws of moderate strength
gape lateral;
lips obsolete
tongue but little developed teeth acute, in bands on
jaws and vomer.
Iltophid.e, xlv.
Gill openings inferior, very close together, apparently confluent branchiostegal
rays abbreviated behind
head conical tongue small posterior nostrils in
e.

;

;

;

;

;

cc.

;

;

;

;

front of eye.
66.

Synaphobranchid.e, xlvi.

Scales wholly wanting

;

eggs

(so far as

known) of moderate

size,

much

as in ordinary

fishes.
/.

with a more or less distinct fin, the dorsal and anal fins confluent around it; the tail sometimes ending in a long filament.
Coloration almost always plain, brownish, blackish, or silvery, the
fins often black-margined.

Tip of

g.

tail

Posterior nostril without tube, situated entirely above the upper lip.
/(.
Tongue broiid, largely free anteriorly and on sides vomerine
;

teeth moderate.
1.

Pectoral fins well developed

body not excessively elonlower jaw not projecting anterior nostril
remote from eye.
Leptocephaup.e, xlvii.
gate

hh.

;

;

Tongue narrow,

;

.adnate to the floor of the

tip slightly free

;

mouth

or only the

vomerine teeth well developed, some-

times enlarged.
j.

Jaws not attenuate and recurved
well separated

;

at tip

;

gill

openings

anterior nostrils remote from eye.

- *For a detailed account of the species of Apodes, see
"A Preliminary Review of the Apodal
Fishes or Kels," Kejit. V. S. Fish (%)mm., 1888, (first published Juno 14, 1892),
pp. 581-677, by
David Starr Jordan and Bmdley JMooro Davis.
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Pectoral fins well developed skin thick ; skeleton
tail not ending in a
firm Biiout moderate
;

;

;

Mur.tinesocid.t:, xlviii.

filiform tip.

Pectoral fins wholly wanting
snout and jaws
much produced, the upper longer jaws
straight skin thin, the skeleton weak ; tail
ending in a filiform tip gill openings small,
Eubinferior: teeth shar]i, subequal, recurved;
a long series on the vomer deep-sea eels,
soft in body, black in color.
KETTASTOMID.E, XLIX.
ij. Jaws long and slender, tapering to a point, recurved
at tip
nostrils large, both pjiirs close in front of
eye gill openings convergent forward, separate
or confluent
pectorals and vertical fins well
developed ; membranes of fins thin, not enveloping the rays skeleton well developed ; deep-sea
eels.
Kemichthtid.t;, t.
gg. Posterior nostril close to the edge of the upper lip ; tongue more
or less fully adnate to the floor of the mouth teeth subequal.
Mtrid.i:, lt.
Tip of tail without rays, projecting beyond the dorsal and anal fins (not
filiform) posterior nostril on the edge of the upper lip ; anterior
nostril near tip of snout, usually in a small tube ; tongue usually
adnate to the floor of the mouth. Coloration frequently variegated.
Ophichthyid^, lu.
H-.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ff.

:

COLOCEPHALI

:

aa. Gill openings small, roundish, leading to restricted interbranchial slits
:

/.

;

tongue wanting;

pectoral fins (typicall3') wanting opercles feebly developed fourth gill arch modified, strengthened, and supporting pharyngeal jaws.
Scapular arch obsolete or represented by cartilage heart not far back ; pectorals wantMcbj:nid.e, liii.
ing ; skin thick ; coloration often variegated.
;

;

Suborder

ENCHELYCEPALI.
(The Eels.)

The characters of

this

group are given

al)Ove.

{h/xi^^v?} eel

;

KEcpaX?'/,

head.

Family XLIII. ANGUILLTD.E.

(The Truk Eels.)
The true

by their scaly skin in
and a general resemblance to the Congers.

eels or Anguillida; are characterized

association with a conical head

The group

is thus diagnosed by Dr. Gill
Enchelycephalous Apodals ^^ith conical head, •u-ell-developed opercular
apparatus, lateral maxillines. cardiform teeth, distinct tongue, vertical
lateral branchial apertures, continuous vertical fins, with the dorsal far
from the head, pectorals well developed, scaly skin, and nearly perfect

branchial skeleton.
The AnguiUidte approach more nearly than most of the other eels to the
type of the true fishes. In one respect, that of the minute ova and concealed generation, however, they differ widely from these. The single

genus of living AtiguiUidce is widely diffused in temperate and tropical
Unlike the other eels the Anguillida' freely ascend the rivers,
descending to the sea for purposes of reproduction. One genus, with 5 or
more valid species. [Murdnidw, genus AuguiUa, Guxther, Cat., viil,23

waters.

to 37, 1870.)
a Dorsal

fin inserted

jaw

projecting.

lower
Angcilla, 150.

well behind base of pectorals, shoulder girdle well developed

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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Shaw.

(Eels.)
AnguiUa, SnAW, General Zoiilogy, iv, 15, 1804,
Miiriena, BLF.EKEn,

ArtebI under

PoEY,

etc.,

(taking as type

(atiguilla).
3Ii<rse)ia augvilla,

the

first speoieB

mentioned by

3[urirna).

Body elongate, compressed behind, covered with embedded scales
which are linear in form and placed obliquely, some of them at right

Head long, conical,
angles to others. Lateral line well developed.
moderately pointed, the rather small eje well forward and over the angle
of the mouth. Teeth small, subequal, in bands on each jaw and a long
patch on the vomer. Tongue free at tip. Lips rather full, with a free
margin behind, attached by a freuum iu front. Lower jaw projecting.
Gill openings rather small, slit-like, about as wide as base of pectorals
and partly below them. Nostrils superior, well separated, the anterior
with a slight tube. Vent close in front of anal. Dorsal inserted at
some distance from the head, confluent with the anal around the tail.
Pectorals well developed. Species found in most warm seas, (the eastern
Pacific excepted), ascending streams, but mostly spawning in the sea.

The

eels often

move

for a considerable distance

on land,

in

damp

grass.

Waterfalls, dams, and other obstructions are often passed in this way.
It is thought that the eel spawns only in the sea, the female dying after

having once produced ova. The females are larger than the males, paler
with smaller eyes and higher fins. Eels are among the most
voracious of fishes. " On their hunting excursions, they overturn alike
huge and small stones, beneath which they find species of shrimp and
Their noses are poked into
crayfish, of which they are excessively fond.
every imaginable hole in their search for food, to the terror of innumerable small fishes." (W. H. Ballou.) The single American species differs*
slightly from the European AnguiUa aiigidlla (Linnaeus), (anguilla, the
in color,

eel.)

*As
a.

is

shown

in the following analysis:

Distance between origin of dorsal and vent

head 2j to 2J

in trunk;

upper jaw

g

3%

to 1}^ in

head

pectoral 3 to

;

3%

in

head

;

Yellow, brown, or black,

to 4J^ in head.

underparts paler.

anguilla.
between origin of dorsal and vent IJ to 2 in head pectoral 2| to 3| iu head
head 2 to 2}^ in trunk: body more robust and trunk slightly shorter than in
ajiguilla, otherwise similar.
CHRTSVPA, 568.

aa. Distance

;

;

Dr. Giinther states that a specimen of the European eel from Kew Jersey is in the Liverpool Museum. There is no ether American record, and this must be regarded as very
questionable.
Dr. Seth E. Meek, (Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1883, 430), after a careful comparison of American
anil European eels, concludes that " in American specimens the dorsal fin is proportionately
farther from the end of snout, making the distance between front of dorsal and front of anal a
little shorter than in European siiecimens.
Otherwise no permanent dilTerence seems to exist.
We should not, therefore, iu my opinion, consider the two as distinct species, but rather as
geographical varieties of the same species."
In A. chryniijia, according to Dr. Meek, the distance from tip of snout to front of dorsal is, on
an average, .33'2 of the length; the distance from front of dorsal to front of anal, .Oi)';J^, or
less than length of head, (.12j^).
In the European AnguiUa anguilla the first distance is .30^, the secoud, .13-.;. or a little more
than length of bead (.13J). Cuban specimens, (Anguilla cuhana, Kaup), agree fully with A.
chrysypa, as also Texau ones {Anguilla '^lyranims" or "/exaim").
Probably our eel should be
regarded as a subspecies, (chrysypa), of A. anguilla.
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574.

ANGUILLA CHRYSYPA,*

(American Eel

;

Museum.

Rafiuesque.

Fresh Water

Eet,.)

Distance from front of dorsal to vent IJ to 2 in head pectoral 2'% to
Form rather robust. Brown, nearly3^ in head; head 2 to 2i in trunk.
paler below, the color extremely
plain, often tinged with yellowish
variable. Lcnjjth 1 or 5 feet. Atlantic coast of the United States; very
abundant from Maine to Mexico ascending all rivers south of Canada
and east of the Rocky Mountains and resident throughout the Mississippi Valley. Common in the West Indies. Not found in the Pacific. A
food-fish of importance,
(xpvab^, gold: iinb, below.)
;

;

;

Anguilla chnjaupa, Rafinesque,

Amer. Month. Mag. ACrit. Rev., 1817,

son River; Lake Champlain.
AngniUa lilephnra, Rafine.sque, Amer. Mouth. Mag. &
AngtdUa Jaticaiuhi, Rafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag. &

120,

Lake George Hud;

Crit. Rev., 1817, 120,

Long

Crit. Rev., 1817, 445,

Oliio River.

Island.

Anguilla aterrima, Rafinesque, Ich. Ohiensis, 78, 1820, Tennessee and Cumberland rivers.
AngniUa xanthomelas, Rafinesque, Ich. Ohiensis, 78, 1820, Ohio River.
Anguilla lutea, Rafinesque, Ich. Ohiensis, 78, 1820, Ohio River.
Mnncnaroslrata, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 81, Cayuga Lake.
Mnriena bostoniensis, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 81, Boston.

Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 82, Newport, Rhode Island.
Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 82, Saratoga, New York.
Miiaina argentea, Le Sueur, Journ, Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 82, Boston Bay.
AngniUa tenmrostris, DeKay, Fishes N. Y., 310, 1842, New York.
Mnrfrna serpentina,

Murana

macrncepltala,

Kaup, Apodes, 43, fig. 33, 18.50, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Kaup, Apodes, 44,1856, Niagara River.
Anguilla cuhana, Kaup, Apodes, 44, 185(5, Cuba.
Anguilla novalerrx, Kaup, Apodes, 45, fig. 35, 18.5G, Newfoundland.
AngniUa texana, Kaup, Apodes, 45, fig. 36, 1856, Texas.
Anguilla wabasheiiKis, Kaup, Apodes, 46, 1856, -Wabash River.
Anguilla tyrannus, Girard, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., 75, 1859, Rio Grande.
Anguilla rostrata, De Kay, Fishes N. Y., 312, 1842.
Anguilla novuorleanensis,
Anguilla punctaUisima,

Munena

cubana, PoEV, Synopsis, 421, 1868.

Meek, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., in, 1883, 430.
Jordan & Davis, Review of Apodal Fishes, 668, 1892.

Anguilla anguilla rosliala,
Angitilla chrysypa,

Family XLIV. SIMENCHELYID.E.

(The Snub-nosed Eels.)
This family contains a single species, a large deep-sea eel, parasitic in
larger fishes, having the general characters of Anf/uiUa, but with the
form of the head strikingly different. The following diagnosis is given

by Dr.

Gill:

Apodal fishes with a blunt snout, transverse, anterior mouth, massive
jaws with an acrodont dentition, and inferior longitudinal branchial slits
moderately far apart from each other.
*Among

the multitudes of American eels examined by us we have been unable to detect
As all these specimens differ in a sliglit degree from any we have seen
may provisionally recognize the American form under its oldest name, Anguilla
As these differences are slight, it is not unlikely that intermechryxypa, as a distinct species.
Dr. Bean
diate forms may occur, in wiiich case the American form may stand as var. chri/ni/pa.
records in the "Nineteenth Rejiort of the Commission of Fisheries of New Y^ork," page 280,
five individuals from Great South Bay, Long Island, which he thinks may represent Ayignilla
These specimens are described as having "large eyes, short snout, and
argentea (Le Sueur).
long pectoral fins as compared with the common form, silvery gray above with a clear satiny
wliite abdomen sejjarated from the color above by the lateral line."
These specimens are very
interesting because they were found "to be males with the generative glands so well developed
as to leave no doubt concerning the sex."
specific differences.

from Europe, we

Jordan and F.vermann.
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The skin lias the peculiar rudimeutary scales of A)i(/HiUa; the teeth are
blunt, uniserial, ou the edge of the jaws only, and there are no lips.
151.
Simenchelijs, Gill, in Goode

Conchoiinathus,

SIMENCHELYS,

& Bkan,

CoLLETT, Bull. Soc.

Gill.

Bull. Essex Inst., 27, 1879, {parasUiais).

Zoiil.

France, 122, 1889,

{<jri)iHihlii).

Body eel-shaped, covered with linear embedded scales, disposed at right
angles as in AngniUa. Lateral line present, faint. Head very short,
rounded, very blunt anteriorly, slightly compressed. Mouth small,
entirely anterior. Premaxillaries and maxillaries of each side coalesced
and separated from those of the other side by the ethmoid. Jaws equal,
their edges hard, provided with a single series of small, rounded, closeNo vomerine teeth. Tongue broad, somewhat
set, incisor-like teeth.
free anteriorly. Mandible very deep and strong. Operculum saber-shaped.
openings very small, inferior, longitudinal, well separated, situated
and below them. Both nostrils large, the anterior
with a slight rim, but no tube. Lips full. Pectorals short; vertical fins
confluent around the tail, the dorsal beginning not far behind pectorals;
vent in front of anal, near middle of body. One species known, (oiiibq,
Gill

in front of the pectorals

pug-nosed;

iyx^'^^vQ, eel.)

SIMENCHELYS PARASITICUS,

575.

Gill.

to 4| in trunk tail a
Eye
head's length longer than head and trunk anterior profile of head bluntly
rounded; angle of mouth at a point half way between the tip of snout
and anterior edge of eye; body stout, the depth at vent about equal to

1^ to 2 in snout

;

pectoral 2i in head

;

head

4^^

;

;

length of head

;

dorsal beginning about a head's length behind gill open-

Length about 2 feet. Offshore
banks, in deep water, south of Newfoundland; also recorded from the
Azores abundant often found burrowing in the flesh of the halibut,
(whence the nsuwe parasiticus, parasitic.)
Sitiieiichclys parasiticus, GiLL MS., in Goode & Bean, Bull. Essex, Inst., 27, 1879, NewfoundGilbert, Synopsis, 363,
land Banks Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 113; Jordan
ings;

color dark brown, nearly plain.

;

;

cfc

;

1883

;

GPnther, Voy. Challenger, xxii,

Couchognathus grimaldii, Collett, Bull. Soc.

JoncAN & Davis, c,
France, 122, 1889, Azores.

252, 1887
Zoijl.

I.

;

670.

ILYOPHID^.

Family XLV.

(The Ooze Eels.)
This family contains a single species with characters intermediate
between the Simencheli/ida' and the Syna2)hohrancIiida\ combining the general physiognomy of Syna2)hobranc]ms with the separate gill slits and
long-bowed branchiostegal rays of Simcnchclyida-. Deep-sea eels from the
eastern Pacific.
152.
nyophis, Gilbert, Proc. U.

Body

scaly

;

S.

ILYOPHIS,

Gilbert.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 351, (brunneus).

pectorals well developed

horizontal, inferior, well separated

;

;

lateral line

prominent

;

gill slits

nostrils lateral, the posterior

imme-

diately in front of the eye, the anterior with a short tube, near tip of
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Maxillaries as in Sijnajyhohranchus; the clamping processes closely
appressed to the side of the vomer behind its head; lower jaw strong,
apparently with the coronoid process well developed series of teeth on
head and shaft of vomer continuous no lips tongue little developed,
with narrow free margin branchiostegal rays 15 in number, (as determined without dissection), not shortened, some of them curved around
and above the opercle. Dorsal, anal, and caudal confluent, rather high,
the rays clearly visible through the ekin dorsal beginning well forward,
origin of anal near
its origin immediately behind the base of pectorals
end of anterior third of body. (Atf, ooze o0(f, snake.)
snout.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ILYOPHIS BRUNNEUS,

576.

Gilbert.

Body narrow, compressed throughout snout and jaws slender gape
one-half length of head, extending beyond the eye for a distance less than
;

;

the diameter of the latter; maxillary teeth small, bluntly conic, in narrow bands teeth on vomer large, conic, those on shaft of vomer in a single
row teeth in mandible in narrow band, those on the inner series enlarged
and retrorse though less than half the size of the vomerine teeth front of
pupil over end of second third of length of jaw gill slits narrow, inferior,
horizontal, crescent-shaped, about equaling horizontal diameter of eye,
their lower (anterior) ends separated by a distance equal to their own
times that distance head 2 in
length, their upper (posterior) ends by
trunk head and trunk 3i in total length pectorals small, 6 in head, rays
evident; scales very tine, arranged in groups at right angles to one
another lateral line running high anteriorly, its pores white and conspicuous. Color brown, the fins, lower side of head, and branchial regions
Length 15 inches. One specimen, from Chatham
(Gilbert.)
darker.
Island, Galapagos Archipelago, in 634 fathoms, (irunneus, brown.)
;

;

;

;

H

;

;

;

;

IlyojMs brmincits, Gilbert, Proc. U.

Davis,

I.

c, 670.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 352,

Chatham

Island

;

Jordan &

(Coll. Albatross.)

Family XLVI.

SYNAPHOBRANCHID^.

This group consists of deep-sea eels, dififering from the AiKjuUUdw in
having the gill openings externally confluent into a single slit. The following diagnosis is given by Dr. Gill
Enchelycephalous Apodals with conic, pointed head, moderate opercular apparatus, lateral maxillines, caidiform teeth, distinct tongue, inferior

branchial apertures discharging by a common aperture, continuous vertical fins, pectorals well developed, scaly skin, and nearly perfect branchial
skeleton.

Body eel-shaped, covered with

linear, imbedded scales placed at right
Lateral line present. Head long and pointed, the
snout produced. Mouth very long, the eye being over the middle of its
Jaws about equal teeth small, sharp, in a broad band in each jaw,
cleft.
becoming a single series anteriorly those of inner series iu upper jaw and
of outer series in mandible somewhat enlarged vomerine teeth in a nar-

angles, as in AntjitiUa.

;

;

;

row band

openings inferior, horizontal, close together,
convergent forward, somewhat confluent at the surface, but separated by
Branchiostegals peculiarly formed, in
a considerable isthmus within.
anteriorly.

Gill

Jordan and Evermann.
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moderate number (about 15), attached to the sides of the compressed ceratohyal and ephiyal, slender, abbreviated, and moderately bowed, not
being curved up above the operculum. Tongue long, free only at the sides.
Nostrils large, the anterior with a short tube, the posterior before the
lower part of the eye. Pectoral well developed dorsal low, beginning
anal longer than dorsal, rather high, its rays slender,
behind vent
branched, not imbedded in the skin vertical fins confluent around the
Vent near the anterior fourth of body. Muscular and osseous systail.
Stomach very distensible. Deep-sea fishes two
tems well developed.
genera with 6 or 8 species known. {Mura'nida', group SynaphohrancMna,
;

;

;

;

Giinther, Cat., viii, 22-23.)
a.

Dorsal

fin

low, beginning behind vent

;

vomerine teeth

in a single patch

;

pectorals long,

Synai'hobranchus, 153.
longer than the rather slender snout.
aa. Dorsal fin beginning close behind base of pectorals ; vomerine teeth in two patches, one
behind the other ; pectorals short, not longer than the short snout.

HiSTIOBRANCHUS,

153.

SYNAPHOBRANCHUS,

Synaphobranchus, Johnson, Proc.

Zoiil. Soc.

London,

154.

Johnson.

1862, 169, (kaupii).

Dorsal beginning behind vent. This genus contains two or three species,
deep-sea fishes from the Atlantic and Pacific, {awaipiir, united jipayxia,
;

gills.)

577.

SYNAPHOBRANCHUS PINNATUS

(Gronow).

Dorsal fin beginning i to | head's length behind vent maxillary reaching a point almost opposite gill opening head 3 to 3i in distance from
snout 3^ in head eye 2 to 2J in
tip of snout to dorsal, J to f in trunk
snout; cleft of mouth \\ to If in head; pectorals 3 in head, their insertion about equidistant from snout and anus. Uniform brown, vertical
inside of mouth blue-black;
fins darker behind, light-edged anteriorly
North Atlantic and western Pacific, common about
gill openings dark.
the Madeiras, Canaries, etc., and also about the banks of Newfoundland;
"a common resident of the deep waters of the offshore banks in 200 to
300 fathoms, where individuals are often taken on the fisherman's trawl
lines." The Japanese species, S. afniis, Giinther, is probably the same.
(pinnatus, feathered or finned.)
;

;

;

;

;

Murmia pinnata, Gronow,

Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., 19, 1854, locality

Synaphobranchus kavpii, Johnson, Proc.

Zoiil. Soc.

unknown.

Lond., 18C2, 16U, Madeira.

(Coll. J.

Y. John-

son.)
1

Gvnther, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

xx, 1877, 445, Inosima, Japan.
GoonE & Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., 20,
1879 Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 113 Goode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zool., 222,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 364, 1883 GCnther, Voy. Challenger, xxii, 253, 1887
1883
Vaillant, Voyage Travaillcur et Talisman, 89, 1888 Jordan & Davis,
c, 672.

Syna2^hobranclms

nffitiis,

Synaphobranchus pinndtHs, GOnther, Cat., viii,
;

2.'i,

Hist.,

1870;

;

;

;

I.

;

154.

HISTIOBRANCHUS,

Histiohranchtis, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Gill.

Mus., 1883, 255, (infemalis).

This genus is close to the preceding, from which it is distinguished by
the more anterior insertion of its dorsal. Two species have been described,

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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perhaps identical with each other, (icrr/oi',
from the insertion of the dorsal.)
gills

sail,

e.

i.

dorsal fiu

;

iSpuyxid,

;

a.

bathybius, 578,

than snout.
than snout.

I'ectoral fin louger

infernalis, 579.

«a. Pectoral fin shorter

578.

HISTIOBRANCHTJS BATHYBIUS,

Giinther.

longer than snout eye i or s of the length of snout; head
and trunk IJ in tail dorsal commencing above or immediately behind
the pectoral, which is only i length of head; scales quite rudimentary,
lanceolate, imbedded in the skin cheeks naked dorsal and anal fins low,
especially the former. Uniformly black. (Giinther.) Northern and western Pacific in deep water, Bering Strait, off Japan, and off Cape of Good
Pectoral

iln

;

;

;

;

One specimen obtained by Dr. Gilbert

Hope.

(Albatross Explorations).

(/3ni9{)f,

deep

in Bering Sea in 1890;

/?/oc, life.)

;

Synaphohranckvs halhybius, GiJNTHEE, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., XX, 1877, 445
lenger, 254, pi. Lxii,

1887, off

fig. b,

Jordan and Davis,

Histiobranchus haOiybius,

579.

;

and in Voy. Chal-

Yedo; North Pacific; Kerguelen Island.
I.

c, 673.

HISTIOBRANCHUS INFERNALIS,

Gill.

Body moderately elongated and compressed its height at the anus
of the length. Head 9 in total length, its width a little less than one-half
;

-,^o^n"

length; snout moderate, less than greatest width of head; eye modermuch less than one-half the snout upper jaw nearly one-tenth of
total length lower jaw a little more. Dorsal commencing not far behind
vertical from the root of pectoral; anal inserted a little nearer tip of
its

ate,

;

;

snout than end of tail both are moderately developed. Pectorals considerably shorter than snout. Color in life almost uniform dark plumbeous in alcohol the trunk is dark yellowish brown, becoming almost
black on the abdominal region, as well as on the intermaudibular integuments and around the pectorals, while the dorsal and anal are whitish
except towards the posterior fourth of the length, where they are very
dark or blackish. A specimen, No. 33279, was taken by the Anatross at
station 2037, in 1,731 fathoms, 38° 30^ N. 69° 8' W. (Goode & Bean.)
{infernalis, infernal, from its black color.)
;

;

EisHnbranchm

Long.

infernalis,

Gill, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mns., 1883, 255, Gulf

W., in 1,731 fathoms. (Type, No. 33279.
Ichthyology, 145, fig. 165, 1895.
G'.P

Si/napkobnmchus

infernalis,

GCnther, Challenger Report, XXII,

Family XLVII.

Stream, Lat. 38° 30' N.,
Goode & Bean, Oceanic

Coll. Albatross.)

254, 1887.

LEPTOCEPHALID^.

(The Conger Eels.)
This family includes those eels which are scaleless, and have the tongue
largely free in front, the body moderately elongate, the en.l of the tail

surrounded by a fin, the posterior nostril remote from the upper lip and
near front of eye, and the pectoral fins Avell developed. All the species
are plainly colored, grayish or dusky above, silvery below, and the dorsal
edged with black. Genera 3,* species about 15, found in most warm seas,

As the osteology of most of the species
aud

is

unknown, wo can not

sa}'

whether the

Mnr;ii>cs<iii,la;

really bo sejiarated from this group.
Bleeker placvMall tlicsc
also in his family of Couijroidei.
GUuther approximute'"
Couijer to Ani/inlld, while recognizing the allies of Miirienesox, Ectiehts, IJeteroronger, and XeinichlhyS
Netiusioma ho places with Neoconger and Murtenesox.
as BO many distinct subfamilies.
Echelidx.,

genera with

Ileli-rixnuijri'lii: e-h<n\\i\

Xilliifliiiini

uud

Ki

iiiii-lilhys,

Jordan

atid

Evermann.
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Most of the species uudergo a metamorphoand transparent, Land-shaped and
The body grows smaller with increased age,

usually at moderate depths.

young being

the

sis,

loosely organized

with very small head.
owing to the compacting of the

(Murfcnidcv, part, Giinther, Cat.,

tissues.

viii, 37-44.)

Vomerine teeth

a.

in bands,

none of them canine-like

;

lips thick.

Dorsal fin inserted at a point behind base of pectoral, but nearer pectova! than vent;

b.

head with inconspicuous mucous cavities jaws with an outer series of
tail about half longer than rest of bodj'.
teeth, forming a cutting edge
;

close-set

;

Lkptocki'jiai.us, 155.

opening bones of front of head witli large muciferouR cavities mouth rather small jaws with bands of small teeth, the outer not
forming a cutting edge tail from half to two-thirds of total length.

Dorsal

bb.

fin

beginning over the

gill

;

;

;

;

aa.

CONQEKMURiKNA, 15G.
some of them canine-like; maxillary teeth biserial dorsal
beginning above root of pectoral; cleft of mouth extending beyond middle of eye;
tail very long and slender, about half longer than rest of body.
Uroconger, 157.

Vomerine teeth

155.

uuiserial,

;

LEPTOCEPHALUS

(Gronow) Scopoli.

(Conger Eels.)
(a)

Larval Forms.

Leptocephalus, Scopoli, Int. Hist. Nat., 453, 1777, (morrissi).
Oxyiirus,

Raiinesql'K, Caratteri, 19, 1810, {vrrmiformis).

Hebnktis, Katinesque, Indico d'lttiologia Siciliana, 62, 1810, {punctalus).
HebnichDiys, Costa,
?

?

Fauna Napoli,

Pesci, 1854, (diaphanus).

Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Ind. A"eerl., 1, Manado, 69, {Jii/pselosoma).
Diaphanichthys, Peters, Monatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berl., 399, 1864, (brevicaudits).
Ltptocephalichthys,

(b)

Rafinesque, Caratteri, etc.,
Myrtis
restricted bj' Bleeker to

Echelun,

Conger, Cuvier,

Regne Animal, Ed.

Adult Forms.

63, 1810, (in part

;

includes species of Conger, Opiiisoma and

Myrtis).
11, 11,

350, 1829, {conger).

Ariosoma, Swainson, Nat. Hist., Class'n Fishes,

l,

typo mentioned

220, 1838, (no

diagnosis

;

worthless).

Ophkoma, SwAiNSON, Nat. Hist., Class'n Fishes, 11, 334, 1839, {acuta, ubtusa).
soma not Ophisonms, Swainson, I. c, 227 = Mnnmoides, Lacepede.
Congrue, Richardson, Voyage Erebus & Terror, 107, 1844, {conger).

Substitute for .IrtV

;

Head depressed above,
Lateral line present. Mouth wide, its cleft extending at least to below middle of eye.
Teeth in outer series in each
jaw equal and close-set, forming a cutting edge no canines band of
vomerine teeth short. Tongue anteriorly free. Vertical fins well developed, confluent around the tail
pectoral fins well developed
dorsal
beginning close behind pectorals. Gill openings rather large, low.
Eyes well developed. Posterior nostril near eye anterior near tip of
Body formed

as in Anguilla, the skin scaleless.

anteriorly pointed.

;

;

;

;

;

snout, with a short tube.

Lower jaw not

projecting.

Skeleton differing

numerous respects from that of AiujuUla. Vertebra; about 56 + 100.
In most warm seas. This genus contains the well-known and widely
distributed Conger eel and three or four closely related species. The
earliest generic name used for members of the group is Lvptoccphalns,
based on a curious, elongate, transparent, baud-like creature with
in

F.

N. A.

'-'4
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in the waters of Europe, and
This has been shown by Gill, Giinther,
and Facciolii to be the young and larval form of Leptocephalus conger.
A number of the genera and species of the supposed family of Leptocephalida' have been described, but there is no doubt that all of them are
larvto, some of eels, as Contjcr, CoiKjermura'na, OpMsurus, and Xettastoma,
others of Isospondylous fishes, as Alhula, EIops, Ahpoccphalus, Siomias,
etc. (See Giinther, Cat., viii, 130.) It is thought by Dr. Giinther that the
Leptocephalid forms are probably " individuals arrested in the development at a very early period of their life, yet continuing to grow to a certain size, without corresponding development of their internal organs,
and perishing without having attained the characters of the perfect
animal." The recent obsers ations of Dr. Gilbert on the larvae of Alhula,
Flops, and Conger, however, seem to point to the conclusion that these
curious forms are normal young, and that the individuals grow smaller
in size for a time with increased age, owing to the increasing compact-

minute head and very small mouth, found

known

as LejHocephalus morrissi.

ness of the tissues.

Inasmuch as the name Leptocephalus has been associated for more than
a century with larval forms it is a decided inconvenience to accord to it
precedence as a generic name over Conger. The strict law of priority,
however, demands its retention, and the tendency among systematic
zoologists is to recognize as few exceptions as may be to this rule. The
unfamiliar names Oxyurus and Uelmictis are both earlier than Conger.
{TiETTTuc, slender; K6(t>a/J/, head.)
a.

Dorsal bcgiuuing ucarly oppoeite tip of pectoral

;

beginning above middle of pectorals

;

aa. Dorsal fin

head about 1|
head about IJ

conger, 580.

iu trunk.
in trunk.

CAUDILIMBATIS, 581.

580.

LEPTOCEPHALUS COXGER

(Llnuaus).

(CoNOF.R Eel.)

Dorsal beginning opposite to or just behind tip of pectoral eye 1^ in
snout, 5 to 6 in head snout 3i to 4J in head gape extending nearly or
quite to posterior margin of eye head l.i to IS in trunk tail longer than
rest of body pectorals 3+ in head
ujiper lip full, with conspicuous pores.
Ashy gray or blackish vertical fins with a black margin body sometimes (var. niger) entirely black. Atlantic Ocean, generally common on
both coasts, from Cape Cod to Brazil also on coasts of Asia and Africa
almost cosmopolitan, but not found in the eastern Pacific. It reaches a
length of 8 feet, and is a food fish of importance, especially in Europe.
{Conger, the ancient name of the eel.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(i<)

;

Larval Forms.

Leploccphahis vwriissi, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1150, 1788,

Holyhead, England.

Ophidium pelbuidum, Couch, Loud. Mag. Nat. Hist., v., 1832, 313, 742, England.
Leptocephalus graiilis, Storer, Mem. Ainer. Acad., ii, 524, 1839, Massachusetts.
LeptocepliaUiK spallanzanii

,

camUdissimus, etc., of
(h)

Munma supremo
Murwna

conijur,

numjine pinna: dorstdis

European

writers.

..

Adult Forms.

niijro,

Artedi, Synon.,

40, 2, 1738,

LlNN.iiUS, Syst. Nat., x, 245, 1758, (based on Artedi).

Mediterranean.

Jordan and Evermann.
JI/Hr,THrt nigra,

Risso,

Icli.

—Fishes of North America.

Nice, 93, 1810, (black variety), Nice.

MlTCHiLL, Jouni. Ac. Nat.

AiKjnilla oceanica,

Congerverus, Risso, Eur. Mer.,

Ill,

201, 1820,

Regno Animal, Ed.

Conger vulgaris, CuviER,

355

Sci. Pliila., 1818, 407, off

New

York.

Nice.
il, li,

France; GCnther,

350, 182'J,

Cat., vrii, 38,

1870.

Conger rubescem, Ranzani,

De Novis

Spec. Pise. Diss. Prima,

in, pi. v, fig. 5,

1838,

Mediterra-

nean.
Ophuioma

ohlnsa,

SwAiNSON, Fish., Rep., and Amph.,

Conger orbigni/aiws, VALENCIENNES, D'Orbigny, Voy.

ii,

395, 183!), Sicily.

Am.

Merid.,

I'oiss., pi. 12, 1, 183'J,

South

America.
Conger occidentalif,

De Kay,

N. Y. Fauna

:

Fishes, 314, pi. 53,

fig. 172,

1842.

Congnis lencophnHn, Richardson, Voy. Erebus and Terror, Fishes, 108, 1844.

Conger verreuitxi,

Kaup, Apodes,

115, 1856,

Conger esculentus. Poet, Memorias,
Conger niger,

ii,

no locality.
Cuba.

34G, 1860,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 362, 1883.
Jordan & Davis, I. c, 664.

Leptocephalns eonger,

581.

LEPTOCEPHALUS CAUDILIMBATUS

(Poey).

beginning above the mitldle of pectorals eye as long as
snout, ii in head gape extending to beyond the middle of the eye head
pectorals 3 to 3^ in head.
li to If in trunk tail longer than rest of body
Brown, vertical fins with a broad black margin, which is again edged with
white the dorsal black anteriorly for t its depth. Tropical parts of
Atlantic; Pensacola to Cuba and Madeira not rare, (caurfa, tail; limbatus,
Dorsal

fin

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

margined.)
PoEY, Repertorio, II, 249, 1867, Cuba.
GOnthek, Cat., viii, 40, 1870, Madeira Bahamas.
Conger caudicuJa, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 435, Pensacola.
Jordan & Gilbert, /. c, 262.
Silas Stearns.)

Echeliis caxulilimbalns,

Conger macrops,

;

(Coll. Ilasslar.)

(Type, No. 30709.

Coll.

Conger candilimbalus, Poey, Enumeratio, 152, 1875.
Leptocephalus candicida,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 900,
Jordan & Davis, L c., 666

1883.

Leptocephalns caudilimbatits,

156.

CONGERMUR^NA,

Kaup.

Kaup, Apodes, 108, 1856, {balearica).
Gnalhophis, Kavp, Aale Hamb. Mus., 1859, (hetcrngualhiif:).
Congronmrsena, GvNTHER, Cat., viii, 40, 1870, (amended spelling).
Ophisoma, Bleeker, Jordan & Davis, etc., (octifa).
Conger-3Iurxna,*

This genus contains numerous species of small Congers, distinguished
by the more anterior insertion of the dorsal and by the greater development of the muciferous cavities in the head. The species are very closely
related and not well known.
{Coixjcr; Miirana; related genera.)
a.

Snout more or
6.

less

projecting beyond mandible.

Vent Bubmedian

in position, the

body and

tail

about equal in length

projecting.
bh.

Vent anterior in position, the tail much longer than rest of body.
c. Snout short and heavy, blunt, projecting little beyond mandible.
cc. Snout long and acute, considerably projecting.

;

upper jaw

little

balearica, 582.

macrura,

583.

* By the rules of the American Ornithologists' Union, the generic name Congemmnrna would
be adopted. Ariosoimi is ineligible because no type is expressed, and the diagnosis is valueless.
Ol'hisuina would liy some l>o set aside on account of the prior Ophinomax.
Ophisoma was based
on two species, acuta and obinsa, the latter the common Conger Eel, and thia group is really synonymous with Conger.
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d.

Tail less than twice leii.sth of rest of body

eyu small, 8}^ in head

;

dil.

Tail

;

iiiaiiilible

PRORiGEUA,

strong.

much muiv than

twii r length of rest of liody

;

584.

eye large, 7 in head.
NITENS, 585.

aa.

Snout long, hut not projecting the lower jaw much longer than ujiper
of rest of body eye 6 in head.
;

;

582.

COXCiEUMUK.KNA BALEARICA

(Do

la

;

tail

twice length

flava, 586.

Roche).

projecting; lips thin; head about 6 in total length
a little longer than the head and trunk eye about equal to snout,
5 in head. Color bro\yni8h or yellowish; silvery on sides and below verTropical parts of the Atlantic and
tical fins with a narrow black edge.
eastern Pacific. Known from the Mediterranean, Cuba, Brazil, St. Helena,
Cape San Lucas and the Galapagos. Possibly more than one species
should be recognized, in which case the American form would stand as C.
(Name from the Balearic Islands, oft" the coast
opifitho2)hthaImus.
(En.)

Upper jaw but

the

little

tail

;

;

of Spain.)
De La Koche, Ann. Mus., xill, 1809, 327, tig. 3, Balearic Islands.
Rafinesque, Caratteri, 05, 1810, Sicily.
Miiniua aissini, Risso, Ich. Nice, 91, 1810, Nice.
Conger opisthophlhalmtis, Ranzani, De Nov. Spec. Pise. Disser., Prima, lli, pi. v, tig.
Mtirana balearica,
Echeliis cinciara,

1,

1838,

4,

1855,

Bahia.
Ophisoma acuta, Swainson, Fish., Rept., Amph.,

ii,

396, 1839, Sicily.

Conger microstomus, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. Rares, Ameriquo du Sud, 83,

'

pi. 42, fig.

Rio Janeiro.
Conger utmlis* PoEY, Memorias,

il,

318, 1860,

Havana.

Cuba.
GOnther, Cat., vili, 42, 1870, St. Helena.
Conger-3Iuri€na halearica, Kaup, Apodes, 110, 1856.
CongromnriFna bulearica, Gunther, Cat., viii, 41, 1870.
Ophumma analis, Poey, Repertorio, li, 248, ]il. 3, fig. 3, 1806.
c., 061.
Ophisoma balearicum, Jordan & Davis,
Conger impressus, Poey, Memorias,

ll,

318, 1800,

CongromurienamellUsii,

{Coll. J.

H. Melliss.)

I.

583.

C'ONOERMUB.ENA MAt'RURA

much

(Gilbert).

longer than the body.

Snout
comparatively short and heavy, blunt, and broadly rounded, projecting
but little beyond tip of mandible; tail twice length of body; lips full;
teeth in mandible in a broad band, those of outer series the largest; maxillary and vomerine teeth also in broad bands vomerine patch divided by
a groove into which fits the tip of the mandible no teeth on shaft of
vomer; posterior nostril an elliptical slit, on level of upper margin of
pupil anterior nostril a round pore near tip of snout; five large mucous
pores on each side of jaws; gape extending slightly beyond pupil, 2f in
head; eye moderate, f in snout, 6 in head; head 1} in trunk, i in tail;
pectorals i length of head; origin of dorsal slightly behind base of pecColor dusky above; under side of head and abdomen light, the
torals.
two areas separated by a well-defined line fins dusky, becoming black
towards tip of tail, with whitish border inside of mouth, gill cavity, and
peritoneum silvery. (Gilbert.) Gulf of California; one specimen known,
9i inches long. (,unKpbc, long: ovpd, tail.)

Vent anterior

in position, the tail

;

;

;

;

;

* According to I'oey the vent is exactly in the middle of the body
an eye's diameter nearer the head in Congerumriena inipressa.

in Congerumrieua analis,

and

Jordan and Evermann.
Ophisnnia vinrninui}. GiLHERT, Proc. U.

S.

—Fishes of North America.

Nat. Miis., IWll,

3.51,

357

Gulf of California.

(Cull.

Alba-

tross.)

584.

CONGERMIIR.ENA PRORIGERA

Tail considerably louger than rest of body.

(Gilbert).

Eye

small, 2 in snout, 8J

than length of gill slit; snout long and sharp, the
length of orbit; teeth villiacute tip projecting beyond mandible for
forni, in broad bands, none of them enlarged, a transverse groove behind
head of vomer to receive tip of mandible posterior nostril slit-like, the
anterior with distinct membranous tube mandibles very broad and strong;
gapo reaching to vertical from posterior margin of pupil, i of head; conspicuous pore just behind angle of mouth head equal to trunk, 3 in tail
without fin; depth 13 in total length; pectoral 31 in head; dorsal beginning in advance of gill opening, its distance from tip of snout slightly
Uniform light brovrn;
less than half the distance from snout to anal.
fins dusky, black near tip of tail, and there with narrow bright white
margin mouth, gill cavity, and peritoneum black. (Gilbert.) Length 1
Panama to Ecuador, {prora, prow gero, I bear.)
foot.
Ophisoma prnritjerum, Gilrert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 350, Coast of Ecuador; Panama.
in head, slightly less

it

;

;

;

;

;

(Coll. Albatross.)

.5S5.

COXCJERMUR.ENA XITENS

(Jordan

& Bollman).

much more than twice length of body; body slender; tail comjaw considerably shorter than the upper; dorsal beginning
Head If in trunk, .5^ in
slightly in advance of the root of the pectoral.
Tail

pressed; lower

tail; tail 2} times as long as head and trunk; snout 4i in head, very soft;
eye very large, 7 in head, 1| in snout interorbital area 2 in eye cleft of
mouth 3^ in head, extending slightly behind middle of eye; pectoral long
;

;

and narrow, 2;* in head, If times as long as gill slit. Color olivaceous,
upper parts of head and body with numerous fine black dots a silvery
shade across opercles and below lateral line peritoneum bright silvery,
giving belly a pale color dorsal and anal with a narrow black margin,
below which are a few small spots pectoral pale. One specimen dredged
at Alhaiross station 2801 off Panama, 8° 47^ N., 79° 29^ 30''^ W., in 14
;

;

;

;

fathoms,

{nitens, shining.)

Opliisnma nitena,

Davis,

I.

JoRBAN & BoLLMAN,

c, 662.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1889,

IS:?,

Panama

;

.Torpan

&

(Coll. Albatross.)

586.

CONGERMUR^NA PLATA,

Goode & Bean.

Lips somewhat thickened. Snout long, about twice diameter of eye,
which is 6 in head. Lower jaw projecting far beyond the upper.
Anterior nostril in short tube, posterior nostril pore-like, in advance of
Cleft of mouth
eye, and above the horizontal line of its diameter.
extending very slightly behind middle of eye. Teeth in very narrow
bands, villiform, a dense cluster on the vomer. Length of head equal to
that of trunk. Tail about twice as long as body. Dorsal beginning far
in advance of gill opening and pectoral.
Color yellowish; blackish on
termination of
2121

and

tail.

Specimens obtained by the Alhalross at stations
and at station 2402, in 111 fathoms;

2122, in 31 to 34 fathoms,

Museum.
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by the Blale

also

(Goode

station 264, in 84 fathoms.

at

&

Bean.)

(flavus, yellow.)
Congenmir^iia flam, GooPE
(Type, No. 44612.

& Bean,

157.
Urocov(ii'r,

Oceauir Ichthyology, 138,

fig.

1.19,

1895,

Gulf Stream.

Coll. Albatross.)

Katip, Apotles, 110,

UROCONGER,

Kaup.

1S,54, {hptiirns).

large, its cleft passing middle of eye vomerine teeth nnisome of them canine-like; teeth in jaws in two series. Tail long,
Species few. (o'nfid,
slender, whip-like. Dorsal inserted above pectoral.

Mouth very

;

serial,

tail

;

Conger.)
587.

UROCONGER VICINUS,

Vaillant.

Depth 20 in length. Vomer with two strong teeth anteriorly. Space
separating gill openings considerably greater than their diameter.
(Goode &. Bean.) Deep watersoff coast of northern Africa; a young individual taken by the Albatross at station 2161 in 146 fathoms, {vicinus,
near, i. e. to Uroconger lepturus.)
J'rocntuier

viciniii-,

Vaii.lant, Exped. Travailleur et Talisman, 86,

pi. VI., fig.

1,

1888,

Banc

d'Arguin, off Soudan, off Cape Verde Islands; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,
1.38,

1895.

Family XLVIII.

MUR^NESOCID^.

Scaleless anguilloid eels, with the posterior nostril not labial, the
tongue largely adnate, the jaws not excessively elongate, the end of the
tail surrounded by the caudal fin, and the pectoral fins well developed.
None of these characters appear to have in themselves great importance,
but according to Dr. Gill, in the genus Miu-wnesor, the only genus in
which the osteology is well known, the characters ai'e such as fully to

justify family distinction.

Dr. Gill gives the following diagnosis of

Mursenesocidie
" Enchelycephalous Apodals with the tongue not free, the branchiostegal membrane connecting the opposite sides below, the epipharyngeals
reduced to one pair, and the hypopharyngeals linguiform and encroaching on the fourth branchial arch."

To

this should be added: Gill openings rather wide; pectoral fins well

jaws of moderate length vomer well armed.
these characters are found in the other genera commonly
associated with Muramesox is not yet known. The family, as understood
by us, seems divisible into two well-marked groups, which are, perhaps,
as distinct from each other as from the Echelida' or the Congridiv. The
species of this family are not very numerous, and a large proportion are
American. In general appearance and habits they approach the ConAll are plainly colored and some descend to rather deep water.
gers.
developed

;

;

Whether

all

(Murwnida', Miirwnesocinw, Giinther, Cat., viii, 45-49.)
MUR^INE.'OCINa;:
a.

Dorsal and anal fins well devoloiied throughout, the uorsal beginning nearly above

opening; snout moderately produced; vomerine teeth very strong.
b.

Teeth in jaws in several series

;

gill

openings wide.

gill

America.
Jordan and Evermann.— Fishes of North
Teeth in jaws

c

iu several Beries, those of

canines in front

;

one series enlarged and compressed, long
series of teeth, the middle one of

vomer with several long

Muua:nesox,

,

.

conical canines.
cc

158.

maxillary with
slender and sharp, those of jaws in wide bands
of the bone, dividing the band of
a deep groove, running the entire length
with a median series of conical
teeth into two portions; shaft of vomer

Teeth

all conical,

;

Xesomystax,

.

hh

359

159.

series of long, pointed canines; tail about
Teeth in jaws'biserial, small; vomer with a
Hoplunnis, 160.
openings narrow.
4 times as long as rest of body; gill

BTll.BlsriN.i-:

aa

developed chiefly on the tail.
Dorsal and anal fuis vorv low anteriorly,
moderate dorsal beginning b.'foro the vent.
d Tail abont as long as rest of body; teeth
long as rest of body; teeth all unisenal, unequal,
AA. Tail short, little more than half as
whip-shaped.
some of them canine-like; body very slender,
length;
the diameter more than one-thirtieth the
8 Body moderately elongate,
;

•

Neoconger,

dorsal beginning just before vent.
et

161.

than one-fiftieth the length.
LErToroNOER, 162.
not far behind pectoral.
/. Dorsal fin beginning
Stilbiscus, 163.
behind the vent.
//. Dorsal fin beginning
Gordiichthys, 164.
Dorsal fin beginnins close behind the nape.

Body whip-shaped, the diameter

less

///.

158.

MURiENESOX,

McClelland.

{tricu^-guXala).
McClelland, Calcutta Journ. Nat Hist., iv, 408, 1843,
Fauna Napoli, Pesci., pi. 28, 1850, {ferox = savanna).
Dierkunde, 11, 236, 1805, (savanna).
Brachyconger, Bleeker, Nederl. Tidsskr.,

Uur^ltnc^ox,

Cynopomlcns, Costa,

{talabo,,).
CongresoT, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1890, 234,

dorsal beginDorsal and anal fins well developed, the
teeth in jaws in several
large
Mouth
opening.
gill
above
ning nearly
and depressed, forming long canines
series, those of one series enlarged
series of teeth, the middle one of
long
several
with
vomer
in front;
numerous species, large, conger-like
contains
strong canines. This genus
They are remarkable
all warm seas.
eels, some of which are found in
pike.
Esox,
{Murwna
vomer.
the
of
for the strong armature

Body robust.

;

;

euU.ate median teeth on side of lower
teeth on vomer enlarged, compressed, and
jaw also enlarged and compressed or blnntish.
tricuspidate pectoral rather more than
Middle series of teeth on vomer not distinctly

'^rwldian
6

66

;

;

,
„, ,
half head.

CONICEPS, 588.
.

tricuspidate iu young, becoming entire with
Mi.ldle series of teeth on vomer distinctly
SAVANNA, 589.
„.w
age pectoral 2-o in heail.
,

,

,

;

Subgenus
588.

MURiCNESOX.

MUR.ENESOX CONICEPS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

teeth, which
Vomer with a median row of about 15 very large, strong
and with a
backwards,
directed
and
are much compressed, the tip angular
of the anterior teeth only
two
or
one
thus
edge,
posterior
TT^
the
on
nick
row on vomer some very
slightlv tricuspidate on each side of the median
in one or two rows
small, blunt teeth, disappearing anteriorly, arranged
rows of small,
outer
two
or
one
with
jaws
row
verv close to the median
and then an
next a row of rather largo, wedge-shaped teeth,
:

;

;

;

blunt teeth,

or four series;
small, conical, blnnt teeth in two, three,
than the
shorter
are
which
canines,
front of both jaws with groups of

inner

band of
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pupil; in old examples the teeth, especially those on the vomer, are often
80 worn that their original form is not at all evident head 2 in trunk, 3i
tail pectoral lin 2 in the distance between the tip of snout and the base
;

m

;

of the iin or rather more than half length of head; eye 1\ in the snout, 1^
in interorbital width, 3^ in cleft of mouth, situated a little behind middle
of gape; cleft of mouth 2^ in the head gill openings large, containing the
;

Olive-brown
isthmus twice; dorsal beginning over the gill openings.
above, dull-whitish below; dorsal aud anal light brown with a dark
margin caudal and pectoral fins black. Length 2 or 3 feet. Cape San
Lucas to the coast of Columbia, generally common. Very close to the
the young,
(conus,
next, the difference in dentition evident only
;

m

cone;

head.)

-ceps,

Murienesor coniceps,

Davis,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.
(Type, No. 28136.

648.

I.e.,

589.

S.

Nat. Mus.,1881, 348,

Mazatlan

;

Jordan &

Coll. Gilbert.)

MUR-ENESOX SATAXNA

(Cuvier).

on vomer distinctly tricuspidate in the young,
Median
becoming entire with age, with nearly even surface, thus "^J pectoral as
long as maxillary, 2f in head eye 2 in snout, which is 4^ in head dorsal
inserted over the gill opening.
Brown above, silvery below dorsal and
anal edged with black. Otherwise as in M. coniceps. Cuba to Rio Janeiro,
not common, occasional in the Mediterranean Sea. (Eu.) (Called " Saserico of teeth

:

;

;

;

;

vanne"
Murxna

in Martinique.)

Bennett, Proc.
2, Vol. 2, 350, 1820, Martinique
Soc, 135, 1831.
Conger brasiliensis, Ranzani, Nov. Spec. Piec. Diss. Prima., iv, 17, pi. 13. fig. 1, 1838, Brazil.
Congrus cjirvideiis, Richardson, Voy. Erebus & Terror, 111, 1844, no locality.
Cijnoponhais ferox, Cost A, Fauna Napoli, Peso., pi. 28, 1854, Naples.
Conger Umbalus, Castelnau, Anim. Am. Sud, 83, pi. 43, fig. 3, 1855, Rio Janeiro.
Brachyconger savanna, Bleeker, Atlas des Murunes Indes Orient, iv, 20, 1864.
savanna, Ci^viER, R6(rne Animal, Ed.

Comm.

;

ZoiJl.

Mureenesox savanna,

Guhther,

Cat., viii, 47, 1870

159.

;

Jordan & Davib,

XENOMYSTAX,

Xenomt/stax, Giibest, Proc. U. S. N.at. Mus., 1891, 348,

Scaleless;

around the

pectorals well developed;

(.

c, 648.

Gilbert.

{nlTariv.i).

vertical fins large, continuous

the rays evident; dorsal beginning before base of pectorand rather wide, the gill membrane continuous
below the throat. Branchiostegals apparently 11 or 12 in number, long
and much curved, continuing around the posterior and upper edges of the
als.

tail,

Gill slits vertical

mouth with wide lateral cleft, not extending far beyond eye;
maxillaries very wide, not extending far forwards, the clasping processes
applied to shaft of vomer well behind its head. Teeth all conical, slender,
and sharp, mostly depressible, those in jaws in wide bands; maxillary
opercles;

with a deep lengthwise groove running the entire length of the bone and
dividing the band of teeth into two portions lower jaw much shorter
than upper. Posterior nostril a linear slit, midway between eye and tip
of snout; the anterior in a short tube iust behind the head of vomer;
tongue small, with the tip free; lips undeveloped the lateral line con;

;

spicuous.

One

species,

(i'evof,

strange; wiaraf, maxilla.)

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.

XENOMYSTAX ATBABIUS,

590.

361

Gilbert.

Snout very long and slender end of maxillary eqnidistant from tip of
mandible and gill opening front of orbit over the Iteginning of last third
of gape long slit-like pores on margin of upper jaw, a conspicuous series
on mandible and preopercle teeth in Jaws in wide bands, mostly depresmaxillary teeth divided by a deep groove running entire length of
sible
jaw, those on inner side of groove long, close-set, rigid, in single series;
mandible with much narrower and shallower groove, on the inner edge of
which is a single series of very small conical teeth, directed inwards; tip
of mandible enlarged to form a knob which fits into a toothless depression
just behind head of vomer, the vomer extending well beyond the tip of
lower jaw teeth on head of vomer and knob of mandible similar, slightly
larger than those of side of jaw anterior part of shaft of vomer witli
median series of strong conical teeth, accompanied by smaller lateral
series and followed by a narrower band of very small conical teeth.
Head
equal to trunk and ^ of tail gill openings broadly lunate, vertical length
of slit i of snout, interspace J length of slit; pectorals narrow, \ snout.
Color very dark brown fins black pores of lateral line white. (Gilbert.)
Coast of Ecuador, at Albatross station 2792, in 401 fathoms, (atrarius,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

blackish.)
Xenomystax atmniis, Gilbert, Pror. V.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 348, Lat.

i'^

S.,

Long.

W.

8i°

(Coll.

Gilbert.)

i6o.
Ilnpbwni',

HOPLUNNIS,

Kaup, Aalo Hamburg Museum,

Kaup.

19, 1859, (schitidtli).

This genus differs from Muramcsox chiefly in the dentition the teeth in
vomer has a series of long, pointed
canines. The very long tail is four times length of rest of body. Gill
openings wide. Two species, American. (ott?.ov, armature; ivfic, vomer;
;

the jaws are small and biserial and the

correctly written Hoplynnis.)
o.

Eye 3 in snout tail four times rest of body.
Eye 3 to 3% in snout cleft of mouth extending'beyond

schmidtii,

;

aa.

;

.591.

HOPLUNNIS SCHMIDTII,

Tail about four times as long as rest of body

.091.

diomedianvs, 592.

eye.

Kaup.
;

eye 3 in snout

;

posterior

(Kaup per Giinther.) Caribbean Sea at
Puerto Cabello one specimen known and very imperfectly described. (A
portion of vertical fins black.
;

personal name.)
Hoplimnis sclimi(Ki,

Kaup, Aalc Ilamb. Mus.,

19, pi. 2, fig. 4, 1859,

Puerto Cabello

;

Gi'NTHER,

Cat., vili, 49, 1870.

.592.

HOPLUNNIS lHOMEniANIS,

Goodc & Bean.

Allied to H. schinuUii, with height of body 4 in head

;

its

width

I its

height.

Snout 3 to 3t times eye. Cleft of mouth extends slightly beyond hind
margin of eye. Teeth in jaws small, pointed, in narrow bands, the inner
series of the lower jaw consisting of enlarged, widely separated canines
a pair of larger canines near the end of the lower jaw in the example figured a row of six to eight strong, large canines on the vomer. A single
;
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individual (No. 44240 U. S. Nat. Mus.) was obtained by the Aliaiross at
station 2402, Gulf of Mexico, 111 fathoms, lat. 28° 36^ long. 86° 50^
(Goode and Bean.) (Named for the Albatross, Diomedea.)
diiimediniim, Goodf.

Hnplnnuu

& Bean, Oceanic Iihthjology,

NEOCONGER,

i6i.
Neocowjer, GiRAuo, U.

Mox. Bound. Surv., Ichth.,

S.

Body moderately

140, 1895,

Gulf of Mexico.

Girard.

77, 1859, (mncrnnatvs).

Pectoral fins present

elongate, not whip-like.

;

verti-

around the tail, towards the end of which
they are more developed; dorsal beginning just before vent. Cleft of
mouth extending beyond the small eye maxillary teeth slender, in several
tail not much
series vomerine teeth uniserial, forming a patch in front
Gill openings vortical, rather large.
Two
longer than rest of body.
cal fins rudimentary, passing

;

;

;

species.
a.

(I'tof,

Pectoral email

new
;

Conger.)

;

mucronatus,

Gulf of Mexico.

aa. Pectoral well developed, 3^/^ to

593.

4 in head

;

Pacific Ocean.

NEOCONGER MUCRONATUS,

593.

vermiformis, 594.
Girard.

jaw the longer; dorsal fin beginHead
ning just in front of the vent, forming a membranous ridge until near the
pectorals small. Dark redtail, where it expands and becomes fin-like
dish brown above, paler below. Coast of Texas. (Girard.) One specimen known the imperfect description not distinguishing it from N.
small, slender, pointed; upper

;

;

vermiformis,

{mucronatus, mucronate.)

Neocntitjer iimcronahis, GiRARi),

Texas.

U.

S.

Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth.,

Wurdemann.) Gunther,
Jordan & Davis, c., 646.

Cat., vui, 49, 1870

(Coll.

360, 1883

;

77, 1869, St.
;

Joseph Island,

.Tordan A Gii.hert, Synoiieie,

I.

594.

NEOCONGER VERMIFORMIS,

Gilbert.

Snout anteriorly short,
Pectoral well developed, 3^ to 4 in head.
slightly projecting beyond mouth; mouth small, reaching slightly
behind eye; teeth small, conical, uniserial in jaws, biserial anteriorly
on the vomer, uniserial posteriorly gill slits vertical, longer than eye, a
;

longer than isthmus; dorsal beginning half length of head in
advance of vent body not very slender, its depth 2^ in head head 3i
tail usually a little longer than rest
in trunk cleft of mouth 3i in head
of body; tip of tongue slightly free. Color uniform yellowish olive on
body and fins, finely dotted with black. Lower California and Panama,
Length 6 inches {vermis,
in about 30 fathoms several specimens known.
little

;

;

;

;

;

worm

;

forma, shape.)

Neoconger veniiiformis, Gii-bert, Proc. U.
tross Station 3035; (CoU. Gilbert);

162.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 57, off

Jordan & Davis,

I.

LEPTOCONGER,

c.,

Lower

California, Alba-

646.

Poey.

Leptoccmger, Poev, Anales Hist. Nat. Esp., 250, 1880, {perhmijns).

This genus differs from Neoconger in the much slenderer form, the body
being whip-shaped as in Stilbiseus. Dorsal beginning between gill opening and vent, {'/.enrdr, slender; Conger.)

Jordan and Evermann.

LEPTOCONGER PERLONGUS

595.

Head

4 in

trunk

;

—Fishes of North America.
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(Peey).

about a third longer than rest of body

;

gape 4

in head; eye large, If in snout; snout pointed: teeth hooked, short

and

robust, subequal

and

few in front enlarged lower jaw much
shorter than upper; dorsal beginning just behind tip of pectoral. Violet
brown, pale below; dark points over the entire surface. (Poey.) Matan(jxr/oxr/ws, very long.)
zas, Cuba; one specimen known,
Neoconger

pi'vlougtin,

uniserial, a

;

Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,

Leptoconger perlongtis, PoF.v, Ann. Hist. Nat. Esp.,

163.

STILBISCUS,

Jordan & Bollman, Troc. U.

SiUbiscus,

S.

2.50,

07, pi. 9, fig. 3-4, 1874,

1880

;

&

Jordan

known.

species

I.

Matanzas.
c,

r,44.

Bollman.

tail very short
teeth uniserial, some of
Fins low, the dorsal beginning behind vent. One
;

(ariXfiu, to shine.)

596.

Head

& Davis,

Nat. Mus., 1888, 540, (edwanhi).

Body whip-shaped, with the
the anterior canine.

Joiidan

STILBISCUS EDWARDSI, Jordan &

Bollman.

snout 7 in head, its length somewhat
openings eye 1* in snout, li in interorbital space cleft of mouth reaching to posterior margin of eye; upper
jaw 5 in head; height of gill opening 1^ in snout; teeth all uniserial,
some of the anterior enlarged, canine-like; dorsal beginning If length of
head behind vent length of first part about equal to head and pectoral;
developed part of dorsal at tail contained If times in the head pectoral 6
in head. Upper part of head and body above lateral line brown
lower
parts bright metallic-bluish silvery dorsal and anal pale, the latter with
a dusky stripe on each side of its base
pectorals dusky
caudal black.
Green Turtle Cay, one of the Bahamas. One specimen known. (Named
for Dr. Charles Lincoln Edwards, of the University of Cincinnati.)
71 in trunk, 4i in tail;

greater than distance between

gill

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Stilbisctis

cdwardsi,

Bahamas.

Jorpan & Bollman,
(Coll,

Troo. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 549,

Green Turtle Cay,

Edwards.)

164.
Gnrdiichthys,

;

GORDIICHTHYS,

Jorhan & Davis, Prelim. Review Apodal

Jordan

&

Davis.

Fishes, 044, 1892,

Body whip-shaped, excessively long and slender;

{irrclilKx).

very short; verlow, the dorsal beginning close behind the nape. Teeth uniserial,
unequal, some of them canine-like. One species known. (Gordius, the
horsehair worm, from Top6io(;, the king whose complicated knot was cut
tail

tical fins

by Alexander

;

lx6ug, fish.)

597. (iORDIICHTIITS

IRRETITUS, Jordan A

Davis.

Dorsal fin beginning before the gill opening, not far behind the nape;
trunk very long tail If in rest of body head about 16 in trunk (15 to 18,
the type being so injured that the gill openings can not be made out);
greatest depth of body 40 to 50 times in length of body upper jaw much
the longer, arched, the eye behind its middle eye moderate, 2^ in snout,
4^ in gape; lower jaw with one row of about 10 stoutish, recurved teeth
;

;

;

;
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enlarged and canine-like upper jaw with a
on each side and another down middle of vomer,
these three series converging forward and meeting at a point opposite
middle of lower .jaw in front of this on premaxillary and nasal bones
about 4 large, stout, hooked canines, the largest teeth of all 123 vertepectoral, gill opening, and
brae in trunk (prol)ably about 100 in tail)
skin wholly digested in the type; coloration probably similar to Stilhiscus
edwardsL Length 2^ feet. Snapper Banks of West Florida, in rather
deep water, known from half digested specimens and fragments found in
stomachs of other fishes, (irretitiis, entangled.)

on each

side, those in front

;

series of similar teeth

;

;

;

GordiUhOnjs irrHiUis,

Jordan & Davis, Apodal

Fishes, G44,

1S'.I2,

off

Pensacola, Florida.

(Coll. Steanis.)

Family XLIX. NF/fTASTOMIDiE.

(The Sorceueus.)
Eels without pectoral fins, with the tongue not free, the posterior nosremote from the lip, the gill openings small, separate, and subinferior, the vent remote from the head, the tail ending in a slender tip or
filament, the dorsal and anal fins moderately developed, and the jaws
produced, slender, and straight, the upper the longer, and both, as also
the vomer, armed with bands of sharp, close-set, recurved, subeqiial teeth.
This family contains a few species of deep-sea eels, closely allied to the
Murrrnesocidw in technical characters, but more resembling the XemichThree genera
thxj'uhr in appearance, form of the head, and in dentition.
trils

are

known — deep-sea fishes, with

a.

Dorsal
b.

and the thin skin charged

fragile bodies

{Marwuidw, part, Giinther, Cat.,

with black pigment.

viii, 48, 1870.)

low, beginning nearly above gill opening.

fin

Nostrils lateral, the posterior slit-like, placeil just in front of eye

;

snout without fleshy
CuLorsi.'i, 1G5.

tip.

66. Nostrils

nearly superior, the posterior above ami in front of eye, the anterior at tip of

bony portion of snout head with numerous mucous pores.
Snout with a long, slender, fleshy tip or proboscis, at the base of which are the
Venefica, 166.
anterior nostrils.
;

c.

165.

CHLOPSIS,

Rafinesque.

Rafinesque, Indice Ittiol. Sicil, 58, 1810, (bicolor).
Sauretichely!:, Peters, Berliner Monatsberichte, 1864, 397, {cancrivorn).
Chlopsif,

This genus, sufficiently characterized above,

is

differing chiefly in the position of the nostrils.

rather deep water,

{x^mt],
.598.

a twig;

oi/uf,

very close to Xeffantovia,

Two

species

known,

in

appearance.)

CHLOPSIS EQUATORIALIS,

Gilbert.

body extremely slender,
tapering posteriorly to a very narrow tail, which is, however, not filamenhead long and slender, lower jaw shorter than the upper eye
tous
nearly over angle of mouth posterior nostril a long horizontal slit immediately in front of lower margin of eye; scries of slit-like mucous pores
along upper jaw series of round pores along lower jaw transverse scries
on occiput both jaws and vomer with wide bands of short, sharp, conical
Head,

21 in

head and trunk

;

eye Si in snout

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

teeth, inner series

on jaws slightly longer than the other; bands on skaft

Jordan and Evermann.
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of vomer reaching back to front of posterior nostril gill openings with
their margins much curved, forming | of a circle, tiieir vertical diameter
;

nearly equal to that of eye, and more than twice the length of the intergape 2| in head; body 3i in tail; dorsal beginning 1^ length of
head behind the same. Coior dusky olive, dotted with coarse brown
specks everywhere except on under side of head and fins blackish streak

jgpace;

;

on median line of belly

;

tins

translucent.

at Albatross station 2792, in 401 fathoms.

Coast of Ecuador,
(Jiquator, Ecuador, Equator, the
(Gilbert.)

great circle of latitude of the earth.)
Chlopsis eqnutorialiii,

1°

Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.,Long. 8i°

W.

i66.
Venefica,

Jordan

A:

S.

Nat. Mus., ISUl, 347, off

Coast of Ecuador, Lat.

(Coll. Albatross.)

VENEFICA,

Jordan

&

Davis.

Davis, Apodal Fishes, 651, 1892, {jjroccnim).

This genus sufficiently described above, differs from the European genus
tij) of the

Xettastoma, only in the presence of a fleshy proboscis on the

snout.

Two

species

known.

(

Veuvjha, sorceress, from the

used at Nice for Nettastoma mcJanurum.
599.

name

Sorciere,

)

VENEFICA PKOCEKA, Goode &

Body very elongate, compressed, tapering

Bean.

to a very slender attenuate

point; its greatest height contained nearly 4 times in distance from gill
opening to tip of lower jaw, and equals half length of snout. Head
slender, conical; jaws somewhat depressed; upper jaw heavier and
thicker, and projecting beyond the lower a distance equal to eye. Length
of snout equal to distance from posterior margin of orbit to gill opening;
cleft of mouth extending behind eye a distance equal to orbit.
On
each side of upper jaw, and in advance of eye, are twelve pores; behind
each eye are three pores, while on median line, on top of upper jaw, are
several pores posteriorly arranged in pairs, of which there are four, the
ultimate pair being between the posterior nostrils. A pair of pores upon
nape, connecting postorbital rows, and seventeen on each side of mandiMandibular series continued by another series extending over
ble.
cheeks and nape.
Snout with a slender, filamentous tip, whose
Tongue apparently absent. Teeth
length is equal to twice eye.
SiTTanged as in Xettastoma mclanur urn, hnt exceedingly small. Dorsal fin
commencing above gill opening. Anal inserted at a distance from
snout equal to Sj times length of head. Tail twice as long as rest of
body. Lateral line highly specialized, with numerous pores, corresponding in general character to those upon the head, and arranged in a deep
furrow, their distances apart being about the same as in the case of those
upon the head. Height of dorsal and anal fins about equal to half the
height of body. Color, apparently, brownish; peritoneum black. Types,
two fislies obtained at station 325, N. lat. 33° 35^ 20^^ W. long. 76°, at a
depth of 647 fathoms. Another nmtilated specimen, about 190 millimeters
long, taken at station 327. This species is in many respects closely allied
to Xcttastotna melanurum of the Mediterranean, but appears to difter
from it in the greater length of the tail, the much smaller teeth, and in

Museum.
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the preseuce of a filameutous nasal tip. Length 30 inches. (Goode «fc
Beau.) Aho taken oft' San Pedro, California. (Gilbert. Albatross Coll.)
{])rocerus, tall or long.)

GooDK & Bean, Bull. MuB. Comp. Zoiil., x, ISSii, 2'21, Gulf Stream.
Jordan & Davis, Apodal Fishes, G52 Goode & Bean, (Jceanic Ichth., 149,

Nettastuma procerum,
Venefica proeera,

;

18'J5.

NEMICHTHYID^.

Family L.

"(The Snipe Eels.)

Body excessively slender, not strongly compressed, deepest near the
middle, tapering backward to the tail, Avhich usually ends in a long and
slender filament, and forward to a very long and slender neck, which is
abruptly enlarged at the occipital region. No scales. Lateral line represented by one or more rows of pores. Head resembling that of Tylosuriis,
the head proper small, short, and rather broad, with Hat top and vertical
Nostrils large, close together in front of the eye, without tube or
sides.
flap; jaws excessively prolonged, almost needle-like, the upper the longer
and somewhat recurved. Teeth in both jaws small, very numerous, closeset, retrorse. Gill openings rather large, running downward and forward,
separated by a narrow isthmus or partly confluent. Pectorals well developed. Anal fin beginning near the vent, higher than the dorsal, becoming obsolete on the caudal filament. Dorsal beginning close behind
occiput, its anterior rays soft, succeeded by a long series of very low,
simple, spine-like rays, which are slightly connected by membrane, their
height rather less than the length of the interspaces on the tail these
spines again give place to soft rays. The soft rays of the fins are connected by thin membrane instead of being imbedded in thick skin, as in
Color translucent, the lower parts dark, the back pale.
eels generally.
Stomach not distensible. Muscular and osseous systems well developed.
Abdominal cavity extending far behind the vent. Genera 6, species about
10; singular inhabitants of the deep seas. The species are little known
and their anatomy has not been studied. They are certainly eels, and
their nearest relations seem to be with the Nettantomidw. The truncate
{Murwrndce,
tail of some specimens is probably a result of mutilation.
;

group, Nemichthyina, Gunther, Cat., viii,
a.

21, 1870.)

vomerine teeth conspicuously enlarged.
jaws moderate, the snout not longer
b. Vomerine teeth lancet-shaped, very close set
than rest of head vent at a distance behind head about equal to postorbital part
of head eye above angle of mouth.
Serrivomeu, 167.
/>/>,
Vomerine teeth conical jaws very long, attenuate color silvery.
Svinivomeu, 1(J8.
vomerine teeth moderate jaws excessively attenuate,
Gill upenings distinctly separate
the ujjper longer and recurved; tail probably always normally with a filiform tip;
(truncate in injured specimens short and band-like in translucent larva").
c. Vent remote fiom the head, at a distance behind pectoral more than 3 times length

Gill

openings partly confluent, rather large

;

;

;

;

;

;

aa.

;

;

;

of that

fin

;

color black.

d. Gill slits lateral, vertical,

tail

filamentous

;

well separated

;

dorsal

jaws long and slender

;

lateral line.
cc.

Vent

at the throat, at a distance liehind the

head

fin beginning below middle of pectorals
most of tho dorsal rays very slender, nearly
spines jaws very slender, not exiiauded at tip.

anal

;

commencing above

pectorals;

a single series of pores along

Avocettina, 169.
than length of pectoral;
body very long and slender,

less
;

free,

appearing like slender

Jordan and Evermann.
«.

One row

of pores

—Fishes of North America.
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lateral line; tail truncate, (doubtless mutilated);

color black.
ee.
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LAiiiciiTHYS, 170.

Three rows of pores alonj; lateral lino color dusky silvery, darker
below tail always ending in a long filament.
Nemichthys, 171.
;

;

167.
Seirivomer, Gii.i.

SERRIVOMER,

& Uyder, Proc. U.

& Ryder.

Gill

Nat. Mus., 1883, 260, {heanii).

S.

with the head behind eyes of an elonj^ated parallelojaws branchiostegal niemhrane
couHuent at posterior margin, but with the branchial ajierture limited
by an isthmus except at the margin, and Avith lancet-shaped vomerine
teeth in a crowded (sometimes doubled) row. {serra, saw
vomer,
XemicJilhiiidn

graniic form, witli moderately attenuated

;

;

vomer.)
600.

SERRIVOMEU BEASII,

Gill

& Kyder.

Stoutest of the family, with much shorter jaws than any other, and
with a very formidable vomerine armature depth of head at vertical
;

from mandibular articulation contained 37 times in the total length;
greatest height 29f in total length. (Gill & Eyder ) Gulf Stream. (Lat.
11° 40^ 30^^ long. 65° 28^ 30^^, at 855 fathoms.) Also taken by Dr. Gilbert
(Named for Tarleton Hoftnian Bean.)
in the Gulf of California.
& Kyder,

Serrivomer bcanii, GiLL

Davis,

/.

c, 653.

& Kyder,

Gulf Stream; Jokdan &

Coll. Albatross.)

SPINIVOMER,

168.
Spinivomer, GiLL

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 261,

(Type, No. 33383.

Gill

& Kyder.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 261, (goodei).

]S'cmichthyi(ls with a rectilinear occipitorostral outline, with very attenuated jaws, high mandibular rami, the branchial aperture nearly confluent; enlarged acute conic teeth in a median row on the vomer, and with
a silvery epidermis and filiform tail, {spina, spine vomer, vomer.)
;

601.

SPINIVOMER GOODEI,

Gill

& Kyder.

Silvery; recognizable also from its smaller eye

body

greatest height of

and deeper mandibles;

at the branchial regions contained 52 times in

ensheathed in a tough membrane. (Gill & Ryder.)
Gulf Stream. (Lat. 38° 19^ 26^^, long. 68° 20^ 20^^ at 2,361 fathoms.)
(Named for George Brown Good.)

total length; rays

Spinivomer goodei, GlLL

Davis,

I.

c, 654.

& Rydek,

169.
Avocettina,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 261,

(Type, No. 33293.

AVOCETTINA,

Jordan & Davis, Apodal

This genus

is

Gulf Stream; Jordan &

Coll. Albatross.)

Jordan

&

Davis.

Fishes, 655, 1892, (iufans).

closely allied to Nemichthys, hnt differs notably in the

Lateral line with one series of pores.
the avocet, Becurvirostra, from the form of the bill.)
position of the vent.

602.

Eye rather

ATOCETTINA INFANS

(Avocetta,

(Giinther).

large, contained 2 to 3 times in the distance

between eye
and pectoral; jaws long and tilamentous, upper jaw 4 times the length
of postorbital part of head both jaws covered with very line recurved
;
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gill openings a
pectoral fin about as long as the head is high
than eye postorbital part of head contained about 4 times in
dorsal beginning over pectorals, consisting of very delicate rays
;

;

little less

;

trunk
trunk contained at least 12 times in tail greatest depth of body about
Lateral line with one series of conequal to head without snout.
spicuous pores. Color uniform black, jaws lighter. Deep sea known
from West Indies, mid-Atlantic, off Pernambuco. Also from Alaska, the
present description from a specimen taken by Dr. Gilbert off the coast of
Alaska, apparently referable to J. (jUl\, but agreeing with (jiinther's figure
of A. iiifans. (iiifans, immature.)
;

;

;

Xemichthys ivfans* Gi'NTHEB, Aun. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 24, and in Voyage Challengor, xxii,
264, 1887,
?

mid-Atlantic, 2,500 fathoms.

Labichthyisf giUi, Be.vn, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1890, 45,

Alaska.

Avocettina infans,

Jordan & Davis,
170.

Labichlhiis,

1.

c, G55.

LABICHTHYS,

Gill & Kydeb, Proc. U.

According to Goode

east of Prince of \Vales Island,

Cull. Albatross.)

(Type, No. 44239.

S.

& Bean

identical with AvoceUina.t

Gill

&

Ryder.

Nat. Mus., 1883, 261, {carinalm).

the scantily described genus Lahidithys is
is the original diagnosis:

The following

Nemichthyids with the head behind the eyes, contracted, with very
attenuated jaws, the branchiostegal membrane connected to the tliroat,
and the branchial apertures limited to the sides with small, conical teeth
in a band along the vomer, and otherwise dentition of Hemiehthya; a black
(Gill & Ryder.) (/uid//, grip
eiiidermis, and the tail abruptly truncated.
or hold, correlated with Aa.i/f, forceps; ixf^i'^, fish.)
;

Bidges bounding the median rostral groove converging backward in a median keel.
CARINATUS, 603.

a.

aa.

Ridges bounding the median rostral groove not confluent backward iu a ktel.
ELONGATUS, 604.

603.

LABICHTHYS CARINATUS,

Gill

&

Ryder.

groove converging and formThe ridges that bound the median
ing a carina along the median line in vertical from the anterior border of
the orbit; greatest height 34t^ in total length. Color black. (Gill &,
Ryder.) Dorsal beginning over base of pectoral vent close behind the
pectorals. (Bean.) Gulf Stream, 41° 13^ N., 65° 33'W.; a scantily described
(carinafiis, keeled.)
species, not seen by us.
rostral

;

Lahkhthys carinams, GiLL

Jordan & Davis,

I.

& Rtdek,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 253, 255, 2C1,

(Type, No. 33369.

c, 656.

Gulf Stream;

Coll. Albatross.)

* Nemichlhys infans, Gunther Body much less elongate and eye much smaller than in Nemich.
Vent twice or thrice as distant from root of pectorals as is the latter from eyeEyo of moderate size, its diameter about J^ its distance from pectoral fin, and about twice inter:

thyx scalojMcca.

orbital space.

(Giinther.)

%

Eye half length of postorbital part of head and
length of pectoral.
f Lahiddliys giUi, Bean
Postorbital part of head is l-^ upper jaw and ,\ of lower from angle of mouth.
Dorsal beginning
nearly over end of pectoral. Vent distant from bead a ejiace equal to 4 times postorbital part
of head. Depth of body equals length of head without snout, 5',, of total. Dorsal rays very
short; longest anal rays g length of head. Lateral line of one series of large pores. Color
uniform black. Length 18J inches. Type from east of Prince of Wales Island, .'i5° 20' N., 136°
20' W., at 1,569 fathoms.
(IJean.)
Probably idintical with Avocetlina iiifans. (Named for Theodore Gill.)
:

I We should aecejit this view wete it not that the type of TMbichlliys is said to have the vent at
the throat as iu Xt'niichlhys. The posterior portion of the vent defiuee Avocdtina,

Jordan and
604.

The

jEi'er/nann.
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LABICHTHYS ELONGATUS,

bound the

Gill

369

A KyUer.

rostral groove not confluent

backwards in a
carinaform extension, but ending in a vertical from the orbit greatest
height of body 36 in a total length. Color black. (Gill it Ryder.) Vent
not described. Gulf Stream, Albatross Station 2100, 39° 22'' N., 68° 34' W.
riflges that

;

(elongatus, elongate.)
Labkhihijs doihjatus,

Davis,

c, 05G.

I.

Gill

A:

Kyder, Proc. U.
No.

(Tyjiu,

171.

;i3577.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1883,

Gulf Stream; .Iokuan

liG2,

<Sc

Cull. Alljatros.-i.)

NEMICHTHYS,

Eichardson.

NemicMhys, Richaupson, Voyage Sainarang, 16, 1848, (scolopaceus).

Lowe, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., x, 1852, 54, (leiichlenbergii), (preoccupied).
Beandt, Mem. Ac. St. Petersb., Savaus litrangeres, 174, 1854, {kuchtcuberyii).

Leptorhynchiis,
Belonopsis,

openings separate

vomerine teeth moderate

vent at the throat.
Jaws very
slender, recurved, not expanded at tip. This genus contains one or two
species of long and very slender eels, living in deep water, though perhaps nearer the surface than the members of related genera, (vijfiu,
thread /.^tfif, fish.)
Gill

Body very long and

;

;

slender, ending in a filamentous tail.

;

Eye moderate,

a.

less

thau half postorbital part of bead

;

doptb of liead 7 in

length.
aa.

Eye

its

greatest

scoLOPACEi'S, COS.

larger, half length of puetorbital part of

head

;

depth uf head

'J

in its length.

AVOCETTA, GOG.

605.

NEMICHTHYS SCOLOPACEUS,

Richardson.

(Snipe Eel.)

Head comparatively stout, its depth one-seventh its greatest length.
Eye moderate, less than one-third the length of the head without snout.
Length of pectoral

fins slightly less than height of the anal, which is
than the height of the body and rather more than greatest depth of
head. Pale above, belly and anal fin blackish, the color not abruptly
changing, the back somewhat speckled. Length 36 inches. Atlantic
Ocean, in deep water; very many specimens taken with the beam
trawl oft' the New England coast and off the Grand Banks. Common
about Madeira. {scoJopax, snipe.)
less

Nemichlhys scolopacea, Riciiaedson, Voy. Samarang, 25, 1848,
VIII, 21,

1870; GooDE

& Bean,

South Atlantic

;

Gi''NTiiER,Cat.,

Bull. Essex Inst., 26, 1879; Goode, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Goode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. .Zool., 225, 1883 Jokdan & Gilueut, Synopsis,
Gunther, Voy. Challenger, xxii, 263, 1887.
Lepturhynchiis leucJdenhenjii, Lowe, Mem. Soc. Savans fitrangeres, Petersburg, 171, 1854, Madeira.
Belunopsis leuchtenberyii, Brandt, Mem. Soc. Sav. £tr., Petersb., 174, 1854, (with good plate).
Nemichthys scolopaceus, Jordan & Davis, 1. c, 657.
1880, 485

366,1883

;

;

;

606.

NEMICHTHYS AVOCETTA,

Head

Jordan A Gilbert.

10; depth 58; depth of anal 64 in length of body. Head .slenderer, its depth one-ninth its greatest length.
Eye largo, one-third the
head, without snout. Length of pectoral scarcely greater than height of
anal, which is scarcely less than greatest depth of body, and more than
greatest depth of head. Translucent belly with close-set dark spots,
;

F. N. A.

25

370
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fin black, the back abruptly white and unspotLength 22 inches. Puget Sound, near Seattle. One example
known, found swimming at the surface; differing in some slight respects
from all Atlantic specimens examined, but very likely not a distinct spe-

its

lower edge and anal

ted.

(avocctta,

cies,

theavocet.)

Jordan & Gii.nEiiT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880,409, Harbor of Port Gam(Type, No. 27299. Coll. University of Wasliiugtou.)
ble, Puget Sound, near Seattle.
JoiiDAN & GiLBEUT, Synopsis, 3C7, 1883 Joudan & Davis, I.e., G5T.

Ncmichlliiis neoceWa,

;

Family LI. MYRID.^.

(The

End

Worm

Eels.)

of tail surrounded by the confluent vertical fins
upper lip, and the tongue

nostril is in, or very near, the

;

the posterior

is

more or

less

adnate to the floor of the mouth. The species are usually of small size
and plain colors, more or less worm-like in form, and inhabit sandy coasts
They are interin tropical seas. The genera have but few species each.
mediate in character between the Ophichthyidiv and the Muranesocidw. The
osteology has not yet been carefully studied, but they will probably be
found to be most nearly related to the latter family, if indeed the two
should not be, as in Bleeker's arrangement, reunited with the Ltptocephalidw.
{Mtiranidw, Myrina, Giinther, Cat., viii, 49-53, 1870.)
fully

a.

Body

elongate, subterete

;

pectorals present, sometimes niiuiite

dorsal tin beginning behind head
J).

Dorsal tin beginning behind vent

;

anterior nostril tubular;

teeth small.

;

;

no teeth on vomer

;

teeth mostly uuiserial

;

Ahlia,

slender, terete.

body
172.

beginning before the vent vomer with teeth.
c. Dorsal beginning at a point about midway between gill opening and vent
pectorals very small; teeth Bubequal
body slender, terete; the tail much longer
than rest of body.
Myrophis, 173.
Bod)' short, much compressed pectorals almost invisible mouth narrow vomerine teeth
none; snout obtuse, depressed; vertical fins well developed, the dorsal beginning behind
hh.

Dorsal

fin

;

;

;

ail.

;

;

Chilobuinvs,

the gill opening.

172.
A}iU<x,

;

Jordan & Davis, Apodal

AHLIA,

Jordan

&

174.

Davis.

Fishes, G39, 1892, (egwoniis).

This genus differs from Myropliis in the posterior insertion of the dorsal
in the absence of vomerine teeth.
(Named for Jonas Nicolas Ahl,
of Upsala, whose thesis " De Mura-na et Ophichtho," "modestly ofiered"
for the consideration of President Thuuberg in 1789, furnishes the beginning of our systematic arrangement of the eels.)

and

607.

Head

AHLIA E(iMOXTIS

(Jordan).

small, slender, moderately pointed;

anterior nostril in a short
tube; posterior large, labial directly behind it; cleft of mouth rather
short, extending to beyond the rather large eye, which is more than half
length of snout; cleft of mouth 3^ in head; teeth on both jaws subequal, pointed, slightly compressed, arranged in single series, those
of both jaws directed somewhat backward the lower teeth larger and
;

more oblique than the upper; about

4 small fixed canines in front of

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.
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upper jaw uo teeth ou vomer in two specimens examined; tongue not
free lower jaw considerably shorter than upper, its edge considerably
curved, concave in outline. Nape somewhat elevated; top of head with
large pores. Head h\ in distance from snout to vent; head and trunk a
little shorter than tail; body slender, its greatest depth a little more
than length of gape. Pectoral short and broad, slightly longer than
snout; the gill opening short, obli(|ue, exteniiing downward and backward from near middle of base of pectoral. Dorsal tin beginning behind
vent, at a distance about equal to length of gape the tin very low in
anal low, but
front, becoming gradually higher towards the tip of tail
well developed, considerably higher than dorsal, highest anteriorly,
uniting with the dorsal around the tail. Dark brown, apparently uniform, somewhat paler below. Length 15 inches. Egmont Key, Florida.
One specimen known.
;

;

;

;

M/iropIiis

Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat.

eijmontis,

Altlia

eymonUs,

Sci.

Jordan & Davis,

I.

Florida.

c, C39.

173.

MYROPHIS,

Liitken.

MyniphU, LuTKEN, Vidoiisk. Meddel. Nat. Foren. Kjiibeubavu,

Boby

Egmont Key,

Phila., 18S4, 44,

Coll. Jordan.)

(Type, No. 35086.

slender, subterete.

low, surrounding the tail

;

1,

1851, {pitiuialiis).

Pectoral fins small, but present; vertical fins
dorsal beginning before the vent. Vomerine

two or three

Three species of small eels,
series.
resembling earthworms, found on the sandy shores of tropical America.
ilivpoq, Myrus, a genus of eels; o(j)i<;, snake.)

teeth anteriorly in

Base of pectoral half width of

a.

aa.

Base of pectoral as wide as

608.

gill

gill

opening

opening

;

;

punctatus, 608.

snout Tery narrow.

vafer, 609.

snout almost as broad as long.

MYROPHIS PUNCTATUS,

Liitken.

Base of pectoral fin half width of gill opening snout very narrow
jaws weak width of snout between the anterior nostrils less than diameter of eye width of interorbital space equal to eye greatest width of
head less than that of body behind the gill openings teeth uniserial on
vomer and mandible, biserial on maxillary head 3 times in trunk, 7
times in the tail; depth of body at gill openings 2f in head; eye 2 in
snout, which is 6 in head gape 3^ in head upper jaw iirojecting. General
color light brown, the sides and back punctate with dark brown dots;
belly and throat plain, except a little patch of dusky points below the
gill openings.
West Indian Fauua coast of Texas to Surinam common
along our Gulf Coast
resembling an earthworm and scarcely larger.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

{punctatus, speckled.)
Mijrophis puiictalus,

Lutken, Vid. Med. Naturh. Foren. Kjcibeu., 1, 1851, West Indies; Jordan,
Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1884, 33 Jordan &

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 282

Davis,
Myrophis

/.

;

;

c, 640.

longicollis,

Kaup, Apodes,

30, 185G, (not Mtirieiia longicolUs Cuvier,

which

is

Echelus

mynis).

Myrophis microstigmiits, PoEY, Repertorio,

11,

250, 18G7,

Cuba; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 900,

1883.

Myrophis lumbricus,

Jordan A Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 261, Galveston, Texas.
Coll. Jordan.)
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 899, 1883.

(Type, No. 30896.
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MIROPHIS TAFEB, Jordan k

Base of pectoral fiu as wide
as long: width at the nostrils
commencing nearer the vent
vomer and mandible, biserial

Gilbert.

as the gill opening; snout almost as broad

greater than the iuterorbital width; dorsal
than the gill openings teeth uniserial on
on maxillary head a little less than 3 in
the trunk, 5^ in the tail; de^ith of body at the gill openings '6\ to 4 in
head upper jaw projecting. Color light brown
sides and back with
minute brown specks, smaller than \xx ininciatus; belly and throat plain.
Pacific Coast of Tropical America, from Guaymas to Panama; common.
Similar to M. punctatus, but the pectorals longer, {vafer, sly.)
;

;

;

;

Ml'-ophis vafer,
29681.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Coll. Gilbert.)

S.
S.

Kat. Mus., 1882, 645,
Nat. Mus., 1885, 370

CHILORHINUS,

174.
CliilorJiinus,

Proc. U.

Jordan, Proc. U.

;

Panama.

(Type, No.

Jordan & Davis,

1.

c, G41.

Liitken.

LI'tken, Tidensk. Meddel. Naturg. Foreu. KjubenhaTn,

Body short, much compressed mouth narrow no
;

1,

1851, (siiens<mii).

teeth on vomer; snout

;

depressed, obtuse; pectoral fins very small; vertical fins well developed,
the dorsal commencing behind the gill opening. One species known.
C\;«Aof, lip

;

nostril.)

fi/v,

610.

CHILORHIXrS SUEXSOXII,

LUtkeu.

Head and trunk forming of the total length dorsal fin commencing
way between vent and snout depth 9 times in the total
s

;

at a iJoint half

length

;

eye 2^ in iuterorbital width, the latter equaling the muzzle teeth
on palatines biserial ten teeth in two transverse rows on the nasals
teeth on lower jaw triserial. Color uniform dark brown throat paler;
fins darker margined.
(Cope.) St. Croix, West Indies, not known elsewhere. (A personal name.)
;

;

;

;

Chilorhimts suensonii, LfiTKEN,
52,

Vid.Med. Naturg. Foren.,

1870; Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, 1870,482

;

1,

Croix

1851, St.

Jordan

ct

;

Gvntiier, Cat.,

viii,

Davis, ;.c.,e39.

OPHICHTHYID^.

Family LII.

(The Snake Eels.)
This family includes those Enchelycephalous eels which are scaleless,
and have the end of the tail projecting beyond the dorsal and anal fins,
and without the rudiment of a caudal fin. Anterior nostrils placed in
the upper lip, opening downwards gill openings not confluent; tongue
more or less fully adnate to the floor of the mouth. The species are, for
the most part, moderate or small in size, and they are very abundant in
the tropical seas, especially about the coral reefs. The eggs are numerous,
of moderate size, similar to those of ordinary fishes. Genera about 12.
Species nearly 100. Most of the known genera are found in America, but
;

than half the species. Many of the species are singularly colored, the
bands or spots heightening the analogy between them and the serpents.
less

(Murankla', part
a.

Body without
subinferior
6.

Ojiliichthyitia,

;

Giinther, Cat., viii, 51-90, 1870.)

anywhere

conical gill openings near together,
tongue scarcely free in front mouth small.
converging forward.
Sphagebrancuis, 175.

traces of fins

;

anterior nostril tubular

Gill-slits inferior,

bb. Gill-slits small, lateral,

teetli all small,
;

placed vertically.

;

;

Verma,

176.

Jordan and Evermann.
<ia.

—Fishes of North America.

Body with distinct fins, at least on the back.
no pectoral
c. Aual fin wholly wanting
;

gill

somewhat
re Anal
d.

fin

openings subinferior, converging

fin

;

;

373

dorsal fin high, beginning on the head

anterior nostrils tubular

;

LETnARcars,

free In front,

I

tongue slender,
177.

anterior nostril usually in a short tube near tip of snoiit.
mostly granular or molar vomer with teeth pectoral fins

well developed

Teeth blunt,

;

;

;

present, small.
e.

Dorsal rather high, beginning on the head, before the gill opening.

MVRICHTIIYS, 178.
ee.

Dorsal

fin

beginning behind the

opening, the

gill

fin

usually low.
PiSOODOJJOPHIS, 179.

dd. Teeth all pointed,

Dorsal

/.

fin
g.

fin

none of them molar vomer with teeth.
beginning before nape, on anterior part of head
;

;

pectoral

small or wanting.

body compressed, the dorsal fin
Callechelvs, 180.
Pectoral fins small, but present body elongate, subterete, the
Bascanichthys, 181.
dorsal fin moderate.

Pectoral fins wholly wanting

;

high.

gg.

//.

;

Dorsal
//.

fin

beginning more or

less

behind

gill

Pectoral fins reduced to a small
teeth small, mostly uniserial

opening.

not longer than eye

flap,

gill

openings lateral.

much

longer than eye

;

;

QUASSIREMUS, 182.
hh. Pectoral fins -well developed,

1.

;

tcith

gill-openings usually lateral, sometimes subinferior.
Snout moderate or short, less than one-fourth head, the

jaws not produced into a slender beak
European genus Ophhumit).
j.

(as

in the

Lips not fringed.
subequal, with no elongate canines on
OpniCHTHUS, 183.
jaws or vomer.
Teeth unequal, some of them long canines, either
on vomer or on sides of one or both jaws
mouth large,the snout short, and the eyes

h Teeth
Jck.

more or
?.

less superior.

Teeth on vomer small, fixed, in two or
three series tail a little longer than
MysxEiopHis, 184.
rest of body.
Teeth on vomer a series of about four
;

U.

depressible

canines

;

tail

much

shorter than rest of body.

SCYTALICHTHTS,
_y.

Lips with a conspicuous fringe of papilla?
present on jaws and vomer

lower projecting
tail

;

;

jaws rather long, the
head depressed eyes superior
;

;

;

shorter than rest of body.

BnAOHYSOMOPIIIS,

175.

SPHAGEBRANCHUS,

Sphagehranchm, Bloou. Ichthyologia, ix, 88,
CiecUm, LAcfcpicnE, Hist. Nat.

Poises., Ii, 135,

185.

canines

ISfi.

Bloch.

pi. 419, 1795, (rostralm).*

1800, (branderiuna=ca'cns^; (not CpccHm, L., a

genus of

Balruchia).

De la Roche, Ann. Mus., xiil, 325, 1809, (coecus).
BAFiXEsgiE, Analyse de la Nature, 1815, 93, (copchs).

Aplericlilhiif,

Uranderius,

* Sphngelnanchus roslralus, Bloch, is known only from the original fig\ire and description.
According to these the species is allied to Sphagebmnchus selachops, having similar gill openings,
but with the tail scarcely as long as the rest of the body, the head larger, about 2 in l>ody or 5
According to Bloch, his type came from
in total length; snout very sharp; eve moderate.
the East Indies. Schneider (1801) corrects the locality to " rivers of Surinam." We have no
means of knowing which record is correct, until the species is found again.

Museum.
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Jchlhi/apiis,

Brisout de Barneville, Bevue Zoiilogique,

Ophisuraphis,

Kaup, Apodes,

219, 1847, (aaUirostris).

29, 1856, {gracilis).

This genus contains several little-known species of small eels remarkashowing no trace of fins in the adult stage. The snout projects
beyond the small month, giving a shark-like profile, and the small teeth
are mostly uniserial. The gill-slits are inferior and converging. The
name Sphafiehranchus was based on a species which evidently belongs to the
genus. It has, therefore, clear priority over Ichthyajms and Apterichthya.
This genus is the most simple in structure among the genera of Ophichble for

Its loss of fins is
thi/ida', as Ophichthus is jirobably the most specialized.
doubtless due to degeneration, but it seems nearer the primitive type than
Brachyaomopliis or Op>luchthus. {a<pu^, throat; [ipayxia, gills.)
a.

Eyes

visible.

Tail nearly half longer than head

Head times in trunk.
6!). Head little more than

h.

and trunk

;

611.

converging.

gill slits inferior,

anguiformis,

fi

fill.

selachops, G12.

4 times in trunk.

SPHAGEBRANCHUS ANGUIFORMIS

(Peters).

Eyes externally visible. Tail nearly one-half longer than head and
Head 6 in trunk, 17 in total length. Flesh-colored, with small
trunk.
black spots. (Peters.) Open Atlantic, near the West Indies a small eel,
once taken, {anguis, the slow worm; forma, form.)
;

(ypliichlhys (Sphariebfanchus) angni-' rmis,

15° 40' N., 23°

5'

Peters, Berliu Monatsabor., 1876, 849, Atlantic Ocean,

W.

Spliagehranclttis anguiformin,

Jordan

Davi.s,

it

i.

c. .Glii,

SPHAGEBRANCHUS.SELACHOPS (Jordan & Gilbert).

61'2.

Tail nearly half longer than head

Eyes well developed.

and trunk.

Head a little more than 4 times in trunk; tail sharp-pointed; snout sharp;
cleft of mouth 2i to 3 in head; gill slits almost horizontal, converging forwards, as in S. rostratus, the isthmus equal to eye, which is 2 in snout.
General color light brown, slightly dusky on the back and more dusky
along the lateral line head mottled with dusky spots. Rocks about
face,)
Cape San Lucas not rare. {atXaxoc, shark
;

;

Apterichlhijit sehichopa^

(Type, No. 4391.

IMhyaums

selachops,

;

J0UTIAN
Coll.

S.

176,

VERM A,

I.

c, G15.

Jordan

&.

Evermann.

{I:c»ihtlli).

greatly elongate.

Anterior nostrils in a short tube posterior
Teeth on head of vomer in a /^-sliaped patch none on
Closely allied to S})]uujehranchu.i, but diftering from that genus in
;

without tube.
shaft.

:

the transverse position of

genus
a.

Cape San Lucas.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 309.

Jordan & Davis,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

Body

(i)i}i,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 356,

Xantus.)

Jordan, Proc. U.

Sphagcbranclms selachops,

Vemia,

& GILBERT,

Ccccula.

(vermis,

its gill-slits,

which are as

in

the European

worm.)

Tail but little longer than head and trunk.

Ilead ly^ in trunk

;

gillslitssmall, transverse.

KENDALLI, 613.

Jordan and Evennann.

VERMA KEXDALLI

613.

Head

than

less

^

— Fishes of North America.
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(Gilbert).

of trunk, contained 64 in trunk, body 1^ in tail; snout

cleft of mouth 4 in head
gill slits small, inferior, directly transverse (as in Coecula imherhis), the isthmus very narrow, not as wide as eye,
which is 2 in snout tail sharp-pointed eye before middle of gape. Coloration plain brownish, speckled. Coast of Florida, in rather deep water.

sharp

;

;

;

(Named

;

William C. Kendall, assistant

for

SpliagebrmirliHs kendaUi, GiLUEUT, Bull. U. S. Fish

of Florida, 25° 34' N. 82°

LetharcMs, Goode

& Bean,

W., in 25 fathoms.

r,o'

LETHARCHUS,

177.

in the U. S. Fish

Comm.,

Commission.)

ix, 1889, (1891), 310, off

(Type, No. 44304.

Goode

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 437,

&

Coll.

west coast

Kendall.)

Bean.

{relifer).

Anal fin wanting; no pectoral fins; dorsal fin well developed, beginning
on the head gill ojienings subinferior, converging anterior nostrils tubular; tongue slender.
One species known. {Ajjdofxai, to forget; ap^oc,
;

;

anus, for anal

fin.)

614.

LETHARCHUS TELIFER,

Goode & Bean.

Teeth uniserial on jaws and vomer, small and directed inward and backward; snout long and pointed, projecting i^ its length beyond the lower
jaw; gill openings subinferior, almost horizontal, equal to lower jaw,
three times the breadth of the isthmus; nostrils not prominent, without
tube; anterior under the tip of snout; lateral line distinct, extending
forward in a curve, ending in a pore on the top of the head, just in front
of the beginning of the dorsal fin head 61 in trunk tail pointed, 2i in
total length cleft of mouth 4 in head snout 9 in head and twice the
diameter of the eye. Plum-colored, head lighter, throat pale dorsal fin
white, edged with a broad band of black. Coast of Florida, in rather
deep water. Known only from the Snapper Banks off" Pensacola and
;

;

;

;

;

Tampa,

{velum, sail; fero,

I

bear.)

Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 437, 'West Florida. (Type, No.
31458. Coll. Kaiser & Martin.) Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 896, 1883 Jordan, Proc. U.
Jordan & Davis, c, 61G.
S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 33

Lelharclms

velifer,

;

I.

;

178.
Pisondonophif,

Kaup, Apodes,

MYRICHTHYS,

15, 1850, (in

part

;

Girard.

not type, as restricted by Bleekeb, which

is

P.

caucrivorus),

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sri. Phila., 1859, 58, (llgrUms).
SWAINSON, Bleeker, etc., (not of Lacepede, nor of Risso, nor Kai'P, who

Myrichihi/s,

Ophisuntf,

the

name

restrict

to O. serpens).

Teeth mostly blunt and molar; pectoral fins small; dorsal beginning on
gill opening
otherwise essentially as in Opliichthiis.
Species numerous, found in most tropical seas. Coloration variegated.
the head before
(fxvpog,
a.

Myrus

;

'.x^i'C,

;

fish.)

Spots on body large, blackish, without pale centers

;

all of

grotind color paler.
aa. Spots

on body

large, black,

on body

circular or nearly so

;

tho

tiorinu-s 615.

most of them with a distinct pale center, the ground color

paler.
aaa. Spots

them

octlEATUt., 616.

large, round, nearly whitish in color, the

ground color dark.
ACUMINATUS,

617.
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MTRICHTHTS TIGRINUS,

615.

Head

Museum.

Giranl.

3i in trunk, 11 in total length; eye 2\ in snout, situated a little

back of middle of gape, whicli is 3 in bead pectoral measured from top
of base, about equal to eye. Coloration brown, with large dark spots,
which have not paler centers. Si)ots on sides of body all circular or
nearly so those on anterior part of head small and numerous lighter
below belly almost plain 4 longitudinal rows of round black blotches
on each side of body, the two middle series often forming one irregular
row, the central row very close to the median and consisting of small
spots not much larger than the eye, spots in the uppermost row often running up on the dorsal fin, each dorsal row running forward, terminating
in the snout; 8 or 9 spots in each dorsal row from the tij) of snout to verrtical from gill opening; a row of 5 or 6 spots from gill opening to above
eye; two other rows running diagonally downwards and backwards
from eye; 7 or 8 spots on each side of snout; jaw with about a dozen
spots on each side dorsal with dark margin anal plain. Pacific Coast
of Mexico, rather common about Mazatlan, occasionally ranging northward, (Adair Bay, Oregon, Girard. (tigrinus, like a tiger, in color.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Myrichthys tigrinus, Girakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., ISSO, 58,

& Davls,

1.

c, 618

;

Jordan & Gubekt,

Ophismiis xystnrus, Jorpa?!
28142, 28247,

and

PisodonUrphis xi/dunts,

& Gilbert,

29642.

Adair Bay, Oregon

;

Joiipan

Synopsis, 300, 1883.

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 340,

Mazatlan.

(Type, Nos.

Coll. Gilbert.)

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Coram.,

ii,

1882, 106.

MYRICHTHYS OCULATFS

C16.

(Kaup).

Eye 2 in snout; snout 6 in head, and 4 in distance from tip of snout to
beginning of dorsal liu cleft of mouth 3^ in head head 4 in the trunk,
and a little more than 8 in the tail. Spots on body large, dark, most of
them Avith a distinct pale center. Body dark gray above, white below;
on each side two series of large roundish dark spots, with pale centers,
one row lying along the dorsal fin, the other a little below the lateral
line; about 35 spots in each row; a large spot in front of dorsal fin; snout
with about 5 spots on each side; lower jaw with small dusky spots; dorsal fin with a dusky edge and with faint dusky blotches; anal plain.
(oculaius,
Tropical Atlantic, Cuba to Surinam and Cape Verde Islands,
having eye-like markings.)
;

Pixoodoitophig nrnlatiin,

;

Kaup, Apodes,

22, 18.56,

OjihixnnislaliviacnIatiiSi'PoEy, Kopertorio,

ii,

Curacoa.

252, pi. 3, fig. 1, 1867,

Ophirhfhys purdalis, Gi'NTiiER, Cat., viii, 82, 1870

MyrichOiys ncnlatuSj

Jordan & Davis,
617.

I.

;

(not O/ihiminis

Cuba.

i>ard<iUs,

Valenciennes).

c, 618.

MYRIf'HTHYS ACUMINATUS

(Gronow).

Spots on body large, nearly rouud, and whitish in color; ground color
dark brown, pale below two series of round, whitish blotches on each
side of body, about 40 spots in each series; spots somewhat larger and
more distinct anteriorly, where their diameter is nearly equal to length
of snout head with irregular, round, whitish spots on each side; dorsal
brownish, margined with dusky other fins pale. Snout 5f in head and
;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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twice the diameter of the eye; cleft of mouth 3 in head; head 4 in trunk;
head and trunk 1| in tail dorsal beginning at a point slightly nearer the
base of pectorals than eye; pectorals very small, their bases as broad as
Body extremely elongate, the diameter about \ length of
gill opening.
head. West Indies, occasionally northward to Florida Keys, (acumina;

tus,

sharp.)

Miir.Ttiii

Insula Div. Eustachii.
Martinique.
2.54, 18G7, Cuba.
Esp. Hist. Nat., 196, 1875, Cuba.

acuminnia* GnoNOW, Fishes Brit. Mus.,

IHsodmwjiliisguUidatii!:,

Ophminis

loiigns,

Kxrp,

21, 1854,

Arixles, 21, fig. 10, lti56,

PoEY, Kepfirtorio,

li,

Ojihkhihys pisavarius, POEY, Anal. Soc.

Ojihichlhys aenminahis, GiJNTiiER, Cat., viii, S3, 1870.
Piso/lonoi^his hiigns,

Ophiwrm

Jordan & Gilbert,

amminaltis,

Myrkhtlii/s acumhiatus,

Jorban & Davis,

179.
rUmodonophis,

Synopsis, 899, 1883.

Jordan, Cat. Fish N.
I.

A., 53, 1885.

c, 619.

PISOODONOPHIS,

Kaup, Apodal Fishes,

17, 1856, {boro)

;

t

Kaup.

Piwdontophis,

amended

spelling.

Small eels, mostly of the Old World, having the blunt teeth of Myrichthys
and the backward dorsal of 02)Tiic1dhus. Species slender, plainly colored.
(ttlctov, pea; oJoif, tooth; odxf, snake.)

PISOODONOPHIS CRUENTIFER,

618.

Goode & Bean.

trunk length of body about two-thirds that of tail.
mouth rather wide, one-third head. Snout conical,
depressed. Head snake-like, with powerful muscular enlargements of
the cheeks and a constriction behind the head somewhat like that of
Derkhihys. Eye moderate, half snout, one-tenth head. Teeth granular,
in conspicuous bands, a small oblong patch on premaxillaries and a long
band on vomer. Pectoral fin broad, spatulate, about two-sevenths head.

Head

Cleft

4 times in

of*

;

the

Dorsal beginning far behind tip of pectoral, its distance from tip of
Dorsal and anal fins of moderate
snout one-seventh of total length.
height. Color uniform brownish yellow. Length 16 inches. Two specimens (28938), station 1035 of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Fish
Han-l; in N. lat. 39° 57^ W., long. 69° 28^ in 120 fathoms. Four others at
nearly same region in 245 fathoms.
" The peculiar and savage physiognomy of this fish suggests at once the
idea that it is a parasitic boring form, and in confirmation of this we
have specimens taken by the fishermen on Jeff"rey'8 Bank, and also
another from New Bedford, taken by Mr. J. H. Thompson from the body
of a fish.
have occasionally taken the dried and shriveled remains of
a fish apparently closely related to this from salted halibut and codfish."

We

(Goode

& Bean.)

*'We have referred the nomin.al species, longiia, tjnllidalus, and ^lisaran'Hs to the synonymy of
thinking that tlie alleged differences are matters of individual variation. I.ongM ia
The
said to have, in the center of each jvilo spot, a yellow speck, surrounded liy a dark circle.
others are said to lack this centr.-il spot, hut it may he that it fades in alcohol. Ltmijus ig said to
have the edge ot the dorsal darker than the fin. In yutlnlatus tiXnX pmi-arius it is said to bo paler.
acmniiialiis,

fDr. Giinther, (vin, 78), mentions a half-grown eel from Grenada in the West Indies, which
ho was unable to separate from Visoodonnphh Imm (Haniilton), of the East Indies and China. It
is possible, however, that this specimen really came from China.
In /'. hf^ro the head iB 4 times
in the very long trunk
the tins are very low and the color is plain brown.
;

/
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Museum.

This species is very different from F'lsoodono-pMs boro, and may prove the
type of a distinct genus, {cruentifer, bearing blood, bloody.)
Pisodmophis

cntenlifer,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic
i8o.

CaUecheli/s, KkVP, Apodcs,

Iclitliyology, 147, fig. 16G, 189"),

CALLECHELYS,

Gulf Stream.

Kaup.

28, 1850, (.juklmioli).

This genus contains one American and three East Indian species,
agreeing in the elongate, compressed body, absence of pectoral fins, and
anterior insertion of the dorsal. In other respects Callechelys is close to
Ophichthus.

(«:a/l6r,

619.

beautiful

;

tyxF'''v':,

eel.)

CALLECHELYS MUR.ENA,

Jordan & Evermann.

Depth of body at gill openings a little more than length of upper jaw,
which is 3 in head head 8 in trunk, about 14 in total length eye small,
2 in snout, placed over the middle of upper jaw tip of lower jaw extend;

;

;

gill openings small, inferior, sublittle before the front of eye
longitudinal, the distance between them about half the height of one of
them dorsal fin beginning on the head, at a distance behind the angle of

ing a

;

;

more than half the length of upper jaw. Dark olive,
and spotted with confluent blotches of darker olive and
blackish, the spots more distinct anteriorly, posteriorly confluent, so that
the tail is nearly plain dusky belly scarcely paler, dorsal and anal chiefly
blackish with pale margins. Snapper Banks off Pensacola one specimen
known. (Murcvna, from the general resemblance of the species to a young
the

mouth a

little

closely mottled

;

;

Moray.)
Jordan & Evermann, Proc. U.
Jordan & Davis, c, 620. (Type, No. 37996.

CaUechelys munena,

I.

i8i.
Bascanichlhi/s,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 406,

BASCANICHTHYS,

Jordan & Davis, Apodal

Snapper Banks;

Coll. Stearns.)

Jordan

&

Davis.

Fishes, 021, 1892, {bascaniimi).

This genus is very close to Callechelys, from which it differs in the presence of pectorals, the long subterete body, lower fins and plainer coloration.
Three species are known. {Baseanion, the black snake Ix^^l'^, fish.)
;

a.

Pectoral fin a slender rudiment not longer than eye
b.

bb.

;

head about 8 in trunk.

Snout 6 to 7 in head no distinct spots on body.
Snout 5J^ in head a series of large spots between dorsal and

scuticarib, 620.

;

;

later.al line.

pf,ninsul;e, 611.
aa. Pectoral fin nearly as

620.

long as snout

;

head about 10

bascanium, 622.

in trunk.

BASCANICHTHYS SCUTICARIS

(Goode & Bean).

Pectoral fin a slender rudiment about as long as eye head moderate;
terete, the trunk a little longer than the tail
teeth short, bluntish,
recurved, uniserial in each jaw, biserial on vomer; head 8t to 9| in head
;

body

and trunk,

;

snout 6 to 7 in head eye 2 in snout, a little behind
is contained in the head 3| times
lower jaw
extending forward to middle of snout
distance from tip of snout to
beginning of dorsal a little over 2 in head gill openings vertical, their
length about equal to breadth of isthmus lateral line curved over the
8 in tail

the middle of

cleft,

;

;

which

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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opercular region, the pores distant and well separated. Color brown
above, lighter below, front of head more or lees mottled dorsal and anal
West coast of Florida not rare.
fins pale, without dark margins.
;

;

(sctitica,

a whip.)

Spharjebranchus sctUicarit,

Bphagnbranclms

GooDE & Bean, Proc. U.

teres,

No. 31457.

Gooi>E

Coll.

S.

& Bean, Proc. U.

&

Kaiser

Cedar Key.

(Typo,

Nat. Mus., 1882, 430,

S.

West

Florida.

(Type,

Martin.)

Jordan & GitBERT, Synopsis, 3.58,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 897, 1883.
BitscauwhUii/s scutkaris, Jordan & Davis, I. c, 021.
Coecula scuticaris,
Cofcula

Nat. Mus., 1879, 343,

H. Velie.)

Coll. Dr. J.

No. 23636.

1883.

iei-fi,

621.

BASCANICHTHYS PENINSIIL.E

(Gilbert).

small, 3f in trunk (without head) eye 12 in head; snout 5^ in
head, projecting beyond lower jaw for a distance equaling diameter of

Head

;

Cleft of mouth extending beyond eye, its length (from tip of snout)
3i in head. Anterior nostril in a long tube (near tip of snout), the posterior on inner side of upper lip opposite front of eye. Teeth in double
eye.

on all the dentary bones those on maxillary, shaft of vomer, and
mandible small, bluntly conic those on head of vomer and front
of mandible much broader though little longer, and also very blunt. Eye
very small, slightly less than half snout. Gill openings short, vertical,
Vent much in
the length of the slit but one-half of the broad isthmus.
advance of middle of length, the trunk contained l-,^; times in the tail.
Dorsal fin beginning well forward on top of head, its origin equidistant
between gill slit and front of eye. Tip of tail sharp, free from fins for a
distance equaling length of snout. Pectoral developed as a short, deep,
membranous flap as wide as gill slit its length less than half its width.
Delicate rays are visible with the aid of a lens. Color light yellowish, a
series of large, round, brownish black spots nearly as wide as interspaces
between lateral line and base of dorsal a second series of similar but
much fainter spots alternating with the first below the lateral line top
and sides of head with similar smaller spots, those on snout the smallest.
Lower jaw with dusky mottlings anal translucent, unmarked. Dorsal
with a dusky streak. One specimen 10| inches long, from La Paz Bay,
Gulf of California. {Peninsula', of the Peninsula.)
series

;

sides of

;

;

;

;

;

Callechehjs peninsvhr,

Gilbert, Proc. U.

622.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 548,

La Paz Bay.

BASC.4NICHTHTS BASCANIUM

(Coll. Gilbert.)

(Jordan).

Body extremely
more than two-fifths length
head; mouth very small, the lower jaw
the anterior nostril, which is in a short

Dark brown, nearly uniform;

fins

a

little

paler.

slender, subterete, its greatest depth little

of head; head short; snout 7 in
thin, included, not extending to

tube teeth short, subconic, bluntish, a little unequal, their points directed
backwards; lower teeth nearly uniserial upper teeth uniserial laterally,
partly biserial anteriorly vomerine teeth forming a rhombic patch. Ej-e
moderate, its length more than half that of snout, its center nearly over
middle of upper jaw cleft of mouth 31 in length of head. Gill opening
vertical, about as wide as isthmus its upper edge on level of upper base
;

;

;

;

;
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of pectoral pectoral developed, small, a little broader than long, nearly
as long as snout
dorsal fin very low, beginning at a point midway
between front of eye and gill opening; anal similar to dorsal. Head \\\
in distance from tip of snout to vent head and trunk a little longer than
tail; head If; trunk 14|.
Length of type, 31 inches; Egmont Key,
Florida distinguished from B. scuticaris by the very short head. One
specimen known. {Bascanion, the black snake, which the body much
resembles, from (idoKavog, malignant.)
;

;

;

;

Egmont Key,

Cd'cnla hascanitim, .ToRDAN, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila., 1884, 43,
Bascanir)it}iiis hascaiiinm,

Jordan & Davis,

182.
Qunfsnirrniiis,

/.

Florida.

c, C21.

QUASSI REMUS,

Jordan

&

Davis.

.ToRDAN A Davis, Apodal Fishes, 622, 1892, {epumthas).

This genus contains two species from the Eastern Pacific, differing from
Ophichtlms only in the rudimentary pectoral fins, {quatinus, obliterated;
remus, oar.)
Body with rather '-'rgo, yellow

a.

sizes

an.

;

j>ectoral not half as

Dody everywhere

spots,

each with a lilack ring, besides black spots of various

nothochir,

long as eye.

freckled with small bl.ack spots

EVIONTHAS,

OUASSIREJIUS XOTHOCHIR

623.

62.3.

pectorals about as long as eye.

;

624.

(Gilbert).

Body marked with rather large yellow spots, each with a black ring,
and with black spots and blotches of various sizes. Teeth all uniserial;
pectorals represented by a small triangular flap, less than i the diameter
of eye and i the gill slit head 4i in trunk; head and trunk longer than
tail by a distance equal to the length of the snout
cleft of mouth 2i in
head snout 4 in head eye i of snout, its anterior margin over middle of
cleft of mouth gill slit vertical, lateral 6i in head.
Middle of back with
;

;

;

;

;

a series of 12 elliptical yellow spots, their length one-half diameter of
eye, each spot surrounded by a black ring, coaloscent below with a large
elliptical black blotch on middle of sides
head closely covered with
spots about the size of the eye, around which are reticulations of light
yellow. (Gilbert.) San Josef Island, Gulf of California, (j'^r/of, spurious;
Xftp, hand.)
;

Opkichtkys nothochir, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1800,

fornia.

.'iS,

San Josef Island. Gulf of

Cali-

(Coll. Albatross.)

Quassiremrii nothm-hir,

Jordan & Davis,

e24.

I.

c, 623.

QUASSIKEMUS EVIONTHAS

(Jordan

& Bollman).

Pectorals very small, about as long as eye; teeth in jaws uniserial,
anterior vomerine teeth biserial head 4f in trunk snout 4i in head eye 2it
;

much

;

;

nearer angle of mouth than tip of snout; cleft of mouth
2* iu head.
Color light olive, the entire body covered with numerous
small round or oval black spots separated at intervals by a yellowish
ground color iu about fifteen places these spots are larger and darker
and tend to form cross bands. Hood Island, (ialapagos; one specimen
known, (ev, well; lovOuc, freckled; the word from lovfto^, an eruption
preceding the growth of the beard.
in snout,

;

Jordan and Everviann.
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Joudan & lioLLMAN, Proo. U. S. Kat. Mug., 188it,
pagos Archipelago. (Type, No. 41476. Coll. Albatross.)
Quassircmiis evioiithiu, Jordan & Davis, I. c, 023.
OphirhOius evionth'ts,

183.

Coii'jriis,

Island, Gala-

Blviirona ft Ophichtho, 178'J,

{<'j)his).

etc., 62, ISIO, {muculatus).

KAFiNES(iUE, Garattcri,

Ophisunts,

Hood

OPHICHTHUS, Thuuberg&Ahl.

Tiivnuekc & Ahl, Dc

Ophklilhnx,

154,

381

SwAiNSON, Kat. Hist.

Olassii.

Auim.,

11,

334,

(Not of

{pU-tus ^- macttlulus).

1839,

Lac£p£de the type of L.ace1'£de, as restricted by Kisso, being serpens.)
Ceutrurophis, Kaup, Apodes, 2, 1856, (spadicens).
Paccilocephalus, Kaup, I. c, 5, (bonapartei).
Microdonophis, Kaup, I. c, 0, {altijnnnis).
Ca'cilophis, Kaup, I. c, C, (compar).
Herpetoichlliiis, Kaup, I.e., 7, {omatissimus).
Elapsopsis, Kaup,
<:., 9, (versicolor).
(The name wrougly accredited to Le Sueur.)
3Iurimopsis, Kaup, /. c, 11, (ocellatiis).
;

I.

Kaup, I. c, 13, (magniofuUs).
Kaup, I. c, 14, {tjomesii).
Cryploptents, Kaup, Aalo Hamburg, 1859,

S^:ytulo^^his,

Leplorhinophis,

VranichOiys,

Poey, Repertorio,

Oxijodontkhthijs,
Ophichthijs,

(pimctifeps).

250, 1807, {haranuensis).

PoEY, Anales Soc. Nat. Hist. Esp., 254, 1880, {macrurns).

Bleeker, Guntiier, and of recent authors generally.

This genus contains

marked

11,

all

the Ophisuroid. eels which have sharp teeth, no
and the dorsal inserted

canines, well-deveIoi>ed. pectoral fins,

behind the head. The species are very numerous in the tropical seas, and
many attempts have been made to split the group into smaller genera.
Notwithstanding the great difierences when extremes are compared, these
small genera can not be well defined, {whc, snake; /,\;fi'f, fish; hence more
correctly written Ophichthys.)
a.

Teeth of upper jaw in 2 or 3

series.

Teeth of lower jaw uuiserial or nearly so

h.

vomerine teeth in

;

1 series or slightly biserial

in front.

Cryptopterus,

(KpuTTTos, concealed

;

Coloration uniform or nearly so

c.

incfiov, fin)
;

:

teeth of lower

jaw not

iiuito uniserial

Ophichthus
cc.

;

tail

half

puncticeps, 625.

longer than rest of body.
:

Coloration not uniform

;

anterior teeth slightly

enlarged

;

eye rather

large,

nearly median.
d.

Sides of body

Avitli

large, round, black spots

;

head with smaller ones

dd. Sides of

;

dorsal

iiavannensis, 626.

inserted opposite tip of pectorals.

body with large, round, w hitish spots

;

dorsal inserted behind tip of

betropinnis, 627.

pectorals.

Teeth of lower jaw in 2 to 4 series.
MuR-KNOPSls, {Murtrnu; 6i|/ts, appearance)
anterior teeth of jaws or vomer sometimes enlarged
e. Vomerine teeth in one row
teeth in both jaws biserial, those of the inner series sometimes small and turned

66.

:

;

inward.
/.

Spots on sides of body large and whitish, never black.
g.

Dorsal beginning an eye's diameter behind tip of pectoral,

outtifek, 628.

ocei.latus, 629.
Dorsal beginning over or just before tip of pectoral.
Spots on sides of body large and black tail half longer than rest of boil}'.
gg.

ff.

;

triserialis, 630.

ScYTALOPHis,
ee.

(o-kutoLAt),

Vomerine teeth
canines.

viper;

biserial

o<f)t?,

snake)

:

throughout; teeth

Color plain brownish.

in

both jaws

biserial, subecjual

;

no

Museum.
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Ej'o large, inoro thiiu lialf length of snout.

h.

rather short, 2,% to 3 in trunk.
Pectoral about as long as cleft of mouth, which

Ileail

i.

j.

is

2% in

head.
QOMESII, 031.

jj.

Pectorals longer than cleft of mouth, which

is

2)^ in head.

ZOPHOCHIR, 032.
ii.

Head

\%

long,

to

1%

trunk

in

;

pectoral a

little

longer than gape.

MAGNIOCULIS, 033.
hh.

Eye

tube

;

narrow; anterior

small, 2^-2 in snout: gill openings

nostril

CRYPTOPTERUS,

Subgenus

Kaup.

OPHICHTHIS PUNCTICEPS

625.

Teeth of upper jaw in 2 or 3 series.
some in front forming a second

with along
parilis, 634.

pectoral longer than gape.

(Kaup).

Mandibular teeth not quite uni-

dorsal and anal fins disappearing for some distance before their termination near end of tail pectoral fin well developed dorsal fin commencing at a short distance behind
end of pectoral tail I of total length eye of moderate size cleft of
mouth of moderate width. Coloration uniform. (Kaup per Giinther.)
Caribbean Sea, at Puerto Cabello. (punctus, speckled; -c<';>s, head.)

eerial,

series

;

;

;

;

Cri/ploplerris pnnctici'ps,

Kaui', Aale

Hamb.

Mue.,

ii, pi. 1, fig. 2,

Ophichthys puncUcevs, UI'ntuer, Cat., viii„eO, 1870;

Subgenus
626.

;

;

1859,

Jordan & Davis,

Puerto Cabello.
I.

c, 029.

OPHICHTHUS.

OPHICHTHUS HAVANNES SIS

(Bloch

&

Schneider).

Teeth of upper jaw in 2 or 3 series lower teeth uniserial; vomerine
teeth nearly or quite uniserial. Sides of body with one or more series of
head with numerous small dark spots
large, round, black spots brown
;

;

;

a series of large, round, dark spots along the side,
the interspaces as wide as the spots another series of alternate smaller
spots along the back, and another along the sides of abdomen; fins yellowish, dorsal with a series of brown spots along the edge eye large,
looking upwards, If in snout teeth moderate, those in front of upper jaw
somewhat canine-like pectoral fin well developed, its extremity nearly
opposite to the origin of the dorsal fin tail longer than rest of body.
West Indies, apparently not common, and not lately taken outside of
Cuba. It is possible that this species is the true Ophichthus opMs, but this
identification is not certain, {havannensis, living at Havana.)

and longitudinal

folds

;

;

;

;

;

;

f Serpens

G

marinns maculos)is, WiLLi'GHUY, Hist. Pise, tab.

9,

1680,

no

locality.

fMnrxna oxihis, LinN/T.us, x 244, 1758, (after Willughisy) (may be identical with OpJdchOms reyius,
a St. Helena species, likewise spotted with black).
Innominado, Parra, Dif. PiezasHist. Nat., pi. 37, fig. 2, 1787, Havana.
Murxna kavaniieiiKis, Bi.ocii & Schneider, Syst. Ich., 491, 1801, (after Parha).
(after Bloch, pi. 154).
f OiMturus gnltatus, Cuvier, Eegue Animal, 232, 1817, Surinam
f Murtfiia maculosa, Cuvier, I. c, Surinam; (after Ojihisurns ophis, LAc£pfiDE, which is based on
,

;

;

Bloch,

pi. 154).

Ilerpetoichthys snlcatus,

Kaup, Apodos,

Vranichlhijs brachycejiltalns,

8, fig. 5,

PoEY, Keperforio,

Vranichlhys Jiai^annensis, PoEY, Ilopertorio,

Ophichthys havannetms,

GOntuer,

ii,

(not

II,

0),

1850, locality

257, 1807,

257, 1806.

Cat., viii, 67, 1870.

Cuba.

unknown.

Jordan and Evermann.
627.
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OI'HICHTHUS RETROPINNIS (Eigenmaun).

Sides of body with louiul whitish spots between darker areas; color
olivaceous, witli about 20 oblong dark blotches along the median line
of body and tail, the interspaces between these each a round pale spot
about as large as eye. Dorsal inserted 1^- length of pectorals behind the
tips of pectorals pectorals 2\ in distance from snout to their base; eye \\
li'i-bt

;

in snout, equal to interorbital space cleft of mouth 3 in head head 9 in
length; gill opening 5 in head; maxillary biserial; mandibular teeth uni;

serial

vomer with about

;

to 0. oceJlatns,

15 teeth.

but the dentition

;

Snapper Banks

dift'erent.

oft"

(retropinnis,

Close

Pensacola.

having backward

fins.)
Ophivlithys relro2)innis,

sacola.

EioENMANN,

(Type, No. 38054.

O^hichthus retropinnis,

Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 188T, 110,

Jordan & Davis,

I.

off

Pen-

c, 630.

Subgenus MURiENOPSIS,
628.

Snapper Banks

Stearns.)

Coll.

OPHICHTHUS GUTTIFER

Kaiip.

(Bean & Dreeel).

the teeth of the inner series sometimes
anterior teeth of
in one row
jaws or vomer sometimes a little enlarged. Dorsal beginning behind the
Head 2f in
tip of the pectoral, at a distance equal to diameter of eye.
trunk, 4| in tail pectoral fin shorter than in ocellatus, 3i in head eye 1^

Teeth in both jaws biserial

;

Vomerine teeth

small and turned inward.

;

;

;

mouth 2i in head. Color very much as in ocellatus, but
paler; rather light brown above, pale below, with about 20 round pale
spots along the lateral line lower jaw and throat rather pale, dusted with
brown dots jjectoral pale, with a dusky border a line of small white
spots across the occiput, and a shorter but similar row on each side of
Snapper Banks oft' Pensacola, Florida close to O. ocellatus, the
liead.
in snout

;

cleft of

;

;

;

;

{yutta, spot

dentition the same, the dorsal farther back,
Ophichthys gtiUifer,

Bean & Dresel,

Ophichlhus guitifer,

Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., 1882, 100,

(Type, No. 32647.

Cat. Fish. N. A., 53, 1885.

Jordan & Davis,
629.

I.

;

fvro, I bear.)

Snapper Banks

;

Jordan,

Coll. Stearns.)

c, G30.

OPHICHTHIS OCELLATUS

(Le Sueur).

Teeth in both jaws biserial, those in front a little enlarged; vomerine
Dorsal fin beginning over or just before tip of x)ectoral.
Color rather dark brown above, lighter below, with about 20 round whitish spots along the side, averaging more than half diameter of eye; dorsal
fin commencing over or a little before tip of pectoral, light-colored, with
a narrow dark margin anal light yellow a row of small white spots
across the top of head, sometimes coalescent into a band, and one or
more similar but shorter rows on each side of head pectoral decidedly
dusky jaws, throat, and chin dusted with brown dots. Vomer with
about 15 teeth, the anterior inclined to form a double series; tail |a
head's length longer than head and trunk head 2^ in trunk eye IJ in
snout snout 5^ in head cleft of mouth 2A in head pectoral 2J in head.
West Indian Fauna, south to Brazil, north to Pensacola; rather common,
(ocellatus, with eye-like spots.)
teeth in one row.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

BuUctin ^7, United States yatiotial Museum.

3S4:

Mmitmcflut ooeUatMs, Lx Srxrs, Joom. Ac. Xat.

Sci. Phila.. v, 1S25, 10^, pi.

i, fig. 3,

South

America.
Opiiimtm

rrmifet, VAtxsciEjnrBS, in

(j^iirirtjit

III'!

Bmtmi,

D'Orbigny Toy. Amer. Merid.,

GfXTHEE., CkL, TUj,

BarttcieMkjfS oaHalMt,

GoODE

OfUdAK* ooeOo&K, Joxsas ^

Jc

6>^,

IgTO: Jc>£I>a\

Beak, Proc. U.

&

.&

PoisB., pi. 12, fig. 2, 1S39.

Gileebt. Synopas, 35S, 1SS3.

Sat. Hu5., ISTd, 153.

Tatis, L c, eSO.

630.

OPHIf HTHrS TRISERIALIS

(Kanp).

Teeth in both jaws uniserial, the anterior more or less enlarged

:

vomer-

Body terete, the tail It times the length of head
head dattish month broad, its width as great as distance

ine teeth in one row.

and trunk
between the
:

:

gill, openings vertical, well
separated : dorsal fin beginning a little before tip of pectoral head 2f in
trunk, 5t in tail pectoral fin 2r to 3i in head, about equal to lower jaw
cleft of mouth 2i in head gill openings less than one-half the pectorals,
less than eye. 1* in isthmus eye It in snout, 2? in cleft of mouth teeth
rather strong, one or two in front of upper jaw almost canine-like: vomerine teeth small. Color light brown a row of rather large roand black
blotches above the lateral line a series of smaDer spots on each side oi
dorsal, alternating with the large blotches a row of snbmarginal spot?
along the dorsal fin anal fin plain top and sides of head with smaller
spots ; in adults a faint, dusky shade across the pectoral lower part:^
Pacific Coast of
pale : longitudinal wrinkles on throat conspicuous.
Tropical America, rather common, ftom Lower California to the Galapagos. ( triiierialh, three-rowed.

nostrils or as inierorbital space:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

JfiB^saojKu triairialU, Kj.tt, Apodes, 12, IS^i, Pacific.

Abbott, Proc Ac. Xat. ScL Phila., 1S60, 4T5, locality unknown.
CipatTT Picc Ac. Xat. ScL Cal.. IS^, 06, Coast of Lower California.
OfkidUlm$Tmgifer, Joexias i^ B-jllxas;, Proc U. S. Xat. Mas., 18S9, l->^, Charles Island. Galapagos young -srith longer fiect orals. (Type, Xo. 41428. Coll. Albatross.)
OfiUdfOkgt friserioZis, GfSTHiE, Cat, tth, 5S, 1S70 Streets, BulL U. S. Xat. Mns., -ni, 55. 1ST7
JoKBvs i GiLZKBT, Ptoc. V. S. Xat. Mus., ISSO, 457 Jou>a>' & GrtBKKi, Synopsis, 359, 1SS3.
TTi ijNfiiii

Oj

i

tii

irtf n ffffrnTin,

M!

I

mrf
\

I

ni«—«»«,

:

;

;

^

OjfiiiiAmi Iriteri^ic, Jo2i*A>-

Davis, L c,

<331.

Subgenus SCYTALOPHIS, Kaup.
6S1.

OPHltHTHTS G03a:Sn

(Castelnan).

'Sea Sebpest.)

Vomerine teeth biserial throughout teeth in both jaws biserial, subno canines peetorai 2* to 21 in head, about as long as cleft of
mouth, which is 2i in head. Body terete: the head rather short, about
2j (2i to 3 J in trunk the head and trunk 15 (1^ ^'chrysops" to 1;',t "»<acrurm") in the tail: snout rather short, pointed; interorbital space broad,
equal to eye, which is about 1? in snout nasal tubes short dorsal inserted
behind middle of pectoral; diameter of gill opening equal to eye, li in the
isthmus. 3 in the pectoral. Olive brown above, the coloration caused by
innumerable brown points on a yellowish ground light yellow below
pectoral dusky, dark along the upper edge lower jaw with du.sky markings dorsal and anal fin translucent, with dark margins: pores on jaws
;

equal,

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

fardan and Evermann.
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and head conspicaons. Soath Carolina to Bio Janeiro, generally eommon.
especially abont the Florida Keys and Cuba.
The variations in the
length of the trunk and tail hare given rise to various nominal species.
One of these {macrmrm. Poey with the head and trunk 1' to 2:^ in the tail
i

instead of

14^

to I7 as usual in gome^ii

bly a species.

(Named

may

for Dr. Ildefonso

l>e

a tangible variety, or possi-

Gomes, who cured Castelnau of a

dangerous malady in Rio Janeiro.*)
'

Anim Ajoaer. Sad-, 84, pi. 44. S^. '2. laod, Rio Janeiro.
Poet, Xemorias, ii, 321, 1S6T, Havana.
hradkgurms. Poet, Sjnopeie. 426, ls«8 ; ind Poey, Enomerasioi, a, laa, 1873,

'pAincnu ^DBKai, Casielsat,

-phumnu

ekrjaofe.

:>zgdomlidtUqit

Ha-

vana.
'zyodtmncUift muuir

m ms,

PoET, Anal. Soc. Hift. Xat. Esp..

Havana.
Havana, oam-T a

:i54. litf.i.

,'jydomtidi&ip limbatat, PoET, Anal. Soc. Hi^t. Sat. Esp., i54, IsSj,

iubetittiie

for In migmmi).
"i-luciOap

gamem, GfsTHza,

"pUcilijn ekripopi, Jokoajt

Cat.,

vm,

k GiisEST,

ytadi^aa gomusi, Jokdas ± Davis,
99i.

1.

60, 1*70.

SynofieE, 896, 1SS3.

c. €32.

OPHICHTHTS ZOPHOCHIS

Joidan

* Gilben).

Dentition as in 0. gome^ii. Pectoral longer, 2 to 2*^ in head, longer than
the cleft of the mouth, which is 2* in head. Tail very nearly twice as
long as rest of body: snout rather long: inrerorbital space narrow, less
than eye nasal tubes rather long, dattened, the edge uneven : dorsal
commencing over or in front of the middle of pectoral : head 2t in
trunk head and trunk a liule more than half the taQ : pectoral fin '2f in
;

:

head eye Ij in snout, i greater than interorbital width giU opening
less than eye, IJ in isthmus.
Color birown above, light yellow below;
opercular regions, lower jaw, throat, and pectoral dusky dorsal and anad
edged with black. Pacific Coast of Mexico. Gnaymas to Acapulco;
rather common. Close to O. tjiymcsii, but the pectoral longer. u^J««f,
:

:

:

darkness:
Ophidithys

Xos.

hand (pectoral

leio,

:s..j)AocAtr,

J,>ri>a:5

2S.2SO, 28277, 29220,

±

fin).)

Gixbebt, Proc. F.

and 29Sa.

S.

Xat. 5Ins., ISsl, 347, Maratlan.

CoJL Gilben.)

Jokdax * Giukjiz, Ptoc C.

Tvf«,
S.

i»t

Mas., 1SS2, 623.
"vhickdtK^

zcpko-.-hir,

Jordas A Davis,
6SS.

I.

c, 633.

OPHICHTHTS MAGXIOCFLIS KaapL

Dentition df O. gomesii. but the head rather long, li to 2* in trunk. Tail
long, about 2} times length of rest of body : pectoral 2i in head : dorsal
inserted over middle of pectoral gape 2| in head : head L| in trunk: eye
aboQt 2f in snout. Blackish, paler below: dorsal and anal yellowish
brown, dotted and bordered with black. West Indies to Brazil, scarce
our specimen from Aspinwall. {magHus, great ; ocii7ii«, eye.)
:

Sejitiil(<pltis raa./HKv.-Kft?,

Opki-htS'.f

mii^7T(i.-,Ti.'is

OpkickAii

ma^iij:tilif,

KArp, Apodes, 13, f. 7, 1S56, St. Croix
GfsTHER, Cat., nn, oQ, 1S70.
Jortax i Datis, L «•., "533.

:

Brazil.

• Je dedie cette eep^cv a 31. 1? doctenr Iktv-fooeo Gomes, comme nn tijinoi^rrji^ ie ma reconnaksance poor les soins d^sinteresees qn'il m'a doooos it Rio d^ Janeiro en o notimfnce atsc nioa
ami le docteur WeddeU, pendant la dang«r«aae ntaladie doat j't n^ acteint ^FraiK-is de Castetnao).

F. N. A.

26
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OPHICHTHUS PARILIS*

Museum.

(Richanlsou).

Dentition as in 0. gomtsii. Eye small, about 2^ in sn^ut gill openings not very wide, approaching nearer together than usual in this
genus anterior nostril Avith an elongate tapering tube; head 2 in trunk;
eye 2^ in snout pectoral 2i in head dorsal fin
cleft of mouth 2f in head
rather low, commencing above posterior third of pectoral; tail twice as
long as rest of body. Coloration uniform. (Giinther.) Cuba to Brazil;
;

;

;

not common.
Opkisitrns 2mrili>',

;

;

{paj'iUs, like.)

Richardson, Voyagp Erebus & Terror,

Ophiclitht/s }mucii>onis,

Poey, Bepertorio,

li,

lO.'i,

1844,

West

Indies.

Cuba; GOnther,

255, pi. 3, fig. 5, 1808,

Cat., viii,

60, 1S70.

Ophichlhys parilis,
Ophichthtis parilis,

Gcnther, Cat., viii, 59, 1870.
c, 634.
Davis,
Jordan
/.

<fe

184.

MYSTRIOPHIS,

Kaup.

Kaup, Apodes, 10, 1856, {roslellaius).
Kaup, Abhandl. Naturwiss. A'erein Hamburg, iv, 1'.^,
Kaup, Abhandl. Natur. Vereiu Hamburg, iv, 13, 1860,

Mysiriophis,
Orotalopsis,

1800, (puncli/er).

Echiopsis,

{inlerlinctus).

Macrodonophis, Poey, Repertorio,

11,

251, 1867, (mordax).

This genus contains three or four species of black-spotted eels, distinguished from Ophiclithus by the presence of strong canines in the large
mouth. The vomerine teeth, as in Opliiclitlius, are small and fixed. The
sjiecies difi'er considerably from each other and all are nearly related to
such si^ecies of Ophichthtis as iriserialis and harannensis. The value to bo
assigned to Mystriophis is therefore doubtful. Our species belongs to the
subgenus Echiopsis, (t;t'tf viper; oi/'c;, appearance), in which the jaAA's are
narrowed forwards, not expanded at tip. {/ivarpioj', a spoon, from the
form of the snout in M. rostellatus o0(f, snake.)
;

Subgenus ECHIOPSIS, Kaup.
635.

MYSTRIOPHIS IXTERTIXCTUS

(Richardson).

Jaws narrow and not expanded at tip. Vomerine teeth small, fixed; in
one to three series. Teeth in jaws biserial long canines in front of jaws;
outer teeth of upper jaAv une(]ual, some of them canine vomerine teeth
in two series, these sometimes partly coalescing (sometimes, var. punctifer, partly divided into three); lowr jaw scarcely included; pectoral
;

;

fin about 5 in head
tail a little longer than rest of body
dorsal commencing behind tip of pectoral, distance equal to about length of
same isthmus equal to | the gill openings, which are large, close
together, and subinferior, anterior m position
head 2^ to 2^ in
trunk eye small, 1^ to 2 in snout gape 2^ in head snout 3 in cleft
of mouth, 7 in head. Dark brown above, paler below, side with two
rows of large round or ovate black spots, the upper row close to the
dorsal fin, the lower row below the lateral line; besides these some
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

smaller spots, also black; head a little darker than the body, the spots
smaller and numerous, some larger ones below eye dorsal and anal with
;

* Possibly
is

before

behind

two

ttie

species are included by us under parilis.
In parilis the insertion of the dorsal
end of the pectoral in the type of xmuciporiis the dorsal is said to be inserted
no other differences appear.

tip of pectoral

;

;

Jordan and Ever7nann.
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dark borders formed by spots pectoral black at tip, the remainder more
or less dusky. West Indian Fauna, north to Pensacola; rather common;
variable.*
(j«<er, between; iiwciws, colored.)
;

Ophistirm intcrlinctus, Richardson, Voy. Erebus

Ophimirm

&

West

Terror, Fishoe, 102, 1844,

Indies.

Kichardson, Voy. Erebus & Terror, 103, 1S44, probably West Indies.
Kaup, Abhandl. Wiss. Verein Ilamb., iv, 2, 12, pi. 1, fig. 3, 1860, Puerto

sugillalni',

Crotalopsis 2"inctifer,

Cabello.
Conger tuordax, Poey, Memorias,

ii,

319, 18G0,

Cuba.

OphichOnjs schneideri, Stf.indachner, Icli. Beitr., viii, 66, 1879,Brazil.

Macrodonophis mordax, Poey, Repertorio,

Gunthee,

OphichOnjs pvnctifer,
Ophichthys

ititertinclus,

ii,

252, 1868.

Cat., 50, 1870.

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

viii, 57,

1870

;

.Ioudan, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884, 43;

Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 53, 1885 Jordan & Davis, I. c,
Crotalv2)sis mordax, GooDE & Bean, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879,
;

SCYTALICHTHYS,

185.
Scytalichthys,

Jordan & Davis, Apodal

635.

344.

Jordan

&

Davis.

Fishes, 635, 1892, {iniunts).

This genus contains a single species allied to Mystriophia, but distinguished by the presence of movable canines on the vomer, and by the
very short tail. {(^nvTtOijj, viper; «V?t'f, fish.)
636.

Vomerine teeth

SCYTALICHTHYS MIURUS

(Jordan

& Gilbert).

one series of about 4 slender depressible canines;
tail very short, much shorter than rest of body.
Dorsal fin inserted well
behind tip of pectorals gill opening midway between eye and beginning of dorsal fin; pectoral fin very short, as long as snout, 10 in head;
snout short, 4 in cleft of mouth head depressed and pointed, the mouth
large; teeth long, those on vomer and side of lower jaw canine-like;
teeth of upper jaw biserial, rather small; lower teeth uniserial vomereye small, placed well forward
ine teeth uniserial
gill openings
small, transverse, inferior, as in Ccccula imberhis, the slit as long as
snout and wider than isthmus head 44 in the very long trunk tail
1} in rest of body cleft of mouth 2j in head. Coloration light yellowish, a series of roundish dark brown blotches on each side of body, the
two series alternating two alternating series of small half blotches on
the back, these coalescing into one on median line before dorsal; head
with small, dark spots; sides of lower jaw spotted; fins pale. Length
Cape San Lucas two specimens known, {fieinvpor, curtailed,
1 foot.
from the short tail.)
in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ophichthijn miiirus,

Jordan & Gilbert,

(Type, No. 2304.
Mystriophis miurtis,

Coll.

Jordan & Davis,
186.

Bradiysomophis, Kavp, Apodes,
1 AchirophiclUhys,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 357,

Cape San Lucas.

Xautus.)
/.

c, 636.

BRACHYSOMOPHIS,
9,

Kaup.

185C, {hnrridns).

Blebker, Poissons Ined. Mureues, Ned. Tijdschr. Dierk.,

11,

42, [lyptis

= young).

* Possibly Tiioro than one species is here included. Schneideri is said to have the vomerino teeth
biserial, while in "pHnrHlW" (mordar) they are triserial.
In the true lo^eWiHrtiis the teeth aro
biserial in front and uniserial behind, while in xugiUdlim the vomerino teeth are said to be uniserial.
In swjdlidns, the pectoral is said to be longer tlian in iiilirtinctus, as long as eye and snuut.
Our specimens have the teeth biserial or partly triserial in front. Probably all belong to one
species.
If two species exist they may stand as intertiiicltis aud ptinciifcr.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Museum.

This geuus differs from Mystriojiliis chiefly in the preseuce of a conspicuous fringe of papillai on the lips. The vomerine teeth are canine as
Species East Indian, one being recorded from the Galain ScytaHchthi/s.
pagos. {fSpaxi c, »h.ovt; (7<i/i«, body o0(f, snake.)
;

637.

BRACHYSOMOPHIS CROtODILlNUS

(Bennett).

maxillary teeth in a double row, those of the
inner row stronger and less numerous than the outer; vomerine and
mandibular teeth uniserial, large canine teeth head 3 in trunk snout
extremely short and rather flattened, scarcely twice as long as eye,
which is small and situated in the anterior ninth of the length of the
head; vertical fins moderately well developed; distance between the
origin of dorsal fin and gill opening 2^ in head pectoral small body
longer than tail. Upper parts brownish, minutely dotted with darker;
a series of black pores along the lateral line, sometimes a whitish line
across the occiput. (Giinther.) East Indies, a specimen recorded by
Giinther from the Galapagos, {crocodilinus, like a crocodile.)

Teeth unec^ual in

size;

;

;

;

;

Bennett, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1833, 32, Mauritius.
9, fig fi, 1856, Otaheite.
li/pus, Bleeker, Ned. Tijdschr. Dierk., 42, Celebes.

Ojihistirits crocodilinns,

Brachysomophis horridns, Kaup, Apodes,
1

Achm.jihiclilhyK

Ophichthys crocodilimis, Gl'NTHER, Cat., VII, 64, 1870.

Brachysomophis crucodiUmis,

Jordan & Davis,

Suborder
The characters of this group

now

recognized,

(/co/^of,

I.

c, G36.

COLOCEPHALI.
are given on page 346.

defective;

Family LIII.

KectiuTir/,

Three families are

head.

MUR^NID^.

(The Morays.)

The Murcenidw represent the most degenerate type

of eels so far as the
concerned, and they are doubtless the farthest removed from
the more typical fishes from which the eels have descended. The essential characters of the family are thus stated by Dr. Gill
Colocephalous Apodals with conic head, fully developed opercular
apparatus, long and wide ethmoid, posterior maxillines, pauciserial
teeth, roundish, lateral branchial apertures, diversiform vertical fins,
pectoral fins (typically) suppressed, scaleless skin, restricted interbranchial slits, and very imperfect branchial skeleton, with the fourth branchial arch modified, strengthened, and supporting pharyngeal jaws.
The Morays may be readily distinguished from the other eels by their
small round gill openings and by the absence of pectorals. The body
and fins are covered by a thick, leathery skin, the occipital region is elevated through the development of the strong muscles which move the
lower jaw, and the jaws are usually narrow and armed with knife-like or

skeleton

is

else molar teeth.
The Morays inhabit tropical and subtropical waters,
being especially abundant in crevices about coral reefs. Many of the
species reach a large size, and all are voracious and pugnacious.
The
coloration is usually strongly marked, the color cells being highly specialized.
We exclude from the Muraii'icla; the genus Myrocouyer, from St.
Helena, which has pectoral fins, and is probably a type of a distinct

Jordan and Evermann.
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The remaining species are referable to ten or twelve genera,
most of which are found in America. About 120 species are known.
The Mura;nid(v without fins are the simplest in structure, but their characters are those of degradation, and they are farther from the primitive

family.

stock than such genera as Murcena or Enehelycore.
(Murienidfe

Engijschisl.-v,

Ginther

Cat., viii, 93-1 3G

order Colwephali, Cope, Trans. Amor. Phil.

;

Soc, 1870, 456.)
a.

Vertical fins well developed, the dorsal beginning before the vent.
6.

Posterior nostril an oblong

beginning above the

flit

gill

;

anterior in a short tube teeth all pointed
ranine teeth strong tail moderate.
;

opening

;

dorsal

;

;

Encheiycoue,
66. Posterior nostril circular,

d.

;

tail

187.

moderate, not twice as long as

body not excessively elongate,
or uearly all, acute, none of those in the jaws obtuse or molar-like.
vomerine teeth in many series lips with a
Anterior nostrils without tube

trunk
Teeth

c.

with or without tube

;

all,

;

;

PvTnONlCHTirY.'!, 188.

free fold.
dd. Anterior nostrils
lips

each with a long tube

vomerine teeth in one or two series

;

;

continuous with skin of head.

Posterior nostrils without tube, the margin sometimes slightly raised.

e.

/.

Dorsal fin inserted behind the head, over or behind the gill opening.

Rabula,
./T.

Dorsal

fin inserted

on the head, considerably before

gill

189.

opening.

Lycodontis, 190.
ee.

Posterior nostrils as well as anterior each in a conspicuous tube.
Mur.t^:na, 101.

cc.

Teeth mostly obtuse, molar-like
rather short

;

;

only anterior nostrils tubular

cleft of

mouth

dorsal beginning before the gill opening.

Vertical fins rudinientarj', confined to the en<l of the tail
tion, or altogether

;

wanting)

;

Echidna, 192.
(often appreciable only on dissec-

teeth rather small, pointed, subequal, in several series;

posterior nostril round, with a short tube, or none.
g.

mouth short, not half length of head

Cleft of the
tail

gg. Cleft of the

gape

mouth
tail

;

long, nearly half head

Kafp, Apodcs,

species

;

snout verj' short,

ENCHELYCORE,

less

known.
B.-JS.

;

Uropteryoius, 193.
than one-fourth the

Channomur^na,

194.

Kaup.

72, 1856, (enryrhina).

Posterior nostril an oblong

One

snout moderate, about half the gape

very short, about half rest of body.

187.
Enchehjcore.,

;

about as long as trunk.

slit,

(eyx^^^C, eel

;

otherwise essentially as in Li/codontis.
girl the application not evident.)

Koptj,

;

EXCHELTCORE NIGRICANS

(Bonnaterre).

Snout narrow, rather produced, 2| in gape the jaws cannot be shut in
adult examples. Teeth of upper jaw biserial, the inner series of very long
and slender (lepressiT)le canines long canines not movable in front of each
;

;

jaw; lateral teeth of lower jaw slender, subequal, sharp, and recurved;
vomerine teeth small, uniserial, developed posteriorly eye moderate, 2
in snout; gape 2 in head
dorsal beginning above the gill opening; tail
slightly longer than rest of body
head to 3^ in trunk. Uniform black
or dark brown, sometimes faintly marl)led with darker angle of nu>uth
slightly darker gill opening pale.
West Indies, rather common, (nigri:

;

;

.3

;

;

cans, blackish.
Mnriena unkolormaxillis elongatus
1763,

South America.

leretiusculis,

inferiore lonyiore,

etc.,

Gronow,

Zoiiphy.,

1,

163,

Museum.
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Bonnaterke, Encycl. Meth. Ichth., 34, 1788, (after Gronow).
Gronow, Catalogue Fishes, 18, 1854, South America.
Enchehjcore euryrhiua, Kaup, Apodes, 73, 1856, no locality.
GijmnolUorax vigrocastaneiis, Cope, Trans. Anicr. Phil. Soc, 1870, 483, St. Martins.
Giimnnthorax tonbrosjts, Toey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1874, 67, Havana.
<:, 588.
Enchelycore nigricam, GI'nther, Cat., viii, 135, 1870 Jordan & Davis,

Mursena

nigricans),

Mureetia anguina,

/.

;

i88.
POEY, Kepertorio,

rilthnnichOiiis,

PYTHONICHTHYS,
ii,

Poey.

285, 1867, {sanguineus).

This genus is based on a single West Indian species, which apparently
from Lycodontis only in the entire absence of nasal tubes. The
species is deep red in color, and inhabits deeper water than usual among
the Morays. {ttvOuv, a large snake; /,\'W'f) lish.)
differs

639.

PYTHOXICHTHTS SAN(iUINEUS,

Poey.

the depth contained 40 times in total length noslips
trils in a line between eye and tip of snout, about as long as eye
full, each with a fold; dorsal commencing a little before gill opening;
teeth in jaws biserial those of upper jaw small and numerous, sharppointed outer row of teeth a little larger and less numerous than inner

Body

terete, slim

;

;

;

;

;

inner row of teeth in lower jaw granular; teeth on vomer pluriserial,
small eye very small, 6 in snout, 12 in gape gaiie 3 in head head 2 in
(Poey.)
trunk; tail 21 times rest of body. Color uniform blood-red.
;

;

;

Coast of Cuba, in rather deep water; rare,
Pgthonichthys sangiiinens, Poey, Repertorio,

li,

265, pi. 2,

(sangu'meii.s,

fig. 7,

blood red.)

Cuba; Jordan & Davi.s,

1867,

I.e.

589.

Murii^ia sangtiinen, GtJNTiiEn, Cat., viii, 126, 1870.

189.
Rahida,

RABULA,

Jordan & Davis, Apodal

Fishes, Kept.

Jordan
ir. S.

&

Davis.

Fish Comm.,

viii, 1888, (1892), 589, (aquse-

fhtlcis).

This genus

differs

from Lycodontis only in the posterior insertion of

which begins over or behind the gill opening. The five
known species have so little in common that the value of the character
which separates them from Lycodontis is rather uncertain. (L'lthula, a
the dorsal

fin,

wrangler.)
a.

Dorsal

fin inserted

far back, nearer vent

than

gill

opening.

Dark hrown, with

yellowish spots and niarblings.

diffuse

aqu.t.-dulcis, 640.

CM. Dorsal fin Inserted over or slightly beliind gill opening.
l>.

Teeth in both jaws uniserial

;

color yellowish brown, with

;

tail

dark reticulations and

marmorea,

yellow spots.
bh.

Teeth of upper jaw uniserial

longer than rest of body

;

641.

color iiurplish brown,

nearly plain.
c.

Jaws with curved commissure, and hence not capable of being completely clo.sed
some of the teeth serrate head small, bluntish tail a little longer than rest
;

;

;

PAXAMEN.5IS, 042.

of body.
cc.

Jaws with

straightish commissure,

longer than rest of body.

«40.

and hence capable of being closed tail half
longicauda, 643.

RABULA AQU;E-DULCIS

;

(Cope).

Eye
Dorsal fin inserted far back, nearer vent than gill opening.
moderate, over middle of gape; lower teeth uniserial, with canines in
front; upper teeth biserial, the outer teeth small; vomer with strong

Jordan and I^vermann.
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canines in front, the posterior teeth small, uniserial; posterior nostril
nearer eye than anterior one. Insertion of dorsal li- lengths of the head
before vent, much nearer vent than gill opening. Tail longer than rest
of body by the length of the jaw. Head 3 in trunk gape 21 in head;
eye 2 in snout. Color much as in Lycodcntis mordax, dark brown with
irregular diS'ase yellowish sj^ots smaller than eye, which run together
;

into irregular marblings

ojiening small, slightly dark

nearly
specimens
known, the one (No. 6673, U. S. N. M.), said to be from San Diego, the
type from Rio Grande in Costa Rica. It is probably not a fresh water
plain

San

gill

iiqiiit:-(h(Icis,

Montana,

Coi'E, U. S. Geol. Surv.

Costa Rica.
Gymnothorax aqttia-dulcis, Jordan & Davis,

tins

;

Two

etc., 474, 1871, (1872),

Rio Grande, near

Jose',

641.

J.

c, 598.

RABULA MARMOUEA

Dorsal inserted over or slightly behind

jaw

teeth entire.

;

{aqua-ditlcis, of the fresh water.)

species,

Murxna

;

belly without dark cross lines

;

(Valenciennes).

opening.

gill

Teeth in upper

uniserial; (dorsal fin in figure beginning a short distance behind

gill opening).
Color yellowish brown with dark reticulations, the longitudinal branching streaks studded with oblong yellow spots spots on
belly large, those on throat confluent dorsal and anal yellowish brown
with darker clouds; teeth all uniserial.
(Valenciennes.)
Galapagos
;

;

Islands; a doubtful species, perhaps based on

Bahula aquw-dulds.

Murama

lentigUiosa, or

(viarmoreus, marbled.)

Murmnophis marmoreiis, Valenciennes, Voy. Vfniis,
Gymnothorax mannorens, Jordan

& Davis,

I.

Zoiil., 347,

jil.

10, fig. 1, 18.55,

Galapagos.

c, 598.

RABULA PANAMENSIS (Steindaohner).
jaws capable of being completelj' closed
some of the teeth serrate; outer teeth of jaws thickish, bent abruptly
backward at tip, the posterior margin below distinctly serrate lower jaw
strongly bent upward towards the tip, the largest teeth on the bent
anterior partof the jaws teeth of the inner row above long, slender, and
movable, twice as large as the outer teeth teeth of inner row of lower jaw
642.

Teeth of upper jaw bieerial

;

;

;

;

;

slender (all lost in specimen examined)

vomerine teeth small, uniserial,
blunt (slender and sharp according to Steindachner) head small, bluntish,
tail a little longer than rest of body
gape 2J- in head eyelj^
7i in body
in snout
dorsal beginning over gill opening. Color dark bluish black,
brownish on tail
pores on jaws whitish.
Pacific Coast of Central
America a small species, not common our specimen from Panama.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Muriena panamensin, Steindaciineu, Ichth. Beit.,

Jordan it Gilbert, Proc. U.
Gymuothonij- 2>iinamcusis, Jordan & Davis,
c,

Sidera jHiiiameuMs,

I.

643.

S.

Panama.

v, 19, 187G,

Nat. Mus.

,

1882, 623.

598.

RABULA LONGICAUDA

(Peters).

Teeth of upper jaw biserial jaws withstraightish commissure and hence
completely closing teeth all entire. Tail about half longer than rest of
body dorsal beginning a little behind gill opening vomerine teeth slender and rather long; teeth in two series in each jaw; those of the inner
series largest and movable; anterior canines enlarged; outer teeth of
;

;

;

;
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Museum.

upper jaw bluntish and turned backward as in R. panamensis snout
short, bluntish
eye large head 2| in trunk, 81 in total
gape short.
Color purplish brown, finely mottled with darker, the markings faint.
Tropical Atlantic off the West Indies two small specimens recorded.
;

;

;

;

;

(longus, long; eaiida, tail.)
Mitrmia longicavda, Peters, Berliner Monatsberirlito, 1876, 850,

Open

Atlantic, with Sphage-

branchns angtiiformis.

A Davis,

Gymniithnrax longicavda, .TonriAN

1.

c, 599.

LYCODONTIS,

190,

McClelland.

McClelland, Calcutta Journ.* Nat. Hist., v. No. xviii, 1844, 173,
Thitrondotis, McClellanp, I. c, v, No. xvill, 1844, 174, (retlcidata = tessellala).
Sidera, KAUr, Apodes, 70, 1850, (pfeifferi).
Lycodontis,

Eimimyctera, IvAur,

Polynranodon,

T;rniophis, Kaui',

— Hie).

c, 72, {crudelis).

I.

Kaup,

{Jilernta

I.

Aale

c, 9G, (kiOdi

Hamburg

= polyuranodon)

Mus., Nachtrage,

10, 1859, {veslphali

= funehris).

Kaup, Aalpnjihnliche Fische Hamburg Mnseum, 22, 1859, {ocellalux).
Neornuraita, Gieard, U. S, Mex. Bound. Surv., Fishes, 70, 1859, {mgromarginata =ocellatus).
PieHdomuriena, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1860, 167, {madeirensis).

PriodonopliLi,

Oymnothorax, GI'ntheu, Cat,, vili, 100, 1870, {meleagris,

etc.).

This genus, as here understood, comprises the great bulk of the Murwnidw, including all the species with sharp teeth, thebody normally formed,
the anterior nostrils only tubular, and the dorsal fin beginning on the
head. Priodonophis with serrated teeth has been recognized as a distinct
genus by Bleeker, but the character in question disappears by degrees
and seems not to be suitable for generic distinction. The Morays of this
genus are everywhere abundant in the tropical seas, where some of them
reach a great size. They are the most active and voracious of the eels,
often showing much pugnacity. Most of them live in shallow water about
rocks or reefs. (Aivcof, wolf; bdovg, tooth.)
Lycodontis
a. Teeth all entire, with no serrations anywhere, and none of them with basal lobes.
6. Body without black transverse bands, or very large, irregularly placed bb-vck spots,
:

c.

Body without

small, round, bluish white or yellow spots, the spots, if any, blackish

or dull grayish

;

dorsal without distinct paler margin, or with merely the very

edge whitish.
d.

Dorsal with a distinct black margin
e.

tail
ec.

;

anal with a pale edge

Color nearly plain brown, finely freckled

;

equal to head and trunk.

dd. Dorsal

;

tail

longer than

liea<l

without distinct, darker margin,

teeth uniscrial.

jaw

verhilli, 044.

Color brownish, finely mottled with darker brown

lower jaw

;

13 teeth on side of lower

;

and trunk.

its

22 teeth on sides of
vrciNns,

04.5.

border colored nearly or quite like

rest of fin.
/.

Body and

tail

body.

covered with close-set dark points

;

tail

longer than rest of

viRESCENS, 046.

* There is in America only one complete set of the Calcutta Journal of Natural History, and
that is in the Library of tlio Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. In Vol. v of this
Journal is found McClellaud's jiaiK-r upon the Apodal Fishes of Bengal, in which several new
generic and specific names are proposed. We are indebted to Mr. Witmer Stone, of the Philadelphia Academy, for kindly transcribing portions of that jiaper for us.
According to Mr. Stone the name Lycodoiilit occurs on iiago 17.3, of Vol. v, and three species
ar(( assigned to it, viz: Ulrrnla ( - tile, p. 112, Vol. viii, of Giinthor's Catalogue), punctata {=lile,
ibid. Giintber), anrl Inngicaidntu (
salht-h; p. 120, Giinther).
The name Tli:i mdnnlix occurs, with diagnosis, on jiage 174, one page later than Lycodontis, and
but one sjucies, nlirnlula ( - IcasclUUa, p. 1U6, Giinther). Of these two names, Lycodontis must
take precedence of Thicrodontis.

Jordafi

and Evertnann.
Body and

ff.

tail

— Fishes of

JSTorth

America.
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not covered with closo-sot dark points.

Color olivaceous or brownish, with conspicuo\i8 markings, marblinga
or spots darker than the ground color belly without distinct

g.

;

transverse lines,

marked

back and

like the

sides

;

tail slightly

longer than rest of body.

Dark markings forming narrow

A.

these reticulations dark

rounded spots
back and

reticHiations, never

color, covering

lilac in

some of them enclosing irregular polygons.

sides,

poLYGONirs, 647.
hh.

Dark markings in the form

of rounded spots,

more or less confluent,

sometimes obscuring the pale ground color.

moringa,

6-18.

Color dark brown, dark green, or blackish, either plain or witli

gg.

faint markings.

Belly with black, wavy, transverse lines

i.

fin.
ii.

Belly without black transverse lines
longitudinal streaks

;

nodark lines along dorsal
MORDAX, 049.
dorsal and anal with dark
;

body nearly plain dark olive brown.

;

FUNEBRIS, G.W.

brownish black with irregular pale grayish spots of various
sizes; marginof anal not pale
cleftof mouth less than half head.

ggg. Color

;

SANCTiE-HELEN.i:, 051.
cc.

Body with
./.

distinct small spots, blue, white, or yellow.

Dorsal and anal without distinct colored margin

;

palespotsmostly smaller than

eye.

Teeth of upper jaw uniserial.

)c.

Vomerine teeth uniserial

/.

;

spots irregular, few,

and scattered

colored like back.

Vomerine

U.

;

dorsal

novii,

teetlr biserial

;

entire

dorsal with vertical bluish streaks.

Teeth of upper jaw biserial

0.52.

body covered^jWith small blue dots;
conspersus,

0.">3.

body with small yellow spots.
m. Vomerine teeth uniserial, mostly small and rounded color nearly
uniform from head to tail spots innumerable.
hiiliaris, 054.
mm. Vomerine teeth biserial, small and rounded color dark brown, with
yellow points excessively numerous.
elaborates, 055.
anal with white markjj. Dorsal with a blackish border, interrupted wit'.i white
ings body with close-set, irregular pale spots.
obscuratus, 656.
6fc. Body with about 20 black, transverse rings, about three times the breadth of the
interspaces tail a little longer than rest of body.
chlevastes, 657.
Priodonophis, (irpiaif, saw oSovs, tooth o(|)is, snake):
Tck.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

aa.

Teeth serrate, more or
n.

;

less.

Color brown, with irregular light yellowish spots irregularly placed

dorsal with large,
dark spots on its edge, these sometimes obsolete, usually running together to form
a continuous dark band anal black-edged teeth large, uniserial, the larger ones
;

;

serrate

mouth nearly

;

644.

ocellatus, 65S.

closing.

Subgenus

;

LYCODONTIS.

LTCODOXTIS VERRILH

(Jordan k Gilbert).

Teeth all entire. Color nearly plain brown, tinely freckled; teeth uniabout 13 on side of lower jaw vomerine teeth small, in a short
row posteriorly eye near angle of mouth, 3 in snout; head 'd\ in trunk
tail about equal to head and trunk; color light chestnut brown, finely
freckled, but without distinct spots; dorsal with a conspicuous edge of
blackish, the margin narrowly white; anal edged with white. Panama;
one specimen known, in the museum of Yale University. (Named for
Prof. Addison E. Verrill, of Yale University, a well-known naturalist.)
serial,

;

;

;
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Sidera uemWi,

Jobdan & Gilbert,

Museum.

Panama.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 623,

(Coll. Erof.

Brad-

ley.)
Gyniitolhdroi- leiTilli,

Jordan & Davis,

I.

c, 599.

LTCODONTIS TICINUS

645.

(Castelnau).

lower jaw with about 22 teeth on each side;
Teeth
canines well developed gill openings narrower than the eye eye large,
mouth capable of being
2 in snout, which is long, narrow and pointed
completely closed cleft of mouth 2 to 2i in head head long, about half
length of trunk tail longer than rest of body by about f length of head.
Brown everywhere, finely mottled with darker brown or purplish angle
of mouth dusky dorsal with a dusky edge, the fin marked with dark
streaks as in L. funebris; anal edged with whitish; black spot at gill
opening faint or obsolete. Tropical Atlantic, Cuba to Africa and Brazil
rather scarce our specimen from Bahia. {vicinus, nea^v; to L. moringa.)
all entire, uniserial;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Castelnau, Anim. Amer. Sud,

Mitnenojjhis vkina,

Gymnothoraxversipunctatus, PoEY, Enumenitio,

Poiss., 81, pi. 42, fig. 4, 1855,

ir)6, 187.'>,

Bahia.

Cuba.

Kaup, Apodes, 80, 1856, Gold Coast.
Gvnther, Cat., viii, 121, 1870.

Tliyrsoidea macnlipinnis,

Murxna

ricina,

Mtiriena maculipinnis, Gi'NTHER, Cat., viii, 124,1870.

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1890, 315
Kaup, Aale Hamb. Mus., 26, 1859.
Thyrsoidea marginala, Kaup, /. c, 24.
Gymnoihorax

vicinus,

Jordan & Davis,

;

I.

c, GOO.

Tliyrsoidca coniim-a,

646.

LTCODONTIS VIRESCENS

(Poey).

Teeth uniserial, entire gill opening larger than eye tail longer than
body depth of body ISj in length head 3 in trunk cleft of
mouth not quite half head. Olivaceous; head and tail with close-set dark
points most distinct about gill opening snout chestnut dorsal mottled
with gray and yellow, without distinct darker margin, its border colored
like the fin; anal with a yellow border. Cuba; unknown to us. (Poey.)
;

;

rest of

;

;

;

;

;

(virescens, greenish.)
Gymnothnrax

virescens,

Poey, Enunieratio, 156, 1875,

647.

Cuba Jordan & Davis,
;

LYCODOMIS POLYGOMUS

L c, GOO.

(Poey).

Teeth uniserial, stout, and strong, not close set eye 2i in snout cleft
mouth 2 to 2i in head; head 2^ in trunk, 3^ in tail, the tail slightly
longer than rest of body. Dark markings forming narrow reticulations,
never rounded spots; body and tail light olive, everywhere covered with
reticulations of dark lilac, the patches of gro.und color inclosed by the
ultimate reticulations, mostly smaller than pupil some of the reticulations more conspicuous and inclosing irregular polygons or 8(iuares considerably larger than eye; the lines are so branched that these markings
are not easilj' traceable margin of anal broadly yellowish a trace of a
pale line on edge of dorsal. Cuba; two specimens known, both examined by us. (2)olyffoniu8, nolvy^ivui^, with polygons.)
;

;

of

;

;

;

Gymnoihorax polygoniun, Poey, Anu. N. Y. Lye. Nat.
I.

Hist., OS, 1870,

Havana; Jordan &

Davis,

c, GOO.

Sidera vicina,

Jordan, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

188G, 34, (not

Murmiophis

i-iciims,

Castelnau.)

Jordan and Evermann.
648.
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(Cuvier).

(Common Spotted Moray Samlet.)
;

Teeth uniserial, irregular in size in the jaws, those in the front of tlie
long, slender canines; vomer with one or two large, depressible
teeth in front and usually a row of small teeth behind eye rather large,
about 2 in -snout (2| to 3 in dark specimens, the pigment encroaching on
the cornea, so that the eye seems notably smaller); cleft of mouth 1\ in
head head 2 to 3 in trunk tail usually a little longer than the head and
trunk. Dark markings in the form of rounded spots, which are more or
less confluent, sometimes reducing the pale ground color to narrow reticulations on a surface of black ground color yellowish, the body covered
with brown or black spots of varying size, never much smaller than the
pupil of the eye, and sometimes so largely confluent as to make the ground
color appear as yellow reticulations on a face of black relative extent
of light and dark markings subject to very great variations spots on
head and snout generally smaller each pore on lower jaw generally placed
dorsal and anal fins spotted like the body marin a large pale spot
gin of anal fin narrowly yellowish, this marking obliterated in dark
specimens. West Indies, Pensacola to Rio Janeiro and St. Helena; very
common, and very variable in amount of dark coloration, although the
pattern of markings is very constant. The most abundant eel in the West
Indies.
{Moringa, a Portuguese corruption of Moray or Murana.)

mouth

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Miiriena macvlata nigra, (the
??

Gymnolhorax

CuviER, Regne, Animal,

Cat., VIII, 120, 1870;

Oymnotliorax

Black Moray), Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolina,

nfer, BLOfll, Ich., pi. 417, 1795,

jlfHC-piia moriiiria,

Murie>ia

:

7-nstrnlns,

mo>-iii(itia,

Goode, Bull. V.

ed.

S.

pi. 21, 17:58,

Bahamas.

Africa.
ii,

Vol.

ii,

352, 1829, (after

Catesbv)

;

(JCnther,

Nat. Mus., v, 72, 187G.

A0AS.SIZ, Spix, Pise. Bras., 91, pi. 50 a, 1830, Brazil.

RiCHARDSOX, Voy. Erefms and Terror,

Murirna jxmclata, Gronow, Catalogue Fishes,

18, 1854,

Fi.^Iics, 80,

1844,

Jamaica.

North America.

Murennphis curvilineata, Castelnau, Aniiii. Amer. Sud,

Poi.ss.,

81,

pi. 42,

1855,

Rio

pi. 43, tig. 1,

1855,

fig.

2,

Janeiro.
Murenophis caranmfa, Castelnau, Anini. Nouv. Bares, Amerique du Sud, 85,

Bahia.
GymtwOiorax

fluroscrqjdis,

Poev, Euumeratio, 158,1875, Cuba.

Gymnothiirax picluratns, PoEV, Anal. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat., 257, 1880,
SUlera moriuija,

Gymnothonix

Jordan, Proc. U.

7noriitgua,

S.

Jordan & Davis,
649.

Cuba.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 111.
I.

c, 601.

LTCODONTIS MORDAX

(Ayros).

(Conger Eel of California.)

Snout short, narrow, and pointed. Occipital region becoming fleshy
and much elevated with age. Tail forming not quite half the total length.
Head 7 in length, 2k to 3i in trunk; tube of anterior nostril half as long
as the eye posterior nostril witli a slight border. Eye above the middle
of the gape, 2i to 3J in snout, which is 6i in rest of head. Gape 2i to 3^in head.
Gill opening slightly larger than ej-e.
Sides of the upper jaw
with two series of teeth posteriorly, the outer series of small, close-set,
recurved, tiiangular teeth, which are immovable; inner teeth about 5,
similar, but larger, depressible a groove between the two series; in front
;

;

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Museum.

of these, continuous with the outer series, are 3 fixed, knife-shaped teeth,
then a movable tooth, then 3 fixed teeth on the middle line of vomer 3
;

depreseible fangs, the posterior the largest of the teeth

in the lower

;

jaw

a single series, corresponding to the outer series in the upper jaw, some

Dark brown, vaguely

of the front teeth enlarged and fixed.

reticulated

with narrow, paler markings and spots; a round dark blotch about gill
opening; lower side of head and throat with about 15 dark lengthwise
streaks; belly with similar streaks running crosswise; dark line on each

Reaches a length of five
abundant about the Santa BarA food fish of some importance.

side of base of anal, with short cross branches.

Point Concepcion to Cerros Island

feet.

bara islands, remarkable for

;

its ferocity.

(mordax, prone to bite.)

Mnrmm

mordax, Ayres, Troc. Ac. Nat.
,S5n, 188:i

Synopsis,

;

Jordan k Gilbert, Proc. U.

Sulera mordax,

Gymnolhorax mordax, Jordan & Davis,

650.

I.

teeth on

LTCODOXTIS FUXEBRIS

vomer

& Gilbert,

.Joupan

Nat. Mue., 1883, 210.

S.

(Black Moray

;

;

,30.

c, 610.

Tail a little longer than head,

the adults

Cerros Island

Sci. Cal., 1859, 30,

.Jordan, Proc. U.S.Nat. Miis., 1880,

;

(Ranzaui).

Morena Verde.)

Teeth uuiserial in the jaws in

and trunk.

uniserial (var.

?

erebus), or biserial (fimehris);

long, depressible canines on front of vomer; eye 2 to 21 in snout, above

head 21 in trunk. Color dark
cleft of mouth 2^ in head
brown, nearly plain, paler on throat, sometimes with very faint
darker marblings dorsal and anal fins with dark lines running longitudinally belly without black transverse lines. Jaws not completely closTropical America, on both coasts the largest of our eels, reaching 5
ing.
common from Florida Keys to Rio
or 6 feet or more extremely ferocious
Janeiro, and from Gulf of California to Panama.* A very similar species
{prasinus) regarded by Dr. Gunther as the same, occurs in the East Indies.
(funehris, funereal, from its dark color.)
middle of gape

;

;

olive

;

;

;

;

;

Miiritna maailata niyra

el

{The Moray), CATEsny, Nat.

viridi^,

Hist.

Carolina,

pi.

20,

1738,

Bahamas.
GymnoOwrax funebrii, Ranzani, Nov. Comm. Ac.

&

Davis,

I.

<:,

Sc. Inst. Bonon., iv,

Tfi,

1840,

Brazil

;

Jordan

603.

Richardson, Voy. Erebus &, Terror, Fish., 80, 1844, Puerto Cabello.
Hamburg Muk. Nachtrag., 1, 1859.
Thyrsoidea aterrima, Kaup, Aale Hamburg Mus., 22, 1859.

Murirma

lineopinnis,

T^niophis weslphali, Kaup, Aale

Muritna

infernalis,

PoEV, Meniorias,

ii,

347, 354, I8G0,

Cuba.

Thyisoidea concolor, Ahmott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Miirxna

erebus,

Sidera castanea,

Poey, Meniorias,

and 29591.
GOnther, Cat.,

Proc. U.

18r>0, 479,

Vera Cruz.

Cuba.
S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 047,

Mazatlan,

(Type, Nos.

Coll. Gilbert.)
viii, 123, 1870, (not after

Mioiena aterrima, Gi'NTHER, Cat.,
Sidera funehris,

426, 1860,

Jordan & Gilbert,

28246, 29,535,

Muneiia afra,

ii,

Bean & Dresel,

Bloch, wliicli

is

more

like moringa).

viii, 124, 1870.

Proc. U.

* Lycodontis castanetis of the Pacific

is

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 169.

probably distinct from Lycodontin funehris.

Jordan and E^'erniann.
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LYCODONTIS SANCT^l-HELEX K

651.
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(Gimther).

teethof Jaws irregularly biserial
Cleft of mouth lees tliau luilf of bead
voiueriuo teeth biserial snout rather produced and narrow eye situated
;

;

;

above the middle of gape, 2j in snout cleft of mouth contained 2^ in
head head 2^ in trunk tail longer than rest of body. Brownish black,
with numerous rather irregular pale grayish spots, the largest about the
size of the eye, the smallest mere dots; each spot again marbled with
darker, the smaller and larger spots mixed together. (Gunther.) Tropical Atlantic, recorded from St. Helena and the Bermudas.
;

;

;

Mnriaia sancUv-heUnw, GOntheu, Cat., viii, 115, 1870, St.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880,

Gymnothorax sancliE-helenx, Jordan

652.

Helena.

(Coll. J. 0. Melliss);

Bean,

11,3.

&

Davis,

I.

c, 602.

LYCODONTIS DOVII
(Morena

(GUnther).

Pintita.)

Teeth all uniserial, those on lower jaw small, compressed, directed backwards front of lower jaw with several canines upper with some fixed
canines among the other teeth head 2 to 2| in trunk cleft of mouth 2 to
tail longer than body.
Brownish or blackish, with small
2i in head
round bluish or yellowish spots, ocellated or not, these spots scattered,
dorsal colored like the back.
irregular in jjosition, and smaller than eye
Gulf of California to the Galapagos; rather scarce variable. (Named
for Captain John M. Dow.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

GPnther, Cat., viii, 103, 1S70, Panama. (Coll. Capt. Dow.)
Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 346, Mazatlan.

Muivcna

dovii,

MimiiM

jniitila,

28311.
Si'lera dnvii,

Gymnuthurax

(Type, No,

Coll. Gilbert.)

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.
dovii, Jordan & Davis, I. c,
653.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1883, 209.

604.

LYCODONTIS CONSPERSUS

(Poey).

Vomerine teeth biserial mandible with about 17 teeth on each side.
tail but little longer than rest of body.
Entire body
2| in trunk
covered with small blue dots one-sixth diameter of eye, the distance
between them being equal to diameter of eye front and top of head
without dots; dorsal with vertical cross streaks of bluish. (Poey.)
Cuba to Rio Janeiro, {conspersiis, speckled.)
;

Head

;

;

Murienophis punctata, Castelnau, Aniiii.

Nouv. Rares Ami'r. Sud,

82, 1856,

Rio Janeiro

;

(not

Gytmiolhorax pnnctiitus, Blooh).

Gymnothorax cousperms. Poet, Repertorio,

Murmia

coimpersa,

GOnther,

ii,

259, 1868,

Cuba

;

Jordan & Davis,

I.

c, 604.

Cat., 102, 1870.

654.

LYCODONTIS MILIARIS

(Kaiip).

Teeth of upper jaw biserial. Vomerine teeth uniserial, mostly small
and rounded. Teeth biserial, except on vomer and side of mandible;
canines small

;

mouth can be shut completely gill opening as wide as
cleft of mouth 2i in head; head 2i in body; tail

eye; eye 2 in snout

;

;

rather longer than rest of body.

Color nearly uniform from head to

Bidletm 47, United States National Museum.
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brown or black, entirely covered with innumerable yellowish dots,
the largest the size of a small pin head. (Giiuther.) West Indies.
{miUaris, in thousands, referring to the spots.
tail;

Tlirysoidea miliaris, Kaui", Apodes, 90, 1856,

MurnnamiillioceUata, PoEy, Memori.as,

ii,

Martinique.

Cuba;

324, 18G0,

based on specimens with smaller

spots than usual.

Gyimtothornr

Muruna

scrijittis,

miliaris,

Gymnothorax

PoEV, Repertorio,

Gi'NTHKR, Cat.,

miliaris,

Jordan & Davis,
655.

II,

261, 1808,

Cuba.

viil, 100, 1870.
I.

c, G04.

LTCODOXTIS ELABOBATIIS

(Poey).

Vomerine teeth biserial, small, and bluntly rounded. Mouth not closing completely; teeth of upper jaw biserial, those of the inner series
larger; teeth of the lower jaw biserial anteriorly; eye over middle of
gape, 2i in snout; head 2} in trunk, ii in tail, which is a little longer
than rest of body gill opening large. Color dark brown, faintly mottled with darker, the whole body, including fins, covered with points of
clear yellow, those on the head close-set and minute, like needle points,
but as large as a pin head on the tail (middle of body with intricate
markings of yellow, in the form of linear dashes, according to Poey;
none shown on our specimen). Cuba; two specimens recorded, {elaboratu8, labored over, from the markings.)
;

;

Munena

elaboraia,

Poey, Memorias,

Gymnothorax elaboratus, Jordan

656,

ii,

323, 1860,

& Davis,

I.

Cuba

;

Poey, Bepertorio,

262, 1868.

ii,

c, 605.

LTCODOXTIS OBSCURATUS

(Poey).

Anterior teeth of upper jaw long and sharp, the rest small and in one
vomerine teeth in one row, three large canines in front, the rest
small; teeth on lower jaw small, with two longer ones on each side in
front; head 2i in trunk; cleft of mouth 2 in head; tail a head's length
longer than the rest of the body. Body marbled with brown on a greenish ground, dark enough to almost obscure the marblings, which are composed of close-set spots as large as the pupil, often bordered on one side
with a white edging, the spots sometimes being all white dorsal fins
with a blackish border, sometimes interrupted with white; anal all black,
with a white border. (Poey.) Cuba; not seen by us. (o6scMra<ws, darkened.)
series

;

;

GymmiOiorax obsamilns, Poey, Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat. Hist., ix, 1870, 320,
I

v.,

Cuba Jordan &
;

Davis,

605.

657.

LYCODONTIS CHLEVASTES

(Jordan

Head with 3i rings which do not meet below
the top and front of snout on median line pale.

;

&

Gilbert).

tip of snout in

one ring,

Ui)j)er teeth biserial, the

dentary with about 14 teeth on each side eye 2 in snout,
tip of snout and angle of mouth
head 2t in trunk
head and trunk a little shorter than tail mouth completely closing.
Color pale yellowish brown, with about 20 blackish rings, which are
usually three times the breadth of the interspaces these rings broadest
above, extending over the fins; tip of tail black. Galapagos Islands;
one specimen known; a remarkably handsome species. {,x/^evu<jTTjc, a
rest uuiserial

;

;

midway between

;

;

;

harlequin.)

Jordan and Evermann.
Sidera

ihlevtistes,

Jordan & Gilbert,

—Fishes of North America.

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1883, 208,

Galapagos.
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(Typo, No.

Coll. ("apt. Herendeeii.)

20.^85.

Gymnotliomx

chlecasles,

Jordan

A-

Davis,

005.

<•.,

PRIODONOPHIS,

Subgenus
658.

I.

LYCODOXTIS OCELLATUS

Kaup.
(Agassiz).

(Spotted SIoray.)

Teeth all uniserial in jaws, rather large and strong, the posterior edge
of the larger teeth serrate, like the teeth of a shark; vomer with few
small teeth or none; jaws nearly or quite closing head 2 to 2i in trunk,
3i to 4^ in tail eye li to If in snout cleft of mouth 2i to 3 in the head
Color brown above, lighter below,
tail a little longer than rest of hody.
with irregular light yellowish spots, variable in size and sometimes so
;

;

;

work appears

thickly placed that the ground

as

brown

reticulations

dorsal tin with large dark spots on the edge, the spots often running

baud

together, so as to form a black

(or sometimes obsolete)

;

anal

fin

with a dark edge.
In tj'pical specimens, (var. ocellatus), the spots are of moderate size,
larger than pupil, rounded and yellowish in color, subequal and

much

not so wide as the interspaces cheeks coarsely spotted. West Indian
Fauna. Pensacola to Eio Janeiro a small species, rarely exceeding 18
inches in length abundant and variable, (ocellatus, with eye-like spots.)
;

;

;

Gymnothorax

ocellatus,

Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil, 91,
Jordan &. Davis,

Proc. U. S. Nat Mus., 18V9, 344

;

pi.
/.

50b, 1828, Brazil; Goode

& Bean,

c, 60G.

Priodonophis ocellatus, PoEy, Synopsis, 427, 18G8.

Murana

occlhita,

Gvnther,

vii, 102,

1870

Represented in deeper water

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

off"

Cuba and

Synopsis, 356, 1883.

the Pensacola Snapper Banks

by
658a.

LICODONTIS OCELLATUS SAXICOLA

(Jordan & Davis).

Edge of dorsal and anal with confluent black blotches, forming a dark
margin to the fin, the anal chiefly black. Dark ground color forming
reticulations around roundish and polygonal pale spots of various sizes,
these larger on the tail, the spots everywhere much wider than the interspaces. Otherwise similar to the typical oct/Zfl/«s.
(naxum, Toch; colo,I
inhabit.)
Muriena meleagris,

Gymnothorax

Quoy & Gaimard, Voy. Freycinet, Zocil., 245, pi. 52, fig. 2, 1824, (not of Shaw).
Jordan & Davis, I. c, 606, Snapper Banks off Pensacola.

ocellatus saxicola,

Priodonophis meleatjris, Poey, Repertorio,
Sidera ocellata,

Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Muriejia ocellala,

Jordan & Gilbert,

ii,

262, 1867.

Sci. Pliila., 1882, 42.

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 260.

Replaced in shallow, sandy bays (Pensacola Bay;
Texas) by
658b.

St.

LTCODOMIS OCELLATUS NIGROMARGINATUS

Joseph Island,
(Girard).

Spots very small, stellate, not much larger than pupil; spots whitish;
cheeks finely spotted like the rest of the body body slender, a dusky
shade along sides fins chietly black. Otherwise similar to var. ocellatus.
;

;

{niyer,

black; marginatus, edged.)

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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and Mux.
Wiirdemanu).

Neomurii'iia nitjiomarijinata, Giraiid, U. S.

Island, Texas.
Sidera nigrovianjiniiUi,

(Coll.

Hoiuiii. Surv., 70, pi. 41, 185'J, St.

Joudan & Bveumann, Proc. U.

Gmnothoruj: occelluius nigronmrgbiatus.

MURiENA

191.

S.

& Davis,

.Idudan

Museum.

Nat. Mus.,
I.

188t'.,

Joseph

473.

c, COG.

(Artedi) Liimiuus.

(MOKAYS.)
Miirima, Artedi, Geu. Pise, 23, 1738, (in part

Munena, Klein, Hist. Nat.

;

includes all eels).

I'isc, 28, 1742, (in part

Murunia, Linn.ei'S, x, 243, 1758, {Helena,

etc.,

Munena, Tuunberg & Aiil, De Muraena
species without pectoral flns).

;

includes all eels without pectoral

fins).

includes all eels).

et Ophictho,

Gymnolhorux, Blocii, Ichthyologia, 1795, Morays,

G,

1789, (restricted to heleua, etc., iucludes

{reticularis).

GiJNTHER, and of authors generally, (not of Bleeker).

Mtiriimi,

Munrnophis, LacCpede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 630, 1803, (helena,
Limamurteiia,

Kaup, Apodes,

now

etc.).

95, 1856, {guttata).

some ten species found in the
and from the rest of the
family by the presence of two pairs of nasal barbels. The name Murama,
originally applied to all eels, should be restricted to the group typified
by Mitrwna helena. It was first limited by Thunberg & Ahl, in 1789, to
This genus as

restricted contains

tropical seas, distinguished from Lycodoniis

the eels with out pectoral fins, those with such fins being set off as
Ophichthus. (Mipaiva, (Moray), ancient name of Mnraiia helena.)
Teeth of upper jaw in one series ;* all the teeth uniserial in the adult, those of the ujiper
jaw sometimes biserial in the young.
6. Mouth capable of being completely closed.
c. Body with round pale spots, most numerous on belly and tail, the ground color
dark brown gill opening black.
insularum, 65'J.
cc. Body with many very fine yellow spots, the ground color brown, with three rows
arijus, 060.
of diffuse yellow blotches.
bb. Mouth not closing completely, the jaws curved along the gape body with well-defined
reticulations, inclosing yellowish spots gill opening black.
retifera, G61.
aa. Teeth of sides of upper jaw biserial, those of the inner series larger and farther apart jaws

a.

;

;

;

;

capable of being completely closed.

opening largely blacK.
MELANOTIS, 6G2.
dd. Body profusely spotted, the spots light yellow, edged with brown gill opening merely

Body scantily

d.

spotted, the spots obscure

and whitish

;

gill

;

LENTIGINOSA, GG3.

dusky.

659.

MUR.ENA INSULARUM,

Jordan & Davis.

Mouth capable of being completely closed, the jaws being nearly straight
along the commissure. Teeth all uniserial, entire, directed backwards,
most of them movable lower teeth 12 on each side, rather remote and
comparatively large no larger canines in front of upper jaw teeth of
upper jaw eubequal, about 12 on each side, those in front smallest; vomerine teeth small, uniserial, directed backward; posterior nasal tubes well
developed, nearly ae large as anterior; dorsal beginning before gill opening; eye over middle of gape, 2i in snout; snout 2 in gape; head 2^ in
trunk gape 2 J in head head and trunk a trifle shorter than tail. Color
very dark leather-brown or almost black throat marbled with paler; a
;

;

;

;

;

;

Character not

verified in Muriena argm,

which may belong

to aa.

Jordan and Ever ma nn.
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black spot around j^ill opening; dorsal mottled with grayish; posterior
part of body with a few scattered round grayish spots about as large as
pupil these irregular in size and position and rather faint, most numerous
around vent and on anal fin sides of tail nearly or quite plain angle of
mouth dark. Length 20 inches. Galapagos Islands one specimen known
resembling the European Murana lielena, but less mottled and more dis{insularum, of the islands.)
tinctly spotted,
;

;

;

;

Murana

iitsulurum,

38300.

Jordan & Davis, Apodal
W. H. Jones.)

Fishes, GOO, 1892,

Chatham

Island.

(Tj-pe,

No.

Coll. Dr.

MURJINA ARGUS

6«0.

(Steindacliner).

Jaws capable of being completely closed. Teeth all uniserial those
of upper jaw strong, sharp-pointed, recurved; vomerine teeth much
smaller, preceded by two long canines
head 6i in total length; eye 2^
in snout
snout 51 in head. Body with three rows of diffuse yellow
blotches, including fine spots. Color clear brown with a reddish tinge;
very small yellow spots covering head, body and fins, mixed here and
;

;

;

there with larger spots

large yellowish blotches arranged in three rows
along the body; the lower row fainter than upper.
(Steiudachner.)
Altata, west coast of Mexico; not seen by us.
{Argus, the hundred-eyed,
from the innumerable spots.)
Gijmiiotliorax

;

{Limamvriena) argns, Steindachner, Ich. Notizen, x, 17,
Jordan & Davis, I. c, 610.

pi. IV, 1870,

Altata,

3Iurxtia argus,

RETIFERA, Goode &

661. I»HJB.ENA

Vomerine teeth small, sharp

Bean.

teeth all uniserial, large and strong in
those in front not enlarged; head 2f to 3 in trunk; tail a little
longer than rest of body. Jaws curved along the gape so that they can
not be completely closed, liody covered by well-defined reticulations,
inclosing light yellowish brown spots, w^hich posteriorly are arranged in
groups of 5 to 8 gill opening largely black, within a conspicuous dark
blotch angle of mouth with a dark spot inside of mouth with yellow-

the jaws

;

;

;

;

;

brown

Coast of South Carolina, in rather deep water, occasionally brought to the Charleston markets. (re<e, net fero, I bear.)
ish

spots.

;

GoODE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882,
Coll. C. C. Leslie.) Jordan A: Gilbert, Synopsis,
1885 Jordan & Davis, ?. c, 610.

Murieiia retifcra,

31393.
A., 51,

Charleston. (Type No.
1883; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N-

435, off
894,

;

662. JlURiENA

MELANOTIS

(Kaup).

Cleft of mouth 2^ to 2^ in head
head 2i to 2i in trunk tail a little
longer than rest of body teeth of upper jaw anteriorly in two rows, the
;

;

;

inner teeth larger and farther apart; canines moderate. Color dark
brown with many small obscure whitish spots, these sometimes over
whole body, sometimes confined to head and back anteriorly belly plain
brown dark spot on gill opening and at angle of mouth always conspicuous; a pale spot on base of lower jaw before the dark one. Tropical
Atlantic, from Africa to South America, its range in the West Indies
;

;

uncertain, from confusion with other speciesF. N.

A.

27

(fxiTiag,

black

;

oii^,

ear.)

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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LimamuTKna

melanolis,

Kaup, Aalo Hanib. Mus.,

Muriviia melimutia, Gi'NTHEK, Cat., vill, 98, 1870;

& GiLBEKT,

MuraMa

I'roc.

melanutin,

U.

S.

27, pi. 4, fig.

I.

1859.

Steindachner, Fische Afrikas, 33,1881; Jordan

Nat. Mns., 1882, 624;

Jordan & Davis,

'.\

Museum.

Jordan & Gilbeut,

Synopsis, 355, 1883.

c, CIO.

663. MUR.S:NA

LENTIGINOSA,

Jouyiis.

(Morena Pinta.)

Teeth of upper jaw biserial, the inuer series of depressible caxiiues;
teeth on lower jaw aud vomer uuiserial; eye 2 to 2i iu snout, situated
over the middle of gape cleft of mouth 2^ to 3 in head head 2 to 2f in
trunk. Jaws capable of being completely closed. Body profusely spot;

;

opening dusky general
brown-edged spots,
which are about as large as pupil, sometimes larger; towards the end of
snout, jaws, and belly spotted,
tail the dark edgings form brown spots
a faint dusky bar frouL base of dorsal to
as also the dorsal and anal
spots more numerous around gill openings.
behind cleft of mouth
generPacific Coast of America from Gulf of California to Galapagos
(lentUjinosus,
ally common, varying considerably in shade of color.
ted

;

angle of mouth with

color brown, the

little

body with

or no black

;

gill

;

light yellow, distinctly

;

;

;

;

freckled.
Murimia

lenliyinosa,

Jenyns, Voy. Beagle,

Zoiil., 143, 1842,

Galapagos Islands

;

GCnther,

Cat.,

viii, 99, 1870.

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. BIus., 1881, 345, Mazatlan. (Type, No.
Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 371; Jordan & Gil<., 610.
bert, ibid, 381; Jordan & Davis,

Sluni'iia pinta,

28238.

Coll. Gilbert.)

1.

192.

ECHIDNA,

Forster.

Echidna, Forster, Enchiridion, 31, 1778, {rariegata).

Grjmnomurmia, LAcfcPEDE, Hi^^t. Nat. Poiss., v, 048, 1803, (duUata^marmunda).
Gymnopsis, Rafinesque, Analyse Nature, 18T.5, 93, {doUala).
Meijaderiis,

Eakinesque,

?.

«.'.,

93, {rarii(jata).

Richardson, Voyage Erebus & Terror, 79, 1844, (opliis
Poc.cihphi'i, Kaup, Apodes, 98, 1850, (catfjiialiis).
Gymuomurxna, Kaup, Apodes, 98, 1856, {cariegata nebidosa).
Mularii,

= ndmlosa).

=

This well-marked genus is distinguished from the other Moray s by the
blunt teeth. The name Echidna was suggested for this group of eels
long before its application by Cuvier to a genus of Australian Monotremes. There are some 12 or 15 species of Echidna, most of them
belonging to the Western Pacific. This genus represents the highest
degree of sjiecialization among the Morays, as Urojjterygius represents
the extreme of degradation. {IxiSva, t;\;if, viper.)
«.

Color dark, with small, round yellowish spots; teeth subequal, bluntish,
in E. cateinUa, mostly uniserial

less

obtuse than

dorsal high, beginning over gill opening; head 2^^ in
about a snout's length shorter than rest of body.
nocturna, 664.
Color
brownish,
marbled
aa.
and barred with paler liead 3 to 314 in trunk, 3}^ in tail.

trunk;

;

tail

;

catenata,

664.

ECHIDNA NOCTUKNA

665.

(Cope).

Teeth subequal, bluntish, less obtuse than in E. catenata, mostly unisehigh, beginning over gill opening; head short and blunt, the
small eye half the snout; head 2$ iu trunk; cleft of mouth 3 in head;
rial; dorsal
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about a snout's length shorter than rest of body. Color dark brown,
with small, round, yellow spots, smaller than pupil, like pin points, scattered evenly and sparsely over the body spots with blackish margins;
lower jaw mottled. Pacific coast of Mexico, the two known specimens
from Rio Grande, Costa Rica, and from Cape San Lucas. Copo says of
his specimen that the anal fin is a little more than one-third the total
length, which is not true of the one here described, {nocturnuii, nocturnal,
tail

;

black.)

Rio Grande, at San Jose,

Pacilophix uoclimms, Cope, U.S. Geol. Suiv. Mont., 474, 1871 (1872),

Costa Rica.
Echidna ywcturmi,

(CM. Dr. Van Pattou.)
Jordan & Davis, I.e., 612.

ECHIDNA CATENATA

6fi.5.

(Bloch).

Head 3 to 3i in trunk, 3^ in tail eye small, 1^ to 2 in snout;
mouth 3 to 3i in head tail a trifle longer than rest of body
upper jaw more or less biserial. Color, brownish black, marbled
;

;

;

cleft of

teeth of

or reticulated with light yellow or white, the light markings sometimes forming
narrow irregular crossbars under the jaw and on the belly the light yel;

low often inedominates, inclosing dark spots. West Indies, from Bermuda
to Surinam a small species, generally common our specimens from San
Lucia, {catenatus, chained, from the chain-like cross bands.)
;

;

Murfena sen

coiKjer brasi'h'cHsis,

Sera, Thesaurus,

ii,

Gymnothora.r catenatns, Bi.ocn, Ausl. Fische, xir,
Slurieiia sordida,

CuviEE, Kegne Animal, Ed.

1,

72, pi.

figs. 4, 5,

(59,

v, 629, pi. 292,

Bleeker, Act. Soc.

Murxiia

aliixis,

Echidna

JJai:(jscrip(a,

Palmerston Island.

S.

ii, 26.5,

Cat., viii, 130, 1870

;

1808,

Cuba.

Goode, Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

v., 73,

1870

;

Jor-

Nat. Mus., 1889, 047.

Echidna calenala, Jordan & Davis,

193.

c, 012.

I.

UROPTERYGIUS,

Gynmomurpcna, LAcfipEDE, Hist. Nat. Poies.,

by Kaup, in 1850, to
Icihyophi'!,

1803.

Cuba.

204,

il,

Echidna fuscomaculata, Poey, Reportorio,

dan, Proc. U.

error.

Sc. Ind. Neerl., 67, 1855.

PoEY, Eepertorio,

Mimma calenata, Gunther,

Coromandel; an

233, 1817, after Seba.

Murxtiophis cateiwla, LAOfipEDE, v, G28 and 041, 1803, after Block,
Mursenophis mtduhtta, LAcfipicDE,

1738, Brazil.

74, pi. 415, fig. 1, 1795,

doliatu,

which isa

Lesson, Voyage de la Coquille,

Riippell.

v, 618, 1803, (doliala

;

iininiioraln).

(Restricted

first

species of Echidna.)
11,

120, 1830,

{

pantherinns

= marmoratus

;

not of FiTZ-

inger, 1829, a genus of reptiles).
Uropterygitis,

KiJPPELL,

Neue Wirbelthiere,

Munenoblenna, Kaup, Apodal Fishes,

Giimnomurnna, Bleeker, Gunther,
ScuUca,

Fische, 83, 1838, (concolor).

97, 1850, (rtsnno),
etc.,

(not of Lac6pede, 1803, which isMyxme).

(not of LAcfipEDE, as restricted by Kaup).

Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus,

{neclurus).

This genus contains several species of small Morays, distinguished by
the apparent alisence of fins. The teeth are small, pointed, and subequal,
and the cleft of mouth of moderate size. In spite of its simplicity of
structure, it is not by any means a primitive type, but a further degeneration from the form of Li/cudontis and Minana.
Our species (with U.
tigrinis) differs from the type of Ufoptert/tjiua in having only the anterior
nostrils tubular.
This may define a new subgenus, Scutica {scitiica, a
whip), (oi'yja, tail rrrf^vf, fin.)
;
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Bulletin ^7, Uniied States Natiotial
Subgenus SCUTICA,
666.

.Ionian

UROPTKKYCJirS NKt'Tl lU

Museum.

k Evermann.

S (Jordan & Gilbert).

Teeth in jawa biserial, outer teeth smiill, close together; inner row
composed of long dopressible canines, not close-set, vomerine teeth uniseiial
a pore situated just above the posterior nostril tail rather acute
with a very slight dorsal fold, more conspicuous in old specimens, its tip
in young specimens white; caudal lin obsolete; eye 2 to 2^ in snout;
head 3J in trunk tail \ longer than
cleft of mouth 2\ to 2\ in head
Anterior nostril with a short tube; posterior without
rest of body.
tube, situated directly over the eye. Body dark brown above; below
paler, with small, dark freckles and pale spots; under side of lower jaw
Length 12 inches. Gulf
light colored with brown and whitish blotches.
of California; not rare. (iv//c7?;f, swimmer; u'vpd, tail.)
;

;

;

;

G//mHom!();om Hecto-a,

Jordan

(Type, No.'l5442.
Bltinemihleiiiia nectara,

Uropterygius neclnriis,

Coll.

&

Gilheut, Proc. U.

Jokdan, Cat. Fish. N. A.,

Joudan & Davls,
194.

S.

Nat. Mus., 18S2,

I.

Cape San Lucas.

61, 1885.

c, 586.

CHANNOMUR^NA,

Richardson.

Kiciiakdson, Voyage Erebus and Terror, 'M, 1844,

Ckamio-BIitrfciia,

35tj,

Xantus.)

(vittalii).

This genus is near Uropterygius, differing chiefly in the size of the gape,
the cleft of the mouth being nearly half the length of the head; the
snout is very short, the tail also abbreviated, and there are no evident
fins.
Species few, gaily colored, {x'^iwrj, ixomxnivD, to yawn; Murwna.)
667.

CH.iXXOMUB.EXA VITTAT.i

(Richardson).

Lower jaw projecting teeth slender, subequal, directed
backward teeth in lower jaw in two series, pointed backwards, the inner
teeth the largest, and movable; teeth in upper jaw in three series, tne
two inner series larger and more or less movable vomerine teeth in a
baud, thick-set anteriorly, posteriorly biserial. Eye H in snout, situFins wanting.

;

;

;

ated in the anterior third of gape snout 4^^ in gape gape 2 in head
head about 4 in trunk, 2f in tail. Color pale yellowish brown, with
;

;

about 15 irregular broad chocolate-colored cross bands varying in width,
sometimes interrupted, sometimes bifurcated, some of them forming
complete rings, the pale interspaces usually edged with liguter yellowish.
Coast of Cuba; rare. (yiMrt<«s, striped.)
Bdco, Pakra, Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat., G6,

pi. 30, fig. 3, 178(1,

Havana.

BicHARDSON, Voy. Sulph., Fish., 114, pi. 53, figs. 7-9,
IIichardson, Voyage Erebus and Terror, Fishes, 90, 1844.

hhthyopJiis rillahts,

uncertain
CliannotiiurHiia

;

ciibeiisis,

Poey, Repertorio,

GymnomurscnavUtata, Guntuer, Cat.,

11,

26C, pi. 3, fig. 6, 18fi7,

1844,

locality

Cuba.

viii, 134, 1870.

Order R.

LYOMERI.

(The Gulpers.)
Fishes with 5 01 6 branchial arches, far behind the skull and none modias branchiostegal or pharyngeal an imperfectly ossified cranium
articulating with the first vertebra by a basi-occipital condyle alone only
2 cephalic arches, both freely movable, (1) an anterior dentigerous one
iied

;

;

the maxillary, and (2) the suapensorial, consisting of the hyomaudibular

Jordan and Evermann.
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and quadrate Ijoues uo palatine bones nor distinct posterior bony elements to the mandible an imperfect scapular arch remote from the skull
(Gill and Ryder.)
vertebrae separately ossified but imperfect.
;

;

This order consists of eel-shaped fishes found in the deep seas. It is
apparently a degraded type, perhaps an offshoot from some eel-like form.
It is characterized by a general looseness of structure and lack of speciali" The branchial arches are reduced
zation, uni(iue among the true fishes.
to very simple bars, on the side of the ojsophagus, and have no connection with the cranium the palato-pterygoid arch is entirely wanting
th»- suspensorium for tlio lower jaw is composed of only two pieces, the
hyomandibuhir and the ([uadrate, of an elongate, subcylindrical form
and connected with the skull by a movable joint which allows it to be
;

;

swung

in all directions."

These

fishes

have very singular pedunculated appendages

the lateral line,

"The

entire organization

is

in place of

peculiar, to the extent of
fish require

anomaly, and our old conceptions of the characteristics of a

to be modified in the light of our knowledge of such strange beings."
Dr. Gill is disposed to regard the various records as indicating
(Gill.)

the existence of two distinct families, Saccopharyngida; and EiDi/pharyngidw,
each represented in our waters by one species. {?diu, to loosen r^epoc, part.)
;

Family LIV.

SACCOPHARYNGID^.

(The Gulpers.)
Lyomerl with the branchio-anal portion much longer than the rostrothe cranium
the tail excessively elongate and attenuated
unknown; the eyes antero-lateral the maxillary bones moderately
extended backwards (in comparison with the Eurypharyngida-), and
apparently not closable against each other enlarged teeth in one or both
jaws the dorsal and anal fins feebly developed, the pectorals small but
broad. Body eel-shaped, the bones deficient in inorganic matter muscles
feebly developed, except those connected with swallowing. Jaws very
branchial

;

;

:

;

;

;

elongate, the gape, pharynx, and stomach capable of great distension.
The trunk moderate, with the vent at its end snout very short, one
;

on each side in front of the very small eye maxillary and mandible slender, armed with feeble teeth in one or two series roof of mouth
Gill openings far behind cranium, placed low; gills very
toothless.
short, and small. Tail excessively elongate, band-shaped, tapering to a
point. Dorsal and anal low, rudimentary. Pectorals present, small but
broad. Deep seas, but few specimens being on record. These have been

nostril

;

;

referred to three species

and two genera, but the assigned distinctive

characters of genera and species are all doubtful.
195.

SACCOPHARYNX,

Mitcliill.

Sacrnphnninx, JliTcnii.l,, Ann. Lye. Nut. Hist. N. V., 1824, 82, (no specific

wards called
Ophicijmillnm^

name

;

tlie

type after-

S. Jlagellum).

Hauwood,

Pliilos. Trans., 1S27, 277, (<im/iH»<i(CH.s).

Supposed characters of the genus indicated above. {m'lKKnr, sack;
<papvyi, pharynx, the inflated throat resembling the sack of a pelican.)

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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66S.

SACrOPHARTNX AMPULLACEUS

(Harwood).

Both jaws armed with slender, curved, widely

set teeth, biserial, or

Length of jaws
from I to
that of body, from tip of snout to vent. Dorsal fin commencing a long way behind head, a short distance in front of vent; like
the anal, it may or may not reach the tail, which ends in an extremely
delicate and thin filament. Pectoral fin very short, but broad, and with
about 80 very thin rays. Gill opening an elongate slit; black, with a
bluish white line along base of dorsal, and sometimes of anal also. Length
of largest specimen about 6 feet, 14-|-58 inches, the tail 4 times length of
trunk. Atlantic Ocean, in deep water. Four specimens known, three of
these brought to the surface by having swallowed a fish too large for the
their points in one irregular series, directed inwards.
'

capacity of the stomach.

(Giinther.)

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Saccophnrynx, Mitchill,

a fiask.)

(a»ij)MZ/«,

Hist. N. Y., 1824, 82,

Open

Atlantic.

Harwood, Phil. Trans., 1827, 52, Atlantic.
Saccopharynx flageUnm, Cvvivn, Regno Anim., Eil. 2, ii, ."555,1829, Atlantic; after Mitchill;
GuNTHER, Cat., VIII, 22, 1870 Gunther, Deep-Soa Fishes, Challenger, 250, 1887 Jordan
Gill & Ryder, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus., 1883, 271.
&. Gilbert, .Synopsis, 365, 1883
Ophiognalhvs ampuUacevs,

;

;

;

Saccophaitjnx choniatus, Storer, Synopsis, Fishes N.

A.,

1846,

237,

Open Atlantic

;

after

Mitchill.

Family LV.

EURYPHARYNGID^.

Lyomeri with the branchio-anal portion much shorter than the rostrothe tail very elongate and moderately attenuated backwards
head fiat above, and with a transverse rostral margin, at the outer angles
of which the eyes are exposed maxillaries excessively elongated backwards, parallel, and closing against each other as far as the articulation
of the 2 suspensorial bones with minute teeth on each jaw dorsal and
anal fins well developed and continued nearly to the end of the tail
Ryder.) Deep-sea fishes;
the pectoral fins minute, narrow. (Gill
2 genera* and two species known.

branchial

;

;

;

;

&

196.
Gastrostomns,

GASTROSTOMUS,

Gill & Ryder, Proc. U.

S.

Gill

&

Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 271,

Ryder.

{bairdii).

Cranium abbreviated and little or no longer than broad, the dentigerous bones almost seven times as long as the cranium minute, acute, conic
teeth, depressed inwards in a very narrow band on the jaws no enlarged
teeth at extremity of mandible tail with an eradiate membrane under
its terminal portion.
(Gill & Ryder.)
(yatrr^p, stomach
cTofia, raouth.)
;

;

;

;

669.

GASTROSTOMUS BAIRDII,

Gill

& Ryder.

Jaws with minute, acute, conical teeth, depressed inwards, in a very
narrow band, without fangs at the end of lower jaw. Length of jaws
more than half body, measured from snout to vent. Origin of dorsal
nearer to tip of snout than to front of anal neither dorsal nor anal reaching tip of tail gill openings narrow. Black, with no whitish streak
;

;

* The supposed };eniiB and species, Enriiphariin.r pclfCuiKnilt'.t, Vaillant, (Coniptes Rendus, 1882,
1226) from deep water off Moroeco, has the jaws about half length of body to vent, both jaws
with feeble dental granulations, and the lower jaw with two fangs in front.

Jordan and Evertnann.
Length

alonji base of dorsal.
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Deep

inches, the hotly 6i inches.

water off Newfoundland hanks, 389 to 1,467 fathoms; also taken in
Davis Strait. (Named for Spencer Fullerton Baird.)
GaMronhmusliainlU,

of

(liLi, .t Rvi>i;r,

Newfoundland.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 271, off

(Type, Nos. 33294, 33295, and 33386.

Order

S.

the Grand Banks

Coll. Albatross.)

ISOSPONDYLI.

(The Isospondylous

Fishes.)

Soft-rayed fishes with the anterior vertebrsB simple, unmodified and
without auditory ossicles symplectic present no iiiterclavicles opercular bones distinct pharyngeal bones simiile above and below, the lower
Mesocoracoid*" arch always well developed, as in the
not falciform.
Osfurio2)h!isi and the Ganoids, forming a bridge from the hypercoracoid
Bones of jaws developed, the maxillary broad,
to the hypocoracoid.
always distinct from premaxillary, and forming part of margin of upper
jaw; no barbels. Shoulder girdle well developed and connected with the
cranium by a bony post-temporal. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Air
bladder, if present, with a pneumatic duct. Dorsal and anal tins without true spines. Ventral fins abdominal, sometimes wanting. Scales
usually cycloid, sometimes ctenoid occasionally wanting. No developed
photophores. Adipose fin present or absent. A large group comprising
most of the marine soft-rayed fishes, excepting those found in the deep
Some of the
sea, these composing the degenerate group called Iniomi.
forms, as Elopidfp, AJhulida', etc., show analogies with the Ganoid allies of
the Cydoiianoidea. This seems to indicate the probable descent of the
Isos})ond)jli from a Ganoid stock, but probably not fromihe same part of
the Ganoid series as that from which the Ostariophysi have sprung, (laoc,
;

;

;

;

;

equal;

CTTroi^^vAof,

CLvrnoiiiEA
(I.

vertebrae.)

:

Ailipnse fin none.
h.

Dorsal

fin

inserted

more or

less

before anal (rarely slightly behind

river fishes, usually silvery in coloration

shore fishes or

it);

ami with the skeleton firm

;

air bladder

well developed.
c.

Gnlar plate present, between branches of lower jaw
all

cc.

pointed

axillary scales

;

and sheaths

;

mouth

large.

large

;

teeth present,

Elopid*,

lvi.

Gular plate none.
(f.

Lateral line well developed.
e.

Teeth present, no accessory branchial organ.
/. Ifouth small, horizontal
posterior jiart of tongue and roof of month
;

covered with course paved teeth.
//.

Mouth

lai'ge,

the teeth

all [lointed,

or molar.
fr.

.\Lnri.in.«, LVii.

some of them canine, none paved
IIiuiiontih.t;, lviii.

Teeth none; an accessory bi'anchial organ behind

gill cavity.

CHANiD.K, lix.
dd. Lateral line
g.

Mouth

wanting; no gular

smallj inferior,

plate.

toothless,

the

stomach gizzard-like.

Precoracoid of Cope; "SpangenstUck " of Gegenbaur.

maxillary simple or nearly so;
DoRosoMin.E, lx.

Museum.

Bulietin ^7, United States National
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gg.

Mouth moderate,

terminal, the maxillary of about three pieces

Btomach
Clupeid^, lxi.

uot gizzard-like.
ggy.

Mouth

eubinferior, very large, below a tapering, pig-like snout

lary very long.

Dorsal

hi).

fin posterior,

;

opposite anal

mouth

blackish in color;

;

maxil-

ENiiUAULiniD.T-;, lxii.
;

deep-sea fishes, of loose organization

small, with small pointed teeth

;

air bladder

;

mostly

wanting.

ALEI'OCEPHALID.'E, lxiii.

Salmonidea
0((.

:

Adipose

fin

of the

well developed

;

oviducts none, the large eggs usually falling into the cavity

abdomen before extrusion

;

air bladder well developed.

Stomach siphonal, not having the form of a blind sac pyloric cu?ca many branchiostegals rather numerous.
dorsal fin moderate, the simple rays in
Parietals separated by the supraoccipital
i.
Salmoniu.k, i.xiv.
front few in number.
dorsal fin very long and
u. Parietals in contact, not separated by a supraoccipital
high, the simple rays in its anterior half very numerous. Tii ymallid.k, lxv.

'/.

;

;

;

;

Stomach

Iih.

ccecal, of the

form of a blind sac

Branchiostegals 3 or 4

jj.

;

;

pyloric creca generally few.

membranes separate.
body subterete mouth small.

Branchiostegals 6 or more

J.

;

Aroentinip^, i.xvi.
Muuostomid.e, l.wii.

gill

;

Family LVI. ELOPID.E.

(The Tarpons.)

Body

more or

compressed, covered •with silvery, cycloid
terminal, the lower Jaw prominent.
Premaxillaries uot protractile, short, the maxillaries forming the lateral
margins of the upper jaw maxillary composed of about three pieces,
extending backward beyond the eye an elongate bony plate between the
branches of the lower jaw (analogous to the gular plate in Amia *) bands
of villiform teeth in both jaws and on vomer, palatines, pterygoids,
tongue, and base of skull no large teeth. Eye large, with an adipose
Opercular bones thin, with expanded membranaceous borders;
eyelid.
a scaly occipital collar. Gill membranes entirely separate, free from the
isthmus. Branchiostegals numerous, (29 to 35). Gill rakers long and
slender. Pseudobranchiin present or absent. Belly not keeled nor serrated,
rather broad and covered with ordinary scales. Lateral line present.
Dorsal fin inserted over or slightly behind ventrals caudal fin forked; no
adipose fin; dorsal and anal depressible into a sheath of scales; pectorals
and ventrals each with a long accessory scale. Parietal bones meeting
along top of head. Pyloric cceca numerous. Genera three, species about
five, forming two well-marked subfamilies, both widely distributed in the
tropical seas. The species are not much valued as food, the flesh being
dry and bony. {Cltq)eida>, group Elopina, Guuther, Cat., vii, 469-471, 1868.)
elongate,

less

Month broad,

head naked.

scales;

;

;

;

;

;

Mkoalopin.^:
a.

sal

;

last

Dorsal

(i.

Ei.opiN.K
o<i.

:

Pseudobranchini none

body oblong, covered with lai'go scales
ray of dorsal produced in a long filament,
;

fin inserted

;

anal

fin

larger than dor-

Tarpon,

notably behind insertion of ventrals.

197.

:

Pseudobranchia^ large
dorsal

;

;

body elongate, covered with small scales; anal
not produced in a filament.

last ray of dorsal

fin

smaller than

Elops, 198.

*The gular i)late suggests the similar structure seen in Amia, but its homology is uot proved.
Although the Clupeiform fishes are probably descended from Ganoids related to Amia, there may
be no closer relation between Amia and Elo^n or Megalops, than between Amia and Chipea.

Jordan

a/id

Evermann.
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TARPON,

Jordan

409

& Evermann.

(Grande ^caille.)
Tarpmi,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

{allanlicns).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with very
cycloid scales

Mouth

scales.

large, thick,

silvery,

belly narrow, but not carinated, its edge with ordinary

;

large,

jaw prominent

oblique, the lower

broad, extending beyond the eye.

maxillary

;

Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer,

Eye very

and pterygoid bones.

x)ala-

with an
adipose eyelid. Lateral line nearly straight, its tubes radiating widely
over the surface of the scales.
Bianchiostegals 23.
Pseudobranchiie
wanting. Gill rakers long and slender.
Dorsal fin short and high,
inserted behind the ventrals (over the ventrals in Alet/alopii), its last ray
elongate and filamentous as in Megalops, Dorosoma, and Ophtltoncma;
anal fin much longer than dorsal, falcate, its last ray produced; caudal
widely forked pectorals and ventrals rather long; anal with a sheath
of scales; dorsal naked; caudal more or less scaly; a collar of large
scales at the nape.
Vertebne about 57 (28 + 29). Size very large, the
tines, tongue, sphenoid,

large,

;

largest of the herring-like fishes.

The posterior

insertion of the dorsal fin distinguishes the single spe-

Tarpon from the East Indian Megalops cyprinoides, a fish of similar
habit, in which the dorsal is inserted above the ventrals.
{Tarpon or
Tarpum, the common name in Florida, probably of Indian origin.)

cies of

670.

TARPOX ATLAXTKT'S

(Ciivier

&

Valenciennes).

(Tarpon; Tarpum; Grande ^caille; Sii.ver-fish; Sabalo; Savanili.a; Savalle.)

Head 4; depth 3*. D. 12; A. 20; lateral line 42; brauchiostegals
Body elongate, compressed, little elevated. Dorsal filament longer
than head. Mouth large, the maxillary extending beyond eye. Uniform
bright silvery, the back darker. Length 6 feet. Long Island to Brazil
common on our southern coasts, but probably not breeding north of
Cuba noted for the great size of its scales, which are used in ornamental work.
It reaches a weight of 30 to 110 pounds.
It is not much
valued for food, although much appreciated by anglers. "An immense
23.

;

and active fish, preying eagerly on schools of small fry, in pursuit of
which it ascends fresh-water rivers quite a long distance." (Stearns.)
It is often dangerous to seine fishermen, leaping over or through the nets
with great force.
& VALENCIENNES, Hist.
San Domingo; Martinique; Porto Rico.

Megalops atlantiam^ CuviER
Megalnps

Megalops

chmyiitiis,

(iiuARD, Proo. Ac. Nat.

thrissuides,

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

thrksoUes, Bi,ocH

&

S<'1INEI1)ER,

.Sci.

Niit.

Poiss., xix^ ISOS, 184r,,

Pliila., 18"i8, 224,

vil, 472, 1808, auil

Long

Guadeloupe;

Island.

of most authors; Imt tho

name

Ctnpea

belongs to the East Indian Megalops cyprinoides; Jordan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 262, 1883.

198.

ELOPS,

Linnieus.

Slops, LiNN.T.us, Syst. Nat., Ed. xir, 518, 1761), (sanrus).

Mugilomonis, LAcfcpiiPE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 398, ^m^,{(n>na-cnrolina).
Trichonolus,

Rafinesque, Analyse de

monis, considered objectionable.

la

Nature, 1815, 88, {anna-carol itia)

;

substitute for Mugilo-
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Body elongate, covered with

thin, email, silvery scales.

Dorsal

fin

slightly behind ventrals, its last rays short, the fin dejjressible into a

sheath of scales anal fin smaller, similarly depressible pectorals and
ventrals moderate, each with a long accessory scale. Opercular bones
thin, with expanded, membranaceous borders; a scaly occipital collar.
Lateral line straight, its tubes simple. Pseudobranchia? present, large.
Vertebra' 43 -f 29= 72. Large fishes of the open seas, remarkable for the
The young are ribbon-shaped and
development of scaly sheaths.
elongate, passing through a series of changes like those seen in Alhula.
(e/.oi/,', name of some sea fish; a swordfish or sturgeon; from tXai'vo), to
drive or move.
;

;

671.
(TF.N-rouNDF.R

Head

4J

;

;

.Toiin-Marigc.le

depth

ELOPS SAIIRUS,

to 6; eye large, 4 to

.5

Linii.inis.

Bony-fish; Big-eveh Hf.rrino
Lisa Fkancesa.)

;

Matajuelo Real; Chiko;

;

D. 20; A. 13; V. 15

5.

;

B. 30;

Gular plate 3 to 4 times as long as broad. Length 3
Tropical seas abundant and very widely distributed. Common in
feet.
America, north to Carolina and the Gulf of California; straying on the
Atlantic Coast to Long Island, (satirus, aaipoi-, lizard.)
scales 12-120-13.

;

Carolina Gunther,
and of most authors.
Argentina Carolina, LiNN,T:n.s, Syst. Nat., Ed. xil, 519, 1766, Carolina.
Argentina maclmata, ForskAl, Descr. Anim., 68, 1775, Djidda, Arabia.
Flops murnit, Linn.kus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 518, 1766,

Jordan & Gilbert,

;

Mugilomm-ns anna-caroUna, LACJiPEDK, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Elopsinermis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

Elops capensif. Smith,
Elo})s 2^nrpurascens,

Cat., vii, 470, 1868;

Syuopsis, 261, 1883,

Zoiil. S.

and

Africa, 1845, pi.

Bichardson,

Iclith.

v, 398, 1803,

Phil. Soc. N. T.,
7,

i,

South Carolina.

1S15, 445,

New

York.

Cape of Good Hope.

China, 311, 184C, China.

Family LVIL

ALBULID^.

(The Lady-fishes.)

Body rather

elongate, little compressed, covered with rather small,

head naked. Snout conic, subquadrangular,
brilliantly silvery scales
shaped like the snout of a pig, and overlapping the small, inferior, horizontal mouth. Maxillary rather strong, short, with a distinct supplemental bone, slipping under the membranous edge of the very broad
Lateral margin of
premaxillaries short, not protractile.
preorbital
upper jaw formed by the maxillaries both jaws, vomer, and palatines
with bands of viliiform teeth broad patches of coarse, blunt, paved
teeth on the tongue behind and on the sphenoid and pterygoid bones.
Eye large, median in head, with a bony ridge above it, and almost covered
with an annular adipose eyelid. Opercle moderate, firm preopercle witli
a broad, flat, membranaceous edge, which extends backward over the
;

;

;

;

;

base of the
like.

Gill

ojjercle.

Pseudobranchia^ present.

membranes

Gill rakers short, tubercle-

entirely separate, free from the isthmus; branchi-

ostegals about 14; a fold of skin across gill

membranes

anteriorly, its

posterior free edge crenate; no gular plate.

Lateral line present. Belly
not cariuate, flattish, covered with ordinary scales. Dorsal fin moderate,
no adipose fin anal very small
in front of ventrals, its membranes scaly
;

caudal widely forked

Pyloric coeca numerous.

;

Parietal bones meeting

Jordan and Evermann.

along top of head.

—Fishes of North America.
+

Vertebr;c numerous, 42

= 70.

28

A
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single species

known, found in all warm seas. In this, and probably in related families,
the young pass through a metamorphosis, analogous to that seen in the
Conger Eels. They are for a time elongate, baud-shaped, with very small
head and loose transparent tissues. From this condition they become
gradually shorter and more compact, shrinking from 3 or Z\ inches in
length to 2 inches. According to Dr. Gilbert, this process, like that seen
In
in various eels, is a normal one, through which all individuals pass.
the Gulf of California, where these fishes abound, these band-shaped
young are often thrown by the waves on the beach in great masses.
{Cliq)ei(l<i;

group Alhxlina, Giinther, Cat.,

ALBULA

199.

vil, 468, 469, 1868.)

&

((ironow) Bloch

Schneider.

(Lady-fishes.)
Conorhynms, Nozeman, Act. Select, in, 382, 1757, (nonbinomial).
GnoNOW, Zoiiphyl., 102, 1763, (nonbinomial).

Alhula,
AlhnUi,

Bloch k Schneider,

Syst. Ichtli.,

liiilyrinus,

LAcf;PEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Gloissoihts,

CuviEK, in Agassiz, Spix,

4:52,

»

1801, {conothijncKs

v, 45, 1803, (hanim(i

=

=

vulpes).

tul}>es).

{forsWi =

vulpes).

Characters of the genus included above.

(Latin

albiis,

ALBULA TULPES

(Linnaeus).

672.

Pise. Bras., 48, 1829,

white.)

(Laby-fish; Biine-fish; Macabi; Sanducha; Banana-fish.)

Head 31; depth 4. D. 15; A. 8; scales 9-71-7. Upper lobe of caudal
the longer. A broad band of peculiar, elongate, membranaceous scales
along middle line of back; accessory ventral scale large. Brilliantly
silvery olivaceous above back and sides with faint streaks along the
;

;

rows of scales

;

fins plain;

Length

axils dusky.

18 inches to 3 feet.

Tropical seas, on sandy coasts, almost universally distributed and gen
erally abundant, ranging northward on our coasts to San Diego and Long
Island.

A

beautiful

and active

fish, in

most places

little

but in some regions, as Key West, highly appreciated,
Vnbarana,

Marcgrave,

Vulpes hahnmeusis,

valued as food,

(vnlpes, fox.)

Hist. Bras., 1G4S, Brazil.

[the Bone-fish], Catesby, Nat. Hist. Oarolinas, etc., pi.

il,

fig.

1,

1737,

Bahamas.
Esox vulpes, LiNNiEus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 313,

Bahamas;

based on the Bone-fish, Vulpes

hahmnensis, of Catesby.

Argentina glossodonta, Forskal, Doscr. Anim., OS, 1775,Djidda,

Macabi, Parea, Dif. Piezas Cuba, 88,

pi. 35, fig. 1, 1787,

Arabia.

Cuba; based on

Viibarnnn of

Bloch & Schneider, Syst. IcUth., 398, ISOl, Asia.
Clupea brasilie)isis, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 427, 1801, Brazil.
Albula cononjnchus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 432, 1801, Antilles;

Synodus

Marcgrave.

arijentens,

Plumier; railed Albula plumieri ou plate 86.
Amia immaculaln, Bloch & SCHNEIDER, Syst. Ichth.,
Macabi of PaRRA.

Buiyrinus banana, LAci^;PEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 46, 1803, lie

Clupeamacrocephala, Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Plumier.
Glosmdm forskdli, Agassiz, Spix,
Emitaulli bahieusis on the

Albula parr*, CtiviEk

Rio de Janeiro.

Pise.

plate.':,

1801,

451,

after

Gronow and

Central America

;

after

de France.
Martinique; on a drawing by

v, 426, 1803,

Bras., 49, ISiO,

Bahia; ealbd

Eunraulis sericus

and

22 ami 24.

& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 339, 184G,

Martinique; Bahia;

Bulletin ^7, United States National Musetifu.
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Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss, xix, 342, lS4fi, Gorea.
CuviEU & Valenciennes, I. c, xix, .350, 1846, New Guinea.
AWtila semimidn, CuviEU & A''alenciennes, I. c, xix, '.i'A, 184G, New Guinea.
Alhnla eriilhrochcilos, CiiviER & VALENCIENNES, /. c., xix, 352, jil. 540, 184G, Friendly Islands
AUiiihifnrsleri, Cuvier & Valenciennes, J. c, xix, 354, 1S4C, Tahiti.
Alhnhi roslrata, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 189, 1854, American Ocean, etc.
Albidn

(joreeiiais,

Albida

neoijuinaic.n,

Allinla rmiorhynrhns, GiiNTllKU, Cat., VII, 4G<S, 18(58.
Alhitht milpe$,

JORDAN & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 258, 1883.

Family LVIII. HIODONTIDiE.

(Thk Moon-eyks.)

Body oblong, much compressed, covered with moderate-sized, hiilHead naked, short, the snout bluut.
Mouth moderate, oblique, terminal, the jaws about equal. Premaxilialiantly silvery, cycloid scales.

Maxillary small, slender, without evident suppleriea not protractile.
mental bone, articulated to the end of the premaxillary, and forming the
Dentition very complete; premaxillary
lateral margin of the upper jaw.
and dentary bones with small, wide-set, cardiform teeth; maxillaries
with feeble teeth a row of strong teeth around the margin of the tongue,
the anterior canine and very strong; between these is a band of short,
vomer with a long, double series of close-set, small
close-set teeth
teeth; similar series on the palatines, sphenoid and pterygoids; sides
of lower jaw fitting within the upper, so that the dentaries shut
against the palatines. Eye very large, the adipose eyelid not much
developed. Preorbital very narrow. Nostrils large, those of each side
Gill membranes not connected, free
close together, separated by a flap.
from the isthmus, a fold of skin covering their base. No gular plate.
Branchiostegals 8 to 10. Gill rakers few, short, and thick. Pseudobranchiae obsolete. Lateral line distinct, straight. Belly not serrated.
ventrals well develanal elongate, low
Dorsal fin rather posterior
no adipose fin. Stomach horseshoecaudal strongly forked
oped
one pyloric crecum. Vertebra} about 60.
shaped, without blind sac
Air bladder large. No oviducts, the eggs falling into the cavity of the
abdomen before excllision. A single genus, with three species, inhabiting the fresh waters of North America; handsome and gamy fishes, of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

little

value as food.

{Hi/odontida', Giiuther, Cat., vii, 375, 376, 1868.)

200.

HIODON,

Le Sueur.

(Moon-eyes.)

nMnn* liE Sueur, .Tourn.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

i,

1818, 334, {lergums).

Olossodov,* Kafinesque, Aiuer. Montlily Mag.,ii, Sejitember, 1818, 354, (Iiarenijoides).

Amphiodon, Rafinesqi^e, .lourn. de Physique, 421, 1819, {nlosoides).
Clodabis, Rafinesqi-e, Ichth. Oh., 43, 1820, (clf>dahis = tcrgisus).
Glossodon,

=

<dosoides).
Heckel, Russi'gi;ers Reisen, i, 1633, 1842, {s^)nthii
GiLL & Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 68, 1877, {chrysopsis

ElatlonisUits,

— alosoides).

HyodoH, corrected orthography.

* It is not certain which of these two names, Hiodon and Glossodon, has precedence of date.
Iliodon isin common use and was accompanied by a much better description than Rafinesque
usually furnished. We therefore retain it.

Jordan and Everina?in.
Generic
"liyoid"'

characters

iucluded

— Fishes of North America.
above.

hyoid; odoi'c, tooth;
the base of the

(vnea)?/!:,

the boue shaped like the letter T,

is

413

formmg

tongue.)
Ami'HIodon
(I.

Belly

HioDON

{aix(()i,

ill

both

660U5, tooth)

;

:

front of ventrals carinateil

;

dorsal with

dcvoloped rays.

alosoides, 673.

:

aa. Bolly in front of ventrals

not eariiiated

Belly behind ventrals oarinated

b.

bb.

Belly uowheie cariuated

;

eye

Subgenus

;

dorsal with 11 or

:5

in head.

eye

;

2y.,

tekgisu.s, 074.

selenops, G75.

AMPHIODON,

(L.\ (^aEsciiE

Head U; depth

duveldpiMl rays.

in head.

HIODON ALOSOIDKS

67;{.

I.:

;

Rafinesque.
(Kafinesque).

Naccaysu.)

D. 9; A. 32; scales 6-56-7. Body closely
compressed, becoming deep in the adult, the ventral edge everywhere cariMaxillary reaching to beyond middle of eye. Caudal peduncle
nated.
3i; eye 3i.

tergi.situ, and the tin not so deeply forked.
Back
arched and snout blunter than in the other species, the mouth larger
and more oblique. Pectorals longer and ventrals shorter than in H. icr(jisua.
Bluish; sides silvery, with golden luster. Ohio River and north
to the Saskatchewan; common northwestward.
(Jlosa, shad; elSor, like.)

rather stouter than in H.
less

Ohio R.
Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh., 42, 1820, Ohio River near the Falls.
llyodon chniaopKis, Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., iii, 232, 1836, Cumberland House, Saskatchewan River Jordan, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.,x, 68, 1877.
Hijodon cdosoides, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 2.59, 1883.
AmjihiodoH alosoides, (misprinted afreojdes), Rafinesque, Journ. Phys., Paris, 421, I8H1,
Hi/otluH ainphiodon,

;

Subgenus
674.

HIODON.

HIODOX TEKGISrS,

Le Sueur.

(Moon Eye; Toothed Herring.

Head

depth

)

+

eye 3. D. 12; A. 28; scales 5-55-7. Vertebni? 30
31
61.
Body oblong, moderately compressed. Eye large, the maxillary
barely reaching its middle. Pectoral tins not reaching ventrals, the latter just short of vent.
Belly behind ventrals somewhat carinate, but not
before ventrals. Color brilliantly silvery, olive-shaded above. Length
12 inches.
Great Lakes and the Mississippi Valley; north to Assiniboine
River; abundant in the larger streams. One of our handsomest fishes,
not valued as food, the flesh being dry and full of small bones, {teryisus,
scoured or polished.)

=

4i;

IliodoH tergisiis,*

3;

Le SuEUR, Journ. Ac.

Nat. Sri. Phila.,

Glossodon harengoides* Rafinesque, Araer.

Glossudon heterurus,

Hiodon

clodaliis,

Rafinesque,

I.

Le Sueur, Journ.

c, 1818,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Hijodon renialls, Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., 42, 1820,
O/jiriiiiis

i,

1818, 364,

Month. Mag., 11, September,
.354, Falls of Ohio River.
i,

181S, 367,

Ohio River.
1818, 351, Ohio River.

Ohio River

at Pittsburg.

Ohio River.

smMii, Richardson, Fauna, Bor.-Amer., 11 r, 110, 1836, Richelieu River.
CuviER A: Valenciennes, His. Nat. Poiss., xix, 313, IS-IC); after Le Sueur.
Gunther, Cat., vii, 375, 1868; Jordan, Bui. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, t>S, 1877; Jordan

(/IbraiHis

.')

Ihjndfm claudaUis,

Hijodon tenjisus,

& Gilbert,

*We

do not

Synopsis, 259, 1883.

know which

entitled to precedence.
is a better name.

of the nearly

Tenjisiis is in

specific names <ej<7i«H« and lunenijuUles is
was accompanied by a better dcscrij)tiou and

synchronous

common

use,
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HIODON SELENOl'S,

«75.

Joi-dan

Museum.

k IKan.

eye 2\. D. 12; A. 27; lateral Hue 50. Body more
elongate than iu the other species of Miodon, little compressed, not much
elevated, the belly nowhere carinate. Eye very large. Pectorals not
reaching to veutrals. Coloration clear silvery. Tennessee, Cumberland,
and Alabama rivers, scarce recorded from Nashville, Chattanooga, and

Head4i; depth

4;

;

Montgomery.

moon;

(aiAyi'j/,

ijiji,

eye.)

Jordan & Bean, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x,
(Type, No. 19844); Jordan & Giluert, Synopsis, 260, 1883.

HyodoH

selenopn,

(>",

1S77,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Family LIX. CHANIDJi.

(The Milk Fishes.)
Body oblong, compressed, covered with small, lirm, adherent scales.
Lateral line distinct. Abdomen broad and flattish. Snout depressed;
mouth small, anterior, the lower jaw with a small symphyseal tubercle;
no teeth premaxillary joined to upper anterior edge of maxillary. Eye
with an adipose eyelid. Gill membranes broadly united, free from the
;

isthmus. Branchiostegals 4 pseudobranchia^, well developed an accessory branchial organ in a cavity behind the gill cavity. Dorsal fin
opposite the ventrals anal fin shorter than dorsal. Mucous membrane
;

;

;

of uisophagus raised into a spiral fold; intestine with
Coloration silvery. Vertebrae about 45. Large
tions.

many
fishes

convoluof the

Pacific.
One genus and three species known.
group Chanina, Giiuther, Cat., vii, 473, 1868.)

warmer parts of the
{Cluj)iida';

CHANOS,

201.
Olianos,

Lacepede,

Lulodeira

{Kv HI.)

PlychoUpis,

Lacepede.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 395, 1803, {imihims).

KiippEL,

None Wirbelthiero Abyssinia,

Gray, Dieffeubacli's Travels in

New

Zealand,

18,
ii,

IS.'JS, (chaiios).

218,

Characters of the genus included above,
Greek, from x'^^oc, the open mouth.)
676.

(salmoiuiia).

name

in

modern

CHANOS CHANOS (Forskal).
Awa Cuani Anget).)

(Milk-fish; Sabai.o;

Head

about 1842,

(xuvoc,

;

;

depth 4.
D. II, 12; A. II, 9; scales 12-86-14.
Vertebra}
19
26
ventral 1*;
45; snout 3i; eyeo^; maxillary 4^. Pectoral 1|
caudal i longer than head dorsal li in head. B. 4. Aspect of a large
Cyprinoid. Body elliptical, moderately compressed, the caudal peduncle
slender.
Head pointed, rounded above. Eye and side of head covered
by a large transparent, imperforate adi})ose eyelid. Mouth small, terminal
toothless, transverse, the lower jaw included maxillary broad, slipping
under the adipose preorbital, without supplemental bone. Opercle truncate behind. Pseudbranchia? very large. Gill rakers fine and fiexible,
very close set, rather long. Bones of gill rakers flexible. Gill arches all
connected by membrane.
Lateral line well developed.
Scales firm,
cycloid, with strongly marked longitudinal striae Scales rather large,
hard, firm, enamelled, becoming bony when dry, used by the Indians for
ornamental work. Dorsal inserted somewhat nearer snout than base of

+

4|

;

=

;

;

;

caudal, before ventrals,

its lirst

ray falcate,

its last

jiroduced in a short

Jordan and Evcrmann.

— Fishes of North America.
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base of tin with a large scaly sheath; pecand ventral with scaly axillary appendage anal similar to dorsal
but much smaller pectorals and ventrals rather small caudal very long,
forked to the base, its lobes subequal, straight base of fin with small
filament, lougev than pupil

;

toral

;

;

;

;

somewhat falcate. Color greenish above, the sides brilmore or less darkened inside of ventrals and pectorals
blackish. Length 2 to 5 feet. Pacific aud Indian oceans, on sandy shores,
north to the Hawaiian Islands and to the Gulf of California, where it is
scale

;

ventrals

liantly silvery fins
,

abundant
Miiijil

;

a food fish of souie importance

;

chanos, FokskAi., Descr.

3[nyil mbiionens (FuRS'rKK)

Chanos

Lac£pkde,

arahictfs,

Anim.,

74, 1775,

occasionally entering streams.

;

Red Sea

Block & Schneidbr,

at Djidda, Arabia.

Ocean.

Syst. Iclitb., 121, 1801, Pacific

Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 396, 1803,

Arabia.

Cuvier, Kegno Anim., Ed. 2, ii, 276, 1829, India.
Bennett, Proc. Comin. Zool. Soi-., 184, 1832, Ceylon.
Butirimis maderaspatcusls, Jerdon, Madr. Journ. Lit. Sc, xv, 344, Madras.
Chanos meiitu, Isle of France, chlun'plenis, Madipolam, inichalis, Vigazapatam, uiieiilaHi,
Japan, and cyprmelta, Hawaiian Islands, Cuviee i Valencie.n.nes, Ki.st. Nat. Poles.,
Ciiprinns 2)ala a.i)d

t<jln,

Leuciscus seyloidriix^

XIX, 194, 198, 1846.
CItanos m.?iVi(s,

Bleekek, Verb. Bat. Gen., xxiv,

Chanos salmonem, GCntuer, Cat.,

11, 1852,

East Indies.

vii, 473, 1868.

Family LX.

DOBOSOMID^.

(The Gizzard Shads.)

Body short and deep, strongly compressed, covered with thin, deciduous,
cycloid scales. Bellj^ compressed to an edge, which is armed with bony
Head naked, short, rather small. Mouth small, inferior,
serratures.
oblique, overlapped by the blunt snout no teeth maxillary narrow and
;

;

with a single supplemental bone, not extending to opposite middle
of eye, and forming but a small portion of lateral margin of upper jaw
mandible short and deep, its rami enlarged at base premaxillaries not
Gill rakers slender, exceedingly numerous, not very long,
protractile.
Gill membranes not united, free from the
similar on all the arches.
isthmus; brauchiostegals about 6; pseudobranchia; large. An adipose
eyelid.
No lateral line. Dorsal fin about midway of the body, usually
behind ventrals. Pectorals and ventrals moderate, each with an accessory
scale.
Anal very long and low caudal forked. No adipose fin. Vershort,

;

;

;

tebra^ 49.

Stomach

genus in our waters

and

rivers of

warm

short, muscular, like the gizzard of a fowl.

single

fishes of the coasts

regions, of little value as food.

The family is very
being not of great

species about 10.

close to the CluptUhv, the distinguishing characters

importance.

A

Mud-eating

;

(Clupeida; group

Chato'cssina

Giiuther, Cat., vii, 40tj-411,

1868.)

202.

DOROSOMA,

Rafinesque.

(GizzAHD Shad.)
Dorosoma, K.iFiNESQUE, Iclith. Oh., 39, 1820, {uoUUa
Chaiuessus,

Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed.

Chato'estiis,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

2,

Vol.

il,

= cepediamim).

320, 1829; in part, (includes Opisthonema, etc.).

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 94, 1848, (cepcdiuuiis).

Characters of the family, with the addition that the last ray of the
dorsal

is

prolonged and filiform as in

02)itithoneiua, 2Jc<jalops,

and

'Tarpon-

416
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United States National Museum.

a character which separates Dorosoma from the Asiatic genus Anodontostoma. {iVopv, lance aiona, body in allusion to form of body in the young.)
;

;

Anal rays 30 to 33; lower jaw included.
aa. Anal rays 20 to 25; jaws Bube<iual.
h. Dorsal fin inserted just behind ventrals; 9 scutes behind ventrals.
6i). Dorsal fin insert(^d just before ventrals; 12 scutes behind ventrals.
a.

677. DOROSO.'ttA

CEPEDIANUM

cepedianum,

677.

mexicanum,

678.

petenense, 679.

(Le Sueur).

(Gizzard Shad; Hickory Shad.)

Head 4^ depth 21 eye 4*. D. 12 A. 31
Body deep, compressed, the back elevated
;

;

;

scales 56-23

;

;

scutes

17+

12.

Dorsal about
median, slightly behind ventrals, its filamentous ray about as long as
head, sometimes longer, sometimes shorter. Caudal widely forked, the
lower lobe the longer. Silvery bluish above young with a round dark
spot at the shoulder; tips of ventrals and edge of anal often dusky.
Length 15 inches. Cape Cod to Mexico abundant southward, entering
all rivers, and permanently resident (var. hetvrurum) everywhere in the
Mississippi Valley in the larger streams also introduced into Lake Michigan and Lake Erie, and landlocked in ponds from New Jersey to Texas.
A handsome fish, of no value as food. (Named for Bernard Germain fitienne
de la Ville sur Illon, Conite de La C^pede (1756-1825), known as Citoyeu
Lacepede during the French Revolution a brilliant and most industrious
writer, who compiled his great Histoire Naturelle des Poissous under most
difficult conditions during the French revolution.)
in the adults.

;

;

;

;

;

Megahps

cepediana,

Le

StJEUR, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. I'hila.,

i,

1818, 361,

Delaware and Chesa-

peake bays.
Clnpea helerura, Kafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., 181S, 354,

Ohio River.

Rafinesque, Ichtli. Oh., 39, 1820, Ohio River.
Chatocssns ellipdciis, Kirtland, Report Zool. Ohio, 169, 1839, Ohio River.
Dorosoma insvciah His, Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila., 1860, 365, Sturgeon Pond, Trenton,

Dorosoma

New

notata,

Jersey.

GuNTHER,

Chalo'dssns cepediaims,

Cat., vii, 409, 1868.

Dorosoma ccpediaitmn, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 271, 1883.

Represented along coast and in lower courses of rivers of Texas by
677a.

DOROSOMA CEPEDIANUM EXILE,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Body elongate, the depth about one-third the length.
Dorosoma cepediannm

exile,

(Type, No. 30913.

Jordan & Gilbert,

3i;

slender.)

Galveston.

Coll. Jordan.)

«78.

Head

(exiVts,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 585,

DOROSOMA MEXICANUM

(GUnther)

depth 2S
eye 4. D. 14; A. 25; scales 40-13. Maxillary
extending to below front of eye, which is equal to snout; Jaws equal.
Dorsal inserted just behind ventrals, its filament reaching end of anal;
nine scutes behind ventrals. Silvery, with a snuill black humeral spot.
East coast of Mexico. (Giinther.)
CluUo'essus inexicamis,

;

GOnther,

Cat., vii, 409, 1868,

Mexico.

Dorosoma mcxicanmn, Jor.DAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 887, 1883,

(Coll.

M.

Salle.)

Jordan and Evermann.
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UOBOSOMA PETENENSE

67i>.

417

(Giinther).

Head 3i depth 24 eye 3i. D. 14 or 15 A. 20 to 23 lateral liue 40.
Maxillary exteuding to below frout of eye, which is longer than snout
jaws equal. Dorsal inserted slightly iu advance of ventrals and nearer
tip of snout than base of caudal, its filament reaching end of anal
12
scutes behind ventrals. Silvery, with a small, round black humeral
;

;

;

;

;

Lake Peten, Yucatan.

spot.

Chalo'cssiis pelenensis,

GOnthee,

(Giinther.J

Cat., vii, 408, 1868,

Family LXI.

Lake Peten, Yucatan.

(Coll. Salviii.)

CLUPEID^.

(The Herrings.)

Body oblong

more or less compressed, covered with cycloid
Belly sometimes rounded, sometimes compressed,

or elongate,

or pectinated scales.
iu

which case

it

armed with bony serratures. Head naked,
Mouth rather large, terminal, the jaws about

often

is

compressed.

usually

equal; maxillaries forming the lateral margins of the upper jaw, each
composed of about three pieces. Premaxillaries not protractile teeth
mostly small, often feeble or wanting, variously arranged. Adipose eye;

Gill rakers

lid present or absent.

long and slender

connected, free from the isthmus. No gular plate.
the fourth. Branchiostegals usually few (6 to 15).

;

gill

membranes not

Gills 4, a slit

behind

Posterior lower i^art
of opercular region often with an angular emargination, the tips of the
larger branchiostegals being abruptly truncate. Pseudobrauchite pres-

No

lateral line.

wanting.

No adipose

Dorsal fin median or somewhat posterior, rarely
Ventrals moderate or small (Avanting in PrisAnal usually rather long; caudal fin forked. VertebrsB 40 to
tigaster).
56.
Genera about 30 species 150 inhabiting all seas, and usually swimming in immense schools many species ascend fresh wafers, and some
remain there permanently. The northern and fresh-water species, as in
many other families, difi'er from the tropical forms in having a larger
number of vertebral segments. {Chipeidcv, groups Clupeina and Dusent.

fin.

;

;

;

sumieriina, Giinther, Cat., vii, 413-467, 1868.)
Dussumieriin.tj:
a.

Belly rounded, covered with ordinary scales; supplemental bones of nia.\illary very nar-

row; anal
6.

fin short.

Ventral small; teeth small, persistent, on jawis, vomer, palatines, pterj'goids, and
tongue,
c.

Scales of bieast not forming a corselet.
(/.

Species very small, with the teeth minute; a silvery lateral band; the dorsal
short, of 11 to 16 rays; ventrals inserted nearly

under

its front.

,Tenkin8i.\, 203.

with moderate teeth; no silvery lateral band; the
dorsal long, of 18 to 20 developed rays; the ventrals inserted much behind
dorsal, much nearer base of caudal than tip of snout.
Etrumecs, 204.
Scales of brea-st adherent, forming a ventral corselet, which covers the closed
Peukinsia, 205.
pectoral fins, except the upper edge and tip.
dd. Species of

cc.

aa. Belly compressed,

F. N. A.

28

moderate

si/e,

armed with bony

serra;;

supplemental boues uf ma.\illary broad.
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Clcpein«:
c. Anal fin moderate, of 15
/.

Museum.

to 25 rays; dorsal inserted nearly opposite ventrals.

Scales with their posterior margins entire

and rounded;

intestinal canal of moderate

length.
g.

Last ray of dorsal not produced.

Vertebne about 50 in number (46 to 50); species of nortliern regions.
i. Vomer with teeth; ventral scutes weak, ventrals below middle of dorsal;
Clupea, 206.
vertebrje 50 to 56.
ii. Vomer without teeth.
Ventral scutes very weak, the belly more or less rounded; vertobrre
about 52; ventrals under middle of dorsal.
Clupanodon, 207.

h.

_;'.

Ventral scutes strong, the belly compressed; vertebra} 40 to 50; ventrals below or slightly behind front of dorsal.

jf/.

Premaxillaries meeting at a large angle, so that the tip of upper

A-.

jaw does not appear
A7i.

to be notched; cheeks longer

than deep.
POMOLOBUS, 208.

Premaxillaries meeting in front at a very acute angle, so that the

emarginate front of the upper jaw receives the slender tip of
the lower; fore part of cheeks very deep, deeper than long;
jaws toothless.
Alosa, 209.
A^ertebriB about 42 (40 to 44); tropical species with the scales large and
usually firmly attached; ventrals inserted under middle of dorsal; adipose

hh.

Sardineila,

eyelid obsolete.

Opisthonema,

otherwise essentiallj' as in Clujtanodon.
//.

no
Anal
I.

211.

Scales with their posterior margins vertical, and pectinate or fluted; head very large;

fin

Brevoortia,

teeth; intestines elongate; herbivorous.

Pristioasterin.k
ee.

210.

Last ray of dorsal produced in a loug filament; scales large, not firmly attached;

gg.

212.

:

very long, of more than 30 rays

Teeth not

all villiform

;

;

dorsal fin inserted behind ventrals.

both jaws with strong canines

;

ventrals present, very small.

Chirocentrodon,
U. Teeth all villiform no canines.
m. Ventral fins present.
mm. Ventral fins wanting.

213.

;

ji.

Dorsal

fin

Ilisha, 214.

present, inserted behind front of anal

;

belly not very convex in

outline.

Maxillary not greatly produced backward, not e.xtouding behind eye.

o.

Opisthopterus, 215.
00.

Maxillary

much produced backward, extending behind

eye.

Odontognathus,
nii.

Dorsal fin inserted in front of anal

convex in

203.
Jenkinsia, .Ioruan

profile, so that the

JENKINSIA,

& Evermann, new

genus,

;

body

Jordan

maxillary short
is

;

abdomen

very deep.

&,

216.

excessively

Pristioasteb, 217.

Evermann.

(siolifera).

Very small species, closely sdlied to Etrumeus, but ^vith minute teeth and
a silvery lateral band the dorsal -with less than eighteen rays, the venAmerican. (Named for Dr. Oliver
trals inserted below or just behind it.
Peebles Jenkins, Professor of Physiology in Leland Stanford Junior University, in recognition of his work on the fishes of Mexico and the
;

Hawaiian
a.

Islands.)

Dorsal inserted a

little

rays about 16
aa. Dorsal inserted

;

nearer caudal than tip of snout, the vontials just behind

midway between snout and

it

;

dorsal

acuminata,

anal 11.
base of caudal; dorsal rays 14

;

680.

anal 15.

lamprot.i;nia, 681.
aaa. Dorsal inserted nearer snout than base of caudal; dorsal rays 11; anal 17.

stolifera, 682.

Jordan and Evermann,

680.
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JENKINSIA ACUMINATA
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(Gilbert).

eye 4i. D. 16 or 17; A. 10 or 11; scales about 60.
Body slender, the helly rounded. Eye small, If in snout in specimens of
li inches in length; snout acuminate, as long as maxillary, 3 in head.
Teeth evident in both jaws and on maxillary, vomer, and palatines.
Front of dorsal nearer base of caudal than tip of snout ventrals inserted
behind dorsal, slightly nearer base of caudal than base of pectorals.
Translucent, with a faint trace of a narrow lateral silvery band, above
which is a line of dark specks; black specks on bases of vertical fins.
Length \\ inches. Gulf of California, at 22 fathoms. (Gilbert.)

Head 3^; depth 6

;

;

Etrttmem acitmiualus, Gilbert, Troc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1800, 56,

Gulf of California.

(Coll.

Gilbert.)

681.

JENKINSIA LAMPROT^NIA

(Gosse).

D. 14; A. 15. Snout conical, as long as eye; jaws
3| depth 6.
Maxillary narrow, reaching front of eye; minute teeth on jaws,
vomer, and palatines. Front of dorsal midway between tip of snout and
base of caudal ventrals below its posterior half. A well-defined silvery
Jamaica. (Giinther.) (^.n/^Trpof, shining ronm, band.)
lateral band.

Head

;

even.

;

;

Cliipea JamproUenUi, GossE, Naturalist's
{Spralelloides) lamprotxnia,

682.

Gunther,

Sojourn Jamaica, 291,

pi. 1, lig. 2, 1851,

Jamaica.

Cat., vii, 465, 1868.

JENKINSIA STOLIFERA

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

Head 3f depth 5*; eye 2^. D. 11; A. 17; scales caducous, about 36.
Body elongate, slender, moderately compressed. Snout sharp, tapering,
the jaws equal, the maxillary 2^ in head, reaching slightly beyond front
of eye. Teeth minute, evident in both jaws. Eye large. Dorsal high,
;

inserted at a point slightly nearer snout than base of caudal ventrals
under fourth dorsal ray, nearly half head, and slightly shorter than pec;

Translucent green sides with a silvery band as in Slolephorus,
one-fourth depth of body a little broader than pupil a double row of
dots along back before dorsal and a single row behind fins pale. Length
2 inches. Gulf of Mexico from Key West to Yucatan. A small silvery
torals.

;

,

;

;

very abundant in schools in the surf with Stolephorua brownii, a spemuch resembles in form and coloration. (aroTi?/, stole, a stole or
white band worn by priests fero, I bear.)
fish,

cies it

;

Ihusumieria

stolifera,

No. 34964.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. SIus., 1884, 25,

Key West.

(Type,

Coll. Jordan.)

204.

ETRUMEUS,

Bleeker.

Eirumeus, Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., xxv, Japan, 58, 1853, {niicrojms, a .Japanese species).

Body rather elongate, somewhat compressed, the abdomen rounded and
without serratures. Mouth terminal, of moderate width, formed as in
Chqyea, but the maxillary more slender. Teeth moderate, in patches on
Scales cycloid, entire, very
jaws, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue.
deciduous. Branchiostegals numerous, very slender. Ventrals inserted
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posteriorly, entirely behind dorsal

fin rather long, of 18 to 20
Pseudobranchite well developed;

the dorsal

;

rays; anal low, of moderate length.

No

pyloric Cd'ca numerous.

and American.

Few species. Asiatic
of JStrumettn micro2)us.)

silvery lateral stripe.

name

{Ikan Etrumei, a Japanese
683.

Museum.

ETRUMEUS SADINA

(Mitchill).

(Round Herring.)

Body

terete and fusiform. Mouth
Vomerine teeth present. Eye
Fins all very small, the ventrals entirely behind
large, equal to snout.
dorsal the dorsal inserted considerably nearer tip of snout than base of
caudal. Axillary scales very long. Olivaceous above, silvery on sides
and below, no distinct lateral band. Length 10 inches. Cape Cod to
not rare southward. {Sadina, a
the Gulf of Mexico, on sandy shores
diminutive from Shad Mitchill called the fish the " New York Shadine.")

Head

4

;

depth

6.

D. 18

A. 13.

;

small, maxillary reaching front of orbit.

;

;

;

Cltipea sadina,

Alosa

teres,

Etiitmeus

Mitchill, Trans.

teres,

Guntjier, Cat.,

and Phil. Soc,
:

1815, 457,

i,

Fishes, 262, 1842,

vii, 467, 1868;

PERKINSIA,

20$.
Perkinsia,

Lit.

De Kay, New York Fauna

New

New York.

York.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 263, 1883.

Eosa Smith Eigenmann.

KosA Smith Eigenmann, Amer. Nat., February,

1891, 153, [oihonops).

Like Etrumeus, except that the pectoral and ventral fins are shielded,
the scales of the breast adherent, forming a ventral buckler, which covers
the closed pectoral fins, leaving only the dorsal edge and the extreme tip
of the fins visible the closed ventrals likewise slip under a posterior
buckler axillary scales very large, that of pectoral extending nearly to
Caudal
its tip, that of ventral reaching slightly farther than the fin.
deeply forked, the lateral scales extending continuously on the center of
the fin almost to margin of middle rays. Adipose eyelid covering the
eye wholly without pupillary slit. One species, from California. (Named
for Hon. George C. Perkins, then governor of California, a patron of
;

;

scientific investigation.)
684.

PERKINSIA OTHOJVOPS,

B.

S.

Eigenmann.

D. 17 A. 10 scales 50. Head compressed
forward eye longer than snout interorbital space 4i in head. Occiput
with ridges forming a W, the top of head with a lanceolate, depressed
area anteriorly, a median ridge and a triangular area between it and
anterior pan of the W. Maxillary 3 in head, not reaching pupil, the
Cheeks, opercles, and humeral scale
supplemental bone very narrow.
with branching mucous canals isthmus triangular, the gill covers not
emarginate below. Scales large, deciduous. Teeth as in Etrumeus sadina.
Insertion of dorGill rakers long and slender.
Pseudobranchi.Te exposed
anal small. Ventrals
sal midway between tip of snout and end of anal
short, 3i in head, entirely behind dorsal pectorals 1,?. Steel-blue, sides
silvery; upper fins dusky; ventrals with median dusky blotch; inner
Point Loma, San
surface of pectorals blackish. Length 12 inches.

Head

4

;

depth 5

;

eye

3.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
Diego; oue specimen known.

and

J5^<?-«mt'«s
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(Eigenniann.)
veil;

{hd6vi],

RosA SMITH EiOENMANN, Amor.

Perkinxia oOiowips,

CLUPEA

206.

wi/',

421

Evidently very close to

eye.)

Nat., 1801,

Inl!,

San Diego, California.

(Artedi) Linna-us.

(Herrings.)
Cliiitea

(Artepi) Linn.t.us,

Riiijetiia,

S.VBt.

Nat., Ed. x,

Cuvier A Valenciennes,

17."i8, .^IT,

(harengiis).

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx,

:34(),

{aiha, "tlip A\liitel)ait,"

1847,

the

young: of harengiis).

True Herrings with the body elongate, numerous vertebrop, the ventral
serratures weak, and an ovate patch of small but persistent teeth on the

vomer.

is

Not auadromous, spawning

genus of fishes.
a.

species belong to the northern seas, where the number
inordinately great, exceeding perhaps those of any other

The few

of individuals

Belly serrate both before and behind ventrals

an. Belly serrate

behind ventrals only

;

;

in

{Clupea, herring.)
iiARENors, 685.

anal rays about 14.

CLUPEA HARENGUS,

68.5.

the sea.

anal raya 17.

pallasii, CSC.

Linna;iig.

(Common Herring.)

Head

4i;

scutes 28

+

depth 4i

D. 18; A. 17; lateral line 57; ventral
elongate, compressed. Scales loose.
Cheeks longer than high, the junction of the mandible and preopercle
under middle of eye. Maxillary extending to middle of eye upper jaw
not emarginate lower jaw much projecting. Vomer with an ovate patch
of small permanent teeth palatine teeth minute, if present tongue with
small teeth jaws with or without minute teeth. Gill rakers very long,
fine, and slender, about 40 on the lower part of the arch.
Eye longer than
snout. Dorsal inserted rather behind middle of body, in front of ventrals.
Pectorals and ventrals short; anal low. Abdomen serrated in
front of ventrals as well as behind, the serratures weak. Bluish; silvery
below, with bright reflections. Peritoneum dusky. Length 16 inches.
North Atlantic Ocean abundant on the coasts both of Europe and America, chiefly north of Cape Hatteras where it is known as Labrador herring; the young are canned as sardines at Eastport, Me., and elsewhere.*
Spawns in the sea. (En.) (harengiis, low Latin for Herring, the word
allied to the German Heer, army, a fish that swims in armies.)
13

;

eye

4.

vertebrse 56.

;

Body

;

;

;

;

;

;

CInpea harengm, Linn.¥:us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 317,
VII, 415,

Cliipca esca,

Jordan A Gilbert, Synopsis, 20.'), 1883.
Walbaum, Artedi, Pise, iii, 36, 1792, English
18G8

Chipea memhras, Pallas, Zoogr. Ross.-Asiat.,

Clvpea haler, Mitciiill, Trans. Lit. and
Chipea

riltala,

Mitciiill,

Cliipea cimilea,

Cliipea elongala,

Seas of Europe

;

Gf nther,

Cat.,

;

I.

Mitchill,

<•.,

I.

Pliil.

iii,

211, 1811,

Soc,

i,

Wniitobait.

Baltic Sea.

1815, 451,

New

York.

New York.
457, lbl5, New York.

4.56,

c,

Le Sueur, Journ.

Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

i,

1817,

2.34,

Massachusetts.

* The herrinu is .abundant only to the north of Cape Cod. Mr. W. C. Kendall reports that
it is occasionally taken about Fortress Monroe.
It is rare on the coast of 3Iaryland, being,
according to UUler and Lugger, more common after a severe winter.
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Glupea latnlm, CuviEE,
Cliipea leachi,

United States National Museum.

B6gne Anim., Ed.

Yaruell,

Clnpea minima, (Peck) Storer, Kept.

Chipea

lineolala,

Fisli.

CuvierA Valenciennes,

Rogenia alba, Cuvier

2,

Vol.

318, 1829, Whitebait.

ii,

Zool. .Tourn., v, 1829, 277, pi. 12,

& Valenciennes,
686.

Mass.,

11.3,

England.

1839,

New

Hampshire.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 250, 1847, locality

the young form

CLUPEA PALLASII,

unknown.

known as Whitebait, England.

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(California Herrino.)

depth 4. D. 16 A. 14 lateral line 52. Lower jaw strongly
upper jaw not emarginate. Belly scarcely compressed in
front of ventrals, serrate only between ventrals and anal. Gill rakers
very long and slender. Vomerine teeth weaker than in C. harengua;
usually a few teeth on tongue and premaxillary. Vertebrie also fewer,
20:= 50. Insertion of dorsal slightly nearer front of eye than base
30
of caudal. Bluish above sides and below silvery peritoneum dusky.
Length 18 inches. Pacific Coast from Kamchatka to San Diego very
similar to C. harengus, and equally abundant. Not entering rivers southward. (Named for Petrus Simon Pallas, of St. Petersburg, naturalist
and explorer, author of the excellent Zoographia Eosso-Asiatica, 1811.)

Head

i\

projecting

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

Chvpea harengus, Van, Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso.-Asiat.,
Cltipea pallasii,

Cuvieb & Valenciennes,

iii,

209, 1811,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

xx,

Kamchatka.
Kamchatka;

253, 1847,

based on

Pallas's specimens.

Clwpea mirabilis, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1854, 138,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 205,
hryoporvs, Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc,

Spratelloides
sis,

San Francisco; Gunther,

Cat.,

1883.

VII, 418, 1868;

1873, 25, Sitka; .Tordan

& Gilbert, Synop-

264, 1883.

207.

CLUPANODON,

Lac(?pede.

(True Sardines.)
Clupanodon, Lackp£de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 468, 1803, (pilcliardus, etc.).*
ITirissn,

Kafinesque, Analyse de la Nature, 1815, 88

;

substitute fur Clupanodon, regarded as an

objectionable name.
Sardinia, Poey,

Memorias,

11,

311, 1860, {2}seudo}iif:panica)

This genus is close to Clupca, which it resembles in the elongate form
and weak ventral serratures. Vomer toothless, the teeth in the jaws
Scales thin, deciduous.
Adipose eyelid present. Gill
mostly weak.
rakers very numerous. Species about 6, chiefly confined to the two temperate zones, all closely related to the European Sardine, Clupanodon pilchardus, and agreeing with it in the rich and delicate flesh; less firm
than that of related species, and much richer in oil. Species marine, not
* "Six species are referred by Lac6pede to this genus [Clupanodon], viz: thrissa, L., {OpisthoGill), n<isica, Lac, {nasus, Bloch), {Dorosoma, Kaf.), pilchardus, L., (Sardinia, Poey), sinensis,
L., (Clujyeonia, C. & V.), africanus, Blocb, (Peltona, C. & V.), jussien, Lac, (Clupeonia, C. &. V.).
One of these, Pdhna africana, does not conform to the definition and should be excluded.
All the others (except Dnrosoma iiasns) are very closely related and are probably all representa-

nema.

The name Clupanodon is
tives of sections of the genus Clnpea, rather than of distinct genera.
prior to all of these and must take the jilace of one of them. So far as we know it has never
been formally restricted. It seems to us l)etter to consider G. jussieiii as the type of Clupanodon
and to substitute Clupanodon for Clupeonia." (Jordan A' Gilbert, I, c).
Inasmuch as the genus Sardinia is of hiter date than any of the others included under Clupanodon, the name Clupanodon must be used lor its tyjie instead of letting it take the place of Cltir
peonia as above suggested. This arrangement accords with the views of Dr. Gill.

—

Jordan and Evermann.
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auadromous. Very close to Pomolobiis, as also to Chipea, and perhaps the
three should be reiiiiited. (C?Mj>f((, herring avorfoi;f, without teeth; this
genus being supposed to difter from Clupea by the absence of teeth.)
;

Operclos conspicuously striate; side with a series of rouiul black spots on level of eye, these

a.

obsolete with ago;

no teeth

aa. Opercles scarcely striate; sides

in jaws.

ciERULEUs,

California.

fi87.

without black spots; minute teeth on tongue and lower jaw.

West Indian.

pseudohispanicus, G88.

CLUPANODON C.ERULEUS

687.

(C.4.Lii'0RNi.4.

(Girard).

Sardine.)

4
depth 5. D. 14 A. 17 lateral line 53 scutes 18 + 14. Verteabout 50. Body slender, subfusiform, slenderer and less compressed
than a herring, the back rather broad. Ventral serratures very weak.
Maxillary reaching nearly to middle of eye. Adipose eyelids present,
each covering nearly J of eye. Mandible little projecting, the tip
included. No te;eth in mouth, (iill rakers longer than eye, very slender
and numerous, close-set, some 50 or 60 on lower limb of arch. Opercle
truncate behind, the edge vertical, the upper half with conspicuous
branching tubes and striaj, the lower with about 7 long striie extending
downward and backward top of head with bony striie. A frill of
enlarged scales with dendritic strife about nape and shoulder. Insertion
of dorsal considerably nearer snout than base of caudal. Dorsal small,
its free edge concave; pectorals and ventrals with sheathing scales;
anal small and low, its last two rays enlarged, forming a sort of finlet.
Dark-bluish above; silvery below a series of round black spots on the
level of the eye, running backward, bounding the dark color of the back;
similar siualler spots above, forming lines along the rows of scales; these
spots sometimes obscure or wanting, especially in old examples tip of
lower jaw yellow; lower part of dorsal yellowish; peritoneum black.
Flesh darker than that of the herring and more oily. Length 12 inches.
abundant on CaliPacific Coast from Puget Sound to Magdalena Bay

Head

;

;

;

;

bras

;

;

;

;

fornia coast

;

spawning

in the sea.

An

excellent food-fish.

It

resembles

the European Sardine {Clupanodon jnlchardiis), but has no teeth, and the
belly is less strongly serrate. We have not been able to compare the
California Sardine with Cliq)anodon sagax* from Chili,
Malelta cxmlea,f GiRARr>, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1854, 138,

AlansacaH/nnikii, Gill, Proc.
Cltipea sciijax,

Gu.NTHER, Cat.,

A.C.

(caruleus, blue,)

San Francisco.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 281, California.

vii, 443, 1868;

not of Jenyns;| Jordan

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 965,

1883.

688.

CLUPANODON PSEUDOHISPANICUS

(Poey).

(Sardina de EspaNa, Bang.)

Head

4;

depth 3f to 4A

tebra3 46 to 48.

Body

;

eye

3|.

D. 16; A. 16; scales about

45.

Ver-

slender, little compressed, the belly scarcely cari-

* Very few species of shore flshea are, however, comtaion to the faunee of California and Chill,
and as this sardine is not found on the intervening coast of Mexico, it is best to regard cierulea
as distinct from aaijax until positively shown to bo identical.
•fTho name csentka is preoccupied in Chipea, but not in CliipanoJoii.
tCliipeu sagojc, Jenyns, Zoiil. Beagle, Fishes, 134, 1842, Lima, San Lorenzo Island; Alosa
Girard, U. S. Nav. Astr. Expcd., 240, 1855, Chili; Alosa jimbriala, Kneu i; Steindachneb,

viitsica,

S.

A. K. Wiss. Wieu, 18GG,

f.

15,

Chili.
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ifs scutes not prominent
mouth small, the maxillary not quite
reaching pupil, 2| in head gill rakers very long, slender, and numerous,
30 to 40 heloTv angle, the longest \ eye.
Lower jaw with a few feeble
Cheeks much longer than deep,
teeth ^ome minute teeth on tongue.
their -^^pth below eye f eye. Adipose eyelid well developed. Opercle
with very faint striip, preopercle with very few. Caudal well forked,
the lower lobe as long as head and a little longer than the upper ventrals inserted nearly below middle of dorsal, a little nearer base of caudal
than tip of snout pectoral If in head, a conspicuous sheath of scales at
base. Color bluish, with no distinct markings, sides golden and silvery
peritoneum dusky opercle dusky within. Intestine 1^ length of body.
Length 8 inches. Gulf of Mexico abundant about Cuba, and not rare
in rather deep water off Pensacola and Tampa also occasionally northward as far as Cape Cod; sometimes taken in abundance at Woods Holl,
Mass. (William C. Kendall.) Closely allied to the European Sardine or
pilchard (Cliipanodon pilchardus, L.), but distinguished by the absence of
radiating striaj on the opercles, these conspicuous in the true Sardine.
{tpev6>/g, false; lmtavi.Kuc, Spanish; the false Spanish Sardine.)

nated,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sardinia pseudokispanica, PoEY, Memorias,

Jordan & Gilbert,
Clupea pseudohispanica,

ii,

311, 1860,

Cuba; GI'nther,

Cat., vii, •142, 1868;

Synopsis, 887, 1883.

Kendall & Smith,

2o8.

Bull. U. S. Fisli

POMOLOBUS,

Comm.,

xiv, 1894, 17.

Eafinesque.

(Alewives.)
Pomolohtis,

SprateUa,

Kafinesque, Ichth. Oh.,

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

3S, 1820, {chi-ysocliloris).

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

XX, 356, 1847, { pnmila

= y onng

of Clupea

spratlun)

Melella,

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

= spratbig).
— psetidoharengus).

Hist. Nat. PoisB., XX, 366, 1847 (vulgaris

Alausella, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 35, (parvula

Body oblong, more or less compressed. Mouth moderate, terminal, the
jaws about equal, or the lower projecting, the upper scarcely notched
at tip. Teeth feeble, variously placed, probably never wholly absent;
Gill
mandibles very deep at base, shutting within the maxillaries.
rakers more or less long and slender, numerous. Adipose eyelid present.
Scales thin, cycloid, deciduous, entire, rounded posteriorly. Cheeks
with the free portion longer than deep. Dorsal fin rather short, nearly
median, beginning in advance of ventrals, its posterior ray not prolonged in a filament; ventral present ; anal moderate. Belly compressed,
strongly serrated before and behind ventrals. Flesh rather dry and poor,
Yertebrtc 46 to 55 in number, usually 50.
less oily than in Chipanodon.
Species numerous, mostly anadromous, the typical species confined to
the northern seas, and mostly anadromous. All the northern sjiecies
agree in having a larger number of vertebne than is found in the tropiIf this rule holds
cal species which constitute the genus Sardinella.

with the species in other regions, probably those tropical forms usually
referred to Clupea, constituting the subgenus Kotvala, etc., should be
regarded as distinct alike from Clupea and Pomolobus.

Fomolohus

is

very

Jordan and Evertnann.
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close to Clupea, with wliicli it may perhaps need to be reunited. It
seems to us best to regard the true herring, shad, alewife, and sardine as
distinct generic groups, although the characters of the dentition on
which Valenciennes chiefly relied for distinction have scarcely any value.
(nufia, opercle; Ad/3of, lobe.)
a.

aa.

Teeth in jaws present, those on

tip of both jaws mostly persistent; adipose eyelid moderate;
peritoneum pale.
ciiRysocHLOBis, 689
Teeth in jaws disappearing with age.
b. Peritoneum jiale.
c.

Head long, about 4 in length form rather elliptical.
MEdiocrir,
Head shorter and heavier, about i% in length body heavier ferward.
;

cc.

G90.

;

fSEUDOHARF.NOrs, 691.

Peritoneum black

66.

;

fins low.

aiSTlVALis, 692.

PO.MOLOBUS CHRISOCHLORIS,

689.

(Skipjack

Head

3f

;

Rafinesque.

Blue IIerrinq.)

;

depth 3|; eye shorter than snout, 4| in head.

D. 16; A. 18;
highest near the
rather slender and pointed, its upper

Body

lateral line 52; ventral scutes 20-|-13.

elliptical,

much compressed. Head
Lower jaw strongly projecting, its tip entering the proupper jaw emargiuate; premaxillary, and often tip of lower jaw, with

middle,

profile straight.
file;

maxillary large, reaching to opposite
moderate-sized persistent teeth
posterior part of eye. Eye large, well covered by adipose eyelid. Fins
moderate. Caudal peduncle slender, the caudal widely forked. Gill rakers
comparatively few, short, stout, and coarse, about 23 below the angle of
the arch. Opercles with radiating and branching striae. Brilliant blue
above; sides silvery, with golden reflections no dark spotsbehind opercle.
;

;

Peritoneum pale. Length 15 inches. Gulf of Mexico and Mississippi
Valley
abundant resident in all the larger streams, and introduced
through the canals into Lake Erie and Lake Michigan. A handsome fish,
but worthless for food, as it is lean and bony. As ordinarily seen, it is
strictly a fresh-water species, but in the Gulf of Mexico, in rather deep
water, specimens of large size and excessively fat, are taken, (xpvaog,
;

gold;

;

.^/wpof, green.)

Ohio River.

Pomolobtts chnisocliloris, Rafinesqtje, Ichtb. Oh., 38, 1820,
Meletla stiarii,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

(Jltipea chrysochlori$,

Jordan & Gilbert,
690.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 375, 1847,

Wabash

River.

Synopsis, 266, 1883.

POMOLOBl S MEDIOCBIS

(MitchiU).

(Hickory Shad; Tailor Herring; Fall Herring; Mattowacca.)

Head 4 depth 3|. D. 15 A. 21 lateral line 50 ventral scutes 20 -f 16.
Head comparatively long, the profile straight and not very steep, form
more elliptical than in the others, and less heavy forward. Lower jaw
considerably projecting
upper jaw emarginate. Opercles rather less
emarginate below and l)ehind than in P. pscudoharengus. Fins low dor;

;

;

;

;

;

sal fin inserted nearer

snout than base of caudal.

with rather faint longitudinal
inches.

Cape Cod

to Florida

;

stripes.

rather

food-fish; not ascending streams to

Bluish silvery; sides

Peritoneum pale.

common

spawn,

Length 24

not highly valued as a
(medioois, mediocre.)
;
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-^7,

Clnpea viediocri, MiTCiiiLL, Trans. Lit. and

dan & Gilbert,

riiil.

Soc. N. Y.,

i,

1815,

New

4.'J0,

York

;

Jor-

Syuopsis, 2G6, 1883.

Clupea mattou-acca, MiTCHiLL,

J.

c,

i,

1815, 451, pi.

5,

fig.

8,

New

York

Guntiier, Cat.,

;

vii,

438, 18G8.
* Cliipea parvnla,

Mitchill,

? Chipea 2)iisiUa, MiTciiiLi,,

/.

/.

c,

c,

New York.
New York.

1815, 452,

I,

i,

1815, 452,

Le SuEUR, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 1818, 233, Massachusetts.
Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., it, 1847, 242, Massachusetts Storer, Hist.

Clnpea fasciala,
Alosa

lineala,

;

Fishes Mass., 102, 1807.

De Kav, New York Fauna

Clupea virescens,

691.

(Alewife

;

Branch

:

Fislios, 242, 1842,

New

POMOLOBIS PSEUDOHARElNCiUS
Gaspereau

Herring;

York.

(Wilson).

Wall-eyed Herring;

;

Bui-EYED

Herring;

Ellwiee.)

Head 4| depth di eye 3i. D. 16 A. 19 lateral line 50 scutes 21 + 14.
Body rather deep and compressed, heavy forward. Head short, nearly
as deep as long, the profile somewhat steep and slightly depressed
above the

;

;

;

nostrils.

;

;

Maxillary extending to posterior margin of pupil.

Lower jaw somewhat projecting; upper jaw emarginate.
slightly longer than snout.

Eye

large,

Gill-rakers long, 30 to 40 below the angle of

the arch, shorter and stouter than in A. saiJidlssima. Lower lobe of caudal
the longer. Dorsal fin high, a little higher than long, its height 6^ iji
sides silvery indistinct dark stripes
length of body. Bluish above
along the rows of scales a blackish spot behind opercle. Peritoneum
abundant entering streams
pale. Atlantic Coast of the United States
also landlocked in the lakes of western New York (var.
to spawn
lacustris), and in Lake Ontario where it is excessively abundant and
;

;

;

;

;

;

where great multitudes sometimes die in early summer,

{il/evdr/^,

false

harengus, herring.)
Clupea pseudoharenfjHs, Wilson, Rees's EncycL, IX, about 1811, probably Philadelphia.
Clupea vei-nalis* Mitciiill, Kept. Fishes N. Y., 22, 1814, and in Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc. N. Y.,
I,

1815, 454,

New

York.

Clupea megalopn, Rafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., 1818, 206, Delaware River.
Meletta venosa, Ciivier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 374, 1847, New York.
Pomolobus pseudoharemjns

lacustris,

Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

I,

265, 1876,

Cayuga Lake, New

York; specimens landlocked.
S. Fish Comm.,
GooDE & Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., 24,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 267, 1883.

1871-72, 811.

Pomolobus pseudohareiigns, Gill, Rept. U.

I,

Pmnolobus

1879.

venialis,

Clupea vernalia,

692.

POMOLOBUS jESTIVALIS

(Mitchill).

(Glut Herring; Bue-back; Black-belly; Summer Herring; Kyaoh; Saw-belly.)

Head 5 depth 31. Similar to the preceding, from which it is best distinguished by the black peritoneum. Body more elongate, the fins lower
and the eyes smaller, the back darker. First ray of dorsal not equal to
base of fin. Atlantic Coast, appearing later than the preceding; less
abundant northward, and less valuable as a food-fish, perhaps ranging
In the Southern States, more abundant than the
farther southward.
;

* According to Dr. Gill, the paper of Alexander Wilson in Rees's Cyclopedia, was pulilishcd
before 1814, the date of Mitchill's name vemalis. See McDonald in Goode, Nat. Hist. Aquat.
Anim., 580, 594, 1884.

Jordan and Evermann.
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preceding, from which few fishermen* distinguish
{wstivaUs, of the summer.)

it

427

with certainty.

Clupea iBslivalis, MiTciiiLi,, Trans. Lit. APhil. Soc. N. Y., i, ISld, 4.56, New York.
Ahsa cyanonoloH, Storer, Hist. Fish. Mass., 161, 1867, Provincetown, Massachusetts.
Pomolobns Hslivnlis, GooDE & Bean, Uvill. Essex Inst., 24, 1879.
Clupea ustimJh, JoRUAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 267, 1883; McDonald, in Hist. .\(iuat. Anim.,
079, 1884.

209.

ALOSA,

Cuvier.

(The Shad.)
Alosa, GtlviER,

Aluusa,

Regno Animal, Ed.

CuviEB & Valenciennes,

2, 11,

319, 1829, (alosa).

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 389, 1847, (vuhjaris).

Body deep, compressed, deeper than in related American genera, the
head also deep, the free portion of the cheeks deeper than long; jaws
wholly toothless; upper jaw with a sharp, deep notch at tip, the premaxillaries meeting at a very acute angle. Vertebras 56 (in Alosa alosa),
otherwise as in Pomolohus, to which genus Alosa is very closely allied.
Species three, of the North Atlantic, ascending rivers; highly valued
as food-fishes, although very full of small bones, the fiesh white and
{Alosa, Saxon Allis, old name of the European Shad,
rich, but not oily.
Alosa alosa.)
693.

(Common Shad

;

ALOSA SAPIDISSIMA

American Shad

Head 4J depth 3. D. 15 A. 21 lateral
Body comparatively deep. Mouth rather
;

;

;

(Wilson).

North River Shad

;

line 60

;

Potomac Shad.)

;

+

16.
ventral scutes 21
jaws about equal,

large, the

the lower fitting into a notch in the tip of the upper no teeth. Preorbital
moderate cheeks much deeper than long, the preopercle extending little
forward, joining the mandible at a point rather behind the eye. Gill
rakers extremely long and slender, much longer than eye, about 60 below
the angle of the arch, the number smaller in specimens from the Gulf of
;

;

Mexico, which perhaps represent a tangible variety. Fins small dorsal
much nearer snout than base of caudal. Peritoneum white. Bluish
above sides white and silvery a dark spot behind opercle, and sometimes
several along the line dividing the color of the back from that of the sides
axil dusky. Length 2i feet. Atlantic Coast of the United States from
the Mirimachi to the Alabama, ascending rivers in spring to spawn. One
of the most important of our food-fish, of most excellent flavor, though
with many small bones. Also introduced by the United States Fish Com;

;

;

mission on the Pacific Coast, where it is now abundant from Monterey
northward. Specimens from the Gulf of Mexico are smaller, aud have
shorter

most

and fewer

gill rakers,

constituting a slight variety,

(sajndissima,

delicious.)

* "Their judgment is by no means infallible, for I have had them frequently sort out into
two piles, the fishes which they distinguish under these names, and found that their discriminaThe features to whiili they mainly trust in the determination of
tion was not at all reliable.
1'. sestimlis are the bluer color of the back and tlic greater sc^rration of the ventral ridge," both
of these characters varying with the condition of the specimen itself. (Goode.)
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New

Clupea sapidifsima, Wilson, in Rees's

Museum.

Cyclopedia, ixg., no pagination nor date, Imt prior

no locality, but probably Philadelphia; Rapinesque, Amer. Month. Mag.,
Vol. 11, 1817, 205, tributaries of Atlantic Ocean Jordan & Gildeut, Synopsis, 2fi7, 1883.
Clupea iiuhgenii, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc. N. Y., i, 1815, 454, (very young), New York.
AhiKu prirslabiJix, De Kay, Now York Fauna: Fishes, 255, pi. 15, fig. 41, 1842, New York.
Alosa sapidissima, of many American writers.
to 1812,*

;

SARDINELLA,

210.

Cnvier

Valenciennes.

Ai

(Scaled Sardines.)
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 261, 1847, (auriia).
Haremjnla, CuviEU & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 280, 1847, {latula).
Chipconia, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 345, 1847, (jnssieui).
Koivala, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist, Nat. Poiss., xx, 362, 1847, {Oioracata^lcorvaJ).
Lile, Jordan &, Evermann, new subgenus, (sloUfera).
Sardinella,

Small herrings of the tropical seas, with the vertebra; in reduced numabout 40 to 44, and with the scales large, usually firm and adherent,

ber,

often crossed by vertical

stria;.

Venti-al scutes strong, 25 to 35 in

num-

Adipose eyelid obsolete. Lower jaw projecting upper jaw somewhat emarginate teeth weak. Ventrals inserted behind front of dorsal.
Body compressed; cheeks not deep; gill rakers long and numerous;
otherwise essentially as in Pomolohus.
The genus Sardinella, as here
understood, covers a wide diversity of forms and may be divisible into
several genera when the anatomy of the species is better known. {Sardinella, diminutive of Sardina, a sardine.)
ber.

;

;

a.

Side of body without distinct silvery lateral band;

mouth moderate, the

teeth very small,

but permanent over most of the bones of the mouth; scales large and usually
Sardinella:
h.

firm.

Ventral scutes 33 to 35.
c.

Body

slender, the depth about 43^2 '" length; a black opercular spot.

ANCHOVIA,

Body rather

cc.

694.

deep, the depth about 3^^ in length; no black opercular spot.

clupeola, 695.
bb. Species
d.

dd.

imperfectly described, probably allied to Sardinella.

Snout and chin black.
apic.\lis,
Snout and chin not black; a black humeral spot; sides with dark streaks.

696.

Bisiiopi, 097.

Harengula (diminutive

of Harengus, herring):

bbb. Ventral scutes 25 to 28;

body short and deep, compressed, the

scales usually with

vertical Btria>.
e.

Scales not very firm

and

little

adherent, so that

each scale with four vertical wavy
3§ in length; eye 2}^ in head;
ee.

Scales firm

and

strite;

no humeral

manyare

lost in

preservedexamples;

ventral scutes about 15

-\-

10;

depth

sardina,

spot.

(198.

closely adherent so that few, if any, are lost in preserved examples;

usually a humeral spot.
f.

Body moderately elongate, the ventral outline not strongly arched, the depth
3V, to 3= in length.
g.

gg.
ff.

Ileiid long, 33 in

Head

length; eye

2%

in head.

macrophthalmus,

deep, 4 in length; eye 3 in head.

699.

thrkssina, 700.

Body deep, the ventral outline arched, forming an even curve from snout
vent, the depth

2% to 3;

he.ad 3J in length; eye

2% in

to

bead.

hi'Meralis, 701.

*Dr. Gill writes "The copy I have before
Munroo's Book 1812' on fly leaf."

me

is

in the original

binding and has 'Thomas

Jordan and Evermann.
LitK
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an ludian name given in Pondicherry to Clupea lile)
with a very distinct lateral silvery band; scales very firm, without vertical strire;
mouth very small, almost vertical; teeth small, none on vomer; tip of snout, chin,

(Matti-lile,

:

aa. Sides

and upper

fins

stolifeba, 702.

dusky.

SARDINELLA.

Subgenus

SARDINELLA ANCHOVIA

694.

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

Head about 4i depth 4^. D. 16 A. 16. Body elongate and slender.
Scales smooth, large, striated. Suborbital bones finely veuulose teeth on
tongue and palatines, none on vomer jaws mostly toothless. Dorsal
;

;

;

;

nearer snout than root of caudal, the veutrals inserted below its middle.
A black spot on opercle above. Martinique to Brazil said to be closely
allied to the European Sai'dineUa aiirita, also a little known species;
apparently recognizable by the opercular spot. (Cuvier «fe Valenciennes.)
;

{Anchovia, anchovy.)
Sardinella anchovia,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., .w, 209, 1847,

Rio Janeiro; Mar-

tinique.
Clupea anchovia, GiiNTHER, Cat., vii, 421, 18G8.

695.

SARDINELLA CLUPEOLA

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

(Cailleu.)

Head

with caudal; depth 4. D. 18; A. 18. Ventral
back straightish snout rather long and
blunt. Last rays of dorsal very short ventrals under seventh dorsal ray.
serrations of belly less strong than In some
Scales very solid, striate
Steel-blue above, silvery below the back with traces of longispecies.
tudinal streaks; yellow blotch in life behind opercle. Guadeloupe; a food1 in total length

scutes 33.

Head

short

;

profile of

;

;

;

;

of delicate flavor. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.) A little known species,
not recognized by late writers, identified by Poey with Sardinella humerfish

alis

and

later

by Jordan with

Sardinella sardina, but different from either

the above description is trustworthy;* the ventral scutes more numer(Diminutive of Clupea, herring.)
ous.
if

Harmgida

clupeola,

Cuvier
696.

&,

Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 289, 1847,

SARDINELLA APICALIS

(Miiller

*

Guadeloupe.

Troschel).

Lower jaw longer than upper; maxillary reaching first
which is more than half head. Ventrals under middle of
dorsal. Scales large, forming nine rows on each side of body.
Scales silvery, each one on belly with a copper-colored spot point of snout above
and beneath, black; a small, black, longitudinal band on front and a
black spot over each eye tip of dorsal and edge of caudal black. BarD. 18; A.

17.

third of eye,

;

;

badoes.

(Miiller

»&.

Troschel.)

A

species of uncertain relations,

(ajjicalis,

of the apex, the tip of snout black.)
Alosa apicalui, MiiLLEE

& Troschel,

in

Schomburgk's

Hist. Barbadoes, G75, 1848,

Barbadoes.

Clupea apicalis, Gijnthek, Cat., vii, 441, 1868.

* Possibly identical with Clup<a hraxilU'iisis, Steinuachner, Ichtli. Beitr., viii, 64,1879, Rio
name preoccupied, chauged to Clupea Janeiro, Eiqenmann & Bbay, Ann. N. Y. Ac.

Janeiro
Nat.

;

Sci., 1894, 626.
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697.

SARDINELLA BISHOPl

(Miiller

k

Troschel).

Allied to Sarditiella apicaUs, but with a black spot behind operculum
aud no black on dorsal; sides -with faint dark streaks; eye large, half
height of head 11 rows of scales on each side. Barbadoes. (Miiller »&
A doubtful species, of uncertain relations. (A personal
Troschel.)
;

name.)
Alosa bishopi, MuLtEii

& Tkoscuei,,

Subgenus

in Schoniburgk's Hist. Barbadoes, 675, 1848,

HARENGULA,

698.

&

Cuvier

SARDINELLA SARDINA

Barbadoes.

Valenciennes.
(I'oey).

(Sardina de Ley.)

D.15; A. 18; scales 36; scutes 15 + 10. Head
Eye very large, i longer than snout, 2i in head.
1-1^,, in depth of body.
Body rather elongate, the ventral outline little convex, forming a weak
arch. Scales less firm and less adherent than in other species of Harengula, many of them lost in museum or market specimens each scale with
four vertical wavy strife on its free edge. Insertion of dorsal nearly
midway between snout and base of caudal. Color pale no black
humeral spot trunk with longitudinal streaks an orange area behind
opercle in life tips of dorsal and anal dusky. Length 8 inches. West
Indian fauna; abundant: north to Key West. ((Srtrd;i«a, sardine.)
Heads,'; depth 3^ to 3A.

;

;

;

;

;

Harengula sardina, POEY, Memorias, ii, 310, 1800, Cuba.
Harengiihi vaVnlcjiix, Goode, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., !^7!», 152, Bermuda.
Harengnla clupeola, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1889, 04G; not of Cuvier & Valenciennes.

699.

SARDINELLA MACROPHTHALMUS

(Ranzaui).

Head 3? depth 3f eye 2|. D. 17 A. 18 scales 40-12 vertebrfe 40.
Body moderately elongate, the ventral outline little convex, forming a
weak arch length of head 1 to 1^ in depth of body eye large, I- longer
than snout; insertion of ventrals nearly midway between snout and base
of caudal. Bluish above, sides silvery dark humeral spot usually evident, sometimes wanting; above this a dark line extends, bounding the
dark of the back, above this a pale streak caudal dusky. Scales less
striate than in S. humeralis. West Indies, Cuba to Brazil not very com;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

mon.

{/inKpui-,

large

;

b(l>-&alfiug ,

Chipea mucrophlhalma, Kanzani, Nov.

eye.

Comm.

Ac. Sci. Bonon.,

Brazil; Ginther,

v, 320, 1842,

Cat., VII, 421, 1868.
Poiss., xx, 292, 1847, Martinique.
Jagua, Cuba, near Cienfuegos.

Harengula maadosa, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Earengidajagiiana, PoEY, Kepertorio, 1,190, 1866,

Harengida macrophthalma, Jordan, Proc. U.

700,

Head

4;

depth

Nat. Mus., 1889, 646.

S.

SARDINELLA THRISSINA

'3i;

ejeS.

D.

1.5;

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

A. 13; scales 40-10.

Scutes 16

+ 13.

Body deep, but less so than in S. humeralis. Head large, rather blunt;
mouth moderate, the lower jaw projecting, the upper jaw scarcely emarginate; maxillary 2 in head, reaching past front of pupil. Both jaws
with small teeth; teeth on palatines, pterygoids, and tongue. Eye
Cheeks and opercles with fine but distinct branching striae. Gill
large.

Jordan and Evermanti.
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rakers short, close-set, 30 below angle, the longest half eye. Scales firm
scales before dorsal similar but
and adherent, the edge roughened
smaller. Belly sharply compressed, with strong scutes. Ventrals 2 in
;

Bluish above, silvery below a round black humeral
Gulf of California, rather rare.
(Diminutive from Thrissa, -Qftiaoa, a herring or sardine, from the hair-like
bones; i^p/.;, a hair.)

head

pectorals \\.

;

spot;

tins

Cbipea

Ikrisxiiia,

;

Length 8 inches.

pale.

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

(Type, Nos. 6388, 2524, and 6339.

701.

Coll.

Nat. Mus., 1882, a53,

SARDISELLA HUMERALIS
(Saudina Escamuda

Head

S.

Cape San Lucas.

Xantus.)

;

(Cuvicr

White-bill

;

&

Valenciennes).

Pincers.)

depth 2f to 3, the Florida specimens (var. penaacola;) averCuban examples about 3; eye 2|. D. 16; A. 17; scales
aging 2f
40; scutes 16 -f- 12. Body deep, with the ventral outline forming an
even curve from chin to vent. Eye moderate, A longer than snout.
Insertion of ventrals nearer tip of snout than base of caudal. Teeth in
jaws small a large patch on tongue. Scales very adherent, each with
one to four vertical curved stria>, those before dorsal more or less laciniSilvery, dark humeral spot usually present, but often obscure or
ate.
wanting surrounded by golden in life usually a row of dark points
extending backward from it along upper parts of body; no distinct
longitudinal streaks. Length 8 inches. West Indies and Gulf of Mexico.
Abundant from Pensacola and Cedar Keys southward the specimens
from Florida deeper than others, representing a northern variety or sub3*

;

;

;

;

;

;

species jyensacolw.

{humeralis, pertaining to the shoulder.)

CuviEB & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 293, 1847, Rio Janeiro;
Bahia; Guadeloupe; San Domingo.
Alausa striata, Civier & Valenciennes,
c, xx, 429, 1847, Guadeloupe; Bahia.
Harengiila pemacols, Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 152, Pensacola, Florida.
(Type, Nos. 22S31 and 22829. Coll. Stearns.) Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 208, 1883.
Gupea hitmeralis, Gunthek, Cat., vii, 422, 18G8.
Uareiigula humeralis,

I.

Earengtila arcuala,

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1889, 646.*

Subgenus LXLE, Jordan
702.

Head
12 =: 29.
silvery.

4|; depth 3^

;

Vertebrse 20

Body

deep,

eye
-(-

Evermann.
(Jordan & Gilbert).

+

D. 14; A. 16; scales 40-11; scutes 17
the membrane covering the vertebnc
compressed, the belly strongly arched; the

2*.

22

much

= 42,

greatest depth just before dorsal.

Mouth very

i&

SAKDIXELLA STOLIFERA,

Head

short

;

preopercle vertical.

small, very oblique, almost vertical, the maxillary reaching

front of pupil lower jaw longer, the upper scarcely emarginate. Both
jaws with a few very small, weak teeth a linear patch on tongue none on
vomer or palatines. Gill rakers slender, numerous, the longest | eye,
about 29 below angle. Eye large, longer than ipout. Dorsal fin inserted
nearer snout than base of caudal, the ventrals under its first ray; anal
;

;

* This species is probably not identical
1842, from Bahia Blanca, Patagonia.

;

with Clupea arcuala, Jenyns, Ichth. Voy. Beagle, 134,

Bullethi 47, United States National
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Museum.

short and low ; pectorals li in head; ventrals If. Scales smooth, firm,
closely adherent, entire-edged, without stria? a very narrow sheath of
;

and anal; caudal scaled half

scales along dorsal

its

length.

Ventral

scutes strongly developed, with strong spines. Translucent greenish,
sides silvery, each scale with its marginal half punctate a dark line
;

along middle of back; snout and tip of lower jaw dusky side with a
very bright, well-defined silvery band, as in Stoleplwrus, margined by
bluish above the band widest mesially, as wide as a scale, a little wider
than pupil at base of caudal the band expands abruptly; tips of dorsal
and caudal lobes jet-black. Length 6 inches. Gulf of California to Panama; abundant about Mazatlan a beautiful and well-marked species, and
a very delicate food-fish, allied to the genus Pellonnla, and to the East
Indian species Clupea lile, which belongs to the same subgenus (Lile).
(stolifer, bearing a stole, or white zone.)
;

;

;

;

Clvpea

slolifera,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Mazatlan.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 339,

(Tyjje,

No.

Coll. Gilbert.)

28125.

OPISTHONEMA,

211.

Gill.

(Thread Herring.)
Opislhonema, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 37, (thrissn

= oglinum).

Characters essentially those of Sardinella, excejjt that the last ray of
the dorsal is produced in a long filament as in Dorosoma, Meyalops, and Tarpon. Species few, American. {o-maiiE, behind; vf//ia, a thread.)
Head 4

a.

to 4^ in length

;

dejith

about 3j

;

anal rays about 23

sides of

;

back |with dark

spots.

OGLINUM, 703.

Head

aa.

larger, 3g to 3^ in length

;

depth 3 to 3^

;

anal rays about 20

;

back without dark
LIBEBTATE, 704.

spots.

703.

OPISTHONEMA OGLINUM

(Thread Herring

;

Machuelo

;

(Le Sueur).

Cailleu-Tassaht

;

Sprat.)

+

Head 4^ ; depth 31. D. 19 A. 24 lateral line 50 scutes 17 14. Body
oblong, compressed, formed as in Harengula, the belly strongly serrate.
;

;

;

toothless, lower jaw slightly projectmaxillary reaching nearly to middle of orbit. Gill rakers very long
and slender. Dorsal fin inserted in front of ventrals, much nearer snout
than base of caudal dorsal filament about as long as head ; anal very
low paired fins small. Scales smooth, rather firm, but easily detached,
much as in Sardinella sardina. Bluish above, silvery below an indistinct bluish shoulder spot
each scale on the back with a dark spot,
these forming longitudinal streaks. Length 12 inches. West Indian
fauna regularly northward to Florida and Carolina, occasionally straying much farther (Longport, New Jersey, Bean and Fortress Monroe,
Kendall). Abundant in the tropics. (Name unexplained, unless from
the word ogle, in allusioii to the large eyes.)

Tongue with minute teeth; jaws
ing

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Broussonet, Ichthyologie, fasc. i, 1782, Carolina; Jamaica; not of Osberk, 1757,
a Chinese species of Dorosoma; Guntiier, Cat., vii, 432, 1SG8, and of many autlmrs.
MegaJops oglimi, Le Sueur, .Tourn. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 1817, 359, Newport, Rhode Island.
Megalops nolala, Le SuEUR, .lourn. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., I, 1817, 359, Guadeloupe.
Cbipea

thrissa,

which

is

Jordan and Evermann.
De Kay,

N. Y. Fauna:

— Fishes of JVorih America.
New

York.
Jamaica.

ChakKsms

siijnifer,

Chalo'iissus

eumorphus, GossE, Naturalist's Sojourn iu Jamaica, 290, ls51,

Fislies, 264, 1842,

Ol'ISTHONEMA LIBERTATE

704.

433

(Guuther).

(Saudina Machete.)

Head 3i to 4 depth 3 to 3^. D. 17 A. 19 scales 48. Similar to Opisthoncma oylinum, the head longer, the gill rakers longer and more numerBluish above, silvery ou sides and below, a yellowish streak on
ous.
level of orbit an indistinct dark spot on opercle, and a larger humeral
spot no dark spots on side of back caudal tipped with jet-black tip of
snout and lining of opercle black. Pacific coast of Mexico and Central
America, abundant, especially in the Gulf of California. (Name from
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Libertad, port of San Salvador, where the type

was taken.)

Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1866, 603, Libertad, Central America.
Clupea lihertatis, Gunther, Cat., vii, 433, 18G8.
Opisthonema liherlale, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 622.

Mvlelta Ubertatis,

Opisthonema

Ubertatis,

Evermann & Jenkins,
212.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1891, 134.

BREVOORTIA,

Gill.

(Menhadens.)
BrevooHia, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 37, {menhaden).

Body elliptical, compressed, deepest anteriorly, tapering behind. Head
very large; cheeks deeper than long. Mouth large, the lower jaw included;
no teeth; gill rakers very long and slender, densely set, appearing to fill
the mouth when it is opened gill arches angularly bent. Scales deeper
than long, closely imbricated, their exposed edges vertical and fluted or
pectinated. Dorsal fin low, rather posterior anal fin small. Intestinal
canal elongate. Vertebrie48. Peritoneum dusky. Species few inhabiting
the Atlantic spawning probably in brackish water in the spring. Coarse,
herbivorous fishes, not valued as food, but the young of the greatest value
as food to other fishes.
(Dedicated to James Carson Brevoort, of Brooklyn, a gentleman long interested in the study of fishes.)
;

;

;

;

705.

BREVOORTIA TTRAXM'S

(Menhaden; Mossbunker; BoNi-riSH

;

Whitefish

(Latrobe).

Bigfish

;

;

Fatback

;

Pogy.)

Head 3^ depth 3. D. 19 A. 20 lateral line 60 to 80 ventral plates
20+12. Head rather short and heavy. Fins comparatively short, the
;

;

;

;

height of the dorsal less than the length of the maxillary
height
of anal less than half the length of the maxillary.
Pectorals not
reaching to ventrals
dorsal inserted slightly behind ventrals, about
;

;

midway between snout and base of

caudal.

Scales moderate, strongly

serrated, arranged very irregularly, those before dorsal strongly pectinate. Operculum strongly striated or almost smooth (var. aurca).
Gill

much longer than eye. Bluish above sides silvery, with a strong
brassy luster
fins usually yellowish
a conspicuous dark scapular
blotch, behind which are often smaller spots. Length 18 inches. Nova

rakers

;

;

;

Scotia to Brazil
F. N. A.

;

29

very abundant southward

;

herbivorous, running in

434

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National

spawning in brackish water. Held in no esteem as a
but very valuable for oil and manure. {iyrannus^Tipavvoc^x-aXex.*)

schools, probably
food-fish,

dvpea

Itjramms,

Clujtea

menhaden, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

Latrobe, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc.

GiJNTHBR, Cat.,

Pliila., v, 1802, 77, pi. 1,

Chesapeake Bay.
45.3, New York

;

VII, 436, 1868.

Clupea neglecla, Kafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., 1818, 206,
Cltipea carolhiensis,

1815,

i,

Geonow,

Alosa menhaden, Storer,

Cat. Fishes, 140, 1854,

Ilist.

Island.

South Carolina.

Fishes Mass., .337,1867.

Brevnorlia li/rannns, Goope, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mur.,
V, 1877 (1879), 19;

Long

complete biography

;

i,

1878, 531

GooDE, Eept. U.

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

S.

Fish Comm.,

Synopsis, 269, 1883.

Represented on the coast of Brazil by

BBEVOORTIA TYRANNUS AUREA

705a.

(Agassiz).

Opercles almost smooth head rather shorter, jaws shorter and body
deeper, the scales more regularly arranged than in Brevoortia tyrannus.
;

Coast of Brazil,

(aureus, golden.)

Chipanodon aureus, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil, 52, 1828, Brazil.
Clnpea anrea, Gunther, Cat., vii, 437, 1868.

Occasional specimens taken along the Atlantic Coast of the United
States represent
70.5b.

BREVOORTIA TYRANNUS BBEVICAUDATA,

Goode.

Similar to anrea, but the jaws and caudal shorter, the latter not longer
Noank, Connecticut, and south.
(Goode.)
{hrevis
than pectorals.

short; caudatus, tailed.)
Brevoortia tyrannus brevicaudala, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1878, 34,

(Type, No. 14846,

a. h.

Coll.

The common form on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico
705c.

Noank, Connecticut.

Goode.)

BBEVOORTIA TYBANNUS PATBONUS,

is

Goode.

(Gulf Menhaden.)

Head 3; depth 21. D. 19; A. 22; lateral line 50 to 65. Head larger
than in B. tyrannus; fins long, the height of the dorsal greater than the
length of the maxillary that of the anal more than half the height of the
insertion of
Pectorals reaching beyond front of ventrals
maxillary.
dorsal in front of ventrals, just behind the middle point between the
snout and the base of the caudal. Scales moderate, with their margins
large scales at base of pecentire, fluted. Axillary appendages large
Operculum delicately striated. Greenish-gray above; sides siltoral.
very, with brassy luster scapular blotch iecouspicuous. Gulf of Mexico,
generally abundant on the Florida Coast, apparently varying into B.
;

;

;

;

tyrannus.

{patronus, patron, in allusion to the ever present Crustacean,

Cymotlioa prwgustator. )
Brevoortia patronus, GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
892, a. b.).

Goode, Kept. U.

S.

i,

1878, 39,

Brazos, Santiago. (Type, No.
Jordan & Gilbert, Syn-

Fish Comm., v, 1877 (1879), 19

;

opsis, ld69, 1883.

*A parasitic Crustacean (Oijmothna prfegnstator, Latrobe) is found in the mouths of a very
The siiecific names hoth of the fish and the
large proportion of the individuals of this species.
Crustacean refer to this peculiarity, the ancient Koman rnlers {tyranni) having had their tasters
{pr«gu*tatores) to taste their food before them to prove itsharmlessness, thus to prevent poisoning.

Jordan and Evermann.

CHIROCENTRODON,

213.
Gf nther,

Chirocentrodon,

—Fishes of North America.

("at., vii,

403, 1868,
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Giinther.

{detiiatiis).

Body obloug, much compressed, covered with deciduous scales. Belly
Lower Jaw projectserra' beginning at the thorax.
ing; teeth strong, a pair of strong canines in front of each jaw evident
teeth on maxillary narrow bands on vomer, palatines, pterygoids, and
weakly serrated, the

;

;

tongue. Anal long, of about 40 rays dorsal opposite anal ventrals very
small caudal forked. Branchiostegals 6, short and broad. One species.
;

;

;

ix^'Pi

hand;

Krvrpov, spine; othi'c, tooth.)
706.

Head

CHIROCENTRODON T.ENIATUS,

Giinther.

depth 4| eye 31. D. 15 A. 41. Snout compressed, longer
than eye. Maxillary large, reaching to behind margin of eye. Gill rakers
Dorsal inserted behind
fine, nearly as long as eye, lO-f-17 in number.
front of anal, midway between occiput and root of caudal ventrals not
longer than eye; pectorals nearly as long as head without snout. Serrature of abdomen not prominent 11 scutes behind ventrals. White, with
a narrow silvery, lateral band. Jamaica. (Giinther.) Not seen by us,
4^

;

;

;

;

;

{tceniatun, striped.)
Chirocentrodon tieniatus,

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 4f)3, 1808,

214.

Jamaica.

ILISHA,

Gray.

SwAlNSON, Classif. Anim., 11, 294, 1839, {africauus) name preoccupied.
(Gray) Richardson, Ichthyol. China, in Proc. Brit. Assoc, 1845 (1840), 300, {abnormis);

Plati/ijaster,

llislia

(Coll. Dr. Parnell.)

;

no description.

& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 300,
Blekker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk., 300, 1866, {abnormis).

Pellona* Cuvier
Ilisha,

1847, {prhignyana=flavipmnis).

Body much compressed, the thorax and abdomen strongly serrated.
Lower jaw protainent; mouth moderate, with rasplike bands of minute teeth on jaws, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue;
Scales moderate.

none on vomer.

Anal

fin

very long; ventrals present, small, inserted

before the small dorsal; upper ray of pectoral strong; caudal deeply
forked.

Tropical coasts of America and Asia.

name of

Sardinella lixha.)

a.

Anal
6.

raj's

{Uisha, an East Indian

'

40 to 45; anal placed behind dorsal.

Dorsal rays 19 or 20; eye 4 in head.

Dorsal rays 15; eye
aa. Anal rays about 50.
66.

3J-^

flavipinnis, 707.

dleekeriana,

in head.

708.

Depth less than one-tliird length; the ventral outline weakly arched; anal placed
behind dorsal.
panamensis, 709.
cc. Depth more than one-third length, the ventral outline strongly arched; anal

c.

partly belov? dorsal.

707.

Head

furthi, 710.

ILISHA FLAVIPINNIS

(Valenciennes).

depth 3?; eye 4. D. 19 or 20; A. 40; scales 65-18. Posterior
halves of ridges on upper side of head distinctly convergent anteriorly,
3^;

* Pellona is the Spanish name of Pdlonn flavipinnis at
bald, in allusion to the caducous scales.
.

If

"typonyms," or new generic names based on

tion, are to be rejected, the

name

Buenos Ayres, apparently from

peion,

indication of a type, without descripPellona should take the place of riiKlia.
tiie

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Museum.

very slightly so posteriorly. Insertion of dorsal midway between end
of snout and root of caudal. Base of anal 3^ in length; ventrals longer
than eye. Coast of Surinam and Brazil. (Giiuther.) (Jiavus, yellow;
pinna, fin.)
PrisH(]aster Jhtvipinins,

Valenciennes,

in D'Orbigiiy,

Vny. Ainer.

Mt'r., I'oiss

,

\i].

x, fi^. 2, 1839,

Buenos Ayres.
I'elloua

orbKjmjmm, CuviEU & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Voiss.,

f Pellona castehiseaua,

Covier & Valenciennes,

x.\, 30'2,

1847; Kanie

Hist, Nat. Poiss., x.\, 306, 1847,

tyjit!.

Mouth

of

Ama-

zon; (D. 19; A. 3G to38).
Pellona JJavipinnis,

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 454, 1868.

708.

ILI8HA BLEEKERIANA

(Poey).

(Anchoa Peiada.)

Depth 51 in length with caudal eye 3i. D. 15 A. 43; scutes 25. Venhue strongly curved. Mouth wide, oblique. Anal placed behind
;

;

tral

dorsal

;

length of anal equal to

Scales very caducous.

its

Silvery.

distance from posterior border of eye.
Matanzas, Cuba; rare. (Poey.) Per-

haps not distinct from I. flavipinnis. (Named for Dr. Pieter van Bleeker,
surgeon in the Dutch Indies, the most indefatigable worker who has yet
appeared in ichthyology author of very many papers on East Indian
;

fishes.)
Pellona lleekeriana, Poey, Kepertorio,

709.

ii,

242, 1867,

Matanzas.

ILISHA PANAMENSIS

Head

(Steindachner).

eye 3| to 3-^. D. 16; A. 50; scales 58-21;
3f; depth .3^ to 3?
scutes 22+ 12. Ventral line very weakly curved. Mouth very oblique.
First ray of anal under last of dorsal, which is ? of tlie eye's diameter
nearer snout than base of caudal. Silvery, with yellowish fins. Length
16 inches. Panama; not rare.
;

Pellona panamemis, Steindachner, Iclith. Beitr.,

710.

i,

14, 1874,

ILISHA FURTHI

Panama.

(Steindaclmer).

Head 3i to 4; depth 21 to 2^; eye 3 to 3|. D. 16; A. 50; Scales 55:
Ventral line very strongly curved. Mouth very oblique.
scutes 23
12.
First 5 to 7 rays of anal below dorsal, which is inserted an eye's diameter

+

nearer snout than base of caudal. Silvery, fins yellow, more or less
punctate. Length a foot. Panama; not rare. (Named for Ignatius Fiirth,
Austrian Consul at Panama.)
Pellona filrthi, Steindachner, Ictb. IJeitr.,

215.

i,

14, 1874,

Panama.

OPISTHOPTERUS,

Gill.

Opisthoptcnis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila,, 1861, 31, {(artoor).

Body elongate, very much compressed, with the abdomen prominent
and stronglj' serrated. Scales thin, deciduous, of moderate size. Lower
jaw projecting; maxillary not produced; teeth rather small, in villiform
bands on both jaws, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue; vomer toothless.

Dorsal

fin

small, inserted considerably behind middle of body;

behind front of anal; anal

fin

very long; ventrals wanting; caudal

Jordan and Evertnann.
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deeply forked. Tropical parts of the Pacific, {ommie, behind; -repov,
fin, the dorsal being placed farther backward than in Pristiganter.)
Anal rays 53 eyo 2% lu head.
lutipinnis,
Anal rays 56 eye 3}-^ in head dorsal nearer root of cavuial than scapula.
Dovii,
aaa. Anal rays 61 eye 3 in head dorsal midway between scapula and root of caudal.
MACROPS,
a.

;

aa.

;

;

711.
712.

;

,

711.

OlMSTHOPTERUS LUTIPINNIS

713.

(Jordan & Gilbert).

Head U; depth 3* eye 2i. D. 13; A. 53; scales 44-11; scutes 29.
Body elongate, strongly compressed, anterior profile straight. Mouth
large, very oblique, the lower jaw longest; maxillary a little more than
;

half head. Teeth rather strong, present on most bones of the head
except the vomer. Eye very large. Gill rakers about 18, not longer
than pupil. Dorsal small, posterior, slightly nearer base of caudal than
occiput pectorals long, nearly as long as head anal moderate. Scales
ventral scutes very strong. Greenish, sides goldenthin, deciduous
a black spot on preopercle and a very dissilvery, fins mostly yellow
Pacific coast of Mexico, rather
tinct humeral spot. Length 6 inches.
scarce at Mazatlan. (luteus, yellow pinna, fin.)
;

;

;

;

;

Pristigaster

hitipiiiiii.'s,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Nos. 28126, 28209, and 28320.

712.

Head

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 340, Mazatlan.

(Type,

Coll. Gilbert.)

OPISTHOPTERUS DOVII

(Gunther).

depth 3A; eye 3h D. 11; A. 56; scales 51-13. Maxillary
4|
than half head, its supplemental bone moderate, reaching end of the
bone. Insertion of dorsal considerably nearer root of caudal than scapula.
Panama. (Giinther.) (Named for Capt. John M. Dow, formerly resident
;

less

at

Panama, and who made large

Museum and

for the

Pristigaster dovii,

Gunther,

collections of fishes for the British

Smithsonian Institution.)
Panama.

Cat., vii, 461, 1868,

71.3.

(Coll. Capt.

OPISTHOPTERUS MACROPS

Dow.)

(Gunther).

Head 4| depth 3 eye 3. D. 13 A. 61 scales 53-17. Dorsal inserted
midway between scapula and root of caudal. Maxillary less than half
head, its supplementary bone narrow, extending to its extremity.
Silvery, scapula black.
Panama. (Giinther.) (^a«pof, large wi/i, eye.)
;

;

;

;

;

Pristigaster macrops,

Gunther, Proc.

Zool. Soc, 1866, 603,

and

Cat., vii, 461, 1868,

Panama.

(Coll. Salvin.)

2i6.

ODONTOGNATHUS,

Odontognathus, LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Gnathobolus,

Blouh & Schneider,

Body rather

II,

Lac6pMe.

221, 1799, (mucrinuUus).

Syst. Ichth.,

.5.56,

1801, (mucrotialus).

elongate, compressed, covered with caducous scales.

Ven-

not prominent, covered with sharp scutes. Dorsal fin small,
much behind front of the long anal. Maxillary very long, in the adult,
extending beyond eye, shorter in the young. Teeth small. One species
known. (oJoi'f, tooth jvd/^of, jaw.)
tral outline

;

a.

Anal rays about 76 scutes on belly 8 +
Anal rays about 67 scutes on belly 13
;

aa.

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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;

12.

mucbonata,

+ 16.

panamensis, 715.

ODONTOGXATHUS MIICKONATA,

714.

714.

Lacepede.

+

scutes 8
12.
Eye as
Maxillary tapering, extending in the
a^lult at least as far as interopercle, shorter and truncate in young.
Insertion o-f dorsal twice as far from eye as from base of caudal. Coast
of Guiana. (Giinther.) {mucronatus, with sharp points.)

Head

5

depth

;

D. 11 or 12

4|.

A. 74 to 82

;

;

long as snout, 3A in head in young.

Odontofinulhtis niiicronatns, LAcfipEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 221, pi. 7, fig. 2, 1799,

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
miicronatm, Gunther, Cat., vii, 462, 18G8.

GHal)ioboln/> mua-otmlim,
Pristigasler

715.

Poiss.,

ODONTOGNATHUS PANAMEXSIJS

Cayenne.

xxi, 91, 1848.

(Steindachner).

Head 5i depth nearly 4. D. 12 A. 67 scales 55 or 56. Eye equals
snout, 3f in head. Body very slender and compressed. Ui)per profile of
head strongly concave dorsal line before dorsal arched ventral outline
strongly arched base of anal straight. Mouth oblique; maxillary pro;

;

;

;

;

;

duced in a slender process, which reaches beyond gill opening; a thin
accessory bone, with a bluntish keel on the maxillary, half hidden when
the mouth is closed. Teeth small, short, mostly in one row. Top of head
narrow, with five ridges. Pectoral longer than head by an eye's diameter,
the first ray broad. Dorsal small, twice as far from gill opening as from
base of caudal caudal as long as head ventral' scutes 13 + 16 scales
;

;

Length

Panama.

caducous.

Pristigasler [Odontof/iKitliiis) 2iMiamensis,

217.
Pruiligaster,

ditters

;

(Steindachner.)

Steindachner, Ichth.

PRISTIGASTER,

Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed.

This genus

8 inches.

Beitr., v, 24, 1876,

Panama.

Cuvier.

1, 176, 1817, {cayaims).

from Opisthopterus in the deeper body, the ventral

ridge being very prominent and convex, and especially in the position of
the dorsal. This fin is larger in Pristigaster than in related genera, and is
inserted near the middle of the length of the body, before the anal.
species

know, from South America.
716.

(TrpiaTrig,

a saw;

PRISTIGASTER CAYASUS,

One

yaarijp, belly.)

Cuvier.

depth 2. D. 15 A. 46 to 52. Front of dorsal much nearer tip
of snout than base of caudal upper caudal rays produced in filaments in
adult, these longer than the fin itself. Abdominal profile subcircular in
the adult. Scutes 32. Color silvery. Length 4 inches. Coast of Guiana
and northern Brazil. (Cuvier & Valenciennes. ) (Cayanus, from Cayenne.

Head

4

;

;

;

Prisligaster cayamis,

CuviBR, R6gne Animal, Ed.

enciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 334, 1847

1, pi. 10, fig. 3,
;

Gunther,

Pristigasler murtii, A0AS.SIZ, Spix, Pise. Brasil., 5h, 1829,
Prisligaster phaeton,

zon.

Cuvier

Jt

Valencienhes,

1817,

Cayenne; Cuvier & Val-

Cat., vii, 463, 1868.

Brazil.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xx, 338, 1847,

mouth

of

Ama-

Jordan and Evermann.
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ENGRAULIDID^.

(The Anchovies.)
Body elongate, more or less compressed, covered with thin cycloid scales.
Head comjiressed. Mouth extremely large, more or less oblique, usually
overlapped by a pointed, compressed, pig-like snout. Gape very wide,
the maxillary very long and slender, formed of about three pieces, extending backward far behind the eye; in some species beyond the head. Premaxillaries not jirotractile, very small, firmly joined to the uiaxillaries.
Teeth usually small, sometimes obsolete, usually fine and even, in a single
row in each jaw canines sometimes present. Eye large, well forward,
without adipose eyelid. Preorbital narrow. Opercles thin and membran;

and slender. Branchiostegals slender, 7 to 14 in
membranes separate or joined, free from the isthmus.
Pseudobranchiie present. No lateral line. Belly rounded or weakly serFins various the dorsal usually short and median no adipose fin
rate.
caudal forked. Small, carnivorous shore fishes, usually swimming in large
schools on sandy shores abundant in all warm seas, occasionally enterGill rakers long

aceous.

number.

Gill

;

;

;

;

ing rivers. Genera 9 species about 80. This group is often regarded as
a subfamily under the Clupeida', from which it ditfers in no character of
high importance.
;

group

{Ctvpeidse,

a.

EiigraiiUdlna,

GCnther,

Teeth in the jaws equally small,
b.

if

Cat. vil, 383-406, 1808.)

present

;

no canines.

Insertion of dorsal before that of anal.
f.

Gill

membranes nearly or quite

(I.

Teeth present at

all

separate, free from the isthmus.

ages;

maxillaries not greatly produced

;

no pectoral

filaments,
e.

Vertebrae about 41 in

number

;

bones firm

species chiefly tropical.

;

Stolephorus, 218.
ee.

Vertebrse about 45 in

number

;

bones rather feeble

Teeth wanting in the adult

;

minute, but present in the young

tb.

aa.

Gill

membranes broadly

united, free from the isthmus.

Insertion of dorsal behind front of the very long anal

;

gill

membranes

Teeth in jaws unequal, some of them enlarged and canine-like.

2i8.

STOLEPHORUS,

219.

body viry
Anchovia, 220.
Cetengraulis, 221.

deep, but not strongly compressed.
cc.

species of the tem-

Engrauhs,

perate zones.
dd.

;

;

separate.

Pterengbaulis,

222.

Lycengraulis,

223,

Lacepede.

(Silvery Anchovies.)
Stolephorus,

Lao£pSde,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 381, 1803, {juponica).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with rather large, thin, deciduous
scales.
Belly rounded, or weakly compressed. Snout conical, compressed, projecting beyond the very large mouth.
Maxillary narrow,
little movable, usually formed of three pieces, extending backward far
behind the eye, to the base of the mandible, or beyond, not beyond gill
opening.

Premaxillaries very small. Teeth small, subequal, present at
usually on the jaws, vomer, palatines, and pterygoids. Anal tin
moderate, free-from caudal (its rays 12 to 40). No pectoral filaments.
all ages,

Bulletin 47, United States National Museufh,
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Dorsal inserted about midway of body, posterior to ventrals. Pectorals
and ventrals each with a large axillary scale. Adipose eyelid obsolete.
Vertebra'
about 40 (40 to 42) in species examined. Flesh rather pale
and dry, more or less translucent the bones iirm. Pseudobranchiic
present. Branchiostegals d to 14. Gill rakers long and slender. Gill
membranes separate, free from the narrow isthmus. Species about 50;
small, carnivorous shore fishes, swimming in large schools on sandy shores
of all warm seas, occasionally entering rivers. Most of them are marked
((TtoA?;, a stole, a white band
by a very broad, distinct, silvery band.
worn by priests ^6pof, bearing in allusion to the silvery lateral band.)
"^

;

;

;

Anal rayo 12

a.

aa.

to 14

Anal rays 15
b.

body very slender, the depth 6

;

to 17

;

in length

;

no distinct lateral band.
MIARCHUS, 717.

body slender, compressed, the depth 5 to 6 iu length.
lateral band well defined,

Maxillary short, not quite reaching margin of preopercle

;

t^ eye.
hh.

perfasciatus, 718.

Maxillary of moderate length, reaching beyond preopercle nearly to gill opening.
belly
gill rakers short, the longest J-^ eye
c. Sides with a faint silvery streak
exiguus, 719.
serrulate.
;

;

cc.

band belly not serrulate.
cubanus,
Eye 4 in head, as long as snout scales caducous.
axillary sheaths very large.
dd. Eye 3)^ in head, longer than snout

Sides with a well-defined lateral silvery

;

;

(/.

720.

;

•

ddd.
aaa.

Eye

3%

PERTHECATUS,

in head, longer than snout

;

721.

ischanus, 722.

scales not caducous.

Anal rays 19 to 24.
Side with a distinct silvery lateral liand, with well-defined edges.
/. Maxillary long, reaching past root of mandible, nearly or quite to gill opening
snout projecting considerably beyond lower jaw.
g. Body moderately elongate, the depth 4 to 4% in length of body.
/(. Silvery lateral band very sharply defined, as broad as eye, not much narrowed anteriorly eye large, 3J/^ in head belly serrulate A. 20 gill
brownii, 723.
rakers
eye.
hh. Silvery lateral band narrow anteriorly, becoming as broad as eye

e.

;

;

;

;

;

%

opposite anal fin

;

belly compressed, not serrulate

;

anal rays 20.

CULTEATUS, 724.

..

throughout narrower than eye; anal rays 23;
delicatissimus, 725.
gill rakers nearly as long as eye.
gill rakers
gg. Body more elongate, the depth about 5):^ in length of body
chcerostomus, 726.
as long as eye.
A. 23 or 24 eye 4| in head.
Maxillary short, not reaching root of mandible; eye small, not longer than
snout, 4 in head; silvery stripe rather diffuse, half broader than eyb; body
hhh. Silvery lateral .band

;

;

jr.

ee.

argyhophanus, 727.
little compressed, approaching Engraidis mordax in form,
without distinct silvery band, or with a faint diffuse streak.
Opercles short, the distance from lower posterior angle of cheek to gill opening
much less than from the same point forward to middle of eye snout

Sid(>s
i.

;

bluntish, not produced.
j.

Dorsal rays 11

;

depth

4%

in length

;

belly serrulate

;

anal 22 or 23.
CURTUS, 728.

jj.

Dorsal rays 15 or 16

;

depth 4J^ in length, pectorals longer

;

anal 23 or 24.
POEYI, 729.

unusually long, the distance from lower posterior angle of cheek backward to gill opening as great as distance from same point forward to center
of eye cheeks very broad snout projecting ; eye 4 in head ; anal 22.

a. Opercle

;

;

OPERCCLARIS, 730.
* In hut few of the many species has the skeleton been examined.
In general the bones are
firmer, the vertebrae larger and less numerous than iu Engraulis, but the value of this character
is yet to be proved.
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aaan. Anal rays about 30, (25 to 36).
t.

body much compreBsed eye 3 to 3J^ iu head.
band narrow.
eye scales caducous; anal rays 25 or 26.
rakers

Silvery lateral band diffuse or obsolete

than eye

;

m. Belly slightly serrulate

;

Gill rakers shorter

I.

;

;

lateral
gill

%

;

MITCHILLI, 731.

mm. Belly not

serrulate

rakers half eye

Rill

;

;

scales not caducous; anal rays 27.

LuciDUs, 732.

long und slenilor, longer than eye belly trenchant, not serrate scales
40 lateral band broad and diffuse or obsolete snout much projecting,
minute teeth in both jaws lateral band diffuse.
n. Snout moderately pointed

Gill rakers

;;.

;

;

;

;

;

;

CLUPPMIDE.S, 733.

Snout pointed

nil.

;

minute teeth

upper jaw only

in

;

baud

lateral

obsolete.

PKODUCTUS, 734.

band well defined snout short, little projecting.
Maxillary reaching little behind root of mandible ; scales 40 silvery lateral band
as broad as eye ; gill rakers nearly as long as eye anal rays 31.
COMPRESSUS, 735.

H-. Silvery lateral
0.

;

;

;

Maxillary reaching

00.

gill

opening

;

scales 35

lateral

;

band

silver

aaaaa. Anal

fin

^. Lateral

extremely long,

band

dorsal

ill

gray

its

anal rays
736.

rays 37 or 38.

defined or obsolete

nearer snout than

snout pointed,

;

base

of

caudal

much

subopercle

;

projecting

with a

insertion of

;

flat

triangular

spinifer, 737.

prominence.
717.

;

PANAMEN8IS,

31 to 36.

STOLEPHORUS MI-iRCHUS,

Jordan k Gilbert.

Very slender, little comHead 4| depth 6. D. 11 to 13 A. 12 to
pressed, the belly not trenchant; snout subconical, projecting. Teeth
evident in both jaws maxillary short, reaching edge of preopercle. Eye

U.

;

;

;

not very large. Insertion of dorsal midway between snout and caudal
anal very short, its first ray under last of dorsal. Scales caducous.
Perfectly transparent in life, with some black dots; a diffuse lateral
silvery shade, but no stripe. Length 2 inches. Mazatlan to Panama;
abundant. At Mazatlan it is not taken in the Estuary with other Stolel)hori, but is taken with dynamite in deep water, where it swims near the
surface.
It is probable that the types are immature and are possibly the

young of S. exigiiiis. Very young specimens taken at Key West and called
the same by Jordan, are not this species they are either new or the
young of Stolephorus 2}erfasciatus. {/lecbo), to reduce; apxoc, anus.)
;

Slolephoriis

miarchm, Jordan

No. 28119.

&

Coll. Gilbert.)

718.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 344, Mazatlan.

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

(Type,

Nat. Mus., 1882, 622.

STOLEPHORUS PERFASCIATUS

(Poey).

Head 4i; depth 6; eye 3^. D. 12; A. 14 to 16. Body rather elongate;
snout compressed and pointed, shorter than eye. Top of head with a
slight keel. Maxillary and lower jaw finely toothed maxillary unusually
short, its posterior end rounded, not extending quite to margin of preopercle gill rakers numerous pectoral If in head, not reaching ventrals
insertion of anal below last rays of dorsal, the fin short origin of dorsal
;

;

;

;

midway between

root of caudal

and

pupil.

Color of

S. brownii,

the lateral

band rather narrower, well defined, its width about f eye no dark punctulations except on base of caudal and sometimes on anal. Length 2 to
3 inches. Florida Keys to Cuba common, but much less abundant than
;

;

Stolephorus hrotvnii.

{perfaaciatus, well-banded.)
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Eiiijraulis perfasciatiis,

Poky, Jlemorias,

of Swain, Bull. U.

ii,

Fieh Comm.,

S.

313, ISGO,

ii,

Cuba;

Museum.

Gi'NTHEit, Cat., vii, 391, 1808; not

1882, 55; not of

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 273,

1883.

Stolephonn 2>erfascialus,

Swain A Meek,

719.

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sol. Phila., 1884, 34.

STOLEPHORUS EXIGUUS,

&

Jordan

Gilbert.

depth 5 eye 3i. D. 12 A. 17 scales 38-5. Body slender,
not greatlj^ compressed and not elevated; belly compressed, serrulate;
head short opercular margin not very oblique cheek narrowly triangular snout f eye, which is large maxillary about reaching opercular
margin, tapering to an acute point; teeth in both jaws. Gill rakers
short, the longest i eye. Dorsal inserted midway between middle of
pupil and base of caudal pectorals not reaching ventrals. Scales caducous. Translucent, with dark dots; sides with a faint silvery streak.
Length 2i inches. Mazatlan not common, (exiyuus, thin.)

Head

3|

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Slolephorus exigims,

28120.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881,

34'i,

Mazatlan.

(Type, No.

Coll. Gilbert.)

720.

STOLEPHORUS CUBANUS

(Poey).

(BocoN.)

Head

with caudal; depth 6f eye 4. D. 14; A. 17. Allied to
but with the anal shorter. Body slender, compressed. Eye as
long as snout. Maxillary with teeth, its tip extending beyond the opercular border. Dorsal beginning midway between front of caudal and
posterior edge of eye; pectoral not quite reaching ventral. Scales caducous. A silvery baud i depth of body. Length 2| inches. Cuba and
Porto Eico. (Poey.)
.5

in length

;

S. hroicnii,

Engraulis cubamis, Poey, Synopsis, 420, 18C8,

721.

Cuba.

{Coll. Poey.)

STOLEPHORUS PERTHECATUS,

Goode & Bean.

D. 11; A. 16; scales 38. Body somewhat
5; eye 3J.
compressed, the belly not carinated nor serrated. Eye longer than snout;

HeadSf; depth

snout conical; teeth minute, in both jaws; maxillary with acute tip
almost reaching gill opening; gill rakers numerous, f eye. Dorsal
pectorals
inserted midway between center of eye and base of caudal
not quite reaching ventrals; axillary sheaths very large, almost as long
as pectoral or ventral. Olivaceous, Avith a narrow silvery stripe, } depth
of body, not half as wide as eye. Length 3f inches. Pensacola, Florida.
(Goode »fe Bean.) Apparently allied to S. perfasciatua, but the maxillary
longer, {perthecatus, well sheathed.)
;

Slolephonts perihecatm,

No. 30483.

GooDE & Bean, Proc. U.

722.

Head

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 434, Pensacola.

(Type,

Coll. Stearns.)

depth

STOLEPHORUS ISCHANUS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

D. 13; A. 16; scales 40-7. Close to Stolephorus
3f
Body elongate, not
broioiii, but slenderer and with fewer anal rays.
strongly compressed or elevated; belly compressed, its edge rounded.
Head long and slender; opercular margin very oblique; cheeks triangular, rather broad; teeth evident in both jaws; maxillary not quite
;

5.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Gill rakers numerous, longest f eye.
gill opening.
Snout long,
which is 3f in head. Dorsal inserted midway between base of
median caudal rays and front of eye anal short; caudal shorter than

reaching
f eye,

;

bead; pectorals short, not nearly reaching veutrals. Scales thin, not
caducous. Translucent, with a sharply defined silvery stripe as in S.
many black specks
hroivnii, but narrower, confined to one series of scales
on body and fins. Length 3 inches. Mazatlan to Panama; abundant,
replacing Stolcphonis Iirowiiii on the west coast a slender species, with
shorter anal than S. hrownii. (/(T\[«]i'or, slender.)
;

;

Stolephornit ischatms,

No. 28246.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Mazatlan.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 340,

(Type,

Coll. Gilbert.)

STOLEPHORUS BROWNII

723.

(Gmelin).

(Striped Anchovy; ManjOa.)

Head 3| depth 4f eye 3i. D. 15 A. 20 scales 40. Body rather
elongate, compressed, not elevated belly compressed, serrulate. Head
;

;

;

;

;

rather short, the snout 5 in head, projecting much beyond the tip of the
lower jaw. Teeth pretty strong; maxillary extending beyond base of
mandible, but not quite reaching to the edge of the gill opening. Eye
cheeks triangular, scarcely larger than eye. Gill rakers long, t
large
diameter of eye, but shorter than in S. compressus. Anal with a sheath
of scales dorsal inserted nearer caudal than snout. Olivaceous, transthe silvery lateral band about as wide as the eye,
lucent, sides silvery
very distinct. Length 4 to 6 inches. Cape Cod to Brazil very abundant
southward, both on the Florida Coast and in the West Indies; the most
abundant of the American species. (Named for Patrick Browne, author
of the History of Jamaica, 17.56.)
;

:

;

;

Mabcgkave, Hist. Bras., 159, 1G48, Brazil.
Bkowxe, Hist. Jamaica, 441, 175G, Jamaica.

PiquUiiiga,
Meiiidia,

Atherina hrownii, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1397, 1788,

Jamaica after Browne.
Bonnaterue, Tabl. Ichth., 175, 1788, Jamaica after Browne.
Engrauli!! lemniscatits, CuviER, Eegne Auimal, Ed. 2, ii, 323, 1829, Brazil;
Marcgrave.
JSngraulis tricolor, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., 51, 1829, Bahia; Para.
Esox

;

epsetiis,

;

Engraulis piquiliuga, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., pi. 23,

fig. 1,

Gronow, Cat., 141, 1854; after Browne.
Stolephonix hinlcus, Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Clearwater Harbor, Florida. (Type, No. 23632.

after Piquilinga of

1829; types of tricolor.

Argentina meniiUa,

1879, 343, (depth

5%, anal rays

22),

Coll. Dr. Velie.)

Engraulis broicnii, Guntiier, Cat., vii, 389, 1868.
Btolephorus brmcni

and

hittlcus,

724.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synojisis, 273, 1883.

STOLEPHOKUS CULTRATUS,

Gilbert.

Head 3|; depth 4;^. D. 12; A. 20; scales 40. Body compressed, of
medium depth, the abdomen compressed to an edge both in front of and
behind the ventral fins, but without serrations behind the ventrals the
edge is sharply carinate.. Head slender and sharp, the snout long and
compressed, extending beyond tip of lower jaw for a distance nearly
equaling diameter of orbit maxillary abruptly widened behind angle
of mouth; then tapering to a rather sharp point, which extends beyond
;

;

444
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United States National Museum.

maudibular articulation nearly to gill opening. Teeth in lower jaw
small, but distinctly visible
in upper jaw larger toward tip of maxillary, where they are directed forward.
Opercle narrow, scarcely as
wide as exposed portion of preopercle, the margin moderately oblique,
not wavy. Front of dorsal midway between base of caudal and front of
pupil base of ventrals midway between origin of anal and articulation
of mandible origin of anal behind last ray of dorsal. Scales closely
adherent, rather thick and firm. Olivaceous, the dorsal region with black
specking; a silvery band along middle of sides, very narrow anteriorly,
but increasing in width to opposite anal fin, where it is as wide as eye
snout and margin of caudal lobes dusky. Length 3^ inches. Santa Mar;

;

;

Lower

garita Island,

(cwZ/ratus, knife-formed.)

California.

Stolephontu cuUratns, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1891, 544,

Santa Margarita Island.

(Coll.

Gilbert.)

STOLEPHORUS DELICATISSIMUS

725.

Head 4f depth 4f D.
as deep as long eye large,
;

13

.

scales 40. Head short, nearly
A. 23
longer than the blunt snout, which pro;

;

much

;

(Girard).

beyond the lower jaw. Gill rakers numerous, slender,
nearly as long as the eye. Maxillary reaching past the root of the mandible. Lower lobe of caudal the longer dorsal inserted midway between
caudal and front of eye. Very pale olivaceous, translucent, with some
dark points, and a silvery lateral band not as wide as the eye. Length 3
inches. San Diego Bay and southward in Lower California locally very

jects considerably

;

;

abundant,

Engrwilis iMknlisnimvi!,
335, 1858,

most

(delicatissimus,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

San Diego;

Slolepkonis (lelicaHssimui>,

delicate.)

(Coll. A. Cassidy);

Jordan & Gilbert,

726.

Sci. Pliila., 1854, 154,

Guntiier, Cat,

and Pac. R. K. Surv.,

x,

vii, 391, 1868.

Synopsis, 274, 1883.

STOLEPHORUS CHCEROSTOMUS

(Goods).

(HoG-MOUTii Fry.)

Head

4

depth 5i

;

projecting

;

eye

D. 13 or 14

4|.

;

much beyond lower jaw, which

A. 23 or 24 ; scales 38. Snout
just passes vertical from front

of eye; eye as long as snout. Maxillary tapering, reaching gill opening.
Gill rakers 10
Dorsal inserted before middle of body
25, as long as eye.
anal under middle of body pectorals reaching front of ventrals scales
large. Brownish, with a lateral silvery band, as broad as eye. Length 21
inches. Bermuda Islands common in Hamilton Harbor. (Goode.) Allied to Stolepliorus surinamensis, but more slender, the depth much less than
length of head, (xolpoc, hog oro/za, mouth.)

+

;

;

;

;

;

Engraulis chccrostomus, Goode,

727.

Amer.

.Journ. Sci. Arts, August, 1874, 125,

STOIEPHORFS ARGYROPHANUS

(Cuvier

&

Bermudas.

Valencienucs).

depth 6 eye 4. D. 14 A. 19. Body elongate, much slenderer
3^
than in S. broivnii, and not so much compressed belly slightly compressed,
not serrated. Head not so deep as in S. hrownU, more pointed, the snout
rather sharp, which is 5 in head. Eye rather small, not longer than snout.
Maxillary teeth well developed mandibular teeth very slender. Gill rakers

Head

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Everma?in.
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very long, as long as snout. Maxillary shorter than in S. broivnii, not reaching quite to the base of the mandible. Scales very dociiluous. Ventrala
short, very slightly in front of dorsal caudal peduncle long and slender;
;

dorsal inserted scarcely nearer caudal than snout.

Silvery stripe broad,

half wider than the eye, bordered above

by a dusky streak. Length 4
inches. Gulf Stream occasional northward here described from a specimen from Woods Holl, Mass., the type of S. eurystolc, which seems to be
identical with the type of StoIepho7-u>i anjyrophanus, examined by us in
;

Paris,

(upyvpof, silver

EiujraiiUs (mji/rophamts,

;

^««z^(j,

;

to show.)

CuviER & Valenciennes,

Ilist.

Nat.

I'oiss.,

xxi, 49, 1848, Equatorial

Atlantic.
Stolephanis

e'tri/stole,

& Mebk, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

SvvAiN

StolephoTus perfascialus,

72.S.

Sci. Phila., 1884, 34,

Woods

Holl, Mass.

273, 1883; not of Poet.

STOLEPHORUS CURTUS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 4!,; depth U; eye 2f to Sh D. 11; A. 22 or 23; scales 35-5.
Body compressed and deep, the upper and lower outlines little arched
belly before ventrals sharply compressed, serrulate.
Head short and
deep, the snout blunt, not produced; maxillary not quite reaching gill
opening, ending in a sharp point; each jaw with minute teeth. Oper-

cheeks broadly triangular. Gill rakers about f eye, which
Dorsal inserted midway between middle of pupil and base of
caudal caudal short, the lower lobe longer pectorals very short, barely
reaching ventrals; scales thin, caducous.
Translucent, with yellow
shades and dark dots; sides with a faint diffuse silvery streak. Length
2i inches. Mazatlau; abundant in the muddy estuary. (cwr^Hs, short.)
cle shortish;
is

large.
;

;

Stolexihoriis ciirlm,

29242.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S.

Mazatlan.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 343,

(Type, No.

Coll. Gilbert.)

729.

STOLEPHORUS POETI

(Kner & Steindachner).

Head

4|; depth 4|; eye 3i to 4. D. 16; A. 23 or 24; scales 42. Body
deep and compressed, the outlines not arched; snout short, bluntish,
little projecting
eye moderate; both jaws with small teeth; maxillary
moderate, extending little beyond joint of mandible; opercles short.
Front of dorsal nearer base of caudal than tip of snout pectorals rather
long, not reaching ventrals; ventrals small. Scales deciduous. Greenish, sides silvery, with no distinct lateral band.
Rio Bayauo, near
Panama. (Kner & Steindachner.) (Named for Felipe Poey, the ichthyologist of Cuba, for nearly a half century professor of zoology in the
University of Havana.)
;

;

poeiji, Kner & Steindachner, Abh.
Bayano; Guntheb, Cat., vii, 392, 1868.

Engrmilix

730.

Head

3;

STOLEPHORUS OPERCULARIS,

depth 3| to

to 24; scales 39.

Bayer, Ak. Wiss., x, 1804, 23, with plate,

Body

4

;

eye 4

;

Jordan

Sc

Gilbert.

D. (injured in specimen examined)

elliptical, short,

Rio

A. 20

;

and moderately compressed

;

dor-

evenly curved belly compressed, not trenchant. Head large,
compressed, the snout bluntish, projecting beyond lower jaw; maxillary

sal outline

;
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Museum.

short and slender, not reaching joint of mandible; maxillary with very
mandible without teeth. Cheeks triangular, the form lower
line teeth
;

Eye
its base at eye j length of other sides.
longer than snout; opercles unusually long, the distance from ridge
of preopercle at lower posterior angle of cheek back to gill opening
equal to distance from same point forward to middle of eye. Insertion of
dorsal midway between base of caudal and middle of eye; anal shortish,
with a large scaly sheath; pectorals and ventrals short; scales large,
and broader than usual,

much

Bluish above, silvery below, not translucent no lateral
Gulf of California to Panama not very
(opercular i>i, pertaining to-the opercle, which is very long.)

rather adherent.

common,
StolephorKfi

;

Length 5 inches.

silvery band.

ojicrciilarix,

;

JouDAN & Gilbert, Proc. U.

Felipe, Gulf of California.

STOLEPHOBUS MITCHILLI

7.31.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 275,

Punta San

Coll. Lieut. Nichols.)

(Type, No. 29366.

(Cuvier

& Valenciennes).

D. 14; A. 25 or 26; scales 37. Body rather
3f
short and deep, strongly compressed, the belly compressed and slightly
serrated. Head short, compressed, bluntish; snout very short, not
maxillary about reaching edge of
longer than pupil eye very large
opercle; both jaws with teeth; cheeks broadly triangular, almost equilateral, smaller than eye; opercle short, little oblique; gill rakers rather
long, f eye. Dorsal inserted midway between caudal and middle of eye;
anal very long; pectorals long, about reaching ventrals. Scales thin,
caducous. Translucent whitish, sides silvery, with an ill-defined narrow
silvery band scarcely wider than pupil tins with yellowish many dark

Head

;

depth 4; eye

3.

;

;

;

;

Cape Cod to Texas on sandy
very abundant. The smallest species of Anchovy
found north of the tropics. (Named for Professor Samuel Latham

dots on body and fins.
shores, entering rivers

Length 2^ inches.

;

Mitchill, author of a valuable early catalogue of the fishes of

New

York.)

CuviEU & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 50, 1848, New York; Carolina; Lake Pontchartrain.
Engrmili^ huivana, Le Sueur, MS.? Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 51, 1848,
Lake Pontchartrain.
Engrimlis dnodecim, Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, 1866, 405, Beasleys Point, New Jersey;
(dorsal fin said to be entirely anterior to the long and deeply concave anal, which is not

Engnmhs

111110111111,

true in

S. mitchilli;

Stolephorus mitchilli,

the description otherwise agrees).

Jordan & Gilbert,
732.

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 248.

STOLEPHORUS LUCIDUS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

("Sardina.")

Head 3| ; depth 3f; eye 3. D. 12; A. 27; scales 36-6; B. 11. Body
closely compressed, but not greatly elevated, the back weakly arched;
belly carinate before anal, but not serrate. Head short, rather pointed,
the margins of opercles forming an even curve; maxillary narrowpointed, reaching little beyond mandibular joint teeth evident; snout
short, projecting, 2 in eye; cheeks oblique, V-shaped, the length more
than i head; gill rakers rather few and short, the longest 2 in eye.
Front of dorsal midway between base of caudal and front of eye caudal
;

;

short, the

lower lobe the longer;

pectoral

about reaching ventrals.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Translucent, with T)lack dots on body and fins;
some yellow shades sides with a rather diflnse silvery baud, narrowed
behind and expanding on base of caudal. Length 5 inches. Mazatlan;
Scales rather adherent.
;

locally abundant.
Stoli'2'honis liH-khis,

28121.

{lucidH.s,

bright.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 341,

Mazatlan.

(Type, No.

Coll. Gilbert.)

733.

STOLEPHOBITS CLUPEOIDES

(Swainson).

Head 3^ to 3? depth 3i eye 3^. D. 14 A. 25 to 30 scales 40-8.
Snout much projecting, blunt, short, about 2 in eye; maxillary obliquely
truncate, ending in a point, just before joint of mandible. Teeth very
small, in both jaws; gill rakers very fine, setiform, longer than eye;
abdomen trenchant, but without conspicuous spines. Insertion of dorsal
a little behind middle of body insertion of anal before middle of dorsal.
Silvery lateral band broad, not very distinct. Size very large, length
about a foot. Coast of Guiana and southward common, ascending
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

streams.

(Stoindachner; Giinther.)

{Clupea sprattus, the Sprat;

cldur,

likeness.)
SwAiNSOX, Nat. Hist. Fishes, ii, 388, 1839, Pernambuco.
Blehkek, Nederl. Tijdsclir. Dierk., 1806, 178, Surinam.
EngrauUs mrinamensk, Gunther, Cat., vii, 393, 1868 A. 25 or 26 Steindachnek, Ich.
f Eiiyraulif: chipcoideKj

Sloleijhorus snrinamensi^,

;

VIII, 55, 1875;

;

Beitr.,

A. 30.

734.

STOLEPHORL'S PRODUCTUS

(Poey).

(Hechudo; Grubber Broad-head.)

Head3f; depth

D. 13; A. 32; scales

3^.

40.

Body

deep,

much com-

pressed; belly compressed, not serrate; maxillary tapering behind, nearly

reaching gill opening; snout pointed, much projecting beyond lower jaw
teeth very small, in upper jaw only. Dorsal midway between tip of snout
and base of caudal. Scales caducous. Greenish, silvery on sides, without
distinct lateral band. Cuba and Jamaica.
(Poey; Gunther.) Possibly
not distinct from Sfolephorus clupeoidcs. (productus, lengthened.)
;

Enijraulia prodxtclus,

Poey, Repertorio, 380, 18GC,

735.

Cuba

;

Gunther, Cat.,

STOLEPHORUS COMPRESSUS

vil, 388, 1868.

(Girard).

Head i\ depth 3f D. 12 A. 31 scales 40. Body strongly compressed, deeper than in most other species; head short, nearly as deep
;

.

;

;

as long; eye large, anterior, much longer than the blunt snout, which
does not project much beyond the lower jaw. Gill rakers numerous,
slender, nearly as long as the eye. Maxillary reaching beyond the root

Lower lobe of caudal the
midway between caudal and

of the mandible.
dorsal inserted

longer; anal fin very long;
front of eye; pectoral with

Very pale olivaceous, translucent; a silvery lateral
Flesh thin and dry, the bones firmer than in
Engraulis mordax. Length 6 inches. Poiut Concepcion to Lower California, abundant about San Diego,
(connrressus, compressed.)
a basal sheath.

band

as broad as the eye.

Engraulis compressus, GiRARiy, Va.c.

Gunther,

Cat.,

vn,

Stolephorusconipreasits,

II.

E. Surv., x, 336, 1858,

395, 18G8.

Jordan & Gilbert,

SynopBis, 274, 1883.

San Diego.

(Coll. A.

Cassidy);
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STOLEPHOKUS PA> AMENSIS

7»6.

iStcimUicliuer).

Head 4.1; depth 3§ to 3i eye about 3i. D 12; A 31
Body strongly compressed, the outlines not strongly
;

to 36; scales 35.

Snout

arched.

short, bluntly conical, not t length of the large eye. Maxillary pointed
behind, reaching gill opening evident teeth in both jaws no process on
;

;

Insertion of dorsal a little nearer posterior edge of eye than

subopercle.

caudal; caudal longer than head; pectorals long, reaching anal. Pale, a
well-marked silvery-gray lateral band. Length 6 inches. Panama; not rare.
EiiijrauU.s jHinaniensis,

Steindachner, Ichtb.

737.

Beitr., iv, 39, 1875,

STOLEPHORUS SPINIFER

(Cuvier

&

Panama.
Valenciennes).

depth 4i. D. 15; A. 37 or 38. Abdomen compressed, not sereach jaw with minute teeth
snout pointed, much projecting
rated
maxillary tapering, reaching gill opening subopercle x'rojecting beyond
(lill rakers slender,
opercle, forming a small triangular prominence,
Insertion of dorsal considerably nearer tip of
16.
longer than eye, 10
snout than base of caudal pectorals reaching ventra.s. Coloration uniform, r.o distinct lateral stripe. Length 6 inches. Coast of Guiana;
recorded from Panama by Steindachner. (Giinther.) {sji'ina, spine; fei'o,
1 bear; in allusion to the subopercular process.)

Head

4

;

;

;

;

+

;

Engraulis sjmiifer,

THEH, Cat.,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Toiss., xxi, 30, 1848,

Cayenne

;

GiiN-

VII, 384, 1868.

219.

ENGRAULIS,

Cuvier.

(Anchoviks.)
Engranlii, Cuvieh,
Encrasiclioins,

B&gne Animal, Ed.

i,

Fleming, British Animals,

174, 1817, (encrasicholus).
183, 1828,

{e>icr<ii>icholtts).

We

separate from Stohj>hori(s as a distinct genus, the typical species of
EngrauUs, with a few related species, the anchovies of the north and
south Temperate zones, the species of Stolephorus being confined chiefly to

the tropics. The technical basis of this division, the increased number
of vertebnv in EngrauUs, is connected with the geographical distribution
of its species. EngrauUs includes spindle-shaped species, little compressed, the sides rounded, the vertebra; in larger number (about 45*), the
flesh rather dark, tender,

and somewhat

oily,

not translucent, the bones

the appearance and flesh resembling that of the sardines. (tyypavXig,
engraulis, tlie ancient name of EngrauUs encrasicholus, the common

soft,

anchovy of Europe.)
a.

Head very
no

long, the snout projecting

distinct.Bilvery lateral

738.

;

gill

rakers very long,

band jaws with small
;

ENGRAULIS MORDAX,

much longerthaneye

;

A. 22;

uokdax,

teeth.

738.

Girard.

(California Anchovy.)

Head
23

-f-

22

3i;

= 45.

depth

5^.

D. 14;

A. 22;

scales

Body spindle-shaped, formed much

40:

B.

14.

Vertebra-

as in a sardine, little

compressed, rounded above, slightly carinated below, not serrated
* 44 or 40 in E.

mordax

;

46 or 47 in

S. encrasicholus.

;

head

Jordan and Evermann.
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long, anteriorly compressed, the snout pointed andprotruding; head nearly

twice as long as deep eye largo, very near the tip of the snout maxopercle
illary extending beyond root of mandible jaws with small teeth
deeper than long, placed very obliquely. Gill rakers very long, much
longer than the eye. Bluish above; sides and below silvery, not translucent no silvery lateral band. Young more compressed, the sides silvery, but not translucent and without lateral band. Flesh comparatively
dark and easily torn, as in a sardine. Length 7 inches. Pacific Coast
of America from Vancouver Island to Lower California extremely abundant, in large schools; one of the largest of our anchovies, and the most
valuable as food, ranging farther north than its American allies, as does
the related EngrauUs encrasicliolus in Europe, (morclax, biting.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Engraiilii' nionUi.r,

1858,

EnijmuUii

Girarp, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. PLila., 1854. 138,

and

in Pac. E. R. Surv., x, 334,

Shoalwater Bay, 'Washington. (Coll. Dr. J. G. Cooper.)
ihokis, (Jikard,
c, x, 335, 1858, San Francisco; young. (Coll. Heurmauu); Kneb
/.

& Stein UACiiNEu, Sitz. Ak. Wiss. Wicn, 180G,
Stolephonis rimjem, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

fig. 17.

272, 1883, and of recent authors generally,
but probably not identical with EngrauUs ringens, Jenyns, Voyage Beagle, 130, 1842, a
similar species from Chili and Peru, but with anal rays 19, and the head 4 in length.
Neither species occurs on the west coast of Mexico.

220.
Anchofia,

ANCHOVIA,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

Jordan

&

Evermann.

{iiiurrolcpiilola).

The genus is closely allied to St olejihor us, diffuring in the form of the'
body which is very deep, but not strongly compressed, and in the absence
of teeth in both jaws in the adult, although teeth are developed in the
young. One species known. (Jnc/(ort(i, Anchovy, a name long applied to
EngrauUs encrasicliolus, the Anchovy of Europe.)
739.

AXCHOVIA MACROLEPIDOTA

(Kner A Steindachner).

^

(Sardina bocona.)

Head 3i depth 3. D. 15 A. 28 to 30 scales 35-9. Body very short
and deep, both dorsal and ventral outlines strongly arched head one;

;

;

;

fourth longer than deep; snout very short, not longer than papil; not
projecting far beyond lower jaw; jaws toothless in adult; minute teeth
present in young maxillary narrow, rounded behind, extending to angle
;

of preopercle

;

gill

rakers

long,

fine,

with a slight process, as in

S. sphiifer.

and very numerous

Abdomen

;

subopercle

slightly compressed.

Scales adherent. Origin of dorsal slightly behind middle of body ventrals
very small, pectorals rather long. Silvery, sides with an indistinct bluish
;

baud.
about

Gulf of Mexico to Panama, very abundant
often cast up dead on the beach in great
one of the largest species of anchovy. (/lOKpo'^siTK'inTo^, large-

Length 8

inches.

Guaymas where

numbers

;

it is

scaled.)

Kner & Steindaihner, Abhandl. Bayer, Akad. Wiss., x, 1804, 21,
Rio Bayano, Panama Gi ntiier, Cat., vn, 385, 1868 ;.STEiNDACHNER,lchth.

Engranlis macrolepiilolus,
pi.

ni,

fig. 2,

;

Beitr., iv, 37, 1875.

BlolephoriK macrulepidotus,

F. N. A.

30

Evermann i Jenkins,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., xiv, 18ai, 134.

Museum.
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221.
GfNTnER,

Cetengrmili!:,

CETENGRAULIS,

Giinther.

Cat. Fishes, Brit. Miis., vii, 383, 1SC8, {edentitbis).

This genus differs from Stoleyhorus in having the gill membranes
broadly united. The gill rakers are usually long, and the teeth are rudimentary or wanting. Two species. (KrjTog, whale; Engraulis; the long
gill rakers suggesting whalebone.)
a.

Anal rays 20 to 22 eye 5% in head.
Aual rays 23 to 25 eye 4}/^ in head.

htsticetus, 740.

;

aa.

euentulus, 741.

;

CETENGRAULIS MTSTICETUS

740.

(GUnther).

Head 2f to 2* depth 3? eye 5^. D. 15 to 17 A. 20 to 22 scales
42-14. No teeth; maxillary not reaching root of mandible; gill rakers
Insertion of dorsal midway between eye
42.
very long, setiform, 10
and base of caudal pectorals extending to or a little beyond ventrals.
;

;

;

;

+

;

Panama.

Coloration uniform.

Whale, the long

gill

(Giinther.)

(Balamamifsticctus, the'Righ.t

rakers suggesting whalebone.)

Panama.

Engraulis miisticelus, Guntiier, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1860, 604,
Cetengraulis myslicetus,

Gunther,
741.

Cat., vii, 383, 1868.

CETENGRAULIS EDENTULUS

(Cuvier).

(BocoN.)

Head 3 J to 3 J depth 3 eye 4 to
Body deep, not greatly compressed

4^.

;

;

;

D. 15

A. 23 to 25

;

;

scales 40-11.

belly compressed, bluntly trenchant,

not serrate; snout short, sharply pointed, I'k in eye; maxillary slender,
finely toothed posteriorly only in the young, not reaching root of mandible
lower jaw toothless. Gill rakers close-set, longer than eye, 3^^ in head;
cheeks triangular, longer than high. Scales not caducous. Insertion of
dorsal midway between front of eye and base of caudal pectoral short,
2 in head, not reaching ventral; caudal deeply forked, li in head; dorSilvery, darker above, a dark
sal and anal with large basal sheaths.
West
lateral band concealed by the silvery scales. Length 6 inches.
(edentului), toothless, which is not
Indies to Brazil, common in Cuba,
quite true of young examples.)
;

Sprat,

Sloane, Hipt. Jamaica,

Etigrauli^ cdentulus,

ii,

282, 1727,

Jamaica.

Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed.

& Valenciennes,

2, ii,

323, 1829,

Jamaica;

after Sloane;

Cuvier

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 51, 1848.

I, 379, 1866, Cuba.
GCnther, Cat, vil, 383, 1868.
Swain & Meek, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Engraulis brevis, PoEY, Repertorio,
Celeiigraitlis

edenlulm,

Celenyraulis breiis,

222.
PierengrmiliK,

Gunther,

This genus

Phila, 1884, 35.

PTERENGRAULIS,

Gunther.

Cat. Fishes, vii, 398, 1868, {atherinoidea).

very close to Stolephorus, differini; chiefly in the insertion
is a little behind the front of the very long anal fin.
South American. (nrEpoi', fin; Engraulis.)
is

of the dorsal, which

742.

Head

4|

40 to 44-8.

;

PTERENGRAULIS ATHERINOIDES

depth 4

(Linnaus).

eye 5i snout 6|. D. 10 or 11 A. 31 to 33 scales
Body elongate, compressed, the lower profile arched like the
;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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upper, the ventral edge trenchant, not serrate; snout short, blunt,
upturned teeth small maxillary not reaching joint of mandible gill
Pectoral scarcely shorter than
14, the longest \ eye.
rakers short, 7
insertion of dorsal midventrals;
of
length
of
middle
reaching
head,
way between base of caudal and base of pectoral anal inserted before
strongly
scales deciduous. Silvery lateral band broad, not
;

;

;

+

;

dorsal;

marked, narrowed on the
rivers.

(Steindachner.)

Coasts of Guiana and Brazil, ascending

tail.

{aiUrinoides, like Atherina, referring to the

sil-

very stripe.)
Ed. xil, 523, 1766, Surinam.
Clupea athennoides, LiNNvEUS, Syst. Nat.,
1SG8 ; Stein-p.^chner, Ichth. Beitr, viil, 59, 1875.
Eugraulisatherlnoides, Gunt.ier, Cat., vii, 398,
N. Y. Ac. Nat. Sci., 1894, 627.
Ann.
Bkay,
&
Eigenmann
atherinoides,
Pterengraulis

223.
Lycengrmdis,

Gunther,

LYCENGRAULIS,

Giinther.

Cat. Fishes, vii, 399, 1868, {gro^sidens).

This genus differs from Stoleplwrus chiefly in
being unequal in size, some of them canine-like.
South American. (Ai/cof, wolf Engraulis.)

the dentition, the teeth
The known species are

;

743.

LTCENGRATJLIS GROSSIDENS

(Cuvier).

scales 40. Body
Head 4i; depth it; B. 13; D. 14 or 15; A. 25 to 28;
teeth strong, subequal,
upper
projecting;
pointed,
snout
compressed;
between them a few smaller
lower still stronger, 14 to 18 on each side,
gill rakers
of lower jaw
angle
reaching
tapering,
maxillary
teeth
midway
dorsal
of
Insertion
15.
to
12
very short, lanceolate, about 10
inserted below posterior
between middle of eye and base of caudal anal
scutes. Pectorals reachhalf of dorsal. Abdomen compressed, without
well defined. Coast of Guiana
ing ventrals. Silvery baud broad, not
(Giinther.)
food-fish.
and Brazil, very abundant southward; a good
(flij-ossMs, large; dens, tooth.)
Brasil., .50, 1828, Rio Janeiro.
Engrmdisgrossidens [CvYi^^) Agassiz, Spix, Pise.
fig. 1, 1828, Rio Janeiro.
Engraulisjaneiro, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., pi. 24,
Rio Janeiro.
CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 28, 1848,
;

+

;

Engrmdis dentex,

Lycengratdis grosside»s,

Eigenmann & Bbay, Ann. N. Y. Ac.

Family LXIII.

Nat.

Sci., 1894, 026.

ALEPOCEPHALID^.

keeled scales,
Body oblong, compressed, covered with thin cycloid or
head naked. Lateral line present or absent. No
or with naked skin
of the upper jaw formed by
barbels. Mouth moderate or large margin
being placed along the
former
the
the preraaxiUaries and the maxillaries,
Opercular apparatus
upper anterior edge of the latter. Teeth feeble.
or rudimentary,
none,
spots
Phosphorescent
complete, its bones thin.
fin; dorsal fin long
placed in nodules of the naked skin. No adipose
pectorals short,
and low, posterior, inserted nearly opposite the anal
sometimes wanting.
placed rather high; ventrals usually well back,
from the isthmus. PseudoGill openings very wide, the membranes free
bladder. Stomach curved,
air
branchiae present; no gular plate; no
Fishes of the deep
without blind sac pyloric coeca in moderate number.
;

;

;

;
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but oue species knowa until recently, when 6 genera and numerous
have been described from the abyssal faume of the mid-Atlantic

;

species

and
a.

{Alepocephalidw,

Pacific.

Gunther,

Cat., vii, 477, 1868.)

Scales well developed, cycloid; toeth small; lateral line present.
;>.

Ventral
c.

fins will ileveloped.

small; maxillary with tooth; body ratlier deep.
Dorsal and aual rather short, of 15 to 17 rays, similar to each other; opercular

Mouth
d.

Alepocephalus, 224.
flaps long; head large.
Dorsal and anal longer, of 20 to 25 rays each, the aual the longer; opercular
Mitchillina, 225.
flaps moderate.
Mouth rather large, moderate; body more elongate.
(Id.

CO.

Anal not longer than dorsal; teeth on palatines; maxillary with teeth.
/. Dorsal longer than anal and inserted far in front of it.
Bathytroctes, 22G.
than anal and inserted nearly opposite it.
ff. Dorsal scarcely longer
Talismania, 227.
ee. Anal twice as long as dorsal; body rather elongate; jaws strong; no palatine
CoxoCARA, 228.
teeth.
III).
Ventral fins wanting; body short, compressed; -naxillary with teeth; scales keeled.
Platytroctes, 229.
Scales wanting; sliin thick, rugose, with nodules; no lateral line; teeth minute; ventral
Aleposomus, 230.
fins present.
e.

aa.

ALEPOCEPHALUS,

224.
Alex>ocephalus, KiSSO,

Mem.

Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Turin, xxv, 270, 1820,

Eisso.
{roslralua).

rather small, the snout somewhat
prolonged; jaws nearly equal in front; a series of small teeth in each

Body oblong, compressed.

Mouth

Eye very large. Gill membranes
Opercular bones thin, the opercle
with extended membranous flaps. Dorsal low, not very long, with a
scaly base, similar to the anal pectorals and ventrals moderate caudal
moderately forked. Scales rather large, thin and cycloid no phosphorescent spots. Color violet black. Deei)-8ea fishes, found in most parts

jaw and on the vomer and
entirely separate.

palatines.

Branchiostegals

6.

;

;

;

of the ocean,
a.

(a,

Head one-third

privative, without

Scales moderate (in about 67 series).

l>.

bb.

Scales sm<all (in about 90 series).

tTrof,

scale;

KE(pa?i?j,

;

scales not minute.

Snout 11 to 12 in body.

Eye 3% in head pectoral .33^ in head, about as long as eye.
cc. Eye 4^ in head
pectoral 2}^ in head, much longer than eye.

c.

;

;

744.

head.)

D. 15 to 17 ; A. 17.
Snout 9 in Itody; eye 4 in head, productus, 744.

of total length or nearly so

ALEPOCEPHALUS PRODUCTUS,

ahassizii, 745.

tenebuosi

s,

740.

Gill.

Head 2^; depth 4 eye 4; snout 3. D. 17; A. 17; scales 9-67-12.
Resembling A. agassizii in form and proportions, but with larger scales,
;

smaller eye, and longer snout. Body quite robust, its height at the pectoral origin nearly one-fourth length from snout to base of median caudal
Posterior
rays. Least height of the tail about one-half length of body.

margin of orbit nearly equidistant between snout and opercular margin
upper jaw extending a little behind vertical from posterior margin of
pupil lower jaw shorter and included, nearly one-half as long as the head.
Interorbital width 7 in head width behind the orbits less than 3. Insertion
of dorsal above vent, length of its base twice diameter of eye; anal
;

;

;

and

lordati

Evcrvtanii.
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base under anterior portion of dorsal, the length of its base about f
that of dorsal. The caudal fin has its median rays as long as the diameter
the total length of the fish.
of the eye, and the external rays at least
The pectoral commences at a distance from the snout equal to i of the
length of the body. The ventrals are inserted considerably behind the
-\,

middle of the length (0.57), and appear to have been at least as long as the
diameter of the orbit. The type was obtained by the Albatross from
station 2035, at a depth of 1,362 fathoms. (Goodo Sc Bean.) (productus,
draw7i out.)
Alciwrcplidliis producliis, GiLL,

tiou

20:5o, iu

1,362

Ichthyology, 37,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu8., 1883, 20G,

fathoms; (Type, No. 33341.

Gulf Stream at Albatross .<!taGoode & Be.\n, Oceanic

Coll. Alhatro.«s);

fig. 4G, 18!)5.

ALEPOCEPHALUS AGASSIZII,

745.

Goodo & Bean.

Head 3 depth 5 eye 3^. D. 15 A. 17 scales 10-90-11. Body a little
deeper than in MitchiUina hairdii. Head compressed, the snout conically
elongate, the lower jaw slightly produced width of head fH in length of
body (12 in M. hairdii). Scales parchment-like. Dorsal inserted directly
above vent, the distance from its origin to base of caudal ^ its distance
from front of eye; anal inserted under second ray of dorsal. Length of
pectoral equal to diameter of eye, lOi in body. Ventral about ^
of head. Dusky; head and fins nearly black. Gulf Stream, latitude 30°,
(Goode
in 922 fathoms.
Bean.)
(Named for Professor Alexander
Agassiz, iu whose deep-sea researches the species was obtained.)
;

;

;

;

;

&

Alepocephalus

wjasslrji.,

& Bean, Oceanic

Goode & Bean,

746.

Head

3;

55 tubes

Bull.

Mus. Comp.

ZoiJl., 1882, 215,

Gulf

Strearr.

;

Goode

Ichlhyology, 37, 1895.

ALEPOCEPHALUS TENEBROSUS,

Gilbert.

depth 4| to 5; eye
in

l^iteral

line.

D. 17; A. 17; P. 10; scales 16-90-1(1,
4i.
Allied to A. agassi:;ii.
Body compressed,

maxillary reaching front of pupil, its length from snout 2! in
head teeth in single series. Snout short, compressed, 3f in head. Dorsal ending slightly before anal
pectoral 2^ in head, much longer than
Scales of lateral line much enlarged, forming a raised ridge. Unieye.
form blue-black.
Santa Barbara Channel, California, at 359 to 822
elongate

;

;

;

fathoms.

(Gilbert.)

(tenehrosus, dusky.)

Alepocephalus tenehrosun, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1801, 540,

Santa Barbara Channel.

(Coll. Gilbert.)

22$.
mUcliilUim,

Jordan

it

MITCHILLINA,
Evermann, new gonns,

Jordan

& Evermann.

(liainlii).

In discussing the species of Alepocephalus,
following observations:

Goodo and Bean make the

There are two distinct groups in Alepocephaliin, probably of subgeneric
The first group includes the type, A. rostratus, Kisso. It is
characterized by a somewhat short, compressed l>ody, large head, with
extended membranaceous ilaps, and by short dorsal and anal fins, similar
in size and shape and nearly opposite each other.
./. hairdii represents another tyjie, having a stout body, about as high
in proportion to its length as in J. ugassizii, etc., but with a smaller head
value.
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The eye is comparatively much
less voluminous opercular flaps.
smaller (18 in total length), and is nearer the upper profile of the head.
The vertical tins are stronger and more muscular, and are heavily scaled
at their bases. Lateral line nearly straight. Maxillaries slender, not
and

expanded posteriorly.
For the second group as above indicated we suggest the name MitcliiUina.
(In honor of the faithful and enthusiastic ichthyologist, Samuel Latham
Mitchill, United States Senator from the State of New York, 1804-1809,
the first to study systematically the fishes of New York Harbor.)
MITCHILLINA BAIRDII

747.

Head4J; depth

(Goode & Bean).

D. 22; A. 25; P. 12; V.I, 9; pyloric cneca

5t; eye 4*.

Body rather elongate; head moderately compressed, subconical, the lower jaw included; maxillary extending nearly
15; B. 6; scales 7-65-11.

helow middle of eye; eye large, as long as snout. Dorsal inserted
advance of anal. Uniform indigo-blue, the color extending
Length 24 inches.
to the inside of the mouth and the gill membranes.
Grand Banks; dredged at a depth of 200 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.)
(Named for Professor Spencer Fullerton Baird, then at the head of the
United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries.)
Aleporephnhis bairdii, GooiiE & Bean, Troc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1^79,55, Grand Banks of Newto

slightly in

foundland (Type, No. 22408. Coll. Christian Johnson)
Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 38, 1895.

;

;

1883

Jokdan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

257,

;

BATHYTROCTES,

226.
Bathytroctes,

Gvnther, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Giinther.

Hist., 1878, 249, {inicrolejns).

Body rather elongate, compressed, covered with moderate scales. Mouth
wide, extending to helow middle of eye, which is large maxillary with
series of minute teeth, like those on premaxillary, mandible, vomer, and
;

palatines

Dorsal and anal moderate, the dorsal nota-

tongue toothless.

;

bly longer than anal and inserted considerably in front of the latter.
Deep sea. (/3ai?iV, deep; 7p(j«r7;f, one who gnaws.)
Gill rakers lanceotate.

748.

Head

3?

;

depth

51

;

BATHYTROCTES STOMIAS,

eye small, 6i

;

snout

3|.

Gilbert.

D. 17 A. 14
;

;

P. 9

;

scales

Mouth much larger than in other species, the front of eye over
middle of upper jaw. Body slender, the depth of caudal peduncle half that
of body. Premaxillaries extended forward, making a triangular projec-

9-57-10.

tion, as in Lahidesthes; maxillary If in

head; teeth uniform, incurved,

Top of head with a deep lengthwise groove from nape to
snout, a large mucous canal which borders it posteriorly opening above
Dorsal
Gill rakers 5 -f- 13, long and slender, the longest § eye.
eye.
depressible.

heginning before vent the anal inserted slightly behind its middle cauLength 13 inches.
dal forked. Dark brownish, the fins, etc., black.
Coast of Oregon, in 877 fathoms, (stomias, large-mouthed.)
;

BaOiijtroctei slomidn,

Gilrkrt, Proc. U.

Albatrott station 3074.

;

S.

Nat. Mus., 1800,

(Type, No. 43081.

5?,,

Coast of Oregon, in 877fathoms,

Coll. Gilbert.)

Jordan and Evermann.
227.
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TALISMANIA,

Goode

TaUgmania, Goode k Bean, Oceanic Iclith3ology, 41, 1895,

This genus

&

455

Bean.

(homoj)leriis).

closely allied to Bathytroctes, differing chiefly in the longer
vertical fins, the dorsal and anal being similar to each other and nearly
is

sea.
(Named for the TaJi'iinan, one of the French vessels
Talisman} employed in deep-sea explorations.)

Deep

opposite.

{TravuiUeur

ct

Maxillary reachiug veitical from anterior margin of orbit.

«.

aa.

Maxillary reaching vertical from jjosterior margin of
749.

Head

3^

B.

7;

TALISMAMA

depth 5; eye

axtillarum,

orbit.

749.

yEQUATORis, 750.

AXTILL.iRl'M, Goode & Bean.

3; pupil large, 2^ in orbit;

snout 4. D. 20; A.
Maxillary reachiug orbit, and
essentially to the vertical from the anterior margin of the pupil bones
of head thin head compressed, moderately deep, its depth at occiput
I its length; profile of head in advance of orbit, slightly concave; upper
margin of orbit approaching very close to upper profile; supraorbital rim
forming a portion of dorsal profile of the head width of interorbital space
nearly half diameter of eye. Eye large, conspicuous. Infraorbital ring
very narrow maxillary separated from the orbit by a very narrow strip
of bone. Snout sharply conical, its upper profile concave, jaws equal
in front. Dentition feeble all the teeth equal, minute, uniserial
intermaxillary and maxillary toothed throughout vomerine series transverse
and straight, slightly interrupted in the middle; palatine series nearly as
long as the vomerine the two last-named series confluent. Branchiostegals 7, exceedingly slender and long. Gills 4, the fourth well developed,
with a slit behind it gill laminic short, especially on the convex portion
of the arches
gill rakers long, laueceolate, closely set, 17 on the outer
branchial arch below the angle, 7 above. Vent equidistant between root
of caudal and gill opening; origin of the dorsal nearer to the latter dorsal
fin longer than high, its anterior rays increasing in length from eighth to
nineteenth ray origin of the anal somewhat in advance of dorsal, which
is inserted over third ray at the point where it emerges from its scaly
sheath
caudal fin deeply emarginate pectoral fin inserted in lower
third of height of body, moderately broad at its base
its upper rays
nearly twice as long as lower ones its length half that of head its tip,
when extended straight, in vertical from insertion of ventral, or opposite
twelfth scale of lateral line ventrals close together, not reachiug vent,
but to origin of the sheatli which incloses both vent and base of anal
their length equal to that of lower rays of pectoral, and to length of
snout; root of ventral midway between tip of snout and rows above
the ventrals. Lateral line in a concave sweep from near upper angle of
operculHiM to a point above the origin of basal sheath of the anal, thence
in a straight line to base of caudal.
Color of the specimen (denuded of
scales and long kept in alcohol) rusty brown
head blackish.
A single specimen was obtained by the Albatross at station 2394, latitude 28° 38' 30'' N., longitude 87° 02' W., at a depth of 420 fathoms.
(Goode
Bean.) {AntiUorum, of the Antilles.)
22;

;

P. 13;

V.

Scales

8.

47.

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

Talismaiiia antilUmim,

in 420

fathoms.

GoouE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,
(Type, No. 437:59.1

44, tig. 49, 1S95,

Gulf of Mexico,

Museum.
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TALISMANIA iEQUATORIS, Goode &

750.

Head Z\ depth 3| snout 3| eye 4f
V. 7; P. 8; sciiles 45 to 48. Maxillary
margin of orbit. Bones of head thin
at the occiput t its length, its width

Bean.

D. 22 A. 21 B. 52
reaching vertical from posterior
head large, compressed, the depth
about \ its upper surface longitudinal, concave, and deeply concave betAveen the orbits, with a convexity above the snout width of iuterorbital space about equal to diameter of eye infraorbital ring Aery narrow maxillary broad, large, conspicuously dilated at the extremity, its greatest width at this point being
more than f diameter of eye. Cleft of mouth wide dentition feeble
no traces of teeth upon either vomer or palatine (on typical specimen).
Brauchiostegals long and slender gills 4 gill laminje short, especially
on the convex portion of the arches gill rakers long, strong, broad at
Vent i^laced equidistant from root
17 on the outer arch.
the base 6
of caudal and root of pectoral origin of dorsal over vent, slightly in
advance of anal dorsal fin longer than high, its anterior rays increasing in length to the middle of the fin, the longest ray 3| in head, about
caudal fin deeply emarginate pectoral
equal to longest ray of anal
inserted far below middle of body; it has a narrow base, and its length
in a perfect specimen is probably not greater than diameter of eye.
Ventrals close together, remote from the vent, the root being nearly midway between the root of the caudal and the tip of the snout, and equidistant from root of anal and base of pectoral. Scales deciduous, cycloid,
the lateral line beginning from a point on a level with the top of the eye,
and ascending in a broad curve to a point ov^er the ventrals, thence in
a straight line to root of caudal. Color bluish-black. A single specimen, 14| inches in length, obtained by the Albatross, from station 2793,
Bean.)
latitude 1° 03' N., longitude 80° 15' W., in 741 fathoms. (Goode
{wquatoris, of the equator.)
;

;

;

,

\\ in snout.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

&

Talismania

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

lequatoris,

Ecuador.

228.
Conocara,

44,

fig.

.'iO,

1805,

off

coast of

(Type, No. 44085.)

CONOCARA,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Goode

&

Bean.

39, 1895, (macdonaldi).

Body elongate, compressed; in the type species strongly suggestive of
the Barracuda (Sphyrana).
Mouth moderate; snout prolonged; jaws
strong and powerful, the lower slightly included
teeth in the jaws
acicular, rather numerous; also on the vomer, very small; absent from
;

palatines.

Eye

large.

Gill

membranes

entirely

separate.

Dorsal

moderate in length anal very elongate, nearly twice as long as the
dorsal; pectoral and ventral small; caudal strongly forked.
Scales
minute and deciduous. Brauchiostegals 6, the membrane of the left
;

series folded conspicuously over the origin of that of the right.

cular bones thin.

Gill rakers rather short

Deep

{kuvoq, cone; napa, head.)

ber.

sea.

Body moderately elongate, the depth 5% in
aa. Body very elongate, the depth 8 in length.

a.

length.

and
1).

stout,

18; A. 3G.

D. 21; A. 40.

Oper-

moderate in nummaodonalpi,
maceopteba,

751.

572.

Jordan and Evermann.
751.

Head

"ik
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in total length;

Goode A
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lican.

depth 5f to base of caudal; thickness 12; eye

snout; snout 2i. D. 18; A. 36; P. 10; B. 6; V. G; C. 22^ scales
Body elongate; snout compressed, and with an obtuse point; the
200.
lower jaw included. Mouth large, the upper jaw about \ length of
head; the maxillary not reaching to front of eye; mandible reaching
Teeth on the premaxillary, vomer, and palate
to below middle of eye.
5, 2 in

very sharp, minute, widely separated, in a single row in each jaw. Noslateral, posterior very much larger, their distance from eye \
Gill openings wide; opercular apparatus memthe length of eye.
branous, its elements being very imperfectly ossified. Fifteen gill
rakers on the first arch below the angle. Scales very small. Dorsal fin
short, about \ as long as anal fin, its posterior rays inserted nearly
over last rays of the latter, distance of its insertion from tip of snout
about 5i times its own length anal inserted at a distance from the
snout equal to 2^ times its own length ventral inserted nearly midway
between the snout and the base of the caudal pectoral short, twice
diameter of eye, and inserted below median line of body caudal fin
short, its middle rays not more than f length of snout, forked. Color

trils

;

;

;

;

uniform deep blue-black in life.
A specimen 8i inches in length was obtained by the Blake at station
CLXXii, in 24° 36^ N. latitude, 84° y W. longitude, at a depth of 955
fathoms, and another, 6 inches long, from station clxv in latitude 24°
36^ N., longitude 84° 05' W., at a depth of 955 fathoms.
Another, Si
inches long, was taken by the Albatross at station 2392 (latitude 28° 47''
30'^ longitude 87° 270- (Goode & Bean.) (Named for Hon. Marshall
McDonald, Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.)
Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Ckmocara macdonaldi,
(Type, No. 39482.

09, fig. 48,

ISO."),

Gulf of Mexico.

Coll. Albatross.)

752.

rOXOCARA MACROPTERA

(Vaillaut).

thickness 11 snout 2*, compressed, with
Head elongate, 4
an obtuse point eye large, 3^ in head, 5^^ in interorbital width. D. 21;
A. 40; P. 8; V. 5; B. 6. Scales more than 100. Mouth moderate, the
upper jaw extending considerably beyond the lower, the maxillary
;

depth 8

;

;

;

margin of the orbit- Teeth on premaxand palatines, conical, elongated, rather

scarcely reaching to the anterior
illaries,

small,

maxillaries, vomer,

and

in a single

row

in each jaw.

Nostrils wide, close together, the

anterior near the middle of the length of the snout; gill opening wide;

operculum for the most part membranaceous, its elements being very
imperfectly ossified preoperculum curved, thickened on its anterior edge
the interoperculum and suboperculum not prominent, apparently replaced
in part by the branchiostegals.
Vent
Gill rakers about 15 below angle.
a little behind the middle of total length. Lateral line extending from
the upper part of the branchial opening to middle line of body. Scales
remarkably small, those of lateral line very simple.
Dorsal with its outline a little convex, lower behind, and ending at a
distance from the caudal equal to the length of its own base, which is
equal to about 8 in body anal more than twice as long, beginning near
;

;

458
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United States National Museum.

the vent and terminating a little behind the dorsal, its height nearly the
as that of the dorsal; caudal moderately long, 7 in body, slightly
emarginate pectoral small; ventrals very short. Color reddish brown
head a beautiful azure-blue; fins sepia; iris black; pupil azure-blue.

same

;

;

body rounded in outline and
Five pyloric cceca, moderately
Sixteen specimens of this speelongated. No trace
cies were obtained by the French expedition from the coast of Morocco
to Soudan, from the Banc d'Arguin, and from the Canaries, at depths
varying from 433 to 1,058 fathoms. A specimen 8 inches in length was
obtained by the Albatross at station 2751, latitude 16° 57' N., longitude
63° 12' W., in 68 fathoms.
(/laKpbg, long; Trrepuv, Hn.)

Scales very simple
measure from 1.5 to

in form; those of the

mm. in diameter.
of a swim bladder.

1.6

Vaillant, Exp.

Alepocepliahis wacroplerus,
figs, 'la,

2?),

2c,

Conocara macroptera,

229.
Plalytrocies,

Sci. Travailleiir et Talispian,

Poissons, 150,

pi.

xi,

Coast of Morocco, Soudan, and Canaries.
Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 39, fig. 43, 1895.

1888,

PLATYTROCTES,

Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist.,

11,

Gunther.

1878, 249, {apux).

Body rather abbreviated, much compressed, and covered with small,
keeled scales. Mouth of moderate width the maxillary, premaxillary
and mandible each armed with a single series of small teeth palate
smooth. Eye rather large. Dorsal and anal fins opposite each other
;

;

none; caudal forked; pectorals
in middle of chest in a
long, projecting, acute spine. Gill opening wide; six branchiostegals;
gill rakers lanceolate.
pseudobranchite present
gills very narrow
Pyloric appendages rudimentary. Deep sea. (TrTiaTvc, flat Tf)(jKT)jg, a
gnawer.)

on

tail,

moderately long; adipose

small; ventrals none.

fin

Humeral arch terminating
;

;

;

753.

PLATYTROCTES APUS,

Gunther.

Head Si depth 2f eye 3. D. 18 A. 17 P. 20 scales 20. Body much
compressed and deep, its greatest depth at about the middle of its length.
Head compressed, moderate, logitudinally concave above, the concavity
bordered on each side by a perforated muciferdus canal, and broadest
behind, tapering to a point between the nostrils. Bones of head rather
thin, but less so than in Bathytroctes. Eye large, equal to snout, and situ;

;

;

;

;

ated close to iipper profile. Infraorbital ring incomplete. Mouth rather
small, the lower jaw projecting; maxillary broad, short, extending to
vertical from margin of orbit. Dentition very feeble; teeth uniserial,
uniformly minute, occupying the whole extent of intermaxillary and
maxillary, but confined to the front part of mandible only a few rudimentary teeth are visible on the side of mandible; vomer with a minute
tooth on each side palatines toothless. Branchiostegals extremely slenGills 4, the inner one very short; gill lamina) short, especider, curved.
ally on the convex portion of the arches gill rakers long, lanceolate,
closely set, 20 4 10 on the outer branchial arch. Vent much nearer root
of caudal than to gill opening dorsal fin commencing immediately above
it, the anal behind; these fins are very similar in shape and of moderate
height caudal peduncle more than half as deep as long, its depth being
;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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increased by a fold of the integument between the vertical fins caudal
rather short and forked; pectoral very short, only half as long as eye.
Scales small, cycloid, each with a longitudinal keel, and not spinigerous,
as in Macrxrus, but simple, as in the keeled scales of a snake; the stria;

by the
head entirely scaleless lateral line straight, running
along the middle of the body and tail, and composed of very small
Brown head, pectoral region, the vent, and fringes of the caudal
pores.
peduncle, black. Length 5^ inches. Mid-Atlantic, Challenger Station
(a, without
Troi'f, foot
also in the Arabian Sea.
107, in 1,500 fathoms
oTTorf, without feet, the ventrals being wanting.)
tions, instead of continually crossing the scale, are interrupted

raised

median

line

;

;

;

;

;

Platijlroctes aptis,

Gi'NTHER, Ann.

anil

Slag. Nat.

Hist.,

Challenger); Guntheb, Challenger Report, xxii,

and Mag. Nat.

Hist., vi,

ii,

1890, 307

American Naturalist,

A,

Mid-Atlantic
22i»,

1887

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

ALEPOSOMUS,

230.
Ahposomiis, Gill,

;

1S78, 240,

ii,

pi. Lvrii, fig.

;

.\l('o(;k,

;

'Coll.

Ann.

ifi, 18!),'j.

Gill.

xviir, 1884,433, (copei).

Body elongate, scaleless skin thick, finely rugose, with a considerable
number of small nodirles upon the belly, and sometimes also upon the
Mouth modsides and the lower part of the head. Lateral line wanting
palaerate, with minute teeth u))on the mandible and premaxillary
Dorsal and
tines, tongue, and pharyngeal bones probably toothless.
anal fins opposite, similar in form and equal in length caudal probably
forked. Vent behind the middle of the body. Gill openings wide. Deep
aufia, hody.)
(a, without; /It ttoc, scale or husk
sea; two species known,
;

;

;

;

7.54.

ALEPOSOMUS COPEI,

Gill.

Head 3f depth 5^; eye 2 in head. Body compressed, its outlines
sloping from head to middle of caudal jieduncle. Snout short, declivous,
its length i the horizontal diameter of the eye and about 5 that
;

Mandible scarcely extending beyond upper jaw maxillary
extending to vertical from middle of orbit. Small teeth upon mandible and premaxillary. Eye very large, its upper outline not projecting
above the dorsal profile, as in A. socialis (Yaillant). Gill opening
large.
Skin thick, slimy; no lateral line distinguishable; no scliles
present, but numerous tubercles upon the sides of the body none perceptible on the head. Vent midway between origin of ventral and tip
of last dorsal ray. Dorsal origin equidistant from the gill opening and
the base of the middle caudal rays highest in its middle portion, rounding forward and behind; anal inserted immediately under the dorsal,
similar in shape and equal in extent; caudal, though mutilated,
undoubtedly emarginate, and probably forked. Accessory rays (cliaracteristic not only of Jlejyosomus but of Xenodermichthns) not conspicuous;
pectoral inserted very low down, close to the posterior angle of the preopercular flap, and appearing to have been feeble, its diameter not much
greater than half the diameter of the eye; ventral origin equidistant
between posterior margin of eye and base of last dorsal ray. Color
uniform blackish.
of head.

;

;

;
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A single specimen, 3i inches in length, was obtained by the Albatross at
station 2099 in 37° 12^ 20^^ N. latitude, 69° 39^ W. longitude, at a depth
(Named

of 2,949 fathoms.

Edward Drinker Cope, one

for Prof.

most able and productive of living workers

Aleposomjis copei. Gill, Amoriciui Naturalist, xviii, 1884, 443,

GooPE & Bean. Oceanic

Irlithyologj', 47,

fig.

Family LXIV.

of the

in ichthyology.)

Gulf Stream

;

(Type, No.

^^titil.)

51, 1895.

SALMONID^.

(The Salmon Family.)

Body oblong or elongate, covered with cycloid scales. Head naked.
Mouth terminal, large or small, varying much in the different genera;
maxillary forming the lateral margin of the upper jaw, provided with a
supplemental bone premaxillaries not protractile. Teeth various, sometimes wanting. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. P.seudobranchi;i*
present. Gill rakers various gill membranes not connected, free from
branchiostegals 10 to 20. No barbels. Dorsal usually
the isthmus
nearly median, not greatly elongate, its rays 9 to 15, only one or two of
the anterior simple or rudimentary, the others branched; adipose fin
present; caudal fin forked; anal fin moderate or rather long; ventrals
;

;

;

median

moderate, nearly
ent.

Abdomen rounded

;

in

pectorals placed low.
outline.

Lateral

line

pres-

Parietals not in contact, sepa-

rated at middle by the intervention of the supraoccipital, which connects

with the froutals epipleural appendages not developed. Air bladder
large
stomach siphonal pyloric cceca very numerous. Ova large,
Genera 10.
falling into the cavity of the abdomen before exclusion.
Species about 70. As now restricted, this is no longer one of the large
families of fishes, but in beauty, activity, gaminess, and quality as food,
and even in size of individuals, different members of the group stand
The Salmoiiidw are confined to the
easily with the first among fishes.
northern regions, and north of about 40° N., everywhere abundant
where suitable waters occur. Some of the species, especially the larger
ones, are marine and anadroraous, living and growing in the sea, and
entering fresh waters to spawn. Still others live in running brooks,,
entering lakes or the sea as occasion serves, but not habitually doing so.
Others again are lake fishes, approaching the shore, or entering brooks
in the spawning season, at other times retiring to waters of considerable
depth. Some of them are active, voracious and gamy, while others are
comparatively defenseless and will not take the hook. The large size of
the eggs and their lack of adhesiveness, with the ease by which the eggs
may be impregnated, render the Salmon and Trout especially adapted
for artificial culture. The Sah»o)iid(i: are of comparatively recent evolution, none of them occurring as fossils, i^nless it be in recent deposits.
The instability of the specific forms and the lack of sharply defined specific characters may be in part attributed to their recent origin, as Dr.
Guuther has suggested. {Sahnonida, part, Giinther, Cat., vi, 1-202, 1866.)
;

,

;

— Fishes of North America.

Jordan and Evermann.
COREOONINyH

:

cleft, tlio maxillary broad, the nmndible articulating with tho quadrate
bone under or before the eye. Dentition more or less feeble or incomplete scales
moderate or large anal fin rather Ions species imperfectly anadromous, or confined
to rivers or lakes, their life lasting more than one year.
Jaws toothless or nearly so scales large maxillary short and broad, with a broad

Mouth

CI.

4G1

not deeply

;

;

;

6.

;

;

supplemental bone.
Prema.xillaries broad, with the cutting edge nearly vertical or directed backward,

0.

the lower jaw short and more or

cc.

less

included

;

cleft of

mouth

short.

COREOONUS, 231.
Premaxillaries with the cutting edge nearly horizontal and directed forward;
lower jaw long, projecting beyond upper cleft of mouth rather long.
;

AUOYROSOML'S,
Jaws, vomer, palatines, and tongue with bands of teeth
jaw prominent anal fin elongate scales modeiate.

hh.

;

Salmonin.i:
aa.

;

maxillary very long

;

1'il.

lower

Stenodus, 233.

;

:

Mouth deeply

cleft,

jaw articulating with the quadrate bono behind the
Dentition strong and complete conical teeth

the long lower

eyes, the maxillaries rather

narrow.

;

on jaws, vomer, and palatines tongue with two series of strong teeth (sometimes
deciduous in very old specimens); scales small.
vomer narrow, long, flat, with weak teeth species
d. Anal fin elongate, of 14 to 17 rays
spotted with black, if at all.
Oncoriiynchus, 234.
dd. Anal fin short, of 9 to 12 developed rays.
Vomer flat, its toothed surface plane teeth on the shaft of the vomer in alterna;

;

;

('.

;

ting rows or in one zigzag row, those on the shaft placed directly on the surface

vomerine teeth sometimes deciduous;
Salmo, 235.
Vomer boat-shaped, the shaft strongly depressed, without teeth scales very small,
about 200 in the course of the lateral line species not anadromous; spotted
with red or gray.
/. Vomer with a raised crest, extending backward from the head of the bone,
free from its shaft, this crest armed with strong teeth
hyoid bone with a
broad band of strong teeth
species spotted with gray, without bright
of the bone, not

on a free

crest; posterior

species black-spotted.

ee.

;

;

;

;

Cristivomer, 236.
hyoid bone with

colors.
ff.

Vomer without raised crest, only the head being
very weak teeth or none species red-spotted,
;

toothed

the lower fins with bright

edgings.

231.

;

Salvelinus,

COREGONUS

237.

(Artedi) Liunibus.

(Whitefishes.)
Coregonns, Artedi,
Cnregoiii,

Genera Piscium,

9,

1738.

Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 310,

JViptervnoius,

LacEpkde,

{Uifareliix).

Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 48, 1803,

('r)i-c</oHHx,

LacEpkiie, Uist. Nat. Poiss.,

Coref/onM.s,

Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed.

(liauliii

= lavaretm).

v, 203, 18(13, (lavurelns).
i,

1G2, 1817, {tlii/Diallus, ^iiJ<we/M,«, etc.; restricted in Ed. 2,

to hivaretus).
/Voso/jjiim,

MiLNER,

Body oblong

in

Jorpan, Man. Vert., Ed.

2,

3G1, 1878, (qiiadrihiterdlif:).

or elongate, compressed.

Head more

or less conic, combeyond the lower jaw. Mouth
small, the maxillary short, not extending beyond the orbit, with a well-

pressed, the snout

more or

less projecting

developed supplemental bone. Teeth extremely minute, if present.
Scales moderate, thin, cycloid, rather firm.
Dorsal tin moderate caudal
lin deeply forked, anal fin somewhat elongate
ventrals well developed.
;

;

Pseudobranchiii- large.

(jJill

rakers varying from short and thickish to long
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Stomach horseslender. Air bladder very large. Vertebra? 56 to 60.
shoe-shaped, with many (about 100) pyloric cceca. Ova small. Species
about 15, inhabiting the clear lakes of northern Europe, Asia, and
America, in Arctic regions descending to the sea. Most of them spawn in
late fall or winter near the shore, at other seasons often frequenting considerable depths. The number of distinct species of Coregonus has been
overestimated by many writers. The geographical range and range of

and

variation of each one are much wider than has hitherto been generally
supposed.* The species are highly valued for food, the flesh being generally pale and of fine flavor. The coloration is very uniform bluish
olivaceous above; the sides and below silvery. {Coregonus, a name used by
Artedi for the European lavaret, or whitefish, Coregonus lavaretus, from
-^uvla, angle; " quia pupilla anteriore parte in
Koprj, the pupil of the eye
;

;

angulunv acutum procurrit."
a.

Artedi.)

mask, from tho large preorbitals)
Gill rakers short, thickisli, about 12 to IG in uumbor on the lower limb of the arch; maxillary short, broad, not reaching eye, the supplemental bone mostly narrow and
{irpoa-untov, a

Prosopium

mouth small.
Mouth comparatively large, the maxillary about

sharply elliptical;
b.

c.

4 in head; gill rakers very short and

+ 16;

body oblong, the back not elevated,
Scales large, 60 to 63 in lateral line; snout blunt and decurved.
thick, 10

coultekii,

T-^S.

Scales small, 72 to 90 in lateral line.

fc.

Supplemental bone of maxillary rather narrow; scales 83 to 90.
e. Head moderate, blunt anteriorly, i% to 5 in body; tip of snout below
level of eye; gill rakers short, 9 + 15; lower tins pale.
WILLIAMSONI, 756.
ee. Head very short, blunt, 5% in body; gill rakers short and slender, about

d.

7
d(l.

+14;

kennicotti, 757.

fins all blacTiis^i.

Supplemental bono of maxillary very broad, semicircular; scales 72 to

80.

RICIIAKDSONII, 758.

Mouth

bb.

small, the maxillary 5 to

5^

in head; gill rakers shorter

+ 10,

about 5 in eye, fewer than in
elevated nor much compressed.

7

C.

Body

wilUamsonl.

and

thicker, about

elongate, the back not

quadkilateralis,

759.

Coregonus:
numerous, long and slender, 17 to 20 on the lower limb of the arch; preorbilong and narrow; maxillary rather long, more than 34 head, the supplemental

aa. Gill rakers
tal

bone ovate.
/.

Tongue

toothless or nearly so; back elevated; iiead very low

and

short, especially in

old examples.
g.

Back elevated, but not greatly compressed; supplemental bone of maxillary
clupeiformis, 760.

nearly twice as long as deep.

Back elevated and much compressed; supplemental bone of maxillary more than
nei.sonii, 761.
as deep as long; gill rakers about 26.
Tongue with 3 series of small teeth; body elongate, compressed; lower jaw slightly
g<j.

%

fj.

included.
h.

Gill rakers short

and few, about 10

+

15,

the longest about 2 in eye.

LABRADORICUS, 762.

Subgenus P
755.

Head

4i to 5

;

OSOPIUM,

Milner.

COREGONUS COULTERII, Eigenmann

Bcales 8-60 to 63-6.

Form

& Eigenmann.

eye 4 snout 4i. D. 10 or 11 A. 10 or 11
rather heavy, little elevated; the snout broad,

depth 4i to

5^^

;

;

;

*For a useful analytical key to the species of Coregonus, see Bean, in Trans. Amer. Fish
Cultural Ass'n, 13th annual meeting, 1884, 33.

Jordan and E^^ermann.
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very blunt aud decnrved greatest depth of head equal to its length less
the opercle. Mouth low, the suout but little projecting, nuixillary reaching eye in larger specimens, further in the smaller ones; supplemental
scales
bone a crescent; gill rakers much as in Corcgoiius wiUiaiusotii
Head waters of the Columbia River. A small
Dull silvery.
largo.
species, not exceeding 8 inches in length, closely related to CoretjomiH
wilUamsoni, but with larger scales. (Named for Dr. John Merle Coulter,
;

;

the well-known botanist.)
Naturalist, November, 1892, 961,
coullerii, Eigenmann &, Kirenmann, American
Kicking Horse River, at Field, British Columbia, one of the head streams of the

Voreyoiiiis

Columbia lUver.

(Type, No. 44870.

756.

Eigeumaun.)

Coll.

C0RE({0NIIS WILLIAMSONI,

(Rocky Mountain Wiutefisu

;

Girard.

"Mountain HEiiiuNa.")

Head 4^ to 5 depth 4 to 5 eye 4f D. 11 to 14 A. 11 to 13 scales 8 to
10-83 to 87-7 to 10. Body oblong, rather deeper than in Corer/oum quadriHead shortish, conic, the profile more
lateralis, but little compressed.
;

;

.

Snout compressed and

abruptly decurved than in the other species.

somewhat pointed at tip, which is

;

;

entirely below the level of the eye

;

pre-

Maxillary short and very broad, reaching
just about to the anterior margin of eye therefore, apparently longer
than in related species, owing to the shortness of the snout supplemental bone narrow maxillary contained 4 times in the length of the
head; mandible 3 times. Pectoral It in head; ventral Ig longest dorsal
ray 1^. Snout in the males produced, jiig-like, in the breeding season.
Adipose fin very large, extending behind anal. Gill rakers short and
15.
Color bluish above, sides silvery
thick, shorter than pupil, about 9
breeding males with the under parts white all the fins tipped with black,
caudal and adipose fins steel-blue. Scales on sides strongly tuberculate
Length about a foot. Clear streams from the
in breeding males.
Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, the easternmost records being from Chief
Mountain Lake at the head of the Saskatchewan in Montana (as type of
abundant in the Great Basin, and northwestward on
Corcfjonus couesii)
both sides of the Cascade Range found more often in clear brooks and
rivers than in lakes. It readily takes the fly aud is an excellent food(Named for Lieut. R. S. Williamson, in charge of one division of
fish.
the United States Pacific Railroad exj)loratiou8.)
Coregoims uHlUamsoni, GiRARD, Troc. Ac. Nat. .Sci. Phila., 1850, 136, Des Chutes River, Oreorbital broad, f

width of

eye.

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

gon

;

GliNTHER, Cat.,

VI, 187,

1806

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 297, 1883

Gilbert & Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xiv, 1894,
Chregouus coucsii, Milner, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. for 1872-73
in

Lake, Montana
Prosopium

couefii,

;

Coll. Coues)

(Type, No. 14140.

Milner,

in

Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

;

B.

;

.\.

Bean,

55, pi. ix, fig. 3.

(1874), 88,

Chief Mountain

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 297, 1883.

2,

362, 1878.

Represented in the Madison and Yellowstone rivers and other tributaries of the

Upper Missouri by

756a.

COREGOXUS WILLIAMSONI CISMONTAXUS,

Slenderer, with lower fins.

H in head

;

depth 5 to 5J pectoral
Otherwise like
{cismoidanus, this side of the mountains.)

ventral 1*

the typical form,

Head

Jordan.

;

5 in length

longest dorsal ray

1^.

;

Scales 90.

;
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Ooi-egoiins villimiimni cixmontanus,

Joriian, Bull. U.

S.

Fifh Coram., ix, 1889, 49,

Horsethief Creek, a tributary of Madison River, Montana.

757.

COREGONUS KENNICOTTI,

(Bboad Wiiitefish

;

Mkksun

pi.

'.),

(Coll. K.

figs. 8, 9,

R. Lucas.)

Milner.

or the Russians.)

D. 11 A. U; scales 10-87 to 90-10.
5i in head, If in interorbital space.
Scales small, adherent, very regularly imbricated. Head very blunt,
premaxillaries wide and vertically placed. Mouth inferior, with the
high blunt snout but little projecting. Maxillary reaching slightly
beyond the vertical from front of eye, its length, measured from its
anterior articulation, equal to length of snout, and contained 4g times
in head when measured from tip of snout); maxillary
in the head (
broadly ovate, apparently slenderer than in C. Ticliardsonil as figured by
Giinther, and with different outlines. Preorbital narrow, its greatest
w^idth contained 5 times in its length, and 3J^ times in diameter of eye;
width of supraorbit.Tl bono % its length. Gill rakers 6 or 7+ 14, short
and slender, tajiering to a slender flexible point, the longest f diameter
of pupil. Hyoid bone with a round patch of weak, bristle-like teeth;
these are very similar to those found in Sfcnodus, and are disposed in
longitudinal series. Vertical height of head at nape less than length of
head by i diameter of eye distance from tip of snout to nape i distance
from nape to front of dorsal front of dorsal nearer snout than base of
median caudal rays by length of snout and eye. Adipose fin large, a
wide strip at base covered with small, regularly imbricated scales;
inserted over last rays of anal, extending but slightly behind last anal
ray ventrals reaching half way to front of anal height of dorsal equal to
length of head without snout. Color must have been very dark in life;
tins all blackish, in spirits, with a bluish tinge; traces of what may
have been blackish spots and vermiculations are discernible on basal
portion of dorsal and anal fins. The above description from a specimen
obtained by Miss Elizabeth Taylor in Great Bear Lake. The type of
C. kennicotti (No. 8971, Fort Good Hope, British America) possesses the
following characters This specimen is a skin 21 inches long. Length of
head 3^ inches; tip of snout to end of maxillary -\l inch; diameter of
inch. Maxillary
eye (not orbit) f inch length of longest gill raker
contained i^^^ times in head longest gill raker 3^ times width of preorbital 2f times, in eye. Number of gill rakers 7 -\- 13. Scales 10-90-10.
This species seems closely related to Coregonus richardsonii, Giinther,
with which it may prove identical. As Dr. Bean has already noticed,
Giinther's description includes no account of the gill rakers, which may
be long and numerous, as in C. clupeiformis, but indicates a fish with a
longer snout, and a broader supplementary maxillary bone. (Gilbert.)

Head small, 5j depth about 4|.
Eye moderate, shorter than snout,

;

;

^4

;

;

;

;

:

;

i^,;

;

;

Mackenzie and Yukon rivers

;

locally abundant.

nicott, discoverer of the species, one of the first

(Named for Robert KenAmerican naturalists to

visit Alaska.)
t

Salmo

lavaretns, yar.

^

Salmo

mtilisim,

P

muchnm, Pallas,

Keise,

as, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat.,

iii,

m,

705,

about 1780.

398, 1811.

Jordan and FA'ertnann.
Coregnnus

l-ennicol! i,

Milner,

British America.

— Fishes of North America.

Jordan & Gilbert,

in

Synopsis, 298,

Coll. Kennicott);

(Type, No. 8971.

1S8:!,
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Fort Good Hope,
S. Fish Comm.,

Gilhert, Hull. U.

XIV, 1894, 23.

758,

COUEGOM

KICHARDSOXII,

S

Giintlior.

A. 13 scales 10-72 to 80-12. Very similar in form to C. dupeiformis. Snout of moderate length, obliquely truncated, with the upper
jaw projecting beyond the lower; eye shorter than the snout maxillary
extending to anterior edge of the eye, its length 4 in head. SuppleB. 9 ; D. 13

;

;

;

mentary bone of the maxillary short, broad, semicircular. Length of
mandible a little less than least depth of tail. Pectoral longer than
head, without snout. Arctic North America. (Giinther.) A doubtful
species, perhaps identical with CoregonuH kennicotti, or possibly with
Coregonus nelsonii. (Named for John Richardson, the accomplished author
of the

Fauna Boreali-Americana.

Corejoniis richanJrionii,

Guntuer,

;

exact locality

COREGONUS QUADRILATEBAIIS,

759.
(Pilot-fish

Cat., vi, 185, 1860,

Menominee Wiiitefish

;

Shad-Waiter

unknown

Ri. li.aidson.

;

Round

Whitekisii.)

depth 4i; eye 5^. D. 11; A. 10; scales 9-80 to 90-8. Body
elongate, not elevated nor much compressed, the back rather broad, the
form more terete than in any of the other species. Mouth very small
and narrow, inferior, the broad maxillary not reaching to opposite the
Head long, the snout compressed and bluntly pointed,
eyCi 5^ in head.
protile not strongly decurved.
Preorbital
its tip not beloAV level of eye
wider than pupil. Mandible originating under middle of eye, 'Siin head.
Adipose fin small. Gill rakers short and stoutish, about 7 -(- 10 in number,
Color dark bluish
4 to 5 in eye, but rather longer than in C. williamsoni.
above, silvery below. Length a foot or more. Lakes of New England
and the Great Lakes, northwestward to Alaska, as far south as Yukon
River; abundant in cold, deep waters. (quadrilateraUs, {onv-sided.)

Head

5;

;

Coriyoiins qiiailrilateraUf,

Richardson, Franklin's Journ.,

America; Gunthek,
Coreijoiius noi^r-augelue,

New

Cat., 176, 1866;

Prescott,

Hampshire;

Anitjr.

Gi'NTHEU, Cat.,

Jouni.
18(1,

Subgenus
760.

Fort Enterprise, British

1823, 714,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 298, 1883.

Sci. Arts, xi, 1851, 342,

Lake 'Winnipiseogee,

1866.

COREGONUS.

COREGONUS CLUPEIFORMIS

(Mitchill).

(Common Wiiitefish.)

Head

5

;

depth 3 to 4

;

eye large, 4 to

5.

D. 11

;

A. 11

;

scales 8-74-9.

Body oblong, compressed, always more or less elevated,
and becoming notably so in the adult. Head comparatively small and
VertebrsB 59.

on level of
lower edge of pupil; width of preorbital less than half that of pupil.
Maxillary reaching past front of orbit, about 4 in head. Gill rakers moderate, i diameter of eye, usually about 10 -f 17 to 19.
Color olivaceous
above; sides white, but not silvery lower tins sometimes dusky. Length
2 feet or more.
Great Lakes and neighboring waters, rarely ascending
streams; not in Alaska nor Arctic America; the best known and most
F.N. A.
31
short, the snout bluntish, obliquely truncated; tip of snout

;

Bulletin ^7, Ufiited States National
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highly valued of the American whitefishes. It feeds on minute organisms. This species, like others of wide distribution, is subject to considerable variations, dependent on food, waters, etc. One of these is the
so-called Otsego Bass, var. otsego (Clinton), a form landlocked in Otsego
Lake at the head of the Susquehanna River. {Cliqiea, a shad or herring;
forma, shape.)
Salmo clupei/ormis, MiTcniLL, Amcr. Month. Mag., il, 1818, 321, Sault Ste. Marie.
C!oregomis allmi', Le Sueur, Jouni. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., I, 1818, 231, Lake Erie to Arctic Sea;
GcNTilER, Cat.,

Lake

about 1814; Otsego

Coregonus sapidissimim, Agassiz,
Coregonus

lalior,

ond of many authors.
LaUe Bass," DeW'itt Clinto.n, Mid. A

VI, 184, 18CG,

Coregonus olsego, the "Otsego

;

Lake Superior,

Lake Superior.
Lake Superior.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
761.

Register, in, 1S8,

344, 1850,

Agassiz, Lake Superior, 348, 1850,

Coregonus clupei/ormis,

I'hil.

a lamllocUed form.

209, 1883.

COREGOXrS XELSOMI,

Bean.

(HrMPBACK Whitefish.)

Head

depth

D. 12: A. 12; scales 10-88-8. Allied to Coregonus
by its arched and compressed back; snout
not very blunt. Maxillary 4 in head, reaching front of eye. Gill rakers
moderate, a little more than half eye, about 26 in number; veutrals a
Coloration plain. Alaska, from
little nearer snout than base of caudal.
Bristol Bay northward, common; abony species of inferior flavor. (Bean.)
(Named for Edward W. Nelson, its discoverer, the well-known ornithologist, who collected largely in Alaska.
5;

-1.

clupeiformis, but distinguished

Coregonus neUunii, Bean, Proc. U.

S.

Kat. Mus., 1884, 48, Nulato, Alaska.

(Type, No.

2'J'J03.

Coll. Nelson.)

762.

(Sault Whitefish

;

Head 5; depth 3J

COBEGOXrS LABRADOBICUS,
Musquaw River Whitefish

;

Richardson.

Whiting

o;'

Lake Winnipiseogee.)

snout 4^ to 5. D. 11 or 12; A.
Gill rakers short, about 2 to 2i in eye,
11 or 12; scales 10-71 to 76-9.
10 -{- 15 or 16. Body rather elongate, compressed, the back not elevated.
Head rather small and slender, compressed. Distance from tip of snout
to occiput about 21 in distance from occiput to origin of dorsal fin.
Mouth rather small, the lower jaw short, the snout projecting; the
maxillary reaching front of pupil maxillary bone broad, rather short,
its supplementary piece ovate. Mandible reaching middle of eye. Tongue
with about three series of small teeth. Supraorbital bone narrow. Dorsal
fin high in front, the last rays short. Bluish-black above; silvery below;
scales with dark punctulations on the edges; fins all dusky, pectorals
and veutrals pale at base. Length 21 inches. Winnipeg and Great Lakes
region to the lakes of the Adirondacks and White Mountains, and northgenerally abundant in cold, clear lakes and large streams;
eastw'ard
abundant at the Sault Ste. Marie a species of good flavor, valued as food.
A variable species, perhaps containing several recognizable subsjjecies.
to 4; eye large, 4^ to

.5:

;

;

;

Fauna Bor.-Amer., in, 206, 1836, Musquaw River, LabJordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 299, 1883.
Cuvier & A'alencienne.*, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 534, 1848, Saskatch-

Coregonus 1uhradoricu.\ Richardson,

rador

;

J Coregonus

f

GuNTHER,

Cat., vi, 176, 1866

angusticeps,

ewan Kiver;

and erroneous.
Amer. Journ. Sci.

description lirief

Coregonux nenhantoniensis, Pkescott,

New

;

Hampshire.

Arts, xi, 1851, 343,

Lake Winnipiseogee,

Jordan and Evermann.
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Agassiz.

(CiSCOES.)
Lake Superior, 339, 1850, (Wiipei/Virmis = arledi).
AUosomus, Jordan, Manual Vertebrates, Ed. 2, 3G1, 1878, {tnVibfe).

Argijroiomns, Agassiz,

This genus

very close to Coregonus, from whicli

is

it

the

differs in

mouth and more produced jaws, the premaxillaries being placed
nearly horizontally, and the lower jaw decidedly projecting beyond them.
larger

Vertebne 55.
Gill rakers very long and slender, about 30 on lower limb.
These characters are associated witli the greater voracity and, in general,

The species are numerous
and North America, and all are

greater activity of the species of Anjyrosomus.
in the northern parts of Europe, Asia,

(apyvpoc, silver; awfia, body.)

valued as food,

Arotrosomvs:
a. Body elongate, herring-shaped; scales small, uniform, the free edges convex.
scales punctate with dark points.
b. Lower fins pale or merely tipped with dusky
c. Eye large, not much, if any, shorter than snout in adult, its length 3}-^ to
;

4J/2 in

head.
d.

Head

long, 4 in body;

body slender,

its

depth 5 to 6 in length; distance from

occiput to snout 2J^ in distance from occiput to dorsal; teeth on tongue;
osmeriformis, 763.
maxillary 3 in head.

Head

dd.

from occiput to tip of snout nearly half its

long, 4'.j in length; distance

distance to front of dorsal fin; pectorals short, reaching about half

way

to Tentrals.
e.

Maxillary

3^/^

to SJ^ in head;

numerous, about 16
ee.

lower jaw projecting;

gill

rakers long and

+ 30.

artedi, 764.

Maxillary longer, 23 to 3 in head;

gill

rakers fewer, about 14

-^ 25.

HOYi, 765.
ddd.

Head

shorter, about 5 in length; distance

from occiput to

tip of

snout about

I distance to front of dorsal fin; pectorals long, reaching more than
pusillus, 766.
half way to ventrals; maxillary Z)/^ in head.
cc.

Eye small, shorter than snout, about 5 times in length of head.
/. Head short, about 5 in length.
g. Body rather slender, the depth equal to length of head; distance from
put to snout 2)2 to 2" 3 in

its

occi-

distance from dorsal; base of dorsal short.

LUCIDUS, 767.
gg.

Body

deeji,

the depth in adult greater than length of head; distance from

occiput to snout 2J3 to

2J^4

in distance

from occiput to dorsal; base of
laueett.e, 768.

dorsal longer.
ff.

Head
h.

long, 4 to 4}-^ in length; lower

jaw

strong.

Maxillary very long, 2V^ in head; lower jaw

+ 28;

about 15

much

projecting; gill rakers

distance from snout to occiput 2i in distance from

occiput to dorsal;

mouth

larger than in A. artedi or in related species.

PHOCNATHl'S, 769.
fcfc.

Lower

fins all blue-black;

body robust; mouth large;

gill

rakers numerous, 18

Allosomi'S (aAAos, different;
aa.

Body

crcifia,

body):

short, deep, compressed, the curve of

back similar to that of the belly; scales large,

larger forward and closely imbricated, the free
t.

Jaws equal when

margin

little

convex.

closed or lower slightly projecting; deptli 3 in length;

small; maxillary

+30;

nigripixnis, 770.

eye large, 4J in he.ad.

3}-^ in

head; eye

elender, about equal to eye.

4J.2

in head; gill rakers about 16

mouth rather
••

31,

long and

tullibee, 771.
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Subgenus
763.

Museum.

ARGYROSOMUS.

AKGTROSOMUS OSMERIFORMIS
(Smelt of the

New York

Head 4 depth 5 to 6 eye 4. D.
elongate, sleuder, back not elevated.

M. Smith).

(H.

Lakf.r.)

Body
width equal
to half its length. Length of top of head 2i in distance from occiput to
greatest depth considerably less than length of head. Eye
dorsal
Gill rakers very long and slender, as long as eye,
large, ecjual to snout.
20 + 35. Dorsal fin rather high, its height equal to | depth of body and
1^ times length of base of fin its origin nearer base of caudal than snout,
its free margin nearly vertical, straight; longest anal ray \ length of
;

;

9

;

A.

Head

13

scales 9-83-10.

;

ratlier large, its

;

;

base of

fin

ventral long, equal to height of dorsal, its length e(]ual to
from ventral origin to vent
ventral origin midway

;

I of distance

;

between base of caudal and pupil adipose dorsal long and slender,
Mouth large,
of same width throughout, its width \ its length.
;

the lower jaw projecting, the snout straight

;

maxillary contained 3 times

in length of head, its posterior edge extending to line

drawn

vertically

mandible \ the length of
through the anterior margin of pupil
head, its angle under the pupil. Teeth present on the tongue. Color
above grayish silvery, sides bright silvery below white tips of dorsal
and caudal dark. Length 10 inches. Lakes of central New York, known
from Seneca Lake and Skaneateles Lake. (Smith.) (Osmerus, a smelt,
forma, form in allusion to the general shape of the fish, which is known
as " smelt" in parts of New York.)
;

;

;

;

Coregonus

hoiji,

Animals,

pi.

Bean, Proc. U.
197 B, 1884

;

Goregonns osmerifonnix, Hu(5H

S.

Nat. Mus., 18S2, C58, not of Gill;

Goode, Hist. Aquatic

not of text.

M. Smith,

Bull. U. S. Fish

New York.

Lake and Skaneateles Lake,

Comm.,

xiv, 1894,

pi.

(Type, Nos. 32162 and 32165.

1,

2,

Seneca

Coll. Prof.

H.

L. Smith and J. C. Willetts.)

764,
(Cisco

ARGTROSOMUS ARTEDI
;

Lake Herring

;

(Le Sueur).

Michigan Herring.)

Head 4A depth 4i eye 4 to 4^. D. 10; A. 12;
rows under base of dorsal vertebrae about 60.
;

;

scales 8-75 to 90-7, 10

Body elongate, comHead compressed, somewhat pointed, rather long,
;

pressed, not elevated.

the distance from occiput to tip of suout usually a little less than half
the distance from occiput to dorsal fin. Mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching not quite to the middle of the pupil, 3^ to 3^ in head;
the mandible 2i in head. Preorbital bone long and slender suborbital
broad supraorbital nearly as long as eye, about four times as long as broad.
28 to 34, the
Gill rakers very long and slender, as in Clupea, 15 to 17
longest 11 in eye. Dorsal fin high, its rays rapidly shortened. Bluish
black or greenish above; sides silvery, scales with dark specks; fine
Length 12 inches. Great Lakes
mostly pale, the lower dusky-tinged.
and neighboring waters, not in Alaska nor Arctic America very abundant, usually frequenting shallow waters. An active, voracious fish,
valued as food. (Named for Petrus Artedi, the " Father of Ichthyology,"
;

;

+

;

Jordan and Evermajin.
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the associate of Linnaeus, and perhaps the ablest systematic zoologist of
the 18th century.)
Lb Sueur, Journ.

Coregoims artedi,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

i,

1818, 231,

Lake

Erie; Niagara

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 301, 1883.
Coregonus clupei/ormis, Gunthee, Cat., vi, 198, 1806, and of many authors, but not Sahno

River

;

cliipeifonnis,

of MlTCHlLL.

Sahno (Corvgonus)

Richarpson, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,
GCnther, Cat., VI, 199, 1866.

hnreiigus,

Coregoims hareiigns,

iii,

210,

ISIifi,

Lake Huron.

Represented in numerous small lakes in Indiana and Wisconsin (Tippecanoe, Geneva, Oconomowoc, La Belle, etc.), hy the slightly moditied

ABGTROSOMUS ARTEDI

764a.

(Sisco OF

SISCO,

.Jordan.

Lake Tippecanoe.)

Smaller than the Lake Cisco, but superior as food living in deep waters,
except in December, when it ascends brooks to spawn. (Sisco or Cisco, a
vernacular name, probably Indian.)
;

Argyrosoimis
(Coll.

sinco,

Judge

Jo3DAN, Amer. Nat.,
H. Carpenter.)

187.5,

136,

Lake Tippecanoe, Warsaw, Indiana.

J.

765.

(Moon-eye Cisco

;

ARGTROSOMUS HOTI,

Cisco of

Gill.

Lake Michigan; Kieye

of

Lake Michigan.)

Head 4i; depth 4|; eye 4]- to 4|; snout 3j to 3^ maxillary 2? to 3 in
head, reaching to vertical of middle of pupil. D. 10; A. 11 or 12; scales
8 or 9-73 to 80-7. Gill rakers 14
'^o or 26, slender, about 2 in eye.
Vertebrae 5R; branchiostegals 8 or 9. Body rather elongate, compressed,
the back somewhat elevated. Mouth rather large, subterminal, the lower
jaw shorter than upper, even when the mouth is open; tip of muzzle
;

+

somewhat as in a true Coregonus; mandible
nearly reaching posterior edge of eye, 2^ in head. Head rather long,
slender, and pointed.
Supraorbital and preorbital long and narrow.
Distance from tip of snout to occiput 2^ to 2?- in distance from occiput to
origin of dorsal fin. Fins low; free margin of dorsal very oblique, the
rather bluntly truncate,

length of the anterior rays If in head, that of the last ray less than half
length of the first; longest anal ray 2f in head and more than twice as
long as the last ray. Pseudobranchife very large; tongue with traces of
teeth.
Color light iridescent blue on back, scales with a few fine dark
punctulations reaching about two scales below lateral line; sides and
under parts rich silvery, brighter than in any other of our Coregomnce,
much as in Hiodon and JIbula; top of head light olivaceous; cheeks silvery; dorsal, caudal, and pectorals with some dark on their margins;
anal and ventrals white, with some dark dustings; the male perhaps a
little richer, more iridescent blue on back, and with the scales a little
thicker and less closely imbricated. Length 13 inches. Deep waters of
Lake Michigan one of the smallest and handsomest of Coregotiituv. The
only specimens known were the two sent to Dr. Gill and the one to Dr.
Jordan by Dr. Hoy, i;ntil recently rediscovered by the United States Fish
Commission, who find it to be the principal fish caught in the gill nets in
the western part of Lake Michigan. It is taken in large numbers off
;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

It is
in 90 fathoms in November during its spawning season.
a true Argijrosomm^, though approaching Corajonun. (Named for Dr. Philo
R. Hoy, of Eaciue, Wisconsin, an able naturalist, who early collected

Keuosha

the fishes of

Lake Michigan.)

American Naturalist, March, 1S75, 135, Lake Michigan,
near Racine,Wisconsin. (Type, No. 8902. Coll. Hoy.)
Coreijonns hoi/i, Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. 2, 275, 1878; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 299, 1883;
Smith, Bull. U. S. Fish Coram., xiv, 1894, pi. 1, fig. 1, 6 not Argnrosomiis hoyi, Milner,
Rept. U. S. Fish Comm., 1872-73 (1875), 86 (which is A. progiialhiiif), nor Corajomis hoyi.
Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 658 (which is A. osmerifomuH).

Argyrosomiis hoyi. Gill MS., Jordan,

;

766.

ARGYROSOMUS PUSILLUS

Head 5 depth 5 eye 3i in head.
Body rather elongate, compressed.
;

;

D. 10

Form

(Bean).

A. 12

;

of

V. 11

;

mouth

;

scales 10-91-9.

as in A. arfedi, the

lower jaw considerably projecting; maxillary broad, with rather broad
supplemental bone, three times as long as wide, extending not quite to
middle of the very large eye, its length 3^ in head preorbital extremely
narrow. Mandible 2^ in head. Teeth none, or reduced to minute asperiGill rakers numerous, very long and slender, 49 in
ties on the tongue.
Dorsal very high, much higher than long, its last rays rapidly shortall.
ened, the first rays twice the length of base of fin insertion of dorsal
midway between snout and middle of adipose fin caudal large, well
forked; anal small; ventral inserted under middle of dorsal, very long,
^ length of head pectoral the same length. Scales as in J. artedi. Steeldorsal and caudal
bluish above, with many dark points belly white
mostly blackish; pectorals and ventrals tipped with black eye blackish,
the iris silvery. Length a foot or less. Yukon River to Bering Sea and
northward, ascending rivers, (jpusillus, feeble.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Coregnniis merckii, var..

1883

Bean, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 25G;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 300,

not of Gunther.

;

Coregotms ptisillus. Bean, Proc. U.
3830G.

Coll. Chas. II.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1888, 526,

Kowak

River, Alaska.

(Type, No.

Townsend.)

767.

ARGTROSOMl S LICIDUS

(Richardson).

(Great Bear Lake Herring.)

Head
A.

11

small, 5 to

or

12.

oj^

;

Scales

depth 41 to 4f
85 to

downward and forward from

87, 11

;

eye

5.

D. 11 or 12 developed rays;

or 12 scales in an oblique series

front of dorsal to lateral line.

Eye

slightlj-

than length of snout, IJ times in interorbital width. Body slender,
elongate, the curve of back and belly about equal, the greatest depth
exceeding length of head. The snout narrow, almost vertically truncate
when mouth is closed, the lower jaw fitting within the upper, but the
mouth not inferior. Distance from snout to nape 2^ to 3 in distance
between nape and front of dorsal. The head is much snuiller in one of
our specimens than in the other. Mouth obliijue, with rather slender
maxillary, Avhich extends to vertical midway between front and middle
of pupil, its length from tip to articulation equaling distance from end of
snout to front of pupil, and contained 3| to 3i in length of head. Supplemental maxillary bone probably broader than in A. artedi, from f to | greatSuborbitals very narrow, their least width less
est width of maxillary.
less

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.

Supraorbital bone large,

than half diameter of pupil.

Gill rakers very long

iu its length.

47 L

more than f length of eye, 16 -|- 28

in

its width 2\ to 2\
and slender, the longest slightly
number in each specimen. Front

of dorsal slightly nearer tip of snoiit than base of upper rudimentary dorThe fins are mutilated, so that their length can not be given.
sal rays.
inserted vertically above last anal rays, its height from
end of base equaling vertical diameter of eye. Color silvery. As pointed out by Dr. Giiuther, this northern fom differs from A,
It seems also to have the preartedi in its shorter head and smaller eye.
maxillaries placed at a greater angle than in A. artedi. Mackenzie River
and tributaries. Here described from two specimens from Great Bear
Lake River, each 16 inches long, collected by Miss Elizabeth Taylor.

'Adipose

fin large,

tip to posterior

(lucidus, shining.)
Salmo (Coregomis)

Uicidit.%

Richaedson, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,

207, 1836, with

iii,

good

figure,

Great

Bear Lake.
Core(ionns lucidus,

Gunther,

Cat., vi, 198, 1866

768.

Head

;

Gilbert, Bull. U.

ARGYROSOMUS LAURETT.E

depth 4; eye

U

S.

Fish Comni., xiv, 18y4, 24.

(Bean).

D. 12; A. 11; V. 12; scales 10-84 to
Body robust, the back elevated
head small and slender, the small eye not longer than snout. Distance
from nape to front of snout 2i times in its distance from dorsal. Maxilhead, its supplemental bone half
lary about reaching middle of eye, 3^
its length
lower jaw very slightly longer than upper; mandible 24^ in
head; lingual teeth present. Gill rakers long and numerous, 10 -f- 25;
ventral scale not half length of fin; pectorals short, not reaching half
way to ventrals. Scales smaller than in A. artedi, 16 cross series under
base of dorsal. Alaska, from Yukon River northv/ard to Point Barrow;
generally common. Apparently very close to Argyrosomus lucidus, but the
base of the dorsal longer. (Named for Mrs. Lauretta H. Bean.)
5;

to

5.

95-10, 84 to 87 in specimens examined.

m

;

Coregonus

laurelta',

Bean, Proc. U.

Synopsis, 890, 1883.

769.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 156,

(Typo, Nos. 27695 and 27915.

ARGYROSOMUS PROGXATHUS
(Long Jaw

Head4i; depth
small, li in snout,

Point Barrow

Coll. Capt. C. L.

;

;

Jordan

Gilbert

&,

Hooper.)

(U. M. Smith).

Bloater.)

3i to4; eye 5. D. 9 or 10; A. 10 to 12. Eye rather
Scales
1:V iu interorbital space, IJ in suborbital space.

Body oblong, much compressed, back elevated, tapering rather
sharply towards the narrow caudal peduncle, the adult fish having a

9-75-8.

nuchal humj) as in C, clupeiforviis. Mouth large and strong snout
on level with lower edge of pupil. Top of head 2k in
distance from occiput to front of dorsal. Maxillary reaching to opposite
pupil, 2Mn head, the length 34 times its greatest width mandible projecting beyond upper jaw when mouth is closed, very long, reaching to or

slight

;

straight, its tip

;

* The vertical from last ray of anal traverses the posterior third of base of adipose dorsal. This
the only rospec t in which our specimens fail to agree with Kichanlson's description. The latter states that tlie aiiipo.^e fin is located "about its own breadth posterior to tlic anal," but this
can jirobalily be aciounted for by tho uatuio of the spucimeu, Itichurdsou's Uescriptiou being
taken from a stuffed skin. Gilbeii.
is
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beyond posterior edge of eye, If to \\ iu head. Head of medium size, rather
Dorsal rather
short aud deep, pointed, cranial ridges prominent.
high, the longest ray \ longer than base of fin, contained If times
body depth, and 1^ times in head; free margin slightly con-

in greatest

cave; origin nearer end of snout than base of caudal. Longest anal
ray equal to base of fin and f height of dorsal. Vertebne 55. Gill
Adipose fin the
rakers slender, about 15
28, about length of eye.
length of eye, its width half its length. Narro^Ye8t part of caudal pedunVentral as long
cle contained nearly four times in greatest body deptli.
as dorsal is high, its origin midway between end of snout aud fork of
Lateral line straight except at origin,
tail; pectoral as long as ventral.
where it presents a rather marked curve. Sides of body uniformly
bright silvery, with pronounced bluish reflection in life the back dusky,
the under parts pure white without silvery color above lateral line, the
upper and lower edges of scales are finely punctulated, central part
unmarked, producing light longitudinal stripes extending whole length
of body fins flesh color or pinkish in life, the dorsal and caudal usually
showing dusky edges postorbital area with a bright golden reflection.
Iris golden, pupil black.
Length 15 inches. Lake Ontario, Lake Michigan, Lake Superior, and doubtless the entire Great Lake Basin, in deep
water. (Smith.) This species and J. os/nerf/oj-w is have been confounded
tinder the name Coregoniis hoi/i, though neither much resembles the
original of that name,
(npo, forward
yvdOoc, jaw.)

+

;

;

;

:

;

Milner, Bept. U. S. Fish Comm., ii, 1872-73 (1874), 86, Outer Island,
Lake Superior; (Coll. Milner); not of Gill.
Coregoum progualhiis, Hugh M. Smith, Bull. U. S. Fish Coniin., xiv, 1804, 4, pi. 1, fig. 3, Lake
Ontario, at Wilson, New York. (Type, No. 45568. Coll. John 8. Wilson.)

Argyrosoiius

hoyi,

7

70.

ARGYROSOMUS NIGRIPINNIS,
(Bluefin

Head

Gill.

BlacivFin.)

;

eye 4^ D. 12 A. 12 scales 9 or 10-73 to 77-7 or 8.
rakers about 18-f-30, rather long and slender, 1^
in ej-e or 2 in maxillary. Lower jaw slightly projecting; the maxillary
Body stout,
} greater than eye and reaching vertical of front of pupil.
4

;

depth

Vertebras 57.

4

;

;

;

Gill

Head large, stout; mouth large. Distance from
about 3J in distance from snout to origin of dorsal
Back not arched, profile from occiput to origin of dorsal very gently
fin.
curved. Eye rather large, longer than snout. Teeth very miuute, but
appreciable on premaxillaries and tongue. Color dark bluish above
sides silvery, with dark punctulations fins all blue-black. Length 18
inches. Deep waters of Lake Michigan and small lakes of Wisconsin
and Minnesota (Madison, Wisconsin, and Lake Miltona, Minnesota);
locally al)undant. Larger than most of the other Ciscoes, and with
larger mouth than any except A. prognathus; known at once by the
black fins, (niger, black; jnvna, fin.)
fusiform, compressed.

^ip of snout to occiput

;

;

MS. in Milnkh, Report V. S. Fish Comm. for 1872-73 (1874), 87^
Racine, Wisconsin. (Coll. Dr. Hoy.)
Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. 2, 275, 1878 Joudan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 301, 1883

ArgurosnvoiK iiignpmnix, Gill

Lake Michigan,
CoregoHHs niyripimus,

off

;

Jordan and Evermann.
Subgenus
771.

to 4^
8 or 9-67 to 74-8.
4

ALLOSOMUS,

AROYBOSOMUS TULLIHEE
(Tullibee;

Head

— Fishes of North America.

"Mongrel

depth 3 to 3^; eye
Gill rakers about 16

;

473

Jordan.
(Richardson).

Wiiitefish.")

4^.

D. 11 or 12; A. 11; scales

+ 31, long and slender, the longest

Body

about equal to eye.

short, deep, compressed, shad-like, the dorsal

and ventral curves similar. Distance from tip of snout to occiput 2 in
distance from occiput to origin of dorsal. Caudal peduncle short and

Head conic, compressed, much as in A. nif/rijnnnis. Mouth large,
lower jaw projecting, the maxillary as long as the eye, about 3^ in head,
extending past the front of eye, its supplemental bone narrowly
ovate, with prolonged point; jaws equal when closed. Eye large, as
long as snout. Preorbital narrow supraorbital elongate, rectangular.
Scales anteriorly considerably enlarged, their diameter half larger than
the diameter of those on the caudal peduncle, the free margins less convex than in other species. Color bluish above sides white, punctate
with fine dots each scale with a silvery area, these forming a series of
distinct longitudinal stripes. Length 18 inches. Great Lakes, Lake of
the Woods, and northward. A handsome and well-marked species.
(Tullibee, a name of Indian origin, used by the fur traders.)
deep.

;

;

;

Sahno {Coregnmis)

RICHARDSON, Fauna Bor.-Anicr., in,

tullibee,

201, 183G,

Cumberland House,

Pine Island Lake.
Coregomts

tullibee,

Gi'NTHER, Cat., vi, 109, 186G

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 301, 1883.

Represented in small lakes of southern Michigan by
7

ARUYBOSOMIS TULLIBEE BI8SELLI,

71a.

Bollman.

Maxillary reaching middle of eye lower jaw projecting. Eye 4f in
head scales 80 to 82, anteriorly scarcely larger than posteriorly. Head
depth 3^. Rawson Lake and Howard Lake, Michigan. (Named for
4j
John H. Bissell, then president of the Michigan Fish Commission.)
;

;

;

Coregowis tullibee

binRilli,

Bollman,

Bull. U. S. Fish

and Howard Lake, Michigan.
233,

Comm.,

(Type, No. 40619.

STENODUS,

viii, 1888, 223,

Coll.

Rawson Lake

Bollman.)

Richardson,

(Inconnu.)
»
Slenodua,*

Richardson,

in Back's Narrative Arctic

Land Expedition, Back Appendix,

521, 1836,

(machenr.ii).

LuciotnUta,

Gunthek,

Cat., vi, 104, 1806, (macienrM).

Body rather elongate, little compressed. Head long, the cleft of the
mouth wide. Maxillary long, broad, lanceolate, extending far backward,
lower jaw projecting much beyond the upper. Dentition very feeble,
the teeth extremely small; maxillary toothless; vomer, palatines, and
tongue with narrow bands of minute villiform teeth. Gill rakers rigid,
* "This fish, though agreeing with the trout in the structiiro of the jaws, differs from all the
subgenera estaWi.'ihed by Cuvier in the Regne Animal, in having the teeth di,sposed in velvet-liko
hands, and broader on tho vomer and palatine bones. From the crowded, minute teeth, the
name of htieamhis may be given to the subgenus of which the inconuu or Sahno 7)iackcn~ii is tho
only ascertained species." Uichardson.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

awl-shaped, rough iuteriorly. Brauchiostegals 10. Pyloric co^ca in great
Dorsal fin moderate, over ventrals anal rather long; caudal
forked. Scales moderate. Coloration silvery. Migratory fishes of large
size, inhabiting the streams of Arctic America and Asia; intermediate
between the Whitefish and the Trout, ((rrfvor, narrow h&ovq^ tooth.)

number.

;

;

772.

STEIVODUS MACKENZII

(Richardson).

(Inconnu.)

Head 4| eye 6. D. 12 A. 14 scales 100. Eye less than snout,
nearly e(iualing the narrow iuterorbital width. Maxillary reaching a
vertical behind pupil, its length very slightly more than \ head. Supplemental bone long and narrow, nearly as wide as the maxillary, the ante;

;

;

end notched, the angle above the notch sharply pointed, the lower
angle bluntly rounded. Teeth all weak and flexible, bristle-like present
in a narrow band in upper jaw, the band extending laterally onto proximal fifth of maxillary a similar narrow baud anteriorly in lower jaw
very broad patches of similar, but slightly stiff'er, teeth are present on
17, the one in the angle
tongue, vomer, and jialatines. Gill rakers 7
reckoned with the vertical limb, very stift' and bony, the longest * diameter of eye they bear in their margins two rows of very short, weak
teeth, which do not make them appreciably rough.
Here described from a specimen 32 inches long, from the delta of the
Mackenzie River
Mackenzie River, collected by Miss Elizabeth Taylor.
and its tributaries below the cascades locally abundant and reaching a
large size, usually 5 to 15 pounds, but sometimes 30 to 40 pounds. A fair
rior

;

;

+

;

;

(Named for its discoverer. Alexander
food-fish, but the flesh is oily.*
Mackenzie, for whom the river was also named.)
Salmo

inackenzii,

i«CM)(mHa

Kichardson, Franklin's Journ.,

TOrtcA-en^ii,

Stenodus mackeiizii,

1823, 707,

Mackenzie River.

GiiNTiiER, Cat., VI, 164, 1866.

Jordan & Gilbert,

234.

•

Synopsis, 304, 1883.

ONCORHYNCHUS.

Suckley.

(QuiNNAT Salmon.)
Oncorhynchm, Sucki.ey, Ann. Xyc. Nat. Hist. N. T., 1861, 312, (ncnuleri).
Bjipsifario, GlLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 330, {Jcennerh/i).

Body

elongate, subfusiform, or compressed.

Mouth wide, the maxil-

beyond the eye; jaws with
moderate teeth, which become in the adult male enormously enlarged
in front. Vomer long and narrow, flat, with a series of teeth both on
the head and the shaft, the latter series comparatively short and weak
palatines with a series of teeth tongue with a marginal series on each
side teeth on vomer and tongue often lost with age no teeth on the
hyoid bone. Brauchiostegals more or less increased in number. Scales
moderate or small. Dorsal fin moderate anal fin comparatively elongate,
lary long, lanceolate, usually extending

;

;

;

;

;

According
leucichthijs

to Dr.

Bean our

(Guldenstadt).

species

may

be not distinct from the Siberian species, Stenodus

Jordan and Evermann.
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of 14 to 20 rays. Pyloric appendages in increased number. Gill rakers
rather numerous. Ova large. Sexual peculiarities very strongly developed the snout in the adult males in summer and fall greatly distorted
the premaxillaries prolonged, hooking over the lower jaw, which in turn
is greatly elongate and somewhat hooked at tip
the teeth on these bones
also greatly enlarged. The body becomes deep and compressed a fleshy
hump is developed before the dorsal fin, and the scales of the back
become embedded in the flesh the flesh, which is red and rich in spring,
becomes dry and poor. Salmon, mostly of large size, ascending the rivers
tributary to the North Pacific in North America and Asia, spawning in the
Only five species are known. The genus is very close to Salmo,
fall.
differing only in the Increased number of certain organs.
(oyKoc, hook
;

;

;

;

f)vyx<".',

snout.)

Concerning the habits and distribution of the salmon we quote the
following, based on the observations of Jordan & Gilbert, which has
been published elsewhere. (See " The Salmon Family," in Jordan's

&

Science Sketches, 35-82, 1887, A. C. McCIurg
Co., Chicago.) Some
recent observations of Dr. Gilbert and Dr. Everuiann are also included
Of the

species of Oncorlii/nchus, the Blueb.ack (0. nerl-a) predominates iu Fraser River

and in
Salmon (0. kMilch) iu Puget Sound, the Quiuuat (0. tscJimvijtscha) in
the Columbia and the Sacramento, and the Silver Salmon iu most of the streams along the coast.
All the species have been seen bj' us in the Columbia and in Fraser River all but the Blueback
in the Sacramento and in waters tributary to Puget Sound.
Only the King Salmon has been
noticed south of San Francisco. Its range has been traced as far as Ventura Riter. Of these
species, the King Salmon and Blueback Salmon habitually "run" in the spring, the others in
the fall. The usual order of running in the rivers is as follows nerka, l.ichau-i/lscha, kistitch, gorImscha, l;eta.
According to early authors, the Ischaicytsclia precedes nerka in Kamchatka.
The economic value of the spring-running salmon is far greater than that of the other sijecies,
because they can be captured in numbers when at their best, while the others are usually taken
only after deterioration. To this fact the worthlessness of Oiicorliynclms keta, as compared with
the

Yukon

Kiver, the Silver

;

:

the other species,

is

probablj- chiefly due.

The habits of the salmon

in the ocean are not easily studied.

King Salmon and Silver Salmon

of all sizes are taken with the seine at almost any season in Puget Sound.
that these species do not go far from the shore.

This would indicate
The King'Salmon takes the hook freely in

Monterey Bay, both near the shore and at a distance of 6 to 8 miles out. We have reason
two species do not necessarily seek great depths, but probably remain not
very far from the mouth of the rivers in which they were spawned. The Blueback and the Dog
to believe that these

Salmon probably seek deeper water, as the former is seldom taken with the seine in the ocean,
and the latter is known to enter the Strait of Fuca at the spawning season, therefore coming
The run of the King Salmon and the Blueback begins generally at the last
in from the open sea.
of March
it lasts, with various modifications and interruptions, until the actual spawningse.ison,
September to November, the time of running and the proportionate amount in each of the subor;

dinate runs varying with each different river.

July only straggling Bluebacks
Columbia and in the Sacramento
the Quinnat runs in considerable numbers, at least till October. In the Sacramento the run is
greatest in the fall, and more run in the summer than in spring.
The spring salmon ascends
only those rivers which are fed by the melting snows from the mountains, and which have sufficient volume to send their waters well out to sea.
Those salmon which run in the spring are
chiefly adults (supposed to bo at least three years old).
Their milt and spawn are no more
developed than at the same time iu others of the same species which are nut to enter the rivers
until fall.
It would appear that the contact with cold fresh water, when in the ocean, iu some
call

way

be found iu the lower course of

causes

end exertid

them
liy

in the spring

is

any stream

Bj- the last of

;

but both

in the

is any special influeuco to that
High wateron any of these ivers
always followed by an increased run of salmon. The salmon canuers think,

to

run toward

it,

and

to

run before there

the development of the organs of geueration.

i
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and

this

is

probably true, that salmon which would not have run

contact with the cold water.

We may call

it

an instinct of

till

later are

brought up

bj'

the

The cause of this effect of cold fresh water is not understood.
the salmon, which is another way of expressing our ignorance. In

seems to be true that in those rivers and during those years when the sprin g run
greatest, the fall run is least to be depended upon.

general,

it

is

same river. It doubtspawning is probably similar fur all the
species, but we have no data for any except the Quinuat and the Kedfish.
In these species the
fishes pair off; the male, with tail and snout, excavates a broad, shallow "nest" in the gravelly
It varies for each of the difterent rivers,

less

extends from July to DerembLr.

and for

The manner

different parts of the

of

bed of the stream, in rapid water, at a depth of 1 to 4 feet the female deposits her eggs in
and after tlie exclusion of the milt, they cover them with stones and gravel. They then
;

it,

As already stated, a great majority of them die. In the
float down the stream tail foremost.
head waters of the large streams, unquestionably all die in the small streams, and near the sea,
an unknown percentage probably survive. The young hatch in about sixty days.
The salmon of all kinds, in the spring, are silvery, spotted or not, according to the species,
and with the mouth about equally symmetrical in both sexes. As the spawning season
approaches the female loses her silvery color, becomes more slimj', the scales on the back partly
sink into the skin, and the flesh changes from salmon-red and becomes variously i)aler from the
loss of oil, the degree of paleness varying much with individuals and with inhabitants ot different rivers. In the Sacramento the flesh of the Quinnat, in either spring or fall, is rarely pale.
In the Columbia a few with pale flesh are sometimes taken in spring, and a good many in the
fall.
In Fraser River the fall run of the Quinnat is nearly worthless for canning purposes,
because so many are " white-meated." In the spring very few are " white-meated," but the
number increases toward fall, when there is every variation, some having red streaks running
through them, others being red toward the bead and pale toward the tail. The red and pale
ones can not be distinguished externally, and the color is dependent upon neither age nor sex.
There is said to be no difference in the taste, but there is no market for canned salmon not of
the conventional orange color.
As the season advances, the difference between the males and females becomes more and more
marked, and keeps pace with the development of the milt, as is shown by dissection. The males
have (1) the premaxillaries and the tip of the lower jaw more and more prolonged, both of the
jaws becoming, finally, strongly and often extravagantly hooked, so that either they shut by
;

the side of each other like shears, or else the mouth can not be closed. (2) The front teeth
become very long and canine-like, their growth proceeding very rapidly, until they are often
half an inch lon>r. (3) The teeth on the vomer and tongue often disappear. (4) The body
grows more compressed and deeper at the shoulders, so that a very distinct hump is formed
this is more developed in OHCOi7j;/»!c7iHs jorbHsc/ia, but is found in all.
(5) The scales disappear,
especially on the back, by the growth of spongy skin. (G) The color changes from silvery to
various shades of black and red, or blotchy, according to the species. The Blue back turns rosy
or brick-red, the Dog Salmon a dull blotchy red, and the Quinnat generally blackish. The distorted males are commonly considered worthless, rejected by the canners and salmon salters,
but preserved by the Indians. These changes are due solely to influences connected with the
growth of the reproductive organs. They are not in any way due to the action of fresh water.
They take place at about the same time in the adult males of all species, whether in the ocean
or in the rivers. At the time of the spring runs all are symmetrical. In the fall all males, of
whatever species, are more or less distorted. Among the Dog Salmon, which run only in the
fall, the males are hook-jawed and red-blotched when they first enter the Strait of Fuca from
the outside. The Humpback, taken in salt water about Seattle, have the same peculiarities.
The male is slab-sided, hook-billed, and distorted, and is rejected by the canners. No hookjawed females of any species have been seen. It is not positively known that any fully hookjawed old male survives the reproductive act. If any do, the jaws must resume the normal form.
On first entering a stream the salmon swim about as if playing. They always head towards
the current, and this appearance of playing may be simply due to facing the moving tide. Afterwards they enter the deepest parts of the stream and swim straight up, with few interruptions.
Their rate of travel at Sacramento is estimated by Stone at about 2 miles per day; on tlie ColumThose who enter the Columbia in the spring and ascend to the
bia at about 3 miles per day.
mountain rivers of Idaho, must go at a more rapid rate than this, as they must make an average
;

of nearly four miles per day.

Jordan and Evcrmatm.
As
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any species depends in great part on its being a "spring
not generally possible to capture salmon of any species in large numbers until

alreadj' stated, tho'econoinic value of

salmon."

It

is

they hare entered the rivers, and the spring salmon enter the rivers long before the growth of
the organs of reproduction has reduced the richness of the flesh.

taken in quantity until their-flesh has deteriorated
worthless, except to the Indians, and the

;

hence, the

Humpback Salmon

with the same breeding habits as the Dog Salmon,

is

The fall salmon can not be
Dog Salmon is practically almost

is little

better.

more valuable,

waters of Puget Sound for a considerable time before the

fall rains

as

it is

cause the

The Silver Salmon,
found in the inland
runs, and

fall

it

may

be taken in large numbers with seines before the season for entering the rivers.

The Quinnat

Salmon, from

fislies

its

great size and abundance,

dant,

is

The

is

The Blueback,

Pacific Coast taken together.

more valuable than

similar in flesh, but

all

the other

much

smaller and

on our

less .abun-

worth much more than the combined value of the three remaining species of salmon.
salmon of all species, but especially of the Dog Salmon, ascend streams but a short

fall

They seem

distance before spawning.

them work

their

way up

little

to be in great anxiety to find fresh water, and many of
brooks only a few inches deep, where they perish miserably,

floundering about on the stones.

Every stream, of whatever kind, has more or

less of these fall

salmon.
It

is

the prevailing impression that the salmon have some special instinct which leads them to

return to spawn in the same spawning grounds where they were originally hatched.

We

fail to

any evidence of this in the case of the Pacific Coast salmon, and we do not believe it to be
true.
It seems more probably that the young salmon hatched in any river mostly remain in the
ocean, within a radius of 20, 30, or 40 miles of its mouth. These, in their movements about in
the ocean, may come into contact with the cold waters of their parent rivers, or, perhaps, of any
other river, at a considerable distance from the shore.
In the case of the Qninnat and the
Blueback, their "instinct" seems to lead them to ascend these fresh waters, and, in a majority
of cases, these waters will be those in which the fishes in question were originally spawned.
Later in the season the growth of the reproductive organs leads them to approach the shore and
search for fresh waters, and still the chances are that they may find the original stream. But
undoubtedly many fall salmon ascend, or try to ascend, streams in which no salmon were ever
hatched. In little brooks about Puget Sound, where the water is not 3 inches deep, are often
found dead or dying salmon, which have entered them for the purpose of spawning. It is said
of the Russian River and other California rivers, that their mouths, in the time of low water in
summer, generally become entirely closed by sand bars, and that the salmon, in their eagerness
find

ascend them, frequently fling themselves entirely out of water on the beach. But this does
not prove that the salmon are guided by a marvelous geographical instinct, which leads them
to their parent river in spite of the fact that the river can not be found.
The waters of Rusto

sian River soak through these sand bars,

This nuitter

to search for fresh waters.

and the salmon
is

much

instinct,

we

think, leads

them merely

in need of further investigation; at present,

however, we find no reason to believe that the salmon enter the Rogue River simply because
they were spawned there, or that a salmon hatched in the Clackamas River is more likely, on
that account, to return to the Clackamas than to go up the Cowlitz or the Des Chutes.

Oncobhynchus
a. Gill
h.

:

rakers comparatively short and few (20 to 25 in number).
Scales very small,

more than 200

in a longitudinal series; caudal spots large, oblong.

GORBUSCHA,

773.

medium, about 145 (138 to 155) in a longitudinal series pyloric ccecaabout 150.
black spots small or obsolete B. 13 or 14.
c. Anal rays 13 or 14
keta, 774.
cc. Anal rays about 16
back and upper fins with round black spots B. 15 to 19.

hh. Scales

;

;

;

;

;

TSCHAWYTSCHA,
6?)?).

775.

Scales comparatively large, about 130 (125 to 135) in a longitudinal series; pyloric
cteca 50 to 80.

Hypsifario,

(i'i/<t,

aa. Gill rakers

line

high

;

Fario, tront)

kisutch, 776.
:

comparatively long and numerous (30 to 40 in number) scales lar^-e lateral
1.10; back in adults unspotted, clear blue in spring, red in fall; young
;

;

about

more or

less spotted.

nebka,

777.
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Subgenus

Salmon

(IIuMi'BACK

ONCORHYNCHUS.

ONCORHYNCHUS GOKBUSCHA

773.

;

Haddo

Holia

;

+

Museum.

;

Gorbuscha

;

(Walbaum).

Dog Salmon

of Alaska.)

A. (developed rays) 15 D. 11 scales
215 (210-240), those of the lateral line larger, 170. Pyloric ca^ca very
slender, about 180. Body rather slender, in the female plump and symmetrical, in the fall males very thin and compressed, with the fleshy dorGill rakers 13

B. 11 or 12.

15.

;

;

hump much developed and the jaws much elongated, strongly hooked,
and with extravagant canines in front. Ventral appendage half the
length of the fin. Color bluish; sides silvery; back posteriorly, adipose
fin, and tail with numerous black spots; those on the caudal fin particularly large and oblong in form fall males red, more or less blotched with
brownish. Weight 3 to 6 pounds. Pacific Coast and rivers of North America
and Asia from Oregon northward; not rare; occasionally taken in the
Sacramento* where it is called "Lost Salmon." Known at once by the
very small size of the scales, and by the coarse oblong spots on the tail.
{Gorbuncha, the Russian vernacular name in Alaska.)
Salmo gorhuscha, AValbaum, Artedi Piscium, 69, 1792, Kamchatka after the Gorbusclia of Pensal

;

;

nant and Krascheninnikow.
Salmo gibber, Block & Schneider,

Ichth., 409, 1801,

Syst.

nikow.
Salmo proteus, Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso-Asiatica, in,
Salmo,

Salmo
Salmo

376, 1811,

Kamchatka;

after

Kraschenin-

Bering Sea; Suckley, Monogr.

97, 1861 (1874).

scotderi,

Eichardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,

ischawi/tschiformis,

Smitt, I

iti,

Biksmuseeum

158, 1836,

Observatory

Inlet.

Befintliga Salmonider, 101, 1886,

Port Clar-

ence.

GuNTHER, Cat., VI, 157, 1866.
Gunther, Cat., vi, 158, 1866.
gorbmcha, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Oncorhiiuchns proteus,

Chtcorhynclais scouleri,
Oncorhi/nchiis

774.

ONCORHYNCHUS KETA

(Dog Salmon

Head

depth

305, 1883.

;

Hay-ko

;

(Walbaum).

Le Kai Salmon.)

D. 9; A. 13 or 14; scales about 28-150-30; B. 13 or
rakers 9 -|- 15 pyloric coeca 140-185. General form
of the Quinnat, but the head proportionately longer, more depressed
and pike-like; the preopercle more broadly convex behind, and the
maxillary extending considerably beyond eye. Gill rakers few, coarse,
and stout, as in the Quinnat. Accessory pectoral scale short, not
half the length of fin. Dusky above; sides paler, little lustrous; back
and sides with no defined spots, but only fine specklings, which are
often entirely obsolete; head dusky, scarcely any metallic luster on head
or tail; caudal dusky, plain, or very finely maculate, its edge usually
distinctly blackish; fins all mostly blackish, especially in males; breeding males generally blackish above, with sides brick-red, often barred or
mottled. Weight about 12 pounds. San Francisco to Kamchatka,
ascending all streams in the fall, and spawning at no great distance
from the sea abundant in Bering Straits. At the time of its run the
14,

4;

rather broad

;

4.

gill

;

;

* This species appears in Alaska everj' year and in great abundance.
In Paget Sound it comes
each alternate year only, the odd year (1891, 1893, etc.). In the Sacramento each year, but in
very small numbers. It ascends the Sacramento as far as Shasta County.

Jordan and Evermann.
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males of this species are much distorted and the
{Keta, a veruacular uame in Kamchatka.)
Salmo hcta

vel knyko,

iela or kai/lo of

flesh

has

little
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value.

WALHxrM, Artedi riscium, 72, 1792, Rivers of Kamchatka; after the
Pennant and Krascheninnikow; Blocii & Schneidek, Syst. Icbth., 407,

1801.

Salmo

laijocepJialm,

Pallas, Zoogr. Koss.-Asiatica, in, ^72, 1811, Bering Sea.

Amur

River.

Voyage Herald, Zoiil., 1G7, 1854, Yukon River.
Sabiio comiidii.':, Richardson, Voyage Herald, Zoiil., 168, 1854, Yukon River.
Salmo raiih, Sl'CKLEY, Anu. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1858, 9, and Mouugr. Salmo, 101, 1801

(1874),*

?

Salmo j<qmne>isis, Palias, Zoogr. Ross.-Asiatica,

iii,

382, 1811,

Curile Islands;

Sabito dermatiuus, Richahi'.son,

Puget Sound.
OncorhijnclMS lagocephalus,

Oncorhi/nckus kela,

GCnther,

Cat., vi, 161, 1866.

Jordan & Gilbert,
775.

Synopsis, 305, 1883.

ONCOBHYNCHUS TSCHAWYTSCHA

(Walbaum).

(QuiNNAT Salmon; Tchaviche; King Salmon; Columbia Salmon; Sacramento Salmon;
Chinook Salmon; Tyee Salmon; Saw-kwey Tschawytscha.)
;

number ou the two sides
always unlike. D. 11; A. 16. Gill rakers usually 9
14 (i. e., 9 above
the angle and 14 below). Pyloric cceca 140 to 185 scales usually 27-14629, the number in a longitudinal series varying from 140 to 155, and in
California specimens occasionally as low as 135. Vertebrae 66. Head
conic, rather pointed in the females and si)ring males. Maxillary rather
slender, the small eye behind its middle. Teeth small, longer on sides
of lower jaw than in front; vomerine teeth very few and weak, disappearing in the males. In the males in late summer and fall the jaws
Head

4

;

depth

4.

B. 15 or 16 to 18 or 19, the

+

;

become elongate and distorted, and the anterior teeth much enlarged, as
in the related species.
The body then becomes deeper, more compressed,
and arched at the shoulders, and the color often nearly black. Preopercle and opercle strongly convex.
Body comparatively robust, its depth
greatest near its middle. Ventrals inserted behind middle of dorsal,
ventral appendage half the length of the fin; caudal, as usual in this
genus, strongly forked, on a rather slender caudal peduncle. Color
dusky above, often tinged with olivaceous or bluish sides and below
silvery head dark slaty, usually darker than the body and little spotted
back, dorsal fin, and tail usually profusely covered with round Itlack
spots (these are sometimes few, but very rarely altogether Avanting);
sides of head and caudal fin with a peculiar metallic tin-colored lustermale, about the spawning season (October), blackish, more or less tinged
or blotched with dull red. Flesh red and rich in spring, becoming paler
in the fall as the spawning season approaches. Length 2 to 5 feet.
Usual weight in the Columbia River 22 pounds, in the Sacramento 16 to
18 pounds; in smaller rivers still less, but individuals of 70 to 100
pounds have been taken. Alaska, Oregon, and California, southward to
Ventura River, and to northern China, ascending all large streams;
especially abundant in the Columbia and Sacramento rivers, where it
is the principal salmon.
It ascends t the large streams in spring and
;

;

;

* Dr. Suckley's monograph of the genus Salmo was written in 1861, but not actually printed
and published until 1874.
t Tbo usual order of salmon running in the streams of Oregon and Washington is nerka, (schaleytscha, kistUch, ijurbuschu, and k«ta.
Those which start lirst go farthest.
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Museum.

summer, moving up, without feediug, until the spawning season, by which
time many of those which started first may have traveled more than
It ascends the Snake River to the neighborhood of Tipper
1,000 miles.
Salmon Falls, where it spawns in October and November. In the Salmon
River of Idaho it ascends to the head waters, more than 1,000 miles from
the sea, where it spawns in August and early September when the water
has reached a temperature of about 54° F. After spawning, most or
all of those which have reached the upper waters perish fi'om exhausIt has lately been
tion.
It is by far the most valuable of our salmon.
introduced into eastern streams. (T,sc]iawytscha, better spelled by earlier
writers Tchaviche, the vernacular name in Alaska and Kamchatka.)
Salmo

(schatV!ilscha,\Y AhBAvm,

Artedi Piscium,

71, 1792,

rivers of

Krascheninnikow, Descr. Kamchatka, 178,
Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 407, 1801.

tscha of

1792;

Kamchatka;

.aftfr

the Tschawi-

17G8, anil the Tschawylscha of

Pennant,

Salmo onentalis, Pallas, Zoogr. Koss.-Asiat., iii, 367, 1811, Kamchatka.
Salmo quinnat, Kichardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., iit, 219, 1830, Columbia River; and of many
writers.

Fario argijreus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 185G, 218,

Salmo

conflnentus,

xii,

Part

2,

Monogr. Salmo,
Salmo

arijijreus,

Cape Flattery; Fort Steilacoom.

Suckley, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., Deceniln-r, 18")8, and Pacitic K. It. .Siuv.,
3;U, 18G0, Puyallup River, near Fort Steilacoom; (Coll. Suckley); and
109, 1861 (1874).

SrcKLET, Pacific R. K. Surv.,

xii.

Part

2, 320, 1800,

and Blonogr. Salmo,

110,

18G1 (1874).

Oncorhynchus qninnat, GiJNTHEK, Cat., vi, 158, 1860; Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1878,

09.

Oncorhiinchus orieuUdis, GiiNTHEU, Cat., vi, 159, 1866.

Oncorhynchus choMcha,f

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synoijsis, 306, 1883.

OXCORHYNCHUS KISrXCH

776.

(Walbaum).

(Silver Salmon; Klsutch; Skowitz; Hoopid Salmon; Coiio Salmon; Bielaya Ryua; Quisutscii.)

Head

4

;

depth

B. 13 or 14.

4.

Pyloric ccBca very few and large, 63 (45

+

rakers 10
13, rather long and slender, nearly as long as eye,
toothed; scales 25-127-29. D. 10; A. 13 or 14 (developed rays). Body
rather elongate, compressed. Head short, exactly conical, terminating in
a bluntly pointed snout, which is longer and broader than the lower jaw
to 80)

;

gill

head shorter than in a young Quinnat of the same size. Interorbital
space broad and strongly convex. Opercle and preopercle stronglj' convex behind; the j^reopercle very broad, with the lower limb little develEye ciuite small, much smaller than in young
oped; cheeks broad.
Quinnat of the same size. Suborbital very narrow, with a row of mucous
pores along its surface maxillary slender and narrow, but extending
somewhat beyond the eye. Teeth very few and small, only two or three
on the vomer those on tongue very feeble. Fins small. Pectorals and
ventrals short, the ventral appendage three-fifths the length of the fin
caudal strongly forked, on a slender peduncle. Bluish green sides silvery, with dark punctulations no spots except a few rather obscure on
top of head, back, dorsal fin, adipose fin, and the rudimentary upper
pectorals dusky
rest of the caudal fin unspotted
rays of the caudal
tinged; anal with dusky edging; sides of head without the dark coloration seen in the Quinnat males mostly red in fall, and with the usual
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

f

An

unsuccessful attempt at rcspelling the barbarous-looking word " tschaicytscha."

Jordan and Evermann.
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changes of form. Length 15 inches. Weight 3 to 8 pounds. A small
salmon, ascending streams in the fall to no great distance. Abundant
from San Francisco northward, especially in Paget Sound and the
Alaskan fjords; south on the Asiatic coasts to Japan. (Eisutch, the vernacular name in Alaska and Kamchatka; called by the Russians Bielaya
Byha, or whitefish.)
f

Sahno

Walbaum, Artedi Piscium, 70, 1792, Bering Sea; after MilktKchutsch or lUill:.
Pennant and Krasciieninnikow; probably the young of kimttch.
Walraum, Artedi Piscium, 70, 1792, Rivers and Lakes of Kamchatka: after

milkischilch,

of

tscliilsch

Salnw kisiUch*

the Kistttch of Pennant.
slritUus, Block & Schneidek, Syst. Ichth., 407, 1801, Kamchatka; after il/iVi-tecAifccA of
Krascheninnikow.
Salmo hisulch, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 407, 1801, Kamchatka; after Pennant.
f

Sahno

Pallas, Zoogr. Roes.-Asiat.,

Siibiio sanguinolentus,

Salmo

Isuppitch,

Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,

m, 379, 1811, Bering Sea.
m, 224, 1836, Columbia River Gunther
;

Cat., VI, 118, 1866.
f

Sabnn macrostoma, Gunther, Amer. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1877, 444,

Gunther,

OncorliJjnchus lycaodon,

Yokohama, Japan.

Cat., vi, 155, 1866; in part.

Salmo scouleri, Suckley, Monogr. Salmo, 94, 1861 (1874).
Oncorhimchns sanguinolenlns, Gunther, Cat., vi, 160, 1866.
Oncorhynchus

tsiippilch,

Oncorhynchiis kimttch,

Jordan, Forest and Stream, September

Jordan & Gilbert,

Subgenus HYPSIFARIO,

OXCORHYXCHIS XERKA

777,

(Blue-back Salmon

Head

;

Kedfish

depth

;

16, 1880,

130

Synopsis, 307, 1883.

Fkasek River Salmon

;

Gill.

(Walbaum).

Saw-Qui Saljion

;

Krasnava Rvba.

B. 13 to 15; D. 11; A. 14 to 16; scales 20-133-20;
pyloric cwca 75 to 95 vertebra* 64. Gill rakers about 32 to 40, usually
14 or 15
22 or 23, as long as eye. Body elliptical, rather slender.
Head short, sharply conic, pointed, the lower jaw included. Maxillary
4;

4.

;

+

rather thin and small, extending beyond eye. Teeth all quite small,
most of them freely movable vomer with about 6 weak teeth, which
;

grow larger in fall males, instead of disappearing. Preopercle very wide
and convex; opercle very short, not strongly convex. Preopercle more
free behind than in 0. tschaivytscha.
Ventral scale about half the length
of the fin. Caudal fin narrow, widely forked; anal fin long and low;
dorsal low. Flesh deep red.
Males becoming extravagantly hook-jawed
in the fall, the snout being then prolonged and much raised above the
level of rest of head, the lower jaw produced to meet it; mandible li
in head in fall males, If in females snout 2^- in head in fall males, 3* in
females. Color clear bright blue above; sides silvery, this hue overlying
the blue of the back; lower fins pale, upper dusky; no spots anywhere
in adults in spring; the young with obscure black spots above.
Color of breeding male: back blood red, with dark edges to some of the
scales; middle of side darker red, but unevenly so, usually darkest at
middle of body under parts dirty white, with numerous fine dark dustings; head above and on sides pale olivaceous, some darker mottling on
;

;

Misprinted
lia.s

himitch by Walbaum, the error corrected in the errata.
The
a few lines of priority over kUulch, but we are not absolutely sure that

same

species.

F. N. A.

32

name
it

»hi7A*c/ii<«c^

belongs to the
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sides; tip of nose

and

sides of

Museum.

jaws dark, under part of lower jaw white;

dorsal pale red, anal darker red; adipose fiu red; veutrals and pectorals
smoky, some red at base. Color of breeding female essentially the same,

Length 2 feet weight 3i to 8 pounds.
northward to Kamchatka and Japan generally abundant, especially northward ascending streams in spring to
great distances, and often frequenting mountain lakes in fall, spawning
in their small tributaries; one of the most graceful of the Salmonidce,
scarcely inferior to the Quiunat when fresh, but the flesh more watery
and less valuable when canned. The principal salmon of Alaska.
The Redfish is known to ascend to the small lakes of Alaska, British
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, and to spawn in their inlets.
Dr. Beau has observed it at Karluk Lake in Alaska, Dr. Dawson and
Prof. John Macoun in British Columbia, Prof. 0. B. Johnson at Lake
Washington, Dr. Gilbert at Wallowa Lake in Oregon, while we have
recently studied it on its spawning beds in the inlets to Alturas, Pettit,
and Big Payette lakes in Idaho. This species enters the Columbia River
with the spring run of the Chinook Salmon, but does not reach the lakes
of Idaho until August. We observed them spawning in the shallow water
of the inlets on beds of fine gravel and sand, which they scooi) up into
considerable heaps. The temperature of the water at Alturas and Pettit
lakes, September 12, was 45° F., and the same temperature was found
at Big Payette Lake September 27,
Two distinct and widely difterent sizes of the Redfish are found sexually mature, the large form described above, and a small form which is
mature at a foot or less in length and no specimens of intermediate size
have been observed. The average weight of six spawning fish of the
large form examined at Alturas Lake was 3 pounds 3^ ounces, the minimum and maximum being 2 pounds 5 ounces (a spent female), and 3
pounds lOA ounces. The average weight of twenty-nine individuals of
the small form obtained the same day and from the same stream was 6J
ounces, the extremes being 4i (a spent female) and 9 ounces, respectively.
These little fish, which have been known as the Little Redfish or Kennerly's Salmon, have been regarded as being a landlocked variety, distinct from 0. nerka. We are not able to discover any structural difierences
between the two. We have found them breeding at the same time and
in the same stream. The mutilations and frayeil-out fins point to the
probability of their haviug made the long journey from the sea; indeed,
Dr. Gilbert has traced their migration from the mouth of the Columbia to
Wallowa Lake. There is no more evidence that they are landlocked than
that the large ones are, and if they are not younger individuals of the
regular nerlia, they should be assigned specific rather than subspecific rank.
The fins of the little Redfish were observed to be frayed oat and mutilated quite as generally as were those of the large ones, and many dead
ones of each size were seen. It is doubtful if any which ascend to the
Idaho lakes ever return to the sea, but all probably die after spawning.
The color of the breeding male of the small Ibrm is dirty red, brightest
on middle of side; back with about 15 round black spots before the dorsal
rather darker on the sides.

Klamath and Rogue

;

rivers

;

;

;

Jordan

arid
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and an equal number behind it; lower parts colored as in the ]aru;e tish
top and sides of head dark greenish olive snout black lower jaw white,
with black tip dorsal pale red anal dirty red other fins dark smoky.
Female darker than the male not greatly ditierent in color from the
black speckled trout, (nerka, a Russian name.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Salmo netka, Walbaum, Artedi riscivim, 71, 1792 after the Nerka of Pennant, the Narka of
Kkaschininnikow, rivers and seas of Kamchatka; Block & Schneider, Syst. Tchth.,
417, 1801; after Pennant and Krasciiinixnikow.
;

Salmo lycaodon, Pai.las, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., iii, 370, 1811, Ochotsk Sea Kamchatka
Salmo paticideiif, Kichardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., in, 222, 1830, Columbia River.
;

Salmo (apdisma, Cuvier
drawing.

Vai.i.nciennes, Hist. Nat. Poies., xxi,

i'

Salmo arabatsch, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss., xxi,

31)5,

1848,

Kamchatka;

on a

Si'ifi,

1848,

Kamchatka;

on a

drawing.
Salmo mehanptents, Cuvier & Valenciennes, xxi, /. c, 3C5, 1848, Kamchatka; on a drawing.
Salmo l-ennerli/i, Suckley, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., vil, 1861, 3(i7, Chiloweyuck Lake:
(Type, No. 2092. Coll. Kennerly); Sdckley, Mouogr. Salmo, 145, 18r,l (1874); (Unther,
Cat., VI, 120, 1866.

Salmo

cooperi,

Salmo,

186X (1874),

Salmo warreni, Suckley,
richardl,

rivers.

I.

c, June, 1861, and

(Type, Nos. 2070 and 2073.

Columbia.
Salmo

New Species N.
Okanogan River.

Scckley, Notices

99,

New York,

A. Salmon,

June, 1S61, and Monogr.

(CoU. Geo. Gibbs.)
I.

c, 147, 1861 (1874),

Coll.

Suckley, h c, June, 1861, and

?.

Fraser River, British

Kennerly.)
c, 117, 1861 (1874), Fraser

and Skagit

(Type, No. 2005.)

Hypsifiirh kcnnerlyi, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 330.
OncorhijnchtiS lycaodon,

GiiNTHEK, Cat.,

vii, 155, 1866.

Gunther, Cat., vil, 158, 1866.
Oncorhynchus nerka, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 308, 1883.
Oncorhynchus nerka kennerlyi. Bean, Forest and Stream, July
Oncorhnnchus paucidens,

235.

SALMO

9,

1891,

(Artedi) Linnaeus.

(Salmon and Trout.)
Salmo (Artedi, Genera Piscium) Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 308, (salnr, etc).
TruUie, LiNNjEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 308, l^trulta, etc.: " Tmttie corpore variegato ").
Fario, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 277, 1848, (argentet(s= trtilla).
Solar,

Cuvier & A'alenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 314, 1848, (ausonii

Tmtta, SiEBOLD, Siisswasserfische Mittel Europa, 280, 1863,

Body elongate, somewhat compressed.

=

fario).

(Initta).

Mouth

large

;

jaws, palatines,

and tongue toothed, as in related genera vomer flat, its shaft not
depressed, a few teeth on the chevron of the vomer, behind which is a
somewhat irregular single or double series of teeth, which in the migratory forms are usually deciduous with age. Scales large or small, 110 to
200 in a longitudinal series. Dorsal and anal fins short, usually of 10 to
;

12 rays each caudal fin truncate, emarginate or forked, its peduncle
comparatively stout. Sexual peculiarities variously developed; the
males in typical species with the jaws prolonged and the front teeth
enlarged, the lower jaw being hooked upward at the end and the upper
jaw emarginate or perforate. In the larger and migratory species these
peculiarities are most marked.
Species of moderate or large size, blackspotted, abounding in the rivers and lakes of North America, Asia, and
Europe no fresh-water species occurring in America east of the Mississippi Valley two Atlantic species, marine and auadromous. The nonmigratory species (subgenus Triitta) are in both continents extremely
;

;

;
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closely related,

and

difficult to distinguish, if

indeed

Museum.
all

be not necessarily

regarded as forms of a single one. The excessive variations in color and
form have given rise to a host of nominal species.* (Salino, the Latin
name of Salnio sala7', originally from salio, to leap.)
The following observations on the species of trout are taken, with some
slight abridgment and alteration, from Dr. (iiinther's account of this
(Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 3-5, 1866):
family.
There is no other group of fishes which offers so many difficulties to
the ichthyologist, with regard to the distinction of the species, as well
*
*
*
The
as to certain points in their life history, as this genus.
almost infinite variations of these fishes are dependent on age, sex, and
sexual development, food, and the properties of the water. * * * The
coloration is, first of all, subject to variation, and consequently this
character but rarely assists in distinguishing a species, there being not
one which would show in all stages the same kind of coloration. The
young in all the species of this genus are barred, and this is so constantly
the case that it may be used as a generic or even as a family character,
not being peculiar to Salmo alone, but also to ThymaUus and probably to
Cortyonus. The number of bars is not quite constant, but the migratory
trout have two (or even three) more than the river trout. When the
Sulmoucs have passed this "parr" state the coloration becomes sauch
diversified.
The males, especially during and immediately after the
spawning time, are more intensely colored and variegated than the
females, specimens not mature retaining a brighter silvery color, and
being more similar to the female fish. Food appears to have less influence
on the coloration of the outer parts than on that of the flesh thus, the
more variegated specimens are frequently out of condition, whilst wellfed individuals, with pinkish flesh, are of more uniform though bright
*
*
*
The water has a marked influence jn the colors. Trout
colors.
with intense oceilated spots are generally found in clear, rapid rivers
and in alpine pools; in the large lakes, with pebbly bottom, the fish are
bright silvery, and the oceilated spots are mixed with or replaced by
X-shaped black spots in dark holes, or lakes with peaty bottom, they
often assume an almost uniform blackish coloration.
The brackish or salt water has the eff'ect of giving them a bright
silvery coat, without or with few spots, none of them oceilated. With
regard to size, the various species do not present an equal amount of
variation. Size appears to depend upon the abundance of the food and
the extent of the water. Thus, the migratory species do not appear to
vary considerably in size, because they find the same conditions in all
the localities inhabited by them. A widely-spread species, however, like
SaJmo fario [or in America, Salmo viyMssI, when it inhabits a small mountain pool, with scanty food, never attains a wejght of 8 ounces, while in
a large lake or river, where it finds an abundance of food, it attains to a
;

;

* Kuropean writerB have described numerous hybrids among the various species of Salmo, real
and nominal, found in their waters as also among the various European Cyimiiida:. We have
thviH far failed to find the slightest evidence of any liybridisni either anions our American
;

or Vi/prinidre, in a state of nature. Puzzling aberrant or interznediate specimens
certainly occur, but such are not necessarily "hybrids."

Siilmiiiiid'e

Jordan and F.vermann.
weight of 14 or 16 pounds.
or described as
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Such large river trout are frequently named

trout, Bull trout, Steelheads, etc.

Tiie proportion of the various parts of the

body

to one another vary

exceedingly, in the same species, witli age, sex, and condition.
The fins vary to a certain degree. The variation in the number of rays
in any one genus (except Oiicorhipichus) is inconsiderable, and of no value

Although some species appear to be distinguished
for specific distinction.
by a comparatively low dorsal and anal fin, yet the proportion of the
height of these fins to their length is a rather uncertain character. In
most of the species the fin rays are longer during the stages of growth
or development. The caudal fin especially undergoes changes w^ith age.
Young specimens of all species have this fin more or less deeply excised,
so that the young of a species which has the caudal emarginate throughout life is distinguished by a deeper incision of the fin from the young
of a species which has it truncate in the young state. The individuals
of the same species do not all attain to maturity at the same size.
Finally, to complete our enumeration of these variable characters, we
must mention that in old males, during and after the spawning season,
the skin on the back becomes thickened and spongy, so that the scales
are quite invisil)le or hidden in the skin.
After this cursory review of variable characters, we pass on to those
which we have found to be constant in numbers of individuals, and in
which it is diflicult to perceive signs of modification due to external circumstances.
Such characters, according to the views of the zoologists of the present
age, are sufficient for the definition of species at all events, in every
description they ought to be noticed, and the confused and unsatisfactory
state of our knowledge of Salmonoids is chiefly caused by authors haviug
paid attention to the more conspicuous but unreliable characters, aiul but
rarely noted one of those which are enumerated here
1. The form of the preoperculuui of the adult fish.
2. The width and strength of the maxillary of the adult fish.
In young
specimens and in females the maxillary is i^roportionately shorter than in
;

:

the adult.

The size of the teeth, those of the premaxillaries excepted.
The arrangement and permanence of the vomerine teeth.
5. The development or absence of teeth on the hyoid bone.
In old
examples these are often lost, and their absence in a species usually provided with them is not uncommon.
6. The form of the caudal fin in specimens of a given size, age, or sexual
3.
4.

development.

by counting the number of transThe scales of the lateral line are always
more or less enlarged or irregular and the number of scales should be
ascertained higher up; this is one of the most constant and valuable of
7.

The

size of the scales, as indicated

verse rows above the lateral line.

all

the specific characters.

A great development of the ])ect()ral
of specimens from the same locality.
8.

fins,

when constant

in a

number

Museum.
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The number of vertebr:P.
The number of pyloric ccpca.
11. The number of gill rakers.

9.

10.

Salmo.

Salmon; species auadromous

:

bone few and deoiduous
no hyoid teeth sexual differences strong
breeding males with the lower jaw hooked upward, the upper jaw emarginate or perteeth little developed, those on the shaft of the

The vomerine

a.

scales largo,

abont 120 in the lateral line

partially so
aa.

Tnilla,

;

salar, 778.

Size large.

forate to receive its tip.

Tkutta (Low Latin

;

French

Tniile,

hence Trout).

Trout; species not auadromous or only

:

The vomerine

teeth well developed, those on the shaft of the bone numerous, persistent,

arranged in one zigzag row, or in two alternating rows sexual differences less
marked, but similar in general character to those seen in the salmon.
Scales always small, usually about in 160 (150 to 200) cross series a large deep red or
scarlet dash on each side concealed below the inner edge of each dentary bone, this
;

b.

;

rarely obsolete

;

lower

fins

red or j'ellowish

large, the maxillary If to 2j in

head

arch) usually present, but very small
bb.

usually no red lateral band

;

;

mouth

hyoid teeth (on hypobranchial of second

;

;

gill

mykiss, 779.

size various.

no red dash on denlaform rather stout mouth moderate,

Scales moderate, usually about in 150 cross series (130 to 180);
ries

;

a reddish lateral band usually present

the maxillary 2 in head

;

;

;

hyoid teeth wanting so far as known

;

size

very large.

GAinDNERI,
bbb. Scales typically large, in

no red on dentaries

780.

120 to 130 cross series, but varying from 115 to 180; usually
;

a red or j'ellow lateral band; form stout; mouth small,

the maxillary 2 to 2^^ in head

;

no hyoid teeth

;

size rather small.
inii)Er.s, 781.

SALMO.

Subgenus
778.

SALMO SALAR,

Linnreus.

(Common Atlantic Salmon.)

Head

depth 4. B. 11 D. 11; A. 9; scales 23-120-21; vertebrre 60;
Body moderately elongate, symmetrical, not
about 65.
greatly compressed. Head rather low. Mouth moderate, the maxillary
reaching just past the eye, its length 2i to Sin head in young specimens
the maxillary is proportionately shorter. Preoperculum with a distinct
lower limb, the angle rounded. Scales comparatively large, rather largest
posteriorly, silvery and well imbricated in the young, becoming embedded in adult males. Coloration in the adult, brownish above, the sides
more or less silvery, with numerous black spots on sides of head, on body,
and ou fins, and red patches along the sides in the males young specimens (parrs) with about 11 dusky crossbars, besides black spots and red
patches the color, as well as the form of the head and body, varying
much with age, food, and condition the black spots in the adult often
X-shaped or XX-shaped. Weight 15 to 40 pounds. North Atlantic, ascending all suitable rivers in northern Europe and the region north of Cape
Cod to Hudson Bay; formerly abundant in the Hudson and occasional in
the Delaware, its northern limit in the Churchill, Albany, and Moose
rivers, flowing into Hudson Bay; sometimes perfectly landlocked in
lakes in Maine and northward, where its habits and coloration (but no
tangible specific characters) change somewhat, when it becomes (in
America) vars. sehago and ouananiche. Similar landlocked varieties occur
in Europe. One of the best known and most valued of food-fishes, the
4;

;

pyloric c(pca

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
and

flesh rich

orange or "salmon color" wlien the
name, from salio, to leap.)

oily;

saJar,

18G6,

LiNN.mis, Syst. Nat., Ed. x,

and of nearly

all

fish is in

condi-

be iiT, Syuopsis, 312, 1883.
Wai.uaum, Artedi Pise,
oiiiisco

Zoiil.,

iiiaycii!',

]7.58, 308,

Seas of Europe

Gunther, Cat., vr, 11,
Jordan & Gil-

;

authors; Suckley, Monogr. .Salmo, 143, 18G1 (1874);

Sdtrno inns,

Salmo
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{Salar, an old
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Walbaum,

58, 171(2,

Germany;

Artedi Pise,

based on

"Der Hakenlachs"

Hudson Bay;

U5, 17'J2,

after

of Bi.oCH.

Pennant, Arctic

lua-od., 192, 1792.

Sirlnio gloveri,

GiRARn, Proc. Ac. Nat.

M. Townsend Glover); Gijnther,

Sci.

Represented in lakes of Maine,
by the landlocked
778a.

Phila.,

1854,

Union River, Maine;

85,

(Coll.

Cat., vi, 153, 1866.

New Hampshire, and New Brunswick

SALMO SALAR SEBAGO

(Girard).

(Landlocked Salmon.)

Smaller in size, rather more plump in form, and nonmigratory, not
otherwise evidently different. Sebago Pond and northward, introduced
into lakes in various parts of the country ; seldom entering streams
reaches a weight of 25 pounds.
Salmo

sebaf/o,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1853, 380,

Sebago Lake, Maine;

Gi'nther,

Cat., VI, 153, 18C6.

Represented in Lake St. John, Saguenay River, and
waters of Quebec by the landlocked
778b.

SALMO SALAR OUANAJJICHE,

McCarthy

318.

,

new

neighboring

subspecies.

(OUANANICHE WlNNINISH.)
;

reaching a weight of 7i pounds and averaging 3^.
active fish, smaller and more active than
ordinary salmon, but so far as known not structurally different. Saguenay River, Canada (outlet of Lake St. John), and neighboring waters.
{Ouananiche,* the Indian name.)
Still smaller, rarely

An extremely vigorous and

EroENE BIcCarthy, Forest and Stream, March
and of anglers generally.

Ouaiianic!te,f

Subgenus
779.

(Cut-throat Trout

;

TRUTTA,

SALMO MYKISS,

*

Linnaius.

Walbaum.

Black-spotted Trout Kooky Mountain Trout
good fish.)
;

Scales in general smaller than in the
the

number of oblique

Saguenay River;

10, 1894, 206,

;

Sa-pen-que, or

European Trout, t Salmo trutta,
above the lateral line varying

cross series counted

The word ouananiche is from the dialect of the Montasnais Indians who inhabit the country
St. John.
They have always been familiar with this fish, and, understanding its
named it "oKdnan," meaning salmon, and " iclii,'" the diminutive

about Lake

derivation, liave projierly

"the

salmon," RlcCarthi/.
to full size in the rough tributaries and outlet of
John, in waters than which none ran be wilder or more rough. They are found where
the water boils and tumbles the most, rarely in still water. * * * They are a terribly strong
* * *
fish, able to ascend through the swiftest current or mount the wildest fall.
Born of
lighting stock, he fights his native element constantly, and he fights his foe, the fisherman, aa
* * * There is nothing that can make me believe that any fish can exceed, or even
well.
equal, quite, the king of fresh-water fish, the gamiest of all, the Ouananiche of Lake St. John."
+

little

"The Ouananiche were born and grew

Lake

St.

—McCarthij.

X Salmo t'inlla, L., the half migratory Salmon Trout, and its fresh-water representative or subspecies, the Brook Trout or Brown Trout, Salmo fario, L.
This species, with some of its varieties (for example, the Luch Leveu Trout, var. levenetisis), has been largely introduced in the

streams and lakea of the United States.
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from 160 to li>0. Back and sides with dark spots. Candal fiu subtruncate or with shallow fork.
A very widely distributed species, found in all clear streams of the
Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, from Kamchatka and Alaska to
Chihuahua and northern California, and often entering the sea. It ie
exceedingly variable, being subject to many local changes, and its
extreme forms show a degree of variation rarely met within the limits
of a single species.
Among the various more or less tangible varieties and forms of American trout, three distinct series appear which we here provisionally
retain as distinct species; these may be termed the Cut-throat Trout
The Steelseries, the Steelhead series, and the Rainbow Trout series.
head series, Sahno galrdncri, is characterized by moderate scales (150
to 180 series), moderate mouth, red lateral band and the absence of red
between the branches of the lower jaw. The irideiis or Rainbow Trout
series has usually large scales, small mouth, a red lateral band and
usually no red below the lower jaw. The Cut-throat Trout, Salmo
mykiss, iu its various forms, has smaller scales (150 to 190 series), a larger

mouth, always a distinct red blotch between the branches of the lower
jaw, and usually no red lateral baud.
The Steelhead or f/r((?Y?Hm series is found in the coastwise streams of
California and in the streams of Oregon and Washington, below the
Great Shoshone Falls of the Snake River. In the lower course of the
Columbia, and iu neighboring waters, they are entirely distinct from the
"Cut-throat" or myki-'is forms, and no one could question the validity of
the two species. In the lower Snake and in other waters east of the
Cascade range, the two forms or species are iodistinguishable, being
either undifferentiated or else inextricably mingled. The proper interpretations of these facts, lately discovered by Dr. Gilbert, is yet to be
shown. The irideiis forms are chiefly contiued to the streams of California and Oregon. The rnylciss series inhabit the waters from Ilnniboldt Bay northward, the coastwise streams of northern California, the
head waters of the Columbia and Snake rivers, and all the clear streams
on both sides of the Rocky Mountains, and iu the Great Basin.
Along the western slope of the Sierra Nevada there are also forms of
trout with the general appearance of (lairdneri, but with scales intermediate in number (McCloud River), or with scales as small as in the typiIn these smaller-scaled forms more or less red
cal m^/A-iss (Kern River).
appears below the lower jaw, and they are doubtless in fact what they
appear to be, really intermediate between mykiss and f/airdneri. A similar series of forms occurs in the Columbia Basin, the Upper Snake being
inhabited by mykiss, the lower basin of the Snake, as above stated, by
gairdneri and mykiss, together with a medley of intermediate forms.
Concerning the trout of the Upper Columbia Basin, Gilbert and Evermann observe (Investigations Columbia River Basin, 50, 1891):
"With every additional collection of black -spotted trout it becoines increasingly difficult to
recognize any of the distinctions, specitic or Hiihspecific, which have been set up. The present
We are now concollection [from Idaho and Washington] adds not a little to the diificulty.
vinced that the greater

number

of the subspecies of Sabuo tnykiss have no sufficient foundation.
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We find our specimens

from the Upper Snake River (Ross Fork and Mink Creek at Pooatello) to bo
mijhm \Sa\mo myldss lewisi of the present work; see page 493], having smaller scales, in
176 to 180 transverse rows, and a deep-rod dash on inner side of mandibles. The spots are most
abundant jiostcriorly, and the siieciineus are scarcely to be distinguished from the so-called Subiio
typical

mtiJciss plenriliriifi

of the Colorado River.

When

taken in the larger river channels the

fish is

and fainter red marks on lower jaw.
"Between such typical mi/kiss and the form represented in our collection from such coastwise
streams [Salmo hideus viasoni of this work; see page SOI], as the Newaukum River at Chehalis,
Washington, there seems to be a wide difference. The latter has conspicuously larger scales
The sea-run individuals of the latter
(in 120 to 130 crossrows) and no red streak on lower jaw.
kind we believe to bo the Steelhead [S. gairdneri), and between it and the myh-m we are now
unable to draw any sharp lino. Thus the specimens from Wood River, Idaho, liave fine scales
Some specimens show
(150 to 1G3 transverse rows) and have usually no red dash under the jaw.
traces of the latter, and in such it is usually faint and irregular.
From the Umatilla River at
Pendleton, the Natches River at North Yakima, and the Pataha River at Starbucl;, Washington,
the scales are intermediate in size, ranging from 142 to IG.T in number, averaging perhaps 148.
In these [Salmo mi/lnss gibb'tii of this work; see page 493] the lower jaw shows no red.
"Specimens from the Cieur d'Alene region have the red dashes usually very distinct, but vary
greatly in the size of their scales. Examples from Warduer look much like tj'pical imjldss, with
165 to 170 scales. From Ca'ur d'Alene Lake we find 130 to IGO, with the average about 145,
while from the Little Spokane River at Dart's Mill specimens with conspicuous red dash on
mandibles have the scales averaging 125 in number.
"Trout from the Green River at Hot Springs, Washington, and from the Newaukum River at
Chehalis have also 123 to 130 scales. We think it not unlikely that the coastwi.se forms should
be recognized as Salmo niykiss gairdneri, though the question is sadly in need of systematic and
lighter colored, with finer spots

thorough investigation." Gilbert d: Evermann.
Since the above was written. Dr. Gilbert has verified the fact discovered by him in 1880, that
in the streams about Astoria, near the mouth of the Columbia, Salmo ivyldss and Salmo gairdneri
occur together and are perfectly distinct and both easily and unquestionably distinguishable
from a third form, here called masoiii, found in the brooks of the same regiou and not descending to the sea.

As already

stated, the interpretation of these facts

is

yet to be given.

It seems not improbable tbat the American Trout originated in Asia,
extended its range soiithward to the Upper Columbia, thence to the Yellowstone and Missouri from the Missouri Kouthward to the Platte and the
Arkansas, thence from the Platte to the Ric Grande and the Colorado, and
from the Colorado across the feierra Nevada to Kern River,* thence northward and coastwise, the sea-running formj passing from stream to stream,
as far north as Frazer River, where the variety ^•rt mZoojjs would mark one
extreme of the series, and reentering as a distinct species the waters long
occupied by typical myki.s.s. The present writers have elsewhere t shown
that, beyond a doubt, the Tront of the Yellowstone and the Upper Missouri is derived directly from that of the Upper Snake River. To this
day the Yellowstone and the Snake are connected by two streams crossing the main divide of the Rocky Mountains from the Yellowstone to
the Snake across Two-Ocean Pass.
;

* It may bo that the trout of the Sierra Nevada in California originated from the Lahontan
stock (Salmo myliiss henKhairi), rather than from the Colorado River. There arc localities between
the Truckee Valley and that of the American River or the Feather River, where it is conceivable
that such a transfer might have taken place. Or it may be that the California trout are
descended through the Steelhead from the trout of tlio Middle Columbia. This interesting
subject merits the fullest investigation.
(See Jordan, on How the Trout came to California, in
Recreation, Vol. i. No. 1, October, 1894, .5-11.)
t Evermann, A Reconnaissance of the Streams and Lakes of western Montana and northwestern
Wyoming, in Bull. U.S. Fish Comm., xi, 1891, 24-28, pis. i and ti.
Jordan, The Story of a Strange I-and, in J'op. Sci. Month., Feb., 1892, 447-458.
Evermann, Two-Ocean Pass, in Proc. Ind. Ac. Sci., 18il2, 20-34, (d. I.
Evermann, Two-Ocean Pass, in Pop. Sci. Month., June, 1895, with plate.
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Professor

Evermann has elsewhere described the
mountain meadow, about 8,200

locality as follows:

above the sea and situated just
south of the Yellowstone National Park, in longitude 110'10'W., latitude 44°3'N. It is surrounded on all sides by rather high mountains except where the narrow valleys of Atlantic and
Pacific creeks open out from it.
Running back among the mountains to the northward are two
small canyons down which come two small streams. On the opposite side is another canyon down
which comes another small stream. The extreme length of the meadow from east to west isabout a

Two-Ocean Pass

is

a

liigli

feet

from north to south is not much less. The larger of the streams coming
from the north is Pacific Creek, which, after winding along the western side of the meadow,
turns abruptly westward, leaving through a narrow gorge. Eeceiving uumeroussmall affluents,
Pacific Creek soon becomes a good-sized stream, which finally unites with Buffalo Creek a few
miles above where the latter stream flows into Snake Kiver.
Atlantic Creek was found to have two forks entering the pass. At the north end of the
meadow is a small wooded canyon down which flows the North Fork. This stream hugs the border of the flat very closely. The South Fork comes down the canyon on the south side, skirting
mile, while the width

in

the brow of the hill a little less closely than does the North Fork. The two, coming together
near the middle of the eastern border of the meadow, form Atlantic Creek which, after a course
of a

few miles flows into the Upper Yellowstone.

But the remarkable phenomena exhibited

here remain to be described.

meadow, divides

around an
from which it had
parted, continues its westerly course across the meadow. Just before reaching the western border the two streams unite and then pour their combined waters into Pacific Creek thus are
Atlantic and Pacific creeks united and a continuous water way from the Columbia via Two-Ocean
Pass to the Gulf of Mexico is established.
Pacific Creek is a stream of good size long before it enters the pass, and its course through the
meadow is in a definite channel, but not so with Atlantic Creek. The west bank of each fork is
low and the water is liable to break through anywhere and thus send part of its water across to
Pacific Creek.
It is proliably true that one or two branches always connect the two creeks under
ordinary conditions, and that following heavy rains "or when the snows are melting, a much
greater portion of the water of Atlantic Creek crosses the meadow to the other side.
Besides the channels already mentioned, there are several more or less distinct ones that were
dry at the time of our visit. As already stated the pass is a nearly level meadow, covered with a
heavy growth of grass and many small willows 1 to 3 feet high. While it is somewhat marshy in
places it has nothing of the nature of a lake about it. Of course during wet weather the small
springs at the borders of the meadow would be stronger, but the important facts are that there
is no lake or even marsh there and that neither Atlantic nor Pacific Creek has its rise in the
meadow. Atlantic Creek in fact comes into the ijass as two good-sized streams from opposite
directions and leaves it by at least four channels, thus making an island of a considerable portion of the meadow. And it is certain that there is, under ordinary circumstances, a continuous water way through Two-Ocean Pass of such a character as to permit fishes to pass easily
and readily from Snake Kiver over to the Yellowstone, or in the opposite direction. Indeed, it
is quite possible, barring certain falls in the Snake Kiver, for a fish so inclined to start at the

Each fork

of Atlantic Creek, just after entering the

island, but the stream

toward the meadow, instead of returning

as if to flow

to the portion

;

mouth of the Columbia, travel up that great river to its principal tributary, the Snake, thexice
on through the long, tortuous course of that stream, and, under the shadows of the Grand
Teton, enter the cold waters of Pacific Creek, by which it could journey on up to the very crest
of the Great Continental Divide, to Two-Ocean Pass; through this pass it may have a choice of

—

two routes

to Atlantic Creek, in

Yellowstone,

down which

it

which the down-stream journey

is

begun.

Soon

it

reaches the

continues to Yellowstone Lake, then through the lower Yellow-

for many hundred miles it may continue down
mighty river before reaching the Father of Waters, which will finally carry it to the Gulf
of Mexico — a wonderful journey of nearly 6,000 miles — by far the longest possible fresh-wafer

stone out into the turbid waters of the Missouri

;

this

journey in the world.

We found trout in Pacific Creek at every point where we examined it. In Two-Ocean Pass we
found trout in each of the streams and in such positions as would have permitted them to pass
easily

from one

side of the divide to the other.

We

also found trout in Atlantic Creek below

the pass, and in the upper Yellowstone they were abundant.

Thus

certain that there is no
from the Snake River to

it is

obstruction, even in dry weather, to prevent the passage of trout

Jordan and Eriermann.
Yellowstone Lake;
tain

it is
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quite evident that trout do pass over in this way; and

that Yellowstone Lake was

stocked with trout

it is
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almost cer-

from the west via Two-Ocean

Pass.

The trout of the great basin of Utah (Lake Bonneville), is descended
from the trout of the Upper Snake (lewisi) which is not evidently different from typical mykifis; the fish fauna of Lake Bonneville and the Upper
Snake being still virtually identical, the disappearance of the outlet of
Lake Bonneville to the north having taken place in times comparatively
recent. The trout of the Nevada Basin (Lake Lahontan) is ap^iarently
descended from typical myki.ss, the outlet of that lake having entered the
Columbia below the Snake River falls, and its disappearance being no
doubt of earlier date. The faunas of lakes Bonneville and Lahontan at
present have little in common. Almost nothing is known of the Tertiary
Lake Idaho, now represented by lakes Malheur, Warner, Goose, etc.
In any event, whether this hypothetical line of descent be true or not,
the fact remains that nowhere in the series can we place an absolute line
of separation between Salmo inykiss and Salmo (jairdneri, anvi they approach
each other most closely in southeastern California, and in the Middle
Columbia.
We arrange the subspecies in accordance with the above suggestions,
leaving each recognizable variation, for the time being, with the title of
subspecies. Some of them, as mucdonahli and agua-honita,msLj ultimately
be ranked as species, on account of their local isolation and consequently
better defined characters, while others may prove wholly undefinable.
It is not unlikely, that when the waters of the Northern Hemisphere
are fully explored, it will be found that all the black-spotted trout of
America, Europe, and Asia are forms of one species, for which the oldest

name

is

Salmo

trutta,

Linnaeus.

The various subspecies

or varieties of the Salmo rnykiss group

are able to distinguish with

more or

less certainty are

which we

given in the follow-

ing analysis
a.

Black spots almost as numerous on the head as on the posterior part of body.
ern forms.)
6. Scales usually about 160 to 170.
c.

(Northwest-

Spots rather large, profusely scattered and irregular, usually none on the belly.

Ked marks under the dentary bones always

d.

present.

MYKiss; CLARKii; LEWISI, 779-779b.
dd.
cc.

Red marks under dentary bones

obsolete or nearly so.

oibbsii, 779c.

Spots rather large, sparsely scattered, some present on the belly and on lower side

Lake Tahoe
henshawi, 779d.

of head; adult with elongate spots; head slender and conical.

(Basin of Lake Lahontan.)
66.

Scales larger, usually about

1-15;

spots

numerous but rather

small.

Bonneville Basin.)
aa.

Great Basin (Lake
virginalis, 779e.

Black spots chiefly placed on the posterior half of body.
conspicuous.
(Southwestern forms.)
e. Scales not very small, about 160; spots of moderate size.

Red blotch on dentary bones
(Rio Grande Basin.)
SPILI-Rus, 779f.

ee.

Scales very small, about 180.
/. Spots
g.

rather large

;

lower

fins distinctly red, rarely

Spots very numerous; a red lateral band.

orange.

(Colorado Basin.)
I'LEURITICUS, 779g.

gg. Spots less

numerous, none anteriorly.

(Lake Waha, Washington.)
BOUVIEEI, 779h.

Museum.
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few and large, chiefly on the tail; operclesmore cjirved than in hnw<ieri.
stomias, 779i.
(Head waters of Arkansas and Platte rivers.)
Spots all small; lower fins bright yellow; a yellow lateral shade. (Twin Lakes,
macdonaldi, 779j.
Colorado.)
ggg. Spots

ff.

The

typical form from Alaska, Bering Sea,
779.

SALMO MYKISS,

(MyKISS

Head

4; depth

4.

about 39-165 to 170-30.

size,

Head rather

short.

;

D. 10; A.

and Kamchatka

is

Walliaum.

(;UT-TIlROAT TUOUT.)

10.

CtBca

Scales small, variable in

43.

Body moderately elongate, compressed.

Mouth moderate, the maxillary not reaching

far

an irregular zigzag
series; teeth on the hyoid (second hypobranchial) normally present, but
often obsolete, especially in old examples. Dorsal fin rather low caudal
fin slightly forked, (more so in young individuals than in the adult, as in
Back and caudal peduncle profusely covered with rounded
all trout).
black spots of varying size; dorsal, caudal, and adipose fin covered with
small spots about as large as the nostril a few spots on the head belly
inner edge of the mandibles below with a deep-red
rarely spotted
males with a
blotch. Sea-run specimens are nearly uniform silvery
extremely
lateral band and patches of light red low^er fins largely red

beyond the

Vomerine teeth as usual,

eye.

set in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The common trout of all the streams of
Alaska and Kamchatka, where it descends to salt water, and reaches a
considerable size. The black-spotted trout of British Columbia is probably of the same type, and no character is known by which the similar
form in the lower Columbia may be separated. The red blotches on the
lower jaw between the dentary bones on the membrane joining them is
usually constant and characteristic. {Mykisn, a vernacular name of the

variable in color and form.

species in Kamchatka.)
Mykiss,

Pennant, Arctic Zoology, Introd.,

1-20,

1792,

Kamchatka

;

after

Krascheninnikow,

etc.

Walbaum, Artedi Piscium, .59, 1792, Kamchatka based on 3hjl:is.i of Pennant.
Sahuo vmikm, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Iditli., 419, ISOl, Kamchatka after Steller.
Salmo purpuratus, Pallas, ZoiJl. Ross.-Asiat., iii, :574, 1811, Bering Sea .Toruan & Gilbert,
Salmomykiss,

;

;

;

Synopsis, 314, 18S3.

Represented southward by a form provisionally recorded as
779a.

SALMO MTKISS CLARKII

(Richardson).

(Columbia River Troit.)

Not evidently diftereiit from the preceding. Usually profusely spotted,
with the red cut-throat mark distinct. Scales small, in 150 to 164 crossseries.

Back

i)rofusely spotted, anteriorly

and posteriorly, the spots

often extending on the belly. Coastwise streams from Puget Sound,
south to Elk River, Humboldt County, California; locally abundant;
replaced inland by var. (jibhsii and var. lewisi. (Named for Capt. William

Clark (1770-1838) of the famous expedition of Lewis and Clark.)
Salmo

clarkii,

Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,

iii,

225, 1836,

Cathlapootl River.

(Cnll. T)v.

Gairdner.)
Fario

stellattis,

Bay.

GiRARD, Ptoc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

ls5(i,

219,

Fort Steilacoom, Shoalwater

Jordan and Everrnann.
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Salmo hrevicauda, Sucki.et, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,

vii, 1861, 308,

Puget Sound.

493
(Coll.

Kenncrly, Cooper, and Suckley.)
Sidmo slellalus, GIinther, Cat., vi, 117, 1866.
Sahiio aitrorii,

GuNTHER,

Sahiio hrencduda,

Cat., VI, 119, 1806.

GuNTilER, Cat.,

VI, 120, 1866.

Represeuted in the head waters of Snake River, Yellowstone River, and
Missouri River by

SALMO MYKISS LEWISl

779b.

(Girard).

(Yellowstone Trout; Cut-throat Trout.)

Similar to var. clarkii in all respects, the body perhaps a little more
Scales small, 145 to
170.
Red throat mark always present. The Snake River Basin above the

robust, with the spots encroaching less on the belly.

Shoshone Falls, and crossing the main divide of the Rocky Mountains at
Two-Ocean Pass to the head waters of the Yellowstone, thence to other
affluents of the Upper Missouri: common in all suitable waters. Infested
in Yellowstone Lake by great numbers of a parasitic worm (Dibothrium cordicejis^ yheidj). (Named for Captain Meriwether Lewis, (1774-1809),
leader of the noted exploring expedition of Lewis &, Clark, in 1803-6.)
Salar h'lrwi, GiR.iBD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1850, 2Ui,

Falls of Missouri River.

(Coll.

Lewis & Clark.)
carinntiis, Cope, Hayden's Geol. Surv. Mout., 1871
ably Yellowstone River.

Salmo

(1872), 471,

locality

unknown, prob-

Represented in tributaries of the Columbia between Shoshone Falls
and the Cascade Range by the variable and imperfectly defined
779c.

SALMO MTKISS GIBBSII

Scales small, usually 142 to 175 series.

(Suckley).

No red below lower jaw; no

hyoid teeth. To this form are provisionally referred the variously intermediate examples from the streams of Idaho and Washington, mentioned
by Gilbert and Evermann in the paragraph quoted on page 489. Similar
specimens have been since taken by Dr. Gilbert in the Des Chutes and
other rivers, and by Dr. Evermann in Big Payette Lake, Idaho. It seems
to be the prevailiug form in the region between that occupied by clarkii
near the coast, and that taken by lewisi above the Shoshone Falls.
(Named for Dr. George Gibbs, geologist of the Northwest Boundary Commission.)
Fario tsuppUrh,

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., viii, I8,j6, 21S,

Fort Dallas, Oregon; not

of Richardson.

Salmo

gibbsii,

Suckley, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N.

Y., 1858,

Fort Dallas; (Type, No.

Yakima River, John Day's River, and Boise River, and
Monogr. Salmo,

at

The

940); also in
Dalles: Suckley,

141, 1801 (1874).

Represented in western Nevada and neighboring parts of California by
779d.

SALMO MTKISS HENSHAWI

(Lake Tahoe Trout

Head

;

Truckee Trout

(Gill
;

&

Silver

Jordan).
Tr<iiit.)

3f depth 4. D. 11 A. 12 scales 27-160-27 to 37-184-37 usually
170 in a longitudinal series
coeca 50-60.
Body elongate, not greatly
;

;

;

;

;

*Forafun
Linton "on
FiBh Comm.,

discussion of this parasite and its relation to the trout of Yellowstone Lake see
Species of Larval Dibothria from Yellowstone National Park," in Bull. U. S.

Two

ix, 1889, 65-79, plates 23-27.
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compressed.

Head comparatively

Museum.

slender and long acuminate,

surface very slightly carinated; muzzle

its

upper

somewhat pointed, but blnntish

head not convex above maxillary rather short, not reaching
the eye. Vomerine teeth as usual a small, rather narrow,
but usually distinct patch on the hyoid bone. Dorsal fin small caudal
Coloration dark
Scales medium.
fin short, rather strongly forked.
green in life, in the pure waters of Lake Tahoe pale green in the salty
waters of Pyramid Lake; the sides silvery, with a strong lateral shade
of coppery red back about equally spotted before and behind the spots
large and mostly round sides with rather distant spots belly generally
with round spots head with large black spots above, some even on the
snout and on lower jaw dorsal and caudal also spotted a few spots on
anal red dashes on lower jaw young specimens less spotted. Length
18 inches or more, usually weighing 5 or 6 pounds, but occasionally 20 to
29 pounds. Basin of the post-Tertiary Lake Lahoutan found in Lake
Tahoe, Pyramid Lake, Webber Lake, Donner Lake, Independence Lake,
Truckee River, Humboldt River, Carson River, and in most streams of
the east slope of the Sierra Nevada also in the head waters of Feather
River, west of the Sierra Nevada, where it is probably introduced from
Nevada Related to Salmo mykiss, but better distinguished than most
of the varieties, with a longer and more conical head, and with the spots
ditferently arranged. A fine trout, now common in the San Francisco
at the tip

;

;

much beyond

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

markets.
In Lake Tahoe there are two forms of this type, (1) the ordinary
Tahoe Trout (locally known to fishermen as "Pogy," the young as
" Snipe"), weighing from 3 to 6 pounds, dark in color, with coppery
sides, ascending the streams to spawn, and (2) the " Silver Trout," a
large robust trout profusely spotted, the spots ofteu oblong, the coloration more silvery. These trout live in deep water and spawn in the lake
A careful comparison of specimens convinces us that there is no
itself.
specific nor varietal difterence between the one and the other. The
largest '"Silver Trout" on record, weighing 29 pounds, was caught at
Tahoe City, about 1876, and sent as a present to Gen. U. S. Grant. The
following is a description of a Silver Trout taken near Tahoe City in
September, 1894, and presented to the Leland Stanford Junior University
by Mr. A. J. Bayley, of Tahoe City
:

Head 4-,-< depth
2 feet 4 inches long, weighing 7^ pounds.
3^; eye It in fiead. D. 9; A. 12; B. 10; scales 33-205-40 (140 pores).
Pectoral If in head. Maxillary If.
Body very robust, compressed, unusually deep for a trout, the outline
Head large, rather more compressed than in typical Sahno
elliptical.
Eye small, silvery.
Jienshdui, (possibly a character of the adult male).
Vomerine teeth in two long series, those of the two series alternating in
position. Hyoid teeth distinct, in a rather long series. Gill rakers short,
thickish, 5-f 13. Mouth large, the maxillary extending well beyond the
Preopercle moderate, its lower posterior edge not evenly rounded,
eye.
but with a slightly projecting, rounded lobe and a slight concavity above
and below this character not strongly marked. Opercle evenly, but
not strongly, rounded. Scales small, reduced above and below, those in
or near lateral line largest. Fins moderate, the anal rather high, with
one more ray than usual. Caudal slightly lunate, almost truncate when
Specimen

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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spread open. Color dark-green above, belly silvery sides with a broad
coppery shade covering cheeks and opercles sides of lower jaw yellowish
Orange dashes between rami of
fins olivaceous, a little reddish below.
lower jaw moderately conspicuous. Back, from tip of snout to tail,
Spots on top of head
closely covered with large, unequal black spots.
and nape round posteriorly the spots run together, forming variously
shaped markings, usually vertically oblong: these may be regarded as
formed of three or four spots placed in a series, or with one or two at the
side of the other; the longest of the oblong markings are not quite as
long as eye. Along side of head and body the spots are very sjjarse.
those on head round, those behind vertically oblong. Belly profusely
covered with small black spots, which are nearly round; still smaller
round spots numerous on lower jaw all the spots on caudal peduncle
vertically oblong or curved. Dorsal and caudal densely covered with
oblong spots, smaller than those on the body. Anal with rather numerous
round spots; pectorals and ventrals with a few small spots, the first ray
in each case with a series of faint small spots adipose tin spotted.
(Named for Henry W. Henshaw, naturalist of the Geological Survey
west of the 100th meridian, who discovered the species.)
:

;

;

;

;

;

iialmo heiishaui,

GiLL

& Jordan, Mau.

Kept. Chief Eng., Part

3, 1878,

Vert., Ed.

2,

358, 1878,

App. KN, 1619, plate

Lake Tahoe; Jordan & Henshaw,

iv;

Jordan, Proc. C.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 316, 1883.
Salmo t.iuppitcli, Jordan & Henshaw, Eept. Chief Engineers, Part

.S.

Nat. Mus.,

i,

1878, 75;

3,

1878,

App. NN., 1618; not

of Richardson.

Represented in the lakes and streams of the Great Basin (Lake Bonneville)

by
779e.

SALMO MIKISS VIRGIXALIS

(Girard).

(Trout of Utah Lake.)

Profusely but rather finely spotted, the spots being numerous anteriorly
back rather than to the tail.

as well as posteriorly, confined to the

Scales a little larger than in other forms, 140 to 150 in lengthwise series,

anteriorly less

crowded than

or milky waters,

alkaline

in

and
Utah Lake,

spihirus

as in

In

stomias.

partially

form reaches a
the dark spots few

this

—

— 8 to 12 pounds and is very pale in color,
and small, mostly confined to the back. Similar variations are shown
by the other forms of trout in other lakes. Lakes and streams west of
the Wahsatch range, especially in Bear, Provo, Jordan, and Sevier
rivers, and in Utah Lake; locally very abundant and of importance as a
large size

food-fish.

(ri?Y/iHfl//s,

like a virgin.)

Solar rirginalis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila, 1856, 220,

Salmo
Salynu

Utah Lake.

SlCKLEY, Mouogr. Sftlmo, 136, 1861 (1874), Utah Lake
mi/kiss lirginalk, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comra., ix, 1889,

Utah,

;

pale specimens from the lake.

14, pi. 3, fig. 9.

Kepresented in the Rio Grande Basin by
779f.

SALMO MYKISS SPILURUS

(Cope).

(Rio Gr.^nde Trout.)

Head 3i; depth 4. D. 11; A. 10; scales 37-160-37. Head heavy, but proportionately short, its upper surface considerably decurved iuterorbital
space transversely convex, obtusely carinated
the head more convex
;

:

than

in

any other of our- species. Mouth
Teeth on vomer in two distinct

past eye.

large,
series.

maxillary reaching
Dorsal fin low in

49G
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more than | the heiglit of the first last
caudal with its middle rays ahont as long as
others. Profusely spotted back and sides with round black spots,
spots most developed posteriorly, few on the head, most numerous on
caudal and adipose fin sides with pale blotches. Length 30 inches.
Upper Kio Grande and southward into the mountains of Chihuahua;
abundant in mountain streams. In all respects apparently identical

front, high behind, the last ray

ray
the
the
the

of the anal rather long

;

;

;

;

with subspecies pleitritictifi, except that the scales are
and the number in a longitudinal series is 155 to

riorly

less
160.

crowded ante(ffTTiAof ,

spot

ohpa, tail.)
Salmo

spilurns,

Cope, llaydon's Geol. Surv.

Mont,

1871 (1872),

47(i,

Sangre de Cristo Pass,

Colorado.
Salmo myldss

spilurus,

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Coram., ix, 1889,

14, pi. 3, figs. 7

and

8.

Represented in the Colorado River Basin by
779g.

SALMO MYKISS PLEUIUTIC'US

(Cope).

(Colorado Kiver Trout.)

Opercle short, 4* to 5 in head. Scales email, 185 to 190. Close to the
typical viyliss, but the black spots chiefly gathered on the posterior part
extremely variable, the
of the body, the head nearly immaculate
;

lower fins usually red, but sometimes orange usually a red lateral band.
Basin of the Colorado. A large, handsome, and variable trout, sometimes profusely speckled, sometimes with large spots, and occasionally
with strong golden shades. Abundant throughout western Colorado
and in all clear mountain streams throughout Arizona specimens from
the Colorado Chiquito similar to those from the Eagle and the Gunnison,
{^jleuriticus, from -n-'Aevpov, side, in allusion to the red lateral
in Colorado,
;

;

band.)
pleuriliciis, CoPE, Hayden'a Geol. Surv. Mont., 1871 (1872), 471, head waters of Green
River, 'Wyoming.
Balmo mykiss pleuriticus, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., ix, 1889, 14, pi. 2, fig. 6.

Salmo

Represented in

Waha Lake by
779h.

SALmO MIKISS BOUVIERI

(Bendire).

(Waha Lake Trout.)

MaxD. 10; A. 11; B. 12; scales 175.
Similar to S. myliss, but with dark spots
only on the dorsal, caudal, and adipose fin, and on the tail behind front
of anal, where the spots are very profuse, smaller than pupil. Anterior
regions dusky-bluish, not silvery; red blotch on inner edges of dentary
bones below very conspicuous. Head shorter and deeper than in mykiss,
the snout shorter and blunter, not longer than eye. Opercle and preopercle less convex than in nujliss. Caudal moderately forked. A singularly colored local variety, found in Waha Lake, Washington, a mountain
lake without outlet. (Named for Captain Bouvier.)

Head

4; depth 4|;

illary 2| in head.

Salmo

pio-piirahis houvieri,

Washington.
Salmo

rnykisH bouvieri,

eye

4.

Size small.

Bendire, in Jordan

(Coll. Capt.

<t

Gilbert, Syuojisis, 315, 1883,

Charles Bendire, U.

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Fish

Comm.,

S.

A.)

ix, 1889, pi. 4, fig. 10.

Waha

Lake,

Jordan and Evermann.
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Represented in the Upper Arkansas and South Platte rivers by

SALMO MYKISS STOMIAS

779i.

(Cope).

(.GllELN-BACK TkOIT.)

Month small

;

scales small,

pound

rarely reaching a

about

A

180.

small black-spotted trout,

in weight, close to var. mykiss, differing

mainly
very large size of its black spots, which are mainly gathered on the
posterior half of the body. Back deep green, sides sometimes red. Flesh
deep red. Head waters of Arkansas and South Platte rivers, in brooks
and shallow places in lakes abundant, (arn/ilag, big-mouthed.)
in the

;

Sulmo

slomi<(s, Coi-E,

locality

Salmo

mijkisii

Haydeu'B Geol. Surv. Wyom.

unknown.

slomian,

for 1870(1871), 433,

South Platte River,

Hammond.)

(Coll. Dr.

Jordan, Bull. U.

Comm.,

Fish.

S.

ix, 1889, 15, pi. 1, fig. 2.

Represented in the lakes in eastern Colorado by
779j.

SAL.no MTKISS MACDONALDI,

.Ionian

& Evermann.

(Yet. LOW-FIN TiiorT.)

Head

4; depth 4^ to 5

snout 4i. D. 12; A. 11; B. 10; scales
compressed, the snout moderately
pointed; mouth rather large, the maxillary If to 2 in head; hyoid teeth
present opercle long, 4^ in head, its margin strongly convex. Allied to
tiuhtipecies j)leuriticus, but with the head and opercles longer and the color
different. Body elongated, compressed. Gill rakers 10 -f- 10. Scales small,
regularly placed. Color light olive a broad shade of lemon-yellow along
sides lower fins bright yellow no red anywhere except the "cut-throat"
dash characteristic of Sulwo mykiss. Body posteriori}', and dorsal and
caudal fin profusely speckled with small pepper-like dots, smaller than
the nostril on head and anterior parts few or none of these spots are
present. Flesh pale. A very handsome trout, abundant on gravelly bottoms in Twin Lakes,* tributary to the Arkansas River in the Saguache
Range near Leadville, Colorado not found in brooks. It reaches a
weight of nearly 9 pounds.
It is probably descended from the form
culled jyleuriticus, certainly not from its associate siomias, with which it has
very little in common. (Named for Col. Marshall McDonald, United States
Fish Commissioner.)
40-184-37, 125 pores.

;

eye 5J

Head

;

long,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Salmo

Jordan & Kvekmann,

mykii's niacdotiahli,

453,

U.

Twin Lakes, Colorado

S.

Fish Comm., IX, 1889,

780.

;

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 188'J (January 20, 1800),

(Type, No. 41730.

Coll. Geo. K.

Fisher);

Joudan, Bull.

11, pi. 1, fig. 1.

SALMO GAIRDXERI,

Richardson.

(Steelhead; HAnDHEAn; "Salmon Trout.")

We

the

retain

name Salmo

small scales,

gairdneri for the large sea

trout of the

and their derivatives forms typically with moderate or
and without the strongly-marked red dashes at the throat

Pacific Coast

;

This form of trout occurs in company with subspecies stomiaa, but in Twin Lakes, the two
are entirely distinct, the habits, size, and coloration being notably different.
If wo were to consider the Arkansas Basin alone, the two must be ranked as distinct species, but these and all
other American trout seem to be connected by intergradations. Apjiareiitly macdntinliii is derived
from the Colorado River })leuriticiis, which may be ilescendeil from sjiiVi/rHd, the latter in turn from
stomiag.
Stotniax, vinjinali'', hemham, and houvieri Seem to Lave sprung directly from m>/kiss,
K. N. A.

33
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which mark the Cut-throat

series of trout, or

Museum.
These forms

Salmo mykiss.

are usually well separated from mykiss, on the oue haud,

and from

irideus

however, a strange medley of forms apparently
aberrant or intermediate, confusing any attempt at specific definition.
The following analytical key contrasts the two most clearly marked

There

on the other.

is,

varieties:
a.

Scales rather

siiiall,

averaging 155 cross

series,

number varying from

130 to 180(ooiint-

obli(j\ie cross series

;

;

aa.

the

above lateral lino). Sea-running forms reaching a large
weight of sea-ruu adult 8 tu -U pounds landlocked forms much smaller, down
size
Coloration pale, with few spots. Columbia River and southward to San
to 3^ pound.
GAiRnNEiii, 780.
Francisco Bay.
Scales larger, averaging about 135 cross series, the numlicr varying from 130 to 145. Lake
iug the

forms

;

coloration very silver^' and with few spots

;

weight 3

to 10

pounds.

Frasei

kamloops, 780a.

River, etc.

Represented in large rivers and estuaries, especially from the Columbia
southward to Monterey, by the anadromous form, the typical
780.

SALMO GAIRDNERI,

Richardson.

(Steelhead; Hardiiead; Salmon Trout.)

B. 12 or 11; D. 11; A. 12; scales usually about 150-28, varying in speci-

137 to 177 (specimens counted by Cramer and
20.
Body rather stout, not very
Otaki); pyloric cneca 42; vertebrje 38
deep mesially, but with the caudal peduncle thick. Head comparatively
short and rather slender, in the females small, in the males the jaws more
or less prolonged; maxillary rather narrow, the small eye nearly above its
middle; lower jaw included; upper jaw in males emarginate at tip and
at jun(ition of premaxillary. Teeth rather small, those on the vomer in
two long, alternating series, which are about as long as the palatine
series.
Preopercle rather wide, with the lower limb short opercle modGill rakers short and thick, 8 +.12 (essentially as in our other
erate.
Tail wide,
species). Ventral appendage not half the length of the fin.
squarely truncate in the aduit, somewhat emarginate in the young. Flesh
rather pale. Bones much firmer than in On covin/ nchus. Color olive green
above; sides silvery head, back, upper fins, and tail moreor less densely
covered with black spots; belly usually unspotted; males with colors

mens from Astoria from

+

;

;

heightened, the back greenish both sexes in spring with a broad flesh-colored lateral band, deep rosy red on theopercles, this often retained throughout the year; fins not red: no red on the membrane of lower jaw. Length
30 inches. Coastwise streams from Santa Ynez Mountains, Santa Barbara
County, California, northward to British Columbia, west of the Sierra
Nevada and Cascade Range, especially abundant in the Lower Columbia,
ascending the Snake River as far as Auger Falls. Also common in
Russian River and Klamath River. A large trout, abounding in 'the
mc'iths of the rivers, reaching a weight of 20 pounds or more, migratory like the salmon, and ascending rivers fully as far. It spawns later
than the salmon, (in early spring in the Snake and Salmon rivers in
Idado), and is found in the lower part.s of the rivers, spent, at the time ol
the spring salmon run. It is then nearly useless as food, but at other
;

Jordan and EvernuDin.
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In streams where it is resipounds. Resident forma seem to pass into
*'irideus" southward and should be carefully compared with the latter;
northward into '^kamloops,'" while in the Lower Snake River it seems to
iutorgrade with mykiss, through the form called gibhsii. In the Lower
Columbia, according to Dr. Gilbert, it is well separated from mykiss on the
one hand and from the non-migratory S. irideits masoiii on the other. Both
young and old are there well separated from irideiis. (Named for Dr.
Gairdner, its discoverer, an employee of the Hudson Bay Company at Fort
Vancouver, mentioned by Richardson as an able and promising young

times

it is

dent,

it

similar in quality to other trout.

rarely exceeds 5 or

(5

naturalist.)
KiCHARDSON, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,

Siitmo gairdiieri,

Vancouver; Suckley, Monogr. Salmo,
Sahno

Iruiicatns,

iii,

SucKLEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,3, 1858,

Fuca Gunther,
;

Columbia River at Fort
Guntheh, Cat., vi, 118, 186(j.
tiew Dungeness, Straits of

221, IS^fi,

114, ISfiX (1874);

Cat., vi, 122, 1866.

Far io aurora, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Pliila., 1856, 218; Girard, Tac. It. K. Surv., x, 308,1)1.
Astoria, Oregon. (Coll. Trowbridge.)
FanV) ne!p6eiT)/i, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858,224, Klamath River; specimen with

68, 1858,

scales, 36-146-33.

Fario gairdneri, GiRARD, Pac. K. K. Surv., x,313, 1858.

Salmo

piirpiiralus,

GliNTHER, Cat.,

vi, 116, 18C6.

Represented in the lakes of British Columbia and northern Washington by
780a.

SALMO GAIRDNERI KAMLOOPS
(Kamloops Trout

Head 4^ depth 4i; eye4i.
65 scales before the dorsal.

;

(Jordan).

Stit-tse.)

D. 11; A. 11 or 12; scales 30-135 to 146-26,
elongate, somewhat compressed, the
maxillary extending beyond the eye, its length not quite half the head;
snout slightly rounded in proiile, the profile regularly ascending eye
;

Body

;

about as long as snout; teeth moderate, some of those in the
outer row in each jaw moderately enlarged opercles striate, not much
produced backward; bianchiostegal rays 11 on each side; dorsal fin
rather low, its longest ray slightly greater than the base of the fin, If in
head; anal fin rather larger than usual in trout, its outline slightly concave, its longest ray greater than the base of the fin and a little more
than half head; adipose fin moderate; caudal fin rather broad, distinctly
forked, its outer rays about twice inner; pectoral fins rather long, 1^ in
head ventrals moderate, If in head gill rakers comparatively short and
few in number, about 6-f-12 or 11. Coloration dark olive above,
bright silvery below, the silvery color extending some distance below the
lateral line where it ends abruptly; when fresh, the middle of the sides in
both specimens was occupied by a broad band of bright light-rose pink,
covering about one-third of the total depth of the fish back above
with small black spots about the size of pin heads irregularly scattered
and somewhat more numerous posteriorly; a very few faint spots on
upper part of head dorsal and caudal fins rather closely covered with
small black spots similar to those on back but more distinct a few spots
on the adipose fin, which is edged with blackish; lower fins plain; the
large,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin
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upper border of the pectoral dusky a vague dusky blotch on the upper
middle rays of tlie anal; ventrals entirely plain. Length of type 16J
inches. Kainloops Lake, Okanogan Lake, Kootenay Lake, and other
lakes tributary to Fraser River or to the Upper Columbia; locally
abundant; a fine largo trout, slender and graceful, somewhat different in
appearance from the ordinary " Steelhead," but not distinguished by any
technical character of any importance, and doubtless intergrading fully
with the latter.
;

Salmo kamloops, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1892,
(Type, No. 44238. Coll. A. C. Bassett.)

781.

Kamloops Lake,

SALMO IRIDEIS,

British Columbia.

Gibbons.

(Raindow Tkout; Coast Range Trout.)

Head

depth 3^ eye 5. D. 11 A. 10 scales 21-135-20, varying conBody comparatively short and deep, compressed, much more
elongate in males than in females. Head short, convex, obtusely ridged
above. Mouth smaller than in other species, the rather broad maxillary
scarcely reaching beyond eye, except in old males. Eye larger than in
other species. Vomerine teeth in two irregular series. Dorsal fin modColor bluish
erate; caudal fin distinctly, though not strongly forked.
above, the sides silvery; usually everywhere above profusely but irregularly spotted, the spots extending on the sides and on the vertical fins;
spots on caudal small belly nearly plain sea-run specimens nearly plain
with red lateral band and blotches. Weight i to 6 pounds.
silvery
Mountain streams of the Pacific Coast the typical form found in the
brooks of the Coast Range in California, from the Klamath River to the
San Luis Rey. Abundant and variable, probably entering the sea, and
perhaps growing larger there, becoming a " Salmon Trout."
This form differs from Salmo (jairdncri chiefly in the larger scales. Other
characters are its small size and brighter colors both sexes with a red
It is subject to large local variations, some of these landlateral band.
locked in peculiar brooks, (e. g., Purisima Creek in San Mateo County,
California, where the individuals are small and brightly colored, popuIts range extends from the coast of
larly regarded as distinct species).
Washington southward to San Diego County, California (Rio San Luis
Rey). It is thought by some anglers that the young fishes hatched in
the brooks from spawn of (juirdneri remain in mountain streams for
from six months to three years, going down to the sea with the high
waters of spring, after which they return to spawn as typical gairdneri.
Those which are landlocked or do not descend remain irideus all their
As against this view we have the fact that to the northward irideus
lives.
and gairdneri are always distinguishable and the scales in gairdneri are
always smaller than in typical rainbow trout, {irideus, lainbow-like.)
4

;

;

;

;

siderably.

;

;

;

;

;

Balmo

irideus,

Gihbons, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

Sci.,

County, California; Jordan & Gilhert,
Salmo

riiularis,

Atbes, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

1855, 36,

San Leandro Creek, Alameda

Synopsis, 312, in part, 1883.

Sci., 1855, 43,

Martinez, California.

Jordan and £vermann.

—
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The following analytical key will assist in the identification of the
irideiis, which we are at present disposed to recognize:

varieties of Salnio
Sciiles

o.

b.

more or

well imbricated; upper ray of pectoral usually

less spotted.

Scales comparatively large, in 120 to 150 series; sides profusely spotted, both anteriorly

and posteriorlj, especially above the reddish
c.

lateral band,

Body elongate; no

red under the throat;
Brook forms mostly of small size; sea-run examples
confined to the streams of the Coast Range.

Scales decidedly large, in 120 to 130 series.

eye large; anal rays 11 orl2.
occasionally large;
d.
tld.

Mouth modiTate; coastwise streams of
Mouth very small; coastwise streams

iRinEUS, 781.

California.

of

Oregon and Washington.
MASONI, 7Sla.

cc.

Scales

medium,

in

anal rays 10 or

about 140
11.

Body rather deep; eye comparatively

series.

red usually present at the throat.
of Ujiper Sacramento Basin, not
66. Scales small, in

small;

a small dash of

Size medium, weight 2 to 8 pounds. Streams
running down to the sea.
sh.ista, 781b.

150 to 185 series; size large.

Back profusely spotted, anteriorly as well as posteriorly some red under lower jaw.
Kern Rivei-, California.
oilberti, 781c.
ee. Back with the spots chiefly posteriorly; no red under the lower jaw.
Upper Sacramento Basin.
stonei, 781d.
Scales very small and not well imbricated, in about 175 transverse series. Belly, lower
fins, and lateral band yellow; ventrals edged with ptile; upper raj' of pectoral unspote.

aa.

many spots;

Coloration dark, usually with

;

ted; black spots

numerous.

A

small form found in the head waters of

Kern

River.

AGUA-BONITA, 781e.

781a.

SALMO IRIDEUS MASONI

(Suckley).

(Brook Trout of Western Oregon.)

The common brook trout of the

tributaries of the lower

of coastwise streams of Oregon and

Washington

is

Columbia and

very similar to the

and is readily distinguished from its associates, gairdneri
by its large scales. Compared with mykiss, it is less slender,
the snout more rounded there is no red between branches of lower jaw;
there are no hyoid teeth, the maxillary is broader and shorter, the opercle
more evenly convex, and there are fewer spots below the lateral line the
red markings on sides usually coalesce into a red band. Scales 120-20 to
130-22. Size small, rarely weighing a pound. Puget Sound to southern
Oregon, in streams of the Coast Range locally abundant. Apparently
merging into the ordinary irideiis southward, if indeed the two forms are
distinguishable. We know of no diagnostic character, but further comparison is needed. (" Named in honor of my good friend Governor Charles
H. Mason of Washington Territory, who has so frequently aided me in
adding to my collections specimens of great interest and value in various
typical

and

irideiis

mi/kiss,

;

;

;

branches of natural history."

SiickJey.)

GiRARO, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, 219; not of Richabdson.
Sa/wo masoiii, Suckley, Pac. R. R. Surv., xii, part 2, 345, 18G0, CathlapootI River.
Fario

c!arl-ii,

(Coll.

Capt. Geo. B. McClellan.*)

* " I obtained this species at the CathlapootI River, Aug. 2, 1853, and
skill of Capt. Geo. B. McClellan, as he took it with the artificial fly at

am

not readily bite at any bait."

Sacklei/.

indebted for it to the
a time when they did
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Represented in the upper Sacramento and its tributaries, and probably
most of the eastern tributaries of the Sacramento and San Joaquin, by
781b.

SALMO IRIDEUS SHASTA

(McCi.OTJD

(Jordan).

KiVER Eainbow Trout.)

Head 4 depth Sf D. 11; A. 11 scales 20 to 24-145-20, 65 before dorBody comparatively short and deep, compressed, varying considerably, and much more elongate in the males than in the females. Head
short, convex, obtusely ridged above. Mouth smaller than in most other
;

;

;

sal.

forms of the genus, the rather broad maxillary scarcely reaching beyond
eye except in old males maxillarj^ If in head in males, 2 in females.
Eye larger than in typical /jairdneri, 5 in head. Vomerine teeth in two
irregular series. Dorsal fin moderate caudal fin distinctly though not
strongly forked, more deeply incised than in typical mijKiss; pectoral li
to If in head. Scales comparatively large. Coloration bluish above, the
everywhere above profusely but irregularly spotted, the
sides silvery
spots extending on the sides and on the vertical fins head well spotted
dorsal, caudal, and usually upper ray of pectoral spotted; spots on caufins usually not red; almost always a dash
dal small belly nearly plain
of red between branches of lower jaw males and usually females also
with red lateral band and blotches much red on cheeks and opercles
Length 10 to 30 inches. Weight 2 to 8 pounds.
belly jiartly red in males.
Streams of the Sierra Nevada, from Mount Shasta southward, best known
from McCloud River; the limits of its range not well known; abuudant,
and sxibject to many variations also introduced into Truckee River and
into many eastern streams, this form being the usual "Rainbow Trout"
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Named

of fish-culturists.
Salmo

irulfiuf.

for

Mount

Shasta.)

Rainbow Trout of most writers and especially
Gibbons, which is based on coastwise specimens.

ii-idezts,

or

Salmo gairdveH
with plate,

of fish-culturists; not Salmo

Jordan, Thirteenth Biennial Kept. Fish (Jomm. California, 1894,
at Baird, Shasta County, California. (Type, No.
Mus. Coll. Stone.)

shasia,

McCloud River,

L. S. Jr. UiiiT.

142,
903,

Represented in the lower waters of Kern River on the west slope of
the Sierra

Nevada by
781c.

SALMO IRIDEUS GILBEBTI

(Jordan).

(Kern River Trout.)

Entirely similar to the McCloud River Trout, except that the scales are

The
mouth moderate back and sides profusely spotted
old specimens with more or less orange between the branches of the lower
jaw, this mark faint or wanting in the young. Upper ray of pectoral
spotted. Kern River, California, abundant in the river channels, below
smaller, as small as in typical mijkiss, in about 165 transverse series.

body

is

robust, the

;

;

the waters inhabited by subspecies

a()u<i-bo)iita.

Large, reaching a weight

Our specimens from south fork of Kern River, at Soda
Springs, California. (Named for its discoverer. Dr. Charles Henry

of 8 pounds.
Gilbert.)
Salmo gairdneri

with

platG,

gilhctii,

Jordan, Thirteenth Biennial Rept. Fish Comni. California,

South Fork of Kern River at Soda Springs, California,

1511, L. S. Jr. Univ.

Mus.

Coll. Gilbort.)

1804, 143.

(Type, No.

J'ordaii

and

F.7'crtna?m.

In the Sacramento River
781(1.

is
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occasionally taken

SALMO

IRIDEl'S STONEI

(Jordan).

(NissuEE Trout; No-shee Trout.)
11.
Depth 4 in length. Pectoral 1^ in head. Eye large, 4^
Maxillary 2i^„-. Distinguished by its small scales, the number
of scales in a longitudinal series being about 155, 82 before dorsal, where
they are small and embedded, 25 above lateral line. Teeth fewer and
smaller than in var. shasta, those on the vomer in a single zigzag series.
Axillary scale of ventral small. Upper parts plain greenish; spots few,
and confined chiefly to posterior part of body; spots small and sparse
on dorsal, adipose fin, and caudal a red lateral band usually distinct;
cheeks and opercles with red no red between branches of lower jaw.
Described from a specimen 14 inches in length, collected by Livingston
Stone in McCIoud River at Baird, California. This form is Avell known
to Indians and to fishermen on the Upper Sacramento.
According to
Mr. Stone, the Indian fishermen say that it is abundant in the McCloud
River, about 8 miles above Baird. They are larger in size than the
ordinary irideus, one having been taken weighing 12 pounds. A second
specimen is deeper in color, the red lateral band very distinct (female
taken in May). The scales rather larger (140) and irregularly placed.
(Named for its discoverer, Livingston Stone, Superintendent of the
United States Fish Hatchery at Baird, in recognition of his valuable ser-

Anal rays

in

head.

;

:

vices
Stihiio

ill

the i)ropagation of salmon and trout.)

gairdiii-ri slotiei,

plate,

JoEDAN, Thirteenth Biennial Kept. Cal. Fish Comm., 1894, 142, with
at Baird, California. (Type, No. OflO, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mu9.

McCloud River

Coll. Stone.)

Represented in the mountain streams of the Sierra Nevada, on the west
slope of

Mount Whitney, by
781e. SALDIO

IRIDEUS AGUA-BONITA

(.Jordan).

(Golden Trout* of Mount Whitney.)

Head 3f depth H. D. 12; A. 10 scales in 160 to 180 rows, 123 pores.
Body formed as usual. Head rather long, bluntish at tip mouth moderat<^ the maxillary extending a little beyond the eye, Ijj in head; hyoid
;

;

;

teeth not evident; opercle moderate; postorbital .bone very small, its
greatest length 4i in head; its posterior margin moderately convex eye
;

4| in head

+

snout 4^ gill rakers not very short, 10
11. Scales extremely
small, round, not imbricated, smaller than in other forms of Salmo.
Fins moderate the anal high; the caudal moderately emarginate; pectoral 14 in head; ventral 2; caudal 1?.
Olive above; sides and belly
light golden, always showing the dark cross shades of immature trout;
middle of sides along lateral line with a deep scarlet lateral stripe,
broadest under the dorsal, where it is about as wide as eye, thence narrowing to either end and not reaching either head or caudal; middle
line of belly with a broad scarlet band, extending from chin to anal fin,
equally bright all the way a fainter shade along lower side from anal fin
to tip of caudal no crimson dash at throat between branches of lower
;

;

;

;

;
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jaw; the whole region uniform bright orange; opercle largely orange;
dark spots chiefly posterior, large and well marked, some as large as pupil
on tail and posterior part of body smaller and well marked on dorsal a
few small ones scattered along forward to the head in two specimens;
none on body before adipose fin in the other; upper anterior angle of
this color edged by a dark oblique
dorsal abruptly yellowish white
streak made by coalescent spots the rest of the fin light olive with 4 or
ventrals deep orange,
5 rows of small black spots pectorals light orange
with a faint blackish tip the anterior edge of the fin conspicuously and
abruptly whitish, as in Salvelinus fontixalLs; anal dusky orange, the tips
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the last rays blackish, the outer anterior corner abruptly white, the
white stripe wider than the pupil and separated from the color of the fin
by a dusky shade; caudal olive, tinged with orange on its lower edge,

and profusely spotted Avith black; inside of mouth pink, of gill cavity
The small size of the scales is shown in their lack of imbrication rather than by their increased number. Mountain streams on the
west side of Mount Whitney, tributary to Kern River, locally abundant in Volcano Creek, and South Fork of Kern Eiver also largely introduced into streams about Owen Lake, on the east slope of the mountains,
light orange.

;

streams formerly destitute of trout. (Gilbert.) This form is apparently
derived from the Kern river trout, var. gilherti, but is so much modified
that unless intermediate specimens now exist, it may be ranked as a dis(^' Jgua-honita," beautiful Avater, name of a cascade on
tinct species.
Volcano Creek, near which this trout abounds.)
Balmo mykiss agna-bonita, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1892, 481, Volcano or Whitney
Creek,* California. (Types, No. 514, L. S. Jr. Uuiv. Mus. and 44237, U. S. Nat. Mus.
Coll. Mr. Harvey of Lone Pine, Cal.)

236.

CRISTIVOMER,

Gill

&

Jordan.

(Great Lake Trout.)
Cristivoiner,

Gill & Jobdan, in Jordan, Manual Vertebrates E.

tJ.

S.,

Ed.

2,

356, 1878, (iiamay-

aish).

—

This genus contains one or two species large, coarse charrs, distinguished from Salvcluius by the presence of a raised crest behind the head
of the vomer and free from its shaft; this crest is armed with teeth. The
hyoid teeth constitute a strong, cardiform band. The typical species is
a large charr or trout, spotted with gray instead of red, and found in the
larger lakes of Eastern North America. {c7-ista, crest vomer, vomer.)
;

782.
(Gr",at

CRISTIVOMER NAMAYCUSH

Head

(Walbaum).

Longe (Vermont); Togue (Maine); Namaycush
Masamacush.)

Lake Trout; Mackinaw Trovt
i^

;

depth

4

;

eye large,

;

4^.

B. 11 or 12

;

D. 11

;

A. 11

;

;

lateral line

Body elongate, covered with thin skin, there being no special
development of fatty tissue. Head very long, its upper surface flattened.
Mouth very large, the maxillary extending much beyond the eye, the head
185 to 205.

* It has since been ascertained that the original type came from Cottonwood Creek on the east
slope of Mount Whitney, the variety having been introduced there from Volcano or Whitney
Creek.

Jordan and Evermanti.
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and jaws proportionately lengthened and pointed. Maxillary nearly half
the leugtli of the head; interorhital space nearly one-fourth; teeth very
strong. Caudal fin well forked adipose fin small. General coloration
dark gray, sometimes pale, sometimes almost black; everywhere with
rounded paler spots, which are often reddish tinged head usually vermiculate above dorsal and caudal reticulate with darker. Length 36 inches.
Reaches weight of 60 to 100 pounds, averaging about 17. Great Lake
region and lakes of uorthern New York, New Hampshire, and Maine, the
headwatersof the Columbia and Fraser rivers, streams of Vancouver Island,
and north to the Arctic Circle, said not to enter tidal waters very abundant in the larger bodies of water varying in form and color in the different
lakes specimens from Lac des Neiges, Canada, said to be almost black
(Garman), others variously paler and gray. Some in smaller lakes short
and deep in body. (An Lidian name.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Namai/cush

Sahiioii,

PENNANT, Arctic

Hudson Bay.
Hudson Bay; based on

Zoiilogy, Introtl., 191, 1792,

Balmo nnmayciish, Walbaum, Artedi Pisciuin,

the Xamaycush
Pennant; Gunther, Cat., vi, 123, 1866, and of authors generally.
Sahnn palllihui, Rafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., December, 1817, 120, Lake Champlain
Salmo nnu'thysliniif, MiTCHiLL, Jourti. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1818, 410, Sault Ste. Marie.

Salmon

G8, 1792,

of

lioodii, Richardson, App. Ross's Voyage, lviii, 1835, in part
specimen from Boothia
Felix; Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., iii, 174, 1836, Mingan River.
Balmo confirm, De Kav, N. Y. Fauna; Fishes, 238, 1842, Louis Lake, Hamilton County, New

Salmo

;

York; Silver Lake, Pennsylvania.
Salmo Ki/mmelrims, Pkescott, Am. Jouru. Sci. Arts, 1851, Vol.

New
Salmo

xi, 340,

Lake Winnipiseogee,

Hampshire.

toiiKi,

Hamlin, The Togue,

in

Holmes, 2d Annual Report Maine Fish Comm., 1862,

109,

Lakes of Maine.
Salmo adiroiulaats, NoRRis, American Angler's Book, 255, 1865,
Salmo siscoicel, GiJNTHER, Cat., vi, 123, 1866; not of AOASSIZ.
Salvelinus iinmaycitsh, .Jordan

& Gilbert,

Adirondack Lakes.

Synopsis, 317, 1883.

Represented in Lake Superior by
782a.

CRISTIVOMER NAMATCUSH SISCOWET

(Agassiz).

(SiSCOWET.)

Scales rather small, about 175 in the lateral line. Body short and deep,
covered with thick skin, there being an excessive tendency to the development of fatty tissue. Head very short and deep, its upper surface
broad and short, covered by a skin so thick as to completely hide the
bones; no distinct median carina. Mouth very large, its gape narrower
than in C. namaycutih. Teeth weaker than in C. namaycush supplemental
bone also shorter and broader. Maxillary a little more than half the
length of the head. Caudal fin well forked. Coloration as in C. namaycush, but usually paler
fin rays the same.
Lake Superior abundant,
but not yet found elsewhere. Very close to the preceding, but difi'ering
in the shortness and breadth of the bones of the head and in the extreme
fatness of the flesh. It is probably a local variety rather than a distinct
species. (An Indian name, probably from the same root as Cisco.)
;

;

Agassiz, Lake Superior, 333, 1850,

Salmo

siscovtet,

Salmo

siskawit;,

;

Lake Superior.

Agassiz, in Herbert, Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing, 112, with plate, 1850,

Lake Superior
Salmo

ursiuHs,

Barnston, Kept. Fisheries Canada, Irake Superior; reference uncertain.

Salvelinus itamaycuuli sistoivet,

JuuuAV & Gilbert, Synopsis,

318, 1883.
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SALVELINUS

(Xilssou) Kichardeon.

(Charrs.)
Salvelini,

NiLSSON, Prodr. Ichth. Scand.,

7,

1832, {alpimis); (group name).

Richaudsdn, Fauna Bor.-Amer., in, 1C9, 1836, (alpinux); after NiLssoN.
Baione, DeKay, N. Y. Fauna: Fislies, 244, 1842, {fonlmaUs).
Vnibla, Rapp, Fische Bodensee, 32, 1854, (iimbla = alpimis).

Salvelimtf,

Body moderately elongate. Mouth large or small. Teeth of jaws,
and tongue essentially as in Sahiio, the hyoid patch present or
not. Vomer boat-shaped, the shaft much depressed, without raised crest,
with teeth on the head of the bone a'ud none on shaft. Scales very small,
palatines,

Fins moderate, the caudal forked in the
young, truncate in some species in the adult. Sexual peculiarities not
strongly marked, the males with the premaxillaries enlarged and a fleshy
projection at the tip of the lower jaw. Coloration dark, with round,
crimson spots, the lower fins sometimes with marginal bands of black,
reddish, and pale. Species numerous in the clear streams and lakes of
the northern parts of both continents, sometimes descending to the sea,
where they lose their variegated colors and become nearly plain and silvery. The members of this genus are by far the most active and handsome of the trout, and live in the coldest, clearest, and most secluded
waters. "No higher praise can be given to a Salmouoid than to say, it
from the same root
is a charr."
{Salvelinus, an old name of the charr
200 to 250 in a lengthwise series.

;

as SulbUng or Saihlmg.)
a.

Back unspotted, strongly marbled with dark oliTe or black;
body ratber stout, the bead heavy; gill rakei-s small, 6

dorsal
-f 11,

and caudal

fins mottled;

not curled.
FONTINALIS, 783.

aa.

Back not marbled with darker.
b. Back with red spots, like those on the sides, but smaller and usually paler; mouth large,
the maxillary reaching beyond eye; gill rakers 8 f 12.
malma, 784.
bb. Back unspotted, the red spots confined to the sides; maxillary usually not reaching
beyond
c.

eye.

Gill rakers

numerous, 6

+ 12

to IG;

head rather large, 4

to 4J^ in length;

rather stout; belly orange in breeding season.
cc.

Gill rakers fewer, 6

+ 11,

body

alpinus, 785.

small; head small, 4^^ to 5 in length; body slender.

oquassa, 786.

783.

SALTELINUS FONTINALIS

(MitchiU).

(Brook Trout; Speckled Trout.)

Head
G-fll.

4|;

depth

4*.

D. 10; A. 9; scales 37-230-30;

gill

Body oblong, moderately compressed, not much

rakers about

elevated.

Head

but not very long, the snout bluutish, the interorbital space rather
broad. Mouth large, the maxillary reaching more or less beyond the eye.
Eye large, usually somewhat above the line of the axis of the body.
Caudal fin slightly lunate in the adult, forked in the young; adipose fin
small; pectoral and ventral fins not especially elongate. Red spots on
the sides rather smaller than the pupil; back mostly without spots, more
or less barred or mottled with dark olive or black; dorsal and caudal fins
mottled or barred with darker lower fins dusky, with a pale, usually
orange, band anteriorly, followed by a darker one; belly in the males
often more or less red; sea-run individuals (the Canadian "Salmon Trout")
large,

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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are often nearly plain bright silvery.

shades of color, also occur.
of our charrs, abounding in

Length

l>y

all clear,
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local varieties distinguished

18 inches or less.

The

best known

cold streams from Maine to the

Saskatchewan and northward to Labrador, southward in the Alleghaniea
head waters of the Savannah, Cliattahoochee, Catawba, and French
Broad; largely introduced into western streams but not native west of

to the

{foutinaJis, living in springs.)

the Mississippi.
Sahno

fuiitinatis,

Sahno

aUeijhatiiensis,

Lit. and Phil.Soc. N. Y., i, 1815, 135, near New York City;
Rafinesque, Ich. Oh., 44, 1820, Brooks falling into the Alleghany and

MiTCHlLL, Trans.

Monongahela

rivers.

Rafimesqve, Ich. Oh., 45, 1820, near the Laurel Hills, Pennsylvania;
Gi'NTHEK, Cat., VI, 152, 18G6, and of nearly all early authors.
Salmo canadensis, Hamilton Smith, in Griffith's Cuvier, x, 474, 1834, Canada dots blood red,
each "in a white circular spot."
Salmo hiiodii, Ruhardsun, Ross Voyage, App. Lviii, 1835, and Fauna Bor.-Amer., in. 173, 183G,
Fort Enterprise, Pine Island Lake, etc.; based in part on Hamai/ciish.
Salmo

niijirai-enx,

;

Salmo immaciikdns, * H. R. Stoker, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vi, 1850, 364, Lower St. Lawrence
(Canadian "Salmon Trout"), name preoccupied.; Guntiieu, Cat., vi, 125, 180G.
Salmo ftiiihonkiis, SrcKi.EY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 18G1, 310, Hudson Bay and tribu;

taries;

Labrador

;

Newfoundland

;

(Coll.

Drexler, Gill, and Coues); GOnther, Cat.,

VI, 153, 1866.

Salvelinm fonthialis, Jordan, Proc. U. S. N.at. Mus., 1878, 81, in part.

Represented in certain ponds in
783a.

New Hampshire by

SALVELINUS FONTIXALIS AGASSIZIIf

(Garman).

(Dublin Pond Trout.)

Coloration pale grayish, almost without red spots, thus resembling the
Otherwise similar to fontinalis. (Named for Louis Agassiz.)

lake trout.
Salmn

a;/((.«ij(i",

Garman, Nineteenth Report Mass. Fish Comm., 1885, 20, Dublin Pond (Lake
New Hampshire: Center Pond, New Hampshire.

Monadnock), Keene,

784.

(Dolly Varpen Tkout

Head3f; depth
large, 45 to 50

;

4; eye 4i.

gill

MALMA

SALTELIXI'S

Oregon Charr

;

;

Bull Tbout

;

(Walbaum).
Red-spotted Trout

;

Malma

;

Golet.)

D. 11; A. 9; scales 39-240-36 pyloric ctpca
Body stout, the back somewhat
12.
;

rakers about 8

+

* Sea-run forms of this and other charrs and trout are larger in size, silver-gray in color and
without spots, or nearly so. A silvery-gray form almndaut in Canadian estuaries, and locally
as Salmon Trout, has been called var. immacnUUiis, but this name is preoccupied by Salmo
imiiianiliilus, Walbaum, which is one of the Characinidse.

known

+ This form

is

thus described bv Mr.

Garman

:

Salmo aqasshii: B. 11 to 13; D. 12 to 13; A. 10 to 12; V. 8 to 9; P. 14 to 15; pores 109 to 119;
scales 38 to 42-217 to 237-38 to 42; second dorsal to lateral line, 28.
variety of the brook trout; apparently restricted to the email lakes in the neighborhood of
Dublin, New Hampshire. Comiiari'd with those of b'. foiiHualis, the young are rather more slender,
The young aro much darker
the caudal notch slightly deeper, and the sides more silvery.

A

colored than the adults; on both the red spots of the Hanks are large and numerous. On the
adult the brown color has become so much bleached that the specimen is nearly uniform silvery;
very faint indications of the rod spots remain. The differences between the young of S. fnnlhialis
and those of this variety are even moxe marked than those between adults; side by side, the
clouded parr marks or bands at once disthiguish the young of S. agassi.-.ii. Apparently it is later
Length 734
in attaining sexual development, and has the ajipearance of a deep-water species.
inches.
Snout longer than eye maxillary extending behind orbit in young the diametet of the eye equals
the length of the snout, and the'length of'^the head is one-fourth of the total, without caudal;
the length of the head of a 12'., -inch specimen (fig. 18) e(iualsthe de|ith (if the body, and is containi'd 4'^ times in the length of the body and head.
Dublin Pond; Lake Mouadnock, Keene,
;

New Hampshire;

Center Pond.

;
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elevated, deeper, and less compressed than in S. fontinalis. Head large,
snout broad, flattened above. Mouth large, the maxillary reaching past

the eye. Fins short; the caudal fin slightly forked or almost truncate;
adipose fin usually large in large specimens its length is twice that of the
General color olivaceous the sides with round red spocs nearly the
eye.
size of the eye, the back commonly with smaller pale ones, a feature of
coloration which distinguishes this species at once from the others lower
fins colored as in S. fontiiialifi, dusky, with a pale stripe in front, followed
;

;

;

by a dark one sea-run specimens silvery, with the spots faint or obsoGill covers without conlete; fins and back without dark reticulations.
centric striie. Length 5 to 20 inches. Streams east and west of the Cascade
Range from the Upper Sacramento to Montana, Alaska, and Kamchatka,
generally abundant northward, descending to the sea, Avhere it reaches a
weight of about 12 pounds. One of the most beautiful and active of all
the Salmonidw. In small mountain brooks, dwarf forms occur (as var.
lordii, etc.), but it is not necessary to distinguish these by separate names.
{Malma, a vernacular name in Kamchatka.)
;

KiiASCHENiNNiKow, Descr. Kamch., 183, 1768, Kamchatka.
Tennant, Arctic Zotil., Introd., 126, 1792, Bering Sea; after Steller, etc.
Salvia malma, WALBAtJM, Artedi Pisciiim, 66, 1792, Kamchatka; based ou Malma, of Pennant.
Salmo curilus, Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso-Asiat., iii, 251, 1811, Curile Islands.
Salmo callaris, Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso-Asiat., in, 353, 1811, Bering Sea; Guntheb, Cat., vi, 143,
Goltra,

Mahiia,

1866.

Salmopemhinensis, FaiIj AS, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat.,

iii,

381, 1811,

Gulf of Penshine

;

Worofskaja

River.
Salmo lievigatM, Pallas, Zoogr. KosBo.-Asiat., in, 385, 1811, Curile Islands.
Salmo nummifer, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 365, 1848, Kamchatka; on a
drawing by Mertens.
Salmo erylhrorhijnchos, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 307, 1848, Kamchatka.
Salmo spectabilis, Giraud, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 185G, 218, Fort Dalles, Oregon; name
preoccupied.

SucKLEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., 1861, 309, Kootenay River. (Coll. Gibbs.)
SucKLEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, 309, tributary of Flathead River,
Montana. (Type, No. 2010. Coll. Kennerly.)

Bahiio^parkei,

Salmo

hinr,lii,

Salmo campbelU, Suckley', Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, 313, Fort Dalles, Oregon; substitute for spectabilUs; preoccupied. (Coll. Kennerly.)

SaJmo

lordii,

Salmo

hides.

GCnther,

Cat., vi, 148, 1866,

Cope, Proc. Amer.

Skagit River dwarf specimens.
1873, 24, Captains Harbor, Unalaska.
;

Pliil. Soc. Phila.,

(Coll.

Prof. Geo. Davidson.)

Salmo hairdii, Gijnthek, Cat., VI, 121, 1866.
Salmo parkii and camx>belU, Gunther, Cat., VI, 121, 149, 1866.
Salvelinm qiedabilis, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., i, 1878, 79.
Saheliims bairdii, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Salwlinus malma,
1891, 60, pi.

Jordan & Gilbert,
XXV,

785.

Head ii; depth

;

5.

D. 13

;

Saiblino

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

xi,

Body

beyond orbit

teeth moderate.

;

(Linnreus).

Ombre Chevalier

;

Greenland Charr.)

A. 12 scales 195 to 200. Vertebra) 59 to 62.
elongate, compressed head moderate; maxillary
;

;

extending
J

Evermann,

SALVELINUS ALPINUS

Salbling

Cceca 36 to 48.

baud

1878, 82.

fig. 1.

(European Charr

little

I,

Synopsis, 319, 1883;

;

hyoid teeth usually present, in a feeble
Grayish or greenish above, the lower parts red,
;

Jordan and Ever ma nn.
the male

lower
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anteriorly margined with white.
back not marbled. Gill rakers 6
11
to 18, usually longer than in fontinalis, and in the adult more or less
curled. Cold lakes and mountain streams of central and northern Europe
and northeastern America, abundant in suitable waters and running into
many varieties. Some of the nominal species in Siberia may belong to
this type, but too little is known of them to permit their reference,
either to Salvelinus alpinus or to Salvelinas malma. (Eu.) (alpinus, alpine.)
especially in

;

fins

Sides of body witli round red spots

Sahno

+

;

West Gothland, etc.
Lintz in Austria.
1758, 310, " Tridenti in fiuviis frigidus

LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 300, Lapland,

alpinns,

Sahiio mlrelimis, LlNN^;us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 309,
sdltnarinus, LiNN.'EUS,

Saliiio

Syst.

Ed. x,

Nat.,

saxosis."
Sahno

mrihla,

Sah»o

I'eiitricosnit,

Lakes of Switzerland and Italy.
'Western Norway.
Hadeland, Norway.

LINN.EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 310,

NiLSSON, Prodromus,

7,

1832,

Salmo

ititiUis,

NiLSSON, Prodromus, 10, 1832,

Salmo

ascanii,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Salmo

dislichus, IIeckei,,

Hist. Nat. Poissl, xxi, 256, 1848,

Norway.

Reisebericht, 93, 1851, Austria.

Heckel, Reisebericht, 93, 1851, Austria.
Gaimard, Voyage Island, Grtenland, pi. 15, 1851, Iceland,
Salmo alpimis nivalis, Faber, Fiscbe Islands, 1G9, Iceland.
Salmo iriUnghbii, GuNTHER, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1802, 40, Lake Windermere.
Salmo fjrayi, GuNTHER, Proc. Zool. Soc, 18G2, 51, Lough Melvin, Ireland.
Salmo coin, Gunther, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1863, 12, Lough Esk.
Salmo perisii, GiJNTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., xv, 18fi5, 75, North Wales.
Salmo lillinensi!', Gunther, Proc. Zool., 1865, 699, Loch Killin, Inverness.
Salmo carbonarius. Strum, Egers Beskrivelse, 122, 'Western Norway.
Salmo

7)wneslichtts,

Salmo

rivalis,

Represented in American waters by several forms, scarcely differentiated from each other or from the parent type.

nize the following, but do not

know any

We provisionally

recog-

by which

positive character

to

separate any of them from Salvelinus alpivus.

Represented in the inlets of Boothia by the long-finned
785a.

SALVELINUS ALPINUS ALIPES

(Richardson).

(Long-finned Charr.)

D. 11; A. 10; scales 210; B. 11

;

cojca 41.

Body elongate; head of modjaw projecting beyond

erate size; snout elongate, pointed, with the lower

the upper in adult examples. Teeth small. Maxillary elongate, narrow,
extending beyond the eye. Preopei'cle very short, with a very short lower
limb opercle and preopercle very conspicuously and deeply striated, the
stric'e radiating from the base of each.
Fins much developed, the dorsal
much higher than long; pectoral very long, reaching more than halfway
to ventrals, which are also very long; adipose fin very small caudal well
forked. Lakes of Greenland and Boothia Felix. (Glinther.) (aZa, wing;
;

;

pes, foot).

RicHARDSON, Nat. Ilist. App. Ross's Voy., Lvii, 1835, and Fauna Bor.-Amer., iii,
lakes in Regent's Inlet, Boothia Felix GCntiieb, Cat., vi, 149, 1866.
Sahno nitiJus, Richarhson, jVpp. Ross's Voy., lvii, 1835, Lake at Regent's Inlet, Boothia
Felix; and Fauna Bor.-Amer,, in, 171, 1836; Gunther, Cat., vi, 150, 1866. In vilidim, the
dorsal and pectoral are represented as a little shorter than in alipes, but no other evident
Sulmo

alipes,

1C9, 1836,

;

difference.
Salveiiwts nilidtis,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, .321,
Jordan & Gilbert, 321, 1883.

Salvelinus stagnalig,

1883.

Museum.
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Associated with S. alipes aud probably not distinct from
not entering the sea is

SALVELINUS ALPINITS STAUNALIS

785b.

it,

and

like

it

(Fabriciue).

(Greenland Chauu.)

aud straightish, 9 + 15 in number, the
Body moderately elongate; pectorals shortish, 1| in

Gill rakers as in alpinus, slender

longest

in eye.

2*^

head, not reaching quite halfway to ventral dorsal about as hierh as
long, the longest ray If in head. (8i in total length with caudal, according to Fabricus). Dark green, with lighter irregular green streaks, sil;

very below; sides everywhere with pale pink spots, the largest less than
eye; upper fins greenish; lower pink. Sea-run specimens nearly plain
silvery. Waters of Greenland, Boothia, and neighboring regions, abundant the specimen examined by us (described in full by Dresel) from
;

Godhavn, Disco Island,
Snlmo

slagualis,

pond or

(stagnum, a

tarn.)

Fabricius, Fauna Groenlaudica, 175, 1780, Alpine

ponds of Greenland; not

migratory.

Salmo rivalis, Fabricius, 1. c, 176, 1780, Alpine brooks of Greenland; not entering the sea.
Salmo heariiei, Kicharh.son, Franklin's First A'oyage, 706, 1823, and in Fauna Bor.-Amer., iii,

Bloody

1C7, 183G,

Fall,

Coppermine River,

lat.

07°; description imperfect; GfJNTiiER,

Cat., VI, 148, 1S6C.

Salmo

rossiT;

183G,

* KiciiARDSON, App. Boss's Voyage, lvi, 1835; and in

Sah-elinnsrosai,

in, 163,

koodii,

&. Gilbert, Synopsis, 321, 1883.
Dhesel, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus., 1884, 255; good description.

J OUT) Ati

SulrelDiKS sUcynulis,

Salmo

Fauna Bor.-Amcr.,

Regent's Inlet, Boothia Felix.

KicilAKDSON, Fauna Bor.-Amer.,

m,

173,

1836;

Gunthee,

Cat., vi, 151, 1866.

Represented in the far north by
785c.

SALVELINUS ALPINUS ARCTURtS

(Giinther).

Head 4i; depth 5; D. 11; A. 10; B. 11; ca-ca 31-44. Dull greenish,
silvery or reddish below; lower fins yellowish no red spots (on speci;

mens seen). Body rather elongate; head small, the snout very obtuse;
mouth moderate, the maxillary in the male reaching about to posterior
margin of orbit teeth small a band of hyoid teeth preopercle with a
distinct lower limb; jiectoral little shorter than head, reaching more than
halfway to ventral. Caudal moderately forked; scales minute. Length
12 inches. Victoria Lake aud Floeberg Beach, Arctic America, lat. 82° 34'',
the northernmost Salmonoid known. (Giinther.) {Arcturus, upKTo^, bear;
oiipu, tail, name of one of the northern stars.)
;

Salmo

ai-ctums,

Beach.

;

Gvnther, Proc.

;

Zobl. Soc. Lend., 1877, 294, pi. xxxii, Victoria

Lake, Floeberg

(Coll. Capt. Fiolden.)

Salvelinus arcturus,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 319, 1883.

* The following is the substance of Richardson's account of S. rossi:
Head 5. B. 12-13 D. 13 A. 11 P. 14 V. 10. Dorsal fin low pectoral short, adipose fin
very small. Esther slender snout very obtuse lower jaw remarkably long, with a knob at tip
(male).
Thirty teeth on tongue. Conspicuous pores on the face bones posteriorly. Scales very
small, embedded. Olive-brown above, the dorsal and caudal similarly colored
belly red
scattered red spots near the lateral line. (Named for Captain James Clark Koss, an Arctic explorer
by whose party the species was obtained.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Eicrmann.
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Hanipebire by
(Bean).

(SuNAPEK Trout.)

D. 9 A. 8 scales 35-210-40. Maxillary reaching
Head 4i depth 4:!
middle of eye, It in head eye a little longer than snout, 4^ in head gill
rakers usually* about (5 + 12, ([uite short, not A^ diameter of eye, and
angularly bent (in alpiniis, longer, straighter, 7+14, and f eye); pectoral shortish, 1| in head, longer in males; dorsal rather low. Brownish,
sides silver gray, with small orange spots on sides above and below lateral line caudal grayish belly orange anal orange, edged before with
white; ventrals orange, with a white band on outer rays; no mottlings
anywhere. Length 12 to 18 Inches. Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire,
Dan Hole Pond, Carroll County, New Hampshire tributary to Saco
River, and Flood's Pond, Ellsworth, Maine, tributary to Union River.
Evidently almost or quite identical with the European Charr, and considered by Garman as probably introduced into these ponds from Germany.
;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

lu referring to the trout from Suuapee Lake, Mr. Quackenlios writes Tiic external characterof the Sunapee fish, however, distinguish it conspicuously from the three other'cliarrs of
New England. Its graceful build, small and delicately-shaped head, small mouth, excessively
developed fins, more or less markedly emargiuate caudal, spots without the blue areola, and
unniottled back, at once separate it from the brook trout and link it as closely as its structural
:

istics

and Swiss congeners. The nuptial coloration is gorgeous
Snlmoindie. Throughout the spring and summer the
back is dark sea-green, blending on the sides into a flashing silver, which in turn deepens below
But as the October pairing time approaches, the fish is metamorphosed into
into a rich cream.
The deep purplish blue of the back and shoulders now
a creature of indescribable brilliancy.
seems to dissolve into a dreamy sheen of amethyst, through which the inconspicuous pale lemon
peculiarities with Austrian, British,

licyond e.vample

among our indigenous

midsummer flame out in points of yellow or vermilion fire, while below the lateral line
The fins catch the hue of the adjacent parts, and pectoral, ventral, anal,
and lower lobe of caudal, are ribboned with a broad white margin. As in the case of the Windermere charr, these white margins of the fins are very conspicuous in specimens seen swimming

spots of
all is

dazzling orange.

There are great diflerences in intensity of general coloration, and the females are
The intermediate types and difterent depths of hue
observable in an autumn school recall the public promenade in a West Indian city, where all
shades of transition are found from pure white to tawny black. Those who have seen the flashing hordes on the spawning beds, in all their glory of color and majesty of action, pronounce it
in the water.

not usually as gaudily tinted as the males.

a spectacle never to be forgotten.

The Suuapee charr

undoubtedly a representative of the European form but reasons have
lie a native of this continent
It difl'ers no more extousivelj' from
the several European varieties than they do among themselves.
Von deni Borne, Professors
Benecke, Palmar, audWittmack, of Berlin, all speak of important diflerences in form, size, and
color, according to age, sex, season, and habitat.
All authorities allude to the solid sea-green or
dark -blue of the back, the yellowish sides, and the red or orange belly. Benecke and Palmar
been given

why

it is

is

;

believed to

refer picturesquely to the

half-moon

tail.

As

to spots, there is endless variety.

Some forms have

* The value of gill rakers as a distinctive character is questioned by Garman, Bean, and Quackenbos.
It is not unlikely that these structures vary with age, food, and condition, and are subject to deterioration in large trout. Garman says that in foreign specimens examined by him
the dentitiiiu differs, corresponding more or le-ss" nearly with that of the New Hampshire fish
that dilTereucee of age inijily radical differences in teeth, fins, stomach, and esjiecially gill
rakers— which latter Garman believes to be "most important in function early in life
and to deteriorate with change to coarser food." The deterioration consists in a distortion not
alike in any two individuals ; "the rakers curve and twist in every direction like a lot of writhing worms suddenly become rigid." '• In old specimens, they lose theix* points and grow club-

—

shaped.

— Quackenhos,"
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none; some, large spots; others, small— yellow, orange, and red
specimens, each spot

is

surroiiuded by a white ring or halo.

The

Museum.

—aud

fins

singularly, in certain

take their color from the

back aud sides, and have the broad white band. The foreign sa'ibling is gregarious like the
Sunapee form lives similarly on crustaceans, worms, and fish-food, and seeks the deepest and
;

coldest waters.

The greater the altitude the more intense the coloration and the smaller the fish. In Lake
Zug the saibling run 8 or 9 to the pound; in Lake Geneva, they are said to attain a weight
of over 20 po.inds. The flesh is white or red, which, however, makes no difference in the flavor.
The foreign saibling is taken in nets, or with hook and line; it is eaten fresh or smoked.
Jordan gave his reasons for thinking with Bean, Quackis a native variety of SalvcUnus a/jjiniis, as follows:
" For some time past ichthyologists and anglers alike have been deeply interested in the' question
of the name and origin of the splendid trout of Sunapee Lake. Is it a distinct and peculiar species which has always been with us, or is it simply the European charr or saibling which has been
In Forest and Stream, Jan.

22, 1891, Dr.

enbos, and others that the Sunapee trout

lately

Two

brought over from Europe ?

of our highest ichthyological authorities have expressed

themselves with some positiveness in regard to this matter.

Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, of the United

States Fish Commission, has described the fish in question as a distinct species, under the

name

Garman, of the Museum of Comparative Zotilogy, has
declared it to be fully identical with the European Sahdinus alpinus, the charr, saibling, saibling
or ombre chevalier of the rivers and lakes of northern Europe. On the supposition of the identity
of the Sunapee trout with the European form, its occurrence in the lakes of Maine has been
attributed to a recent plant of saibling eggs brought from Germany by the United States Fish
Commission. The possibility that this trout is a hybrid between the saibling and the European
trout or brown trout {Salmo fario), has been also suggested.
The study of the species of charr is a very difficult one. The specific differences are slight
and the individual variations surprisingly great. The presence of a large amount of material is
necessary in order to reach any conclusion. Those conclusions which now seem to me probable
of Salrelimis aureolus, while Mr. Samuel

I wish to present in the

when

most modest manner possible, for they are

liable to be

wholly overturned

the waters between Maine and Greenland are more fully explored.

For the purposes of the present study. Dr. Bean has very kindly lent me a considerable
amount of material, from the Xational Museum, by consent of Dr. Goode. This consists of the
following specimens:
Snlvelinus alpiims

New

—10249,

from Europe; 17456 (two specimens), Bergen; 39924, Sterling Lake,

Jersey (introduced).

Sah-elinus aiireo^is— From

Sunapee Lake, 37408, 37409, 37410, 39334, 39335, 39900.
Salmo fario, female, 2 years

— A hybrid of Salvelinus alpinus, male with
from Norway, 17451.
—34384, Disco, Greenland.
Sah-elinus
Saheliniis

old, received

{nitidiis)

Sah-elinus (aro/iirtts)— 30097,

mouth

of St.

Lawrence Eiver;

37670, lake near Quebec.

Besides these specimens I have received several specimens of Sah-elinus aureolus from Sunapee
Lake and Dan Hole Pond, through the kindness of Mr. A. N. Cheney and others. From Dr.

Bean I have also specimens of S. oquassa from Kangeley Lake, and of S. fonlinalisagaxsizii, from
Monadnock Lake. There is, however, no present question of the distinctness of the Sunapee
trout from either foulinalis or oijumsa, though its relations to the latter are very close.
From the material in hand the fflllowing conclusions seem justifiable, and I am pleased to
find that these results agree in the main with the observations both of Dr. Bean and of Mr.
Garman.
1. In comparing the specimens of aureolus with those of alpinus I find a very close agreement
in all external respects, some of the specimens in hand coinciding, as Mr. Garman has noticed,
in almost every detail with one of Dr. F. A. Smitt's colored figures of aljnnus from Sweden. I
however, the following distinctions constant in these specimens, these differences being
by Dr. Bean.
In aureolus the gill rakers, 6 — 11 or 6 + 12 in number, are quite short, less than J^ diameter
of eye, and angularly bent outward, the oldest specimens having them shortest in proportion and
find,

substantially those already pointed out

most curved.
In alpinus the

gill

rakers are 7

-f

15 or 7

+

14 in number, longer and straighter than in aureo-

In form of
f length of eye in specimens of the same leugth as those of aureolus measured.
gill rakers and in all other respects the specimen from Sterling Lake introduced (from Germany)
lus,

agrees fully with the Norwegian saiblings.

Jorda7i and ETernianfi.

In aurenlim the pectorals are shorter
the latter the pectoral

is
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head) and the dursal lower than in alpimis.

In

\y^ to IJ^ in head.

Other apparent differences which may depend wholly or in part on the condition of the speciarc these: The hyoid (hypobrancliial) tietli in aureolus are smaller and in a broader series

mens
than

iu alpinus, the

of these characters.

among trout.

of trifling value
Dr.

Day has

stomach a little tliicker and the pyloric cccca smaller. I doubt the constancy
The specimens of aureolus are also a little more robust in form, a character

recently maintained, and he has

shown good cause

for his opinion, that the six or

eight nominal species of charr ascribed to the waters of Great Britain are all forms of one —Sahelimts

Recent continental writers seem

alpiniis.

to share this view,

long ago advanced by Agiissiz,

placed all the cliarrs of Europe, including Iceland, in a single species,

alpiniis.

Dr.

who

Day has
None of

shown that the species is subject to great variation in the development of the pectorals.
the European writers has paid much attention to the gill rakers. Dr. GUuther has counted
English specimens 9 and 11

number would vary from

6

gill

+9

rakers on the lower limb.

to 9

+

15.

But

this

count

maybe

in

If these counts are correct, the

questioned, as

it is

that some of the smaller ones have been omitted in Dr. Giinther's enumeration.

not unlikely

When

all

these

taken into consideration, the only character left to distinguish the Sunapee charr from
the saibling is the curved form and perhaps lesser number of its gill rakers.
facts are

This problem
and Greenland.

Sunapee trout

is

complicated by the existence of other saibling-like charrs in lakes of Canada

It

is

evident, too, that

some of these are even more

like the saibling

than the

a fact which Dr. Beau has already pointed out in a letter to me.

is,

The specimen above mentioned from Disco, Greenland, is a fine trout, 15 inches long, wholly
a fact which shows that it was taken in the sea. This specimen has the gill
rakers slender and straightish, 9 -^ 15 in number, the longest 2}/^ in eye. In this respect it agrees
perfectly with the saibling, but in the form of the body and the shortish fins (the pectoral 1%
This Greenland fish represents the species called
in head) it more resembles the Sunapee trout.
silvery in color,

(Richardson). This has been thought to be simply the female of a long-finned
Greenland trout, called SalveUm(S stagnalis (Fabricius). Perhaps nilidus is tlie female and stagnalis
the male, or perhaps stagnalis is based on river and nUidtis on sea-run specimens. Apparently
the two are not distinct species and I do not see how either can be separated from alpinns.
Apparently, also, nilidus only differs from aureolus in having the gill rakers of alpinus. An unpubSah-eliniis nitidns

lished

engraving of another Greenland trout
but the gill rakers are not shown.

{nilidus)

agrees perfectly in form and color with

aureolus,

In view of

all

these facts, I have no hjesitation in regarding these Greenland charrs as forms

That the saibling should extend its range across to Greenland need not surprise
Itentersthe
all the mountain lakes of Europe from Austria toSiiitzbergen.
northern seas and swarms iu the ponds of Iceland. In late autumn, in the North Pacific, blackspotted trout (Salmo myl.iss) and the Dolly Varden charr {Salvelin"s malma) freely enter the ocean,
and they inhabit alike both sides of Bering Sea. The saibling could as easily reach Greenland
from Iceland as to cross to Iceland from the Scottish coasts.
of the saibling.
us.

It is

found in

Two other specimens before us are also of interest in this connection. One of these, a young
10% inches in length, with parr marks and without red spots, is ftoma lake near Quebec.

trout,

The

other, 9^^ inches long,

was taken

in color, almost like a blueback.

It

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

has no red spots and

its scales

This specimen is very dark
have the silvery luster which

acquired on entering the sea. [These belong to the form since described as Salnio marsloni,
Garman; previously recorded by Dr. Bean as Salfelinus rossi.]
They have straightish
These two specimens seem to agree with each other in essentials.
gill rakers like the saibling, but their number of these appendages (7 -i- 12 and 7 + 14) is intermediate between the saibling and the Sunapee trout. The pectoral fins are also intermediate in
length, 1§ in head in one specimen, Ig in the other. The opercular bones seem more straight
than in any other specimens examined, but this appearance may be due to the fact of the partial
drying of the skin over the bones before the fish was put into alcohol. These specimens arc
apparently intermediate between the saibling and the Sunapee trout, and again intermediate
between the Greenland nilidus and the Sunapee fish. The specimen" from Quebec agrees in all
is

waiving nonessentials, with Dr. Giinther's figure of Sahelinns arcturus, the "northernmost Salmonoid known," from the northern limit of British America. Dr. Bean has suggested
This view may
to me that this specimen may be the unrecognized Suhelinua rossioi Bichardsou.

respects,

F. N. A.

34
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is so vague that we can only be sure that his fish was
some one of tlie alpiiins set, with red spots and a red belly, perhaps a nitiihis or stagnalis.
The Sunapee charr is certainly not a hybrid between the saibling and any other species,
European or American. The hybrid alpinits Xfario, examined by me, has the scales adherent as in

be correct, but Richardson's description

alpiniis,

but almost as large (135

series) as in f<almo fario.

Its gill rakers, 6

+ 11

or 12, are

stif-

few teeth on the shaft of the vomer {fariohaa many, the
species of Salrelinus none at all) and the color is very eccentric. The body is dark and is clouded
Its
all over with sharply defined yellowish reticulations, which extend on the head and fins.
coloration somewhat resembles that of a pike. It has neither the red spots of aljnmts nor the
fish

and

nearlj' straight; there are a

black spots of fario.

we may briefly notice the other nominal species of charr described from
America and Greenland. Salvelinus arcturns seems to be a form or variety of S. alpiuus as
already noticed. The same is true of Salrelhitis nitidtis and of Salvelinus stagnalis. Sahelimis alipes
is the same as stagnalis, and rossi probably identical with nitidus, as is also Salrelinns heaniii.
Sah'elinus JmdSalvelinns hoodi was based on a mixed lot of Sah-elimis foiiliualis and S. namai/cush.
souictis, canadensis, and immaculatua are fontinalis, the latter name given to sea-run specimens.
But for all we know the alpinus may run out to sea as well and become immaculalus, too. SalveIf these views be correct,
linus naresi, from the Arctic regions, seems to be the same as oquassa.
we have in America five species of charr, each highly variable and running into many local
In this connection

British

varieties.

As for the Sunapee charr
other forms of charr by

we may

itself,

its gill rakers.

native to the waters in which

it is

now

say that

it

It is jirobably

seems to be distinguished from
not a distinct species, and

it is

found, and not an importation from Europe.

appear, however, that the saibling in that part of

all

the

probably

Should

it

Germany from which specimens have been

brought to America have gill rakers like tho.se of the Sunapee trout, this opinion would be
reconsidered. Other lakes of Maine, Quebec, Labrador, and Boothia must be explored before
these questions can be definitely settled.
It is interesting to notice that .just as the right of the saibling to bo regarded as a native
American has been questioned in this country, bo has its citizenship in England been also denied.
Dr. Day tells us that in olden times the people were 'taught that three sons of the church
introduced these fishes into Wales from Kome, and placed two in each of the lakes of LlanPerhaps we are justifii'd in supposing that by the name
berries, Llynuniber, and Trevennyn.'
persons and at the same time two were placed in Sunapee Lake, two in Dan Hole Pond, and two
in the sea at Disco."
Salvelinus aureolus,

Bean, Proc. U.

(Type, Nos. 37408 and 39334.
Salvelinns alpinus anreolns,

Ac.

Salmo

S.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 628,

Coll. Col. E. B.

Sunapee Lake,

Hodge and Dr.

Jordan, Forest and Stream, Jan.

New

Hampshire.

D. (^uackenbos.)

J.

22, 1891

;

Quackenbos, Trans. N. Y.

Sci., xii, 1893, 139.

alpinus,

Garman, American Angler, Feb.
'#86.

Head

5;

(Girard).

Trout; Blueback Trout; Qvaskv.)

depth 5; eye large, 3i

+ 11.

1891.

SALVELINUS OQUASSA

(Oqxtassa

rakers about 6

5,

in head.

D. 10; A. 9; scales 230;

Body elongate, considerably

gill

compre8,sed, less ele-

vated than in the other species of this genus, the dorsal outline regularly
but not strongly curved. Head quite small, smaller than in any other of
our trout, its upper surface flattish; mouth quite small, the maxillary short
and moderately broad, scarcely extending to the posterior margin of eye.
Jaws about equal. Scales small, those along the lateral line somewhat
enlarged. Pectoral and ventral fins not elongate; caudal fin well forked,
more so than in the other species; preopercle as in
fontinaUs, but the
lower limb more developed; opercles without concentric striic. Coloration dark blue, the red spots small and round, much smaller than the pupil,
usually confined to the sides of the body sides with traces of dark bars;
lower fins variegated, as in S. fontinalis. Length 12 inches. Smallest and
^S*.

;

Jordan and Ever man n.
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handsomest of the charrs, as yet known only from the Rangeley Lakes in
western Maine.
Although quite ilitierent in appearance, it shows no
important structural difterences from S. alpinun, and may prove to be a
variety of that species. (Oquassa or Oquussoc, name of one of the Rangeley Lakes.)
Salmo

oijuassa,

Girarp, PrOc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Pliila., 1.S54,

2(l.i,

Oquassa Lake, Maine; GOntheb,

Cat., VI, 154, 18G0.

Jordan, Proc. U.

SalveliuHs oquassa,

Nat. Mas.,

S.

i,

1878, 81;

Jordan &

(Iilbkrt, Synopsis, 318,

1883.

Represented

in Arctic
7S6a.

Head4i; depth

America by the scarcely different

S.VLTELIXrS 0({UASSA XARESI

(Giinthcr).

D. 11; A. 9; B. 11; cceca 42 vertebra' 65. Greenish above, sides silvery or deep red, with very small red spots, much
smaller tlian pupil lower tins deep red, with the anterior margins yel5-6.

;

;

lowish white; dorsal red posteriorly. Body long and slender; head
rather small, the snout blunt the forehead flat; mouth not large, maxillary reaching posterior margin of orbit in male only; teeth very small;
teeth on the middle line of the hyoid bone; angle of preopercle ranch
rounded; gill covers with scarcely a trace of the concentric striw for
which S. nitidus is distinguished pectoral not longer than the head without snout; reaching halfway toventrals; ventrals not to vent caudal
deeply forked scales minute. Length 10 inches. (Giiuther.) Lakes of
(Named for
Arctic America, Discovery Bay, and Cumberland Gulf.
Captain George Nares, in charge of the exploring expedition by which it
was taken.)
;

;

;

;

Salmo

Gunther, Proc.

naresi,

Zool. Soc.

London, 1877,

476, plate,

fresh-water lakes near

Discovery Bay.
SalveUniif: narrsi, Bf.an, Bull. U. S.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Nat. Mus., xv, 1879, 135;

1883; Phesel, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 255; compares

the eye

is

very

much

larger, the snout

much

is

the posterior margin of the eye, and the
stagiuilis,

Dresel says that the

gill

gill

with

stagitnlis.

Synopsis, 318,

In

8. iinresi,

shorter, the maxilla <loeB not extend

beyond

rakers are longer and more numerous.

+ 14 or 1.5, the longest ^ eye.
and perhaps a A^ariety either of

In

rakers are 9

Closely allied to Salvelinus oquassa,
or of S. aljmtus

tiaresi

it

is

7861).

SALVELIXUS OQUASSA MARSTOXI,*

Garman.

(The Lao de Mariibe Trout.)

B. 11, 12; D. 13: A. 13; V. 9: P. 14; vertebrte 60.
short, sharp, rough, 8

+ 14 on the

first

arch.

Gill rakers straight,

The specimen described

is

Bean furnishes us the following note.s on a specimen, doubtless identical with S. marsloni
and formerly referred by us to Sah-elinus alpiiiuti, called by him
Salvelinus rossi (No. 37670).
Township of Pccalonnes, Quebec, 70 miles east and 40 mile.s north of Montreal. Received from
Mr. Blackford, February 10, 1886; caught by C. H. Simpson. Length 10' inches; sex not to be
ascertained. Above steel blue. Seven or eight broad parr marks along the sides, very indistinct,
and separ.ated by very much narrower yellowish interspaces. Lower half of body pink, overlaying a yellowish ground. Pectoral dusky at base and along most of its ujiper half, the rest
running into orange. Ventrals red, the outer margin milk-white. Anal red, the outer anterior margin milk-white.
Lower caudal lobe reddish along its lower margin. Eye dusky, niiugled with bronze. Gill rakers about 8
12, rather short and feeble, longest about J^ length
of iris. Teeth in jaws and on tongue very strong. Closely related to al2>iniis, from which it
seems to differ in the shape of the subopercle; this bone is twice as long as deep and is conspicuously striiited. The hyoids are well developed, in a long and unusually broad band lor the
* Dr.

.;

'

genus

liaivelinus.
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about 12 inches in length. Body subfusiform, compressed, pointed at
snout, slender at the tail. Height of body near \ of the total length head
Snout 3 J, and interorbital space 1^ times the eye. Eye
\, crown convex.
little less than \ of the head, 3 of the space between the orbits on the
forehead. Mouth large; maxillary straight, extending backward almost
as far as the hinder edge of the eye, bearing strong teeth on its lower
edge for nearly its entire length. Teeth on intermaxillary and mandibles stronger.
The tongue bears a series of four strong hooked teeth at
each side, and behind the glossohyal on the basibranchials there is a
band of several series of smaller ones. Opercle thin, with a few stria'.
Scales very small apparently there are about 230 in the series immediately above the lateral line, and more than 250 in a row 5 or 6 scales
above this. Distance from first ray of dorsal to end of snout little more
than that from the same ray to the tip of the adipose fin. The middle
of the total length falls halfway between the ends of the hinder rays of
the dorsal and its base. Dorsal and anal fins are slightly emargiuate at
Pectorals and veutrals small base of
tlie ends of their median rays.
Caudal iiedicle
latter slightly behind the middle of that of the dorsal.
slender, notch very deep, hinder border sinuous, as in Salmo aljnnus,
lobes pointed. The caudal notch is deeper in. this species than in any
other of the American forms except C, namaycush.
;

;

;

Back dark brown, with an

iridescent bluish tint, unspotted

;

dorsals

dark, clouded, without spots or bands; pectorals, anal, and ventrals

orange in the middle, yellowish or whitish toward bases and at their margins. The dark color of the back shades into whitish, tinged with pink
below the lateral line; ventral surface white, no doubt reddish in breeding season head black on top, silvery on the cheeks, white beneath.
Flesh pink. Caudal fin yellowish toward the base, brown toward the
hinder border, which has a narrow edging of light color; faint areas of
lighter tint suggest a few spots of red in life along the lateral line; the
condition of the specimens is such that this may be left in question, as
also the number of ccvca or jiresence of parr bands, of which there are
;

faint indications.

This

fish is

S. oquassa,

evidently allied to the blueback of the Kangeley Lakes,

but reaches a greater

size

than that species, and

is

readily

distinguished Ijy the maxillary and its dentition, the caudal fin, and the
coloration. Similarly when compared with S. urctnrns, S. siaynalis, and
seen to be quite distinct. With the saibling, S, al2)htus,
introduced in Sunapee Lake and elsewhere, it has still less in common.
Our specimens were taken in Lac de Marbre, Ottawa County,
Province of Quebec, Canada, whence they were sent by favor of the
Hon. J. G. A. Creighton. They reached us at the instance of Mr. A. N.
(Named for R. B. Marston, editor of Fiahintj Gazette,
Cheney. (Garman.
S. rossi, it is

)

London.)
Salmo

viarstoni,

Quebec.

Gakman,

Science,

July

14,

189:i,

2'.i,

Lac de Marbre, Ottawa County,
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THYMALLID^.

(The Graylings.)
The family contains Salmonoid fishes, with ripe ova first discharged
abdominal cavity, branchiostegals 8-10 (11), pyloric co'ca in moderate number, a rather long dorsal fin, whose anterior half is composed
of simple uubranched rays, and posterior half of bifurcate or little
branched rays, epipleural spines to anterior ribs, and the parietal bones
meeting at middle and excluding frontals from supraoccipital. (Gill.)
The graylings agree closely with the Salmonidw in external characters
and in habits. They, however, differ notably in the structure of the
The conventional statement that they are
skull, as above indicated.
intermediate between the trout and the whitefishes is not borne out by
the skeleton. One genus with about five species; beautiful fishes of the
rivers of cold or Arctic regions, active and gamy and valued as food.
-within

{ThymaUida-, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1894, 121.)
238.

THYMALLUS,

Cuvier.

(Graylings.)
Begne Anim., Kii. 2, ii, 30G, 18'29,
genus of Coleoplera.
Choregon, MiNDiNd, Lebrbuch, Naturgesch. Fiscbe, 119,

Thymalluf, Cuvikr,

(Ihymalhif:);

not Thiimaliis,* Latreii-LE,

1802, a

Body oblong, compressed,

little

1832, (^{tliymallus).

Head

elevated.

rather short;

mouth

moderate, terminal, the short maxillary extending past the middle of the
large eye, but not to its posterior margin. Teeth slender and sparse on
vomer short, with a
the maxillaries, premaxillaries, and lower jaw
small patch of teeth teeth on the palatines tongue toothless, or nearly
Branchiostegals 7 or 8. Gill rakers short and
Gill openings Avide.
so.
rather stiff". Suborbital and preorbital bones narrow. Scales small and
Dorsal fin very long and
loose, 75 to 100 in the course of the lateral line.
high, mostly in advance of the ventrals, of about 20 rays, of which the
anterior half are slender and simple, most of the others simply bifid
adipose fin small caudal fin forked anal fin small, of 10-15 rays. Pseu;

;

;

;

;

dobranchi^e well developed. Air bladder very large. Pyloric appendages
about 15. Coloration brilliant, the dorsal with red or blue spots. Beau(ThymaUus, an
tiful fishes of the fresh waters of northern regions.
ancient name of the Grayling, the fish having the odor of thyme, i^tyzof.)
a.

aa.

Dorsal

fin

signifeu, 787.

very bigb, witb 22 to 24 rays.

ontauiensis, 788.

Dorsal fin moderate, of 19 to 21 rays.

7S7.

THYMALLUS SIGNIFER
(Arctic Graylixh

;

(Ricbanison).

Poisson Bleu.)

Head oi depth 4| eye 3. D. 24 A. 11 scales 8-88 to 90-11 cn-ca 18.
Body elongate, compressed, highest under the anterior portion of the
dorsal.
Head rather short, subconic, compressed, its upper outline continuous with anterior curve of the back. Mouth moderate, the maxillary
extending to below the middle of the eye; maxillary 6 in head; jaws about
;

;

;

;

;

*Those who think that the two names {Thymalua and ThymaUus) conflict,
Choregon in place of ThymaUus. — OiU.

may

take the name

Museum.
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equal.

Tongue,

adult.

Eye quite

in

the young, with teeth which are usually absent in the
about e(iual to the inter-

large, rather longer than snout,

lateral line nearly
Scales moderate, easily detached
space.
straight; a small bare space behind isthmus. Dorsal tin long and high,
its length rather greater than the depth of body, its height varying, about

orbital

;

3^ in length of body, greatest in the males; adipose fin rather small;
anal fin small. Gill rakers slender, short, about 12 below the angle. Back

dark, sides purplish-gray; belly blackish-gray, with irregular whitish
blotches; five or six deep-blue spots anteriorly head brown; a blue mark
on each side of lower jaw dorsal dark gray, blotched with paler, with
crossrows of deep-blue spots, edged with lake red ventrals striated with
;

;

;

reddish and whitish. Length 18 inches. Mackenzie River to Alaska and
the Arctic Ocean; Kowak River (C. H. Townsend); abounding in clear cold
streams. Our specimens from Fort Simpson. (»S(V/H(/Vr, standard bearer.)
Goregouns

sigiiifer,

Richardson, Franklin's Journ., 1823,

711,

'Winter Lake, near Fort Enter-

prise.

RiCHARDSON, Fauna Bor.-Anier., 714, 183(i, Winter River.
UiCHARDSON, Fauna Bor.-Amer., iir, 190. 1836.
Milner, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm., ii, 1872-73
Tftyiuiillns sigmfer, Gf nthf.r, Cat., vi, 202, 1806;
specimens from Fort Simpson, Yukon River, and St. Micliaels; Jordan & Gil(1874), 738
Oiregoiius tluimalloides,

Sultiio (ThijiiuxUHx) signifer,

;

bert, Synopsis, 302, 1883.

788.

THTMALLUS OXTARIENSIS,

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(Michigan Grayling.)

Head rather
dorsal

fin

larger, about 5 in length
lower and smaller than in

;

scales about the same, 93 to 98;
T. shjnifir,

with 21 or 22 rays.

Coloration brilliant, purplish-gray young silvery sides of head with
bright bluish and bronze reflections; sides of body with small, black
irregular spots, most numerous posteriorly in young specimens; ventral fins ornate, dusky, with diagonal rose-colored lines; dorsal with
a black line along its base, then a rose-colored one, then a blackish one,
;

;

then rose-colored, blackish, and rose-colored, the last stripe continued as
a row of spots above these is a row of dusky-green spots, then a row of
minute rose-colored spots, then a broad dusky area, the middle part of the
anal and adipose fins dusky central rays of caudal
fin tipped with rose
pink, outer rays dusky. Streams of northern Michigan, formerly abundant in Au Sable River, Jordan River, and other streams in the Southern
Peninsula. Also in Otter Creek, near Keweenaw, in the Northern Peninsula, whence specimens have been sent us by David D. Banta.
These
Michigan localities evidently represent a detached colony, left from the
former or post-Glacial extension of the range of T. signifei', of which this
was once a variety. It is a beautiful and gamy fish, but is being rapidly
exterminated through the influence of anglers and sawmills.
;

;

CrviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
been brought by Milbert, from Lake Ontario.

Thi/mallns onlariensis,*

;

Poiss., xxi, 452, 1848; said to liave

*The following is a translation of Valenciennes' acconnt of ThymtiUus ontarietifis : We have
received from Lake Ontario a ThuiiKilhixvcry near to that of the lake of Geneva. It has, however,
more naked space under the throat, although less than in Tliijrtialbis giimnothorax The head is evidently more pointed, the liody more elongate, the dorsal a little longer. The denticulations of
tho scales are more pronounced. The colors seem scarcely to ditTer from those of ThijmaUm, for
our specimens are greenish, vfith a dozen gray lines along the flanks. The dorsal has 4 or 5
longitudinal streaks of red. Our specimens are a foot long; they have been sent by M. Mil.

bert.

— {Valenciennes,

I.

c.)

Jorda7i

TliymnUm

and Evermann.
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Incnlor, Cope, Pioc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 80,

GliNTHER, Cat.,

VI, 201, 1866;

Milner, Rept. U.

S.

Fish
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Comm.,
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Sable River, Michigan
1872-73 (1874), 73'J, and of
;

ii,

on angling generally.
Thymalhis sigmfer tricolor, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, .303, 1883.
Thijmallus signij'er ontarieusis, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fisb Comm., x, 1890,
late writers

Represented

in the

78Sa.

49.

head waters of the Missouri by another isolated colony,

THYMALLUS OXTARIENSIS MONTAXUS

(Milner).

(Montana Grayling.)

Depth 5i* inlen^th,

and (in specimens examDorsal dusky green, its posterior part
with three rows of bright-orange spots, faintly ocellated, irregular in
position, some of the spots oblong and placed obliquely above this one
regular row of similar spots, extending obliquely across the fin from end
as in other forms; scales 99,

ined) a little different in color.

;

fin edged with bright
Entirely similar to the Michigan Grayling, but the dorsal
a little smaller. Madison and Gallatin rivers, very abundant in springs
and small streams on the west side of the Yellowstone Park, ascending
streams as far as Firehole Falls and Gibbon Falls.

of second, third of anterior ray to tip of last ray

;

orange-brown.

ThymallHs montanus, Milner, Rept. U.

Missouri River at

S. Fish Comm., ii, 1872-73 (1874), 741, tributary of
Baker. (Type, No. 13090. Coll. J. Scott Oldniixon.)
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 303, 1883.

Camp

Thyiiialhis signifer moutaiiiis,

Family LXVI.

ARGENTINID^.

(The Smelts.)
Body elongate, covered with moderate or small scales, which are usually
Head naked. Mouth terminal, small or large, formed as in the

cycloid.

margin of the upper jaw. Teeth
behind the fourth. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus, with 6 to 10 branchiostegals.
No barbels. Stomach a blind sac, with the pyloric cceca few or none.
Dorsal fin short, nearly median; adipose fin always present; caudal
forked anal moderate
pectorals placed low ventrals moderate, nearly
median no spines in the fins. Lateral line present. No phosphorescent
Salmonida', the maxillary forming the

various, sharp-pointed.

;

Gills 4, a slit

;

;

;

Air bladder large, single. Ova large, falling
abdomen before extrusion. Small fishes, marine or
anadromous, some of them inhabiting deep waters all but one genus
spots.

Abdomen rounded.

into the cavity of the

;

There are about ten
genera and perhaps a dozen species reduced Sahnonidd', smaller and in
every way feebler than the trout, but similar to them in all respects
except the form of the stomach. Most of them are very delicate foodfishes, and the species of Thaleichthys is, in this respect, preeminent
among our fishes. {Salmonidw, part, Giinther, Cat., vi, 166-172, 203-205,
confined to the waters of the Northern Hemisphere.
;

1866.)
a.

Branchiostegals 6 to 10; body not cylindrical, the sides more or

branes separate.
*

Not 41^ ae stated by Milner.

less

compressed;

gill

mem-

Museum.
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h.

Ventral

c

fins inserted in front

of the middle of dorsal;

broad, of To to 20 rays; jiyloric ca'ca
re.

large.

Mallotus,

G.

239.

Scales large, similar in both sexes; pectoral fin moderate, its rays 10 to 12.
d.

di\.

Teeth feeble, those on tongue very weak; scales small, adherent.
TilALEICHTHYS, 240.
Teeth strong, those on tongue enlarged, canine-like; scales moderate, loosely
attached.

fcb.

mouth

Scales very small, arranged in tho male in villous bands; teeth feeble; pectoral fins

A'entral fina inserted

Osmehus, 241.
under or behind middle of dorsal; mouth rather small; scales

large.
c.

Jaws with minute teeth; similar teeth on tongue and

palate; maxillary reaching

Hypomesus,

past front of eye.
ee.

Jaws

vomer and

toothless or very nearly so;

palatines with small teeth;

242.

mouth

small, the maxillary not reaching past front of eye.
/.

Tongue with a curved row of small teeth on each

side;

or less spinescent.
ff.

Tongue

scales

smooth or more
Argentina, 243.

toothless; scales thin, caducous, probably not spiniferous; pyloric circa

about

Leuroglossus, 244.

9.

MALLOTUS,

239.

Cuvier.

(Capelins.)
MallotHs,

Cuvier, Regne Anim., Ed.

2, 11,

305, 182'J, (riUosiis).

Body elongate, compressed, covered with minute scales, a band of which,
above the lateral line and along each side of the belly, are enlarged, and
mature males they become elongate-lanceolate, densely imbricated,
with free, projecting points, forming villous bands. In very old males
the scales of the back and belly are similarly modified, and the top of
the head and the rays of the paired fins are finely granulated. Mouth
rather large, the maxillary thin, extending to below the middle of the
large eye. Teeth minute, forming single series on the jaws, vomer, palatines, and pterygoids lingual teeth somewhat enlarged, in an elliptical
in

;

Lower jaw

Branchiostegals 8 to 10. Dorsal inserted
over ventrals
lower fins very large; pectoral fins large, horizontal,
with very broad base, their rays in Increased number (16 to 20). Pseudobranchife quite small. Gill rakers long, slender. Pyloric cceca 6, small.
Ova very small. Marine species of the North Atlantic and Pacific, somepatch.

projecting.

;

times ascending streams.
789.

(/uaATiUTor, villous.)

MALLOTUS VILLOSUS
(GaPELIN

Head 4i depth about
Head long, pointed.

;

(Miiller).

LoDDE.)

eye large, 3^. D. 12; A. 18; scales about
Base of anal in males compressed and prominent, its anterior rays simple and stifi"; pectorals reaching more than
halfway to ventrals, the latter to anal. Mature males with a band of
elongate scales along lateral line and along each side uf belly in very old
examples the scales of back and middle of belly project beyond the skin
skin of head and rays of paired fins finely granulated. Dusky olivaceous
above, grayish silvery on sides and below opercles silvery, dotted. Arcabundant northward, on both
tic America, south to Cape Cod and Alaska
A delicious little fish much valued in the far
coasts, and in Kamchatka.
north. The eggs of the Capelin deposited iu sand along Arctic shores
;

6;

150.

;

;

;
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They are washed np on the beaches, and in about
" The beach then becomes a quivering mass of
eggs and sand," from which the little fishes are borne into the sea by the
in incredible nnnibers.

30 days they are batched.
{viUosus, hairy.)

waves.

MOller, Prodr. Zoijl. Dan., 245, 1777, Greenland.
Fabiucius, Fauna GriJiilandica, 177, 17S0, Greenland.
grnilaiidicii^^, Bi.orn, Ichtli., vni, pi. 99, 1794, Greenland.

Chipeavillosii,

Salmo
Sidiiw

arclirus,

Salmo

Pallas, Zoogr. Ross.-Asiat.,

sncidlix,

ill,

1811,

389,

Islands between

Asia and

America.
Omiierusmio-ndon,

Cuvier & Valf.nciennks,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi,

Malloius vlHomn, GfNTiiER, Cat., vi, 170, 1800;

Contr. Nat.

Hi.'^t.

Alaska, 102,

240.

pi. 10,

JoRnAN & Gilbert,

.'585,

18-18,

no locality.
Turner,

S.vnoiisis, 201, 1883;

1886.

THALEICHTHYS,

Girard.

(EULACHON.)
TlialeichOqis,

GinjLRV, Pac. R. R. Surv., x. Fishes, 325, 1858, {slevensi^ pacificus).

This genus is intermediate between ilf«7?o<Ms and Osmerits, differing from
the latter in its rudimentary dentition, and in its small adherent scales.
All the teeth are very feeble, slender, and deciduous, although occasionno permanent teeth on the
ally present on all the bones of the mouth
Scales are much smaller than in Osmerus, aud more closely
tongue.
adherent larger than in Mallotns, aud similar in the two sexes. Color;

;

Small fishes of the North Pacific, somewhat anadromous,
remarkable for their extreme oiliness, the oil being of a very delicate
When dried they have been used as candles. (i?«Af<«, rich ixSv£,
flavor.
ation dusky.

;

fish.^

790.

THALEICHTHYS PACIFICUS
(Eulaciion

Head

depth 6.
vertebra 70.

4|;

B. 8

;

;

Candlefish

;

(Richardson).

Oolachan.)

D. 11; A. 21; P. 11; scales 75; pyloric

Body rather elongate, slender, and less compressed
than in Osmerus. Head long, blunter than in Hypomesun prtUosus, less
compressed, broader, and more convex above. Mouth large, the maxillary rather narrow and long, reaching beyond the middle of the rather
small eye; lower jaw projecting. Opercle with strong concentric strije.
cu'ca 11

;

numerous, rather long and slender. Ventrals large, inserted
Pseudobranchiie small. Color white, scarcely
silvery; upper regions rendered dark iron-gray by the accumulation of
dark puuctulations. Length 12 inches. Oregon to Alaska, ascending the
rivers from Fraser River northward, in enormous numbers in the spring.
An excellent pan-fish, unsurpassed by any fish whatsoever in delicacy of
The flesh is very oily,
flesh, which is far superior to that of the trout.
but the oil has a very attractive flavor. It is sometimes extracted and
used as a substitute for cod-liver oil. It is, however, solid and lard-like
Gill rakers

just in front of dorsal.

at ordinary temperatures.
Snlmo

Richarhsdn, Fauna Ror.-Aiiior., Ill, 226, 183C, Columbia River.
Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 3-25, pi. 75, figs. 1-4, 18.'>8, Puget Sound.

{Jhillolits) iiacificiis,

ThaU'icJdhiis slevensi,
(Coll. Dr.

Suckley.)

Thaleichthjs pacificus,

Gunther,

Cat., vi, 108, 1800;

Jordan

&.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 292, 1883.
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OSMERUS

241.

Museum.

(Artedi) Limueus.

(Smelts.)
Osmeniis (Artehi) LiNNa-:us, Syst. Nat., Eii. x, 1758, 310, {eperlanvs).
Eperhdiiia,

Gaijiard, Vov.

Sinrinclius

(Jonston) .Jordan

Body

If^laiiil

ami GncnlaiKi,

1851, {eperhiuiis).

& Evkrmann, now subgenus,

elongate, compressed.

Head

{thtilfichthya).

Mouth wide, the
jaw

long, pointed.

slender maxillary extending to past the middle of the eye; lower
preorbital

projecting;

and

8nl>orbital bones

narrow.

Maxillaries and

premaxillaries with fine teeth; lower jaw with small teeth, wliich are
larger posteriorly; tongue with a few strong, fang-like teeth, largest at

the tip; hyoid bone, vomer, palatines, and pterygoids with wide-set
Branchiostegals 8. Scales large,
teeth.
Gill rakers long and slender.
Dorsal small, about midloose, 60 to 70 in the course of the lateral line.

way

anal rather long. Vertebrae about 40.
Small fishes of the coasts of Europe and Northern America, sometimes ascending rivers; delicate in flesh and considerably valued as food, (liafjrjpn^, odorous; the name is equivalent to the
of the body, over the ventrals

;

Pyloric co^ca small, few.

P2nglish "smelt.")
Spirinchus (An old name used bj- Jonston for tlie smelt equivalent to f:pirling and cperlan)
a. Vomer with a cross series of small teeth
small, weak species spawning in the sea.
commlasnro of mouth curved.
b. Body not very slender, the depth 5}-^ iu length
;

:

;

;

THALKICIITHYS, 791.

Body very

hh.

slender, the depth 6 in lengtli

;

commissure of mouth nearly straight.
ATTENUATU6,

OSMERITS
aa.

c.

792.

:

Vomer with

2 to 4 strong, fang-like teeth

;

species stronger in habit, ascending rivers.

Scales rather small, 66 to 68 in lateral line.

Maxillary not reaching posterior margin of eye

(I.

;

depth

(>

to 63^ in length

;

colora-

MORDAX,

tion plain.

793.

Maxillary reaching posterior margin of eye; depth S'j in length; coloration

chl.

DENTex,

brilliant.

794.

Subgenus SPIRINCHUS, Jordan A Evermann.
791.

Head

OSJIEKLS THALEICHTHYS,

Ayres.

depth 5^; eye longer than snout, 4 in head. D. 9 A. 14 to
scales 55 to 58. Body comparatively deep and compressed.
Head rather short and deep, the maxillary broad, short, its edge
strongly curved, extending to opposite posterior margin of pupil; premaxillary on the level of upper part of iiupil mandible projecting, its
tip somewhat curved upward.
Fins high, the pectorals usually reaching
ventrals, and the ventrals to anal; anal reaching about to caudal. Teeth
weak; maxillary teeth scarcely visible. Olivaceous, sides silvery and
somewhat translucent. Length 9 inches. Pacific coast from San Francisco northward to Bristol Bay in Alaska rather common a weak and
feeble species; its flesh of excellent flavor, but soft and not keeping well.
(Thalcichthys, the Eulachon, a related species of similar flavor as food.)
16

;

4A

P. 11

;

;

;

;

;

;

Osmeru.i thaleulithiis,
VI, 168,

1866

;

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

Sci., 1860, 62,

Jordan & Gubert, Synopsis,

292, 1883.

San Francisco

;

GCnther,

Cat.,

Jordan and Evermann.

OSMEKrS ATTEXUATUS,

792.

Head

depth
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LockiiiKton.

eye large, 4 in head.
D. 10; A. 15-17; P. 11
scales 65.
Rody elongate, compressed. Head rather long, somewhat
pointed; maxillary extending past pnpil; lower jaw projecting: maxillary rather narrow, little convex. Outline of both jaws nearly straight,
less curved than in 0. thaleichthy.s.
Teeth on tongue strong, but much
smaller than in 0. vtordax: teeth on maxillary conspicuous; front of both
jaws with rather strong teeth palatine teeth variable, usually strong.
Fins low. Pectorals not reaching ventrals, nor ventrals anal, nor anal to
caudal. (Greenish, sides silvery. Length 10 inches. Coast of California
about San Francisco. Very close to (>. thaleichthys, and doubtfully distinct; perhaps founded on verj- slender or feeble specimens of the latter.
(aitoiuatus-, drawn out slender.)
4^,;

6;

;

Osmems

aitniualm,

Lockinoton, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 18S0, 06,

San Francisco

;

Jordan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 293, 1883.

Subgenus
793.

OSMERUS.

OSMERUS MOUDAX
(American

(Mitchill).

.Smelt.)

Head 4; depth 6^. T>. 10; A. 15; P. 13; scales 68. Body rather
long and slender. Head large, with large mouth, and stronger teeth
than in the other species of the genus. Small teeth along the edge of
the maxillary; strong fang-like teeth on tongue and front of vomercardiform teeth on palatines, pterygoids, and hyoid bone; mandible with
moderate teeth, its tip projecting. Maxillary extending to or a little
beyond middle of eye. Scales deciduous. Dorsal fin rather posterior,
lower fins moderate, none reaching the
the ventrals under its front
next behind it. Gill rakers t diameter of eye. Transparent greenish
above, silvery on sides; body and fins with some dark punctulations.
Length 12 inches. Atlantic Coast of the United States from Virginia
northward to Gulf of St. Lawrence, entering streams and often land;

abundant in Lakes Champlain and Memphremagog. Very close
European Osmerus eperlanus, but the latter has larger scales (60),
shorter gill rakers, and rather Aveaker teeth, (mordax, biting.)
locked

;

to the

Alherina viordcur, MiTCHiLL, Trans. Lit.

Osmerus

viridescens, Lf. Sl'ElR,

THER, Cat.,
Osmerus

mrn-diue,

&

Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

Journ. Ac. Nat.

Sci. PLila.,

i,

i,

1815, 44G,

New York.

1818,

Coast of Maine; GuN-

2:i0,

VI, 167, ISGG.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 293, 1883.

Represented in lakes of Maine by landlocked forms, as follows:
79;}a.

OSMERUS MORDAX SPECTRUM

(Cope).

(Wilton Smelt.)

Head4J: depth 8J. D. 10; A. 15; scales 66-10. Eye 3 in head. SlenHead short, with very large eye, and short mouth and maxillary.

der.

Maxillary not extending beyond middle of pupil. Small. Wilton Pond,
Kennebec County, Maine: landlocked in fresh water. (Cope.) {spectrum, an image.)
Osriierus spectrum, CoPE, Proc. Amer. Pliil. Soc. Pliila., 1870, 4'JO, Wilton Pond, Kennebec
County, Maine.
Osnients

(Coll. Atkins.)

mordax spectrum, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

294, 1883.
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7!»!{b.

OSMKKl

S

MORDAX ABBOTTI

Museum.

(Cope).

(CoBEssicoNTic Smelt.)

Head 4| depth 7 scales G8-16. Eye smaller, 4^ in head. Stouter.
Maxillary reaching posterior margin of pupil. Landlocked in Col)e8(Cope).
(Named for Dr.
sicontic Lake, Kennebec County, Maine.
Charles Conrad Al)bott, an ardent naturalist who has studied the habits
of the fishes of Delaware River.)
;

;

Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila.,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

O.W2eriis ahhQlii, Coi'E, Proc.

Omnertis

mordax

nbbolti,

794.

1870, 400,

Cobessicontic Lake, Maine.

294, 1S8.3.

OSMERUS DESTEX,

Steiudacliufr.

(Rainbow IIerrino.)

Head4i; depth 5i. D. 10; A. 13; V. 8; scales 06. Eye large, f length
of snout. Teeth as in Osincrns eperJanus and O. mordax; maxillary
reaching posterior margin of eye, its length 5 times in distance from tip
of lower jaw to dorsal. Height of dorsal i length of head; height of
anal f pectoral shortish, reaching halfway to ventrals. Back pale olive,
;

sides above lateral line purple, changing
below to blue, and then to violet and gold; silvery below with rosy
sheen, the belly satin white, fins plain, slightly golden. Coast of Alaska
and south on the Pacific Coast to northern China, abundant; a brilliantly colored fish, the flesh of firmer texture than in the rest of the
genus. About Bristol Bay this species forms an important part of the

the scales edged with darker

food of the natives,

;

(dentex, toothed.)

Steindachner, SitzuDgsb. Kais. Aliad. Wiss. Wien, Lxi, 1870, 420, Northern
China; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 203, 1883; Turner, Contr. Nat. Hist. Alaska, 102,
plate 10, 1886; Nelson, Rept. Nat. Hist. Coll. Alaska, 313, 1887.

Onmerus

deiifex,

242.

HYPOMESUS,

Gill.

(Surf Smelts.)
Mesoims, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 108, (pretiom,).*
Hyponiesus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 169, (pretiosa).

Body rather elongate, moderately compressed, covered with thin scales
size.
Head rather pointed. Mouth moderate, the shortish
maxillary not extending quite to middle of eye its outline below broadly
convex lower jaw projecting. Teeth minute, on jaws, vomer, palatines,
pterygoids, and tongue. Ventrals inserted directly tinder middle of dorBranchiostegals 6 to 7.
sal, midway between eye and base of caudal.
of moderate

;

North

Pacific,

(i'no,

below

;

/niaor,

middle

;

in allusion to the position of

the ventrals.)
a.

Scales small, aluiut 70 in latrral line; coloration

an. Scales motlerale,

abimt 58 in

I;itcral line;

iiale;

spawning

in surf.

pretiosu.s, 795.

coloration dark; s)iawningiii ponds.

oLiDis, 796.

* By inadvertence these two synonymous names were applied to this genus by Gill. 3re!!npiis
has priority of a page. It.s occurrence is liowever an error of the proofreader as its author
ntended to substitute Ilijjiomcfiis for it, and did so in every ])lace except in the first use of the
word where ilesapiix was inadvertently left. A slip of this sort should apparently bo treated as a
misprint and not considered in nomenclature.

Jordan and Evermann.
795.
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of North
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ylinertca.

(Giranl).

(SuitF Smei.t.)

Head

4^ depth 4f eye as long as snout, 4i in head. D. 10 A. 15 ; P.
V. 8 scales 70. Fins low, the longest dorsal ray 8 in length
without c-aiulal pectorals scarcely reaching halfway to veutrals, 7 in
length of body ventrals not reaching vent, their length 8i in body.
14

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Light olivaceous
a silvery band along the lateral line. Length 12
inches.
Coast of California and Oregon, from Monterey northward
abundant, spawning in the surf. A firm-fleshed and fat little fish of delicate flavor, scarcely inferior to the eulachon. {pretiosus, precious.)
;

;

Argentina preliosa, Gibabd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 155,

San Francisco.

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Soi., 1854, 17, San Francisco.
Osmerus preUosus, GiRARD, Pac. K. R. Surv., x, 324, 1858.

Osmenis

elotigatits,

Hi/pomcsvs pretiusus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
79«.

294, ISS:!.

HYPOMESUS OLIDUS

(Pallas).

(Pond Smelt.)

Fins nigher than in HypomesHs preUosus, the longest
body pectorals reaching j the distance to root
of ventrals, their length 5 in body ventrals 6 in length of body. Coloration dusky, little translucent. Alaska and Kamchatka, spawning in
fresh-water ponds, excessively abundant about St. Michaels. A sweet
Scales 56 to 60.

dorsal ray 6 in length of

;

;

excellent as food.

little fish,

SaJmo (Osmerus)

olidus,

{oUdiis, oily.)

Pallas, Zoogr. Koss.-Asiat.,

iii,

391, 1811,

lakes and rivers of

Kam-

chatka.
3Iesopii3 olidns,

Hi/pomesus

GuNTHEK, Cat., vi, IRQ, 1866; in part.
Jordan ct Gilbert, Sjnopsis, 295,

oliihts,

1883;

Turner, Contr. Nat.

Hist. Alaska,

103, 1886.

ARGENTINA

243,

(Artedi) Linmeus.

(Argentines.)
(Abtedi) LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 315, {sphynoKi).
Silus* llEiNiiARDT, Beniivrkiuger Skandinavisk Ictlithyol., 11, 1833,
Arijentina

Acanlhdlepii.'^,

Kroyer, Danmarks Fiske,

lii, 98,

1846-'49,

{sih(s).

{silus).

Body oblong, covered with rather large cycloid scales, which are more
rough with spinous j^oints. Mouth small, the niaxillaries very
short, not reaching to the eye; eye very large. Jaws toothless; an
arched series of minute teeth on the head of the vomer and on the fore
or less

part of the jjalatine
side.

Dorsal

forked.

;

tongue with a series of small curved teeth on each
advance of the ventrals caudal fin deeply

fin short, in

Eggs

small.

;

Pyloric cccca present.

bladder, accordingt to Cuvier, without duct.

waters, never entering fresh streams.
a.

Branchiostegals 6. Air
Fishes of deep or cold

(Latin argentum, nilyeT.)

Scales spinigerous; body deep, the depth 5 to 53^ in length; eye longer than »DOut; scales
small, 60 to 66.

siLus, 797.

*The genus Sihis (Norwegian Sil or Sild, herring) is founded on a species with spinescont
I3ut it is not certain that any species has really smooth scales, and in Anientiua sphijrivna,
the type of the genus, according to l>ay, the scales are provided with stellate spinules.

scales.

t This alleged character needs verification.
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4.J,

aa. Scales nearly or quite smooth.
b.

rather

]?o<ly

tleop,

the do|)th

Ti}.;^

in length; srales 40 to 45;

eye shorter than snout.
.siAU.s, 798.

Body rather

6b.

slender, the dcptli iihout 7 in leugtli; scales aliout 51; eye longer than

STRIATA, 799.

snout.

797.

ARGENTINA

SILUS, Ascanius.

Head 4i; depth 5^; eye 2f. B. G; D. 12; A. 13; V. 14; scales
3-60-4 (66, Giintber). Body compressed. Head not quite twice as long
as deep snout nearly 31 in head. Insertion of dorsal midway between
snout and adipose fin; ventrals under last ray of dorsal. Scales very
;

largo, cycloid, covered with spinules, the points of which are turned
backward; a median row of scales along the back and belly. Color
sides silvery. Length 17 inches. Northern Europe, occaolivaceous
sionally taken on the Grand Banks and off the coast of Maine. (Goode
& Bean.) (Slid, Norwegian word for Herring.)
;

Arijeulina silus,

Ascanius, Icon. Rev. Nat.,

pi.

iii, 3,

Synopsis, 294, 188.3; GO.vther, Cat., vi, 202,

24, 1763,

Norway; Joruan

it

Gilbert,

ISCfi.

Keinhardt, Bemserk. Skandinav. Ichth., 11, 1833, Norway.
Goode & Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., 1878, 201, off Sable Island
fathoms, from stomach of Phijcis lemm. (Type, No. 21G24. Coll. R. L. Newcomb.)

Silus ascanii,

Argentina siiHensinm,

798.

Head

ARGENTINA

SIALIS,

in 200

Gilbert.

depth oi; eyeSi; interorbital width 4. D. 11; A. 12. Resembling ArijoHiua clonf/ata, but with a much deeper body, and a larger eye.
Length of maxillary from tip of snout 4 in head, Ij in snout. Snout but
upjier jaw with a narrow band of small
little longer than eye, 3'; in head
teeth borne on the vomer and the front of the palatines, not on the very
narrow weak premaxillaries; lower jaw toothless; edge of tongue with
a series of strong, backwardly curved teeth, six or eight in number.
Gill rakers numerous, slender, rather short, about 25 in number below
angle of arch. Front of dorsal fin nearer tip of snout than base of caudal
by a distance equaling diameter of pupil. Ventrals inserted behind middle of dorsal, midway between base of caudal and front of orbit, extending but little more than halfway to front of anal; caudal forked.
Scales not spinous, the margins entire, a few only preserved along sides
of tail 40 or 45 in a longitudinal series. Eye, streak along sides and
sides of head, silvery occiput and snout dusky a black blotch above
each eye; fins somewhat dusky mouth and gill cavity white peritoneum
black. Length 3 inches. Coast of California. One specimen known.
{sialis, a word first used by Swainson to mear. plump, from aia?^u(;, plump.)
3

;

;

;

;

;

:

Jrgoilind

sialis,

fathoms.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 56, Albatross station 3017,

in 58

(Coll. Gilbert.)

799.

Head

S.

;

ARGENTINA STRIATA,

Goode * Bean.

length depth 7 eye 2^, longer than the conical snout.
D. 10; A. 11; P. 17; V. 14. Ventrals nearly median, their insertion under
the penultimate dorsal rays. Scales in lateral line obliquely striate.
Tongue with teeth. Origin of dorsal equidistant between snout and
root of caudal. There appears to have been a silvery, longitudinal band
3 in total

under the lateral

;

line.

;

Jordan and
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The specimens studied were denuded of

scales,
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but the impressions

indicate that there were 51 in the lateral line, 4 above and 4 below. The
specimens (No. 43858, U. S. Nat. Mus.) were obtained by the Jlbalross
from station 2402, in 28° 36^ N. latitude, 85° 33' 30'^ W. longitude, at a

Argentina

Goode & Bean,

striata,

Beau.)

(«<ria<us, striate.)

Uieauic- Ichtliyolugy, 52, fig. U2, IS'Jj,

LEUROGLOSSUS,

244.
Gilbert, Troc. U.

Lnmiglossiis,

&

(Goode

depth of 111 fathoms.

Gulf Stream

Gilbert.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 57, (MilUas).

S.

Appearance of Argentina, but the snout shorter, the maxillary reaching
and the tongue toothless. Ventrals under middle of dorsal.
Mandible with a few weak teeth or none; premaxillaries toothless; a
row of stronger teeth on vomer and front of palatines; tongue toothfront of eye,

Pyloric ccvca

less.

known,

(/".ti-po^-,

unknown, very caducous.

Scales

9.

smooth;

y/.wfrcra,

LEUROGLOSSUS STILBIUS,

800.

One

species

tongue.)
Gilbert.

Head 3; depth 5^. D. 10; A. 11. Snout 3| in head; interorbital width
Eye 31, in head, eijualing maxillary, which reaches front 'of orbit.
Body compressed, of moderate depth. Lower jaw projecting. Gill rakers

4i.

long and numerous. Opercle very thin, membranous. Front of dorsal
midway between base of caudal and front of pupil; ventrals inserted
nearly under middle of dorsal, midway between base of caudal and jireopercular margin front of anal midway between base of caudal and
base of ventrals. Scales wholly lacking in the two specimens obtained.
Sides of head, body, and abdomen bright silvery; dorsal region dusted
with fine black dots, which become coarser on tail. Snout blue-black;
;

upper part of eyeball black. Buccal and gill
and peritoneum jet-black fins dusky. Length 3 inches. Coast

opercle with steely luster
cavities,

;

;

of California, in deep water.

{aTiTiiSuc,

Leuroglosms alilhms, Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

and

and

2998, in 221

40

fathoms.

shining.)

Nat. Mus., 1890,
(Type, Ko. 44283.

57,

from Albatross Stations 2997

Coll. Gilbert.)

Family LXVII. MICROSTOMID.E.
Closely allied to the Artjcntinida', hut with the branchiostegals reduced
mouth very small, terminal, with small teeth, chielly on the

to 3 or 4

;

lower jaw and vomer. Gill membranes separate or united. Body elongate, subterete. Adipose fin present; dorsal short, posterior; ventrals
behind middle of body. Three genera and about six species known, all
from the deep waters of the Atlantic; reduced Ar(/cutini(la\
MiCROSTOMIN.ls
a. Gill
h.

:

membraues separate
Dorsal

Bathylagin.e
aa. Gill

;

nioutli very siuall

;

body subterete.
Nansbnia,

tin inserted before ventral.

245.

:

membranes broadly united
very largo

;

across the isthmus

dorsal opposite ventrals.

;

body compressed

;

mouth small eye
;

Batiivlagus, 240.

bulletin 4J, United States JVational

oUS

245.
A'aM*<-wi<i,

JoKPAX

vV

NANSENIA,

EvERMA-SX, licw

Jordan

«fc

Museum.

Evermaim.

giiius, (•jrivwhindica).

Body elongate, cylindrical, covered with
Head short. Mouth very small, terminal;

large, thin, silvery scales.

premaxillaries very small;

maxillaries very short and broad, not extending to the front of the very
large eye, which forms more than half the depth of the side of the head.

no other teeth.
a narrow series of tine teeth
Dorsal fin short, inserted mostly before the ventrals, which are behind
the middle of the body anal fin small caudal small, forked, its central
part scaly pectoral rather narrow adipose fin well developed in the
young, but usually disapiiearing with age. Branchiostegals 3 or 4.
Pseudobranchi;¥ well developed. Air bladder large, silvery. No pyloric
mucous membrane of stomach papillose. Arctic Ocean in deep
coeca
waters. An imperfectly known genus, apparently distinguished from
incrosioma. Cnvier, by the more anterior position of the dorsal, which is
behind the ventrals in Microstoma, and apparently by the stouter body
and the better development of the adipose fin. Most of the other characters above mentioned are drawn from Microstoma and have not been
(Xamed for our friend, Fridtjof Nanseu (1861
verified in Xanscnia.
),
author of a study of the development of Myxine, and since noted as an

Lower jaw and vomer with

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

intrepid arctic explorer.)

XAXSEXIA GRffiXLAXDlCA

SOI.

(Keinhardt).

"This fish appears to be intermediate
B. 3; D. 11; A. 10: V. 10.
between Argentina and Microstoma, having the dorsal fin inserted for the
greater jiart in advance of the ventrals, and a series of fine teeth in the
lower jaw. Teeth on the vomer, none on the tongue. Adipose fin con-

The height of the body

spicuous.

the total."
Microflomus

((jiinther, after

grimlaiidicitf,

Greenland

I.SXIV,

;

i the length of the head and

;

BATHYLAGUS,

Gckther, Ann. Mag. Xat.

Hist., 1S78,

ir,

i^,

of

Greenland.

Beixhaedt, Tideusk. Selsk. Xaturv. Ma them. Afhandl., viii,
Gvnthee. Cat., vi, 2uo. l^ec Jobdax i Gilbert, Synopsis, 290,

246,
Bathglagtif,

is

Keinhardt.)

1841,
1SS3.

Gunther.

24S, (allanlicits).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with thin, deciduous scales of modHead short, compressed, the bones thin and membranaceous.
Mouth very narrow, transverse, anterior. Maxillary very short, dilated,
forming part of border of mouth. Xo luminous spots. Teeth in upper
jaw rudimentary, those in lower jaw very small, on edge of bone forming a fine serrature a series of minute teeth across vomer and along
palatine. Eye very large. Pectorals and ventrals well developed, the
ventrals with light rays, opposite dorsal, which is in middle of length
of body adipose fin small, near caudal anal moderate or long. Gill
erate size.

:

;

:

opening narrowed, beginning opposite root of pectoral and extending
across isthmus, the gill membranes united, free from isthmus. Gill
rakers lanceolate, rather loug gills small. Psendobranchise well devel;

oped.

Deep

seas, 5 species

known.

Jordan and Evermann.
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" The thickness of the bones, the fragility of the fin rays, the delicacy of
the skin and scales, and the enormously large eyes, seem to be snfficient
evidence that these fishes are actually inhabitants of very great depths,

may be reasonable doubts as regards the exact depth at
which Bathylagus atUiiiticus'wskS obtained. These fishes must, therefore, be
entirely dependent for vision on the phosphorescent light which is produced by other abyssal creatures. Xot being fish of prey themselves, or
only to a slight degree, they would be attracted by the light issuing from
the Pedicnlates and Stoniiatids of the deep, and thus fall an easy prey to
these fishes." (Giinther.) {^a&ic. deep; /-ajt»f, hare, from the big eyes.)
although there

a.

aa.

Depth of body abont equal to length of head; scales about 32. D. 9; A.
Depth of bodr much less than length of head.
Interorbital space a little more than half eye; eye 2 in bead.
fc.
bb. Interorbital

19.

ecrtops, 803.

space J^ eye; eye 21^ in head.

802.

besedicti, 802.

pacificts, 804.

B ATHTLAGrS BEXEDICTI, Gxde

A B«an.

Intermediate between B. atlanticus and B. antarcticus. Head 4*; depth 41:
eye 2, as in the other species. The width of the interorbital space is less
than f of that of the eye (proportionately narrower than in the other
Snout very short. 4 in eye. D. 9; A. 19 V. 9: P. 10. Mouth
species).
short, its angle being about on a level with lower margin of eye. Bones
of head thin, semicartilaginous head apparently scaleless no traces of
scales in the specimens before us.
Gill cavity, membranes, and branchiostegals as in the other species. Origin of dorsal fin nearer end of snout
than to base of caudal, and equidistant between snout and adipose fin,
its length 2i in head.
Tent placed farther forward than in B. atlanticus,
the length of the postanal portion of the body being greater than that of
head, and contained 3t times in the total without caudal: ventral fins
opposite posterior portion of base of dorsal. Scales all lost apparently in
about 32 longitudinal rows and their size may be judged by the fact that
there were 7 rows between base of pectoral and vertical &om origin of
ventral. Adipose fin slender and long. 2 in eye.
Several specimens obtained by the Fish Commission steamer Albatrogs
One, of inches in length, from station 2094. at a depth of 1.022 fathoms
another, 5| inches in length, from station 2711, at a depth of 1.344 fathoms a third specimen, about 4* inches in length, from station 2.572. at a
depth of 1.769 fathoms. (^Goode »S: Bean.) (Namedfor James E. Benedict,
Asst. Curator of Invertebrates in the U. S. National Museum, for several
years resident naturalist on the Albatross.)
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

BatkgJagHt benetiicH,

GooDE

(Type, yo. 33510.

Coll.

SOS.

Head

BeaX, Oceanic Ichthyolopy,

jfc

55, fig.

SI, 1J95.

Gulf Stream.

AUatroes.)

BATHTLAGrS EURTOPS,

Goode i Bean.

depth considerably less than length of head, equal to length
of head without snout eye 2. D. 9 A. 16 B. 7 P. 9. Width of interorbital space a little more than * eyeSnout very short profile steep,
its angle on a level with lower margin of eye.
All the bones of the head
very thin, semicartilaginous. Dorsal fin feeble, nearer tip of snout than
root of caudal. Vent far back, the length of tail not being much more
4

:

:

:

:

:

:

r.

>-.

A.

35

Museum.
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than that of head aual feeble. Several specimens were obtaiuecl by
the Alhalros'^ at about 40° N. latitude, 70° W. longitude, at a depth of
400 to 1.356 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.) (£i'pvr, wide; ui/', eye.)
;

Bathijlaijiis cHn/ojw,

& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

(iooDE

55, fig. G3, 1895,

Gulf Stream.

(Type,

No. 35420, Coll. Albatross; aud No. 318«1, Coll. Fish Hawk.)

804.

Head

BATHYLAGl'S PACIFIC'US,

Gilbert.

depth 6| eye 2i. D. 8 or 9 A. 16 P. 9 scales 40. Anterior
profile not decurved: premaxillaries anteriorly on level of middle of eye;
snout short, less than half eye; interorbital space narrow, deepl;s grooved,
lower jaw with a series of small teeth the very weak premaxi orbit
a strong series of teeth on vomer and palatines. Front
illaries toothless
of dorsal midway between adipose fin and front of snout ventrals under
anal far back tail as long as head.
Scales
posterior part of dorsal
Head, lining of mouth, gill
lost, apparently about 40 in lateral line.
cavity, aud peritoneum black fins blackish whole body probably black
two specimens taken in 685 aud 877
Coast of Washington
in life.
fathoms.
4

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bathiilaf/us pacijiciis,

3074.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 55, Albatross Stations 3071

and

(Coll. Gilbert.)

Order T. INIOMI.*

(The Lantern

Fishes.)

Soft-rayed fishes, with the anterior vertebrae simple, unmodified, and
without auditory ossicles; symplectic present; no interclavicles; opercular apparatus sometimes incomplete pharyngeal boues unmodified gill
openings ample. Mesocoracoid arch wanting or atrophied.! Bones of
jaws variously developed, the maxillary sometimes connate with the premaxillary. Shoulder girdle with its post-temporal not normally connected with the skull, but touching it at or near the nape. Gills 4, a
Air bladder, if present, with a duct. Dorsal and
slit behind the fourth.
anal fins without true spines ventral fins, if present, abdominal scales
mostly cycloid, often wanting; adipose fin present or absent. Skeleton
mostly very weakly ossified. Photophores present in most cases.
Marine fishes, mostly inhabiting the oceanic abysses, closely allied to
the Iso)H)ondijIi, but lacking the mesocoracoid and having the connection
of the shoulder girdle with the cranium imperfect. In the character of
the mesocoracoid these fishes agree with the eels, and with the Haplomi
and the spiny-rayed fishes. These latter have the post-temporal differently attached. This order is a provisional one, and its members may be
;

;

;

;

* We have had no opportunity for critical study of most of the families of the Iniomi. Our
knowledge of them is drawn chiefly from the recent monographic works, especially the excellent
report of Dr. Giiuther on the Deep-Sea Fishes of the Challenger Expedition, that of Dr. V.aillant
fishes taken by the Travailleur et Talisman, and that of Dr. Tjiitken on the "Spolia
Atlantica" in the museum at ('openhagen. Even more important tluin these has been the
Oceanic Ichthyology of (ioode & Bean, advance sheets of which comprehensive work have been
mo.st kindly placed at our disposal.

on the

fThis character, the most important by which the
not been verified in several of the families.

Iiiiuiiii

arc separated from Iso^pondyli, has
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reunited with the Isofipondyli or otlierwise distributed when the osteology of the different fiiniilies is known. In but few genera has the
niesocoracoid or the post-temporal received examination. (Iviov, nape;
shoulder.)
Giinther divides the Iniomi into two families, Stomiaiidw and Sternoptychidd', according to the relation of the nuixillary to the border of the
ihuor,

Goode and

mouth.

liean follow Gill in separating the

who

made most valuable

group into many

among the deepsea forms, seems inclined to recognize several families. He regards it as
necessary either freely to subdivide the group or else to regard the whole
as a single family. The composition of the group and the varied relations
of its parts are best seen by regarding its principal types as of family
Liitkeu,

families.

has

studies

We

begin the series with the family which contains most shore
and which is apparently nearest the InospundijU, from which group
the Iniomi have apparently been modified or degraded.
value.

species,

Families* of INIOMI.
a.

Post-temporal connected with back of cranium near sides; no pliotopliores or barbel.
b. Adipose fin typically present (rarely atrophied ur lost); body not very elongate; anal
fin distinct.

Scales present, usually persistent; teeth cardiform or villiform, usually movable.

c.

Maxillary very narrow, rudimentary, or obsolete; hypocoracoids not divergent;
pseudobrancbia^ present.
SyNODONTiDiE, lxviii.
dd. Maxillary well developed, dilated behind.
d.

Peeudobranchia; present; jjectorals normal; hypocoracoids mostly diver-

e.

gent, undivided.
ee.

Aulopid.*;, lxix.

Pseudobranchiai absent; pectorals not normal.
/. Pectorals subhumeral.
ff.

Benthos.wrid.i;, lxx.

Pectoral rays elongate, arranged in two groups.

Bathtpteroid.k, lxxi.
fct.

Adipose

fin alisent.

Body covered with scales which are large, thin, and deciduous; teeth villiform, in
bands; no photopliores on the scales, but a large, luminous plate on the head
in place of eyes; maxillary dilated behind; pectorals and ventrals well devel-

g.

oped, approximate.
gg.

Body
/(.

Ipxopid.t;, lxxii.

scaleless; teeth granular, in bands; pectorals

hh. A'entrals absent;

Kondeletiid.b, Lxxiii.
opercular apparatus complete; a conspicuous lateral furrow;

general form and appearance of
aa.

normal.

Ventrals present; opercular apparatus incomplete.

young

cetaceans.

Cetomimidji;, lxxiv.

Post-temporal impinging upon occiput.
i.

Vertebne and neural spines normal, not projecting from the

flesh in front of the dorsal

fin.
J.

Photofihores present.
A-.

Barbel wanting.
I.

Pseudobranchi.i> present.
in.

Preuiaxillaries forming entire margin of upper jaw;
opercles complete.

body scaly;

Mvctoimiid.k, i.xxv.

mm. Premaxillaries not forming the whole margin of upper jaw, the
maxillary entering into

it;

body naked; opercular apparatus

incomplete.
n.

kk.

*

The

Barbel present, very long.

analysis of

Ichthyology.

Mairolicid.t;, i.xxvi.

Pseudobranchiiv absent; mouth large, with canine teeth; scales deciduous
or wanting.
CiiAULiODONTiDa:, lxxvii.

the families of Iniomi

is

chiefly taken

from Goode

& Bean,

Oceanic

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

Maxillaries forming lateral margin of upper jaw; barbel free at

II.

Adipose

0.

fin present;

vent, but iu advance of anal.
00.

Adipose

«M. Maxillaries

fin

tip.

body naked; dorsal behind

pectorals present;

Asthonf.sthid.i-;, lxxviii.

absent; pectorals present or absent.

Stomiatidx, lxxix.

not forming part of margin ot upper jaw; pectorals rudi-

mentary; opercles membranaceous; body scaleless; dorsal short, postmedian; barbel of peculiar form, connecting throat with symphysis
of lower jaw.
Photophores minute or wanting; no barbel.
p. I'remaxillaries forming margin of upper jaw
and palatines and sometimes on vomer.

jj.

;

fang-like tieth in nuimlible.s

Dorsal long, occupying entire back; body naked.

q.
qij.

Alf.pisauriu.k, i.xxxi.

Dorsal short, median or posterior.
).

rr.

a.

M.vlacostf.id.b, i.xxx.

Body naked.
Body covered with

Odontostomih.i:, lxxxii.
thin, caducous scales.

PAnAi.EPiuin.T;, Lxxxiii.

Vertebral or neural spines projecting through skin of the back in front of dorsal
.«.

Body short and

fin.

deep, compressed; anterior neural spines abnormally developed,

projecting through the skin of the back, in advance of the dorsal; pectorals
present; photophores present;

mouth obliquely

cleft

or subvertical.

STEnNOPTYCHID.T';, LXXXIV.
.i».

which prothrough the skin of the back in front of dorsal rays; pectorals absent;
body naked; dorsal long and low, bfginning in advance of the vent.

Bodj' elongate, snake-like; vertebra; with spiny processes anteriorly
ject

IniACANTHID.K, L.XXXV.

Family LXVIII. SYNODONTIDyE.

(The Lizard Fishes.)

Body oblong

or elongate, little compressed, covered with cycloid scales,

rarely naked. Mouth very wide, the entire margin of the upper jaw
formed by the long and slender premaxillaries, closely adherent to which
are the slender maxillaries, the latter mostly rudiniental or obsolete,
never widened at tip. Teeth mostly cardiform on both jaws, tongue,
and palatines; canines rarely present; large teeth usually depressible.
No barbels. Opercular bones usually thin, but complete. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegals usually numer-

Pseiidobranchiie present.
Gill rakers tubercular or obsolete.
Lateral line present.
Adipose fin present, rarely obsolete; dorsal fin
short, of soft rays only; pectorals and ventrals present; anal fin moderate or long caudal forked. Skeleton rather well ossified. Air bladder
small or wanting. Intestinal canal short. Sides sometimes with phosphorescent spots or photophores. Eggs inclosed in the sacs of the ovary
ous.

;

and extruded through an oviduct. Genera about 10, species about 40,
mostly inhabiting shore waters, some of them descending to the depths.
{Scopelidtr, group Saurina, part, Giinther, Cat., v, 393-403, 1864.)
a.

Scales present,
b.

more or

less

adherent.

Teeth of premaxillai-y simple, compressed, not barbed, in one or two rows; a broad
band of similar teeth on palate.
c. Vent slightly nearer base of caudal
than axil of jiectoral; head short, blunt,
compressed.
cc.

TRACHiNO('Ej>HALrs, 247.

much

nearer base of caudal than base of ventrals; head depressed, with flat
triangular snout.
Synodus, 248.

A'ent

Teeth of premaxillary in a very broad band, curved, unequal, and barbed at the end.
a similar band (m palatines.
Batiiysaurus, 249.
Scales very caducous or wanting; teeth in narrow bands; vent posterior,
bb.

aa.

Batuylaco,

250.

Jordan and Evennann.

247.
Trachinoceplialnn,
(Icfined

G11.L,
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Gill.

N. Amor., 53, 1851,

(niz/o^js).

(Name

only;

firet

281, 188:i.)

is closely related to Synodus, from which it differs chiefly
form and in the relative development of the fins. l?ody stout, the
head short, blunt, and compressed, its form much as in the genus Trachiniis.
Vent well formed, very slightly nearer base of caudal than base of
ventrals, under tip of last dorsal ray. Teeth as in Syiio(hi><, but slender,

This genus

in

and

smaller,

closely

Lower jaw

set.

Species few, shore

projecting.

widely diffused in the tropical seas.
connected witii A/xiKnit'ii, dragon, the name

(Trachinus, the weaver-fish,

fishes,

used in Greece;

still

Ke^aXf/,

head.)
805.

TUACHINOCEPHALrS MYOPS

(Foister).

(Grovnd Spearinq; Lagarto.)

Head

depth about 5. D. 11 A. 14 or 15 scales 4-58-7. Vertebra; 58
Snout very short, shorter than eye, lower jaw projecting top
of head rough interorbital space concave. Pectoral very short, nearly
2 in head, scarcely reaching beyond the front of the very long ventrals,
which are as long as head and reach vent anal very large, its base IJin
head, 1^ longer than the dorsal. Light brown; three or more lengthwise
stripes of yellowish alternating with brown, the upper stripe just above
lateral line and edged with darker
a pale streak along lateral line; six
diffuse brown cross blotches on back, ceasing just below lateral line;
back mottled, a large black scapular blotch top of head vermiculated
a dark brown band from eye across lower jaw fins nearly plain. Tropical parts of the western Atlantic, abundant and widely diffused
common
in West Indies and Brazil, and ranging on our Atlantic Coast to South
Carolina
originally descrilied from St. Helena.
{/^liurh, short-sighted,
3f

;

;

;

cceca 25.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

blinking.)
Salmo myops, FoRSTER MS., Bloch

Osmems

lemuiscalns,

& Schneider,

Syst. Ichth., 421, 1801, St.

LACiipEDE, Hist. Nat. Toiss., v, 230, 1803, Martinique;

Helena.
.after

Pliimier.

AoASsiz, Pisc. Brasil., 82, 1828, Brazil.

Saunifi tnmcatus,
f

Salmo trachinus, Schegel, Fauna Japon. Poiss., 231, 1842, Japan
the East Indian, Cliinese,
and Japanese form, Trachinoceplialus luiihalun, is little if at all different from T. nii/njiii.

f

Saurus limhatu^,

;

Eydoux & Souleyet, Voyage

Smirusbreviroslris,

Saums

mi/ops,

PoEY, Memorias,

GOntiier, Cat.,

ii,

305, 1801,

Cuba

18.53.

erroneously stated to have 10 rays.

;

v, 398, 1864.

Synodunmijaps, .Tordan

&

TrachinocephaIusmi/(ips,

Jordan, Proc. U.

248.

Bonite, Poiss., 199,

Gilcert, Synopsis, 281, 1883.

SYNODUS*

S.

Nat. Miis., 1890, 314.

(Gronow) Bloch

».t.

Schneider

(LizAKD Fishes.)
Sy«o(iHs ((Jronow)

Bloch & Schneider,

Syst. Ichth., 390, 1801, (sijiwdiis).

Tims, Rafinesqie, Caratteri, etc., 50, 1810, {marmorntm).
Satmis, CuviER,

Regno Animal, Ed.

i,

109, 1817, (saurw-s).

Eur. MC-rid., in, 458, 182G {Alpisnidrts risso), (very young).
iaunWa (Aristotle) SwAiNSOV, Nat. Hist. Anim., 11, 287, 1839, (mefZi(tTiviHCi(.'i=

AlpistHuris, Risso,

* The species of Synodug
Phila. for 1884.

have been

critically studied

s<i">-((.«).

by Dr. Seth B. Meek, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.
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Btilletin

United States National Museum.

4"/,

First superior pharyngeal cartilaginous

;

second without teeth

;

third

and fourth separate, with teeth lower pharyngeals separate. Body
elongate, subterete. Head depressed, the snout triangular, rather pointed,
luterorbital region transversely concave. Mouth very wide premaxillaries not protractile, very long and strong, more than half length of
;

;

head

maxillaries closely connected with them, very small or obsolete
two series of large, compressed, knife-shaped

;

premaxillaries with one or

and larger depressible; palatine teeth similar, smaller,
lower jaw with a band of rather large teeth, the

teeth, the inner
in a single

broad band

;

inner and larger teeth depressible a patch of strong, depressible teeth
on the tongue in front, and a long row along the hyoidbone jaws nearly
equal iu front. Eye rather large, anterior; supraorbital forming a proPseudobranchite well developed. Gill rakers
jection above the eye.
very small, spine-like. Gill membranes slightly connected. Top of head
naked cheeks and opercles scaled like the body body covered with
rather small, adherent, cycloid scales lateral line present; no luminous
spots.
Dorsal fin short, rather anterior pectorals moderate, inserted
;

;

;

;

;

;

high; ventrals anterior, not far behind pectorals, large, the inner rays
longer than the outer; anal short; caudal narrow, forked. Vent posBranchiosteterior, much nearer base of caudal than base of ventrals.
gals 12 to 16. Stomach with a long, blind sac and many pyloric co^ca.
Skeleton rather firm. Species numerous. Voracious fishes of moderate
size, inhabiting sandy bottoms at no great depth, in most warm seas.
((TVPoJrwf, ancient name of some fish, from avvodovq^ teeth meeting, not
shutting past each other like scissors.)
a.

Scales large, 43 to 50 iu the lateral line,
6.

Tips of

first

whieh has a blunt keel

rays of dorsal not reaching tips of last rays

posteriorly.

when

depressed; snout short,

broad, 4^^ i" head; shoulder girdle with a large black blotch, anal rays 10 or 11;*
scales 4-48-6.
f)().

Tips of
c.

first

intermedius, 806.

rays of dorsal reaching tips of last rays

when

depressed.

Shoulder girdle chiefly black; snout short, rounded, 4 in head; ventrals 1| in head;

evermanni,

anal rays 10; scales 4-4S-5.

807.

Shoulder girdle with the black spot very small or wanting; snout rather pointed,
poeti, 808.
3% in head; ventrals IJ^ in head; anal rays 10 to 12.

cc.

aa. Scales small, 58 to 68 iu lateral line.
d.

Anal
e.

fin

very short,

its

rays 8 only; pectoral fin short.

Scales moderate, 58 in the lateral line; snout 4 in head; shoulder girdle slightly

dusky; dorsal mottled.
ee.

synodus, 809.

Scales small, 68 in the lateral line; snout

41.5 in

head; shoulder girdle pale; dorsal

mottled.
<hL

I.ACKRTINUS, 810.

Anal fin moderate, its rays 10 to 13; shoulder girdle chiefly yellowish.
/. Snout very broad, broader than long; alxmt 10 scales in .a cross series from dorsal
to ventral; jaws subequal; scales 4-60 to 64-5; tail with a slight keel.
SAURUS, 811.
ff.

Snout not broader than long; more than 10 scales in a cross series from dorsal to
ventral; lower jaw included; tail not keeled.
g. About 4 rows of scales (6 counting obliquely) between lateral line and adipose
h.

fin; scales

on cheeks in 4

Head very

small, 4;'^ to 4g in length;

last

ray

when

the

to 7 rows.

fin is

ventrals IJ iu head.

first

ray of dorsal coterminous with

depressed; cheeks with 4 rows of large scales:

Scales 6-61-6.

scitiiliceps, 812.

* In the count of rays in the species of Synodus, only those fully developed are enumerated,
the rudimentary simple ray being omitted.

and Ever man?!.
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Head moderate, 3% \o 43^ in length; scales on cheeks in 6 or 7 rows.
Head not venniculato above, its length 3% to 4 in body; 6 rows
i.

scales

of

jenkinsi, 813.

Head

vermiciilatc above, its length 4 to 4^^ in l)ody; 7 rows of scales
on cheeks.
FiETENS, 814.
Abont rows of scales in a vertical row between lateral line and adipose fin;
cheeks with
rows of scales; scales 13-6G-16, the vertical rows counted
II.

gg.

on checke.

obliquely.

806.

I.UCIOCEI'S, 815.

SYNODUS IXTERMEDIUS

(Agassiz).

(SANn Diver.)

Head 4 depth 8 eye 4^. D. 11; A. 11; scales 4-48-7. Body rather
stout; head blunt, large, the snout broader than long, about equal to
;

;

Frontal bones little striate; interorbital space concave, 6 in head;
prominent strite behind eye; jaws subequal premaxillary Ij in head,
longer than pectoral. Scales large, 4 to 6 rows on cheeks, 3 series
between adipose fin and lateral line. Dorsal high, as high as long; pecGrayish, abruptly paler below; back and
toral 2 in head; ventral 1^.
sides with 8 dark crossbands broadest at lateral line, these sometimes alternating with fainter ones a large jet-black blotch on upper
membrane of maxillary
part of shoulder girdle, hidden by opercle
black dorsal and pectorals finely barred lower fins and branchiostegals
yellow adult with an orange spot on each scale below. Length 15
inches.
Coast of southern J^lorida to Brazil not rare; the most brightly
colored of our species, (intermedius, iiltermediate between myops and
eye.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

foctens.)
Saurits intermedins,

Saunis

Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., 81, 1828, Brazil.

CuviEU & Valexoiexnes,

atiolui,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 483, 1849,

Bahia

;

Martinique.

Saunis intennecUns, Gt'XTHEn, Cat., v, 396, 18G4.

&

Synodus intermedius, Jordan

SYNOOrS ETERMANNI,

807.

Head

3^^

to 3t

terete, rather

head.
ing.

Mouth

;

Gilbert, Synopsis, 889, 1883.

Jordan & Bollmau.

depth 6^ to 7. D. 10 A. 10 scales 4-47 to 49-5. Body
snout short, rounded rather than pointed, 4 in

large

Interorbital

;

;

robust
;

;

maxillary If iu head.

area concave, rugose,

supraorbital ridge prominent, finely

its

Lower jaw

bai'ely project-

width

least

5j

head;

in

Origin of dorsal nearer
adipose fin than snout by I width of interorbital area
anterior rays
of dorsal coterminous with posterior when depressed, the last rays not
filamentous; the free edge of the fin little concave; dorsal fin higher
than long by nearly an eye's diameter, its length 2i in head tip of veutrals reaching halfway to vent (farther in young); their length l^-l*
striate.

;

;

in

head

;

pectorals extending to near middle of ventrals, If-lf in head

;

Lateral line with ablunt keel. Color dark above
8 to 10 dusky greenish oblong spots along lateral line, between which
and below lateral line are traces of smaller spots a dusky shade over
opercle skin lining opercle and shoulder girdle dark, the black markings
surrounded by yellow; adipose fin dark, edged with pale; caudal not
barred, inner rays dusky pectorals and dorsal somewhat dusky other
lobes of caudal equal.

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 4j, United States National Aluseuni.
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Mazatlan to coast of Colomfor Dr. Barton Warren Evermann, Ichthyologist of the United States Fish Commission.)
pale;

fins

bia

;

tip

of chin scarcely dusky.

Length

abundant.

8 inches.

(Named

Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
coast of Colombia, in 33 fathoms. (Type, No. 41144.

Sijnodns evennanni,

SOS.

Head

depth

4;

SYNODIS POETI,

1889, 152, Pacific

off

Jordan.

D. 10; A. 10 to 12; scales 4-44-4.

6i.

Ocean,

Coll. Albatross.)

Body

terete,

mouth
rather robust, the snout rather long and pointed, 3f in head
largo, the premaxillary If in head; lower jaw slightly projecting intersupraorbital ridge present. Dorsal fin inserted
orbital area concave
;

;

;

midway between

tip of snout and front of adipose fin; the tips of first
equal when the fin is deflexed. Ventrals IJ in head, reaching 5 distance to vent pectorals reaching base of ventrals, 1* in head.
Yellowish above, scales
Lateral line with a slight keel posteriorly.
punctate with dark breast flesh-colored; sides with a row of irregular
black markings; scapula barred with black, occasionally with a small
black spot, fins not barred, the caudal with dusky shades. Length 5
(Named for Prof. Felipe Poey, its discoverer.)
inches. Cuba; abundant.

and

last rays

;

;

Synodus intermediuK, Poey, Emiiiieratio, 175, 143,

187.5;

not of AoASSiz

;

Meek, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Pliila., 1884, 133.

Syiiodiispoeyi,

Jordan, Proc.

XT. S.

S09.

HeadSi; depth

Havana.

Nat. Mus., 188G, 526,

STNODUS SYNODUS

(Coll. Jordan.)

(Linu.Tus).

5; eye 5f in head; snout 4; premaxillary

1,5

;

pectoral

anal very short. D. 11; A. 8; scales 5 or 6-58-8. Top
of head quite warty, marked with radiating and with cross streaks
of warts interorbital space concave, marked Avith small warts supraorbital with a conspicuous bony ridge. Palatine teeth long and slender,
slenderer than teeth of the jaw and almost in one series. Body much
mottled and vermiculated with darker, and crossed by about 15 dark
half bands scapular region dusky but without distinct spot dorsal and
anal mottled, other fins plain. Coast of Brazil and Lesser Antilles, its
distribution imperfectly known; our description taken from two specimens in the museum at Paris from Bahia, types of the description of
Cuvier & Valenciennes. The species may not be the original Synodus of
Grouow and Linnaeus. No other specific name seems, however, ever to
have been given to it.

2i;

ventral

li^u

;

;

;

;

;

?

Esox synodus, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xil, 51G, 17G6,

Saiirus synodus, CuviEii
f

& Valenciennes,

America; based on Synodus

of

Gronow

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 477, 1849.

Synodus fascialus, LAcfipiJDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 321, 1804; after Gronow.

f Sanrtts rarius,

GCnther,

Cat., v, 395, 1864; the true rarins

in

identical with S. synodus, representing the latter in the
64,

appear smaller than in

a closely

Western

relatiMl species, possibly

Pacific

;

its scales,

GO to

S. synodus.

810.

SYXODUS LACERTINUS,

Head3|^; depth 5|; eye

Gilbert.

D. 11; A. 8
Snout short, 4^scales 68.
\n head, 2| in premaxillary, its length slightly less than its width at
base. Eye over middle of premaxillary, which is If in head interorbital
6.

;

;

Jordati atid FA'ermann.
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width half snout; occiput with well-developed rugoaites. Scales on
cheeks crowded, in 6 rows; four series between adipose fin and lateral
Front of dorsal nearer tip of snout than adipose fin \>-^ a distance
line.
the fin low, the tips of anterior rays
equaling diameter of pupil
;

barely reaching base of posterior ray in reflexed fin base of dorsal 1^
in head; upper outline of dorsal convex; anal very small, its base J^
:

length of head pectorals very short, bluntly rounded, the longest ray
2\ in head, not reaching beyond vertical from base of ventrals ventrals
reaching halfway to front anal, ly in head. Color black, with 5
broad dark bars reaching to lateral line or below the middle of each
interspace with a fainter bar confined to back mandible below with
a black spot at lower angle
alternating brown and silvery crossbars
of cheeks, with a small silvery blotch below it inside of mouth and gill
cavity pale; dorsal and caudal faintly barred. Length (ij inches. Aca;

;

;

;

;

;

pulco, Mexico; one specimen

known,

(laeertinus, lizard-like.)

Acapulco.

Synodtis laeertinus, GiLBEitT, Troc. U. S. Nat. Miis., 181)0, 55,

(Type, No. 44300.

Cull.

AUiatroBs.)

811.

SYNOnrS SAURUS

(Tarentola

Head

;

Lacerto

(Liniii.^us).

Tirit.)

;

D. 12; A. 12. Scales 3 or 4-60-2. Snout broader than
long, the jaws subequal teeth small upper surface of head corrugated.
Dorsal slightly higher than long, the tips of the first rays not extending
beyond tips of last pectoral reaching ninth or tenth scale of lateral line.
Scales on tail faintly keeled. Dusky gray, yellow below. Length 17
(Giinther; Goode.) Coasts of Southern Europ'e and neighboring
inches.
islands, recorded by Dr. Goode from the Bermudas, {aavpoq, lizard.) (Eu.)
4; B.

1.5;

;

;

;

Ed. xii, 5U, 1766, Mediterranean; after Artepi.
Lowe, Trans. Zoiil. Soc., ir, 1841, 1^8, Madeira Gintiieh, Cat., v, .'!94, 1S64.
mediterranea, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Anim., ii, 2s7, 1839, Mediterranean; name only.

Sahno sannis,

Lixnj.u.':, Syst. Nat.,

Suiinis griscus,

Laurifla

;

Tirns marnioratus,

Alpismaris

risfio,

Synodiis laceiia,

Rafinesque, Carattcri,

Ri.^so,

Eur. Meriil.,

Goode, Bull. U.

812.

S.

iti,

Palermo.
Nice very young.
187G, 68, BermuJa siiecinien

56, 1810,

458, 182G,

Nat. Mus.,

v,

;

STNODUS SCITULICEPS,

;

not of Risso.

Jordan A Gilbert.

Head 43; depth fii. D. 10; A. 12; scales 6-61-t5. Allied to S. fnctens,
but with the head very small; cheeks with about 4 rows of large scales;
opercles with 4 4 rows between adipose fin and lateral line; ventrals If
Coloration brownish olive, scales of back with pale
in head; pectoral 2.
dashes; head marbled above pectoral and caudal blackish; adipose fin
black, edge pale no yellow. Length 7 inches. Cape San Lucas to Panama; not uncommon in shallow bays. {scituluH, slender; -c<j)s, head.)
;

;

;

Synodua

No.

scitnliceps,

28.392.

Jordan & Gilbert,

8i:{.

Head

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 344,

Mazatlan.

(Type,

Coll. Gin)ert.)

3| to 4

;

rows on cheeks.

.SYXOWrS .lEXKIXSI, Jordan &

depth 6i to

Body

7.

D. 10 or 11

;

Bulluian.

A. 13

;

scales 5-62 to 65-6, 6

slender, subterete, depressed.

Head moderate.
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much

larger than in

S.

Snout broadly triangular,

scituUceps.

little

pointed, 3^ in head, its length ahout equal to its breadth at base. Mouth
large, premaxillary If in head.
luterorbital area concave, rugose,

than eye, 5^ in head; supraorbital finely

slightly broader

serrulate

edge.

striate,

with

Lower jaw included teeth moderate. Lateral line
Origin of dorsal midway between adipose fin and anterior

without keel.
margin of pupil

;

anterior rays of dorsal not extending so far as the last

;

when

depressed; tip of ventrals reaching slightly more than halfway to
vent, their length 13 in head pectorals reaching root of ventrals, 2 in
;

head, and longer than snout and eye in larger 8j)ecimens. Color brownish olive; scales on back with paler specks; a few rows of scales below
lateral line with numerous black dots; head not marbled; jaws not
spotted, tip of lower black inside of opercles dark lining of shoulder
girdle yellow; pectorals and caudal dusky, former tipped with pale;
;

;

adipose fin dark, margined with paler; lower fins pale. Gulf of California to Galapagos Islands, in 16 to 33 fathoms; common. (Named for Dr.
Oliver Peebles Jenkins, who obtained the species at Gnaymas.)
Sytiodus

jeiil.-iiiai,

bia,

Jordan

it

Bollman, Proc. U.

Galapagos Islands.

(Lizard Fish

;

Galliwasp

;

15:!,

off

coast of Colom-

Coll. Albatross).

S¥N0D11S FCETENS

814.

Head4i; depth

Nat. Mus., 1889,

S.

(Type, No. 41171.

(Linnaeus).

Laoarto

Soapfish.)

;

7; eye 5i.

D. 9 or 10; A. 11 or 12; V. 8; scales 7-60
Snout long, the upper
jaw li in head. Scales less regularly arranged, and the rows less oblique
than in Sytiodiis lucioceps those on the opercle in about 5 rows, on the
cheeks in 7; 2.5 to 30 scales along back before dorsal, 4 in a vertical row
between adipose fin and lateral line, 5 in an oblique row. Pectoral fin
short, 2 in head, not reaching ventrals, its length f that of the premaxillary
ventral large, 1^ in head, its length from outer edge of base
greater than from tip of snout to upper edge of gill opening. luterorbital space considerably concave, with radiating ridges.
Olivaceous or
sandy gray; yellowish below; back mottled; upper surface of head
brownish, distinctly vermiculated with yellowish ventral fins, lower
side of head, and inside of mouth tinged with yellow no scapular spot
snout not black at tip dorsal scarcely barred. Length 12 inches. Cape
Cod to Brazil, very common from South Carolina southward, on sandy
coasts; not valued as food,
(fwteiis, odorous.)
to 64-8 (the vertical

rows counted obliquely).
;

;

;

;

;

Salmofntens, Linn;eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 513, 176G,

South Carolina.

(Coll. Dr.

Garden.)

Omierns albidnx, LACiiPEDK, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 229, 1803, Carolina; after Linn.t.I'S.
Coregonus ruber, Lacepkde,

Ilist.

Nat. Poiss., v, 2G3, 1803,

Esnx mlmoneus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.
Saunis

longirosirix,

&

Phil. See,

Agassiz, Spix. Pise. Brasil.

Saurus mexicanus, Ouvier,

ii,

304, 18G1,

ii,

Martinique; after Plumier.
44'2, New York.

1815,

pi. 43, 1828,

Regno Animal, Kd.

Sannis spixianns, Poey, Meniorias,

l,

Brazil.

314, 1829,

Mexico.

Cuba.

Saurus fa'tens:, GC'Ntiier, Cat., v, 396, 18G4; HoLimooK, Ichtli.

S. Car., 187, 18G0.

Synodns fpixianux, Poey, Enumeratio, 141, 1875; Jouiian, Proe.
Synoihtsfiilnis,

Synod^ta /leletis

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 280, 1883.
and spixianus, Meek, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

TT. S.

Nat. Mns., 1884, 107.

1884, 135.

Jordan and Evertnaun.
815.

Head
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STNODUS LUCIOCEPS (Ayres).

depth 8i eye 5. D. 11; A. 12; \^. 14; scales 13-66-16 (the
vertical series counted obli(iuely).
Scales arranged in regular, very
those on the opercles in about 8, on tlie cheeks in about 9,
obliciue rows
rows 40 to 50 scales along the back before the dorsal, 6 in a vertical row
between adipose fin and lateral line, and 10 in an oblique row. Pectoral
fin longer, reaching base of ventrals, its length about equal to that of the
ventral fin not so long as the space between snout and
preniaxillary
npper edge of gill opening. Interorbital space little concave, nearly
smooth. Olive-brown above, grayish below, with some golden luster on
sides hack with slaty reticulations head not verniiculated above lower
side of head and ventral fins yellow. Length 18 inches, but usually much
smaller. San Francisco to Santa Barbara, rather common in summer;
resembles S. foetcns, but the scales are smaller. {Iticins, pike -cepx, head.)
4;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sauriis hwioceps, Ayrf.s, Proc. (;al. Ac. Sci., 185.5, 60,
S//Ho<?H.< hiciocejjs,

Jordan & Gilbert,

249.
Balhysauriis, (ii'^Tii'ER,

San Francisco; Ounthek,

Cat.,v, 397, 1864.

Sj'nopsis, 281, 1883.

BATHYSAURUS,

Ami. BlaR. Nat.

Giinther.

Hist., Augu.st, 1878, 181, {ferox).

Body formed as in Synodus, subcylindrical, elongate, covered with small
Head depressed, with the snout produced, flat above. Cleft of the
mouth very wide, with the lower jaw projecting premaxillary very long,
styliform, tapering, not movable maxillary obsolete. Teeth in the jaws
in broad bands, not covered by lips, curved, unequal in size, and barbed
scales.

;

;

end

;

the palate

;

at the

hyoid

;

a series of similar teeth along the whole length of each side of
a few teeth on the tongue, and groups of small teeth on the
eye moderate, lateral. Pectoral moderate ventrals eight-rayed,
;

inserted close behind pectoral;

median, of about 18 rays;
adipose fin present or absent; anal moderate; caudal emarginate. Gill
openings very wide, the gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus.
Branchiostegals 11 or 12. Gill laminie well developed gill rakers tubercular
pseudobranchiiB well developed. Scales rather small. Deep-sea
fishes.
(iSaOvg, deejy; aarpog, Sanrus
Synodus.)
dorsal

fin

;

;

=

SI6.

Head

.SA

;

depth

7.

BATHYSAURUS FEROX,

fiiinthei.

B. 10; D. 17 or 18; A. 11; C. 19; P. 15; A. 8; scales

Body elongate, subterete. Head alligator-like, naked,
except on cheek and occiput, with strong nasal and interorbital ridges;
its greatest width more than half its length
gape of mouth very wide,
8 length of body, extending behind eye for a distance equal to interorbital width.
Premaxillary with 2 irregular rows of depressible teeth,
some of them barbed, those of inner row much the largest; lower jaw
8-74 to 78-8.

;

enormously strong, its sides projecting beyond the upper jaw its dentary
edge thickly studded with depressible teeth, many of them, especially the
larger inner ones, strongly barbed those in front, claw-like, recurved
3 rows of teeth on the palatines, the middle ones very much enlarged
and most of them strongly barbed, these being the largest of all the teeth:
on the tongue a few weaker teeth and groups of similar teeth on the
;

;

Museum.
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Insertion of dorsal behind snout at a distance a little more than
base and about \ the total length, longest ray equal to greatNo adipose dorsal (in the specimens known); anal
est depth of body.
inserted considerably behind last ray of dorsal, its base about half that of
the dorsal ventrals well apart, inserted just in front of the dorsal, their
length half head; pectoral as long as lower jaw, its seventh ray prolonged to a length equal to that of head; caudal slightly forked scales
thin, cycloid, deciduous, those of the lateral line larger, brownish
lining
of gill cavity blue-black. Atlantic and South Pacihc, known from off
New Zealand, Morocco, and the Gulf Stream if, as supposed, the American
Bean. ) (ferox, ferocious.
B, agassizii is identical with B.ferox. (Goodo

vomer.

its

own

;

;

;

&

GrxTHEK, Aun. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 182, east coast of New Zealand.
Ballii/smirtis cuiiisshii, GoODE & BbaNjIJuII. Mils. Com]). ZoLil., 1882, 215, Gulf Stream, 33° N.
647 fathoms; Goode & Bean', Oceanic Ichth., 58, 1895.
Ilathi/saurus feroj-,

250.
Baihylaco,

BATHYLACO,

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ich'thyology,

Goode

&

in

Bean.

57, 1895, {uitjricans).

Body subcylindrical, rather elongate,

stout, similar in form to Synodua.

and it is not even possible to
determine whether or not this is a naked species.) Head conical snout
short. Mouth very large, wide, oblique, lower jaw slightly projecting.
Premaxillary narrow and long, with small teeth, which are somewhat
biserial in front and uniserial behind, interrupted at the symphysis.
Mandible with a narrow band of similar teeth; palatine teeth in a narrow band tongue toothless. Eye moderately large, very far forward, its
upper edge close to the dorsal profile. Pectoral small, placed low ventral nearly median, a little in advance of the dorsal and far behind the
pectoral, with 8 rays dorsal origin nearly in the middle of the length
adipose fin probably
and extending to above the middle of the anal
anal origin far back, fin short. Gill opening very wide, as
absent
in Batliysaurus, the left membrane overlapping the right, not attached to
Gill rakers short and few.
Branchiostegals numerous.
the isthmus.
Opercular bones very thin and feeble. Deep sea. (/3a^/f, deep; A(i«wof, a
(Scales absent in the specimen studied,

;

;

;

;

;

;

hole or

pit.^l

SI

Head
20

;

4

depth

;

A. 10

;

7.

B.4THTLAC0 XKJBICAXS, Goode &

2; eye

V. 8 P. 6.
the longer.
;

lower jaw
The mandible

-li

Bean.

in head, equal to interorbital width.

B. 8; D.

Snout about 2 in eye and about 8 in head.

The intermaxillary

The

nearly f length of head.
is contained 3 times in distance from tip of snout to origin
of dorsal dorsal fin inserted at a distance from the tip of the snout equal
to twice length of head, the length of its base nearly i of total (without
origin of anal under posterior third of dorsal, the length of its
caudal)
is

;

;

base equal to half that of head pectoral small, placed
back of the branchial opening; apparently few-rayed.
A single specimen in very bad condition, 8i inches in
the Blake oft' Santa Cruz, at a depth of 2,393 fathoms.
;

low, immediately
Color black.
length, taken by

(Goode

&

Bean.)

{nUjricans, blackish.)
Bathylacn nigricans,

Mexico,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthjology,

57, fig. 60,

1895, off

Sai.ta Cruz,

Jordan and ETcrmann.
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Family LXIX. AULOPIDyE.
Allied to the Si/nodonti<i(r, but with the maxillary separate, well developed, aud dilated behind. Hypoconicoids extended downward as in many
spiny-rayed tishes. Gill rakers mostly long and slender, needle-shaped.

No luminous spots jaws without fang-like
moderate, nearly median in position, the body elongate.
Pectorals present, normal in form and position adipose fin normally
Pseudobranchi:© present. This family as here understood
present.
includes some half dozen species fishes of moderate depths, chiefly of
Eyes normal, large or small.
Dorsal

teeth.

;

fin

;

—

the Atlantic.
a.

Dorsal

fin

moderate, of

loss

than 15

teeth minute

laj's;

;

scales ctenoid; gill rakers very

CHLORorHTUALMUS,

sleuder.

CHLOROPHTHALMUS,

251.
Cfdorophthulmus,

Bonaparte, Fauna

Italica,

fiusc.

251.

Bonaparte.

xxviir, Pesci, 1S40, {agassidi).

HyphahiieilrKs, GoouE, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus., in, 1880, 483, (chalybeius).

Head elongate

;

body subterete, covered with moderate-sized, adherent,
which are arranged in straight, parallel,

pectinate, or ctenoid scales,

oblique lines. Mouth rather large, the maxillary well developed, dilated
behind, reaching to beyond front of orbit lower jaw projecting. Teeth
very small, sharp on jaws, vomer, and palatines, usually minute teeth on
tongue eye very large. Dorsal short, inserted before middle of length
;

;

of body

adipose fin small
anal short
caudal forked pectorals and
ventrals well developed, the ventrals inserted under dorsal and not far
behind pectorals, none of the rays forming exserted filaments. Gill open;

;

;

;

ings wide

branchiostegals 10

pseudobranchi;e well developed. Gill
Color silverj', with darker markDeep seas; four species known, resembling smelt. (x^upo<: green
;

;

rakers needle-shaped, rather numerous.
ings.

,

'o(pda'/fior
<i.

aa.

,

eye.)

Eye 2 in head; scales 60 to G3.
Eye 3 in head; scales 45 to 52.

agassizii, 818.

Dorsal rays 11; depth 634 in length.
66. Dorsal rays 8; depth b% in length.

chalybeius, 819.
truculentus, 820.

6.

818.

Head

CHLOROPHTHALMUS

AGASSIZII, Bonaparte.

3i depth 51 eye very large, about 2 in head. D. 11 or 12 A. 9
scales 60 to 63.
Dorsal origin at i the distance from snout to base
;

;

;

;

height about equal to that of the ventral, 5 times in
from snout to base of
caudal; ventral inserted under middle of dorsal; pectorals reaching
nearly to middle of length of body. Color greenish bronze, with silvery
reflections.
(Goode &, Bean.) Atlantic aud Mediterranean, rare about
Naples aud Sicily. It also occurs at considerable depths in the eastern
Atlantic. The French expedition obtained it off the Azores in 720
fathoms, also in the Sargasso Sea, 202 fathoms, and ofl" the Cape Verdes, 230
to 290 fathoms.
The Albatross obtained specimens from various localities
in the Western Atlantic.
(Named for Louis Agassiz, ichthyologist and
of caudal rays,

its

total length; anal insertion about J of distance

teacher,

"the best friend that ever student had.")

(En.)

ChlorophlhdhiiKs agaxKhii, BoNATARTE, Fauna Italica, pi. 121, 1840, Italy; GO.nthku, Cat., v, 4U4,
1864; GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyol., (iO, 1895.
Auloptis agasshii,

Cuviek & Valenciennes,

Ilist.

Nat. Poiss., xxii, 521, 1849.
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CHLOROPHTHALMIS CHALYBEIUS*

819.

Depth

width

()i;

7f.

D. 11;

A. 8;

C. 16;

Museum.
(Good.).

P. 17 or 18; V. 9 or 10;

Body terete. Least height of the tail half that of
body. The scales are moderately strong, sharply pectinated at the edge,
and arranged in regular transverse rows, overlapping in such a manner as
to resemble oblicjiie plates upon the sides. Length of head to end of
dexible dap of the operculum slightly more than \ of the body, and itself
slightly more than 4 times length of snout. Orbit 4 times width of the
interorbital space, 3 in length of head. Maxillary broad and flattened
posteriorly, in length /„ of the body; it extends back to anterior margin
of pupil. Mandible protruding beyond the snout. When the mouth is
closed the tip of mandible projects noticeably. Dorsal almost midway
between snout and adipose dorsal, its height almost equal to that of venadipose dorsal over middle of anal, its length half diameter of orbit
tral
distance of anal from snout about f of the body length, its length of base
equal to length of snout its height to that of middle caudal rays caupectoral long, subfalcate, inserted close to the branchial
dal furcate
cleft, its tip extending to fourteenth scale of lateral line, its length twice
that of mandible ventral located * of distance from snout to base of
Color grayish, mottled with
caudal, directly under middle of dorsal.
brown scales metallic silvery. Gulf Stream, in from 85 to 167 fathoms.

scales iil)out 6^-48-6.

;

;

;

;

;

;

{chalyheius, iron-colored.)
GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 1880, (Feb. 16, 1881), 484, Gulf Stream
Island; (Type, No. 26092. Coll. Fish Hawk); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 21(6,

H)/phaJo>ie(lrH>! chabjheins,

off

Rhode

1883.
CItoruplilhalmus ogassizii,

Gt'NTHEE, Cballenger Keport, xxii, 132,

pi. l, fig. c, 1887;

uot of Bona-

parte.
ChloroplUhalnms chalybems,

820.

D. I, 8; A.
height 5^ in

CHLOROPHTHALMUS TRUCULENTUS,

I, 7;

its

Goode & Bean, Oroauic Ichthyology,

V. 9 or 10.

Body

GO, fig. 71, 1895.

Goode & Bean.

somewhat compressed, its
The least height of the tail

subterete,

length, its width about

8.

about 2i in greatest height of body at the insertion of dorsal. Scales
moderate, cycloid, arranged in regular transverse rows, overlapping in
such manner as to resemble oblique plates on the sides. Lateral line
rather inconspicuous, containing between 40 and 50 scales; about 6 scales
between lateral line and origin of dorsal, and 6 or 7 between it and venGreatest length of head from tip of projecting lower jaw a little
tral.
more than i that of body, or 2^ times in length of snout; lower jaw
projecting beyond tip of snout a distance equal to i length of snout.
Orbit nearly equal to snout, and about i length of head; width of interorbital si>ace 2 in orbit. The maxillary broad and flattened posteriorly,
about 8 times in length of body, not reaching perpendicular from anterior
margin of the orbit. Insertion of the dorsal midway between tip of
* Chlorophlhahnus cbalijheius is not identical with C. a<jassi::ii, liut is well separated by the smaller
It closely resemeye, longer, more conical snout, lower, more terete body, and larger scales.
Dr. Giiuther's diagnosis of C. <(</os.<izit in the Challenger
bles it, however, in general form.
volume more nearly applies to C. clialybeius, and his figure is apparently of C. ehahibeins. Specimens were obtained bj' the Fish Hairk in five localities ranging in depth from 101 to 156 fathoms,
and by the Albatross from eleven stations at depths of from 85 to 167 fathoms. Goode ct Bean.

Jordan and ILvermann.
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snout and adipose dorsal, its height greater than lengtli of ventral, which
the adipose dorsal over middle of
is equal to greatest height of body
base of anal, its length ? diameter of orbit. Distance of anal from snout
about! length of body, length of its base about | that of snout, its height
equal to diameter of orbit; caudal furcate; pectoral long and strong,
its length ecjual to distance from tip of snout to posterior margin of orbit,
and about twice that of mandible; ventral inserted under the middle of
base of dorsal, the distance from posterior margin of orbit equal to distance of the latter from snout. Color brownish. One specimen about 8
inches in length, obtained by the steamer Blake, at Station LII, off" BarbaBeau.) (<rHCM?ew<«.'*, truculent.)
does, in 158 fathoms. (Goode
;

&

Clili'>i>)iJilhahinis Inu-iilenltts,

GoODE i Bean, Uceauic Ichthyology,

61, fig. 72, lt)95, off

Barbadoes

fathoms.

in 158

BENTHOSAURID.E.

Family LXX.

This small family of deep-sea fishes is allied to the Syiiodontidti' hnt with
well-developed supramaxillaries widening backward and applied to the
dentigerous intermaxillaries pectorals inserted near the shoulders, and
very long ventrals. (Gill.) It includes a single genus, Benthosaurus.
;

252.
Benthosauriis,

BENTHOSAURUS,

Goode & Bean,

Bull.

Mus.

Goode

Coiiip. Zool., xii.

No.

5,

&

Bean.

1G8, 1886, {(jralhxfur).

Body long, somewhat compressed, tapering into a slender, elongate,
caudal peduncle. Scales cycloid, of moderate size. Head slightly
depressed; cleft of mouth wide, horizontal, the lower jaw projecting at
maxillary long, slender, dilated
its extremity and anteriorly at the sides
premaxillary very long, styliform, tapering, immovable.
posteriorly
The intermaxillary and mandible with bands of small teeth, of uniform
a short oblong band of similar teeth
size, interrupted at the symphysis
on each side of the vomer, separated by a rather wide interspace palate
and tongue smooth. Eye very small, inconspicuous. Gill opening
extremely wide, the branchiostegal membrane free from the isthmus.
Gill rakers long and slender, numerous, about twice as many below the
angle as above. Pseudobranchi;e absent. Branchiostegals eleven. All
the fins well developed; no adipose dorsal; dorsal fin median, anal postmedian caudal forked, with lower lobe produced ventral seven-rayed,
inserted opposite the interspace between pectoral and dorsal, the outer
ray produced. (/Jtrflof, deep (xarpof, lizard.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

821.

BEXTHOSAURUS GRALLATOR,

Goode & Bean.

D. 11; A. 12; P. 9; V. 7; B. 11; scales 9-55-8 or 9.
Body elongate,
somewhat compressed, depressed slightly forward, tapering behind into
a long slender tail, its greatest height 71 in its standard length, and

equaling i length of head, its greatest width i length of head its height
at the origin of the anal
of its greatest height. Least height of tail half
the height of l)ody at ventrals
length of caudal peduncle (U times its
least height.
Scales very thin, cycloid, leathery, deciduous, oval in form,
except at base of dorsal and anal fins, where they become more elongate
the horizontal diameter of a scale in the lateral line equals twice diameter
;

f;

;
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Museum.

of eye; lateral line straight, above the median line anteriorly, becoming
median on caudal peduncle, the tube-bearing scales being prominent, and
about 55 in number about 9 rows of scales between dorsal fin and lateral
line between the latter and anal fin, 8 or 9 rows.
;

;

Head twice as long as greatest height of body, its length contained
a little less than 4 times in the standard body length, considerably
depressed, ecaleless except on the vertex and the preojjerculum. Operculum (perhaps accidentally) denuded. Snout much produced, almost
etpial to width of interorbital space, which is convex. Maxillary extending far behind eye, its length equal to postorbital part of head mandible
projecting beyond upper jaw a distance slightly more than diameter of
orbit, -with a series of 7 large pores on its lower surface; several similar
Nostrils situated about midway between eye and
pores under eye.
extremity of snout, small, slit-like, the posterior about twice as large as
;

the anterior one in each pair.
Dorsal inserted midway between tip of snout and base of middle caudal rays, highest in front, the length of the rays diminishing rapidly
posteriorly; apparently no adipose dorsal; anal similar in shape to
the dorsal, the anterior rays being longest, about equal in length to
mandible, its distance from the snout about 3 times length of its
caudal forked, its middle rays | as long as those in the
longest ray
upper caudal lobe the lower lobe much prolonged, the lower ray being
more than 4 times as long as the middle rays; its extremity bioken
off in our specimen, but apparently it must have been nearly twice as long
,

;

stump which now remains

normal, inserted close
than that of the head
(although mutilated), extending beyond origin of dorsal ventral base
entirely in advance of the perpendicular from the origin of the dorsal
the inner rays reaching vent, while its outer ray is enormously prolonged,
extending far beyond the extremity of the upper caudal lobe, the length
as the

;

pectoral

fin

to the opercular flap, its length slightly greater

;

of the prolonged ray fully 4 times that of head ventrals close together.
Color brown, the roof of the mouth and inside of the branchiostegal flap
black, as well as the operculum and branchiostegal membrane. One speci;

men, 15i inches long to the tips of the prolonged ventral rays, was taken
by the Blake, at a depth of 1,850 fathoms, at lUake Station CLXXIV, in
latitude 24° 33' N., longitude 84° 23' W. A second example nearly the
same size, taken by the Alhatrosx, in latitude 39° 3' 15'' N. and longitude
70° 50' 45" W., at a depth of 1,537 fathoms.
(Goode & Bean.) {(jraUator,
one who walks on stilts.)
lienthosaurus gmllator,

Oceanic Ichth.,

Goode & Bean,

62, fig. 73, 1895,

Bull.

Mua. Conip.

Gulf Stream.

Family LXXI.

ZoOl., xii, No. 5, 168, 18S0;

253.

& Bean,

BATHYPTEROID^E.

Characters of the family included below in those of

BATHYPTEROIS,

its

single genus

Giiuther.

GPnther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 5th series, 11, 183,
Synapleretmiis, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 04, 1895, {quadrijiUs).
BaihypUrois,

Goode

(Coll. Blake.)

{longijUi'i).

Shape of the body like that of Aidopus. Head of moderate size,
depressed in front, with the snout projecting, the large mandible very
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prominent beyond the upper jaw. Cleft of the mouth Avide maxillary
much developed, very movable, much dilated behind. Teeth in narrow
on each side of the broad vomer a small
villiform bands in the jaws
patch of similar teeth none on the palatines or on the tongue. Eye
very small. Scales cycloid, adherent, of moderate size. Rays of the
pectoral fin much elongate, some of the upper being separate from the
Ventrals abdominal, 8-rayed, with
rest and forming a distinct division.
the outer rays prolonged. Dorsal fin inserted in the middle of the body
above, or absent; anal short.; caudal forked. Gill openings very wide;
gills rakers long.
gill lamina> well developed, separate from each other
Pseudobranchiaj none. Deep-sea fishes, the American species belonging
{jiadi%, deep; rterois, a genus of *S'corto the subgenus Synaptiretmus.
^yanoid fislies, with pectoral filaments.)
;

;

;

;

Synapteretmus
(I.

{crvvaTTToi, joinetl together; epernds, oar):

Outer ventral rays

filiform, simple, prolonged, appressed or inscparalily united.

End

of

and origin of anal in same vertical, or overlapping.
Anal origin in nearly same vertical as end of dorsal. Dorsal origin over axis of ven-

dorsal
b.

trals or nearly so.
Ventral rays elongate.
Ventral outer rays appressed; lower caudal ray prolonged; upper pectoral ray not
quadkifilis, 822.
extending beyond upper lobe of caudal. A. 9 scales 59.

r.

;

cc.

Ventral with the outer rays closely appressed; lower caudal lobe produced; upper
longipes, 823.
pectoral ray as long as the whole fish. A. 10 scales 55.
;

'

Subgenus
822.

SYNAPTERETMUS,

Goode & Bean.

BATHTPTEROIS QUADRIFILIS,

GtintlKr.

Head 5; depth 7; B. 12; D. 14; A. 9; P. II, 9; V. 9; scales 6-59-8.
Eye small, about 3 in snout, or 5 or 6 in postorbital portion of head.
Uppermost and lowermost of the pectoral rays filiform, the former
Outer ventral rays
bifid for more than f its length, the latter simple.
much prolonged, not dilated dorsal inserted close to root of ventrals
adipose fin present, narrow. Head remarkably flat above and the width
;

of the interorbital space greater than length of snout. Dorsal fin midway between tip of upper jaw and root of caudal anal inserted immediately behind dorsal, its origin e(j[uidistant from roots of pectoral and
;

caudal caudal emarginate.
This species possesses not only the long detached upper pectoral ray,
but also an e([ual]y long lower ray, which, however, is not removed from
the remainder of the fin. The upper ray becomes bifid in its proximate
third, and is accompanied by an extremely short rudimentary second ray;
it scarcely reaches the caudal fin and is shorter than the lowermost ray,
which may reach to the end of the caudal, and is split only at its very
extremity. Structure of ventral fins as in Bathypterois longipes, but the
strong ouster rays are somewhat curved and do not reach the end of the
anal.
Scales cycloid, as in other species, but those behind the basal
portion of pectoral fin are deeply pectinated, provided with from 5 to 10
;

long and narrow teeth, of which the middle ones are the longest. (Giiuther.)
Color blackish or black pectoral filaments whitish.
The types of this species were obtained by the Challeiii/cr otY the coast
of Brazil two specimens, one from Station 126, at a depth of 770 fathoms,
;

;

V. N. A.
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one from Station 121, at a depth of 500 fathoms.

Other specimens obtained

by the Blake off St. Vincent, and by the AlhatroHs at Station 2385, in 740
fathoms, and at Station 2117, in 683 fathoms, (qiiadrifilis, having four
threads.)
BaOinpteroistjiindriJilin,

GuNTHF.R, Aiid. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 184, off coast of Brazil, in
& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 65, fig. 75, 1805.

500 to 770 fatlioms; GoonE

BATHTPTEROIS LONGIPES,

823.

Giinther.

A. 10 P. II, 7 or 8 ; V. 8 scales 6-55-8. Uppermost pecB. 12 D. 13
toral ray strongest, abotit as long as the whole hsh, bifid toward its
;

;

;

;

extremity outer ventral rays much prolonged, strong, but not dilated
at the extremity dorsal fin inserted at some distance behind root of venadipose fin present or absent.
trals
Similar to Bathypterois longifilis, differing in the following points Eye
minute; dorsal fin farther backward, its origin being nearly midway
between end of snout and root of caudal consequently the root of the
ventral is some distance in advance of the dorsal, and the end of the dorsal
One specimen possesses, the other
is vertically opposite fifth anal ray.
lacks, adipose fin. Caudal fin deeply forked, with the outer ray nmch
produced. Of the two branches into which the posterior third of the
long pectoral ray is split, one is much shorter and weaker than the other.
Two outer ventral rays ai e closely ajipressed from the root to end, and
much stouter and longer than the other rays they are articulated to the
end and without soft pads. These fin rays extend beyond the end of the
anal fin. (Giinther.) Color black, with white fins.
The Challenger obtained two specimens, 9 inches long, from ofi" the east
Several
coast of South America, Station 325, depth 2,650 fathoms.
specimens, 3 to 9 inches long, were obtained by the Albatross and the
{longus, long; jje.», foot.)
Blal-e.
;

;

;

:

;

;

BaOiyplerois lomjipeK,

America

Gunthek, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 181, east coast of South
fathoms; GCnther, Challenger Keport, xxu, 188, pi. 48, fig. A, 1887;

in 2,650

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

OC, fig. 70, 18P5.

Family LXXII. IPNOPID.E.

The characters of
below

this singular

254.
Ipnops,

Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Body
scales,

group of deep-sea

fishes are included

in the account of the single genus.

elongate,

IPNOPS,

Hist., 1878,

11,

Gunther.

187, {minrayi).

subcylindrical, covered with large, thin, deciduous
Head depressed, with a long, thin,

and without luminous organs.

spatulate snout, like that of Bathypterois, but more depressed, its whole
upper surface occupied by a pair of large, transparent, lamelliform membrane bones which cover a peculiar organ divided longitudinally into two
symmetrical halves. These organs, which represent the eyes, were at
first supposed to be luminous organs, but according to recent investigations of Professor Moseley they " show a fiattened cornea extending along
the median line of the snout, with a large retina composed of peculiar
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rods, which form a complicated apparatus, destined nndoubtciUy to pro*
duce an image and to receive especial luminous rays."
wide,
well
ossified,
mouth
the lower jaw
of
head
Bones of lower part
projecting, and the maxillary dilated, as in Bath\ji)tero\s. Jaws with narrow bauds of villiform teeth, none on vomer or palatines. None of the
pectorals and ventrals near together, well developed.
fins filamentous
Dorsal inserted just behind vent no adipose fin anal moderate caudal
;

;

subtruncate.

nor pyloric cceca.
(JV,

;

Gill rakers needle-shaped.

One

species

;

No air bladder, psendobranchiie,

known, widely

distributed.

(Invuc,

lantern

eye.)

IPNOPS MURRATI,

824.

GUnther.

Head 6; depth 13i. D. 10; A. 13; P. 14; V. 8; B. 12; scales 55, Body
very slender; head much broader than deep, the snout much depressed,
maxillary extending beyond middle of head.
its outline obtusely rounded
Gill rakers 10
22, long and close-set. Vent between ventral fins, slightly
more than a head's length behind gill opening, and nearly twice as far
from base of caudal as from tip of snout. Caudal subtruncate pectoral
reaching ventrals, a little more than half head ventrals rather long,
stronger than pectorals and placed well apart. Lateral line faintly indicated. Brown, fins colorless; membranes of mouth aiid gill cavity black.
Length 5i inches. A bottom fish found at about 2,000 fathoms, recorded
from coast of Brazil, Tristan da Cunha, Celebes, and in tropical America,
(24° 36' N., 84° W.), and off Bequia.
(Named for Dr. John Murray, natu;

+

;

;

ralist

on the Challenger e^iiedition.)

Ipno2)S mnrrmji,

GvnTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1878,

ii,

187,

coast of Brazil, etc.; Gi'N-

THER, Voyage Challenger, Deop-Sea Fishes, 191, 1887; Agassiz, Cruises of the Blake,
fig. 215,

1888;

GoODE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Family LXXIII.

Body more
mouth large.

ii, 'A2,

67, 1895.

RONDELETIID^.

head naked no barbels
Margin of the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries

or less compressed, scaleless

;

;

Teeth coarsely granular. Opercular apparatus complete, its bones
very thin, membrane-like no adipose fin dorsal fin far back, short and
low, inserted opposite the anal; pectorals short, placed rather low.
Ventrals present, abdominal. Gill opening very wide membranes deeply
PseudobranchiiB absent. Deep-sea fishes.
cleft, free from the isthmus.
Bean.)
One species known. (Goode
only.

;

;

;

&

{Rondeletiiihc,

Goode & Bean,

I'roc.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1894

(1.S95), 454,

and

in (Jceauic Ichtliyology,

67, 1895.)

*" The existence of well-developed eyes among fishes destined to live in the dark aby.«ses of
the ocean seems at first contradictory, Ijut we must remember that these denizens of the deep
In some cases the eyes havt- not been
are immigrants from the shore and from the surface.
specially modified, but in others there have been modifications of a luminous mucous luem'brane, leading on the one hand to phosphorescent organs more or less specialized, or on the other
tosucli remarkablestruetures as the eye.s of Ipiiops, intermediate between true eyes and Bpecialized
phosphorescent plates. In fishes that have been blinded and retain for their guidance only the
general sensibility of the integuments and of the lateral line, these parts soon acquire a very
great delicacy. The same is the case with tactile organs (as in B(i%;)/en)is and Hentliosaiinis),
and experiments show that barliels may lieconn^ organs of touch adapted toaciuatic life, sensitive
to the faintest movements or the slightest ilis]ilncement, with power to give the blinded fishes
full cognizance of the state of the medium in which they live."
Alexauder Aijassiz.

Bulletin 42, United States National
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255.
Rondeletio,

RONDELETIA,

Goode & Bean, Proc. U.

Ichthyology,

S.

&

Goode

Museum.

Bean.

Nat. Miis., 1S94 (1895\ 454, {bicolor); and in Oceanic

G8, 1895.

Mouth large, lower jaw slightly
scaleless.
Teeth in bands, coarsely granular in the jaws vomer and
jialatines toothless; a row of large mucous pores on the lower surface of
the mandible, and extending upward on the preoperculum. Posterior
Eyes moderate, near the
nostril with a slender filament anteriorly.
dorsal profile. Snout rather long, obtuse. Supraoccipital bones with a
pair of strong spines projecting horizontally forward over the orbit. Gill
membranes entirely separate; gill rakers numerous, rather long and
slender
gills 4, a narrow slit behind the fourth.
Brauchiostegals 7.
Opercular bones thin, membranous. Dorsal short, rather low, opposite
and similar to the anal pectorals and ventrals small caudal small,
probably forked. No vestiges of a lateral line. (Dedicated to Guillaume
Rondelet, " the great French ichthyologist of the seventeenth century,"
one of the ablest of the "Fathers of Ichthyology.")
Body oblong, compressed,

projecting.

;

;

;

;

825.

Head about

RONDELETIA BICOLOR,

Gundo

.t

Bean.

depth 3; eye 6; snout 3. B. 7; D. 14;
A. 14 P. 9 V. 5. Maxillary reaching to below the hind margin of eye.
Origin of dorsal fin nearly opposite vent; origin of anal immediately
behind vent, the terminations of the two opi^osite. Fins low, the rays
;

2 in total length;

;

pointing horizontally backward longest dorsal ray 5 in head, longest
anal ray 4 pectoral fin inserted below middle of body and under end of
ventrals inserted
opercular flap, its length nearly i that of head
behind middle of total length, and still farther behind tips of the
;

;

;

extended pectorals, their length about f that of head, and when extended,
reaching beyond vent. Color purplish black, with cherry-colored margins to the fins

A

;

whitish in

spirits.

single specimen 4^ inches in length, Avas taken

by the Fish Com-

mission steamer Albatross at station 2724, at a depth of
Bean.) {bicolor, two-colored.)
(Goode

1,641.

fathoms.

&

Rondelelia bicolor,

GoODK & Bean, Proc. U.

Oceanic Ichthyology,

68, fig. 77, 1895.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1894 (1895), 454,

(Type, No. 38202.

Family LXXIV.

jil.

17, fig. 1;

and in

Coll. Albatross).

CETOMIMID^.

Body somewhat compressed, scaleless head naked lateral line conspicuous. No barbels. Mouth exceedingly large; the margin of the
upper jaw formed by the iiremaxillaries only the lower jaw strongly
curved, and slightly projecting beyond the upper. Teeth in jaws in
bands, granular; vomer, palatines, pterygoids, and also the first gill arch
and the lingual bones (which are greatly enlarged), as well as the upper
;

;

;

pharyngeals, covered with teeth of a similar character. Opercular apparatus incomplete, its bones very thin, membrane-like. No adipose fin
dorsal fin far back, short, high, inserted opposite the anal, which it
pectorals short, placed rather low
ventrals absent. Gill
resembles
opening inmiense, the membranes deeply cleft, free from the isthmus.
;

;

;
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&

Beau.) Deep-sea fishes of
Pseudobranchiio absent. (Goode
Gills 3.
uncertain relationship, bearing a singular resemblance to diminutive
IJean, Proc. U. S.
whales. Two species known. {Cetomimida', Goodo
Nat. Mils., 1894 (1895), 151; and in Oceanic Ichthyology, 68, 1895.)

&

CETOMIMUS,

256.
('.lomimiis,

Goode & Bean,

Proc. U. S. Nat.

Goode

&

Mus., 1894 (1895),

Bean.
4.')2,

Uiillii);

and

in

Oceanic

Ichthyology, 68, 1895.

Body oblong, compressed, scaleless; similar in its vertical outline and
proportions to that of the right whales {Bala'nida), a resemblance which
is greatly enhanced by the shape of the enormous mouth, and in the
lower jaw, which is strongly curved, projecting slightly beyond the
snout. Teeth in granular bands, covering all the bones of the mouth,
tongue, and throat. Mucous pores sometimes present on the back. NosEyes very small and placed
trils far forward, open slits without flap.
Gill membranes deeply cleft, not attached
far below the dorsal profile.
to the isthniKs; gill rakers absent, replaced by a granular tooth-like
Branchiostesurface upon the arch; gills 3, no slit behind the third.

Opercular apparatus incomplete, bones thin and membranous.
9.
Dorsal short, high, inserted very far back, directly opposite the anal,
which it resembles in shape and size. Caudal peduncle short and slencaudal
pectorals broad and short, placed low
der.
Ventrals absent
small, weak, probably eniarginate or truncate. Lateral line broad, consisting of two furrows, connected vertically by numerous short cross
grooves. (/c//rof, whale /i^/ito/ifu, to mimic.)
gals

;

;

;

a.

aa.

Gillii, 826.

Dorsal rays 16.

Dorsal rays

storeri, 827.

19.

S26.

CETOMIMUS

GILLII, Goode & Bean.

Head about 3; depth a little more than 4 B. 9 D. 16; A. 16; P. 16.
Eye minute, about 23 in head, and about 8 in snout, inserted midway
between margin of jaw and dorsal profile, distant from the former a space
contained about 2i times in length of snout. The maxillary reaches very
;

;

extending to a point behind orbit equal to 1^ times length of
Origin of dorsal directly above that of anal, which is inserted a
short distance behind vent distance from snout equal to more than 4
times length of its own base, aud distance of its termination from root
anal similar
of upper rays of caudal equal to its own greatest height
in shape and extent to dorsal, but the thirteenth to the fifteenth rays
the longest, while the eighth to eleventh are the longest in dorsal length
far back,

snout.

;

;

;

of these longest rays about equal in the two fins, aud contained slightly
less than 3 times in head; pectoral inserted somewhat below middle of
body, close to extremity of opercular flap; broadly lanceolate, about 3i
Lateral line sweeping in a bold
times in head; ventrals lacking.

curve from a point above the upper angle of the gill opening to a point
in middle of body between origin of dorsal and anal fins, and thence in a
straight median line to base of caudal. Color blue-black.
A single specimen of this curious species, 5 inches in length, was taken
by the Albatross, August 20, 1884, at station 2206, in 39° 35^ N. latitude,
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71° 24' 30'^

(Named
Cetomiiims

W.

United States Natiotial Museutn.

longitude, at the depth of 1,043 fathoms.

for Dr.

Theodore

Goode & Bean, Proc. U.

gillii,

Oceanic Ichthyology,

G9, fig. 78, 1895,

827.

(Goode

&

Bean.)

Gill.)
S.

Nat. Mus., 1894 (1895), 452,

Gulf Stream.

CETOMIMUS STOBERI,

pi.

(Type, No. 35529.

17, fig. 2;

and in

ColU AlbatroBS.)

Goode & Bean.

Head

3J; depth about 4 in total length; eye 18 in head
or 7 in snout, inserted nearer dorsal profile than to jaw, its position in
the vertical being twice as far from the line of the upper jaw as from the
dorsal line, and nearly in the Hue of the vertical erected from middle of
upper jaw to the right angles of its edge. Lower jaw strongly curved,
projecting far beyond upper. Origin of dorsal fin a little in advance of
that of anal, which is inserted at a distance from the vent equal to 3 or 4
times diameter of eye dorsal fin longer than anal, the termination of
the latter being under the fifth ray from the end of the dorsal
they are
about equal in height, and the direction of the rays when erected is backward and at an acute angle with the axis of the body the longest rays
about 2i in head; pectoral fin inserted very far down, the lower portion
of its peduncle almost on the abdominal line; the fin is lanceolate, and,
although mutilated, is believed to have been about i as long as the head
lateral line in a sinuous curve from a point above the upper angle of gill
opening to a point somewhat in advance of insertion of dorsal, and
thence in a straight line to base of caudal. A line of mucous pores on
either side of the median dorsal line in advance of dorsal.
A single specimen of this species, 4J inches in length, was taken by
the Fish Commission steamer Albatross at station 2222, on September
(Goode & Bean.) (Named for David
6, 1884, at a depth of 1,535 fiithoms.
Humphreys Storer, the accomplished author of the History of the Fishes

D. 19; A.

16.

;

;

;

of Massachusetts.)
Cetomimits

storeri,

Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1894 (1895), 453, pi.
(Type, No. 35634.
69, fig. 79, 1895, Gulf Stream.

Oceanic Ichthyology,

Family LXXV.

17,

3;

fig.

and

in

Coll. Albatross.)

MYCTOPHID^.

(The Lantern Fishes.)

Body oblong

more or less compressed, covered
which are usually cycloid, but sometimes ctenoid. Mouth
wide, the entire margin of the upper jaw formed by tlie long and slender
premaxillaries, closely adherent to which are the slender maxillaries.
Teeth various, mostly villiform, and in bands in the jaws; also on the
pterygoids, palatines, and tongue; and on the vomer in adults. No barbels.
Gill membranes separate, free.
Branchiostegals 8 to 10. Pseudobranchi.'c well developed.
Lateral line
Gill rakers long and slender.
usually present, the scales prominent and often enlarged. Cheeks and
with

or moderately elongate,

scales,

Adipose tin present; dorsal fin short, median, of soft
rays
pectorals and ventrals present
caudal
anal fin moderate
forked. Air bladder small. Intestinal canal short. Luminous spots or
opercles scaly.
;

;

;

photophores more or less regularly placed along sides of body larger
luminous glands often present on the head or on the caudal peduncle.
;
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Species about 100, placed in one genus by Giiutlier and Liitken, divided
Bean. Small fishes, very widely distributed in
into many by Goode

&

the open sea. They live awaj' from the shores, ordinarily at a considerable depth, coming to the surface at night or in stormy weather, descend-

ing by day.
Until the recent review of the Mediterranean species by Raifaele and
especially the admirable monograph by Dr. Liitken (Spolia Atlantica,
part 2, 18S)2), the species were very imperfectly known. This masterly
paper of Dr. Liitken has been followed by a very exhaustive account of
the Atlantic species by Goode A: Bean (Oceanic Ichthyology). Advance
sheets of this paper have been kindly placed at our disposal by its authors,
and our manuscript has been entirely recast to include the species there

Liitken places the species in one genus, Scopelus, but "for
convenience of study and comparison " Goode & Bean have thought it
"best to break up this great polymorphous genus" into minor groups.
We find, however, considerable difficulty in giving these smaller genera
satisfactory definition, but on the whole we have found it more convenient to recognize them as distinct genera rather than to place them
as subgenera under the common head of Mycioplmm. The extreme ranges
of variation are greater than are usually recognized as occurring within
the limits of a natural genus.
described.

—

Note. Dr. llaffaele and Dr. Liitken have shown the great importance of the position of the
luminous spots or pliotophores as characters distinguisliiug the species of Scopeluhe. Dr. LUtlien
has proposed a system of nomenclature for them, as follows:
Caudiil (or precaudal) spots or photophores, those 2, 3, or 4 in

lobe of caudal, the

first

number

at or near base of lower

separated by a break from the anal series.

Anal spots, those forming a series from vent along base of anal and caudal peduncle; this series
is usually interrupted above last part of anal, one or two spaces being without spots.

near the lateral line above the break in the anal series.
number, forming an oblique series or a triangle between vent and

Posterolateral spots, or spots placed
Supra-,^.ial spots, usually 3 in

lateral line.

between ventrals and vent.
sometimes present between ventrals and lateral line.
Thoracic spots, a series, often irregular, of about 5, along breast.
Pectoral spots, usually about 3, about base of pectoral.
Opercular, 2 or 3 on opercle.
Mandibular, about 3 on mandible.
Besides these, prcocular, sitbociilar, atipracaiidal and infracaiidal luminous patches often occur.
The luminous glands on tail are so often obsolete as to lose much of their value in classification.
In this paper we have adopted in the descriptions written by us, the nomenclature of Dr. Liitken
In the descriptions copied from Goode & Bean a somewhat different system is
as above given.
used, but we have preferred not to alter the language of these authors.
Ventral spots, a series of 4 or 5

SupraveiUral, a single spot

,

Note.

— Goode & Bean (Oceanic Ichthyology) offer the following
Tent.\tive

/.

Arrangement

Body oblong, compressed.

of the

Teeth in jaws

Genera of

Mvctophid.t:.

in villiform bands.

A. Pectorals present.
1.

Dorsal and anal
a.

fins to\iching (or

Lateral line not at
t.

No

luiniiiotis

all,

nearly so) the same vertical, or overlapping,

or but slightly, enlarged.

glaiuU oh head or

tail.

Scales cycloid, smooth,

{Lnminoits scalen sometimes present on

tail,

above or

below.)
X.

Head short, with limb of preoperculum nearly
and declivous. Precaudal photophores 2.

vertical; snout

more or

less

bluut
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Dorsal entirely in front of anal, and scarcely, or not at

all,

overlapping.

anal photophores in two groups.

Super-

Myctophum.

Superanals in one or two groups.
Benthosema.
XX. Head long, limb of preopcrculum oblique, snout conical and snake-like.
PreDorsal operlapping anal.

oaudal photophores 4 or 2

+

1.

Dorsal about equal to or shorter than anal, and not overlapping.

No

Lampanvctvs.

orbital spines.

Ceratoscopelus.

Orbital spines.

Dorsal

much

longer than anal, and overlapping

it.

Notoscopelus.

Pectorals placed normally.

Catablemella.

Pectorals placed very low.

Luminous glands on tail, hid none on head.
Dorsal and anal nearly equal, not touching same vertical.
Head somewhat conical, with limb of preoperculum slightly oblique.

it.

X.

Saddle-like gland on
Hi.
X.

tail,

Lampahexa.

above and below.

Large luminous glands on head, hut none on

tail.

Superanal photophores in two groups.
Precaudal photophores

4.

^thoprora.
One large, irregular gland occupying entire front of head.
Four luminous glands on head, one in front of each eye and one on each infraCollettia.

orbital.

Precaudal photophores none.

A

6.

gland in front of each eye below the nostril.
Photophores and cephalic glands all divided into halves by horizontal septa
Diaphts.
of black pigment.

Lateral line obsolescent.
t.

No Imninous glands. Photophores much as in li/pical
Head long, with oblique preopercular limb.

genus.

X.

Dorsal overlapping anal, the latter

Precaudal photophore

1.

much

the longer.

Pectoral very high.

Apparently no pliotophores un head.

Tarletonbeania.
c.

Lateral line with scales
I.

Luminous glands or

much

scales

enlarged; scales hard, persistent.

on top of caudal peduncle ; none on head.

Anal passing behind soft dorsal.
Body elongate, fusiform; head short, with projecting snout.
Anal much longer than dorsal, but not overlapping. Caudal peduncle slender,
elongate.
Stenobrachits.
One posterolateral photophore over break in superanal series.
Stenobrachius (Alysia and Khinoscopei.is).
Body ovate, compressed; head short, profile declivous; snout not projecting.
Anal somewhat longer than dorsal and overlapping it slightly. Caudal peduncle
short and stout.
No posterolateral photophore. Superanals in unbroken series. Ei.ectrona.
XX. Scales ctenoid.
Anal terminating below soft dorsal.
Body elevated, somewhat compressed. Caudal peduncle rather slender.
Anal longer than dorsal, but scarcely overlapping.
Dasyscopelvs.
X.

2.

Scales cycloid.

Dorsal and anal short, similar, far apart.
a.

Scales large, very deciduous, covered with minute spines.
i.

No luminous
X.

glands on head or

tail.

Scales along belly with luminous centers.

Head

Photophores far from normal.

conical; rictus short.

Dorsal and anal equal, the latter placed with

its

center under soft dorsal.

Neoscopelus.
!>.

Scales (if present) very deciduous,
i.

Mouth very

large; maxillary

much

dilated at tip.

Scopelengys.

B. Pectorals rudimentary.
1.

Dorsal and anal overlapping considerablj'.
a.

Liitninoiis

glands on

tail^

above and below.

Photophores minute, irregularly placed.

Jordan and Evernuinn.
i.

Head
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long, with obli(Hie ineopercular limb;

snout conical; mouth terminal, hori-

Nannohrachivm.

zontal.
//.
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Teeth in lower jaw in several

Boiiy elongate, cylindrical.

Scopelosaurus.

series.

Besides the species mentioned below, very many others are known from
the open Atlantic and Pacific, any of which are likely to be found off our
coasts. Descriptions of most of the known species are given in the papers
Bean.
above mentioned of Liitken and of Goode

&

a.

Dorsal fin not ending much,
h. Caudal photophores 4 or

if

any, before front of anal

3,

never

deep or slender, not

more or

preopercle
c.

Dorsal

much longer than

Dorsal
d.

fin

not

much longer than

long or short, placed ratlier low.

and low, with small eye.
Macrostoma,

257.

anal.

Head without large luminous glands;
e.

any, shorter than anal; liody

anal and overlapping the latter; pectorals

small, narrow, placed low; head long

cc.

if

contracted behind, the caudal peduncle robust; edge of

less oblique; pectorals

very long,

fin

much

fin.

not much,

2; dorsal fin

pectorals long or short, with narrow base,

Pectoral fins long, reaching past ventrals;

luminous glands ou caudal

/.

peduncle above or below, occasionally present.
Orbit with a small antrorse spine or horn above front of each eye.

ff.

Orbit without antrorse spine above.

Ceratoscopelus, 258.

ee.

Pectoral

fin

small or minute, not

Lampanyctus,

much

259.

longer than eye; usually a lumi-

nous blotch on caudal peduncle above or below, or both.
g.

Head with

broad, placed low; eye very large; snout short

more or

261.

and convex;

scales in lat-

enlarged, the pores luminous.

less

Photophores and luminous glands most of them divided into halves by cross
partitions of black pigment giving the form of the letter 6; a luminous
gland in front of each eye below

hh.

Nannobrachium,

large luminous glands before or below eye; pectoral fins short and

eral line usually
h.

2fiO_

notably larger than the others.

gg. Scales in lateral line

dd.

Lampadena,

Scales in lateral line not larger than the others.

Diaphus,

262,

^thoprora,

2G3.

nostril.

Photophores simple, without septa.
Luminous blotches before and below eye separate.
i.

H.

66.

Luminous blotches before and below eye

coalescent in one large blotch

Colletha, 264.
occupying whole front of head.
Caudal photophores 2, never 3 or 4; dorsal fin notably shorter than anal, its rays 9 to
14; anal rays 16 to 20; body deep anteriorly, the caudal peduncle slender; edge of
preopercle nearly vertical; pectorals long, placed high; no luminous glands on
head; eye large.
j.

Lateral line well developed.
A-.

Scales cycloid.
\.

Maxillary scarcely enlarged at

tip; last rays of dorsal

not behind

first

of

anal.

m. Snout prominent, projecting beyond tip of lower jaw; scales of lateral
line

more or

less

enlarged; caudal peduncle very slender; usually

a luminous gland on

Rhinoscopelvs, 265.
beyond tip of lower jaw;
scales of lateral line usually not enlarged; no lununous glands
BIvctophum, 266.
on upper edge of tail; moderately elongate.

mm. Snout

U.

little

its

prominent,

maxillary abruptly dilated at

upper surface.

scarcelj' projecting

tip; last

ray of dorsal behind

form moderately elongate (not broad-ovate as
Eleclrimu).

H. Scales
jj.

ctenoid, firm; tail with a

luminous gland above.

Lateral line obsolete; no glands on tail; scales creuulate.

first

of anal;

European group
Benthosema, 267.

in the

DASVSCOPEtrs, 268.

Tarletonbbania, 269

Bulletin 4y, United States National Museurn.
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MACROSTOMA,*

257.
Europe

Jl/ucj-ostoma, Kisso,

genus of
Noloscopehif,

Catablemella,

Mt-rid.,

m,

447, 1826,

Risso.

((iHi/M,s((</eii.s)

;

not

3facj-osto)n(S,

WiED,

1817, a

insects.

Gunther,

Cat., v, 405, 411, 1884, (resplendens).

Eioenmann & Eigenmann,

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 2d series,

iii,

1890, 24, (brachyrhir).

Myctophids with the dorsal fin much longer than the anal, and overlapping the anterior half of the latter. Body elongate. Snout obtusely conical .iaws equal in front; cleft of mouth nearly horizontal; maxillary
not dilated behind. No luminous glands on head or tail. Arrangement
of photophores irregular. Precaudals 2 -f 1 or 2, the last one high up.
{unKjj'oc, large; aro/ia, mouth.)
;

a.

Mediolaterals
b.

3, in

a curved, subvertical series; posterolaterals 2 or

3.

under adipose dorsal.
Caudal spots 3(2 + 1); posterolaterals under soft dorsal; pectoral weak and short.
quercinum, 828.
d. Dorsal rays 21
anal 20; scales 42; anal photophores 8 + 8.
maroaritiferum, 829.
dd. Dorsal rays 16; anal 14; anal photophores 9 + 17.
cc. Caudal spots 4 (2 + 2); first posteiolatcral under adipose dorsal, second behind it.

Posterolaterals

2,

horizontallj' side

by

side,

<•.

;

D. 21 to 24; A. 17 or 18; anal series 8 or 7
bb. Posterolaterals 3,

+ 6 or 7.

horizontally side by side; caudal spots 3 (2

under adipose dorsal; pectoral short and weak.
series 9

angustidens, 830.

+ 1);

D. 20 or 21; A. IC; scales 46; anal

+ 4.

castaneum,

aa. Mediolaterals 2; posterolateral 1; caudal spots 3, the last at

end of

lateral line.

831.

D. 20; A.

caudispinosum, 832.

18; scales 36.

828.

last posterolateral

MACROSTOMA QUERCINUM

(Goode & Bean).

Head 3f to 4 depth 5|. D. 21 or 24 A. 19 or 20 scales 42. Eye
moderate, nearly 4. Snout short, about i as long as the diameter of the
Mouth oblique and very large, the maxillary extending to angle
eye.
of preoperculum. Length of upper jaw about ^ that of head. Origin
of dorsal much nearer tip of snout than root of caudal, being over the
twelfth scale of the lateral Hue and immediately above origin of ventral
length of its base equal to that of head, and longest ray f as long as head,
its end over seventh ray of anal; pectoral short, not reaching to origin
anal origin about under twenty-first scale of lateral line,
of ventral
the length of the base equals that of head without snout, and the longest
ray is about i as long as head; adipose fin very slender, its distance
from end of dorsal equaling + length of head; caudal moderate, deeply
forked. A large luminous spot near the angle of the preoperculum 2
above the pectoral base and 1 below it; 1 just below the lateral line
above the origin of the anal 5 or 6 between the isthmus and the root of
the ventral; a number of others not accurately counted. Color dark
;

;

;

;

;

;

brown.
curved subvertical line; posterolaterals 2, under the
-(- 1, the last below the end of the lateral line
one of the precaudals very high up.
Western Atlantic, at 700 to 800
fathoms; also in the Mediterranean. (Goode & Bean.) This is very likely
Mediolaterals

3, in

soft dorsal; precaudals 2

*By

>

the rules of the Amer. Ornithol. Union, Xolosropehis should be used instead of Bfacrosloma,
We regard the two as distinct, as they are spelled differis a prior genus Ulacrostomus.

as there
ently.

Jordan and JSvermann.
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the original elongatum of Costa, rather than the species here called by that
uame (after Liitkeu). ((/Mcmxiis, oak-like, from the tan-color.) (Eu.)
Notosciipelux (juercimix, Goude & Bkan, Oceanic Ichthyology, 84, fig. 97, 1S95, Grand Banks.
(Type, No. 43789.

829.

Head

Coll. Albatross.)

MACROSTOMA MARGARITIFERUM

(Goode & Bean).

depth 5; eye moderate, about 4 in head. D. 16; A. 14. Least
height of tail + of greatest height of body. Snout very short, compressed
into a keel on its upper edge, its length scarcely more than i diameter
of the eye. Gill rakers 9 or 10 above the angle, about 16 below, the
longest about f the diameter of eye. Intermaxillary reaching almost
Space between eye and hinder edge of preto angle of preoperculum.
operculuin much less than diameter of the eye. Origin of dorsal much
nearer tip of snout than root of caudal, about over ninth scale of lateral
length of dorsal base
line, and in same vertical with origin of ventral
the ventral does not quite reach to
nearly i of total (without caudal)
origin of anal pectoral very short, its length only ^ that of head; no
adipose dorsal anal origin under eighteenth scale of lateral line base
caudal moderately forked. On
of fin as long as head without snout
top of the caudal peduncle a long, linear mirror, nearly i as long as head,
Several large phosphorescent spots on
its width about i of its length.
inner edge of mandible, a large one near angle of preoperculum.
Mediolaterals 3, in a curved, subvertical line. Posterolaterals 2, under
soft dorsal.
Superanals 9 + 7. Precaudals 2
2, the last below end of
Grand Banks of Newfoundland known from two specilateral line.
mens. (Goode & Bean.) {margaritifer, bearing pearls.)
4:

;

;

;

;

:

;

+
;

Notoscopeliix margnritifer,

(Type, No. 43775.

Goode

Sc

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 85, fig.
M. Williams of Gloucester.)

98, 1896,

off

Banquereau.

Coll. Sch. Alice

830.

MACROSTOMA ANGUSTIDENS,
(Prick Fish

;

Risso.

Maiee d'Amplora.)

Head 4 depth 5^ eye moderate, 4? in head. D. 21 to 24 A. 17 or 18.
Caudal spots 4, 2 horizontally placed, 2 at base of caudal rays;
posterolateral spots 2 or 3 anal spots about 8
supra-anal spots 3, not
7
quite in line; ventral spots 5 or 6; a Avhite or luminous spot on back of
tail.
Preopercle very oblique. Body elongate, the caudal peduncle not
very slender. Head moderate, snout very short, low, but bluntish at tip
chin prominent; mouth not very oblique. Dorsal very high, anal long;
pectoral slender, narrow^, placed low, with 12 rays, not reaching ventrals.
A luminous gland above and one below tail. Atlantic and Indian Oceans,
Norway and (ireenland. (Liitken; here described from Mediterranean
examples.) It is not unlikely that several species are confounded under
this name.
According to Goode & Bean, the original elongatum may be the
one called by them querdmis. {angustus, narrow; dens, tooth.) (Eu.)
;

;

;

+

;

;

;

Macrosloma angnsHdens, Risso, Europe Meridionale,
Bcopelus elmigatns, Costa,

Atlantica,

Lampanychis

ii,

44, 1892;

resplendetif,

THEB, Cat.,

Fauna Napoli,

Pesci,

i,

ill,

2,

448, 1826,

Lilljeporg, Sveriges Fiskar,

Richardson,

V, 416, 1864.

Voj'.

Nice P. 22 A. 18.
Naples LCtken,

Scopclus, 1844,
vi,

;

;

Spolia

;

25,1889.

Erebus and Terror,

42, 1845,

Gulf of Guinea

;

GCs-

Museum.

Bulletin 4/, Untied States National
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ScopelmJcruyeri,

Malm, Goteberg Vetensk. Handl.,

Scopelus psfudocrocodiliin,

MoREAU

(fiile

100, 1803,

Bohuslan, Sweden.

Li'tken).

Myclopkum hrachychir* Eiqenmann & Eioenmann, West American

Scientist, 1889, 12C,

Cortez

Banks.
831.

Head

4

depth

;

MACROSTOMA t'ASTANEUM
D. 20 or 21

.5^^.

A. 16

;

erate, its diameter nearly 4 in head,

;

(Good.-

& Bean).

about

scales

and more than

Eye modMouth

46.

2 iu snout.

exceedingly wide, obliciue, with .jaws equal; maxillary extending backward almost to angle of preoperculum. Intermaxillary as long as maxMaxillary very little
illary, aud toothed throughout its entire length.
expanded posteriorly. Origin of dorsal fin very much nearer tip of snout
than root of caudal, being as far from snout as from front of pearl-colored
patch on top of tail and somewhat in advance of origin of ventral dorsal
base considerably longer than head, the longest ray equaling length of
pectoral small and
caudal deeply forked
postorbital part of head
not reaching nearly to ventral, its length not much more than ^^ that of
head ventral insertion under fourth ray of dorsal, its length about i
that of head anal base nearly equal to head Avithout snout. Mediolaterals 3, in curved subvertical line posterolaterals 3, horizontally side
by side. Precaudals 2 -f 1, last below the end of the lateral line. Last
4.
Grand
posterolateral under soft dorsal. Number of superanals 9
Bean.) {caslaueus, chestnutBanks, two specimens known. (Goode
;

;

;

;

;

;

+

&

colored.)
Notoscopehis castaneits,

(Type, No. 31706.

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,
Coll. Str. Fish Dawk.)

832.

85, fig. 95, 1895,

MACROSTOMA CAUDISPINOSUM

Grand Banks.

(.Johnson).

3f depth 5^. D. 36 A. 18 or 19 V. 8 lateral line 36 to 38. Eye
moderate. Snout obtusely conical, with jaws equal iu front. Cleft of
mouth rather oblique. Origin of dorsal fin midway between extremity
of snout and adipose fin, and above base of outer ventral rays, its last ray
behind vertical from middle of anal. A series of from 6 to 9 small
spines benf backward, above and below, before the root of caudal, the
Pectoral fins shorter than ventral, aud not
tips of neural processes.
extending beyond its root. Mediolaterals 2; posterolaterals!; precaudals 2-j- 1, the last at the end of the dorsal line; the single posterolateral in advance of the soft dorsal; number of superanals 7 + 4 (?).
(Goode & Bean.) Atlantic Ocean, two specimens known, one from the
western Atlantic at a depth of 1,782 fathoms, 39° N., 68° W. {cauda, tail;

Head

;

;

;

;

spinosus, spined.)
Seopelns caudUpinosiis, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 18G3, 42,

Madeira;

Gt'iNTHEK, Cat., v,

416, 1864.

Notoscopelus caudispinosus,

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

85, fig. 96, 1895.

* Head 3V, (4 in specimen examined); depth 4%; D. 20 to 23; A. 18 to 20; scales 40. Lnminous
elongate, comspots not described, probably as in M. ungiislideiis, a white spot on back of tail
pressed; head long, slender, the snont pointed, the profile not much rounded; preopercular
margin very oblique; mouth large, maxillary not dilated behind, 13 in head; eye moderate, 4
in head. Dorsal falcate, longer than anal; pectorals minute, not nearly reaching ventrals.
Length 33^-2 inches. Cortez Banks, near San Diego, in 45 fathoms. (Eigenmann.) Not evidently
different from M. anfiu.sddeuK a specimen examined by us, in poor condition, agrees perfectly with
Liitken's account condensed above, so far as its characters can be ascertained. Opoxus, short;
Xeip, hand.)
;

;

Jordan and

258.
Gunther,

CeralosiC(vpdv.s,

E2>erma7in.
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CERATOSCOPELUS,

Cat., v, 405

and

557

Guutlier.

412, 18C4, (madelrensU).

Dorsal and anal fins touching the same vertical, but scarcely overlapping, the dorsal not greatly elongate. Scales of the lateral line somewhat enlarged. Headlong; linibofpreoperculuni oblique snout conical
and snake-like. A spine above or])it on each side. No luminous glands
;

on head or

tail.

Caudal photophores

D. 13 or 14; A. 13; eye large; anal series 6

a.

4.

+ 6;

(/ctp«r,

two

horn

;

Scopeliis.)

posterolateral spots; four lamial spots.

MADEIRENSIS,

833.

CERATOSCOPELUS MADEIRENSIS

83,3.

(Lowe).

Head 3; depth 4f. D. 13 or 14; A. 13; scales 36. Forehead with a bony
projection or horn on each side above eye. Caudal spots 4, the last at base
2 posterolateral spots anal spots about 6-J-6, the series
supra-anal spots forming an oblique series. Prenot evenly placed
opercle very oblique. Body rather elongate, the head large and heavy
eye large, twice length of the bluntish snout, 3+ in head mouth large.
Dorsal high, much shorter than anal pectoral long and slender, reaching
past front of anal. (Liitken.) Atlantic and Mediterranean, west to the
Grand Banks, where it is rather common at about 1,500 fathoms. (Eu.)

of middle rays

;

;

;

;

;

;

Scopehis madeirensis,

Lend.,

Ill,

LoWE, Proc.

14, 1839,

Naples, IX, 184,

;

Loud., 1839, 87

GI'ntheb, Cat,

v, 412,

;

and Trans. Zool. Soc.
Baffaele, Mitt. Zool. Stat.

1851, 250;

1864

;

1889; Lutkbn, Vid. Med. Naturh. Foren., 208, 1891.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxil, 449, 1848, Nice.

pi. 7, fig. 9,

Scopelus bonaparlii, CuviEit

Ceratoscopelus madeirensis* GoouF,

259.
LamjidnycUis,

Zoiil. Soc.

Madeira

& Bean,

Oceanic Ichthyology,

LAMPANYCTUS,

Bonaparte, Fauna

82, 1895.

Bonaparte.

Italica, fasc. xxvii, 1840, {cmcodiltis).

Body oblong, compressed, slender, the caudal peduncle rather robust.
Scales deciduous, cycloid, those of the lateral line not enlarged, so far as

known;

lateral line well developed; number of caudal photophores 3 or
never 2 luminous blotches almost always present on upper or lower
edge of tail, none on forehead. Head compressed, the mouth large, with
subecjual jaws; premaxillary very long and slender. Eye large; preopercular edge more or less oblique.
Gill rakers long and slender.
Dorsal tin large, larger than in Mijctoplium, not notably shorter than
anal, its insertion little, if any, behind that of ventrals rays of dorsal
11 to 24, those of anal 9 to 19.
Pectoral fins narrow, well developed,
inserted low. Species numerous, very widely distributed in the open

4,

;

;

sea.
a.

(^d/zTTAy,

lamp

;

I'rf,

night.)

Pectorals long and falcate.
h.

Caudal photophores 3 or
c.

4,

in

two

series,

Mediolaterals 2; posterolaterals

2,

the last on or near end of lateral line,

nearly under adipose dorsal.

* Height of body | of total length; length -of head nearly '%.
Least height of tail nearly ]/^
height of body. Snout moderate. Mouth large, oblique; jaws eiiual. Maxillary very
slightly I'xpandi'il lieliind.
Ventral reaches to vent, and pectoral almost as far back as ventral.
Anal origin uiidii- :ibout nineteenth scale of lateral line. D. 13; A. 12; scales 36. Goode <£•
greate.-^t

JSeau;

from American specimens.

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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d.

Snout short, sharp, not much decurved above;

ej-e

small, 5 in head.

Scales

38 or 39; D. 12 or 13 (sometimes 14 or lf>); A. 14 or 15 (rarely 17 or 18);
anal series to 8 + 8 to 12; eye small, about 5 in head; head long, snakelike, witli large

dd.

Snout

lilnnt,

3'2

8:!4.

to 35.

Scales 35; D. 13 or 14; A. 14 or 15; pectoral reacliing front of anal; no

c.

luminous glands on
Scales

ee.

3'2

townsendi,

tail.

or 33; D. 13; A. 15; anal series

835.

pectoral reaching middle

7+6;

alatus, S3G.
of anal; tail with a luminous gland above and below.
Mediolaterals 3; posterolaterals 2, in advance of adipose dorsal; caudal series
3 + 1; D. 12 or 13; A. 13 or 14. Scales '30; anal series 5+5; anterolaterals 2;
pectoral reaching middle of anal; snout short; eye 4 in head. (;untheri, 837.

cc.

hb.

crocodilus,

mouth.

decurved; eye large, 3 to3t in head; scales

Caudal photophorcs 4, in a continuous, nearly horizontal row; the last not approaching end of lateral line; mediolaterals 2; posterolaterals 2, nearly under adipose
dorsal; D. 12; A. 16; scales 38; anal series 7

placed, not approaching

end of

comparatively short, slender; caudal spots

aa. Pectorals

the last
12 or 13.

much below

anterolaterals

3,

horizontally

gemmifer,

838.

in a low, nearly horizontal series,

4,

lateral line; 1 posterolateral

Scales 36; anal series 5 to 7

834.

+8;

lateral line.

below adipose

+ 5.

dorsal.

D. 12; A.

lacerta, 839.

LAMPANYCTUS CROCODILUS

(Risso).

scales 38 or 39. Four
Head 3-,^,- depth 5f D. 12 to 15 A. 14 to 18
caudal spots, the last at base of middle rays; 2 posterolateral spots; anal
spots variable, about 6 -f 8 supra-auals 3, forming an obtuse-angled triangle. Preopercle extremelj^ oblique. Body elongate, the caudal peduncle
stout; snout very short, pointed; mouth very large, the chin projecting;
eye small, 5 in head, close to the tip of snout. Dorsal high; pectoral
long and slender, reaching front of anal. Atlantic and Mediterranean;
rare; west to 33° N., 40° W. (Liitken.) (Crocorfihts, a crocodile.) (Eu.)
;

;

;

.

P. 14

;

;

Gasteropelecus crocodilus, Risso, Ichth. Nice, 357, 1810,

Scopelus crocodibts, LiiTKEN, Spolia Atlantica,

Lampanyctm

crocodilus,

835.

Head

ii,

Nice.

43, 18!)2.

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

LAMPAXTCTUS TOWNSENDI*

79, 1895.

(Eigenmann & Eigenmann).

depth 4i to 5; eye large, 3^. D. 13 or 14; A. 14 or 15;
Caudal spots 3, two
those of lateral line not enlarged.
below, with a third higher up at base of caudal posterolateral spot
Form
present; anal spots 6 -{-6
12; 4 between ventrals and anal.
rather elongate, the head longer than in Myctophum humhohUi, the tail
deeper preopercle about as in M. humioldti. Pectorals long and narrow,
reaching nearly to front of anal, 1^ in body. Oortez Banks, near San
3 to 3i;

scales 35,

;

=

;

Diego, in 45 fathoms. (Eigeumann.) A specimen examined by us is in
poor condition, but the species is certainly a valid one, and allied to
Lampamjctu8 alatus. (Named for Charles H. Townsend, naturalist on the
Albatross.)
Mijctoplmm

totnisendi,

Banks.

Eigenmann & Eigenmann, West American

(Type, No. 41921.

Coll.

Scientist, 1889, 125,

Corte'

Eigenmsinn.)

* "Phosphorescent spots of the head as in calijoruiensc, the spots in the ventral series fewer in
number, 5 pairs on breast; 4 pairs between ventrals and anal; G pairs along base of anal; 6
Spots of the sides as in
pairs on caudal peduncle; 2 pairs on caudal peduncle above the spines.
caJifoniieiise, with an additional spot on base of middle caudal rays, and another between the
last of the anal pairs and the one below the twcny-fourth scale of the lateral line." — £i</en»"w>».

Jordan and Evermann.

836.

Head

— Fishes of JVorth America.

LAMPANTCTUS ALATUS,

559

Goode & Bean.

depth 5; eye 3; suout nearly 2 in eye. D. 13; A. 17 or 18;
Least depth of tail about \ greatest height of body.
Snout short; upper and lower profilo deeply curved, and with a median
Mouth large; length of upper jaw eciual to greatest depth of body.
crest.
Origin of dorsal nearer to tip of snout than to root of caudal pectoral
nn very long, reaching to at least middle of anal base; ventral short,
not reaching to origin of anal; anal origin under end of dorsal; caudal
moderate and deeply forked. A small phosphorescent body on the upper
and lower edges of the tail at the root of the caudal length of lower
patch a little greater than diameter ef eye.
Mediolateral photophores 2 posterolaterals 2, the latter one above the
other or nearly so. Precaudals in two groups, 2
1 or 3 + 1, the last at
the end of the lateral liue. Posterolaterals nearly under soft dorsal.
Number of superanals 7 + 6. Three specimens taken by the Albatross from
3^

;

scales 32-33.

;

;

;

+

station 2393, in 28° 43^ N. latitude, 87° 14^

(Goode

«fe

Lampanydns
43769.

Bean.)
alalus,

{al at us,

W.

longitude, 525 fathoms.

winged.)

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic

Iclitbyologj', 79, 1895,

Gulf Stream.

(Type, No.

Coll. Albatross.)

837.

LAMPAMCTUS OIXTHERI,

Goode & Btan.

Head 3| depth 5+; eye nearly 4. D. 13; A. 13; scales 36. Body much
compressed. Least depth of tail i greatest depth of body. Snout short,
about i diameter of eye. Mouth oblique, very large, the maxilla extending nearly to angle of preoperculum maxilla very little dilated iiosteriorly.
Length of upper jaw about f that of head. Dorsal origin a little
nearer to tip of snout than to root of ventral, immediately over origin of
ventral and eleventh or twelfth scale of lateral line anal origin uuder
the sixteenth scale of lateral line, its base short, about t length of head
adipose fin present, small, entirely behind the base of the anal nine
rows of scales between its posterior margin and the root of the caudal;
pectorals very long, reaching to above middle of anal ventral reaches
almost to anal origin; caudal moderate, well forked. Mediolaterals 3;
posterolaterals 2. Precaudals 2 -)- 1, the last at the end of the lateral liue.
Posterolaterals in advance of the first dorsal, forming a gently curved
series continuous with anterior half of the broken supra-anal series.
One
specimen obtained by the Gloucester fleet. (Named for Dr. Albert Giinther,
Keeper of the Zoological Collections in the British Museum, and the author
of "monumental works," the foundations of ichthyological work in the
last half of the nineteenth century.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Lampanycliis giiulheri,

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

80, 1895,

Grand Banks.

(Tyjit,',

No. 43777.)

838.

LAMPAXTCTUS GEMMIFER,

Goode & Bean.

Head 3i depth 5i. D. II, 12; A. II, 16; V. 8; P. 15, 16; scales 5-38-5.
Least depth of tail J height of body. Eye large, nearly i length of head.
Distance between posterior margin of orbit and preopercular edge ecjual
to diameter of eye.
Snout obtuse, very short, its length less than half
;
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Maxillary scarcely dilated behind. Origin of dorsal
snout and dorsal mirror; base of dorsal equal to
length of postorbital part of head, and about equal to longest dorsal ray;
ventral origin slightly in advance of dorsal origin; pectoral reaches
slightly beyond origin of anal. Scales smooth, those of the lateral line
scarcely larger than others. Mediolateral photophores 2 posterolaterals
Precaudals 4, in nearly
2, the latter one above the other, or nearly so.
horizontal, though curved row, the last -far below the end of the lateral
line; anterolaterals 3, in nearly continuous line with lowest prepectoral
and mediolaterals numberof superanals Tor 8. The pearly mirror upon
the upper edge of the caudal peduncle as long as the eye, and much longer
than the one extending from the end of the anal to the root of the caudal
slender and narrow, f as long as the head. Gill rakers 6 above and 12
below angle of first arch, longest f as long as eye. One specimen from 39"
40'' N., 71° 35' W., in 538 fathoms.
(Goode & Bean.) (gemmifer, bear-

diameter of eye.

midway between

tip of

;

;

ing buds or gems.)
Lampanyctns gcinmifer, GooDE

& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

81, fig. 88, 1805,

Grand Banks.

Coll. Albatro68.)

(Type, No. 35604.

LAMPANTCTUS LACERTA

839.

(Goode

&

Bean).

Head 3^ depth 5 eye moderate 3i. D. 13 A. 15 scales about 36.
Greatest depth of head t of its length. Snout somewhat obtu-se, rounded,
with strong keel its length about i diameter of eye. Cleft of mouth
somewhat oblique, maxillary reaching to angle of preoperculum and
;

;

;

;

;

somewhat

Origin of dorsal

dilated.

root of caudal

much

nearer tip of

pectoral slender, its middle rays elongate

;

snout than
;

ventrals

inserted slightly behind the origin of dorsal, and reach to base of first
anal ray anal inserted behind end of dorsal base caudal large, forked.
;

;

Photophores arranged somewhat as in

Al.

punctatum.

the former in an obliquely vertical
posterolateral 1
Mediolaterals 3
row, as in M. punctatum, the latter nnder the soft dorsal. Precaudals in
Three large pits in
5.
low horizontal line. Number of superanals 7
Color apparently light
the mandibles also show luminous (qualities.
brown, the scales opalescent. Gulf Stream, at moderate depths not rare.
;

;

+

;

(Goode

&

Bean.)

(lacerta, lizard.)

Mycloplmmlacerla, GooBE
28° 38' 30" N.

Long.

& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,
85"^ 52'

260.
Lampadena, GooDE

it

W.

chiefly in

LAMPADENA,
is

74, fig!

(Type, No. 43778.

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

This genus or subgenus
latter

30"

Goode

83,

181»5,

Gulf Stream, Lat.

Coll. Albatross.)

& Bean.

85, 1895, {upecutigera}.

very close to Lampanyctus, diftering from the

the small pectoral.

From

Nannohracliinm, which

it

approaches in this respect, the fact that the scales of the lateral line are
not enlarged, perhaps sufficiently distinguishes it. The anal fin is rather
short, its first ray being not in advance of the last ray of dorsal. As in
Lampanyctus and Naunohrachium, the scales are readily deciduous, and it
is not always easy to find the character of those in the lateral line from
Probably Lampadena and Xannohrachium should
preserved specimens.
be merged in Lampanyctus. (Adyjrj?, light u6//i'j gland.)
;

Jordan and Everinann.
840.

—

Fis/ics

of North Amtrica.

LAMPADKNA Sl'ECULKiERA,

5(J1

Goode k Bean.

Head

4; depth 44; eye very large, 3. D. 13; A. 14; V. 8; P. very
small scales 4-35-5. Least depth of tail * height of body. Greatest
depth of head about f of its length. Distance between posterior margin
of orbit and preoperculum edge about \ diameter of eye. Snout sliort,
;

conical, its length about \ diameter of eye.

Cleft of mouth somewhat
Posterior tip of maxillary distant from

oblique, the lower jaw included.

angle of preoi)t'rculum a space almost equal to length of snout. Origin
of dorsal nearer tip of snout than root of caudal by a distance equal to f
the length of its own base, and inserted nearly over root of ventral, over

eleventh scale of lateral line, its last ray over vent in advance of origin
of anal pectoral not reaching nearly to vertical from origin of ventral,
its length being equal to \ that of upper jaw, and a little greater than
diameter of eye; ventral not reaching to vent, its length equal to about
Scales smooth, those of the lateral line not larger than
I that of head.
the others, the tubes passing through them luminous. Eight scales
between the adipose fin and the margin of the pearl-colored dorsal patch
there are 35 scales in the lateral line, 4 above and 5 below it. The luminous spot, t as long as the diameter of the eye, club-shaped, on the top of
the tail immediately in front of the base of the caudal ray. A similar
spot on the lower edge of the caudal peduncle, a little in advance of the
origin of the caudal rays, its posterior edge about in line with the center
of the dorsal patch, its length about f the diameter of the eye a lumin;

;

;

ous gland above and below on caudal peduncle no postanal series of
superanal photophores, these being replaced by the subpeduncular
glands anterolateral 1 posterolaterals 2 precaudals in two groups, the
anterior and lower one of two photophores widely separated from the
posterior and single one, which is placed at the end of the lateral line
the single posterolateral is under the root of the soft dorsal, and considerably behind the termination of the anal. Gill rakers 6 above and
13 or 14 below the angle, the longest about \ as long as the diameter of
the eye. Color purplish brown
very glossy, almost iridescent. One
specimen from 39° 48' W., 70° 36' N., at 551 fathoms. (Goode »fc Bean.)
;

;

;

;

;

(specuJlger, mirror-bearing.)
Lampadeiia

Goode

spucidiijera,

it

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Sfi,

1895,

Gulf Stream.

(Tyi)e,

No. 43797. Sch. Alice G. Wonson.)

261.

NANNOBRACHIUM,

GCnthek, Decp-Sea Fishes, Challenger, 199,
Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

Giinther.

h'annobrachiuni,

1887, (niyrum).

Stenohrarhiiif:,

iii,

1890, 5, {leucopsariim).

This genus is closely allied to Lampanycius, from which it diU'ers chiefly
in the small pectorals.
Caudal peduncle with luminous blotches above
and below. Photophores small, arranged about as in Lampatn/ctiis.
Scales of lateral line enlarged in all species, so far as known. Last ray
of dorsal more or less behind first of anal, {vdwoc, dwarf; [ipaxwv, arm.)
a.

Anal spots 12
h.

to 14; anal rays 14 or 15; last ray of dorsal

Gill rakers 5

F. N. A.

|-

about over third anal ray.

13 to 15; caudal spots 3 or 4; snout hluntish; photophores luodenite.

37
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Museum.

occupying nearly whole length of caudal
leucopsarum, 841.
nannocuir, 842.
cc. Luminous patches above and below tail short.
Gill rakers 5 + 10; caudal spots 3, the last above end of lateral line; snout rather

Luminous patches above and below

c.

tail,

peduncle.

hh.

mexicanum,

acute; photophores minute.
«u.

Anal spots small, 10 to 18.
d. Anal rays 19; eye moderate or small, 534 to
well separated near end of lateral line;

5%

in head; caudal spots 3 or 4, the last

last

ray of dorsal over sixth of anal; size

regale, 844.

large.
dd.

Anal rays 16 or

17; eye 5 in

head;

last

ray of dorsal over

of anal.

fiftli

MACDONALDI,
841.

843.

NAXNOBRACHIUM LEUCOPSARUM

845.

(Eigenmann & Eigenmann).

A. 14 or 15 scales 35 or 36. Caudal pedundepth about half that of body. Luminous patches
above and below tail, occupying nearly the whole length of caudal pedun-

Head

3f to 3|

;

D. 12 to 15

;

;

cle deep, its least

ventral spots 5
anteroanal spots usually
Body deep forward, the head long and
pointed; maxillary shortish, reaching edge of preopercle, li iu head;
cheek broader than in N. nannochir, less tapering behind; eye rather
small, 3^ in head. Scales very thin, those of the lateral line much deeper
than others pectoral very short and narrow. Color rather pale opercles with silvery luster iris with silvery pigment fins not quite black.
Length 4 inches. Alaska to San Diego, in rather deep water; not rare.
Locally very abundant in stormy weather oft' Point Loma. (Jlsv^of,
cle

;

caudal spots 3 or

4

;

;

1 or 2 posterolateral spots.

;

;

;

;

white;

ipapor,

Myctoplmm
1890,
4191C.

spotted, piebald.)

(Stniobrachius) leticoijsarmn,

5,

off
Coll.

Eigenmann & Eigenmann,

Lower

Point Loma,

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., March,

California, in stomachs of Sebastodes.

(Type, No.

Eigeumann.)
S42.

NANXOBRACHIUM XAXXOCHIR

(Gilbert).

Very close to Nannohrachium leucopsarum, diff"ering chiefly in the longer
body and head, and especially in the less develoinnent of the luminous
patches on the tail.
Head 3 J to 3=- in length depth 5. D. 12 or 13 A. 15 or IG scales 35 or
caudal peduncle long and slender, its least
Gill rakers 5 + 13 to 15
36.
depth I to i that of body luminous patches on tail short, usuallj' occtipying i to i length of caudal peduncle. Maxillary long, the preopercle
very obliquely placed the cheek long, tapering to an acute angle posVentral spots usually 5 no spot before eye.
Anal spots 7
7.
teriorly.
Coloration darker than in N. leucopaarum, the opercle black, the iris
usually with silvery, the tins uniformly black. Length 5 inches. Alaska
to Santa Barbara Islands, abundant in 300 fathoms, often iu company
with Nannohrachium leucopsarum, which it very closely resembles, {vdvvoc,
dwarf; x^'i-Pi hand.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

Mi/ctophmn nannocJiir,* Gilbert, Proc. U.

ford Univ. Mug., and 44291 U.

S.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 51,

Nat. Mus.

Coll.

.Tuly.

Albatross);

(Types, No. 1059, Stan-

from station

3072, off

coast of Washington.
* Reexaniinatiou of the original types of MyciojiliiDn nanunchir showed to Dr. Gilbert that two
were confoundc<l liyliim under that name. One of these was almost simultaneously
by Eigeiiniann under the name of Jeucopsarum. The name najmocAiV has been restricted
bv Gilbert to the other.
spi'iies

(liBcribiil

Jordan and
843.

Head

3i

—

Irishes

of

lYort/i

NANNOBRACHIUM MEXICANUM

depth 5f

;

F.vcrniann.

;

eye 4 to A\ in bead

snout

;

America.

5G3

(Gillxrt).

D. 12

64.

A. 14; scales

;

+ 10.

Caudal spots 3, the last one -widely separated from the others and above end of lateral line; anal spots
+ 6;
posterolateral spots present, the uppermost on lateral line; 3 supra-anal
spots in a series, 4 spots on course of lateral line and about equally distant these are the upper pectoral, supraventral, upper supra-anal, and
posterolateral spots no spot before eye. Photophores all small tail
with luminous glands above and below. Body slender, the eye rather
small, the snout comparatively acute; snout not projecting, the jaws
maxillary Ij in head scales very deciduous. Pectorals minute,
ecpial
of 3 or 4 rays only. Last ray of dorsal over fourth of anal. Length 2
30 to 33

;

gill

rakcis 5

;

;

;

;

;

Coast of Lower California.

inches.

Mijctophum mcximmim, Gilbert, Proc. U.

and

Lower

3009,

844.

Head

depth 5^

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890,

(Type, No. 44289.

California.

Albatross stations 3008

fjl.

Coll. Albatross.)

XANNOBRACHIBM REGALE

(Gilbert).

eye 5^ to 5f
D. 16 A. 19 scales 37 gill rakers
10.
Caudal spots 3 or 4, the last near end of lateral line, well sepa5
rated from the others; anal spots 11
7 ventral spots 3 posterolateral
spot present a supra-anal spot halfway between vent and lateral line a
phosphorescent streak on caudal peduncle above and below. Body rather
elongate, with stout caudal peduncle snout pointed, lower jaw projecting beyond it preo]>ercular margin very oblique eye small, slightly
longer than snout
teeth on vomer evident. Scales entire, large, very
deciduous, those along lateral line much larger. Front of dorsal slightly
nearer adipose fin than eye, its origin over axil of ventrals insertion of
anal under its twelfth ray; last ray of dorsal over sixth of anal. Pectorals very slender, with 14 rays, the upper filamentous and produced to
opposite base of ventrals
ventrals reaching vent. Black. Length 5
inches.
Santa Barbara Channel in 600 to 820 fathoms. (reguU-s, royal.)
3*

;

.

;

;

;

;

+

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

ityrtophum regale, Gilbert, Proc. U.

No. 44289.

.

845.

Head

S.

Nat.

JMiis.,

Santa Barbara Channel.

1H91, 544,

(Type,

Coll. Albatross.)

XAXNOBRACHIUM MACDONALDI,

Goode & Bean.

D. 13; A. 16 or 17; scales 4-35-4. Eye moderate,
5 in head, and considerably greater than snout.
Mouth extremely wide,
rather o))li(iue. Premaxillary as long as maxillarj' both bones narrow
3^; depth

.5.

;

and rod-shaped.

very short
gill rakers long, needleshaped, the longest a little longer than eye. Origin of dorsal nearer
extremity of snout than root of caudal, its last ray opposite fourth or
fifth ray of anal, while the origin of anal is opposite tenth ray of dorsal
the longest ray of the latter equal to length of head without snout
adipose fin small, opposite penultimate ray of anal caudal much forked
pectoral composed of 3 or 4 small, short, delicate rays; ventral inserted
slightly in advance of dorsal, and extending to vent.
Phosphorescent
organs arranged much as in K. vigrum. The glandular organ of white
upon the top of the caudal peduuclo much smaller than that described
Gill

laminie

;

;

Bulletin 4J, United States National Aluseum.
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for N. nigrum, but it has possibly been partially obliterated; the one on
the lower part of the pedimclo is much larger. Coloration, purplish

brown.

Type 5 inches in length, obtained by the Jlhatross from station 2553, in
39° 48^ N. latitude, 70° 36^ W. longitude, at a depth of 551 fathoms. In
a second individual from the Gulf Stream the pectoral is much more
developed than in the type, its length being f that of the head, and reaching nearly to origin of ventral. The species is abundant in the Gulf
Bean.)
Stream, where many examples have been taken. (Goode
(Named for Marshall McDonald, United States Fish Commissioner.)

&

Nannobrachium macdomddi, Goode & Bean, Oceanic IchtUyology,

04, fig. 100, 1895,

Gulf Stream.

(Type, No. 35545.)

262.
Diaphiis,

DIAPHUS, Eigenmaun &

EiGENMANN & ElGENMANN,

This genus
the fact that

is

Eigenmanu.

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 2J Series, in, 1890,

3, (thcla).

closely related to Aithoprora, its chief character being in

all or nearly all of the photophores are divided by a horizontal cross septum of black pigment, giving them the form of the Greek
This septum is readily injured or destroyed in badly preletter d, theta.

served specimens.

Two

or three* species

known.

(Jtd,

divided

;

^u)f,

light.)
846.

DIAPHUS THETA, Eigenmaim &

Eigeumann.

Head 3 to 3^; depth 3^ to 4; eye large, 31 in head, 3 in length of the
blunt snout. D. 11 to 13; A. 9 to 12; scales 34. Each of the luminous
spots divided by a horizontal black line; 4 caudal spots; anal spots
10 or 11 no spot on base of middle caudal rays 4 supra-anal
5 4- 5 or G
spots in an oblique line 2 or 3 posterolateral spots a luminous blotch
below eye varjnng more or less anteriorly a small detached dot behind
this; a photophore before eye above nostril; a flat, soft, glandular body
attached by one side just above base of pectoral, nearly 1 the size of
pupil no glandular spots on tail. Body deep, compressed, with stoutish caudal peduncle head short and deep, the profile convex. Scales

=

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

somewhat enlarged. Pectorals small,
placed low, rather short, not quite reaching veutrals. Length 2| inches.
Point Loma, near San Diego, to Oregon, in deep water the specimeust

entire, those of the lateral line

;

* Besides Xiiap?i((s theta, tlie cliaracter of divided photophores appears also iu hinphm eugranlia
Liitken regards einjraiiUs as a synonym of
(Giinther) and in Dkiplins ciernUiis (Klunzinger).
In Diaphus cwruleus there is a luminous blotch below eye as in Diaphus tlietii. The body
cieruleus.
in D. cfei-ulens is more elongate, and the dorsal ends just before first ray of anal.
f Concerning these spooimcna Dr. Gilbert observes:
" They are identical with the types of Mijctophuni protocuhis, and are in a state of preservation
sufficiently good to show the division of the luminous spots, a character not visible in the types
of ]\[. }ini't,>riiUif. It is obvious that the spots are divided into upper and lower halves which are
structunally different, the narrow pigment band indicating this s<'paration on the surface.
"The specimens before us show great variation in the size of the eubocular luminous blotch.
and indicate how little dei)endence can be jilaced on that character. In addition to the roundish supranasal blotch described by Eigenmanu, the species possesses a more or less develo]H'd
subocular bar. In one specimen the latter is a V)are line, with a minute point seiiaiated from it
posteriorly.
In others it is wider, and in the extreme in this respect we find a i)ar, the width

of which is }'{^ the diameter of the pujiil. There remains constantly separated from it the small
dot already referred to. A peculiar soft flattish body J^ as large as pupil is attached by one
edge to the shoulder girdle just above the insertion of the pectoral fin. It is constantly present
and uniform in position in all specimens seen, including the types of tlieta and pratocuhis. It
may be a luminous organ, though it has not strikingly the appearance of one, and its nature
may bo considered problematical."

Jordan and

F.'iermann.

examined by us (AUmtroiis
County, California,
nous spots.)
Diaplniiis Oirln,

iu 455

Kii;f.nman\

Mijctmilimn

in 584

]>rnl ,nhis, Cii.iiKitT,

(Cull.

from

565

Point Arena, Humboldt
from the form of the lumi-

off

(theta,

Proc.

Amrrica.

Ac. Sci.,

C.-U.

March,

180(1,

iii,

1,

Point

Kigenmanu.)

Pine. U. S. Nat. JIus., 1890, July, 52, coast of Washington,
3072; spt'ciinons iu poor condition, not uliowiii'.;

fathoms. Albatross Station

.iivisic'M ofiiliutoiilmr.'.^.

263.
.Khopriini,

Coll.),

fathoms,

k Eiuknmax.v,

Loma, near San Diego.

— Pishes of N'orfh

GooDE &

(Typo, No. 41922.

Ooll. Alliatross.)

iETHOPRORA,

(Joode

&

Bean.

Bf,.\x, (Ici'aiiic Tchtliyology, 80, 1S95, (meloiiorhniip,!).

Body oblong, compressed, resembling Myctopluim in form covered
with large scales, those in the lateral line very slightly larger than the
Head compressed. Snout very obtuse and short, projecting
others.
slightly beyond orbital margin, the jaws about equal. Eye moderate.
Dorsal fin premedian, entirely or almost entirely in advance of the anal,
which it closely resembles in shape and dimensions; ventral with 8 rays
inserted under the anterior portion of the dorsal pectorals moderate,
placed low adipose fin long and prominent. Luminous gland of irregular form occupying the front of the head iu advance of eye; usually
another below eye; these separate from their fellows on the other side;
a luminous spot or glandular body of greater or less extent upon the
body at the angle of the preoperculum and, in some species, others upon
the iuteroperculuni and upon the sides of the lower jaw. Precaudal
photophores 4, forming a more or less crescent-shaped line at the base of
the lower caudal lobe. Deep seas; very close to D/rtjj/fw.s, diflFering only
(aWoc, glow, and -nfiCipa, prow, front.)
in the simple photophores.
;

;

;

a.

Scales
h.

hh.

or

3.5

.30.

Anterolateral photo|ihcu\s 2

;

mediolatorals 2

;

posterolaterals none.

Anterolateral photophores 1; mediolaterals 3 or 4

847.

Head ?>l

.ETHOPHRORA LUCIDA,

;

posterolaterals

2.

lucida, 847.
effulgen.s, 848.

Goode & Bean.

depth 4^ eye about 4. D. IH, 14 A. II, 14 scales 35. Least
depth of tail 21 in height of body. Head considerably longer than high,
its height equal to distance from anterior margin of pupil to end of
opercular flap. Snout short, but less declivous and obtuse than in ^7?.
meiopocJampa.
A pearl-colored luminous organ touching the limb of
orbit, but separated from it above and below, with posterior lobe not
])rol()iiged far back, and with a space between its lower margin and the
opening of the jaw. Cleft of mouth oblique and curved, the maxillary
reaching to angle of preoperculum and not dilated. Origin of dorsal and
ventral nearly in same vertical, that of former midway between anterior
margin of orbit and adipose fin that of latter midway between tip of
snout and adipose fin insertion of the last ray of dorsal over interspace between third and fourth rays of anal pectoral (unless mutilated)
only half as long as ventral, and its tip does not approximate the vertical
from its origin; dorsal and anal similar, the former with its upper nuir;

;

;

;

;

;

;

between antepenultimate and penultimate anal rays, and as long as ultimate dorsal ray.
Scales smooth, those of lateral line scarcely enlarged.
gin concave; adipose dorsal inserted over interspace
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United States Natiotial Museum.

Type specimen with 13 pUotopbores in the anal series; a wide break
over roots of last 2 rays of anal; no posterolaterals 2 raediolaterals, the
anterior the lowest; two anterolaterals, the anterior and highest very
small, above the axil of the pectoral or very near the lateral line, the
posterior one somewhat more than midway between this and the anterior
of the mediolateral group, and forming, witli the two photophores in that
group, an obtuse isosceles triangle, with the anterior of the medial group
at its apex of the 4 precaudal photophores the last 3 are the most
nearly together, and form a nearly vertical line at the base of the lower
caudal lobe; a large, apparently luminous, pearl-colored spot under tip
of flap of opercle. One specimen about 4 inches long, obtained by the
;

;

Alhatroi^e at station 2127, in 19° 45' N. latitude, 75° 01'

1,639 fathoms.
Mthoprora

hicida,

No. 44084.

(Goods

&

Bean.)

W.

longitude, in

(liwidus, shining.)

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichtliyology,

88, fig. 102, 1S95,

Gulf Stream.

(Type,

Coll. Albatross.)

848.

iETHOPRORA. EFFULGENS, Goode &

Bean.

depth 4; eye large, 2i in head. D. II, 13; A. II, 14
Least depth of tail i height of body. Head considerably longer than high, the flap of operculum extending above and behind
Snout exceedingly short and obtuse, as in ..7?. metopoaxil of pectoral.
clampa; the luminous organ enormous, gland-like, overlapping entire
anterior margin of orbit, extending down upon edge of jaw and extending backward almost as far as in uli. mctopodampa. Cleft of mouth
oblique, somewhat curved, the maxillary reaching nearly to angle of preoperculum. Origin of dorsal somewhat in advance of vertical from that
of ventral, w^iich touches root of second dorsal ray last dorsal ray over
roots of short spines preceding anal insertion of veutrals considerably
posterior to a point equidistant from root of adipose dorsal and anterior
margin of the orbit origin of adipose dorsal over interspace between

Head nearly

4;

j

scales 35 or 36.

;

;

;

pectoral stout and much
antepenultimate and ultimate anal rays
shorter than ventral, not reaching much more than halfway to its root.
Scales smooth, those in the lateral line somewhat enlarged, shiny, and
conspicuous; the lateral line descending in a gentle curve to a point
above origin of ventral. Arrangement of the photophores very peculiar.
A break in series of superanals, there being 5 on lower part of caudal
peduncle behind anal apparently 2 posterolaterals, the posterior and
highest near lateral line, and forming the beginning of a scries of 8,
arranged in an arc of a circle, the last being the highest in the group of
but one anterolateral, which is
mediolaterals, of which there are 4
above axil of ventrals, slightly behind it and about midway between
it and lateral line; a large, triangular, luminous patch in the space
between the axil of pectoral and the flap of opercle, which covers its
anterior portion, and is itself decorated with a circular photophore
apparently a luminous patch along anterior margin of preopercle. Two
siiecimens from deep water in the Western Atlantic. (Goode »fe Bean.)
{effulgens, shining out.)
Jl'ltUoprmaefnIgcn.t, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 88, fig. 103, 1895, Brown's Bank and
Albatross Station 2127, 19° 45' N., 75' W., in 6S9 fathoms. (Type, No. 43770.)
;

;

;

Jordan and ETcrniann.
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COLLETTIA,

Goope & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Tbia genus

is

Goode

507

& Bean.

83, 1895, {rafiiicfqitei).

scarcely distinct from J-Hhoprora, differing only in the

greater development of the luminous areas about the eye.

These coalesce
whole front of head,
(Named for Eobert Collett, the

into one large irregular luminous blotch, occupying

suggesting the headligiit of an engine.
distinguished ichthyologist of the University of Christiania.)
(J.

aa.

Dorsal rays 12; anal 15; scales 32 to 35; Iiead 3 in length; depth

rakinesqvei, 849.

4.

Dorsal rays 14; anal 15; scales and spots (except luminous glaud below eye) undescribed;

head

4%

in length with caudal.

849.

Head

nocturna,

COLLETTIA RAFINESQUEI

850.

(Cocco).

D. 12; A. l.o scales 32 to 35. Body stout,
with a rounded, blunt snout, very large
mouth, and comparatively small eye; comparatively short, triangular
dorsal and anal, the former entirely in advance of the latter and inserted
very far forward. Caudal peduncle stout, its height nearly i height of
body. Eye moderately large distance between posterior margin of orbit
and preopercular edge ^ diameter of eye. Snout very short, obtuse, keeled,
with profile abruptly declivous, its length J diameter of eye. Cleft of
mouth slightly oblique, the lower jaw received within the upper. Mouth
rather large, the maxillary extending to angle of preoperculum and
behind orbit a distance equal to J diameter of eye, its posterior extremity not dilated, and entirely concealed under the scales of the cheek.
Origin of dorsal over that of ventral, considerably nearer to tip of snout
than to root of caudal, its last ray in advance of origin of anal ; ventral stout and long, reaching to origin of anal
pectoral small, reaching
to root of ventral anal origin under the twelfth scale of lateral line,
its last ray directly under adipose dorsal.
Scales in lateral line somewhat enlarged, luminous. Anterolaterals 4, very irregular, the three
posterior ones forming an isosceles triangle, as in -JJ. metopoclampa mediolaterals 3, arranged much as in Mijctoplinm punctatum: posterolaterals 2,
arranged much as in .E. cffidgcns (perhaps only one posterolateral, if the
photophore immediately below it should be recognized as belonging to the
superanal series) superanals in two groups, 5 or 6 in the first, 4 in the
last; precaudals 4, in nearly straight line, the last and uppermost at or
near extremity of lateral line, the others descending forward at an angle
Bean.) (Named
of approximately 45 degrees with axis of body. (Goode
for Constantiue Samuel Eafinesque, the eccentric and gifted naturalist,
who first discovered the genus Myctophum, while studying the fishes of
Palermo.)
3; depth 4; eye 21.

;

short, moderately compressed

;

;

;

;

;

;

&

Myctophiis

Cocco, Alcuni Salmon., etc., 20, 1820, Messina.
Gunther, Cat., v, 410, 18G4; Li'TKEN, Spolia Atlautica,
GoouE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 83, 1895.

rafiiiemiiiei,

Scopelus rafinesquei,
CoUeltia rafinesquei,

850.

Head
;

30, 1892.

(Poey).

4| in total length, with caudal; depth 6; eye large, 3 in head,
15.
Luminous spots undescribed. Body rather robust snout
maxillary reaching beyond eye for a distance equal to i diameter

D. 14; A.
short

COLLETTIA NOCTUKNA

ii,

;

568

Bulletin ^7, United States Natio7ial

Museum.

of eye; pectoral small, reaching front of dorsal; ventrals broad; anal
lower than dorsal; an oblique, pale streak below eye. Coast of Cuba,
caught in nets at night; rare. (Poey.) Probably a species of CoUettia,
and apparently related to C. rajinesqitei, but this is not certain, (nocturtiKfi,

nocturnal.)

Myctophumnoclunium, Poey, Memorias,

265.
Alysia,

Lowe, Proc.

Rhinnmoiieliis,

Zo'6\.

ii, 42t;,

1861,

Cuba.

RHINOSCOPELUS,

Soc. Lonilou, 1839, 87,

(Cull. I'o«y.)

Liitken.

{Ioricata = coccoi;

Li'TKEN, Vid. Selsk. Naturv. Copenhageu,

name preoccupied).

vii, 1892, 237, (coceoi).

Body oblong, slender, compressed, with slender and elongate caudal
peduncle covered with smooth, stiff scales, those in the lateral line much
larger than the others. Head compressed cleft of mouth very wide the
jaws about equal, the snout projecting beyond the tip of lower jaw. Premaxillary long and slender maxillary well developed, reaching nearly or
quite to the angle of the preoperculum, without considerable posterior
dilation.
Teeth in villiform bands in the jaws, on the palatines, pterygoids, and tongue. Eye moderate, its diameter less than^ of the length
of the head. Gill rakers very long and slender. Dorsal i5n premedian
pectoral large adipose dorsal small anal tin larger than dorsal pectoral narrow, elongate.
Precaudals 2
supra-anals about 18, in two
groups, the break being over the middle of the long anal fin and at the
end of the lirst third of the series, approximately; anterolaterals 1 or 2;
mediolaterals 2 or 3. Species few, mostly of the Atlantic. (*inv, snout;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Scopehis.)
a.

Supia-anal spots forming an obtuse angle; anal spots 15 to

ail.

a<ia.

Supra-.an.il spots in

a straight, oblique series; anal spots

to 17.

Supra-anal spots not in a straight line series; anal spots 12
S.1I.

RHINOSCOPELUS COCCOI

coccoi, 851.

20.

l:i

to 13.

andre.i;, 852.

rarus,

8,53.

(Cocco).

U

Head

D. 10 to 12; A. 20 or 21; V. 8; scales
to 5; eye 4.
5i; depth
1-41-3. Tail slender, elongate, its least depth i height of body. Distance

between posterior margin of orbit and preorpercular edge | diameter of
Preopercular edge obliquely descending. Snout conical, the upper
eye.
part projecting beyond the lower, the upper and lower profiles nearly
equally curved maxillary extending to the angle of preoperculum and
scarcely dilated. Dorsal origin nearer end of snout than to root of caudal,
and behind base of ventral last ray of the dorsal in vertical from second
anal ray pectoral reaching middle of ventral. In some specimens each
of the scales on the back of the tail has a pearl-colored dot, probably a
sexual character of the male; back and nape blackish; sides silvery,
with gold and silver reflections; inside of the mouth blackish; iris silvery, the pupil transparent. (Goode & Bean.) Western Atlantic, very
abundant among the surface fishes of the Gulf Stream, rare in the Mediterranean, and ranging from Newfoundland to Africa. (Named for Anastasio Cocco, an Italian naturalist, who carefully studied the deep-sea
(Eu.)
fishes which he could secure.)
;

;

;

* Goode & Bean adopt for this genus the name Slenohrnchins. StenobrachiuK, Eigenniann, was
intended to replace Abjsia, but its type, leucopsarum, is a Nannobrachium and not closely related to
the typo of Ahjsia.
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Scopelus coccoi, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Litt. Art. Sicilia (No. 77), Palurmo, 1829, 143 ("Scopelo de
Cocco"), Palermo; GiiNTiiER, Cat., v, 413, 1864; Gi'NTiiEit, Challenger RejKyrt, xxxii.
Pelagic Fishes, ISO, 1887; LrTKEN, Spolia Atlautica, ii, 23(i, 1892.
Ali/Ki

I

Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Lonil., 1839, 87, Madeira.
GooDE & Bean, Oceanic IcIithyulojj;y, 91, 189.5.

lorkata,

Slenobrachius coccoi,

852.

UHINOSCOPEUIS ANDRKij;

(Liitkon).

Head 3f depth U. D. about 10; A. about 20. Two caudal spots; a
posterolateral spot; 3 supra-anal spots forniiufx an obliiiue series; aual
;

+ 9 or 10,

Bpots about 5 or 6

the series slightly interrui>ted

Body deep

belly in continuous series.

;

spots aloug

anteriorly, tapering to a slender

caudal peduncle snout pointed, projecting beyond lower jaw; preopercle
with its margin considerably oblique.
Pectoral long, falcate.
Open
Atlantic and Indian Ocean.
(Liitken.)
Common in the Gulf Stream
along our coasts with the preceding, of which Goode &, Bean think it may
be a sexual variation. (Named for Capt. A. T. Andreas, who collected
this and other oceanic fishes for the museum at Copenhagen.)
Scopelut (iiidnic, Li'TKEN, Spoliii Atlantica, Scojielini, 25, 1892, North Atlantic.
;

Slenobrachius tindn':(, Gooi>E

A Beav, Oceanic Ichthyology,

S.53.

Head

91,

RHlNOSrOPELUS RARUS

fii;.

104, 1895.

(Liitken).

D. about 14; A. about 20; scales 39. Caudal spots
7; supra-anal spots not forming
2; posterolateral 1; anal spots about 6
a straight line, usually 2 in numl)er; thoracic and ventral spots few, not
3A

;

depth

4 A.

+

equidistant.

l?ody rather short and plump, the caudal ])eduncle rather

beyond lower jaw pectoral short
and small, not leachiug the small ventral; preopercular margin not very
oblique. Eye moderate. Open Atlantic, west to 50° W., 33° N. (Liitken.)
slender; snout moderate, projecting

;

(rarus, rare.
Scopeltts

nm(x, Li'TKEN, Siiolia Atlantica, 20,

266.

ii,

1892,

North Atlantic.

MYCTOPHUM,

Kafinesque.

Miiclophum, IlAFlNESQfE, Inilice irittiiilogia Sii-iliana, 56,
Scnpehta,

CuviEU, ReRno Animal, Ed.

i,

inincldhim).

ISlil,
{

56, 1817, (himiholdtiy^

(emended orthography of

Nyclophus, Cocco, Giorn. Sicil., 44, 1829,

Miirlophiim).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with cycloid
lateral line not

much enlarged the caudal peduncle
;

scales, those in the

rather slender.

Head

with limb of preopercnlum nearly vertical. Mouth
large, the jaws about equal
premaxillaries long and slender niaxillaries
well developed. Snout more or less blunt and declivous. Teeth in villiform bands on jaws, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue. Eye large. Gill
rakers long and slender. Air bladder small. Dorsal fin entirely in front
of anal, overlapping it little or not at all; ventrals 8-rayed, under or
l)ut slightly in front of first dorsal rays
])ectorals well developed soft
dorsal slender. Precaudal photophores 2; stiperanals in two groups,
with one or two posterolaterals above the interval between them. Species
rathernumerous, widely distributed. (Name unexplained, usually derived
from vv^, night, and tf)wf light hence altered by Cocco to Xycfopkus.
But we see no warrant for this sui)posed etymology. Kafinesque did not
know that the spots were luminous.)
short, compressed,

;

;

;

;

,

'^SuA^

;

£LJ-^^c^

v///. /f^/-

a.

Museum.
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Mediolateral photophores
b.

3,

in obliquely vertical line; anterolateral 1; posterolateral

1.

Pectoral short; candal photophores close together.
c.

Posterolateral photophore in front of soft dorsal;

I).

12; A. 19; scales 41 to 45.

PUNCTATUM,

854.

Posterolateral under adipose dorsal.

cc.

Scales 37; anal spots 7 to 10 -f 4 to

(I

+6

Scales 40; anal spots 8

d(l.

;

affine, 855.

G.

D. 12; \.

opalinum,

20.

850.

aa. Mediolaterals 2; posterolaterals 2.
e.

Posterolateral spot
/.

1,

over break in the anal

lateral before adipose dorsal,

(ly.

ee.

behind middle of anal; anal spots

I).

Anterolaterals side by

siile,

+

5 to 6

)

D

much
D. 12

gracile, 859.

BENOiTi, 860.
first

4

above and before second, touching lateral
6;

U. 12; A. 19 to 22.

MYCTOPHUM PUNCTATUM,

854.

11 to 14.

12 or 13; A. 17 or 18; anal spots

6 to 7.

Scales 38 to 42; anals 5 to 7

line.

9,

but well apart; precaudals near together; the last far

line; scales 39 or 40,

Anterolaterals not side by side, the

hli.

4 to

cai.iforniense, 858

14; A. 22; scales 42.

below end of lateral

Head

-f-

Pectorals moderate, barely reaching front of dorsal; Bcales41-. posterolateral

before adipose dorsal, over middle of anal; anal spots 5 to 7
A. 19.
Posterolateral spots 2, over the break in anal series.
Ii.

7 to 9

humboldti, 857

D. 12; A. 20; scales 41.

r/.

ff.

series.

Pectoral long, falcate, reaching middle of dorsal; caudal spots separated; postero-

hygomii, 861.

Rafinesque.

D. 12 A. 19; scales 41 to 45. Least depth
3J depth 4^ eye 2^.
of tail I height of body. Greatest depth of head about f its length.
Distance between posterior margin of orbit and preopercular edge
i diameter of eye. Snout very short, with a very inconspicuous keel on
upper edge, its length scarcely i diameter of eye. Eye very large. Premaxillary reaching almost to angle of preoperculum. Origin of dorsal
much nearer tip of snout than to root of caudal, the fin very short, the
length of its base equal to i that of head and less than ^ of total its
origin over eleventh scale of lateral line, and vertical with origin of
ventral, below twelfth scale of lateral line, its length equal to that of
postorbital part of head adipose dorsal present, over antepenultimate
ray of anal anal origin under twenty-first scale of lateral line, its base
as long as head, and its longest ray equal to length of postorbital part
of head caudal rather small and deeply forked. Mediolateral photophores 3, in straight, obliquely ascending line; anterolateral photophore
single; posterolateral single, over break in row of superanals and placed
considerably in advance of soft dorsal precaudal photophores close
(Goode »fe Bean.) Warmer parts of the Atlantic; abundant
together.
off the Grand Banks and from the Gulf Stream across to the Mediterra;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

nean,

(ptinctatius,

Mydophum
GooDE

2>i"ictatitm,
&.

spotted.)

(Eu.)

Rafinesque, Indico

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Scupelus caniniaims,

d'lttiol. Siciliana,

5(),

pi. ii, tig. 5, 1810,

Palermo;

71, fig. 80, 1895.

CrviEB & Valenciennes,

Ilist.

Nat. Poiss., xxii, 415, 1849, coast of Italy;
Stat., Naples, i.\, id. vii, fig. 4, 183

GiJNTHEn, Cat., v, 409, 18*54; Raff.ele, Mitt. Zobl.
1889; LiJTREN, Vid. Med. Naturl.. Forh., 207, 1891.
Scopelus m'dlleri, Gooue, Hist. Aquatic Animals, Sec.

85.5.

+6

pi. 203,

MYCTOPHUM AFFINE

D. about 14; A. about 20; scales 43.

anal spots about 8

I,

1884.

(Liitken).

Caudal spots

2;

posterolateral

in a right line; supra-anal spots 3,

I5

forming an

Jordan and
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oblique series. Body moderately elongate, the head deep and bhint, the
snout not half the diameter of the large eye, which is about 3 in iiead pecanal high. Open Atlantic,
toral short, reaching past front of dorsal
;

;

west to 63° W., 38° N.
pundatum.)
Scopdus

LfTKEN, Spolia

({Jjiiiu!,

AtUinticii,

ii.

{affinis,

.'i'2,

M. caninianus^^ M.

related, to

open Atlantic.

1892,

MTCTOPHl M OPALINUM,

856.

Head

(Liitken.)

G(.odo

& Bean.

A. 20
scales 40.
Least
eye about 2j. D. 12
height of body. Snout very short, declivous, with a
well-developed median keel, its length about i diameter of eye. Eye
Premaxillary reaching nearly to angle of preoperculum, broadly
large.
expanded at its extremity and partly concealed by the large scales of
the cheek. Space between eye and hinder edge of preoperculum only i
diameter of eye. Origin of dorsal much nearer tip of snout than to root
of caudal, midway between snout and adipose fin, over eleventh scale of
lateral line and very slightly behind vertical through origin of ventral;
origin of ventral under tenth
length of dorsal base f that of head
pectoral short, its length
scale of lateral line it does not reach to vent
nearly I that of head; adipose dorsal present, its origin over thirtieth
anal origin under eighteenth scale of lateral line,
scale of lateral line
the end of its base under thirtieth scale; length of anal base equal to
that of head; caudal rather small, moderately forked. Mediolateral
photophores 3, in straight, obliquely ascending line anterolateral 1
posterolateral 1, under soft dorsal and over and slightly in advance of
break in row of superanals, which is above root of last ray of anal. Number of superanals 8 -|- 6. In most of the specimens examined, the 6 or 8
scales on the top of the caudal peduncle, immediately in front of the
caudel fin, are liimiuous. (Goode & Bean.) Western Atlantic, (opalhuis,
ii

depth 4?

;

height of

tail

:

;

;

*

;

;

;

;

;

like opal.)
Mycloplinm opaliiinm,

No. 43808.

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic

857.

Head

Iclithyology, 72,

fig. 81,

1895,

Gulf Stream.

(Type,

Coll. Albatross.)

MTCTOPHl'M HUMBOLDT!

(Risso).

depth 5; eye 3, large. D. 12 to 14 A. 20 to 22; scales 40 to
42.
Caudal spots 2, near together and horizontally placed one posterolateral spot
supra-anal spots 3, forming an obtuse angle with the apex
Body
forward; anal spots about 8
8, the series slightly interrupted
moderately elongate, with slender caudal peduncle, the snout rather
blunt, not projecting beyond the mouth; preopercular margin slightly
oblique.
Pectoral long, reaching middle of dorsal and middle of
length of ventrals. Least depth of tail S of height of body; depth
of head 1? in its length.
Distance between posterior margin of orbit
and preopercular edge i diameter of eye.
Snout short, obtuse, its
upper profile descending in strong curve. Maxillary reaching nearly
Origin of dorsal
to angle of preoperculum, and slightly dilated behind.
somewhat nearer to end of snout than to root of caudal, above root of
inner ventral rays its last ray before vertical from origin of anal pecScales smooth, stitf.
toral long, extending to posterior third of ventral.
3}

;

;

;

;

+

;

;
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Mediolateral

pliotophores 2;

anterolaterals 2;

Museum.

posterolateral

(over

1,

break iu anal series) which, as in Mj/ctopluun 2"'"t''«'«»i, is considerably
in advance of the vertical connecting the root of the soft dorsal with
those of the last rays of the anal; candal pliotophores somewhat apartas in Mijctophum phoifjodc.s

Open

\i Mintophuin hoojis

coasts.
is

;

snperanals 7-9

seas, al)undant in the

possible, the species

is

+ 4-9.

Mediterranean and

and

Length

4 inches.

iu the Atlantic otf

both

ifycioplnim califuniieiise are the same, as

also not rare in the eastern

and southern

common

Pacific.

and
North America, we may provisionally regard M. valij'ornienw as distinct from M. humholdti. (Named for Alexander von Humboldt,
1769-1859, author of '' Cosmos," whose interest in the relations of life to
surroundings included some exact knowledge of fishes.) (En.)
As, however, no other species o( Mycto2)hi(hr

is

to the Atlantic

Pacific coasts of

Gaslei-opeUcushumholdli, Risso, Iclith. Nici',

liOS,

1810,

Nice.

ScopelHshmnboldU, GiiNTHEU, Cat., v, 407,1864; Lutkkn, Spoliii Athintii-a,

Bean, Oceanic Ichtliynlogy,

S.iS.

ii,

;U, 18!I2;

Ghodk A

73, fig. 82, 1895.

MYCTOPHIIM C.\LIPORiVIEXSE, Eigeumanu A

Eigenmaiiii.

Head 3i depth 5 eye very large, 3 in head (specimens of 4 inches).
D. 14; A. 21; scales 42. Phosphorescent spots arranged exactly as in M.
hiimhoJdti.
Body compressed, elongate, with long slender tail. Head
short and deep; preopercular margin little oblique; maxillary 1^ to 1^ in
head. Scales entire. Ventrals reaching beyond vent nearly to anal;
;

;

pectorals short, (not reaching in the type to second third of ventrals).
Cortez Banks, near San Diego. Very close to M. humbohlfi, but said to

have shorter pectorals. It is probably not distinct, as in one of Dr.
Eigenmann's types examined by us, the pectorals are as long as in M.
Innnboldti.
Both pectorals have been partly digested, but the slenderiays
on both sides reach middle of dorsal and beyond middle of ventrals.
? Miirtiiphinii

},nnps,

''

RicHAKPSON, Voy. Erebus and Terror,

fScopeliis boapn,

'^'^,

Gi'NTHKR,

("at., v,

S.-)5).

.\niericaii Scientist,

Nov.

MTCTOPHUM

;

+ 12, in

Body

li,

1880, 124,

San Diego.

408, 18G4.

(UlACILE

(Eiitken).

Head 5; depth 4f eye small, about 4 in head. D.
Caudal spots 2, very close together; posterolateral
6

open sea between Aus-

1845,

New

and

Zealand.
Myclophuia ridi/.iriiiriise, Eioexmann, West
tralia

12; A. 19; scales 41.
1; anal spots

a slightly interrupted series; supra-anal spots

2,

about

well separated.

slender, the head deep, the snout not very blunt; pectoral modOpen Atlantic, west to 48° W., 23° N.

erate, reaching front of dorsal.
{(jrucUis, slender.)

(Liitken.)
Saipelus yracilis,
?

Myclophum

LvTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 35, ii, 1.sii2, open Atlantic.
Richardson, Voy. Erebus and Terror, 41, pi. 27, 1845, open sea, locality

hians,

unknown.
nominal species, as EUtken has noted, agrees witli 71/. hmubohUi in all respects except
that the scales are said to be fewer, 37 to 39 in the lateral lino instead of 41. The eye is a little
This species is from the open Pacific, between Australia and New
larger, about 3'. in head.
It has also been lecorded (by Giinther) from Vancouver Island, but doubtless the
Zealand.
Perhaps both boaps and califurniense are
closely related ,V. califoiniensc has been taken for it.
identical with humbuldti.
* Til is

,5

Jordan and Everinann.
860.

HeadSi; depth
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(Coco).

U. 12 or 13; A. 17 or 18; scales 39 or 40. Snout
obtuse conical eye large, nearly half bead. Dorsal inserted nearly midway between snout and root of caudal behind ventral pectoral nearly
4.

;

;

reaching tip of ventral. Mediolateral spots 2 anterolaterals 2 jiosterolaterals 2, over break in anal series
anterolaterals far apart caudals
near together, the last far below end of lateral line a luminous plate on
caudal iieduncle anal spots 5 or 6
6 or 7.
(Goode
Bean.) Mediter;

;

;

;

;

+

;

ranean to Norway and Greenland.
Scopelm
40(5,

heiioiti,

18G4

Mijctoplmm

;

&

(Named for M.

Cocco, Lett. Bu Salmon., 12, pi. ii,
Lih'KKN, Spolia Atlaiitica, 250, 1892.

lnuuili,

GuODE

it

fig.

4,

1838,

Beuoit.)

Messina

;

(Eu.)
GCntheu,

Cat., v,

Be.\n, Oceanic Ichthyology, 74, 1895.

861.

MICTOPHUM HYGOMIl

(Liitken).

Head

D. 12; A. 21 or 22; scales 38 to
31; depth 4; eye about 2^.
Least height of tail about f of its greatest height. Snout very short,
the upper and lower profile of the head being similar, its length a little
less than I diameter of eye.
Intermaxillary reaching as far back as maxillary, nearly to angle of the preoperculum
maxillary expanded posteriorly and concealed under large scales of cheek.
Space between eye
and hinder edge of preoperculum i- diameter of the eye. Origin of dorsal
nearer tip of snout than root of caudal, being over eleventh scale of
lateral line, and nearly over origin of ventral
base of dorsal i as long
as head, length of longest ray equaling length of head without snout;
ventral not quite reaching vent
pectoral as long as head, reaching
to above anal origin anal origin nearly under end of dorsal base, the
length of anal base a little greater than that of head; caudal rather
small and forked. Posterolaterals 2, over break in superanal series and
far apart, the anterior one nearly over middle of anal fin, the posterior one
about one scale in advance of the vertical from the root of the soft dorsal
anterolaterals widely separated, the first obliquely in advance of and
above the second, and touching or upon the lateral line, the second far
behind the root of the ventral and over the interval between the first
and second postventral photophores ; superanals 7+6. (Goode
Bean,
as M. rcmiijer.) (Named for Captain V. Hygom, collector of some of Dr.
Liitken's "Spoils of the Atlantic")
(Eu.)
42.

;

;

;

;

».^'

Scopebis ht/gomii,

LOtken, Spolia Atlantica, Scopelini,

257, 1892,

north Atlantic.

Myclujihum rnuiger, (JooDE i Be.\n, Oceanic Ichthyology, 75, 1895,

No. 43972.

267.
BeiUhnsema,

western Atlantic.

(Type,

Coll. Albatross.)

BENTHOSEMA,

Goo»E & Bean, Oceanic

Iclitliyciluiry,

7f'),

Goode

&

Bean.

1895, {miilleri).

This genus differs from Myctoplmvi in having the maxillary dilated at
The dorsal fin considerably shorter than anal, but overlapping it,
reaching to the vertical from the middle,
liody elongate; candal
peduncle somewhat stout eyes large snout very short, with declivous
upper profile; maxillaries considerably dilated behind; scales of the
tip.

;

;
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lateral line considerably enlarged.

depths;

(yf//x(i,

Posterolateral

a.

Northern

Museum.

eeas.

the ocean

(fi£v6or,

a constellation of stars.)
on each side; aual spots nearly in a straight

8i)ot 1

series;

caudal spots not

MULLEni,

close together.
aa.

SG2.

Posterolateral spot wanting; caudal spots close together; anal spots in a series nearer

horizontal than vertical; snout rather sharp.

S62.

Head 4

;

depth

of head e(iual to

BEXTHOSEMA Ml LLERI

D. 12 to 14

4.

its

akctici'M, 863.

length.

A. 16 to 18

;

Eye

;

(Gmelin).

V. 8

;

Depth

scales 36 to 40.

large, its diameter

more than

^ length

of head. Snout very short, obtuse, with upper profile descending in a
very strong curve. Cleft of mouth oblique; maxillary reaching to angle
of lireoperculuni and terminating in triangular dilation. Origin of dorsal

nearer tip of snout than root of caudal, and inserted well behind
pectoral very small, its length equal to diameter of eye;
ventral not reaching to the vent. Scales smooth, those of lateral line
A luminous spot on the angle of the preoperculum mediolaterlarger.
posals 2, in subhorizontal line continuously with the 2 anterolaterals
8-9. (Goode
terolateral 1, over break in series of anals superanals 6-7

a

little

root of ventral

;

;

;

+

;

&

North Atlantic, occasionally taken in deep water from Norway
more abundant southward, to South Carolina, probably
always in very deep water. (Named for Otto Friedrik Miiller, an early
writer on the fishes of Denmark.) (Eu.)
Salmo viillleri, G.melin', Syst. Nat., 1378, 1788, Norway; after Strom.
Bean.)

to Greenland,

Scopelus glucialis,

Reinhardt, Overs,

36, 1835,

Greenland; LOtken,

Spolia Atlantica, 30, 1892.

ScopeluxmiUleri, CoLLETT, Norsche-Nord-Havs Exp., 158, 18S0; Lilljeborg, Sveriges och Norges

Fiskar, vi, 20, 1889.

Mijcloyhmn

glaciate,

Benthosema

miilleri,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 283, 1883.
Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 76,
863.

Head
above

3|

;

depth

4.

BEXTHOSEM.i ARCTICI'M

D. 9

;

A.

17.

last part of anal) entirely

tinuous

line, 15 or 16 in

1895.

(Lutken).

Posterolateral spot (near lateral line,

wanting, the anal spots forming a con-

number; caudal spots

2,

close together

;

supra-anal

forming an oblique line; preopercular margin almost vertical.
Body stout, short, the caudal peduncle not slender, the snout not projecting beyond chin; eye moderate; dorsal fin high. Davis Straits, Green-

spots

land.
Scopelus

3,

(Liitken.)
ai-cticus,

Lutken, Spolia Atlantica,

268.

Scopeliui, 29, 1892,

DASYSCOPELUS,

Davis Straits.

Giinther.

Dasyscopelus, GtjNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 405, 1864, {agper).

Dorsal and anal fins touching the same vertical, but not overlapping.
much enlarged. Anal
terminating below adipose dorsal. Body elevated, somewhat compressed
caudal peduncle rather slender; luminous scales on the back of the cauArrangement of photophores much as in Mijctophum.
dal peduncle.
Scales hard, persistent, ctenoid, those of lateral line

;

Species few; remarkable for the firm, rough scales, {t^aavq, rough Scopelus: Scopelus is an old uuihc of some large-eyed fish, from fr/coTrtw, to look.)
;

a.

Jaws

subetjual; aual spots 12 to 14; supra-anal spots in

an oblique

series.

spinosus, 864.

Jordan and Ever7nann.
864.

Head

4 to 4i

DASTSCOPELCS SPINOSUS

depth

;

— Fislies of North America.
D. 13

4 to 4^.

;
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(Steindachner).

A. 19

:

Body

scales 40-9.

short,

the suout very short eye large; scales ctenoid caudal spots 2 ventral
spots more than 4; posterolateral spot single; supra-anal spots 3, forming
:

an oblique series

Open

;

anal spots 12 to 14 preopercular margin almost vertical.
the mid-Atlantic, Hawaiian Islands, etc. (Liit:

;

known from

seas,

ken.)

:

(spinosus, spinous.)
Steindachner, Sitzgber. Ichth. Notiz.,

Scopeltis spiiioxHK,

1867,

v, 11,

China; LCtken, Spolia

Atlautica, Scopeliui, 19, 1S92.

269.

TARLETONBEANIA,
Eigenmann & Eigenmann,

Tarletonbeania,

Eigenmann

&

Eigenmann.

Froc. Cal. Ac. Sci., iv, 1800, 7 (lemia).

Myctophum, differing chiefly in the entire absence
for Dr. Tarleton Hoffman Bean, Ichthyologist
of the United States National Museum, who has written largely on deepsea fishes and on the fishes of the eastern Pacific.)
This genus

is

close to

of the lateral line.

(Named

Ventral outliue more arched than the dorsal; ventrals ehort, uot reaching halfway to vent.
CKENULARIS, 805.

a.

aa.

Ventral and dorsal outlines about equally arched; ventrals reaching halfw.ij' to seventh
tenuis, 866.

anal ray.

865.

TABLETOXBEAXIA CBEXULABIS

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

depth 4i. Eye large, Si in head. D. about 12: A. about
Caudal spots probably 2, making with the anal
about 45.
and postlateral spots a series of 21 6 ventral spots. Body much compressed, bluntly convex anteriorly, tapering behind. Caudal peduncle
long and very slender; ventral outline more arched than dorsal. Head
short and high, the snout very blunt. Scales of sides crenulate, those of
back with acute crenations, but no spines; no lateral line. Origin of
caudal peduncle with 2 or 3
dorsal nearer snout than base of caudal
spinules (exserted tips of vertebral processes); ventrals reaching not
halfway to vent pectorals to base of ventrals. Color dark steel-blue.
Santa Barbara Channel coast of Washington two small specimens
known, one from the stomach of an albacore, the other blown on a vessel
during a storm, (crenularis, slightly scalloped.)

Head

16:

3f

;

scales

;

;

;

;

Myctophum

crenulare,

(Type, No. 27402.

;

Jordan & Gilbert,
Coll.

Myctophum procellarum (Bean MS.) Jordan,

866.

Head

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 274,

Jordan & Gilbert.)
I.

Jordan & Gilbert,

c, 457, off Straits of

TARLETOXBEAXIA TEXUA, Eigenmann &

Santa Barbara.

Synopsis,

28:i,

1883.

Fuca.
Eigenmann.

depth 4^. D. 12 A. 17. Caudal spots probably 2, making
6 ventral spots
a series of 16 with the anal spots
a posterolateral
spot; 3 supra-anal spots in an oblique series: 5 thoracic spots. Body
moderately deep, greatly compressed, the caudal peduncle very slender,
its depth ii in greatest depth of body
ventral and dorsal outlines equally
arched. Preopercular margin nearly vertical, the head formed as in
J/, humholdti.
No lateral line scales of sides much larger than those of
back or belly; smaller scales denticulate, larger crenulate. Origin of
anal larger
dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of caudal
3f

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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than dorsal pectorals reaching ventrals, which reach halfway to seventh
Coroiiado Islands, near San Diego one specimen from stomach
;

anal ray.

;

of Sehastodm miniatus. (Eigenmanu.) Very close to T. crcnularia, hut
the belly kvss arched, the anal spots fewer, and the ventrals slightly
longer probably identical with the latter.
;

Tarleli'iiheiinia tenna (teinm),

EiOENMANX & Eigenmann,

(Type, No. 41882.

dos.

Coll.

Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., iv, IS'.'O, 7,

Corona-

Eigenmanu.)

Family LXXVI.

MAUROLICID^.

Body moderately elongate, compressed, scaleless. Barbels none. Marjaw formed by the maxillary and premaxillary, both of
which are provided with teeth. Opercular apparatus incomplete. Gill
gin of the upper

opening very wide, the outer branchial arch extending forward to behind
the symphysis of the lower jaw. Pseudobranchia; present. Air bladder
none. Adipose fin rudimentary. Series of luminous pliotophores present
along the lower side of the head, tail, and body. A single dorsal fin without spinous rays. (Goode & Bean.) Genera 4 or 5, with some 8 or 10
species deep-sea fishes. {Sternoptychidw, group Cocciina, Giinther, Cat., v,
;

387, 1864.)
a. Gill
6.

rakers very short; dorsal

Dorsal

fin

well forward,

fin

on hinder half of body.

its last

ray inserted nearly over the

over and behind anal forming a nearly continuous
c.

Luminous

first

of anal; luminous spots

series.

spots apjiearing as impressions on tho skin, not placed on black globular

row of spots behind pectorals ceasing

bodies; anal rays 25 to 30; double

at ven-

Maurolicus, 270.
Luminous spots occuring as "convex pearls, each sitting on a black globular body;"
anal rays about 14; double row of spots behind pectorals reaching anal.
VlNCIGUERRIA, 271.
trals.

cc.

66.

Dorsal

fin

farther back, nearly opposite anal,

its first

ray nearly over the front of anal;

luminous spots over and behind anal gathered in 5 clusters of 2 to 4 each, tho
spots on a black background; star-shaped pigment spots along lateral line; anal
Valenciennellus, 272.
rays about 24.

270.

MAUROLICUS,

Cocco.

Mmtroliciu, Cocco, Lett. su. Salmon., 32, 1838, (aniethystino-punclalus).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with silvery pigment series of luminous spots along the lower side of the head, body, and tail, those over
and behind anal forming a nearly continuous series luminous spots
appearing as simple impressions on the skin. Scales wanting, or perhaps
present in life, but very thin and caducous. Head compressed, the bones
Cleft of mouth wide, very oblique, the lower jaw
thin, but ossified.
prominent. Maxillary large, broad, toothed on its edge, produced backward, receiving the slender premaxillary in the upper concave part of its
margin both jaws with minute teeth no teeth on vomer or palatines.
Eye large; gill rakers very long. Pectorals and ventrals well developed;
dorsal long, inserted posteriorly, opposite anal, Avith no projecting neural
spines before it; adipose fin rudimentary or obsolete; anal rays 25 or
No air bladder.
30 caudal forked. Pseudobranchite well developed.
Branchiostegals 8 or 9. Size small. (Named for Maurolico, an Italian
;

;

;

;

naturalist.)

;

Jordan and Evermann.

MAUnOLICUS PEJfNANTI

867.

Head

3i

depth

—Fishes of North America.

D. 11 or 12

A. 11
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(Walbauni).

+ 18,

the last rays very fine and
not easily counted. Luminous spots occurring as impressions on the
skin, not sitting on black globular bodies
twelve pairs of luminous
spots along belly before ventrals 9 in an upper series between pectorals
and ventral this series not continued backward; series from vent to
caudal 1
14
8
23, with slight interruptions, the last spots close
together; along shoulder girdle and isthmus 7; 7 about gill opening; 1
before eye and 2 behind it. Front of dorsal considerably nearer base of
caudal than tip of snout, its last ray over origin of anal. Length
(Liitken Giinther.) Open seas, widely distributed, occasion2^ inches.
ally taken off the New England Coast.
(Nahant, Provincetown, Woods
Holl, etc.) (Named for Thomas Pennant, author of early works on
Arctic Zoology and on the fishes of England.) (Eu.)
;

4.

;

;

;

,

+ =

+

;

vlr(/en(»i(i penH(iii(i,

Walbaum,

Artfdi Pise, 47, 1792,

England;

after "Sli«i)i)y

Argeutine" of

Pennant.
Scopebts borealis, NiLSSON, Obsorv. Zool.,
Matirolictis amelhr/stino-piinctalus,

Scopelus mattroUci, Cu.viEU

MauroUciismi'dlerl,
Scopelus humboldli,

9,

Norway.

1835,

Cocco, Lett. su.

& Valenciennes,

Saliiiuii., 1(11, 1838,

coast of Italy.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 439, 1849; after Cocco.

Kruyek, Daumark's Fiske, iii, 113, 1838, Denmark.
Y. Fauna: Fishes, 246, 1842.

De Kay, N.

Mmirolicus horeal Is auil

ametlii/stiiio-piinclatus,

GItnther, Cat.,

v, 389, 390, 18G4.

Lutken, Spolia

Maurolicvs pcniianti, Storer, Hist. Fishes Mass., 328, 1807; not of Cuvieu;
Atlantica, ii, 47, 1892; Lili.jehjoro, Sveriges Fiskar, vi, 10, 1889.
Matirolictis burealis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

VINCIGUERRIA,

271.
Viiicigueiria,

Synopsis, 284, 1883.

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

This genus

is

Jordan

&

Evermann.

{altenuatu).

close to Maurolicus,

from which

it

differs,

Liitken, chiefly in the character of its luminous spots

according to

which are

pearl-

and placed on black globular bodies. Anal short, of 14 rays.
(Named for Dr. Decio Viuciguerra, director of the Acquario Romano, and
one of the most active and scholarly of the naturalists of Italy.)
like

868.

VINCIGUEKKIA ATTENUATA

(Cocco).

Last ray of dorsal just behind verLuminous spots slightly prominent, '' appeartical from origin of anal.
ing as convex pearls, each sitting on a black globular body ;" twelve to
14 pairs of spots between front of anal and base of caudal; upper row
from gill opening to ventrals with 12, 11 between ventrals and anal
10^^33 spots. Length 2 inches.
16
from tip of isthmus to anal, 7
Open Atlantic, west to the Bahamas; in deep water. (Lutken, etc.)

Head

Sf

;

depth

D. 12

6.

;

A.

14.

+ +

(Eu.)

{attenuatus, slender.)

Maurolicus tilloiualus, Cocco, Lett. su. Salmon., 33, 1838,
390, 18G4; Lutken, Spolia Atlantica, ii, 271, 1892.
Scopelus tenorei,

Cuvier

Valenciennes,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

This genus

is

opposite anal,
F. N. A.

38

Jordan

&

Evermann.

[tripunctulalus).

with the dorsal fin farther back,
ray nearly over front of anal. Photophores above

close to Maurolicus but

its first

Cat., v,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 440, 1849; after Cocco.

VALENCIENNELLUS,

272.
Tatenciennellus,

.S:

coast of Italy; GI'NTUEr,

Museum.
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anal gathered in about five clusters, each on a black background anal
Deep sea. (Named for Achille Valenciennes, the associate of
fin long.
Cuvier, author of the greater part of the " Histoire Naturelle des
Poissons," a noble work which is the foundation of modern ichthyology.)
;

VALENCIENNELLUS TBIPUNCTULATIS

869.

(Esmaik).

depth 3|. D. 9 or 10 A. about 24. Luminous spots arranged
in and placed on black bodies, 16 pairs in the lower row from pectorals to
5 black areas between vent and
ventrals, 5 between ventrals and anal
caudal about equidistant, and each one with 2 or 4 small luminous spots
set close together (the first 3 with 3 each, the fourth with 2, and the last
with 4); 1 spot on preopercle, 4 near shoulder girdle, 5 in an upper row
behind pectoral head and region along lateral line with a row of about
16 black pigment spots, some of them star-shaped, with many radiations,

Head

3f

;

;

;

;

these largest posteriorly; large and small ones interspersed.
ray of dorsal slightly before first of anal. Length 2\ inches.

First

Two

specimens known, one from Madagascar and one from Denmark Straits, between Greenlandand Iceland. (Liitken.) (<rijjin)c<«7fl/us, three-spotted.)
MamoUcns tripuHctiilatm, EsMARK, Christiauia A'iil. Selsk., Forh., -188, 1870, Madagascar;
LCtken, Siwlia Atlantica,

Scopelini, 49, 1892.

Family LXXVII.

CHAULIODONTID^.

(The Viper-fishes.)

Body more or less elongate, covered with thin caducous scales, or sometimes naked photophores present. Mouth large, the teeth irregular in
maxillary entering margin of upper jaw. No pseudobranchiie
size
interopercle rudimentary; gill openings wide. Dorsal and anal moderate
or lar^e. Deep-sea .fishes of rather small size but voracious habits, some
;

;

7 genera

and about 20

GoNOSTOMiN.*:
a.

species

known.

:

OpercleB complete; dorsal inserted behind ventrals; teeth moderate, some of

b.

them enlarged

or canine-like; gill rakers long.
Dorsal inserted on posterior half of body.
e.

Dorsal inserted opposite anterior rays of anal; air bladder absent.
d.

Scales xn-esent; adipose fin present; luminous spots large

vomerine teeth; suborbital covering the cheek.

and conspicuous; no
Gonostoma, 273.

dd. Scales very caducous; adipose fin absent; suborbital not covering the cheek.
Bonapartia, 274.
e. Dorsal rays about 20; photophores conspicuous.
ee.

Dorsal rays 12 or 13; photophores small; vomerine teeth present.

Cyclothone,
fcb.

Dorsal nearly median in

its

position, inserted slightly in

advance of anal,

its

275.

posterior

rays overlapping anterior rays of anal; body rather elongate; teeth in double rows
in premaxillary

and mandible; vomer with fangs.

Yarrella,

276.

Chauliobontin.'e
aa. Opercles incomplete, the interopercle rudimentary; both jaws with excessively long fang,
like canines; dorsal inserted before ventrals; gill rakers none; scales large, thin,
:

Chauliodis,

and deciduous,

273.

GONOSTOMA,

Gonostoma, Kafinesque, Indice Ittiol.

277.

Eafinesque.

Sicil., 64, 1810, (denudaliim).

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, and probably

all species pro-

vided with very large, thin, caducous scales; lower parts with series

Jordan and E,vcrinann.

— Fishes of N^orth America.
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Head conical cleft of mouth very wide, oblique,
extending behind eye, the lower jaw strongly projecting maxillary long
and slender, sickle-shaped, closely connected with the short premaxillary upper jaw with a single series of rather large, sharp, close-set teeth,
about every fourth one more or less longer than the rest, and directed
lower jaw with similar teeth, subequal, directed forslightlj' outward
ward, with a few canines in front; no teeth on vomer. Eye small. Gill
openings very wide, the membranes free from the isthmus. Gill rakers
numerous, long, and slender. Pseudobranchise none; branchiostegals
No air bladder. Dorsal and anal well developed, inserted
about 9.
adipose fin small caudal
opposite each other, the anal the longer
Deep-sea fishes of small size,
forked, its peduncle long and slender.
aro^a, mouth.)
(j-wv/a, angle
of luminous spots.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

denudatum,

Anal rays about 30.
aa. Anal rays about 20.
a.

870.

bbevidens, 871.

870.

GOXOSTOMA DENUDATUM,

Rafinesque.

Head 4 depth 5*. D. 14 or 15 A. 30 or 31 P. 11 or 12 V. 8
Jaws heterodont, the intermaxillary being armed with
;

;

;

;

;

36.

scales

the

2,

maxillary with about 12 large, distinct teeth, the spaces between them
being filled with very small teeth lower jaw similarly armed with 10 or
Entire cheek covered by the enormously enlarged infra11 large teeth.
;

(Giinther.)

orbital.

This species

common

is

Mediterranean and the neighboring parts

in the

of the Atlantic, especially oft" Madeira. In 1881, it was trawled by the
Fish Hawk oft' the New England Coast. It was also obtained by the Alhafross, at station 2665, in 263 fathoms, and by the French expedition, in
590 fathoms, off" the coast of Morocco, and olf the Cape Verdes, in 230-290

(Goode

fathoms.

&

Bean.)

{doiudatus,

Gimostuma detmdata, Kafinesqie, Inilice

Ichthyology, 38,

made naked.)

(Eu.)

Palermo; Goude

Ittiol. Sicil., 65, 1810,

Sc

Bean, Oceanic

110, 1895.

fig.

GasteropelecHS (Kaiithurus, Cocco, Giorn. Sc. Lit., No. 77, 1829, Italy.

Gonostomiis acauthurus, Cocco, Lett. su. Salmon., 1838.

871.

Head
pressed.

4

;

depth

fiONOSTOMA BBEVIDENS, Kner &

6.

Eye equal

D. 13 or 14
to snout,

;

A. 18 or 19

and about

^^

;

V.

Steindacbuer.
7.

Body elongate, com

leng.th of head; interorbital

space about f diameter of eye. Mouth opening large, oblique, lower jaw
projecting; upper jaw reaching back to the angle of the preoperculum,
and convex on its lower edge. Intermaxillary, maxillary, and mandible
tongue toothprovided.with a single row of sharp teeth, unequal in size
;

two stronger teeth near the symphysis of the lower jaw on the
palatines, and possibly upon the pterygoids, a few small, sharp-pointed
less

;

;

opening very wide 12 short branchiostegals, a luminous dot
base of each of the 8 anterior ones no pseudobranchia^ gill
laminte large. Probably the lower pharyngeal Isoues covered with teeth
similar to those in the jaws but in several rows. The dorsal has its
origin nearly midway between the ventral and the anal, and is composed
of 13 or 14 rays; adipose fin thread-like; ventral in front of the

teeth.

at the

Gill

;

;

;
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Museum.

middle of the body (not behind, as stated by Kner) with 7 rays, reaching
to the vent anal -with from 17 to 19 rays, beginning under tlie last o or
;

of the dorsal, and the fin similar in height to the dorsal;
caudal equal in length to that of the head from snout to preoperculum,
and strongly forked pectoral small, pointed, and nearly as long as

4 rays

;

the caudal. The thin, caducous scales with which the body is covered
exhibit no radiating lines, but have simple, delicate, concentric rings.
On either side 2 longitudinal rows of inconspicuous phosphorescent
spots, surrounded wath black pigment the lower row near the line of
In
the belly begins near the throat and ends at the origin of the anal.
between the
the space from the pectoral to the ventral are 16 spots
ventral and the anal 11 the upper row commences with 2 large spots
upon the suboperculum, and continues back to the caudal. Color dark
gray the back aud belly silvery all the fins whitish, uniform in color.
Specimens taken by the Blake from off Grenada in 161 and 461 fathoms,
in the old Bahama Channel in 500 fathoms, aud off Bequia iu 458 fathoms;
the original type from the open Atlantic. (Goode & Bean.) (hrevis,
;

;

;

;

;

short; dens, tooth.)

Kneu & SiEiNnACHNER, Sitzb. Akad. Wisseusch. Wiun, Lxi, 1870, 443,
Atlantic; Goode & Bean, Ocoaiiic Ichthyology, 98, 1895.

Gonosloma brevidens,

274.
Bonapartia,

BONAPARTIA,

GoODE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Goode

&

Bean.

102, 1895, (pedaliola).

Body oblong, compressed, slender behind, as in Gonostoma, covered
with large cycloid scales, nearly equal iu size. A continuous row of photophores on either side of the ventral line upon the lowest row of scales,
extending from the anterior part of the lower jaw to the extremity of
the base of the anal others upon the caudal peduncle. Head much compressed, cleft of mouth very wide. Premaxillary short maxillary long,
curved, forming the entire margin of the upj^er jaw, extending to the
angle of the preoperculum. Jaws armed with a single series of not very
numerous, acicular teeth, uniform in size; minute teeth on the palatines
and pterygoids. Eye moderate. Pectoral and ventral fins small; dorsal
fin on the hinder half of the body, opposite the anterior portion of the
anal; adipose fin absent; anal much longer and higher than dorsal;
caudal (probably) subtruncate.
Gill opening exceedingly wide, the
branchial aperture'cxtending nearly to the dorsal line on either side, and
extending forward also to the symphysis of the lower jaw. Gill rakers
very long. (Named for Charles Lucien Bonaparte, Prince of Canino,
1775-1840, "whose admirable work upon the fishes of Italy, one of the
most essential of the older works in the ichthyologist's library, is
full in its discussion of the fishes allied to the one now under discussion.")
;

;

872.

BONAPARTIA PEDALIOTA,

Goode & Bean.

Head 3A depth 4^; eye 5. D. 20; A. 30; soales 46. Body elongate,
compressed. Eye about equal to snout; width of interorbiial space less
than eye. Mouth large, oblique, the lower jaw slightly projecting upper
jaw reaching back to angle of the preopercle, and convex on its lower
;

;
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edge between the verticals from the anterior and posterior margins of the
Origin of dorsal
eye. Preopercle extending backward in a sharp angle.
fin equidistant from root of ventral and the axil of posterior anal ray,
and in vertical from fourth or fifth anal ray; greatest height of dorsal
abont equal to its base; origin of anal equidistant from the posterior
margin of the orbit and base of middle caudal rays, its anterior third
greatly prolonged, falcate in form; length of the longest or third ray
about equal to length of base of fin posteriorly to end of dorsal the
fin is low; pectorals and ventrals short and feeble; ventrals inserted
about midway between tip of snout and root of caudal fin. A single row
of rather conspicuous phosphorescent spots from the lower jaw, beneath
the eye, to end of anal on either side, these dots being heavily margined
and with black above 12 of these between branchial opening and the
origin of ventral, 5 between ventral and anal, 16 in the anal series, and
2 upon caudal peduncle, 1 at origin of lower caudal rays, the other in
vertical above it and about \ of the distance from the dorsal outline
a series of vertical, elongated spots, apparently phosphorescent, upon
either side of the lower jaw, giving it a pectinate appearance. Color
brownish gray the head with silvery reflections.
The types of this species are two specimens, about 1 and 2 inches long
respectively, obtained by the steamer Albatross from station 2642, at a
depth of 217 fathoms. {nrjdaTiitjToi, having rudder-like fins.)
;

;

;

Eonapnrliit pedalinlu, Gooi>E

25° 20' 30" N., 79° 58'

275,
Cydothntie,

Goode & Bean,

& Bean,

W.

Oceanic Ichthyology, 102,

CYCLOTHONE,
Bull.

Mus. Oomp.

fig. 120,

1895,

Gulf Stream, at

Coll. Albatross.)

(Type, No. 44337.

Zoiil., x.

Goode
No.

5,

&

Bean.

1883, 221, (/»s™).

SigmopK, GlLL.Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 25G, (sligviaHcKs).

Neoslama, Vaillant, Exp. Scient. Travailleur et Talisman, 86, 1888, {haOiijpliUiim).

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, apparently devoid of scales;
lower parts with inconspicuous series of luminous spots, with the latter
arranged approximately as in Gonostoma, but usually much less conspicnous. Head conical, compressed; cleft of mouth very wide, oblique,
extending behind the eye; the lower jaw strongly projecting. Maxillary long and slender, sickle-shaped; somewhat dilated posteriorly, but
covering only an inconsiderable portion of the cheek. Upper jaw with
a single series of needle-like teeth, some of which are enlarged; lower
jaw with similar teeth, and in some species with a few canines in front;
teeth on vomer sometimes in patches, sometimes reduced to a single pair
of fangs; palatine and pterygoid teeth present or absent. Eye moderate,
not conspicuous. Gill opening very wide, the membranes free from
isthmus; gill rakers numerous, long and slender. Pseudobranchiie none.
No air bladder. Dorsal and anal moderate, opposite, the latter much the
longer; adipose fin sometimes present, (/cr/c^of, round; uOuvi/, veil.)
CyCLOTHONE:
a. Anal rays 18 to

22.

Body not greatly elongate, the depth 7 to
lb. Body elongate, the depth 11 in length.

b.

SlQMOPS
aa.

(cri-y/iia,

the letter s; un|/, appearance):
to 30; depth 7 in length.

Anal rays 27

8 in length.

MiCROnoN, 873.
bathvpiiii.a, 874.

elongata, 875.
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Subgenus

Head

CYCLOTHONE.

CYCLOrHOXE MICRODOX

873.

Museum.

(Gunther).

depth 7f eye as long as snout, 7 in head. B. 7 to 9 D. 11
orl2; A. 16to20; C. 17; P. 9orl0; V. 5. Bodyelongate. Cheeksnaked.
Premaxillary very short, extending to vertical from posterior limb of
anterior nostril maxillary very strongly curved downward, with a short
knob at its anterior extremity, not visible without dissection. Most of
Gill rakers 9+13 or 14.
the teeth on maxillary inclined forward.
Lower jaw long, included, with the exception of the projecting tip. Eye
circular, close to the profile, the interorbital area being very narrow;
aiial under second ray of dorsal, its base half as long again as that
of dorsal, and nearly^ as long as body; its outline resembling that of
dorsal, its longest ray a little longer than the longest of the dorsal caudal forked; pectoral inserted under tip of opercular flap, its length
equal to greatest height of body ventral inserted at a distance from
snout equal to twice the length of the head, its length slightly exceeding
that of the pectoral, 7 in body. Color blackish brown, the luminous
pores inconspicuous, in a row on each side from pectoral region to tail, and
another below it from throat to the origin of anal. (Goode & Bean.)
First obtained from great depths near Bermuda, subsequently at numerous localities in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Antarctic oceans, at depths of
from 500 to 2,900 fathoms. Since also taken from numerous localities in
4|

;

;

;

;

;

;

the Atlantic by the Alhatross and the Blalce. It is equally abundant in
deep water along the Pacific Coast from Oregon to the Galapagos. In fact it
is everywhere one of the most widely distributed and common of all deepsea fishes. "Although many hundreds of specimens are in the National
Museum, the species is so exceedingly delicate and hard to preserve that
not one of them gives satisfactory opportunity for study." (Goode
Bean.) (;U</cp6f, small 66ovg, tooth.)

&

;

.Gonostoma microdon, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Ilist., ii, 1878, 188, near Bermuda; Gi'NTHER, Voy. Challenger, xxil, 175, 1SS7 Lutkkn, Spolia Atlantica, Scopelini, 00, 1892.
;

Oydoihone lusca, Goode

&

Be.'IN, Bull.

Oychihone microdon, Goode

Zoiil., x.

& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

874.

Head

Mus. Conip.

No.

5,

1883,

2-21,

Gulf Stream.

990, fig. 114, 1895.

CYCLOTHONE BATHYPHILA

(Vaillant).

D. 12 or 13; A. 21 or 22; V. 7; P. 10; branchiostegals 13. Body elongate, compressed vent midway between tip of
snout and end of caudal rays. Eye moderate, its diameter equal to half
length of snout, and also to the width of interorbital space; placed
Cleft of
far forward, so that the snout is very short, i length of head.
mouth exceedingly wide, oblique. Maxillary somewhat dilated, but not
covering any considerable portion of the cheek, its tip separated from
the angle of the operculum by a distance greater than the diameter of
the eye. Teeth of premaxillaries moderate in size upon maxillaries and
mandible larger, conical, separated by moderate intervals, wliich are filled
with smaller teeth teeth also on palatines, pterygoids, and j)haryngeals.
Opercular bones very thin. Origin of dorsal and anal fins opposite, immediately behind vent, the anal
more than twice as long
il

;

depth

11.

;

;

;
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and reaching nearly to the tail, which is forked; adipose
pectoral and ventral composed of weak rays, the origin of
the latter nearly midway from base of pectoral to vent, and tips of
longest rays reaching to vent. Branchial arches 4, long and slender;
very elongate gill rakers, 10 + 15 in number, the longest twice as long as
eye. Velvety black, with a number of luminous spots.
This species was obtained by the French explorers at depths of 710
to 1,290 fathoms in the Gulf of Gascony and off the Azores.
It has since
been found in considerable numbers in the western Atlantic by the
Albatross.
(Goode & Bean.) (/3a^)t'r, deep ^iP^tw, to love.) (Eu.)
as the dorsal

dorsal small

;

;

Vaillant, La Nature, 1884, 184; name and rougli figure only.
Cydothone Imtliypiht, Vaillant, Travailleur et Talisman, 9G, pi. 8, figs. 1, In, 1888, Gulf of
Gascony; Azores; Goode & Bean, Oceanic lehtliyology, 100, fig. 118, 1895.

Neosiomii hathyphilum,

Subgenus SIGMOPS, Gill.
CTCLOTHONK ELOXG.lT.i (GUnthcr).

875.

Head 4^ depth 7. D. 13; A. 27 to 30; P. 11; V. 7. Vent midway
between root of caudal fin and eye. Eye moderate, | of snout, about i
length of head, its diameter less than width of iuterorbital space. Mouth
exceedingly wide, maxillary extending to the posterior angle of the
operculum, with a number of largo teeth at considerable distances, with
interspaces filled with smaller teeth intermaxillary with 2, and mandible
with about 10, large teeth. Infraorbital bone dilated, covering only about
\ of cheek ojiercular bones thin. Gill laminae short; gill rakers long;
branchiostegals 11, very short. Dorsal fin inserted a little behind the vertical from vent, its greatest height exceeding that of the body at the point
of its origin; anal fin directly under the dorsal, much longer, extending
nearly to root of caudal, highest in front
pectoral narrow, slender,
placed low, its length f that of the head distance of ventral from vent
contained i in its distance from pectoral. Scales have apparently been
present, on a part at least, of the body, namely, the tail and ventral
Luminous organs very pink, with silvery margins, in two rows on
line.
either side of the abdomen. Color black.
This species was obtained by the Challenger south of New Guinea, in
800 fathoms, and off Banda, in 360 fathoms. It has been found in considerable numbers in the deep waters off the American Coast by both the Blake
and the Challenger, by the Investigator in the Indian Ocean, and by the
Jlbatross in the Gulf Stream at station 2039 in 2,361 fathoms.
(Goode &
;

;

;

;

;

Bean.)

{elongatus, elongate.)
Gonodoma cUmfjahim, GCnthkr, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Sigmops atigmalkni'*68° 20' 20"

W.

CycloOioiie elongalii,

Goode

S:

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

276.
Yarrella,

ii,

1878, 187,

New Guinea

Gulf Stream, in38°

;

19'

Banda.
26" N.,

101, fig. 119, 1895.

Goode

&

Bean.

103, 1895, {hlack/ordi).

elongate,^ compressed, covered with rather large, thin, deciduous

scales; the lower parts
*

YARRELLA,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Body

Hist.,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 256,
(Type, No. 33201. Coll. Albatross.)

Gii.i.,

The type ofSigmops

been rubbed

with luminous spots.

stiijmaticus is an imperfect individual,
off before it was examined.— Goode <£• Bean.

Head

conical, comj)re8sed;

from which the luminouaspotshad

Museum.
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Lower
cleft of mouth very wide, oblique, extending behind the eye.
jaw strongly projecting. Intermaxillary comparatively long, forming
about half of margin of upper jaw. Upper jaw with a single row of
teeth in the maxillary, and a double row in the intermaxillary, interspersed with
directed

occasional

downward

stronger teeth

those in

;

the intermaxillary

or backward, those in the maxillary

somewhat

for-

ward; mandible with double row of small teeth, outer row with some
larger ones; a row of short, weak teeth on the palatines; head of
vomer with a short fang on either side. Eye moderate; gill openings
very wide, the membranes free from the isthmus, (iill rakers not very
numerous, rather short and stout. Pseudobranchife none. Branchiostegals numerous, 14. No air bladder. Dorsal and anal well developed,
the former far in advance, its posterior rays over the origin of anal no
adipose iin; caudal moderately forked. (Named for William Yarrell,
1789-1856, an eminent ichthyologist, who wrote on the fishes of
England.)
;

876.

YARRELLA BLACKFORDI,

Ooodo & Bean.

\\ depth 7^ eye 7. D. 15 A. 27 V. 6. Body elongate. Eye
moderate, its diameter | of snout maxillary extending far behind the eye,

Head

;

;

;

;

;

length equal to that of postorbital part of the head. Gill rakers
Branchiostegals 14. Dor6 -\- 13, the longest about as long as the eye.
sal origin a little nearer root of caudal than tip of snout, nearly
over middle of space between ventral and anal, its posterior ray over
distance of ventral origin from tip of snout
seventh ray of anal
contained 2^ times in total (without caudal), its rays imperfect, the longest
only about \ length of head; pectoral placed low, on a narrow base.
Scales have evidently been present, and of considerable size, l)ut their
character and number can not be ascertained from the specimens examined.
Color purplish brown; 9 phosphorescent spots on the isthmus, 25
between the symphysis of the mandible and the root of ventral, 12
between the origin of ventral and vent, and 26 from vent to tail; a
second row of pearly spots extends from above root of pectoral to origin
its

;

of anal.
The type obtained by the Aliatross from station 2376, at a depth of 324
fathoms. Two other specimens, the larger one 9i inches in length, taken
(Named for Eugene G. Blackford, president of the
at the same place.
board of fish commissioners of the State of New York.)
YiirrrUii. hJ m-hfordi,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

29° 03' 15" N., 88° 16'

277.

W.

(Type, No. 44242.

103,

fig.

121, 1S96,

Gulf Stream at

Coll. Albatross.)

CHAULIODUS,""Bloch

&

Schneider,

(Yll'KK-FISIIES.)
Ch'nilmihis, Bi.ocit
Leplodeis,

& Schneideh,

SWAINSON, Nat.

Hist.

Syst. Ichth., 430, 1801, {sloanei).

Anim.,

11,

298, 1839, {sloanei).

Body elongate, compressed, covered with very thin deciduous scales of
moderate size; lower side of head, body, and tail with series of luminous spots. Head short, much compressed and elevated, the bones thin
it^

LjJ^OY^ac^ ]jV(,if0L
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but ossified; lower jaw projecting, the snout much shorter than eye;
mouth extremely wide, the cleft reaching much beyond eye premaxil;

with 4 long, fang-like canines on each side; mandible with pointed,
wide-set teeth, the anterior ones excessively long; none of these large
teeth received within the mouth; maxillaries with fine teeth; palatine
with a single series of small pointed teeth no teeth on the tongue.
Operclo very narrow, the interopercle rudimentary.
Eye moderate.
Pectorals moderate; ventrals large; dorsal fin high, placed anteriorly,
well in front of the ventrals; adipose fin moderate, sometimes fimbriate,
opposite the low, short anal caudal moderate, forked. Gill openings
very wide; no gill rakers. Branchiostegals numerous; no pseudobrauchia>. Deep-sea fishes of voracious habits
two species known. {xavMoz,
laries

;

;

;

exserted

or^orf,

;

tooth.)

Heail 7 in length; Atlantic species.

o.

aa.

Head

G in length.

sluanf.t, 877.

macouni, 878.

Pacific species.

877.

CHAULIODUS SLOANEI,

Bloch

Schneirtor.

k.

Head 7; depth 7. B. 17; D. 6; A. 12; V. 7; scales 56 (65 in a figure
published by Agassiz in Cruise of the Blake). Dorsal not far backward,
its distance from occiput less than length of head, its first ray produced
in a long filament nearly i length of body ijectoral fins short; ventral
About 30
fins long, longer than head, and much longer than pectorals.
luminous dots in a series from the chin to the ventrals. Scales of the
body subhexagonal. Head nearly as deep as long. Greenish above sides
silvery; belly blackish. Length 12 inches.
(Giinther.) Mediterranean
and deep waters of the Atlantic a specimen found in the stomach of a
cod on George's Banks and elsewhere in deep water; also in the Medi;

;

;

;

terranean.

(Named

who wrote on

Hans

for

Sloane, an early naturalist

the animals of Jamaica.)

and

traveler,

(En.)

Si Schneider, Syst. Iclith., 430, 1801, Atlantic; iifter Vipera JIarina of
Catksht; GiiNTHER, Cat., v, 392, 1804; .Tcirdan it Gilbert, Synopsis, 285, 1883.

Chauliodiin sJoanei, Bi.orir

ChauHoihi.i setiHolH%

Bloch & Schneider,

Esox stnmiax, SiiAW, Gen.

Zoiil., v, 120,

Syst. Ichth., pi. 85;

same

Chauliodus schueideri, Risso, Europe Merit!.,

iii,

442, 1S2G,

Nice.

CHAULIODUS MACOUNI,

878.

type.

1804; after Cate.sby.

Beau.

Headfi; eye4i; snout 4^. D. 6; A. 11; V. 7; P. 13; scales 56. Longest
fang in mandible nearly half head. Dorsal beginning over seventh row
of scales, its first ray Si to ii in body, its base 3 in head base of adipose
dorsal f that of anal, which is more than half head; ventral 5 in body,
inserted under seventeenth scale of lateral line. Coast of California to
British Columbia, in deep water
the type taken off" Queen Charlotte
Islands, in 876 fathoms
about 4 specimens known close to C. slotutei,
the head a little longer, the scales perhaps larger; probably not distinct.
(Named for Prof. John C. Macoun, of the Geological Survey of Canada.)
;

;

;

ChaHliodwi macouni, Bean, Proc. U.

Albatross Station

;

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 41, off

2860, at 51^' 23' N., 130^ 34'

W.

Queen Charlotte

(Type, No. 45372.

Islands, at

Coll. Albatroas.)
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Family LXXVIII. ASTRONESTHID.^:.
Scomatoicl fishes, with adipose dorsal present, and with scaleless body.
Dorsal fiu inserted behind vent, but in front of anal. A single genus,

with few species; fishes of the deep sea.
& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 105, 1895.)

{AstronestM(lui,(ji\\\^m

ASTRONESTHES,

278.

Goode

Richardson.

Richardson, Ichtii. Toy. Siilph., 07, lS-15, (iiiijer).
Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Loud., 1850, 250, {rinrjens).

AKironesOiei',

rh:eniidon,

Body rather elongate, compressed, scaleless. Head compressed, the
snout of moderate length, the mouth wide, lower jaw prominent. Teeth
pointed, unequal upper jaw with 4 long, curved canines front of lower
with 2; maxillary teeth fine, subequal palatines with a single series of
small, pointed teeth, similar to those on tongue. Eye moderate, not longer
than snout. Throat with a long fleshy barbel. Dorsal fin rather long,
inserted entirely in front of anal, behind ventrals adijiose fin present;
caudal forked paired fins long. Gill rakers minute. No pseudobranchia^.
No air bladder. Sides and belly with very many small luminous spots;
a small luminous patch below eye. Small fishes of the deep seas; remarkable for their strong teeth, the lower jaw much stronger than in Mala;

;

;

;

;

costeus; 4 species

known,

(uarpoi', star (starfish); tadlu, to ea.t.)

Barbel not muoh lunger than head; last ray of dorsal considerably behind vent, nearly
over first ray of anal.
NIGER, 879.
h. IX 17; A. 14.
gemmifeu, 880.
bb. D. 17; A. 17.
aa. Barbel much longer than head; last ray of dorsal in advance of vent, and much before
richardsoni, 881.
first ray of anal.
a.

S70.

ASTROXESTHES NIGER,

Richardson.

+ =

15
45. Body rather
D. 17 A. 14 V. 30
Barbel a little longer than head. Dorsal
stout, deepest at the nape.
beginning just behind base of ventrals, its last ray considerably behind
vent and nearly over first of anal; pectoral not reaching nearly to venJaws subequal. Eye large, well forward, almost as long as snout,
trals.
the luminous spot below it very small. Color black, with 22 })hotophores
between chin and ventral. Deep waters of all seas. One specimen taken

Head

in the

4^

;

depth 5i eye
;

open sea

Astroneslhes nigra,

4r.

ofl:"our coast.*

;

{nUjer, black.)

Richardson, Ichth. Voy. Sulphur,

1804; Li'TKEN, Spolia Atlantica,

ii,

537, 1892;

Slomias fiehUi, CirviER & Valenciennes, Hist.
(Typff, No. 34538.
Coll. Capt. Field.)
Phienoduii ringens,

;

97, 1845,

Atlantic; GfNTilER,

Jordan & Giluert,

Synopsis, 2S7,

Nat. Poiss., xviii, 378, 1840,

Cat., v, 425,
188;i.

Mid-Atlantic.

LoWE, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1850, 251, Madeira.
Kner, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1860, xxxix, 543, Coast of Brazil.

Astronesthes barbcUtis,

880.

Head

ASTRONESTHES GEMMIPER,

4^; depth 5i; eye

4.

equal in length to the head.

Goode & Bean.

D. 17; A. 17; V. 7: P. 9. Barbel about
Origin of dorsal fin a little nearer tip of

*Thia species is represented in the national collection by only a single specimen (No. 34538, U.
National Museum), the type of Chanliodus fielcUi, Cuvier & Valenciennes, obtained by Captain
This
Field, in May, 181ii, on a voyage from Mogador to New York, jirobably iit the surface.
specimen passed from the hands of Dr. Blitchill to those of Mr. J. Carson Brevoort, then to Mr.
(Goode
Bean.)
&
E. G. Blackford, by whom it was presented to the National Museum.
S.
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leugtli of its base coutaiued nearly 4 times in
suoiit than root of caudal
the total without caudal, its longest ray f length of head. Ventral
origin directly under dorsal origin; length of ventral 5^ times in body,
not reaching nearly to vent distance of anal origin from root of the
caudal a little more than \ of total length without caudal. Eye longer
than snout. Pectoral nearly | as long as body without caudal.
The type of this species, about 1\ inches in length, was taken from a
halibut's stomach, January 26, 1890, by the schooner Polar Wave, in
44° 25' N. latitude, 53° 12' W. longitude, in about 300 fathoms. This
species may possibly prove identical with J. nhjer. The limits of variation
of the fin rays in this genus have not been determined for lack of sufficient
material. The specimen has 17 anal rays and numerous gem-like dots on
;

;

the lower part of the body, there being about 30 in the series from the
symphysis of the mandible to the ventral. (Goode & Bean.) {gemma, bud
or gem; fero, I bear.)
Aslronesthcs gemmifer,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

(Type, No. 24645.

Coll.

881.

105, fig. 124, 1895,

Grand Banks.

Schr Polar Wave.)

ASTRO\ESTHES RICHARDSON!

(Poey).

D. 12 or 13; A. 13 or 14. Body more elongate than in J. xiV/tr, less rapidly tajiering backward barbel much longer
than head, reaching bej'ond tip of pectorals dorsal beginning over axil
of ventrals, its last ray in advance of vent and far in advance of first
of anal; pectorals almost reaching ventrals; lower jaw prominent eye
small, shorter than snout, the luminous organ below it as long as pupil.
Black, with the usual many luminous spots. Deep waters of West Indies,

Head

4i; depth 61; eye

7.

;

;

;

Indian and Pacific oceans. (Liitken.) (Named for Sir John Eichardson
the discoverer of the genus Astronesthes.)
ChauUodiis rkliarcUoni, Poey, Blemorias, 1,170, 1855,
Aslronesthes richardsoni,

GCntiier, Cat.,

v, 425, 18fi4;

Family LXXIX.

Cuba.

(Coll.

Poey.)

Lutken, Spolia Atlantica,

ii,

55, 1892.

STOMIATID^.

Body elongate, tapering, naked or covered with very thin and deciduous scales. Head oblong snout short and rounded. Eyes large and far
forward. Opercular apparatus imper<fectly developed. Mouth enormous,
with deep lateral cleft; lateral margin of upper jaw formed by maxillary and provided with teeth along the edges
teeth usually strong,
unequal, some of them often fang-like or barbed. Gill membranes not
joined, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegals numerous (12 to 17); a
long barbel at throat. No pseudobranchia>. Dorsal fin short, median or
posterior, without spines; anal free, far behind and small; caudal distinct pectorals low down on the scapular arch and narrow
ventrals
;

;

;

;

and pyloric appendages absent.
Sides with phosphorescent spots. Skeleton feebly ossified. Eggs excluded
through oviducts. (Goode & P>ean.) Deep sea-fishes of extremely voracious habits; 8 genera and about 20 species known. {Siomiatida', \ta,xt,
inserted far backward.

Stomach

caecal,

Gunther, Cat., v, 424, 1864.)
Stomiatin.e
a.

:

Pectorals present.
h.

Body covered with

fine Bcales; ventrals very far back.

Stomias, 279.
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66.

Body naked.
Pectorals with separate ray;
palatines with teeth.

c.

Photonectin.t'.

ti'itli

jaws long, depressible;
Echiostoma, 280.

in

Grammatostomias,

281.

Photonectes,

282.

;

Pectoriils aliscnl;

body naked; dorsal inserted behind vent.

STOMIAS,

279.
Slomias,

fi'i-th;

Pectorals normal; vomer toothless; dorsal and anal similar In size and opposite;
teetli fang-like; ])igment spots in place of lateral line; eye small.

ec.

an.

vomor with

CiviEH, Ri'gne .\nimal, Ed.

1,

Cuvier.

184, 1817, (^o<i).

Body elongate, compressed, covered with exceedingly fine, deciduous scales, which are scarcely imbricated, lying in subhexagonal depressions in the skin. Head compressed, the snout very short and the cleft
of the mouth extremely large. Mouth oblique, the lower jaw projecting.
Teeth pointed, unequal, those of the premaxillaries and mandible very

vomer with a pair of fangs palatines
and tongue with smaller pointed teeth. Eye moderate. Opercular pora large fleshy barbel suspended from the hyoid
tion of the head short
region. Vent far back. Dorsal comparatively long, far back, opposite
the anal pectorals and ventrals rather small and short, the latter far
back
caudal fin moderate. Lower side of head, body, and tail with
series of luminous spots.
Gill openings very wide
no pyloric ca'ca.
Singular fishes of the deep sea; 3 species now known, {stomias, "mouthy,"
from arifiu^ mouth.)
largo; maxillary with fine teeth;

;

;

;

;

;

a.

aa.

Head 10 times
Head 8 times

ferox,

in length of body; ventrals not produced.
in length of body; ventrals

552.

much

STOMIAS FEROX,

882.

affinis, 883.

i)rodiici'd.

Keinli.ardt.

Head 10 depth 12. D. 17 A. 21 P. 6 V. 6. Barbel longer than head,
tapering and not fringed at tip. Pectorals and ventrals not produced;
caudal rounded. Color black. (Giinther.) Greenland and southward;
abundant in deep waters of the Gulf Stream from Bahama Channel to the
Grand Banks in 500 to 600 fathoms, {ferox, ferocious.)
;

;

;

;

Greenland; Gi'nther,
GoonE ABean, Oceanic Ichthy-

Stomias ferox, Reinhardt, Vidensk. Selsk. Naturv., etc., x, 77, 1812,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Cat., V, 420, 18G4;

Synopsis, 286, 1883;

ology, 107, 1805.

553.

Head

STOMIAS AFFINIS,

Giinther.

D. 17; A. 20. Scaleless, but the hexagonal divisions of the skin distinct. Teeth fixed. Barbel about as long as head,
ending in 3 filaments; end of stem of barbel white, probably luminous,
and with a black pigment spot. Pectorals and ventrals narrow and
elongate, the ventrals ending in a filament reaching beyond front of anal
anal higher than dorsal. Each of the abdominal series of photophores
with 43 spots between pectoral and ventral 6 between ventrals and anal,
and 15 or 16 between front of anal and caudal a parallel series runs
below, and a third above middle of side of body. Fins white; dorsal,
anal, and ventral with black margins.
One specimen taken south of
8;

depth

12.

;

;

Sombrero Islands,

in 4.50 fathoms.

(Gunther.)

{affinix,

Stomkts njinis, GiNTiiEn, Deep-Sea Fishes, Challenger, -xxii, 205,

Islands,

West

Indies.

related.)

pi. Liv, fig.

A, 1887,

Sombrero

Jordan and Evermanii.

280.
Echicslima,

Ldwe, Proc. Zool.
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Lowe.

Soc. Lond., 184:5, 87, (I'nrhulitiu).

Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 250,

{laniteri).

Head rather compressed, the
snout short and the cleft of the mouth very wide. Teeth pointed, iinnr,
or less unequal, those of the i)remaxillary and the front of the lower jaw
heing longest nuixillary teeth in a single series, those of the lower j
being small teeth of the hinder i)art of the mandible in double or triple
series; vomer with a pair of fangs palatines with a single series of small
pointed teeth, two groups of similar teeth on the tongue. Eye of moderate size. Opercular portion of the head very narrow and flexible; a
fleshy barbel on the center of the hyoid region. Dorsal fin far back,
opposite anal; caudal forked; vent not far in advance of caudal fin;
pectorals and ventrals feeble, the latter behind the middle of the body.
Series of luminous spots along the lower side of the head, body, and tail,
the largest luminous organ placed behind eye along maxillary, longer than
eye; a smaller eye-like one, in suture between opercle and interopercle.
Gill openings very wide.
Gill rakers minute.
No iiseudobranchisB nor
Atlantic. (t,\-if, a viper a-o/ia, mouth.)
air bladder.
Body

elongate, compressed, scaleless.

;

;

;

;

Anal ravs 16 to 18 teeth of jaws large, iiiieijual.
aa. Anal rays 24; teeth of jaws small, subequal.
a.

baubatum,
marqaeita,

;

884.

Head 6 depth 9.

ECHIOSTOMA BABBATUM,

B. 12

;

;

D. 12 to 15

;

Lowe.

A. 16 to 18

;

P. 3 to 5

;

V.

8.

Barbel

Upper ray of pectoral produced

as long as head, fringed at its tip.

884.
885.

in a

long and slender filament reaching nearly to the root of the ventrals
ventrals narrow, elongate.
Color black, with elongate, club-shaped,
luminous spot between the maxillary and the eye, rose-colored in life.
Length II inches. Deep waters off" Madeira also taken ott" Gloucester,
Massachusetts, and southward in the Gulf Stream to the Old Bahama
Channel, (barbatus, bearded.)
;

;

LowE, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1843. 88, Madeira Guntiiek, Cat., v, 427,
& Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., 1879, 23; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 287, 1883;

Echinstoma harbatiw!,

18G4; GooDE

;

GuNTHER, T)cep-Sea

Fishes, Challenger, 206, 1887.

Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 256, Gulf Stream, at Albatross
Station 2083, at 40° 26' 40" N., 60° 58' W., in 956 fathoms. (Type, No. 33444. cAl.
Albatross.)

Hyperihorislits tanneri,

885.

ECHIOSTOMA MABCJABITA,

Goodo & Beau.

D. 18; A. 24; V. 7. A stout barbel behind
from the tip of the lower jaw, somewhat more than i length of
head; at the extremity, this barbel is divided into 6 fringes, one of
which is whitish a whitish band on the barbel near the root of the
fringes.
About 31 teeth on each side of upper jaw and 36 on each side of
raandilile; none of the teeth in the jaws being enlarged; vomer with a
pair of depressible fangs on riglit side and a single one on the left; five
depressible teeth on each palatine lingual teeth in about 4 rows. Length
of upper jaw
length of head. Mandible nearly as long as head. Eye
equal to snout and ^ as long as upper jaw. Mandible projecting beyond

Head

8; depth 8; eye

8.

;

;

-i
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upper jaw when the mouth is closed, a distance equal to \ the eye. NosGill laminie all well
trils about niidwijy between eye and tip of snout.
developed, increasing in size backward, not entirely concealed by the
opercular bones. Gill rakers minute scattered spines. Distance of vent
from base of caudal Gf times in the total length
anal beginning
immediately behind vent and extending nearly to base of tail
dorsal
immediately over anal; the sixth and longest ray of ventral \ length of
head pectorals of both sides have been torn off in the type. Two rows
of minute photophores similar to those in E. barbatitm and similarly situaPearl-colored spot above the maxilla, beginning at the hind margin
ted.
of the eye its length about f that of tlie eye. Color very dark, inside
of the mouth black. Middle of the Gulf of Mexico in 420 fathoms. The
single type is in bad condition. There is no doubt that the species is
distinct from Eehiostoma harbatum, as it has very small subequal teeth.
Length 13i inches. (Goode & Bean.) (/«;p)«pm/r, pearl.)
;

;

;

;

Echiosloma margarita,

GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

(Type, No. 39292.

281.
Gratumatostomlof,

109, fig. 131, 1895,

Gulf of Mexico.

Coll. Albatrogs.)

GRAMMATOSTOMIAS,

Goode &

Goode

13ean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 110, 1895,

&

Bean.

{(leutaius).

Similar in general appearance to EcMostoma. Head short, compressed.
Body compressed, moderately elongate. Dorsal and anal with numerous
rays, placed opposite each other and close to the root of the caudal
ventrals in advance of the middle of the body, at a great distance from
the vent; pectorals placed near the abdominal outline, consisting of a
fin, and
by a membrane. Two rows of minute phosphorescent spots on the body similar to those in Eehiostoma. A very long and
slender hyoid barbel. Mandibular teeth very unequal in size, comparatively few in number, arranged in 2 rows, an outer row of fixed teeth
and an inner row of depressible ones; the first pair, near tip of mandible, very greatly enlarged and passing outside of the upper jaw when the
mouth is closed. Premaxillary teeth uniserial or nearly so, the edge of
the bone posteriorly with minute cirri; a pair of small, fixed, curved
fangs in front, followed by a pair of larger movable ones; vomer toothpalatines with several weak teeth
less
no lingual teeth. Upper
pharyngeals present. A pearl-colored spot on cheek, similar to that in
Eehiostoma. Four gills, a short, narrow slit behind the fourth; gill

short filament very slightly separated from the rest of the
several rays connected

;

;

rakers not numerous, short, spine-like;

gill

lamin;e increasing in size

backward. A series of pigment cells along the median line of the body,
so arranged as to simulate a lateral line. Eye small, caudal lobes apparently unequal- Skin naked, its whole surface sprinkled with minute
raised pigment spots, each with a light center,
(ypdju/ia, a line; Stomias.)
886.

GKAMMATOSTOMIAS DKNTATUS,

Gootle

& Bean.

Depth 7 eye 5, as long as snout. D. 20 A. 24 V. 7 P. 1 -f 3 C. 17.
Upper jaw long and slender, its length 6\ times in the total length of
mandible 5j times in the total
nostrils a little nearer eye than
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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maxillary and preniaxillary closely welded, their separamarked by a changing in the character of the teeth, those on the
maxillary being minute cirri. The large fangs in the tip of the mandible f
length of upper jaw hyoid barbel placed at a distance from the symphysis of the mandible, which is about equal to the enlarged fangs of the

to tip of snout

;

tion

;

J length of mandible
length of the barbel nearly \ of total
pectoral close behind the head and near ventral outline, its first ray dis-

mandible, or

;

tinct from the other three, although placed close to them, and not produced length of the pectoral 4 in head ventrals in advance of middle
of body, their distance from origin of pectorals \ as great as from caudal
base, their longest ray nearly equal to greatest height of body distance
of dorsal origin from caudal base 5i in total length; longest dorsal ray
in middle of fin, half as long as longest of ventral; base of anal slightly
longer than that of dorsal, its longest ray about f as long as the longest
dorsal ray caudal lobes in type unequal, the lower one being much
longer than the upper (perhaps result of accident.) Two rows of luminous spots, one close to the ventral outline, which becomes obsolete
before it reaches the origin of the anal, and another in the lower third
of height of body, which becomes indistinct about the middle of total
length 14 of these spots between pectoral and ventral in the lower
One specimen, 6i inches long, taken by the
series and 11 in upper series.
;

;

;

;

;

Albatrosx at station 2565, N. latitude 38° 19^ 20^^,
30^^,

(Goode

from 2069 fathoms.

Grammaloxtntiiiax

Stream.

denlatus,

Bean.)

W. longitude

69° 02^

{dcntatus, toothed.)

GoODE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

(Type, No. 37370.

282.
Lucifer,

&

110,

fig.

133,

1895,

Gulf

Coll. Albatross.)

PHOTONECTES,

DoPERLEtN, Wiegm. Archlv.

f.

Naturgeschich., 1882,

Giinther.
20, {albipinnis),

(name preoccupied

in

Crustacea).
Pliotonectes,

Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii,

212, 1887, {albipinnis).

Body compressed, rather long, scaleless vent far behind the middle of
the length. Head compressed, with short snout and exceedingly wide
mouth. Teeth in the jaws small, unequal in size, in single series; vomer
and palatine with a small group of teeth on each side. Eye small.
Opercular portion of the head very narrow. A long hyoid barbel. The
dorsal fin opposite the anal, which commences behind the vent pec;

;

ventrals inserted behind the middle of the length. A
small suborbital phosphorescent organ, and 2 series of luminous dots
torals

none

;

along the lower part of the sides, with numerous rudinaeutary similar
organs scattered over the skin of the body, (^wf, light; v//KTri(,

swimmer.)
887.

PHOTONECTES

(JRACILIS, Goodo & Bean.

HeadSi; depth 15^; eye 4. D. 18; A. 21; V. 7. Much more slender
than the Japanese species, P. albijihinis. Type in very poor condition.
Hyoid barbel remarkably short and probably imperfect. Fins incomplete,
and the luminous dots along the sides so indistinct as to be made out
only with great difficulty. The greatest depth of the head equal to length
of its postorbital portion; snout very short, nearly half eye. Below and
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behind the eye there is a luminous body, which is nearly as long as the
eye aud somewhat club-shaped at margin of operculum there is a small,
roundish, luminous dot. Maxillary a very thin and narrow bone, extending backward ahnost to the end of the head, very slightly curved and
forming a very obtuse angle with the short premaxillary mandible very
strongly curved upward, like a sled runner, its length twice greatest
Both jaws armed with numerous fine teeth of unequal
hei"-ht of body.
size; only 3 remain on each side of the premaxillary; maxillary with 20
true teeth on its anterior half, the posterior half with about 16 serne
about 35 teeth on each side of mandible all the teeth of jaws rake inward
and backward, and are depressible 3 teeth on each side of the head or
the vomer, increasing in size backward a pair of teeth on each i)alatine;
Gill laminje not
1 fang near the tip of the tongue and 3 farther back.
well covered by the operculum; gill rakers very few, minute and spinelike gill opening very w^de, the membrane cleft almost down to origin
;

;

;

;

;

;

No pseudobrauchiie. Hyoid barbel situated nearly
of hyoid barbel.
under tip of tongue, evidently imperfect, its length scarcely \ tliat of eye.
Longest dorsal ray a little longer than eye; anal beginning immediately
under the dorsal, its base slightly longer than that of dorsal, its rays
distance of ventral from tip of
about as long as those of dorsal
snout a little more than I body; origiu of ventral very slightly nearer
pectoral wanting. Color very dark
root of caudal than tip of snout
a row of luminous dots along margin of branchiostegal membrane;
two rows beginning on the isthmus and extending back along edge of
belly, passing between ventrals and slightly above base of anal, disappearing rear end of body another row higher up on side, which can
not be traced back farther than the ventral, on account of the bad condition of the specimen. Only the type known. Length 7 inches. (Goode
;

;

;

&L Bean.)

{(jracilis,

slender.)

Goode & Bean, Oceanic UlithyoUigy, 112, flg.
Blake Station XL, in 472 fathoms. (Cull. Str. Blake.)

Photonecten gracilis,

Family LXXX.

137, 1895, off

Martinique, at

MALACOSTEID^.

Body elongate, compressed, scaleless. Mouth immense. Snout very
short. Cleft of the mouth exceedingly wide, the ends of the jaws extending beyond the root of the pectorals, and the jaws not connected with
the sides of the head back of the orbit. Tail diphycercal. Lateral margins of the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries only. No adipose fin
pectorals rudimentary. No barbel, but a strap-shaped elastic band connectiug the symphysis of lower jaw with the isthmus. (Goode A: Bean.)
Deep sea. Two species known among the most remarkable known
;

;

forms.
283.
Malacosleus,

MALACOSTEUS,

Ayres, Journ. Bost. Sec. Nat.

Ayres.

Hist., 1849, 53, {mger).

Body elongate, compressed, scaleless, deepest at the head and tapering
backward. Head rather compressed, the snout extremely short jaw
bones and preopercles greatly jnolonged, forming an enormous gape,
extending to behind the root of the pectorals aud large enough to permit
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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much larger than itself. Teeth pointed, unequal,
on both jaws and tongne none on the palate. Eye very
large, at very tip of the blunt snout, with two luminous organs below it,
the anterior larger and pear-shaped, with the narrow end forward sides
with luminous spots. Hyoid barbel wanting; a cylindrical muscular
band in its place connecting the symphysis of the very thin lower jaw
with the front of the hyoid bone. This is probably contractile, "serving
to give the extremity of the mandible power of resistance when the fish
has seized its prey, as without such a contrivance so long and slender a
bone would yield to the force of the struggling victim." * This structure
No gill rakers. Two species known, in the deep
is unique among fishes.

the swallowing of fishes
iu single series

;

;

seas.

(^a/ia/c6f , soft

;

oortov, bone.)
888.

MALACOSTEUS XIGER,

Ayree.

HeadSf; depth, 5i. D.19;A. 20; P. 5; Y. 6. Lower jaw with unequal
canines, four of them fang-like and longer than the others. Pectoral
rays filamentous. Ventrals filamentous, inserted midway between base
of caudal and posterior luminous organ. Black, except the luminous
(Giinther.) Open sea, in very deep water rare. Known from
spots.
the Gulf Stream and southward to Barbadoes. (niger, black.)
;

Ayres, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1849, 53, Gulf Stream, 42° N. 60° W.;
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 287, 1883; Ginther, Deep-Sea
Fishes Oliallengcr, xxii, 214, 1887; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 114, 1895.

Slalacostens nigrr,

GuNTHER,

Cat., V, 428, 1864;

Family LXXXI.

ALEPISAUEID^.

(The Lancet Fishes.)

Body elongate, rather compressed, scaleless. Head compressed, with
the snout much produced, and with the cleft of the mouth very wide.
Premaxillaries very long and very slender, forming the entire margin of
the upper jaw, not protractile; maxillary thin, ueedle-like, as long as
the premaxillary immovable, provided with a small supplementary bone.
Teeth very unequal, immovable, and subject to many variations in the
,

same species

a series of small teeth the entire length of the premaxillary,
palatine teeth compressed,
triangular, pointed, two or three of the anterior ones exceedingly long
and strong, fang-like, the jiosterior ones moderate teeth of the lower
jaw similar to those on the palatines, one pair in front and two or three
pairs in the middle being much enlarged; no teeth on the tongue. Eye
large.
Gill openings very wide
the gill membranes not united, free
from the isthmus gill rakers stiff", shortish, spine-like. Branchiostegals
mostly 7. Pseudobranchi;c large. Opercular bones thin, membranaceous.
Dorsal fin very long and high, occupying nearly the whole of the back,
of more than 40 rays, which are slender and simple, all of themdepressible
into a deep groove, the fin invisible when dejiressed ventral fins abdominal, nearly median, of 9 to 13 rays, the first ray simple, spine-like;
adipose fin present, moderate anal fin moderate caudal fin forked. Air
;

those in front sometimes larger and curved

;

;

;

;

;

;

*Seo Giinther, Dcep-Sea Fishes, Challenger, xxii,
of this remarkable type of fishes.

F. N. A.

39

;

212, 1887, for a full

account of tho structure
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bladder uone. Veitebra' about 50. A system of abdomiual ribs symmetarranged along the whole length of abdomen to front of anal tin.
Large fishes of the deep seas, found in the Atlantic and Pacific. Species
about 10, usually referre<l to 1 gouus. Every part of the body is so fragile
that it is extremely dil'licult to iirocure specimens. The structure of the
dorsal fiu is so delicate that it must be liable to injury even in the water;
the bones are very feebly ossified, and the fibrous ligaments connecting the
vertebra) are very loose and extensible, so that the body may be considerably stretched. "This loose connection of the single parts of the body
is found in numerous deej)-sea fishes, and is merely the consequence of
their withdrawal from the pressure of the water to which they are exposed
in the depths inhabited by them. When within the limits of their natural
haunts the osseous, muscular, and fibrous parts of the body will have
that solidity which is required for the rapid and powerful movements of
a predatory fish. That fishes of this genus (Alejnsauru-'i) belong to the
most ferocious of the class is j)roved by their dentition and the contents
of their stomach, but it is worthy of notice that although the mouth is
so deeply cleft, the lower jaw can not be moved from the upper at a
greater angle than about 40°." These fishes have never been taken in the
deep-sea dredge or trawl. Most of the specimens known have been cast
up by storms or else taken on deep-sea lines. (Giinther.) {Scopelidw,
rically

group Alvpidosaurinu, Giinther, Cat.,
284.

v, 420-423, 1864.)

ALEPISAURUS,

Lowe.

(Lancet Fishes.)
Plagyodus* (Stellf.u MS.) Pallas, Zoogr. Roes.-Asiat.,
piiis, no specific name.)

iii,

3)<3,

1811,

(nonliinomial), {xsaila-

Alepisamus, LowE, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1833, 104, (ferox).
Caulopvs, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1862, 128, (aUivelis).

Plagyodus,

Gunthee, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1867; after

Pallas.

Alepidosmmis, (corrected orthographj').

Characters of genus included above,
Alepisaukus
a.

(a,

privative;

aett'l^;

aavpoc,Sanru8.)

:

Ventral fins rather small, of 8 to 10 rays; dorsal rays 39 to 44.
h.

Fii'st

ray of ventral serrated; pectorals elongate; dorsal rays 31 to 44.

U). First

ray of ventral not serrated; pectorals about

1 J in

head;

dcirsal

ferox, 889.
rays 36 to 39.
iESCl'LAPIUS, 890.

Caulopi'S ((fouAds, stem;
aa.

Ventral
c.

cc.

fins

ttOus, foot,

the ventral of

many

rays):

rather large, of about 13 rays.

Dorsal rays 40, the fiu high; ventrals shorter than head.
Dorsal rays about 34; ventrals as long as head.
d.

altivelis, 891.
boueali.-;, 892.

Palatine teeth well separated; lower half of subopercle with coarse, radiating

striae;

only 2 or 3 ridges parallel with the posterior edge of the bone present.
dd. Palatine teeth close-set; lower half of subopercle for the most part with striae parallel

with the posterior edge of the bone.

seura, 893.

*The name Plagyodus has been lately accepted by Dr. Giinther for this genu.s. A Bpecinien of
one of the Pacific species was obtained by Steller from the Kurile Islands, and a brief description
of it, under the name of Plagyodim, left by liiin in manuscriiit, was afterwards quoted by Pallas, as a
species unknown to him. Steller wrote before Linuiicus, and apparently used the name I'hujyodjts
as a niononomial designation for his particular specimen or species, rather than in the sense of a
Linntcau gouus. It seems to us, at present, best to retain the name Alepisaurus.

Jordan and JLvcnnanii.
Subgenus
889.
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ALEPISAURUS.

ALEPISAURUS FEUOX,

Lowe.

(Lancet Fish.)

Eye

6 in head.

D. 41 to 44;

A. 14 to 17; P. 14 or 15;

V. 9 or

10.

Length of head twice height of body, and rather less than \ of the total.
Eye median, as wide as the interorbital space. Dorsal fiu much
elevated pectorals elongated, but not reaching nearly to ventrals first
ray of dorsal, pectoral, and ventral serrated upper caudal lobe produced
into a long filament. (Giinther.) Deep "waters of the Atlantic; occasionally obtained oft" the coasts of Nova Scotia and Massachusetts, and the
Grand Banks, {ferox, ferocious.)
;

;

;

Alei>isaun(s ferox,

1804;

Lowe, Trans.

JonuAN

Alepisaurus aziireus,

it

Zoiil. Soc.

Loud.,

CuviEB & Valenciennes,

890.

1833,

3'J5,

Madeira; Guntheu,

Hist. Nat. Poise., xxii, 530, 1849,

ALEPISAURUS j;SCULAPIUS*
(SuISATKA

Head 6 depth lOi eye 5. D. 39
Body stouter posteriorly than
;

i,

Cat., v, 421,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 276, 1883.

;

50.

;

;

Canaries.

(Bean).

WOLF-FISII.)

A. 16

;

P. 13

;

V. 8

;

B.

7.

Vertebne

in A. ferox; snout twice as long as

premaxillary 1^ in head, extending behind the eye a distance equal
Median line with a well-marked fleshy keel from before venLongest dorsal ray 6 in body,
longer than head, its
trals to caudal.
anterior edge finely serrated (dorsal rays not perfect in type specimen).
Insertion of dorsal over gill opening and base of pectoral pectoral about
ventral 2f in head, its first ray smooth. Dark
^ shorter than head
gray, sides silvery and iridescent, a row of small translucent spots on
each side of lateral line and keel dorsal black, with steel-blue reflections
adipose fin, pectorals, and caudal black ventrals and anal silver-gray.
Coast of Alaska, and southward to California, in deep water, occasionally running on shore. (Bean.) The tyjie specimen, speared at
Unalaska, by Eobert King, had in its stomach 21 individuals of I'ltmicrotremiis s2)ino.su>i.
It was probably driven ashore by the tortures of a
parasite (Tetrarhynchus) found in its flesh. Length over 3 feet. Another
eye

;

to i eye.

-]-\j-

;

;

;

;

;

* A fine specimen of this species, four feet in length, came ashore on the coast of San Luis
Obispo County, California, in October, 1894, and was sent to the Museum of the California
Acadnniy of Sciences by Mr. W. I*. Stevens.
Dorsal rays 38; ventral rays 9. Vertebra? about 35 -f- 20 .=55, the number not exactly counted.
Lonf^est dorsal ray 1%< in head; pectoral fins about 2; ventral fins 2% in head. Operclo as iu
the Kureka specimen, with strongly marked radiating ridges. Snboperclo with similar ridges, the
uppermost and strongest running to the upper posterior corner of the bone, the few above it short
and soon running out in the upper edge of the bone. Lower jaw strongly striated. Shoulder
girdle rugose.
Pseudobrauchia> well
Gill rakers short, few, and small; strongly toothed.
developed.
Eye 2^ in snout. Upper jaw with a series of very small teeth along its entire edge.
Vomer with three enormous, dagger-like canines, arranged in a triangle, tint median one in
advance; three canines on jialatines on each side, tuiiied a little backward; 8 small compressed
ret rorse teeth behind them.
Lower jaw with two large canines in front on each side; nine
small ones behind these; then 5 large compressed canines, smaller than tho>e in front, which
in turn are smaller than those on palatines, which are smaller than those on vomer. Behind
those 5 canines are 15 smaller teeth, compressed, retrorse, like the teeth of a saw. Color blackish,
silvery below and on fin rays of lower fins.
Dorsal mottled with darker. A description and
figure of this specimen has recently been published by Miss Flora Hartley.
(Proc. Cal. Ac.
Sci., 1895.)
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Museum.

specimen was taken at Unalaeka by Dr. W. H. Dall another* was:
obtained off Eureka, California (Humboldt Bay), by A. J. Wiley and J.
B. Brown and still another came ashore on the coast of San Luis Obispo
County, California, in October, 189-1. Steller's specimen, t " Piscem hunc
mirabilis structural et forma'," seems to be this species rather than Alt(xEscidajpius, the father of medicine, from the lancetjiisaurus horealis.
;

;

like teeth.)
Phujyodiis, Stei.ler, in

Akpidosaurus

Pallas, Zoog. Kosso-Asiat., iii, 383, 1811, Kurile Islands.
Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, G61, Iliuliuk, Unalaska.

lesculapiits.

No. 27705.

Coll. llobert

King); Flora Hartley, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Subgenus

CAULOPUS,

(Type,

Sci., ISOo.

Gill.

8«1. ALEPISAURUS ALTIVELIS,

Poey.

(CONEJO.)

depth 13^; eye 5i. D, 40; A. 17; P. 16; V.
Maxillary extending beyond eye. Dorsal very high, its
13; C. 30 B. 7.
height 3 times depth of body pectorals falcate, their length twice depth
of body; ventrals reaching vent, their length less than depth of body;
caudal forked, with equal lobes. Lateral line distinct. Color silvery,
with blue shades. Length 3 feet. Cuba; in deep water. (Poey.)

Head

GJ in total length;
;

;

{altun,

high; velum,

Alepisanrtis altivelis, Poey,

Alepidosaurus (Canlo27us)

specimen slightly

sail.)

Memorias,

^loeyt, |

difl'erent in

892.

ii,

302, 1861,

Cuba; Gunther,

Cat., v, 423, 18G4.

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1802, 131,

Cuba;

(based ou a

proportions, the upper lobe of the caudal longest).

ALEPISAUIUJS BOBEALIS

(Gill).

(Hand-saw Fish.)

D. 31; V. 13;
its length; eye 5^; snout 2i.
Nostrils nearer eye than tip of snout opercle with 18 prominent

Depth of head 4i times
B.

5.

;

subopercle divided into two parts by a horizontal ridge, the
upper part irregularly triangular, with about 9 striie the lower part
with coarse striae, the upper ones interrupted behind by 2 or 3 ridges

ridges

;

;

parallel

head,

with the posterior border; lower jaw robust, its length 1^- in
upper edge slightly convex. Teeth on the upper jaw very

its

somewhat from Beau's type, as the following description shows:
D. 36; A. 16; V. 10. Eye 2}-^ in snout, 5J-2 in liead; pectoral long, falin head; ventrals about
in head; space between pectorals and ventrals
3]/^ in body; insertion of ventrals slightly nearer base of caudal than tip of snout; dor.«al fin
very high, depressiblo in a groove, the longest rays (2d to loth) 4]^ in length of body and about
}/^ longer than head: anal low, but slightlj' falcate in front, the free edge concave; caudal
deeplj' forked, the lobes pointed and equal.
Color dark iridescent, a round pale spot on body at
base of each ray of anterior half of dorsal.
Description from photographs taken by Mr.
Augustus J. Wiley of Eureka, from a large specimen which ran ashore near Humboldt Bay in
The specimen was not preserved, but at the time the photographs were taken it was in
1892.
better condition than any other specimen yet seen in the Pacific.
It would seem to differ from
A. lesculap ius iu the much higher dorsal, and jierhaps in the more slender tail.
*This specimen

"Head

cate,

differs

!)%; depth

9.

and pointed, V{-

2%

tThis was a dried specimen 44 inches long; pectoral

G inches; ventral 2}^ inches; description

chiefly uf the teeth.

From base of pectoral to base
I Head 7 in length instead of 6}^, as in altivelix; the depth 15.
of anal the same distance as to the anal, less ^{^ (instead of less i-^); first dorsal ray \(^ the next
(1^ in ahirelis); fourth longer; sixth to twenty-fourth iill high and ecjual (2 to 22 high and equal
in altivelis).
D. 41.
Upper lobe of caudal inolonged, the lobes separate. Ventral reaching past
vent, its length greater than depth of body.
Color of dorsal uniform. Poei/.

Jordan and Ever ?nann.
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and nnmerous; voniorine fangs very large, nearly equal,
and slightly carved, the longest 6| in head largo palatine teeth
about 10 in heail small trenchant teeth behind them, large teeth

small, acute,
slenderj
similar,

;

;

jaw 12 in bead, slender, moderately curved. First dorsal lay
rather stout and with a prominent compressed ridge anteriorly, which is
crenulato in front; ventral fins at least as long as head, the first ray
of lower

undivided, creuulate.

Alaska to Puget Sound, occasionally cast on shore by storms only
mutilated specimens yet seen. The head in the tyjie 1\ inches long.
The type from Puget Sound another taken by Prof. George Davidson
at Captain's Harbor, Uualaska; ahead from Puget Sound, and another
from the Aleutian Islands, preserved in collections in San Francisco, are
the only s^iecimens known, (borealis, northern.)
;

;

Alepidosattrus (Canlopuii) horcalis,

GuNTHER,

Cat., V, 423, 1864;

893.

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1802, 128,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Puget Sound;

Synopsis, 278, 1883.

ALEPISAURUS SKKKA

(Gill).

(Serra.)

Head 6 in total length, flattish above, its height ? its length eye 5^ in
head; snout 2^ in head; V. 13; subopercle divided into two parts by a
ridge, the upper nearly equally triangular, its base Innately emarginate,
with 10 to 14 radiating striae the lower portion with its upper surface
wrinkled parallel with the obli(£ue posterior margin, its lower half with
slight radiating striae; lower jaw 11 in head, its upper outline nearly
straight; longest vomerine teeth 8 in head; smaller palatine teeth closer
together than in A. horealis; fins destroyed, except base of ventral. This
"species dilfers from Caulopus borealis by the oblong operculum, and the
nearly equal triangular shape of the coalesceut infraopercular bone (subopercle and interopercle) above the dividing ridge, but with an oblic^ue
excavation at its base, which describes nearly the third of a circle, as
well as the sculpture of the portion below the dividing ridge. The
vomerine teeth are stronger, but less elongated, and the palatine approximated and not curved. (Gill.) Known from one specimen discovered
at Monterey, California, by Mr. A. S. Taylor, in 1859. It weighed 7
pounds; its length 4 feet; the sun-dried fragments constituting the
type of the description, {serra, saw, the Spanish name, which has the
advantage of at the same time perpetuating the popular name, and of
being classical, and of describing one of the peculiarities of the palatine
;

;

'

dentition which distinguishes

it

from the A. (C.)

horealis.^"

Alejndosaiinis {Cavlopns) serra, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 129,

California."

(Gill.)

" Monterey, Lower

(Coll. A. S. Taylor.)

Family LXXXII.

Body oblong, compressed, naked
by premaxillaries only

;

ODONTOSTOMID^.
;

mouth very wide,

and
orbital cavity expanded downward.

lanceolate, depressible teeth on mandible, vomer,

very large, the

margin formed

its

premaxillaries with curved teeth

;

large, curved,

palatines.

Eye

Dorsal short,
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adipose fin small. Pseudobranchi.T well developed.
Deep-sea fishes two genera and two species known.

median or posterior

No
a.

air bladder.

United States National Museum.

;

;

Post-temporal of pocviliar form, partly naked; stomach very distensible.

285.
OmoRxulis,

OMOSUDIS,

Omosudis, 285.

Giinther.

QuNTiiEK, Challenger Keport, xxii, 201, 1887,

(loii'ii).

Body oblong, compressed head compressed, naked snout of modpremaxillary and maxillary
cleft of month very wide
erate length
;

;

;

;

t)ones slender, the former with a series of very small teeth of equal size,
only one or two anterior ones being somewhat enlarged the lower jaw,
the vomer, and palatine bones with a few very large and lanceolate teeth.
Lower jaw broad, and, like the rest of the head, formed of very thin bone.
The supraclavicle and postclavicles form a long rod extending from occiput
on each side downward to the abdomen, and partly free, not covered by
skin. Ventral fins inserted far behind the pectorals, below the origin of
the dorsal dorsal fin behind the middle of the length of the body; adipose fin very small anal fin long. Stomach very distensible. Branchiostegals 8 pseudobranchiic well developed gills 4, with broad gill lamina;
and very short gill rakers, (w/xof, shoulder Sudis.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

S94.

OMOSUDIS LOWII,

Giinther.

depth 5 eye 3. Head strongly compressed, with lather flat
upper surface snout somewhat pointed, rather longer than eye. Bones
of head extremely thin, the opercle being smaller than the subopercle,

Head

31

;

;

;

and separated by two or three ridges. Infraorbital ring nearly membranPreoperculum terminating below in a forked point. Cleft of
mouth extending backward to angle of preoperculum. Dentition truly
formidable for so small a fish the longest tooth is one anteriorly on the
side of the mandible; in the British Museum specimens, only one is
aceous.

;

its length nearly i of
present either on the right or left of the jaw
that of the head
the next largest are those on the palate, where there
;

;

two on each side, besides several smaller ones smaller teeth are also
implanted on the hinder part of the dentary bone all the large teeth can
be laid backward. A semicircular, scale-like, osseous lamella of extreme
thinness covers lower part of cheek, it is marked by very shallow, concentric striiB. The singular bone which supports the side of the anterior
part of the abdomen is styliform, slightly curved backward; it starts
from the top of the occiput and descend toward the median line of the
abdomen, which it reaches behind the pectoral fin it is composed of the
two-pronged supraclavicle, which is fixed by ligaments to the occiput, and
of three slender, needle-shaped postclavicles the uppermost postclavicle
is suspended by ligaments from the supraclavicle, as is also the clavicle
the rod lies immediately below the thin integument, and its lower portion
Dorsal fin inserted midway between root of caudal and eye,
is quite free.
and composed of very feeble rays the anal commences at some distance
behind the dorsal and terminates not very far from the caudal caudal
pecfin small, with a considerable number of basal rays above and below
toral fins quite at the lower side of the body
ventral fins very small and
are

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and
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Light brownish ou tho bade, with numerous brown
pigment spots on the sides abdomen bhick. (Giinther.)
Giiuther described this genus and species from a specimen 3i inches
long, obtained south of tho Phillipine Islands, in 500 fathoms. He had
previously obtained, in 1868, the specimen collected by Lowe at MagdaTho Albatross obtained a single specimen from station 2392, at a
lena.
depth of 724 fathoms. The capacity of this form for swallowing fishes
greater in size than itself appears to be as great as that of Cltiasmndus.
(Goode ifc Bean.) (Named for its discoverer, Rev. R. T. Lowe, the hispartly coalescent.

;

torian of tho fishes of Madeira.)
Omnmidis

hioii,

Islands

;

GiiNTiiEu, Challenger Report, xxii, 201, pi. 52,

Magdalena; Goode & Bean, Oceanic

%s.

Ichthyology, 122,

c, e',

fig.

1887,

Philippine

150, 1895.

Family LXXXIII. PARALEPIDIDiE.

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, formed much as in a Barracuda,
covered with cycloid scales of moderate or rather large size. Head long,
usually scaly on the sides. Mouth very large, lower jaw projecting. Premaxillary not protractile, very long and slender, forming the entire margin
of upper jaw maxillary long and slender, closely adherent to premaxillary. Teeth rather strong, pointed, in single series on the jaws and palatines some of them on lower jaw and palatines sometimes very long and
fang-like, and most of them freely depressible.
Opercular bones thin.
PseudobranchiiB present. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegals about 7. Gill rakers short, sharp, spine-like. Eye
large.
Lateral line present, its scales usually enlarged. Dorsal fiu short
and small, behind the middle of the body, nearly or quite over the ventral s
adipose fin present; anal fin low, rather long; caudal tin short,
narrow, forked; pectorals rather small, placed low. Pyloric ccpca none.
No air bladder. Phosphorescent spots few or none. Genera 3 or 4, species about 12
voracious fishes of the open seas or the deep seas.
;

;

;

;

PABALEI'IN.Ii
aa.

:

Body scaly; stomath not remarkably

luminous spots usually present, but incon-

distensible;

spicuous.
b.

Lower jaw with

3 to 5 very long fiing-liUe teeth

on

e.ich side;

snout moderately pointed.
S'jDis, 280.

bh.

Lowcrjaw without
c.

distinct fang-lilio teeth.

Ventrals inserted entirely behind dorsal, their distance from eye twice the distance

from base of caudal; snout attenuate.
cc.

286.
SiiiUs,

Auctozenus,
P.VRALEns,

Ventrals inserted below front of dorsal.

Rafinesque, Caratteri

di

SUDIS,

287.

288.

Rafinesque.

Alcuni Nuovi Generi,

etc., GO, ISIO,

(IiiiciJiiiu).

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, with cycloid scales of moderate
size.
Head long, scaly on the sides. Mouth very large, the lower jaw
projecting, the cleft turned upward toward its end.
Premaxillary very
long and slender, forming the entire upper margin of the upper jaw;
maxillary long and slender, closely adherent to the premaxillary. Teeth
rather strong, pointed, in single series on tho jaws and palatines, 3 to 5
of them on lower jaw very long and fang-like or dagger-shaped most of
;

Museum.
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them freely depressible. Opercular bones tliin. Pseudobranchia^ present.
Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmns. Branchiostegals about 7.
Gill rakers short, sharp, spine-like.
Eye large. Lateral line present, its
scales usually enlarged.
Dorsal hn short and small, behind the middle of
the body, nearly or quite over the ventrals

;

adipose

fin

present; anal

iln

low, rather long; caudal tin short, narrow, forked; pectorals rather small,
placed low. Pyloric cceca none. No air bladder. Luminous spots little

Deep waters of the Atlantic and

resembling Sphyraua
to Ahpisaurus,
which, in the structure of the mouth, it much resembles, although differing in the development of its fins. (SuiUs, a stake, an ancient name of the
Barracuda.)
developed.

in form

a.

aa.

and

Maxillary not reacliiug eye; dorsal rays 7 or
Maxillary reaching eye; dorsal rays 11.

5t in total length

;

is allied

intermemus,

8.

895.

ringens, 890.

sums INTER.MEDIUS

895.

Head

Pacific

This genus

Species few.

dentition.

(Poey).

depth 7 eye 6| in head, 3i in snout. D. 7 or
Body com8; A. very long, its rays not counted; V. 10; P. 15; B. 8.
pressed. Bones of snout transparent mouth large, its cleft not reaching
eye; jaws equal; maxillary parallel with preinaxillary premaxillary
with 2 canines in front, its border with many small recurved teeth lower
jaw with 2 similar canines and a dozen large lateral teeth those of the
middle largest, curved like half a lance head, these alternating with small
teeth; no vomerine teeth palatine teeth large, curved, uuiserial tongue
with teeth along its side no scales present when first seen lateral line
narrow, marked by elevations of the skin. Ventrals small, in middle of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

midway between ventral and
caudal dorsal inserted midway between ventrals and anal caudal short,
concave
no evident adi])ose tin. Flesh color, the sides silvery. One
specimen known, from Matanzas, Cuba. (Poey.)

length, before the dorsal; insertion of anal
;

;

;

Paralejns inlermedius, Poey, Eepertorio,

896.

Head
pressed.

4

;

41G, 18G7,

Matanzas.

SUDIS RINGEXS, Jordan &

Gilbert.

A. 25. Body very slender and elongate, comrather slender, anteriorly pointed and moderately depressed.

depth

Head

li,

16.

D. 11

;

Mouth

large, horizontal, the gape extending more than half length of
Margin of the upper jaw formed entirely by the very slender,
nearly straight premaxillaries, which are closely appressed to the long
and slender maxillaries maxillaries extending to below the eye, nearly
as far as the mandibular joint; tip of upper jaw emarginate tip of
lower jaw rather broad, turned up and fitting in the notch of the upper
jaw premaxillaries armed with a series of small, sharp, subequal, closeset teeth, which are hooked backward; a long, slender canine in fronton
each side lower jaw with about 10 sharp, slender teeth on each side,
these teeth very unequal, some of them short, 3 or 4 very long and canine-

head.

;

;

;

;

near the front a fang-like tooth on each side, then a considerable
which the others are arranged partly in 2 rows;
most of these teeth, especially the inner and larger ones and the anterior

like

;

interspace, behind

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of
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America.
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canines, are freely depressible a long series of teeth on the palatines, 1
or 2 of the anterior teeth on each side and 1 or 2 others long, slender, and
fang-like. Tongue free anteriorly, roughish, but apparently without
;

Scales very largo, cycloid. Dorsal fin inserted somewhat behind
the middle of the body, at a distance of nearly 4 times its base in front
of the anal, its height a little greater than the length of its base; anal
teeth.

anteriorly nearly as high as the dorsal,

its posterior rays low
pectoral
placed low, rather short, about as long as the maxillary caudal fin
short, narrow, apparently forked; ventrals (lost in the type) probably
Coloration light olive, the sides silvery, with dark
in front of the dorsal.
punctulations. Peritoneum silvery, underlaid by black pigment. Santa
Barbara Channel, California, the only specimen known taken from the

fin

;

fins

;

stomach of a hake {Merluccins), itself found in the stomach of a long-finned
albicore (Germo alalunga). (ringens, gaping.)
SuiUx

riihjnix,

Jordan & Gildert,

(Type, No. 27401.

Coll.

Troc. U.

287.
Arclozeniis, Gii.L, Proc.

S.

Santa Barbara Channel.

Nat. Bins., 1S80, 273,

Jordan & Gilbert); Jordan

&

Gilbkut, Synopsis, 277, 1883.

ARCTOZENUS,

Gill.

Ac. Nat. Sfi. Pliila., 18G4, 188, {borealis).

Head elongate, conical, the snout attenuate, the jaws straight, the
lower mostly covered by the upper teeth of lower jaw anteriorly slender,
recurved, and distant; posteriorly small, acute, and close together. This
genus is closely related to Sudis, from which it differs mainly in the
absence of faug-Iike teeth. From Paralepis it differs in the position of
the ventral fins, which are entirely behind the dorsal. The known species belong to the deep waters of Arctic America
long, slender fishes
suggesting the Barracuda in outline. (upKrof, northern ff'vof, strange.)
;

;

;

Teeth comparatively strong Atlantic species.
aa. Teeth comparatively weak; Pacific species.

a.

borealis, 897.

;

897.

coruscans, 898.

ARCTOZENUS BOREALIS

(Reiuhardt).

Head

B. 7; D. 8; A. 32; P. 11; Y. 9. Snout as long as
4|; depth 12.
head mandible included, its upturned tip fitting into an emargination of upper jaw. Teeth as iu J. coruscans, but considerably stronger.
Pectoral and ventral fins small, the latter inserted behind the dorsal.
Color plain. Greenland occasionally southward to Cape Ann scarce.

rest of

;

;

;

(hoi-ealls,

northern.)

Paralepis borealis,

Beinhardt, Naturv. Math.

Afliandl., vii,

ll'i,

1832,

Greenland; Ginther,

Cat., V, 419,1804.

Arclozemis horealis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 188.
Sudisborealis,

Jordan & Gilbert,
89S.

Synopsis, 278, 1883.

ARCTOZENUS CORUSCANS

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

Body very
D. 8; A. 31
P. 11; V. 9; scales 60.
elongate, of nearly uniform depth, the caudal peduncle very slender;
abdomen compressed. Head long; snout sharp, half length of head.

Head

Eye

4;

depth

;

Jaws ecjual maxillary reaching vertical from nostril
lower jaw fitting into an emargiuatiou of premaxillaries none

largo, high.

tip of

13.

;

;

Museum.
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of the teeth fang-like; premaxillaries laterally with minute teeth;
anterior palatine
4 or 5 longer teeth in front; vomer with minute teeth
teeth of lower jaw slender, distant,
teeth long, the posterior short
;

;

Scales deciduous, those of lateral line enlarged.

unequal.

Fins

all

very

ventrals entirely behind dorsal, their distance from front of orbit
twice that from base of caudal distance from front of dorsal to base of
caudal half its distance from tip of snout; caudal widely forked. Dusky

small

;

;

sides of head silvery bases of fins generally black rami of
mandible each with a double series of minute phosphorescent spots.
Puget Sound; one specimen known, scarcely diftenng from the preced(coruscans, sparkling.)
ing, the teeth a little weaker,

olivaceous

;

;

Paralepis contscans,

Jordan & Gilbert,

(Type, No. 27171.
Sudi.1 coniscans,

Coll.

;

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 411, Port

Townsend.

Brown.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

288.

Synopsis, 278, 1883.

PARALEPIS,

Risso.

Paralepis, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Merid., in, 472, 182fi, (corerjonoiiles).

Head and body

elongate, compressed, covered with deciduous scales,

those of the lateral line being the largest. Cleft of the mouth very
wide; maxillary developed, closely adherent to the intermaxillary.
Teeth unequal in size, some in the mandible and on the palatine bones

being rather larger than the others they are arranged in single series,
in the intermaxillary and mandible, on the palatine and pterygoid bones.
Eye large. Pectoral fins well developed; ventrals small, inserted at a
great distance from the pectorals, below or immediately behind or
front of the dorsal fin dorsal fin short, on the hind part of the body
anal elongate, occupying the end of the tail caudal
adipose fin small
emarginate. Gill opening very wide, the outer branchial arch beset
with short, spine-like gill rakers; pseudobranchiie well developed;
branchiostegals 7. Air bladder none. Pyloric appendages none, (napu,
near; lenic, scale; scales on side.)
;

m

;

;

;

899.

PARALEPIS COREGONOIDES,

Head
depth 12 eye 5. U. 10 A.
Head compressed. Snout long, conical
4

;

;

;

23
;

;

Ri.sso.

V. 9. Body elongate.
mouth moderate maxTeeth in a single row in the
P. 13

;

cleft of

;

adherent to premaxillary.
intermaxillary, a few enlarged anteriorly; also on palatines and pterygoids. Ventral fin very short, inserted below the anterior part of the
dorsal. Gill openings very large, free from the isthmus; gill rakers very
numerous, minute. Color silvery; slightly bluish upon the back blackish
upon the belly on account of the transparency of the black peritoneum;
along the lateral line there are some blackish dots
iris silvery
the
pupil blackish, silvery.
Rare in the Mediterranean. The AlhaU-oss
obtained a specimen (No. 37860, U. S. N. M.) from station 2393, at a depth
of 525 fathoms. (Cor((/oH«.s, the whitefish eaJof, likeness.) (Eu.)
illary rod-like,

;

;

;

;

Paralepis coi-egonoifh/!, Hisso, Hist, Nat. lOuropo Meridionale, in, 472,

GOntheb,

Cat., 419, 1864;

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

pi. vil, fig. 15,

119, 1895.

1820,

Nice;

Tordan and FA'ermann.

— Fishes of North America.
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STERNOPTYCHID^.

Fishes " with compressed ventradiform body, carinated contour, deeply
and obliquely cleft and subvertical mouths, whose upper margin is
constituted by the supraniaxillaries as well as the intermaxillaries

brancbiostegal arch near and parallel with lower jaw, scapular with an
inferior projection, and with one or more of the neural spines abnormally
developed, and projecting above the back in advance of the dorsal fin."
Genera 2, species about 10; deep-sea fishes, rising toward the
(Gill.)
surface at night or in stormy weather. (Sternoptychida', Giinther, Cat., V,
384, 1864, part
a.

group Siernopty china.)

Projecting neural spine before dorsal single; spine-like abdomi-nal outline nearly continuous

Sternoptvx,

in a sigmoid curve; branchiostegals 5.
aa. Projecting neural spines, several constituting

line abruptly contracted before anal; branchiostegals

STERNOPTYX,

289.
Sternoptijx,

Hermann,

Naturforschcr, xvi,

289.

a saw-like ridge before dorsal; abdominal out-

ARGyKOFELECUS,

9.

290.

Hermann.

8, 1771, {diaplmiifi).

Trunk much elevated and compressed, the slender

tail

very short

abdominal outline nearly continuous, in a sigmoid curve teeth of the
jaws in several series, the largest teeth in the inner row a single spikebranchiostegals 5. Otherwise essentially
like neural spine before dorsal
;

;

;

as in Argyropelecus.

{art-pvov,

900.

breast;

tttv^,

fold or plait.)

STERNOPTYX DIAPHANA,

Hermann.

A. 13 P. 10 V. 3. Depth equal to distance between tip of
B. 5 D. 9
snout and base of the very short tail. Interorbital space slightly conposterior limb of preopercle bordering hind part of orbit, and
cave
descending very obliquely, ending in two points. Pectoral scarcely reaching ventrals, which are very small. (Giinther.) Atlantic: occasionally
taken in the Gulf Stream, from Santa Cruz Island to the Grand Banks.
;

;

;

;

;

{diaphanufi,
186-1;

transparent.)
Hermann, Naturforschcr,

6ia(l)avrj(,

Stemojiliix lUdiikimii,

GooDK & Bean,

Bull.

xvi,

Mus. Comp. Zodl.,

8,

1771,

x. No.

5,

Jamaica Ginther,
;

Slemoptyx hertnanui, LACfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, G13, 1803; after

290.

Cat., v, 387,

188:i, 220.

Hermann.

ARGYROPELECUS,^Cocco.

Argyropelecus, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Sicil., fasc. 77, 146, 1829, {heniigijmmiK).
PUurulhijris,

LowE, Fishes of Madeira,

64, 1861, (o//«si).

Body much elevated and compressed, passing abruptly

into the short

no scales, the skin covered with silvery pigment series of luminous
spots along the lower side of the head, body, and tail. Head large, compressed, and elevated, the bones thin, but ossified. Cleft of mouth wide,
vertical, the lower jaw prominent.
Margin of upper jaw formed by the
maxillary and premaxillary, both of which have a sharp edge which is
beset with minute teeth lower jaw and palatine bones with a series of
small curved teeth. Eyes large, very close together, lateral, but directed
upward. Angle of preopercle with a spine usually directed downward.
tail

;

;

;

^

S^j^r^ (f^oC^^fi2^^

yii/jfo/.
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Pectorals well developed

;

Museum.

Humeral arch and pubic

ventrals very small.

boues prolonged into Hat pointed processes, which project in the median
a series of imbricated scales from the humeral bone to
line of the belly
the pubic spiue, forming a ventral serrature. Dorsal fin short, median,
preceded by a serrated, osseous ridge, consisting of several neural spines
prolonged beyond the muscles; adipose fin rudimentary anal fin short;
caudal forked. Gill opening very wide, the outer branchial arch extending forward to behind the symphysis of the lower jaw, and beset with
branchiostegals 9, the arch near lower jaw and
very long gill rakers
parallel with it; pseudobranchi;e and air bladder present. Four pyloric
Small pelagic fishes found in most seas, coming to the surface at
cteca.
night, descending into deep water by day. {ap-yvpor, silvery; Trt/e/cvf,
;

;

;

hatchet.)
a.

Aual rays

11;

nospines along lower sides of

ciuiilal

peduncle.

hf.migymnus, 901.

Pectoral fin nearly reaching aual.

b.

lb.

olfersi, 902.

Pectoral fin reaching ventrals.

901.

ARGYROPELECUS HEMIGTMNUS,

Cocco.

B. 9 D. 7 or 8; A. 11; P. 9; V. 5. Depth of body equal to distance
between gill openings and base of caudal posterior corner of mandible
and angle of preopercle each with a small triangular spine tail without
spines; pectoral fin nearly reaching anal. Length 2 inches. (Giinther.)
Atlantic and Mediterranean in deep water occasional in the Gulf Stream,
(Eu.)
-yi'^i'of, naked.)
off southern New England.
(7)//^-, half
;

;

;

;

;

Argyropeleats hemlgymnns, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Sicil., fasc. 77, 14G, 1829,

& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 398, 1849;

Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp.

GOnther,

Z06I., x, No. 5, 1883, 220.

Btemoptyx viediterraneus, Cocco, Giorn. Faro de Messina, iv,

i)02.

Coast of Italy; Cuvier
Goode &

Cat., v, 385, 18G4;

7,

1838,

ARGYROPELECUS OLFERSI

Coast of Italy.

(Cuvier).

B. 9; D. 9; A. 11; P. 10; V. 6. Depth nearly or quite equal to distance
from shoulder to root of caudal tail as deep at base as long. Mandible
with a short, flat spine at its posterior corner; preopercle spine directed
downward; tail without spines; pectoral fin reaching ventrals. (Giinther.)
Open Atlantic; coast of Norway to Brazil and Cape of Good Hojje,
occasionally taken in the Gulf Stream from the Grand Banks southward.
(Named for J. F. M. von Olfers, who sent specimens from Brazil to the
Museum of Paris.) (Eu.)
Slernoplyx olfersi, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. 2, ii, 316, 1829, near Cape of Good Hope.
Argyropelerus cbiri-iUii, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxil, 405, 1849, open Atlantic.
;

Argijropelectis olfersi,

v, 386,1864;

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Lilljeboro, Sveriges Fiskar,

Pleurulhyris olfersi,

Lowe, Fishes Madeira,

Family

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 408, 1849;

GOnther,

Cat.,

vi, 3, 1889.

64, 1861.

LXXXV. IDIACANTHIDiE.

Fishes eel-like in form " with spiny processes from anterior portion of
Pectorals absent.
vertebrie projecting through the skin of the body.
Body naked. Dorsal fin beginning in advance of the vent." (Gill.) One
genus with 3 species known deep-sea fishes, eel-like in appearance.
;

Jordan and Everfnann.
291.

— Fishes of JVorth America.

IDIACANTHUS,

G05

Peters.

Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1876, 846, {fasciola).
Bathyophls, GOntiier, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 181, (fernj:).
Idiacanlhiis, I'eteus, Moiiatsber.

Body

and elongate,

suake-like, very slender

scaleless.
Vent very far
snout moderate, the cleft as long as
head. Teeth extremely large, numerous, unequal, fang-like, depressible,
present on jaws, vomer, and palatines.
Eye small opercles narrow.
Hyoid bone with a long barbel. Dorsal long and very low, extending
from above ventrals nearly to caudal the rays simple, each one placed
behind a pair of spine-like processes no adipose fin no pectorals; ventrals median. A luminous organ above middle of upper jaw and a series
of luminous dots along side of belly and on outer ray of ventral and on
tail.
Gill openings very wide; bvanchiostegals short, numerous.
Gills
4; no pseudobranchite. Y ertohr se. nnmerons, 67 in Idiacunthus J'er ox. Three

back.

Head

large, compressed, the

;

;

;

;

species
a.

known.

Dorsal

(ttS^of,

fin inserted

peculiar

«/cav^a, spine.)

;

opposite root of ventrals; anal rays 45.

aa. Dorsal fin inserted well in

903.

advance of ventrals; anal rays about

IDIACANTHUS FEROX

35.

ferox,
antrcstomus,

903.
904.

(Giinther).

D. 60; A. 45; V. 6. Vertebraj 67. Vent in sixth eighth of total length.
Dorsal inserted opposite ventrals. Color black. North Atlantic, nearly

midway,

in 2,750 fathoms.

One specimen,

8 inches long.

(Giinther.)

(ferox, fierce.)
Bath i/oph in ferox, Gt'NTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,
Idiacanlhiis ferox,

ir,

1878, 181,

Gunther, Deep-Sea Fishes Challenger,
904.

North Atlantic.

xxii, 216, 1887.

IDIACANTHUS ANTROSTOMUS,

Gilbert.

Head 12; depth 16. D. 57; A. about 35. Abdomen much dilated,
abruptly constricted immediately behind the ventral tins, and much narrowed auteriorly, the depth again increasing to occiput. Greatest depth
Immediately in froiit of ventrals. Maxillary reaching edge of gill cover.
Teeth in a single series in each jaw, readily depressible, varying greatly
in length teeth in the upper jaw arranged in groups of 4 or 5, the
anterior member of each group being very short, the others rapidly
increasing backward, the posterior tooth very long
lateral teeth in
mandible inserted at the extreme outer edge of the jaw, the anterior teeth
inserted farther inward; thus the last of the anterior teeth are distinctly
within the first of those on sides of jaw a single small tooth on each
side of vomer, and 2 or 3 posteriorly on palatines
3 pairs of teeth
directed backward from near tip of tongue. Eye over first third of
length of maxillary lower jaw much longer than the upper. Barbel J
longer than the head, expanded near its tip, and again narrowed as in /.
Dorsal beginning well in advance of ventrals, its distance from
ferox.
tip of snout 3^ in total length
anterior rays distant, the membrane
from one ray reaching only to basal portion of the succeeding ray each
ray starting behind a pair of short spinous projections which diverge backward, the fin when depressed lying in the groove formed by these diverging pairs of spines caudal forked, the rudimentary rays extending well
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

BuHciin 4J, United Stales National Museum.
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forward on caudal peduncle, nearly meeting posterior rays of dorsal and
anal; vent iuiinediately in front of anal fin, far behind the dilated abdomen, its distance from end of caudal 3! in total length anal similar to
dorsal ventrals about f length of nuixillary, very slender, apparently
;

;

of 5 or 6 slender rays, inserted much nearer front of anal tlian head, their
distance from ana! about half their distance from tip of snout. I5hick,the
mandible lighter, the base and terminal portion of barbel and the caudal

No evident phosphorescent spot on cheek 4 series of minute
phosphorescent dots on abdomen, the lateral series extending but a short
distance behind ventrals, the median series uniting to form a single row
behind these fins. Length 4i inches. Oft' the coast of Southern California in 603 fathoms, {uvrpov, cavern gto/m, mouth.)
translucent.

;

;

Nat. Mus., 1890, 54, Albatross Station 2980, in 603
California. (Type, No. 44286. Coll. Gilbc-rt.)

Idiacanllins antroslomu.'^, GiLBEiiT, Proc.

fathoms,

southern

off

U.

S.

Order U.

LYOPOMI.

This group, which contains the single family of llalosauridd,

is

thus

defined by Gill:

Scapular arch constituted by proscapula, posterotemporal and posttemporal, the post-temporal discrete from side of cranium and impinging
on supraoccipital hypercoracoid and hypercoracoid lamellar a foramen
in upper margin of hypocoracoid; mesocoracoid absent; actinosts normal; cranium with the condyle confined to basioccipital. Opercular
apparatus characteristic, the preopercle entirely detached from the susoperpensorium (rudimentary and connected only with the lower jaw)
;

;

;

culum normally connected, subopercle enlarged and partly usurping the
usual position of the preopercle, in company with the suborbital chain
which is extended backward to the opercular margin; bones of jaws,
palatines, and pterygoid complete and normal anterior vertebrie separate ventrals abnormal. {Lyopoml, iiiW, American Naturalist, Novem;

;

ber, 1889, 1016.)

(/i('(j,

loose;

Tru/ia,

Family LXXXVI.

operculum.)

HALOSAURID^.

Body elongate, compressed anteriorly, tapering into a very long and
tail, which becomes compressed and narrowed into a sort of fila-

slender

ment. Abdomen rounded. Scales rather small, cycloid, deciduous; sides
of head scaly lateral line present, running along the sides of the belly,
its scales in the known species enlarged, each in a pouch of black skin
with a luminous organ at its base. No barbels. Head subconical,
depressed anteriorly, the flattened snout projecting beyond the mouth.
Mouth inferior, horizontal, of moderate size, its anterior margin formed
by the premaxillaries, its lateral margin by the maxillaries, which are of
moderate width. Teeth small, in villiform bands, on the jaws, the rudimentary palatines and pterygoids none on vomer and tongue. Eye rather
Facial bones with large, muciferous cavities. Opercular apparalarge.
tus peculiar, the preopercle entirely detached from suspensorium, rudimentary, and connected only with lower jaw opercle normally connected
;

;

;

Jordan and

Evcriiuinn.

— Pishes of JVorth America.
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subopercle enlarged and partly usurping the usual position of the preopercle, in company with the suborbital chain, which is extended backward to the opercular margin. Bones of head unarmed. Gills 4, a slit
behind the fourth. Pseudobranchia! none; gill rakers short; gill membranes separate from the istbnms. Branchiostegals numerous (about 14).

Dorsal fin short, rather high, inserted behind ventrals and before vent;
no adipose fin no caudal fin anal fin extremely long, extending from
vent to tip of tail (its rays about 200 in number)
ventrals mod;

;

;

back

narrow, inserted
Shoulder girdle weak, its uppermost bone
high. No axillary scales.
(supraclavicle or post-temporal) touching the cranium at the nuchal
region, but not connected with it laterally. Air bladder large, simple.
Stomach cajcal pyloric coeca in moderate number; intestines short.
Ovaries not closed. Vertebra) very many, 60 -fx. Three genera, with
about 10 known species. Fishes of the deep sea. {Haloaauridw, Giinther,
very

erate, not

far

;

pectorals

rather

long,

;

Cat. VII, 482, 1868.)
a.

Ventrals normal; no second

ilorsal fin.

Vertex covered with scales; scales of lateral line scarcely enlarged; snout obtusely
rounded; anal Ligb.
Halosaurl'S, 292.
bb. Vertex scaleless; scales of lateral line enlarged, iiroviiled witb jihotopbores; snout

b.

pointed; anal moderate.

.^lukovandia, 293.

HALOSAURUS,

292.

Johnson.

Halosamiis, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1863, 40G, (oueHi).

Ventrals normal; no second dorsal fin; anal high. Snout obtusely
rounded.
Head without angular ridges. Vertex covered with scales.
Scales of lateral line scarcely enlarged. Characters otherwise included
above, (a/^csea; anFpof, lizard.)
a.

Preoral portion of snout equal to balf

length of bead and

its

leugtb.

of total; diameter of eye

^'^

g

Heigbt of body nearly equal to half
postorbital portion of head and much

greater than width of interorbital space; about 60 scales in lateral lino in front of

OWEN I,

vent.
aa.

and

n'5

of total;

equal to

tl)at

lees

of snout), and

much

greater than width of interorbital space; about 67

guntheri,

scales ia lateral line in front of vent.

905.

Head

905.

than half its length; height of body about ^.5 length of head
diameter of eye half length of postorbital portion of head (which is

Preoral portion of snout

HALOSAURUS OWENI,

906.

Johnson.

A. 191; P. 11;" V. 10; scales about 14-170-6.
eye 2 in snout, 5 in head, reaching to profile;
siiout produced, its preoral portion being nearly i its length.
Eye rather
large,
postocular portion of head, and much more than width of interorbital space; maxillary reaching vertical from front of eye. Length
of head more than its distance from ventral tin, the base of which is
entirely in front of and somewhat remote from base of dorsal pectoral
fin with narrow base, very long, extending nearly to root of ventral.
Scales of lateral line scarcely larger than the others, without phosphorescent organs being visible in the only specimen knoAvn anterior porBrownish
tion of dorsal fin covered with small scales anal fin scaleless.
7i.

Height 14 L

B. 14; D. 11;

in total length

;

f,

;

;

;
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Museum.

on abdomen. (Giinther.) Interorbital spaceless than long diamSnout scaleless. Mouth moderate, not nearly reaching tip
eye.
of
eter
of snout. Dorsal tin over the space between ventral fins and vent longest
dorsal rays (second and third) twice as long as base of fin; pectorals
anterior half of
scaleless longer than ventrals; ventrals scaly. Vent in
caudal of 2 hair-like
total length, no anal papilla; base of anal scaly
silvery

;

;

Lateral line very low down and disappearing posteriorly. Pyloric
Air bladder 5 inches long and with a delicate silvery
coeca 12, small.
Intestine straight. Peritoneum black anteriorly, posteriorly with
coat.
patches of black lines on a pale ground. The first individual obtained
was caught in February, a female with eggs, in 2 masses lying side by
rays.

not covered with a sac. (Johnson.) Middle Atlantic,
the type from Madeira. Two specimens, 16i inches and 21 inches in length,
were obtained by the Allatross at Station 2181, in 693 fathoms. Others
obtained by the Blale at Stations LXVII, 128-240 fathoms, and LXVIII,
(Named for Prof.
243-458 fathoms, off Guadeloupe and Santa Lucia.
side, 5i inches long,

Richard Owen, the distinguished anatomist.)
Halosaurus moeni, Johnson, Proc. Zool. See. Loud., 1863, 400,

& Bean,

pi.

xxxvi,

fijc-

2,

Madeira

;

Goode

Oceauic Ichthyology, 131, 1895.

906.

HALOSAURrS GUNTHEUI,

Goode k Bean.

D. 11; P. 16; V. I, 9; scales 15-X-5 eye 5. Vertex scaly. Snout produced, its preoral portion contained 2^ times in its length. Eye large, 2
in snout, 2 in postocular portion of the head, and much wider than interorbital space; maxillary reaching nearly. to front margin of eye. Length
of head less than its distance from root of ventral, the origin of which is
sli""htly in front of that of dorsal, the origin of the dorsal being over posterior portion of root of ventral, and also over the thirty-first scale in
;

the specialized lateral line two scales between lateral line and origin
of ventral; ventral broad, slightly longer than longest dorsal; pectoral
fin moderate, extending less than halfway from its own base to root of
ventral, 2 in head. Scales on the lateral line not much enlarged, 67 in
;

advance of vent base of dorsal and anal scaly. Color browuish under
surface of head lighter. A single specimen was obtained by the Alhafross
from Station 2722, 39° 13^ N., 72° W., at a depth of 594 fathoms. (Goode
;

& Bean.)
Halosaurus

;

(Named

yiiiithcri,

for Dr. Albert Giinther.)
GooDE & Bean, Oceauic Ichthyology,

131, 1805,

Gulf Stream.

(Type, No.

Coll. Albatross.)

38070.

293.
Aldrovandia,

ALDROVANDIA,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Goode

&

Bean.

132, 1895, (roetrata).

no second dorsal fin vertex scaleless scales of
provided with photophores. Head with pointed
snout and prominent lateral ridges. Anal fin moderate, high, its height
(Named for Ulysses Aldrovandus, Of Bologna, the
dorsal.
i^ to i that of
founder of the first natural history museum.)
Ventrals normal

;

;

;

lateral line enlarged,

a.

Snout

much produced

(length equal to or greater tlian distance from eye to root of pecto-

preoral portion of snout exceeds J^ its length diameter of eye considerably less
than width of interorbital space. Twenty-four scales in lateral line in front of vent.

ral)

;

;

BOSTKATA, 907.

—Fishes of North America.

Jordan and Evermann.
oo.

Snout moderately produced

609

length not exceeding postocular portion of head).
:i times
in its entire kngtli
diameter of eye J^
width of iuterorbital space (| postocular portion of head). About 26 scales in lat(its

Preoral purtion of snout ci.iitained

6.

:

eral line in front of vent.

Preoral portion of snout 3>^ in

hh.

666.

length

its

;

macuociiika, 008.
diameter of eyeless than y^ width of inter-

orbital space (.) in postocular portion of head).
ooodei, 909.
Preoral portion of snout 25^ in its length diameter of eye exceeds widtli of interorbital space (= 2% in postorbital length of head).
Dorsal origin behind root
of ventral. Eighteen to twenty scales in lateral lino in front of vent; slender,
;

depth 203^ in total length.
snout about 2 in

6666. Preoral portion of

gracilis, 910.

length

diameter of eye equal to width of
iuterorbital space {i\ in postorbital length of head). Dorsal origin over base of
last rays of ventral.
Twenty-seven scales in lateral line in front of vent;
its

;

stout, dejjth 15 in total length.

907.

Head
13-24-6.

8,

i'Allida, 911.

.ILDROVANDIA ROSTRATA

(Giinther).

much exceeding height of body. D. 9
Snout very much produced, spatulate, its

V. 9
B. 9. Scales
preoral portion being
;

;

more than \

its length.
Eye of moderate size, its length being \ of
postocular portion of head, and considerably less than width of iuterorbital space.
Maxillary scarcely reaching front margin of eye. Length
of head a little more than its distance from root of ventral, which is
nearly entirely situated before the dorsal. Nearly all the scales are lost,

but some of the lateral line remain they are much larger than the other
and on the tail, where the lateral line approaches the lower
protile, these larger scales fill up all the space between the lateral line
and the anal fin. Bones of head very thin; operculum smooth, covered
with a very fine membrane. Lower part of side of head occupied from
the snout to gill opening by two exceedingly wide muciferous channels,
of which one takes its origin on the preorbital, the other on the mandible,
and which open behind at the gill opening by a common and very wide
aperture. Branchial apparatus as in the other species. Dentition very
similar to that of Ahlrovandiamacruchir, but the palatine patches crescentshaped and rather widely se^iarated from pterygoid band. Scales of lateral
line about 3 times size of others, and about 24 in number between gill
opening and vent, each bearing a luminous organ, vertically elongated
and rhombic, but not extending to upper and lower margins of scales.
Light colored, lower part of head and gill cover black abdominal region
blackish. Length 20 inches. One specimen, from ChallenfjiT Station 63,
;

scales

;

;

mid-Atlantic.

(Giinther.)

{rostratus, long-nosed.)

Halosaunu

GtJNTHER, Ann.

& Mag.

rostratus,

Challenger Keport, xxii, 241,

Nat. Hist., 1878,

pi. lix, fig.

& Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Aldrovandia roslrata, GooDE

90S.

ii, -.52

mid- Atlantic; Uvnthek,

D, 1887.
132, 1895.

ALDROVANDIA MACROCHIR

(Giinther).

B. 12 D. 13 V. 10 P. 11-13. Scales 14 X 5. Snout moderately produced,
the preoral portion forming only i of its length. Eye rather small, i of
postocular portion of head, and i width of interorbital space. Maxillary
;

;

;

reaching to front margin of eye length of head more than its distance
from root of ventral, the origin of which is immediately in front of that
;

F. N. A.

40

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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of dorsal; pectoral fin with narrow base, very long, extending nearly to
root of ventral. Scales of lateral line larger than others, more or less
hidden in a pouch of black skin, with a phosphorescent organ at base of
these large scales continued for some length on the tail
free portion
;

which, like the dorsal, is covered in its basal
head naked; upper portions of gill cov^er and
cheek covered with scales similar to those of body. Band of premaxpalatine teeth in two separate
illary teeth broader than maxillary band
patches, each being of an oval shape, with the pointed end directed forward pterygoid teeth in a very narrow band, which extends far back-'
ward in cavity of mouth basibranchials with a long and broad band.
Four well-developed gills. Outer branchial arch with 14 widely-set gill
rakers, of which the middle ones are slender and as long as eye, the others
becoming shorter toward end of series. Uniform black. Common in
the central parts of the Atlantic first discovered by the Challenger oft"
the Strait of Gibraltar, Station V, depth 1,090 fiithoms, one specimen,
21i inches long near Marion Island, Station 146, depth 1,375 fathoms,
four specimens, 18 to 20 inches long. Specimens also obtained by the
Blake, at Station cccviii, at a depth of 1,242 fathoms, and Station
cccxxv, at a depth of 647 fathoms, {^juaxpog, long x^'Pj hand.)

and cover base of anal

fin,

half with small scales;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Halosaitrus

)ii(tcrochi.r,

GuNTilER, Ann.

Hope and Kerguelen
Aldrovandia macrochira,

& Mag.

Nat. Hist.,

ii,

1878, 251,

between Cape

of

Good

Island.

Goode & Bean,

909.

Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zobl.,

ALDROVANDIA GOODEI

x.

No.

5,

219, 1S83.

(Gill).

B. 12; D. I-IO, 11; V. I, 8. Snout moderately produced, its preoral
portion forming f of its own length eye small, equal to about 5 of postocular portion of head, and measuring a little less than + of width of
interorbital space. Head longer than distance between it and root of
;

Maxillary reaching vertical of front margin of eye. Dorsal
anal commencing as far behind root of ventrals
pectorals nearly reach backas the latter are behind the preoperculum
ward to the ventrals. Squamation similar to that of A. macrochir. The
type of this description was obtained by the Albatross at Station 2037, at
a depth of 1,731 fathoms. Others were obtained from Stations 2051, 1,106
fathoms; 2035, 1,362 fathoms; 2052, 1,098 fathoms.
(Goode
Bean.)
(Named for George Brown Goode, one of the most accomplished and
scholarly'of contemporary ichthyologists, joint author of the Oceanic
Ichthyology, from which our accounts of the deep-sea fishes are largely
ventral.

entirely behind ventrals

;

;

&

derived.)
Halosaurua goodei. Gill, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. BIus., 1883, 257,

Gulf Stream,

off Carolina.

(Type,

No. 33281.)
Aldrovaytdia ijoodei,

Goode

<fe

910.

HeadSi; depth
of head.

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

133, 1895.

ALDROTANDIA GRACILIS,

Goode & Bean.

20i; eye 3 in snout, and about 2^ in postorbital part
Very slender, resembling Aldrovandia rostraia, from which it

Jordan and Evermann.
differs in
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having a larger eye, a smaller number of modified scales in
and in having the vent placed more posteriorly. Distance

lateral line,

from end of mouth to tip of snout nearly \ of heatl length of snout a
greater than length of mandible width of iuterorbital space about
\ snout and f length of eye maxilla extending slightly beyond anterior
margin of eye the mandible a little behind end of eye. A few scales in
several series behind the eye. Mouth rather large. Teeth on the premaxillaries and mandible in somewhat broader bands than those on the
maxilla; vomerine patches broad, well separated in front. Tip of tongue
Integumentary Hap not extending much beyond margin of subfree.
;

little

;

;

;

gill rakers 2 above, 12 below, the longest
Distance of dorsal from tip of snout 2 in
head, length of base f height of body longest ray 2^ in head and nearly
equal to height of body about 34 rows of scales in front of dorsal. Ventral entirely in advance of dorsal, its distance from end of head (2 inches)
equal to distance from tip of mandible to end of head. Length of
ventral (f inch) about equal to that of dorsal base, or twice length of
eye; origin of ventral about under twenty-eighth row of scales distance
of vent from origin of the veutral greater than length of head, close
distance from the dorsal origin to that of the anal (26
to anal origin
inches) 3 times length of dorsal base. Nine or ten enlarged scales in lateral line in front of the ventral origin and about the same number between
about 12 rows
ventral and vent. Dorsal scaly less than + its height
of scales between the dorsal origin and lateral line, and oulj' about 2

Branchiostegals 10

opercle.

;

scarcely half as long as eye.

;

;

;

;

;

rows below lateral

line.

body color showing through

Scales silvery, the light orange-brown

them

branchiostegal

;

nearly black;

inside

membrane bluish inner surface of gill covers
of mouth bluish. Three specimens known, one
;

obtained by the Blake, at Station LXX, oft' Guadeloupe, 769 fathoms;
one at Station 2380, by the Albatross, from which the present description
is drawn, and another at Station 2381 by the same vessel.
Station 2380
is in N. latitude 28° 02^ 30^^ W. longitude 87° 43^ 45'^ from 1,430 fathoms.
Station 2381 is in N. latitude 28° 05^ 00^^ W, longitude 87° 56^ 15^^ 1,330
fathoms. This species may be identical with Aldrovandia johnsoniana,
Vaillant, from oft" the Canaries and the coast of Africa, but the types of
thelatterspecieswere badly mutilated. (Goode& Bean.) (,r/raci7is, slender.)
GooDE & Bean, Oceanic
Gulf Stream. (Co-type, No. 44327.

Aldroiaiidia gracilk,

the

911.

Ichtliyology, I'M, 1S95, off

Guadeloupe, and

in

Coll. Albatross.)

ALDROYANDIA PALLIDA,

Goode & Bean.

7f depth 15. Head naked, with the exception of a patch of
beginning behind eye, its greatest Avidth nearly equal to i width
of body. Eye midway between tip of snout and head, its long diameter
equal to ^ length of snout, also e<iual to iuterorbital width. Nostrils
close to front of eye, the anterior in a short tube, which ends in a little
pointed flap; the jjosterior larger, nearly elliptical in shape; distance
from front margin of mouth to tip of snout nearly + length of snout.
Teeth in broad, villiform
Maxillary extending to below front of eye.

Head

scales

;

Bulletin 4J, United States National

612

Museum.

bauds on intermaxilla, nianclible, and vomer in narrower bands on maxEnd of tongue barely free. Integumentary flaj) proilla and palatines.
jecting beyond margin of suboperculum. Dorsal beginning about over
end of the base of ventral, its distance from tip of snout a little more
than twice length of head length of its base nearly equal to greatest
depth of head basal half of the fin profusely covered with scales it
consists of 2 simple and 9 divided rays. Longest dorsal ray (1,^ inches)
equals f greatest height of body, last ray ^ as long as third. Ventral distant from the snout a space about equal to twice head; it consists of 2
simple and 7 divided rays, the longest equal to base of dorsal; pectoral
placed above middle of body, not far from head, its length ecjual to \
distance of its base from origin of ventral, and reaching to about seventeenth row of scales. Vent under sixty-third scale of lateral line about
12 rows of scales between origin of dorsal and lateral line and about 2^
rows between lateral line and origin of ventral lateral line composed of
enlarged and modified scales, becoming obliterated abont middle of tail;
15 or 16 of these enlarged scales between head and origin of ventral;
about 27 between vent and head distance from origin of ventral to anus
(3 inches) nearly equal to head. Anal rays about 166, their origin not far
behind vent; caudal, which is long and slender, with about 4 rays; pectoral 13. Membrane covering anal rays scaled throughout almost its entire
length. Gill rakers rather short and few, 3 + 12. Color of scales a light
silvery gray, through Avhich the body color appears as a light orangebrown branchiostegal membrane and opercular bones bluish inside of
The type, a specimen two feet long, taken
gill covers very dark blue.
in the Gulf of Mexico, 21° 36^ N., 84° 05^ W., by the BUU at Station 173,
at a depth of 955 fathoms. Many others were obtained in the Gulf Stream,
(Goode
in depths ranging from 679 to 1,430 fathoms, by the Albatross.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

& Bean.)

(jpalUdus, pale.)

AhJrovandia jialUrla,

No. 38140.

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

13-1, IS'jr,,

Gulf of Mexico.

(Co-type,

Coll. Albatross.)

Order V.

HETEROMI.

(The Spiny Eels.)
The

separated from the other physostomous
form an order which he thus defines:

2fotacaHthi(l(v* are

Gill, to

fishes

by

* Some recent American authors have placed the Notacanlhidir with the iihysoclystous family
There seems,
of Maslacemhelidse in the order Opislhovii of Cope, orisiually framed for the latter.
Uitily iinteil, of atlinity between the MustacendieVaillant calls attention tu the presence of an air duct in XoUtcanOins,
lidx and the NotcwanOiidit.
and places the family among the Ganoids, between the Sturgeons and the Eels. According to
Vaillant (Exped. 8ci. Traviulleur et Talisman, 324) the dorsal spines in Nolacnidhiis differ widely
from those of Teleostean tishes jn having but a single nourishing canal insteadof two. Ilefinds
these spines homologous with the plates of sturgeons or rather with the jiinnules of the Ganoid
genus P(%p/erH.<!, instead of with the spines of the pliysoclystous fishes. Vaillant also findsmany
of the skeletal characters of Nolncoilhus very primitive, suggesting Ganoid affinities. At the
same time, the simple air bladder, the absence of sjiiral valve in the intestinesand nf mnltiplied
Giinther
valves in the heart seem to ally Noldcan/hns rather to the Inospoiidi/li or the Eels.
places it among the Pliiisoslumi between the Ualosauridx and the eels, but does not regard it ae

however, to be no evidence, as Dr. Vaillant bus

having close

affiuities

with either.

Jordan and Evertuann.
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" Scapular arch formed by the proscapula and post-temporal, the latter
detached from the side of the cranium and imi)iuginjj on the supraoccipiHypercoracoid and hypocoracoid coalescing in a single lamellar
tal.
imperforate plate actinosts normal. Cranium with the condyle confined
exoccipital coalesced with epiotics and opisthotics.
to the basioccipital
Vomer obsolete opercular apparatus complete preopercle slightly consuborbitals suppressed jaw bones comnected with suspensorium
;

;

;

;

;

plete

and

little

aberrant

;

palatines

;

and pterygoids well developed

anterior vertebne separate; ventrals abdominal."

The character of having the scapular arch

duct.

Air bladder with a
from the cranium

free

and attached to the anterior vertebra^, shared by these fishes with the
and several other groups may be, in the different cases, of independent
origin, and is probably not indicative of any special affinity,
(trepof, different fj^or, shoulder.) (i^tferoiHi, Gill, American Naturalist, November,
eels

;

1889, 1016).
a.

.laws normal; dorsal spines separatefl

an. .laws

;

both jaws with teeth.

forming a suctorial mouth, with modified rami; no

together, united by

membrane

to

form a high triangular

Notacanthid.k, lxxxvii.
teetli.

Dorsal spines close

fin.

Lipogenyid.t;, lxxxviii.

Family LXXXVII.

Body

elongate,

somewhat compressed, ending

in a band-like, tapering
Dorsal represented by a series of short spines

Scales small, cycloid.

tail.

NOTACANTHID^.

with few or no soft rays. Anal fin of many rays, the anterior ones being
spinous; ventrals abdominal, with more than five soft rays, and usually

one or two spines. Jaws normal mouth inferior, the snout projecting
beyond it, the lower jaw meeting the palate as in sharks. Jaws and
palatines armed with a series of close-set teeth; palatines movable;
vomer wanting. A sharp spine more or less hidden by the tieshy folds of
the lips at angle of mouth, on each side. Shoulder girdle loosely suspended to the skull bj' ligaments. Air bladder present, with a pneumatic
duct.* Gills 4; gill openings wide, not restricted above, the membranes
separate, free from the isthmus. Pseudobranchia^ absent. Gill rakers
long and slender. Ovaries without oviducts. Deep-sea fishes, found in
most seas. Genera about 5 species about 12. This is an archaic group,
and, as already stated, its relationships are still doubtful. {Xotacantlii,
;

;

Giinther, Cat.,

iii,

544, 1861.)

Notacanthin.t;:
o.

Dorsal spines G to 12; teeth in upper jaw compressed and obliquely triangular.
h.

Origin of spinous dorsal far in advance of vent;

mouth

lateral with the lip continuous.

notacanthus,

294.

Polyacanthonotin-t;:
n<(.

Teeth in jaws erect, fine; ventrals separated.
Snout not very elongate, not proboscis-like; dorsal and anal spines low and strong, the
Macdonaldia, 295.
50 or more in numlKr; lateral line straight.

Dorsal spines 27 to 38.
c.

latter

* According to YaiUant; Giinther, however, does not find

a duct in Nolacanihu$

sexspinit.

Museum.

Bulletin 77, United States National

G14

294.

NOTACANTHUS,

Blocli.

Notacanthus, Bloch, Abliandl.* Bolimisclicn Gesellsch. Wisseuschaft,

Bloch, Iclithyologia, xil, 113, 1797, (nasiis).
(Fabuicius, 1793), Eeinhardt, Vid. Selsk. Afli.,

i, '278,

1787, {chenmitUi).

Acaiillionoliix,
Canip!iloilii)i

120, 1838, (fahricii).

Dorsal spines 6 to 12. Teeth in upper jaw compressed, obliquely
triangular. Lip normal, continuous. Yentrals connate or confluent.
Characters otherwise included above.
Body much higher over ventrals than over

a.

line following profile of

back

pectorals,

and comparatively

Lateral

short.

then sinking to median line of

in front of dorsal 8i)ines,

body.
b.

First dorsal si>ine behind vertical

from axil of ventral.

X

D.

XI

to

;

A. XIII to

XIV.

CHEMNtTZIl, 912.

from insertion of ventral.

First dorsal spine in front of vertical

;</).

T>.

XI;

A. XVII.

ANALIS, 913.

higher over ventrals than over pectorals, and comparatively elongate.
Lateral line slightly arched above pectoral, siukini;; to median line of body in advance
of first dorsal spines. Last dorsal spine over fifth from last anal spine fins low; D.

Body

aa.

c.

little

;

X

;

A.

XIX.
912.

Head

NOTACANTHUS CHEMNITZII,t

D. XI; A.
Branchiostegals 8 or

8; depth 10.

(8 right side).

piiASGANORiis, 914.

15
9.

+ 118;
Body

P.

Bloch.

19

;

V. 3

+

left

7,

side,

elongate, its greatest height

Concerning this rare and almost forgotten paper of Dr. Bloch, our friend Dr. Franz Hilgendorf of the University of Berlin, writes us:
" ijber zwey merkwiirdigen Fischarten von Herrn D. Bloch." ".\bhandlungen der Bohmischeu Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften," auf das Jahr 1787, oder Drrtter Theil, Prag u. Dresden,
1788, pp. 278-282.
Der erste der beiden Fische ist "Der Hackelriickeu, NotacanOins (•hemnUzii, zehn Ilackelnam
Riicken. Notacaittlms aculeis decem dorsalibus."
Blo<li schreibt hier, Nulacaiitlni!', nicht Notocanthns (wie in der deutschen Ausgabo seiner
Naturgeschichte der Auslandii^chen Fische, 1795) oder Acmithonoius (wie in der franziisischen
Ausgabe, 1797,; dieser letzen Srlireiljwcise folgt Bloch-Scluieider.

Texte der Abhandlungsagt Bloch, dass er das Exemplar von Chemnitz in Kopenhagen
uud dass der Fisch "ist ein Bowohncr dcs Nordmeers."' Die farbige Tafel weicht mehrvon der Tafel 431 der Naturgeschichte Ausliindischo Fische. So i.^t die Caudalis von der
Analis durch eino Liicke gctrennt. Die Pectoralis ist kiirzergezeichnet es sind Zahlen beigeIm Texte sagt er "An diescm
setzt beide D. "l(),"unter der P. "17," unter der A. ,^5.
Fische Bielit man nur 6 Flossen wahr, 2 an der Brust ebensoviel am Bauche, am After und
Schwanze, an jedem eine. In der Pectoralen flosse ziihlo ich 17, iu der Bauchflosse 8, uud in der
Schwanzflosse 9 vielvcrzweigte Strahlen. Die Afterflosso aber bat 13 Stachlichte uud 113
einfacho Strahlen." Die sonstige Beschreibuug ist kurz und nichts wichtiges hringend.
Mcrkwiirdig ist, dass Bloch in der Naturg. Ausl. Fische diese erste Arbeit nicht erwiihut und
den Xoiovanthiis als ein neues Genus wieder auft'Uhrt. Es entsteht die Frage ob liberhaujit sein
N. i:li:nnul:.ii dasselbo soiu soil wie der angebljch aus Indien stammen do nams.
Daa Berliner Museum hat unrein Exemplar vou Bloch. Ich liabo es neulich auf Goode's
Wunsch nachuntersucht. Meine Zahlen sind Rad. Branch. 8-9. D. y A. j\% C. ? P. 19
V. 3-8. Die P. ist abgesto.ssen und viellcicht schon bei Bloch's Lebezelteu so gewesen.
Ich miichte glaubeii, dass die friihere /eichnung niangelhafter war, und dass beiden Publicatiouen dasselbe Exemplar zu Grunde lag. Vielleicht hat Chemnitz nicht gewunscht dass seine
Beziehung bei Bloch publicirt wiirden. Die Bearbeitung und Abhandlung des andern Fisches
{Sihirvs ^niliUint:) erwiilint Ii]("h iibrigens iu seiuem grosseii Werk, audi nicht.
In dem llaudschriftlichc Katalog von der Sammlung Bloch's stelit nur ein Exemplar, als
Numnier .560, und als LXXVIIItes Geschlccht mit der Bezeichnung " NotacanOius chemnUW''
(ohnez). (Uilgondorf in lit., February 10, 1894.)
f "The material now classed by authors under the name of N. nasus is the following: (1) A
specimen described by Fabricius in 179S under the generic name of Campijlodon, obtained in
1794 from Greenland; (2) Bloch's type in the Berlin Museum, believed liy him to come from the
West Indies, described under the names Nolacanlhns chemnit-ii and Acantlionotue riastis; (3) A
specimen obtained off Iceland by La Recherche and brought by Gaimard to the Paris Museum,
figured in the Regne Animal, and said to have been figured also in the Voyage in Scandinavia.
This, as has already been stated, i.s possibly a typical N. nams\ (4) A specimen, 3 feet long,
obtained in South Greenland, and brought in 1877 to the Copenhagen Museum. This also i£
possibly nut a characteristic representative of the spi'cies. Both Canestrini and Giglioli enumGoode &
erate Notacanthus »»asMS among Mediterranean fishes, but entirely without authority."

Im

erhielt

fiich .ab

;

;

;

;

Bean.

;

;

;

Jordan and

FA'er?nan?i.
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about 4i times in distance from vent to tip of snout. Head short, compressed, its length not quite 3^ times in distance from vent to snout.
Mouth large maxillary nearly reaching vertical from anterior margin of
pupil. Mouth entirely on under portion of head, suhlateral. Thirty-five
teeth in jjremaxillaries on each side. Distance between upper profile of
head and eye about ecinal to diameter of eye; and diameter of eye
between \ and \ length of snout, and about 8 in head. Gill cover divided
to below the symphy.sis of operculum (with hyomandibular), free from
isthmus. Scales lacking only about mouth and eyes; about 40 longitudinal rows of small scales between ventral outline and lateral line;
smooth and imbricated. First dorsal spine very small, only visible as a
point; placed close to this is the second, which is also very short and
feeble; third, though also short, is thicker. The vent lies behind fifth
First anal spine immediately behind vent, and very small, not
spine.
extending beyond profile second and third but slightly the spines
which are longest and placed farthest back still bear traces of a connecting membrane and are probably only worn-off rays pectorals inserted
somewhat farther back from the gill covers than shown by Bloch, their
base less than \ the length of head ventral fins connected behind the
median line by a membrane, terminating considerably in advance of vent.
Total length (restored) 34 inches. Length of tail about 18i inches.
;

;

;

;

;

(Hilgendorf, in letter to Goode & Bean.) (Named for "Chemnitz" of
Copenhagen, probably a collector or dealer in curiosities, 1787.)
NoiacanOms chemnitzii, Bloch, Abh. Biihrn. Gesellsch. derWlssenschaft.,l, 278, 1787,
Jordan & Gilbert, S3'nopsis, 370, 1883.
Notocanthiis nasHS,

18G1;

Bloch, Ichthyologia,

" India; " GI'nther,

xii, 113, pi. 431, 1795,

Goode & Beax, Oceanic Ichthyology,

Northern Sea;
Cat., in, 54,

1G4, 1895.

Campyloihm fabricii, Keiniiardt, Vidensk. Selsk. Afhaudl., 120, 1838, Greenland.
Acanlhonolus nasus, Block, Ichthyologia, xii, 114, 1797, Ed. Fr.

913.

NOTACANTHUS AXALIS,

Gill.

D. XI A. XVIII. Body much higher over ventrals than over pectorals,
and comparatively short, its height equal to \ distance from vent to tip
of snout and nearly equal to head lateral line arcuate in front of dorsal
spines, following profile of back and then sinking to median line of body.
First dorsal spine in front of ventral.
Snout compressed, pointed, much
produced beyond mouth; the cleft extends nearly to vertical through
middle of eye length of snout \\ times diameter of eye width of interorbital area slightly less than eye projection of snout beyond mouth
equal to eye or nearly so snout compressed, not swollen. Month narrow, transverse, its width about \ head. Eye placed some distance
below the upper profile and in line of lateral line continued to the nostrils.
Gill opening wide, the membranes confluent and slightly in advance
of vertical from the upper end of gill opening not attached to isthmus.
Scales very minute, imbricated, adherent. Dorsal spines short, the anterior very short the second and first nearly over the origin of ventrals,
the fifth above vent, and the sixth slightly behind origin of anal the
longest about \ as long as the eye the last (eleventh), which is followed
by a single ray attached to it by membrane, over the fifteenth spine of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 4/, United States National

6lC

Museum.

dorsal spines distant from each other, and behind each is a narrow
anguhir membrane; anal beginning immediately behind vent, and in its
middle portion considerably elevated length of its longest rays about
equal to snout, from which point it slopes rapidly to tip of tail. Pectoral
placed high up in axis of body, inserted at some distance behind gill
openings, broad and nearly oval in shape ventrals confluent, some distance in advance of vent; stout, broad, ovate in form, not extending to
vent, but separated from it by a distance equal to half their own length.
Color, uniform light brown. This description is from the types of Gill,
(Type, No. 37856), from AIbairos>< Station 2677, in 478 fathoms. The
types, two in number, measure lU and 12i inches, respectively. Another
specimen, (No. 44246, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the Albatross from
station 2676, at a depth of 407 fathoms, (nnalis, pertaining to the anal fin.

anal

;

;

;

Nolacanlhiis (oialis. Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 255,

longitude 69°

W.

;

Goode & Bean, Proc. U.

S.

Gulf Stream, latitude

40° N.,

Nat. Mus., 1894 (1895), 459, and in Oceanic

Icbtbyology, 165, 1895.

914.

NOTACANTHUS PHASGANORUS,

Goode.

7^; depth 9. D. X; A. XIX, 130; P. about 17; V. II, 9; B. 8;
Body much compressed, its greatest width about
scales about 20-400-36.
i its height. Head everywhere covered with very small scales, its bones
very flexible, but protected by leathery skin. Interorbital width more
than length of snout, 4 in head, twice diameter of eye. Mandible twice
length of eye; maxillary considerably greater. Teeth of upper jaw slender, blunt, close-set, and comb-like, 32 on each side; teeth of lower jaw
shorter, slenderer, in 2 rows; palatines with villiforni teeth, in about 2

Head

Distance from snout to dorsal 2f times length of head, its length
nearly twice length of head; anal beginning close behind vent, its length
half the body. Pectoral short and rounded, its length (uncertain) about
Ventrals broad, with peduncle-like bases thickly covered
i the head.
with scales closely adjacent, separated by a narrow groove. Length 3
series.

;

Grand Banks, Newfoundland. (Goode.) One large specimen known,
taken from the stomach of a Somniomtti microcephahis. {cpdayavov, sword;
feet.

bpoQ,

boundary, used for

o'vpa, tail.)

NotacaHihns phasganorH.'<, GoonE, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., in, 1880, 535,

Grand Banks

of

New-

foundland; (Type, No. 2597'2. Coll. Capt. BrigRsGilpatrick); Jobban & Gilhert, Synopsis,
900, 1883; Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1894 (1895), 462, and in Oceanic Ichthyology, 167, 1895.

295.

MACDONALDIA,

MacdonahUa, Goope & Bean, Proc. V.

S.

Goode

&

Bean.

Nat. Mui., 1S94 (1895), 467, and in Ocpanic Ichthyology,

172, 1895, {ri,strntn).

Body
Mouth

elongate, covered with minute, imbricated scales.

Head

scaly.

represented by numerous short, straight,
robust, and disjointed spines, 27 to 35 in number, the first in advance of
the insertion of the pectoral. Anal as in Xotacanthus, but lower and
inferior.

Dorsal

fin

with a longer portion of low, short, slightly curved, disjoined spines,
from 35 to 55 in number, which, under the final dorsal spines, pass into
Lateral line straight, conspicuous. Pectorals moderate,
placed far back, below the middle line of the body, and remote from the
Teeth in jaws erect, small, and also in series on the vomer
lateral line.
flexible rays.

Jordan and Evcrmaitn.
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and palate. A line of pores on the inner edge of the mandible. Ventrals
moderate, entirely separate. (Named for Col. Marshall McDonald, United
States Commissioner of Fish and Fislieries, " in commemoration of his
liberal policy in furthering ichthyological research." )
Dorsal xxviii; anal XLii or XLin.

a.
(i.i.

Dorsal

xxxv; anal about
91.5.

D. XXVIII:

A.

rostkata, 915.

xL.

chai.lf.n<;eri, 916.

MACDONALDIA ROSTBATA

XLII or XLIII.

Body

(Collett).

greatly compressed,

its

outlines

tapering rapidly in both directions from origin of vent, its greatest
height 3A times in distance of vent from tip of snout, or about | length
of head, which is 9^ times in the total; snout compressed, pointed
snake-like, produced beyond the mouth a distance less than diameter of

Mouth small, its cleft scarcely reaching to the anterior
Each jaw armed with a series of minute teeth and a similar
series on vomer and palate.
Eye moderate in size, placed not far from
dorsal profile, distant about 2\ diameters from the end of snout, more
than 3 diameters from end of opercle. Gill opening wide. The body
and head covered by minute, imbricated scales; a line of mucous pores
eye, 3 in head.
nostril.

extending from anterior end of lateral line forward under the eye to
end of maxillary. Dorsal spines short, distant from one another, the first
being over end of opercle, fifth slightly behind origin of pectoral, the
twelfth slightly in advance of origin of pectoral, the fifteenth almost
over origin of anal, and the last (twenty-eighth) a little behind middle
of length of tail. In another individual the fourth spine is immediately
over the pectoral insertion, the thirteenth over the ventral origin the
whole number of spines is 30, but there is behind the thirtieth a minute
spine almost united by membrane. Anal beginning immediately behind
the vent; after the fifth spine the height of the fin remains uniform
until the length of the rays gradually decreases near tip of tail pectoral inserted at a distance from the gill opening nearly twice its own
length; ventrals with a broad base, not confluent, and reaching to vent
;

;

or slightly

beyond

it.

Specimens obtained by the Jlbatrosfi at Station 2216, in 963 fathoms, 16^
and 16 inches long. Another specimen, 17 inches long, was obtained by
the Jlhutroiin at Station 2553, in 551 fathoms. The Birondelle took
in 633 fathoms,
{rostrata, long-nosed.)

it

off

(1895), 467, pi. 18, fig. 2,

and

Newfoundland,
Notacaiilhiif roalrattiK,

in

CoLLETT, Bull. Soc.

Zoiil.

France,

1.S89, 307,

off

Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu8., 1894
Oceanic Ichthyology, 173, figs. 189, and 195 A and B, 1895.

MacdonahUa

rjslrnia,

916.

MACDONALDIA CHALLENGERI

Newfoundland.

(Vaillant).

3; depth 5. D. XXXV; A. about XL, 140; B. 6: C. 5; P. 11; V.
Greatest depth of body opposite vent, and A of distance of vent
from end of snout; lengtli of the long, narrow, compressed head i of
the same length. Snout compressed, pointed, much j)roduced beyond
the narrow mouth, the cleft of which laterally extends to below posterior

Head

I, 9.

each jaw armed with a series of fixed minute teeth; a similar
palatine series within the intermaxillary series; the mandibular series

nostril;

018

Bulletin 4j, United States National ATuseum.

between the upper two rows. Eye close to the upper profile, 2 diamfrom end of snout, and 4 from extremity of opercle, its diametei
greater than interorbital width, (jtill opening wide; gill membranes
supported by very slender branchiostegals, confluent in front, and not
attached to the isthmus. The whole body and head are covered by
minute, smooth, imbricate, and adherent scales. All the dorsal spines
short, distant from one another, the first being above root of pectoral,
the last behind middle of lengtli of tail anal spines commencing immediately behind vent, aud very gradually and but slightly increasing
in length behind, passing finally into flexible rays of varying and indefinite number jiectorals inserted some distance behind the gill opening,
with A'ery narrow base; ventrals close to, but not extending to, the
vent; entirely separate. Color uniform light brown, blackish about the
Teeth minute, those of the upper jaw
gills and on the soft anal fin.
scarcely different in size or shape from those of the lower, 31 on each
side of the upper and 23 on each side of the lower jaw, 21 in each half
of the palatine series; each ramus of the mandible with a series of pores
which is continued on the preoperculum. The union of the gill membranes takes place opposite middle of distance between orbit and occiput orbit without circular fold. Gill cavity and peritoneal sac with
a thin layer of black pigment. Air bladder much smaller than in Notacanthus sexspinls, occupying a small portion of middle of abdominal
cavity anteriorly on the left side it is prolonged into a narrow cylindrical horn about f length of its body there is no open communication
between it and the intestinal duct. The ovaries are a pair of band-like
bodies, transversely plaited and without oviduct. The intestine makes
only 1 convolution pyloric appendages rejjresented by 3 short diverticula only. Kidneys confluent into 1 short body which is situated
between the muscles of the tail behind the vent. (Giinther.) North
Pacific.
The type, 16 inches long, dredged by the Challenger at Station

fits

eters

;

;

;

;

;

;

south of Yedo, in 1,87.5 fathoms. A second specimen, 20 inches long,
obtained by Dr. Gilbert (Albatross explorations), in Bering Sea, west of
the Pribilof Islands, in 1,625 fathoms, at Station 3,308. (Named for Her
Majesty's Ship Challenger, employed in deep-sea research by the Government of Great Britain.)
237,

Notacanlhus rUmamis, Gf'NTiiER, Fislies Challenger, xxii, Part i,vii, pi. i.xi, fig. B, 1887; not of
FiLLiPl & Veuany, Mem. Ace. Sci. Torino, xviii, lllO, 1859, whose speciiiieu canio from the

Mediterranean.
Notacanlhus chalk'uyeri* Vaillant, Exjieaition Travailleur et Talisman, 1888,
based on G('NTHEn'.s description.

MacdonalfUa

challewjcri,

*" Vaillant was

GouDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

south of Yedo;

172, 1895.

perfectly justified in separating this Pacific form from the Medit<'rranean
P(jlijacanlhi>w:vs riswanm, with whicL Jiintherhad identified it.
The lower heavier siiines in
both dorsal and anal fins, the more anterior origin of the dorsal, which is a little in advance of
ba.se of pectorals, the very short robust ventral spine, and the lower insertion of pectoral fin
sufficiently distinguish the species, in addition to the peculiarities in the shape of the snout and
the greatly increased number of anal spines to which Vaillant calls attention.
"Giinther's description, above cited, of the fish taken south of Yedo at a depth of 1,875
fathoms, agrees so well with our specimen that no do\ibt can exist of their identity. The maxillary spine not shown in Giinther's figure, is very evident in our specimen.
The branchiostegal rays are distinctly 6 instead of 5 in number, and the caudal contains 5 instead of 6 rays.
There are 35 dorsal spines. The anal spines pass so gradually into the rays that they are distinguishable with diffic\ilty. Definite articuhitions appear before the rays iiavo lost their spinous character, while still stiff and pungent, liividing them on the basis of these articulations,
tho aaal fin coutaius 40 spines aud about 140 soft ravs." (Gilbert, MS.)

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.

Family LXXXVIII.
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LIPOGENYID^.

Heteromi with a roundish, inferior, suctorial mouth, imperfect lower
jaw* with its rami separated at middle, connected with the corresponding
sides of the upper jaw, and invested in a thick, transversely plicated,
horseshoe-shaped lip, reflected xipward behind on the cheeks; no teethshort row of 4 or 5 partially connected graduated dorsal spines and 5 to
(C4ill.)
[Lijiogenyida', Gill, in
7 branched rays, forming a regular fin.
Goode & Bean, Proc. II. S. Nat. Mus., 1894 (1895), 469.)

296.
TJpogetiys,

LIPOGENYS,

Goode & Bean, Proc. U.

Goode

&.

Bean.

Nat. Mus., 1894 (1805), 4G0, and in Oceanic Iclithyology,

S.

173, 189.^, (gilW).

Head and body compressed, the body elongate, as in Kotacanthus.
Snout produced, compressed, obtuse at tip. Cleft of the mouth inferior,
suctorial, circular in front, surrounded by rugose, contractile lip, witli
cleft posteriorly, flanked by wing-like flaps, containing the modified mandibular bones, which articulate with the end of the maxilla and are free
behind.
A concealed spine at the end of the maxilla. No teeth.
Anterior nostril in short tube, the posterior oblong, under a short flap.
Dorsal fin short, but normal and well developed, with a distinct soft portion
anal fin normal in position, high, with many spines, and with
some of the rays spine-like, though forked a distinct, though very
small, caudal fin; ventrals normal, well developed, with several spines.
Scales minute, very numerous; lateral line conspicuous. (AtiTrw, to
;

;

leave off

;

jiwr, jayv.)

LIPOGENYS

917.

Head

(JILLII, Goode

A Bean.

8J depth 10 eye 5 snout 4 iuterorbital width 5 in head. D.
A. XLI, 88 V. Ill, 7. Body compressed, its greatest width + its
height. Postorbital portion of head twice as long as snout. Diameter of
circular opening of mouth about l diameter of eye. Dorsal fin inserted

V, 5

;

;

;

;

;

;

at a distance from suout equal to about 3 times length of head.

It conof 5 graduated spines, of which the first is minute, and the longest
as long as snout, and 5 soft rays, of which the second is longest, nearly i
sists

and rays are all compactly arranged in a
length of dorsal base i that of head
anal
beginning under fourth spine of dorsal, of 41 spines and 88 rays, of
which the anterior 10 are stiff, though articulated, and divided at the
tip longest ray longer than longest spine, about as long as snout; ventral fins almost meeting in the median line, reaching vent but disconnected distance of ventral from tip of snout about 21 times length of
head; pectoral placed below median line of body, at a distance from
as long as head; the spines

strong, triangular fin

;

;

;

;

* " The anomalousandunexampled modification of the lower jaw and mouth deserves a detailed
anatomical examination, but tiie existence of only one .-iperimen— for the present, at least is
deemed sufficient to render such an investigation inadvisable." Goode it Bean.

—
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bead about equal

Museum.

to diameter of eye, its length a little greater

thau post-

Lateral Hue well developed auteriorly, becoming
obsolete at a distance from end of dorsal about e(jual to 2\ times bead.
Color uniform ligbt brown under side of gill covers dark,sbowing dark

orbital part of bead.

;

at tbe edges of the opercular boue.

Typo

17 inches long.

(Named

for

Dr. Theodore Gill, to whose critical insight the advance of systematic
ichthyology in America is largely due.)
U. S. Nut. Mus. IsiH (1S9">), 409, pi. 18, fig. .3, and in
(jillii, Goodf, & Bean, Proc.
Oceanic Icljtb.vology, 173, 1895, Albatross Station 2742, Gulf Streann, I'roni a depth of
805 fathoms. (Typo No. 39212. Coll. AlbatroBs.)

Uiwgniijs

Order W.

XENOML*

Coracoids represented by a cartilaginous plate, imperfectly divided;
pectoral fin without actinosts. Skeleton very thin and i^apery. Posttemporal imperfectly ossified. Otherwise sssentially as in the Haplomi.
One family, confined to the fresh waters of the Arctic regions, a primitive type, allied to the Haplomi, but with the base of the pectoral fin
extremely simple in structure. {^ivoQ, strange; (.inor, shoulder.)

Family LXXXIX. DALLIID.E.

(The Alaska Blackfishes.)
Body oblong, covered with
lateral line

small, partly

embedded cycloid scales;
Eye small;

rudimentary; a line of mucous tubes below eye.

*Dr. Gilbert has examined the anatomy nf Dallia, and makes the following observations:
"The charactens assigned liy Dr. Gill to his order A>Ho»»i, of which Dallia is the sole representative, seem to need some modification. Tho group is thus defined by him;
" 'Teleosts, with the scapular arch free from the cranium laterally, and only abutting on it
behind, coracoids represented by a simple cartilaginous i)late without developed actinosts, and
with the intermaxillary and supramaxillary bones coalescent.'
"Tho last of these three characters we have not been able to verify, as the premaxilla,
while lying closely appressed to the maxilla, is readily separated from it, the two being in no
The expression 'scapular arch free from the cranium laterally' refers to
sense 'coalescent.'
the simple nature of the post-temporal, which is attached, as usual, to the epiotic, but seems at
entirely
the inner fork to join the parotic process of the cranium. Closer
lack
first sight to
examination shows, however, that a strong ligament replaces the lacking arm, and answers to
find, furthermore, that while extending in some specimens the entire
relations.
it in all its
distance between the opisthotic and the simple post-temporal, in others the outer portion of the
the bony rod thus formed being an integral part of the postless
ossified,
ligament is more or
temporal, and representing the proximal portion of tho missing fork. As stated, this ossificaextent in different specimens. In at least two which
varying
tlie
to
ligament
a
tion invades
have come under our observation, the fork of the post-temporal thus formed has extended
opisthotic, the shape and relations of the bone being
the
entire
distance
across
to
almost the
then entirely normal and usual. It is evident that this character is not of high taxonomic
very wide separation of Dallia from what are ajiparwarrant
any
\v(juld
not
of
itself
value, and
ently its nearest relatives. The case is different, however, when we come to examine the corastated
by Dr. Gill, we deal hero with a cartilaginous
shoulder
girdle.
As
coid portion of the
plate in which no ossifications occur, and which is followed immediately by the fin rays, withcartilage is an extremely thin and delicate
coracoid
actinosts.
This
out the intervention of
imperforate lamina, usually exhibiting very distinct division into upper and lower halves,
elements. In its distal third,
hypercoracoid
represent
hypoand
to
the
which may be taken
the plate iiegins to break up, by longitudinal subdivision, into a fringe of narrow cartilaginous
rays,
and join the latter directly,
pectoral
in
number
the
approximately
equal
These
strips.
the basal jiortion of each pectoral ray forking slightly to receive tho tip of the cartilaginous

We

strip.

" In the deep-sea spiny (^els of the genus Nolacanlhus, there is a somewhat similar condition of
the coracoid elements, inasmuch as the hypo- and hypercoracoid, though present, are merely
It seems
shell-like rudiments surroimded by cartilage, and the actinosts are geatly reduced.
probable that wo are dealing in the two cases with independent degenerations of the shoulder
(Gilbert, MS., September 20, 1894.)
girdle, and that the two groups are not really related."

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of

America.

JSForth
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of mouth moderate lower jaw much projecting; lateral margin of
upper jaw formed by the slender, toothless maxillaries. Teeth villiforni
or almost cardiform on jaws, vomer, and palatines, those on premaxilShoulder girdle free from the skull laterally, the lower
laries enlarged.
branch of the ])08t-temporal imperfectly ossified. Dorsal short, without
ventrals abdominal, inserted in front of
spines, inserted before anal
dorsal, each composed of 3 rays base of anal about as long as that of
dorsal; caudal fin rounded, with many slender rays; pectoral fin
rounded, with a somewhat fleshy base, with 33 to 36 rays, the structure
of the base peculiar, the hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid being undifierentiated, represented by a cartilaginous jilate. and no actinosts developed.
Vertebras 42. Skeleton everywhere thin and papery. Superior pharyngeals all separate; first and second without teeth; third and fourth
with teeth. Lower pharyngeals separate. BranchiostegalsTorS. Streams
of Alaska and Siberia, one species known a very singular fish, apparently
an ancient type.
cleft

;

;

;

;

(DalUUlu; Gill, Smithsonian KeiJort for 188:i (1885), 728.)

DALLIA,

297.
Bean, Proc. V.

liaUia,

S.

Bean.

Nat. Mns., 1879, 358, (pechmdis).

(Named

Characters of the genus included above.

HeaJey Dall,

its

discoverer, well

known

DALLIA PECTOBALIS,

918.

(Alaska Blackfish

;

;

;

;

and

exiilorer.)

Bean.

Chornia Rvba.)

Head 4J; depth 4 to 4i eye small, G or 7.
scales 11-77-11
B. 7 or 8.
33 to 36 V. 3
;

William

for Dr.

as a naturalist

D. 12 to 14

;

Body rather

A. 14 to 16; P.
Pec-

elongate.

toral about half as long as head;

ventral i; anal beginning opposite
front of dorsal and ending nearly opposite its last ray. Scales on belly
very small. Length 8 inches. Streams and ponds of northern Alaska

and Siberia; abounding in sphagnum ponds; found in countless numbers "wherever there is water enough to wet the skin of a fish;" forming the chief food of natives. The species feeds on plants and worms.
Its vitality is extraordinary.

Blackfishes will remain frozen in baskets

weeks and when thawed out are as lively as ever. Turner describes
one swallowed frozen by a dog, thawed out by the heat of the stomach,
and vomited up alive, (pectoralis, alluding to the broad pectoral fins.)

for

7*ii;/ia i>eclondis.

23498.

Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 358, St. Michael's, Alaska. (Type, No.
M. Turner.) Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 351, 1883; Turner, Contr. Nat.

Coll. L.

Hist. Alaska, 100, pi. 9, 1880.

I'mhra deJicatissima,* Sjiitt, Ofver. Kongl. Yeteusk Akail. F(/)rU.

Siberia.
Smitt, iu Nordenskjold's Voyage of the Vega,

-Xrt;.

Stockholm,

38, pi. 5, fig.

1881, Pittlekaj,

1,

T)allin delicatissimti,

11,

59,

with

i)late,

1881.

The following is Dr.'Sinltt's original notice of I><xlUa delicatissima, for which we are indebted
kindness of Blr. Barton A. Bean
" Hr. Smitt gaf on boskrifning af liundfiskarnes (umbridernas) byggnad och Icfnadssiitt, med
sarskild hiinsyn till en af Vega-expeditiouen fran farskvattens-lagunerna vid Pittlekaj hemfiird
*

to the

ny

art,

:

Umbra

ddicalissiwa,'''
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Order X.

HAPLOMI.*

(The Pike-like
Soft-rayed

fishet*

lually deveh)ped,

nium.

Museu>n.

Fishes.)

with the mesocoracoid wautiug, the coracoids uor-

and the post-temporal normally attached

to the craSymplectic presAnterior "vertehne unmodified.

Parietal hones separated hy the snpraoccipital.

Opercular bones well developed.
Scapular arch joined to the cranium by a post-temporal. Hypocoracoid
and hypercoracoid separate, with developed actinosts. Pharyngeal bones
distinct, the superior directed forward, 3 or 4 in number, the inferior
not falciform. No interclavicles. Mouth with teeth. Air bladder w4th
a distinct duct. Ventral fins abdominal, rarely wanting; pectoral fins
placed low dorsal fin more or less posterior, the first ray occasionally
Head usually covered with
stiff'ened and spine-like; no adipose fin.
cycloid scales like those on the body. Species chiefly inhabiting fresh
water. This order is, in some regards, intermediate between the IxosponPart of its species, at least, are remnants of a
(hjli and the JcaniJiopteri.
more ancient fauna than now inhabits the same waters. (u7r?6of, simple;
(.y/of) shoulder, in allusion to the want of the mesocoracoid, in which
respect these fishes resemble the more specialized spiny-rayed forms,
rather than the other soft-rayed fishes.) (Physostomi, part (families Esocidcv, Umbridw, CyprinodoniUJiv, and Hetcropygii), Giinther, Cat., vi, vii.)
ent.

;

a.

Lateral margin of upper jaw formed by the maxillarics; preniaxillaHes not protractile;

vent normal.
b.

bb.

Teeth villifonn, equal; jaws not produced.
Umbridjs, xc.
Teeth cardiform, unequal; jaws depressed and produced; basis of cranium double.
LuciiDa:, xci.

aa.

Lateral margin of upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries; basis of cranium simple.
c.

Vent normal, abdominal; premaxillaries extremely

protractile.
PtECILIID.l:, xcil.

cc.

Vent close behind the isthmus; premaxillaries

little i)rotractile.

Amblyopsid.'E, xoiii.

Family XC. UMBRID^E.

(The

Mud Mixxows.)

Body oblong, broad anteriorly, compressed behind. Head large, flattened above.
Mouth moderate, with bands of villiform or cardiform
* In Dr. Gill's latest arrangement, the groups or orders hero called Haplomi, Synenlognalhi, and
Acanthopleri (exclusive of Plectotjnalhi) are united to form the order Teleocephali.
As thus limited
the order would include those typical fislns in wliich the mesocoracoid is absent, and wliicli do
not show the special peculiarities of tlie !'• 'lirnhiti mid the Plcctognathi. In earlier papers of Dr.
Gill the ImspotiiliiJi (Malacoplen) and the Vilmiupliiisi are likewise included.
The removal of the
Onliinophiixl is doubtless a Step in advance, but the distinctions hctvi-een tho IsospDiidi/H and the
Iiiiiiiiii and Utiphnui are not of the most profound character, nor are the PlectoijunOd fundamentally ditterent from tlie Acaudiopkri. Tliere seems to us no special advantage in tlie retention of
a central order Tdeowphall, from which the divergent branches are separated as distinct orders.
Wliile our knowledge of the osteology and embryology of most of the families of fishes is
very incomplete, it is evident that the relationships of tlie groups can not bo shown in any linear
series, or by any conceivable arrangement of orders and suborders.
Tlie living teleost fishes
have sprung from many lines of descent, their relationships are extremely diverse, and their
differences are of every possible degree of value.
The ordinary schemes have magnified the
value of a few common chiiracters, at the same time neglecting other differences of equal value.
No system of arrangement which throws these fishes into large groups can ever bo dofiuite or

permanent.

Jordan and

E^'ermaiin.

—

Fts/ics

of North America.
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and palatines promaxillaries
margin of npper jaw formed by the broad, short
maxillaries, which are toothless and without distinct supplemental bone;
lower jaw the longer. Gill openings wide, the membranes scarcely con-

teeth on premaxillaries, lower jaw, vomer,

not jnotractile

;

lateral

;

branchiostegals 6 to 8. Scales
gill rakers little developed
nected
moderate, cycloid, covering head and body lateral line wanting. Dorveutrals small, close to
sal fin moderate, posterior, in advance of anal
caudal fin rounded. Stomach without
pectorals iuserted low
anal
pseudobrauchiai hidden, glandular; air
blind sac; no pyloric cteca
bladder simple. Oviiiarous fishes, the sexes similar. Carnivorous fishes
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of small size, living in mud or among weeds at the bottom of clear, sluggish streams and ponds; extremely tenacious of life, like the Pwciliidw.
One genus with 3 species, {Umbra crameri of Austria,, and the following).
The family is near to the Luciidw, differing mainly in the smaller mouth
and weaker teeth. Like DaUia, Percopsis, Apliredoderioi, Cltoloyaster, and
other associated American fresh-water forms, Umbra must be regarded as
an archaic type, characteristic of some earlier fish-fauna. ( UinbridWy
Giinther, Cat., vi, 231, 232, 1866.)

UMBRA

298.

(Kramer) Miiller

(Mudfishes.)
Vmbrii,

Kkamer, Auim.

Austr. lufer., 1756;

Muller, Abhandl. Akad. Wiss. Wien.

Berl., 188,

1842, (crameri).

Melanura, Agassiz, Amer. Jouru.

Sci. Arts, 1854, 135, (imuiilala, etc.,

—pygmsea).

Body oblong, covered with cycloid scales of moderate size, without
radiating striae no lateral line. Head shortish, little dejiressed. Eye
rather small. Cleft of mouth moderate. Ventral fins 6-rayed, below or
slightly in front of dorsal
anal fin much shorter than dorsal pectorals
rather narrow, rounded, placed low, with 12 to 15 rays, which are
much articulated caudal rounded., Preopercle and preorbital with
mucous pores. Branchiostegals 6. Gill rakers short, thick. Size small.
;

;

;

;

Three species, very similar to each other, inhabiting the waters of the
United States and Austria. (Latin, umhra, a shade.)
Melanuua
a.

(/ueAas,

black; ovpa,

tail):

Base of caudal with a dark bar; American species.
coloration dull olive green, with about 14 narrow, pale,
6. Body with pale crossbars
transverse stripes; dark bar at base of caudal often faint; lower jaw pale.
;

LtMI, 919.
bb.

Body with lengthwise streaks

coloration dark olive green, with about 12 pale narrow
lengthwise streaks, the one at upper angle of operclu twice width of the others ;
;

dark caudal bar very distinct

Subgenus
919.

;

lower jaw black.

MELANURA,

UMBRA LIMI

(Mud Minnow

;

pygm^sa, 920.

Agassiz.

(Kirtland).

Dogfish.)

Head 3f depth 4i. B. 6; P. 14; D. 14; A. 8; V. 6; scales 35-15.
Body oblong, compressed. Coloration dull olive green, mottled with
darker and with about 14 narrow, pale, transverse bars, often obscure in
;

Bulletin 4/, United States National

024

Museum.

the young; dark bar at base of caudal distinct but often faint; lower

jaw pale fms plain. Length 4 inches. Quebec to Minnesota and southward to the Ohio River; abundant northward, throughout the basin of
the (ireat Lakes, in weedy streams and ditches: rare in tributaries of the
Ohio and Illinois. " A locality -sNhich with the water perfectly clear will
appear destitute of fish will perhaps yield a number of mudfish on stirring up the mud at the bottom and drawing a seine through it. Ditches
in the prairies of Wisconsin, or mere bog holes, apparently affording
lodgment to nothing beyond tadpoles, may thus be found filled with Mda;

nuras."
lltjdrargyra

Ohio.

(Baird.)

{limiis,

Kirtland,

limi,

mud.)

Boat.

Jouru. Kat.

Hi,st.,

iii,

1840, 277,

streams

in

northern

(Coll. Kirtland.)

Jhjdranjyra fusca, Thompson, Hist. Vermont, 137, 1842, Lake Champlain.
Hi/drargira atrinmda, De Kat, New York Fauna: Fishes, 220, 1842, Lake Champlain.

Umhra

limi,

Gi'NTiiER, Cat., vi, 232, 1866

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsit-, 350, 1883

;

Blatchlky,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1885, 12.

920.

TMBRA PKiM.KA
(Eastern

(Do Kay).

Mvd Minnow.)

Head 4; depth 4^. D. 13; A. 7; scales 35. Body less compressed
than in Umbra limi, the head broader, less depressed, with smaller eye;
interorbital space slightly more convex; snout shorter, the profile more
gibbous. Color dark greenish, with about 12 narrow, longitudinal pale
stripes, the one beginning at upper angle of opercle double the width of
any of the others dark bar at base of caudal very distinct, covering 11
lower jaw mostly black. Length 4 inches. Lowland streams
scales
and swamps coastwise, from Long Island to the Neuse River; locally
abundant. Close to the preceding and perhaps a variety of it, but no
intermediate forms have been noticed. (2)i/(/mam, pigmy.)
;

;

LericiscuK 2^>l'jm!ai.%

Fmiitiihis fnsciis,

De Kay, New York Fauna: Fislies,

Ayres, Bost. Jouru. Nat.

Mehmura anmdata, Agassiz,

Tappan, Rockland Co., N.Y.
Brookhaven, Long Island.

214, 1842,

Hist., iv, 1843, 2!1G,

Anier. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1854, 135; uot Exotjlossum annuhUinii, Kaiin-

ESQUE.

Umhra pygni»a, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Vmhra hmi yygmtm, Blatchley, Proc. Ac. Nat.

x, 53, 1877.
Sci. Pliila., 1885, 13.

Family XCI. LUCIID^.

(The Pikes.)

Body elongate, not elevated, more or less compressed posteriorly,
broad anteriorly. Head long, tlie snout prolonged and depressed. Mouth
very large,

its cleft

forming about half the length of the head; lower

jaw the longer; upper jaw not protractile, most of its margin formed by
the maxillaries, which are quite long and provided with a supplemental
bone; premaxillaries, vomer, and palatines with broad bands of strong
cardifonu teeth which are more or less movable; lower jaw with strong
teeth of different sizes tongue with a band of small teeth. Head naked
above; cheeks and opercles more or less scaly; gill openings very wide;
gill rakers tubercle-like,
gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus
;

;

Jordan and ILTirinann.
toothed

;

branchiostegals 12 to

—Fishes of

lYori/i

Scales small

20.

young specimens, developed
and similar to anal; caudal

;

America.

lateral line

625

weak, obso-

Dorsal posterior, oppofiu emarginate; pectoral fins small,
site
inserted low ventrals rather posterior vent normal no adipose fin no
barbels stomach not ccecal, without pyloric appendages pseudobranchia)
Basis cranii double (Cope.)
glandular, hidden; air bladder simple.
Fishes of moderate or large size, inhabiting the fresh waters of the northern parts of Europe, Asia, and North America. A single genus with
6 species, one of them cosmopolitan, the rest all confined to America.
The species are all noted for their greediness and voracity " mere
machines for the assimilation of other organisms." The flesh is excellent,
being white and flaky and of delicate flavor. The larger species are much
valued as food. {Esocidce, Gunther, Cat., vi, 226-230, 1866.)
Jete

ill

iu the adult.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

299.

LUCIUS,*

Rafiuesque.

(Pikes.)
Esox, Artedi,

Genera Piscium,

14, 1738, (in part, three species:

The Pike,

no type indicated, but the Pike was to Artedi the best-known

Garfisli,

and Gar Pike;

species).

Esox, Linn,t:i'S, Sjst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 314, (in part, Indus, belona, ossens); (rcstrictt<l by

Kafin-

ESQUE, 1810, to Esox helone).

Bafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuui Nuovi Geaeri, 59, 1810, {liwivs).
t Eafinesque, Ich. Oh., 70, 1820, {litlalKs, a mythical species).
Mascahiiif/iis, Jordan, Klippart's Report, Ohio Fish Comm., 92, 1878, (nobilior).
Lucius,

PivurelUis,

Keiioza,

Jordan & Evermann, now subgenus,

(ttmericanns).

Characters of the genus included above.
the Pike.)
<i.

Cheeks entirely scaly; branchiostegals 11 to

Kenoza (an Indian name of
h.

tlio

(Lucius, the Latin

name

of

16.

Pike, variously spelled by authors):

Operclcs entirely scaly; dorsal rays 11 tu 14; color greenish, barred or reticulated with
darker.
i:

Branchiostegals normally 12, (11 to 13); scales in lateral line 105 to lOS; dorsal rays 11
or 12; anal rays 11 or 12; snout short, the middle of eye nearer tip of lower jaw

than posterior margin of opercle.

Species of small size, the fins unspotted.

*In retaining the generic name Lmiiis for the Pike, in preference to E<^ox, we have followed
the strict law of priority. The genus Esox of Linna/us, composed primarily of E. Inciiis and
E. belone, with a few associated species, was iirst subdivided by Bafinesque in 1810, the second
species, llrUme, being chosen as the type.
Later, in Cuvier's arrangement, hictus was left as the
type of Esox and a new name, Behne, given to Esox belone. This later arrangement has received
the sanction of general usage. It lias the further justification, that the name Esox itself was
adopted by Artedi and Linnseue, from Plinj-, who applied it to the Pike, its application to the
Garfish also liaving been taken 1>3' Linn.TUS from Artedi.
It is true that Linna'us would have
regarded the Pike as his type of Esox. It is, however, also true that Bjifinesiiue had the right
to select either species as the typo in dividing the genus, and in his arrangement, the Garfish
remains Esux, and a new name, Litcius, is given to the Pike.
Bafinesque says : "11 genero TvsoxdiLinneo e stato divisodaLacepede in quattro generi, Etox,
Sphyrwyia, Sifnodus e Lepisostevs, id propongo di dividere nuovamente in due il suo genere Esox.
Lasciero questo nombrealle specie marineche hanno il corpo tetragouo con due lineo lateral! da
ogni lato como nel genere Exocu'lus, le mascelle lunghe o strette, le ale dorsali luugho, giungendo
dall' ano fill!) alia coda e falciformi, etc.
Blentre formero un nuovo genere col nome di Liicitis
delle specie fluviatili che Iianno il'corpo cilindrico, una sola linealaterale, le mascelle larghe e le
ale dorsali ed anali corte o rotondate."
f The name Picorellns, Eafinesque, can not properly be retained for any section of this genus,
j'i(/rt/!(s, Bafinesque, on which it is based, is a mythical species described by Bafinesque*
from a rude drawing, jierhaps based on hearsay, and certainly not representing any known
as Esor

species.

V. N. A.
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(I.

Museum.

short, 3f in length of body; snout 2^ in length of head; eye 2% iu length
of snout. Color dark green; sides with about 20 distinct curved blackish bars;

Head

americanus,

fins plain.

longer, 3)^ in length of body; snout 2J in length of head; eye 2J^ in length
of snout. Color light greenish, the sides ivith many narmw curved streaks of

darker; these usually distinct, irregular, and

CO.

921.

Head

dd.

Branch lostegalB 11

much

reticulated; fins plain.

to 16; dorsal rays 14; anal 13; scales in

VEBMICULATUS, 922.
about 125;

lateral line

middle of eye midway between tip of lower jaw and posterior margin of opercle;
head about 3'^ in length of body; snout 2}-^ in head; eye 33^ in snout. Color
greenish, with many narrow dark curved lines and streaks, mostly horizontal and
reticulatus, 923.
more or less i-eticulated; fins plain.
Lucn's;
Opercles with the lower half bare of scales; branchiostegals 14 to 16; dorsal rays 16 or 17;
fcfc.
anal rays 13 or 14; scales in lateral line about 123; head 3J4 J" length of body; snout
2g in length of head; eye 3 in snout; middle of eye midway between tip of lower jaw

and

gill

Color grayish, with

opening.

many

whitish spots, the young with whitish or

yellowish crossbars; dorsal, anal, and caudal spotted with black; a white horizontal

band bounding naked portion of opercle.
Mascalonous {}nas,a, mask; lonrjus, long):*
aa.

Lucius, 924.

Size large.

Cheeks as well as opercles with the lower half naked; branchiostegals 17 to 19; dorsal
rays 17; aual rays 15; scales in lateral line about 150; middle of eye midway between
tip of lower jaw and gill opening; head 3% in length of body; snout 2]^ in head;
eye more than 4 times in length of snout. Color dark .gray, the sides usually with
scattered round black spots, sometimes immaculate, sometimes banded with dark;
fins spotted with black; size very large.
masquinongv, 925.

Subgenus

KENOZA,

921. LUC'llS

Jordan & Evermann.

AMERICANUS

(Gmelin).

(Banded Pickerel.)

Head 3? depth 5i eye 5. B. 12 or 13 D. 11 or 12 A. 11 or 12 scales
Body short and robust; head heavy, with blunt, short snout; eye
;

;

;

;

;

105.

rather large, its diameter 2| in length of snout, its posterior margin
scarcely behind middle of head, its middle nearer tip of chin than gill

snout 2i in head.
Cheeks and opercles fully scaled upper
branchiostegals scaly.
Dark green sides with about twenty distinct,
blackish, curved bars, sometimes obscurely marked, but not distinctly
reticulated a black bar below eye, another from upper edge of opercle

opening

;

;

;

;

through eye to snout fins plain. Length 12 inches. A small pickerel,
abundant from Massachusetts to P^lorida, in lowland streams and swamps.
Found only east of the Alleghany Mountains, the westernmost record
being from Escambia Eiver, at Flomaton, Alabama.
americanus, Gmelin, Systema Natura', 1390, 1788, Long Island, New YorkEsux lucius
;

/3

after Schopf.

Esox niyer, JjE SVEVR, Journ. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

I'hila.,

i,

1818, 415,

South Carolina; Guntheu,

Cat., VI, 229, 1866.

New York.
Murderer's Creek and other

Esox scomberius, Mitciiill, Amer. Month. Mag., 1818, 322, Murderer's Creek,
Esox fasciatus,

De Kay, New York Fauna:

streams near

New

Fishes, 224,1842,

York.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Soi. Phila.,
Esox raveneU, HoLBROOK, Ichth. South Carolina,

Esox

oriinlus,

Esox aniericanna, Jordan

&

1854, 41,

201, 1800,

Charles River, Massachusetts.
Charleston, South Carolina.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 352, 1883.

* An erroneous etymology of the word muscalonge, formerly supposed to be from the French
Mos(/ue allongce, long face. The word is now known to bo of Indian origiu, Mas-Kinonge.
h'inoiiyc is apparently the same word as A'ewo-a.

Jordan and E,verniann.
922.

—

Fis/ies

of JVorth America.

LUCIUS VERMICULATUS

027

(Lo Sueur).

(LiTTLK Pickerel.)

Head

eye large, 2^ in snout, about 6 in head. B. 12
depth 5 to
D. 11 or 12 A. 11 or 12 scales 105. Body moderately stout,
soniewliat conqjressed head rather short, longer than in Lucius americanus, but shorter than in L. reticulatus, the eye being exactly in the
middle of the head middle of eye nearer tip of chin than gill opening;
caudal well forked. Color green or grayish sides
snout 2^ in head
with many curved streaks, sometimes forming bars, but more usually
forming marmorations or reticulations, the color extremely variable, sometimes quite plain sides of head usually variegated a dark bar downward from eye, and one forward; base of caudal sometimes mottled;
other fins usually plain. Length 12 inches. Mississippi Valley, tributaries of Lake Erie and Lake Michigan south to Mississippi and Arkansas
not known from east of the Alleghanies nor Texas a small species, very
abundant in the small streams and bayous of the South and West, {ver3J

(11 to 13)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

miculatus,

with marks

Bjoj; rermictiiiiltis,

Le

like

worm

tracks.)

CuviER A V.\lenciennes, Iliet. Nat. Poiss., xviil, 333, 1840,
Harmony, Indiana (Coll. Lo Sueur); Meek & Newland, Proc.

Sueiir, iu

AVabash River,

New

;

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1885, 369.

Esox

liueatiis,

River,
EsDx

cToss'is,

Le Sueur,

New

Ctvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Harmony, Indiana. (Cull. Le Sueur.)
iu

Agassiz, Anier. Jouru. Sci. Arts, 1854, 308,

Poiss., xviii, 335, 184G,

'Wabash

Tennessee River, Huntsville,

Alabama.
Esox iimhrosvf, Kirtlanp, Proc. Cleveland Ac. Sci., 1854, 79, small bay of Rocky River,
Rockport, near Cleveland, Ohio Cope, Traus. Anier. I'hilos. Sue. PhiUi., 1800, 409.
;

Etoxcypho* Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1805,
gan; (Coll. Professor Miles); Gunther, Cat.,

78,

'Waterford, Oakland County, Michi-

vi, 230, 1806.

i)orosiis, Cope, Traus. Anier. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1806,408, Waterford, Oakland County,
Michigan; sulistitute for cr/pho, regarded as au inept name. (Coll. Professor Miles.)
Esox salmoyicus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 352, 1883 not of Rafinesque.

Esox

;

923.

LUCIUS KETICULATUS,t

(Common Eastern Pickerel

;

(Le Sueur).

Green Pike

;

Jack.)

Head 3i depth 6 eye small, about 3i in snout, 8 in head. B. 14 to IG
D. 14; A. 13 (counting developed rays only); scales 125. Body rather
slender, deepest near the middle and tapering backward to a slender
;

;

;

caudal peduncle; head long, the snout prolonged, about 2J times in
head.
Middle of eye midway between tip of chin and gill opening.
Cheeks and operclea entirely scaly caudal well forked. Color green, of
varying shades; sides with golden luster, and marked with numerous
dark lines and streaks, which are mostly horizontal, and by their junc;

tion

with one another produce a reticulated appearance

* This form (q/pho =porosus), distinguished mainlj'
probably a variety or accidental form of vennicidalns.

"\ solemn,

liy

;

a dark band.

the arched back and steep profile,

is

lurking undiTtho shadow of a lily pad at noon, with still,
t
circumspect, voracious eye, motionless as a jewel set in water, or moving slowly to take up its
position; dashing from time to time at sucli unlucky fish or frog or insect as comes within its
range and swallowing it at a gulp. Sometimes a striped snake, hound for greener meadows
across tho stream, ends its undulatory progress in the same receptacle."— SViwreuw.
stately, ruminantfish.
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Museum.

lins plain. Length 24 inches. Maine to Florida and Louisiana,
Arkansas, and Tennessee common everywhere east and south of the
Alleghany Mountains abundant in the New York lakes. The southernmost record is from Crooked Lake, Orange County, Florida, (Louuberg).
The westernmost is from Mammoth Springs, Arkansas, and other tributaries of White River, it being common in the Ozark region.
(Meek:
Call.) We know no characters by which the Southern Pike (phalcratus
(reticulatus, netted.)
affinis) can be separated from Liidus reticiilatus.

below eye

;

;

;

=

relicidatiiK, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 1818, 414, Connecticut River, Adams,
Mass.; Philadelphia Gunther, Cat., vi, 229, 18G0; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 353, 1883.
Esox plialeraluK (Sat) Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., i, 1818, 416, St. Augustine,

Esox

;

Florida.
Efox

Iruleceniliueatuf,

Esox

ajfi)m,

Mitchill, Mirror, 1825, StH, Oneida Lake, New York.
Iclith. South Carolina, 108, 18G0, Charleston, South Carolina.

Holbkook,

Subgenus LUCIUS.
924.

LUCIUS LUCIUS

(Linnieus).

(Common Pike; Pickerel.)

Head 3i; dei)th 5; eye 6i in head, 3^ in snout; snout 2| in Iiead. H. 14
to IG; D. 16 or 17 (developed rays) A. 13 or 14 (developed rays); scales
;

Body moderately elongate, the back

little elevated
head rather
middle of eye midway between
Cheeks entirely scaly; lower half of opertip of chin and gill opening.
General color bluish, or greenish gray, with many whitish or
cles bare.
yellowish spots, which are usually smaller than the eye and arranged somewhat in rows; dorsal, anal, and caudal fins with roundish or oblong black
spots; young with the whitish spots coalescing, forming oblique crossbars; a white horizontal baud bounding the naked part of the operculum,
each scale Avith a grayish V-shaped speck. Length 4 feet. Fresh waters
of the northern parts of Europe, Asia, and North America, north to Alaska
and Siberia; in the Eastern United States south to New York and the
Ohio River; in Europe, south to Italy and Greece everywhere very abundant. We do not find any permanent character by which the American
Pike (estor) can be separated from the common Z«c(«.s of Europe.

123.

long, the eye exactly midwaj^ in its length

;

;

;

Esox

hicius,

Linn;bus, Syst. Nat., Kd. x, 1758, 314,

dan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Kafinesque, Indice

Luccius vnrax,

Esox

estor,

Le Sueur, Journ.

De Kay,
ff

Europe;

d'lttiol. Sicil., 68, 1810,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

i,

Palermo.

1818, 413,

N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 222, 1842; Gunther, Cat.,

Esox vitlatm* Rafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag.,

Esox auMralii, CuviER

&,

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

m,

Lake

Erie,

at Buffalo;

vi, 228, 1«6C.

1818, 447,

Ohio River.

Poiss., xvii, 323, 1846,

thought to be Van Diemen's Land.
Esox depranilnx^ Le Suei'U, in Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Wabash

Giintheii, Cat., vi, 22G, 1866; Jor-

353, 1883.

Hist.

locality

Nat. Poiss.,

unknown;

.\vn, 336, 1846,

New Harmony,

Indiana; (Coll. Lo Sueur); GiiNTHEU, Cat., vi, 229, 1866.
Esox hicjuhrosus, Le Suettr, in Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xvii, 338,1846, Crab
Orchard, Kentucky. (Coll. Le Sueur.)
Esoxborens, Aoassiz, Lake Superior, 317, 1850, Lake Superior.
(Coll. Agassiz.)
Esox lucioides, Agassiz & Girarh, in Herbert Forrester's Fish and Fishing, 154, 18.50, Lake
Superior.
River,

* Described from hearsay.

The drawing of the
is

species

a mythical species.

It

may have been

shown

intended for this species or for the Muskallunge.
MS. notebook of Rafinesijue shows that thi8

iu the original

Jordan and Ever tnann.
Subgenus

(MusKALLiiNGE

depth 6

MASCALONGUS,

LUCIUS MASi^UIXOXGY

S)-_»-..

Head

—Fishes of North America.

;

Maskinonqy

Jordan.

(Mitchill).

MuscALONGE

;

629

Great Pike.)

;

snout 2^ in head eye 4 to 6in snout. B. 17 to 19
D. 17 A. 15 scales 150. General form of the common pike, the head
a little larger proportionally. Cheeks naked helow, as the opercles are;
scaly part of cheeks variable, usually about as wide as eye the scales on
both cheeks and opercles in about 8 rows middle of eye midway between
tip of lower jaw and porsterior margin of opercle.
Color dark gray sides
in the typical form, with round or squarish blackish spots of varying size
on a ground color of grayish silvery; these sometimes obsolete (immacuJa/hn), sometimes coalescing in bauds (ohienfiis); belly white
fins spotted
with black. Length 4 to 8 feet. A magnificent fish, by far the largest of
its family, reaching a weight of 100 pounds or more; found in the Great
3j

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

region. Upper Mississippi, and northward; also occasionally taken
Ohio River, frequent in Chautauqua Lake, Conneaut Lake, and other
clear lakes outside the Great Lake system. The typical form, var. wirjsquinongy, known by the black spots, is confined to the Great Lakes, their

Lake
in

outlets,

way

and

tributaries.

"A

long, slim, strong,

and swift

fitted to the life it leads, that of a dauntless

fish, in

marauder."

every

(Hallock.)

(M<iskhion(je, or Mas Kenosha,* or MasJi-Iunonge, a name variously spelled,
applied by the Ojibway Indians to the lake pike and muskallunge.)
iHfisi/"i""».'W, Mitchill, "Mirror,f 297, 1824," Lake Erie.
Specimeu 47 inches long and
weighing 30 pounds. D. 21; A. 17, including rudiments; Meek & Newland Proc Ac.

Ksox

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1885, 372.

Esox masqiiinonfj!/ (Mitchill) Kirtland, Fishes of Ohio, 194, 1838, Lake Erie.
EsoxnohiUor, THOMPSON, Proc. Post. Soc. Nat. Hist., iii, 18.50, 1G3, Lake Champlain; Jordan.
Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 54, 1877, and of most late writers; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis 353,
1883.

Esox uobiU9, Kirtland, Proc. Cleveland Ac. Sci., 1854, 84,
for Esox nohilior.
Esox

alromaciilata,

"Kirtland MS." Kirtland,

I.

Represented iu the Ohio River and
925a.

Lake

Erie;

c, 1854, 84, under

synonymy

its tributaries

LUCIUS MASQUINONGT OHIENSIS

name a

elij)

of Esox

of the

pen

iiobilis.

by

(Kirtland).

Body with narrow, dark cross shades, which break up into vaguely outlined dark spots. Specimens of muskallunge from Chautaui^ua Lake show
narrow, dark crossbars, which split up into diifuse spots; fins with black
spots. These seem to be allied to the typical form masquinongy rather than
to var. immaculatiis, but are somewhat diiferent from either in coloration.
No constant difference iu other respects is apparent. The name Esox
salmonevs, "White with many narrow transversal brown bands, somewhat curved length 5 feet," seems to belong to this form. The name
;

sahnoneus, however,

is

not eligible, being preoccupied.

Esox salmonens, Kafine.sqde, Amer. Monthly Mag.,
eus,

Mitchill, 1815, which

iii,

1818, 447,

Ohio River;

not Kso.r salmon-

is Sij nodus /(fteiis.

*Seo Mather, Forest & Stream, March 18, 1886. According to Mr. H. W. Henshaw, mask ii
kinoiiijr, fish, in the Ojibway dialects.
fThis rtfercnio is Riven on the authority of l)e Kay. Wo have carefully searched the files of
the Mirror and do not find this description.
The name masquinongi/ will, in any case, however, hold from the account given by Kirtland.
ugly;
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Esox oliiensit* Kirti,ani>, Proc. Cleveland

Academy Nat.

Museum.

Science, February

7,

1854, 85,

Mahon-

ing River.

Represented in the head waters of the Mississippi and
925b.

LUCIUS MASiJl'INOXGT IMMACULATUSf

its

tributaries

by

(Garrard).

(Great Northern Pike.)

Body unspotted, or with vague, dark cross shades; tail a little more
slender and fins a little higher than in the spotted or lake mnskallunge.
Lakes and rivers of Wisconsin and Minnesota, locally abundant, (immaculatus, unspotted.)
Eioa; inimi(cii/i>(»s,

Garrark MS.

noticed in different fishing journals;

;

Eagle Lake, northern

Wisconsin.
Esox masquinongy immaailalux, Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

5, 89,

1888.

Family XCII. PCECILIID^.t

(The Killipishes.)

Body oblong

or moderately elongate, compressed behind, depressed

forward, covered with rather large cycloid scales, which are adherent and
* We aro indebted to Mr. Barton A. Bean for the following copy of Kirtland's description
"IV. Esdx oltiensis, Kirtland From a very perfect stucco cast and a dessicated head of a
specimen taken in the Mahoning, a tributary of the Ohio River, it is evident that this species is
Its contour is more regular, oval, and elliptical tlian tliat of
distinct from any of the preceding.
the E. exinr and less regular than that of the E. nii}iiiis. The head is rather small, fusiform and
attenuated, and its vertical measurement through the eye proportionately less than in any other
Caudal fin emargiuato and falcate mure acutely than the Ealnr. The color of the back
species.
greenish brown; sides lighter, but shaded with brown; underneath white. Total length 30
inches; head 7'^; vertical lino through the eye, from frontal surface to bottom of lower jaw 2%
inches. This species sometimes attains Sl}^ pounds wiiglit."
) "This is the fish that has just claims to the name of The Great Northern Tike, as there is
abundant and unquestionable testimony of enormous size, ranging from 40, 75, 80, and 110
pounds. The habitat of this fish is the waters of the Mississippi system, and it has been well
known since the earliest settlement of the West under various local names, as Chautauqua
Lake Pike, Alleghany River Pike, JIuskingum River Pike, Kentucky River I'ike, Rock River
(Illinois) Pike, and is now found in the greatest abundance and of the largest size, in the clear,
cold lakes of the Wisconsin and Minnesota pineries, at the heads of the tributaries of the Mississippi.
In early days, bef ire the streams were rendered turbid by the washing of lands in cultivation, this fish was more abundant in Lake Pepin than it now is, but a few are taken occasionally. One of 75 ]iound8 was taken in those early days by reputable citizens still living at
Lake City. One of 40 pounds was taken two years ago by a man who fishes for the market,
and numbers have been taken ranging from 2 pounds to 20 pounds. This fish is generally found
either in these pinery streams or near the mouth of them in the Mississippi River." (General
Israel Garrard, in a letter dated Juno 1, 1886, Frontenac, Minnesota.)
X Concerning the name to be given to this family Dr. Gill remarks
" In my Families and Subfamilies of Fishes (18'J3, No. 133) I have adopted Poeciliidx instead
of Cijprinodfinlidie for the family at present generally known by the latter name.
" It ia quite true that Professor Agassiz was the first to recognize the family so called, but ho
simply gave the plural form of Ciipnnndr>iitfx,st.nA not a name with the patronymic suffix now
almost universally used to denote families, and he did not define it, but simply gave it to the
residuum left after defining the Ci/prim. Little later Bonaparte gave a regular family name
(Pieriliidn') derived from the earliest established name of a genus of the family and that name
was several times emploj-ed by him and others while the name Ciiprinodontes remained in abeyance he also regtilarly defined it. The first regular use of the latter name with a patronymic
suffix {Citprinndontidie) was by Sir John Richardson in 1856.
" Another objection to the name Cyprinodonlidie which may reconcile us to its abandonment is
that it expresses a taxonomic falsehood and is even now constantly misleading persons. In the
part of the great
New English Dictionary,' lately published (v. 2, p. 1306), a Ciiprinodnnl'' is
defined as 'a malacopterygious fish of the family Cuprmodontidie, of which the typical genus is
Cijprinodfin
they differ from the Cyprinids in having the jaws more projecting and toothed.'
In the recent Manual of Moreau (1892, p. 479), the CypriiioJontides' and * Cyprinides' are
approximated in an analytical table and simply contrasted on account of the presence of jaw
teeth (' machoires dentees') in the former and the absence (machoires non dentees ) in the
latter.
It certainly is time for trained ichthyologists to have learned that there is no affinity
between the two types, and that they differ so radically in all essential features of organization
that they should be referred to different orders. Yet Valenciennes, in the penultimate volume
of his great work (Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, p. 455), attempted to justify the retention of the
Cyprinixlonts in the same family with the Cyprinids and theirnatural allies. The Cyprinodonts
or Pieciliidsare really related to the Esocids and Umbrids, and to them they should be approximated in the suborder Haphmi. " (Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. 5Ius., 1894, 115.)
:

:

:

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

Jordan and Eiwrmann.
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Lateral line wanting or represented by a few imperMouth terminal, small, the lower
jaw usually projecting; margin of tlie upper jaw formed by the premaxpremaxillaries strong, extremely protractile. Teeth incisorillaries only
regularly arranged.

Head

fect pores.

scaly, at least above.

;

sometimes present on the vomer, but usually in the jaws
only lower pharyngeals separate, with cardiform or rarely molar teeth
third upper pharyngeal enlarged, the fourth wanting or united to the
third.
Gill membranes somewhat connected, free from isthmus; gill
rakers very short, thick. liranchiostegals 4 to 6, Pseudobrauchi:e none.
like or villiform,
;

;

Dorsal fin single, inserted posteriorly, of soft rays only, rarely with a single spine or a rudimentary spinous dorsal caudal fiu not forked ; ventral
fins abdominal, rarely wanting
pectoral fins inserted low no adipose fin.
Stomach siphonal, without pyloric appendages. Air bladder simple, often
wanting. Basis cranii simple (^rft; Cojie). Sexes usually unlike, the fins
being largest in the males, but in some species the females are much larger
in size.
Many of the species are ovoviviparous, the young well developed
In these species the sexes are very unlike, the anal fin
at time of birth.
of the male being developed as an intromittent organ. Fresh-water fishes
of Southern Euroi)e, Asia, Africa, and America, some of them occurring
in bays and arms of the sea.
They are mostly of small size, and the species are very difficult of determination.
Genera 30; species about 180.
;

;

;

(PocnU'Khv,

Bonaparte Nuovi Ann.

Sci, Nat., ii, 132, 1838.)

We begin

the discussion of this group with the largest genus, which
seems at the same time to be the most primitive and the least specialized.
a.

Int&stiual canal comparatively sliort, little convoluted; teeth little movable; boues of the

dentary firmly connected; the lower jaw strong and iisually projecting beyond upper;
species chiefly carnivorous.
b.

Anal

fin

of the male similar to that of the female and not modified into an intromit-

tent organ.
c.

Teeth

all

Species oviparous.

pointed, none of

FUKDULIN^E

them compressed

or bicuspid or tricuspid.

:

fins well developed; pharyngeal bones and teeth not enlarged.
Teeth in villiform bands or at least in more than one series.
/. Air liladdcr well developed (in all species examined); no caudal ocellus.
Gill openings not restricted above, th(! oj.ercular angle free from
;/.

Ventral

d.

c.

shoulder girdle; body oblong; dorsal various in size and inser-

FUNDUH'S,

tion.
gg. Gill

Adinia,

jr.

300.

openings restricted, the opercle from ujiper root of pectoral
upward being adnato to shoulder girdle; body short and deep.

Air bladder wanting; a black ocellus at root of caudal

—

;it

.^01.

least in

males.

ee.

Kivii.rs, ;J02.
Teeth arranged in a single series; dorsal inserted in advance of anal; mouth
obli(iue.
j.
jj.

Dorsal and anal fins short, each of 9 to 13 rays.
Lucania,
Dorsal and anal fins very long, each of more than 20 rays.

.303.

GlItARDINICIITIIVS, 304.

Orestun.v
dd.

:

Ventral
i.

fins

wanting; body oblong.

and below greatly enlarged, bearing coarBe
normal, regularly imbricated, none of them ridged.

Pharj'nireal bones both above

molar teeth;

scales

Empetuichthys,

SOU.

CYPniNonoNTiN.K
cc. Teeth incisor-like, notched, bicuspid or tricuspid.
j.

Ventral

fins well

developed (occasionally lost through atrophy);

restricted;-tho opercle adnato above to the shoulder girdle.

gill

openings

Museum,
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Incisors bicuspid, with a

Ic.

lih.

band

of villiform teoth

behind them; body rather

Chakacodon, 306.
no villiform teeth behind them; body

deep, the vertical fins moderately developed.

•

Incisors tricuspid, in 1 row, with

short and deep, compressed.

Dorsal fin short, of 10 to 12 rays, the

/.

first

ray slender and rudimentary.

CyPKINODON,
Dorsal

U.

hh.

fin

very long, of

ITi

307.

developed as a stout,

to 18 rays;, the first ray

Joudanella, 308.
grooved spino.
Anal fin in the males placed well forward and modified into a sword-shaped intromittent organ; teeth all pointed, arranged in bands. Species viviparous, the

young

of large size at birth.

Gambusiin.tj
J?!.

:

Eye normal, the pupil not divided by a

partition; dorsal in.serted

more

or less

behind front of anal.
Jaws not produced into a beak, lower jaw prominent, longer than upper;
male fish very much smaller than the female,

n.

Dorsal

o.

fin long,

of 14 to

Ifi

rays; anal short.

PsErDoxii'HornoRUs, 309.
Dorsal

00.

nn.

fin short, of

fi

Gambusia,

310.

as in LahideMcs; dor.ial

and

to 10 rays; anal short.

Jaws produced into a moderate beak, much

Belonesox, 311.

anal short.

Anablepin;e

:

mm. Eye divided
rta.

into 2 portions by a horizontal cross partition; vertical fins short;

Anahlei'S, 312.
body elongate.
Intestinal canal elongate, with numerous convolutions; deutary bones loosely joined; teeth

movable; species chiefly mud-eating.
Goodein.t.
p.

:

Teeth incisor-like, all tricuspid, in 1 series, with a series of villiform teeth behind
them; sexual chaiacters unknown, the sexes probably alike; lower jaw projecting.
Goodea, 313.
q. Fins small; scales large; form oblong.

P(ECILiin;I':
jip.

:

Teeth

pointed; anal fin in the male advanced and modified into an intromittent

all

organ; lower jaw short and weak.

Teeth

r.

s.

ss.

rr.

in

Dorsal

Dorsal

fin

inserted in advance of anal.

fin inserted

more or

Teeth in more than one
(.
II.

Species ovoviviparous.

a single series; dorsal and anal both short; scales large.
less

Platypojcihts, 314.

less

behind anal; both

Dorsal inserted over or in advance of anal,
Dorsal
!'.

fin short,

its

fins

rays

very small.

much

Lrhistes, 31C.

elevated in the male.

of less than 7 to 11 rays.

Teeth of inner

series in

both jaws

trifid.

Acroihecilia, 317.

Teeth of inner series in both jaws entire.

vv.

315.

series.

Dorsal inserted more or

n.

Heteranduia,

behind front of anal.

P(ECILIa, 318.

uu. Dorsal fin long, of 12 to 16 rays.
w. Caudal fin normal, alike

ivw.

with the lower angle
Mollienisia, 319.
lower lobe much produced and sword-

in both

merely sharp in the male.
Caudal fin in the males with

its

sexes, or

shaped, in the adult as long as rest of body.

XipnopHORUS,

300.

FUNDULUS,

320.

Lacepede.

(KiLLIFISHES.)
Fimdiilns, LACfipfinE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 37, 1803, {mudfixh).
llydrarijirn,

Lackpicde, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

f Aplocheilus,^

McClelland, Ind. Cypr.

v, 378, 1803,

{swampina).

As. lies., xix, 301, 1839, {chrysosHrjmiis^x'anchax).

We

*
question the reference of AplnchcUus and Panchax to Ftinduliis, because the East Indian
species, .\pU":)i(ilnx pamlia.r, the type of both nominal genera, has a long, depressed snout, and a
physiognomy uuliUe the .\mericau species. According to GUuther, its vomerine teeth are

minute and rudimeutal.

There are no vomerine teeth in the species of Fimdulus.

Jordan and Evermann.
f

Panchax, CuviEtt

& Valenciennes,

Zii(jonecle.i, Agas.'^iz, Anioi-.

Jonrn.
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Hist. Nat. Poles., xviii, 380, 1846, (panchax).

.Sci.

Arts, 1854, 135, {olii}acea

=

uolattts).

Bleekeu, Mem. Soc. llarlem, 1863, 116, (fi/pits).
Gill, Canadian Naturalist, August, 1865, (cingnlutus).

Apvcheilichthi/s,

Mlcristius,

f Ilaplochihis, Gi'NTiiEH, Cat., vi, 310, 180G, (corrected spelling).

Xeiiisma,

Joudan, Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Hist., 1876,
& Bean, Proc. U.

Borborys* Bhoussonet MS., Goode

142, (steUifera).
S.

Nat. Mas.,

188.5, 204, {helcrocliliii.).

Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, {seminolif).
Gambimmts, Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, (nilliliaii).

Finitiwt-1,

Body rather elongate, little elevated, compressed behind. Month
moderate, the lower jaw projecting. Jaws each with two or more series of
pointed teeth, usually forming a narrow band. Bones of the mandible
firmly united. Scales moderate. Gill opening not restricted above, the
opercle with its margin not adnate to shoulder girdle. Preopercle, preDorsal and anal fins similar,
orbital, and mandible with mucous pores.
small, or rather large, the dorsal inserted either in front of, above, or
behind, the front of anal ventrals well developed. Air bladder present.
Sexesdiftering in color, size, and development of the fins, the anal fin in the
male normal. liitestinal canal short. First superior pharyngeal without teeth; second with teeth; third and fourth co-ossified, with teeth.
Species very numerous, mostly American, t inhabiting fresh waters and
arms of the sea. They are the largest in size of the Cypriuodonts, and
some of them are very brightly colored. They are oviparous and feed
Some of them are bottom fishes, burying themselves
chiefly on animals.
in the mud of estuaries; others swim freely in river channels and bays;
still others are "top minnows," surface swimmers, feeding on floating
insects in swamps and streams. We here unite the nominal genus Zygonectes to FimduJus, as there is a perfect gradation of the species from those
with long dorsal fin to those in which the dorsal fin is small and posterior.
The extremes of the two groups are, however, very different, the distinctions being greater than usually occur within the limits of a natural
genus, (fundus, bottom, the abode of the " Fundulus viudfish.)
;

I.

Species with the dorsal fin moderate or rather large, of 11 to 17 rays, its insertion above or
usuallj' in front of the insertion of the first ray of the anal

swimming
the
a.

mud

Dorsal

;

scales largo or small.

Free-

some of them often burying themselves

in

of bottoms in shallow water.

fin inserted

FrNDBLUS
h.

species, not feeding at the surface,

before origin of anal

;

branchiostegals 5 or

6.

:

Scales large, 31 to 38 in a lengthwise series.

* Goode & Bean, who have examined the type of CohUis heteroclilvx, Lintia^r.s, observe.
"No. 11, Garden, 'Anonynios,' see page 305, vol. i. Smith's Correspondence of Linne. The
editor of this volume has evidently been misled by the common name 'mudfish' in referring
No. 11 to Amia cah'a, which was No. 4 of a later lot. (See page 312.)

" The above exami)le was apparently the type of LinnC's de.'scription of Cobilis heterocUlus. In
the annotated copy of edition .xil, Linne wrote that it was referred to a new genus, llorbori/s,''
of Broussonet, with the following characters: 'Corpus squamosum. Pinn. dorsi jnica. Maxill.
infer, intr. carin.
Caput squamosum.' We have not been able to ascertaiu whether or not
Broussonet has published a descrijition of this genus.
"The Skin is 122 mm. long. The head is J^ of the total length without caudal, and the depth
about the same. D. 12; A. 10. Scales in 33 longitudinal and 12 transverse rows. A black
blotch is still apparent on the posterior part of the dorsal." (Goode & Beau, Proc. U. S. Nat,
Mus., 1885, 204.)
The
t The few European species referred to Fimdnbis seem allied to the subgenus Xenisma.
In some of them the
Asiatic and African forms arc allied to or belong to the group '/.ijgonectes.
anal fiu is much larger than in the Americau species.
'

Museum.
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c.

Scales in lateral line 31 to 34, 10 to 12 in a cross series

((.

;

body rather elongate, the

depth 4 to 43^ in length; dorsal rays usually 12.
Body without cross bands; each scale above and especially posteriorly, with a
vortical purplish spot in the center; dorsal with series of blackish dots;

punctatus, 926.

aual rays 13.
dd.

Body with cross bands light or dark, probably in both sexes; aual rays 9 to 11.
e. Body with about 23 narrow, undulating, silvery bars, narrower than the
dark interspaces;

nearly plain; head large,

fins

3% in body.
VINCTVS, 927.

ee.

Body

in both sexes

with 10

to 15

narrow, dark, vertical bars; anal

fin

small.
/.

ff.

Snout shortish, shorter than eye; a black spot on back before dorsalhead bluntish, Z}4 in length.
PALLinus, 928.
Snout very long, IJ^ times length of eye in adult; no black spot before
dorsal; male with an ocellatcd dorsal spot; head pointed ant
elongate,

body; branchiostegals

3]{^ in

siMiLis, 929.

6.

Scales in lateral line 35 to 38.

cc.

g.

Aual rays 10 to
h.

12.

Dorsal rays 11 or 12; depth of body 3% to 4.
i. Female with two or three black horizontal stripes; male with about 12

dark crossbars and a dorsal ocellus; head long, 3^4
branchiostegals
ii.

in length;

ma.iai,is, 930.

6.

Female plain or with dark

cross

bands only; no black horizontal

stripes.
f>; coloration dull greenish, nearly jilain, the male
with about 20 short, blackish crossbars, the female with an
obscure dark lateral shade; no dorsal ocellus. I). 13; A. 11.

Branchiostegals

j.

PARVIPINNIS, 931.
_y.

Branchiostegals
k.

5.

Dorsal rays 10 or
I.

11.

Color greenish, both sexes usually with dnsky or silvery
crossbars and pearly spots, at least on the fins of the

m.

male; dorsal sometimes with an ocellus; scales35 or36.
Form robust, the depths-/^ In length; the head Z-{^;
dorsal ocellus faintor wanting; males with

many

pearly spots; females nearly plain.

HETEROCLITUS, 932.

mm. Form rather

slender, the depth 4 in length;

the

head 334; do'sal ocellus on female very conspicuous; pearly spots fewer; female banded or
spotted.
II.

dco(i; tail slender; fins small.
H-.

bermud.t;, 935.

upper lip thick; scales 38-15 or 16.
11.
Form robust, the depth in adult about 3 in length; color uniform pale
robustus, 936.
brown, the fins unspotted.
nn. Form rather slender, the depth 4}^ in length; color uniform brown, or
slightly mottled on tail; fins unspotted, the anal of male black at

Anal rays 16 or

17; dorsal rays 13 or 14;

base, yellow distally.

FoNTiNUS
bb.

fonticoi.a, 934.

Dorsal rays 12 to 14; olivaceous, with about 15 dark cross
bands.

gg.

ocELLARis, 933.

Color greenish, in spirits without bands or spots; body

{.fans,

labialis, 937.

fountain):

Scales comparatively small, 44 to 60 in lateral line; dorsal fin of 13 to 15 rays; anal rays

11 to 14.
0.

Scales moderate, in a longitudinal series, 44 to 48.
p.

Anal rays
q.

Body

11;

depth 4 to 5 in length.

stout, compressed,

series; olivaceous,

the

with

depth 4 in length; 15 scales in a crossadinia, 938.
silvery crossbars.

many

Jordan and Evermann.

q<l.

Body rather
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slender, the depth

4%

to 5 in length; 12 scales in a cross-

numerous

color olivaceous, with

series;

crossbars, either black or

diai-hanis, 939.

silvery.

budy elongate, the depth
faiut dark crossliars.
Scales very small, about 60-21.
pp.

oo.

Anal rays

13;

5% in

length; olivaceous, with very

extensus, 940.

Doi-sal rays 14 or 15; anal 13 or 14; color olivaceous, sides with

r.

635

many dark

crossbars; depth 4J^ in length.
zebuinu.';, 941.
Dorsal fin very long, of 17 rays; anal rays 13; scales small, about 52 in longitu-

rr.

many scales usually with a dark
forming longitudinal streaks; sometimes faint dark cross-

dinal series; depth about 4; olivaceous,
spot, these

bands.

fn

aa. Dorsal

SEMINOLIS, 942.

inserted over or slightly behind front of anal fin; brancliiostegals4 or 5; bright

colored species with orange or

Xenisma
s.

brown

spots, inhabiting

mountain springs and brooks.

(^enff/na, a surprise):

and anal large, of 13 to 15 rays each.
Orange spots on sides in regular series, replaced lu the female by brown horizontal dashes; branch iostegals 5; D. 14; A. 15; depth 4% in length.

Scales small, 50 to 53 in lateral line; dorsal
i.

CATENATUS, 943.
U.

Orange spots on

sides irregularly scattered;

branch iostegals

5 in length.

Gambusini
ts.

D. 13; A. 13; depth

stellifer, 944.

(Spanish Gambmino, a

s

4;

fish

not worth bringing home.

See Gwnhiisia):

Scales large, 36 to 42 in lateral line; dorsal and anal small, each

Transitional species.

of lOor 11 rays; small species, intermediate between Xenisma or i^(>i(J«?Hsand
nectes,
«.

the dorsal

fin small,

Zyijo-

but not distinctly behind anal.

Anal rays 14; scales 36. Color brownish, finely dotted; lips, top of head, and line
along middle of back dark; tail with faint cross-streaks; depth 43^ in length.
LINEATUS, 945.

till.

Anal rays 9

to 11.

Scales 38 to 42; body without black crossbars.

I'.

w. Scales 38; olivaceous, with horizontal oblong brownish spots scattered over

rathbuni, 946.
back and sides; depth 4}^ in length.
WW. Scales 42; rows of scales with whitish streaks in males, or narrow lilack
lines in females, forming lines along the rows of scales; depth 4^:^ in
ALBOLINEATUS, 947.

length.

w.

Scales about 45;

body with about 14 irregular dark

of upper parts with longitudinal
length.
vvi\ Scales

about

D. 10; A. 10;

rows of scales
depth 3% in

coNFLUENTUs, 948.
body with about 15 well-marked black
Fnndulus simiUs or /'. ci)i(/i(/<WH,<, between which this species

35, 24 before dorsal;

crossbands, as in

II.

lines.

crossbars;

fi'nduloides, 949.
seems to find its place; fins plain. D. 9 or 10; A. 9.
ZYOONECTE.S (|t)y6>', yoke; vcktI)?, swimmer, the species being said to swim at the surface
in pairs). Species with the dorsal fin small, of 7 to 11 rays, its insertion distinctly behind

"Top minnows," seeking insects at the surface of water.
Anal fin long, of 14 to 25 rays; vomer sometimes with minute teeth.
b. Anal rays 14; dorsal rays 8; scales 31-8: depth 5 in length; olive, the body plain; dorsal and anal with dark crossbands; base of caudal with round pale si>ots.
front of anal fin; small species with large scales (29 to 40); surface swimmers,

a.

Dovii, 950.
aa.

Anal rays 8
c.

to 13.

General coloration olivaceous, either plain or with pearly or orange spots paler than
the ground color, or blackish spots not forming distinct series; no sharply defined
black crossbars or longitudinal black stripes.
d.

Anal rays 12 or
e.

13;

body slender, the depth 4

reddish.
ee.

to 5 in length.

Scales 35-12; dorsal 11 or 12; ventrals very small; coloration plain, the fins

MACDONAi.m,

951.

Scales 31-10; dorsal rays 10; scales bordered with orange; fins yellow, edged
•with crimson.

flohipinnis, 962.
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Scales 33-10; dorsal rays 8 or 9; body with fine specks

eee.

which are clustered

together on sides, forming irregular, scattered, round, blackish spots.
JKNKINSI, 953.
dd.

Anal rays
/.

8 to 11.

Scales rather large, about 33 to 35-10; dejith ahuut 4 in length
11

d% to

head

;

;

anal rays 8 to

SJ^ in length.

back and sides dusted with fine dark points which are
1 1
gathered together forming 10 or 12 scattered, round, brown spots on

Dorsal rays 10 or

g.

sides; fins

with minute specks.

Dorsal rays 7 to

gg.

Dorsal

h.

;

pulvereus,

over sixth ray of anal

fin inserted

female) nearly plain olivaceous

;

anal rays 11

;

fins plain

first

(in

to third ray of anal (in the male).

Body with many bronze or orange

spots,

arranged along the rows
females dull green-

of scales either regularly or irregularly
ish
j.

body

AUI.IN(iT0NIUS, 955.

Dorsal inserted over
i.

;

or with a few black

dots.
Ml.

95-1.

9.

;

young with greenish

Anal rays 10 or 11

;

;

cross shades.

teeth of outer series in upper

jaw com-

paratively long and slender, longer than the other teeth

;

orange spots rather large and irregular in position.
HENSHALII, 956.

Anal rays 8 or

.;)'.

9

;

teeth in outer series scarcely enlarged,

scarcely larger than others in the band

somewhat

placed,

;

spots regularly

as in Fundidiis catenatus.

RUBRIFKONS,
a.

Body with rather
scales

ff. Scales

;

body deep, the depth

;

anal each with 10 or 11 rays
cc.

scartf.s, 95S.

fins plain.

rather small, 39-13

957.

large pearly white spots scattered over the

S]/^

in length

coloration nearly plain.

;

;

doi-sal

and

sciADicus, 959.

General coloration olivaceous, marked by distinct black crossbars, but without distinct
black longitudinal band or rows of black streaks ; dorsal fin much smaller than

Ic.

anal and inserted behind it, its rays 8 to 10.
Male with a large jet-black ocelluson thodorsal
35-11

;

depth

i% in

length

;

fin

;

anal rayslO

;

dorsal 8

;

scales

sides in both sexes with 10 to 12 black bars.

LVCIM, 960.
kk.

Male and female vfithont black
I.

ocellus on the dorsal scales 32 to 36.
Anal rather long, its rays 11 vertical fins dotted with brown pearly spots
ourysotus, 961.
sometimes present depth 3| in length scales 32-12.
;

;

;

;

;

;/.

Anal moderate, its rays 8 or 9 scales 34 to 36-10.
in. Dark cross bands 15 or 16. Body rather stout, the depth about 4 in length
interspaces on sides orange, with many dark points fins red.
;

;

CINGVLATUS, 962.

mm. Dark

bands about

cross

Body

12.

slender, the depth about 43-^ in length

;

(male of) nottii, 963.
and anal with streaks of dark dots.
General coloration olivaceous, but crossed by many dark lengthwise streaks, each
formed of many black spots arranged in parallel lines along the rows of scales;
sides often with black crossbars also, especially in the male (in which the lengthwise streaks ai-e sometimes obsolete) a black area below eye. Scales 35 to 40.
dorsal

ccc.

;

)i.

Body rather
o.

slender, the depth 43^ to 5 in length.

Black spots on scales in the female confluent into about G narrow jet-black,
ropo-like stripes from liead to tail, these sometimes alternating with fainter
Males with
lines of dots cheeks bright orange in lift!, silvery in spirits.
the streaks obscure, the dark cross bands more distinct, about 12 in number.
;

nottii, 963.

Scales 36 to 40.
oo.

Black spots on scales

distinct,

not confluent into lines, the whole forming

longitudinal series of disconnected dots

;

cheeks orange.

Scales 36.
OUTTATl'S, 964.

000.

Black spots very small, sprinkled over upper suiface, passing backward into
hieroglyphicus, 965.
lougitudinal streaks.

Jordan and Ever>nann.
Body deep, the depth 3)^

mx.
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in length

about 10 wavy streaks along
interrupted

;
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female with the black spots coalescent into
male with the lines of dots more or less

sides

;

scales 35.

uispar 960.
General coloration olivaceous, with a single Idack lateral stripe from head to tail.
lateral stripe broad, purplish, its edges
J). Body slender, the depth 4>^ in lengtli
;

cccc.

;

wavy, back and
licicly

iqi.

ptout, the

vortical fins speckled.

depth

3' 3 in

the silvery part.

Head

it;

.\.

Scales 34-10.

11.

NOTATrs, 907.
with black lateral shade above
Scales 31-10.
melaI'Leurus, 968.

length; sides

D. 11; A. 11.

Subgenus
926.

U.

FUNDULUS,

i^ilver.v,

Giinther.

FUNDULUS PUNCTATUS,

Giinther.

depth 4^

D. 12; A. 13; V. 6; scales 34-12. Interorbital
4;
space very broad, slightly convex, its width half head. Snout broad,
obtuse, much depressed, the lower jaw scarcely projecting beyond the
upper; mandible longer than eye. Upper lip of moderate breadth, not
extending to angle of mouth. Eye less than length of snout, 4^^ in head,
and less than half interorbital width. Origin of dorsal somewhat nearer
to extremity of caudal than orbit, over nineteenth scale of lateral series;
first anal ray opposite to third of dorsal
dorsal and anal fins subquadrangular, with the outer margins convex, each a little longer than
high; caudal fin subtruncate, scalj^ on its basal half; pectoral fins
shorter than head (without snout), not extending to base of ventrals.
Brownish olive, paler below each scale, especially those on the tail,
with a vertical dark purplish violet spot on the center; dorsal with 3
or 4 series of blackish dots, anal with a whitish margin. Length 3^
inches, (male). Chiapas. (Giinther); not seen by us. (2>Mwcia<MS, dotted.)
;

;

FuncLnliis 'pmxclalns,

GiJNTHER, Cat.,

927.

Head
little

vi, 320, 1800,

Chiapam, Guatemala.

FUNDULUS VINCTUS,

(Coll. Salvin.)

Jordan & Gilbert.

Body
3f depth ^\ eye 3i. D. 12 A. 11 scales about 31-10.
elongate, compressed posteriorly.
Head large, very broad, and
;

;

;

somewhat depressed above.
the outer

much

;

Mouth moderate.
Interorbital space

enlarged.

Teeth in narrow bands,
Scales comparatively

2.

Dorsal inserted moderately in advance of anal, its front midway
between base of caudal and occiput, the fin of moderate height pectoral 1| in head; caudal li. Coloration, in spirits, olivaceous, with
about 23 narrow silvery bars with undulating edges, the bars narrower
than the darker interspaces fins all plain in type. Length 2\ inches.
This species is apparently related to F. Iwteroclitus and other Atlantic
species. It may be distinguished from most of its relatives by its comparatively large scales. Coast of Lower California
known only from
the original types collected near Cape San Lucas by John. Xantus.
large.

;

;

;

{rinctiis,

Fundulm

banded.)

vinclns,

Jordan & Gilbert,

(Type, No. 30973.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 355,

Cape San Lucas.*

Coll. Xantus.)

* According to Mr. Lyman Belding a large part of the collection of John Xantus from " Cape
San Luca«" was obtained in the pools and lagoons about La Paz. It is not unlikely that these
shoal-water species come from the latter locality.
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928.

Head

FUNDULUS PALLIDUS,

Museum.

Evermann.

D. 12; A. 11 scales 31-11, about 16 before
Body stout head heavy; caudal peduncle long and much comdorsal.
pressed snout short aud blunt, shorter than eye, which is t the width
of the interorbital space humeral scale not enlarged, 2 rows of scales on
3.V;

depth 4

;

eye

3i.

;

;

;

;

mouth rather

small, little oblique, teeth pointed, in more
the outer enlarged. Dorsal fin over the anal, its origin
midway between base of caudal and posterior edge of opercle, or midway
of total length, its rays short, about 1* in head anal rays about equal in
length to those of dorsal. Scales medium, not firmly attached. Color
pale yellowish; sides with about 13 narrow, dark, vertical bars, much
narrower than the pale interspaces, not extending on the back or belly;
scales sparsely covered with fine dark punctulations, few on the vertical

the cheek;

than

1 series,

;

fins

and head; a large oblong black spot on the back immediately in
Allied to FandHlun 8hniUs, Baird & Girard, the head
fin.

front of dorsal

pointed, the snout very much shorter, it being shorter than the eye,
while in Fiindulus shnilis it is li times the eye; the dorsal has 1 more
ray and the anal 2 or 3 more; the color paler, the bars less distinct, no
dark dorsal line as in the other, while the pronounced black spot in front
of the dorsal is not found on Fundulits similis. Galveston Bay, near Swan
Lake, Texas; one specimen known. (j)aZ(!«?«s, pale.)
less

Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xi, 1801 (May
Galveston Bay, near Swan Lake, Galveston, Texas.
Evermauu, Scovell & Gurley.)

FiiwIidiiK ji.iUiihis,

929.

FUNDULUS SIMILIS

(Baird

&.

25, 1892), 84, pi. 35, fig. 2>

(Type, No. 45564.

Coll.

Girard).

(Sac-a-Lait.)

Head

depth 3| to 4? eye 5 to 5^. D. 11 to 13; A. 10;
3i in length
Body slender, the outlines scarcely arched; adults much
;

;

scales 33-11.

deeper than young

ward

;

;

head narrow, very long, and regularly narrowed

for-

preorbital as wide as eye, 4^ to 5 in head; eye small, 1^ to If in

mouth small, maxillary not nearly reaching vertical from
interorbital
anterior nostril; teeth very small, in broad villiform bands, the outer
Dorsal long
series not at all enlarged; interorbital width 3*^ in head.
;

less than length of base in adult males, IJ in length
of base in females in males the last rays are l)ut little higher than some
of those preceding, in females the last are the lowest longest ray (in <? )
2^ in head; origin of dorsal midway between middle of eye and tip of

and low, the height
;

;

caudal

;

fin much higher than
margins of oviduct adnate

origin of anal under third dorsal ray, the

dorsal, the longest ray li in head; posterior

along either side of third anal ray, covering i length of first ray. Pectorals reaching origin of ventrals, 1| to If length of head ventrals not
reaching vent, 2^ in head, their base midway between pectorals and
origin of anal caudal subtruncate, I't in head. Scales large, in regular
Color: <? olivaceous, bronze below; lower parts of head strongly
series.
orange sides with 10 to 15 narrow, dark bars, i to f as wide as the interspaces, and not very dark; a large, diifuse, dark humeral blotch, extending from above opercle to about base of pectoral each scale with a distinct ]> -shaped interma'ginal series of dots, forming conspicuous reticulations; dorsal dusky, with black specks, mostly black at base; a small
;

;

,

;

;

and Evermann.

Jorilan
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ocellated black spot behind, disappearing

in adults; caudal faintly
clouded with dusky, especially about the middle; ventrals pale, somewhat soiled. 9 olivaceous, sides paler olive, with metallic luster; belly
white; 7 to 15 very narrow, sharply defined black bars on sides, not
extending on the back, scarcely broader than the pupil scales marked
as in the males, but umch more faintly; fins pale, almost immaculate.
Length 6 inches. Coast of the Gulf States, in brackish waters and shallow bays; very abundant from Florida to Texas, {similis, similar, the
sexes being nearly alike.)
,

;

Ui/draiyijra similis,
(Coll. Clark);

Fundulus
252;

Baird & GiRARP, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 389, Indianola, Texas;
Girard, U. S. & Mex. Bound. Surv., Zolil., C8, pi. 35, figs. 1-8, 1859.

similis, Gunther, Cat., vi, 323, 18GG; Jordan & Gilbert,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 3.33, 1883.

930.

FUNDULUS MAJALIS

(KiLLiFisii

HeadSf; depth
elevated, little

;

Mayfish

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882,

(Walbaum).

Rockfish.)

;

D. 12; A. 10; scales 36-13. Body oblong, scarcely
compressed; head rather prolonged anteriorly the mouth

small, terminal,

4.

;

and very oblique;

scales rather large; dorsal fin

moder-

ate; anal fin very high in the males, moderate in the females; ventrals

long in the males, reaching past front of anal; eye moderate, shorter
than snout and than interorbital space a slight angle formed by the
profile, in front of the eye, due to the greater flattening of the snout.
Males dark olivaceous above; sides silvery or somewhat golden, with
about a dozen broad transverse bars of the color of the back posterior
part of the dorsal fiu with a black patch; fins yellowish or pale. Females
olivaceous above, white below, a narrow black longitudinal stripe along
sides about on the level of the eye and as wide as the pupil below this,
two similar black stripes auteriorly and one posteriorly, the upper one
being interrupted; one or two black bars at base of caudal. Females
usually larger than the males. A large male of this species, in high coloration, taken at Beaufort, N. C, showed the following colors in life: Back
olive, sides and belly bright salmon yellow lower fins clear yellow pectorals and anal with some dusky
posterior edge of caudal dark dorsal
nearly all black, a large black ocellated spot on the last rays opercles
and underparts of head with an inky suft'usion; cheeks, top of head,
and mouth bronze yellow sides with about 18 narrow, dusky vertical
bars.
Teeth in a broad band an outer row of rather large teeth. Oviduct adnate to first anal ray for a short distance. Length 6 inches. Cape
Cod to Florida; the largest of our PwcUiida", abundant in shallow bays,
especially northward. (mrtj«/is, pertaining to May, translation of Mayfish.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Long Island.
Long Island; after

Mayfish, SciiiiPF, Xaturforscheren do Freunde, 1788, 172,
Cobitis majalis,

Waldaum,

Artedi Pise,

Esoxflavuhis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

&

iii, 12,

1792,

Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

i,

1815, 439,

Maijfish of SciiiiiT.

New York.
New York; young.

Trans. Lit. &. Pliil. Soc. N. Y., i, 1815, 440,
Storer, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., i, 1837, 417, Massachusetts.
Hydrargyra venmlis, Civieu A Vai.enciexnes, Hist. Hat. Poiss., xvill, 206, 1840, presented by M.
Esox. zonains, Mitciiill,

Hydrargyra

trifasciala,

Leconte, probably from South Carolina.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Hydrargyra majalis, Cuvier

Funduhta majalis, Gunther, Cat.,

vi, 322, 18C6;

Poiss., xviil, 207, 184G.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 331, 1883.

Museum.
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FUNDIILUS PARVIPINNIS,

931.

Girard.

D. 13; A. 11 scales 38-12. Body moderately elonScales large; in
gate. Fins very high iu the male, small in the female.
the males in spring roughened or ctenoid by email granulations and
prickles, similar to the nuptial excrescences of some Cijprinido'; fins also
rough. Oviduct forming a sheath at base of first ray of anal. Male
light olive green, mottled with darker; sides with silvery and brassy
luster; lower parts yellow; about 20 short blackish crossbars along
middle of sides, broader, plainer, and more closely set behind; sides and

HeadSi; depth

fins

83.

;

with dark points; upper

fins dull olive

;

lower yellow. Female larger,

olive green above, sides not barred, with an obscure dusky lateral band
on caudal peduncle; fins plain. Length 4 inches. Coast of California

from Point Concepcion southward to Cerros Island; very abundant in
bays and lagoons, especially about San Diego, (parvus, small irinna, fin.
;

Fmnhilns imn-ipinnh, GiRAnn, I'roc Ac. Nat. Sci. riiila., 1854, 154, San Diego, California;
Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, 303, 1858; Gunthei:, Cat., vi, 319, 1866; Steindaciineh, Icbth.
Beitrage, v, 155, 1876

Jordan & Gilbert,

;

932.

Synopsis, 333, 1883.

FUNDULUiS HETEROCLITUS (Linuanis).
Mudfi.sh Coiuslkr Mud Dabbler Mummichog.)

(Common Killifish

;

;

;

;

Head 3 to 3s depth 3f to 3-^ D. 11; A. 10 or
Body thick-set, short, and deep; anteriorly
15.
;

11

;

scales 35 to 38-13 to

broad, posteriorly com-

pressed, the back elevated; the caudal peduncle robust; head rather
short, blunt, broad and flat on top eye moderate, about equal to snout,
;

about half the width of interorbital space and i length of head; fins
moderate, the dorsal inserted in males midway between snout and tip of
caudal; in fenuiles farther back oviduct attached to anterior ray of anal
teeth in moderate bands, pointed, the outer series
fin for i to I its length
enlarged lower jaw strong, projecting beyond upper. Coloration in males
dark dull green, the belly more or less orange yellow sides with numerous quite narrow, ill-defined silvery bars made up of silvery spots, most
distinct posteriorly besides these are numerous conspicuous white or
yellow spots, irregularly scattered; vertical tins dark, with numerous
small round pale spots dorsal often with a blackish spot on its last ray
anal and ventrals yellow anteriorly under side of head yellow young
males with alternate bars of dark and silvery, the former becoming in
time the ground color, the dorsal ocellus more distinct. Females nearly
plain olivaceous, lighter below, without spots or bars, the scales finely
punctate sides often with about 15 dark crossbars or shades. Young,
especially young females, with more or less distinct dark cross bands;
these always present in the very j'oung, in females narrower than the
interspaces, in males much broader and less numerous. Length 3 to 6
inches. Coast of Maine to the Rio Grande, everywhere very common in
brackish waters, often burying itself in the mud in shallow lagoons the
most abundant of our PwciliUla', varying considerably in size, coloration,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and height of

{iTFpvK?J-ng, irregular or unusual.)

fins.*

* In the adult male of the typical heterocUlus from Charleston, South Carolina, the longest dorthe longest anal ray 1^ (in macrosal ray is 1^ times iu head (1| iu macrolepidntuK 2 iu ijrundis)
caudal 3^ in length (iu (jrandis 4); ventrals reaching front of anal, 2
lepi(l<ih(s IJ; in graiidix 1|)
'2|
head)
base
iu
of dorsal 2 in head (in grandis 2|).
in head (iu grandis barely to vent,
;

;

;

;

Jordan and FA'ermann.
Cobitis beierocUta, LiNN^F.iis, Syst. Nat.,
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South Carolina

Ed. xii, 500, 17CG, Charleston,

;

after

the Mudfish of Db. Gardkn.
Pu'cilia cwtikota, Blocii

&

Scuxf.ideb, Syst. Ichth.,

Fundulus mudjish, LACEPfii)E,

Ilist.

Carolina after Linn.eus.
Carolina uftt-r Linn.kus.
v, :i78, ISO?,, South Carolina.
JoRUAX k Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 33G, 1883; and
4.'>2,

Nat. Puiss., v, 37,

Hijdrurijira swmiipina, LAcfipKDE, Hist. Nat. Poise.,

Fiindtdm hvlerodUm, Gu.NTHER, Cat., vi, 318, 1860

;

1801,

;

180.3,

;

of authors generally.

Represented northward, Maine U> Virginia, by the dwarfish form
932a.

FUXDULrS HETEKOCLITUS MACKOLEPIDOTUiS

(Wall>aum).

(Common Cobbler; Killifish.)

Smaller in size than the typical heteroclitus (from South Carolina) the
lower, scarcely higher than in var. grandis. Longest dorsal ray 1* in
head A. 11. Scales on top of head rather smaller, body more slender
;

fins

;

and coloration generally paler; females nearly plain, the young females
with dark bands. Maine to Virginia; everywhere very common in brackish waters, apparently passing gradually into the typical hctcrocHtu-s,

which

it is

scarcely to be separated even as a slight variety.

fvom

{/nuKpoAem-

large-scaled.)

dcjTur,

Pcecilia macrolepidota,

Walbaum, Artedi

Piscium, in,

11,

1702,

Long

Island

;

after Yellow-

bellied Cobbler of ScHiiPF, Naturf. Freuude., viii, 171, 1788.
Cobilis li'dUfish,

WalbaUiM, Artedi Piscium,

ScHOPF, Naturf. Freunde,
Pfcdlia fasciata,

in,

11,

Long

1792,

Island

;

after

Killifisli

of

viii, 172, 1738.

Bloch & SoiiNElDEB,

Syst. Ichth., 453,1801;

after Yellow-licllied Cobbler of

SCHiiPF.
Esoxpisciculus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

and Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

i,

1815, 440,

New York.
New

Efox piscidenlns, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y., i, 181.5, 441,
York.
Bydntrgyra nifjrofasciata* Le SuEUR, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., i, 1817, 133, Newport,

Rhode

Island.

De Kay, N. Y. Fauna Fishes, 217, 1842, New York.
De Kay, N. Y. Fauna Fishes, 218, 1842, New York.
Fundiduspisctdenitis, Storer, Fishes Mass., 294, 1839; and of many Aineriiau
Fundulus

viridescens,

Fimdidm

zehra,

:

:

authors.

Fiindulus nigrofasciiilus, Stober, Fishes Mass., 295, 1839; GI'ntheb, Cat., vi, 323, 18G0;

Gilbert, Synopsis,

3.35,

Jordan &

1883.

Represented along the Gulf Coast by
932b.

FUNDULUS HETEROCLITUS GRAXDIS

(Baiid

& Girard)

Size larger than in the typical heteroclitus, the coloration brighter, the

pale spots on the dorsal in the male larger, the dorsal

and anal

tins lower.
anal rays If in
males, 2 to 2i in females; tips of dorsal in males scarcely reaching halfway to base of caudal.

Longest ray of dorsal 2 in head in males,

2^-

in females

;

* The nominal species Fnndiihtx ni'jrofascialns, of which we have numerous specimeus from
Woods Holl, Mass., seems to us the young female of t^mdtdus heleroclUns macrot^idolus. It is

thus described by Dr. Giinther:
Fiiiididnx nigrofasciatits (Le Sueur):
Head 3;-|^; depth 4. D. 11; A. 9; scales 33-11. Body
rather short and deep; head rather long and depressed; the snout obtuse, a slight angle being
formed above the eye, dorsal moderate, well back; anal short and deep; eye longer than snout,
1% in interorbital space; 3'^ in head. Olivaceous above, silvery below; fins in both sexes
immaculate; males with 9 or 10 very distinct silvery crossbars, each about as l>road a.^ a scale;
females with about as many narrow lilack bars, which do not extend on the back or belly; scales
punctate. Length 2}-^ inches.
(Giinther.)
Atlantic coast of United States, recorded from
Massachusetts and Rliode Island.

F. N. A.

42
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The following are the life colors of this form, taken from specimens
from Pensaeola Males very dark green above, paler posteriorly; sides
with many small, round, pearly white spots, some of them often in vertiposteriorly traces of 8 to 10 narrow, pale crossbars alternatcal series
sides of head
ing with broader, faint dusky ones; belly yellowish
dusky caudal greenish, dusky behind, its basal part with numerous
small white spots; dorsal olive, anteriorly orange, with many small white
spots the white spots larger and less numerous than in the typical hiteropectorals light
cliius; anal and ventrals orange, speckled with white
yellow. Female olive and silvery, with minute speckles below; sides
usually with traces of 12 to 15 narrow, silvery vertical bars, not half so
wide as the dusky interspaces no white spots on body or fins fins
mostly dusky olive, nearly plain. Length 6 inches, (grandis, great.)
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fundubis grandis, Baird

GiBARD, U.

S.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 69, pi. 36, 1859.
<fe

Fuuduhis floridetinis, GiRARi), Proc. Ac. Nat.
Fundtdus

heteroclilus grandis,

933.

Head

;

Jordan

cfe

1853, 389,
(Coll.

Sci. Phila., 1859, 157,

Swain, Proc. U.

FUNDULUS OCELLARIS,

S.

Indianola, Texas

;

Jno. H. Clark.)

Charlotte Bay, Florida.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 230.

.Jordan

&

Gilbert.

depth 4 eye 4. D. 11 A. 10 V. 6 P. 13. Scales 35-15.
Female with a largo black ocellus on the dorsal fin. Head comparatively
small and narrow, with short, depressed snout, and weak jaws; body
rather slender; lower jaw little longer than upper; eye small, 1| in
interorbital width, equaling snout, which equals length of mandible
teeth all villiform, in narrow bands in each jaw, the outer series but litpreorbital narrow, less than half diameter of orbit. Dorsal
tle enlarged
fin (in (? 3 inches long) much elevated, reaching, when depressed, beyond
base of rudimentary rays of caudal much shorter than this in females
and young males. Origin of dorsal midway between tip of caudal and
tip of snout, or slightly nearer snout the base of the fin li in height of
longest ray, which is contained 1^ in head outline of fin rhomboid, the
upper edge straight, the last rays highest; anal fin similar to dorsal,
but narrower and slightly lower, not reaching caudal when depressed;
its origin under second ray of dorsal and distant from caudal half as far
as from tip of snout; base half height of longest ray greatest height of
caudal peduncle | its length and half length of head oviduct not attached
to first anal ray, but forming a low sheath along base of first six rays;
caudal short, rounded, li in head; pectorals slender, reaching base of
ventrals, If in head ventrals (in adult ^ ) extending beyond front of
anal, half length of head. Scales moderate, in somewhat irregular
oblique series, a few imperfect pores in lateral line; humeral scale not
enlarged 18 scales before dorsal. Female with somewhat deeper body,
3 to 3i;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and

diflerent coloration

;

the fins smaller, the last ray of dorsal shorter

than those preceding, and not reaching halfway from its base to rudimentary caudal rays length of longest ray greater than base of fin
ventrals not nearly reaching vent front of dorsal nearer tip of caudal
than end of snout. Color <? dark olive brown above, golden on sides
and below scales margined with darker; sides with 13 to 15 dark cross
bands of the color of the back, not extending on the belly, but almost
;

;

,

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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reaching lower median line behind ventrals these bands usually parallel, the anterior ones, at least, narrower than interspaces; sides posteriorly finely speckled with small pearly spots which cover both bands
and interspaces dorsal and anal margined with orange anteriorly the
two fins tinged with orange and checked with black and pearl color
caudal light orange, indistinctly barred at base with series of linear
blotches pectorals and ventrals plain orange, the former slightly dusky.
9 dark above, sides finely dusted with dark points, pale below, tinged
with yellowish middle of sides with about i;? very narrow, short, dark
half bars; back sometimes with small black blotches dorsal dusky, with
a very distinct black spot ocellated with white, on its posterior rays
caudal and anal plain duskj' ventrals light yellowish. Length 3 inches.
Gulf Coast of Florida to Louisiana,* in bays and streams; not rare;
apparently variable, (oce^/ans, having an eye-like spot.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.*.?

Fimdulus
note

1,

Kroyer, Naturhist. Tidsskr. Kjobenbaven, Vol. 2, .3d series, 1863, 94, footOrleans; merely u MS. name of Kroyer's for a specimen in the Royal Museum

Umhatii.t,

New

of Copenhagen.
Fiinituhi.i oceUaris,

Jordan & Gilbert,

in salt water;

Coram., X, 1890, 300,

j)l.

;

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 255,
Coll.

Jordan);

Pensacola, Florida,

Woolman,

Bull. U. S. Fish

52, fig. 2, (good figure).

934. FlINDULTJS

D. 11

Proc. U.

(Type, Nos. 29007 and 30S53.

FONTICOLA,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

A. 12; B. 5; scales 37. Body plump, with long caudal peduncle.
little depressed; the tail slenderer and the body deeper than

Head broad,

Fundtdus heterocUtun; dorsal inserted in front of anal; dorsal and cauand rounded, the anal high and pointed, the paired fins short.
Teeth in broad bands, the outer little enlarged. Uniform green, apparently without spot or band in spirits. (Color entirely lost in the original
type.) Length 2 inches. Mountain springs in Porto Rico; here descried
from the original type, the only known example, as the other specimens
possessed by Cuvier & Valenciennes belong to a species of Gambusia.
in

dal small

(fans, fountain; coIo, I inhabit.)
Fumhibis fonticola, CcviEit

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 198, 1846,

Porto Rico;

Nat. Mus., 1886, 526, (examination of original type).

935.

FUNDULUS BERMUD.E,

Giinther.

(Mangeove Minnow.)

Head 31; depth 4. D. 11; A. 12; scales 35-13. Snout short, not longer
than eye, the lower jaw projecting beyond it. luterorbital width 2^ in
head; eye 4. Dorsal inserted before anal, midway between preopercle
and root of caudal anal much higher than long. Brownish olive, the
male with faint dark green cross bands. Length 3 inches. Bermudas.
;

(Giinther.)
* Specimens from New Orleans, in fresh water, differ in color.
Males with about 15 sharply
defined cross bands as broad as silvery interspaces', a few dark dots above; pearly dots on dorsal
and anal, few or none on body. Females light olive, with many small dark spots forming obscure
series; large spots as large as pupil scattered over the body; no trace of dark cross bands; dorsal
with a conspicuous black ocellus on its last rays. Dorsal low and small, inserted a little before
the small anal. Eye equal to snout, 4J in head; interorbital with 2-fij.
Head 3^: depth 3J.
D. 10; A. 10. Scales 34-13. Length 2}4 inches. This is possibly a species different from
F. ocellaris.

Aim. Mag. Nat.

Fiimhilus bermuiiie, Guntiier,
t'ltuduhis rhir.ophorie,*

iu brackish

GooDK, Ainer. Journ.

3i

;

Bermudas.
Basden Pond, Bermudas,

Hist., 1874, 4, reprint,

Sci. Arts, 1877, 298,

water among the roots of the mangrove {Ithhoyhora

FUNDULUS ROBUSTUS,

936.

Head

Museum.
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depth 3

eye 4i to

;

5.

B. 5

;

D. 14

;

luaiKjh); locally

ubuudaut.

Bean.

A. 16

;

V. 6

P. 16

;

;

scales

Head broad, the distauce between eyes eiiual to lenj;;th of eye
and snout. Top of head nearly flat eye as long as snout. Mouth very
obliquely placed, the lower jaw longer than upi)er. End of maxillary
head. Teeth in jaws
reaching to below front of eye width of mouth
Gill
in narrow bands or biserial, the outer series somewhat enlarged.

38-16.

;

;

;^

rakers short, stout, about 19 on the first arch. Thirteen scales between
upper angle of gill opening and origin of dorsal dorsal contraencing
;

midway between tip of snout and end of tail. Ventral origin
midway between tip of snout and base of caudal anal origin under
middle of dorsal in the female the first six rays are short and stifl', and
nearly

;

;

the genital opening is immediately in front of, and disconnected from,
the anal fin in the male the middle caudal rays are i as long as head
slightly shorter in the female. Color uniform pale brown fins unspotLength 5 inches. Streams of
ted, and the opercle with a golden tint.
;

;

;

Guanajuato,

{robustus, robust.)

Fundnlus

Bean, Proc. U.

robvKtiis,

(Type, No, 43760.

Coll.

937.

Head

S.

Nat. Mus., 1892, 285,

pi. 44, fig. 2,

Guanajuato, Mexico.

Duges.)

4 to 4|; depth

FUNDULUS LABIALIS,

U;

V. 6; scales 37 to 39-15.

eye about

4.

GUnthrr.

B. 6; D. 13 or 14; A. 16 or 17;

Interorbital space broad, slightly convex,

width being less than half head. Snout broad, obtuse, depressed,
mandible very short, not longer than
with the jaws equal in front
eye; upper lip well developed, broad, extending to angle of mouth.
Eye less than length of snout, and in females i of the width of the
interorbital space, whilst in males the forehead is somewhat narrower.
Origin of dorsal midway between extremity of caudal and orbit, over
its

;

first anal ray opposite first of dorsal
twentieth scale of lateral line
dorsal fin as high as long in both sexes; anal fin rounded in the male,
scarcely higher than long, much elevated in the female, the length of its
base being t only of its depth. Genital opening of the female immediately in front of, but disconnected from, the anal fin. Basal third of the
caudal fin (which is subtruncate) scaly. Body uniform brownish olive,
sometimes irregular, cloudy markings on the tail fins
paler below
immaculate; the anal fin of the male black at the base and bright
yellow on its marginal half; upper margin of the dorsal fin of the same
Length 4 inches. Rivers of Guatemala. (Giiuther.)
sex yellowish.
(lalialis, pertaining to the lip.)
;

;

Fimthilus labialis,
(Coll.

Salvin

;

GfNTHER,

&

Cat., vi, 319, 18G6,

Rio San Geronimo, Guatemala, Yzabal.

Godniiin.)

* Dr. Goode'B description of Fiiudnlm rbtophoriv is more detailed than that of Dr. Giinthor.
The only important diflference shown is in the fin rays. Goode counts, D. 12; A. 11; scales 35-12
or 13. Color liglit tawny yellow, with about 15 regular tranverse bands of greenish brown, each
2 scales in width,

most

distinct posteriorly.

Length 2}^ inches.

Jordan and Evermann.
Subgenus

— Fishes of North America.

FONTINUS,

Jordan & Evermann.

Fl'SDULl'S ADIXIA, Jordan &

93)S.

645

Gilbert.

Body short,
depth 4 eye 4. D. 13 A. 11 scales 44-15.
head moderate, broad, and flat above, the interdeep, and compressed
orbital space rather more than half greater than width of eye; dorsal
and anal fins rather large dorsal inserted almost exactly over front of
anal; teeth mostly in two series, the outer very strong; vent midway
between eye and base of caudal scales small, closely imbricated. Color
olivaceous, with 15 to 20 silver crossbars, almost as wide as the interspaces posteriorly, wider than the interspaces anteriorly, extending over
the belly and joining their fellows on the opposite side; the bands
variable, but usually wider and more crowded than in F. diaphnnus fins
plain. Length 2 inches. Lower Rio Grande only the types known, from

Head

3|

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Adinia, a related genus.)

Brownsville, Texas.
Fmuhilnx adinia, Johdan

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 335,

1883,

Rio Grande at Brownsville^

Texas.
939.

FUNDULl S DIAPHANUS

(Le Sueur).

Head 4 depth 4f eye large, 3^ in head. D. 13; A. 11; scales 45-15.
Body rather slender, not elevated, compressed posteriorly. Head moder;

;

ate quite flat above. Teeth pointed, the outeruot much enlarged. Fins
not large dorsal and aual rather low ventrals scarcely reaching vent
General color olivaceous
in the females somewhat longer in the males.
sides silvery. Male with about 20 silvery vertical bars, narrower than the
dark interspaces female with 15 to 20 dark transverse bars, shorter than
the silvery bands of the male, the interspaces pale; back sometimes spot;

:

;

;

;

;

young always with black bars; fins nearly plain. Length 4 inches.
Coast of Maine (W. C. Kendall) to Cape Hatteras, in river mouths, ascending streams to their fountain heads, hence abundant in lakes throughout
New York; variety menona westward to northern Illinois; not found
southward. The typical form found eastward and in the sea has the back
nearly or quite unspotted. Examples from Grand Lake Stream and Boydeu Lake, Maine, have the back somewhat spotted. In the Potomac River
ted;

most abundant species of the family,

this is the

(diajihanux, 6ia<pav>/^,

transparent.)
Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1, 1817, 130, Saratoga Lake.
Le SvEUR, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Vliila., 1, 1817, 131, Saratoga Lake.
swaiiipinn, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 203, 1815, New Jersey;

Hydmr<jiira dinphmin,

Ui/drargyra multifimjiata,
Uydranji/ra
not of LAcfipicDE.

GfNTHER, Cat., vi, ,324, ISGO, and of many writers.
Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, G7; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Huoii M. Smith, I5u11. U. S. Fish Comni.,* x, 1890, G5.

Fimdidii.i jindlifascialtm,

Fimdidiis diaphauKx,
.334,

Fimdiibts

l.'<8:",;

swttiiipiiiii,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Specimens from west of
939a.

Head

3f

;

belong to the well-marked

FIJNDULUS DIAPHANUS MENONA

depth

curved, outer

Synopsis, 332, 1883.

New York

5.

little

(.Jordan

& Copeland).

D. 12; A. 10; B. 5; scales 48-12. Teeth pointed,
Dark bands very distinct, somewhat
enlarged.

* Specimens of the typical dinpJianuK have heen examined by us from Cayuga I,ak<'; Now York
Harbor; Coast of Maine; Shenandoah River; Potomac River; and Elizabeth River, Virginia.

Museum.
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irregular iu position, the back always spotted

the dark bands often
replaced by about 16 shining, silvery, vertical bands, which are narrower
than the dark interspaces the interspaces broadest behind fins plain.
;

;

;

Lakes and ponds from Ohio westward to the Missis(From Lake Menona,
sippi Kiver, not found much south of Chicago.

Length

3^ inches.

near Madison, Wisconsin.)
Fmidulns vienoua,

of

Jordan i&CopELANi),

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1S77, OS, Catfish River, outlet

Lake Menona, Madison, Wisconsin;

:iH5,

(Coll. Dr.

Hoy); .Ioudan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

1883.

FanJiilnsdiajihiiitiix iiieiKnio, .ToniiAN, JIau. Vert.,

Ed. V, 85, 1888.

FUNDULUS EXTENSUS,

940.

Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 3f depth 5|; eye large, 3i. D. 15; A. 13; scales about 47-12.
Body unusually elongate, moderately compressed, the caudal peduncle
Head slender, not very broad,,, the interlong, much longer than head.
orbital width 2j iu head. Mouth rather large the teeth in a moderate
;

;

band, the outer considerably enlarged. Dorsal fin rather long, of moderate height, its insertion well in front of that of anal, at a point midway
between eye and base of caudal; pectoral small, Ij in head; caudal Ig.
Coloration, in spirits, plain, somewhat translucent, with no markings
anywhere, except traces of some very narrow dark bars on the sides.
Fins now plain. This species resembles somewhat Fundulus diaphanus,
but it is more elongate. Coast of Lower California, know only from the
original types,
Fundulus extensus,

{extensus,

(Type, No. 30972.

out.)

Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

JIus.,

1882, 355,

Cape San Lucas.

Xantus.)

Coll.

FUNDULUS ZEBRINUS,

941.

Head

drawn

Jordan & Gilbekt,

Jordan & Gilbert.

eye 4 to 4^ interorbital width 2| in
head; snout 3f.
Branchiostegals 5.
D. 14 or 15; A. 13 or 14; scales
60-21.
Head and body shaped much as in Fumhiliis similis, the snout less
elongate. Width of preorbital 6+ in head; eye moderate, li in interorbital width posterior margin of orbit in middle of length of head teeth
in both jaws iu villiform bands, with the external series much enlarged.
Dorsal fin long and rather low, the base longer and the rays higher in
males than in females origin of dorsal nearly equidistant between snout
and margin of caudal, slightly nearer the snout in males, and nearer end
of caudal in females base of dorsal in males 6 to 6i in total length, the
highest dorsal ray about half head; in females the base is 7i in total
length; origin of anal opposite that of dorsal in males, behind it in
females in the latter the anal is sharply augulated, the anterior rays
more than thrice the height of the posterior, and more than f length of
head. In males the margins of both dorsal and anal fins are evenly
rounded, the anal the higher, its rays beset with minute white prickles.
3i to 3f

;

depth 4^ to 4f

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Oviduct forming a low sheath along base of anterior half of anal

;

pec-

torals not reaching base of ventrals, equaling distance from snout to

preopercular margin ventrals about reaching vent caudal truncate, li
no enlarged humeral scale. In males the
Scales very small
margins of scales are rough, with minute tubercles. Greenish above,
;

;

in head.

;

Jordan and Evermanii.

—Fishes of North America.
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sides and below silvery white, the sides tinged with sulphur yellow
the greater part of each scale on back rendered dusky by black points;
sides with 14 to 18 dusky bars from back to ventral region, occasionally
meeting on ventral line these bars are very variable in width, seemingly
•

;

narrower in females, in which half bars are frequently inserted between
the others; the interspaces are as wide as the bars, or usually wider.
Pins yellowish, without distinct markings, in the males all very dusky
except the anal. Length 3 inches. Kansas, western Iowa, and South
Dakota, and south to Kentucky, Texas, and New Mexico abundant in
Font-qui-Bouille Creek at Pueblo, and in most clear tributaries of the
upper Arkansas, (zebrinus, like a zebra.)
;

HyJranji/ra :.ebm, GiRAnn, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philii., 1859,

tributaries of Rio Grande,

(iO,

"between Fort Defiance and Fort Union, New Mexico;" iiame iireoccupied by
I'uiulubis :.ehra, De Kay.
Fundiilus zebra, Gi'NTHF.R, Cat., vi, 324, 1866, not of De Kay Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 333,
;

1883.

Fuiidulus zebrimis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

burn Lab. Nat.

Synopsis, 891, 1883, (after Gibabd); Gilbert, Bull.

Wash-

Hist., 1, 1884, 15.

942.

FUNDULUS SEMINOLIS,

Girard.

depth 5f to 6i. D. 17 A. 13 eye 4 scales 52. Body
slender, not compressed back not elevated caudal peduncle deep, depth
the same as the height of dorsal, and also equal to the distance from the
end of the snout to middle of pupil; head long and pointed, somewhat
pyramidal; depth of body equal to distance from end of snout to hinder
margin of preopercle eye of medium size, f the interorbital space. Teeth
in two rows, those of the outer row in the lower jaw much enlarged all
pointed, movable, and curved inward. Dorsal tin longer than anal, the
rays growing gradually shorter from the fifth to the last, giving the top
of the fin a gentle convex curve origin of dorsal above the termination of
theventrals anal short, length of longest rays If thatof base of fin, fourth
ray longest, growing rapidly shorter to the last; posterior margin below
ventrals small and short, not reaching
posterior margin of the dorsal
vent pectorals broad, barely reaching ventrals. Ground color olive green

Head

4^ to

4i^

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in the larger specimens, brighter in the males, or of a

somewhat yellow-

brown, caused by the scales having dark edges male specimens usually
with several longitudinal stripes formed of dark spots in the angles of the
scales, making knots in the net which is formed by the dark borders of
the scales; these spots 'larger on the back; these markings wanting in
some specimens; all of the young, and the older females, crossed by 12
or 14 faint dark bars; fins often plain, but in developed males the dorsal
and caudal have large dark spots arranged on bars outer part of caudal
mostly black in males; ventrals and anal orange, the outer edge black.
Rivers and swamps of Florida locally abundant. A handsome, sleeklooking species, well distinguished from all the others. (Named for the
Seminole Indians, in whose domain it is found.)
ish

;

;

;

Ftmdubts

seminolis,

GOnther,

GiRARD,

Proc.

Cat., VI, 325, 1866;

Fish Coram., x, 1890, 297,
FiJrh., 116, 1894.

Ac.

Nat.

Sci.

Jordan & Gilbert,

pi. 52, fig. 3,

Phila.,

1859,

59,

Synopsis, 334, 1883;

Palatka, Florida

Woolman,

;

Bull. U.S.

(good figure); Lonnbero, Ufveis. Kong. Vet. Akad.
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Subgenus
943.

XENISMA,

Museum.

Jordan.

FUNDULUS CATENATUS

(Storor).

(Sti'dfish.)

Head

depth 4^ to

4;

5.

B. 5; D. 14;

A. 15; scales 50.

Similar in

but larger, with lower fins and different coloration dorsal and anal fins even in the males, falling short of the caudal;
Teeth in
anal prickly in spring males.
dorsal inserted above anal
broad bands, the outer somewhat enlarged. Color bluish or greenish, with
a round orange spot (in the male) on each scale, thus forming series of
regular lines of dots females with smaller brown spots on the scales.
also forming lines. Length 6 or 7 inches. Tennessee and Cumberland
locally abundant;
rivers, and in clear streams of the Ozark Mountains
one of the largest and handsomest of the Cyprinodonts. {catenatux,
form to

FiindiihiK KtcUi/cr,

;

;

;

;

chained.)
Pixrilia mienata,

Storer, Synopsis Fish. N. A.,

Florence, Alabama; Gunther,
Fiimliiliis ciikiitiliti',
.337,

Xenisma

(178 of reprint), 1840,

4;io

Tennessee River,

Cat., vi, 322, 1866.

Cope, Jonru. Ac. Nat.

Sci. riiila., 1868,

238;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

1883.

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat.

calcnala,

944.

Hist. N. Y., 1876, 322.

FUNDULUS STELLIFER

(Tordan).

(Stdpfish.)

Head 3f depth 5 eye 4. B.
somewhat compressed.

4

;

;

;

D. 13

;

A. 13

;

V. 6

Head broad and

long,

closely imbricated, deeper than long.

Dorsal

fin

;

scales 53.

Body rather

flattened above.

Scales

beginning slightly behind

anal, its last rays in the adult males highly elevated, reaching the base of

caudal, their height equal to the depth of the body anal similar, more
elevated in front and less so behind, the last rays falling just short of
;

caudal

;

lins

lower

in

females and young

;

pectorals reaching ventrals, the

Oviduct not extending on

latter to anal in the males.

first

anal ray.

Teeth in a narrow band, the outer somewhat enlarged, blunt and curved.
Coloration brilliant; livid blue above, somewhat silvery below; body
and cheeks with large, bright, dark orange spots, irregularly placed, not
following the rows of scales, and not always in the middle of the scales;
these spots not uniform in size; females with olive brown spots horizontally, oblong and smaller than the orange spots of the males and
more regularly placed a blue loral blotch, with a green one below it a
pale yellow blotch on the back in front of the dorsal, very conspicuous
when the fish is in the water. Length 4 inches. Alabama Eiver and
{stella,
tributaries, in clear streams and springs; a most beautiful fish,
;

;

star

;

fero, I bear.)

Xenisma

stellifera,

rivers,
Fundulua

Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat.

Rome, Georgia.

stellifer,

(Coll.

Jordan & Giibert,

Hist. N. Y., 1876, 322,

Jordan.)

Synopsis, 337, 1883.

Etowah and Oostanaula

Jordan and Eve r man n.

GAMBUSINUS,

Subgenus
945.

— Fishes of North America.
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Jordan A Evermanii.

FUNDULIJS LINEATUS*

(G:irmaii).

Head nearly 3; depth 4i. D. 11; A. U V. 6; P. 15; scales 36-12.
Body moderately stout, compressed. Crowu flat. Eye large, as long as
snout, If in interorbital width. Lower jaw slightly longer. Outer teeth
;

First ray of dorsal almost opposite first of anal,
from base* of caudal to front of eye caudal truncate.
Brownish, finely punctate with brown; white below; lips, top of head,
and a line along middle of back, dark; tail with faint transverse bands.
Northeastern Wyoming. (Garnian.) (lineatun, streaked.)

long, slender, curved.

\ the distance

Zijijdiifrles linciilus,

;

Garman,

Hull.

oming; Jordan & Gilbert,

Mus. Comp.

Zoiil., viii,

FUNDrH'S RATHBUXI,

946.

No.

3,

S8, 1881,

northeastern

Wy-

Synopsis, 339, 1883.

Jordan & Meek.

Head ^U depth 4i; eye 3|. D. 11; A. 11; scales 38-12. Body
moderately elongate, rather robust, little compressed the back broad,
not elevated.
Head moderately broad and depressed above snout
rather sharp, as long as eye; scales of medium size, the humeral scale
not enlarged; 2 rows of scales on cheek. Fins all low and small; dorsal
inserted posteriorly, its first ray opposite first of anal or slightly behind
it; longest ray of dorsal If in head; anal larger than dorsal: pectoral short, li in head; ventrals very short, reaching vent. Coloration
in life pale green, with small, irregular, horizontally oblong dark brown
spots scattered over head and body. Sexes not very difierent. Males
with scales of body edged with black and with a pale lengthwise streak
along upper part of each row^ of scales. Young with very obscure dark
crossbars. Fins plain, yellowish in male, speckled at base only. Length
2i inches.
Eastern North Carolina; abundant in spring brooks, not
descending to saltwater; a pretty little fish, representing a transition
from Finidnlns to Zygoucctes. (Named for Richard Rathbnn, Chief of the
Division of Scientific Inquiry of the United States Fish Commission.)
Fuudiiliis ntthhiini, .lounAN A- Mkek, I'mc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 3r,C<, Reedy Fork, Allemance Creek, Buffalo Creek, and other tributaries of the Cape Fear River,
;

;

about Greensboro, North Carolina.

(Type,

No. 39860.

Coll.

Jor.lau,

.lenkiuH

A

Meek.)

947.

Head

FrNDFLrS ALBOLINEATUS,

depth 4 to

Gilbert.

depth of caudal peduncle equals
A. 10 or 11; B. 5.
Teeth
sharp, wide set, in a broad band on premaxillaries, a nariow band on
numdible. Snout i length of head. Width of interorbital space 2^ to 2}
in head.
Dorsal and anal opposite, or the dorsal slightly in advance,
their bases ecjual and short, equaling length of snout and half eye in
males both fins become elevated, the longest anal ray equaling
head,
and the anal rays become covered with prickles in males the pectorals
3i to 3g

;

snout and f eye.

4.J

Scales 42;

;

least

D. 10 or 11;

;

tt

;

* This species

and the four which follow seem

between such species as

K

'(Iiii2>ar

and

F. majalis.

between the typiTheir presence makes it apparently
notwithstanding the great difference

to be entirely intermediate

cal speries of Fmidiihis and the species called /iigonectes.
impossible to maintain Zijgnnecles as a distinct genus,
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Museum.

both fins
reach the ventrals, and the ventrals to or nearly to vent
much shorter in females. Males blackish brown, the sides plumbeous,
the rows of scales with interrupted Avhitish streaks, most conspicuous
on hinder half of body; a black streak along middle line of back; vertical fins dusky, the caudal becoming translucent on distal half, its margin abruptly and narrowly black-edged. Females olivaceous, dusky on
back, silvery below, the back and sides with narrow black lines following the rows of scales; fins translucent, the dorsal sometimes with fine
black specks at base, the caudal black-edged. Length 3J^ inches. Tennessee Basin in Alabama; not rare, {albun, white Uneatus, lined.)
;

;

FKiidiiliiHalhoUiieatHs,

Oilbert, Bull. U.

S. Fisli

Creek, Huntsville, Alabama.
948.

Comni., ix, 1889(1891),

pi. 43, fig. 1, 149,

Spring

(Coll. Kirsch.)

FUNDULUS CONFLUENTUS,

Goode & Bean.

D. 10; A. 10; V. 6; B. probably 5;
scales 45. Head low, flat. Snout not produced, as long as eye. InterorOrigin of dorsal midway between tip
bital space 2 in length of head.
of caudal and middle of eye first ray of anal under second ray of dor
Yellowish gray, with a
anal higher than long. Scales crowded.
sal
longitudinal streak along each row of scales and about 14 distinct irregular vertical dark bands. Appearance of F. inajalis. Eastern Florida.
One specimen known. (Goode & Bean.) {conJluentuH, flowing together.)
Fiindiihis conthicnlus, Goode & Bean, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mil.*., 1879, 118, Lake Monroe, Florida;
(Type, No. 18065. Coll. Professor BairdJ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 334, 1883.

Head

3^;

depth

31; eye 4 in head.

;

;

949.

FUXDULUS FUXDITLOIDES (Evermann).

Head3i; depth 4i; eye 3J. D. 9 or 10; A. 9; scales 35-11, 24 before
the dorsal. Body moderately robust, width at pectorals a little greater
than greatest depth of head; snout rather blunt, equal to eye; interorbital width If times diameter of eye caudal peduncle deep and compressed mouth not large nor greatly oblique teeth jiointed, the outer
;

;

;

being somewhat enlarged peritoneum pale. General color in spirits,
dark olivaceous; sides with 10 to 14 dark vertical bars, which are usually
2 to 3 times as wide as the intervening silvery ones in one specimen the bars
extending from the dorsal to the anal are about equal in width to the silvery interspaces; whole body, including all the fins, profusely dusted over
with minute brownish spots, which are very numerous on buck and top of
head a narrow, dark line extending from nape to origin of dorsal. Dor-

series

;

;

;

sal fin small, slightly in front

of anal,

edge of opercle and base of caudal
base of fin, or half length of head.
two specimens known. (Fundulus;
ZiigoneHcsfumMoidcs, Eveumann,

Bvill.

U.

S.

its

origin

midway between posterior

the longest rays about equal to
Length 1+ inches. Coast of Texas

fin,

;

tff5of,

likeness.)

Fish Comm.,"xi 1S91 (M:iy
,

25, 1892), 85, pi.

Dickinson Bayou, Dickinson, Texas, — on Galveston Bay.
Coll. Evermann, Scovell & Gurley.)

3,

Subgenus
950. FT

Head

3|;

depth

ZYGONECTES,

NDULUS DOTH

5; D. 8; A. 14; V.

depressed, the snout

(5;

much produced,

35, fig.

(Type, No. 45563.

Ag.ossiz.

(Giinthor).

scales 31-8.

the upper

Head elongate, low
jaw somewhat longer

Jordan and Ej'ennann.
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than lower; eye exactly in middle of length of head, its diameter 4^ in
head, and more than i width of the interorbital space, which is flat.
Origin of dorsal a little nearer tip of caudal than to gill opening, over
twenty-third scale of lateral series
anal lin entirely before dorsal
pectoral extending to ventral, which reaches vent caudal rounded; all
the fins well developed. Light brownish olive
posterior half of dorsal
and anal fins with black cross bands basal half of caudal with round
(Named for Capt. John M. Uow, its
light spots. Coast of Costa Rica.
;

;

;

;

discoverer.)
HajilocJiiltis iloeii,

951.

Head

Punta Arenas, Costa Rica.

GCntiieti, Cat., vi, 31G, 1860,

FUXDULrS MAfDOXALDI

(Coll. Capt.

Dow.)

(Meek).

depth 4^ to 5 dorsal 11 or 12 anal 12 to 14 scales large, 34
Body rather long and slender, not much compressed top of
to 36-12.
head Hat back slightly arched. Teeth rather large, in a narrow band
above, those in the outer series enlarged and curved inward. Ventrals
very small, and situated midway between pectoral and anal fins
dorsal
anal larger origin of dorsal behind origin of anal caudal
fin small
Color greenish in spirits, no distinct markings,
fin rather large, rounded.
darker on upper portion of body both jaws more or less edged with
blackish. Closely allied to Ftuidulus sciadicu.'i, but with larger anal fin,
more slender body, and rather stronger teeth. Length 2i inches. Tributaries of the Gasconade and Neosho rivers, in southern Missouri. (Named
for Marshall McDonald, United States Fish Commissioner, under whose
direction the explorations of the Ozark region were made.)
3f

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Meek, Bull. TJ. S. Fish Coram., ix, 1889 (1891), 122, pi. 42, fig. 1, Jones
Creek, Dixon, Missouri; Osage Fork of Gasconade River at Mansfield; Neosho
River, Missouri. (Coll. Meek, Drew & Rettger.)

Zygonectes macdoualdi,

952.

FUNDULUS FLORIPINNIS

Head

4i; depth 5; eye large, 3^ in head.
General form of Fnndulus notatus; lower

(Copo).

D. 10; A. 13; scales 29-10.

jaw somewhat projecting;
external series of teeth in both jaws enlarged. Olive gray, scales with
fins yellow, broadly edged with crimson.
Length 2A
ocher borders
;

inches.

Platte River and Arkansas River in Colorado

from Denver, where it
tary of the Arkansas.

is

rare

our specimens
from Cherry Creek, a tribu-

also recorded

;

A very

pretty

little fish,

{flos,

;

flower; pinna, fin.)

Wheeler Survey, G95, pi. 28, figs. 4, 4,a, and 4b, 1875 (187f.),
Cherry Creek, Arkansas River, Colorado, and Platte River at Denver. (Coll. H.
W. Hensh.aw and J. 51. Keasbey.)

Haplochilus Jloripinnls, CorE, Zoul.

Zygonectes florqnnnis,

Jorpan & Gilbert,
953.

Head

depth

Synopsis, 339, 1883.

FUNDULUS JENKINSI

U (4^

(Evermann).

eye 3* (3^ to 3?). D. 8 or !1 A. 12 (11 to
Body moderatelj' elongate, head
depressed, wide between the eyes, pointed, the snout about J greater than
eye, which is contained 1^ times in interorbital width
mouth rather
large, little obli(iuo
teeth in more than one series, the outer enlarged,
pointed, and slightly curved inward humeral scale small, three rows of
13)

;

3i

;

to 5)

;

;

scales 33-10, 18 before the dorsal.

;

:

;
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Museum.

on cheek. Fins medium, dorsal slightly behind anal, midway
between tip of caudal and posterior rim of orbit, the distance from tip of
snout to origin of dorsal being twice the distance from that point to base
of caudal fin dorsal and anal low, their longest rays half length of head
base of anal '1\ in head; pectorals If in head ventrals short, \\ in pectoral
caudal fin truncate, about as long as head; peritoneum black.
Color pale olivaceous, covered except on breast with numerous minute
dark brown specks, arranged chiefly along the edges of the scales, thus
giving the sides and back a checkered or crosshatched appearance in
scales

;

;

;

;

;

addition to these fine punctulations, there are usually 15 to 30 larger spots
more or less definitely arranged in two rows lying along or above the axis

of the body; in some examples these spots are absent or blended so as to
form short, indistinct vertical bars in most specimens there is a very
obscure lateral band about 1 scale in width fins plain or with few very
;

;

top of head dark. Coast of Texas not rare in
brackish water. (Named for Dr. Oliver Peebles Jenkins, who studied with
Dr. Evermann the fishes of the Gulf of California.)

minute punctulations

;

;

Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xi, 1891 (May 25,
Dickinson Bayou, Galveston Bay, Texas. (Type, No. 45562.
Scovell & Gurley.)

Zygonectes jenkinsi,
fig. 2,

954.

Head

3^

Coll.

Evermann,

FUNBULIIS PULVEUEUS (Evermann).

depth 4i; eye

;

1892), 8G, pi. 30,

3^.

D. 10 or 11

;

A. 10 (occasionally 9)

;

scales

about 22 before the dorsal. Body stout, heavy forward; head
broad and flat, the snout short and blunt; caudal peduncle long, deep,
and greatly compressed eye moderate, 1^ in interorbital width, greater
than snout humeral scale not enlarged, four rows of scales on cheek
mouth rather small, but little oblique teeth pointed, in more than one
jieritoneum pale. Dorsal
series, the outer enlarged and canine-like
slightly in advance of anal, its origin midway between tip of caudal
and anterior rim of orbit, or about midway between base of caudal and
opercular opening; anal small, its longest rays 1-V in head. Color in
alcohol, olivaceous, profusely si)rinkled or dusted all over except on
breast with very fine brown punctulations, so abundant on back as to
obscure the individual specks median line of back with a black stripe from
3.5-11,

;

;

;

;

;

occiput to dorsal fin; sides Avith 10 to 12 or more brown spots of larger
size, these sometimes arranged somewhat definitely in two longitudinal
lines, in the upper one of which the spots are confluent in some examples,

forming large, oblong blotches

;

all

the fins except the ventrals with

numerous very small brown specks.
brackish water

;

not rare,

Length 2 inches.
(ptilrereus, powdery .)

Coast of Texas

in

Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xi, 1891 (May 25, 1892), 85, Dickinson Bayou, Buffalo Bayou at Houston, and Oso Creek at Corpus Christi, Texas.
(Type, No. 455C1. Coll. Evermann, Scovell & Gurley.)

Zygonectes jmlvereus,

955.

Head
(5;

3^

;

FUNDULUS ARLINGTONIUS

depth 4

scales 33-11.

midway between

;

(Goode & Bean).

eye longer than snout, 3 in head.

posterior

D. 9

;

A. 11

:

V.

Lower jaw projecting. Dorsal inserted
margin of eye and tip of tail, opposite sixth

.Snout broad.

—Fishes of A^orth Afnerica.
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Male unknown;

female uniform brownish olive fins in some specimens with 2 or 3 series
of blackish dots. (Goode
Bean.) Arlington River, a tributary of St.
John's River; known from young females only; most likely a Zygonectcs
;

&

rather than a Gambitsia, though

it

may

possibly prove to be the female of

G(unl)iisiit {iffinis.

aamhnsin

& Bkan,

arVunjUiida, GooiiK

Florida; (Typo, No. 21308.
956.

Head

3^

depth

;

Proc. U.

Coll. Dr.

Nat. MuR.,

S.

Goode)

;

&

.TouiHN

FlXDFIiUS HENSHALM

118,

1.S79,

Gii.iif.rt,

Arlington River,

Synopsis, 345, 1883.

(.Ionian).

B. 5; D. 7 or 8; A. 10 or 11; scales 33-10.

4.

Body

rather stout, deep, and compressed, the profile nearly straight, the back
little elevated, and the caudal peduncle deep; head moderate; mouth

jaws each with a series of long and rather slender canine-like
behind which is a band of small teeth; the canines larger in the
lower jaw; eye large; scales rather large; dorsal fin short and high,
inserted slightly behind the anal in the males, exactly opposite it in the
females; caudal large; anal fin larger and rather lower than dorsal;
veutrals quite small; pectorals moderate. General color olivaceous;
sides covered, especially posteriorly, with rather large, irregularly placed
orange spots, which also extend on the vertical fins dorsal dusky, with
a dark bar; head without red; caudal and anal more or less yellow;
females obscurely marked young with diffuse greenish vertical bars.
Length 3 to 4 inches. Rivers and swamps of southern Florida. The
largest species of the group called Zygonectes. We cannot always
separate young specimens from F. ruhrifrons, and perhaps, as Dr. Bean has
suggested, the two are not really difterent. It is barely possible that
F. arlitn/totiiiis is the young of F. lioishaUi, but the insertion of the dorsal
(Named for Dr. James A. Henshall, its discoverer,
is apparently different.
well known as a writer on angling.)
rather large

;

teeth,

;

;

Zyyoiiech'S heiishalli,

Jordan, Proc. U.

(Type, No. 23449.

S.

Nat.

Mus

,

1870, 237,

San Sebastian River, Florida;

Joudan & Gilbert,

Coll. Dr. Henshall);

Synopsis, 338, 1883; .Iordan,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 322.

9.57.

FUNDULUS RUBRIFRONS

(Jordan).

3f; eye large, 3i in head. D. 7or8; A. 8 or 9; scales
B. 5. Body moderately stout, little compressed, not ele-

Head3i; depth
32-11 or 12

;

vated, the caudal peduncle deep

head rather long, broad between the
above; mouth rather large. Teeth small, nearly even, in a
narrow band. Scales moderate. Dorsal fin very short and small, placed
a little behind the anal or about even with it, its position in the males
rather more posterior anal short, high in the males veutrals very small
pectorals small. Color: males, dark olivaceous, with a dark, brouzeorauge spot on each scale posteriorly, much as in Fitnduhi'i catenalus;
below, these spots are bright orange; faint, narrow, vertical orange
bars along the lower and posterior part of the body vertical fins with
orange spots jaws and space in front of eyes bright orange red paired
lins dusky.
Females almost uniform brassy olivaceous, without evident
spots or rod markings. Length 2.^ to 3 inches. Streams and swamps of
;

eyes, flat

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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eastern Florida

a larger species than most in the genus, and with the
{ruber red; frons, forehead.)

;

dorsal fin less posterior,
Zijtjouectes

Zijijonech'S auro<jiM<iUi.i*

Hay, Proc. U.

Mann &

Coll.

San Sebastian River, Florida.

Nat. Mus., 1870,237,

S.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Cdll. Henshall);

(Typo, No. 2M''{K

No. 37362.

^

Jordan, Proe. U.

rahrifrnm,

Museum.

S.

Synopsis, 338, 1S83.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 556, Westville, Florida.

(Type,

Davison.)

O.IS.

FUXDULUS SCABTES,

Moek.

depth 4; eye 31, about equal to snout. D. 8; A. 10 or 11;
Body compressed, back slightly arched, head depressed
Mouth small, subtermiual, lower jaw projecting slightly,
in usual way.
Interorbital space li eye. Dorsal fin short, beginning slightly behind
anal; neither fin reaching caudal. Teeth in narrow bands, outer row
enlarged. Scales large, closely imbricated and minutely spotted with
black. Color dark green above, becoming lighter below belly yellowish largo spots of white on some of the scales giving appearance of sevTwo small specimens, the longest 1^
eral ill-defined silver bars on sides.
inches long, from St. Francis River, Big Bay, Arkansas. t {PKupTjj^, one

Head

'S^;

B. 4; scales 36-11.

;

;

who

leaps.)

Fumlnhia

acaik's,

Arkansas.

JIeek, Bull. U.

S.

Fish C'omni., xv, 1895, St.

(Type, No. 47301; co-type, No. 2277, L.

FUNDULUS SCIADICUS,

959.

Francis River, Big Bay,

S. Jr. ITniv.

Mus.

Coll.

Meek.)

Cope.

Head 3^ to 3t depth 4 eye 3| snout 3i to 3f D. 10 A. 12 scales 34Body short and stout. Fins small;
12. Interorbital width li^ times eye.
origin of dorsal behind that of anal and nearer tip of caudal than occiput. Color uniform olivaceous, without spots or lines, in spirits; profusely covered with fine brownish punctulatious; belly paler; in life,
rosy olivaceous on back and sides; median line of back darker. Abundant in ponds and sluggish, grassy creeks in eastern Nebraska and southeastern South Dakota, Avhere our specimens were collected by Evermanu
and Cox in 1893. Length 2^ inches, (okiu, shade aau'idi]^, name of some
;

;

;

,

;

;

;

dusky

fish.)

FimduUm
Dr.

sciadku.% Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18Go, 78,

Hammond); Evermann & Cox,

Uaplochilus sciadicui,
Zyijonecies seiadicus,

Gunther,

Bull. V. S. Fish

Platte River, Nebraska;

Comm., xv,

(Coll.

1895.

Cat., vi, 316, 1866.

Jordan & Gilbert,
960.

Synopsis, 342, 1883.

FUNDULUS LUCIE

(Baird).

depth 4^ to 4*; eye 3. D. 8 A. 10; scales 34 or 35-10. Dorwhen
sal fin inserted behind front of anal and lower than the latter
flexed, its extremity is opposite tip of anal ventral fins small, about
equal to head behind eye, or half the length of pectorals, their
extremity reaching anus. Vertical bars 10 to 12 in number, sharply

Head

3*

;

;

;

;

*

We place aurofjuUahis in the synonymy

compared the

of ruhrifrom on the authority of Dr. Bean,

who

lias

types.

however, but
t "The species is very abundant in the St. Francis River. I got none in the net,
caught the two type specimens in my hand. They keej) close to the surface of the water where
vegetation is so thick that it is difficult to propel a dugout. These little fishes jump out ot the
water and remain a short time perched on the weeds. They are very quick. They are usually
much smaller in size than the two typo specimens." Meek in lit.

Jordan and Etc r man n.
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width being equal to the interspaces and slightly increasing toward the tail; these bars begin and end abruptly, not reaching
the median line above or below by about half the width of the eye;
opercles, cheeks, and chin thickly covered with dark spots, largest on
the cheeks aud opercles, and least numerous on the cheeks upper parts,
in life, of a dark-green color, Avhich fades into reddish yellow on sides
defined, their

;

and abdomen;

inferior

pale yellowish;

the vertical bars rich
dorsal with a pale tip and a dark base
anteriorly; on dorsal behind a jet-black rounded ocellato spot about f
width of eye and involving rather more than luilf width of lin, margined
ftns

black, with a bluish reflection

and

anteriorly

;

by a pure white

inferiorly

spot. Atlantic Coast from
a pretty little iish only lately rediscovered
by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, from whoso account the above description is compiled.
(Named for Miss Lucy Baird, daughter of Professor Baird.)

Long Island

Hi/drargtjra lucia,

sey,

to Virginia

rare

;

;

Baiud, Ninth Smithsnn. Rep.,

185-1 (1855), 344,

Beasley's Point,

New

Jer-

(Coll. Prof. Baird.)

Gunther, Cat., vi, 316, 186G.
Xygonedes cingulatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 342, 1883.
Zygonectes luvine, HuGU M. Smith, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., x, 1890
(description and figure from specimens taken in the Potomac).
Haplochilus

luciie,

961.

FUXDULUS CHRYSOTUS,

(1892), G8, pi. 18, fig. 3;

Holbrook.

Head 3i depth 3^. D. 9 A. 11 scales 32 or 33-12. Body short and robust;
caudal j)eduncle high and compressed, its least height If in head; head
short, wide, and flat, the interorbital width ^ its length. Teeth in jaws
in a narrow band, the outer series much enlarged, those in the lower jaw
;

;

;

larger aud more numerous than those of the upper. Snout very short
aud blunt, the jaws nearly equal in closed mouth; length of snout
nearly t diameter of orbit, which is contained 1^^ times in interorbital
width, and 3i times in head. Origin of dorsal midway between tip of
caudal and posterior rim of orbit, its distance from base of caudal i distance from front of orbit base of dorsal 21 in head, its height I5- in head,
aud its origin opposite the nineteenth scale of lateral line and the third ray
of the anal fin base of anal fin rather less than half length of head, its
greatest height somewhat more than half; dorsal and anal not nearly
reaching caudal when depressed
caudal broadly rounded
pectorals
reaching ventrals, 1| in head ventrals short, not nearly reaching vent,
Color in spirits light olive brown, top of head and a narrow
2 in head.
median streak in front of dorsal fin darker; middle of sides, especially
;

;

;

;

;

:

behind, with rather indistinct pearl-colored dots
middle of sides of
trunk aud tail with about 11 not clearly defined, narrow half-bars; an
elongate dark area above base of pectorals; vertical fins with small,
black specks, less numerous on caudal fin; other fins plain. Length 2
;

This description from a specimen from Black River, South CaroNew Orleans agree closely. In specimens from Peace
River, Florida, Woolman counts 35 to 38 scales, and these may be identical with F. 8C(trtcs.
Coastwise swamps, South Carolina to Florida rather
common known from F. cingtdatits by the longer aual fin. (xyjiiffwror,
inches.

lina

;

others from

;

;

gilded.)

Museum.
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Holbkook, MS.,

Fintdnlns chrysidns,

186(1.

Uaphniiilus chri/sotns, GiiNTHEK, Cat., VI, 317, 1860,

JouUAN & Gilbert, Synopsis,

ZijtjinuHi'S i-hrijmlns,

Charleston, South Carolina.
;!42, 18S3; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1884, 319.
ZijgoncHcK ciugulalus,

Jouhan & Gilbert, Pmr.

U.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 586; not of OuviEU

S.

&

Valenciennes.
»62. Fl'NDULl'S

Head

3i

;

depth 3t

;

CINOrLATlS,

C'uvier

& Valenciennes.

eyes modenite, 3i iu head. D. 7; A. 8; scales

Body rather short and deep, compressed posteriorly back elevated; caudal peduncle deep. Head uot large, flat, broad between the eyes
mouth moderate; outer row of teeth long and slender, behiud whicli is a
baud of smaller teeth large teeth nearly equal iu each jaw. Scales

34-10.

;

;

Dorsal fin short, its rays moderate, 2i in head anal larger than the
ventrals short, 2^ iu head; i)ectorals If in
dorsal, its rays long, 2 in head
head. General color olivaceous; scales edged with dusky, forming a few
faint longitudinal stripes about 15 faint dark vertical bars, interspaced
with light orange, which is more plain posteriorly; almost everywhere
large.

;

;

;

numerous, small, black points; belly orange; fins all blood red, fading to
dusky in alcohol. South Carolina to Florida, in coastwise swamps not
here described from the specimens taken by Bollmau in Escambia
rare
River at Flomaton, Alabama, (chujulaiiis, belted.)
;

;

FiiiKhihin ciu'jiilalHK^

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

Ilist.

Nat. Poiss., XMil, 197, 1846; (D.

8;

A. 10);

"United States."
Zygotiecles ciiigulatitx,

Jordan,* Proo. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

1886, 527, redescriptiou of type; Boi.lman,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1886, 463.

963.

FUNDULUS NOTTIIf

(Agassiz).

(Star-headed Minnow.)

Head

3^

;

depth ii; eye large, 2| in head.

D. 7 or 8; A. 9 or 10;

Form of body much like that of Funduliis clispar, compressed
Head broad and somewhat concave above, narrow below inter-

scales 36-10.

behind.

;

orbital space fully i the length of head, IJ^ the diameter of eye; snout
obtuse, shorter than eye; outer row of teeth, above and below, enlarged

and recurved.

Pectoral fin f the length of the head; ventrals slightly
dorsal and anal low, little higher than ^ the

shorter, attaining the vent

;

length of the head first ray of dorsal situated slightly behind the first
anal ray, and over about the seventeenth scale in the longitudinal series
distance from the snout to the first dorsal ray passing beyond the tips
of the caudal rays distance from the first dorsal ray to the base of
the caudal reaching forward to the insertion of the pectoral. Belly
and ground color on lower half of body silvery sides with 6 narrow
;

;

;

;

* Fnndulus cingnhUus, CuviER & Valenciennes.
In the original type, head broad and flat;
eye large, 3 in head. Distance from front of dorsal to caudal half the distance to front of eye.
Teeth rather strong. Caudal long. D. 7; A. 8. Scales about 33-10, but as some are lost, this
count is unctrtain. Head 373 in length; depth 4J<^. Boily crossed by (about 16) narrow cross
bands, which are quite distinct, and narrower than the interspaces. Begion below eye silvery,
not dark.

t The following is the scanty original description of this species:
Ziigonectex n(}ttii, Agassi'/.:
"The darker continuous longitudinal lines alternate with fainter
interrupted ones. Males with distinct transverse bands; dark olive above, fading ujion the sides;
silvery below.
Oi)erculum, throat, and space in advance of the eye oi'ange color. Collected by
Dr. Nott at Mobile, Alabama."

Jordan and Evermann.
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longitudinal black stripes running from the head to the tail; these
narrower than the interspaces and perfectly distinct even
on the caudal peduncle, the upper stripe rather faint and svicceeded
stripes a little

higher up by 1 or 2 other obsolete stripes; interspaces of the stripes
occupied, especially above, by a row of black dots forming the fainter
interrupted stripes of Professor Agassiz's description on the back these
;

rows of dots are rather more distinct than the continuous stripes a
median dorsal stripe present about 10 transverse bars of the width of
the longitudinal stripe, but fainter, and placed about 2 scales' width
apart, on the posterior half of the body lower surface of caudal peduncle dotted with black, a black streak behind the edge of the opercle;
upper surface of the head dusky and also the snout and tip of lower jaw
a broad black mask covering the eyes and extending downward over the
cheeks; upper half of the operculum, the space in front of the eye, and
most of the lower jaw, orange red; lower half of the operculum and
;

;

;

;

half of breast yellowish orange.
Swamps and streams of
Florida and neighboring States not rare. Length \\ inches. (Gilbert.
A beautiful and strikingly colored little fish. Wo follow Dr. Hay in
identifying Zygonecte.s craticula with Fundidus notfii. According to Dr.
Gilbert, ZiK/onectes zonifer is the male of Fundulus nottii.
(Named for Dr.
anterior

;

Nott, its discoverer.)
notlii, Agabsiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. & Arts, 1854, 353, Mobile,
Gilbert, Synopsis, 341, 1883 Hav, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 557.

Zi/gonedes

Alabama Jordan &
;

;

Zijgonecles lineolatns,

Fimdidus

Cuvier & Valenciknner,

zonatiis,

Carolina

;

AoASSlz, Amer. Journ.

Sci.

&

GooDE & Bean,

Augusta, Georgia.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii,

not Esox Mualus, Mitchill, with which

7,ijgonecles craticula *

it

I'JG,

has been

(Type, No.

1840, interior of

South

identifiocl.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 433,

tary of Indian River, eastern Florida.
ifc

Arts, 1854, 353,

Elbow

Creek, a tribu-

Coll. Heushall.)

314.39.

Jordan

Gilbert, Synopsis, 892, 1883.

Jordan & Meek, Proc. U. S. N^t. Mus., 1884,
Georgia. (Type, No. 28,506. Coll. W. J. Taylor.)

Zygonectes zonifer,

ville,

-f-

*

The following is a description of the types of
Head 3%; depth 5. D. 8; A. 9; scales 40-10.

482,

Zygonectes craticula

Allapaha River, Nash-

:

Body comparatively long and slender, littlo
Caudal peduncle long, rather slender. Head long, broad and depressed above.
interorbital width, 3}.^ in head. Lower .jaw heavy. Teeth
Eye large, about ei|ual to snout,
email, the outer scarcely enlarged. Fins all small. Olivaceous; sides with about G sharply d fined,
jet-black longitudinal stripes following the rows of scales, the stripes a little narrower than the
interspaces; a largo blackish blotch below eye; fius nearly plain, the upper somewhat dusky;
young with faint dark bars.
compressed.

%

The following is a description of
Head 37'^; depth 4^. I). 7; A. 9.

the types of FiindtUiis zonifer (Jordan &. Meek):
Scales 36-11.
Body moderately elongate, comproRSOd, the
profile somewhat concave above eyes.
Head rather
pointed in profile, snout nearly as long as eye, which is about half the broad interorbital space
and 3J in head. Teeth quite small, tlie outer little enlarged. Scales rather small. Dorsal fin
much smaller than anal, and inserted nearly over the end of the first third of that fin. Anal
higher than dorsal, as well as longer, both fins highest in the male, in which they reach very
nearly to base of caudal. Insertion of dorsal midway between front of eye and tip of caudal.
Caudal rounded, about as long as head. Least depth of caudal peduncle half length of head.
Pectorals Ij in head, reaching slightly past front of ventrals. Yentrals nearly reachinganiil, 1^
in head. Male dark olive above, with the edges of the scales a little darker; sides somewhat
Bilvery, with 12 sharply defined black crussliars, not half as wide as the interspaces, nearly vertical, those near the middle of the body a littlo farther arart and a little more distinct than the
others; no longitudinal streaks fins without ocelli caudal entirely pl.'iin dorsal and anal with
distinct cross streaks of dark dots.
Other specimens (perhaps females) with the color a little
darker; the black cross bands bro.idcr and more sharply defined; a conspicuous black blotch
below the eye; fins colored as in the nthers. Length 2'}^ inches, .'^wamps of South Carolina and
Georgia, the 3 types from Allapaha River, Nashville, Georgia, a tributary of the Suwannee.
•f-

head broad and depressed, the anterior

;

V. N. A.

43

;

;
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FUNDIILUS GTJTTATUS

9e4.

Museum.

(Agassiz).

Head 3f depth nearly 5; eye large, 3 iu head. D. 6 or 7; A. 8 or 9;
Body elongate, moderately stout, compressed posteriorly
scales 36-12.
back slightly elevated caudal peduncle moderate. Head moderate,
flat above, broad between the eyes; mouth moderate; jaws armed with
an outer series of rather long and slender teeth, behind which is a band
of smaller teeth. Scales moderate. Dorsal fin short and small, its height
2 in head, its insertion opposite that of the anal in the female, but a
;

;

more posterior in the male; anal short, rather high, 1^ iu head;
veutrals just reaching vent, nearly 2 iu head; pectorals 1^ in head.
General color in life orange brown each scale with a black edge, these
little

;

forming distinct longitudinal stripes; upper surface of head dark; jaws,
suborbital region jet
opercles, and area in front of eyes bright orange
black; area above opercle extending across back orange, suffused with
dusky under parts orange all the fins dusky. In the females the spots
on the scales are more suffused. Swamps and streams, Florida to Texas;
not rare; here described from Bollman's types of Zygonectes escamhim,
;

;

;

.

(guitatus, spotted.)
Zygonectes guttalus, A«ASSiz, Anier. Journ. Sci.

&

Mobile, Alabama; Jordan &

Arts, 1854, 353,

Gii.iiERT, Synopsis, 341, 1883.

Zygoneelcs escamJiur,

Alabama;

BoLLMAN, Proc. U.

(Type, No. 37995.

S.

Coll.

Nat. Mtis., 1883, 403,

Escambia River, Flomaton,

BoUman); Evermann,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

ISiil

(1892>, 87.

96.5.

FUNDULUS HIEROGLTPHICUS

(Agassiz).

This species is thus described: "Anterior and upper parts of the body
sprinkled with dark dots, passing into longitudinal rows backward.
Light olive above silvery on the sides and below." (Agassiz.) Mobile,
Alabama. It has not been recognized by subsequent collectors, but may
bo distinct, (hieroghjjihicusj bearing marks like hawk tracks; lepoc,
;

hawk;

yAii^w, cut out.)

Zygonectes hieroghjpliicna, Agassiz,

dan & Gilbert,

Amer. Journ.

Sci.

&

Arts, 1854, 353,

Mobile, Alabama; Jor-

Synopsis, 341, 1883.

966.

FUNDULUS DISPAR

(Agassiz).

Head 3|; depth 3^. D. 7; A. 9 scales 35-10. Body short and deep,
much coTiipressed. Head short and very broad, the flat interorbitpl space
being of its length, and barely twice the diameter of the eye the distance between the eyes above greater than the distance between them
;

'^

;

Snout broadly rounded. Fins moderate dorsal much smaller
than anal. Outer series of teeth somewhat enlarged. Coloration pale
olise, bluish in life; a very distinct brownish line along the edges of
each row of scales, appearing wavy or serrated as it follows the scales;
about 10 of these longitudinal stripes are present males with the lines
interrupted, appearing as series of dots, and further marked by about 9
dark crossbars adults with a black blotch below the eye, sometimes
confluent with it. Oviduct free from anal. Length 2^ inches. Lakes
and sluggish streams from northern Ohio to Missouri, and south to Mississippi
locally abundant; recorded from the Maumee, Wabash, Illinois,
below.

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
Big Black, and Pearl rivers.

—Fishes of North America.

A chubby

little fish,

059

very prettily colored,

{(Uapar, dissimilar.)

Amer. Journ.

Zygonerte^ dispar, Agassiz,

Beardstown,

Sci.

&

Arts, 1854,

35.1,

creeks opposite St. Louis,
9, 49, 1877; Hay, Bull. U. S.

Illinois; Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Fish Comm., 1882, GG;

9«7.

Synopsis, 341, 1883.

FIJNDULUS NOTATUS

(Rafinesriue).

(Top Minnow.)

Head 4; depth 4| eye large, less than snout, about '3 in head. D. 9;
Body rather slender, compre8.sed behind. Head
scales 34-11.
A. 11
low, depressed, and rather elongate, the snout somewhat produced, the
lower jaw scarcely projecting; interorbital space broad, its width about
;

;

Fins moderate, the dorsal and anal elevated in 'the
Teeth in a broad band, the outer series considerably enlarged
and canine-like. Coloration brownish olive, with a broad, dark, purplish-black lateral band running from tip of snout through eye to base
of caudal; darker in males than in females; young specimens have the
edges of the band serrated a few series of small black dots along the
sides of the back dorsal, caudal, and anal fins dotted with black; top
of head with a conspicuous translucent spot in life concentric striie on
Southern specimens often larger and darker in color.
scales strong.
Length 2 to 3i inches. Michigan to Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas;
generally abundant in ponds and canals. A pretty little fish, swimming
at the surface in quiet waters, feeding on insects; recognizable in the
water by the translucent spot on the head, also found in related species.
half length of head.

males.

;

;

;

{notaius, spotted.)
Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 86, 1820, tributaries of Ohio River in Ky.
Storer, Proc. Best. See. Nat. Hist., ii, July, 1845, 51, Florence, Alabama.

Smiotilus notatm,
Poecilia oHvacea,

(Coll. C. A.

Hentz.)

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 289, Prairie Mer Rouge,
Louisiana, and Russellville, Kentucky.
Zygonedes lateralis, Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. & Arts, 1854, 353, Mobile, Alabama.
Zygonectes zoiHilits, Aga.ssiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. & Arts, 1854, 353, St. Louis, Missouri.
Zijgonecles pulclielhis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 113, Sugar Loaf Creek, Ark.
Fiinibiliis aureHs, CoPE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 78, Detroit River, Grosse Isle, Mich.
Zygonectes nolatus, CopE, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvir, 34, 1880; Jordan & Giluert, Synopsis, 3.39,
Fimihilm

teiiellus,

1883.

GOntuee, Cat., vi, 314, 1866.
Gunther, Cat., vi, 315, 1866.

Haplochllns i?HlchelltiS,
Ilaplochilus aureus,

968.

FUNDULUS MELAPLEURUS

(Gosse).

(TiCKY-TICKY.)

Head 31; depth 3i. D. 11; A. 11 V. 5; scales 31-10. Snout broad and
obtuse, the mandible being directed obliquely upward the diameter
of the eye equals the length of the snout, 3 in head and 1| in interorbital
space. Dorsal and anal fins of moderate size the origin of the dorsal
;

;

;

midway between

the extremity of the caudal and the anterior margin of
the orbit, over the sixteenth scale of the lateral line, and opposite the
middle of the base of the anal. Free portion of the tail rather short, its
depth equal to the distance between the dorsal and caudal fins. Sides

Museum.
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of the al)doineu silvery, the portion
Streams of Jamaica locally conimou,
;

above the silvery part black.
(/ui^ac,

black;

Pacilia vieUipleura, (JossE, NatuniliKt's Sojourn in .laniaica, 84, 1851,

UaplocUilus mclanopleuruf, Guntiier, Cat., vi,

301.
AdinUi,

GrRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

;!17,

Tr/lfrpol',

side.)

Jamaica.

1860.

ADINIA,

Girard.

Sci. Pliila., 1859, 117, (iimlli/axciata).

This genus contains species agreeing in general respects with Funduhis,
but having the aspect of Ciiprlnodon. The gill openings, as in Cypriiimlon,
are restricted, the opercle being adnate to the shoulder girdle as far down
as the upper edge of the base of the pectoral. The body is short, deep,
and compressed. Besides the two species known to belong to this genus,

we provisionally place in it two others, which
seem to agree in external characters, though the restriction of the gill
(Jditiia, a coined name without
openings has not been noticed.
meaning.)
mulUfasciaia and dugesi,

I'ays; body oblong, tlie dejith 3J^ to 4; coloration jilaiu or mottled, without
dark cross bands.
Head rather heavy, about 4 in length; depth of body about 4; eye rather shorter than
snout, about 4 in head; scales 32 to 35-12; dorsal rays 12.
guatemai.ensis, 969.

Aual with 15

(I.

b.

hh.

Head very

thick and heavy, about

3';j in

length; depths^ to 3f; eye shorter than

PAcnvcErHALA, 970.
Anal with 11 or 12 rays; scales very large; body deep anil compressed.
c. Dorsal rays 15; body crossed by 5 or 6 black cross bands; depth 3 in length; head 3;
snout, 4 in head; scales 35-12; dorsal rays 13 or 14.

aa.

scales 30-11.
cc.

hitgesi, 971.

Dorsal rays 9 or 10; body crossed by 10 to 14 narrow pearly bands; dejith 2 to 2^^ in
multifasciata, 972.
length; he.ad 3; scales 2.5-10.

969.

Head

4; depth

thick and broad

4.
;

ADINIA OUATEMALENSIS

(Giinther).

(13); A. 14 or 15 (16); scales 32 to 35-12.

Head

interorbital space broad, slightly convex, its

width

D. 12

than half length of head. Snout broad, obtuse; lower
beyond upper; mandible longer than eye; eye
equal to or, in the larger specimens, less than length of snout, 4 in head,
and 2 in interorbital space origin of dorsal midway between tip of caudal and posterior margin of orbit, over nineteenth scale of the lateral
Dorsal and anal
series first anal ray corresponding to second of dorsal.
fins subquadrangular, rather low, longer than high in male, and as long
as high in female; two-thirds of caudal covered with small scales.
IJrown above and on the sides, pale below females with a very indistinct dark band along the side fins immaculate anal with a light margin. Sexual opening of the female not attached to the anterior anal rays.
Rivers of Guatemala, and southward, to western Ecuador. (Giinther.)
Ftmilulus giialemnlensis, GvNTiiEi!, Cat., vi, 321, ISOfi, Lake of Dueftas; Lake Amatitlan;
being a

jaw

little less

slightly projecting

;

;

;

;

;

Rio Guacalate

;

western Ecuador.
970.

(Coll. Salvin

&

ADIMA PACHYCEPHALA

Frascr.)

(Giinther).

D. 13 or 14; A. 15; V. 6; scales 35-12. Head
interorbital space very broad, slightly convex, its
width being i length of head; snout broad, obtuse; lower jaw slightly
Eye less than
projecting beyond upper; mandible longer than eye.

Head3i; depth 3^ to
very thick and broad
;

3^.

Jordan and Eiiennann.
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length of snout, 4 in head, and 2 in width of interorbital space. Origin
of dorsal midway between tip of caudal and posterior margin of orbit,
over sixteenth scale of lateral line fust anal ray under third of dorsal
dorsal and anal fins subi^uadraugular, of moderate height, the latter fin
being scarcely higher than long; caudal fin subtruncate. Brownish
above and on sides, each scale darker on tip an indistinct dark band
along middle of tail fins immaculate, anal with the lower margin whitish.
Guatemala. (Giinther.) (Traxi'f, thick «f0aA//, head.)
Fumlulus pathijcephitJns, Guntuer, Cat., vi, 321, 18G6, Lake Atitlan. (Coll. Salviu.)
;

;

;

;

971.

ADIMA DUGESII

(Bum).

Head 3 depth nearly 3 eye 4 in head, f, width of interorbital space.
D. 15; A. 11; scales 30-11. Body short and deep, robust; head depressed
above snout short, shorter than eye jaws short, the upper being freely
protractile. Teeth slender, conical, in a double series, those of the
outer enlarged. Opercle connected by membrane to the shoulder girdle,
beginning at a point in line of lower margin of eye. Anal very
short, its base half as long as dorsal base insertion of dorsal very slightly
in advance of anal at a distance from the front of the eye equaling about
twice the length of the head, its rays slender, not very long, the longest somewhat shorter than base of fin and less than half head base of
dorsal 2 in head anal inserted under third ray of dorsal, its longest ray
i to f head anal base very short, i as long as the dorsal base, and very
pectoral half head caudal slightly rounded
little longer than the eye
ventral in middle of length of body, excluding caudal, its tip not reaching vent, 36 in head. Light brown sides with 5 broad distinct bands
or 6 dusky bands, the widest somewhat greater than eye one of these
bands placed under anterior half of the dorsal; sides and head with
Length 3 inches. Guanajuato, Mexico. (Bean.) Evidently a
silver.
species of Adinhi, as is shown by the form and by the restriction of
the gill openings. (Named for its discoverer. Prof. Alfredo Duges, of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Guanajuato.)
Fundidus diigmi, Bean, Proc. U.
(Type, No. 37831.

972.

Head

S.

Nat. Miis., 1887, 373,

pi.

20, fig. 5,

Guanajuato, Mexico.

Coll. Professor Dugc-s.)

ADINIA MULTIFASCIATA,*

Giraid.

depth 2 (2f to 2:} in 9 ) eye large, 3 in head, 1^ in interorbital
D. 9 or 10; A, 11 or 12; V. 6; P. 14; B. 5; scales 25-10. Body
very deep, much compressed, much as in Cyprmodon caudal peduncle
very deep; head depressed, rapidly tapering to a sharp, conical snout;
the anterior profile somewhat concave females and young with the back
less elevated.
Teeth very small, in a villiform band, those of the outer
series wi<le-8et and considerably larger opercle adnate to shoulder girdle
above base of pectoral (as in Cyprlnodoti And JordancUa). Dorsal inserted
in advance of anal, its origin midway between caudal and middle of
eye, the longest rays in males reaching base of caudal, 1? in head anal
lower; ventrals Ih in head. Intestinal canal as long as body. Male
3

;

;

space.

;

;

;

;

" If the

genus Adinia

is

not recognized, this species should stand as Fundulus

xenicut.
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dark green

;

Museum.

sides -with 10 to 14 narrow, pearly bands, slightly oblique,

and mostly narrower than the interspaces a diffuse, dusky blotch below
and behind eye; lower Jaw orange; belly yellow dorsal and anal black;

;

with many round, pale-blue spots; orange spots near base of fin
caudal barred, with some pale spots ventrals dusky, tipped with yellow,
female greenish, with a faint, dark lateral shade and some pale cross bands
lower fins largely yellow upper mostly dusky. Length 2 inches. Gulf
Coast, West Florida to Texas locally very abundant in shallow lagoons;
an extremely beautiful little fish, here described from specimens from
Pensacola.
[multifasciatus, many-banded.)
ish,

;

;

;

Actinia mnUif(i.i,ii,ki,

GiuAiiu, Proi'. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 118,

Island, Indianola, Texas.
Fundulus .renifus, Jordan & Giibeui,
sacola, Florida; uot

I'roc.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 255,

."50821,

aud 30841.

Coll.

Jordan);

Memorias,

adinia,

but not in Adinia.

Jordan & Gilbert,

RIVULUS,

302.
Rivulus, PoEY,

Fiindiditx,

St.

Joseph

Laguna Grande, Pen-

Le Sueur, nor Fandnbis

Hi/drariji/ra muHi/asciata,

Gilbert; tho name, muUifascititus preoccupied in
29668,

Galveston;

Jordan &
(Type, Nos.

Synopsis, 545, 1883.

Poey.

307, 1860, (q/lindracens).

li,

Body rather elongate, subterete, covered with moderate-sized scales.
Mouth small, the upper jaw little protractile snout not produced. Each
jaw with a band of villiforra teeth and an outer series of curved teeth.
Male with the anal fin not modified oviparous. No air bladder.* Small
;

;

brooks of tropical America, the known species having in one
sex at least a large ocellated spot at base of caudal. Some of the species
recorded from Venezuela, Colombia, and Trinidad, may occur within our
fishes of the

{runilus, a rivulet.)

limits,
o.

Scales small, about 40 in a lengthwise series; dorsal rays 8; anal 12.
b.

midway between

Insertion of dorsal

tip of

caudal and center of eye; a black spot on

cylindraceus,

opercle, besides the caudal ocellus of the male.

Insertion of dorsal

66.

midway between

tip of

with light and dark spots; male with a caudal ocellus.

973. RITIJXUS

Head
A. 12

;

Month

973.

caudal aud edge of opercle; body marbled

CTLINDBACEUS,t

marmokatus,

974.

Poey.

3f in total length depth 5i eye 1^ in snout, 3i in head. D. 8;
scales 40. Body slender, nearly terete head broader than truijk.
;

;

;

small, little protractile, the maxillary not reaching orbit

;

teeth in

a band with an outer row of stronger ones.

Dorsal well backward, behind
front of anal, its insertion midway between tip of caudal and center of
eye; ventrals short. Green, with violet shades; a large, black, eye-like
spot at base of caudal in male cheek with a green band, ending in a black
spot fins plain greenish or dull orange female with a black ocellus on
opercle, none on the tail
sexes otherwise similar. Length 2 inches.
Havana. (Poey.) (c^ZiHf?raceMS, like a cylinder.)
;

;

;

;

Rivulus cylindraceus, Poey, Memorias,
TiiER, Cat., VI, 327, 1860

:

ii,

308, 1861,

stream at Mordazo.near Havana

;

GfN-

Poey, Anal. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat., 247, 1880.

*Tlie character of tho absence of the air bladder has not been verified in either of the following species.

fin Pooy's figure of 7?. cyUndracmn (1880), the mouth is represented as short and oblique. In
tho figure in the Euiiineratio (V, fig. 4) which Poey refers to liimUiis marmoralus, the mouth is
larger and nearly liorizontal.

Jordan and Evermarm.
974.
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UIVULUS MABMORATUS,

G63

Poey.

having the dorsal farther back, the
insertion from the tip of caudal bein<j equal to its distance
from edge of opercle; the anal appearing more advanced. Body dashed
Differs

from

distance of

Jiiviilns cylindracciis in

its

with light and dark spots;
(murittoratiis, marbled.
liiiHlits iHunnorattis,

Poey, Auales

a black caudal* ocellus.

ilo Ilist.

Nat. Espafia, ix, 248, 1880,

LUCANIA,

303.

Cuba.

(Poey.)

Cuba.

Girard.

Lucania, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 118, {fenutila); not Lncamts, a genus of beetles.

Body oblong, ccmpressod; lower jaw prominent, the cleft of the mouth
Mouth moderate, the snout not produced each
jaw with a single series of conical teeth. Scales very large. Gill openings not restricted. Dorsal and anal rays in moderate number, the dorsal
short and very oblique.

;

above or slightly in advance of the anal anal fin not modified in the
males; oviparous. Very small fishes of the coastwise swamps of the
United States, all of them very prettily colored. (A coined name, without meaning.)
;

a.

Body comparatively elongate, the depth 43^

to 5 in lengtli, the

form approaching

tliat

of

Rifiilus.
b.

Body without black longitudinal band

in either sex, the female with a caudal ocellus

as iu Riiuhis; an ocellus above front of anal; cleft of

mouth very short and nearly

vertical; dorsal rays 7; anal 8; depth 5 in length.

ommata, 975.
a black longitudinal band fiom eye to the black caudal spot;
male with the basal half of dorsal and anal black, the fins with red in life. Depth

Body

hb.

in both sexes with

4J4 iu length.
aa.

D. 9; A.

Body comparatively short and

9; scales 30-7.

ooodf.i, 97G.

3%

form .approaching
thiU of Cyprinoilon; body iu both sexes without black longitudinal band or black ocelli;
the fins in male with orange, the dorsal in male with a large black spot at base in
deep, the depth 3}^ to

in length, the

front.
c.

Body more oblong, the depth

3% to Z% in

length.

D. 11 or 12; A. 9 or 10; scales 26-8.
VENU.STA, 977.

cc.

Body deep, the depth

SH in

97.'>.

pakva,

D. 10; A. 10; scales 26-8.

length.

LUCANIA OMMATA

(Jordan).

Head 3J depth 5; eye 2^. D. 6 or 7; A. 9
Body fusiform, slender, somewhat compressed.
;

978.

or 10; scales 26 to 28-9.
Premaxillary very pro-

teeth small, pointed, iu one row, the tips not colored. Mouth
very small, its cleft almost vertical ventral surface of lower jaw directed
forward so that the fish seems truncated. Eye large, twice length of
snout, equal to the flat interorbital space. Gill membranes narrowly
connected, free from isthmus. Scales large. Anal inserted slightly in
advance of dorsal, not modified in the male; insertion of dorsal midway between edge of opercle and base of caudal pectorals and veutrals
email. Intestine not longer than body. Straw color, a dark vertebral line
male with 5 or G dark bars and no caudal ocellus; female with a jet-black
spot as large as i^upil on side just in front of origin of anal a larger ocellated spot at upper part of base of caudal, a dark band of minute points
tractile

;

;

;

;

'Misprinted "pectoral" iu Poey's description.
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nearly connecting the two spots, the band forking before the caudal spot
and sending a branch above and below it a dark streak from base of
ventrals along each side of anal to base of caudal a dark streak from
eye covering lower jaw another faint streak from eye to lateral spot,
;

;

;

forking to form an ocellus, as is the case with the caudal spot. Length J to
Swamps of Florida ; 8 si^ecimeus now known 2 obtained by R.
1 inch.
Edward Earll in Indian Eiver, the original types of the species 2 obtained
by Mann and Davison in western Florida, and described by Professor Hay
as Zy(jonecies viamni; the others obtained in the Santa Fe River and its
tributaries by Mr. A. J. Woolman, who alone has seen the male. In form
and color, the species resembles the genus i.'(r«?«s. It apparently difters
in dentition and seems on the whole nearer to Lucania. It can not be an
ally of Heterandria. The largest specimens are barely an inch in leugth,
so that the species may, in the words of Dr. Hay, " contend with Ileterandria
formosa for the honor of being the smallest known vertebrate." (u/u/uaruc,
eyed, in allusion to the caudal ocellus of the female.)
;

;

Heterandria ommata, Jordan, Proc. U.

No. 25331(2).
Zi/gonectes mainiii,
(Coll.

Coll. R.

Hay,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 323, Indian River, Florida.

Kilward Earll); Woolman, Bull. U.

Proc. U.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 555,

S.

S.

(Type,

Fish <!omm., x, 1890, 302.

Yellow Water River, Florida.

H. T. Maun.)
976.

LUCANIA GOODEI,

.Tordan.

eye 2i to 2f. D.9; A. 9; scales 29 to 32-7. Body
elliptical, rather elongate, the back considerably elevated to a point
just in front of the origin of the dorsal fin caudal peduncle rather deep
and compressed. Head short, comparatively narrow, and bluntly pointed;
mouth small, terminal both jaws with rather large, conical, caninelike teeth, apparently in a single series. Eye large, near the middle
Scales large;
of the side of the head, about equal to interorbital space.
humeral scale like tlie others. Fins large, especially in the males;

Head

4; depth 4i

;

;

;

midway between snout and base of caudal, conspicuously in advance of anal height of dorsal fin in the males t length
of head, about equal to the length of the base of the fin; anal fin
similar and nearly as high and long, beginning nearly under the
middle of the dorsal; caudal moderate, subtruncate; ventrals long,
in the males reaching the front of the anal, in the females reaching the
vent pectorals reaching past front of ventrals in both sexes. Color
origin of dorsal about

;

;

a very distinct black band in
both sexes running thiough eye and snout straight to the base of the
caudal, where it ends in a round black spot this band about as wide as
a series of scales, although developed on parts of 2 series; a consi^icuous
black band in both sexes along lower edge of the caudal peduncle, from
root of the caudal to vent, dividing and passing on each side of the anal
fin
fins in the female plain in the male, basal half of dorsal and anal jet
black, outer half pale with a black edge; pectorals, and especially ventrals, also dark-edged; caudal fin faintly mottled; vertical fins with
more or less red in life. Length IJ inches. Rivers of the Everglade
region locally abundant. Known from the Alligator, Arlington, Peace,
olivaceous, the scales with dark edgings

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and ETermann.
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and Withlacoochee rivers.
A very small but prettily colored
(Named for Dr. George Browu Goode, its discoverer.)

fish.

.Jordan, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 240, Arlington River, Florida, a tributary of the St. John's. (Typo, No. 23505. Coll. Dr. Goodo.) .Jordan & Gii.hert, Synopsis, .343, 18S3; Wooi.man, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., x, 1890, 294, pi. r,2, fig. 2.

lAimiiiii gonih'i,

977.

Head 3* depth

LUCANIA VENUSTA,

Girard.

eye 3. D. 11 or 12 A. 9 or 10 scales 26-8. Body fusiform, rather strongly compressed, the dorsal and ventral outlines about
equally arched
head narrow, compressed, flattened above the eyes, the
upper profile of snout both longitudinally and transversely convex snout
compressed, conspicuously shortened, and vertically rounded, its height
greater than its width
caudal peduncle long and rather slender, its
greatest height Ij in head, its length slightly less than head mouth very
small, protractile forward, the lower jaw very much projecting in open
mouth; mandible heavy, short, and strongly convex, less than diameter
of orbit; teeth small, but firm and strong, conical, in a single series in
each jaw, or forming an irregular double series anteriorly; no villiform
teeth behind this outer series
eye large, slightly shoi'ter than interorbital width, and greater than length of snout.
Intestinal canal
rather less than length of body.
Origin of dorsal fin nearly midway
between tip of snout and base of caudal, the longest ray (in ^ ) equaling
the length of its base
origin of anal fin under middle of dorsal
oviduct not attached to first anal ray, but produced backward, forming a
low sheath on both sides at base of first 6 rays length of anal base
head; longest ray ( c? ) i head; caudal V^ in head; pectorals long,
i
reaching beyond base of ventrals, If in head ventrals reaching slightly
beyond vent, 14 in head. Color ( ^ ) light olive, pale on belly sides with
some silvery luster and with indistinct trace of an obsolete dusky lateral
opercles and cheeks bright
stripe
scales conspicuously dark-edged
silvery; dorsal and caudal light yellow, and, as well as the anal, nardorsal with an elongate, vertical black
rowly magined with black
a vertical dusky
blotch at anterior margin, a yellow spot behind it
anal
streak behind each dorsal ray, composed of fine black points
orange or translucent, white at base ventrals similar to anal pectorals
;

3i

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pale yellowish

;

;

a dark vertical streak through

iris.

9 similar, fins all

Lagoons and inlets of the coast of the
Gulf of Mexico, exceedingly abundant about Pensacola, and westward
to the mouth of the Rio Grande; a pretty little fish, here described from
plain.

Length about

2 inches.

Pensacola specimens,
Umiavennaln, Girarh, U.

Texas.

S.

{venustus, pretty.)
Mex.' Bound. Surv.,

Iclitli., 71,

iil.

3ll,

figs 20-23, ISnO,

Indianola,

(Coll. CKark.)

Lucania nfnm, Girard, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 118,
Liicania venusia,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Sci. Phila., 1859,

Matamoras.
118;

Gi'NTilF.R, Cat., vi, 310, 1806;

Synopsis, 343, 893, 1883; .Jordan, Proc. V.

97H.

LUCANIA PAUTA

(Baird

&

S.

Nat. Shis., 1882, 257.

Girard).

(Rainwater Fish.)

Head 3i depth 3i eye 3. D.
Body much deeper than in Lucania
;

:

10 to 12;

A. 10 or 11;

venusta, the

scales

2r>-8.

form resembling that of

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Museum.

Females larger than males both sexes plump. Color in life
Males olive, with bluish reflections edges of the scales darker dorsal
dusky orange, with a large black spot at the base in front, ocellated
with orange; caudal orange yellow, tipped with black; ventrals and
pectorals translucent. Females
anal orange red, tipped with dusky
with the fins pale olive, without black spot or edgings. Length 1^ to 2
Atlantic Coast from Connecticut to Key West; very common
inches.
Adinia.

;

;

;

;

Key West, in shallow waters and tide pools close to the shore, especially
where fresh waters soak in the sea here described from Key West specimens equally abundant about the mouth of the Potomac in brackish
ponds and tide ditches. (H. M. Smith.) {parvus, small.)
at

;

;

CyprinodoH paritis,

Long

Island;

T.Hcania parva,

&

Jordan

Hugh M.

109;

Baird

Girard, Ninth Smiths.

<t

(Coll. Baird);

Gunther,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 893, 1883; Jordan, Proc. U.

Smith, Bull. U.

304.

S.

Fish

Comm.,

S.

Nat. Miis., 1884,

x, 1890, G8.

GIRARDINICHTHYS,

Bleeker, Cyprin.,
Gvnther, Cat., vi, 309,

GirardinichOiyK,

Limnunjiix,

Keport, 1854 (1855), 345, Greenport,

Cat., vi, 307, 186G.

Bleeker.

481, 1860, {iunominatua).

1800, {rariegatus).

the upper jaw very
Teeth small, pointed, in a single series in each jaw. Scales
rather small. Dorsal and anal fins long, each with 20 or more rays, nearly
opposite each other anal fin not modified in the male. Intestinal canal
Gill membranes partly united, free from
short, about as long as bodj-.
isthmus. Very small fishes, diifering from Lucania in the long dorsal and

Body stout.

Mouth

small, its cleft nearly vertical

;

protractile.

;

(Girardiyius; Ix^i-'C, fish; named for Dr. Charles Girard,
studied the fishes of the Mexican Boundary Survey.)

Mexico.

anal.

who

1822-1895,

(JIRARDINICHTHIS IXNOMINATIS. Bkeker.

979.

Head
A. 22

4;

depth

D. 20;

Head thick, the snout obtuse, the mandible being
upward neck arched, so that the upper profile of the
Origin of dorsal midway between occiput and base

directed vertically

head

eye 5 in head, 2 in interorbital width.

3J;

scales 44.

;

;

concave.
of caudal. Olivaceous, with irregular dark-brown cross bands, which
Length 21 inches. Vicinity
are sometimes confluent. Sexes similar.
not rare. Our specimens collected by Mr. Amos W.
of City of Mexico
is

;

Butler,

(hinominatus,

unnamed, Girard having omitted

name when describing the
Lucania,

sp.,

to attach a specific

species.)

Giuard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1859, 118,

GirardmicMlnjs JMnommafHs, BleekSr, Cyprin., 484, 1800,

City of Mexico.
.after Girard; JdRDAN & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 343, 1883.

Limmtrgn)

varicgaltis,

Gunther,

Cat., vi, 309, 186C; after

Girard; the name given by Bleeker

being regarded as barbarous.

305.

EMPETRICHTHYS,

Gilbert.

Empetrichthys, Gilbert, Death Valley Exped., Fishes, 233, 1893, {merriami).

Body rather elongate, the form approaching that of Fundnlus.
tine short, li times length of body.

Teeth conic, fixed,

in

Intes-

each jaw

arranged in a band consisting of two or three rows, the outer series

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.

somewhat enlarged. Ventrals absent. Branchioetegals five.
and lower pharyngeals greatly enlarged and bearing molar

667

Both upper
teeth, tuber-

cular in shape lower pharyngeals firmly attached to the ceratobranchials
of the fourth arch, while the massive epibranchials of the same arch
serve to connect them firmly at the sides with the pharyngobranchials
above; fourth branchial arch bearing normal gills, its median portion
;

produced anteriorly, forming a triangular extension of the lower pharyngeals in the middle line; on the oral surface this is indistinguisliable
from the pharyngeals proper, and like them bears molar teeth. Scales
normal, large, regularly imbricated, nowhere tubercular or ridged. This
genus seems to be allied to Orestias, a genus likewise devoid of ventral
fins, inhabiting the mountain lakes of the Andes.
It differs from Orcsiias,
as from all other Cyprhiodonts, in the singular development of the pharyngeals,
(ti', within;
Trerpoc, rock; /,t#if, fish, in allusion to the stony
pharyngeals.)
9S0. EMPETRICHTHYS MERRIAMI, Gilbert.

Head

3?

;

depth 3i

(from 13 to

15).

;

eye

5.

D. 11 or 12 (13 in one specimen); A. 14

Scales 30 or 31, counted to base of caudal rays, 33

all.
Head compressed, its upper surface slightly convex. Mouth
very oblique, "with a distinct lateral cleft, the maxillary free at tip only,
reaching slightly behind front of eye. Length of gape (measured from
tip of snout to end of maxillary) 3i in head; interorbital width 2^;
length of snout (from front of orbit to middle of upper jaw) 3f. Eye
small, its greatest oblique diameter 5 to 5^ in head. Distance from front
of dorsal to middle of base of tail ^ its distance from tip of snout.
Dorsal beginning slightly in advance of anal, and ending above its
posterior third, its greatest height equal to length of snout and eye;
caudal truncate when spread; pectorals broadly rounded, reaching half
way to vent. Color dark brown above, sides and below lighter, often
irregularly blotched with brown and white
the belly often appears
checkered, having centers of scales brown and margins white, or the
reverse; fins all dusky, the basal portions of dorsal and caudal with
elongated brown sjjots on the interradial membranes. In form and general appearance this singular fish much resembles the mud minnow
Springs of
( Umlra Umi), though somewhat deeper and more compressed.
the desert about Death Valley in eastern California, a depressed desert
(Named for Dr. C. Hart Mertract, intensely hot and almost rainless.
riam, the well-known niammalogist, in charge of the Death Valley

or 34 in

;

explorations.)
Empelrichthysinerriavii, Gilbert,
234,

111.

5,

May

31, 1S93,

California and Nevada.

306.
Characodou,

Guntheu,

Death

A'alley Exped., Fishes, in

North American Fauna, No.

7,

Ash Meadows, Amargosa Desert, on the boundary between
(Type, No.

-10,101.

Coll.

CHARACODON,

Merriam

A:

Itailey.)

Giifither.

Cat., vi, 308, ISGG, (laleralix)

Body rather deep and compressed, (iill openings restricted, as in
Mouth small, the teeth small, fixed, bicuspid, or Y-shaped,

Cyi)rino<Jon.''

* This character not verified in Characodon

lateralis

or C. furcidem.

Museum.
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in a single series, with a band of villiform teeth behind them.
Scales
moderate. Insertion of dorsal nearly opposite that of anal. Intestinal
canal short bones of jaws well united. Small fishes of the fresh waters
of Mexico and Central America. (,^a/)«f, a sharp stake ('nioti;, tooth.)
;

;

a.

Scales rather large, 32 to 35 in longitudinal series.
h.

Dorsal fin small, of 10 or 11 rays; anal rays 13 to 16; scales

sometimes broken into
Wi.

Dorsal

fin large,

3.'>-12;

a dark

of 13 to 16 rays; depth 3 to

3^

in length.

beginning with front of anal.
cr.

bilineatds, 982.

Dorsal rays 13 or 14; anal 15 or 10; scales 35-15; males with a faint dark lateral
stripe

made

of dark blotches; female without stripe, irregularly blotched or

VARIATUS, 983.

spotted.

rather small, about 50 in a longitudinal series; dorsal rays 10; anal 13; depth 3| in

aa. Scales

length; sides mottled or barred, the fins with dark bars.

CHARACODON LATERALIS,

981,

Head

depth 3
3^
scales 35-12.
;

eye

;

4.

D. 10 or 11

Body rather

;

furcidens, 984.

Giinther.

A. 13 in female, 15 or 16 in

elevated, with

Head thick and broad, with

arched.

band,

Dorsal rays IG; anal 10; scales 32-11; body with two lateral stripes, the second

c.

male;

latei-al

lateralis, 981.

spots.

the neck somewhat

the snout obtuse, as long as the eye.

About 20 smallish teeth
Mandible ascending obliquely, longer than eye.
Interorbital space flat,
in each jaw, their apex indistinctly notched.
Origin of dorsal fin a little nearer end
its width being 2\ in head.
both fins
of caudal than to occiput, a little behind that of the anal
small and rounded; in the male the six anterior rays are of nearly equal
length, but considerably shorter than the following, forming a very distinct portion of the fin all these rays are very closely set caudal fin
small, truncate, or slightly convex distance between dorsal and caudal
somewhat more than least depth of tail, and equal to distance between
eye and gill opening; pectoral obtuse, not quite reaching ventral;
Brownish olive
ventral small, not quite extending to the vent.
(in spirits), with a darker band running from the eye to the root of
the caudal this band sometimes broken up into a more or less regular
In general habits very similar to a
series of brownish-black spots.
Cyprinodon. Central America. (Giinther); not seen by us. (hderaliii,
;

;

;

;

;

pertaining to the side.)
Characodou

lat/ralin,

GuNTHEB,

Cat., vi, 308, 1800,

GirNTiiER, Fishes Central Anier., 480,

082.

Head

Central America;

(Coll.

Dr. Seemann);

pi. 82, fig. 2, 1880.

CHARACODON lULINEATUS,

Bean.

D. 16; A. 16; scales 32-11. Head broad and
depressed, the interorbital space being nearly flat, the nape moderately
arched. Snout short, rather shorter than eye the lower jaw somewhat
prominent upper jaw moderately protractile. About 20 bicuspid teeth
in the outer series of each jaw
villiform teeth behind the incisors evident mandible nearly vertical when the mouth is closed, nearly reaching eye. Eye scarcely more than + interorbital width. Scales on top of
head somewhat enlarged. Opercle connected by membrane to the shoulder girdle, beginning at a jioint slightly above upper edge of pectoral.
Insertion of the dorsal midway between the posterior margin of the eye
31

;

depth 3

;

eye

4.

;

;

;

;

Jordan and I^,vermann.
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and end of the scales longest dorsal ray 1^ in head base of dorsal 5 times
in body; anal inserted under third ray of dorsal
pectoral 5 in length
of body length of head contained 3f times in the total without caudal,
and much less than the depth at dorsal origin ventral reaching about to
vent, its length nearly \ head. Upper parts brown ligliter below, probably orange in life; the operculum silvery; a purple stripe along the
middle of the body, its greatest width about equal to the length of the
eye; abdomen silvery, this color extending up to tlie purple stripe; a purplish strijte on the edge of the caudal peduncle, from tlie eud of the anal
to the caudal. Length 2 inches. Rio Lerma, Guanajuato
one specimen
known. (Bean.) (bilhwatus, two-lined.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cliaraimhm

hilln.-aJiix,

Bean, Pioc. U.

Guanajuato, Mexico.

Nat.

S.

(Typo, No. 37832.

9S3.

Mils., 1«87, 371,
Coll.

ij1.

20, fi^.

2,

Rio Lerma,

Dugts.)

CHARACODOX VARIATIS,

Bean.

Head 3i; depth 3i; eye 3i. D. 13 or 14; A. 15 or 10; scales 35-15.
Head broad and depressed the nape moderately arched. Snout short,
the lower jaw strongly projecting. Thirteen or fouiteen bicuspid teeth
in outer series of upper jaw and 16 to 18 in lower jaw band of villiform
;

;

teeth behind the incisors fully developed in both jaws; mandible not
extending back to front of orbit, its length about equal to that of orbit.

Jaws moderately

Mandil)le almost vertical

i^rotractile.

when mouth

is

Snout shorter than eye, which is about f interorbital space.
Scales on top of head little enlarged. Opercle united by membrane to
the shoulder girdle to slightly above the upper edge of the pectoral.
Insertion of the dorsal about midway between the end of the scales and
the hinder margin of the orbit longest dorsal ray in male 11 in head
anal inserted under seventh or eighth ray of dorsal, its longest ray about
ventral midway between tip of
head pectoral 5J- to 6 in length
§
Head i total length including caudal, and
snout and end of scales.
equaling depth of body at the dorsal origin. Male chestnut brown, with
an indistinct dark lateral stripe made up of a series of interrupted dark
blotches opercle silvery abdomen yellowish. Female olive brown above,
lighter below the opercle silvery, overlaid below with orange; the abdomen with a yellowish tinge; lips dtisky iris pale scales of upper half of
body dusky at base lower half of body with numerous dark spots, the
largest about as long as the pupil. Length 2 to 3 inches. Tributaries of
Kio Lerma, about Guanajuato and City of Mexico; locally common, (varclosed.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

iatus, variegated.)
Cfliaracorlon vurialus,

Mexico.
Chanuodon

Bean, Proc. U.

(Typo, No. 37808.

femigiiieus.

juato, Mexico.

male of

tJ. S.

pi. 21), tig. 1, femali',

Guanajuato,

Duges.)

Bean, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 372,

Coll.

pi. 20, figs.

3

ami

4,

Guana-

Duges.)

Nat. Mus., 1892, 285; according to Dr. Bean,/<Tcr(3iiitH»

varialus.

984.

Head

Nat. Mus., 1887, 370,

(Type, No. 37810.

Oiaracodon varialus. Bean, Proc.
is tlio

S.

Coll.

CHARACODON FURCIDEXS,

Jordan & Gilbert.

4; depth 3|; eye rather large, 3^^ in head. D. 15 to 17; A. 13;
about 50-15. Body comparatively elongate, not greatly compressed,
the head rather low and broad, depressed, the profile rising evenly from
scales
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snout to the nape, the region thence to the dorsal gibbous, espeexamples, the caudal peduncle comparatively long and
slender, about as long as head. Anterior teeth large, firmly fixed, all
bicuspid or Y-shaped, in a single series; a band of minute villiform teeth
behind them, at least in upjier jaw. Mandible not extending back to
Interorbital area wide, very nearly half head.
front of eye.
Scales
rather small, those on top of head not much longer than others humeral
Opercle connected by membrane to shoulder
scale not enlarged.
girdle from upper base of pectoral upward, as in Cxjimnodon. Insertion
of dorsal very far back, midway between base of caudal and base of pectoral
first ray of dorsal very slender and articulate, not at all spinelike
dorsal fin low, not so high as long, its base If in head; anal
inserted below seventh ray of dorsal pectorals Ij in head ventrals 2
in head; caudal obliquely truncate, very slightly emarginate, the upi)er
lobe about >; longer than the lower, \\ in head upper lobe usually more
or less sharply angular lower lobe rounded. Males with the sides profusely mottled Avith darker, sometimes nearly plain vertical fins each
with several brownish bars and blotches and each with a dusky subterminal bar a narrow dark line along middle of each row of scales on
the back. Females with several short, dark bars on the posterior half of
the body, the fins colored as in the male; some small, dark specks on
caudal peduncle. About Cape San Lucas; locally abundant and about
Colima. (furca, fork; dens, tooth.)
tip of

cially in the larger

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Clnir<ir,nhni /iiirl<h;,s,

Lucas.*

& GILBERT,

.ToRBAN

(Type, Nus. 0571 ami 30971.

Pfdc.

TJ.

Cull.

S.

CYPRINODON,

307.

Nat. Mus., 1S82, 354,

near Cape San

Xantus.)

Lacep&de.

(PuusY Minnows.)
CiiprhwdoH, Lac^picde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 48G, 1803, {vaHe(jalns).'
Prinoilon,\
Trifarcius,

Kafinesque, Analyse de
Poey, Memorias,

ii,

Body very short and

la

Nature, 1815,

88, (variefjalus),

306, 1861, {riverendi).

back elevated. Mouth small, the bones
Snout short. Teeth nwderate, incisor-like, tricuspid, in a single series.
Dorsal fin moderate,
Scales very large.
inserted in advance of front of anal, its first ray not enlarged; anal
smaller; ventral fins small, occasionally wanting in specimens from desert
pools.
Intestinal canal little longer than body. Gill membranes considerably united, free from the isthmus.
(4ill openings restricted, the
opercle above adnate to the shoulder girdle. Chubby little fishes, inhabiting the brackish waters of Middle America,! sometimes living in warm
stout, the

of the jaws well formed.

salt springs, their colors generally brilliant.

lar except in color.

.

(Ki'rcpivoc,

* Probably from the lagoons at

name was

La

carp

;

Oviparous, the sexes simi-

oJorf, tooth.)

Paz.

a substitute for Cyprinodon, the latter being regarded as too long.
represent a disI The European and African species commonly referred to this genus seem to
tinct generic type, Lebiat, Cuvier, {=zMicroiiinijil= Ajihanins), distinguished by the freedom of
the opercle, aixi liy the more elongate form, resembling Fimdnlns. Of these species, Lehias cal(irihiiiiis from tlio Mediterranean is the best known, and is the only one on which these characters
have been verified.
t This

offered as

Jordan and Evertnann.
a.
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Scales large, 24 to 26 in lengthwise series; sides without dark lateral band.
6.

Sides with dark bars in the female, nearly plain in
lus on hist rays of caudal;
c.

Body

male with

males; females with black ocel-

tln^

tip of caudal black.

deep, the depth nearly or (juite half length of

body

in males, the

femalesmoro

eIon,i;atc.

d.

Humeral
e.

scale* considerably enlarged,

Dorsal rays usually 11; anal rays 10.
/. llead moderate, aliout 3}^ in body; male with the back largely blue in
life, the lower parts coppery; caudal in male with a dusky bar
at
tip, the base dusky or pale; unspotted; tips of dorsal dusky.
VAUIEOATI'S, 985.
/. Head larger, about SJ^in body; male with the caudal speckled at base;
this followed by a pale bar and a black one; dorsal pale.

EXIMIUS, 986.
ae.

Dorsal rays

9;

anal rays

8;

head very large, about 3

in length; coloration

fliirk.

BOviNiis, 987.

M. Humeral

scale little enlarged; dorsal rays 9 toll; head 3 to \\y^ in length;
depth nearly 2; scales 24 or 1^i.

g.

Anal rays 10 or

11; males dusky, the fins all margined with black; females
barred with black and usually with black dorsal ocelhis; ventral fins

often absent.
3!/.

Anal rays

MAiri,Auu;s, 988.

with two lengthwise series of coarse black spots; no
in specimens known.
dailevi, 989.

13; sides

ventral fins

slender, the depth 2% to 3 in length; dorsal rays 11; anal 10;
head rather large, 3}^ in length; dorsal spotted or clouded at base.

Body comparatively

cc.

ELEffANS, 990.
ccc.

Body more elongate, the depth nearly 4

in length; dorsal 9; anal 10; scales 26-9.
MART.T-;, 991.

Sides in males with faint coppery bars

66.

and yellow

spots;

fins

tipped with orange;

females with oblong blotches of bi-ight orange; no dorsal ocellus, humeral scale
not enlarged; depth 2f in length; head 3. D. 11; A. 9; scales 24.
carpio, 992.
aa. Scales smaller, 30 in a lengthwise series.
h.

Sides without longitudinal stripe, but with six

brown cross bands

a black bar at tip and a fainter one at base.
hh. Sides

D. 12; A. 10.

(in

male)

;

caudal with

felicianus, 993.

with a dark horizontal lateral band, bordered on each side by a light band; caunarrow dark band at base and a very broad one at tip. D. 12; A. 11.

dal with a

LATIFASCIATUS, 994.

985.

CTPBIXODON VABIEGATUS,

(Sheepshead Minnow

Head rather
3 in head.

;

Lacepede.

Pursy Minnow.)

small, 3i to 3? depth 2 to 2| eye 3^ iuterorbital width
D. 11; A. 10; B. 6; scales 26-13. Body very short and robust,
;

;

;

and much compressed, the females abruptly constricted at
caudal peduncle rather short and high, rapidly
narrowed backward to tail, its greatest height nearly equal to length of
head, its least height \ head head short, little depressed, narrowed upward
and forward, with sharp snout and small mouth width of mouth rather
less than length of snout
teeth large, in a single series, consisting of
wedge-shaped incisors, much widened toward tips, the cutting edge tricuspid no villiform teeth eye moderate, its diameter longer than manin adults high

base of caudal peduncle

;

;

;

;

;

;

than iuterorbital width, about equal to length of snout.
Opercle joined by membrane to shoulder girdle from a point slightly above
base of pectoral. Intestinal canal long, but not much convoluted, 2| times
dible, slightly less

* Character not verified in C. &ovtn«s or in C. elegans.
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length of body. Dorsal moderate, in females as high as the length of its
base, in males much higher; origin of dorsal midway between base of caudal and end of snout base of fin IJ- to l;^ in length of head longest ray
(in male 2 inches long) reaching halfway from base of fin to base of caudal,
the anterior rays e(|ualing length of head and extending beyond tips of
posterior rays when the fin is depressed; in females the longest ray about
\\ in head origin of anal under eighth or ninth ray of dorsal, the fin very
small, and much higher than long; length of base about equaling snout;
longest ray half length of head (less in females). No external oviduct.
Caudal truncate or slightly emarginate, 1:^ in head ventrals, in adult
males, reaching front of anal, 2\ iu head in females reaching vent pectorals long, reaching middle of ventrals, \\ in head.
Scales large, tuberculate in males, arranged in regular series humeral scale much enlarged,
its height nearly half length of head 26 or 27 obli(|ue series of scales from
opercle to base of tail 13 scales in an oblique series from vent to middle
of back. Color Male olivaceous from dorsal forward above pectoral to
head deep, lustrous steel blue, the color very intense and conspicuous in
life
rest of upper parts with rather greenish luster, becoming dull slaty
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

and on cheeks, opercles, sides anteriorly, and belly deep salmon
lower lip and preopercle violet dorsal blackish, the anterior margin of fin orange caudal dusky olive, with a jet-black bar at tip, and a
narrow black cross-streak at base; anal dusky at base, bordered entirely
around with bright orange; ventrals dusky, bordered with orange;
pectorals dusky orange, darker below. Smaller specimens show some
orange shading on the sides, and sometimes also traces of the cross-bands
of the female. Female very light olive lower half of sides with about
14 alternately wide and narrow vertical, dark bars, those anteriorly narrower and closer together usually 7 or 8 dark crossbars on the back,
alternating with the wide bars below these bars are of various degrees
of distinctness, sometimes almost obsolete; a dusky area below eye; young
blue,

color

;

;

;

;

;

;

with broad greenish cross shades wider than the interspaces belly pale
cheeks brassy dorsal dusky,
lower jaw largely blue
or yellowish
with an intense black, faintly ocellated spot near tip of last rays; caudal faintly reddish, with a black bar toward base other fins pale orange,
with some dark points. Length Male 3 inches female 2 inches. Cape
Cod to the Rio Grande, in brackish waters, entering streams, very abundant southward, the males more highly colored southward, but the
{variegatun,
southern form (called gibbosus) not otherwise diflerent.
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

variegated.)

South Carolina; GCnther,

Cyprinodon variegatus, LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 486, 1803,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Cat., VI, 305, 1866;

Esox

ovinits,

MiTciiiLL, Trans. Lit. and Pliilos. Soc,

Lebias elUpsoidea,

Le Sueur, Journ.

Lebias rhomhoidalis,

i,

329, 1883.

1815, 441,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

VALENCIENNES, Humboldt's Observ.

ii,

New

1821,

Zoiil.,

6,

ii,

York.

Florida.

100, 1817,

Lake Pontchar-

train, Louisiana.
Cyprinodon gibbosus, Baird
(Coll.

Clark);

& Girard,

Giraed, U.

S.

Synopsis, 329, 1883.
Lebias

ovintts,

De Kay,

Texas;
Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 390, Indianola,

Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth.,

N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 215, 1842.

67,

1859;

[ordan and FA'crmann.
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Kepresenled iu the Florida Keys and Cul)a by
985a.

Head

CYPRINODOX VAUIEOATLS RIVERKNDI

(Pooy).

This form is very close
3^ depth 2. D. 10 A. 9
form described as C. f/ihhosnn, but with larger scales and the anal
edged Avitli black. Male in life with the antedorsal region lustrous steel
blue, the rest of thel)ody olivaceoiis, obscurely clouded, but without dark
crossbars a black bar at base of dorsal a dark shade below eye anal and
caudal edged with black; ventrals and anal red; dorsal dusky, edged
with orange pectoral jilaiu, tipped with orange and blackish. Female
more silvery, the back olivaceous and speckled; the sides with about 13
blackish bars, which do not reach the back these alternately broad and
narrow no yellowish shades a dusky bar tlirougli eye lower fins whitdark band across base
ish upper pale dorsal fin with a black ocellus
of caudal. Length 2^ inches. Cuba and Florida Keys. Rather common
(Named for M. L. Kiverat Key \Yest in shallow waters near the shore.
end, a naturalist in Havana.
;

;

;

scales 24-12.

to the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Trifarcius* riferemU, PoEY, Memorias,

ii,

30G, 18G1,

Havana.

Oijprinodon riverendi, J ORJ>\yi, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 100.

<.)S6.

rYPRINOnOX EXIMIUS,

Head 3J; depth nearly 2
Head large; anterior profile more arched than
;

Giraid.

D. 11 or 12; A. 9 to 11.
back very

eye 4 to 41 iu head.

in C. varicf/alu.s;

Insertion of dorsal over that of ventrals, slightly nearer base
convex.
of caudal than tip of snout. Mouth small, the lower jaw prominent.
Male dark, nearly plain, the base of caudal with many longitudinal black
spots, which do not form a crossbar; the fin with a broad black tip,
before which is a rather broader pale bar; dorsal fin light yellow, its
base dusky lower fins plain or slightly dusky. Female without black
on tip of caudal, but with a black spot on dorsal behind; females and
;

Chihuahua River.
Leugth 2i inches.
crossbars.
Close to C. variegatus, but difiering in the color of the caudal and in the
larger aud more arched head. Our specimens from Rio de los Conchos,

young with black

obtained by Mr. Woolman.
Cifprinodon eximuiK,

& CiLBERT,

(exmhifi, choice, excellent.)

Giuaed, Proc. Ao. Nat.

Sci.

Pliila., ISVJ, 15S,

Chihuahua River

;

Jordan

Synopsis, 890, 1883.

9S7.

CYPRINODON BOVINUS,

Baird

&

Giiaid.

Head 3; depth about 2i eye 4 iu head. D. 9 A. 8; scales (in figure)
Apparently very similar to C. cximius, about equally deep, T)ut said
24.
to have a larger head, the ventrals under the front of the dorsal.
Male uniform blackish above, the fins unicolor except the caudal
;

;

which is tipped with black, its base unspotted; female with the sides
blotched, the fins plain, except for the dorsal ocellus. Leon Spring, in
southwestern Texas. (Girard.) (?Jori«H.s, like a bull.)
TexaS;
Cijprinodon hofimis, Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S53, 389, Leon Spring,
(Coll. Clark);

Girard, U.

S.

Mex. Bound. Surv., lehth.,

67, pi. 37, ligs. 12-18, 1859.

with
*Tho nominal <teuus, Trifarcius, based on tlio presence of 6 branchiostosals, is identical
to the statement of
Cyprinodou; the same number being found in Cijprinodon varieyalus, contrary
Valenciennes.
F. N. A.

44

Bulletin 4J, United States JVational JMuseum.
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CTPRINODON MACULABIUS,

Baiid

A

Girard.

Head 3 to 3J. Adults very short and deep, the depth being nearly or quite
half the length in half-grown specimens 1 inch long, the depth is contained 2f, in length. D.9toll; A. 10 or 11*; V. 6; scales 24 or 25. Eyevery
small, about equal to snout, li to If times in interorbital width,
;

and 8| times in head. Front of dorsal usually midway between occiput
and base of caudal. The species varies in form and color, and apparently
Males with the back
in the size which it reaches in different localities.
and sides uniform diisky, the lower parts lighter, all the fins in the most
brightly colored individuals being broadly margined with black; females
with the lower half of sides as well as belly lighter, often silverj- white,
the sides crossed by black bars, which are wide along middle of body, but
become much narrower than the interspaces on the lower half of sides
these bars varying in number and size and often alternating with narrower, fainter, and shorter ones; fins light, the dorsal either with or
without a black blotch on its posterior rays. Although usually uniform
in coloration, the males occasionallj' show lateral bars, which, however,
(Gilbert.)
contrast little with the general dusky color of the sides.
Springs and streams of the desert, from southern Nevada to Sonora
(macularius, spotty.)
locally abundant,
;

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 389, Rio San Pedro,
Arizona; Girard, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 68, pi. 37, figs. 8-11, 1859; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsis, 330, 1883;. Gilbert, Death Valley Exped., 232, 1893.
Cyprinodon californiensis,f Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 157, San Diego County,
California, probably from salt springs in the desert; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Cyprinodon maadarms,

330, 1883.

Cyprinodon nemdensis, Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

Sci., 1889, 270,

Saratoga Springs, Death

Valley, Inyo County, California.

* The normal number of \entral rays in this species seems to be 6.
No specimen ex.amined
has shown more than this number, and in several but 5 are present. In one specimen from Ash
Meadows, Nevada, the ventral fin of one side only is present, and contains but 3 or 4 rays. Four
young specimens from the same locality and 2 from Medbury Springs, Amargosa Desert, California, have the ventrals wholly aborted, and show on dissection no trace of the basals.
These
occur in the same lots with other specimens having normal ventrals, and are otherwise indistinguishable from them. No full-grown adults were found without ventrals, the largest being
a half-grown specimen about 1 inch long with the characteristic coloration of the males alre.ady
developed. Ten young specimens from the " Devil's Hole," Ash Meadows, are all without ventrals, and further collections from this locality would be of interest.
In the intestines were
found fragments of insects, and in one series of specimens from Saratoga Springs at the south
end of Death Valley, California, very numerous shells of a small Gasteropod mollusU. Sjjecimens are in the collection from the following localities
Medbury Spring (6 miles north of tho
Borax Works), Amargosa Desert, California; Ash Meadows, Amargosa Desert, Nevada; Saratoga
:

Springs,

Death Valley, California; Amargosa Creek,

California.

Gilbert.

thus described: "It maybe easily distinguished from its congeners
in North America by its uniforna system of coloration, which exhibits neither bands nor spots.
The general aspect of its body is rather short and deep, except in the young, which assume a
subfusiform appearance. The largest specimens which we have examined measure about an
inch and a half in total length. The head constitutes the fourth of tlie length, the snout being
abruptly rounded off. The mouth is, proportionately speaking, of medium size, whilst the eye
is rather small, subcircular; its diameter entering three times and a half in the length of tlio
side of the head.
The dorsal fin is higher than long, and superiorly convex; its interior margin
being nearer the apex of the snout than the posterior margin of the caudal. The anal fin is
nearly as large as tlie dorsal, deeper than long, inferiorly convex, particularly upou its posterior
half. Tho caudal is posteriorly truncated, nearly linear. The ventrals are small, ])ro.ject beyond
the vent and reach almost the origin of the anal. The pectorals are well developed, rounded off,
extending as far as a vertical line drawn at the insertion of the ventrals. The ravsare: D. 10 + 1;
A. 11; C. 3, 1, 8, 8, 1, 3; V. 7; P. 12. Tho scales are much deeiier than long, aiit."rioi ly truncated
and posteriorly rounded otf or convex. The color is olivaeeous brown, with a dark-grayish tint
along the back, and a golden tint beneath." Girard. Situ Diego County, California.
t Cyprinodon caUforniensis

is

Jordan and Evermann.

CYPRINODON BAILEYI

089.
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(Gilbert).

immature specimens from Pahranagat
Valley, Nevada, iioue of them showing trace of ventral fins. They are
olivaceous above, bright silvery on the lower half of sides and below,
and have 2 lengthwise series of coarse black spots, 1 along middle line of
body, the other on a level with the lower edge of caudal peduncle. The
anal fin is larger than in typical maciilarius, the 11 specimens having each
13 rays instead of 10 or 11, as constantly in the latter. Pahranagat Val(Gilbert.) Pei'haps a variety of C /»ac«ian?<s.
ley, Nevada.
(Named for
Vernon Bailey, its discoverer.)
this species are leferied 11

Cyprintiihm maciilarms

bailei/i,

Valley, Nevada.

990.

HeadS^; depth

Gilbkrt, Death Valley Exped., Fishes,

(Type, No. 46110.

Coll.

Merriam &

CYPRINODON ELEOANS,

1893,

2.'i3,

Pahranagat

Bailey.)

Baird

&

Girard.

D. 11 A. 10; scales 26-12. Body more elongate
than in any of the preceding the upper outline of the head less depressed,
so that the profile is continuous fins low, the dorsal quite small its rays
scarcely extending to the beginning of the caudal peduncle. Head large.
Bluish black, sides somewhat variegated with darker, the males somewhat
spotted dorsal fin speckled at base edge of caudal fin black in the nuile
a black patch on last rays of dorsal in the female. Length 2^ inches.
Tributaries of the Rio Grande specimens apparently belonging to this
species from Rio de los Conchos, at Chihuahua. This species maj^ prove
inseparable from C. hovinus. {elegants, elegant.)
2i to

3.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.
Texas; (Coll. Clark); Girarp, U. S. Mex. Bound.
Jordan it Gilbert, Synopsis, 319, 1883.

Oyprinorlnn elerjam,

991,

Head

Phila., 1853,

CYPRINODON MART.E,

3i depth nearly 4 eye 3 in head
Body rather elongate
P. 16; scales 26-9.

38!»,

Surv., Ichth., 60,

Camanche

Spring,

pi. .37, figs. 1-7,

1859;

Steindachner.

snout 3S. D. 9 A. 10 V. 7
snout blunt; teeth tricuspid,
in 1 row; top of head broad; dorsal and anal very high in male, the
height of dorsal 24 times its base, the last rays reaching beyond base of
caudal insertion of anal under middle of base of dorsal insertion of
dorsal nearer that of caudal than tip of snout by half length of head
ventral as long as head, eijual to pectoral caudal weakly concave; scales
Back grayish sides silver white male
largest about shoulder and nape.
with anterior margin of dorsal dusky last 3 or 4 rays of dorsal and anal
banded, for their Avhole length, with light and dark in alternation, the
others more faintly marked and only toward their base 2 or 3 dark bands
on caudal, the last broadest. One specimen known, from Santa Marta,
on the Caribbean coast of Colombia, near the mouth of Rio Magdalena.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cyprinodon

iitartx,

Steindachner, Ichth.

992.

Beitr., iv,

1875,

CYPRINODON CARPIO,

Head 3; depth 2? eye in adult 3^
Body comparatively elongate, rather
;

(il,

Santa Marta.
Giinther.

D. 11; A. 9; scales 24-9.
strongly compressed head large
in Jiead.

;

Bulletin 47, Untied Stales National
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Museum.

profile not very Bteep: fius rather low, the dorsal and anal not nearly
reaching caudal; humeral scale not larger than the others; scales very
thick and firm, those on lower parts of body less reduced in size than
usual. Pectorals reaching middle of ventrals, which reach vent. Male in
life light olive; sides silvery, with 6 narrow, faint bars of coppery; sides
with a number of spots of bright clear yellow, besides the blotches of
orange found in the females lower jaw mostly golden 3 bright-yellow
stripes obliiiuely across the cheeks to the jaws; dorsal and caudal finely
speckled with olive; tip of dorsal orange, as also the lower edge of
;

;

Female
caudal and anal; ventrals orange red; no ocellus on dorsal.
pale, with numerous blotches of light bright orange, these mostly
loni'-itudinally oblong on upper parts and irregular or vertical below
sides of head marked with bronze lower jaw whitish fins plain dorsal
and caudal slightly yellow. Young females with traces of 1 or 2 dusky
bars at base of caudal. Still younger specimens (as in the original types)
Exceedingly abunnearly plain silvery. Coasts of southern Florida.
dant in lagoons and shallow shores about the Florida Keys and north to
Pensacola. A strongly marked species, larger than most others of the
;

;

genus, reaching a length of 3 inches

specimens,

;

;

here described from Key

West

{carpio, carp.)

OijprbwdoH carjuo, Gi'NTHER, Cat., vi,

30fi,

ISBd,

America, locality unknown; .Jordan

ct

Gil-

bert, Synoiisis, 330, 1883.
Ouprinuflon myiirus,

GooDE & Bean, Proc. U.
Coll. Stearns.)

(Type, No. 30479.

998.

S.

Nat. Mua., 1882, 433, Pensacola, Florida.

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 110.

CYPRINODON FELICIANUS

(Poey).

Head 3^ in length with caudal; depth 2f eye 3^ in head. D. 12; A. 10;
scales 30. Back elevated mouth small, circular, with trifid teeth. Pectoral reaching vent; ventral small; male with small prickles on the scales.
Brownish, the belly yellow, reddish in life; body with 6 brown vertical
bands; dorsal dusky; pectoral and anal yellowish, edged with dusky;
caudal yellowish, with a terminal band of black, a rather faint bar at
;

;

(Named

Length 1| inches. Cuba. (Poey); not seen by us.
Felix Garcia y Chavez, of Havana.)

base.

Trifarcim felicianus, Poey, Synopsis, 412, 1867,

994.

Havana.

for

(Coll. Poey.)

CTPRINODON LATIFASCI ATI'S,

Garmau.

Head 4 in total length; depth 3. D. 12; A. 11; V.6; P. 14; scales 30-11.
Form and dentition of C. variegatus, the black caudal baud much wider
a light band from middle of opercle to lower half of caudal a dark band
above this, separated by a narrower band of light from the dark olive of
;

silvery color of belly separated from the light band on the
by a short band of brown fins clouded with brown caudal with
a narrow dark baud across its base and a broad one across its extremity.
Parras, Coahuila, Mexico. (Garman); not seen by us. {lntit.s, broad;

the back

;

flanks

;

;

fasdatus, banded.)
Cijpr'modnn lcUifascialu.i,

Garman,

huila, Mexico; Jordan

Bull.

Mus. Com]).

& Gilbert,

ZoiJl., viii,

Synopsis, 329, 1883.

No.

3,

92, 1881,

Parras, Coa-

Jordan and Everniann.
308.
JordaneUa, GooDE

& Bean,

— Fishes of

JORDANELLA,
Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

ii,

jVori/i

Goode

&

America.
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Beau.

1879, 177, {floruhv).

short, deep, compressed. Head short. Mouth small, very protracthe lower Jaw the longer; lips fnll. Jaws each with a single series
of rather broad, wedge-shaped, incisor teeth, the cutting edge of which

Body

tile,

deeply notched, usually triiid. Branchiostegals 5. (jill openings narrowed, the opercular nieuibrane adnate to the opercle above. Dorsal fin
elongate, the number of rays 16 to 18, the first being a robust spine
insertion of dorsal fin behind ventrals, in advance of front of anal, its
last ray behind the last of anal; dorsal fin not greatly elevated; anal
fin shorter and smaller, similar in both sexes; ventral fins small, with a
scale at base caudal fin rounded; pectorals short and small. Intestinal
canal rather long, 3 times length of body. Sexes similar. (Named for
David Starr Jordan.)
is

;

995.

Head 3*

J0RDANELL.4 FLORID.E, Goodo k

depth 2 to 2i

Bean.

eye large, 3i to 4. D. I, 14 to 16 A.I, 11 to 13
scales 25 to 27-11 or 12.
Body ovate, short, and deep, with elevated back,
deep caudal peduncle, and steep profile. Head moderate, flat and broad
between the eyes, its profile less steepthanthat of the back. Mouth small,
.anterior, the lower jaw projecting. Scales moderate, the humeral scale not
much enlarged. Dorsal fin inserted midway between snout and base of caudal, its first ray robust and spine-like, grooved behind, longer than the
diameter of the eye and about as high as the succeeding soft rays fins all
rather low, the ventrals reaching just past the vent. Scales with strong
concentric striaj
scales of side with occasional developed pores, sometimes forming 2 or 3 imperfect lateral lines. Color olivaceous sides oi-ange
;

;

;

;

;

;

or brassy, with a broad steely-blue stripe along each series of scales; 4 or

most distinct in the young, nearly
a large, diftuse, dusky blotch on the sides below the

5 vague, dift'use, black vertical bars,

obsolete in the adult

;

fins mostly dark, the dorsal barred or speckled in the males,
nearly plain in the females, sometimes a dusky blotch on its last rays
body and fins everywhere finely punctulate with black a dark bar below
eye. Length 21 inches.
Streams and swamps of Florida; abundant. A
singular little fish having the aspect of a Centrarchoid.* Here described
from specimens taken by Dr. J. A. Henshall in San Sebastian Eiver.
Herbivorous, at least in part. Specimens are recorded from San Sebas-

dorsal spine

;

;

and Myakka
Lake Monroe, Lake Jessup, Lake Tohopekaliga, and

tian, St. Johns, Alligator, AVithlacoochee, Hillsboro, Pease,

rivers;

also from

other waters around Kissimee in Osceola County, Florida.
Tonlanellajhjiirhe, GooDE & 1?EAN, Trof. I'. S. Nat. Mus., ii, 1879, 117, Lake Monroe, Florida.
(Typo, No. 1S0G2. Coll. Professor Baird); JoKr).*.NA; Gilbert, Synopsis, 328, 1883; Woolman,
Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., x, 1890, 300, with good figure; LiiNNBERO, Ofvers. Vet. Akad. FiiHi.,
115, 1894.

* " I do not know if it can be proper to talk about mimicry in this case, but JordaneUa is certainly iu coloration very much indeed similar to a small Cli;en<>hri/tliis ijnlosus. Even the black
Si)Ot on the opercle flap of the lattir corresponds very well to the lilack spot on tlio side of JordaneUii, and as the head of the War-JIoutli
is so much larger it is situated not much farther
hack than in .7t)(JaH<7/i(. It is possible that through this likeness some fishes that feed ou minnows can he cheated to believe that they liavo a war-mouth that is less delicious and maybe can
defend itself with mouth and spines before their eyes, instead of a harmless miunow." (£iuar
Liinnberg, /. c, 115, 1894.)
'

'

Museum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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309.
Psetidoxiphophorus,
Pcecilioides,

PSEUDOXIPHOPHORUS,

Bleekeu.

Bleeker.

Ichtlivol. Incl. Prodr. Cypr., 483, 18G0, (bimacuhUus).

Steixdaciiner, Sitzgsber. Akad.

'SViss.

Wieu,

18G3, 17G, (bimaculalns).'

This genus has the general characters of Gambusia, differing in the
larger size of the dorsal fin, -which has 13 to 16 rays instead of 6 to 10.
Anal fin short, less advanced in the male than in Gamhusia. The species
reach a much larger size than those of Gambusia. The males, as in Gambusia, are smaller and less numerous than the females.
Mountain streams
of Mexico. (y;ei;(5fyf, false Xiphophorus.)
;

996.

Head

PSEIJDOXIPHOPHORrS BIMACULATUS

depth 3|

(Heckel).

eye longer than snout, 3^ in head.

D. 12 or 13
A. 10 scales 30-8. Head broad and flat, its width between the eyes 2
Lower jaw projecting. Anal process ending in a small hook.
in length.
Length of dorsal equal to head, its front in advance of front of anal.
Color light brown, each scale above and back of abdomen with a dark4

;

;

;

brown crescent all the scales, fins, and mouth parts profusely spotted
with brown a black spot behind upper end of gill opening and a round
;

;

blackish spot on upper half of root of caudal a black bar composed of
black spots at base of dorsal and anal; a second series of dark spots
on dorsal not quite corresponding to the first series. Length 3 inches.
Central Mexico, generally abundant here described from numerous speci;

;

mens from Eio Blanco,
of mountain streams.

it is abundant in the swift waters
the only species thus far known in Rio
(Woolman.) {bimaculatus, two-spotted.)

at Orizaba, where

This

Blanco above the cataracts.

is

Xiphophorus himaailaius, Keckel, Sitzgsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1848, 196,
Psmidoxiphophoriis reticulahis,* Tuoschel, Miiller"* Reise Mexico,

iii,

Mexico.

App. G38, 18G5, no locality;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 344, 1883.
GuNTHEn, Cat., vi, 332, 186G; Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis,
1883; Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xiv, 1894, Go.
Pcecilioides bimacidatiis, Steindachner, Sitzgsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1863, 176.
GiTNTHER, Cat.,

I'seiidojr>pho2ilioriis

VI, 333, 186G;

himacidatus,

310.

GAMBUSIA,

344,

Poey.

(GUAJACONES.)
Gamhusia, Poey, Memorias,

Body moderately

i,

382, 1855, {punctata).

elongate, becoming deep in the adult female.

Mouth

moderate, larger than in Pwcilia, the lower jaw projecting, the bones well
joined both jaws with a band of pointed teeth which are not movable
snout not produced. Eyes noruial, not divided. Scales large. Gill openings not restricted. Dorsal and anal fins both i-ather short and small,
;

* Psettdoxiphophorus reticidalus, Troschel. Our specimens of this nominal species show the
following characters:
Snout broad, spatulate, the lower jaw projecting. Eye equal to snout, 3^^ in head, 2 in interorbital space.
Anal process in male IJ^ head with a slight curve at its tip. Caudal peduncle
short.
Anal fin inserted in front of dorsal. Dorsal long, its length 3 in body. Culoiution as
in P. bimaculatus, but darker and more profusely dotted with brown.
A large black spot on
upi)er half of root of caudal, and traces of another behind gill opening. Occiput and snout
dark brown. Scales on back and sides with a dark-brown crescent. These do not appear on
scales of lower parts as in biinnculuius; dorsal tin with dark -brown cross streaks made of dark spots.
Fins, scales, cheeks, and opercles i)rofusely dotted with brown. Head 3^^; depth 4. I). 15; A. 8;
scales 31-8. Length '2}'^ inches. Hitherto known from one specimen. Hero described from two
males and one female from Ilio Blanco at Orizaba, collected by A. J. Woolman. This form
occurs in company with P. biiuaculalus; the two can scarcely bo separated, and are probably not
really different, but, aa Mr. Woolman has already suggested, simply extremes of variation.

Jordan and Evermann.
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the anal more or less in advance of the dorsal anal tin of the male much
advanced and modified into a long intiomittent organ, which is about as
;

long as head. Intestinal canal short. Brauchiostegala 6. Vertebne
about 32. Small viviparous fishes inhabiting the swamps, springs, and
ponds of Mexico, Cuba, and the Southern States, swimming near the surface and feeding chiefly on insects or small Crustacea. The males are
slenderer than the females and very much smaller; compared with the
females, the males are very rare, and not often collected.
("The name
owes its etymology to the provincial Cuban word Gamluitino, which signifies nothing,' with the idea of a joke or farce.
Thus one says 'to fish
for Gamhusinos^ when one catches nothing." Poey.)
'

a.

Scales rather small, about 35 in a lengthwise series; dorsal rays 10; anal 11; head
4y,\ in
length; depth 3^; back and dorsal fin with a series of black dots.
i-unctata, 997.

aa. Scales large, 26 to 32 in

a lengthwise

series.

Anal rays 11; dorsal rays 9; scales 30; head i in length; depth 3%; liody and fins with
black dots; a black band below eye.
puncticulata, 998.
hb. Anal rays 7 to 10, usually 9.
c. Kody without dark cross bands.
il.
Body without dark lateral band or with merely a faint, narrow, dark lateral
6.

streak; general color olivaceous, dotted.
e.

ee.

Origin of dorsal

fin over origin of anal (iu male); scales large, 26.
D. 8;
A. 8; color nearly plain.
infans, 999.
Origin of dorsal fin in the female about over middle of anal; body usually
dotted above, and with a faint dark line along sides, sometimes plain
olivaceous; usually a jet-black blotch below eye, this sometimes obso-

lete; dorsal

and caudal usually with cross

with a black blotch on

side,

series of dots; gravid female

the black interstructures showing through

the silvery peritoneum.
/.

Body moderately

stout, the depth

females; back not

much

3%

to

4 in length; deepest in adult

head moderate, 3% to 4 in
length; dorsal rays 8 or 9, (rarely 6 or 7); anal rays 8 to 10; scales
30 to 32.
AFFINIS, 1000.
/. Body very robust, the depth 3 to 3% in length; back much elevated;
head large, 3 to

3}y^

elevated;

in lengtb

;

dorsal rays 8; anal 9; scales about

30; sides of belly anteriorly with

many dark

times forming an indistinct J)aud from

gill

points, these someopening to ventrals.

NOBILIS, 1001.
ee.

Origin of dorsal

tin in

the female over last ray of anal; olivaceous, with

brown dots along series of scales; dorsal and caudal with series of
dark dots; middle of anal blackish. D. 8; A. 10; scales 29-S; head
3% in length; depth 3%.
nicaragvensis, 1002.
dd. Body with a dark band from upper edge of gill opening to caudal; anal process bent in male.
'J.

Insertion of dorsal not far behind that of anal.

D.

8;

A. 8 or

9; scales

29-7

head 4 in length; depth about 3%.
gracili.s, 1003.
cc. Body with more or less distinct dark cross oands, sometimes replaced by a series
of dots; a black spot in both sexes on middle of base of anal; fins dotted.
D. 8 or 0; A. 10; scales 28-7; head 3}^ to 3%; depth 3% to -1. EPiscoi-i, 1004.
ccc. Body black, nuarbled with yellow; depth equal to length of head, 5 in total
length with caudal; insertion of dorsal behind middle of total length.
PICTUKATA, 1005.
997. (iA.lIBUSIA

PUNCTATA,

Poey.

(GUAJACON.)

Head4i; depth 35; eye 3. B. 6; D. 10; A. 11; V.
Lower jaw projecting beyond upper.

13-f-20.

6; scales 35; vertebrae

Eye half width of

Bulletin
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^.y,

United States National Museum.

Origin of dorsal in female midway between tip of
caudal and front margin of orbit, opposite seventh or eighth anal ray;
anal process of
origin of dorsal in male in middle of the total length
male shorter than head; pectoral fins not quite reaching as far as ventrals; length of base of anal fin of the female \ its distance from caudal.
Upper half of body and dorsal fin with series of black dots. Rivers of
Cuba; very common our specimens from Kio Almendares. {pimctatus^

interorbital space.

;

;

speckled.)
Gamhiisia pimrlala, Poey, Memorias,
TJ. S.

998.

Head

i,

;i84, isrif),

Cuba; Gunthek,

Cat., vi,

.'534;

.Iordan, Pine.

Nut. Mus., 1880, 34.

GAMBUSIA PUNCTICl'LATA,

depth 3j; eye 3 in head.

Poey.

D. 9; A. 11; V. 6; scales 30;
19.
Lower jaw projecting beyond the upper. Origin of
vertebra} 13
dorsal in female midway between extremity of caudal and center of eye,
opposite middle of anal; in male origin of dorsal in the middle of total
length; anal process of male longer than head; pectoral and ventral tins
short free portion of tail rather deep. Body with scattered black dots
an oblique blackish band below the eye; dorsal and caudal fins with
transverse series of black dots. Streams of Cuba. (Poey.) {ijuncticu4;

B. 6

;

+

;

latus,

dotted.)

Gamhitsia puuclicniala, Poey, Memorias,

999.

i,

386, 1855,

Cuba;

GAMBUSIA INFANS,

Gi'NTilEn, Cat., vi, 334, 1866.

Woolman.

Head4i; depth 41. D.8; A. 8 scales 26. Body slender. First rays
of dorsal midway between snout and end of caudal, or midway between
the posterior margin of opercle and end of scales insertion of anal
almost directly beneath first rays of dorsal base of dorsal very short,
slightly more than length of orbit; diameter of orbit a little greater
than length of snout, about 2| in head; modified anal of males about 11
times length of head, or about equal to the distance from insertion of
Back
dorsal to end of scales; ventral fin short, not reaching vent.
light olive green; but few scales Avith dark edges or other marking
except a very narrow hair line along the middle of the caudal peduncle
from the dorsal to end of scales, and another line of about equal length
and breadth, but more distinct, which extends along the lower edge of
the caudal peduncle from the last rays of anal to the caudal fin coloration of types very pale, probably a result of life in muddy water.
Length 11 inches. Rio Lerma, about Salamanca, Mexico; only male
specimens known, (iu/ans, infant, from the small size.)
;

;

;

;

WooLMAN,
Salamanca, Mexico.

Gamhiisia iiifms,

Bull.

1000.

tl. S.

Fish Comm., xiv, 1894,

(Type, No. 45570.

Coll.

GAMBUSIA APFIXIS

G2,

pi. 2, fig.

3,

Rio Lerma,

AVoolmau & Cox.)
(Baird

&

Giranl).

(Top Minnow.)

Head 3^ to 4
usually 30-8 to

;

depth 3f to

4.

D. 7 to 9; A. 8 to 10; scales 29 to 32,

Body rather plump, large specimens becoming deep.
Head moderate, very broad and much depressed; teeth in broad villi10.

form bands; eye moderate, 1^ to If in interorbital width, 3 to 3^ in head.

Jordan
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Dorsal small, far back; distance from

insertion to candal half that to snout, its first ray about over middle

its

anal laiger and higher than dorsal. Light olive, each scale
edged witli darker; a very narrow dark streak along sides; top of head
dusky; a more or less distinct triangular bluish-black bar below eye;
sides and belly anteriorly dusky with dark dots; a black blotch on each
side of belly, caused by the black internal organs showing through the
skin young specimens often uniform yellowish fins dusky the caudal
usually with cross series of tlots. Length \\ to 2 inches. Males very
scarce,* and very small, about \ to 1 inch long, the anal process as long
as head. The ordinary form, to which the w^xwq iiairuvVxs has been given,
has usually 8 dorsal rays, a dark suborbital bar, and the fins more or less
speckled. Some specimens from Texas have fewer spots, the body and
fins nearly plain, and the dorsal rays G or 7.
These differences are probably of little value. If, however, the distinction holds good, the common
form (Delaware to Texas) should stand as subspecies 2)airueli^, the name
the names Iwlh-GoU, melanops, and atrilatits being
affiuis having priority
synonyms of _/j((/r(/e?(s. Marshes and lagoons of the South Atlantic and
Gulf coasts, Delaware to Mexico, and north to southern Illinois, in brackish or fresh water; excessively common southward, usually in clear
water, but in sluggish rather than running streams. The young are produced in summer, when about i of an inch long.t (afjinis, related, to G.
of anal

;

;

;

;

;

holbrooki.)

IMemniMa

f#Hi.«,t Baiiid & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. 8i-i. I'liila., lHr>:',, I'.lKl, Rio Medina and
Rio Salado, Texas. (Coll. Clark.)
Ileteramh-ifipatrueJls, Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1S,M5, :'.!«), Rio Sabinal, Rio
Nueces, and Elm Creek, Texas. (Coll. Clark.)
Heleranilria holhrooki, Agassiz, MS., ]S.'>4, Charleston, South Carolina,

Gamhnsia

holhrooki,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., \%b'.\ (U,

Palatka, Florida; Gi-xther,

Cat., VI, 334, 18GG.

GamhuMa

speciosa,

Mexico
*0f

;

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1859, 121,

Rio San Diego,

New

Leon,

said to liavo fin rays in small uumlier; not counted iu description.

by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, G8 were females.
and fragments of a mosquito.
t " Mr. A. A. Duly has informed me that he has witnessed the act of copulation and the birth
of the young of Gamhusia. lu coitus tlic male's head is turned in the direction of the tail of the
female, the prolonged anal tin seeming to be thrust iuto the external oiieniug of the ovarian
duct or genital pore of the female, which lies just in advance of the anal tin. The young, when
born, are stated by Mr. Duly to be about
of an inch iu length, and to bo expelled in a single
mass, consisting of 8 to 11 young fi.-^hes at a single effort. This nias.s, as soon as it escapes, is
Been to be composed of the infant Gaitibmias, which at once separate and swim away. No membranes seemed to be expelled togeihcr with tlie mass of young, so that it is probable that iu this
species, as in Anablejjs and the Euilncloci'lu; the fietuses rupture the follicles in which they were
69 examples from the lower Potomac examined
of cue specimen contained alga;, diatoms,

The stomach

%

developed a short time before birth. I say a short time before birth, because our observations
indicate that, unliUe yln((h/e;)s and Mkrometriis, the development of Giwihiisia is es.sentially completed within the follicles, and no yelk sac remains outwardly visible when the young are set
free.
My iuformant also tells nie that the parent fishes devoured their young as soon as they
were born if they were not separated, by tiiiiisferring one or the other at once to another
acpiarium.
Fright seemed to hasten or jjrecipitato the jiarturition, which Mr. Dulv tells me
actually took place under such circumstances.
lie also noticed that more than one brood
seemed to be produced by the same parent consecutively and duriug the same season, and ho
has reason to think that more may have been jiroduced, as his observations only extended over
the latter part of summer with adults brouglit from Cherrystone, in August "and September,
which ho kept in aquaria in the National Jhiseum." (Ryder,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885,
^
'

'

1.55.)
X

size

GamhixUi

and

black.

affiuis

(Baird & Girard): Body modonitely

Dorsal and anal fins similar in
Coloration plain; dorsal and caudal dotted with

shajie, the latter not much advanced.
4; depth 3|.
D. G; A. H.— Girard.

Head

stout.
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Girakd, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Ganibtisia gracilis,*

Sci. Phila., 1859, 121,

Museum.

Matamoras, Mexico; name

preoccupied.

Gambmia

liumUis,

vi, 334, 1866; substitute for (jracilix,

GOntiiek, Cat.,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 345, 1883.
Haphchilus melannps, Cope, Proc. AiinT. Phil. Soc, 1870, 457,

jirooccupied;

Jordan &

Neuse River, North Carolina.

(Coll. Cope.)
Xiigoiiecles alrilatns,

Jordan & Brayton,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xil, 84, 1878,

Neuse River, Golds-

Braytou & Gilbert); Jordan & Giluert, Synopsis, 340, 1883.
Zygonectes hrach>jplerns,\ Cope, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xx, 34, 1880, Trinity River, Fort
Worth, Texas; (Coll. Cope); Jordan k Gilbert, Synopsis, 341, 1883.
Gamhuaia affinis, GiNTHER, Cat., VI, 330, 1806; GiRARD, Mf x. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 72, pi. 39, figs.

boro. North Carolina;

(Coll.

Jordan & Gilbert,

12-15, 1859;

GambiisituHitruelis,

Evermann & Kendall,

Synopsis, 340, 1883;

Fish Comm., xil, 1892 (1894.) Iu7,

i)l.

Bull. U. S.

25, fig. 2.

GiRARD, Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth.,

72, pi. 39, figs. 1-7, 1859;

Jordan & Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 340, 1883,
Zygotiectes melanops,

Jordan, Bull.

Lab. Nat. Hist.,

111.

GAMBUSIA

1001.

.52,

1878.

JfOBILIS (Baird &

Girard).

Head 2; depth 3i. D. 9; A. 10 scales 30-7. Teeth in broad bauds.
Interorbital space twice ej'e. First ray of dorsal twice as fiir from tip of
;

suout as from base of caudal. Color light brown, punctate above by brown
dots; breast orange; abdomen yellow; a faint dark band as broad as
eye running along sides to root of caudal a dusky band running down
and back from eye across the cheek; a dark oblique band of dark points
from gill opening to anal. Scales on upper part of body edged with
brown. Length 2 inches. Southern Illinois to the Rio Grande region,
our specimens collected by Woolmau in Chihuahua River and representing Gamhusia senilis. A very doubtful species, composed jirobably of over;

grown examples of Gamiusia
Heterandrianobilis,

Baird

affinis.

Spring, Rio Grande Del Norte.
Gamhitsiu

D.

9;

(nobilis,

noble.

ifeGiRABD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853,

SL-uihs,

Girahi), -Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 122,

A. 10

size large.

;

(Coll.

John

39ii,

Leona and Camanche

(Coll. Clark.)

Chihuahua River, Mexico;

Potts.)

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 143, Cache Creek, southern Illinois. (Type, No. 29066. Coll. Forbes.) Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 892, 1883.
Gamhusia nobili'i, Girard, Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 71, pi. 39, fig. 8-11, 1859; Gvnther, Cat.,

Zygoiiecles !nnrus,l

VI, 335, 1866;

Jordan & Gilbert,
1002.

Head

Synopsis, 346, 1883.

GAMBUSIA NICARAGUENSIS,

Giiuther.

Snout broad, subA. 10; scales 29-8.
3| depth 3^. D. 8
spatulate, the lower jaw projecting beyond upper. Eye a little more than
;

;

Olive;
* Oanibusia gracilia (Girard) Slender; anal largerthan dorsal, and much anterior to it.
dorsal and caudal with narrow blackish crossbars. Head 4%; D. 6; A. 9. Matamoras.— (iicai-ff.
equally
line
vertical
behind
the
t Ziigonectis bracht/pterus, Cope: "Base of the first dorsal ray
dividing the base of the anal; ventrals not reaching base of anal. Scales large. Head wide,
with overhanging supercilia; interorbital width twice the diameter of the orbit, whicli enters
the length of the head 23^ times. Color uniform oliviiceous, the scales witli brown edges;
cheeks silvery; no spots on the head. Body stout. Head i}^; D. 7; A. 8; scales 30-9. Length
2 inches."
Cope.
:

Head broad; eye as long
1 ZijgnneHes inurus, Jordan & Gilbert: Body rather short and deep.
as snout, 'Ay, in head, 2 in interorbital width;"tceth in a band, the outerseries scarcely enlarged.
FinsKh.irt. "Yellowisli brown; scales darker edged; body without distinct longitudinal stripes
or liars; lielly golden; a very conspicuous Jet-black spot just below the eye, and continent wUh
Head 3%;
it ill the adult; dorsal and caudal fins with series of blaek dots; caudal very large.
depth 3^. D. 7; A. 9; scales 28-7. Length i^i inches. Southern Illinois.

Jordan and Rvermann.
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length of snout, 3 in head, antl ff width of interoibital space. In the
female the origin of the dorsal is somewhat nearer tip of caudal than
pectorals not quite reaching
tip of snout, opposite last ray of anal
as far backward as the ventrals, which terminate immediately in front
of anal free portion of tail rather short length of base of anal about
half its distance from caudal. Brownish olive above, sometimes with a
dorsal and caudal fins
series of black dots along the rows of scales
crossed by series of black dots; middle of anal blackish. Lakes of
Nicaragua. (Giinther.)
;

;

;

;

Gambmia nkaragiieusis,

GiiNTHKit, Cat., vi, 336, 18G6, lakes of

GAMBUSIA GRACILIS,

100.1.

Head 4 depth 3$ to

Nicaragua.

((!()11.

Ca])t.

Bow.)

Heckel.

deepest in female. D. 8 A. 8 or 9 V. 6; scales 29-7.
nearly iji middle of total length, but little behind that

;

4,

;

;

Origin of dorsal fin
of anal fin in the female; anal process of male nearly twice as long as
head, its extremity bent pectorals reaching beyond root of ventrals
anal fin short in the female, the length of its base being at least 1 of its
distance from the caudal. A dark band runs from the ui)per end of the
{gracilw,
(Heckel.)
Orizaba, Mexico.
gill opening to the caudal.
;

slender.)
Xipliophonts gravilk,
Ganibtisia gracilis,

Heckel,

Sitzgsber.

GiiNTHEU, Cat.,

Akad. Wiss. Wien,

vi, 336, 1866

;

Jordan

(JAMBUSIA EPISCOPI,

1004.

&.

i,

300, 1848,

Orizaba, Mexico.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 346,

18,s:!.

Steiudachner.

Head3ito3f; depth, male, 4; female, 3| to 3f eye 3 in head. D. 8or9;
Body elongate, the males slenderest interorbital
scales 28-7.
A. 10
width 2 snout broad, depressed, the lower jaw prominent; outer teeth
;

;

;

;

a

little

stronger; insertion of dorsal in female about in middle of length
anal longer than head in males. Body in both
;

pectoral reaching ventral

;

sexes with numerous dark cross bands, which posteriorly reach the belly,
but which are wanting before the dorsal in the females sometimes a row
of dark spots from pectoral to caudal bands sometimes faint, replaced
;

;

by a dark blotch on middle of sides below front of dorsal edges of scales
with dark dots usually a black blotch on middle of base of anal rows
of dark spots usually present on dorsal and anal. Length If inches.
Ditches on the isthmus of Panama, at Obispo Station, (hence the name
Episcopus = bishop.)
OMspo
;

;

;

=

Gombnsia

episcopi,

Steindachneu,
1005.

Iclith. Beitriige, vi, 9, 1S78,

(JAMBUSIA PIC'TURATA,

Obispo, near Panama.
Poey.

male specimen imperfectly described. Depth equal to length of
head, about 5 times in total length with caudal eye occupying second
third of head. Dorsal beginning a little before middle of length; anal
much farther forward, its longest rays i length of body ventrals very
small; caudal rounded whole body black, marbled with yellow golden
Length I'i inches.
Iris silvery, with a dark lengthwise band.
in life.
Cuba. (Poey); not seen by us. (pict ura iis, iticUiiod.)

A

;

;

;

;

f

Gambusia pielurcUa, Poey, Synopsis, 410, 1868, San

Diego de

los

Bancs, Cuba.
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311.
Bclonesox,

Kner,

BELONESOX,

Museum.

Kner.

Sitzgsber. Akiul. 'Wiss. Wie-ii, ISiJO, XL, 410,

(lielir.amis)

jaw bones being much
produced, uiakiug a beak like that of Lahidesthes. Premaxillaries forming together an elongate triangular plate, but not anchylosed together.
Mandible long, somewhat prominent; each jaw with a broad band of
cardiform teeth. Scales small. Anal in advance of dorsal, modified
in the male into an intromittent organ.
Branchiostegals (5. Intestinal
canal short. Carnivorous. Mexico. (Belotte; Etiox.)
Cleft of

mouth much developed

1006.

laterally, the

BELONESOX BELIZAXl'S,

Kner.

Head 2t to 3; depths to 6. B. 6; D. 9 A. 10 or 11; V. 6; scales
56 to 63-18. Upper surface of thepreinaxillary plate as longaspostorbital
;

.

Length of base of dorsal more than i its distance from
caudal in males, and i in females. Brownish olive above; sides with
longitudinal series of black dots; a round black spot on the root of the
caudal. Anal process of male composed of 3 rays, and f as long as head.
Southern Mexico, Honduras, and Guatemala; a curious fish, reaching a
considerable size, the females 7 inches, the male 4 in length, (belizanus,
part of head.

from Belize.)
Belonesox belir:anvs,

THER,

Kner,

Sitzgsber. Aliail. Wiss-.

Cat., VI, 333, 186G;

312.

Jordan * Gilbert,

ANABLEPS

Wien, 1860,

419,

with

fissure,

Belize;

(Ji'N-

Syuopsis, 345, 1883.

(Artedi) Bloch.

(FouK-EYEi) Fishes.)
.4naWep.s (AuTEDi)

Bloch, Irbthyologia,

viii, 7, 1795, {lelrojAfhnlmim

— aiiahleps).

Body elongate, depressed anteriorly and compressed posteriorly. Head
broad and depressed, with the supraorbital part very much raised. Cleft
of mouth horizontal, of moderate width, the mandible being short,
having, however, its bones firmly united upper jaw protractile. Both
jaws armed w-ith a band of villiform teeth, those of the outer series
being largest and somewhat movable. The integuments of the eye are
divided into an upper and lower portion by a dark-colored transverse
band of the conjunctiva; also the pupil is incompletely divided into 2
by a pair of lobes projecting from each side of the iris. Nasal opening
produced into a short tubule depending from each side of the im)uth.
Scales rather small or of moderate size. Dorsal and anal fins short, the
former behind the latter anal fin of male modified into' a thick and
long scaly conical organ with an orifice at its extremity. Intestinal
tract but little convoluted.
Gill membranes of both sides united for
a short distance, and not attached to the isthmus. Vertebrae about 46.
Fresh waters of South America, one species ranging northwai'd to southern Mexico extraordinary fishes, swimming at the surface of the water
and feeding on insects, the eye divided by a horizontal partition into a
lower portion for water use, and a portion for seeing in the air.
(avajSAemj, to look upward.)
;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
1007.
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Gill.

D. 9; A. 10; scales 65 to 70, 49 before dorsal. Vertebra;
24
22.
Flat portion of interorbital space as broad as a scale. Back
and sides of the body blackish brown, with a well-defined, broad, golden
4.

+

band along sides from the axil of the pectoral to the base of the caudal
fins jiale.
Waters of Central America, from Chiapas to the Isthmus of
Panama. (Giinther.) (Named for Captain John M. Dow, discoverer of
the species at Panama.)
Anablcyts

doi'ii,

GiLi, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

313.
Gondea, Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

18ti4, 4,

GOODEA,

Panama; Ginther,

Cat., vi, 338, 186C.

Jordan.

Nat. Miis., 1879, 299, {airipimm).

Form of Fundulus, but with the intestinal canal elongate, the dentary
bones loosely joined, and the teeth slender, movable, tricuspid, attached
in a single series on the outer edge of the jaws, not closely set, a band of
villiform teeth behind them. Fins small, the dorsal and anal similar, the
No spines. Scales moderate. Mudcanal elongate.
Anal fin in male probably not
modified as an intromittent organ. Mexico. (Named for Professor George
Brown Goode, director of the United States National Museum, and one
of the most scholarly of modern writers on fishes.
dorsal slightly in advance of anal.

eating, the intestinal

1008.

GOODEA ATRIPIXXIS,

Head 4; depth 4; eye 3i. D.

Jordan.

Body oblong,
compressed, the back nearly straight, the caudal peduncle deep. Head
short, broad, depressed. Mouth small. Lower jaw projecting. Teeth
loosely inserted, not close together.
Eye moderate, directed partly
downward, a little more than half width of interorbital space. Humeral scale somewhat enlarged.
Fins small
dorsal slightly in advance
of anal; caudal small.
Intestinal canal elongate, convolute, (and
filled with mud in the types).
Bluish above, sides nearly plain; a
silvery streak along each row of scales
vertical fins chiefly black,
especially on the distal half. Length 4 inches. Guanajuato, Mexico,
from a salt lake in a volcanic basin a singular little fish, difteriug from
all the other herbivorous Cyprinodonts in the tricuspid teeth, and
apparently, also, in not having the anal fin modified,
(ater, black;
12; A. 13; scales 37 to 40-13,

;

;

;

pinna, fin.)
Gooilea alnpimns,
(Tyi)e,

Jordan, Proc. U.

No. 23137.

314.
Plalyjyi'rihis,

GuNTHER,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 299,

Coll. Prof. Dugus.)

Leon

Jordan & Gilbert,

PLATYPCECILUS,

in

Guanajuato, Mexico.

Synopsis, 348, 1883.

Gunther.

Cat., VI, 350, ISCiG, (macuhiiiis).

Small fishes, with the body deep, the origin of the anal fin distinctly
behind that of the dorsal, both fins being short otherwise essentially as
in Heterandria.
{TTAurvg, broad; TrotK'dvi;, Pacilns ^= Pacilia.)
;

a.

aa.

Body deep, the dejith 2% in length; side of body with a black spot.
Body moderately elongate, the depth 3>2 in length; chin with a black
black blotch at base.

macI'Latus, 1009.
line; dorsal

with

:>

mentalis, lOlf.
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MACULATUS,

1009. PLATTPffiCILUS

Head

Museum.

Gunther.

eye longer than snout, 3 in head. D. 10 A. 9;
scales 25-8.
Body much compressed and elevated. Interorbital width |
length of head. Dorsal fin rather large; anal small; pectoral reaching
beyond root of ventral caudal peduncle short and deep. Olivaceous a
roundish black spot on middle of root of caudal a black spot on middle
of side of l)ody
dorsal often densely spotted with black
margins of
anal and caudal black. Length 1^ inches. Mexico
known from two
fenuile specimens.
(Giinther.) (nniculafus, spotted.)
3i

;

depth 2i

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Plalypacilm maculahis, Gunther, Cat., vi,

."iSO,

Mexico;

18G6,

(Coll. Sall6);

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 348, 1883.

1010. PLATIPffiCILUS

MENTALIS,

Gill.

Head 3^ depth 3i eye considerably longer than snout, 3' in head.
Body regularly compressed backward and moderately elevated, its
greatest depth being in advance of dorsal
head less compressed than
the body
the width of the Interorbital space less than i entire
;

;

;

;

length of head.
Dorsal fin moderate, higher than long, its origin
about midway between tip of snout and middle of caudal anal small,
its origin opposite middle of dorsal
caudal fin round, equal to length
of head, its depth at base f length of head pectoral extending considerably beyond root of ventral; ventral not reaching anal. Color, a uniform brownish olive, with no caudal spot a linear band crossing the chin
parallel with the lip; the dorsal wnth a deep, black, band-like spot near
the base crossing the anterior half. Brooks on Atlantic side of Isthmus
of Panama. (Gill); not seen by us. {mentalts, having a conspicuous
;

;

;

;

chin, mentum.)
Platypuecilus 7nen(alis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1876, 335,

HETERANDRIA,

315.
Heterandria, Agassiz,
Girardiiins,

Amer

Poey, Memorias,

Journ.
I,

Isthmus of Panama.

Agassiz.

Sci. Arts., 1853, 135,* {formosus; holbrooki).

383, 1855, f (metallicus).

Body rather slender; mouth very

small, the lower jaw very short, its
bones not united; snout short; both jaws with a single series of slender,
movable, pointed teeth scales rather large anal fin more or less in
advance of dorsal, in the male modified into an intromittent organ; intestinal canal elongate. Very small, viviparous, mud-eating fishes, anmng
;

;

*The genus Uelin-nndrhi was proposed by Agassiz (Amer. .Journ. Sci. Arts, xvi, 1.'55) in 1853, to
include certain Cyprinodonts which have the anal fin in the male modified. The two species {holand formosa) possessed by Agassiz (but not named until 1859), belong to different genera,
which correspond respectively to Poey's Gambiisia and Girardinns. These generic names first
occur in the Memorias sobre la Historia Natural de la Isla dc Cuba (I, p. 390). The date assigned
to their publication by Girard (Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859) is tho year 1851, which wouldgive each two years priority over HeleraudrUi. This is, in fact, the date given on the title page of
the STemoriax, but the volume was issued in parts, its publication extending over several years,
and the issue of the part containing Girardiiins and Gambitsia could not have been earlier than
This is evident, as papers written in 1854 are printed in the text before it. In place either
1855.
of Gambnsia or Girdrdinns the name Heierandria must therefore be used. We have elsewhere
restricted it to the typo of Glrardiuxis, regarding Heierandria formona, Agassiz, as its type. This
arrangement is in accordance with the wishes of Professor Poey, to whon; we are indebted for
the suggestion that Ilderandria is prior to Girardimw.
brooki

t These species were first named by Girard in 1859, after Agassiz's manuscript. Agassiz defined
the genus Ilelrrandrin with Chnlu(jaster, Zyrjonerles, and Melamira in 1853, in a letter to Prof. J. D.
Dana, published in the American Journal as above, but in this paper the species were not named.
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the smallest vertebrate animals known, found in swamps and ditches
In habits, the species are similar
of the warmer parts of America.
to those of Gambnsia, and some of them strongly resemble the latter

The

gcnns.

small,

weak month and

distinguish the species of Ilcterandria.
States to Central America and the

feeble dentition will, however,
Mexico and the southern United

West

Indies,

(erepof, di fie rent

;

iivrip,

male.)
Anal rays

a.

b.

II; scaleB

30 to 35.

Scales in 35 lengcthwise series; dorsal rays 9; a round black spot on side opposite vent.

hh. Scales in

silvery crossbars; a black spot at
ao.

Anal rays 6 to
c.

UNINOTATA, 1011.
body reticulated with brown, and with
posterior base of dorsal.
metallica, 1012.

30 transverse scries; dorsal rays

9; dorsal

9;

rays 7 or 8; scales 24 to 28.

with a jet-black lateral streak, crossed by G or 8 black vertical bars; bases of dorsal, caudal, and anal each with a black spot; size very small.
Formosa, 1013.
Sides without distinct black crossbars across a lateral band.
d. Sides with a row of about 7 round blackish spots of the size of the eye, along middle

Sidei=

fc.

of side; a black line along tail above

and below;

tail

with faint cross bands.
PLEUROSPILUS, 1014.

with a rather faint dark lateral band.
e. Dorsal with a black blotch on its posterior rays; a dark line along tail above
and below, and usually silvery crossbars on its side; 2 or 3 irregular reticulated black spots above lateral band.
versicolor, 1015.
ee. Dorsal without dark blotch, the fins all plain; a dark line along lower edge of

dd. Sides

tail; size

rather large.

1011.

Head 5i

occidentalis, lOlG.

HETERANDRIA UNINOTATA

(Poey).

to 6; depth 5 in total length (with caudal).

B. 5; D. 9; A.
snout, 3i in head. Dorsal fin
of female inserted at middle of total length ventrals reaching the vent.
Anal process of the male very long, equal in length to its distance from
11;

Eye longer than the

scales 35.

;

the end of the snout, terminating in a clasper. Greenish brown, with a
large round spot on the side, opposite the vent. Streams of Cuba.
(Poey) not seen by us. (uninotatu-s, with one spot.)
;

Girardinus nninolatus, Poey, Memorias,

ii,

309, ISGl,

Rio Tacotaco, Cuba; Gunther,

Cat., vi,

351, 1866.

1012.

Head

4i; depth

HETERANDRIA METALLICA
B. 5; D. 9; A. 11;

(Poey).

Y. 6
scales 30; vertebra;
4J.
Origin of dorsal in female nearer tip of caudal, and opposite
third or fourth anal ray; in the male it is nearer tip of snout. Anal process of the male nearly twice as long as head, with recurved spines, and
a clasper at its extremity. Pectoral and ventral fins short. Free portion
of the tail moderatelj^ deep. Greenish, reticulated with brown, with
silvery cross bands
a black spot at the posterior part of base of dorsal.
(Poey.) Streams of Cuba. (we/a//icH8, like metal.)
13

;

+ 20.

;

Girardinus metaUicKs, Poet, Memorias,

387, pi. 31, figs. 8-11, 1S55,

i,

Cuba; Gunther,

Cat., vi,

351, 1866.

1013.

HETERANDRIA FOR.MOSA,

Agassiz.

Head 3i to 3f depth 3i to 4 eye 3. D. 7 A.
to 9 scales 24 to 28.
Body short, slightly compressed. Snout very short, about g eye. Mouth
;

;

;

<!

;
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terminal, slightly oblique;

with a

lower jaw

series of small, pointed,

jaws each
membranes united.

slightly projecting;

movable teeth;

gill

lin short, on posterior part of body, its origin above, on a vertifrom middle of anal, and about midway between end of snout
and tip of caudal fin; anal in males considerably in advance of dorsal,
and trausformed into an iutromittent organ; caudal fin rather long,
about 5 in body, slightly dusky at its tip. Color in spirits, brownish
olive; a dark band about as wide as eye from mouth through eye and
along middle of the side, terminating in a black spot at base of caudal
baud crossed by 6 to 9 brownish-black vertical streaks which become
fainter with age, the anterior ones the less prominent; these nuirkings
made up of small dark dots; a black spot on base of dorsal and anal
Length, female 1 inch, male I inch. South Carolina to Florida;
fins.
exceedingly abundant in the black water of swamps and in ditches, in
company with Gamhusia affinis; said to be the smallest known fish.

Dorsal

cal

(fonuostis,

comely.)

Hetenmilriafoniiufa, AfJASSlz

ton,

MS, 1853; Gikard,

I'roc.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1859,62, Charles-

South Carolina; Palatka, Florida.

Girardimu formositf, Gunther, Cat.,

Jordan & Gilbert,

1014.

Head 4; depth

vi,

354,

186G;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopeis, 349,

1883;

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 236.

HETERAXDRIA PLEUROSPILIIS

3|.

D.8; A.

9;

(Giinther).

Eye more than length

V.G; scales 28-8.

of snout, 3 in head, and IJ in interorbital sx^ace, which is slightly
concave. In the female the origin of dorsal is at middle of total length,
and conspicuously behind that of anal; caudal fin large, longer than
head, subtruucate behind free portion of tail somewhat elongate, length
;

distance from caudal; pectoral fin not quite as
long as head and not extending so far backward as the ventral fins,
which reach vent; in the male the origin of dorsal is somewhat nearer
tip of caudal than that of snout; the anal process quite straight, nearly

of base of anal i of

its

twice as long as head, and ending in a simple tapering point; caudal
very short. Reddish olive a series of 6 or 7 round blackish spots, each
about the size of the eye, along the middle of the side; a black lino
along the base of the anal fin and on lower and uj^per margins of the
caudal fin with 2 indistinct dark cross bands. Females 2 inches
tail
long, males 1. Guatemala. (Gunther.) (nXevpov side aTrZAor, spot.)
;

;

,

Girardinus pleurospilus,

Gunther,
1015.

Cat., vi, 353, 1866,

Lake

;

of Dueftas.

HETERANDKIA VERSICOLOR

(Coll. Siilviu.)

(Giinther).

Head 3f depth 3?. D. 8; A. 8; V. 6; scales 27-8. Eye longer than
snout, 2i in head, and IJ in interorbital space, which is nearly flat. In
the female the origin of dorsal is nearer tip of snout than tip of caudal
;

and opposite second ray of anal caudal moderate, as long as head, rounded
behind; free portion of tail somewhat elongate; length of base of anal
;

fits distance from caudal; pectoral shorter than head, extending somewhat beyond root of ventrals, which reach vent. Reddish olive above,
sometimes with indistinct silvery crossbars on the side of the tail; an
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band along middle of side, and above it 2 or 3 reticunumber and situation being variable, even on
the two sides of the same individual a black lino along the lower and
upper margins of the tail a blackish blotch on the jiosterior rays of the
dorsal fin. San Domingo. (Giinther.) Known from 2 females; not seen
by us. (versicolor, variegated.)
indistinct dark

lated black spots, their

;

;

Girardiniis rersicnloi;

Guntiier, Cat.,

1016.

Head

vi, 3r>2, 18GG,

San Domingo.

HETERANDRIA OCCIDENTALIS,

(Coll.

&

Baird

Mr. Cuming.)

Girard.

D. 7 or 8 A. 9 or 10 scales 29-8. Body deep,
3i
elevated in front of dorsal. Insertion of dorsal nearer base of caudal
than tip of snout, slightly in advance of anal. Brownish above, dotted
with black; silvery below, with a black lateral stripe, as broad as eye,
;

depth 4 to H.

;

;

from shoulder to caudal; a narrow black line along lower margin of
Length 2i inches. Gila
tail; fins unicolor, without spot or blotch.
Basin, Arizona, and basins of Yaqui and Sonora rivers, Sonora locally
abundant in springs and ditches our specimens sent from Tucson by
William W. Price and Herbert Brown. This species looks like a Gambusia,
but has a much smaller mouth. It seems nearer allied to PocciUa than
;

;

to the typical species of Heterandria.

{occidentalism

Bairs & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
near Tucson, Arizona. (Coll. Clark.)

Heteramifia occidentalis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
a tributary of Rio Yaqui, in Sonora;

Girnrdiinis simorieiisis,

Girardimts occidentalis,

Gunther,

316,
Lehistes,

De

Sci. Phila.,

390,

Rio Santa Cruz,

San Bernardino Creek,

Gi_'NTHF.R, Cat., vi, 355, 1866.

Jordan & Gilhert, Synopsis,

LEBISTES, De
i,

185,''>,

Sci. Phila., 1859, 120,

Cat., vi, 354, 1866;

Filippi, Arch. Zool. Anat., etc.,

western.)

349, 1883.

Filippi.

1862, 69.

Cleft of the mouth small, with the lower jaw projecting beyond the
upper; both jaws with a narrow band of very small teeth, those in the
outer series being the largest. Scales of moderate size. Dorsal and anal

anal in advance of the dorsal, with the second and third rays
elongate in both sexes. Second ventral longest,
ending in a hook in the females. Island of Barbadoes. We know this
genus only from Dr. Giinther's abridgment of De Filippi's account. With
Dr. Giinther,* we doubt the correctness of the sexual characters assigned.
(?.ej3iac, a small fish, from ?.eihj(;, a kettle
a pot fish.)
fins short;

much thickened and

;

1017.

D. 9; A.
{Pwcilia;

7;

V. 6; scales 34-8.

eZr5oc,

Lebistes pceciliodes,

LEBISTES PffiCILIODES, Do
Barbadoes.

Filippi.

Length

H inches.

(Giinther.)

likeness.)

De Filippi,

Arcli. Zool. Anat.,

i,

1862, 69,

Barbadoes; Gu.nther,

Cat., vi, .356,

1866.

*"If the characters assigned to this very doubtful genus are correct, it differs in a very
extraordinary manner from the other fish of this family, in which sexual differences are
observed. From an inspection of the figure, wo should have considered the specimen to be a
male; but Prof. De Filippi says distinctly that the peculiar anal fin is found in the female as
well as in the male."
GiinOier.

—

F. N. A.

45
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ACROPCECILIA,

317.
Acropaccilia,

Hilgendorf.

Hilgendorf, Sitzuiigsberichte Naturf. Freunde,

1889, 52, (tridcns).

Teeth in the inner series of '00th jaws trifid; otherwise essentially as
in I'acilia. Appearance of rwciUa, the dorsal very short, the mandible
weak, the dontary bones loosely articulated, the intestines with 4 convolutions. One species known, but very likely others now referred to
riicilia will be found to belong here, and the two genera may prove to
be inseparable, (a/c/jor, sharp Pwcilia.)
;

1018.

Head

4;

depth

ACROP(ECILIA TBIDENS

eye

3;

3,

(Hilgendorf).

1| in interorbital space,

'4

length of snout.

D. 7; A. 8; scales 27-9. Teeth in front row much elongate, band-like,
with broadened, truncate tips teeth of the 2 posterior series much smaller,
their cutting edge trifid, the middle lobe projecting beyond the others;
teeth similar in the 2 jaws; tips of all the teeth brown. Insertion
of dorsal in female a little farther from gill opening than from convexity of caudal, the distance equal in males; dorsal somewhat behind
anal in females, much behind in males; dorsal higher than body in
males, half as high in females; pectoral 11- in head; lower jaw little
projecting. Coloration olivaceoTis, with black dots everywhere except
on belly and ventrals; a black network surrounding the scales, finest
on the tail young with distinct dark cross bands, and a dark vertebral
streak; opercle black
a basal band on the dorsal; in the young and
the female a large black spot on j)08terior margin of the fin caudal
rarely with traces of vertical bands
belly dirty silvery. Length 2
inches; male li inches. Port au Prince, Haiti. (Hilgendorf.) (tridcns,
;

;

;

;

;

three-toothed.)
PaciUa

(Acropoecilia) tridcns,

Hilgendorf, Sitzgsber.

318.
Pircilia,
lAiiiin,

PCECILIA, Bloch

Bloch & Schneider, Systema

PoEV, Meniorias,

i,

Natiirf. Frouiido, 1889, 52,

&

Port au Prince.

Schneider.

Iclitlij-ologia, 452, 1801, (viripara).

388, 1855, [cnhenali).

Body oblong, often rather deep; mouth

small, transverse, with

weak

teeth small, in narrow bands, the outer series in each jaw being
usnally enlarged, curved, movable, and with brown tips; lower jaw not

jaws

;

Dorsal fin rather small, of
female nearly opposite dorsal in males
advanced and modified into a sword-shaped intromittent organ. Vertebr;e about 28.
Species mud-eating and viviparous.
Intestine long.
This genus differs from Mollienesia only in the smaller size of tlie dorsal,
which has usually 9 or 10 rays and is nearly opposite the anal in the
female, but behind it in the male. The numerous species inhabit the
West Indies, Mexico, and South America. They are not well known and,
having never been critically compared, it is impossible to form an
analytical key to them on the basis of our present knowledge. Some of
them may prove to belong to Seterandria and others to AcropwcUia, or to
prominent,

7 to

its

11 rays

;

bones movable.
anal

Scales large.

fin short, in

,

other groui)8. {tzolkHoq, variegated, but the species are duller in color
than are those of related genera.)
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Scales veiy large, 23 to 25 in a lengthwiso series; coloration plain; doi-sal and anal dotted.
h. Dorsal rays 7; anal raja 7; coloration plain, ».ho fins dotted.
vivii'au.*, 1013.

n.

hh.
(la.

Dorsal rays

9;

anal rays

bitleki; gii.m, 1020; 1021.

8.

Scales moderate, 28 to 32 in a lengthwise series.

Base of caudal with a Mack ocellus.
cc. Base of caudal witliout distinct black ocellus.
d. Dorsal and anal each with lo or 11 rays; scales
length; sides with 2 rows of black dots.
c.

(W. Dorsal

with 7 to 11 rays; anal rays

to

liO

to 32-10;

depth 3 to

3>..

in

vittata, 1023.

1).

Body rather

robust, the depth in adult more than i^J the length.
mexicana; theumams; chisoyexsis; petenensis; sphenops;
DOVII; Cori'HIANA; DOUCARDi; VANDEPOLLI; DOMINI-

e.

ee.

Body rather

101(1.

Depth

(i

I'AVonina 1022.

elon>>;ale,

PffiClLIA

CEXsis; mei.anogaster; spiluuus, 1024-1035.
the depth in adult not more than J^ the length,
elongata; presidiom.s, 103G; 1037.

VITIPARA,

Bloch

B. 5; D. 7; A. 7; scales 24;

3;

k

Schneider.

vertebrtv

15+13.

Eye

3

in

head, or 2 iu interorbital width.

Greenish, each scale with the margin brownish; dorsal fin with a small blackish spot in the middle;
caudal with a black s^jot near the base of the upper and lower rays.
Brazil; Guiana; Martinique. (Giinther); not seen by us a species long
known, but never well described.
{vivijno-n.s, bringing forth
living
;

young.)
Bloch & Schneider,*

Piecilia rirqmra,

THER, Cat.,

Syst. Ichtliyol., 452, pi.

«(!, tii;. 2,

ISol,

Valenciennes, Huuilioldt Observ. Zoo!.,
Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi-s.,

Surinam.
Surinam.

Piecilia sitrinaiiiensis,

ii,

Paecilia schneideri,

xviii, 135, 184G,

lO'iO.

Head 31^

Surinam; GuN-

VI, 345, 18G6.

PttX ILIA

BUTLERI,

158, 1817,

Jordan.

depth 2f (adult) to 3^ (young). D.9; A. 6to8; 8cales24to
26-9. Origin of dorsal midway between base of caudal and front of eye, and
over tenth scale of lateral line; fins moderate, longest ray of dorsal
about as long as head without snout; caudal scaly at base; caudal
peduncle compressed and deep.
Color uniform olive, the young with
faint, dark cross shades; caudal with a few black spots; dorsal with
numerous round, black spots in both sexes. Allied to Pucilia dovii, but
with deeper body and larger scales. Length of adult 2 inches.
Fresh specimens recently obtained by the Hopkins Expedition from the
Rio Presidio are described as follows: Head 3^; depth 3*^. D. 9; A. 6;
scales 2(5-9.
Eye equal to snout, 3 in head; interorbital width 2. Pectoral li in head
caudal 1 in head longest dorsal ray in males If in head,
in feuiales If.
Body deep and compressed, the form as in Adinia, the
straight anterior profile rising considerably to front of dorsal.
Dorsal
small, even in the male, inserted over or somewhat before anal, much
behind anal in female. Teeth in two series, well separated, the inner series
smaller and more close-set, not trifid; caudal peduncle very deep, the fin
broad. Males larger than females, equally numerous, and with liigher fins,
as in MoUienesia.
Color of males green, with a pale-blue spot on each
to 3|;

;

;

* In the tiguro of Bloch
of dark brown.

& SchDeider

the body

is

represented as marked by broad cross bands

Bulletin 77, United States National
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scale,

surrounded by bronze sbades

Museum.

no dark crossbars, except

;

young;

in

dorsal and anal pale orange, with many small, round, black dots lower
Fenialo similar but paler no cross bauds a faint dark spot
fins pale.
behind pectoral lower fins bright orange caudal nearly plain dorsal
;

;

;

;

;

;

spotted as in the male, but less profusely. Length 2 to 3 inches. Very
common in the clear streams of Sinaloa, especially in Rio Presidio, descending to brackish water. (Named for Amos W. Butler, of Brookville,
Indiana, a well-known ornithologist who has collected fishes in Mexico.)
Jorhan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Coll. Alphouse Ferrer.)

Pcecilia hidleii,

1888,

:?30,

Rio Presidio, near Mazatlan.

(Type, No. 37X58.

1021. PffiCILIA OILLII (Kiier & Steindacbner).

Head 4 to 5 in total length; depth a little greater. D. 9; A. 8 or 9
scales 25-8. Eye 3 in head interorbital width 1 to li in head. Dorsal
;

inserted near middle of body, opposite anal in females. Young brown,
with faint vertical bands; older individuals with dark edges to the scales;

young often with a black spot at base of last anal rays;
caudal plain or with black points. Length 2 inches. Rio Chagres.
(Kner & Steindachner) not seen by us. (Named for Theodore Gill.)
dorsal punctate

;

;

Xiplioplionts gilUi,

Knf.r & Steindachner, Abli. Bayer. Akail. for 1864,

28, 1800,

Rio Chagres.

1022. PffiCILIA PATOXIXA (Poey).
Female brownish green, with an ocellate spot near the base of caudal
on the lower middle part of the fin this spot black, surrounded by
body with brown spots. Havana. (Poey.) Fins
white or reddish
and scales undescribed. (pavoninus, like a peacock.)
;

;

Limia pavonhia, Poey, Enumeratio, 142, 1875,

1023. PffiCILIA

Havana.

(Coll. Poey.)

TITTATA,

(FaNGTJITO

;

Guichenot.

GUAJICA.)

D. 10 or 11; A. 10 or 11; scales 30-10; vertebr;©
3 in head. Origin of dorsal nearer
occiput than root of caudal, and, in the female, in advance of that of
anal. Dorsal and anal of moderate size; in the male the origin of the
anal is much nearer to end of snout than root of caudal and before
extremity of pectoral, its longest ray provided with an adipose apical
appendage; tail moderately elongate, its least depth being not much less
than the length of the head. Two series of black dots along each side of
the body dorsal and caudal with irregular black spots. Cuba. (Poey.)

Head

13

4;

+ 16.

depth

2f.

Eye longer than snout,

;

(vittatm, striped.)
Pa'cilia rilt<iUi,

Giichenot, in

Cuba; GCntiier,

Ramon

Limia cuhensis* Poey, Memorias,
Poecilia cubensis,

de

la Sagra, Hist.

Nat. Cuba, Poiss., 140,

pi.

;>,

tig. 1,

1850,

Cat., vi, 339, 1806.

Gunther,

i,

388, 1855,

Havana.

vi, 340, 1866.

1024. PCECILIA

MEXICANA,

Steindachner.

Head 4; depth 3^ eye in adult nearly or quite equal to snout, 3^^ in
head, and half width of interorbital space; larger in young. D. 19; A.
;

* According to Poey citbetisis has the eye 1'^ in snout, 3 in head; vitiata,
In later papers he has regarded the two as identical.

head.

eyelj^ in BDOut, S}4

'"

Jordan and Evermann.
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scales 28-9 or 10. Origin of dorsal midway between root of caudal
and occiput, over twelfth scale of the lateral series. Origin of dorsal
slightly in advance of that of anal
dorsal fin rather small; anal very

9

;

;

small

basal half of the caudal scaly.

Tail compressed, high, its least
depth being equal to, or rather more than, length of head without snout.
Eight longitudinal series of scales on each side of the tail. Brownish
green each scale of the 4 middle series of the trunk with a small central
black spot; dorsal with numerous round blackish spots; caudal with an
indistinct whitish cross-band near its hind margin.
Males comparatively scarce; they want the black spots on the sides, and have the anal
fin transformed into an intromittent organ.
Southern Mexico and Central America; Chiapas, Duenas, Vera Paz, and Amatitlan.
(Giinther.)
;

;

Piecilia mexicana,

GuNTHER,

Stf.indachner, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1863, 178,

1025. PffiClLIA

Head

Southern Mexico;

Cat., VI, 340, 1866.

THERMALIS,

Steindachner.

depth 3|. D. 9 or 10; A. 8 or 9; scales 30-9. Width of
3f
interorbital space equal to distance between front margin of orbit and
gill opening; the eye a little longer than snout, 3i in head, a little more
than half the interorbital space. Origin of dorsal midway between
root of caudal and occiput, over twelfth scale of the lateral series origin of anal opposite third ray of dorsal in the female
dorsal fin of
moderate size anal small caudal scaly at the base only. Tail compressed, moderately elongate, its least depth being somewhat less than
the length of the head without snout.
Seven longitudinal series of
scales on each side of the tail.
Greenish; a faint darker streak along
each series of scales frequently a round blackish spot in the middle of
the side in females. Male with the dorsal fin elevated, and the longest
ray at least as long as the head without snout; this fin ornamented
with large, ovate black spots, occupying the lower half of the fin, and
sometimes confluent into one large patch. Anal fin modified into an intromittent organ, and advanced to between the ventrals and in front of the
dorsal.
Tail strongly compressed, and comparatively rather higher than
in the female.
Interradial membrane of the caudal fin with oblong black
spots, nothing of which is visible in the female. Warm springs in Central
America. (Giinther.) (^/itrwaZis, pertaining to heat.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Pofcilia tkennalis,

tral

Steindachner,

America; Gunther,

Sitzber.

Akad. Wiss. Wien,

1863, 181,

warm

springs in Cen-

Cat., vi, 341, 1866.

Gaiubusia* viodcsta, Trosciiel, MUller's Reiso in Mexico,

iii,

630, 186'),

Mexico; no locality

given.
1026. PiECILIA C'HISOTENSIS, Gunther.

Head4J; depth

3|.

Eye equal

half width of interorbital space.
of tail elevated, its least depth f

of head without

snout.

Origin

to snout, 3i in head, and more than
D. 9 or 10 scales 29-9. Free portion
;

its

own

length,

of dorsal

fin

and more than
nearer

occiput

len<'-th

than

* Gumbusia modesla
D. 10; A. 9; P. 16. Length of type (male) 1% inches; depth 4)^ in total
length; dorsal inserted over last rays of anal, as high as the l)ody below it; anal equallj- highpectorals reaching end of base of anal; caudal rounded. Brown, with irregular dark spots on
back; no net-like markings formed by edges of scales.
2>osc/iei.
:

—
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above the twelfth scale of the
its longest ray shorter than
head; enlarged anal ray without terminal appendage.
Eight longitudinal series of scales oq each side of the tail. Caudal rather short, its
basal half covered with scales. Uniform greenish, with golden rellections; dorsal and caudal black. Length 3^ inches. Rio Chisoy, Vera
to root of caudal, behind that of the anal,
lateral series

Paz.

;

dorsal fin higher than long,

(Giinther.

Pcecilia chisoyensis,

(Coll.

GuNTHER,

Godman &

Cat., vi, 342,

Rio Chisoy, Vera Paz,

in basin of

Hio I'sumacinta.

Salvin.)

PETENENSIS. Giinther.
depth 3^ in male, 4i in female. D. 11;
A. 8 scales 29-S0-8 or 9 vertebra; 16 + 14. Eye equal to snout, 3i in
head, somewhat more than half iuterorbital width. Origin of dorsal fin
farther from root of caudal than from occiput, over eleventh or twelfth
scale of lateral series
origin of anal opposite fourth ray of dorsal fin (in
the female); dorsal fin of moderate size; anal rather small, but pointed
caudal scaly on its basal third free portion of tail compressed, rather
high, its least depth half its length, equal to length of head without snout.
Seven longitudinal series of scales on each side of the tail. Male with the
dorsal fin somewhat elevated, the longest ray being rather longer than the
head; anal fin modified into an intromittent organ, and advanced to
between the ventrals, in front of the dorsal. Tail strongly compressed,
and much higher than in the female, its least depth being e(iual to the
length of the head. Greenish, each scale with a black vertical spot;
dorsal and basal half of the anal irregularly and finely marbled with
brown. Length 6 inches. Lake Peten. (Giinther.)
(Coll. Salvin.)
Pcecilia peleimisis, Gunthek, Cat., vi, 342, 18(36, Lake Peten in Guatemala.
1027. PffiCILIA

Head

4 in male, 5 in female;
;

;

;

;

;

1028. PffiCILIA

SPHENOPS,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

D. 9; A. 8; scales 28-8. Eye equal to snout, 3i in
head, a little more than half iuterorbital width. Origin of dorsal midway
between root of caudal and occiput, over thirteenth scale of lateral
dororigin of anal opposite that of dorsal (in the female)
series
Tail
sal of moderate size anal small; caudal scaly at the base only.
compressed, rather high, its least depth equal to length of head without
snout. Eight longitudinal series of scales on each side of the tail.
back of the tail with narrow,
Greenish, each scale darker at the base
irregular, silvery crossbars. Male with the dorsal fiu somewhat elevated,
but the longest ray scarcely as long as the head without snout this
finis oruamented with round, black spots; anal fin modified into an
intromittent organ, and advanced to between the ventrals. Tail strongly
compressed, and comparatively higlier than in the female. Caudal fin
with oblong black spots on the iuterradial membrane of the basal half,
with a broad, whitish, posterior marginal band, and narrow black edge.
The female has the dorsal only spotted with black. Length 3 inches.
Vera Cruz, Mexico. (Giinther.) (ao?/v, wedge; uij), face; " museau en

Head

3|; depth 3J.

;

;

;

;

coin,''

peaked-face.)
CuviEU & Valenciennes,

Pixcilia /^pkenop/i,

TiiER, Cat., VI, 343, 18G6.

Hist. Nat.

Toi.'^s.,

xviii, 130, 184G,

Vera Cruz; GCn-

Jordan and FA<ermann.
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1029. PCECILIA DOVII,

Head

33; depth 3i.
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Giii.thei.

Width of

D. 9; A. 8; scales 26 to 29-9.

interor-

between front margin of eye and
gill ojiening.
Eye somewhat more than length of snout, 3^ in head,
and rather more than half width of interorbital space.
Origin of
dorsal fin midway between root of caudal and occiput, over twelfth
bital space rather less than distance

scale of lateral series

origin of anal opposite the second or third ray of
the dorsal (in the female); dorsal fin of moderate size; anal small;
;

caudal scaly on its basal third. Tail compressed, rather high, its least
depth equal to length of head without snout. Seven longitudinal series
of scales on each side of the tail. Uniform brownish green on the head
and body male with the dorsal fin slightly elevated, but the longest
ray is scarcely as long as the head without snout; this fin is ornamented with small, round, black spots. Anal fin modified into an
intromitteut organ, and advanced to between the ventrals and in
front of the dorsal. Tail strongly compressed, but not higher than in
the female. Caudal fin with minute black spots on the interradial membrane back of tail sometimes with indistinct, narrow, dark crossbars.
The female has the fins colored as in the male. Length 2\ inches. Mexico
and Guatemala. (Giinther.) (Named for John M. Dow, its discoverer.)
;

;

Pd'cilia dodi,

Gunther,

G(iHi6itsia^Z«m6ea,*

Lake Nicaragua; Lake Amatitlan.

Cat., vi, 344, 1866,

Tkoschel, in MUller's Reise ia Mexico,

1030. PCECILIA

Head

5 in total with caudal

iii,

COUCHIAXA

640, 1865,

(Coll.

Dow.)

Mexico, no locality.

(Girard).

eye 3 in head.
D. 9 A. 6. Body short,
back convex head small scales very large. Dorsal longer than high,
inserted nearer base of caudal than tip of snout; anal opposite its hinder
portion; pectorals not reaching ventrals. Brownish, each scale w^ith a
large brown spot an obscure black lateral band; fins plain, except the
dorsal, which has a few black spots. Known from females only. Rio
San Juan, at Cadareita and Monterey, in Nuevo Leon. (Girard.)
(Named for Lieut. D. N. Couch, of the Mexican Boundary Survey.)
;

;

;

;

;

Liniia concliiana,

Gihakd, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1859, 116,

Gunther, Cat., vi, 347, 1866.
Poecilia cotichiana, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

PoecUia

Rio San Juan.

(Coll.

Couch).

coiichii,

1031. P<ECILIA

Head

348, 1883.

BOUCARDI,t

SteindacLner.

Eye 3V in head,
Dorsal in females
inserted an eye's diameter nearer base of caudal than opercle, farther
3*

;

depth

3.

D. 9 or 10

as long as snout; interorbital

;

A. 9

;

scales 27 or 28-9.

width 1*

in head.

* Gamhusia phimben: P. 10; A. 9; P. 14.
Length 2% inches. Greatest heiglit more than
length of head, i}/i_ in total length. Insertion of dorsat nearer caudal than lip of suout, over
tip of pectoral and end of anal,
depth of body below it; anal in male
height of body.
Browni-sh plumbeous, yellowish below; dorsal and caudal with many dark points, those on caudal mostly near base.

%

%

t A species allied tn P. (lOH.'aCfd' is mentioned as follows bv Miiller & Troschel, Steindachncr,
Monatsber. Akad. Wiss. Berl., 1844, 36:
" Molmesiafasciata, MuLLEK & Troschel: D. 8; A. 9; mit dunkeln Querbinden. Mexico." Fortunately the name Pmcilia fasciata is preoccupied.
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back

male.

ill

Dorsal, caudal,

and pectoral dark grayish, the dorsal punc-

tate in both sexes, the spots arranged in several rows, sometimes gath-

ered in blotches; caudal with cross rows of dots; anal dotted in old
females only sides of body with faint, dark-gray cross bands. Length 3
;

Streams at Colon, on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus of Panama.
(Steiiidachner.)
(Named for Alphonse Boucard, the ornithologist, who
collected in tropical America.)
inches.

Paci7(a toucanZi,

Steincachneu, Ichtb.
1032. P(ECILIA

Beitr., vi, 8, 1878,

Colon; Aspinwall.

VANDEPOLLI, Van

Lidth de Jeude.

D. 8; A. 9 scales 25 to 27-9. Eye 3 in head. Female with
the anal a very little behind dorsal
male with the anal much advanced
and the ventrals produced outer teeth curved, all of tliem brown at tiji.
Yellowish brown, silvery below; a dark spot behind interorbital region,
continued as a dark line along middle of back; dark edges of scales giving the body a reticulated ajipearance sometimes faint cross-bands on
tail
male sometimes with a black spot as large as eye above and behind
root of pectoral. Length If inches. Brooks on the island of Curayao,
one of the Leeward Islands in the Caribbean Sea. (Lidth de Jeude.)
(Named for J. R. H. Neervoort van de Poll, its collector.)

Depth

3;

;

;

;

;

,

Puecilia vandepolU,

Van Lidth de

.Ieude, Notes

one of the Leeward Islands.

(Coll.

from Leyden Museum,

Neervoort van de

ix, 438, 1887,

Rei^resented in the brooks of the neighboring island of
1032a. PffiCILIA

Cura9ao,

Poll).

VANDEPOLLI ARUBENSIS, Van

Aruba by

Lidth de Jeude.

anal more advanced in females,
opposite dorsal fin. Dorsal and caudal with black lines and spots, the
color otherwise as in P. vandepolU. Length 2i inches. Streams of Aruba.

Body deeper, the depth

3J in length

;

(Van Lidth de Jeude.)
vandepolU arubensk, Van Lidth de Jeude, Notes from Leyden Museum,
Aruba, one of the Leeward Islands. (Coll. Neervoort van de roll).

Poecilia

1033. P(ECILIA

Head

BOMINICENSIS,

ix, 438, 1887,

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

D. 8 A. 7 or 8 scales 28-8. Origin of dorsal a
little nearer root of caudal than to occiput, nearly opposite that of
anal
dorsal and anal fins small, rounded. Tail of moderate height, its
least depth less than length of head without snout. A dark line along
the middle of the back sometimes irregular, indistinct blackish spots
on the back caudal with 2 light-brownish cross-bands. San Domingo
and Barbadoes. Known from females only. (Giinther.)
PtfciZi'a rfominicensis, CuviEE & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xvm, 131, jd. 525, 1846, San
Domingo; Gijnthee, Cat. vi, 346, 1866.
4

depth 3f

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

1034. PffiCILIA

MELANOGASTER,

Giinther.

Head 3f depth 3^. D. 8 A. 8 scales 26-8. Eye of full-grown specimens somewhat more than length of snout, 3J in head, and more than
half width of interorbital space. Origin of dorsal midway between
;

root of caudal

;

;

and occiput, over eleventh

scale of the lateral series,

Jordan and JEvermann.
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and anal fins small; base of
tail of moderate length, its least depth scarcely
the caudal scaly
seven longitudinal series of
equal to length of head, without snout
scarcely in advance of that of anal; dorsal
;

;

Body light brownish, a silvery
on each side of the tail.
vertical streak on each scale.
A small blackish spot in the middle

scales

of the root of the caudal a blackish spot across the base of the three
posterior dorsal rays the prominent belly of females silvery in its
anterior half, and deep black in its posterior, these colors being sharply
separated from each other. Locality unknown, perhaps Jamaica. (Giinther.) (lUtAaf, black
laari/p, belly.)
;

;

;

Pt^ciUa melaiioyaster,

Gunther,

Cat., VI, 345, ISGlJ,

1035. PffiCILIA

locality

SPILUBUS,

unknown.
Giinthei.

Head 4; depth 3| eye longer than snout, 3 in head, and ^ width
of interorbital space. D. 7; A. 8; scales 26-9. \Yidth of interorbital
space a little less than distance between gill opening and center of eye
Origin of dorsal midway between root of caudal and upper end of gill
opening, over thirteenth scale of the lateral series origin of anal fin distinctly in advance of that of dorsal (in female) dorsal and anal fins
small base of the caudal fin covered with scales. Tail of moderate
height, its least depth being equal to the length of the head (without
snout). Brownish olive, each scale darker in the center a black spot on
each side of the back of the root of the tail dorsal fin with a few black
spots along the middle. Length 2i inches. Central America. Known
from one female. (Giinther.) {anlTiog, spot; ovpd, tail.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Poecilia spilnrm,

Gunther,

Cat., vi, 345, 18G6,

Central America.

1036. PffiCILIA

ELONGATA,

Gunther.

Head

4i; depth 4. I). 9; A. 8; scales 30 to
deep, its least depth Ij in its own length, and a
head, without snout. Eye equal to length of
more than half width of interorbital space.
Lower jaw with two series of very small teeth

Caudal peduncle
than length of
snout, 3i in head, and
Snout much depressed.
only; in the upper the
32-9.

little less

band of villiform teeth is very indistinct. Origin of dorsal
nearer root of the caudal than occiput, a little behind root of anal,
above fourteenth scale of lateral series dorsal fin higher than long, its
longest ray being as long as the head without snout; anal small. Eight
longitudinal series of scales on each side of the tail. Caudal rounded,
Uniform olivaceous, sometimes with
its base only covered Avith scales.
10 or 12 faint cross shades; the membrane of the pouches of scales with
a black margin; fins immaculate, A large and easily known species,
abundant in mouths of streams about Panama the only species thus far
posterior
fin

;

;

recorded in salt water.

Length 4J

PueciUa ehiigata, Gvntiier, Cat., vi, 342, 18GG,

inches.

(eJotitjatus,

lengthened.)

Panama; Steindacuner,

Iclith. Beitr., v, 1S76.

1037. PCECILIA PUESIDIOXIS, Jordan & Culver.

Head

4|

;

depth 31 to 4i

space 2 in head.

D.

7 or 8

;

;

eye as long as snout, 3i in head interorbital
scales 28-9. Body rather elongate, shaped
;

A. 7

;
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as in Fundulns, tho profile scarcely rising to front of dorsal. Teeth small,
in two well-separated series, those of the inner row small, close-set, not

Fins all low and short pectoral 1^ in head longest dorsal ray li
caudal truncate, I7' dorsal in female inserted over middle of anal, behind
anal in male. Males scarce, apparently smaller than females. Female
greenish above sides with violet sheen 3 or 4 black crossbars, usually very
distinct, sometimes obsolete in large examples; one or two oblong spots
before these in the place of other bars last ray of dorsal with a trace of a
dark ocellus fins otherwise plain a dark streak along lower edge of caudal peduncle, and another like a pencil mark along middle of sides under
the scales.
Males without crossbars and with the lower lins reddish.
Length 2 inches; very abundant in the clear waters of Eio Presidio, a
mountain stream of Siualoa, 20 miles south of Mazatlan. Many specitrifid.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

mens obtained.
Peecilia presiiliouis,

Jordan & Culver, MS., Fishes of Sinaloa, 1895, Rio Presidio, Sinaloa.
Stanford Univ. Mus. Coll. Hopkins Expedition.)

(Type, No. 2687.

MOLLIENISIA, Le

319.
Mollienisia,

Le Sueur, Journ.

Body rather

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Mouth small

Sueur.

1821, 3, plate in, Uatipinna).

11,

mandible very short, its bones not
both jaws with a narrow band of
small teeth, besides an outer series of long, slender, movable teeth, which
are curved and slightly compressed, placed on the outer edge of the jaw.
Branchiostegals 5. Scales large. Anal fin behind the dorsal, the anal of
the male being modified into an intromittent organ caudal fin alike in
the two sexes, or the lower angle very slightly produced in the male,
stout.

united, the dentary being

movable

;

;

;

suggesting

dorsal fin highly elevated in the male, its base

Xi2)ho2)lioru8;

numerous convoSmall mud-eating fishes, of variegated
The
colors, found from Carolina to Mexico, in the coastwise swamps.
genus is scarcely distinct from Pucilia, differing only in the larger dorsal
and the gayer coloration of the male. The species are closely related, and
are perhaps all forms of the widely distributed and variable Mollienisia
(Named for Mollien, French minister of finance, a patron of
latiinnna.
P^ron, the friend and scientific associate of Le Sueur.)
elongate, of 12 or

Vertebric 17

lutions.

o.

more

rays.

Intestines elongate, with

+ 13 = 30.

Dorsal rays 12 or 13.
h.

Insertion of anal behind front of dorsal; a round black spot on nj)per half of base of
caudal; each scale edged with dark; dorsal with 2 or 3 series of black spots.
JONESI, 103S.

Insertion of anal under front of dorsal; each scale of back with a

hh.

brown

spot; dorsal

FORMOSA, 1039.

spotted.

dorsal fin in male much elevated and with series of spots; dorsal
beginning in advance of anal; scales with dark spots.
Scales 26 to 28-10; dark spots on scales forming lengtliwise stripes along back and side
latipinna, 10-10.
caudal rounded.

aa. Dorsal rays 13 to 15;

c.

cc.

;

Scales 30-10; dark spots chiefly on posterior part of body; lower angle of caudal pro-

petenensis, 1041.

duced in adult male.

1038.

Head

4

;

depth 3i to

MOLLIEMSIA JOXESI,
4.

D. 12

;

A. 10

snout, 4 in head, 2 in iuterorbital width

Giinther.

scales 29-9.

;

;

Eye shorter than

length of dorsal

fin

i distance

Jordan and Evermann.
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from eye to base of caudal. Dorsal (in female) much longer than high;
anal small, opposite middle of dorsal. Brownish each scale with a black
posterior margin a black band between eye and scapula a round black
spot on upper half of root of caudal dorsal with 2 or 3 series of black
spots; anal with a black line behind and along each ray; other fins plain.
Length 3i inches. Lake Alcohuaca, a volcanic lake, Iluamaiitla, Mexico,
8,000 feet above sea. Known from females only. (Giiuther.) (Named for
T. M. Eymer Jones, its discoverer.)
;

;

;

;

ji'iiexi, Gi'NTHKR, Ann. Mag. Nat. Ilist.,
mantla, Mexico; Joudan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Mollienesia

10.19.

xiv,

l!S74,

370,

Lake Alcohuaca, Hua-

347, 1883.

MOLLIEMSIA FORMO.SA

(Girard).

depth 3i; eye 3 in head. D. 12 or 13; A. 10. Body rather
Si
SnoiTt short; dorsal in male longer than high, its first ray about

Head

;

stout.

opposite front of anal female with the dorsal nearly as high as long, the
anal opposite its front. Olivaceous scales with brown spots dorsal fin
with transverse series of blackish sjjots other fins immaculate. Palo
(Girard.) {formosus, comely.)
Alto, Mexico.
;

;

;

;

Limiaformosa, Girard, Pcoc. Ac. Nat.
MoUieiiesia foniiosn,

Gunther,
1040.

Palo Alto, Mexico. (Coll. Clark.)
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 347, 1883.

Sci. Phila., 1859, 11.5,

Cat., vi, 349, 1S6(J;

MOLLIEMSIA LATIPINNA,

ho Sueur.

Head 3^ to 3| depth 2.^^ to 2;-!.
A. 8; scales 26-9 or 10. Body
oblong, much compressed in males, of nearly equal height from dorsal
backward, the greatest lieight of body but i greater than that of caudal
Male Head 4 depth 2f to
D. 15 or 16 (13 or 14 invar.
:

;

3.

Female

Tnieolata'')

:

;

;

peduncle; females with gibbous belly and narrower caudal peduncle;
head very small, dejiressed, not narrowed forward mouth very small,
vertical, and without lateral cleft length of mandible about f diameter
teeth all very small, movable, in a rather narrow band the
of orbit
outer series much larger than the others, but still very small, composed
of slender pointed teeth, strongly curved inward eye moderate, li to IJ
in interorbital width, equal to or slightly greater than snout, and 3?j to
3i in head. Dorsal very long, in adult males enormously elevated,
exceeding height of body the fin is almost square, the base slightly
longer than the height, the upper margin nearly straight longest ray 2i
in length of body, the last ray reaching beyond base of caudal base of
fin 2i in body; origin of dorsal distant from base of caudal 2^ times its
distance from the tip of snout. In females dorsal low, the longest ray
equaling f length of head, the last ray reaching but halfway to base of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

caudal; the base of the tin 3? times in length of body, its origin distant
from base of caudal li times the distance from tip of snout. Anal very
*Var. Uneohila, Girard: Four female specimens and one male, from G.alveston, Texas, (the
largest 2 inches long), and two foinales from I;ako Poiitchartraiu, were formerly referred by ns
Later investigations have not confirmed the validity of
to a variety liHeolaln ( ^-= /inoiViOirfc.-).
Thev show the following apparent dlfT<Tences from ilf. laliphmn
this form.
in head and 154 to 2 times in interEye small, the iris jet black; diameter of orbit 3' .; to
orbital width, (thi> eve 2"« in head and 12 in interorbital width, in liilipinna of the same size);
dorsal fin smaller, its base 3"^ in body in females, 3 in males, the rays constantly 13 or 14 in
number (usually 13); origin of'dorsal eiiuidistant from tip of snout and base of caudal in female.
:

^%

Color as in lalipinna, with traces of dark bars.
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small; in the male modified iuto an introraittent organ and inserted in
advance of middle of dorsal, its origin about halfway between snout

and base of caudal, the fourth ray longest and thickest, IJ in head in
females the origin is under twelfth ray of dorsal, and about midway
between tip of caudal and tip of snout. Caudal rounded, about e<iualing length of head in females, \ greater than head in males. Ventrals
inserted behind vertical from origin of dorsal, reaching beyond vent in
females; in males the first and second rays are thickened, the second
filamentous, \\ in head. Pectoral long, longer in males, where it reaches
beyond middle of ventrals, and is very slightly less than length of head.
;

Scales in very regular rows, 26 in a longitudinal series, 9 or 10 in an
oblique series forward from vent to middle of back humeral scale not
enlarged. Intestinal canal about 2i times total length of fish (with cau;

dal).
Color, male light olive green, marbled with darker and spotted
with pale green each scale on back and sides with an oblong, blackish
spot, these forming continuous lengthwise stripes; head dusky above;
opercle and cheek minutely speckled; an orange stripe above opercle;
lower parts of head mostly orange; some orange tinge on breast. Doi'sal
translucent, its basal half with about 5 series of linear, blackish, horizontal spots, forming interrupted lines; above middle of fin, on membrane
between each i>air of rays, is a large, roundish dark spot between these
spots and above them are many small, round bronze spots membrane
between second and third rays red at base all of these markings irregular on first and last rays
caudal narrowly margined all around with
black, its base lavender, its lower parts mostly whitish, the middle
orange, the upper parts pale, with round orange spots other fins pale
orange. Females have dorsal and caudal olivaceous, with indistinct,
narrow cross bands, formed by series of small dark spots on the rays.
Length 2^ to 3 inches. South Carolina to northern Mexico, in lowland
swamps and streams very abundant. The male a fish of remarkable
beauty. It often enters the sea, the gorgeous dorsal fin of the male
being conspicuous in the shallow water about the wharves at Pensacola.
(latus, broad; jy'mna, tin.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii, 1821, 3, New Orleans; male;
JonDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 347, 1883.
Poecilia mwUilweata, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii, 1821, 4, New Orleans; female.
Poecilia Uneolata, Girard, U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 70, pi. 35, figs. 9 to 11, 185'.i, Rio
Grande, near Brownsville, Texas. (Ooll. Van Vliet and Clark.)
MoUiejiexia latipinna,

GuNTHEU,

Limia

Cat., 348, 1866;

p>rciloideis,

ola,

Girard, U.

Texas.

Liviia matamnrmnis,

Mex. Bound.

S.

Surv., Ichth., 70, pi. 38,

figs.

8 to 14,

ISf)!),

Indian-

(Coll. Clark.)

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 116, Matamoras.
Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 258; Jordan A Gili!Krt,

Mollienesia lalqiiniia,

Synopsis, 347, 1883.
Mollienesia Uneolata,

Jordan

&,

1041.

Head

Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 258.

MOLLIEXISIA PETENENSIS,

4 to 4^; depth 3; eye 3^ in head.

Giinther.

D. 15; A. 8 or 9; B. 6; scales
30-10 vertebrae 17 -f 13. Eye equal to length of snout, rather less than
half of width of interorbital space. Length of dorsal fin of male half distance between eye and root of caudal, in the female *; caudal rounded,
;

Jordan and FA'ermatm.
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with scales at base only. Free portion of the tail as high as long, and
covered by 9 longitudinal series of scales on each side. Brownish green,
silvery below a dark spot to each scale of the upper and middle caudal
series and the lower part of the trunk dorsal tin of the adult male with
small, irregular brown lines or spots, and with a row of large rounded
spots along the middle of its height interradial membrane of the caudal with numerous black dots the lower part of the hind margin black.
Females and immature males have the dorsal fin simply ornamented with
small irregularly curved brown spots. Length 5 inches. Lake Peten.
(Giinther.) Extremely close to M. latiinnna, but reaching a larger size,
its angulated caudal suggesting Xipho2)horus.
;

;

;

;

Puollienesia

iiete)ieiisis,

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

Heckel,

Lake Peten,

XIPHOPHORUS,

320.
Xiphophorits,

VI, 348, 180G,

Sitzgsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1818,

in

Guatemala.

((!oll.

Salvin.)

Heckel.

i,

pt. 3, 103, (lulleri).

This genus differs from Mollienisia only in the structure of its caudal
fin, the lower rays of which in the males are prolonged into a long swordshaped appendage, which in the adult is sometimes as long as the rest of
the fish. Anal of the male modified into an intromittent organ, 1 or 2
of the enlarged rays being provided with hook-like processes. Branchiostegals

Vertebne 16

5.

+ 14 = 30.

(j70of,

sword

^opew, to bear.)

;

Sides in both sexes with dark lines of spots along the rows of scales; a darker stripe on side

a.

running along iippef edge of caudal projection.

helleri, 1042.

both sexes covered with irregular black blotches and

aa. Sides in

spots, not following tho

of scales; no lateral stripe.

1042.

rows

ountiieri, 1043.

XIPHOPHORUS HELLERI,

Heckel.

D. 13; A. 9 V. 6 scales 29-«. Eye as long
Head 4^^
as snout, 3i in head. Dorsal nearly equal in males and females, its base
3^ in distance from head to caudal caudal sword in adult male nearly
as long as the fish, yellow, Avith black edges ventrals below front of
dorsal in both sexes. Body in female with regular series of dark spots
forming lines along the rows of scales as in Mollienisia dorsal plain
in the female, spotted in the male, the spots in horizontal rows. Rivers
of southern Mexico and Central America. Giinther describes three varieties in the coloration of males; variations possibly representing distinct
;

depth 3* to

3*.

;

;

;

;

;

species
a. Two yellowish-green bands along side, sejiarated and bordered above
and below by a blue band. Rio Chisoy.
Middle blue l)and darkest, black, running from eye to and along
upper border of caudal appendage, which is very short. Cordova.
c. Body without bands, covered all over with irregular black spots in
both sexes. Rio Chisoy. This form (figured by Giinther, Fish. Centr.
Amer.. 1869, pi. 87) we have here regarded as a distinct species, Xipho/).

phorus guntheri.

(Named
1866;

for Prof. Karl Heller.)

Heckel, Sitzgber. Akad. Wiss. Wien,
GuNTHER, Fishes Centr. Amer., 485, 1869.

Xiphnphonts

helleri,

1848,

i,

163

;

GCntiif.r, Cat., vi, 349,
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1043. XIPHOl'HOUlIS

GUNTHERI,

Museum.

Jordan A Evcrmann, now

species.

We regard (iiintber's " var. y " {(jamma) from Rio Cliisoy, "Body without
bands, covered all over with irregular spots " as probably a species disGiiuther's figure shows the form, proportions, and
tiuct from X. heUeri.
fin rays of the latter, the dorsal in the female lower and more spotted,
and both sexes covered with dark blotches of various sizes, irregular in
form and distribution, more of them vertical than horizontal, and covering head, back, and sides; caudal unspotted, its appendage white, edged
Rio Chisoy, basin of Rio Usumacinta,
with black above and below.
Guatemala. (Named for Dr. Albert Giinther.)
Xipkophorm

man

var. y,

helleri,

Gunther,

Cat., vi, 350, 1866,

ASalvin); and Guntiif.r, Fishes Centr. Amer.,

Family XCIII.

Rio Chisoy, Guatemala.
pi. 87, figs.

3 and

(Coll.

Gud-

4, 1869.

AMBLYOPSID^.

(The Blind fishes.)

Body moderately elongate, compressed behind. Head long, depressed.
Mouth rather large, the lower Jaw projecting; premaxillaries long,
scarcely protractile, forming entire margin of upper jaw. Jaws and palatines with bands of slender villiform teeth.

Branchiostegals about

6.

very short. Pseudobranchia^. concealed. Gill membranes more
or less completely joined to the isthmus. Head naked, the surface sometimes crossed by papillary ridges. Body with small cycloid scales, irregVent jugular, close behind the gill
ularly placed; no lateral line.
openings. Ventral fins small or wanting; pectorals moderate, inserted
higher than in most soft-rayed fishes dorsal without spine, nearly oppocaudal truncate or rounded. Cranium without median
site the anal
Stomach ccecal, with 1 or 2 pyloric appendages. Air bladder
crest.
present. Ovary single. Some (and probably all) of the species ovoviviparous. In two of the genera the eyes are very rudimentary and hidden
under the skin, and the body is translucent and colorless. Fishes of small
size, living in subterranean streams and swamps of the southern United
States. Three genera and five species are " all of the family yet known,
but that others will be discovered, and the range of the present known
species extended, is very probable. The ditches and small streams of the
lowlands of our southern coast will undoubtedly be found to be the home
of numerous individuals, and perhaps of new species and genera, while
the subterranean streams of the central portion of our country most
likely contain other species." (Putnam.) This group is doubtless a very
ancient one and the blind forms are without doubt descendants of the
Gill rakers

;

;

eyed genua Chologasier, or at least of forms closely allied to it. The singular position of the vent is repeated in the peculiar family, Aphredoderido!,
likewise a relic of a lost fauna. {Heteropygii, Gunther, Cat., vii, 1,2, 1888.)
n.

aa.

Kyos developed; body colored; ventrals obsolete; pyloric cceca2.
Eyes rudimentary, concealed; body colorless; pyloric coecum single.
h. Ventral fins present.
fc!).

A'entral fins obsolete.

Chologastrr,

321.

Amblvopsis,
TyrHLiOHTHYS,

323.

322.

fordan and Evertnann.

CHOLOGASTER,

321.
Choloijasler, Ar.ASSV/.,

— Fishes of North America.
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Agassiz.

Sci. Arts, xvi, 1853, 135, {rormtlns).

This genne includes those Amhlyojhsida' which retain the eyes in their
primitive condition of development, and which retain the structure and
Pyloric ccpca 2. Swamps of the Southern States,
color/' jf ordinary fishes.
entering caves. From allies of Chologasfer cbrnutus all the other forms
have probably descended, though the possession of ventrals in AmhUjopsis
indicates their existence in the primitive type.
belly in allusion to the abortive ventrals.)

(,tw?^of ,

maimed

;

yaoT//p,

;

a.

Papillary ridges wanting.
h.

Sides with 3 narrow, sharply defined, lengthwise black stripes, the middle one broadest; a black blotch at base of caudal, with a white bluti-h behind it, the fin otherwise
coii.NUTUS, 10-14.

black.
hi).

aa.

aca.'^sizii, 1045.

Sides plain light brown, unstriped.

Papillary ridges present, as in the Blindfishes; sides with 3 black lengthwise stripes.
PAPILLIFEnUS, 1046.

CHOLOGASTER CORXUTUS,

1044.

Agassiz.

(Fish of the Dismal Swamp.)

Head 3S depth 5* to 6i. D. 8 or 9 A. 8 or 9 scales 68. Form
of Amhlyopfiis, but more slender, the head narrower, sharper, and less
depressed; mouth oblique, terminal, the lower jaw projecting; maxillary extending nearly to front of eye eye small, but evident, about half
length of snout. Gill membranes separate, nearly free from the isthmus,
;

;

:

;

covering the vent. Pectoral fin 1^ in head, 1^ iu distance to front of
dorsal; caudal pointed, about as long as head. Color very dark brown
above, the lower half of body abruptly white, all parts, black or white,
sprinkled over with black points; side Avith 3 narrow, sharply defined,
black, lengthwise stripes, the lower sometimes breaking np into dots
behind, the middle stripe broadest, forming the lower margin of the dark
color of back, this stripe extending on side of head across eye and snout;
upper band a little nearer to line of back than to middle band a large,
irregular black blotch at base of caudal behind this a white blotch of
varying size, sometimes reduced to 2 small spots, sometimes forming a
;

;

broad white bar, covering nearly half the fin behind this blotch the
caudal fin is jet black dorsal white, more or less spotted or edged with
black. Length 1^ inches. Lowland swamps of the Southern States, from
the Dismal Swamp to the Okefinokee Swamp locally very abundant.
The above description is taken from the types of Cliologa.sfcr (tvituf^. The
study of specimens from Georgia leads to the conclusion that the nominal
species avitus is based on a slight variation of coniutns; the body slen{cornxtus. horned
the incon.spicuous
derer, the color a little different,
" horns" are the flaps of the nostrils.)
Chologaxler cormihis, Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1853, 135, ditch in a rice field at Waccamaw. South Carolina; Gt'NTHER, Cat., vii, 2, 1868; Putnam,* Amer. Nat., 1872,30;
;

;

;

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

325, 1883.

*The following is the substance of Professor Putnam's description of Agassiz's type: Head
Z%; depth 4'-^. D. 8 or 9; A. 8 or 0. Yellowish brown, dark above: sides with 3 dark longitudinal stripes, becoming dots on the tail; middle rays of caudal fin dark, fins otherwise uneolIMouth moderate, oblique, the maxillary not extending to the eye. Pectorals reaching
ored.
nearly to front of dorsal, perfect, small. Snout with 2 born-like projections (nasal flaps).
Length 2}^ inches.
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aritiis, Jordan & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 356, pi. 44,
Lake Drummond, Dismal Swamp, near Suffolk, Virginia. (Typo,

Cholognater

outlet of
No. 39864. Coll.
fig. 8,

Jenkins & Meek.)
Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888, 227, specimens from Okefinokee
Swamp, Millen, Georgia; caudal fin more dusky, with little white at base.

Choloijaslcr coniuliix,

1045.

Head
9; A.

CHOLOGASTER AGASSIZII,

Putnam.

body, its length scarcely greater than the greatest depth. D.
Pectorals reaching little more than halfway to front of dorsal.

4 in

9.

Uniform light brown fins somewhat speckled. Length IJ inches. (Putnam.) Subterranean streams in 'J'ennessee and Kentucky not seen by us.
(Named for Louis Agassiz.)
;

;

Putnam, Amer.

Chologasler agassizii,

Nat., 1872, 30,

fig.,

from a well at Lebanon, Tennessee.

CHOLOGASTER PAPILLIFERUS,

1046.

Forbes.

Head 3^ in length. Body with ridges of tactile papilhe, as in Amhlyopsis.
Eye above and well behind maxillary, about 6 in head; pectoral
reaching halfway to the dorsal. Color precisely as in Chologaster cornutufi,
except that the middle stripe is decidedly jialer than the ground color of
the body, but darker on the head, the change being abrupt at the opercular margin caudal fin dark brown, with several vertical rows of white
specks or blotches running across the rays
anterior part of dorsal
similar in color, but paler. Length a trifle over an inch. The species,
agreeing with cornulus in position of eye and plan of markings, with
affassizii in length of pectorals and structure of scales, is intermediate
in length of head, and agrees with neither in color of caudal and dorsal
and tint of middle band. (Forbes.) Cave Spring, Union County, Illinois.
;

;

{papilla, papilla; fero, I bear.)
Chologaster jiapillifenis, Forbes,

Illinois.

Amer. Naturalist, Jan., 1882,

1,

cave spring

in

Southern

(Coll. F. S. Earle.)

Chologmler papillifer,

Jordan & Gilbert,

322.

•

Synopsis, 325, 890, 1883.

TYPHLICHTHYS,

Girard.

JyphIichlhys,GiTiARn, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 02, (mblcrraiieus).

This genus differs from Amhlyopsis only in the absence of the ventral
The body is similarly translucent, covered with papillary ridges
and the eyes are obsolete. The single species is of smaller size, and found
/^'^/r, fish.)
in the same waters.
(rij0A6f, blind
fins.

;

1047.

TYPHLICHTHYS SFBTERRANEUS,

Girard.

(Small Blindfish.)

D. 7 or 8; A. 7 or
in A. spcl(vus.

Head rather blunter and broader forward than

8.

Mouth

Pec-

smaller, its cleft shorter than base of dorsal.

Length
Subterranean streams of limestone regions in Indiana, Ken2 inches.
tucky, Tennessee, Missouri, and Alabama locally abundant, with Amhly(sHbterraiieHS,
opsis spelans, but more widely diffused than the latter.
under the earth.)
torals scarcely reaching dorsal.

One pyloric cn^cum.

Colorless.

:

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 62, well at Bowling Green,
GilE. Younglove); Putnam, Amer. Nat., 1872, 30, fig.; Jordan
bert, Synopsis, 325, 1883 G'arman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zo.il., xvii. No. 6, 232, 1889.

Typhlirhlhi/smhterrmioiit,

Kentucky;

(Coll.

>V:

.T.

;

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.
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fish,

Mr.

Garman
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:

" TypJdichlhi/s suhterraneiis, Girard, tho ouly blindfish in the collection (of Miss Ruth Hoppin,
from caves in Jasper County, in southern Missouri) is represented by a large number of examples,

the majority of them taken from tho wells, tho balance from tho caves, with tho exception

of a single one from the creek outside.

Compared with specimens from Kentmky and Tennessee,
they agree so exactly as to raise the question whether the species was not originated in one of tho
localities and thence distributed to the others.
The opinion generally held is that the cave
species of Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee originated in their respective localities.
It is no
doubt true for some of them. The idea is well supported by tho insects and Crustacea, the
one section being unlike those of the others. It may be urged that the respect in
which the fishes differ from them is more apparent than real, since these Crustacea aud insects
were derived from a numlier of distinct species, while in all probability the same species of fish
species in

entered the caves in each

same modification

in each.

district, .and,

Reduced

Were the

being under the same influences in each, suffered tho
lowest terms the que.<tion, so far as the fishes are

to its

where now found
In favor of independent origins at distant points, it can be
said that a species, distributed over the valley, possessed of habits such as would lead it to place
itself under the modifying conditions of the cave in one place, would be most 'likely led to do so
in the others. On the other hand, we have the more hesitation in accepting the conclusion that
one and the same species originated independently in two or more different localities, from knowing that exact parallels in the development of animals in nature, if they exist, are excessively
rare.
If our caution prevents ready acceptance of two apparently exact evolutionary parallels
as really coincident, we become more skeptical when the number of parallels or coinciding lines
is increased.
There is no doubt that the representatives of TyphUrlillii/ssHllen-aneus in tho various
caves were derived from a single common ancestral species. Tho doubts concern only the probconcerned,

is this:

blindfishes distributed to the scattered localities

before or after they became blind

?

more lines of development, in as many different locations,
and leading to such practical identity of result. Such identical
results would demand substantially similar modifying elements darkness, temperature, food,
enemies, etc. and the same length of time subjected to their influence. The likelihood of the
ability of the existence of three or

starting from the

same

species

—

—

many like elements in distant regions is inversely to the number demanded,
though one can not say it is impossible. To accept the conclusion favoring independent developments of the same species would involve acceptance of the idea that the caves in each of the
districts had been occupied fur about the same period of time.
This, of course, would not furnish us with any clue to the time of formation of the caves.
As an alternative, the opinion is
here advanced that these blindfishes originated in a particular locality, and have been, and are
being, distributed among the caves throughout the valley.
"We are in the habit of looking upon great rivers like the Ohio or Mississippi as impassable
obstacles to passage from cave to cave, rather than as thoroughfares. In this we have certainly
assumed too much. Various instances are on record of the discovery of blindfishes that have
strayed into the open streams from their caverns. If there were means of determining the frequency of the occurrence of such instances, it would undoubtedly much exceed what we are
now inclined to credit. Persons acquainted with the streams of the Mississippi basin will agree
that their undermined banks provide series of recesses or caverns, extending from the rills at the
sources to the tributaries and to the Gulf. The currents do not prove insurmountable to multitudes of fishes, no better provided with locomotive organs than the blindfishes, passing up the
streams every season.
Swept from the caves by the torrents in the flooded mouths, the blind
species would find itself protected at once from light or enemies by the turbid waters. The temperature of the water at such times is low, and, should the light penetrate so as to prove detrimental,
retreats exist on every hand in the excavations of the banks or the mud of the bottom. What
migrations these fishes may make in winter wo can only imagine. Hiding places are so numerous and extensive as to suggest the possibility of the evolution of blind forms without thocaves.
The great essential would be the disposition to avoid the light, opportunities existing everywhere;
the surroundings then would bring the organization into harmony with their demands, sooner
or later, as the creature was more or less plastic and yielding; disuse of the sense of sight being
followed by its loss and atrophy of its special organ. Development of sightless forms in the
holes and burrows of tho banks, or in tho mud of the bottom of the river, would here follow a
similar course to that gone through at great depths in lake or ocean.
existence of so
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" Crooked streams aro not so impassable as one might suppose, even to floating objects, insects,
A twig or leaf dropped into the current on the inside of the upper arm of a
horseshoe curve in a stream is carried near to the opposite shore before it leaves the bend, and,
mollusks, etc.

The passage is much easier
Taking everything info the account, it does not appear
to be at all necessary to credit Typhi ichthi/s subterranens from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri
with more than a single point of origin. The same may be said of Anibbjopsis spelsnts of Kentucky and Indiana, and of the blind crayfish of the same States.
" In an article entitled Life in the Wyandot Cave,' Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 4, VIII, 1871, p.
especially if favored
to

by the wind,

is

often carried completely across.

animals that swim, however feebly.

'

3G8, Professor

Cope makes this statement concerning Ambliiopsis

'If these Amblyopses be not

:

alarmed, they come to the surface to feed, and swim in full sight, like white aquatic ghosts.
They are then easily taken by the band or net, if perfect silence is preserved ; for they are
unconscious of the presence of an enemy, except through the medium of hearing. This sense,

however, is evidently very acute, for at any noise they turn suddenly downward and hide
beneath stones, etc., on the bottom.' The statement is repeated in Amer. Nat., 1872, p. 409.
Such a development of this sense, in recesses where we are accustomed to think any sounds other
than those made by the rippling or dripping water are almost unknown, is not what one would
have expected. Having this in mind, I wrote to Miss Hoppin, asking her to make experiments
on Ti/phlichthys, and to determine what she could in regard to hearing, feeding habits, etc. The
quotations here given are from her replies:
" For about two weeks I have been watching a fish taken from a well. I gave him considerable
water, changed once a day, and kept him in an uninhabited place subject to as few changes of
temperature as possible. He seems perfectly healthy, and as lively as when first taken from the
'

If not capable of long fasts,

well.

he must live on small organisms

my eye can not discern. He

is

but moves around the sides of the vessel constantly, down and up, as if needing the air. He never swims through the body of the water away from thesides, unless disturbed.
Passing the finger over the sides of the vessel under water, I find it slippery. I am careful not
*
*
*
Numerous tests convince
to disturb this slimy coating when the water is changed.
hardly ever

still,

me that it is through
may scream, or strike

the sense of touch, and not through hearing, that the fish is disturbed: I
metal bodies together over him as near as possible, yet he seems to take no

If I strike the vessel so that the water is set in motion, he darts away from
If I stir the
that side through the mass of the water, instead of around, in his usual way.
water, or touch the fish, no matter how lightly, his actions are the same.' " [Garman, Bull.
notice whatever.

Mus. Comp.

Zobl., xvii. No.

G,

1889, 232.]

323.

AMBLYOPSIS, De

DeKay, New York Fauna:

AmblyopsiU,

Kay.

Fishes, 187, 1S42, {upehcm).

Eyes rudimentary, concealed under the skin and not functional. Surhead and body crossed by vertical tactile ridges. Gill membranes

face of

fully joined to isthmus.

Ventral

fins present, ([uite small, close to anal.

Colorless fishes of small size, inhabiting the cave
streams in the limestone regions of the Ohio Valley. {anlSXvc, obtuse;

One

pyloric ccecum.

bfig, vision.)

1048.

AMBLYOPSIS SPEL^US, De

(Blindfish of the

Mammoth

Kay.

Cave.)

Head 3 in length depth ih D. 9 A. 8 V. 4 P. 11. Body and head
covered by fine ridges of tactile papillas. Colorless. Mouth comparatively
large, the length of its cleft about equal to base of dorsal. Pectorals reaching front of dorsal; caudal long, rather pointed. Length 5 inches. Subterranean streams of the limestone region of Kentucky and southern Indiana
not rare most common in the River Styx of the Manmioth Cave. Very
tenacious of life and readily kept in aquaria. (sjjcJa'us, pertainingto caves.)
Ambbinpm spclicus, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 187, 1842, Mammoth Cave, Kentucky;
GrNTHER, Cat., VII, 2, 1868; Putnam, Amer. Nat., 1872, 30, fig.; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop;

;

;

;

;

;

sis,

324, 1883.

Jordan and Evennann.
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second and third superior pharyngeals variously enlarged, not articulated to the cranium, sending processes
forward; the fourth small or fused with the third. Vertebra; numerous
fully united

;

abdominal ones much more numerous than the caudal.
abdominal, without spine, the rays more than 5. Scapula
suspended to the cranium by a jiost-temporal bone, which is slender and
furcate. Articular bone of lower jaw with a small supplemental bone
perhaps corresponding to the coronoid bone.
Parietal bones much
reduced, well separated by the supraoccipital.
Supraclavicle not distinct; no interclavicles. No mesocoracoid.
Maxillary very close to premaxillary and sometimes firmly joined to it, the suture always distinct.
Basis of cranium double in front, but without muscular tube. No adipose
Fins without spines. Lateral line concurrent with the belly, peculiar
fin.
in structure. Air bladder usually large, without pneumatic duct. Intestinal tract simple, without pyloric cceca. This order* is allied to the Haplomi
on the one hand and to the Fercesoces on the other, and like these groups, it
marks the transition from the soft-rayed o the spiuy-i ayed fishes. In their
anatomical characters the Sijncntognathi most resemble the latter, but
there are never spines in the fins, and the lower pharyngeals are united.
The group is divisible into four closely related families, Avhich have usually
been regarded as subfamilies of one family, Exocoetidw or Scomber esocidw.
The remarkable dift'erences in the pharyngeals seem to us to require the
division of the group into four families, the differential characters having
been first pointed out by Mr. Edwin C. Starks, a student in Stanford
University,
{aw, together; ivro^, within; yvudoc, jaw.)
{Physostomi,
part; family Scomheresocuhv Giinther, Cat., vi, 233-298, 1866.)
(45 to 70), the

Ventral

fins

i

,

a.

Third superior pharyngeal ou each side scarcely enlarged, not longer than its anterior process, and armed with comparatively few (about 15) pointed teeth; fourth superior
pharyngeal distinct on each side; lower pharyngeals united into a small linear plate,
armed with small teeth; vertebra; with zygapophyses; both jaws produced in along

beak

upper short in the young); teeth in jaws strong, unequal; maxappressed to the premaxillaries; a distinct suture along the boundary;
coronoid bone (attached to the articular) evident. Species carnivorous. Esocid.f., xciv.
iu the adult (the

illaries firmly

aa.

Third superior pharyngeal greatly enlarged, covered with bluntish, tricuspid teeth fourth
superior pharyngeal wanting or fused with the third; lower pharyngeals large, fused
;

into a thick triangular bone with transversely concave surface, covered with blunt,
tricuspid teeth; teeth in

jaws always small,

maxillary, but not suturally joined to

it,

conic, or tricuspid; maxillary close to pre-

there being some open space between; coro-

noid bone small, but present no canine teeth; no zygapophyses to the vertebra^.
Third superior pharyngeal solidly joined with its fellow to form an ovoid plate, which
sends two processes forward; cleft of mouth narrow; the lower jaw usually pro;

b.

bb.

duced; teeth of jaws tri<uspid; herbivorous species.
Hemiramphid.k, xcv.
Third superior pharyngeals more or less closely appressed, but not united; species at
least partly carnivorous.

With this order begins the series of families in which the air duct of the air bladder disappears in the adult condition. These form the group or series known as Pliysoclyili, iu contradistinction to the Phj/sostomi, in which the air duct is persistent.
To the PAi/so8(omi belong the
Otlwriophyii, Apodes, Iso$poHdyli, Uaplomi, etc.
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Dorsal and anal

c.

fins

Museum.

each with several detached finlets; cleft of mouth long, both
less produced in a pointed beak; paired fins buuiII.

jaws being more or

SCOMBRESOCID.i;, XCVI.
cc.

Dorsal and anal without finlets; cleft of mouth short, the jaws not produced in a
beak; pectoral fins more or less produced, forming an organ of fliglit.
Exocff-TiD-i:, xcvii.

Family XCIV. ESOCID^E.

(The Needlefishes.)
elongate, very slender, compressed or not, covered with small,
thiu scales. Lateral line very low, running as a fold along side of belly.
Both jaws produced in a beak, the lower jaw the longer, very much the

Body

longer in the young, which resemble Hemiramphus] maxillaries grown
fast to premaxillaries; each jaw with a band of small, sharp teeth,
besides a series of longer, wide-set, sharp, conical teeth. No finlets. Dor-

both fins rather long. Air bladder present. Lower
pharyngeals united to form a long, slender, narrow plate, with flat surface, covered with small, pointed teeth; upper pharyngeals distinct, the
third pair little enlarged, each with some 15 moderate, unequal, pointed
teeth (Tylosurits marinus) fourth pair well developed, with similar teeth,
but without anterior processes. Vertebr* numerous, with zygopophyses.
Ovary single. Voracious, carnivorous fishes, bearing a superficial resemblance to the Gar Pikes; found in all warm seas, sometimes entering
Genera 4, only 2 of which (Ti/lostinis and Jtltlonies) are found in
rivers.
our waters ;* species about 50, the majority of them American. Their
habits are ordinarily much like those of the pike, but when startled
they swim along the surface with extraordinary rapidity, often leaping
above the water for short distances. When thus leaping the large
species of the tropics are sources of danger to incautious fishermen,

sal fin opposite anal,

;

sometimes piercing the naked abdomens of the savages. Most of them
are good food-fishes, but the green color of the bones of the larger
{Scomberesospecies often causes them to be avoided, for no good reason.
cidce,
a.

part, Giinther, Cat., vi, 233-256, 1866.)
no teeth on vomer; dorsal and anal elevated i.u front; caudal fin lunate.
its greatest depth.
or slightly compressed, its breadth more than
Tylosurus, 324.
Athiennes, 325.
Body much compressed, its breadtli not half its greatest depth.

Gill rakers none;
6.

%

Body subterete

bb.

324.

TYLOSURUS,t

Cocco.

Tylosurus, Cocco, " Lettere in Giornale Sci. Sicilia, xvii," 18, 1820, [cmitraiid

Body

elongate, very slender, not

= imperialis = acus).
Both jaws pro-

much compressed.

longed into a beak, the lower jaw somewhat the longer, much the longer
Each jaw
in young fishes, the very young resembling Hemiramphus.
armed with a band of small, sharp teeth, beside which is a series of
*The remaining genera
presence of

fin

rakers and

F.so.r is characterized by the
are Esox, (Behne), and r«lamorrIiii)iliis.
confined to the Old World and the islands of the Pacific, rolamorand anal not falcate. Its species inhabit the

is

raphin is similar to Tiihsurus, but with the dorsal
rivers of South America.

+ For a full account of the American species of this genus see Jordan
Nat. Mus., 1886, 339-361.

&

Fordice, Proc. U. S.

Jordan and Mvermann.
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no teeth on vomer or
running along the side of
the belly, becoming median on the tail. No finlets. Dorsal fin more or
caudal fin short, unequally lunated or forked;
less elevated anteriorly
pectorals moderate; ventrals small, the latter inserted behind the middle
of the body. Gill rakers obsolete. Bones usually more or less green.
Size comparatively large. Species numerous. Voracious fishes, chiefly
American one species crossing to Europe; some of them entering rivers.
This genus difters from the Old AVorld genus Etiox* (Linna'us) Rafinesque,
{=Belo)ie, Cuvier), in the absence of gill rakers and of vomerine teeth,
oi'pa, tail;
in allusion to the caudal keel, on which the
(r/vlof, callus
genus was originally based, a character of little importance.)
longer, wide-set, sharp, conical, unequal teeth

Scales small, thin

palatines.

;

;

line

lateral

;

;

;

a.

Mouth

capable of being nearly or quite

close'),

the upper jaw not conspicuously arched at

base.
h.

Caudal peduncle compressed, deeper than broad, without trace of keel along the lateral
line; dorsal and anal fins short, each of 13 to IG rays, the posterior rays not elevated;
anal longer than dorsal and inserted farther forward; jaws slender, about twice as

0.

long as rest of head; no fold of skin across preopercle; caudul subtruncato, the
lower lobe somewhat produced; sides with a bluish-silvery band; species of small
size, with the scales and bones nut gvoen.
Scales comparatively large, about 85 before the dorsal fin, and about 7 or 8 rows on
the checks; body robust, the depth about 5 in head; coloration pale, the dorsal
and caudal brick red in life; lateral stripe narrow for its entire length; no scapular blotch.

cc.

Scales small, 140 to 150 before dorsal

fin,

NOTATUS, 1049.
about 12 rows on the cheeks; body slen-

der; ventrals inserted at a point nearer cheeks than base of caudal; fins with-

out red; lateral stripe broadened below the dorsal fin.
Kegion above base of pectorals with a conspicuous round blackish blotch.

d.

SCAPULARIS, lOoO.
fhl.

Kegion above base of pectorals without black spot.
f. Body very slender, the depth 7 in head, which is 25 in liody; eye moderate,
2}^ to 2% in postorbital jmrt of head; no distinct notch in the temporal
ridge; maxillary not entirely concealed by preorbital. D. 1, 15; A. 1, 17;
TiMucu, 1051.

scales in lateral line 225.
ef.

Body

less slender,

the depth 6 in head, which

is 2j''j

in body; eye large, 2^

in postorbital part of head; a distinct notch on temporal ridge close
behind eye; maxillary almost entirely concealed by the preorbital.

D.
if).

1, 15;

A.

1,

17; scales in lateral line 200.

ei'RYOps, 1052.

Caudal peduncle very much depressed, wider than deep, but without trace of keel.
Head 2-/3 in length; eye 2% in postorbital part of he.ad; maxillary nearly con-

by preorbital; body subterete; snout very nearly twice length of rest of
head; brownish above, silvery below, a bluish lateral stripe edged below with
cealed

hhli.

oiplot.icnia, 1053.
black and yellowish; scales not very small. D. IG; A. 17.
Caudal peduncle more or less depressed, or, at least, with a more or less developed
dermal keel along the lateral line; scales and bones more or less green.
/. Dorsal and anal fins short, each of 14 to 19 rays, the anal larger than the dorsal
and beginning farther forward; last rays of dorsal and anal low; jaws slender,

g.

about twice as long a,s rest of head; no fold of skin across preopercle.
Eye very small, 4 to 5 in postorbital part of head; caudal keel sharp, color
black; body and tail much depressed; teeth very small.
microps, 1054.
h. Eye 5 in postorbital part of head; dorsal rays 14; A. 15.

* From till' original genus Eso.r of Linnanis, the groups called h^jiliiirfFiia, Siinodiis, and Lepisosleiis
were detacluMl by I/u-epedo as distinct genera in lK():i. In ISK) the remaining species were
divided bv Kafinesi|Ue into two genera, Luciiix, Rafinesque, typified by Fxn.r Incitis, Linnanis, and
This restriction of the generic name Esox,
Esn.e, of which Ewx liehme. was taken as the type.
being the earliest, must stand, and the name Esox must supersede B-:lone.
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hh.

Eye i

Museum.

in postorbital part of head; dorsal rays 16; anal 19.
AN(;i'STICKI>S, 1055.

(jg.

Eye moderate,

2 to 334 times in postorbital part of head.

and conspicuous; top of head
without median groove; base of upper jaw much depressed;
maxillary entirely hidden by preorbital; teeth very small; ventral fin
midway between eye and caudal; scales not very small. D. 1, 13; A.

Catidal fin forked; caudal keel sharp, broad,

i.

fiat, striated,

ARDEOI.A, 105U.

1, is.

unequally lunate, the emargination not deep, the lower rays moderately produced; scales very small; sides with a silvery lateral stripe;
caudal keel not very conspicuous, not Iilack; top of head with median
groove; maxillary not entirely concealed by preorbital ventral inserted
midway between preopercle and base of caudal. Species of moderate

Caudal

ii.

fin

;

with the scales and bones more or

size,

less

green.

Body very

slender, the depth 6|^ to 7 in length of head; caudal keel
not very small.

j.

Posterior half of pectorals more cr less abruptly black; eye large,
2J^ in postorbital part of head. I>. 1, 16; A. 1, 17; lateral
line 250.
sierkita, 1057.
M. Posterior half of pectorals pale, like the base of the fin eye rather
Jc.

;

small,

2%

in postorbital part of head.

D.

1,

lateral line 370.
j/.

Body moderately
little
I.

slender, the depth

5'^.,

in length of head;

Eye moderate, 2}^

in postorbital part of head; pectorals not black

D.

1,

dark bar on
marinus, 1059.

15; A. 1, 17; lateral line 300; a

opercle.
n.

Eye

caudal keel

developed.

posteriorly.

jT.

A. 1, 17;
exilis, 1058.

15;

small, 3^4 in postorbital part of head.
pectoral jiale.

Dorsal and anal fins long, each of 17 to 25

ray.s,

D. 13 or 14; A. 15 or 16;
Almeida, 1060.

the last rays of the dorsal fin more

or less elevated in the young, becoming lower in the adult; caudal keel rather
strong, black; one or
fin

more

folds of skin across the edge of the preopercle; caudal

deeply emarginate or uneijually forked.

Ventrals inserted

midway between

base of caudal and middle of eye. Species of large size, with the scales and
bones green; no distinct lateral stripe.
?».

Beak short and very strong, its length l^ to Ig times length of rest of head;
body comparatively robust, the depth more than J length of head.
Dorsal

11.

fin

of moderate length,

rays

its

1,

19; anal rays

1,

17; insertion of

dorsal notably behind that of anal; snout very short, 1}/^ times length

of rest of head; lateral line 440.
>ni.

fodiator, lOGl.

Dorsal fin long, its rays 1, 21 to 1, 24; anal rays 1, 22 to 1, 24; insertion of
dorsal almost opposite that of anal; snout longer, 1% to 1^ length of
rest of head; lateral line about 350.
raphidoma, 1062.

nun. Allied to T. raphidoimi, but insufficiently characterized,

mm. Beak
o.

more elongate,

its

pacificus, 1004.

streak.
00.

galeatus, 1063.

length about twice length of rest of
head; dorsal beginning behind front of anal,
Greatest depth of body equal to length of pectoral; teeth shorter and
weaker than in T. aciix. D. 21 to 22; A. 19 or 20; a grayish lateral
strong, but

Greatest depth of body about

%

length of pectoral.

D.

1,

23;

A.

1, 21;

ACUS, 1065.
no lateral stripe.
Mouth not closing completely, the upper jaw arched at base; lobes of dorsal and anal low,
lateral line 380;

aa.

the last rays elevated; eye very large, 2^^ in head; scales small, green. D. 24; A. 22;
caribb.kus, 1066.
a bluish lateral band.

104».

TTLOSUBrS NOTATUS

(Poey).

(Needle-fish; Long-jaws.)

Head
in
*

2;

lateral

depth
line.

5.

D. 13; A. 13;* scales large, 85 before dorsal, 150
tail posteriorly not
robust, not compressed

Body

Counting developed rays only.

;

Jordan and Evermami.
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compressed, deeper than broad, without keel, the lateral line not black.
Head Hat above, with deep, scaly median sijroove; maxillary hidden by
the preorbital. Jaws long and slender, the upper from eye nearly twice
rest of head; mouth closing completely.
Teeth moderate, wide-set;
scales and bones not green. Eye equal to interorbital space, 2i in postorbital part of head. Pectoral as long as postorbital part of head ventrals very small, placed midway between axil and base of caudal; caudal slightly lunate, the lobes subequal. Color pale greenish, with silvery
stripe tips of vertical fins brick red in life. Length about 20 inches.
West Indies, north to Pensacola, common about Key West; easily known
by its few fin-rays, (notatufi, marked.)
;

;

Belone notata, Poet, Memorias,

Bean, Proc. U.
Tylosums

nolaliis,

Havana; GCntheb,

293, 1860,

ii,

Cat., vi, 248, 18G0;

Goode &

Nat. Mus., 1879, 151.

S.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 373, 1883;

Jordan & Fordice, Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Mus., 1886,345.

TYLOSrBUS SCAPULARIS,

1050.

Head

2*; depth 6|

Jordan & Gilbert.

eye 2^ in postorbital part of head. D. 14; A. 15;
scales 215.
Body slender, subterete. Caudal peduncle compressed, without keel jaws slender, twice length of rest of head. Scales small, 145 to
150 before dorsal maxillary not whollyconcealed by preorbital. Greenish
a bluish-silvery lateral band, which is broadened below dorsal a con8]3icuou8 round, dark blotch above pectoral. Length
feet.
Panama;
rather scarce, {scapula, shoulder, which has a dark spot.)
;

;

;

;

H

Tylosm-Ks scapularis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Nos. 29427, 29435, and 29438.

Bull.

II. S.

Fish Comni.,
IhUl,

Coll. Gilbert.)

ii,

i,

1881, 307,

1882, 109;

Panama.

Jordan, Proc. U.

(Tj-pe
S.

Nat.

Mus., 1885, 370.

1051,

TYLOSl'KUS TIMUCU (Walbaum).
(TiMucr; Peixe Agulha.)

Head

depth 7 eye moderate, 2i to 2f in postorbital part of head.
2^
Scales small, 225, about 150 before dorsal.
D. 15; A. 17.
Body very
slender, subterete caudal peduncle not keeled ventrals inserted nearer
;

;

;

;

cheeks than base of caudal.
No distinct temporal notch maxillary
not entirely concealed. Scales and bones not gi'een. Greenish; a silverybluish lateral band, widened below dorsal; no scapular spot. Length li
feet.
Florida Keys to Brazil; not rare our specimens from Key West,
Cuba, and Bahia.
;

;

TiimtcH or Peixe

Esox

limucit,

(.ujullia,

Walbaui..

Marcgrave,

Pise. Brasil., 108, 1648,

Artedi Pisr., ni,

Belone snhtruncata, PotY, Memorias,

ir,

88, 1792,

34965.

Tiinurii of

Marcgrave.

Havana.
Havana.

295, 1860,

Poey, Memorias,
29G, 1860,
Tylosums sayiUa, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

Belotie depream,

Brazil.

Brazil; after

,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 25,

Key West.

(Tj-pe,

No.

Coll. Jordan.)

Tylosums subb-uncalHs, Jordan

1052.

ct

Fordice,

I.

c, 346.

TYLOSURUS EURYOPS,

Bean & Dresel.

(Long-jaw.)

D. 15; A. 17; scales 200. Close to Tylosurutt timucu, but the body less
slender, the depth (J in head, which is about S in body eye larger, 2,', in
;

postorbital

part of head;

a distinct

notch on temporal

ridge close
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behind eye maxillary almost entirely concealed by preorbital.
and Jamaica, (erpvc, wide; (oip, eye.)
;

Tylomms

euryops.

Bean & Dresel,

Coll. Public

32073.

Museum

Proc. U.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 168,

S.

of the Institute of Jamaica.)

Jamaica.

Jordan, Proc. U.

Cuba

(Typo, No.
S.

Nat. Mus.,

188G, 35.

1053.
'

TTLOSURUS DIPLOT.ENIA

(Cope).

Head

2f ; eye 2i in postorbital part of head. D. 16; A. 17. Body subterete caudal peduncle very much depressed, wider than deep, but
without trace of keel maxillary nearly concealed by preorbital top of
head nearly smooth. Caudal moderately emargiuate; snout nearly
twice length of rest of head; scales not very small, 23 rows between
dorsal and anal. Brownisli above, silvery below, a bluish latertal stripe
edged below with black and yellowish. St. Martin Island, West Indies.
(Cope) not seen by us. {dcnlbog, double raivia, ribbon or stripe.)
;

;

;

;

;

Belone diplotsenia. Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1871, 481, St.

Martin Island,

West

Indies.

1054.

TTLOSURUS MICROPS

(GUnthor).

Head 3. D. 13 to 15; A. 14 or 15. Tail strongly depressed, with a
sharpish edge, which is posteriorly black.
Body depressed, rather
broader than deep. Upper surface of head flat, smooth, with a narrow
median groove; superciliary region quite smooth; base of premaxillaries
depressed maxillary half hidden by the preorbital. Teeth of moderate
size, widely set; vomerine teeth none.
Diameter of eye little more than
;

width of interorbital space and A length of postorbital portion of head,
which is rather more than half length of beak. Depth of body considerably less than length of pectoral fin, which is less than the distance of
the opercular margin from the orbit ventral fin a little nearer head than
caudal middle and hinder dorsal and anal rays subequal in length, short,
the last terminating at a considerable distance from root of caudal origin
of anal somewhat in advance of that of dorsal caudal forked, with
;

;

;

;

the lobes subequal in. length. Scales nunute, adherent. The termination
of the lateral keel on the caudal fin black. Coast of Guiana. (Giinther.)
(fitKpoi, small; cji/j, eye.)
Belmie mia-ops,

Guntheh,

Cat., vi, 237, 186C,

Surinam, British Guiana.

(Coll.

SirR. Schom-

burgk.)

1055.

Head

D. 16; A.

TTLOSURUS ANGUSTICEPS

(Giinther.)

Tail strongly depressed, with a sharpish lateral
edge; body subcylindrical. Head narrow, elongate, rather convex above,
2*.

19.

with a deep, median longitudinal groove. Base of the intermaxillaries
depressed teeth very small maxillary half hidden by the preorbital.
Eye i length of postorbital part of head, which is more than that of pectoral. Ventral somewhat nearer to head than caudal; middle and hinder
dorsal and anal rays subequal in length, short, the last terminating at a
considerable distance from root of caudal
caudal fin somewhat emargiuate. Scales very small. Termination of the caudal keel blackish.
Coast of Ecuador. (Giinther.) (fl»(/Hs<«s, narrow -ccps, head.)
;

;

;

;

Belone angusticept,

Guntheb,

Cat., vi, 2:i8, 18G6,

Ecuador.

(Coll. Fraser.)

Jordan and Evermann.
1056.
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&

(Cuvier
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Valenciennes).

D. 13 A. 18. Caudal peduncle depressed and with a sharp keel scales
and bones green; eye moderate; top of head striated teeth very small;
base of upper jaw much de'preseed maxillary entirely hidden; caudal fin
forked; ventral midway between eye and caudal. West Indies. (Giinther,
as " Belone depressa"); not seen by us. The synonymy below is all more
;

;

;

;

(Jrdcola, diminutive of Ardea, heron.)

or less doubtful.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 425, 1846, Martinique.
f Belone cigoneUa, Cvvit.n & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 430, 184G, Porto Rico.
f Belone argidn.i, Le Sueuk MS. in Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. IJat. Poiss., xvin, 439,
f Belone ardeola,

1846,

Guadeloupe.
Belone clepressa, GI'ntiier, Gat., vi, 235, 1866; not of PoEV.

1067.

TYLOSURUS STOLZMANNI

iStcindachner).

(SlERRITA.)

eye large, about 10^ in head or about 3 in
D. I, 16; A. I, 17; P. 13; scales about 250. Body very
slender, not compressed; caudal peduncle depressed, half wider than
deep, the lateral line forming a moderate keel, which is green. Jaws
very long, slender, and fragile, the tip of the lower projecting; length of
upper jaw from eye 2| times length of postorbital part of head, or 9 times
space between nostrils; maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from front
of pupil, about half of its posterior portion slipping under the preorScales
bital, which is small, not reaching backward to tip of maxillary.
larger than in T. exili.s. luterorbital region with a rather broad and deep
scaly groove, widest anteriorly and extending backward to opposite middle of cheeks behind this the middle part of cranium somewhat elevated
and bounded by two longitudinal ridges higher than the temporal ones;
Cheeks well scaled scales on opercle very minute.
this region scaleless.
Dorsal origin above base of fifth anal ray anterior rays of both fins
producecl; other rays equal, the posterior not reaching nearly to base of
caudal; anal lobe higher than dorsal lobe, its length 4 postorbital part
of head; ventrals small, extending about h distance to origin of anal,
their insertion midway between base of middle caudal rays and middle

Head

2f

;

depth nearly 18

;

postorbital part.

;

;

;

pectorals broad, as long as postorbital part of head, the upper
ray broad; caudal lunate, lower lobe longer. Color green above, white
below a dusky dorsal stripe and a silvery lateral one sides of head silvery, upper part of cheek puuctulate, a blackish half bar between cheek
and opercle a blackish blotch above eye and one in front of nostrils fins

of cheek

;

;

;

;

;

more or less
abruptly black, sometimes merely dusky caudal keel green.* Length 2
Abundant at Mazatlau, where it is a common market fish; also
feet.
taken at Guaymas by Evermann and Jenkins; south to Peru.
olivaceous,

somewhat dusky

at tip

;

posterior part of pectoral
;

Iclith. Beitr., vii, 21, 1878,

Belone slohmauni,

Steindachneu,

Tylosnntfs sien-ila,

Jordan & Gilhert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Coll. Gilbert.)
29227, 29377, and 29378.

28102, 28265,

Tumbez, Peru.
1881, 458,

Mazatlan.

(Type, Nos.

* This description is drawn up from Mazatlan specimens, including the types of T. sierrila.
Steindachner's types of B. stolzmannt are described as having a smaller eye (U in head instead of
10^), the pectorals merely dusky, and D. 15; A. 16.
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TTLOSURUS EXILIS

1058.

Museum.

(Girard).

(Needlefish.)

D. 15; A. 17; scales 370. Body very slender;
very slender, broader than long, with a moderate keel, pale in color;
head long, the upper jaw from eye twice rest of head. Eye moderate, 2J
in postorbital region. Maxillary not nearly all hidden by the narrow preTop of head flattish, with a broad scaly groove. Pectoral fin
orbital.
1^ in postorbital part of head ventrals short, midway between preopercle
and base of caudal; dorsal and anal falcate, rather low, the anal beginning before dorsal caudal fin slightly and une(| ually lunate. Translucent
green, silvery below; an olivaceous vertebral streak and a oluish lateral
band; fins plain, olivaceous, the pectoral without black. Scales very
small and thin, 280 before dorsal. Length 3 feet. Coast of southern
California, from Point Concepcion southward to Cerros Island abundant;
rarely used as food on account of the "green backbone." Close to Tylo-

Head 2*; depth 7 in head.

tail

;

;

;

suru8 marinus, the

body more slender.

{vxUis, slender.)

Beloneexilk, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 149,

San Diego

(Coll. A. Cassidy);

Girard,

Pac. R. R. Surv., Fish., 158, 1858; Gf.NT4ER, Cat., vi, 238, 186G.
7)/U)snnis exilis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

1059,

Synopsis, 374, 1883;

Jordan & Fordice,

TTLOSURUS MARINUS

(Garfish

;

Billfish

;

I.

c, 349.

(Walbaum).

Needlefish

Agujon.)

;

Head 2* depth 5i snout 4i. Eye large, 2i in postorbital part of head.
24
68 scales 300. Body slender, not comD. 15; A. 17 vertebrae 44
pressed; tail moderately depressed, broader than deep, the lateral line
passing into a slight keel which is not black. Head long, flat above, with
a broad, rather shallow, scaly median groove. Upper jaw from eye twice
length of rest of head; maxillary not nearly hidden by the preorbital.
Teeth sharp; mouth not quite closing. Scales and bones more or less
green; pectoral equal to postorbital part of head. Ventrals moderate,
midway between preopercle and base of caudal dorsal and anal somewhat
falcate; the last rays always short; caudal fin slightly emarginate.
;

;

+

;

=

;

;

Scales thin and small, 240 before dorsal. Color greenish, sides silvery;
a narrow silvery lateral stripe; a dark bar on front of opercle; fins
olivaceous. Length 4 feet. Cape Cod to Texas; very abundant on our
Atlantic and Gulf coasts; often ascending rivers far above tide water,

and doubtless breeding

in fresh waters,

(marinus, of the sea.)

Sea Snipe, ScHiiPF, Geaellsch. Naturforschende Freunde, 177, 1788,

Long

Walbaum, Artedi Piscium, iii, 88, 1792; after ScniJPF.
var. marmus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 391, 1801;

Island.

Esox marirms,
Esoxhelone,

Esox

longirostria,

Belone truncatn,

Mitchill, Amer. Month. Mag.,

Le SrEUR, Journ.

Ac. Nat.

ii,

1818, 322,

after ScHiJPF.

Hudson

Sci. Phila., ii, 1821, 126,

River.

New

York Bay: Gi nthek,

Cat., VI, 244, 1866.
S. Mex. Bound. Snrv., Ichth., 30, pi. 13, 1859, Brazos Santiago,
Joseph Island, Texas. (Colls. John H. Clark and Gustav Wurdemann.)
Tylosnms longlroflris, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 374, 1883.
Tylosurus marinus, Jordan & Fordice, I. c, 351.

Belone scrntalor, GiRARD, U.

and

St.

Jordan and Evermann.
1060.
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Attierica.

(Quoy & Gaimard).

(TiML'CU.)
3.
D. 13 or 14; A. 15 or 16. Very close to Ti/lonuruii mariwith smaller eye, 3 to 3i in postorbital part of head, and fewer tin
Surinam to Rio de Janeiro, and probably northward in the West
rays.
Known to us from the specimens called Belone timucu by Cuvier
Indies.

Head about

nus, but

&

Valenciennes. (Named for Don Fr. Almeida, once Secretary of the
Portuguese legation at Paris.)
lieloite

almeida,

Belone

liniticn,

Quoy & Gaimakd, "Voyage de I'Uranie, Zoiil., 22G, 1824, Brazil.
i Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xvui, 42G, 184fi, Rio de Janeiro; not

OuviKii

EsoxUinucu of

Walkaum.

Belone tnincata, var. gui'meimis,

Gunther,

Cat., vi,

24."i,

1800; not of Mi'LLK.it

TYLOSUBUS FODIATOR,

1061.

A Troschel.

Jordan & Gilbert.

(AOIUON.)

Head about 3J depth 15 eye large, 6A in snout, 3 in postorbital part
of head, and 2 in interorbital width. D. I, 19; A. I, 17; V. 6; P. 14;
Body robust, the caudal peduncle with a strong keel, black
scales 440.
;

;

one or more folds of skin across edge of preopercle; caudal
unequally forked dorsal with its last rays elevated in the young. Beak
short and very strong, the snout 1^ times length of rest of head. Dorsal
inserted opposite anal ventrals inserted midway between base of caudal
and middle of eye. Cheeks closely scaled, opercles nearly naked scales
extremely small. Color green above, silvery below tins somewhat dusky,
middle
except the anal, which is pale cheeks and lower jaw silvery
line of back darker scales and bones a very bright green no distinct
lateral stripe.
Length 3 to 5 feet. Pacific coast of Mexico; common about
Mazatlan and Acapulco. A very robust species, distinguished from T.
raphidoma by its fewer fin rays, {fodiator, one who stabs, this species,
like the next, being often dangerous to fishermen.)
in color;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

S. Nat.Mus., 1881, 459, Mazatlan.
Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 59, 1885.

Tylomrus fodiator, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. V.
28190 and 28323.

Ooll. Gilbert.)

1062.

TYLOSURUS RAPHIDOMA

(Tyjie, Nos.

(Eanzani).

(Houndfish; Agu.ia de Casta; Guardpish.')

D. 21 to 24 A. 22 to 24; scales 350. Caudal keel rather strong, black
one or more folds of skin across edge of preopercle. Body robust, little
compressed, its greatest breadth a little more than t greatest depth caudal peduncle slightly depressed, a little broader than deep, with a slight
black dermal keel. Head broad, interorbital space nearly f length of
postorbital part of head, with a broad, shallow, nearly naked median
groove, which is wider behind and forks at the nape. Supraorbital bones
with radiating stria'. Jaws unusually short, stifi", strong, rapidly tapering forward; large teeth of jaws very strong, knife-shaped. Upper jaw
from eye about If times as long as the rest of head. Eye large, 7 in
snout, 2| in postorbital part of head, and 1;| in interorbital width. Alaxillary entirely covered by the preorbital.
Cheeks densely scaled; opercles
;

;

;

Bulletin 4J^ United States National Afusetim.
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mostly naked except aloiif^ the anterior margin. Scales of body minute,
especially above. Dorsal liu low posteriorly the height of its anterior
lobe equaling that of anal, or length of postorbital part of head: its
longest ray * the base of the fin; last rays of dorsal and anal much elevated in young; caudal lunate, its lower lobe nearly half longer than the
upper; middle rays about as long as eye. Veutrals inserted midway
between base of caudal and middle of eye, their length a little less than
that of pectoral, and equal to postorbital part of head; insertion of anal
opposite that of dorsal. Color green, silvery below; no lateral stripe;
pectorals and dorsal blackish. Scales and bones green. Length 3 to 5
;

West Indies, Florida Keys to Brazil genei'ally abundant a large,
vigorous species, occasionally becoming dangerous in its leaps from the
water. The young occasionally northward (Ocean City, New Jersey
Bean), {(ia^iq, rhapMs, a sharp instrument an old name of the pike.)

feet.

;

;

;

Eanzani, Nov. Comm. Ac. Nat.
Brazil; Gvntheb, Cat., vi. 249, 1866.
Belone gerania, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Belone rapiiidonia,

THER, Cat.,

VI, 241,

291, IS'il,

ii,

Belone melanochira, Poey, Memorias,

Bean, Proc. U.
.Iordan

Coll. Stearns.)

:i,

v, 1842, 359,

Poiss., xviii, 437, 1846,

pi. 37, fig. 1,

Martinique; GCn-

Havana; Gunther,

Tylosurm rdpliklomn, Jordan, Proc. U.

(Type, No, 301.51.

Synopsis, 901, 1883.

S. N.it.

Mus., 1886, 35; Jordan & Fordice,

I.

c, 353.

Nat. Mus., 1S84, 112.

TTLOSURUS GALE ATI'S

An

Cat., vi, 249, 1S66.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 239, 430, Pensacola.

S.

S.

Cuba.

294, 1861,

& Gilbert,

.Tylosnnis crassus, .Tokdan, Proc. U.

1063.

Bonon.,

18G6

Belone crassa, PoEY, Memorias,

Tylosmtis gladins,

Sci. Inst.

imperfectly

known

(Cuvier

.t

Yaiencieunes).

species, apparently diifering from

D. 15
raphidoma in having the caudal little forked and in having no caudal
keel.
Scales small. Beak rather strong, 1| times length of rest of head.
Top of head with a bony casque. Its surface smooth; its borders with
Valenciennes.)
notches like those on a violin. Cayenne. (Cuvier
;

A.

17.

T.

&

(galeatus,

having a helmet.)

Belotie grileata,

CoviEK & Valenciennes,

1064.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 420, 1S46,

TTLOSURUS PACIFICUS

Cayenne.

(Steindaclmer).

D. 21 to 22 A. 19 or" 20. Closely allied to Tylosuriis acus, the teeth
shorter and weaker, the greatest depth of body equal to length of pectoral.
A grayish lateral streak. Acapulco to Panama; a large species;
;

not common.
Belone pacifica, Steindaciiner, Iclith. Beitr.,
Tylosurns pacifictm,

iii, 65,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

106.5.

S.

1875,

Panama; Acapulco.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 624.

TTLOSURUS ACUS

(LacOpedo).

(HOUNDFISII; Aoi'.ton.)

D. 23; A. 21 scales 380. Caudal keel strong, black; 1 or more folds of
skin across the preopei'cle; scales and bones green. Beak strong, more
elongate than in TyJotturus raphidoma, its length about twice that of rest
of head; greatest depth of body about t length of pectoral. Dorsal tin
;

Jordan and FA^ermann.
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yonug, becoming low

its last
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rays nuich elevated in the

in the adult; caudal deeply

and unequally

midway between middle of eye and base
Green above; no lateral band. Lengths to 4 feet. West

eniar-

ginate; ventrals inserted

of cau-

dal.

Indies,

occasionally straying northward (Buzzard's Bay, Goode; Beaufort, N. C,
Jordan); also in the Mediterranean, if Tijloxurus imperialis, Cocco, is the

same

{Acus, the needlefish, from acus,

species, as appears to be the case.

(Eu.)

needle.)
Sph/rxua

acus,

LActpfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

v, G, pi. 1, fig.

li,

1803,

Martinique; from

.i

drawing

by Plumif.u.
?

Esox imperinlU, Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuni Xuovi (Jeneri,

f T'llositnts caiitraiuii,

Gi'NTUEK, Cat,

50, 1810,

Cocco, Lettero in Giurn. Sci. Lett. Sic, xviii,

Palermo.

18, pi. 1, fig.

1,

joiu'si,

Messina;

Poey, Memorias, ii, 290, 1861, Havana; GCnther, Cat., vi, 249, 1866 copied.
Goode, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1877, 295, Bermuda; Gvnther, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Beloiie latimami,

Belone

1829,

VI, 242, 18G6.
;

Hist., Ill, 1879, 150.

Ueloue caribbiia,

Gunther,

Tijlomms acus, Jokdan

&

Cat., vi, 241, 18G6;

Fordice,

1066.

I.

not of Le Sueuu.

c, 355.

TILOSUUUS CARIBBJIUS

(Le Sueur).

D. 24; A. 22, Mouth not capable of being completely closed, the upper
jaw being arched at base, much as in Athlenncs hians; lobes of dorsal and
anal low, the last rays elevated. Depth 20 in total length with caudal;
head 3s body broad, compressed; breadth of body t its depth, which is
;

about equal to postorbital part of head; preopercle with folds of skin;
eye very large, lOi in head, 2 /it in postorbital part; beak slender, more
than twice as long as rest of head; teeth rather weak; preopercle with 2
cross folds of skin; caudal peduncle with a strong, black keel; caudal fin
moderately forked, the lower lobe much the longer; dorsal inserted a little behind anal; veutrals midway between base of caudal and middle of
eye; skull narrow. Scales small, green, about 210 before dorsal. Bluish
white below, a faint bluish band along sides fins bluish. West Indies
not very common.
;

Belone carihhxa,

Le Sueur, Journ.

Belone

PoEY, Memorias,

altipiinui,

Ac. Nat.

II,

Sci. Phila., ii, 1S21, 127,

293, 1861,

Tylositrns caribb:fiis,

Cuvier & Valencien.nes,

l)jlosuriis caribbxus,

Jordan & Foriuce,

325.
Athlennes,

I.

Proc. U.

S.

Caribbean Sea.

Cuba.
Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 430, 1846.

c, 357.

ATHLENNES,*

Jordan & Fordice,

;

Jordan

Nat. Mus., 1886, 342,

&

Fordice.

(hiani:).

This genus is close to Tylosurus, diftering chiefly in the greatly compressed, almost ribbon-shaped body. The single species is American.
((i/j/fi'i'f/f, without mucosity, a name applied by some media-val authors
to the fish called by them fSeAoi'i/ or Acus, Exox hclone, L.)
* This name was inadverteutlj' written " Afhlenncs" by its authors, and as this form has now
been several timed UBed it may remain so. Ahlennes was intended, as tlie etymology shows;
Athlennes is iueuuiugics«, but euphonious.
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ATHLENNES HIANS

(Cuvier

k

Museum.

A\alenciennoB).

D. 25; A. 26. Scales about 520. Body very strongly compressed, its
greatest breadth uot half its greatest depth caudal peduncle not compressed, without keel jaws long and very slender, the upper strongly
arched upward at base, so that the mouth can not be closed snout twice
length of rest of head eye large, 2\ in postorbital part of head maxillary entirely concealed by preorbital; a fold of skin across preopercle;
opercle smooth; insertion of ventrals well forward, midway between front
of arch of upper jaw and base of caudal; caudal deeply forked; dorsal
and anal falcate, the latter beginning farther forward; pectorals long,
scales minute with scales and bones green no lateral band
falcate
sides silvery, with round, dark blotches in young; tins with black tips.
Length 3 feet. West Indies, ranging from Florida to Brazil generally
common. Also recorded by Steiudachner from Acapulco, but the Pacific
species of Athlennes (not seen by us) may prove to be different,
{hians,
gaping.)
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

liiaus, CvxiER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 432, 1846, Havana; Bahia;
GfNTHEE, Cat, VI, 248, 186G; Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, 1871, 481; Steindachner,

Belone

Ichth. Beitr., in, 64, 1875.
Belone maailata, Poey, Memorias,

Tylomrus hiam, Jordan

ii,

& Gilbert,

Havana.

290, 1861,

Synopsis, 373, 901, 1883.

Family XCV.

HEMIEAMPHID^.

(The Balaos.)

Body

more

with large cycloid
upper jaw short, lower jaw various, sometimes much produced, the
toothed portion at base fitting against the toothed preniaxillaries teeth
equal, mostly small and tricuspid maxillaries anchylosed to preniaxillaries.
Gill rakers long.
Caudal fin rounded, or forked; if forked, the
lower lobe the longer.
Anal fin modified in the viviparous species
(Zenarchopterus) unmodified in the others and usually similar to the dorsal
no finlets
air bladder large, sometimes cellular.
Third upper
pharyngeal on each side much enlarged, solidly* united with its fellow to
form an oval plate, with slightly convex surface and covered with blunt
tricuspid teeth this is about as large as the united lower pharyngeals
and fits into the concavity of the latter; fourth upper pharyngeal wanting or grown fast to the third lower pharyngeal large, thick, triangular,
with concave surface. Vertebrte about 50. (Characters verified in Hemiramphiis browni, Hyporliamphus roherti and Chriodorus ather'ni aides.)
Herbivorous fishes of the warm seas mostly shore species a few pelagic.
They feed chiefly on green algiP, and, like the related forms, swim at the
surface, occasionally leaping into the air. Size rather small, about a foot
in length.
Genera about 7; species about 75. {Scombresocidce, part, Giinscales

elongate,

or less compressed, covered

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

ther, Cat., vi, 259-276, 1866.)
o.

Lower jaw

bluntish, not at all produced; teeth ratlier large; pectorals and ventrals moder-

ate; shore fishes.

*

A singular character,

CuEiODORUf!, 326.
first

noticed by Mr.

Edwin

C. Starks.

Jordan and Evermann.
aa.
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acutR, longt-r than upper, or more or less produced; teetli small; species oviparous, the anal fin in the male not modified, the caudal fin unetiuallj- lunate.

Lower jaw
6.

Lower jaw produced in a long pointed lieak, usually longer than rest of head,
c. Body moderately compressed; pectorals moderate; shore fishes.
d. Air bladder simple; sides of body more or less convex; ventrals
anteriorly, far in advance of dorsal.

cc.

inserted

HvpoRHAMi'Hrs, 327.

Air bladder cellular; sides of body nearly vertical and parallel
ventrals
iu.serted posteriorly, not far before dorsal.
Hemiramphus, 328.
Body very slender and compressed, more or less band-like; pectoral fins very long,
ventral very short, inserted posteriorly; pelagic species.
dt\.

;

EllLEPTORHAMPHUS,

CHRIODORUS,

326.

Goocle

329.

& Bean.

(Hardheads.)
Chriodorus,

GooDE & Bean,

Proc. U.

,S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 432, (aOierinoides).

Hemiramjyhus, but both jaws very short,
produced, the lower jaw broadly rounded, each with two series
of large, tricuspid, incisor teeth, which form a continuous cutting edge.
Pectorals small
ventral fins
Maxillary anchylosed to premaxillary.
Pharyngeal bones almost exactly as in
Scales large.
small, median.
Hyporhamphus, the lower pharyngeal a little thicker and less concave, the
united third upper pharyngeals a little broader and less pointed forward.
Vertebr.ie 49.
Shore fishes, the single known species from the coast of
Florida, (xpeia, want; ^opu, lance; the jaw being not produced.)

Body and

not at

fins essentially as in

all

;

10«8.

CHRIODORUS ATHERINOIDES,

Goode & Bean.

(Hardhead.)

Head 4f depth 6f breadth of body | its depth. D. 14 to 16; A. 15;
18
49.
V. 6; P. 12; scales 7-46 to 48-3; vertebra? 31
Interorbital
space broad, unevenly convex, its width equal to eye, which is 3'^ in head
;

;

+ =

;

snout 3 in head preraaxillaries much broader than long, their edges concave maxillary 4 in head mandible 2i, its tip broadly rounded, not at
Dorsal opposite anal and entirely similar to it both fins
all produced.
elevated in front, but not falcate, their longest rays half head caudal
moderate, dee^jly and subequally forked ventrals 2^ in head, their insertion midway between snout and base of caudal; pectorals li in head;
vertical fins with small scales. Bones of top of head smooth, hard, and
translucent.
Scales moderate, firm.
Translucent greenish above with
dark dots on the scales a bright silvery lateral band as in Atherina,
broadest under dorsal fin, Avhere it is as wide as pupil. Length 10 inches.
Florida Keys, locally abundant at Key West, but not yet taken elsewhere
a handsome little fish, and an excellent pan-fish. It feeds chiefly on green
algae.
{Atherina; eZf5of, resemblance.)
Chriodorus atheriuoides, GoODE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 432, Key 'West (Type, No.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

26593.

Coll. Stearns.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

327.

Synopsis, 003, 1883.

HYPORHAMPHUS,

Gill.

(Halfbeaks.)
nypnrkampJnis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 131, {tricuspidalus=

imifasciattis).

Body elongate, moderately compressed, the
but more or less convex the dorsai outline

with that of the

;

sides of
parallel

body not

vertical,

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

Upper jaw short; lower jaw ])roloiigecl iuto a slender beak, borpremaxillaries
dered with membrane this beak shorter in the young
forming a triangular plate, the teeth of which fit against the toothed portion of the mandible maxillaries joined to premaxillaries. Teeth feeble,
mostly tricuspid. Gill rakers rather long. Head covered above with
Scales large, deciduous. No finlets caudal fin
large, shield-like scales.
more or less forked, the lower lobe the longer; dorsal and anal similar,
opposite each other, not modified in the males last ray of dorsal usuallj'
short; ventrals small, inserted well forward, nearly midway between
opercle and base of caudal. Oviparous. Air bladder large, simple, not
Young with the lower jaw short. Sides in our species with a
cellular.
belly.

;

;

;

;

;

Species numerous, in all warm seas,
going in large schools, but usually remaining near shore, feeding chiefly
on green algae. Size comparatively small, (i'tto, below (mficpoq, beak.)

distinct silvery band, as in Aiherina.

;

a.

Ventrals inserted about

midway between

posterior

margin of eye and base of caudal; dor-

sal and anal scaly; scales 53 to 56.
Length of mandible from tip of upper jaw less than rest of head in adult; (longer in
unifasciatcs, 1069.
young); body rather stout; D. 15; A. IC.
66. Length of mandible from tip of upper jaw not less than rest of head, at all ages;
roberti, 1070.
much greater in adult; body more slender. D. 14; A. 15.
Ventrals inserted at a point nearly midway between gill opening and base of caudal; dorsal
6.

aa.

and anal with very caducous scales or none; scales 63 in a longitudinal
A. 14; form rather slender; beak longer than rest of head.

1069.

HYP0RH.4MPHUS UNIFASCIATUS

series.

D. 14;

kos^, 1071.

(Kanzaui).

(ESCRIBANO.)

Head 4{, depth about 6i. D. 12 to 14 A. 15 scales 52 vertebrse 34 +
18^52. Very close to H. roherti, ditt'ering chiefly in the shorter beak
and the less compressed and more robust body. Lower jaw from end of
upper jaw 6 to 7 in total length from its tip to base of caudal (4|- in H.
roberti), its length in adult always less than that of rest of head; young
with the beak proportionately longer; head with lower jaw 3 in body
body half deeper than broad; premaxillary plate broader than long; eye
ventrals midway
less than iuterorbital width, | postorbital part of head
between eye and base of caudal dorsal and anal densely scaly back
broad. Length 1 foot. West Indian fauna, generally common from Key
West to Rio de Janeiro also taken at Panama this or some very similar
species also in the East Indies and on the coast of Africa. The young of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

beak longer and can not always be readily distinguished from Hyporliamplius roherti, which is, however, always more slender here described from Key West specimens, {nuns, one fascia, band.)
this species has the

;

Hemirhamphits

;

iini/Viscia^HS,

Cat., VI, 262, 1866;
f

Hemirhamphus picarti,

Ranzani, Nov. Comm. Ac.

Cuvier & Valenciennes,
Cayenne; Bahia; Rio de Janeiro.
tririispidati's.

Hftidrhatiqyfiim fasciatits,

Bonon.,

v, 1842, 326,

Meek & Goss, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884, 222.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 25,

nemirhampkii.'! ricliardi,

Hyporhnmphii)'

Sci.

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

PoEV, Memorias,

Hemirhamplim poeyi, Gukthee,

ii,

Brazil; Gintiier,

1846, Algiers.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 26, 1846, Antilles;

Sci. Phila., 1859, 131,

290, 1861,

Cuba; not

Cat., vi, 262, 1866; after Poey.

of

Barbadoes.
Bleeker.

Jordan and Everman7i.
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HTPORHAMPHTIS ROBERTI

1070.

(Common Halkbkak;

of-

North America.

721

(Cuvier k Valenciennes).

Pa.iakito.)

Head

depth about Ti. D. 14 to
4J- without, or 2\ with inaudible;
A. 15 to 17; scales 54; vertebi;e 34+17
51.
Lower jaw (from
front of eye) 4 to 4^ in length from tip of snout to base of caudal.

=

16;

Premaxillarv plate rather broader than long eye 3| to 4 in head, nearly
equal to iuterorbital space, 1^ in postorbital part of head. Ventrals
inserted nearly midway between eye and base of caudal dorsal and anal
scaly, opposite each other and similar in form
caudal moderately forked,
the middle rays half longer than the eye. Back rounded above. Transthe scales above dark-edged
lucent green above
sides with a welldefined silvery band, narrower than the eye, about as broad as a scale;
3 narrow dark streaks along middle of back
tip of lower jaw red
anterior rays, of dorsal and anal and tips of caudal usually dusky, sometimes
jet black, especially in Pacific Coast examples, which have darker fins
than those from the Atlantic. Peritoneum black, as in most herbivorous
An excellent food-fish. Length 12 inches. Coasts of America
fishes.
on sandy shores, swimming in schools, and often pursued by the blueon the Atlantic Coast it is fouud chiefly
fish and other predatory species
north of the Tropic of Cancer, but extending to the Equator on the Pacific
Coast. Very close to the preceding, of which it may be a northern variety
or subspecies. It is recorded from Newport, E. I., Longport and Beesleys
Point, N. J., Beaufort, N. C, Charleston, Peusacola, San Sebastian River,
Cedar Keys, New Orleans, Mazatlan, Guaymas, Cape Sau Lucas, La Paz,
Panama, and Indefatigable Islands and Chatham of the (Jalapagos. It
seems to be common on both coasts, especially in northern Florida, and
about Cape San Lucas. It h-as not been found among the Florida Keys
or in Cuba. On the Pacific Coast its range is not limited to the region
outside the Tropics. This species has been called Hemiraiiqihus roherti,
but as the type came from Cayenne, the scanty description may have
been based on a specimen of H. uiiifasciatns. As type of our present
(Named for
description, we take a specimen from Indefatigable Island.
M. Robert, who collected at Cayenne for Valenciennes.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hemirhamphus roherti, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 24, 184(), Cayenne;
said to have a longer beak tban //. picarli; possibly based on speiinieus of II. uiii/<uicialiis\
(Coll.

Poiteau

&

Kohert); GrNTH-Eii, Cat., vi, 263, 1866;

Meek &

Goss, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Phila., 1884, 223.

HemMiampJitis miifasrialim, Jokdan & Gimiekt, Synopsis, 376, 1883.

1071.

HTPORHAMPHUS ROS^

(Jordan A Gilbert).

Head 2 with lower jaw, or 5 with upper length of lower jaw beyond
the upper 4| in head. D. 14; A. 14; scales 61 to 63. Lower jaw (from
Head withtip of upper) 4^ in length from its tip to base of caudal.
;

from tip of upper jaw. Piemaxillary
Eye less than iuterorbital space, about
half postorbital part of head. Ventrals inserted farther back than in
B. roherti, rather nearer tip of caudal than eye, a very little nearer
out mandible

3*

in

length

plate about as broad as long.

F. N. A.
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United States Natiofial Museum.

Bu/leiiii 4y,

opening than base of caudal.
and anal iins apparently not

gill

Scales rery easily detached, the dor-«

Caudal moderately forked, the
middle rays being twice the length of the eye; pectorals shorter than
postorbital part of head ventrals a little shorter. Back broad. Green,
with a silvery lateral band, rather broader than a scale a triple vertelower jaw dark reddish brown
fins plain.
bral streak
Southern
sal

scaly.

;

;

;

;

California and southward in sheltered bays, the young and half grown
frequently taken at San Diego the adult found in al>uudance in brackish
(Named for Rosa Smith, now Mrs.
or fresh-water lagoons farther south.
Eigeumann, then of San Diego, the first woman to discover and describe
;

new

species of fishes.)

Hemirhamphvs

rosx,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mue., 1880, 335, San Diego, Cali& Gilbert); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 376, 1883.

fornia; (Coll. Jordan

328.

HEMIRAMPHUS,

Cuvier.

(Balaos.)
Hemirhamphis, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed.

i.

11,

T.S17,

(hrasiUensis

= broivni).

corrected spelling.

JIciiiiHKimjyIms, or Heiiiinhuniphus,

Body more robust than in HyporJiamphus and difi'erent in form, the sides
of body being compressed and nearly vertical and parallel. Head and
jaws as in Hypoyluimphns. Dorsal longer than anal fin and inserted
farther forward, its last ray more or less produced in American species.
Ventral fins small and inserted well backward, much nearer base of

caudal than

gill

Air bladder cellular, with

opening.

many

partitions

H. hroicni). Species probably numerous, but most of f hem have not
been examined as to the characters which separate this genus from
(in

HyporTiamplius.
a.

body.
aa.

{ij/J-L,

half; pan<poQ, beak.)

Upper lobe of pectoral orange

in life; length of pectoral siiircely greater than depth of

brasiliensis, 1072.

D. 14; A. 12; scales 53.

Upper loba of caudal dull bluish
than depth of body
1072.

in life; scales rather smaller; length of pectoral J greater
balao, 1073.

HEMIRAMPHUS BRASILIENSIS
(Balao

(Linnaus).

EscRiBANO.)

;

Head (with lower jaw) 2f; depth 6j. D. 14; A. 12; scales 53. Body
not very slender, compressed, "slab-sided," the sides of body vertical,
and parallel with each other. Lower jaw (from end of upper jaw) 4? in
length from its tip to base of caudal. Head, without mandible, 5 in
length from tip of upper jaw. Premaxillaries broader than long. Eye
large, equal to interorbital space, t postorbital ])art of head. Ventrals
inserted well backward, midway between base of caudal and middle of
pectoral vertical fins scaly anal much smaller than dorsal last ray of
dorsal produced in a short filament pectoral f length of head, its length
a little more than dei)th of body ventrals 2f in head; caudal deeply
;

;

;

;

;

life clear deep blue green, much
darker than in Hyporliamphus iinifaacialus; sides silvery, without lateral
band; beak dark, its tip bright orange, its membrane edged with white;

forked, the lower lobe longest.

Color in

Jordan and Evermann.
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lobe of dorsal and upper lobe of caudal deep orange yellow ventrals
tipped with yellow sexes alike. Length 15 inches. West Indies, gen;

;

abundant from Key West southward to Bahia; this or some closely
Panama. Common at Key West and
Havana; a specimen taken at Hunger's Wharf, Virginia, by Dr. J. T. Wilkins a good food-fish, well distinguished by its orange caudal fin.
erally

related species also occurring at

;

E^ox maxilla inferiore pi (xbiria,

Esox

brasiliensis,

Browne,

Ilist.

Jamaica, 443, 175U, Jamaica.

LiNN.«us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 314,

Jamaica;

after

Browne; the Timucu

of

Marcgrave wrongly included in the synonymy; Bloch, Ichth., 301, 1801, corrected synonymy and description.
Hemirhamplius margiuatiia, Le Sueub, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii, 1S23, 135, Lesser Antilles;
not of ForskAl.
Hemirhamphus hrowni* CuviER A VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 13, ISU), Guadaloupe;
Martinique.
Hemirhamphus ph'ii, CuviER A V.^LENOIENNES, I. c, 19, Martinique; San Domingo; GUnther,
Cat., VI, 369, 1866;

JIeek & Goss, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Gronow,

Sci. Phila., 1884, 2'25.

Jamaica; after Browne.
Hemirhamphus filamentosits, PoEY, Memorias, ii, 297, 1861, Cuba.
Hemirhamphus brasiUeitsis, Gunther, Cat., vi, 270, 1860; Jordan & Gilbert,
Maa-ognathus

brevirostris,

1073.

Cat., 148, 1854,

HEMIRAMPHCS BALAO,
(Balao

;

Le Sueur.

Piper.)

Head with lower jaw
to 14

;

body,

Synopsis, 224, 1883.

2| in total length with caudal depth 7|. D. 11
Lower jaw 5i times in length of
greater than rest of head. Eye 4 to 4i in head (from tip of
;

A. 11 or 12; vertebr<o 39 4-16.
^

upper jaw). Scales moderate, caducous. Pectoral length equal to 1-| times
depth of body; last ray of dorsal and anal slightly produced anal very
short. Back bluish tip of lower jaw red; upper lobe of caudal dirty
violet. Length 12 inches. Cuba. (Poey.) According to Poey this species
;

;

has smaller scales, smaller eye, shorter beak, slenderer body and slightly
longer pectorals than the preceding, and the upper lobe of the caudal

We

have not seen it and do not know whether it is
must be the original bahto, which is said
to have the caudal bluish, and the common species will stand as H.
brasiUensis.
{Balao, a common Spanish name of species of this genus,
from a word meaning to leap or dance.)
differently colored.
distinct.

If a valid species, this

Hemirhamphus balao, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii, 1823,
Hemirhamphus macroclurns, Poey, Memorias, ii, 299, 1861, Cuba.

329.

EULEPTORHAMPHUS,

Evle2ilorhamyhus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 131,

136,

Lesser Antilles.

Gill.

(breroo,-ti).

This genus consists of pelagic species related to Hemiramj)hiis, the body
slender and greatly compressed, and the pectorals very long,
approaching those of the fiying-fishes. Ventrals small, inserted posteriorly.
Air bladder not described, probably cellular. One species in
our limits. {evThtttoc, very slender; '>a^6oc, beak.)

much more

*The types of Hemirhamphus browui (Museum at Paris; M.irliniiiuc, Plee) have 52 scales in a
lengthwise series; no 65, as stated by Valenciennes. The nominal species called ph'ii and/i7amentosus are identical with

it.
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1074.

Head

6§^;

El'LEPTORHAJIPHUS VELOX,

depth 10; mandible about

thin, subcariuate.

Poev.

D. 22; A. 21; V. 6, Body
compressed, ahnost band-like.

3.

much
Lower jaw very slender and

extremely slender and elongated,

Back

Museum.

much

long,

longer

than the rest of the head. Teeth very feeble, the lower tricuspid. Eye
large, about equal to snout, about 3 in head. Pectoral fins long and
slender, half as long as mandible, more than \ the length of body upper
rays of pectorals broad and compressed; ventrals not longer than eye,
inserted far back caudal fin unequallj^ forked, the lower lobe the longer.
;

;

Olivaceous; sides silvery. Length 18 inches. West Indies, occasionally
northward in the Gulf Stream to Massachusetts; rare." Perhaps itleutical with the East Indian species, JSulcjiiorhnnqihus lon{)irostris, as supposed
by Putnam and others, but no adequate! comparison of specimens of the
two species has been made, (velox, SAvift.)
ff
ff

f

Uemirliamplms longiroslHs, Cuvier, Kegne Anim.,

Vol.

Eidcplorliamplms hrevoorii, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Eideplorliamphvs relax. Poet, Synopsis, 383, 1867,
f

Eil. 2,

Hemirhamplms macrorhynchus, Covier & Valrnciennes,
184G, open sea, 177° E., 7° S.

Hemirhamjihus

longirostris

Cuba;

D.

2,

Hist,

18.')9,

1!);

286, 182!),

Pondicherry.

Nat. Poiss., xix, 66,

131,

no

pi.

556,

locality.

A. 21.

and H. inacrorhiDtchnu, Gi'nther, Cat., vi, 270, 1866.
Putnam, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1870, 238; Jordan & Gilbert,

Etileptorhaniphus longiroslrui,l

Synopsis, 377, 1883.

SCOMBRESOCID^.

Family XCVI.

(The Saukiks.)

Body

elongate, compressed, covered with small, thin, deciduous scales,
the general aspect being that of a mackerel. Both jaws in the adult
more or less prolonged, forming a slender beak, the upjier jaw always the

longer; teeth very feeble, pointed; maxillaries joined fast to premaxilpectoral and ventrals small dorsal and anal low, similar to each
;
other, each with 4 to 6 detached finlets, as in the Scotnhrida'; gill rakers

laries

;

numerous, long and slender. Pharyngeal bones essentially as in Exocwtus;
fourth upper pharyngeal on each side wanting or fused with the third;
third i^haryngeal greatly enlarged, separate from its fellow, covered with
tricuspid teeth; second with simple teeth; first toothless; lower pharyngeals united, forming a triangular bone with concave surface, covered
with tricuspid teeth into the hollow of this bone the upper pharyngeals
;

fit.

Species four or five, here arranged in

ming

two genera; pelagic

fishes,

swim-

close to the surface in large schools in temperate regions.

They

bear strong analogical resemblances to the mackerels in form, color, and
*Lonnberg found a specimen on the beach

at

New

Smyrna, Florida.

fProfessor Putnam identifies the American species with the East Tndiaa E.
counts D. 19; A. 21; Valenciennes, D. 22; A. 20.
X

Poey thus describes

Eitleptorhamphiis

relax,

comparing

it

lom/irostris.

with Cuvier's account

Poey
of

E

longirostris:

Height of body IOI3 in length of trunk from gill opening to base of caudal; head 073 in
trunk; beak 4 in total length; eye H]/^ in head; pectorals SV, in length of trunk; base of dorsal
as broad as pectoral; anal a little Ihss" and farther hack: dorsal rays as hiffh as the trunk below
them; lower caudal lobe much the longer. D. 19; A. 21. Silvery; back bluish; fins pale. (lu
E. longimstrif tUe beight-.as above goes 10 times; head 0; beak 4; eye 3 in head; pectorals 3§,
broader than dorsal; dorsal rays twice depth of body below it. D. 22; A. 20.)

Jordan and Evermann.
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and anal

habits, as well as in the dorsal
this resemblance is

unknown.

The

finlets.

725

significance of

{Scombresocidxe, part, Gtinther, Cat., vi,

2.5(5-259,1866.)
«.

than

in a very slender, ijointed beak, longer in the adult

Jaws inoduioil

rest of head.

SCOMBRESOX, 330.
cm.

Jaws jiroduced

OoloLabis, 331.

in a short beak, aboiit half length of rest of head.

SCOMBRESOX,

330.

Lacepede.

(Sauries.)
Scombresox, Lacepede, Hist. Xat. Poiss., v, 344, 1803, (camperi).
Saijri'!,

Rafinesque, Caralteri Nuovi Generi,

= camperi).
= sei-raia).

etc., 60, 1810, {recurinrostra

Grammiconotus, Costa, Annuario Mus. Zool. Napoli, 1862, 55, (bicolor

Characters of the family as given above, but having both jaws more or
prolonged, forming a slender beak, the lower jaw the longer. Young
with the jaws short, precisely as in the genus Cololahis, but lengthenAir bladder large.*
in"- with age, which is not the case in Cololabis.

less

(Scomber; Esox.)

Atlantic.

SCOMBRESOX SAURUS

1075.

(Walbaum).

(Saury; Skipper; Billfisii.)

Head 3* depth 9. D. 9-VI A. 12-VI scales 110. Head broad above,
narrowed below, tapering anteriorly to the very slender, pointed
beak snout longer than the rest of the head, proportionately shorter in
the young; lower jaw longer. Fins all small; caudal tin forked; ventrals
midway between base of caudal and front of eye. Air bladder large.
Olive brown above, sides and below silvery a distinct silvery band, as
broad as the eye, bounding the dark of the back. Length 18 inches.
Temperate parts of the Atlantic Ocean rather common, in schools, on
both coasts, especially north of Cape Cod and France found in the open
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

seas.t

()Sa «r MS, ffaiipof, lizard.)

Esox saurus,

Walbaum, Artedi

Pise,

(Eu.)

iii, 93,

1792,

Cornwall;

after the

Saury Pike of Pennant,

Arctic Zoology.

Lac£p£de, Hist. Nat.

Scomhrestox camperi,

collection of Mr.
Saijris recurvirostra,

Camper

Rafinesque, Caratteri,

Sayrishiam, Rafinesque,
Sayris bimaculaius,

i".

Poiss.,

v, .345,

1803, locality

unknown;

t\)Uiid in

in Holland.

c, 61,

Rafinesque,

I.

etc., 61, 1810;

substitute for camperi.

Palermo.
c, 62, Palermo.

=

* A nominal species, Scombresox serratiis (= S. rondekti
G. bicolor) has been described from the
is said to have no air bladder. Dr. LUtken (Spolia Atlantica, 567) is un.able to
An excellent account of the changes in developverify this ibaracter and doubts its existence.
ment in Scombnsox and other pelagic genera is given in this paper of LUtken.
mount to the s\irface, and crowd on
f When pnrsiied by the Tunny or Mackerels "multitudes
AVhen still more closely pursued they spring to the height of
e.arli other as they press forward.

Mediterranean, and

several feet leap" over each other in singular confusion, and iigain sink beneath. Still turther
urged, tbey'mount again and rush along the surface, by reiieated starts, for more than one hundred feet, without once dijiping beneath, or scarcely seeming to touch the water. At last the
pursuer springs after them, usuallv across their course, and again they all disappear together.
Amidst such nniltitudes— for more than 20,000 have been judged to be out of the water together
—some must fall a prey to the enemy; but, so many hunting in company, it must be Uing before
such
the pursuers abandon. From inspection we could scarcely Judge the fish to be capable of
thougli the
flights, for the fins, though numerous, are small, and the pectoral far from large,
to
motions,
their
of
angle of their articulation is well adapted to raise the fish, by the direction
the surface."
Goode
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Scoinbresox sctttellalnm,

Le Sueur, Journ.

Ac. Nat.

Museum.

Sci. Phila., ii, 1821, 1.32,

Newfoundland.

Scombresox sannis, Flemini}, Brit. Aniiu., 1S4; Gunthek, Cat., vi, 257, 1806.
Scomhresox

sturcri,

De Kay,

N. Y. Fauna:

Fislies,

229, pi.

3."i,

fig.

land; Coast of Massachusetts; New York.
Scombresox f.(jiiirostritm, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Soi. Phila.,

3,

1842.

Banks

of

Newfound-

1821, 132, locality

ii,

unknown;

found in a collectiou in Boston.
Scombresox raudeleti, Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 472, 1846, Mediterranean.
Grammicojiotus bicolor, Costa, Ann. Mus. Zool. Napoli, ."iS, 1862, Naples.
f

Scombresox forsleri, Cuvier

Scombresox saunis,
Saijris serratus,

& Valenciennes,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Rafinesque, Caratteri,

331.
Cololabis, Gill,

new

genus,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xviii, 481, 1846,

61, 1810; after

New Zealand.

Litken, Spolia Atlantica,
Rondelet.

Synopsis, 375, 1883;

COLOLABIS,

567, 1880.

Gill.

(breviroslris).

This genus is close to Scomiresox, differing chiefly in the very short
beak, the upper jaw, even in the adult, not being at all produced, and
the lower jaw having only a short flexible tip. This genus represents the
immature state of Scombresox. (/coAof, defective, curtailed; /l«/i(f, forceps.)

1076.

COLOLABIS BRETIROSTRIS

(Peters).

Head 5i depth 9. D. 9-VI A. 12-VI scales 125. Body much elongate, compressed, widest above, the abdomen and lower edge of head
trenchant. Upper jaw conical, not at all produced, but ending in a very
acute tip

;

;

;

lower jaw slightly longer,

;

its tip

produced for a very slight

triangular portion of premaxillaries as long as
broad snout a little more than half length of rest of head interorbital
space flat maxillary reaching front of orbit. Teeth very minute, in a
single row in each jaw. Eye large, in front of middle of head. Pectoral
distance,

and

flexible;

;

;

;

fin

somewhat emarginate, i length of head; ventrals

small, far back,

slightly nearer tip of snout than tip of lower lobe of caudal

dorsal

;

inserted slightly behind front of anal; both fins low, the finlets small;
caudal widely forked, the lobes equal. Scales small, deciduous, those ou

top of head forming an elliptical patch. Dark green above, silvery below
sides with a lateral silvery stripe, bounded above by a dusky streak upper
lower pale. Length 14 inches. Coast of California
fins mostly dusky
very rare. Known from Tomales Bay, San Francisco, and San Diego; a
most interesting fish, apparently closely related to a Japanese species,
;

;

Cololaiis liaira (Brevoort).
Scombresox

brevirostris,

(hreris,

short; rosfruvi, snout.)

Peters, Monatsberichte Akad. Wiss. Berl., July, 1S66, 521, Toma'.es Bay;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 375, 1883.

Family XCVII.

EXOCCETID^.

(The Flying-fishes.)
or elongate, covered with cycloid scales, which are rather
Lateral line running very low, along the sides of the belly.
Head more or less scaly, with vertical sides. Mouth moderate, terminal,
the jaws not prolonged into a beak. Premaxillaries not protractile, hinged

Body oblong

deciduous.

Jordan and Evermann.
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margin of the upper jaw chiefly formed by the premaxthe short maxillaries entering the lateral margin maxillary free
from the premaxillary, its edge slipping under the front of the preorbital.
Dentition various, the teeth small and weak. Dorsal fin without spines,
inserted on the posterior part of the body, opposite the anal and more or
less similar to it
ventrals abdominal, of several soft rays, inserted posteriorly pectoral tin inserted high, used as an organ of flight; shoulder
girdle and pectoral muscles very strong caudal fin forked, the lower lobe
the longer. No finlets. Vent close in front of anal. Nostrils large, double,
near the eye. Lower pharyngeals enlarged and fully united, forming a
large, transversely concave plate, covered with large, close-set, blunt,
tricuspid teeth third upper pharyngeal greatly enlarged, not united with
its fellow, both covered with large, blunt, tricuspid teeth; fourth superior pharyngeal wanting in the adult (probably co-ossified with the third)
(these characters verified on Exocwtus culifornicus)', vertebr;e without
zygopophyses. Gill membranes not united, free from the isthmus. Pseudobranchi* hidden, glandular. Gill rakers various. Gills 4, a slit behind
the fourth. Air bladder very large, not cellular, so far as known, and
extending far backward among the hjemopophyses of the caudal vertebrae Vertebriie about 50. Intestinal canal simple, without coeca. Carnivorous or herbivorous. Genera 4; species about 65; abounding in all
warm seas, mostly pelagic, swimming near the surface, and skipping or
sailing through the air, sometimes for considerable distances. {Scomhreat base mesially

illaries

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

socidw, part, Giinther, Cat., vi, 277-298, 1866.)
o.

Roof of mouth (vomer,
angular in outline

aud tongue jjrovidcd

palatines, pterj-goids)

(elliptical in cross section); pectoral fins

heyond middle of dorsal

witli

teeth;

hody not

moderate, not reaching

ventrals rather long, inserted behind middle of body; dor-

fin;

than that of doi-sal.
and pointed, much longer than eye; lower jaw acute, the

sal fin elevated; anal long, its base scarcely shorter
h.

Snout long, slender,

projecting (approaching Hemiramphus).
U>.

Snout

short,

much

shorter than eye; lower

tip

much

Fodiator, 332.

jaw scarcely produced

at tip.

Parexoccetus, 333.
a.

Roof of mouth and tongue with fewer teeth or none (the vomer and palatines toothed or
not); body angular in outline (a cross section subquadrate) pectoral fins very long, their
tips usually reaching nearly to base of caudal; lower jaw little prominent; snout short.
c. Ventral fins inserted anteriorly, much nearer tip cjf snout than base of caudal, not used
;

as organs of flight, their tips not reaching nearly to front of dorsal; anal fin long,
its
cc.

Halocypselus,

base nearly equal to that of dorsal.

Ventral

flns Inserted posteriorly,

used as organs of

more or

flight, their tips

less

334.

nearer base of caudal than tip of snout;

reaching past middle of base of anal.
Exoc(ETiis, 336.

332.
Fndialor, .loRDAN

& Meek,

FODIATOR,

Proc. U.

Pectoral fins moderate

&

Meek.

Kat. Mus., 1885, 45, (actdns).

S.

Body rather elongate; snout
than eye; lower jaw acute, the
tus.

.Jordan

;

long, slender,

and pointed, much longer

tip produced.

Dentition as in Fanxocfjc-

ventrals long, inserted posteriorly

;

dorsal

One species known, widely distributed in tropical America. This
genus marks the transition from HemUampims to Exocujtus. (Fodiator, one
high.

who

stabs.)
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107 7.

FODIATOR ACUTUS

&

(Cuvier

Museum.

Valenciennes).

(Sharp-nosed Flyinq-fisu.)

Head 3im body; depth 5 eye 3f in head. D. 10; A. 11; scales 41.
Snout long, about half longer than eye,2i in head; lower jaw much projecting, the half-beak at its symphysis about ithe length of the snout.
Origin of ventral fin midway between posterior margin of preopercle and
Pectoral fins half length of body, their tips reachlast caudal vertebra.
ing a little past front of dorsal; the first ray simple, about I length of
the fin, the second ray divided. Ventrals 1* in length of head, their
Dorsal and anal fins inserted oppotips scarcely reaching front of anal.
site each other, the base of the anal slightly shorter than that of dorsal.
Dorsal fin high, its longest ray \\ in head. Color blue above, silvery
below. Pectoral fins black on their posterior half, shading into lighter
posteriorly a large black blotch on the upper 'i of anterior rays of dorTropical America on both
sal ventrals and anal white; caudal dusky.
shores, rather common in the Gulf of California (San Liais Gonzales Bay),
sometimes taken at Panama, and once recorded from Nice in France.
;

;

;

(acH<MS, sharp.)
Exoca'tus acntus,

GuNTHER,
Fodiator

(Eu.)

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

uciUiis,

Jordan & Meek,

333.
Parexocwluif,

Hist. Kat. Poiss., xix, 125, 1846,

Surinam; Nice;

Cat., VI, 281, 1866.
I.

c, 46.

PAREXOCCETUS,

Bleeker, Nederl. Tydskr. Dierk., lu,

Bleeker.

105, 1865, {mento).

Body moderately elongate, elliptical in cross section. Snout short;
lower jaw not produced. Roof of mouth (vomer, palatines, and pterygoids) fully provided with teeth pectoral fins moderate, not reaching
beyond middle of dorsal ventrals long, inserted behind middle of body
anal fin about as long as dorsal dorsal high. Small flying-fishes of the
{napa, near Exocmtus.)
tropical coasts, widely distributed,
;

;

;

;

;

1078. PAREXOCffiTUS

MESOGASTEB

(Bloch).

D. 12; A. 13; about 38 scales in

Head 4* in length of body depth
the lateral line, 5 rows of scales between lateral line and dorsal fin. Body
elongate, compressed (not angulated), rather deep; width of body at
base of pectorals 2 in head; head narrow, compressed, almost trenchant
below interorbital area flattish, about as wide as eye, 3 in head. Snout
5.

;

;

teeth on tongue and palaits length il in head
rakers numerous, long and slender; pectoral fins of moderate
length, their length l|to 2 in length of body, their tips reaching middle
of base of dorsal fin; second ray of pectoral divided; dorsal fin very
high, its longest rays about ^ longer than head base of dorsal about 1}
in length of head tips of anterior rays of dorsal reaching beyond tips of
posterior rays when the fin is deflexed, and reaching almost to base of
short, rather pointed

tines

;

;

;

gill

;

;

caudal

fin

;

ventrals rather short, 4f in length of body, their tips reaching
origin of ventrals midway between pupU

slightly past origin of anal fin

;

Jordan and Evermanti.
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last caudal vertebra
anal fin opposite dorsal lower lobe of caudal
rather short, slightly longer than head. Color blue above, silvery below;
pectorals (dusky in the young) becoming nearly white in the adult color
;

;

;

of ventrals very similar to pectorals, the duskiness in the young formed
of fine blackish dots upper half of anterior rays of dorsal fin black
anal fin with few small black dots, more numerous in the young caudal
dusky reddish. Length 7 inches. Tropical seas, common both in the East
Indies and West Indies, and in the Hawaiian Islands. It ranges north in
the Gulf Stream to Newport, and is the commonest flying-fish of the Car;

;

The young often has one or two fleshy barbels on the tip of
the lower jaw, these being fragile and easily destroyed, (/xtaoc, middle;
olina region.

yaarijp, belly,

referring to the insertion of the ventrals.)

Bloch, Ichthyologia, pi. 399, 1795, Martinique; on a drawing by Plumier,
which the pectorals and ventrals are much too lung; .Iordan A; Uilkert, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Exocoelns mesogasler,

in

Mus.. 1882, 588.

Cuvier& Valenciennes,

Exoc(etus orbignumns,

based on a drawing; Gunther, Cat.,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 131,

Exocalus hiUianu.% GosSE, Nat. Sojourn .Jamaica,
A'id.

ExoccetKs

lH4fi,

Montevideo;

vi, 285, 1866.
ll,

pi.

1,

fig.

1,

1851,

Jamaica; Li'TKEN,

Medd. Naturh. Foren., 397, 1876; .Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 903, 1883.
(jrylhts, Kldnzinger. Fische des Rothen Meeres, 586, 1&70, Red Sea; fide Lutken.

Parejcoccetus mesogaster,

Jordan & Meek,

Weinland,

c, 47.

HALOCYPSELUS,

334.
Haloajpsehis,

I.

Weiuland.

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vi, 1859, 385, *

{inc.iogasler

=

emlatts).

This genus differs from Exocwtus mainly in the anterior position and
small size of the ventral fins, which terminate in advance of the anal fin,
and are not used as organs of flight. Species few; one of them the most
widely difl:'used and abundant of all flying-fishes. (a/If, sea; Kvxp€?iO<;, a
swallow, or swift, living in holes in sand banks Kiijje.hi, a hollow vessel.)
;

HALOCYPSELUS EVOLAXS

1079.

Head

4

in

length

;

depth

5J.

(Linnajus).

Snout rather blunt, 4| in head

Eye 3;] to 4^ in head. D. 13; A.
Origin of ventral fins midway between tip of snout
and last ray of anal length of ventrals half length of head pectorals 1^
in length of body, their tips reaching base of caudal
first ray of pecinterorbital area flattish, 3 in head.
13

;

scales about 42.

;

;

;

anal fin long, scarcely shorter than dorsal,
ray usually opposite first ray of dorsal dorsal low, its first ray
less than half head
lower lobe of caudal about i longer than head. Gill
rakers long and slender. Olivaceous above, dotted with dark. Pectoral fins
dark above, with the lower margins white; no white oblique crossbar;
ventrals white caudal dusky dorsal and anal pale, without black markings a white streak along base of anal, wider and more conspicuous anteriorly.
Young with 2 dark cross bands and sometimes with a small barbel
at the chin. In all warm seas, north in summer to Newfoundland,
toral simple, second divided

;

its first

;

;

;

;

;

* Although Dr. Weinland calls the type of this genus "mesogaster,"
description that the species examined by him was Malocypselus ecolans.

it

is

evident from his
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England, and the Hawaiian Islands; rather common on our Atlantic
coast, where it spawns in snmmer not known from California or the
west coast of Mexico. (ei'oZrtHS, flying away.) (Eu.)
;

Exocu'tus pinnis venlralibus hrerissimus,

Gronow, Zoophylac, 1753,358, Spain.
Gronow; Gunthee,

Exocwlus eiolans, Linn.eis, Systema Natiiriv, Kd. xii, 521, 176G, based on

Lvtken, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foien., 187(j, 305, 102.
4, 1818, China; (^ii/e Valenciennes).
Exoctehis georgiamiK, Cvvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. roi?s., xix, 139, 1846, 5° N., 92° W;
GfNTiiER, Cat,, VI, 279, 1866; Lutken, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren, 394, 101, 1870; young
Cat., ri, 2S2, ISGG;

Exocwlm

splendens,

Ahel, Narr. Voyage China,

examples, with barbel.
?

Exoca-his monocirrhiis,

1866;

Exocalus

KiCHAEDSON, Ichth. China,

young examples, with
cliilensin,

26.5,

184G,

China;

Gi'inther, Cat., vi, 279'

barbel.

Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1860, 472,

Chile.

Gunther, Cat., VI, 283, 1866, Cape Verde Islands; India; New Orleans;
Lutken, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 395, 1876.
Halocirpselu-i rohms, J ORV AN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 377, 1883; Jordan & Mkek, I. c, 49.
Halocypselus obtusirostri'i, Jordan A' Gilbert, Synopsis, 378, 1883.
Exocoitusohtmiroslriis*

I'

335.

EXOCCETUS

(Artedi) Linnseus.

(Flying-fishes.)
Artedi, Genera Pisciuni, 6, 1738.
Exocaelus, LlNN.EVS, Systema Naturw, Ed. x, 1758, 316, (voUlans).
Cypselums,-f SwAlNSOV, Class'n Fishes, etc., II, 296, 1839, {imltalli).
Exoca-tus,

Body elongate, broad above, somewhat compressed. Head short, blunt,
narrowed below. Mouth small. Jaws very short, about equal. Chin
without barbel. Maxillaries not joined to the premaxillaries. Teeth very
feeble or wanting. Eyes large. Gill rakers moderate. Scales large, deciduous. No finlets. Dorsal fin short, opposite anal. Caudal widely forked,
the lower lobe the longer. Pectoral fins very long, reaching past the
beginning of the anal, and serving as organs of flight, their great size
enabling these fishes to sustain themselves in the air for some time.t

%

This form, Halociipsetufi ohlnshrintris, is defined by Giinther as having the snout shorter,
diameter of eye, and the head more elevated, its depth
Lutken observes: "The
its length.
dorsal fin inserted above or behind the first ray of the anal; the distance from the snout to the
first ray of the ventrals less than the distance between the root of the ventral and last ray of
the dorsal; 7 to 8 rows of scales above the lateral line; fins more distinctly marked. I). 13; A.

%

Lateral line 40," and further adds, "Although in most cases it is easy enough to decide
' whether a given specimen
is erofans or ohbtsiroslris,' yet there are some in which the determination seems to be almost arbitrary, therefore I am not fully convinced of their specific independence." The two nominal species occupy the same range, and we think the distinctions of
ohtusirostris to be individual variation.
13.

f The name Ciip.ielurns has been used by Swainson, Weinland, and others for those flying-fishes
which are provided with 1 or 2 fleshy barbels or ribbons at the chin. These, wo are fully convinced, are the young of other nominal species, which are destitute of barbels. It is probable
that these appendages disappear at different ages in different individuals. In 2 species (vtesoijmter, usually described as destitute of barbels, and fHiratiin, described a (with barbels) we have
examined specimens both with and without these appendages. The name Ci/psehtms having been
given to a species with tlie anal fin short, may be retained fur the group or subgenus thus defined,
which may perhaps be found worthy of generic rank.
J Observations on the flight of these fishes and especially of Exoeoclus califor»ici(S have been several times made under most favorable conditions by Dr. Charles H. Gilbert and the writers. The
flying-fishes live in the open sea, swimming in large schools.
Thej- will "fly" a distance of
from a few rods to more than an eighth of a mile, rarely rii-ing more than 3 or 4 feet. Their
movements in the water are extremely rapid; the sole source of motive power is the action of th"
strong tail while in the water. No force is acijuired w liilo the fish is in the iiir. On rising from
the water, the movements of the tail are continued until the whole body is out of the water.
While the tail is in motion, the pectorals seem to be in a state of rapid vibration, but this is
apparent only, due to the resistance of the air to the motions of the animal. While the tail ib
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Ventral fins large, posteriorly inserted, also used as organs of llight. Air
bladder very large. No pyloric cceca. Species numerous in all warm seas,
living mostly in the open water and swimming in large schools. The
species are largely cosmopolitan and any of the existing forms may l)e
expected to be found within our limits.* {h^CiKoiroq^ sleeping outside, the
ancient name of a certain fish, probably a Blennius, which was supposed
to come out on the beach to sleep at night; it remains out in the Fuciis
when the tide goes down).
Exoc(ETis:
«.

Anal

fin long, its base

a

little less

than that of the

ray of dorsal; rays of anal 11 to

Second ray of pectoral simple

b.

dorsal, its first ray nearly oiiposito first

12.

(as well as the first); third ray divided; fourth

and

fifth

rays longest.
c.

Second ray of pectoral about as long as first ray; ventral fins inserted midway
between posterior margin of eye and base of caudal {i. e., end of last caudal
vertebra).

cc.

66.

exsiliens, 1080.

Second ray of pectoral about half longer than first; ventral
between middle of jireopercle and last caudal vertebra.

Second ray of pectoral divided;
d.

Origin of veutrals

first

Origin of ventrals

midway

kondeleti, 1081.

ray simple; third and fourth longest.

midway between

posterior marffin of orbit and last caudal ver-

tebra; ventrals chiefly black.
lid.

fins inserted

vinciguekr.t;, 1082.

midway between

posterior

margin of preopercle and

last caudal

vertebra; ventrals pale, with a dusky shade in the axil.
e.

Pectoral fins not uniform in color, dark brown, with an oblique, whitish band

which begins

and runs obliquely backward

in the axil

edges of pectorals whitish.

reaching beyond dorsal.

to

fin;

Ventrals 33^ in body, reaching al)Out to ninth

ray of anal.
ee.

middle of

Pectoral fins If in length of body, their tips
volit.^ns, 1083.

Pectoral fins nearly uniform brownish, without oblique pale bar.

Length of
Ven-

pectorals ly\ in body, their tips scarcely reaching last ray of dorsal.
trals 3)-^ in body, scarcely

reaching

OvPSELunus {Kv\p€\o^, a swallow; oiipd, tail)
0(1. Anal fin short, its base }4 to
length of base of

%

last

ray of anal.

dorsal,

its

kufipinnis, 1084.

insertion behind

first

ray of

dorsal, its rays 9 or 10.
/.

Second ray of pectoral divided (first simple); third and fourth rays longest.
Pectoral fins without round dark spots.
;;.
/(.

Ventral
i.

fins inserted

about midw.ay between pupil and

last caudal vertebra,

Dorsal and anal fins without black markings; ventrals pale.
J.

Base of anal I"., in base of dorsal; pectoral IJ in length, reaching
ray of dorsal; ventrals 2^.1 in body, reaching last ray of anal.

last

IIETERURUS, 1085.
jj.

IJase of

anal 2 in base of dorsal; length of pectorals Ig in length of

body, their tips reaching end of dorsal

fin;

length of veutrals

2.5

in body, their tips nearly reaching last ray of anal.

LUTKENI, 108G.

in the water, the ventrals are folded.
When the action of the tail ceases, the pectorals and ventrals are spread and held at rest.
They are not used as wings, but act rather as parachutes to
hold the body in the air. When the fish begins to fall, the tail touches the water, when its
motion again begins, and with it the apparent motion of the jiectorals. It is thus enabled to
resume its flight, which it finishes finally with a splash. While in the air it resembles a largo
dragon-fly. The motion is very swift, at fir.-t in a straight line, but later deflected into a curve.
The motion has no relation to the direction of the wind. When a vessel is passing through a
school of these fishes, they spring up before it, moving in all directions, as grasshoppers in a

meadow.
* For comparative descriptions of the species of flying-fi.slies, see Liitken, Vidensk. Meddel.
Nat. Foreu., 187(1, and Jordan & Bleck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Bins., 1885. A very complete series of
the American torms is in the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences, at Philadelphia.
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H: Dorsal and anal

fins

marked with black;

dorsal with one orniore dark

blotches; anal with a hlack spot on tips of third to sixth rays; ventnils black, witli pale edgings,

and a white spot near the

base.

FURCATUS, 1087.
XJ.

Ventral

midway between

inserted

fin

posterior

margin of preoporcle and

last

caudal vertebra.
m. Pectorals each with the posterior half rather abruptly black; anal white.

NIOKICANS, 1088.
vim. Pectorals unicolor or nearly so, not abruptly black posteriorly.

Pectorals uniformly black everywhere, the outer surface with silvery

11.

XENOI'TERUS, 1089.

luster.

nn. Pectorals nearly uniformly pale, or slightly

and a palo
Dorsal

o.

dusky with

jiale

edging

cross shade.

fin slightly

dusky, but without distinct markings; other

fins

faintly shaded, but without distinct black markings; pectoral

reaching base of

last

anal ray; ventrals almost as far.

00.

Dorsal

fin

D. 13;

LINEATUS, 1090.

A. 10.

with a round, black blotch as largo as eye on tips of

middle rays; other
tips of dorsal

jy- Ventral fins inserted at

and

fins all pale; pectoral

D. 12; A. 11.

anal.

reaching beyond

cyanoptkrus, 1091.

a point midway between middle of opercle and

last

caudal vertebra (or between tip of snout and tip of upper lobe of caudal).
p. Dorsal fin with a large blackish blotch; pectorals nearly uniformly dusky;
ventrals bluish white. Tip of pectorals reaching end of dorsal; tip of

ventrals reaching middle of anal; insertion of ventral
tip of

height, inserted

which
6%.
;i;i.

midway between
fin of medium

snout and that of ujiper lobe of caudal; dorsal

is 3}{^

much

in head.

in

advance of anal. Snout f length of eye,
53^3 in total length (with caudal); depth

Head

D. 13; A. 9 or 10; scales 50.

rahiexsis, 1002.

Dorsal fin pale, somewhat dusky above, without distinct black blotch;
ventrals mesially blackish, the margins paler;

dorsal rather pale,

somewhat dusky above; pectorals mostly dusky, with the posterior
edges paler; an obscure oblique band across lower part. Pectorals If in length of body, their tips reaching caudal fin.

3% in

body, their tips reaching middle of anal.

Lower

Ventrals

lobe of cau-

Head 4| to 5 in length of body;
D. 12; A. 10. Snout 4 in head. Eye 314 in head. Base of
anal 1| in base of caudal. Scales about 60.
californicis, 1093.
covered with small, round, dark spots, the edges paler.
dal about 3^ longer than head.

depth

a. Pectoral fins

6.

callopteru.s, 1094.
hh.

Second ray of pectoral simple (like the first); 'third ray divided.
q. Snout more obtusely descending than in any other species, its length 4)^ in head.
GIBBIFRONS, 1095.

Subgenus EXOCCETUS.
1080.

EXOCCETUS EXSILIENS,

P. L. S. Miiller.

Head 4 in length of body; depth r>i. D. 11; A 11; scales 48.
Body little compressed, angulated. Head broad; iiiterorbital space
slightly concave; snout rather blunt, short, 4f in length of head; interorbital area 2i in head; eye 2J in head; lower jaw slightly longer than

upper. Pectorals long and broad, 1^ in length of body, their tips reaching
base of caudal; iirst 2 rays of pectoral simple and of equal length, their
length 2i in length of fm, and connected to each other and to third ray
by rather broad membranes; ventrals long, 2^^ iu body, their tips reaching base of caudal fin origin of ventrals midway between posterior
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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margin of orbit aud

lust caudal vertebra; last rays of dorsal and anal
opposite each other base of anal slightly shorter than that of dorsal
dorsal rather high, its longest ray If in head longest ray of anal If in
fins

;

;

Color brownish above, silvery below pectorals and ventrals marbled with black dorsal with a black spot on upper part of its anterior
rays lower caudal lobe with a black spot about \ distance from its base;
breast with 3 black cross bands anal fin white. Open seas, rarely taken
onour AtlanticCoast only youngspeciniens known possibly the young of
{exsiliens, leaping out, a name given by Miiller in
Exococtus rondcletii.
head.

;

;

;

;

;

;

changed by (imelin into

1776,

Exoca-tns exsiliem,

''

txiliens.")

Philip Ludwio Statids Mulleb, Nuremberg Ed. Linna;us Syst. Nat.,

2i)9,

1776,

Carolina.
e.viliens, Gmelin, Systema Naturse, 1400, 1788, Carolina; Gunther, Cat., vi, 291, 1866;
Jordan & Meek, I. c, 54.
Exocivtus fasciatns, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 10, pi. 4, fig. 2, Atlantic.
Exocvaiis lamellifer, Kner & Steindachner, Neue Fische Mus. Godeff, 29, 1860, 12° S., 33° W.;

Exocaitis

LiJTKEN, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 405, 11, 1876.

1081.

Head

EXOCCETUS RONDELETII,

Cuvier

.t

Valenciennes.

4| in length of body; depth 5+. D. 11; A. 11 or 12; scales 50,
and 28 before dorsal snout short and blunt, 4 in head

25 before ventrals,

;

;

eye 3i iuterorbital space 2i. * Second ray of pectoral simple as well as
the first and about half longer than first anal fin opposite dorsal and
about as long; ventral fins inserted midway between middle of preopercle
and last caudal vertebra ventrals 3^ in body, their tips reaching last rays
of anal length of pectorals If in body, their tips reaching nearly to
;

;

;

;

base of caudal fin first ray of pectoral about half length of longest ray
dorsal moderate, its longest rays 2J in head. Pectoral fins uniform dusky
;

with paler edgings; ventrals nearlj^ black mesially, darker on their pos
terior half; no black markings on dorsal and anal fins. Length 11 inches
Tropical seas, north to Florida, France, and Acapulco, (Liitken); not
uncommon in the West Indies and in Southern Europe. (Named for
Guillaume Rondelet, one of the fathers of ichthyology.) (Eu.)
De Piscibus, ix, 207, 1554, France.
CrviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 115, 1846, Naples; Sicily;
Canaries; GfNTHER, Cat., vi, 293, 1866; Vinciguerra, f Risultati del Violante, 110, 1883;
Jordan & Meek, I. c, 55.
Exococlmhrachiiccpkahi^, Ginther, Cat., vi, 297, 1866, China; Lvtken, I. c, 110, 405, 1876.
Exocmlus cxiliens, Jordan & Gii.isert, Synopsis, 380, 1883; not of LixN-icis.
Exocorltts rolador, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 34, Pensacola.
(Type, No. 34975.
Mwjil

(ilalus,

R0NI1ELET,

Exoralii.i uiiideletii,

Coll. Stearns.)

* This species is subject to some variations, or else, as Dr. Liitken suggests, we are uncertain as to
number of real species that group themselves around its type. In the typical specimen of
ExoconiHs vokulor, 9\^ inches long-, the first ray of the pectoral is about half the fin, the second

the

%

In 1 smaller specimen, 7 inches long, from the Atlantic, the first ray is |
the longest
ray, or about half the second.
Liitken finds the first ray scarcely
the longest, the second
about half the longest, and not %the third ray. In other specimens he records notable variations in these regards.
Thisspecies may possibly prove to be the adult of E. exsiliem.
t Dr. Vinciguerra has shown from the e.xamination of type specimens, that this species is the
original Exococtus rondeleii instead of the next, as was supposed by Liitken and Uleeker.

ray

%

.,
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1082. EXOCOCTL'S

VlNCIGUEBRj;, Jordan

.t

Meek.

Head4i; depth %\. D. 11; A. 12; scales about 48, 24 before ventrals,
28 before dorsal, 7 between dorsal and lateral line. Snout 4;^ in head eye
;

Anal

interorbital area nearly flat, 2| in head.

opposite dorsal and
about as long; second ray of pectoral forked, the first ray simple, third
and fourth rays longest; origin of ventrals midway between posterior
margin of orbit and last caudal vertebra ventrals chiefly black pecto3

;

fin

;

;

body, reaching last ray of dorsal ventrals about 3 in length
of body, their tips reaching slightly beyond last ray of anal longest
dorsal ray 2| in head lower lobe of caudal 3^ in body. Pectoral fins
dusky, nearly uniform, or with a small white oblique bar, which extends
halfway across the fin
the edges of the fin whitish ventrals chiefly
blackish; dorsal and anal without dark markings. Length about a foot.
Open Atlantic, occasional on our coast and those of Southern Europe, the
specimens examined by us from off Newfoundland, from St. Martins, and
the Gulf of Mexico. (Named for Dr. Decio Viuciguerra, director of the
Acquario Romano, an active and successful ichthyologist.) (Eu.)
rals If in

;

;

;

;

Exucwlus

rondeleti,

Lutken, Vid. Medd. Foren.,

Jordan & Gilbkrt,
Exoca'ins'exiliem,

;

Vinoigueura,

Exocd'tus rinciguen-;e,

404, 187G; not

of

Cuvier k Valenciennes;

Synopsis, 203, 1883.
llieultati Ittiologici del Violante, 113, 1883;

Jokuan & Meek,

foundland, 46° N., 6i°

W.

Proc. U.

S.

(Type, No. 21870.

1083. EXOC(ETlIS

Nat. Miis., 18S5, 5C,

not of Gmehn.
open sea off New-

Coll. Albatross.)

VOLITANS,

Lianaus.

Head4i; depth 6i. D. 12; A. 11; scales 55, 25 before ventrals, 30 before
dorsal; 6 rows between dorsal and lateral line. Snout rather obtuse, 4 in
head; eye large, 2f in head; interorbital space slightly concave, 2| in
head; width of body at base of pectorals 1$ in head. Anal flu long,
opposite dorsal; second ray of pectorals divided, the first simple, the
third and fourth longest; insertion of ventrals midway between posterior
edge of preopercle and base of caudal. Pectoral fins not uniform; la
color dark brown, with an oblique, whitish band which begins in the axil
and runs obliquely backward to middle of fin edges of pectorals whitish.
Pectoral fins 1| in length of body, their tips reaching beyond dorsal
ventrals 3^ in body, reaching about to ninth ray of anal; longest dorsal
ray 2^ in head, anal ray 3; lower lobe of caudal 31^ in body. Ventral fins
white, with a slight dusky shade in the axil; no dark markings on dorsal
or anal. Length 12 inches. Open seas; not rare on our Atlantic Coast,
ranging north to the Grand Banks; also found in Southern Europe and
the Hawaiian Islands, {volitims, Hying.) (Eu.)
;

Exococlus,

Artedi, Genera Piscium,

18, 1738,

locality not

known.

Exocalus volUans, Linn.tcus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 316; after Balk, wlio copied from Artedi;

Jordan & Meek,

I.

c, 57.

Kafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., 1818, 205, Banks of Newfoundland.
Exnca-lns upecvliger, CnviER & Valenciennks, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xi.\, 93, 1840, Friendly Islands;
Straits of Sunda; Isle of France; Indian Ocean; Peros-Banhos; Pacific Coast
of South America; Gi'NTHER, Cat., \ i, 287, 1S06; Hitton, Fishes New Zealand, 55, 1872;
LiJTKEN, Vid. Mod. Naturh. Foren., 403,109, 1876.
Exocoetiis 1-ubescens,

Jordan and Evermmui.
fExociTlufi norehoracenxh,

land;

— Fishes of North America.

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 100, 1846,

735

Newfound-

of i\IlT(HILL.

Milt

MClleu & Troschbl, Schomburgk's

1848, Barbadoes.
Spain and India.
Africa:
West
Cuba?; Atlantic.
Exocatus
Exocattts melanitrHs, Jordan & Gilbert, Synojisis, 380, 188;i; not of Cuvier & Valenciennes.
specimen
from New England; not
Exocaius exilieiiD, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 904, 188.3;
of Miller.
Exocu.'lusriihcrti,

f Exocu'liis

quadriremh,

Gronow,

Hist. Barbadoes,

tJTS,

Cat., 145, 1854,

affinis, Gf NTiiEn, Cat., vi, 288, 1800,

1084. EXOC(ETl"S

Head

KUFIPIXNIS,

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

caudal vertebra; depth 5f. D. 11; A. 12;
robust, not much compressed; head
broad: interorbital area flat, its width 3 in head; eye rather smalL its diameter .Si in head; snout rather blunt, its length equal to diameter of eye;
mouth large; length of maxillary 4J in head. Pectoral tin Ijroad and
long, its length l^^f in length of body tips of pectorals scarcelj^ reaching
the last rays of dorsal fin first ray of pectoral simple, 1? in length of
tin, second ray divided, third and fourth rays longest; origin of ventrals
midway between posterior edge of preopercle and last caudal vertebra,
their tips scarcely reaching last ray of anal; length of ventrals 3h in
length of body. First rays of dorsal and anal opposite each other (or
nearly so); base of anal li in base of dorsal base of dorsal 1^ in head;
lower lobe of caudal. long, about
longer than head; width of body at
base of jiectorals 1^^ in length of head. Least depth of caudal peduncle
about 3,1 in length of head. Posterior margin of preopercle nearly vertiGill
cal, forming almost a right angle at its lower posterior extremity.
rakers long, numerous, and slender. About 27 scales on lateral line before
ventrals; about 30 scales between occiput and dorsal fin; 6 rows of scales
between dorsal fin and lateral line. Color uniform brownish above, silvery below; pectorals colored like upper part of body, shading into
darker toward their extremities; caudal uniform brownish, no dark
markings on dorsal and anal fins; ventrals without distinct black markings.
Length 9^ inches. Tropical America, on both coasts (Payta, Panama, Tobasco, Barbadoes); probably not very common the above description from the type specimen of Exocatus scylla. {rnfus, reddish j^/hjui, fin.
4^;^

in length to last

Body rather

scales of lateral line 58.

;

;

;

:|^

;

;

& V.^lenciennes,

Exocatus nifipinnis, Ccvier

GuNTHER,

Cat., VI, 294, 1860;

original type);

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 99, 1846,

Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jordan & Meek,

1.

Am.

Exocvctun roberti, LI'tken, Vid.

near Panama. (Coll. Captain Pow.)
Tobasco, Mexico.

Phil. Soc. Phila., 1871, 481,

Medd. Naturh. Foren., 1870,

Subgenus
1085.

Payta, Peru;

283 (redescription of

c, 58.

Exoccetvs dotci, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 107,
Exoctrtns scylla. Cope, Trans.

Sci. Phila., 1884,

CYPSELURUS,

12, 110;

not of

Miller & Troscuel.

Swainson.

EXOC(ETCS HETEBURFS,

Bafinesque.

Head 4| depth 5^; scales 58, 26 before ventrals, 33 before dorsal, 7
rows of scales between dorsal and lateral line. D. 14 A. 9. Anal fin
short, its base i to f length of base of dorsal; its insertion behind first
ray of dorsal its rays 9 or 10 second ray of pectoral divided (first simple) third aed fourth rays longest
ventral fins inserted about midway
;

;

;

;

;

;
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between pupil and
pectoral

l,j

Museum.

last caudal vertebra base of anal 1| in base of dorsal
length, reaching last ray of dorsal; ventrals 2| in body,

in

;

reaching last ray of anal snout 3i in head eye 3." lower lobe of caudal
about i longer than head. Pectoral fins with an oblique white band
across lower half of fin; dorsal and anal plain ventrals white, their axil
scarcely dusky. Length 15 inches. Atlantic Ocean, generally common
southward on both coasts, straying northward to banks of Newfoundland
and to England. The young are often jirovided with a long barbel at the
;

;

;

;

chin.
tail

(£-fpof, difierent

;

ovpd, tail,

but

all species

of flying-fishes have the

unequal.)

Exocfclns hetenmix,

dan & Meek,

Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuui Nuovi Generi,
I.

etc., 58, 1810,

Palermo; Jor-

c, 59.

and Phil. Soc. N. Y., 1815, 418, pi. 5, fig. 1, New York;
Medd. Naturli. Foren., fig. 1, lOlJ, 1876, 30° W., 11° N.; apparently a young
form, with long mental barbel.
Exocoelits noreboracensis, Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag., ii, 181 1, 233, New York; Jordan &
Exococtus comatiis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

Li'iTKEN, Vid.

Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 904, 1883.

WooD, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1824, 283, pi. 17, fig. 24, (young), south
coast United States.
Exocoetm mdmmriif, GuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 101, 184G, New York.
Exocceins volitans GuNTHER, Cat., VI, 293, 1866, not of Linm-TSUS; LOtken, Vid. Medd. Naturh.
Foren., 10, lOS, 1876; Day, Fishes Great Britain, 155, pi. 228, 1883, (straggler to coast of
VJxocwIks ap2)endic!ilalus,

England).
f Oijpsehirus comalwi,

.Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 381, 1883.

1086. EXOCffiTUS

Head

HITKENI,

Jordan & Evermann, new

species.

D. 14; A. 9; 50 scales in lateral line. Body rather
snout not very blunt, 4|
in length of head
eye large, 2f in head interorbital area flattish, 3 in
head. Pectoral fins broad, their tips reaching posterior end of base of
anal fin length of jiectorals If in length of body. Length of ventrals 2|
in length of body, their tips reaching nearly to posterior end of base of
anal fin origin of ventrals midway between pupil and base of caudal fin.
First ray of pectoral sim^jle, its length little more than i length of fin
second ray divided; 23 scales before the ventrals; 28 scales before the
dorsal fin 7 rows of scales between lateral line and dorsal fin longest
dorsal ray 2 in head; lower lobe of caudal about i longer than head.
Color brownish above, silvery below pectoral black on its posterior half;
lighter on anterior, with a broad, white, oblique band which begins in
the axil and extends about f across the fin ventrals white, dusky in axil
dorsal and anal fin plain caudal dusky, with a black vertical bar across
the base of its middle rays. This species is known from a single specimen,
9 inches long, in the museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia, from Cape San Antonio, Cuba. It was formerly identified by
Jordan & Meek with an Australian species, Exocwtiis rohusttis, but it differs
in numerous respectsfrom the latter, although a related form.
(Named for
Christian Fredrik Liitken, one of the most learned and accurate of iclithyologists, whose paper on the flying-fishes is the basis of our present
knowledge of the group.)
ExoaHim robuslus, JORDAN & Meek,
c, 61; probably not of Gunther, Cat., VI, 289, 186G, Aus4^; depth 5|.

Head broad, rather pointed forward

robust.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1.

tralia.

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.

10S7. EXO('(ETUS

FrUCATUS,

737

Mit.hill.

Head 4^ depth 5}. D. 13; A. 9; lateral line with about 46 scales.
Body rather slender, compressed. Head not very broad, much narrowed
forward; the snout rather pointed; more compressed than in other
species. Interorbital area Hat its width at anterior margin of orbit equal
;

,

to diameter of eye;

3 in head;

margin of eye

at posterior

tllis is half
length of maxillary
length of mandible 2^ in head length of snout 4i in head
4f in head
«ye 3 in head. Pectoral fin long and broad its length If in length of
body; tips of pectorals reaching to tenth ray of dorsal. First pectoral
ray simple, slightly more than half length of fin
second ray divided;
Origin of ventrals midway between postlrird and fourth rays longest.
terior margin of eye and last caudal vertebra. Ventrals long, 2\ in length
of body their tips reaching past anal and almost to caudal fin. Dorsal
in head; longest anal ray about 2 in
fin- rather high, its longest ray
head. Origin or dorsal in advance of that of the anal. Base of anal Ij
in base of dorsal; base of dorsal nearly equal to length of head.
Lower
lobe of caudal SA in body. About 23 scales on lateral line before ventrals,
and about 29 in front of dorsal fin. Eight rows of scales between lateral
Color brownish above, silvery below; pectoral fins
line and dorsal fin.
black on lower posterior half; a broad white band running from axil
obliquely back to the posterior of upper rays some white on tips of pectoral rays
anterior upper portion of the fin somewhat marbled ventral fins black, except on 2 outer rays, on inner ray, and a small spot on
next 2 inner rays, about \ distance from origin of fin axil of ventrals
pale.
Dorsal fin, when depressed, showing 3 black spots caudal fin with
3 dark tranverse bands across fin
a black spot on tips of third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth rays of anal fin.
Length 6 inches. Warm seas, north to
Cape Cod and to the Mediterranean, generally common. Young specimens with barbels of difterent forms and sizes are fre([uently taken. The
specimens above described from Newport, Rhode Island, {fnrcatus,

Mouth small maxillary not reaching

greater.

;

;

orbit

;

;

;

;

;

;

H

;

;

;

;

;

;

forked.)
Exoccetns fnrcalus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

and Fbil.

Soc. N. Y.,

i,

1815, 149,

young, with barbel;

New

York; Gunther, Cat., vi, 286, 1866; Lhtken, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 400, 1876;
•Jordan & Meek, I. c, 61.
Exocatus nuUalli, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1821, 10, pi. iv, fig. 1, Gulf of Mexico;
GiiNTHER, Cat.,

VI, 286, 1860.

Exoarlus {Cijpselurvs) prncne,
10,

De

Filippie A'erant,

Mem. Acad.

Sci.

Torino, series

2,

xviii, 1857,

Nice.

Exnca'liis

maaiUpinnif, ViNClGUERRA, Kisultati Ittiologici del Violante,

pi.

i,

fig.

6,

li;!,

1883,

Tunis.
Qipselurtis fnrcalus,

Jordan & Gilbert,

1088.

Head4i

in

body

about

:i80,

1883.

KXOC(ETrS XIGRICANS.

depth 5|

;

Synopsis,

;

snout 4 in head

;

Bennett.

eye

3^.

D. 14

;

A.

!•

or 10:

26 in front of dorsal. Anal
fin short, its base i to f length of base of dorsal, its insertion behind
first ray of dorsal
its rays 9 or 10; second ray of pectorul divided (first

scales

52, 27

before the ventral

;

F. N. A.

48

fins,

Bulletin 4y, Untied States National
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Museum.
midway

simple); third and fourth rays longest; ventral fins inserted

between posterior margin of preopercle and

last

caudal vertebra

;

pecto-

not uniformly colored posterior half of pectorals, ventrals, and
dorsal rather abruptly black; anal white. Length of pectoral fin \\ in
body, its tip reaching nearly to base of caudal; first ray of pectoral
1^ in length of longest; ventrals 2* in length of body, their tips reaching tip of last ray of aual; dorsal rather high, its longest rays \\ in
head longest aual ray 3 J in head, lower lobe of caudal about i longer
than head. Interorbital space broad, slightly concave, its width 2|
Length 10 inches. Tropical
head; depth of head If in its length.
seas, north to Cuba, Central America, and France; not very common;
recognizable at once by its high dorsal, black on the anterior half.
The specimen here described was from the Open Atlantic oif Brazil.
rals

;

;

{nigricans, blackish.)

Kxnortm

niijricnns,

(Eu.)

BENNETT, Whaliug Voyage,

li,

287, 1840,

Pacific Oceans, in lat. 5° N."; Gunther, Cat.,

'
'

taken in both the Atlantic and
Jordan & Meek, I. c, 03.

vi, 290, 18G6;

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 111, 1846, Atlantic.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 118, 1846, La Rochelle;
St. Helena; West Indies; India; Arabia; De AA^itt Land; Guichenot, Hist. Cuba,
Ramon de la Sagra, Poiss., fig. 2, 1853, 152, pi. 4; Lutken, Vid. Med. Naturh. Foren.,

ExocceUts bicolor,

Exocodus spilopns, Cuvier

107, 1876.

1089.

Head

4i

EXOC(ETUS XENOPTEBUS,

Gilbert

depth 6. D. 13; A. 10; scales about 45. Snout short, 3| in
mandible scarcely protruding, wide at tip, with a narrow band of
small teeth.
Teeth along edge of premaxillaries in a single series.
Vomer with a narrow patch, palatines with a wide patch of welldeveloped teeth, similar to those in jaws; no teeth on tongue. Preorbital about as wide as pupil distance from tip of snout to end of

head

;

;

;

maxillary equals length of snout. Eye large, 3i in head. Interorbital
width 3 in head. Distance from front of dorsal to base of middle of caudal rays equals half its distance from posterior margin of pupil. Length
of dorsal base equals f length of head, the highest ray 2f in head.
Origin of anal under middle of dorsal, its base equaling snout and half
eye, the last ray nearly under last dorsal ray. Lower lobe of caudal 3^
in length; the upper slightly less than head.
Origin of ventrals halfway between base of caudal and preopercular margin, the tip reaching
base of third anal ray, a trifle shorter than liead. First pectoral ray ^
the longest; second ray deeply forked, the third and fourth apparently
the longest (the tips slightly mutilated). The fin extends beyond dorsal,
and falls short of the caudal by a trifle. Black above, becoming
abruptly silvery on middle of sides; pectorals jet black within, overlaid
by some silvery luster without; median ventral rays black, the inner
and outer white dorsal dusky, without distinctive marks anal white
caudal black on basal portion of both lobes, the remaining third white.
A single specimen, 9^ inches long, taken froni a booby-bird (Sula) on
Clarion Island, one of the Revillagigedos. {^hwg, strange; Tvripnv, fin.)
;

iVof<r<i(.s a-entijVeni.v,

Gilbert, Proc. U.

44388, Cull. Albatross.)

;

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890, C8, Clarion

Island.

(Type, No.

Jordan and Evermann.
1090.

Head

depth

4*;

— Fishes of North

EXOC(ETUS LINEATUS,

6A.

Anal short,

its

Cuvier

rays

k

Valenciennes.

10; dorsal 13.

I,

739

America.

Second ray

of pectoral divided, the first ray I length of longest. Head rather
pointed, the interorbital area flat; snout 4 in head; eye Z\. Pectoral
extending to base of last aual ray ventrals reaching nearly as far, their
insertion midway between base of caudal and edge of preopercle. Dark
;

on sides of back conspicuous only where scales have been rubbed
not forming an important feature of coloration fins mostly dusky;
ventrals with faint dusky shades; anal with an obscure dark shade;
dorsal and caudal somewhat dusky, but unmarked. Close to Exocrttus
Ju'tcruriis, distinguished by the more backward position of the ventrals.
Tropical Atlantic, lecorded from Corea, the Canaries, Madeira, and Bermuda. The above description from the original type, 16 inches long,
lines
off",

;

from Corea.

(lineatus, streaked.)

Exoccettis lineatus,

CuviEE & Valenciennes,

GuNTHER,

Cat., VI, 287, 1866;

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 92, 1836,

Goode, Bull. U.

S.

Corea; Canaries;

Nat. Mus., v, 76, 1876; Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 528.

1091.

EXOCIETUS CTAXOPTEBUS,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

D. 12; A. 11. Second ray of pectoral divided, the first ? length of fin.
interorbital area transversely concave. Snout 3^ in
Snout pointed
head eye 3i tail strong dorsal moderately high, its base i longer than
that of the rather short anal. Insertion of anal considerably behind
that of dorsal. Pectoral extending beyond tips of last ray of dorsal and
Insertion of venanal. Ventrals not quite to the base of the last ray.
Fins all
trals midway between base of caudal and edge of preopercle.
pale, except a round black blotch, about as large as eye, on tips of midventrals white. Coasts of Brazil and Caribbean Sea
dle dorsal ray
not common close \o Exocatii>< hahiensis, auA perhaps not even distinct;
also recorded from James Island of the Galapagos. The anal rays are less
numerous in E. hahitnHh than in the original type of E. cyanopteruti, from
;

;

;

;

;

;

which the above account

is

taken.

{Kvaveo^, blue

Cuvier & Valenciennes,
Janeiro; Gunther, Cat., vi, 294, 18G6; Jordan, Proc. U.
& BOLLMAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1889, 180.

Exoconlus cyanopterus,

Erocatns

albidacliilus,

ously ascribed to

;

Trrtpur, fin.)

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 08, 1846,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

S.

Phila., 1863,

Bahia; Rio de
Jordan

Nat. Mus., 1880, 528;

167,

Caribbean Sea; errone

Panama.
1092. EXOCffiTUS

BAHIEXSIS, Ranzani.

A. 9-10; scales 50.
D. 13;
Head 5|; depth 6i with caudal.
Length of snout * of that of eye, which is 3i m head; pectorals reaching end of dorsal, ventrals to middle of anal insertion of ventrals midway between end of snout and extremity of upper caudal lobes dorsal
of moderate height, its origin far in advance of that of anal. Coloration
of the pectorals uniform; dorsal with a large dark blotch. (Giinther.)
Tropical seas, north to Cuba, where it seems to be the commonest of the
(Name from Bahia.;
flying-fishes; not examined by us.
;

;

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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Ranzani, Nov. Comiii. Ac. Sci. lust. Bonon., V, 1842, 362, pi. 38, Bahia;
GliNTHER, Cat., vt, 293, 1866; Poey, Synopsis, 384, 385, 1868; Lutkex, Vid. Medd. Naturh.
Foren.,402, 108, 1876.
Exoartus vermicukilm, Poey, Memorials, ii, 300, 1861, Cuba.
Exoccetus spilonotoplerus, Bleekeu, "Nederl. Tydsclir. Dierk., iii, 113, 18t>3," Sumatra.
f Exocaliis parne,VoE\, Synopsis, SS5, 1!S68, Cuba; description iusuflScient; taken from an old
drawing.
Exocirtus hahieiisis,

1093.

EXOCCETUS CALIFORNICUS,

Cooper.

(Great Flyino-fish; Volador.)

Head 5; depth 6. D. 12; A. 10; scales 58 vertebne 33 + 16 = 49.
Body stoutish. Lower jaw rather the longer; both jaws with minute
Eye large, rather longer thau snout, 3 in head, nearly e<jual to the
teeth.
;

diameter of the slightly concave interorbital space. Pectoral fin reaching past the dorsal and falling just short of the caudal secoud ray of pectoral divided, the third longest ventrals about reaching middle of anal,
their length 3* in body, their insertion midway between middle of opercle
and base of caudal. Anterior rays of dorsal half the length of the head
43 rows of scales between occiput and dorsal, 7 between the dorsal and
the lateral line. Steel blue above and on both sides, belly abruptly silvery pectorals blackish, with the posterior edge paler; an obscure
oblique pale band across lower part caudal ])lain dusky; ventrals pale,
partly dusky
dorsal rather pale, with a dusky blotch above. Length
Southern California, Point Concepciou to Cape San Lucas,
18 inches.
very abundant in great schools in summer about the Santa Barbara
Islands. It is not known whither it retires in winter, as it has not been
seen outside of California, it being the only species known in the Eastern
Pacific north of Cape San Lucas.
It is probably the largest of the flyingfishes and has the greatest power of movement in the air.
An excellent
food-fish, sometimes taken by the thousand ofl:" Santa Barbara.
Exoctrlus californicm, CooPER, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., m, 1864, 93, fig. 20. Santa Catalina Island;
;

;

;

;

;

;

GiiNTHER, Cat.,
c, 15.

VI,

295, 1866;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

379, 1883;

Jordan & Meek,

I.

1094.

Head nearly

EXOCOETUS CALLOPTERUS,

4 in length (to base of caudal);

Anal fin short,

Giinther.

depth

5.

D. 11 or 12; A.

base i to | lengthof base of dorsal its insertion
behind first ray of dorsal its rays 9 or 10 secoud ray of pectoral divided
(first simple); third and fourth rays longest; pectoral fins covered with
ventral fins pale, the middle
small, round, dark spots, the edges paler
rays grayish, obscurely spotted other fius pale. Pectoral fins reaching

8 to 10.

its

;

;

;

;

;

end of dorsal ventral fins inserted midway between preopercle and
dorsal fin
base of caudal, their tips reaching nearly to base of anal
rather high, its anterior rays about half length of head. Scales 46, 34
before the dorsal fin, and 9 between lateral lineand dorsal fin. Snout obtuse
and depressed, f diameter of eye, which is 3 in head, and less than width
of interorbital space, which is slightly concave. Length 10 inches. A
beautiful little flying-fish, common at Panama, but not yet seen elsewhere.
to

;

;

(/i(i;^Aof,

beauty

;

Trrtpoi', fin.)

292, 1866, Panama, (Coll. Capt. Dow); Gi'NTHER,
LI'tken, \\A. Medd. Naturh. Foren., 401, 107,
Fishea Central Amer., 479, pi. 83, 1869
1876; Jordan k Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., ii, 1882, 109; Jordan & Meek, /. c, 65.

Exocrrlua callopteruK, GfiNTHER, Cat., VI,

;

Jordan and Everma^in.
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1096. KXOCflETUS (JIBBIFBONS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Head 4f depth 6. D. 12 A. 8. Body robust, little compressed. Head
than eye
rather short, interorbital area slightly concave, about i wider
than in any other of
profile of snout convex, descending more abruptly
blunt, 4 in
our species, making a decided curve downward. Snout rather
broad
head; eye 3 in head; maxillary 4i in head; pectoral fins rather
to
reaching
pectorals
of
tips
body;
of
length
in
\\
length
their
and long,
First ray of pectoral simple, its length 2", in
tips of last rays of dorsal.
third ray
length of fin second ray simple, about \ longer than first ray
fourth ray longest. Origin of ventrals midway between posdivided
length of ventrals 2.9 in
terior margin of eye and last caudal vertebra;
anal. Origin of dorsal
of
ray
last
to
reaching
tips
length of body, their
Base of anal \\ in base of dorsal. Longest
fin far in advance of the anal.
Lower lobe of
dorsal ray 2.1 in head, longest anal ray about 3 in head.
about 3i in body least depth of caudal peduncle 3^ in head.
;

;

;

;

;

caudal

;

before
25 scales in lateral line before ventrals, and about 30 scales
Color brown above,
dorsal 7 scales between lateral line and dorsal fin.
body is a darker
silvery below on each scale on the upper part of the
appearance of a
the
gives
this
extremity
posterior
brown spot near its
streak alon.r each row of scales; pectorals uniformly colored,

About

;

;

;

dark-brown
same color as upper part of body
the posterior part of the fin
caudal dusky, plain.
fins

still

;

ventrals dusky, nearly black mesially,
no dark markings on dorsal or anal

darker

;

Length 8 inches. Atlantic Ocean two specimens known, both examined by us the specimen above described taken
type
by Samuel Powell at Newport, Rhode Island, the other the original
;

;

;

in the

Museum

dan & Meek,

I.

{gibhus,

at Paris,

Exocwlus gibbifrons, CuviER

gibbous

& VALENCIENNES,

c, 65; Jordan, Proc. U.

Order

Z.

S.

;

frons, forehead.)

Hist. Nat. Poiss., XIX, 118, 184G,

Atlantic; Jor-

Nat. Mus., 188G, 528.

HEMIBRANCHII.

(The Hemibranchs.)
Post-temporal simple, not
Interclavicles developed. Gills pectinate.
bones reduced
pharyngeal
Superior
small.
furcate; supraclavicle quite
in Gastcrosteidtv
in number, the bones of the gill arches also reduced except
Ventral fins abdominal or
inferior pharyngeals present, not united.
subabdominal, joined to the interclavicle, or else detached from it
;

through partial atrophy of the shoulder

girdle.

Mouth bounded above by

shoulder girdle simple in structure. Basis of cranium simple and without tube; four anterior vertebra-- more or less
at its
elongate; snout usually more or less produced, the small mouth
and other
end. A small group, well distinguished from the Pcrcesoccn
difi'ering
TeleocephhU, from ancestors of which it is probably descended,
of the shoulder
in the presence of the interclavicles and in the reduction
are close,
girdle and other structures. Its relations to the Lophobranchii
the same
of
extremes
largely
being
Lophobranchii
the characters of the
premaA-illaries only

modifications.

;

(?//it,

half

;

^puyxoi, gill-)
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we adopt

In the following analysis of families

Museum.
the arrangement of

families as given in Dr. Gill's valuable discussion of "the mutual relations of the Hemihranchhde1\s.\\eH^' in Proc. Ac. Nat. 8ci. Phila., 1884, 154.

osteological characters are largely taken from unpublished notes of
begin the series with the most general-

The

Mr. Cloudsley Kutter.

We

ized family.
a.

Dermal armature absent, or developed only as plates on
(30 to 30)

;

sides or back; vertebrw

pubic bones connected with scapular arch

;

numerous

spinous dorsal represented

by isolated spines.
h.

Vertebra? anteriorly
c.

little

enlarged; ventrals subthoracic, each with a sharp spine.

Branchiostegal rays three; ventrals with one soft ray each
Branchiostegal rays four

cc.

(i().

Vertebra; anteriorly

;

snout conic or but

Gasterosteid.i^, xcviii.

slightly tubiform.

(first

ventrals with four soft rays each

;

four)

elongate

;

ventrals

;

snout tubiform.

AlTLOBHTNCHID.E, XPIX.
subabdominal or near middle

of boiiy, without spines, but with G (or 5) soft rays.
d.

Dorsal spines developed, weak

dd.

body compressed, moderately long, with ctenoid

;

Aulostomidj;, c.
no caudal filament.
Dorsal spines undeveloped body depressed or subcylindrical, very long, without
scales caudal with the two middle rays produced into a long filament.
scales

;

;

;

FlSTULABIID.?;,
an.

Dermal armature

superficial,

much

anterior vertebne

developed anteriorly and especially about the back
elongate

;

with

tail

its

;

CI.

four

axis continuous with that of the

abdomen branchihyals and pharyngeals mostly present (fourth superior branchihyal
and first and fourth superior jiharyngeals wanting) pubic bones not connected with
the scapular arch
MACRORHAMPHOSiDiE, cii.
a spinous dorsal fin developed.
;

;

;

GASTEROSTEID^.

Family XCVIII.

(The Sticklebacks.)
somewhat compressed, tapering behind to
Head moderate, the anterior part not greatly
produced, but all the bones of the suspensory apparatus somewhat
lengthened. Mouth moderate, with the cleft oblique, the lower jaw

Body more

or less fusiform,

a slender caudal peduncle.

maxiljary bent at right angles and overlapping the premaxmouth. Teeth sharp, even, in a narrow band in each
jaw no teeth on vomer or palatines premaxillaries protractile. Preorbital rather broad suborbital plate large, often covering the anterior
part of the cheeks, forming a connection with the preopercle. Branchiostegals 3. Gill * membranes broadly joined, free from the isthmus, or

prominent

;

illary at corner of
;

;

;

* According to Mr. Rutter the gill formula

is

:
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Skin
Opercles unarmed.
long.
gill rakers moderate or rather
no true scales. Dorsal fin
nak'ed'or with vertically oblong bony plates
to soft dorsal, with a
preceded by two or more free spines anal similar
consisting of a stout spine and
single spine; ventral fins subabdominal,
of belly shielded by the
one or two rudimentary rays. Middle or sides
far behind the gill openunusually
short,
pubic bones. Pectorals rather
which is covered with shining
ings, preceded by a quadrate naked area,

not;

;

;

Air bladder simple; a few
skin. Caudal fin narrow, usually lunate.
vertebra-, little enlarged.
pyloric coeca. Vertebra>. 30 to 35; anterior
the fresh waters
inhabiting
fishes
Small
12.
about
species
Genera 5
;

America noted for their
and arms of the sea in Northern Europe and
to the spawn and fry of
destructive
exceedingly
aie
They
pugnacity.
damage these little
what
"
conceived
be
to
It is scarcely
lar^rer fishes.
;

the

of
and how greatly detrimental they are to the increase
sagacity,
industry,
utmost
the
with
is
it
for
live,
they
fishes among which
all the young fry that
and .rreediness that they seek out and destroy
build elaborate
come their way." (Gunther.) Most of the sticklebacks
species are
The
spirit.
much
with
nests which the male fish defends
by changes in
variable, being apparently readily affected
all

fishes do,

extremely
surroundings.

(Gasterosteidw, Giinther, Cat.,

I,

1-7, 1859.)

Gasterostein.e
„
line
off
median iforming a triangular or lanceolate plate on
„. p„bic bones fully joined,
tins.
ventral
belly behind and between the
ventral not
caudal peduncle moderate
not tubiform
h. Snout moderately produced,
:

;

;

far behind pectoral,
c.

rays

its

I, 1.

openings confluent, the

Gill

gill

membranes forming a broad

free

margin across

the Isthmus.

skin
equally reclinable
Dorsal spines 4 or 5, nondivergent, and nearly
Eucalia, 336.
naked tail not keeled.
skin naked or nearly so tail keeled.
dd. Dorsal spines 8 to 11, divergent
PVGOSTEUS, 337.
;

d

;

;

cc. Gill

;

to the isthmus; dorsal
openings restricted, the membranes mesially united
or naked.
with two tree spines; skin mailed, partly mailed,
Gasterosteus, 338.

forming a bony ridge on each side of abdomen,
aTpIibi'c bones widely separated posteriorly,
between which are the ventral fins snout short.
Apeltes, 3'
spines sides not mailed.
e. Dorsal with four divergent
;

.

;

EUCALIA,

336.
Eucalia,

Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed.

i,

Jordan.

248, 1876, (incomlan^).

not mailed, the dorsal
Fresh-water sticklebacks, feebly armed, the skin
forming a free fold
membranes
gill
the
nondivergent,
spines few and
species known
One
united.
across the isthmus; pubic bones fully
like other sticklebacks.)
nests,
building
species
the
nest,
KaT^ui,
well;
{d;
*The subfamily Spinacluin^e, with the snout much produce,!
"f^^.^^^^'" ''"'''
about 15 and the pubic bones .joined only at l««6. <=«"^'^*f
^0^^^^^^
and .1'",^ .^««|'
It is not rare in Northern Europe
spinackia (Linmeus).
V;'=^j^(„f "l'^^4 m.
See Sauvage, Kcvision des I.pmoches, 18/4,
in labeling) ascribed to Newfoundland.

^^^^;^ Z<^^^^
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EUCALIA INCONSTAXS

(Kirtland).

(Buoi)K Sticklehack.)

=

Head 3i; depth 4. D. IV-I, 10; A. I, 10; vertebra 14+18 32. Body
moderately elongate, little compressed, the caudal peduncle comparatively
stout, not keeled.
Skin smooth, entirely destitute of dermal plates, the
skeleton plates covered by it. Innominate bone small lanceolate, covered
by the skin. Sjiace in front of pectorals small; thoracic processes very
slender and widely separated, covered by skin. Gill membranes somewhat
free posteriorly gill rakers short.
Dorsal spines 4 or 5, low, siibequal, in
a right line, a cartilaginous ridge running along the base of the fin anal
,

;

;

spine similar to dorsal spines; ventral spines short and sharp, serrated.
Males in spring jet black, tinged wnth red anteriorly; females and young

Length 2^ inches. New York
Kansas* and northward to the Saskatchewan (Swift Current, etc.
Eigenmann); in fresh waters only, and especially in small brooks; abundant in the Great Lake region and south to central Ohio and Illinois, the
southernmost record being from Decatur County, Indiana.
(W. P.
Shannon.) Very variable, (inconstans, variable.)
olivaceous, mottled, and dotted with black.
to

Gasterosiem incmislam, Kim:i,Ai!ii>, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist.,

iii,

1841, 273,

brooks of Trumbull

County, Ohio.
Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. 3ci.

Gas(eTO.s/ei(s jiii'orijiHS,

I'liila.,

1SG5,

Fort Riley, Kansas.

81,

(Coll.

Dr. namruoud.)

Sauvage, Revision des Epinoches,

Gasterosteits glohiceps,

35, 1874,

Eucalia inconstans, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 65;

North America.
Eigenmann, Proc.

Ac. Nat. Sci.

Phila., 1886, 238.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Gasterosteus inconstans,

Eepresented

in central

1096a.

Synopsis, 394, 1883.

and western

New York by

EUCALIA ISCOXSTANS CAYUGA

Jordan.

Ventral spines as long as pubic bones (usually ^ in inconstans); pectoral
Fin rays the same, the
size generally smaller.
Known from about Ithaca and Syracuse, N. Y., in
small brooks and in the lakes.
plate small, U-shaped (V-shaped in inconstans).

Eucalia inconstans cayvga, Jordan,
(Coll.

Man.

Vnrt., Ed.

i,

249, 1876,

Cayuga Lake, Ithaca, N. Y.

Dr. B. G. Wilder.^

Represented

in

Lake Superior by

1096b. EUC.iLIA

D. Ill or IV, 1,6; A.
rays different.

INCONSTANS PY«MiEA

(Agassiz).

Said to have the body shorter and deeper, the
(Agassiz.) If this difference in fin rays
be a distinct species, {pygmwus, dwarf.)
I, 6.

Lake Superior.

really exists, this

may

Gaslerosteus pypmieits, Agassiz,

Lake Superior,

314, 1850,

Lake Superior.

* Recorded from Sukkertoppen, Greenland, by Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 81.
This
record needs verification.
According to Cope, the Kansas form, micropns, is shorter and deeper
inco)istans, with smaller postpectoral plate and weaker ventral spines.-

than

Jordan and Evermann.
337.

PYGOSTEUS,

Pygosteus (Brevoout) Gill, Cat. Fishes East
Pl/gosteiis,

Gill, Canadian Naturalist,

Gofleronlen, SAfVAGF.,

— Irishes of North America.

ii, 8,
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Brevoort.

N. A., 39, 1861;

name

only.

18G5, {occideulalii}.

Revision des Kpinoches, 29, 1874, {imngitius).

This genus ia characterized by the presence of 9 to 11 divergent spines
and by the weakness of its innominate bones. As in Eucaliti, tlie gill
18
32.
membranes form a broad fold across the isthmus. Vertebrae 14
Species 2, in northern regions, the following cosmopolitan a second,
{T^vyi/, pubic region; oartov,
Pygo-steuh' sinensis, Guichenot, from China.

+

=

;

bone.)
1097.

PYGOSTEUS Pl'XOITIUS

(Linmeus).

(NiNE-spiNF.D Stickleback.)

Head 4 depth 5 to 6. D. VIII or IX-I, 9 A.I, 8. Body very slender,
somewhat compressed, tapering into the very long and slender caudal
peduncle, which is much depressed and strongly keeled, broader than
deep. No dermal bony plates along sides small plates along bases of
dorsal and anal, and on caudal keel; skeletal plates not at all covered by
skin. Postpectoral plate well developed, striated. Head shortish, the
snout rather blunt. Eye large, longer than snout. Thoracic processes
;

;

;

well developed, widely divergent, forming a U-shaped figure. Bones of
Dorsal spines moderate, the
skull granulate, its surface bones all weak.
anterior diverging to the right or left at various angles, the posterior more
nearly erect; anal spine large, larger than the dorsal spines pubic bone
;

not carinated, its edges raised, its median part thin;
ventral spines moderate, serrulate, their length more than i that of the
head; caudal lunate, long and narrow. Gill rakers long and slender; gill
membranes free from the isthmus posteriorly. Olivaceous above, profusely
Length
punctulate, irregularly barred with darker; silvery below.
3 inches. Northern parts of Europe, and Atlantic coasts of America from
Long Island to the Arctic Sea, also in tributaries of the Great Lakes, and
northward to the Saskatchewan and Alaska, where it abounds in the
mountain lakes and streams a widely distributed species, found in both
feeble, lanceolate,

;

fresh

and brackish waters.

(jJungitius, pricking.)

Gasterostens piinijiliiix, LiNN.T.rs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 20fi, 175S,
in durno decern,

& Gilbert,

Europe;

after Gaslerosleus anileia

AuTEni; Walbaum, Artedi Pise, 1792,146; GCnther,

Cat.,

i,

6,1859;

Jordan

Synoiisis, 393, 1883.

Pi/gosteua pnnijitius,

Gasterosteus Ixois,

Eigenmann, Proc. Ac. Nat.Sci.

CuviER, Kcgne Animal, Ed.

2, ii,

Phila., 1886,235.
170, 1829,

streams of France.

CvvJF.n &\\-LT.tiriEyiiES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 509, 18J9,
land; not G. occidentalis of LiNN.Kis, which is an unrecognized species,

Gasteronleitsoccidentah.",

Newfoundprobalily

of

Caranijidie.

Gasteronkus cnnrinnns,* Riciiardshx,

Fauna

and Great Bear Lake; UeKay,
Giistcrosletis viainensif,^

Bor.-Anifr'., in,

.57,

1836,

Saskatchewan River

N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 68, 1842.

Storei:, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist.,

i,

1837, 464,

Kennebec County, Maine.

*The names conciimus and uebulosiis have been used for the fresh-water form of the northern
inland lakes, but a comparison of specimens from Calumet River, Illinoi.s, with others from
Massacliusetts shows no tangible difference. We liave seen none with less than 9 dorsal spines.
Nor can we separate the American form called occidentalis from the European pioujUius. Bean
records no difference between Hudson Bay specimens and those from Massachusetts.
t These two names may represent a distinct subspecies, mainentss, distinguished by the presence
of 7 free dorsal spines.
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Lake Superior, 310, pi. 4, fig. 4, 1850, Lake Superior.
Lake Superior, 311, 1850, New York.
Gaslerosteus lotharingus, Blanchaud, Poiss. Fr.auce, 244, 18GG, Gordon, Lorraine.
Gaslerostem hreviceps, Blancharp, Poiss. Frauce, 245, 1860, Caen, France.
Gasterostea hlanchardi,-f Sauvage, Revision des Epinoehes, 32, 1874, New York.

Gaslerosteus nebulosus,* Agassiz,
Gasterosteus dekayi, Agassiz,

Represented iu Greenlaud aud the far north by

PTGOSTEIS PUNOITIl'S BRA( HYPODA

1097a.

(Bean).

D. X-I, 10 A. 1, 10. Similar to P. jiungitins, bnt the ventral spines very
short, their length a little less than i that of head. Mountain streams and
lakes, about Baflfins Bay;* locally abundant; not seen by us.
{iSpaxi'r,
;

short; novg, foot.)
Gasteroste>is pungilitis

hrachypoda, Bean, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xv, 129, 1879,

Cumberland Gulf, Greenland. (Type, Nos.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 394, 1883; Eigenmann,
tain,

I.

338.

GASTEROSTEUS

Oosooadlin Moun-

217:?8, 21766, etc.

Cull.

KuiuUin.)

c, 236.

(Artedi) Linnajus.

(Sticklebacks.)
(Ahtedi) Linn.t:us, Syst. Nat., x, 1758, 489, {aaileatus).
Gasteracanthus, Pallas, Mem. Ac. St. Petersb., tii, 325, 1811, (calapkraclus).
Lemntf, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, 11, 242, 1839, (giimmirus).
Gasterosteus

Sticklebacks with the innominate bones coalescent on the median line
of the belly, behind and between the ventral fins, forming a triangular or
Gill membranes united to the isthmus.
Tail slender,
and usually keeled. Skin variously covered with bony plates. Dorsal
spines 3 in number, strong, with nondivergent bases. Species numerous.
Fresh waters and shores of all northern regions the species highly variable, those found in the sea usually with the body completely mailed, the
fresh and brackish water forms variously mailed or even altogether naked.
It is probable that the reduction in armature is in some degree connected
with life in fresh waters. It is also probable that the partially naked
fresh-water forms of Europe and northeastern and northwestern America
have been in each case derived from the mailed marine forms of the same
region. In Europe, the mailed and partly naked forms are scarcely sep-

lanceolate plate.

;

In western America, the division is better established,
naked forms seem definable as distinct speuariov,
{yaarr/p, belly
cies, each with large variation within its range,
bone.)
arable as varieties.

and the naked aud

partially

;

a.

Species of the eastern Atlantic, robust, with sliort dorsal siiines, each one

not reaching the next.
aa. Specie of the western Atlantic,

more

slender, with longer spines.

aaa. Species of the eastern Pacific, robust, the
h.

when

depressed

aci'LEATVS, 1098.

marine forms with long

bispinosi'S, 1099.

spines.

Species marine, the body wholly mailed, the plates well developed throughout.

cataphkacths, 1100.
66.

Species of fresh or brackish waters, not wholly mailed, or with the posterior plates

very small.

williamsoxi, 1101.

*The common Alaskan form referred by Dr. Bean to this subspecies, seems to be nearer the
typical pungUhit, having the ventral spines nearly half length of head.

Jordan and Evermann.
1098.
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Linna>us.

(European Stickleback; Burnstickle.)

eye 3| to 4 snout 3. Body rather stout, head
oblique, niaxiUary not reachinff eye; caudal
peduncle depressed, keeled or not. Dorsal spines short and stout, usuventral spines about
ally a little shorter than snout and strongly serrate
as long as from tip of snout to pupil, serrate on each side, and with strong
basal cusp; ventral plate broad and long, longer than ventral spines or
about as long as snout and eye; processes from shoulder girdle widely
divergent inclosing a large triangular area. Lateral armature variable,
the plates 6 to 32, usually none on caudal peduncle in fresh-water specimens caudal keel generally present but fleshy in unarmed specimens the
posterior plates when present on the caudal peduncle are much reduced in
The variation in the sticklebacks of Europe is very great, as w^as
size.
pointed out by Day * some years ago. This is also shown by the studies
which Dr. Boulenger has recently made of the sticklebacks of England.
The various partly naked forms are not susceptible of definition even as
abundant. We
Coasts and streams of northern Europe
varieties.
include this form in the present memoir on the supposition that the mailed
form in Greenland, Gasttrosteus loricatus, Reinhardt, belongs to it. (acu(Eu.)
leatus, spined.)

Head

3J to

?>\

;

depth

short, snout short,

J

;

;

mouth

;

;

;

;

Gaglerosletts acideatitg,

Linnjjus, Syst. Nat.. Ed. x, 1758, 489,

Gasteiosteus trachurns, CuviEii

& Valenciennes,

Europe; completely

mailed.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 481, 1829,

France; com-

pletely mailed; 31 plates.
Gasteriisteus ponlicns,

Norpmann,

in Demidoff, Voy. Rus9. Merid.,

Sea; plates fewer than in aculealuit.
Gasteriisleus semiarmatus, CuviEB & Valenciennes,

iii,

SAT,

Tauria and Black

Havre;

Hist. Nat. Poibs., iv, 493, 18li9,

14

plates.

Gasleruxteus semiloricalus,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 494, 1829,

Baillon; 13

plates.
Gasterosletis leiunts,

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 481, 1829, Seine; 6 plates.
Keinhardt, Fauna Groenlandica, 32, 37, 1837, Greenland; fully armed;

f Gasterosteus loricatus,

may

be G. hispinosus.

Gasterosteus haiUoui,

Blanchard, Poissoiis des eaux douces de France, 231,
Blanchard, Poissons des eaux douces de France,

1866,

GastercKleus ueuslriiinus,

armature interrupted.
Blanciiard, Poissons des eaux douces de France,

Gasleroslens arijentissimus,

Abbeville.
Harfleur;

220, 1866,

232, 1866,

Avignon;

6 plates.

*Dr. Francis Day observes: "It appears remarkable how many species of sticklebacks have
been named, outnumbering even those of the Salmonidie of the fresh waters, and it becomes a
consideration whether any general principles are perceptible in the distribution of these
species or varieties.
It is in the ocean more than in fresh waters that we must seek the spinyraj-ed fishes; and similarly it is on tlie seaboards or skirts of the ocean that we must look for
sticklebacks in which the armature of tlie sides is most developed (as in the variety trachurns),
while such as have the free portion of the tail unarmed are farthest inland or on elevated plateaus; while in the center of Ireland I liave captured examples of O. puuijilius in which the armature had so decreased that the ventral spine was entirely absent. It has been poiuted out (Phil.
Mas., 185^, V, p. 299) that the variety on the continent witl> the shortest spine or the most
defenseless form, comes from Tuscany, and is peculiar to still waters, where it would have the
fewest enemies, and here it attains to a preat size. Taking larso numbers of Irish specimens I
first

found considerable difTereiices in the length of the ventral spines and pubic plates, conclusively
showing that such characters afford no reliable data.
" Ilcckel and Kner, in their account of the fishes of Austria, did not admit the foregoing to be
more than varieties difTereiitiatcd by the development of the lateral scutes or plates, which they
found varied in number between 3 and 28.'" Day.

Gasteroslens elegans,

Langou;
Gasternsteiis

Museum.
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Blanchaei), Poissons des eaux douces de France,

234, 186G,

Cadillac and

6 jjlates.

argyropomus, Cuvier

& Valenciennes,

]8'2!»,

Florence;

3

lf<2'.),

Florence;

4

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 490, 1820,

Florence;

4

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 498,

plates.

GasteroslevshrnchiiceiiMtx,

Cuvier & Valencienne-;,

Hi.-^t.

Kat. Poiss.,

iv,

4!l'.t,

plate».
Gasterosteiis htrarantlnts,

CuviER & Valenciennes,

plates; 4 dorsal spines.

Sauvage, Revision des Kpinoclies,

Gasterosteus ahjcriensis,

IT, 1S74,

Algiers;

plates.

Gaslerosteits idandiciis,

S.vuvagb, Revision des t^pinoches, 20, 1874, Iceland;

Gasterostmis gymmints,

Cuvieu, Regno Animal, Ed. 2, ii, 170, 1820,
Jenyxs & Yarrlll, Manual, 350, Edinburgh; 4 dorsal spines.

Gasterosteiis fpiiiulontx,

Gaslerosteus amlealiis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

jilates.

Synopsis, 395, 1883.

(iASTEROSTEUS BISPINOSUS,

1099.

.'i

AValbaum.

(Common Eastern Stickleback.)

Head rather
3^; depth 4i. D. 11-1,13; A. I, 9; lateral plates 33.
Caudal peduncle very slender, covered witli plates similar to those
on the body, and provided with a conspicuous keel. Processes from
shoulder girdle below, covering most of the l)rea8t, leaving a narrow
naked area between them. Opercle finely striate. Large rugose bony
plates on each side of base of dorsal spines, the latter joined to them by
a hinge and capable of being firmly set, like the spines, of catfish.
Naked area in front of pectorals large pelvic bone lanceolate venspines all serrate, those of anal and soft
tral spine with a basal cusp
dorsal small. Dark greenish above sides silvery, or yellow membranes
Length -i inches. The stickleback of the east
of ventrals often red.
coast of North America seems to differ from the European Gasierosicus
aculeatus in having higher spines and more slender body. The dorsal
spines when depressed each extends beyond the base of the next. In other
respects G. his2>inosiiif does not difter materially from G. aculeatus. The
typical marine form has the body fully plated as in the marine form of G.
aculeatus; its partly naked fresh-water varieties («<^/«s((, ouvieri wheatlandi)
are better defined than those of G. aculeatua, and are less abundant, being
Labrador to New Jersey, near the coast, in salt
still rare in collections.
water; very common in New England. (&(s, two sjnnosus, s-pined.)
Head

long.

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

Two-apined SticHebacl;, Pennant, Arctic Zoiilogy,

ir,

385,

1784;

after

Forster; no locality

specified.

Waldaum, Artedi Pisc, 4.50, 1792; after Pennant; said to be "
York," but more likely Hudson's Bay Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 395, 1883.

Gasternsleus lispiiiomf:,

New

;

GaslerostetisbiactdeatH.^SiiAv;, Zolil., IV, COS, 1839; after

of Mass., 88, plate viii,

figs.

2

and

Pennant,

as above; Storer, Hist. Fishes

3, 1867.

Represented in the rivers of Maine and Quebec by
1099a.

GASTEROSTEUS BISPINOSUS ATKINSII

(Bean).

Head 3^ depth 4f eye 3i snout 3, a little greater than eye, pointed
mouth oblique, maxillary shorter than eye. D. II-I, 12 A. I, 8. Lateral
plates variable, usually from 10 to 22 in number, the posterior ones small
and weak caudal peduncle depressed, keel usually developed. First and
;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordati

and Evermann.
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second dorsal spines long and slender, about as long as from tip of snout to
pectoral spine also long and slender, nearly as
pupil, slightly serrate
long as snout and eye, strongly serrate, and with cusp at base on outer
side; ventral plate long and narrow, about as long as the ventral spines.
Pectoral plate broad and deep. Upper part of body dark more or less
distinct, dark cross bands on posterior part of body, darkest on caudal
peduncle; base of caudal fin with a black bar; under parts silvery
except on caudal peduncle, where there are a few dark punctulations.
Quebec Maine. (Named for Mr. Charles G. Atkins, Supt. U. S. Fish
Commission Station, Craig Brook, Maine.)
;

;

;

Gasterosleus

Bean, Proc. U.

(ilkin.<<ii,

No. 22492.

S.

Nat. Miis., 1879, 67,

Schoodic Lakes, Maine.

(Type,

Coll. Atkin.^.)

Represented along the Atlantic Coast in brackish water from Newfoundland to Cape Cod by
1099b.

GASTEBOSTEUS BISPINOSIS CUVIERI

(Girard).

depth 5i; eye 3^. D. 11-1,12; A. I, 8. Body slender and comAnterior part of body with four lateral plates, the first one
Smooth space in
posterior half of body naked. Tail keeled.
largest
front of the pectoral large and subcircular. Posterior processes from the
shoulder girdle strong, divergent, leaving a naked space between them
mouth small and oblique, the maxillary not reaching eye dorsal spines
long, acute, and serrate, about as long as distance from tip of snout
to pupil ventral spines slender, as long as snout and eye they also are

Head

4

;

pressed.
;

;

;

;

and provided with a cusp at the base ventral plate long and narrow, as long as from tip of snout to ]josterior edge of preopercle. Color
uniform, grayish brown on head, back, and posterior half of body neck,
opercle, and naked space in front of pectorals silvery, minutely dotted
with brown. (Girard.) East coast of North America from Labrador to
serrate

;

;

Massachusetts, in fresh or brackish water, not common except northward.
(Named for Baron Georges Leopold Chretien Fr<^deric Dagobert Cuvier,
1769-1832, the father of comparative anatomy and, therefore, of classification in ichthyology.)
f Gasteroslertsdimidialns,

of G.

Gasta-osleits cuvieri,
1,

Beinhardt, Fauna Gru-nlauilica,

32, 37, 1837,

Greenland may
;

lie

a form

aciilcalus.

1849,

Girard, in Storer's Fishes of Nova Scotia and Labrador,

254, plate vii,

fig.

Bras d'Or, Red Bay, Labrador.

Gasterostetis wheullandi,

Putnam, Proc. Essex

Inst., v, 4, 18r.7,

Nahant; Eigenmann,

GASTEBOSTEUS CATAPHRACTUS

1100.

(Alaska Stickleback

;

=

I.

c,

2ii).

(Pallas).

Salmon Killer.)

Head 3 to 3i depth 4 to 41 eye 3^ snout. D. II-1, 12 A. I, 8. Body
slender, compressed head small and pointed, mouth oblique, maxillary
;

;

;

;

not reaching eye; caudal peduncle depressed, keeled. Processes from
shoulder girdle slightly divergent, leaving a narrow naked area on breast
naked area in front of pectorals long and deep. Dorsal spines long and
third dorsal
slender, the length equaling distance from snout to pupil
and anal spines very small, curved ventral spines long, slender, as long
;

;
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as snout and eye, or even longer in some specimens serrate at base and
with basal cusp ventral plate as long as spine in many specimens, narrow, the greatest width 2 to 2\ in length. Lateral armature complete,
the plates gradually reduced in size posteriorly, forming a distinct caudal
Dark grayish or bluish black above, silvery below, with a few dark
keel.
punctulations, thickest on caudal peduncle and near tip of ventral spines.
San Francisco to Alaska and Kamchatka; very abundant northward;
rarely or never entering fresh water. Very close to Gasterosteufi hispinosus,
and only distinguishable by the more robust form probably both of them
to be regarded as geographical subspecies of Gastcrosteiis aciilcaius, and
perhaps not really recognizable at all. {KaTu<ppaiiTO(;, cataphracfus, mailed.)
;

;

;

Gasferacanlhns cataphractns, Pallas,

Mem.

Acad. Petersb.,

Cuvier & Valenciknnes,

Gxateroslevs obnlarins,

iii,

325,1811,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv,

Kamchatka.
1829, Kamchatka.

.500,

Rk'IIAUDSon, Last Arctic Voyage, 10, piato xxv,

Gasterosleiis inacHlpliis,

figs.

1, 2,

anil 3, 1854,

Northumberland and Puget sounds.
Gaslerosleiis serraliis,

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Acad. ScL, 1855, 47, San Francisco; Sauvage, Revision

des I'^pinoches, 13, 1874.
Gasterostensintennedius,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Gaslerosleus aculeatus cataphractus,

Head
;

3} to 3i
anal I, 8.

small

;

mouth

;

depth 3i to 4

;

Cape Flattery.

Synopsis, 396, 1883.

GASTEROSTEUS WILLIAMSONI,

1101.

10

Sci. Phila., 1856, 135,

Jordan & Gildeet,

eye 3^ to 4

Body short and deep, not

;

Girard.

snout

= eye.

Dorsal

especially compressed

;

II, I,

head

small, not quite as obliqua as in var. microccjyhalun; maxil-

caudal jieduncle deep and stout, not keeled. Profrom shoulder girdle widely divergent, inclosing a large trianguNaked area in front of pectoial narrow. First and second
lar area.
dorsal spines very short and weak, 1^ to 2 in distance from tip of snout
to pupil, the first not reaching the second when depressed, and the
second falling far short of the third ventral spines short and stout,
about equal to snout, broadened at base, serrate on outer side, cusp
sometimes present ventral plate broad, longer than spines, about as
long as snout to posterior edge of pupil. Sides nearly always without
armature, occasionally -2 or 3 anterior plates developed, which is accompanied by a greater development of the dorsal and ventral spines.
Dusky, sides paler and mottled. Males with the head bright coppery
red. This description is based upon numerous specimens collected in
Santa Ana River, at Colton, California, by Dr. Charles H. Gilbert.
Fresh-water streams of southern California locally very abundant,
replacing microcej>/iflZ«s inland; Williamson Pass; San Bernardino (Rosa
Smith). This form is apparently derived from G. mlcrocephalus, and is
lary not reaching eye

;

cesses

;

;

;

usually well distinguished. (Named for Lieut. R. S. Williamson, a member of the United States Pacific Railroad Survey, by whom the species
was first obtained.)
Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 133, 'Williamson Pass,* California; (Coll. Lieut. Williamson); Girard, Pacific R. R. Surv., x, 93, 1858; Sauvaqe, Revision des f:pinoche8, 25, 1874; Rosa Smith, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., 1883, 217;t Eigenmann,

Gasteroslcxis wilUantsoni,

I.

c, 247.

is not recognized on the maps, but it is near the present village of Saugus, Ventura County, California.
Specimen
said to have come from an artesian well at San Bernardino, California.
t

* This pass

Jordan and Evermann.

Represented

iu
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coastwise streams of California and northward by

nOla. (USTEBOSTEUS WILLIAMSON! MICROCEPHALUS

(Girard).

(California Stickleback.)

Head 3 to ?>\ depth 3 to 3f eye 4 snout 3i. Dorsal II-I,. 11 anal
Body short, deep, moderately compressed. Caudal peduncle rather
8.
;

;

;

I,

;

deep, not compressed, nor evidently keeled.

Processes from shoulder
widely diverging, leaving a triangular area on breast;
naked area in front of pectorals smaller than in cataphractii.s. Dorsal
spines stout, about as long as from tip of snout to pupil third dorsal
spine and anal spine small ventral spines stout, about equaling distance
from tip of snout to posterior rim of orbit, strongly serrate on outer
side and with a distinct basal cusp; ventral plate shorter and broader
than in cataphractus, about half as wide as long. Lateral armature
variable plates usually 5 or 6, but sometimes completely armed with 25
or 26; all intermediate numbers occasionally found, the anterior plates
large, these followed by smaller ones; the posterior half usually
unarmed often the plates are reduced to one or two, or even entirely
absent, especially in brook specimens often again the whole length of
the body is provided with plates, the jiosterior ones quite small, considerably smaller than corresponding plates in cataphractus, but forming a
Usually specimens from the same stream are alike or
distinct keel.
nearly so, the variously armed forms having the nature of local varieties.
The fully armed variety abounds in San Gregonio Creek, Pilarcitos Creek,
and other streams of the west slope of the Sierra Morena, on the San Francisco peninsula.
Olivaceous, silvery below
skin thickly punctulate
males blackish in spring, with coppery or golden luster. Pacific Coast
of the United States, in streams and brackish waters; abundant southward, ranging from Alaska to Todos Santos in Lower California. Probably an offshoot from Gasterosteus cataphractus, but now apparently entirely
differentiated.
We have seen no intermediate forms, the fully mailed
examples having smaller plates * than in Gasfcrostcus cataphractus. (fiiKpoc,
small Kefa?,//, head, but the head is unusually large for a stickleback.)
girdle below

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gasterosteus microcephalus,

Girakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 133, Four Creek (Kaweah
Lake (Tulare Lake) San Joaquin Valley, California; Jordan

River), a tributary of Tule

& Gilbert,
Gasterosteus

Synop.sis, 395, 1883.

plebeius,

Gibard,

and

Gasterosteus

irwjiiiiatus,

Girarp,

1.

c.,

147,

Presidio,

California.
Gasterosteus puijetti,

Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sri. Phila.,

1856, 135,

Fort Steilacoom; Puget

Sound.

* " In Gasterosteus microcephal us, the number of lateral plates varies from to 25 (excluding the
Where the larger number ia present, they extend from the head to the keel on the caudal peduncle.
When only the smaller number, they are above the ventral fins. The posterior
plates are more likely to be absent than the anterior ones.
The variations do not seem to bear
any relation to the character of the stream, for in one of two similar streams DC per cent, were
found to be fully plated, while in the other none had more than seven plates. In another
stream an e(]ual number of each sort was taken. The number bears no relation to age. The
caudal keel is, with scarcely au exception, confined to the fully mailed individuals."' (Oloudsley
keel).

Rutter, MS.)
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APELTES, De

339.

Kay.

Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 6", 1842, nomen nudum, (quadracus).
Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. i, 249, 187G, {quadracus; genus characterized).

Apelles, Dr.
Apelles,

Body moderately elongate, somewhat compressed, the back elevated at
the beginuiug of the soft dorsal fin, thence declining in nearly a straight
No bony dermal
line to tip of snout. Tail very slender, not keeled.
plates the skin naked. Innominate bones not joined on the median line
but separated, forming a bony ridge on each side of the abdomen, below
which the strong ventral spines are depressible. Chest mostly bony
bare area in front of pectorals small, but distinct. Gill rakers rather
Gill membranes attached to the isthmus, without free edge.
short.
Free dorsal spines 3, strong, the first the longest, directed to one side
the next two directed toward the other side at ditfereut angles attached
spine of dorsal and anal well developed a bony ridge on each side of
the spinous dorsal. American. («, privative Trti^r?/. shield.)
;

;

;

;

1102.

APELTES QUADIUCUS

(Mitcbill).

Head 4 depth 4. D. III-I, 11 A. I, 8. Trunk oblong head pointed;
caudal peduncle very long and slender, not keeled, about 5 in length.
Mouth small, horizontal maxillary not reaching to eye; teeth slender,
Scapula forming
in a single series. No bony dermal plates along sides.
a small granulated postopercular plate. Innominate bones wide apart
the area between them flat, so that a section of the fish is triangular.
Free dorsal spines diverGill membrane broadly united to the isthmus.
gent; the spines slender, pointed, slightly serrate; distance between
the
first and third spine much less than that between third and fourth
first extending beyond base of third; caudal long, narrow; anal similar
to soft dorsal and coterminous with it its spine under third ray of dorventral spines strong, subterete serrate on both edges and covered
sal
by skin to near tip when the ventral spines are set they point almost
sidewise, when depressed they lie along inside of innominate bones.
Brownish olive above, mottled with darker; silvery below male almost
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

black

;

inches.

ventrals with the

Maine

to

New

membrane

Jersej^, in salt

Length 1^ to 2J^
water; very abundant northward.
red in spring.

{quatuor, four; acus, spine.)
and Phil. Soc,

Gasterosleus quadracus, MiTciiiLL, Traus. Lit.

Cat.,

I, 7,

I,

1815, 430,

New York;

Gi'NTHER,

18r)9.

Gasterosleus apelles,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 505, 18'29,

GasleroslcuK miUipunclatus, AyRF.s, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., 1842, 294,

no

hicality.

Old Man's Harbor, Long'

Island.
Apelles quadraeiis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

.Synopsis,

Family XCIX.

."Jge,

1883;

Eigenmann,

I.

('.,242.

AULORHYNCHIDJS.

Body elongate, nearly cylindrical, with a very slender, depressed caudal
peduncle. Skin naked, with a few series of partly concealed plates.
Mouth terminal, small, at the end of a tube w^iich is about as long as the

Jordan and Evermann.
rest of the head, its base
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furmed of the lengthened symplectic quadrate

and pteiygoid teeth very small; premaxillary forming most of margin
of mouth, the maxillary exposed at the corner. Branchiostegals 4. Gill*
membranes slightly connected, free from the isthmus. Dorsal tin with
many small, low, free spines, each of which is depressible in a groove soft
;

;

dorsal short, elevated in front anal similar to the second dorsal, preceded
by a single spine caudal fin small, forked. An oblong, naked area in front
;

;

of the pectorals.

Veutrals subthoracic, very close together, inserted
I, 4.
Vertebne 25
29, those behind anal
exceedingly compressed. Anterior vertebra} little enlarged. Genera 2(Aidorhynchus and AttUcMhys); species 2. Small fishes of the Xorth
Pacific, very close to the sticklebacks, intermediate between
them and
the trumpet-fishes. {Aulorlninchtda;, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci, Phila
1862

somewhat behind

+

pectorals,

'

'

233.)
a.

Skiu of head naked; pectoral

340.

fins

emarginate.

Aulorhynchus 340

AULORHYNCHUS,

Aulorhynchus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 169,

Peters, Berliner Monatsberichte, 1866, 570,

Auliscops,

Body very long and
gate, tapering,

much

Gill.

{flai-idus).

(spinescens).

slender, almost cylindrical; caudal peduncle elon-

depressed, especially posteriorly.

Skiu naked, with
a series of small, rugose shields, one on each side of the lateral line, a
dorsal row to which the spines are attached, and a row on the lower ed"-e
of caudal peduncle. These plates closely resemble the dorsal plates, having
a groove through the middle in which for a short distance behind the anal
there lies a fin ray, besides small pores, probably mucous pores. Lateral

Head not mailed. Mouth small, horizontal, at the end of
a tube which is slightly longer than the rest of the head. Premaxillary
bones much expanded, with long and slender processes; lower jaw proline present.

jecting, with a flap at symphysis.

Teeth in the jaws rather sharp, almost
Dorsal spines numerous, entirely separate, equal and very short, the first inserted above the pectorals;
dorsal
and anal fins posterior, nearly equal, oblong, elevated in front; caudal
fin small, emarginate
pectoral fins emarginate, the upper and lower rays
longest ventrals not much behind pectorals, each with 1 spine and 4 rays.
(avTiSc, a tube; fivyxoij snout.)
in one series; palate toothless.

;

;

*The

gill

formula

is

as follows according to

Mr. Butter:
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depth

4;

16. 1).

much
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AULORHTNCHUS FLAVIDUS, Gill.

XXV-9;

A. 1,9; Y.

I, 4.

Gill rakers slender.

Dorsal

Caudal peduncle longer than
head. Tawny, with about 20 darker cross blotches on the back minutely
punctulate above; opercula and antepectoral region with bright golden
or coppery luster, bordered above by a blackish band. Coast of California from San Nicolas Island and Monterey northward to Sitka, Alaska;
rather rare a curious little fish, like a stickleback in structure, but with
the produced snout of Fisiularia. (flavidus. yellowish.)
spiues minute,

shorter tlian pupil.

;

;

Aulorh/nclms Jlavidm, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.Phila., ISfil, 109, Coast of
Dr. Kennerly); Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., v, 153, 187G; Jordan

Washington. (Coll.
& Gilbert, Synopsis,

391, l!<83.
Av.lisco2)S spinesceus,

Peters, Berliner Monatsber.,

Family C.

57(i,

186G.

AULOSTOMID.K.

(The Trumpet-fishes.)

Body compressed, elongate, covered with small ctenoid scales. Lateral
Head long; mouth small, at the end of a long, compressed tube. Lower jaw prominent, with a barbel at the symphysis.
line continuous.

Premaxillary feeble, not protractile; maxillary broad, triangular, with a
supplemental bone. Teeth minute, in bands, on lower jaw and vomer.
Branchiostegals 4. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Pseudobranchiie
well developed. Gill rakers obsolete. Gill membranes separate, free from
the isthmus. Air bladder large. Spinous dorsal present, of 8-12 very
slender free spines; soft dorsal and anal rather long, similar, posterior,
with 23 to 28 rays each; caudal small, rhom1)ic, the middle rays longest,

but not produced into a filament; ventrals abdominal, of 6 rays, all articulated pectorals broad, rounded, the space in front of them scaly. First
four vertebrje elongated. Two pyloric cceca. A single genus, with two
species, found in tropical seas. (Fistulariidw, part, genus Aulostoma, Giin;

ther. Cat.,

iii,

535-538, 1861.)

341.
Avlnntomvf,

Lac£pede,

Pohjptenclitliiis,

AULOSTOMUS,

Nat

Bleeker, Ternate

Gronow,

11,

320, 1842;

change of

Base of soft dorsal and anal not black; each
6.

Eye 2

fin

to 2 V$ in postorbital part of head;

not
tfc.

all

Eye 3}^

spelling.

— chiuetixh).

G08, (ralenthii

Cat. Fishes, Eil. Gray, 146, 1854, (c/iinens/s).

Characters of the genus included above.
a.

Lac^pede.

Poiss., v, 357, 1803, {chiiicnsis).

Fauna Japonica,

AnhiMiimii, SciiLEGEL,

Sok'HoKtoiiiKs,

Hist.

below lateral

line.

in postorbital part of head;

below the

{avTioc,

tube; aTo^a, mouth.)

with a black band parallel with

ground color brown;

base.

lateral silvery streaks all

cinerevs, 1105.

lateral line.

1104.

its

ground color reddish; silvery lateral streaks
maculatus, 1104.

AULOSTOMUS

MACIJLATITS, Valenciennes.

(Trompetero.)

V.

Head 3; eye 2 to 2i in postorbital part of head. D. X-23; A. 25;
6.
Lower jaw prominent, keeled, with a small barbel at the symphysis

Jordan and ETermann.
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maxillary broad triangular patches of minute
premaxillary slender
teeth on lower jaw, vomer, palatines, gill ai'ches, and pharyngeals.
Intestinal canal short two pyloric cocoa. Olivaceous, with one or two
another irreguseries of brown or blue dots along each side of the back
lar series from the preoperculuiu along each side of the belly to the anal
tin; three or four silvery lines on each side of abdomen, replaced on the
head by irregular oblique streaks anterior part of dorsal and anal with
a horizontal black baud, parallel with base of tin but remote from it
caudal fin usually with two round black spots; ventral fins plain, spotted.
(Giiuther.) Caribbean Sea, north to southern Florida; rather common
;

;

;

;

;

(maculatus, spotted.)

southward,

Aulostoma mnailahdn, Valenciennes,* in Giivier, Illust. Poissoiis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 390,

i)late

112,

fig. 2,

about 1845;

188:5.

Aulostoma coloratiim, Mi'LLEB and Trosciiel, in Sehomburgk, History Barbadoes,

Barbadoes; Gunther,

673,

1848,

Cat., iii, 536, 1861.

1105.

AULSOTOMUS CINEREUS,

Poey.

Head 3i depth 14^; eye 14* in head, 3i in distance to gill opening.
Dorsal X. Insertion of anal midway between ventral and caudal. Similar to Aulostomus viaatlatus, but the ground color brown instead of redtrunk with black points 6
dish head with black and white points
pale longitudinal streaks all below the lateral line; (in Aulostomus
maculatus there are 4 below, one on, and one above the lateral line);
caudal greenish, with blackish spots, the angles yellowish. Cuba. (Poey.)
One specimen known, now in the Museum of Berlin, perhaps a variation
;

;

;

;

of Aulostomus maculatus.

(cinereus,

ashy gray.)

Auloslo7na cinereum, PoET, Synopsis Pise. Cub., 386, 1867,

Cuba.

Family CI. FISTULARIID^.

(The Cornet-fishes.)
elongate, much depressed, broader than deep. Scalebut having bony plates present on various parts of the body,
mostly covered by the skin. Head very long, the anterior bones of the
skull much produced, forming a long tube, which terminates in the narrow mouth; this tube formed by the syniplectic, proethmoid, metapterygoid, mesopteiygoid, (juadrate, palatines, vomer, and mesethmoid.
Both jaws, and usually the vomer and palatines also, with minute
teeth membrane uniting the bones of the tube below, very lax, so that
the tube is capable of much dilation. Post-temporal coossified with the
cranium. Branchiostegals 5 to 7; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth.

Body extremely

less,

;

*

Poey remarks, " Dr. Giinther places .Anlosloma maciihitmn in the synonymy of Aiiloslonta
but this latter name seems later, since Valenciennes (Cuv. A- Val., .xix, 54) quotes in

coloratinii,

1846, the plate

!t8

of the Illustrated Edition of Cuvier."
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*

membranes

separate, free from the isthmus

;

Museum.
gill

rakers obsolete.

Pseudobrancbije present. Air bladder large. Spinous dorsal fin entirely absent soft dorsal short, posterior,
somewhat elevated anal fin opposite it and similar; caudal fin forked,
the middle rays produced into a long filament pectorals small, with a
pectoral
broad base, preceded by a smooth area as in Gasterostrida;
supraclavicles very small
interclavicles greatly lengthened
ossicles 3
ventral fins very small, wide apart, abdominal (through partial atrophy
of the girdle, by which they lose connection with the interclavicles), far
Pyloric cojca few
in advance of the dorsal, composed of 6 soft rays.
44 to 49
28 to 33) the
intestine short. VertebriB very numerous (4
Fishes of the tropical seas, related to the
first four vertebne very long.
sticklebacks in structure, but with prolonged snout and different ventral
A single genus, with 3 species. (Fistulariidw, part, genus FiMularia,
fins.
Basibrauchial elements wanting.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

Giinther, Cat.,

iii,

+

;

529-535, 1861.)

342.

FISTULARIA,

Linnajus.

(Trumpet-fishes.)
Solenoslomus, Klein, Missus iv, 23, 1740, (nonbinomial).
Fistularia, LlNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 312, {lahacaria).
Cannorhynchus, Cantor, Malaj'an Fishes, 211, 1850, {labacaria; Finlnl aria being regarded as preoccupied by Donati in 17.'J0, for a pre-Linnsean genus of Polyps).
Flagellaria,

GrONOW,

Cat. Fishes, 146, 1854,

{fistiilaris

= tahacaria).

Characters of the genus included above. The bony shields, characterof this genus, are the following t
along the median line of the back behind the
1. A narrow strip
skull (confluent neural spines).
2. The pair of broader lateral dorsal shields are peculiar bones, separated processes of the occipital bone. These shields are the longest,
provided anteriorly with a ridge, which is prolonged and extends far backward between the muscles of the back. This ridge is flexible, and does
not interfere with the lateral movements of the fish; it appears to serve
istic

:

attachment of muscular fibers.
shield on the side is the postclavicle,
being dilated and fixed to the lateral dorsal shields.
as a base for the
3.

The narrow

* The

gill

formula

is,

according to Mr. Butter

its

posterior jiart

Jordan and Evermann.

4.

The ventral

much
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their posterior half

;

is

they are narrower before the middle,
leaving a free lanceolate space between them, and are again a little
widened anteriorly, where they join the clavicle and urohyal. These
(Jistula, a
plates extend as far backward as the anchylosed vertebrse.

broadest,

pitted inferiorly

;

tube or pipe.)
Upper

II.

lateral edges of snout with few serr.-itions or none; Vjody with blue spots.

TABACARIA, 1106.
aa.

snout Bliarply serrated; body with few bhie spots, or none.
Two middle ridges on snout well separated, diverging on anterior half of length of
snout, converging finally on its foremost part sliin nearly smooth.

Upper
h.

lateral edges of

;

DEPRESSA, 1107.
bb.

Two middle

ridges on snout close together

and

parallel

on anterior half of

slowly converging forward from the middle; skin rough.

110«.

FISTULARIA TABACARIA,

its

length,

tetimba, 1108.

Linnaius.

(Tktjmpet-fish; Trompetero.)

mandible about 4 in snout snout 3t in length of body. D.
slightly oblique, lower jaw the longer, overlapping the
upper snout much prolonged, tapering but little forward its edges with
Margin of orbit with sharp compressed points in
fine serrations or none.
front and behind. Reddish brown above, variegated with numerous large,
unequal, oblong, pale-blue spots on the sides and back, arranged in series.
West Indies and neighboring seas, generally common occasional northward to Carolina and Florida, or even to Long Island. Reaches a length
of 6 feet, (tabacariits, from tobacco; having the form of a pipe.)

Head

14

;

2i

;

;

Mouth

A. 13.

;

;

;

Petimhuaha,

Marcorave,

Hist. Brazil, 148, 1648.

LlNNJEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 312, 1758, Tropical America; Bloch, Ichthyologia, plate 387, flg. 1, 1791; Valenciennes, in Cdvier, Regne Animal, Illust. Poissons, pi.
92, fig. 1, 1845 to 1850; Gunther, Cat., iii, 529, ISGl; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 389, 1883.

Fistularia tdbacaria,

Fistttlaria neohoracensis,

MiTcllllL, Trans. Lit.

and

New York.
Bahia; Rio Janeiro.
American Ocean.

Phil. Soc,

I,

1815, 437,

Aulastome marcgravii, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. Amer. Sud, 30, 1850,
Flagellariafistularis,

Gronow,

Cat. Fish., 146, 1854,

1107.

FISTULARIA DEPRESSA,

Gunther.

(Corneta.)

Head 2S depth 10 in head; snout 3|- in body. D. 15; A. 14. Bones of
the head less deeply sculptured than in F. serrata, interorbital space
slightly concave with median ridges. Two middle ridges on upper surface
;

of snout not very close together, nearest together mesially; lateral margins
of snout slightly serrate, the anterior half entire; lower margins entire,
not showing from above, diverging again on the anteriorhalf of length of
snout, converging again finally on the foremost part.
depressed, nearly smooth, the skin being scarcely rough.
plain brown, the blue spots wanting.

Length

2 feet.

Body much

Color nearly
Recorded from the

East Indies, Australia, Chijia, Panama, and Lower California abundant
in the Gulf of California and southward to Panama, (depressus, depressed.)
;

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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Fistularia depressa,

Museum.

GtJnther, Report on Shore Fishes, Challenger Report,

69, pi. 32,*

Sulu Archipelago other specimens from Natal; Zanzibar;
China; New Guinea; New South 'Wales; Fiji Islands; California.

type from

;

1108. FISTUEARI.i

PETIMBA,

fiar.

D, 1880,

Amboyna

;

Lacepede.

Head 2i snout 3f D. 14 A. 13. Interorbital space concave the 2
middle ridges on the upper surface of the snout run close and parallel to
each other along the anterior half of the length of the snout, being farthest apart near the middle lateral margin of snout strongly serrated,
except on its anterior third. Body moderately depressed, with minute
asperities which render the skin rough to the touch. Color nearly uniform
;

.

;

:

;

brown;

fins reddish.

Length

Western

5 feet.

and other warm

Pacific,

from the Bermudas (J. M. Jones) and from Cuba (Poey).
{Petimbuaha, Portuguese name of Fistularia tahacaria.)

seas, also recorded

Pipe,

John White, Voyage New South Wales,

pi. 64, fig. 2.

Bloch, Ichth., pi. 387, fig. 2, 1794, "Coll. Linke at Leipzig;" wrongly
figured as spotted with blue; snout serrate; 2 caudal filaments.
Fishilaria i)eliniha, Lacepepe, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 349, 1803, (excl. syn.), New Britain, Isle of
Reunion, equatorial Pacific; based on specimens and manuscripts of Commerson; snout

Fishtlaria tabacaria, var.,

body immaculate.
CuviER, Regne Animal, Ed. i, 349, 1817 (after Block); Gijnther, Cat., m, 533,
1861; GfNTHER, Shore Fishes, Challenger, 68, pi. 32, fig. C, 1880; Jordan & Gilbert, Synserrate;

Fistularia sen-ala,

opsis, 390, 1883.

Regne Animal, Kd. i, 349, 1817, Sea of the Indies;
MERSON and John White.
Fistularia commersonii, Ruppell, Neue Wirbelthiere, 142, 1834, Red Sea.

after

Fishtlaria immaculata, Ci'ViER,

Family CII.

Com.

MACRORHAMPHOSID^.

(The Snipefishes.)

Body compressed, oblong, or elevated, covered with email, rough scales
lateral line some bony strips on the side of the back and on the mar-

no

;

gin of the thorax and abdomen, the former sometimes confluent into a
shield.
Bones of the skull much prolonged anteriorly, forming a long
tube which bears the short jaws at the end no teeth. Gill openings wide
Branchihyals and pharyngeals mostly present, the
branchiostegals 4.
fourth superior branchihyal and the first and fourth superior pharyngeals
;

only wanting. Two dorsal fins, the first of 4 to 7 spines, the second of
which is very long and strong; soft dorsal and anal moderate; ventral
pectorals short caudal
fins small, abdominal, of 1 spine and 5 soft rays
Air bladder large pseudofin emarginate, its middle rays not produced.
branchia; present. Gills 4, aslit behind the fourth vertebrte about 24, the
four anterior ones much lengthened no pyloric cneca intestinal canal
short. Three or more species, chiefly of the Old World, one of them
;

;

;

;

;

;

*In thi.s figure the lower lateral ridge appears outside of the upper or serrated ridge. This is
due to an artificial depression of the e.\pansible beak. In other respects the California species
agrees with Giiuther's figure of the type from Sulii .\rchipelago.

Jordan and £verfnann.
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straying to America, placed in two genera, Macrorhamphosus and Ceutri-

(I.

genus Centriscns,* Giinther,

(Centriscidw, part,

ncops.

iii,

518-524, 1861.)

Body oblong, graduating into the caudal peduncle; back straight; dorsal spines about 7.
Macrouhamphosus, 343.

343.

MACRORHAMPHOSUS,

Lacepede.

(Snipefishes.)
Macrorhamphosus, Lac£peI)E, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Centrisciis,

Cuvier, Regne Anim., Ed.

Gronow,

Macrognalhiis,

i, ii,

v, 136, 1803,

{cornutus:=scolopax).

350, 1817, {scolopaj:; not Cenlriscixs, L.).

Cat. Fishes, 147, 1854, (scolopajr).

Orthichthis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 234, {veUlnrts).

Body oblong, graduating
sal spines
paiuipog,

about

7.

into the caudal peduncle; back straight dorCharacters otherwise included above. {/laKpuc, long;
;

snout.)
1109.

MACRORHAMPHOSUS SCOLOPAX
(Snipefish

Head

2i

;

depth 3* to

strongly compressed and

;

4.

Trumpet-fish

D. V-12

somewhat

;

Bellhws-fish.)

A. 20

:

(Linnseus).

vertebra? 8

;

+ 16.

Body

elevated, covered with small striated

each stria terminating in a rather strong spine second dorsal
its length about ^ total length of
fish
snout several times longer than the rest of the head. Rose red or
reddish olive above, silvery on the sides and belly. Mediterranean Sea
occasional northward to southern England
accidental on our North
scales,

;

spine very strong, serrated posteriorly,
;

;

;

Atlantic Coast,
Balistes scolopax,
Silurtts

(scolopax, snijie.)

(Eu.)

LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 329, Mediterranean.

comtUvs, Forskal, Descr. Anim., 66, 1775, Marseilles.

Centriscus scolopax,

Linn^us,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Syst. Nat., Ed. xii,

i,

415, 17G6

;

Ginther,

Cat., iii, 518, 1861;

Synopsis, 388, 1883.

Order AA.

LOPHOBRANCHII.

(The Lophobranchs.)
composed of small rounded lobes attached
Scapula suspended to
the cranium by a post-temporal. Superior branchihyals and pharyngeals,
and basal branchihyals wanting or not ossified. Mouth very small,
bounded above by the premaxillaries. Post-temporal simple, coossiried
with the cranium; basis of the cranium simple. Pectoral fins with
Gills tufted, not laminated,

to the gill arches.

luterclavicles well developed.

Anterior vertebrte modified, the diapophyses much
Air bladder simple, without air duct. Snout produced, bearing the small toothless mouth at the end. Gill covers reduced to a large
simple plate. Skin with bony plates. Muscular system little developed.
elevated

bases.

expanded.

* The original type of Cimlriiicna, Liniia^ns, and the only species placed by him in Cenlriscim in
the tenth edition of the Systema Natura?, is (Joitrixctm scutatus L., a species of a different family.
For the genus usually called Amphisile, the name Centriscus must therefore be used.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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dorsal, uor ventral
Indian Ocean, constituting the suborder
well developed. {Lophobranchii, Giiuther,

The family mentioned below has neither spinous
fins; the Solenostomatidw of the

have

Solenosiomi,

all

the fins

Cat., VIII, 150-206, 1870.)

(Ucpog, crest; fipuyxog, gill-)

Families of

LOPHOBRANCHII.

Syngnathi:
a.

No

spinous dorsal

fiu;

no ventral

fins; gill

Suborder

Synonathid^, cm.

openings narrow.

SYNGNATHI.

This group is characterized among the Lophohranclm by the absence of
spinous dorsal and ventral fins. It represents the extreme of degradation
of the line of descent composed of the HemibranchU and Lophohranehii.

SYNGNATHID^.

Family CIII.

(The Pipefishes.)

Body elongate, usually slender, covered with bony plates which are
firmly connected, forming a bony carapace. Head slender, the snout long,
Gill openings
tube-like, bearing the short toothless jaws at the end.
reduced to a small aperture behind the upper part of the opercle. Tail
long, prehensile or not, usually provided with a small caudal fiu. Male
fishes with an egg poucli, usually placed on the under side of the tail,
sometimes on the abdomen, commonly formed of two folds of skin which

meet on the median line. The eggs are received into this pouch and
retained until some time after hatching, when the pouch opens, permitting the young to escape. Dorsal fin single, nearly median, of soft rays
only pectorals small, or wanting ventrals none anal fin minute, usually
present. Genera about 1.5; species 150. Small fishes, found in all warm
{Synijnathidw, Giinther, Cat., viii,
seas, sometimes entering fresh waters.
;

;

;

153-206,1870.)
Syngnathin;e
a.

:

Tail not prehensile, usually with a caudal fin; axis of head usually in line with axis of

body.
6.

Humeral bones
c.

united.

Pectoral fins present; caudal present.
d.

Male with the egg pouch under the tail, formed by lateral membranes which
become connected along ti.e middle, forming a closed pouch.
e. Dorsal fin inserted over or just before the vent; dorsal edges of trunk and
tail

Siphostoma, 344.

continuous.

Male with the egg pouch on the abdomen; ridges of the body prominent and
Doryrhamphi's, 345.
distinct; caudal fin moderate.
Pectoral fins wanting; caudal wantingorrudimentary; male witli the ova attached
to the abdomen, without closed pouch; no adipose fin.
Syngnathus, 346.
/. Back without peculiar tube.
d(l.

_

cc.

/.

Back with a peculiar tube inclosed by the
before the dorsal

fin.

scutes,

and extending for a distance
Osphyolax, 347.

Jordan and Rvermann.
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:

Tail preliensile; caudal fin small; head shaped liketliat of a horse, placed at a largean^le

with axis of body; egg pouch at has* of
;/.

tail.

Body compressed; occiput with a narrow bony

crest,

surmounted by a coronet; shields

with tubercles or spines.

SIPHOSTOMA,*

344.

Nuovi Generi,

Siphnstnma, Kafinesque, Caratteri
Siftignathus,

not of

SwAixsoN, Nat.

IIu'I'OCami'us, ^48.

18, 1810, (pelagicus).

Hist. Class'n. Anini.,

LiN."J.Ers, as first restricted

Rafinesque.

11,

and of writers generally;

1839, 332, {acus),

by Rafinesque.

ndlicampus, Kaup, Lophobrauchii, 22, 1850, (grayi).
Trachyrhamphiis,

Kaup, Lophobr.,

CorylhroichOujs, Kaiip,

Lophobr.,

23, 185G, (soratus).

25, 1856, {albirostrif:).

Dermal osieOms, Gin, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

1802,283, (ptmctipinnis).

Body elongate, very
into a very long tail

those of the

tail.

;

slender, 6 or 7 angled, not compressed, tapering
the dorsal keels of the trunk not continuous with

Head

slender, tapering into a long, tube-like, subterete

snout, which bears the very short, toothless jaws at the end.

Humeral

bones firmly united with the "breast ring." Body covered with a series
of bony, keeled, radiated plates, arranged in linear series. Dorsal fin
distinct, rather short, inserted before or opposite the vent, which is
near the middle of the body caudal fin present, rather small anal fin
minute, close behind vent pectorals developed, short and rather broad.
Male fishes with an egg pouch aloug the under side of the tail, formed by
tAvo cutaneous folds, and splitting lengthwise to release the young fishes.
Species very numerous, inhabiting all warm seas; abounding in bays
among the seaweeds, and entering the rivers. The females in most
species are deeper than the males, with more robust trunk, with longer
snout, and a more distinct ventral keel, (a/ow!, tube aroua, mouth.)
;

;

:

;

a.

Top

of head with a slight carination or none; snout keeled or not; opercle without promi-

nent ridge; base of dorsal not elevated.

Dermatostethvs
6.

(Sepiua, skin: crrijCo?, breast):

Breast shields covered by soft skin; head not quite in a right line with axis of body;

-j- 39; body robust; snout moderate; tail twice as long as trunk;
pinctipinne, 1110.
head considerably keeled above.
III. Breast shields not covered with skin; head about in line with axis of body.
Siphostoma:
c. Dorsal moderate or long, its first ray in advance of vent; snout moderate or long;
angles of body generally prominent.
d. Dorsal covering 1 or 2 body rings.

dorsal 41; rings 19

.

e.

*

was

Dorsal covering 9 caudal rings.

Siingnalhin' of LinnfBus, originally equivalentto the modern family of 5;/H(/)ia//ii</.T,
BulKlivided by Kafinesque in 1810.
The name Siphostoma was given to S. pelagicnx and
the S//«.;»i(///)'s of late writers, that of Tiphle to S. tiiplile, the Siphononlnma of late

The genus
first

its relatives,

writers, while Syiiyniilliiix was retained for jS. !((p(oreiis and its relatives, the group now usually
This arrangement 1ms been
called Kerophis, the type of Xerophis being Siiiigiinlhus npliuHon, L.
adopted here, but it is open to two objections besides the fact that it is contrary to the general
usage, which makes urns the type of Siiiigiiathus, in accordanace with Swainsou's arrangement.
These objections are, (1) that Artedi, from whom Linn.iMis accepted the genus >'//(i!;)«i//ii(.s did not
know of the existence of Siiugniillius ii-(pioreus, and (2) the statement of Liniiieus (which we have
been unable to verifiy), that "the type of each of liis genera is the "best known Kuropean or
officinal species."
Siiw/millius ac?(s"would meet this rc<|uirenieiit, but not Siingnathits anpioretts,
which had not tlien ijeeii found in Europe. Should these objectious bo found valid, SyngnaOius
would take the place of Scphustumu, and Xerophis that of :SyiigHn(htis.
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-^7,

Back transversely concave, the

f.

sides of the

body

angles very sharp; dorsal rays 40 to 44, the
£'.

also concave;

rings about 17+41; snout strongly keeled.
Back transversely convex, the lateral faces of body

the

on 1 + 83^ rings;
carinatvm, 1111.

fin

or convex, the

flat

angles blunt.

Kings 20

(J.

to 21 +4") or 49;

top of head not keeled; snout long;

size large; dorsal rays 39 to 46

on

1

9 rings.

j-

CALIFOUNIENSE, 1112.

+ 39

Rings 18 or 19

gg.

to 41,

.SG

on

+

1

to 42; snout shorter, slightly keeled; dorsal
9 rings.

gki.seolineatum, 1113.

Dorsal covering at)out G or 7 caudal rings, rarely fewer.

ee.

h.

Body rings

16 to 20.

Caudal rings 30 to

i.

41.

Dorsal rays 30 to 32; snout 2 or

j.

head; head somewhat
lei'Torhynchvm, 1114.

less in

keeled in young.
jj.

Dorsal rays 37, on 1

+

7 rings; rings 20

+41; snout moderate,

13^ in head.
a. Caudal rings 31 to 34.
li.

fistulatum, 1115.

Dorsal rays 34; rings 18

+ 31;

snout short; body stout;

short.

U: Dorsal rays
/.

1%

to 2 in head; dorsal

Snout long, IV3

in

bead;

2
in.

/)/(.

27 to 31.

Snout moderate,

n.

dorsal on

1

on 2 + 6 rings.
mackayi, 1117.
|

7 rays, rarely

+ 6.

on

FLOElDyp., 1118.

Caudal rings 24; bodj' rings 19; dorsal rays
snout long; body slender.

Body rings

tail

babbar,t;, 1116.

.30,

on

1

+

6 rings;

poeyi, 1119.

caudal rings 38; dorsal rays 29 to 30; top of head dis-

15;

tinctly keeled; snout short.

auliscis, 1120.

Dorsal covering 4 or 5 body rings.

eee.

m. Dorsal rays 24 to 32.
n.

Dorsal

rays

29 to 32, on 1

+9

rings; rings 17

head; head with keel.
nn. Dorsal rays 26 to 28,

on

l]/i,

+ 35;

snout 2 in

pelagicum, 1121.

+ 5 rings;

rings IG to 34; snout short,

head with slight keel.
rousseau, 1122.
nnn. Dorsal rays 24 or 25, on about 1 + 4 rings; rings usually 16 + 33;
snout short, 2 in head.
elucexs,* 1123.
2 in head;

mm. Dorsal very short,

18 rays, on 1

+ 5 rings; rings 17 + 32; snout short.
JOKESI, 1124.

eeee.

Dorsal very short, covering 3 caudal rings, and
20 to 23; rings 17

+ 27;

\}4^

body rings;

its

BRACHYCEPHALUM,
dd. Dorsal covering 3
o.

body and 4

+ 33;

dorsal 35, on 5

keel; sides with

1125.

to 6 caudal rings,

Kings 16 or 17 + 29 to 32.
p. Snout rather short, not half length of bead; dorsal
18

rays

snout very short; head keeled above.

+4

fin

very high; rings

rings; belly iu female with a black

narrow vertical silvery streaks; dorsal

spotted.

AFFINE, 1126.
yp. Snout rather long,
'/.

Rings 18

+

more than half head.

31 to 34; dorsal 30 to 34,

on 3

+

5 rings.
SCOVELI.I, 1127.

'///.

Rings 17

+ 31;

dorsal rays 30, on 3

+

6 rings;

above.
oo.

Rings 20 to 21

+

36 to

.38;

dorsal 32 to 37, on 3

slightly concave; snout moderate.
000.

Rings 16 to 20

+ 36 to 40;

dorsal 36 to 40, on 5

+5

head little keeled
hairdianum, 1128.

rings; belly flat or
louI8ian.i:, 1129.

+ 4 or 4 + 5 rings.
FUSCUM, 1130.

* Including .rtai'iVosire, picturalum, linea,

mamtoreum, and

ancendens.
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ray not in advance of vent; rings 14 4- 37.

STARKSI, 1131.
Off.

Dorsal

very short,

fin

snout very short,

ray not in advance of vent; rings 15 4-;t7 to 39;
than g head; angles of body little marked, the form sub-

its first

less

terete.
r.

Dorsal rays 20; rings 15

+ 39;

Dorsal rays 20; rings 15

rr.

snout

+ 38

ly.^

in head.

abctvm,

1132.

or 39; snout 3 in head; body with dark cross

bands and pale spots.
orinioerim, 1133.
CoRYTHROiCHTHYS (Kopu8pos, crown; ix^t'S, fish):
na. Top of liead strongly carinated, keel usually extending from interorbital spate to first body
ring; body stout, usually with sharp angles and variegated coloration; head in line
with axis of body; opercle with a prominent ridge,
s.

Caudal rings about 30; dorsal rays 23 to 27, snout short.
I.
Rings 18 + 30; dorsal rays 23, on 1 + 4 rings; snout 1\ in head, itc color white; body
with 12 irregular brown cross bands, and white markings.
ALBIROSTRK, 1134.

ss.

body rings 20; dorsal rays
half head; form of body undesoribed.

Caudal rings

25,

Subgenus
1110.

40,

on 3

+7

more than
cayennense, 1135.

rings; snout long,

DERMATOSTETHUS,

SIPHOSTOMA PUXCTIPIXNE

Gill.

(Gill).

+

39.
Eye large. Body comparatively robust.
longer than the rest of the head. Occiput with
a raised keel joint between the occiput and the first dorsal shield more
perfect than usual, so that the head can be placed at an angle with the
body. Greatest depth about equal to length of postorbital part of head.
Skin on breast and anterior ventral plates thin, showing the striation of
Brown dorsal fin speckled.
the bones. Tail twice as long as trunk.
Length 12 inches. San Diego, known only from the original types, which
(punctiis, dotted; pinna,
possibly are not distinct from S. griseolineatum

Head

8.

D. 41

;

Snout moderate, a

rings 19
little

;

;

.

tin.)
DertnalostethiiK pmiclipinnis,

San Diego, California.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 283,

Siphosloma pmiclipimie, Swain, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 308;

385, 1883.

Subgenus

SIPHOSTOMA.

nil. SIPHOSTOMA CABINATUM,

Gilbert.

+

Rings 17 or 18 + 40 to 42. D. usually 43 or 44 (39 to 44) on 1
8i rings.
Snout very slender, compressed, its length IJ to 1^ times rest of head.
Eye 2-i-V in postorbital part of head. Head and trunk contained li to
1* in tail.

Trunk 2k

in tail.

Closely related to Siphostoina caHforuienxe

and grincoUneatum, diftering in the very slender, sharply keeled snout, in
the height and sharpness of the body ridges, the upi)er and lateral faces
being all concave, and in the coloration. No ridge on opercle. Breast
and belly with a low median keel. Snout sharply keeled, the ridge ceasing on interorbital space lo reap])ear on occiput ami first nuchal plate.
Lateral ridge interrupted immediately above the vent. Base of dorsal
equaling length of head, covering 91 rings, only the first of which is in
front of the vent pectorals short, i length of snout caudal pouch on 22
anal plates. Keels on body sharp and high, and the interspaces are
;

;

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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Museum.

Color light olive or grayish, the back and upper
part of sides mottled with brown, this frequently taking the form of
rather wide, ill-defined bars interspace between bars often marked with
a narrow, pearly-white crossbar; on lower portion of sides of tail, a
brown streak between each two plates dorsal light, its basal portion
transversely concave.

;

;

with oblique browu streaks and spots; central portion of caudal dusky,
the fin broadly mai'gined all around with white. Many specimens, males
and females, from Albatross Stations 3027 and 3028, iu the Gulf of Cali{carxnatusi, keeled.)

fornia; the largest 8^ inches long,
Siphosloma carinabim, Gilbert, Proc. U.

N., 114°

W.

19'

Gulf of California, 31°

Nat. Mus., 1891, 547,

S.

31'

(Coll. Albatross.)

1112.

SIPHOSTOMA CALIFORNIENSE

(Storer).

(Great Pipefish.)

Head 6^ to 8+ in total lenjjth; D. 39 to 46; rings 20 to 21 -(-47 to 49.
Trunk robust. Snout very long, 1^ to 1* in head, with median ridge
above and below. Occiput and nuchal plates not carinated in adults.
Dorsal shorter than head, covering 1 -}- 9 rings distance to dorsal 2f in
length pectorals as long as high, equaling in length the diameter of
eye caudal pouch of males covering 21 to 25 rings, its length 3 in total.
Color in life olivaceous, varying to brownish red yellowish below head
and body variously marbled and speckled with whitish, the marking
posteriorly taking the form of short horizontal grayish streaks, especially
distinct on the top of the head anteriorly often forming narrow bars.
Snout variable, sometimes not longer than head. Pacific Coast of the
United States from Santa Barbara northward common south of San
Francisco. Much larger than the other American species, reaching a
Described here from specimens taken at Santa
length of 18 inches.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Barbara and Monterey.
Syngniithus califomie)isis, Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

Siphosloma californiense, Swain, Proc. U.

11,

1845, 73, California.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 309;

S.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

384, 1883.

1113.

D. 36 to 41

;

SIPHOSTOMA GRISEOLINEATUM

rings 18 to 19 -f 39 to 42.

(Ayres).

Closely allied to S. californiense,

but difl'ering in a somewhat shorter snout, in the number of dorsal rays, in
the number of rings, in its size, in the snout being slightly more keeled,
and in the dorsal covering 0-1 -f- 9 rings. Pacific Coast of the United
States, from Puget Sound to Monterey, rather less common than the preceding species, and somewhat smaller in size, {grisrun, gray Uneatus,
;

lined.)
Syngyialhus grit^eoUnealiis,

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac.

San Francisco Bay.
San Francisco.
Mus., 1882, 310; Jorpan & Gilhert,

Sci., 1854, 14,

Si/ngnaOms abholi, Girard, Pac. R. R. Survey, Fishes, x, 34G, 1858,
Siphosloma griseolinealum, Swain, Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Synopsis,

905, 1883.

1114.

Head
Snout

6i to

8J-

If to 2 in

SIPHOSTOMA LEPTORHYNCHUM

in total length.

(Girard).

D. 30 to 32; rings 17 to 19 -f 36 to 41.
occiput and

head; median line of snout above cariuate

;

•Jordan and Evermanti.
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nuchal plates weakly keeled in yonng, the keels apparently disappearing
Angle of belly less itcute than in S. californienHe; the keel
adults.
Dorsal fin shorter than head, covering 1
soiiietinies wanting.
7 rings;
caudal pouch covering about 19 rings. Otherwise essentially as in S. caliLength 6 inches. San Francisco to San Diego, generally
forniense.
common along the sandy shores. (XcTrrdf, slender; pi^yx'^i! snout.)
ir.

+

Syngnathus

hreviroslris,

Proc.

Giiiard,

Nat.

Ac.

Sci.

Phila.,

1854,

156,

San Diego; name

preoccupied.
Synijnathvs arnwUnaceus,

Girard, Pac. R. R. Survey, Fishes,

Coast of California;

x, 'MG, 1858,

specimens with nuchal plates keeled.
Syngnathns dimidialm. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Phila., 1862, 284,

San Diego;

substitute for

preoccupied; specimens with short snout, scarcely longer than rest of head.

breviros(ris,

Sytignathm Icptorhynchns, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Siphoslorna leptxjrhyuclius,

Jordan & Gilbert,

.Sci.

Phila., 1854, 156,

San Diego.

Synopsis, 384, 1883; Swain, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.

1882, 311.

1115.

SIPHOSTOMA FISTULATUM

(Peters).

+

41.
Dorsal 37, on 1 -f 7 rings. Snout twice as long as the
Kings 20
distance of the posterior end of opercle from the orbit, and but little
higher than broad. Supraorbital ridges continued on the crown and

Opercle with a keel on its anterior half, and with radiating
leathery, rough. Shields without spines. Lateral
line passing into the upper caudal edge.
Tail twice as long as the trunk
(without head). Pouch on 21 caudal rings. (Peters.) Puerto Cabello;
not seen by us. (fistida, a tube.)
convergent.
striae.

The entire head

Syngnnlhii!: fislnlatns,

Peters, Mouatsher. Ak. Wiss. Berk., 456, 1SG8, Puerto Cabello.

Siphostoma fistulaitim, Gunther, Cat., viii, 161, 1870.

1116.

Rings 18

+ 31.

SIPHOSTOMA BARBAR.E,

Dorsal rays

the

34,

fin

Swain.

inserted on

rings on the tail behind the caudal pouch.

Head

1

+7

rings.

Ten

7^ in length; base

Distance from snout to dorsal 2i in length;
caudal pouch 2? in length of body; tail behind caudal pouch 6 times.
Body unusually stout, with short head, short snout, and short tail, the
general appearance being much like S. californiensr, but all the parts contracted.
Snout short, compressed, just as long as the rest of the head
(male), its upper edge with a sharp, low keel, which is higher than in S.
of dorsal equal to head.

Top of head without

keel.
Opercle striate, with trace of
Keels of body not very sharp, the interspaces between
the angles scarcely concave lateral line not continuous with the upper
edge of the tail; belly with a slight median keel. Dorsal fin low. Color
blackish, with fine pale vermiculations; top of head and neck with wavy
longitudinal streaks; caudal dusky; dorsal somewhat mottled; a dusky
blotch before eye. Santa Barbara one specimen known, {harbani, {von\
Santa Barbara, the type locality.)

califormense.

a keel at base.

;

;

Siphostoma barhara;, Swain, Proc. U.

S.

Andrea Larco.)
Sij'hosloma bairdiamtm, Swain, Proc. U.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 238,

Santa Barbara.

(Type, No. 31253.

Coll.

bert, Synopsis, 905, 1883,

S.

Nat. Mus., 188-, 311; not of Di'Miajii.;

Jordan i Gil-
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SIPHOSTOMA MACKAYI,

Museum.

Swain & Meek.

Head

+

33 to 36. Snout
5J to 6i in total length. D. 29 to 32 rings 18
rather long, compressed, If to 2 in head, its median line with a slight keel
;

above and below, with smaller keels on each side; opetclo not keeled.
Dorsal somewhat higher than width of a body ring, its base about \\ in
length of head, covering 2-(- 6 rings. Pectoral higher than length of base;
tail about 1^ in total length offish; body deep; its greatest dei)th in
adult females equals width of 4 body rings. Color in spirits grayish or
dark olive; the males with about 14 dark-gray crossbars on the sides,
broader than the interspaces; the body is usually more or less spotted
with small white spots; dorsals pale, usually dotted over with darker;
caudal dusky, generally s^jotted with white; opercle usually with white
Gulf of Mexico, known from the Snapper Banks off Pensacola,
bars.
Key West, and Cozumel, Yucatan; rather common. (Named for Charles
Leslie McKay, of Appleton, Wisconsin, an accomplished young naturalist,
who was drowned in Bristol Bay, Alaska, while on a collecting expedition in 1884.)
Swain & Meek,

Siphostoma mackayi,
TJ.S.

Proc. U.S.Nat. Mus., 1884,239,

Fish Comni., Yin, 1888,195; D. 30 on 2

Bnout

1%

rings 18

-|-

in head;
36.

No

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

+

Key West;

5 rings; rings 17-f-35, opercle

Nat. Mug., 188G, 225; D. 32, on

Be.^n, Bull.

not keeled;

2}4+5^

rings;

pale spots; crossbars well marked.

1118.

SIPHOSTOMA FLORID.E,

Jordan & Gilbert.

+

Head 6 to 61 in total length. D. 27 rings 17 to 18 31 to 32. Snout
rather short, about If in head median line well keeled above and below,
the ridge on both sides of median ridges above and below not so conspicuous. Occiput and opercle little keeled. Dorsal shorter than head,
;

;

+

6 to 7 rings, its height 5 times in its base; caudal fin 2^ in
covering 1
base of dorsal; pectoral slightly higher than length of its base; tail
longer than trunk, 1| in total length, caudal pouch covering about 18
sides with gray specks and without dark
rings. Color in life dark green
band; tail with faint darker bars, broader than the interspaces. Sides
of tail, especially mesially, with many rough and oblong pale spots.
Snout mottled, especially on side. Lower part of opercle nearly plain.
;

Dorsal translucent, yellowish at base. Caudal yellow, dusky at tip. Anal
plain.
Sandy shores from North Carolina to Texas (Beaufort, North
Carolina; Corpus Christi, Texas) rather common. ( floridcs, Flovida,.)
;

Siphostoma

floridie,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 263,

Pensacola, Florida.
Jordan & Gilbert,

(Type, No. 30826. Coll. Jordan.) Swain, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 312;
Synopsis, 905, 1883.

1119.

SIPHOSTOMA POEII,

Jordan & Evermann, new

specitic

+

name.

6 segments; rings 19+24. Snout long. Occipital crest
D. 30, on 1
very low. Body and tail banded, color gray with pale markings. One
specimen known, from Havana; not seen by us. (Named for its describer,
Felipe Poey, Professor of Zoology in the University of Havana; the most
eminent naturalist of Spanish-speaking countries.)
Syngnathus

tenuis,

Poey, Synopsis, 444, 1867,

Havana; name

preoccupied.

Jordan and Evermann.
1120.
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SIPHOSTOMA AULISCUS,

161

Swain.

+

Head 9 to 9i in total length. D. 29 to 30; rings 15 37 to 38. Trunk
rather slender. Snout 2 in head, median ridge above distinct, below
comparatively broad and blunt. Occiput and nuchal plates sharply carinated; belly weakly keeled. Opercle slightly keeled, very convex,
head, covering

1

Dorsal

slightly broader than deep.

making the head

+ 7 rings;

little

longer than

pectorals scarcely higher than long, slightly

exceeding diameter of eye. Tail longer than rest of body, 1? in total
length caudal pouch covering 21 rings. Color in spirits somewhat lighter
than S. califoriiiense, scarcely mottled or marbled. Southern California,
north to Point Concepcion; not very common, (diminutive of nhPid^, a
;

tube.)
Siphostnma

auUscn,'<,

SwAiN, Proc. U.

dan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

1121.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

188'2,

310,

Santa Barbara; San Diego; Jor-

905, 1883.

SIPHOSTOMA PELAGICCM

(Osbeck).

+ 35. Dorsal 29 to 32, commencing somewhat in advance of
+ 9 rings. Snout 2 in distance to base of pectoral. A distinct

Rings 17
vent, on

1

ridge along the median line of the nuchal shields; supraorbital ridge not
continued over the temple; anterior part of the operculum with a faint
ridge shields without spines lateral line interrupted. Tail longer than
body; caudal pouch short, about 3 in total length. Color brown, nearly
;

;

with lower half of side of abdomen with vertical silver bars,
becoming broader and of a whitish color on the upper half; brown cross
bands occuring alternately between the silver bars, so that the brown
bands are grouped together in twos or threes, the bands of each group
more or less confluent; in males the silvery bands are represented by
spots; a brown baud through the eye and along the snout; dorsal fin
with oblique brown bands. Tropical parts of the Atlantic; occasional
plain, or

in the

West

Indies; very

common

in the Mediterranean;

(pelagicus, living in the

from Venice,

open

Sumjnathns pelagicus, OsBECK, Dagbiik Kesa Ostiudien, 305,

sea.)
17.''>7,

open sea

LiNN^Eis, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 337, after Osbeck; Gvnther, Cat.,

Syngnathm

elhon, Kisso,

our specimens

(En.)
in floating

seaweed;

viii, 165, 1870.

Eur. Merid., in, 1826, Nice.

1122.

SIPHOSTOMA ROUSSEAU

+

(Kaup).

+

=

A small,
34
50.
rings 16
5 rings
Head 7:^ D. 26 to 28, on lA
slender species, with the snout i longer than the rest of the head
vent midway between tip of snout and
top of head with a slight keel
twenty-third caudal segment. Head almost 3 times in distance from tip
;

:

;

;

of snout to vent.

West

Indies,

Lateral line interrupted above the vent.

known from

the same, as
seau of Martinique.
S. elucens is

SyiigrMlhus

roiisseaii,

is

Kaup, Ldphohranchii,

40, 1856,

Martinique

1870.
SiphostoiiKi ronssetru,

Color plain.

Lucia and Martinique; also from Cuba, if
not unlikely. (Named for Alexandre Rous-

St.

Jordan, Proc. U.

S. Nat.

Mus., 1889, 647.

;

GCntheb,

Cat. viii, 163,

768

Unued

Bulletin 4j,
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Slates Natiotial

SIPHOSTOMA ELUCENS

Museum.

(Pocy).

but with 24 or 25 dorsal rays. Head 7^ in
Very
Snout 2 in head. Rings 16 or 17
33 or 34. Dorsal 24 or
total length.
25, on 2
4, sometimes on
+ 4^ rings. Grayish brown, a silvery bar
on each ring dorsal with black streaks. (Poey.) Cuba not rare probably identical with S. rousseaw, both species closely related to S. pelagicum.
(elucens, shining out.)
close to S. 2)elagicum,

+

H

+

;

;

;

Havana.
Havana.
Si/ngnathtis pic(uraltis,f Poey, Eumeratio, 178, 1875, Havana.
Syngnalhiis linea,l Poey, Eumeratio, 178, 1875, Havana.
Syngnathi(smarmoreus,^J'OEY, Eumeratio, 178, 1875, Havana.
Syngnathvs asce)idens,\\ PoEY, Eumeratio, 17!), 1875. Havana.
Syiignailnis elnce}is,

Poey, Synopsis, 443,

18t'>7,

SyiignaOmsJIavirosiris* Poey, Eumeratio, 178, 1875,

1124.

SIPHOSTOMA

JONEfSI

(Giinther).

+ 32. Dorsal 18, on 1 -f 5 rings. Head and snout short, the
somewhat bent upward, shorter than the postorbital portion of
head, keeled above, but without spines in the median line. Interorbital
space concave, crown and occiput with a median keel. Keels of body
Rings 17

latter

sharp, but not spiny
the lateral keel of the trunk passes into the
lower keel of the tail a ridge runs across the opercle but does not reach
tail twice as long as the trunk without head
caudal very short.
its end
Blackish brown; upper half of trunk with three, upper half of tail with
(Giinther.)
Bermuda Islands.
seven equidistant white cross bands.
(Named for John Matthew Jones, an English naturalist, resident at
;

;

;

;

Bermuda.)
Gunther, Aun. and Mag. Nat.

Sijngiiathiisjonesi,

* Siphosioma flavirostre (Poey)

Hist., Series 4, xiv, 8, 1874,

Bermudas.

:

on IJ^ + i]/^ rings rings 17 + 33. Head 8 in total length, snout nearly as long
lateral line interrupted.
Head yellowish, without black specks. Dorsal with
as rest of Lead
bands; a silver streak along lower part of side. One specimen, from Havana. (Poey.)
Dorsal

25,

;

;

f Sipliostoma picluratum (Poey)

:

Head 1}/^ in total length, half as long as trunk. Snout nearly as long as rest of head.
Nasal crest evident. Opercle sculptured like a mussel shell. Black, with a shining vertical band
on each ring. Snout with alternate bands of black and green. Dorsal with black streaks.
One

individual,

from Havana.

^ Sipliostoma linea

(Poey.)

(Poey):

Rings 1G + 33. Head 734 total. D. 25. Body very slender, depth 3^^ in head. Snout as
long as rest of head. Dorsal on 13^ + 43^ rings. Yellowish brown, with paler markings.
Head with light and dark spots. Dorsal with oblique lines. Two specimens from Havana.
(Poey.)

^Siphosioma marmorenm (Poey)

+

:

D. 24, on 3^+4 rings. Head 73^;^ in total, depth 3 in head. Snout very
rest of head.
No postorbital crest. Color ashy, with two pale spots on
middle of each segment. Dorsal unmarked. Snout marked with white and ashy. Havana.
(Poey.)

Rings 16

33.

slightly shorter

II

than

Sipliostoma ascendeiis (Poey)

:

Rings 16 +.33. D. on l'<; + 4 rings. Head 7 in total length. Lateral lino not interrupted.
Snout as long as rest of head. No postorbital crest. Brownish yellow; faint vertical streak on
each ring, most distinctly anteriorly. Snout with pale bauds. One specimen from Havana,
(Poey.)

Jordan and Evermaiin.
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SIPHOSTOMA BRACHYCEPHALUM

769

(Poey).

+

Rings 17
27.
D. 20 to 23, on 1^ + 3 rings. Head deep; depth of
body \\ in head. Snout very short, as long as distance between front of
eye and base of pectoral
occipital crest well marked. Brown, with
ashy marks, a white band along side of body. Cuba. (Poey) not seen
by us. iiSpaxi-'i', short; Ke(pa?i?/, head.)
;

;

Siintjmilhiin

brachycephalus, PoEv, Synopsis,

1126.

4-lt,

1867,

Havana.

SIPHOSTOMA APFINE

(Giinther).

Head about 9 in total length snout a little more than 2 in head.
Rings 18 + 33. Dorsal 35, on 5
4 rings. A distinct ridge along median
line of snout and nuchal shields supraorbital ridge continued over the
temple; a faint ridge on front of opercle shields without spines. Tail
longer than body caudal pouch half length of body lateral line interrupted. Vent below posterior third of dorsal fin; caudal fin well
developed anal fin rudimentary. Back with indistinct brown crossbars
a brown band from eye along snout. Gulf of Mexico; Louisiana. (Giinther.) Most of recent Gulf of Mexico references to this species were
apparently based on specimens of S. scovelU, which has been confounded
with it. (affinis, related.)
;

+
;

;

;

;

;

Sijngnathns

nffini^^

GiJNTHEE, Cat.,

1127.

viii, 163, 1870,

Louisiana.

SIPHOSTOMA SCOVELLI, Evermann &

Keudall.

Head

7 to 7^; depth 14 in female and 22i^ in
D. 30 to 34, on 4
4 rings, its height 2 to
30 to 33, usually 16
32.
3^ in its base, which equals head. Rings 16
Top of head with a slight keel. Body rather slender (deeper in females);
snout short ventral surface slightly convex in front of vent, slightly
concave behind. Color of female in alcohol, alternately annulated with
light olive-brown and dirty white, the dark color on the joints, the white
on bodies of rings; the dark rings wider than the white on trunk, but
narrower on caudal portion, the white rings of trunk indicated between
lateral and latero-ventral keels by 2 narrow white lines with narrow
black lines on either side and between; these portions of the whitish
rings show as silver bars in life upper part of ojiercle dusky a dark bar
from anterior edge of eye to tip of snout; ventral keel, throat, lower
part of opercle, and snout plain whitish dorsal with dark wavy diagonal bars; the variations in color are considerable in some females there
are no distinct white or silvery bars; some are darker and some still
lighter the males resemble the lighter females.
Length 4^ inches.
Common at Corpus Christi and perhaps elsewhere on the coast of the
Gulf of Mexico. Apparently most of the published references to »S. affinc
from the Gulf of Mexico belong to this species, which diflbrs from 5. affine
chieflj' in having fewer body rings, in the more posterior i)ositiou of the
dorsal fin, and in the fewer dorsal rays. (Named for Dr. Josiah T. Scovell of Terre Haute. Indiana.)
F. N. A.
50

Allied to Siphostoma afflne.
male; eye 6| to 7 snout 21.

+
+

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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Museum.

Eveumann & Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xii, 1892 (1894), 109.
Evermann & Kendall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xviii, 1895, 109, Shamrock
Coll. Evermann, Scovell, and
Point, Corpus Christi, Texas. (Type, No. 47300.

Siphostoma fusmm, var.,
Sipliosloma scorelli,

Gurley.)
Siphostoma affinr,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

1883, part;

38.3,

Swain, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

1882 (1883), 313.

SIPHOSTOMA BAIRDIANUM

1128.

(Dumeril).

+

Head nearly 7 in total
6 rings.
Rings 17 + 31. Dorsal 30, on 3
snout more thau i longer than postocular part of head. Median
crest feebly marked; opercular crest very shoi't. Yellowish, all the rings
with a brown streak. (Dum6ril.) Coast of Mexico, near California;
known from Dum^ril's description, which has been verified for us on the
original type. (Named for Spencer Fullerton Eaird.)
length

;

SyngnalJim hairdianns,

DUMliRiL, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

ii,

574, 1870,

Coast of Mexico, near

California.

1129.

SIPHOSTOMA LOUISIANA

(Giinther).

Head 7 to 7f in total length. D. 32 to 37; rings 20 to 21 + 36 to 38.
Trunk broader below. Snout moderate, about 1* in head median ridge
above and below, a ridge on each side of median ridge above and below.
Belly flat or
Occiput, nuchal plates, and opercle somewhat keeled.
slightly concave, with a median ridge. Dorsal fin well developed,
;

+

5 rings. Caudal longer than j^ectoral,
shorter than head, covering 3
2i in base of dorsal. Tail longer than trunk, 1} in total length. Color

brownish, lighter on lower part of trunk and below sides with a distinct band of brown brown of the side extending through eye to middle
of snout. Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, North Carolina
to Texas, soutli to Key West common and variable.
;

;

;

Syngnalhns

pclagicus,

LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat.,

var.,

Carolina.
SyngnaOms louisianse, Gunther,
Mus., 1882, 313; Jordan

&

Ed. xii,

Cat., viii, 160, 1870,

New

416,

1766;

Charleston, South

Orleans; Swain, Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 383, 1883.

1130.

SIPHOSTOMA PUSCUM

(Storer).

(Common Pipefish.)

Head

7i to 9 in total length.

D. 36 to 40; rings 18 to 20

+ 36

to 40.

Snout short, about 2 in head median line above and below well keeled,
the ridge on each side of median ridges rather conspicuous. Occiput,
nuchal plates, and opercle carinate belly somewhat convex, scarcely
keeled.
Dorsal longer than head, covering 4-5 + 5—i rings, its height
5-6 in length of its base; tail much longer than trunk, 1| in total length.
Color in spirits olivaceous or brownish; lighter below, especially on
belly, lower half of opercles, and snout; sides mottled and blotched
much as in other species. Atlantic Coast of the United States, Cape Ann
to Virginia; very common northward, where it is the only species of
;

;

pipefish,

(fuscus, dusky.)

Syngiiathns peckii, Storer,
Sy)igna(lui.H fusciis,

Report Fishes Mass.,

3,

1830,

(name

only).

Storer, Report Fish. Mass., 162, 1839, Nahant.

Jordan and Evermann.
Stork.r,
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Report Fish. Mass., 103,

Marthas Vineyard.
Si/ngiKUhns fasciatiis, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes,
Si/ngnathim riridiscetis, De Kay,
c, 321, jil. .54, fig. ITO,
1.

Dum£ril,

SijiigitaOnts dekaiji,

SyngnaOms

rriilberliafms,

Hist. Nat. I'oiss.,

Dum£rii.,

I.

Siphostoma fuscum, Swain, Proc. U.

c, 573,
S.

ii,

pi.

fig.

i,

319, pi.

2,

.54, fig.

1830,

771

Holmes Hole,

174, 1842,

New

York.

New York.
New York.

1842,

569, 187(»,

New York.
& Gilbert,

Nat. Mus., 1882, 314; .Jordan

SvnopBig, 382,

1883.

SIPHOSTOMA STARKSI,

1131.

Head UU

depth

D.

ou

+ 10

Jordan & Culver.

Riugs 14 -f- 37 or
Snout 2^^ in head.
Dorsal half longer than head. Body rather stout head scarcely carinate
above; snout very short with a slight smooth keel no keel ou opercle;
2 lateral keels on body confluent into 1 behind.
belly slightly keeled
Color dark olive, much mottled with darker, but without distinct markbelly yellowish. Length 4 to 6 inches. Close to S. arctiim, but
ings
differing in the much larger dorsal and the greater number of riugs covered by it. Rio Presidio, Sinaloa, abundant among Algw in clear fresh
water, near the town of Presidio, 9 miles above tide w^ater. Apparently
breeding in fresh water, as the sac of the male is full of eggs. (Named for
Edwin Chapin Starks, preparator in Leland Stanford Junior University.)
38

= 51

;

21.

38,

or 11 rings.

Tail twice length of head aud trunk.

or 52.

;

;

;

;

Jordan & Culver, Fishes of Sinaloa, MS.,
Coll. Hopkins Expedition.)

Siphostoma Hurksi,

1895,

Rio Presidio, Mazatlan.

(Type, No. 47425.

1132.

SIPHOSTOMA ABCTUM,

Jenkins & Evermann.

body to base of caudal depth 20 dorsal 20, ou about + 5
Top of head scarcely carinated, the opercle without
a prominent ridge. Snout 2^ in head, keeled in the median line. Dorsal
slightly higher than the width of a body ring, its length about equaling

Head 9 to

rings

;

11 in

rings 15

;

;

+ 39.

the head; pectoral 3 iu head; distance from tip of snout to vent ito | length
of tail; caudal about 3 in head.
Color pale, Avith no evident markings

except on the under side of the tube of the snout, and as far back as the
posterior margin of the eye, where there are dark mottliugs. Mazatlan
specimens show narrow white cross bauds about 4 rings apart. Gulf of
California, south to Mazatlan, one specimen taken at Guaymas, and two
others recently taken at Mazatlan by the Hopkins Expedition a small
;

and slender

species,

(arctiis,

Siphostoma arctum, Jenkins

(Type, No. 39039.

Coll.

1133.

contracted.)

& Evermann, Proc. U.
Jenkins & Evermann.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1888, 137,

Bay

of

Guaymas.

i

SIPHOSTOMA (RIXKiERlM,

Bean

A;

Dresel.

+ 38 or 39. Dorsal rays 16 or 17, on + 4 rings. Snout very
than ^ length of head, rounded above; slightly keeled; angles
of body little marked head nearly 11 times in total length to caudal liase;
eye 5 iu head depth of body half length of head. Caudal pouch 4 times
in length of body, 17 caudal rings: pectoral and caudal very small. Color
chestnut brown, with about 12 broad dark-brown cross bauds on back,
middle of each cross baud with many pale-blue streaks, the most distinct
Rings 16

short, less

;

;
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downward and backward from
West to Abrolhos Reef, Brazil
;

coral reefs.

Webt

eye.

rather

One of the smallest

Museum.

Indies, from Pensacola

and Key

common southward about rocks and

species, length 3 inches,

(ci-iniyer,

bear-

ing hair.
Siphostoma crinigerum,

& Meek,

Bean

<fe

Deesel, Proc.

Biol. Soc.

Wash.,

ii,

99,

1884,

Pensacola; Swain

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 239.

Subgenus
1134.

CORYTHROICHTHYS,

SIPHOSTOMA ALBIROSTRE*

Kaup.

(Heckel).

+

D. 23; rings 18
Body robust. Snout
30.
short, 2f, in head a strong median ridge above on snout, 2 ridges below
with a median groove, and on each side of the groove is a horizontal ridge
running to lower part of orbit. Occiput and nuchal plates very sharply
carinated; opercle with 2 horizontal ridges. Belly somewhat concave,
4 rings caudal
little keeled. Dorsal much shorter than head, covering 1
well developed, IJ in base of dorsal tail longer than rest of body, If in total
length. Color in spirits liglit olivaceous, with about 12 irregular brown
cross bands, each covering from 2 to 3 rings snout light, with 2 or 3 narrow cross bands below rest of head dusky. West Indies, north to Pensacola and Key West, south to Bahia a singular and handsome species,
quite unlike the others and found in deeper waters, and especially about

Head

9 in total length.
;

+

;

;

;

;

;

coral reefs, not on sandy shores,
Corythroirhthys albirostris,

{alhiis,

white

rostrum, snout.)

;

Heckel, MS., Kaup, Lophobranchii,

25, 1856,

Mexico; Bahia;

des-

cription incorrect.

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 264, Snapper Banks,
Pensacola; Swain, I. c, 308; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 906, 1883.
Syngiiathus albirostris, Gunther, Cat., viii, 170, 1870.
Siphosioma zatropU,

1135.

SIPHOSTOMA CATENNENSE

(Sauvage).

Dorsal on 3 + 7 rings.
Head 5. D. 40;
+
Snout twice length of postocular part of head, 4 times diameter of eye,
much longer than dorsal. Occipital crest well marked as well as the crest
at the shoulder snout with a well-marked median carina. Brown, edge
of each ring blackish; 2 silvery streaks along flanks, very narrow, and
composed of small spots placed end to end. Length 5 inches. Cayenne.
P. 18;

C.

8.

Rings 20

25.

;

* Kaup gives the rings in albirostris as 12 -|- 29. On account of this difference we had formerly
regarded our specimens as types of a distinct species, Siphosloma zairopis. The following is the
substance of Kaup's description:
Corylhroichlhys albirostris,

Heckel, MS.:

Rostral crest " edial and interrupted. Body rings 12 (misprint
P. 12; D. 27; A. 2 or 3; C. 10.
Snout half
for 19), tail rings 29; dorsal fin standing on 5 rings, 4 of which helong to the tail.
the length of the distance between the fore border of the orbit and the base of the pectoral fin.
Color yellowish brown, with 14 blackish crossbars. Lower part of the gill cover brown with
blue stripes. Length of body 2.67 inches, of the tail 3.30 inches, of the dorsal fin 0.6 inch.

Mexico; Bahia.
At our request, our friend. Dr. Franz Steindaohner has kindly examined the types of CorythroHe writes (May 27, 1894): "Das Wiener Museum besitzt 3 Exemplaren von C.
Die Zahl der knijchernen Ringe
albirostris; wahrscheinlich wurdel Exemplar an Kaup gesendet.
ichthys albirostrit.

betragt)

^~.

„^ -l-2G

— 28, und zwar 2 mal

agrees with the type of ~atropis.
identical.

There

19, 1 nial 18

is little

+

2

mal 28." lu the number of plates this
zairopis and S. albirostris are

doubt that Siphosloma

Jordan and

A

(Sauvage.)

E^^ertnann.
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marked species, uoteworthy for the very small
and the proportionally large number of body rings

strongly

number of caudal

rings

and dorsal rays.
SijmjHalhuii caijcimens'U,

Sauvage, Bull. Sor. Philom. Paris, 1882, Cayenne,

345.

DORYRHAMPHUS,

Doryrhamphus, Kaup, Lophobranchii, 1856,

Kaup.

54, {>-xcism).

Kaup, I, c, 54, {ralencii'nnesi).
Kaup, I. c, 5G, (hilmeiUiin).
Kaup, 1. c, C3, (ciiHettlitu).

Cho^roichlhi/t,

Doryichthys,
Microjylik,

Belonkhlhys, Peters, Mossatnb. Flussfische, 109, 1868, {3ambe::en/siK).

This genus differs from Siphostoma chiefly in the position of the egg
pouch of the male, which is under the abdomen instead of the tail. The
angles of the body are strongly ridged. Tail shorter than body. Tropi(^6py, lance; pa//^of, snout.)

cal seas.

DOUTICHTHYS

:

.Snout elongate

<«.

;>.

Doryrhamphus
aa.

and compressed, devoid of

Rings about 20

-f 25;

spines; tail four-cornered.

mneatds,

dorsal rays 43.

Snout with a row of spines or serrations above; angles of body
66.

1136.

:

Rings 20

f-

all serrated.

californiensis, 1137.

16; dorsal rays 25.

Subgenus
1136.

DORYICHTHYS,

Kaup.

DORYRHAMPHUS LINEATUS

(Valenciennes);

+

Head 5 in total length snout If in head. Rings 19 to 22 23 to 27.
Edges of the shields rough, with promiDorsal 42 to 44, on 2 or 3
7 rings.
nent spines in young individuals which disappear in the adult. Lateral
Body comline uninterrupted, passing into the lower edge of the tail.
pressed, opercle with a distinct longitudinal ridge, and a few faint radiating lines beneath origin of dorsal tin considerably in advance of vent
vent nearer end of tail than to gill opening. Ground color yellowish
brown. Snout with 5 or 6 black crossbars beneath. (Giinther.) Tropi{lUieafus,
cal parts of Atlantic from Cuba to Africa; probably not rare,
;

+

;

streaked.)
(Valenciennes MS.) Kaup, Lophobranchii, 59, 1856, Bahia, Mexico, and
Synopsis, I81), 1867; GCnther, Cat., vni, 183, 1870.
Doryichthys aculeatus, Kaup, Lophobranchii, 61, 1856, Egypt.

Doryichthys

litieatns,

Guadeloupe; Poey,

Subgenus
1137.

+

DORYRHAMPHUS.

DORYRHAMPHl'S CALIFORNIENSIS,

Gill.

D. 25. Rings 20
16.
Snout half as long as head, its crest formed 01
Double frontal
about 10 irregular teeth, behind which are 2 others.
crest well serrated.
Ridge under orbit unarmed, but on side of snout it
is well serrated.
Chin prominent but unarmed. Pectorals as long as
opercle. Caudal as long as snout.
Yellowish brown, with a black streak
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from snout to axil. Cape San Lncas
specimens have been since recorded.
Dorijrhamplnis

caUforrtieu.''is, Gii.i,,

The types are

((4ill.)

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Museum.

1S()2, 2S.\.

lost

and no

Cape San Lucas.

(Coll.

Xantus.)
Doryichllii/s californiensis,

GCntiiku,

346.

('at., viii, ISfi,

1870.

SYNGNATHUS,

Syugnalhua, Artebi, Genera, 17.38, (ophidian,

Linnir-ns.

actis, lijplile, etc.).

Sijngnalhn.i,

LiNN.nus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 33C,

Syngnathuf,

Eafinesque, Canitteri,

(typlilc,

ociw, ophiJioii, .-iquoreus, etc.).

18, 1810, (restricted to iiiiuorens).

Kerophis, Kafine.sque, Indice Ittiol. Sicil., 57, 1810, (ophidioii).

^cHS (Willughby) Swainson, Nat. Hist. Auim.,

Europe Merid., iii, 185, 182G,
Nemalostomn, Bichwald, 1839, fide Kaup.

Scyphius, Risso,

11, 33.'!,

1839, {niquoreus).

{fascialus).

Small pipefishes with the body smooth, ronnded, the ridges indistinct.
pectoral fin caudal rudimentary or wanting, the tail tapering to a
point. Dorsal moderate, opposite the vent. Eggs attached to the loose
skin of the abdomen of the male, and not covered by lateral folds.
Species few, mostly of the Atlantic, (arv, together; yva&og, yd,v,'.)

No

;

Synonatiu-s
a. Caudal fiu rudimentary,
:

witli 5 rays.

Kiag.s 28 to

30+

GO to 70; dorsal 38 to 44.

iEQUOUlUS, 1138.

Subgenus
1138.

SYNGNATHUS.

SYNGNATHUS

.EQUOBEIIS,

Linna?us.

(Ocean Pipefisu.)

+

Rings 28 to 30
68 to 70
dorsal 38 to 44. Caudal fin rudimentary,
very indistinct.
Vent opposite the posterior third of the dorsal fin,
before the middle of total length. Snout about 2 in head. Head 3f to
4^ in distance to vent. All the shields smooth. (Giinther.) Northern
and western coasts of Europe; also in the open Atlantic and recorded
from the Gulf of Mexico.
If Si/ngnathu!i heckcli and S. martiniccuais are
the same, it is probably not rare in the Caribbean Sea. {(vqiioreus, belonging
to the sea.) (Eu.)
Syngnathus

lequoreiis,

;

Linn^us, Systema Natura?, Ed.

x, 417, 1758,

open Sea

;

GCntiier, Cat.,

viii,

191, 1870.

Syngnallnissibbaldi,'WAi,BMm, Artedi,

6, 1792, Scotland; alter Sibhald.
Rafixesque, ludice Ittiol. Sic, 57, ISIO, Palermo.
Nerophm angnineus, Kaup, Lopliobr., G5, 185G, Brownsey; Dorsetshire; Berwick.
Nero-phis heckeli^'KKVv, Lopbobr., 6G, 185G, Bogota.
Nerophis^ mariinicensis (Bibron) Kaxip, I.e., G7, Martinque.

Nei-ophisviaculata,

* Syngnathus heckeli

(Kaup)

:

+ 67. Dorsal 38 or 39, on 3 + 7 rings. Caudal fin rudimontary, with 5 rays. Tail
longer than body. Anterior margin of orbit occupies the middle ot length of bead.
Length of head f of its distance from vent. Bogota. (Kaup.)
Rings 28

a

little

fSyngnnlhus mariinicensis (Biuiki.v)

+

:

Rings 28
G4.
D. 42. Snout as long as rest of head.
with a longer tail. Martinique. (Kaup.)

Hesembles

S. asijuoreiis,

but

is

blackish,

Jordan and Evermann.

OSPHYOLAX,

347.
(hphyoloj-,

Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.
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Cope.

Sci. Phila., 1875, 450, {lu'lhiridus).

Pectoral fius wanting; tailsubcylindric. Body covered with thin, weakly
keeled scuta, which have on the lumbar region free superior edges, which
form a series of longitudinal lateral grooves. Lateral dorsal scutes pio-

duced upward, and approximated on the middle

line, inclosing a tube
Dorsal fin short, above the
vent. No ventral nor caudal pouch caudal fin rudimental. This genus
is related to SyngnathKS, but is different from known forms in its curious
dorsal tube. What the purpose of this can be is uncertain, but the strong
lateral channels below it on each side are probably an adaptation for the
carrying of the eggs. In the type si^ecies the dorsal tube is closed above
by a series of small radiate ossicles in the median line, between v.'hich
the cavity may be entered by small bodies. The same specimen displays
a narrow, free dermal membrane on the middle lines of the upper and
lower surfaces from the thoracic to the beginning of the lumbar region.
Open sea. {ury<prc, small of the back ula^, a tube.)

for a distance anterior to the dorsal fin.
;

;

ll:{9.

OSPHTOL.iX PELLUCIDUS,

Cope.

Head 11 in length snout 2 in head. Three longitudinal series of
scuta on each side of body, and one on middle line below. They are
;

rounded at the intersecting angles, thus leaving a vacancy, which is
covered by a small, round scale. Each scute with a low median keel,
from which delicate transverse ridges diverge. The two lower lateral
series are the ones which form the lumbar grooves.
Two nuchal scuta.
Parietal and frontal regions impressed, punctate operculum radiate sides
of muzzle smooth. Thirty-one transverse rows of scuta. Dorsal radii
tail equal to rest of body.
sixteen.
Lengtli 9 inches
Color pellucid,
the back tinged with l)rowni8h.
(Cope.) Open Atlantic. Not seen by us.
;

;

;

trans^iarent.)

(2)eUueidtifi,

Osphyalaz pellucidus, Cope, Vroc. Ac.

Atlantic Ocean.

348.

Sci.

'Na.t.

(Coll. Capt. J.

Phila., 1875, 450, plate xxv,

fig.s.

1 to 4,

open

Mortimer.)

HIPPOCAMPUS,*

Rafinesque.

(The Sea-horsks.)
Hippocampus, Rafinesque, Indice d'lttiologia Siciliana, 37, 1810, {hlppocampu)')
Hippocatnpus, Leach, Z06I. Misc., 1814, 103, (hippocampus).
* The following European species has been several times recorded from our coast, but probably either Hippocantpus hudsouius or H. jmnctulatns has been mistaken for it.

HipjMcampus hipjiocampus

(LllJNJ;i"s)

:

Dorsal fin with 20 (19) rays. Tubercles generally well iloveloped on the head and body, and
Bubacutc, rarely blunt. Length of the snout equal to the distance lietween the liind margin of
the orbit and gill opening. Spines on tlio head and neck sometiiiu s with simple filaments.
Brown, with bluish-white dots, more or less confluent into lines on the lower part of the side
and gill cover dorsal fin with a black submarginal band. Coasts of southern Kurope, north
to England; abundant in the Mediterranean.
Brown, the sides profusely spotted with white,
the snout plain.
:

SynjualliKx hippottimjyus,

Hippocampus

heptatjoyiuK,

LiNN^rs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x,
Rafinesqve, I. c 37, 1810.
,

17.58,

3.'i8,

open

sea.
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belly gibbous, tapering abruptly to a

Body strongly compressed, the

long, quadrangular, prehensile tail.

Head with

a distinct curved neck,

placed nearly at a right angle with the direction of the body, surmounted
by a compressed occipital crest, on the top of which is an angular, starshaped coronet top and sides of the head with spines. Physiognomy
remarkably horse-like, like that of a conventional "knight" at chess.
Body and tail covered with bony plates, forming rings, those on the
;

body each with

six spines or tubercles, those of the tail

toral fins present, short

and broad

with

Pec-

4.

anal minute, usually present dorsal
Egg pouch in the male a sac at the base of
;

;

moderate, opposite the vent.
Species numerous, in all warnr seas.
tail, terminating near the vent.
They attach themselves by their tails to seaweed and other floating sul)stances, and are often carried to great distances by currents. {ItrnoKafiTzo^,
the ancient name, from Iktto^, horse Kd/niToc, a wriggling sea monster,
fin

the

;

or a caterpillar.)
a.

Dorsal fin large, with 19 rays.

Rings 10

h.

+ 38

;

slender, the tail longer than head

and body

hody unicolor or sparsely

;

ingens, 1140.

dotted with white.

Rings 11 + 32 to 35 depth of body equals length of head snout 2>3 in head dorsal
hudsonius, 1141.
rings body mottled, notdjtted.
fin on 3?.^ +
Dorsal fin smaller, with 16 to 18 rays.
c Dorsal fin with 17 or 18 rays, on 2 caudal rings snout short, less than half length
of head light-blue spots on heiid and snout head usually without filaments;
(*.

;

;

;

;

aa.

;

;

;

puncttjlatus, 1142.

size large.

snout longer than postwith 16 rays, on 4 + rings rings 12 -|- 31
st\'LIFF.r, 1143.
ocular distance body unspotted size moderate.
snout very short
rings 11 + 30
aaa. Dorsal fin very small, with 12 rays, on 2 -f 1 rings
zoster*, 1144.
hody without white spots.
cc.

Dorsal

fin

;

;

;

;

;

;

lUO. HIPPOCAMPUS INGENS,
(CaBALLITO

Girard.

DEI, JIar.)

+

36 to 38 eye moderate, 2i in
A.
2J to 2J- in head, rather than opercle. Body in male
rather slender, its greatest depth in males I3 in head, or about e jual to
tail longer than
the distance from snout to posterior margin of orbit
head and body together. Spines on head and body high, with large

D.

19,

on

3 -f 2 rings

snout, which

;

4.

Rings 11

;

is

;

coronet
fringed flaps; supraorbital spine nearly half diameter of eye
surface of plates with many small
well developed, with five spines
papilla^, each third to fifth tubercle of dorsal series enlarged; shoulder
;

;

anterior spine of frontal triangle much lower
than the others; female more slender, the depth If in head, the snout
equal to rest of head. Color blackish, usually plain, faintly barred with
darker papilhe on body pale, giving an appearance of scattered whitish
girdle Avith 3 tubercles;

;

Uippoc-mipii.'i anliqiionni),

Hippocampus

Irevimslris,

Leach, Zoiil. Misc., 1814, 104 GCnther, Cat., viii, 200, 1870.
CuviER, Regne Anim., Ed. 11, 1829, Venice after Willughbv
;

;

;

figure

of a fresh specimen.
gultatiis, Cuvier, I.e.; also after Willuqhbv, the type apparently from Venice, a
specimen dried and straightened out.
Hippocampus anliquua of authors.

Hippocampus

Jordan and E%>ermann.
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specks; a white dot before eye sometimes whitish streaks behind eye;
body sometimes with black dots. Gulf of California in shallow water,
scarce ranging north to San Diego. Here described from three male and
one female specimens, each inches long, from Mazatlan. tlirard's types,
five in number, the largest 9 inches long, from San Diego, where the
species is very rare. Pacific Coast of northern Mexico, Cape San Lucas,
oue of the largest sea-horses
San Diego
not common
reaching a
;

;

;

;

length of nearly a foot,
Bippocampus

ingens,

GiRAUD, Pac. R. R. Surv., Fishes,

Jordan & Gilbert,
Hippocampus
female.

<j>-acilis,

(Coll.

;

{ingens, gigantic.)

Synopsis,

Proc.

Gn,i,,

."iSG,

.".42,

^Sr>n,

San Diego;

adult male

;

1883.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 282,

Cape San Lucas;

atlult

Xantus.)

1141.

HIPPOCAMPI'S HUDSONHIS,

l>e

Kay.

(("oMMoN American Sea-horse.)

D. 19; rings 12 -f 32 to 35; depth equal to length of head. Snout li
spines of
Spines of head weak, provided with cirri
body all short and bluntish. Dorsal on 3^ of the 11 rings. Dusky,
without spots, but with pale grayish blotches, which are sharply edged
with paler and blackish some of these between eyes and on neck, the
most distinct blotch forming an hourglass-shaped figure, extending down
each side of the back similar blotches on belly and tail. Dorsal with a
submarginal dark band. Atlantic Coast, from Cape Cod southward to
Charleston; not common. (Name from Hudson River.)

in rest of head.

;

;

;

Hippocampm Imdsonhis, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 322, plate .'i3, fig. 171, 1842, New York;
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 907, 1883.
Hippocampus heptagouus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 386, 1883; not of Rafinesih'E.
Hippocampus lievicaudatus, Heckel MS., Kaup, Lophobranchii, 16, 1856, North America.*

1142.

HIPPOCAMPI'S PUNCTIILATI'S,

Guichenot.

(Caballito de Mar.)

Dorsal rays 17 or 18. Snout usually a little longer than postorbital
Tubercles on body generally obtuse and blunt coronet
head usually
low supraorbital spine obliquely truncate, compressed
Size large. Dark brown, marbled with darker and
without filaments.
usually everywhere with light-blue spots which become white in alcoholic
specimens; these spots most numerous posteriorly; sometimes these spots
are altogether wanting. Tropical parts of the Atlantic, common in the
West Indies, Brazil, and Western Africa, occasionally northward in the
Gulf Stream as far as Beaufort, N. C. (Jenkins.) A rather large and
(piinctiilafii.s, with small dots.)
prettily colored sea-horse.

part of head.
;

:

;

* Kaup's description of Hippocampus Ixvicaudatus is asfollows: "Thedorsalaslongas the head,
and standing on 5 rings. Body rings 11. The eyes nearly in the middle between the end of the
snout and the gill opening. Up to the dorsal fin there are 8 rings. Tail without knobs, and the
gill plate silvery."
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Hippocampus pimclulatus, Guichenot, in Sagra, Cuba Poiss., 174, plate 5, fig.
Hippocampus marghialis,* Heckel, in Kaup, Lophobr. 15, 1856, Mexico.

2,

Cuba.

1850,

,

Heckel, in Kaup, I. c, 15, 1856, Mexico.
Kaup, Lophobr., 12, 1856; not of Cuviek.
Hippocampus gutlulatus, Gunther, Cat., viir, 202, 1870: probably not of Cuvier.
f Hippocaynpus kuda, Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind., lii, 82, East Indies; nunieroue synonjni.s
of H. liuda are quoted by Gunther. J. c, but this East Indian species will probably be foumi
Hippocampus

fascicularis,\

Hippocampus

longiroslris,

difTereut.

HIPPOCAMPUS STTLIFEK,

1143.

.Jordan

A

Gilbert.

+

31.
Snout notD. 16, covering about 4 body rings rings about 12
supraocular and temporal
ably longer than postorbital part of head
spines long, simple; a long median spine in front of coronet; coronet
Spines of body very
stout, high, its spines slender, abruptly spreading.
long and slender, each ending in a filament these enlarged on each
alternate plate of the neck, and about every fourth plate on body and
dorsal and upper lateral ridge usually armed and sometimes lower
tail
lateral ridge two strong spines at base of pectoral body with about 50
developed spinous processes besides numerous smaller points. Brownish,
with darker bars; no pale spots; snout blackish. Coasts of Florida, in
deep water, known from the " Snapper Banks" off Pensacola and Tampa,
and from the Gulf Stream, (stylifer, bearing rods or ^jrojections.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

Hippocampus

.Tobdan

stylifer,

(Type, No. 30876.

Coll.

&, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 265,
Snapper Banks."
Jordan & Stearns); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 907, 1883.
'

'

HIPPOCAMPI'S ZOSTER.E,

1144.

Jordan & Gilbert.

+

30.
Snout very short, not more
Dorsal 12, on 2 -f 1 rings; rings 11
than half rest of head supraorbital spines diverging, each with a small
spine before it. Coronet high, f length of snout, its filaments about as
long as snout. Spines on body well developed. Olive green sides of
head mottled with dusky, its margin (in <? broadly red. Length 2
inches.
Pensacola Bay; the smallest known species of sea-horse, abun.
dant in shallow water in the lagoons, always found clinging by its tail
to the sea wrack, Zostera marina (whence the name zosterai).
;

;

)

Hippocampus

zoslerie,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Pensacola, Florida.

Proc. U.

(Type, No. 30852.

S.

Coll.

Nat. Mus.. 1882, 265,

Jordan & Stearns.)

Grand Lagoon,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 907, 1883.

* Hippocampus marginalUi,

Heckel:

the twelve body rings. Greatest height of body eqiial to distance
between the coronet and the end of the snout. All the angles of the rings more developed than
in H. longiroslris. White spots besprinkle the head and snout, and the gill plates are crossed by
curved black lines; longitudinal black stripes run on the body to the seventh ring, and black
cross lines succeed them from the eighth to the twelfth rings; irregular interrupted black lines
traverse the belly lengthwise.
(Kaup.) Mexico.
Dorsal

fin

on

last three of

t Hippocatnpus fascicularis.^

Heckel:

Snout longer than that of //. hrevirosfri<!, with more acute nasal projections, and the dorsal
not standing on so high an elevation. Color black, with very many white points. Gill plates
striped by 10 or 11 rows of white dots, and botweeu thelateral lineaiid the rimof the belly there
are irregular white bands extending as far as to the seventh ring. From the eighth ring to the
anus there is between each pair of rings a dark cross line sprinkled with white specks, and
marbled. Mexico. (Kaup.)

Jordan and Hvermann.
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ACANTHOPTERI.

(The Spinv-raved

Fishes.)

Anterior vertebra' unnioditied and without ossiculii anditns; no mesocoracoid and no interclavicles (so tar as known). Border of month formed
l»y premaxillary
maxillary normally distinct from it and always present,
;

but sometimes coossified with it. Gills laminated. Shoulder girdle
attached to the skull by a post-temporal, which is normally furcate and
usually not coossified with the skull. Hyjjercoracoid and hypocoracoid
distinct, ossified, the former usually perforate.
Pharyngeals well developed, the lower rarely united, the third upper pharyngeal largest, the
Pectoral actinosts always present, opercular
fourth often wanting.
apparatus complete; gill openings in advance of the pectorals; pectoral fins above the plane of the abdomen
ventral fins more or less
anterior, normally attached by the pelvis to the shoulder girdle, typically
with 1 spine and .5 rays, sometimes wanting, sometimes without spine or
with many rays, or otherwise modified. Anterior rays of dorsal and anal
typically simple or spinous, but all the fin rays often articulate. Air
bladder typically without duct in the adult.
Scales various, typi;

running high. To this group are
body of existing marine fishes. It may be not a perfectly natural order, inasmuch as the members of the group diil^er very
widely among themselves, and at the same time some of them ajiproach
ctenoid;

cally

lateral line usually

referable the great

very closely to neighboring orders as the H(q)Iomi, Syneniofjnaihi, Hemibranchii, etc., groups related to the parent stock of some of the Acanthopteri.
It is not at all certain that the AcantJiopteri have all developed
from a common stock, nor in many cases can we indicate the genetic
relations.

Among

the Acanihopieri a certain

number of

well-defined suborders

—branches more or less separable from the parent stem.

It is imposhowever, to divide the whole group into suborders, as many of the
constituent groups cannot be defined. Thus the Fercusoces, Taniosomi,
Heterosomata, Sclerodcrmi, Gii)iniodo)itefi, etc., can be easily segregated and
defined, while other groups clustering around equally well-marked forms
can not receive any sort of concise and inclusive definition. Examples
of this are the Scomhroidci rercoklei, Trdchinoidei, and the like. But these
large groups cannot be all referred to a single suborder, as they differ
as much intei- se as the well-defined suborders do.
We have here adopted the anomalous system of recognizing two soi'ts
of subordinate divisions within the order of Acanthopteri, the " suborders "
or categories susceptible of definition, and " groups" which can only be
defined through alliance with some central or some parent form. Thus
the varied group of Scomhroidei center about the mackerels, seeming to
diverge in various directions from the type of Scomber. The difficulty
of definition may arise from any one of several sources: («) from the real
iutergradatiou of forms; (h) from our ignorance of the real characters:
or, (c) from the intrusion of unrelated forms which obscure the true

exist

sible,

,
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quality of the group. The presence of intrusive elements has been one
of the chief causes of the failure of schemes of classification in the past.
The modern fashion of a comparatively minute subdivision of genera and

must precede synthesis."
and genera recognized by the earlier writers were
always disfigured by the retention of " aberrant," that is, unrelated forms.
families has this justification, that "Analysis

The large
(d«rtx'ftt,

families

spine

;

nrspuv, fin; the

word

originally written Acanthopterygii,

but the shortened form seems preferable.)

Analysis of Suborders and other groups of Acanthopteri.
Note. In the following analysis only the most salient or the most evident characters are mentioned, detailed descriptions being given farther
on. The groups called suborders are mostly 8hari)ly defined and more or
The
less isolated from the main trunk of the mass of spiny-rayed fishes.
other groups mentioned below are for the most part incapable of precise
Various aberrant
definition, representing rather centers of relationship.
forms receive provisional location pending more exact and detailed study.
Thus under the Scombroidtl, Berycoidei, and TrachinoUUi for example, are
here enumerated forms which may have little real affinity with the cenIn this connection may be quoted
tral family of the group in (juestion.
the following pertinent remarks of Dr. Gill (Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., vi, 128,
1894):

" The author insists, as in previous publications, on the entirely provisional nature of the present arrangement. Changes grave changes must
necessarily be made in the system when the species shall be studied in a
more scientific way than has been generally done heretofore. Many families are entirely unknown in an anatomical point of view, and until their
structure has Ijeen investigated and carefully compared with that of
others, their systematic relations must remain doubtful. No scientific
investigator should fear to change his opinion. An obstinate persistence
in ancient views because they have been once adopted has been too long
detrimental to the interests of systematic ichthyology, and such obstinacy
has retarded the general progress of science for twenty to thirty years.
While the aspect of every other branch of vertebrate zoology has entirely
changed within that period, ichthyology, the most complex and the least
advanced of all, might appear to the casual observer to have had a more
certain basis than any, inasmuch as the text-books of a past generation
have essentially the same system as the latest. Either almost omniscience and prescience were the attributes of the guides of the past who
keep to the same path in the present, or obstinacy and blindness to an
extraordinary degree have been manifested. To a great extent ichthyology has been limited to descriptions of species or habits, and taxonomic
principles have been quite neglected.
Meanwhile ichthyology is still a crude and inchoate science. The i)re8ent list has been prepared as a check-list and adjuvant to the use of the
collection.
Many families have been allocated in tiieir positions simply
because they have been placed there before and because equal doubts
would be involved in placing them elsewhere. In many cases, it is certain that the general conceptions of their relations (if so positive a term
may be applied to what are vague reiterations of past utterances) are
baseless, but the indications furnished by the exterior are insufficient to
justify positive conclusions. Until the anatomy or at least the osteology
of every family and subfamily is known, much doubt must remain as to
the proper allocation of such groups. (Gill.)

—

Salmopeuce; Adipose fin present; dorsal and anal with spines
abdominal, with more than 5

soft rays; vertebra;

Xenarchi: Vent anterior in position; ventral
and anal spines few; tail diphycercal.

about

in very

—

small number; ventral

fins

35.

fins thoracic,

with more than 5 soft rays; dorsal

Jordan and Evermann.
Peucesoces: Ventral
ing a separate

fin

AiMMODYTOiDEi

fins

abdominal, each of

Veutral fins wanting

:

1
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spine and 5 rays; dorsal spines few, usually forni-

mouth normal the tail diphycorcal.
no spines in any of the fins. Otherwise essentially as

structures niid structure of

gill

;
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;

;

in the Percesoces.

Kheonopteri
fin, 1

Pectoral actinostsnot alike in form or position, 2 of them normal, suppnrtingthe

:

longitudinal without rays, 1 a plate on the coracoid supporting 3 to 10 free elongate rays,

separate from the rest of the fin; ventral fins subabdominal.

Berycoidei

Ventral

:

with

fins thoracic, typically

1

spine

Otherwise essentially as Percoklei.

and more than

5 soft rays.

Spines of

squamation various; air duct sometimes persistent; tail diphycercal.
ScoMBROiDEi Ventral fins thoracic, typically with 1 spine and 5 soft rays; spinesof fins various;

fins various;

:

caudal pedun:le typically slender, with a broad, strongly forked caudal

and
tail

cycloid, but often

wanting or bony, or even ctenoid; shoulder

fin; scales typically

small

girdle normal; gills normal;

diphycercal.

Percoidei

Ventrals thoracic, with

:

(very rarely coaleseent); gills

4,

a

and 5 rays (rarely I, 4); lower pharyngeals separate
behind the fourth; nostrils double on each side; scales

spine

1

slit

and usually well developed; post-temporal slender, divided at tip and not coossiwith skull; bones of jaws distinct; pectoral actinosts normal; vertebra; 24 to 40; tail

typically ctenoid,
fied

diphycercal.

Squamipinnes

Post-temporal typically coossified with the skull; maxillaries normal;

:

ally scaly; ventrals thoracic, typically with 1 spine

and 5

fins

usu-

soft rays; vertebra; 24 or fewer; tail

diphycercal.

Sclerodermi

Post-temporal undivided and coossified with the skull;

r

with the premaxillaries and dentaries with the articular; ventral
pelvic

fins

maxillaries coossified

reduced or wanting, the

bone very long; jaws with distinct teeth; skin covered with scales or movable

spinous dorsal present; vertebra; in reduced number, less than 24;

Ostracodermi

tail

As above, the body covered with bony immovable

.

plates;

diphycercal.

scutes,

forming a carapace;

spinous dorsal obsolete; vertebrre in reduced number.

Gymnodontes As in the Sclerodermi, the skin smooth or variously prickly or armed with plates;
no spinous dorsal nor ventral fins; teeth coaleseent into 1 or 2 bony plates in each jaw; vertebrse
in reduced number.
CiRRHiTOiDE Much as in the Percoidei, the pectoral very broad, its lower rays simple and
:

:

thickened.

HoLcoNOTi

:

Lower pharyngeals solidly united; young brought forth
more than 24. Otherwise essentially as in the

scales cycloid; vertebrpe

Chromides
the

:

behind

slit

alive; anal fin very long;
Percoidei.

Nostrils single on each side; lower pharyngeals completely united; gills3J^or4,
last gill

present or absent.

No

labyrinthiform appendage to the

gills.

Other-

wise essentially as in Percoidei.

Pharyngoonathi
no

slit

behind the

:

Nostrils double; lower pharyngeals fully united, without suture; gills 3'^,

ventrals thoracic,

last; scales cycloid;

shoulder girdle normal.

Otherwise essentially as in

I,

5;

bones of suborbital, jawe, and

Percoidei.

Cataphracti: Suborbital with a bony stay extending backward from the suborbital ring to or
toward the preopercle; nostrils double; lower pharyngeals separate; bones of jaws and shoulder
girdle normal; ventrals thoracic, often reduced, modified or wanting, always close together; pectoral fin simple; vertebrae usually

Craniomi: Suborbital, as in

more than

Caliiphrncti,

24; tail diphycercal.

the stay more developed; ventrals

I, 5,

widely separated

shoulder girdle peculiarly modified; the pnst-temporal forming an integral part of the skull, the
poBt«rotemporal crowded out of
in

two parts or
GoBioiDEi

:

else

i)Iace

above and on each side of post-temporal; pectoral

divided

Ventral

fins; thoracic, I, 5,

typically close together or else united (sometimes widely

separated); the inner rays of each fin the longest; gill
dorsal spines few

fin

with free detached rays.

and weak;

sott dorsal

and anal long;

membranes broadly united

to the isthmus;

scales various; nostrils, gills, jaws, subor-

and shoulder girdle normal; vertebra' usually in small number (about 24); tail diphycercal.
DlscocEPHALi Spinous dor.sal modified into a lamellated sucking di.sk, placed on the back of

bital,

:

the head; ventrals thoracic,

Otherwise essentially as in the Tmchinnidei.
I, 5.
Trachinoidei: Ventrals typically thoracic, with 1 spine and 5 rays, but often jugular or with
the rays reduced; nostrils, jaws, shoulder girdle, and suborbital normal; scales various; gills 3J^
or 4; dorsal spines comparatively few; soft dorsal and anal fins long; tail diphycercal; an undefinable

and probably heterogeneous group,

its

members

provisioually loft together.
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Hapi.udoci:

behind the

last

soft rays; post-temporal undiviiled; gills 3, a slit
Ventrals jugular, with 2 or
no suborbital stay; spinous dorsal very short; no pseudobranchiae; tail diphy.'i

;

cercal.

Xenopteryoii: Ventrals wide apart, I, 4 or I, 5, a broad sucking disk formed of folds of skin
between them; no spinous dorsal; no suborbital ring; no scales; tail diphycercal.
Blf.nnioiuei: Ventrals jugular, usually with 1 spine; less than 5 soft rays, often wanting; dorsal fin very long, its anterior portion composed of numerous spines; hypercoracoid perforate;
shoulder girdle, jaws, nostrils, and suborbital normal; tail diphycercal; pseudobranchia; present;
scales usually small and smooth, often wanting; vertebras numerous.
Ophidioidei; Ventrals without spines; no spines in the anterior portion of dorsal fin. Otherwise essentially as in the Bhnmoidei, the tail diphycercal, the last vertebrje sometimes much
reduced.

Anacaxthini: Ventrals jugular, of soft rays only, the number usually more or lefs than
any of the fins; hypercoracoid iraiierforate; tail isocercal; no pseudobranchia;;
pharyngeals, suborbital, and shouldi-r girdle normal; vertebrje numerous.

spines in

5;

no

gills,

nostrils,

Tjeniosomi: Body ribbon-shaped; the ventrals thoracic, the.rays usually less than I, 5; posttemporal undivided; skin smooth or prickly; caudal fln wanting or else divided and peculiar.
Skin naked or prickly; vertebra; very numerous.

Heterosomata: Cranium twisted so that both eyes in the adult are on the same side of the head;
dorsal and anal fins very long; no spines in the fins; ventrals thoracic, of more than 5 soft rays;
coracoids normally developed, the hypercoracoid perforate; tail diphycercal; pseudobranchise
present; vertebra; in increased number.

Suborder

SALMOPERC^.

(The Trout Perches.)

We

place provisionally as a sitborder of the Acanthopteri, a singular

group of archaic fishes, relics* of some earlier fauna, and apparently
derived directly from the extinct transitional forms through which the
Haplomi and Acanthopteri have descended from allies of the Isospondi/li.
The group shows the remarkal)le combination of true fln spines, ctenoid
scales, and a percoid mouth, with the adipose fin, abdominal ventrals, and
naked head of the Isospondyli. The relations of the PercojJsidce with
such archaic spiny-rayed fishes as Apliredoderus and Elassoma are certainly not remote and the close resemblance of the head of Fercopsis to
that of Gymnocepkaliis {Acerina) may be more than accidental. The sub-

may bo provisionally defined as follows
Ventrals abdominal, each with a short simple ray dorsal with 2 simple rays or spines anal with 1 or 2 mouth formed as in Percoid fishes,
the simple toothless maxillary not forming part of its border. Adipose
fin present.
Scales ctenoid head naked pseudobranchia} present. Air
bladder apparently with a rudimentary duct. Stomach siphonal, with a
few ccEca. Shoulder girdle without mesocoracoid, apparently of the
order

;

;

;

;

normal percoid type

;

vertebra- about 35.

;

A single family.

(Salvia, tvout;

Perca, perch.)
* In describing Perccypmn, Agassiz refers to it as a generalized type and relic of an older fauna.
says: "Now, the genus Percopsix is as important to the >inderstanding of modern types as
and Cestraciou are to the understanding of the ancient ones, as it combines characters which in our day are never found together in the same family of fishes, but whicli, in
Percopsis
more recent geological ages, constitute a striking peculiarity of the whole class.
is really such an old-fashioned fish, as it shows peculiarities which occur simultaneously in the
fcssil fishes of the Chalk epoch, which, however, soon diverge into distinct families in the Tertiary period never to be combined again.
Now my new genus Percopsis is a just intermediate
between ClenoUh and Ci/doids; it is what an ichthyologist at present would scarcely think
(Agassiz, Lake Superior,
possible, a true intermediate typo between Percoids and Salmonida;."
285, 1850.)

He

Lc'pidiisleus

My

Jordan and Evermann.
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PERCOPSID^.

Family CIV.

(The Sand Rollers.)
Body moderatf^Iy elongate, somewhat compressed, the caudal peduncle
long and slender. Head conical, pointed, naked. Mouth small, horizontal maxillary short, narrow, without supplemental bone, not reaching to the large eye; margin of upper jaw formed by premaxillaries
alone, which are short and not protractile. Teeth A^ery small, villiform
on premaxillaries and lower jaw only.
Tongue short, adherent. Gill
;

membranes separate,

free from the isthmus.
Pseudobranchise present.
Branchiostegals 6. Gill rakers short, tubercle-like. Opercle with entire
edges. Lower limb of the preopercle well developed, the angle nearly a
right angle, its inner edge with a raised crest, its outer edge crenulate or

with a few spines. Bones of the head cavernous, as in the Percoid genus
cranium with a raised crest, which does not extend to the occiput. Scales moderate, rather firm, adherent, their edges strongly ctenAcerina

;

Lateral line continuous.

Dorsal short, median, with 2 spines,
ventrals anterior, just in front of the dorsal, with 1
rudimentary spine and about 8 rays pectorals narrow, placed rather
higher than usual in IsospondijU anal small, with 1 or 2 spines caudal
forked adipose fin present, small. Vertebrae about 35. First superior
pharyngobranchial without teeth second, third, and fourth separate,
oid.

slender or stout

;

;

;

;

;

:

Lower pharyngeals separate. Stomach siphonal, with about
well-developed pyloric cceca. Ova unusually large, not falling into

with teeth.
10

the abdominal cavity before exclusion.

Air bladder present, with a band
apparently with a rudimentary duct. Small
fishes of the fresh waters of the cooler parts of America
two genera
known, each with probably but one species. The group is one of special
interest, as it combines with ordinary Salmonoid characters the structure
of the head and mouth of a Percoid, resembling notably the European
genus Gymnocephalns or Acerina. The late discovery by Dr. Eigenmann
of a second genus, still more decidedly percoid in its structure is the most
interesting recent addition to our knowledge of American fishes. (Pcrof connective tissue

which

is

;

copsidcc, Giinther, Cat., Yi, 207, 1866.)
a.

Dorsal fin with 2 feeble, slender spines or simple rays; anal with 1 slender spine; scales
most strongly ctenoid on caudal peduncle; posterior margin of preopercle entire or
with feeble crenulations; lateral line developed, the tubes small; form slender, the

body translucent.
Peecopsis, 349.
and anal each with 2 very strong spines; ventral spine evident; scales most
strongly ctenoid on anterior part of body; posterior margin of preopercle with a few-

aa. Dorsal

short but strong spines; lateral lino imperfect, the tubes

more or

robust, the substance comparatively opaque.

349.
PercopsU, Agassiz,

PERCOPSIS,

Lake Superior,

form

Coi.umbia, 350.

Agassiz.

284, 1850, (guflafiiK).

Sahnopercn, Thompson, App. Hist. Vermont, 33, 1853, (j«7?»cii/a

Body rather

loss obsolete;

= ./»»<i/«s).

slender, pellucid, covered with rather thin scales. Dorsal
fin with 2 slender spines or simple rays; anal with 1; scales roughest
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posteriorly; lateral line developed; preopercle entire or very nearly so.
17^34. Atlantic Slope, in cold or clear lakes and rivers.
Vertebrie 17

+

perch;

{nepKi],

o^/xf,

appearance.)
1145.

PERCOPSIS GUTTATUS,
(Sand Roller

Head

3*

;

depth about U.

slender and conical

Agassiz.

Trout Perch.)

II, 9
A. I, 7 V. I, 8 scales 50. Head
small, subiuferior, maxillary not nearly

D.

mouth

;

;

;

;

;

reaching front of orbit. Caudal peduncle long and slender. Pale olivaceous, a silvery stripe along the lateral line, becoming ol)Solete forwards
upper parts •with obscure round dusky spots made of dark points. Peritoneum silvery. Length (5 inches. Spawns in spring. Delaware River
(Abbott) to Ohio River (Sloan; Gill)ert); Kansas and northward; very
abundant in the Great Lakes in all streams tributary to Hudson Bay,
Red River of the North, and found by Dr. Eigenmann in the Saskatchewan as far as Medicine Hat rare in streams south of Lake Erie, although
(gttttatus,
occasionally taken throughout the upper Mississippi Valley,
;

;

spotted.)
Lake Superior, 286, 1850, Lake Superior; GCnther, Cat., vi, 207,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 322, 1883; Eigenmann, Science, Oct. 21, 1892, 2.'?3.
Salmoperca pelbwida, Thompson, Appendix Hist. Vt., 33, 1853, Lake Champlain. (Coll. ThompPercopsis gultalus, Agassiz,

1806;

son.)
Perco2>sis

hnmmondi,* GiLh, Proc. Ac. Nat.

350.
Columbia,

Sci. Phila., 1804, 151,

COLUMBIA,

Eigenmann & Eigenmann,

Eigenmann

&

Kansas.

(Coll.

Hammond.)

Eigenmann.

Science, Oct. 21, 1892, 233, {trau.fmontana).

Body rather robust, little translucent, covered with strongly ctenoid
lateral line obscure or imjierfect
scales which are roughest anteriorly
angle of preopercle with a few stoutish spines. Dorsal and anal fins each
with two very strong spines; a short ventral spine. One species, in
(Named for the Columbia River, itself for John
rivers of the Pacific slope.
the name derived from that of CristiKendricks's ship, the Columbia
foro Colon, who came to America just four hundred years before this fish
was discovered.)
;

;

1146.

COLUMBIA TRANSMONTANA, Eisenmann A

Eigenmann.

A. 11^
Head 3 to 3i ; depth 3i to 4 eye 3i, equal to snout. D. II,
Body comparatively deep, the dorsal profile
6; scales 7 to 9-44 to 46-7.
more arched than the ventral, making an angle at origin of dorsal sides
;

;

;

compressed, the tail most so. Head short and chubby. First dorsal
spine as long as pupil second half length of head, recurved, very deeply
grooved behind anal spines lower than dorsal spines, the second longest;
Semitranslucent smutty
ventrals reaching past vent; nape scaled.
green sides with three rows of oblong blackish spots, the middle and
;

;

;

* Head larger, SJ-j in length, exclusive of caudal
dorsalhigher, the longest ray 42., in length;
anal higher, longest ray 6 in length; pectoral equiils height of dorsal.- ventral 5-J4 in length,
reaching vent, which is nearer snont than margin of caudal fin. Kansas. (Gill.)
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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upper most distinct; back with a series of similar spots, one conspicuous
at beginning and another at end of first dorsal; dorsal mottled caudal
barred; head smutty .1 blue-black spot on middle of opercle a narrow,
silvery lateral band young translucent, with dark spots. Length 3 to 4
inches. Sandy or Aveedy lagoons along the Columbia Kiver, locally abundant at the mouth of theUmatillaaud Wallula rivers our specimens taken
by Thoburn and Rutter in the Wallula at Walla Walla, (trantimoiiianua,
beyond the mountains.)
;

;

;

;

;

Eigenmann it Eigenmann, Science, Oct. 21, 1892, 2:^3, mouth of
River, Oregon; (Coll. Eigenmann); Gilbert & Evermann, Investigations
Columbia Kiver Basin, 51, 1894.

Columbia Iransmoniaiia

,

tilla

Suborder

Umain the

XENARCHI.

We

place in a distinct sul)order, next to the Sahnoiifrcd', the singular
family of the Pirate Perches, which finds its natural position between
the Percojysida' and the Percoid forms. Structure of mouth and skeleton
so far as known essentially that of the Percoid fishes. Dorsal fin single,
little

with few small spines

ventrals thoracic, with a small spine, and more
than five soft rays. Air duct not examined, probably obsolete, the air
bladder large and adherent. Intestinal canal ending at the throat in the
adult, the vent variously posterior in the young.
Vertebrje 29. One
family among existing forms. Several fossil genera. {Erismatopterus,
Amphiplaga, etc.) seem to stand between Aphredoderus and Elassoma,
which seem to be near relatives on the one hand, as Percojisis is on the
other,
(ffjof, strange
apxdg, anus.)
;

;

Family CV.

APHREDODERID^.

(The Pirate Perches.)

Body oblong, elevated at the base of the dorsal, compressed behind, the
head thick and depressed, the profile concave. Caudal peduncle thick.
Mouth moderate, somewhat oblique, the lower jaw projecting; maxillary
reaching to anterior border of the eye. Teeth in villiform bands on jaws,
vomer, palatines, and pterygoids. Premaxillariesnot protractile; maxillaries small, without evident supplemental bone.
Preopercle and preorbital with their free edges sharply serrate opercle with a spine. Bones
of skull somewhat cavernous. Sides of the head scaly. Lower pharyngeals narrow, separate, with villiform teeth. Gill membranes slightly
joined to the isthmus anteriorly. Gill rakers tubercle-like, dentate.
Pseu do branchiae obsolete.
Gills 4, a small slit behind the fourthBranchiostegals6. Scales moderate, strongly ctenoid, adherent. Lateral
line imperfect or wanting.
Vent always anterior, its position varying
with age,* from just behind the ventral fins in the young, to below the preopercle in the adult. Dorsal fin single, median, high, with but 3 or 4
;

* This singular fact

F. N. A,

was

51

first

noticed by Prof. Stephen A. Forbes.
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which are rapidly graduated, the first being very short. Anal
two slender spines ventral fins thoracic, with a very short
caudal fin rounded behind.
spine, the number of soft rays usually 7
Air bladder simple, large, adherent to the walls of the abdomen. Verte-

spines,

small, with

;

;

+

Pyloric cceca about 12. A single genus, with probably but
15.
one species, confined to the United States. Its relations are most close to
Cohimhia and Percopsis among living fishes, but it differs strikingly from
these in the loss of the archaic characters of the adipose fin and the
abdominal ventrals. The position of the vent is not seen in any closely
related group, but reappears in the Amhlyopsida', likewise an ancient type
without close relationships among living fishes. {Aphredoderidw, GUnther,
brae 14

Cat.,

I,

271, 1859.)

351.

APHREDODERUS,

Le Sueur.

(Pirate Perches.)
Aphredodeni^,

Lb Sueur,

in

Cuvier& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 445, 1823, (gihbosiis=: say-

anus).
Steitiotreniia,

Nelson, Bull.

Ills.

Lab. Nat. Hist.,

i,

39, 1876, {isolepk).

.ds^cnioh-ewM (Nelson) JoRiiAN, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.

,

x, 52, 1877, {holepis; Sternotremia

being

regarded as anatomically incorrect).

Characters of the genus included above.
throat, from the position of the vent; hence

1147.

(d<po6o(:,

excrement;

(Uy*?;,

the

more correctly ^j>/iorfofZerMs.)

APHREDODERUS SAIANUS

(Gilliams).

(Pirate Perch.)

Head

3; depth 3. D. Ill, 11 to IV, 10; A. II, 6; V. 7; B. (5; scales 45
Color dark olive, profusely speckled with dark i>oints, which often
make blackish streaks along rows of scales 2 blackish bars at base of
caudal, between which is a light bar. Length 5 inches. Sluggish streams
and bayous from New York coastwise to Texas, and throughout the Mississippi basin in lowlands and streams with alluvial bottoms; locally
abundant, variable. The singular variations in the position of the vent
have given rise to two nominal species and a nominal genus.* Northwestern specimens, Ohio to Arkansas (var. isolepis) have usually
smaller scales than the true sayanua. Sayanus has 45 to 55 isolepis usually
55 to 60; both forms are extremely variable and probably no constant differences exist. (Named for Thomas Say, the distinguished entomologist.)
to 60.

;

;

* "A study of the position of the vent in Aphododentssaiiamis'ha.a developed some singular things.
It becomes evident from the examination of a large series that the position of the vent is not a
character of generic importance, as was supposed when the genus Sternotreniia was proposed, nor
The observais it apparently an individual or a sexual character as has been since suggested.
tions of Professor Forbes, verified by myself, appear to show that the position of the vent is
dependent on the age of the fish. In the adult the vont is jugular, close behind the little proIn the youngest specimens examined, it is more or less behind the
jecting knob at the throat.
ventral fins. In specimens intermediate in size, its position is intermediate, the degree of
advancement being proportionate to the size of the fi.ih.
" Occasional irregularities occur, but the above rule holdf so generally that it can not be merely
From it I infer that in the very young the position of the vent will be found to be
accidental.

Jordan and Evermann.
Scolopsis sayanns,

Aphredodertis

GiLLiAMS, Joiirn. Ac. Nat.

gibho/nii',

Le Sueur,

in ('uvitT

—Fishes of North America.
Sci. Phila., iv, 1824, 81,

and Valenciennes,

787

near Philadelphia.

Hist. Nat.

Puiss.,

ix, 448,

1833

Lake Pontchartrain.
Sltruolreijiiu isolfpis,

Nelson, Bull.

111.

Lab. Nat. Hist.,

i,

39, 1870,

Calumet River, Illinois.
Sawyer's Creek, Ken-

Axihndodenis cuol.ianux, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, On,
(Coll. Dr. G. M. Lcvette.)
Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

dallville, Indiana.
Asieniotreniia nieiidlreiua,

(Type, No. 020G.
Aphredoderiis

sayniinis,

Coll.

Hugh M.

Jord/lH

&,

x,

.5'J,

1877,

Flint River, Georgia.

Neisler.)

GlhSERT, Synopsis, 460, 1883; Blatciilev, Pruc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Phila., 1885, 136.

In a natural system, the Pcrcopsidw should apparently ho followed hy
the Aphredoderido', Elassomid<r, and Percidcv, the great modern group of
spiny-rayed fishes having douhtless originated from some such stock as
that of which the PercopmJa'. form a remnant. The exigencies of a linear
arrangement require us to interrupt the series to find place for the groups
Percesoces, Phegnopteri, and Beri)coidei, probably archaic, transitional or
degenerate types, of diverse relations, but all of them branching off from
the physoclystous stock before the character of the spinous fins had
reached its full development.

Suborder

PERCESOCES.

Ventral fins abdominal. I, 5; branchial arches well developed, the
bones all present except the fourth superior bramhihyal. Third superior
pharyngeal much enlarged; lower pharyngeals distinct. Scales cycloid.
Pectorals elevated, about on a level with the upper posterior angle of
operculum spinous dorsal usually present.
;

as usual in Peicoid tishes; as in the

young flounder the eyes are symmetrical, hut

grows older, its aberrant characters become developed.
" The following table shows the position of the vent in 26 specimens:

Length
offish.
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Museum.

This group comprises Acanthoptcri, with the ventral fins abdominal,
each of I spine and 5 rays, and the pelvic bones not attached to the
shoulder girdle; the spinous armature of the fins is less developed,
the scales are cycloid, and the opercles unarmed. The suborder marks a
transition from soft-rayed to spiny-rayed fishes, its nearest associates
among the latter being, perhaps, tlie Scombroid forms. The families here
defined are closely related, but whether other families, as ()phioceplmlid(v,
Ammodi/tida', etc., should be included, is not certain. From fishes of the
general character of Percesocea, the Hcmibraiicliii and Lopliobraiicliu seem
to be descended, and the Sijnentoijnathl are closely allied.
The group is
composed chiefly of shore fishes and fresh-water fishes, mostly of small
size but some of them large aud voracious.
(Ftrca, Perch; Esox, Pike.)
a.

Lateral line wanting; teeth small or wanting; gill rakers long and slender.
Species carnivorous, the body aud head elongate; vertebnu

b.

more than 35; dorsal spines
number; stomach not gizzard like.
Atherinid.*;, cvi.
aud vegetation; the head short and broad; vertebra; about 24;

slender, flexible, 3 to 8 in
bb.

Species feeding on

mud

stomach gizzard-like, with long
aa. Lateral line present; teeth

intestines.

very strong, unequal;

Mugilid.i;, cvii.
gill

rakers obsolete; head long and

pointed; vertebrse about 24.

Sphyb.'enid.e,

Family CVI.

cvm.

ATHERINID^.

(The Silversides.)
somewhat compressed, covered with scales of
Body
moderate or small size, which are usually, but not always, cycloid. No
lateral line some scales often with rudimentary mucous tubes.
Cleft
of the mouth moderate. Teeth small, on jaws and sometimes on vomer
and palatines, rarely wanting. Premaxillaries protractile or not. Operrather elongate,

;

cular bones without spines or serrature. Gill openings wide, the gill
membranes not connected, free from the isthmus gills 4, a slit behind
;

the fourth. Pseudobranchiae present gill rakers usually long and slenBranchiostegals 5 or 6. Dorsal fins 2, well sei^arated, the first of 3
der.
to 8 slender flexible sjiines, the second of soft rays anal with a weak
spine, similar to the soft dorsal, but usually larger ventral fins small,
abdominal, not far back, of 1 small spine and 5 soft rays; pectorals
moderate, inserted high. Air bladder present. No pyloric cceca. A-^ertebrse numerous, usually about 23 -f- 23
46; third and fourth superior
;

;

;

=

pharyngeals coossified, with teeth. Carnivorous fishes, mostly of small
size, living in great schools near the shore in temperate and tropical
seas; a few species in fresh water; all the species have a silvery band
along the side this is sometimes underlaid by black pigment. Genera
about 15; species 60. All of them which are large enough are highly
valued as food, hence the common name of "fishes of the king," Pescados del Rey, or Pesce Re, or Peixe Rey. {Jfherinid(r, Giinther, Cat., iii,
;

391-409, 1861.)
a

Premaxillaries freely protractile, the skin not continuous with that of the forehead.
b.

Premaxillary narrow posteriorly,

its

Body little compressed, the
vomer with teeth; first dorsal with

edge nearly straight.

belly rounded; pectorals sliort; scales cycloid;

6 to 9 spines, inserted in front of the rather short anal;

mouth

short.

Atiieuina, 352.

Jordan and Evermann.
Prcniaxillary broad posteriorly,

hh.

Lower jaw

c.

(/,

'/<;.

—Fishes of North America.

its

strong, projecting

edge stroiiKly curved.

beyond the upper.

vomer usually with a

Scales small, rougli, in 70 series; teeth well developed;

few teeth; jaws long.
Scales large, smooth, in 38

to 50 series.

Lower jaw moderate, its tip included; vomer without
e. Jaws not produced into a beak.

cc.

/.
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Letho.stole,

35.'3.

Ohihostoma,

354.

teeth,

Belly not compressed; pectoral short.

Anal moderate, of L5

g.

tieforjc
/(.

to 24 rays; first dorsal of

about 5 spines, inserted

anal.

Teeth evident, in narrow bands; scales mo(lerat(! or large,
i.

.30

to 56.

and anal S(^aly.
Xiktlandia,
dorsal and anal mostly without scales.

355.

Menidia,

356.

Scales laciniate; dorsal

n. Scales cycloid; soft

Teeth none, or minute and caducous; scales very small, crenate,
about 75.
LErRESTHES, 357.
.\nal very long, of 27 rays; the very small first dorsal of 3 spines,
/(//.

gg.

inserted over

ff.

its

Scales perfectly smooth.

,/.
.1/7.

ee.

front; opercle short.

Eurystole, 358.
edge forming a more or less distinct keel
before veiitrals; pectorals very long; first dorsal small, inserted behind
front of the long anal.
its

Belly strongly compressed,

Thtbina,

Scales rough-ctenoid.

Jaws produced

.359.

Atherinei.la, 360.

in a short curved beak; teeth moderate; scales small.

LATtlDESTHES,
aa. Premaxillaries not freely protractile, the skin of

:;61.

upper jaw mesially continuous with

that of the forehead.

Teeth simple, pointed, arranged in villiform bands.
K-. Teeth each bicuspid or with a lateral branch, arranged in one

Atherinopsis, 362.
Atherinops, 363.

*:.

352.

ATHERINA

series.

(Artedi) Linuaius.

(Fkiars.)
Atherina (Artedi) Linn^-.us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 315, (hepsetus).

Memhras, Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, 1836, (no type indicated).

Body oblong, compressed.

Mouth large, terminal, oblique; .jaws
edges nearly straight; maxillary extending to the
front of eye. Premaxillaries narrow posteriorly, strongly protractile.
Villiform teeth in bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Species numerous, mostly European,
(afiepiv?/, the ancient name, from ad/jp, a spike or
arrow.)
about

a.

eqital, their

Anal
b.

fin

rather short, of 10 to 10 rays.

Scales large, 36 to 40
c.

Head very

;

first

dorsal with 5 or 6 spines.

broad, the interorbital width about equal to the large eye, which

about 2J^ in head.

is

Scales 30 to 38.

Anal rays T, 12, or I, 13 head about 4 in length.
stipes, 1148.
Anal rays I, 10 or 11 head 31^ to 3% in length.
latkeps, 1149.
cc. Head narrow and pointed, the large eye much greater than interorbital width
body slender and weak, depth 6 in length anal 1, 12; scales 40. ar^a, 1160.
Scales small, 45 to 52; body very slender; first dorsal long, with 7 or 8 spines.
d.

;

fid.

;

;

'//.

e.

.\nal rays I, 11; eye 3 in head; scales 45.

Anal rays 1, 15; eye 2M in head; scales
Anal fin of about 20 rays dorsal rays V-I, 15.
ee.

aa.

;

iiarrinutonensis, 1151
52.

Carolina, 1152.
micbops, 1153.
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1148.

Head about

ATHEBINA STIPES,

Museum.

MiiUer k Trosi-hel.

Dorsal V-I, 9 to 11; anal I, 12 or 13;
scales 37 to 39-6
eye nearly equal to width of inteioibital space, and
twice or more times len<^th of snout
maxillary extending beyond the
vertical from the anterior margin of the orbit. Distance of end of snout
from root of ventral is j that from the dorsal. A sharp undulated edge
forming the upper margin of the orbit. Teeth numerous and distinct in
both jaws and on the palate. Two series of small black dots along the
side of the tail.
(Giinther.) Barbadoes. {stijyes, a log or other stupid
i\\ depth about

5.

;

;

object.)
Atherina

MiiLLER & Troschel,

stijies,

GiJNTHER, Cat.,

Ill,

Schomburgk, Hist. Barbadoes,

in

671, 1848,

Barbadoes

;

400, 1861.

1149.

ATHERINA LATICEPS,

Poey.

(Cabezote.)

Head 3^ to 3f depth 4* to 4| eye 2^ snout 4 interorbital space 2^.
Dorsal V-I, 9 anal I, 10 or 11 scales 36-6. Body thick, head very broad,
eye large; snout obtuse; top of head broad and flat
cleft of mouth
oblique, jaws subequal, maxillary extending beyond front of orbit.
Teeth on jaws and vomer, very small. Insertion of spinous dorsal nearer
anal than ventral fins. Upper edge of orbit sharp, nearly smooth.
Color in life translucent green silvery below, with a well-defined silvery
lateral band, below which a series of dots along the side; back with
dark dots forming streaks along the rows of scales snout above with
black dots fins pale, nearly plain
a dusky shade at base of caudal.
Caribbean Sea, north to western Florida, abundant at Key West, Havana,
and Cozumel probably not distinct from Atherina stipes, stipes being the
older name. (?a/«s, broad ceps, head.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Atherina laticeps, Poey, MemoriaB,
Atherina veliana*

Florida.
Atherina

ii,

(Type, No. 23629.

stipes,

265, 1861,

Goode & Bean, Proc. U.

Havana.
Nat. Mus., 1879, 342, Clear

Coll. Dr. Velie.)

Jordan & Gilbert,

1150.

S.

Water Harbor,

Jorhan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

405, 1883.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 116.

ATHERINA AR.EA.

Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 4*; depth 6. D. VI-I, 9; A. I, 12. Scales 38 to 42. Body
very slender, compressed, the head slender and narrow, with sharply
pointed snout mouth oblique, narrow maxillary barely reaching vertical
from front of orbit, 2f in head eye large, equaling interorbital width,
scales moderate, entire. Origin of spinous dorsal midway
2| in head
between tip of snout and base of caudal, much behind end of pectorals,
about opposite tip of ventrals length of pectorals equaling depth of
;

;

;

;

* Atherina veliana,

Head

Goode & Bean

:

A. I, 10 scales 36-6}-^. Snout obtuse top of head broad
and very flat cleft of mouth somewhat oblique jaws equal anteriorly maxillary extending
beyond front of orbit. Teeth very small in the jaws and on the vomer. The silvery band
occupies the third row of scales, its width less than half the diameter of the eye. Diameter.of
orbit contained twice in lenglh of head, greater than interorbital width and more than twice
the length of the snout. Spinous dorsal beginning behind the vertical from tne tips of the
Teatral fins. (Goode & Beau.) Clear Water Harbor, Florida.
3'<^

;

depth 4%.

;

D. V-I, 9

;

:

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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body; ventrals half length of head; bases of vertical
sheath of scales.
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concealed in a

fins

and mandible
back with a median series of black specks, one on each scale a
similar series on each side the median row; no dark specks on sides;
lateral silvery band broad, occupying the greater part of the third row
of scales, its width half diameter of orbit
a dusky area behind vent
a series of black specks along base of anal, and thence along caudal
peduncle to tail.
Gulf of Mexico, at Key West and Cozumel, with
Jenkinsia stolifera; not rare, but less abundant than Atherina luticeps.

dusky

Color, translucent olive green, the snout

;

;

;

(apatog, slender.)
Atherina arxa,
34,967.

Jordan & Gilbebt, Troc. U.

S.

Key West.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 27,

(Type, No.

Coll. Jordan.)

1151.

Head 5|
somewhat

ATHERINA HARRINGTONENSIS,

Goode.

depth Si eye 3. D. VII-I, 10 A. I, 11 scales 4.5-6 snout
than postorbital portion of Lead, about equal to maxillary,
slightly greater than interorbital width, or 2 in greatest width of head;
mandible about equal to postorbital portion of head
cleft of mouth
oblique, maxillary extending to orbit; lower jaw slightly the longer;
Spinous dorsal
mouth very portractile
teeth small, inconspicuous.
inserted behind extremity of ventrals, at a distance from the snout
anal directly beneath dorsal, their
greater than half length of body
lengths of base being equal anal higher than dorsal length of ventral
Greenish white,
I that' of pectoral, which is more than f that of head.
a narrow silvery band extending from gill opening to tail, covering the
third row (from above) of scales and the edges of the contiguous rows
above and below. (Goode.) Bermudas. (Named for Harrington Sound
in the Bermudas.)
;

;

;

;

;

less

;

;

;

;

GoODE, Am. Journ.

Atherina harringtonensis,

Bermuda

&

Sci.

Arts, 3d series, xiv,

No.

82,

1877,

297,

Islands.

1152.

Head

;

ATHERINA CAROLINA,

4i in total length with caudal

D. VIII-I, 12; A.

I,

Cuyier and Valenciennes.

depth 61 eye large, 2^ in head.
15; scales 52, nearly or quite entire. Spinous dorsal
;

;

ventral fins reaching past front of vent, and
Very similar to A. hepsetus, but with the head
smaller and the body slenderer. Length 4 inches. Coast of South Carolina; known only from the original type, from which the above description is taken; possibly a specimen of the Europeau species Atherina
It is a true
boyeri, wrongly attributed to the coast of South Carolina.

wholly in advance of vent
dorsal

nearly to

;

it.

Atherina.
Athenna

Carolina,

CuviEB & Valenciennes,

1153.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., x,

ATHERINA MICBOPS,

44.'>,

1835,

South Carolina.

Poey.

Head 5 with caudal; eye 4 in head. Dorsal V-I, 15; anal 1, 19. Mouth
small and very protractile. First dorsal a little in front of middle of
body; the second as well as the anal is a third longer than in luticeps.
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4"/,

Silvery white; back greenish, with the scales

small.

Known

partly spotted with brown.
at

Havana.

(Poey.)

Atherina microps, Poet, Meniorias,

353.
Lethostole,

small

{niK(i6c,
ii,

266, 1861,

only from a drawing
wt/;,

;

Havana.

LETHOSTOLE,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

made by Poey

eye.)

Jordan

&

Evermann.

(eslor).

This genus is allied to Chirostoma, with which it agrees in the projecting lower jaw. The jaws are, however, longer than in Chirostoma, the
Fresh waters of Mexico. {aWoiiul, to
scales much smaller and crenate.
forget;

aro/l^, stole.)

1154.

LETHOSTOLE ESTOR

(Jordan).

(Pescapo Blanco de Chapala.)

Head 3i depth 6; eye 5. D. V-I, 12; A. I, 18; scales 72-18. Body
rather robust. Head very large, pike-like. Mouth very large, the maxillary reaching to past the front of the eye. Intermaxillaries forming the
edge of the jaw strongly curved, their posterior portions broadly dilated.
Teeth strong, in several series in each jaw. Two small fang-like teeth
;

Lower jaw considerably projecting beyond
the upper. Eye large, anterior, shorter than snout, and a little narrower
than the interorbital space, which is nearly flat. Head covered with
scales, which are smallest on the occipital region, and largest on the
lower part of the cheeks; smaller scales on the iuteropercle. Sides of
head vertical, a conspicuous ridge along the edge of the top of ihe head
on the front of the vomer.

\

above and behind the eye. Scales small, anteriorly crowded posterior
margin of scales strongly crenate, so that the fish feels rough to the
;

pectorals moderate, nearly half as long as head, reaching slightly
past the base of the ventrals ventrals rather short, reaching nearly f
the distance to the base of the anal anal moderate, beginning considerably in front of the dorsal and ending a little behind it spinous dorsal
beginning nearly midway between insertion of ventrals and anal, separated from the soft dorsal by a distance equal to about f the length of the
toucli

;

;

;

;

base of that fin. Caudal somewhat forked. Coloration uniform in spirits,
the silvery lateral band but faintly indicated. Length lOJ inches. Lake
Chapala, Guanajuato. One of the largest of the Atherinida', resembling a
pike in its form, and in the large head and mouth, {estor, eater, a name
applied by Le Sueur to the pike.)
Chirostoma

estor,

No. 23124.

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 298,

Lake Chapala, Mexico.

Coll. Professor Diiges.)

354.

CHIROSTOMA,

Swainson.

(Pescados Blancos.)
Swainson, Class'n Fishes, etc., 243, 1839, (hiDiiboldtiamim).
Bleekeb, Verhand. Batav. Genootsch., Japan, xxv, 40, 1853, {vomerina).
Alherinichth/B, Bleeker, 1. c, 40, (himibnhltiannm).
Ueterognathus, GlUARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 198, (humbohlliana).
Chirostoma,

AtherinoUles,

(Type,

Jordan and E^'ermann.

—Fishes of JVorth America.
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This genus is distinguished from Basilichthys and Menidia by the very
long and strong mandible, which protrudes beyond the upper jaw. The
scales are small, the teeth well developed, there are usually a few vomerine
The known species
teeth, and the premaxillary is extremely protractile.
inhabit Mexico and Brazil, (re/p, hand; a-ofia, mouth, from the protrac-

mouth.)

tile

on vomer.
Anal rays 1, 19 or 20; head more than 3-^ length.
hb. Anal rays I, 15 or 16; head less than 54 '^ngt^Scales larger, 35 to 37; teeth very weak, none on vomer.

Scales 42 to 50 in longitudinal series; a patch of teeth

a.

humboldtianum,

h.

aa.

1155,

Head

CHIROSTOMA HUMBOLDTIANUM

4 in total length

body slender,

;

&

(Cuvier

1155.

nAUTONi, 1156.

jordani, 1157.

Valenciennes).

5 in total length

;

eye 6 in head, 2

D. V-I, 10 or 11 A. I, 19 or 20 scales .50, their edges entire.
First dorsal over tip
Pectoi'al short, broad, pointed, 7 in total length.
of ventral, which is t length of pectoral second .dorsal over middle of
Valenciennes.) Two specimens from a lake near the
anal. (Cuvier
in suout.

;

;

;

&

city of Mexico, respectively 11

and 8 inches

in length, the types of /*«*«-

The type of vomerinum is said to have slight
on the vomer. Not seen by us. (Named for Alexan-

holdtidnnm and vomerinHm.
tooth-like asperities

der von Humboldt, 1769-1859, the famous author of " Cosmos,"
and Mexico.)

who

col-

lected fishes in South America

humbotdtiana, CuviEii & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 479, 1835, lake near
City of Mexico.
Atherina romerina, CuviER & Valenciennes, I. c, 481, lake near City of Mexico.
AtherinichOq/s humboldii, Ginthkr, Cat., m, 404, 18C1; after Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Atherina

1156.

Head

4

;

CHIROSTOMA BARTONI,

depth 6

:

eye 4

and with

:

snout

.lordau

& Evermann, new

D. IV-I. 10

3i.

;

A.

1,

species.

15

;

scales 42-10,

about 24 scales before the dorsal.
Origin of spinous dorsal midway between insertion of veutrals and
origin of anal, midway between tip of snout and base of caudal fin.
Mouth large, the mandible 1| times the large eye, the premaxillaries very
protractile.
Teeth well developed on jaws and vomer. Color silvery or
straw color a narrow plumbeous lateral band, edged above with black,
along middle of side, indistinct anteriorly but well marked in posterior
f of its course; rest of body with scattered brownish puuctulations.
Length 3^ inches. Only one specimen known (Type, No. 23136), from a
tributary of the Rio Lerma, near Guanajuato, Mexico, where it was
obtained by Prof. Alfredo Duges. (Named for Mr. Barton A. Bean, Assistant Curator of Fishes in the United States National Museum.)
large and loose,

entire edges

;

;

CInrosloma hnmholdlUimtm, Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 299; not of CuviER

A:

Valen-

ciennes.

Head

4i;

elongate,

depth

slender,

1157.

CHIROSTCMA JORDAXI,

Woolman.

4i.

D. IV-I, 8 or 9

6: scales 35 to 37.

:

A.

I,

compressed; belly not compressed; head

Body

meilium,

Museum.
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conical: mouth very oblique mandible deep and short, projecting premaxillary protractile but not produced maxillary not reaching eye
teeth very minute or almost obsolete, somewhat movable eye 4 in head
first rays of anterior dorsal over posterior end of ventrals and slightly in
advance of the insertion of the anal first rays of second dorsal over
middle of anal, the rays "when depressed reaching as far toward caudal
as the rays of anal; length of base of second dorsal about half that of
base of anal or equaling distance from snout to posterior edge of orbit
longest rays of second dorsal slightly exceed in length longest rays of anal
or about equal the greatest depth, and about \ greater than the length
of the base. Pectoral fins large, not falcate, 1^^ in head, inserted above
axis of body and reaching to middle of the ventrals, or about equal length
of longest dorsal rays origin of ventrals midway between snout and
last rays of anal, extending beyond vent almost to anal
length equal
distance from snout to posterior edge of orbit. Eye large and full, longer
;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

than snout, about 3 in head cheeks and opercles scaled, the former with
3 rows of scales
scales all entire, rather firm. Color light olive-green,
with narrow but distinct and complete lateral stripe the 3 rows of scales
on back thickly sprinkled with minute dark-brown dots which extend
from the snout to the caudal fin. Length 2\ inches. Canals in the
City of Mexico and other tributaries of Rio de Lerma. In the City of
Mexico this species, together with Girardiniclithys, is sold in the market,
embedded in meal and baked in corn husks. (Woolman.) (Named for
David Starr Jordan.)
;

;

;

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 299; not of Cuvier & Valenciennes.
Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xiv, 1894, 62, pi. 2, canals at SalaCity of Mexico. The specimens of " Atherinichthys hrasilieusis " mentioned

Chirofitoma brasiliensis,

Ohirosloma jordani,

manca and
by

in

having been collected by Salle in Mexico probably belong to this species.
(Quoy and Gaimard) came from Eio Janeiro, and this
certainly distinct from it.

Giintlier as

The types of
species

is

Cliirostoma brasiliense

355Kirllandia, .Tordan

This genus

KIRTLANDIA,

& Evermann, new

Jordan

&

Evermann.

genus, {vagrans).

in having the scales
Three species known.
(Named for Dr. Jared Potter Kirtland, one of the first to study the fishes
of Lake Erie and the Ohio Basin.

laciuiate

rt.

aa.

is

close to Menidia, but differs from

and the dorsal and anal

Anal rays I, 14 to 18; scales 43
Anal rays I, 19 to 21.
b.

fins

it

scaly.

vagrans, 1158.

(to 48?J.

martinica, 1159.

Scales 43.

bh. Scales

48 to 50.

1158.

laciniata, 1100.

KIRTLANDIA VAGRANS

(Goode

&

Bean).

Head 4^ depth Sir. D. V-I, 7 A.I, 14 to I, 17 scales 43-6 to 48-7.
First dorsal very small, its insertion over front of anal, midway between
;

;

;

base of caudal and posterior angle of opercle distance from its front to
front of second dorsal f head. Pectorals slightly shorter than head.
Vertical fins with large scales. Scales firm, adherent, then edges crenate
;

Jordan and JSvermann.
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or laciniate, feeling very rough to the touch. Scales of head large.
Color iu life, light greenish above, the lateral band broad, covering 2

half rows of scales, becoming narrow posteriorly sides and belly silvery;
tip of snout and of lower jaw yellow, soiled with blackish each scale
of back with 1 to 3 dark points, these forming about 5 conspicuous
;

;

streaks as seen from above

caudal yellow, with dark
margin dusky; dorsal and j)ectorals somewhat dusky,
the anal with dark points at base. Length 4 inches.
Mexico, Florida to Texas; very abundant in schools
beaches, (rofp-ans, wandering.)
Chiro!<to7na ragrans,

;

GooDE & Bean,

(Type, No. 22848.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 148,

punctulations,

its

lower fins white;
Coast of Gulf of
along the sandy
Pensacola, Florida.

Coll. Stearns.)

Menidia vagrans, Jordan

& Gilbert,

U.

Proc.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 267;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 407, 1883.

1159.

KIBTLANDIA MARTINICA

&

(Cuvier

Valenciennes).

Head 44 depth 5+ dorsal V-I, 7 anal I, 21 scales 43. Eye large, as
long as snout, 3^^ in head. Teeth rather strong. Scales strongly laciniate.
Spinous dorsal opposite front of the anal. Soft dorsal and anal
naked (possibly scaly in life?). Pectorals long, extending past base of
ventrals. This species is very close to Kirtlandia ladniata (Swain) and
may prove to be the same. Martinique. Known only from the original
;

;

;

;

types.
Atherina martinica,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 459, 1835, IVIartinique.

(Coll.

Plee.)

Menidia martinica, Jordan, Proc. U.

1160.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 530; redescription of type.

KIRTLANDIA LACINIATA

(Swain).

(SiLVERFISH.)

Head 4I-; depth 5^; eye large, 3i, a little longer than snout; dorsal
IV-I, 7 or 8; anal I, 19 to 21 scales 50-7, firm, their edges strongly crenate, those on the back laciniate. Upper jaw the longer. Teeth short,
;

even, forming a narrow villiform band. First dorsal very feeble, over
the beginning of the anal, rather nearer tip of caudal than snout; distance from first to second dorsal t length of head pectorals reaching
ventrals, nearly as long as head ventrals falling far short of the base of
the first dorsal; second dorsal very short. Soft dorsal and anal scaly.
Clear translucent greenish above back with two or more rather irregular series of minute black dots, usually not more than one on each scale;
snout and lower jaw dusky; sides with a well-defined silvery band, t
diameter of eye, covering third row of scales, not bounded above by a
;

;

;

line, but the entire band dusted with dark points
a few minute
dots on base of anal caudal dusky. Virginia to South Carolina; rather
common, replacing northward the closely allied vagrans, with which it

dark

;

;

may be found

to intergrade.

(laciniatus, gashed.)

SwAiK MS. in Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 908, 1883, Beaufort,
North Carolina; (Coll. Jordan & Gilbert); Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882,

Menidia vagrans

laciniiila,

589, (April 25, 1883).
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MENIDIA

356.

(Bonaparte) Jordan

&

Gilbert.

(SiLVERSIDES.)
Meiiiilia,

Bonapabte, Fauna

Argi/rea,

De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 141, 1842, (uotalu; name preoccupied).
Jordan & Gilbert, S3'nopsis Fish. N. A., 407, 1883, (menidia).

Menidia,

Italica,

about 1836, (no type indicated,

rnejiirfirt

doubtless intended).

Body elongate, more or less compressed. Head oblong, compressed belly
before veutrals more or less rounded in section, not compressed to an edge.
Month small, the gape curved, very oblique, usually not reaching the
;

jaw short and weak; maxillary slipping entirely under prejaws each with a band of simple, usually villiform teeth. Pre-

eye; lower
orbital

;

maxillaries very freely protractile, their spines comparatively long, nearly
equal to the eye, extending backward beneath a fold of skin which connects the bases of the maxillaries
posterior part of premaxillaries
broad. No teeth on vomer or palatines. Both dorsals short, the usual
radial formula being D. V-I, 8; first dorsal usually but not always in
front of anal soft dorsal and anal scaleless. Scales rather large, entire.
Species numerous, probably all American, all of moderate or small size,
some of them entering or inhabiting fresh waters. (Menidia, an old name
of some small silvery fish, from /j-'z/vj/, the moon.)
;

;

(1.

Scales moderate or large, 36 to 50, those of back entire or slightly crenate; soft dorsal

and

anal mostly scaleless; teeth moderate.
h.

Anal rays
c.

15 to 18, rarely

I,

Scales 38 or 39.

I, lil;

belly very broad, not at all compressed.

Origin of spinous dorsal just before vent and

and base of caudal.
Snout longer than eye, about

midway between

tip

of snout
<1.

2%

in head;

soft dorsal I, 8 or 9.

dd.

Snout shorter than eye, about

3^

body deep, the depth 5

in length; soft dorsal usually I, 10.
cc.

Scales 47.

in length;

peninsula, 1161.
in head; body slender, the depth 5^ to 7
gracilis, 1162.

Origin of spinous dorsal nearer base of caudal than tip of snout.

audens, 1163.
hh.

Anal rays
e.

I,

22 to 24.

Scales 45 to 48.
/.

Body

Dorsal spines

ff.

slender, depth 5}^ to C in length.

6; scales 48;

head 4%.

niLBERTl, 1164.

Dorsal spines 4; scales 45 or 46.
g.

Head

i}/^

in length; dorsal inserted nearer tip of caudal than end of snout.

sardina, 1165.
fjg.

Head 5

in length; dorsal

midway between

tip of

snout and base of caudal.

notata, 1166.
ee.

Scales 36 to 40; spinous dorsal inserted over front of anal; pectorals rather long.
h.

Body rather

stout, teeth stronger than usual.

Front of dorsal nearer base of

taudal than tip of snout; belly slightly comi>ressed.
hk.

menidia, 1167.

Spinous dorsal inserted behind front of anal.
i.

ii.

Scales 36.
Scales 41.

Depth

5 in length;

Pectoral

much

head

414-

guatemalensis,* 1168.

longer than head; snout short.

PAcnvLKPis,* 1169.
aa. Scales small, entire,

about 56 in longitudinal

slender, its depth Gj^; teeth very weak.

series; dorsal raj's V-I, 9; anal

I,

24;

body

clara, 1170.

* The character of the scales has not been verified in pachijlepis and guatemalensis. Both species
doubtless belong to Thyrina.

Jordan and Kvertnann.
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Head
width.

Mouth
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MEMDIA PEXINSUL-E

(Goodo &

about equal

797

15ean).

snout or interorbital
D. IV or V-I, 8 or 9; A. I, 15 to 18; scales 38 to 40-9.
very protractile lower jaw long, more than \ length of head.
4;

depth 5; eye 3 to

3i,

to

;

and smooth, with eutire edges. Soft fins scaleless.
Origin of spinous dorsal in advance of anal fin, midway between tip of
snout and upper base of caudal. Light green edges of scales with dark
dots lijis and top of head dusky a dusky streak along base of anal
eye silvery lateral streak narrow, tapering behind bases of pectoral
and caudal bright yellow fins otherwise nearly plain. Length 4 inches.
Florida and Gulf Coast, very abundant in schools along the sandy
beaches. Specimens from black water are very dark, the silvery band
underlaid by black, (lyeninsulw, of the peninsula, i. e., Florida.)
Scales large, thin,

;

;

;

;

;

;

•

Goodb & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 148, Pensacola and Lake
Monroe, Florida. (Type, Nos. 21841a and 21841b. Coll. Stearus; and No. 21S70, Baird).
Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 266; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 407, 1883.

Chirostoma peninmilie,

1162.

MEMDIA

GBAC'ILIS

(Giinther).

D. IV-I, 8; A. I, 19; scales 40-9. The origin of the anterior dorsal fin
opposite the vent, exactly in the middle of the distance between end
of snout and base of caudal. The distance between the origins of the
two dorsal fins is somewhat more than i that between the origin of the
posterior and the caudal. The height of the body is contained nine
times in the total length, the length of the head five times and a half.
The silvery band is narrow, and occupies a portion of the fourth series
of scales. Scales with the margin entire. Caudal lobes equal in length;
caudal somewhat longer than the pectoral, and rather shorter than the
is

head.

We

Original locality unknown.

(Giinther.)

number of specimens collected by Dr. Hugh
George's Island, Lower Potonuic. These specimens are

refer to this species a

M. Smith on St.
identified by Dr. Smith as Mtnidia heryUiua, but they difl'er from typical
examples of the latter from the Potomac River at Washington, in the slenderer body, shorter dorsal, and in the dark dotting on the back. Head
scales 40. Eye very
D. V-I, 9 A. 1, 17
4i; depth 6i (7i to 8 in total).
snout short and sharp, 2f greatest
large, longer than snout, 3 in head
depth of body nearly 2 in distance from nape to first dorsal. First dorsal
just before vent, midway between tip of snout and base of caudal. Dark
dots on scales of back and sides lateral band sharjjly defi^ned. Woods
Hole to Albemarle Sound, generally common in brackish waters. {(jraeUin,
;

;

;

,

;

slender.)
AOierinicMlnis gracilis, GiJNTUEn, Cat.,

iii,

Menidia heri/lUna, H. M. Smith, Bull. U.

405,1861; no locality given.

S.

Fish Conim., x, 1890, 70,

pi.

xx,

fig. 2.

Represented in fresh waters of the Potomac River by the deeper-bodied
116'2a.

MEXIIHA fiRACILIS BERYLLINA

(Cope).

Head 4i to 4i depth 5 to 51 eye very large, 3. Dorsal "V-I, 10, rarely
scales 38 to 40-8.
V-I, 11 or V, I, 9
anal I, 15 to 18, usually I, 16 or 17
;

;

;

;
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Body very slender. Mandible sliglitly projecting. First dorsal well in
advance of second, inserted just before the vent, about midway between
base of candal and tip of snout. Scales entire fins not scaly. (Greatest
depth of body 1^ in distance from nape to spinous dorsal. Very pale
olive, with a sharply defined silvery band found anteriorly on the lower
half of the fourth row of scales and the upper half of the fift*h row
toward the middle, opposite the dorsal fins, it is on the central portion
of the fourth row and on the margins of the scales of the third and fifth
rows, rising toward the tail, where it covers the lower half of third and
upper half of fourth rows; back and sides with scarcely any dark dots.
*
Potomac River, near Washington. {beryUinus, emerald color.)
Chirostoma heryllinum. Cope, Trans. Anier. Phil. Soc, 1860, 403, Potomac River, at Wash;

;

ington.
3Ieuidia herijlUna,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 408, 1883.

1163.

D. IV

Head 4* depth 6.
Head rather broad and
;

fiat

MEMDIA AUDENS,
or V-I, 8 or 9

Hay.

A.I, 17 or 18

;

Mouth small

above.

Eye

;

scales 4.5-10.

3 in head, equal

Vent a longitudinal slit, its length
to snout and to interorbital space.
f diameter of eye. First dorsal spine inserted immediately above anterior
part of anal slit, slightly nearer base of caudal than snout. Pectorals
extending to beyond bases of ventrals, their length * head. Ventrals
reaching vent. Interspace between dorsals twice diameter of eye. Top
of head covered with large scales. Lateral silvery band on fifth row of
and edges of fourth and sixth rows the extreme parts of fifth
row not included in it. Scales with entire edges, which are nearly

scales

;

straight, so that each scale is angulated behind.
Color and form of Menidia notata edges of scales
;

Soft dorsal naked.

somewhat dotted

;•

a

dusky streak at base of anal. Length 3 inches. Mississippi River;
known only from Memphis and Vicksburg. {aadens, daring, having gone
far from the sea.)
Menidia midens. Hay, Bull. U.

burg, Mississippi;

1164.

Fish Comm.,

P.

(Coll.

ii,

1882,

r.4,

Memphis, Tennessee, and Vicks-

Hay); .Iordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 908, 1883.

MENIDIA GILBERTI.

Jordan & BoUmau.

depth 5J-5t. D. VI-I, 9 A. I, 21 or 22. Scales 4-48 or
Head 4| to
Body rather slender, elongate, compressed, especially below.
Head short, its upper surface slightly convex. Snout larger than eye, 3
lower jaw included. Eye modMaxillary li in snout
to 3i in head.
4,i

;

;

49-4.

;

Teeth in jaws small,
not close-set, none on vomer or palatines. Gill rakers long and slender,
about 20 developed below angle. Origin of first dorsal midway between
posterior margin of head and base of caudal, its posterior margin oppoInsertion of second
Its longest spine 4.! in head.
site front of anal.
dorsal midway between base of caudal and fifth scale in front of first
Distance
dorsal, opposite middle of anal, its longest ray equal to snout.
erate, 3 to 3i in head,

l|s

to li in interorbital space.

between origin of second dorsal and base of caudal equal to a distance

Jordan and Evertnatin.
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from tip of snout to | an eye's diameter beyond upper angle of pectorals.
Origin of anal midway between base of caudal and posterior base of
pectorals, the base equal to distance from tip of snout to base of pectorals longest ray equal to snout and eye. Pectorals reaching beyond
Ventrals reaching halfway to vent,
origin of ventrals, I7 to 1^ in head.
1'5 to 2 in head, their origin midway between front of anal and edge of
Scales large and
Vertical fins nearly or quite scaleless.
preopercie.
Color greenish, the
firm, those above with the edges distinctly crenate.
black rather pale, the scales thickly dusted with brown dots; a narrow
vertebral band, which is anteriorly accompanied by a short line on each
side; this band is broadest posteriorly; a bluish-silvery lateral band,
bordered by dark above upper i)arts dotted with black sides and belly
paler than back, the upper two rows of scales below lateral band antetip of snout, head between eyes, and ^-shaped
riorly with a few dots
area on top of head, dark; from the occipital mark a streak of dots
extends to base of pectorals only a few dots on top of opercles lower
jaw dusky; lining of opercle dark; fins all pale. Panama; numerous
specimens, the largest 4^ inches long, obtained by the Albatross. (Named
;

;

;

;

;

;

for Dr. Charles
MenifUa

tjilberti,

Henry

Gilbert,

who

Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U.

first
S.

discovered the species.)

Nat. Mus., 1889, 155,

Panama.

(Type, No.

Albatross Coll.)

41165.

1165.

MKNIDIA SARIUNA

(Jenkins

& Evermauu).

(Pez del Rey.)

Head
erate,

ii in length to base of caudal (5 in total); depth 6(6f); eye modD. IV-I, 9; A. I, 25; scales
in head, li in interorbital space.

'Si

6-45-5.

Head

Body rather

slender, elongate, greatly compressed ventrally.

short, greatly tiattened above

blunt, with

two evident

;

snout a

little

greater than eye,

folds or grooves across it; maxillary protractile,

cleft of mouth oblique, curved, the
very broad, not reaching orbit
Teeth in each jaw very small and
lower jaw but slightly included.
wide-set, none on vomer or palatines; gill rakers long and slender.
First dorsal short and low, its origin a trifle nearer tip of caudal fin than
;

end of snout, entirely in front of origin of anal. Space between first
and second dorsals equals the length of both snout and eye. Distance
from beginning of second dorsal to base of caudal fin eijuals that from
end of snout to insertion of pectorals, the fin lying over middle of anal
;

rays are highest, their length being a little greater than the
diameter of orbit. Origin of anal under anterior part of the interdorsal
space, one and one-half times as far from snout as from base of caudal
the

first

base about twice that of the second dorsal, and about eiiual
length of
Pectorals short, about
head. Ventrals small, short, inserted much in front of first dorsal and
a little nearer snout than base of caudal, their tips not nearly reaching
anal. Scales large, cycloid, not very firm. General color pale, each side
with a broad plumbeous lateral band, two scales in width, and equaling
the upper third of this band is much the darker;
i length of head;
length of

its

to head; the first rays the longest.

ii

800
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Bulleliii 4j,

above the baud the scales are sparsely covered with fine dark punctulanone below the band, and but few upon it; top of head very
pale, almost transparent on the interorbital area, but in front and behind
thickly set with small dark spots
snout also niai-ked with spots lower
Jaw with some spots in front, plain behind opercles plain iins all more
or less plainly marked with numerous small dark spots. Length 3^
(snrdina, sardine.)
inches. Gulf of California common,
Atheriiia sardina, Jenkins & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 137, Guaymas, Sonora.
tious

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Type, No. 39633.

Coll.

Jenkins & Kvermanu.)

1166.

31EMDIA XOTATA

(MitchiU).

(SiLVERSIDE.)

Head

5

depth

;

D, IV-I, 8

6.

;

head, about as long as the snout.

A.

I,

23

;

Eye

scales 46-10.

Scales with entire edges.

large, 3i in

Jaws equal.

First dorsal large, inserted in front of the anal, over the vent, about mid-

way between snout and base of caudal. Distance between dorsals t
length of head. Pectoral scarcely shorter than head, reaching past base
of ventrals, which do not reach the vent or the front of the dorsal. Body
Teeth*
slenderer and more compressed than in Mcnidia menidla.
Transparent green, with a
in few series, some of them larger.
lateral silvery band half the width of the eye scales above with spots
along their edges, so that their outlines are clearly defined; chin speckled.
Length 5 inches. Atlantic Coast of United States, chiefly northward
;

;

south to Cape

May very abundant,
;

Atherina notata, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y.,
Gilbert, Synopsis, 407, 1883.
Atherhia

riridesceiifi,

Mitchili., Trans. Lit. and Ptiil. Soc,

Alheriuichlhijs nieniilin

and

notala,

GCnther,

1167.

Head

4S

depth 5
Cleft of

marked.)

{notatus, spotted,

i,

i,

1815, 446,

1815, 447,

New

York

;

Jordan &

New York.

Cat., in, 406, 1861.

MENIDIA MENIDIA

us).

D. IV-I, 9 A. I, 22 or 23 scales 39 or 40-8,
to nearly opposite eye. Jaws equal.
Teeth not forming a close band, those of the outer series much enlarged,
a pair of small canines at symphysis. First dorsal inserted over the front
of the anal, nearer the base of the caudal than the snout. Soft dorsal
and anal scaleless. Pectoral as long as the head, reaching well past root
of ventrals, which reach the vent. Greenish yellow on back, very thickly
covered with fine dots, as are also the snout and lower jaw lateral streak
very narrow, bordered above with a conspicuous greenish-black line the
stripe about as wide as pui)il, covering the middle of the fourth series of
scales; caudal conspicuously light yellow; dorsal and pectoral fins less
so base of anal dusky.
Length 3 inches. Cape Hatteras to Florida,
common on the South Atlantic Coast. {Menidia, an old name of some
small, silvery fish, from /td/v, the moon.)
;

all entire.

;

eye ^l.

(Linno

;

;

mouth reaching

;

;

;

* First superior

with teeth.—

a

pharyngeal without teeth; second with teeth; third and fourth

C. Slarks.

coossifio

Jordan and Evermann.
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JSforth A?tierica.

Charleston.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Ilist. Nat. Poiss., x, 405, 1835, Charleston.
Mcnidia dentex, Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mub., 1882, 429, St. John's River.
Atherina menirUa, Linn.t.us, Syst. Katur.T, Ed. xir, 519, 170G,

Atherina hosci,

No. 18051.

Menidia

Irasilieniiis,

Jokdan & Gilheht,

Synopsis, 408, 1883; not of autliors.

MENIDIA GUATEMALENSIS

1168.

Head

(Typo,

Coll. Baird.)

(Giinther).

ii depth 5. D. IV-I, 9 A. I, 22 scales 36-7. Anterior dorsal
very small, inserted behind the vertical from front of anal fin. Silvery band on the third upper series of scales lower caudal lobe rather
longer than upper. Lakes of Guatemala. (Giinther) not seen by us.
;

;

;

fin

;

;

Allurinichthijs guatemalcnsis,

GCnther, Proc.

Guatemala; Gunther,

1169.

Head

Soc, 1864,

Zoiil.

151,

Lakes of Huamuchal,

Fishes Central America, 443, 1869.

MENIDIA PACHTLEPIS

depth 5i

(Gunther).

D. IV-I, 6 to 8 A. I, 20 to 21 scales 41-7. The
than the diameter of eye, and the cleft of the
mouth does not extend backward to below the anterior margin of the eye.
The anterior dorsal is composed of short, feeble spines, and its origin is
opposite to the fourth or fifth anal ray. The pectoral fin is much longer
than the head. The silvery streak occupies the adjoining halves of the
third and fourth series of scales. Panama. (Gunther); not seen by us.
snout

5A

is

(-(ix'i'Cj

;

;

thick; lent^, scale.)

Atherinichthys pachijlepis, Gijnther, Proc. Zoiil.
tral

;

short, not longer

Soc, 1864,

25,

Panama; Gunther,

Fishes Cen-

America, 443, 1869.

1170.

MENIDIA CLARA, Evermann &

Head

Jenkins.

D. V-I, 9 A. 25; scales 56-11. Body
4|^; depth G-^s) eye 3.
slender, general form that of Menidia sardina; teeth very feeble; eye
large, equal to width of interorbital space distance between dorsal fins
less than that from tip of snout to posterior rim of orbit.
Dorsal and
anal scaleless. Origin of first dorsal nearer tip of caudal than snout
pectorals f length of head. Scales small and persistent, with entire edges.
General color that of M. sardina, the lateral band plumbeous above and
Length 3 inches.
silvery below.
Gulf of California; rather rare;
approaches Leuresthes in the small scales and feeble dentition, (clariis,
;

;

clear.)
Mciii'ia clam,

Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Coll. Evermann & Jenkins.)

Mus., 1891, 136,

Guaymas, Sonora.

(Type, No. 43237.

357.
Leuresthes,

LEURESTHES.

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

Jordan

S. Nat. Mus., 1880,

&

Gilbert.

29, (tenuis).

This genus agrees with Menidia in every respect, except that the teeth
are very weak and caducous or obsolete, and the scales are very small, as
F. N, A.
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Coast of California.
from the toothless jaws.)

in Baailichthys* 67 to 75 in a lengthwise series.
(/Ifi'pof,
a.

smooth

;

hadtu, to eat

Scales about 67; lateral

aa. Scales

1171.

Head

4f

;

so

wide as eye.

cramebi, 1171.

series; lateral silvery

LEUBESTHES CRAMEBI,

depth 5i

Body

5-67-6.

band not

about 75 in longitudinal

;

Jord.an

band wider than

A Evermann, new

eye.

tenuis, 1172.

species.

eye 3f snout 3^. D. V-I, 8 A. I, 21
slender, gently rounded above, narrowed below.
;

;

;

;

scales

Scales

smooth, firm, closely imbricated, the membranous edge strongly serrate.
Mouth moderate, premaxillaries very protractile; maxillary short, not
reaching eye. First dorsal over front of anal, much nearer base of
caudal than tip of snout, or midway between base of caudal and gill
opening. Color hyaline green, Avith a lateral silvery streak, plumbeous
above, narrow, its width \\ in eye, wider than one row of scales, covering one row and two half rows; body above lateral line covered with
pectorals and caudal chiefly blackish
small brown specks
second
anal and ventrals plain. Close to
dorsal with many black specks
Leuresthes tenuis, from which it differs in the larger scales, smaller eye,
Length 5
shorter maxillary, and the much narrower lateral band.
inches. Ballenas Bay, Lower California, near Cape Abreojos. Several
specimens collected by Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, on the Albairos>i. (Named
for Frank Cramer, in recognition of his excellent work on the Scorpanidcv and Agonidw.) (Type, No. 27, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)
;

;

;

1172.

LEUBESTHES TEMIS

(Ayres).

scales 75.
D. V-I, 9
A. I, 22
Eye equal to
depth 5.
4i
Scales small, smooth, and fii-m, closely imbricated, their edges

Head

;

snout.

;

;

Maxillary not reaching to pupil. Premaxillary very protractLower jaw shorter than upper
its posterior portion broad.
First dorsal fin over front of anal, much
soft dorsal and anal scaleless.
nearer base of caudal than snout. Clear hyaline green, with the lateral
silvery streak very distinct bluish, wider than eye, on li rows of scales
edges of scales above bordered by dark points. Length 5 inches. Coast
of California from San Francisco to San Diego abundant in San Diego
Bay too small to be of much use as food, {tenuis, slender.)
crenate.
ile,

curved,

;

;

;

Alherin<ipsi>s tenuis,

Leuresthes tenuis,

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat.

Jordan & Gilbert,

358.
Euryslole,

Sci., 18G0, 76,

San Francisco.

Synopsis, 405, 1883.

EURYSTOLE,

Jordan & Evermanx, new genus,

Jordan

& Evermanu.

(eriarcha).

This group differs from Menidia chiefly in the very long anal liu; the
spinous dorsal is very small, the scales smooth, the breast not compressed,
the pectorals short, and the head short and deep the mouth is formed as
;

* BasUichthijs, Girard, the characteristic genus of the coast of Chili, differs from Mi-nidia in the
Some of the species reach a large size and are valued as food. The
teeth in Basilichlhijs are well developed.

very small scales (75 to 105).

Jordan and Evermann.
in Menidia,

One

species

— Fishes of
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but the jawa are shorter and the opercles are truncated behind.
known. {Evpvg,hvoa.d; gtua'ij, stole, the silvery band being

very wide.)
1173.

Head

depth

EURYSTOLE EBIARCHA

(Jordan

&

(lilhort).

snout short, 3i in head; eye large, 2f in head. DorI, 27; scales about 48-9.*
Body short, deep, much
compressed head short, deep, about i longer than deep, rather broad
above; opercles truncate behind, the interorbital space about equal to
eye. Mouth very small, terminal, very oblique, with curved cleft as in
Menidia, the premaxillary very short, wide behind, with curved edge,
slipping under the narrower maxillary the premaxillary protractile but
not much movable; jaws subequal, the lower slightly included. Maxillary scarcely as long as eye, not quite reaching front of eye. Teeth rather
large, hooked backward. Gill rakers numerous, long and slender. Scales
smooth, caducous, not easily counted, 21 before dorsal. Pectoral moderate, not falcate, inserted high, Ij in head, 6 in body, reaching to the middle of the small ventral. Bellj" not especially comjiressed not cultrate.
First dorsal very small, slightly nearer snout than base of tail, over first
ray of anal; last ray of dorsal much before last of anal. Anal very long,
somewhat elevated in front, its base 3 in body. Soft dorsal and anal
Color translucent green, very pale; back, lips, and base of verscaleless.
lateral band very broad and highly silvery,
tical fins faintly dotted
f as broad as eye; lower fins pale; air bladder not visible through the
flesh.
Length 21 inches,' two specimens known, both from Mazatlau,
the above description from the second example, {tpt-, an intensive particle; upxoc, anus, from the long anal fin.)
5;

5;

sal IV-1, 11 or 12

;

anal

;

;

;

;

Alherinella eriarcha,

Jordan

&,

Gilbekt, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1S81, 348, Mazatlan. (Type, No.

29243. Coll. Gilbert.)

THYRINA,

359.
Tliijrina,

Jordax & Culver, Report Fishes

Jordan

& Culver.

Siualoa, MS., 189.5, {ei-ermanni)

This genus differs from AtherineUa chiefly in possessing perfectly smooth
The translucent air bladder shows through the skin the pectoral is falcate, longer than head anal very long, the small first dorsal
inserted behind its front; belly compressed to a bluntish edge. Some
of these characters have not been verified in jxichjjh'j)!^ and j/uatcmalcnuis,
which may belong here rather than in Menidia. Two species known.
(Oi'pig, a window
from the translucent air bladder, which shows through
scales.

;

;

;

the skin.)
Anal ray.^ about 1,24, the base of the fin 2^-^ in body; pectoral 3'^ in body, its posterior
margin concave; ventrals pale.
evermannt, 1174.
ati. Anal rays I, 21, the base of the fin 3 in body; pectoral i^.^ in body, its posterior margin
o.

scarcely concave; ventrals black.

uKYsrAi.MNA,1175.

*Not to be exactly counted the number (36-7) stated in ouroriginaldescription was an error.
The scales can not be accurately counted, but there are over 40 at least.
;
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1174.

THTRINA EVERMANNI,

Jordan & Culver.

Head 4f depth 4| to 5; dorsal IV-I, 7 anal I, 23 to 1, 25 scales 36-9
eye 23 in head snout 3i in head maxillary 3? in head lower jaw 2f in
head; pectoral \ longer than head, 3i in body; caudal slightly longer
than head interorbital space broad, nearly equal to eye. Body much
compressed, the belly sharp-edged, concave on each side below pectorals
as if pinched together between the fingers, the ribs reaching the edge,
the scales passing around it the edge almost carinate. Back narrow.
Scales smooth, none on dorsal or anal. Mouth small, terminal, the short
jaws curved, the structure precisely as in Menidia the teeth moderate,
curved, those in the upper jaw longer opercles oblique behind, not verGill rakers numerous, long and slender pectorals very
tically truncate.
long and falcate, reaching to front of anal and beyond tips of short ventrals, their posterior margin concave; spinous dorsal small, inserted
midway between edge of preopercle and base of caudal, about over sixth
ray of anal last ray of dorsal considerably before last of anal base of
anal Vi times length of head, 2J in body. Color light green, much dotted
a black streak of dots along base of anal
above, translucent below
some on sides of head median line of back dusky fins all pale no
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

black on spinous dorsal, ventral, or pectoral; lateral stripe f width of
eye, underlaid by black a large, transparent, window-like space above
front of anal, marking the posterior portion of the air bladder. Length
2i to 3 inches rather common in the estuary at Mazatlan. (Named for
;

;

Dr. Barton

Warren Evermann.)

Alherinella cL-ermatmi,

No. 2688, L.

S. Jr.

JORDAN & Culver, MS., Kept. Fishes
Univ. Mus.

1175.

Cotype, No. 47494, U.

S.

THTRINA CRTSTALLIXA,

Sinaloa, 1805,

Nat. Mus.

Jordan

&

Coll.

Mazatlan. (Typo,
Hopkins Expedition.)

Culver.

Head 4t; depth 4^ to 5. Dorsal IV-I, 8 ; anal I, 21 scales 40-11 ; pecanal base more than half longer
toral i longer than head, 4i in body
;

;

than head, 3 in body

jaw

2i.

shortish,

;

eye 2f in head

;

snout 3J

;

maxillary 2|

;

lower

Body rather deep and compressed; snout shortish; opercle
rounded behind; mouth small, the upper jaw very protractile,

the premaxillary strongly curved; jaws equal; teeth rather strong, the
outer curved, those in upper jaw largest; eyes very large, silvery;
breast compressed, as in Tlujrina evermanni, but less sharp at edge, appearing as if pinched between thumb and finger pectoral long, pointed, not
truly falcate, reaching more or less past the middle of the short ventrals,
;

posterior margin not concave, the middle rays considerably more
than half length of upper rays; dorsal and anal naked; gill rakers
numerous, long and slender. First dorsal small, behind front of the long
anal, midway between gill opening and base of caudal first ray of soft
dorsal over about fourth of anal last rays of soft dorsal considerably
before last of anal. Caudal lunate, the lower lobe the longer and broader,
as long as head. Color translucent green, with considerable dusky dottings, no yellow fins dotted ventrals black, as are lobes of second dorsal and anal; silvery stripe narrow, underlaid by dusky, its width little
its

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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more than half the eye first dorsal and hase of anal dusky outlines of
air Lladder evident through the translucent sides of body, but less so
than in Thyi-ina evermanni. Length 3i inches. Rio Presidio, near Mazat;

common;

fresh water; very

lan, Sinaloa, in

inches long.

;

{crijstaUinus, crystalline,

the longest specimen 3J
from the window-like appearance

of the air bladder through the translucent muscles.)
Jordan & Culvek, Fishes Sinaloa, MS., 1805, Rio Presidio, below Presidio, Sinaloa. (Type, No. 2685, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mue. (.'otype. No. 47440, U. S. Nat. Mug.
Coll. Hopkins Expedition.)

AOieriiii'Ua cninlalUna,

360.
Atherinella,

ATHERINELLA,

Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage,

Steindachner.

35, 1875, {panamensvi).

11,

Body elongate, with the abdominal edge compressed into a keel. Cleft
of mouth very oblique; teeth hooked; scales strongly ctenoid. Upper
jaw protractile; pectoral very long and falcate. First dorsal small,
inserted behind front of long anal. Eastern Pacific. (Name a diminutive of Atherina.)
1176.

Head

4|;

3; snout

depth

ATHERISELL.l PAXAMEXSIS,
D. III-l, 7

4|.

The broad

3.

;

A.

I,

flat interorbital

Steindachner.

21 scales 37 or 38-7+ eye large,
space 2A in head. Profile straight
;

;

from snout to second dorsal. Ventral convex from base of lower jaw to
end of long anal, edge of abdomen forming a sharp keel. Lower jaw
oblique
premaxiUary protractile
maxillary concealed by preorbital
when mouth is closed. Teeth in several rows, those of two outer rows
thickened at base and strongly incurved at tips. Pectoral very strongly
developed, much longer than head, falcate, as in Pelecus cultratiis, which
this species strongly resembles.
Upper pectoral ray longest, 2i in body,
;

;

others rapidly shortening; ventrals short, nearer tip of lower jaw than
base of caudal. Spinous dorsal short and weak, inserted over tenth anal
ray soft dorsal extending farther back than anal lower caudal lobe
longest. Scales strongly ctenoid, those above lateral line longest. A
;

;

band dotted with black.
one specimen 5^ inches long.

Panama.

silver-gray lateral

Known from

Atherinella panamenstts,

Steindachner, Ichth.

361.
Labideflliex,

Beit.,

11,

.''5,

Panama.

1875,

LABIDESTHES,

(Steindachner.)

Cope.

CoPE, Proc. Araer. Phil. Sor. Phila., 1870, 455, {sicaduvi).

This genus differs from Menidia chiefly in the prolongation of the jaws,
both of which are produced into a short depressed beak. The scales are
small, as in LeureHthes and Basilichthys, their edges entire.
{Aa3ic, a pair
of forceps

;

t(T>?<Gj,to

eat.)
1177.

LABIDESTHES SICCULUS
(Brook Silverside

;

(Cope).

Skipjack.)

Head U; depth 6; eye 3*. D. IV-I, 11; A. I, 23; scales 75. Body
elongate, very slender, compressed. Head long, flattened above, narrow
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Snout slender, conic. Premaxillaries broad posteriorly, very
produced forward, the snout longer than the large eye.
Edge of upper jaw strongly concave. Teeth very slender, mostly in one
series, forming a narrow band in front.
Scales small, thin, with entire
edges. Spinous dorsal very small; soft dorsal short. Anal fin long;
below.

protractile,

caudal forked
pectorals moderate.
First dorsal inserted somewhat
behind the vent. Pale olive green, translucent; lateral silvery band
very distinct, scarcely broader than pupil, bounded above by a dark line;
back dotted with black. In the black waters of the lowland swamps
the silvery is underlaid by black. Length o\ inches. Ponds and sluggish streams; Lake Ontario and southern Michigan to Iowa, Florida, and
Tesas locally abundant; a very graceful little fish, widely distributed,
confined to fresh waters, (siccus, dried; found in half-dry pools.)
;

;

Chirostoma sicculum, Cope, Proc. Ar. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 81,
(Coll.

Crosse

Isle,

Detroit River.

Professor Fox.)

Lahidesllies sicculus,

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.

Pliila., 1870, 40;

Jordan & Gilbert,

SynopsiB,

406, 1883.

362.

ATHERINOPSIS,

Girard.

(Pescado del Rey.)
Alheriiiopsis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Pliila., 1851, 131, {catifoiniensis).

This genus differs from BasiUchthys in the nonprotractility of the upper
jaw. The spines of the premaxillaries are very short, much shorter than
the eye, and they are covered by a skin which is continuous with that of
the forehead, being only capable of such motion as is permitted by the
extension of a fold of skin between the jaws and the frontal region.
vScales small.
One species, reaching a considerable size, and having
importance as a food-fish. {Atlierina; 'nine, appearance.)
1178.

ATHERINOPSIS CALIFORNIENSIS.

Girard.

("California .Smelt;" Pe.scado pel Rev; Pei.xe Rey; Pesce-Ee.)

D. IX-I, 12 A. I, 23 scales 77-13. Eye small, 5 in
Maxillary narrow, not reachlittle compressed.
ing to the eye, not slipping under the preorbital. Jaws even teeth
small, pointed, in narrow bands inner series of upper jaw enlarged.
Gill rakers very long and slender.
Scales creuate, somewhat rough, but
not laciniate. First dorsal large, inserted in front of anal nearer base
than snout second dorsal inserted in front of middle of anal, which has
a scaly sheath. Pectorals nearly as long as head, not reaching to ventrals,
the latter halfway to vent. VertebriB about 45. Translucent greenish, a
burnished lateral stripe which is rather plumbeous than silvery, some
yellow on the opercles. Length 18 inches. Coast of California, from
Cape Mendocino to San Diego very abundant in schools near the shore;
a food-fish of considerable importance, with white flesh of fine texture;
wrongly known as " Smelt" to English-speaking people in California.

Head

head.

4|

depth

;

5.

;

;

Body elongate,

;

;

;

;

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Heermann.)

Alherhiupxis cahfonuemin,
(Coll. Dr.

Sci.

Phila.,

1854,

134,

San Francisco,

Cal.

Jordati

and Evermann.
Gunther,

Allieriidchthy.<! cali/orniensis,

—Fishes of North America,
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Synopsis, 409,

1883.

Alherina

.•i/orf-ii

(Ayres) Girard,

363.

I'roc.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

ATHERINOPS,

ISoti,

1.3fi,

San Francisco.

Steiudacbuer.

(PkSCADILLOS DEL ReY.)
Steindachner,

Atherinops,

Ichtli. Beitrage, 111,

1875,

til,

(((//i)((.«).

Teeth iucieor-like, bifid or branched, arranged in a single row in each
jaw. Otherwise as in Atherinopsis. Three species known, from California
and Mexico. These dift'er from the other Atherinidw in being chiefly herbivorous as the dentition would indicate.
Teeth Y-shaped, the inner fork

.a.

Scales 52 to 56.

6t.

aa.

{Atherina;

cjijj,

any shorter than the

Dorsal V-I, 11; anal

Scales 62 to 68.

b.

little if

22; spinous dorsal

I,

Dorsal VI-I, 11; anal

I, 22.

appearance.)

outer.

much

in front of anal.

INSL'LARIM. 1179.
Spinous dorsal over vent, affinis, 1180.

Teeth scarcely Y-shaped, the inner prong forming a short lateral branch on the main stem.
Dorsal VII-I, 10; anal I, 22; spinous dorsal in front of vent. Pectorals longer than

Scales 46.

regis, 1181.

head.

1179.

ATHERINOPS INSULARUM,

Closely allied to Atherinops
slenderer form, the

which

is

much

affinis,

Gilbert.

differing in the darker color, the

smaller scales, and the shorter spinous dorsal,

inserted farther forward.

Scales 62 to 68 (52 to 56 in

affinis);

between upper edge of silvery baud and front of spinous dorsal
Front of dorsal much nearer tip of snout than is front of
(4 in affinis).
anal, the distance between base of last dorsal spine and front of soft dorsal
greater than length of base of soft dorsal (much less than length of dorsal
Spinous dorsal constantly with 5 spines (6 or 7 in affinis).
in affinis).
Otherwise, in fins, dentition, and general proportions as in affinis. As in
affinis, the inner fork of teeth is occasionally shorter than the outer,
approaching the case of AHierinops regis, where this is the rule. Very
abundant at San Clemente and San Nicolas Islands of the Santa Barbara
Group, and farther south at Guadalupe Island not yet found on the
shores of the mainland. A. affmis is not known from these islands.
5 scales

:

{insularuin, of the islands.)
Alherina insularuin, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1891, 549,

Guadalupe Island.

San Clemente: San Nicolas;

(Coll. Gilbert.)

1180.

ATHERINOPS AFFINIS

(Ayres).

(Little " Smelt;" Pescadillo del Key.)

Head

depth U.

D. VI-I, 11; A. 1,22; scales 52 to 56. Maxillary
slightly shorter than upper. Teeth*
close-set, incisor-like, Y-shaped, the forks divergent, the inner fork often
5;

not reaching pupil.

Lower jaw

a little shorter than the other
able.

;

Eye large, not longer than

* First superior
E. C. Starks.

jaw largest and most movSpinous dorsal moderate, inserted

teeth in lower

snout.

pharyngeal with teeth; second,

third-,

and fourth

coossified,

with teeth.—
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over the vent, its origin midway between posterior angle of opercle and
base of caudal. Pectoral about as long as the head, reaching ventrals, the
vcntrals not to vent. Body stouter than in related species. Scales firm,
crenate. Peritoneum dark; herbivorous. Clear hyaline green, a silvery
lateral band, \\ scales wide, narrower than eye, boidered above by a purplish line. Back and sides thickly punctate. Iris and opercles with bright
yellow. Length a foot. Coast of California in sandy bays in schools, with
J//(en?i02;,si,y crt7(/b;-H/<;?(S('s, and equally abundant; also an excellent foodfish, but smaller and therefore of less importance,
(affinis, related.)
Alherinopsix

Atherinops

affinis,

ciffiuis,

Aybes, Proc.

Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci., 1860,

7:i,

San Francisco.

.Jordan & Gilbert, Syuopsis, 409, 1883.

1181.

ATHERINOPS REGIS,

Jenkins & Evermann.

(Fez del Key.)

Head 4^; depth 4i. D. VII-11 A. I, 22 scales 46-15 eye large, equaling snout, 3| in head. Maxillary not reaching pupil, lower jaw shorter
than upper. Teeth in a single series, close-set, incisor-like, weak, each
with a short lateral branch on the main stem, not Y-shaped tips brown.
Gill rakers about 19 on lower limb of anterior arch, about 30 on lower
limbs of succeeding arches, not strong, equaling diameter of pupil. Origin
;

;

;

;

of spinous dorsal in front of vent,

its

distance from tip of snout being

more than half length of body, the origin of the first to the
origin of the second dorsal less than i length of body. The origin of
first dorsal is much nearer the angle of the opercle than to base of caudal.
The pectorals are longer than head by i the length of the head, reaching
but

little

to the middle of ventrals.

Ventrals about reaching vent, nearly 2 in

Scales firm, large; pores developed on scales on various parts of

head.

the body

4 rows on the cheeks.
Peritoneum black. Color, in alcohol,
darker above the lateral band, the scales in this region having fine
punctulations, a silvery band slightly more than one scale wide, § the
diameter of the eye, the upper third bordered by a dark line. This species
is allied to Aiherinops nffiuis, Ayres, from which it differs in the longer
pectorals, larger scales, and in the position of the spinous dorsal, which
in this species is much nearer the head.
Gult of California a common
food-fish,
{regis, del rey, of the king.)
;

pale,

;

AOierlnops regis,

Jenkins

(Type, No. 39632.

it

Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
& Evermann.)

1888, 138,

Bay

of

Guaymas.

Coll. .Tenkins

Family CVII.

MUGILID^.*

(The Mullets.)

Body oblong, more
no

or less compressed, covered with rather large cycloid

but the furrows often deepened on the middle of
each scale so as to form lateral streaks. Mouth small, the jaws with
scales

;

lateral line,

*For a detailed account of the American marine Mugilidte, see Jordan
Nat. Mus., 1884, 261.

& Swain,

Proc. U.

S.

Jordan and Evermann.
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small teeth, or none, the teeth various in form; premaxillaries protracGill openings wide, the membranes separate, free from the isthmus.
tile.
Branchiostegals 5 or 6. Gill rakers long and slender. Gills 4, a slit behind
fourth. Pseudobranchlie large. Two short dorsal fins, well separated,
the anterior with 4 stiff spines, the last one of which is much shorter than
the others; second dorsal longer than the first, similar to anal; anal
spines 2 or .3, graduated; ventral fins abdominal, not far back, composed
of 1 spine and 5 rays; caudal forked. Air bladder large, simple. Intestinal canal long. Peritoneum usually black.
Vertebras 24. Genera 8 or
10; species

about

100, inhabiting the fresh

warm

waters and coasts of

regions, feeding on organic matter contained in

mud.

"In the genus
swallowed, and

Mugil, a considerable indigestible portion of the latter is
in order to prevent larger bodies from passing into the stomach, or substances from passing through the gill openings, these fishes have the
organs of the pharynx modified into a filtering apparatus. They take in

a quantity of sand or mud, and after having worked it for some time
between the pharyngeal bones, they eject the roughest and indigestible
portion of it. The upper pharyngeals have a rather irregular form; they
are slightly arched, the convexity being directed toward the pharyngeal
cavity, tapering anteriorly, and broad posteriorly. They are coated with
a thick, soft membrane, which reaches far beyond the margin of the bone,
and is studded all over with minute horny cilia. Each branchial arch is
provided with a series of long gill rakers, which are laterally bent down-

ward, each series closely fitting to the sides of the adjoining arch they
constitute together a sieve admirably adapted to permit a transit for the
water, retaining at the same time every solid substance in the cavity of
the pharynx." (Gunther.) (J/;(Y/i7;fZ«', Giinther, iii. Cat., 409-467, 1861.)
;

a.

Stomach muscular, gizzard-like; teeth slender, usually liaving the form of
h.

cilia; lower jaw
angular in front; species chiefly marine.
Anal spines 3; teeth ciliiforni, flexible.
c. Orbit with a well-developed adipose eyelid, covering part of the iris; cilia in one or
few series, slender; cleft of mouth chiefly anterior.
Mugil, 364.
cc. Orbit without distinct adipose ej'elid.
d. Cleft of mouth lateral; lower jaw narrow; upper jaw very thick and very pro-

many scries, pavemout-like.
Cit.'ENOMUGlL, 365.
ray simple but articulate; teeth distinct, in a few series,
scarcely ciliiform, often obsolete in the lower jaw; lips thin; no adipose eyelid;
tractile; cilia broad, in

hli.

Anal spines
.

2,

the

first soft

Quebimana,

preorbital serrate.

366.

Agonostomin.e-:
air.

Stomach not gizzard-like; teeth not ciliiform; lower jaw not angular in
mouth lateral; fresh-water species, inhabiting chiefly mountain torrents
c.

ee.

front; cleft of
in the tropics.

Teeth in villiform bands.
/. Anal spines 2; teeth in bands on jaws and vomer; lower jaw without lamelliform
folds.
AooNOSTOMUs, 367.
Teeth coarse, broad, truncate incisors, with their free edges serrate; smaller teeth on
vomer; none on palatines; head heavy, the blunt, tumid snout overhanging the
small, inferior mouth lower jaw forming a sharp soft edge.
Joturu.s, 368.
;

364.

MUGIL

(Artedi) Linnjeus.

(Mullets.)
Mifjil (AiiTEPi) LiNN.v.rs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, .^1C, {cejihnhis).

Body oblong, somewhat compressed, covered with large scales. Head
above and on sides. Mouth small, subiuferior, the

large, convex, scaled
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Jaws with one or a few series of sliort, flexible,
no teeth on vomer or palatines. Eye large, with a large
adipose eyelid, which is little develojied in the young. Stomach muscuSpecies very numerous, living on mud and
lar, like the gizzard of a fowl.
running in great schools along the shores and in brackish lagoons of ali
warm regions. We here exclude from Miujil the Old World group, L\za
(type Mu/jil capito), similar in habit to Mugil but lacking the adipose eyelid.
{MiKjU, the Mullet, from mulgeo, to suck.)
lower jaw angulated.
ciliiform teetb

a.

;

and anal

Soft dorsal

fins

almost naked; anal rays III,

8,

rarely III, 7; sides with dark longi-

tudinal stripes along the rows of scales; caudal deeply forked; size large.
h.

Scales about 33 in longitudinal series; depth about

43^^

teeth vei-y minute; distance from tip of pectoral

'" length to base of caudal;

t<>

length of the pectoral; lips rather thin.

front of dorsal about f the
brasiliensis, 1182.

Scales about 41 in a longitudinal series; depth about 4 in length to base of caudal;

fc6.

teeth close-set, rather small; distance of tip of pectoral from front of dorsal about
I
(la.

the length of pectoral.

Soft dorsal
less
c.

Anal
d.

ceph.\lus, 1183.

fins scaled; sides

without dark stripesalong the rows of

caudal

scales;

deeply forked; size smaller,
raj'8 III, 9; scales

35 to 45 in a longitudinal series.

Scales 42 to 45 in longitudinal series; teeth small.
e.

ee.
diJ.

and anal

Head small, 4^^ in length.
Head large, 3^4 in length.

incilis, 1184.

thoburni, 11S5.

Scales 35 to 38 in longitudinal series.
/. Pectoral not nearly

reaching origin of dorsal, the distance from

of dorsal being in the adult

},(,

length of pectoral; teeth

its tip

to front

cIose-.sft,

rather

small, (but distinctly visible without a lens; scales 38 or 39 in longitudinal

curema,

series; dorsal less falcate.

;/.

gg.

Teeth rather wide-set, very small, mostly uniserial, scarcely visible in adult
without a lens; larger in the young.
h. Scales 38; bare space between dentary bones very large,
ho-spes, 1187.
hh. Scales 35 or 36 in longitudinal series; l>are space between dentary
bones small.
oaimardianvs, 1188.
Teeth large, in

many

series above; fins deeply falcate; 37 scales in longi-

tudinal series.
cc.

1186.

Pectoral nearly reaching origin of dorsal.

.//'.

Anal rays

setosus, 1189.

about 33 in a longitudinal scries; teeth wide-set,
larger than in any other sjjecies except nelosiis, about as long as the nostril; upper
lip thick; pectoral not nearly reaching front of dorsal; size small.
III, 8; scales very large,

TRICHOnON, 1190.

1182.

MUGIL BRASILIENSIS,
(Liza

Head

4 in length

{~}i

;

Lebrancho

;

Agassiz.

Queriman.)

including caudal); depth 4* (5f).

D. IV-I, 8; A.

Body elongate, moreslenderthan in any otherAmerican
Mugil. Snout broad and bluntish, the upper profile almost straight and
horizontal (in young examples the anterior profile is about ecjuallj^ oblique
above and below). Interorbital space greatly convex, its width 2 in
head. Upper lip rather thin. Space at the chin between the mandi111,8; scale835-12.

bulary bones oblanceolate, acutish posteriorly. Preorbital large, almost
covering maxillary. Eyes hidden anteriorly and posteriorly by a broad
adipose membrane. Teeth very minute. Scales large, those on top of
head larger about 21 large scales between origin of dorsal and tip of
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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snout; soft dorsal and anal almost naked. Margin of soft dorsal very
concave, the sixth lay shortest, 3 times in second and longest ray. Anal
similar to soft dorsal, but slightly less concave. Caudal deeply forked.
Color dusky above, silvery below; a dusky streak along each row of
scales, these streaks not so wide as in Mmjil ccphalus.
Scales on side
and opercle with dark punctulatious ventrals pale yellowish, the fins
otherwise dusky. Length 18 inches. Cuba to Patagonia, common in the
West Indies and along the coast of Brazil abundant in the markets of
Havana, where it is usually known as Lebrancho. It has not yet been
noticed in the waters of Florida, although probably occurring there. It
is readily distinguished from Mugil cephaJus and other species with naked
;

;

dorsal

and

anal,

by

its

large scales.

Atlantic Ocean off Brazil
museum at Munich Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., isso, 2(;2.
JlfH<7i7 /iV.K, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xi, 83, 183G,
Brazil; Porto Rico;
Maracaibo Surinam Martinique.
Mxigil hrasiliemis, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., 234, plate 72, 182'J,

the types in the

;

;

Mugil

leliranchus,

;

;

Poey, Memorias,

ii,

200, plate 18, fig.

1183. Ml

(Common Mullet

;

3,

1861,

Cuba.

GIL CEPHALUS, Linnsus.

Striped Mullet

;

Ckfalo

;

Macho; MACiruTo

;

Lisa Cabezuda.)

Head

4| (5i in total with caudal); depth 3| (5 in total). D. IV-I, 8 A.
(very rarely III, 7)
scales 41-13. Body rather robust, somewhat
compressed, its depth moderate. Snout rather narrow and acutish, its
upper profile little less oblique than lower. Interorbital space slightly
convex, 2| in head. Upper lip rather thin. Space at the chin between
the mandibulary bones oblanceolate, acutish posteriorly.
Preorbital
narrow, not nearly covering the maxillary. Eyes hidden anteriorly and
;

Ill, 8

;

by a broad adipose membrane.

Teeth close-set, rather small,
about 23 large scales between origin
of dorsal and tip of snout scales on top of head slightly enlarged soft
dorsal and anal with very few scales. First dorsal spine usually a little
more than half head, its length subject to some variation. Margin of
soft dorsal concave, the seventh ray shortest, 2i times in length of second
or longest ray; anal similar to soft dorsal, but less concave. Pectoral
reaching nearly to front of spinous dorsal, its insertion above axis of body.*
Caudal deeply forked. Color dark bluish above; sides silvery, with
conspicuous dark stripes along each row of scales pale yellowish below;
ventrals yellowish, the other fins more or less dusky. Length 1 to 2 feet.
Coasts of southern Europe and northern Africa
Atlantic coast of
America, from Cape Cod to Brazil Pacific coast, in great schools in bays,
lagoons, and sheltered waters from Monterey to Chili, everywhere very
common; a food-fish of considerable importance, the flesh of fair quality.
On renewed comparison of specimens we are still wholly unable to separate M. albula from the east coast of North and South America, .1/. mcxicanus of southern California, M. guntheri from western Mexico, and M.
ramvielshergii from Peru, from the ordinary European mullet, and so unite
posteriorly

but evident.

Scales rather small

;

;

;

;

;

;

*

Not on the median

line, us stated

by Dr. Giinther

in his

account of Miujil

lineatus.
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Bullcii?i 42,

United States National Museum.

The species has, however, not been
all miller one head as Mugil ccphalus.
{Cephalus, Cefalo, an old name from Kf<paXT/,
recorded from Cuba.
head.) (Eu.)
3lii(jil rephaliis, IjINN.t-;us,

Mmjil

idhiila,

Mugil

liuhj,

Linn^us,

Systema Natunr, Ed.

Syst. K-at., Ed. xii, 520,

x,

31(5,

ITliii,

Europe

175S,

;

Charlecton.

based ou Artkbi.

(Coll. Pr.

Garden.)

Bi.ocn, Ichthyologia, plate 395, 1794, Africa.
Blocii,

Miiijil 2iUi>iiieri,

I.

Vincent on a drawing by Pi.umier.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xi, 9C, 1836,

c, plate 39G, 1794, St.

MiTCUiLi. MS., CuviER

Mtiijil Uwnlttx,

;

New

York.
Mugil raiiimelsbcrgii, TscHUDi, Fauna Peruana, Ichtby., 20, 1845, Peru.
S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., 20, plate 10, fJRs. 1 to
Joseph's Island, Indianola Brazos Santiago Brazos; and Galveston;
of Texas. (Coll. Wiirdemaun, Clark, and Kennerly.)

Mugil h<rlamUcri,GinATiJ>, V.

;

;

Mugil

GiLL, Proc.

giinlheri,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

169,

18fi3,

1859, St.

4,

ou coast

all

western coast of Central

America; not of Steindachner.
3Tugil mcxiranus,

Mugil

atbula,

Steindachner, Ichthyol. Beitrage, in,

Jordan &

Mugil cephalnx, .Jordan

59, 187.5,

Acapulco.

Gilijert, Synopsis, 403, 1883.

& Swain,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 263.

1184. MUr.IL INCILIS, Hanrock.

(Trench Mullet.)

Head

depth 4i. D. IV-I, 8 A. Ill, 9 scales 42 to 44-15, 23 before
Snont moderately broad, scarcely convex, with the
lower iirofile ascending in the same degree as the upper descends the
teeth very small, slender; interorbital space slightly convex, its width 21 in
the angle made by the two
length of head. Upper lip rather thin
mandibulary bones a right one; the preorbital tapers posteriorly, has
the anterior margin finely serrated, and covers the maxillary so that only
a very narrow portion of it is visible on the side of the snout. Adipose
eyelids large. The space of the chin, between the mandibles and inter^
opercles is elongate cuneiform. Soft dorsal and anal fins scaly. Second
dorsal spine slightly longer than the first, and more than half length of
head pectoral short, reaching tenth scale, not quite reaching dorsal
Silvery axil blackish
fins scarcely falcate caudal deeply emarginate.
(Giinther.)
sides without dark stripes along the rows of scales.
Brackish waters from Rio Chagres to ParA and Bahia common, (hicilis,
the

4^

;

;

;

dorsal.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pertaining to a ditch.)
3rngil

iiicilis,

Hancock, Quart. Joum.

Sci.,

Amor., 1869, Jordan & Swain, Proc. V.

Mugil

giinihei-i,

S.

Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen,

1185.

MUGIL THOBURM,

1830,

127,

Guiana

;

GCnther, Fishes

Gentr.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 200.
i,

12, 18G4,

British Guiana.

Jordan & Starks, new

species.

Head 3i to 3| depth 4 dorsal IV-7 anal III, 9 scales 44-15 orbit
uncovered part of eye 8 or 9 in head interequal to snout, 4i in head
orbital 2A; first dorsal spine 2; soft dorsal and anal equal, the longest
a
pectoral If. Body moderately elongate
ray 2i ventrals 2 in head
very gentle curve from tip of snout to dorsal; ventral outline considerably curved, the curve uniform from chin to caudal peduncle. Head
large, broadly rounded above eye moderate, with a large adipose eyelid;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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oblique, the maxillary reaching to frout of orbit

mouth

thick; lower

which

at the middle

jaw with a knob

fits

upper

;

813

lip rather

into an emargi-

space
nation in the upper, its angle more obtuse than a right angle
on chin between mandibulary bones, broad in front, acute behind, the
subopercles meeting below. Teeth very minute, scarcely appreciable.
Pectorals reaching about to middle of
Preorbital minutely serrated.
ventrals, not to spinous dorsal spinous dorsal inserted above posterior
end of ventrals when fin is depressed; first spine of dorsal the lougest;
;

;

ventrals inserted
soft dorsal and anal similar, their margins incised
behind middle of pectoral soft dorsal and anal scaly, 23 scales before
sides with rather faint
dorsal. Color slaty bluish above, silvery below
longitudinal bluish stripes which follow the rows of scales, fadiug out
on the belly and running into the darker color on the back; ventrals and
anal pale pectoral and dorsals dusky a duskj^ bar at base of pectoral.
Pacific Coast of tropical America from Guatemala to Galapagos the types,
two specimens (No. 1607, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.), the largest 8 inches long,
collected by the Albatross in the Galapagos. Close to Mugil ineilis, the
head larger, and with several minor differences. (Named for Dr. Wilbur
Wilson Thoburn of Stanford University in recognition of his work on
;

;

;

;

;

;

the

Cottida'.)

1186. 5IUGIL

CUREMA,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

(White Mullet; Blue-back Mullet; Liza; Lisa Blanca.)

Head 4^; depth 3|. D. IV-I, 8 A. Ill, 9 scales 38-12. Body moderately elongate, its depth about equaling that of Mugil cepliaUis. Snout
rather narrow and pointed, the upper profile not so oblique as lower.
;

;

Interorbital space slightly convex, 2J in head. Upper lip rather thick.
Space at the chin between the mandibulary bones oblanceolate, acutish

Preorbital rather narrow, nearly covering the maxillary
Eyes hidden anteriorly and posteriorly by a broad adipose
membrane. Teeth thick-set, rather small, but distinctly visible to the
naked eye. Scales rather small, about 23 from origin or dorsal to tip of
snout soft dorsal and anal densely scaled. Soft dorsal slightly concave,
the seventh and shortest ray 2\ in second or longest ray. Anal similar to
soft dorsal. Pectoral falling short of si)inou8 dorsal by a distance equal
Caudal forked.
to i its length in adult, sometimes longer in young.
Color dark olive above, with some bluish reflections; silvery below no
dusky streaks along sides a rather small dark blotch at base of pectoral
spinous and soft dorsal and pectorals pale, with numerous small dark
punctulations caudal pale, yellowish at base, margin of fin blackish;
anal and ventrals yellowish
side of head with two yellow blotches.
Cape Cod to Brazil; Magdalena Bay to Chili, generally common on both

posteriorly.

posteriorly.

;

;

;

;

;

coasts of America, especially in the tropics.

A

food-fish of importance,

which is a bay
a Portuguese name used by Marcgrave, doubtless corresponding to the Spanish Qucrimati.)

entering the sea more freely than does Mugil
fish.

il/iijiJ

Length about a

ei<rem«,

Cuba.

foot.

ce})h((l us,

(C«/T»irt,

CuviEB & Valenxiennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xi, 87,1836, Brazil;

Martinique;
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Covikr & Valenciennes, c, 89, Brazil; Surinam; Gulf of Mexico; Cuba;
Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 208.
Mugil bi-asiUensi.", Jhudan & Gii-isert, Synopsis, 403, 1883; GCnther, Cat. in, 431, ISdl; m.t of
Miigil pelrosits,

I.

Agassiz.

1187.

MUGIL HOSPES,

Jordan & Culver.

(Lisita.)

D. IV-8; A. Ill, 9; scales 38-13; eye 4^
Body a little slenderer and more compressed than in Murjil curema, the back considerably arched, the profile
gently curved from tip of snout to front of soft dorsal. Eye moderate,
with a large adipose eyelid. Head broad, rounded above, the interorbital
width 2? in its length. Teeth very small, visible with a lens only. Tip
of lower jaw forming a right angle. Bare space between dentary bones
club-shaped, much larger than in Mugil mrema, the subopercles barely
meeting below. Pectoral somewhat falcate, unusually long, reaching
about to base of third dorsal spine, li in head, its long axillary scale
First dorsal
unusually long, half length of the fin and 2i in head.
inserted over middle of body, over middle of length of ventral spine
second dorsal moderate, its edge incised upper lobe of caudal a little
longer than lower, as long as head. Anal rather high ventrals inserted
Dorsal and anal fins scaly. Color much
before middle of pectorals.

Head

3i to 4

;

depth 4 to 4i

in head; snout 4; maxillary

4.

;

;

;

as in Mugil curema, rather greener above, sides silvery, with faint traces
of longitudinal streaks fins pale upper edge of pectoral and end of caudal dusky a small blackish spot at base of pectoral above no yellow on
head. Length 9 inches. Pacific Coast of Mexico, not rare in Mazatlan
Harbor, with Murjil curema, from which the long pectoral readily distin;

;

;

;

{hospes, a landlord, in allusion to the almost constant presit.
ence in the mouth of a small Onlscid crustacean similar to that found in
the Menhaden.)

guishes

Murjil hmpes,

L.

S. Jr.

JORDAN & CuLVER, MS., Fishes of
Uuiv. Mus.; cotypes, No.

IISS.

4744(), U. S.

Sinaloa, 1895,

Nat. Mus.

MUGIL GAIMARDIANUS,

Mazatlan.

Coll. Jordan,

(Type, No. 2980,

Culver

&

Starks.)

Desmarest.

(Red-eye Mullet; Liza Ojo de I'eudriz.)

Head 4; depth 3|. D. IV-I, 8 A. Ill, 9; scales 35 or 36-11. Body
rather robust, moderately compressed. Snout rather narrow and pointed,
upper profile almost as oblique as lower. Interorbital space convex, 2J
Upper lip rather thick, about as in Murjil curema. Space at the
in head.
chin between the mandibulary bones elliptical, acutish in front and
;

behind, scarcely longer than snout. Preorbital rather narrow, covering
about half of the maxillary. Eyes hidden anteriorly and posteriorly by
a broad adipose membrane. Teeth rather wide-set, very small, not visible without the aid of a lens. Scales in the adult rather large, evident
in the young, about 20 in a line from origin of spinous dorsal to tip of
Soft dorsal concave on its
snout; soft dorsal and anal densely scaly.

Jordan and Everman?!.
margin

— Fishes of
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the seveutli ray shortest, 2A in second or longest ray. Anal simhut more concave. Pectoral reaching very nearly to
front of spinous dorsal. Caudal forked. Color dusky ahove, with bluish
;

ilar to soft dorsal

silvery below no dusky streaks along sides spinous and
dusky, the latter finely punctulate with brown, its anterior
rays tipped with black; Caudal pale, broadly margined with black;
anal pale, its basal half appearing dusky from dark punctulations; pectoral pale in front, rather dusky behiud, where there is a dusky blotch at
base. Length 11 inches. Florida Keys to Cuba not abundant, but common at Key West. (Named for P. Gaimard, the associate of Quoy, in the
study of the animals obtained on Freyciuet's voyage of the Uranie and
the Physieknne, and on Dumont d'Urville's voyage of the Astrolobe.)
reflections

,

;

;

soft dorsal

;

Mmjil gaimariliamis, Desmarest, Diet.
Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,

64, pi.

Cuba;

Class., pi. 109, 1831,

7, figs.

1-3, 1875,

Cuba;

first

iiu descrifjtion;

description;

Poey, Ann.

Joudan & Swain,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 267.

1189.

MUGIL SETOSUS,

Gilbert.

Head 31 to 3| in length depth 4 eye large, equaling or slightly exc ceding the length of the snout, 3* to 4 in head, If in interorbital width. D.
IV-I, 8; A. Ill, 9; scales 37. Closely resembling Aliif/il lionpes, from
Avhich it differs widely in its much larger mnltiserial setiP, and the
;

;

longer, narrower mouth.

Mandibular angle less than 90 degrees length
than its width. Premaxillary set* in
a narrow band, not arranged in definite cross lines as in Cluvnomugil those
of outer row very long and numerous, curved and closely crowded inner
setje much shorter, but arranged in several irregular series
mandibular
set* shorter and slenderer but larger than the premaxillary seta? of M.
curema in a single series a narrow strip only of the maxillary is visible
in the closed mouth.
Upper lip thick. Preorbital denticulated. Adipose
eyelid partly covering pupil, but much thinner than in cunma and related
species, the whole eye being visible through it in alcoholic specimens;
adipose mass lying behind eye less developed, encroaching but little on
of cleft of

mouth but

;

little less

;

;

;

;

;

the opercle. Suborbital very wide, as in Mar/il trichodon. jScales moderate,
20 in front of dorsal, 11 in an oblique series from vent to base of dorsal.
Accessory scale on each side of spinous dorsal usually longer than the
base of the fin. Axillary scale exceedingly thin and membranous. Soft
portions of all the vertical fins scaled to tip basal portions of the pectorals and veutrals also scaled. Pectoral long, pointed, slightly falcate,
;

as longas head behind front of pupil, reaching tenth or eleventh scaleon
sides, fiiiling to reach front of spinous dorsal by about -\ its own length.
Spinous dorsal lower than soft dorsal. Both soft dorsal and anal strongly

much higher than middle rays, the anterior rays when
depressed nearly reaching tips of last rays. Soft dorsal inserted over fourth
or fifth ray of anal. Caudal longer than head, the lobes long and pointed.
Plain grayish above, silvery on sides and below, without stripes or other
markings. Veutrals unmarked, the other fins slightly dusky, the caudal
falcate, the last rays

with a distinct black margin. Very abundant at Clarion Island, of the
Revillagigedo group, also found at Mazatlan, where the color is much
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darker than in the types which came from bottom of volcanic ashes.
{actosus, bearing bristles.)
Miiijil sctvsiis,

Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1801, 549, Clarion Island.

1190. MlKilL

TBICHODON,

(Fan-taii,

Head

(Cull. Gilbert.)

Poey.

Mullet.)

D. IV-I, 8; A. Ill, 8; scales 33-11. Body rather
3f,
somewhat greater than in MiifjU curema. Snout rather
narrow and pointed, the upper and lower profile about equally oblique.
Interorbital space tlattlsh or slightly convex, 2i in head. Upper lip
thick, thicker than in any other species here described. Space at the
4^

;

depth

robust, its depth

chin between the mandibulary bones oblanceolate, acutish posteriorly.
Preorbital narrow, covering little of maxillary. Eyes hidden anteriorly

and posteriorly by a broad adipose membrane. Teeth wide-set larger
than in most other species plainly visible in both jaws, and about as long
as the nostril. Scales large, about 21 from origin of dorsal to tip of
Soft dorsal concave the
snout
soft dorsal and anal densely scaled.
;

;

;

;

seventh ray shortest, 2| in second or longest ray anal similar to soft
dorsal. Pectoral not reaching nearly to front of spinous dorsal. Caudal
broad, forked. Color dusky olive above, with some bluish reflections;
silvery below. No dusky streaks along the rows of scales. A dark blotch
at base of pectoral. Dorsals and caudal pale, the former with very small
dark punctulations. Caudal margined with blackish. Anal and ventrals
Pectorals pale, finely punctulate with brown.
Length 10
yellowish.
inches. Florida Keys to Brazil very abundant at Key West, but rare
about Cuba. (i9pif, hair; oSovg, tooth.)
;

;

Mugll tnchodon, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., xi, 1875,06, plato 8, figs. 4 to 8, Cuba.
Mugil brasiliensis, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 270; not of Agassiz.

365.

CHiENOMUGIL,

Gill.

Chienoimtyil, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G3, 169, {proboscidciis).

Cleft of
series,

mouth

broad,

pose eyelid.

lower jaw narrow dentiform cilia in very many
and somewhat paved upper lip very thick no adi-

lateral

flat,

;

;

;

;

Small mullets, of the tropical shores.

(xai-v^,

to gape;

Mugil.)
1191. CH.E1V0MUGIL

PUOBOSCIDEUS*

(Giinther).

Head, and esi^ecially the body and tail, compressed the greatest depth
of body nearly equals length of head, and is 4^ in total length eye 4,
shorter than snout. Dorsal IV-I, 8 anal III, 10; scales 38, 14 in trans;

;

;

*

A

second species of Clui-nomuijil, possibly American, is Chirnotmiijil niyro-t'triijntiis (GOnther):
5; depth 4%; dorsal IV-I, 8; anal III, 9, scales 42, 13 or 14 in a transverse series, 27

Head

between snout and spinous dorsal. Upper lip extremely thick, without transverse fold, and with
about 7 series of small flat papilla; on its iuferior lialf; lower lip with a broad membranaceous
margin, notched in the middle, but not ciliated. Interorbit.al space slightly convex, 2^4 in head.
Snout as long as eye or longer. Chin nearly entirely covered by the mandibles. Preorbital
Pectoral inserted nearly in the
truncate, not notcbed, not covering extremity of maxillary.
middle of the depth of the body, without a pointed scale in its axil; not quite as long as head,

1
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verse series, 23 before the dorsal. The front part of the upper lip is
extremely thick aud conically produced, nearly as long as rest of snout;
low part of each lip with a band of soft pavement-like papilla', arranged
in oblique series
lower jaw rather narrow cleft of mouth deeper than
broad in some specimens the band of papillae passes into a series of fine
movable teeth anteriorly on the upper jaw. Upper anterior profile nearly
straight, obliquely descending; interorbital space convex, 2 in head, and
scaly
preorbital area naked. Maxillary entirely hidden by the preorbital, which has the extremity truncated and minutely serrated.
The
spinous dorsal begins somewhat nearer base of caudal than to end of
snout; the soft dorsal and anal with small scales between the rays, the
former is higher than the spinous dorsal, and commences above the middle
of the anal fin anal fin rather higher than long, as high as soft dorsal
pectoral 1^ in head caudal emarginate. Silvery, upper parts greenish
dark stripes of spots along the series of scales. (Giinther.) Pacific Coast
of tropical America; generally common in rock pools. Length 6 inches.
Known from Mazatlan, Cordova, and Panama, (prohoscideus, having a
;

;

;

;

;

;

proboscis.)
Gunther,

Island of Cordova, west coast of CenSkinner and Captain Dow.)
Chienomugil proboscidevs, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 272.

Mugil

probo.tckleus,

America.

tral

366.
Q)teri)iiana,

Cat., in, 459, 1861,

(Coll. G. U.

QUERIMANA,

Jordan A Gilbert,

Jordan

&

Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 588, (Jiarengns).

This genus includes little mullets, with but 2 spines in the anal fin
and with the teeth in the jaws less ciliiform than in Mugil. Adipose eyelid wanting; preorbital serrate.
The species are all American, of small
size, and some of them swim in great schools at the surface.
Querimana is
close to the Australian genus Myxns, but Myxits has 3 anal spines.
{Queriman, a Portuguese name of Mugil curema.)
a.

Teeth in lower jaw obsolete; species of small

size.

Scales small, 38 in a longitudinal series; dorsal fin IV-I, 8; anal II, 9 or 10.

b.

HARENGl'S, 1192.
lib.

Scales large, 28 or 29 in a longitudinal series; dorsal tin IV-I, 8; anal II, 7 or

8.

GYRANS, 1193.

1192.

(JUEBIMANA HABENGUS

(Giinther).

(El Verde.)

Head

3i

;

depth 3A to

and body compressed

;

4.

Dorsal IV-I, 8; anal II, 10; scales 38. Head
mouth broader than deep, not reaching

cleft of

reaching fourtecntli scale of lateral line. Spinous dorsal commences midway between snout and
base of caudal, or above the sixteenth scale of lateral line; soft dorsal begins above the twentySoft doi-sal not -caly, much higher than long, as
sixth scale, or above the third soft anal ray.
high as anal, which is longer than the dorsal. Body with about II brownish-black longitudinal
streaks produced by a series of spots, one always belonging to the cuticular fold covering base
of scale.
(Giinther.) One specimen from unknown lo<ality, supposed to be from St. Vincent.
Whether of the Cape Verde Islands or of the West Indies is unknown, (niger, black; flrigalns,
streaked.)
Mugil

itigro-slrigulus,

F. A. N.

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

53

iii, 4.57,

1S61, supposed to be

from St. Vincent.
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;
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a single series of small fixed teeth in upper jaw, none in the lower

vomer lips thin. Preorbital serrate, anteriorly and interiorly.
Anterior dorsal spines of moderate strength, 2 in head. Sides and belly
bright silvery, back clear green a large silvery blotch on each side above,
fading at death. Length 2 inches. Pacific Coast of Tropical America,
or on the

;

;

from Mazatlan to Peru

locally abundant,

;

(luirctigus, herring.)

Gunther, Cat., m, 467, 18G1, Pacific Coast of Central America.
Captain Dow.)
Querimaua harenijus, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884,274.

Mijxus harenijus,

1193.

(^UEBIMANA GYRANS,

(Coll.

Jordan & Gilbert.

(WiiiuLiGiQ Mullet.)

Head 3i; depth 3t; eye 3f, large, equaling interorbital width, about
twice length of snout. D. IV-I, 7; A. II, 7 or 8; scales 28 or 29. Body
compressed, especially below upper anterior profile descending in a curve
to the short snout top of head transversely convex mouth rather narrow,
oblique, the symphysis of lower jaw forming an acute angle. Teeth in a
single series in upper jaw, rather better developed than in species of
Origin of ventral fins
MiKjiJ, but not evidently of difierent character.
midway between snout and end of anal fin pectorals long, 5 times in
length of body vertical fins apparently scaleless. Some specimens (perhaps females) green above sides and belly silvery middle of back with
a large pale area, shining silvery when in the water. Other specimens
(perhaps males) with a broad coppery olive shade along the sides, extending on the back; color otherwise the same; the pale dorsal blotch as in
the other; fins pale. South Atlantic Coast of United States, known from
Woods Hole (Smith and Kendall) to Key West; generally abundant a
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

curious little mullet, often found swimming round and round in great
schools at the surface like whirligig beetles usually mistaken for the
young of the mullet or the bluefish. According to Mr. W. C. Kendall it
;

common ofl:' Fortress Monroe, Virginia. Close to Querimana hanngus,
but diftering in coloration, size of scales, fin rays, etc. Length 2 inches.

is

{gyrans, whirling.)
Querimana gi/raiis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, '2G, Key
U. S. Fish Comm., xi, 1891, 192. (Type, No. 349(16. Coll. Jordan.)

367.
Agonostomus, Bennett, Proc.

CuviEE & Valenciennes,
CuviFR & Valenciennes,

Dajaiis,
Nestis,

AGONOSTOMUS,

Comm.

Zool. Soc, 1830, 166,

West

;

Smith, Bull.

Bennett.
(telfairii).

Hist. Nat. Poiss., xi, 164, 1836, (inonlicola).
I.

c, xi, 166, 1836, {cijprinoides

= lelfairii).

Fresh-water mullets, with cleft of mouth extending laterally about to
front of eye. Small teeth in villiform bands in both jaws, and sometimes on the vomer. Edge of lower lip rounded, not sharp. Stomach
Anal spines usually 2, the first soft ray slender and
not gizzard-like.
often taken for a spine. Streams of mountainous regions in tropical
countries. The American species constitute the subgenus Dajaus, characterized by the presence of teeth ou the palatines. («-, without; yuvin,
angle; c5r6^a, mouth.)

Jordan and Evermann.
a.

Interorbital space

flat,
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narrow, 4 in lioad; lioad

3;.;;

depth iy^ to 4J^;

lips thin; scales

40 to 42-13.

PERCOIDES, 1194.

aa. Interorbital space convex, broad,
h.

2% to 3 in

head.

Lips thin; body rather deep; maxillary to front of eye.

hh.

819

monticola, 1195.

Lijis thick.
c.

Maxillary short, barely reaching front of eye, 4 in head; eye

5 in

in length.
cc.

head; head 4}^
n.^.situs, 1196.

Maxillary long, reaching posterior margin of pupil,
61^ in head; head 3}/^ in length.

Subgenus DAJAUS,
1194.

Cuvier

&

23|^ in

head; ©ye very small,
microps, 1197.

Valenciennes.

AGOXOSTOMUS PERCOIDES,

Guuther.

Head Sf depth 3f. Dorsal IV-I, 8; anal III, 9; scales 40 to 42-13.
Vilhforiu teeth iu the jaws and on the vomer and palatines; upper lip
;

thin; maxillary reaching beyond front of eye interorbital space flat,
Avidth 4 in head, rather greater than diameter of orbit, which equals
length of snout. Origin of spinous dorsal midway between snout and
;

its

base of caudal length of anterior spine more than half that of head.
Soft dorsal as high as the spinous caudal deeply emarginate anal fin
higher than soft dorsal pectoral as long as head without snout ventrals
somewhat shorter than the pectoral fins. Nearly uniform greenish (in
spirits);
blackish blotches between the dorsal spines.
(Giinther.)
Fresh waters of San Domingo and probably of other islands, (pereoideis,
irepKOEuVij^, like a perch.)
;

;

;

;

;

Agonosluuia pcrcoides, GI'NTHer, Cat.,

1195.

Depth
I,

iii, 4(54,

San Domingo.

18G1,

AGONOSTOMUS MONTICOLA

(Bancroft).

4i to 4i in total length (about 3J

8; anal III, 9; scales 40 to 42, 12 in

without caudal). Dorsal IVtransverse series. Small teeth in

jaws and on the vomer and

palatiiies.
Upper lip thin maxillary reaching eye interorbital space convex. Spinous dorsal somewhat nearer
snout than base of caudal. (Giinther.) Fresh waters of the West Indies
and eastern Mexico, Vera Cruz, etc. {monticola, inhabiting mountains.)
;

;

Mugil monticola, Bancroft, in Griffith's Edition Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, Fishes, 367, plale
36, 1836.

Mugil

irreliltis,

GossE, Nat. Sojourn Jamaica, 84, 1851,

Agottostoma monticola,

Guntheu,

1196.

Jamaica.

Cat., in, 464, 1861.

AGOXOSTOMl'S NASUTUS,

Giinther.

(TurcHA.)

Head
III, 9;

4i; depth 4f eye Ih in snout or 5 in head. Dorsal IV-I, 8; anal
scales 42-12 in transverse series, 19 scales before the dorsal.
;

Body moderately compressed, rather thick behind the head

upper anteconvex above the opercles. Snout obtusely conic.
Preorbital not toothed. Rather narrow bands of villiform teeth in the
jaws, on the vomer, and on the palatines. Upper lip thick mouth
oblique, of moderate Avidth, maxillary reaching eye, entirely hidden
;

rior profile slightly

;

Bulletin ^7, United States JVational
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when mouth
dorsal

is

Museum.

Interorbital space convex, 2| in head.

closed.

Anterior

commences nearer snout than base of caudal, and above tenth

scale of lateral line

;

its

anterior spines rather strong, 2 in head.

Soft

dorsal a little higher than the spinous, not scaly, commencing above the
twenty-fourth scale, or above the fourth anal ray caudal fm emar;

ginate anal fin somewhat higher than the dorsal, spines feeble, the first
quite rudimentary pectoral inserted above the middle of the depth of
body, as long as distance from nostril to posterior edge of opercle. Back
grayish green, each scale with a brown margin a silvery band from
base of pectoral
base of pectoral to caudal fin lower parts silvery
blackish. (Giinther.) Rivers of Central America, on both sides of the
isthmus, north to Lower California.* {nasiitus, long-nosed.)
;

;

;

;

Agonostoma nasulum, Gi'NTHER, Cut.,

America, 444, plate

iii,

;

463, 18G1,

Rio Geronimo; Gunthei!,

Fislies Cuutral

70, fig. 2, 1866.

AGONOSTOMUS MICROPS,

1197.

Giinther.

depth 4J snout much longer than eye of male, which is
Dorsal IV-I, 8; anal III, 9; scales 43-12 in transverse
Bands of villiform teeth in the jaws, on the vomer, and on the
series.
palatine and pterygoid bones. Upper lip thick, protruding anteriorly;
maxillary extending beyond the vertical from anterior margin of eye
interorbital space convex. Distance between dorsal
2i to 3 in head
fins not as great as length of head; anterior dorsal commencing midway
between snout and base of caudal. (Giinther.) Streams of West Indies
and Central America, {fuapu^, small uip, eye.

Head

oi

;

;

6i in head.

;

;

Agonostoma microps, Gunther, Cat., iir, 462, 1861, probably West Indies.
Dajam microps, Gunther, Fishes Central America, 444, plate 70, tig. 1, 1866.

368.
Jolnriis,

Poet, Memorias,

11,

JOTURUS,

Poey.

263, 1861, {pichardi).

Large fresh-water mullets, with the head heavy, the blunt and tumid
snout projecting beyond the small, inferior mouth mouth broad, with
;

* Specimens from San Jo.se del Cabo, near Cape San Lucas, obtained by Mr. Lyman Belding,
are thus descnibod:
Head 4}^ to 414 in length (to base of caudal); eye 4]/^ in head; maxillary not longer than
interorbital width", contained 2% to 334 times in head; a liand of pterygoid teeth often but not
always developed; dorsal spines very strong, not flexible, the origin of the fin nearer snout
than tail; caudal well forked, the middle rayslj/^ in outer; maxillary usually extends slightly
beyond front of orbit.
(.»th('r K]iiTiiiiens obtained by the Hopkins Expedition at Ma/atlan :\rr dcsi ribed as follows:
Hiud 41 ,; depth 414. D- IV-I, 8; A. II, 10; scales 43-13. Eye 3-.., in h'-a.l; snout 3-.,; maxillary 31 ...
IVctoral il4 in head; caudal as long as head. Body mudcTatily elongate, not much
compressed; nape prominent, rounded. Interorbital space much rounded, its width 3 in liead.
Preorbital narrow, as wide aspnpil; mouth rather small, the maxillary reaching front of pupil;
lower jaw included. Eye largo, without adipose eyelid. Teeth small, sand-like, in bands;
vomer roughish. Gill rakers slend('r, close-set. Pectoral short, not reaching spinous dorsal,
the ventrals in.serted under middle of its length ventrals with a small acces.sory scale; anal and
soft dorsal scaleless, their free edges concave; caudal well forked.
Olivaceous; sides creamy;
belly silvery; back and sides with many black scales scattered about, making irregular spots.
P(!Ctoral with ii conspicuous black bar at base, crossed by a pale streak; a narrow dark rim
around lower half of eye. Fins all creamy yellow, the upper ones dotted and clouded with
black.
Young with a black blotch on first dorsal, surrounded bj' orange. Pectoral bar and
mottled scales of body evident in young and old. Length 8 to 12 inches. Rivers of Sinaloa;
very abundant in rapid places in clear waters; our specimens from Rio Presidio. Locally
know n as Trucha or Trout.
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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lower lip very thick, its edge Ibniiiug a soft sharpvery obtuse. Teeth coarse, blunt incisors, with
serrated edges, arranged in broad patches on jaws and vomer; two
patches of lower jaw not confluent. No adipose eyelid. First dorsal
with four spines anal with three; scales large. One species, living at
the foot of waterfalls in tropical America. {Joturo, the Spanish name of
little lateral cleft;

edged

fold, its outline

;

Joturua pichardl at Havana.

1198. .JOTURUS
(.JdTruo

Head

PICHARDI,
;

Poey.

Bono.)

eye Gin head, 3 in interorbital width; snout 2^.
D. IV-I, 9 A. Ill, 9; scales 42 to 45-13 or 14; vertebne 11+13. Body
robust, a little compressed behind. Head heavy, little compressed, gibbous above and anteriorly. Snout thick, broad, protruding, blunt and
tumid, at tip, considerably overhanging the small inferior mouth, and
entirely below the level of the eye. Maxillary reaching nearly to posterior margin of eye, 2*^ in head, hidden entirely beneath the preorbital.
Mouth broad, but without much lateral cleft; lower jaw included.
Upper lip thick, slipping beneath the snout. Lower lip very thick, its
anterior edge forming a soft sharp-edged fold; outline of the lip very
obtuse. Teeth rather strong, coarse, bluntly conical, forming a large
ovate patch on each side of lower jaw, the two patches not confluent; a
similar but smaller patch on the vomer no teeth on the palatines upper
jaw with a band of similar but rather smaller teeth. Nostrils roundish,
close together, in front of the small round eye, which is nearer angle of
mouth than level of top of head. Interorbital space very broad, transversely convex. No adipose eyelid. Neither lip with cirri or papillje.
Scales of head each with many smaller ones at base; accessory scales on
body largely developed. All the fins, including spinous dorsal, covered
with small scales. Gill membranes largely united, free from the isthmus.
Dorsal spines compressed and curved, becoming rapidly shorter from the
first, which is about two-thirds length of head.
Second dorsal and anal
with their free margins concave, the anal somewhat falcate, its longest
ray 1-^ in head. Caudal forked, as long as head. Pectoral as long as
head, reaching middle of first dorsal. Color dull olivaceous, without
distinct markings; paler below.
Length 2 feet. Cuba, Panama, Costa
Rica, and Vera Cruz; a robust, vigorous fish, living in mountain torrents; common in Eio Almendares near Havana, and known from the
mountain streams of Costa Rica, and from streams about Panama.
4*;

depth

3?

;

;

;

Used as a

food-fish

in

"estimable auteur d'un

'

Havana. (Named for Don Esteban Pichardo,
Diccionario Provincial de voces Cubanos.'")

Jolurns pichanli, PoEY, Memorias,

U.

S.

;

ii,

263, 1861,

Cascades throughout Cuba; Jordan,

Pioc.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 35.

Agonostoma

GCnther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (4) xiv, 370, 1.S71, Myzantla. Vera Cruz.
Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. JIus., 1882, 373, Rio Bayano near Panama.

glohUajiii,

Jolurus stipes,

(Type, No. 31010.

Coll.

Captain Dow.)

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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SPHYR^NID^.

Family CVIII.

(The Barracudas.)

Body elongate,

subterete, covered with small cycloid scales.

Head very

Mouth

horizontal,

long, pointed, pike-like, scaly above and on sides.

Jaws

elongate, the lower considerably projecting

upper Jaw nonformed by the premaxillaries, behind which are the
broad maxillaries large, sharp teeth of unequal size on both jaws and
on palatines none on the vomer usually a very strong, sharp canine
near the tip of the lower jaw. Opercular bones without spines or serraGill openings wide, the gill membranes not united, free from the
tures.
large.

;

protractile, its border
;

;

;

isthmus; gill rakers very short or obsolete. Branchiostegals 7 gills 4, a
behind the fourth. Pseudobranchiw well developed. Airbladderlarge,
many pyloric coeca. Lateral line well developed,
bifurcate anteriorly
Pectoral fins short, placed in or below the line of the axis of
straight.
the body ventrals I, 5, abdominal, in iidvance of the middle of the body;
second dorsal remote
first dorsal over ventrals, of 5 rather stout spines
from first dorsal, similar to anal and opposite to it; caudal fin forked.
VertebriT 24. First superior pharyngeal not present. Second, third, and
Lower pharyngeals separate. A single
fourth separate, with teeth.
genus of about 20 species carnivorous pike-like fishes, often of large size,
active and voracious, inhabiting warm seas, many of them highly valued
{Sphyrwitidw, Gunther, Cat., 11, 334-341, 1860.)
as food.
;

slit

;

;

;

;

369.

SPHYR^NA*

(Artedi) Bloch

&

Schneider.

(Barracudas.)
& Schxeidkr,

Sphi/rxtia

(Artedi) Bloch

Sphierina,

Swainson, Class'n Fishes,

ii,

Syst. Ichth., 109, ISOl, (sphi/rxna).

175, 1839, {mropa'a := sphi/rierm)

Characters of the genus Included above,
fish," from mvpa, a hammer.)

{ai^vpaiva,

the ancient name,

"hammer

Scales large, 75 to 85 in lateral line; origin of first dorsal behind root of ventrals, over last

a.

third or fourth of pectorals; body compressed; lower

ing past front of orbit

;

jaw with

fleshy tip; maxillary reach-

rrciDA, 1199.

teeth large.

moderate, 110 to 130 in lateral line; body subterete or compressed.
Pectorals reaching front of spinous dorsal maxillary reaching front of orbit

aa. Scales
h.

,

;

origin of

spinous dorsal behind root of ventrals.
c.

cc.

66.

Lower jaw with fleshy tip; teeth very strong; scales in lateral line 110. ensis,
guachancjio,
Lower jaw without fleshy tip; teeth strong; lateral line 1.30.

Pectorals not reaching front of
<f.

Eye

large; teeth small;

first

Eye small; teeth

1201.

dorsal; maxillary not reaching front of orbit.

interorbital .area convex; mcrlian ridge of frontal groove

picudilla, 1202.

not well developed.
lid.

1200.

larger: interorbital space flatfish;

median ridge of frontal groove
boreai.is, 1203.

prominent.

aaa. Scales very small, 150 to 170 in lateral line; origin of spinous dorsal well beliind tip of
pectorals, before the vertical

from root uf ventrals; lower jaw with fleshy

tip.

Body

slender, subterete.

*

For a detailed account of the American Bpecies of this geuus Bee Meek

Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

1884, 67, et seq.

& Newland,

Proc. Ac.

Jordan and Evermann.
e.

Body

less slender,
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depth 7'y in length; scales in lateral line 100 to 170.

AKUENTEA, 1204.
ee.

Body very

slender, depth

!i

or 10 in length; scales in lateral line

1.50.

spiivr;f,na, 1205.

1199.

SrHYK.EXA PICUDA,

Bloch

.t

Schneider.

(Great Barracuda; Picuda; Becuna.)

Head 3; depth 2 in head; eye rather small, aljout 6 in head, equal to
scales 10-75 to 85-10,
width of interoibital area. D. V-I, 9 A. 1, 9
the cross series counted from lateral line to front of dorsal and anal fins
respectively. Body oblong, slightly compressed, covered with large scales.
Head large; maxillarj- large; nearly i length of head, its posterior margin
;

;

reaching past front of orbit. Lower jaw with fleshy tip, bluntly conical.
Interorbital area concave, with a shallow median groove (as wide as pupil,
at posterior edge of orbit), divided by a ridge in front and behind. Supraocular ridge bony and striate. Preocular ridge present. Teeth large premaxillary teeth small, little compressed, irregularly set, nearly uniform
in size, somewhat thicker and shorter posteriorly premaxillary with two
pairs of very large compressed teeth, their length more than half width
of pupil: anterior ones directed downward, posterior ones downward and
backward; teeth in lateral series of lower jaw small anteriorly, increasing gradually backward, when they nearly equal those on palatines; palatine teeth similar to those on lower jaw, arranged in reversed order.
Distance from tip of snout to front of dorsal 2f in body second dorsal
spine longest, \\ in snout; second dorsal and anal equal anal inserted
under first third of soft dorsal; caudal forked, upper lobe the longer;
pectorals reaching beyond front of dorsal, 2\ in head origin of first dorcheeks and opercles scaly, about 12
sal slightly behind the ventrals
rows of scales on cheeks upper part of head with small embedded scales.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sides in young with about 10 dark blotches
Color silvery, darker above
which break up and disappear with age. Some inky spots, usually on
posterior part of body, are very conspicuous in both old and young specimens. Soft dorsal, anal and ventral fins black, except on margins. Pecwhich is black. Fins of
torals iilain, except upper part of its margin
very young specimens nearly plain. West Indies and Brazil, north to
Pensacola, Charleston, and the Bernmdas, very common in the tropics.
The largest and most voracious of the Barracudas, reaching a length of 6
feet
valued as food sometimes dangerous to bathers, being fierce as a
;

;

;

shark.

;

{Picuda, the Spanish name, from the

same root

Umhla minor marina, the Barracuda, Catesby, Fishes of Carolina,
Pioida,

Parra, Dif. Piezas,

Hist. Nat. Cuha, 90, pi. 36,

Sphyricna sphyrsena, var. xiicuda,

Bloch & Schneider,

fig. 2,

as pike.)

etc., pi. 1, 1731,

1787,

Syst. Ichth., 110, 1801; after

Sphyriena becuna, LAcf:PEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v,.pl.

9,

fig.

3,

Bahamas.

Havana.

1803,

Parra.

from a drawing made hy

Plumier, at Martinique.
Esox barracufla, Shaw, Zool., v, 105, 1804; after Catesby.
Sphyra-na pictida,

Newland,

Gvnther,

Cat.,

iii,

330, 1861

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884,08.

412, 1883;

Meek &

Bulletin 4J, United States National Museu?n.
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SPHYR.ENA ENSIS,

1200.

Jordan k Gilbert.

(VlCUDA.)

Head
8

;

eye 6 to 7 iu head
4 ; depth 8 or 9
scales 110. Body moderately elongate.
;

:

snout 2i.
Pectoral

D. V-I, 9 A. II,
reaching about
;

2|,

Ventrals inserted before first dorsal. Canine
and inner row of premaxillary very large,
much as in Sphyrana i)icuda. Maxillary reaching about to front of
dorsal.
Silvery, darker above, with traces of numerous vague darker
crossbars. Gulf of California to Panama; rather common; a food-fish
of some importance. Length about 2 feet. (e«sjs, sword.)
to front of first dorsal.

teeth of lower jaw, palatines,

JouDAti & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., ii, 1882, 106, Mazatlan (Type,
'No. 28210, Coll. Gilbert); Meek & Newlanp, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884, 70.
not of CuviER & Valenciennes,
Sphi/ranaforsleri, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, vii, 4, 1878

Sphi/rn'iia ensi^,

;

;

which

is

an East Indian

1201.

species.

SPHTR.ENA GUACHANCHO,
(GUAGUANCHE

;'

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

GUAGUANCHE PeLON.)

Head 3J depth 2 in head eye rather large, 5i in head, a little exceeding interorbital area. D. V-I, 9 A. 1, 8 scales in lateral line 120 to 130.
Body rather slender, subterete, covered with moderate-sized scales head
large; maxillary small, less than i head, scarcely reaching orbit; lower
jaw bluntly conical, without fieshy tip. Interorbital area flat median
groove very shallow, the median longitudinal ridge very small, anterior
Premaxillary
supraocular ridge bony, striate; preocular ridge large.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

number; premaxillary teeth present anterior palaand more compressed than those on premaxillary, widely
teeth iu lateral series of lower jaw
set, decreasing in length gradually
small and closely set anteriorly, larger and wide-set posteriorly, about
10 in number; a large compressed tooth at symphysis. Origin of first
teeth small, 35-40 in

;

tine teeth larger

;

of pectoral, slightly behind the ventrals; distance
between dorsals 5^ in body distance from tip of snout to spinous dorsal
2^ iu body scales moderate, almost uniform in size; cheeks and opercles
scaly upper part of head with small embedded scales. Color light olive,
yellowish on soft dorsal anal and ventral tips of caudal rays black top
dark punctulations on upper part of body spinous dorsal
of head dark
West Indies, north to Peusacola,
with some dark punctulations.
and occasionally northward in the Gulf Stream as far as Woods Hole.
A slender species, rather common in the tropics. Length 2 feet. (Guadorsal above tip

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

guanche, the

common name

Cuba.)

in

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 342, 1829, (lapsus
ijiiiniiiaiKlii), Havana; (Coll. Poey); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 411, 1883.
Sphi'inntai/inilherl, Haly, Ann. 3Iag. Nat. Hist., .\v, 1875, 270, Colon.
Meek & Newland, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Spliiinni" ijiiKijHimnie, PoEY, Memorias, ii, 166, 1860

Sph/rirna gnncliancho,

;

for

Sci.

Phila., 1884, 70.

1202.

SPHYR.ENA PICUDILLA,

Poey.

(PlCUDILLA.i

Head 3^ depth 2i in head eye large, about 5 in head, 1^ times interorbital space. D. V-I, 9; A. I, 9; scales 110. Body rather robust,
;

;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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subterete, covered with scales of moderate size head rather large maxsmall, about 2? in head, not reaching orbit. Jaw with
fleshy tip, bluntly conical.
Interorbital area flattish; median groove
;

;

illary rather

shallow, divided by a very indistinct median ridge; supraocular ridge
bony, striate; preocular ridge rather prominent. Premaxillary teeth
small, subconical; dentition as in Sphijra'ua horcalis, but slightly weaker;
position of spinous dorsal, in comparison with veiitrals, variable; distance from tip of snout to origin of spinous dorsal about 2iV in body;
pectorals not reaching spinous dorsal space separating dorsals about 51
in body; second dorsal equal to and somewhat in advance of anal;
cheeks and opercles scaly small embedded scales on upper part of head
scales on body moderate, uniform in size. Color light olive, darker
above; poft dorsal, anal and ventral fins yellowish spinous dorsal and
pectorals darker; upper parts of preopercle and opercle each with a
dark spot
top of head and tip of snout blackish. Not rare. West
Indies, on the coasts of Cuba, ranging southward to Bahia. Length 18
inches. S. picmlilla is very closely allied to S. horcalis. Its eye is, however, much larger (when specimens similar in size are compared), and the
frontal groove is somewhat different, (jyicudilla, diminutive oi picuda.)
;

;

;

;

;

Sphiirii'iia

pintdilla,

Poey, Memorias,

ii, iri2,

1860,

Havana

;

Meek

Newland,

<fe

Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1884, 72.

SPHYR.ENA BOREALIS, De

1203.

Kay.

(NonTHEUN Barracuda. 1

Head 3; depth 2?-; eye rather small, about 6 in head, scarcely exceeding width of interorbital area.
D. V-9
A. I, 9
scales 115 to 130.
Body rather slender, subterete, covered with moderate-sized scales head
large; maxillary small, less than 1 head, not reaching front of orbit by
lower jaw with fleshy tip, bluntly conical. Interori diameter of eye
bital area convex
median groove very shallow, divided by a distinct
longitudinal ridge, especially well defined immediately before nostrils;
supraocular ridge striate preocular ridge moderate. Premaxillary teeth
small, about 40 in number front of premaxillary with two pairs of large
teeth (sometimes accompanied by smaller ones), canine-like; anterior
smallest, directed downward, posterior ones downward and backward;
anterior palatines larger than premaxillary teeth, and more compressed
and widely set posterior ones small and closely set orderof teeth on lower
jaw reversed, but similar to those on the palatines, and smaller, about 10 in
series large tooth near tip of lower jaw present.
Origin of dorsal over or
slightly in advance of ventra]8,we]l behind point of pectorals: distance
between dorsal fins 5^ in length of body distance from tip of snout to
spinous dorsal 2,V, in body
scales moderate, somewhat larger behind soft
dorsal and anal cheeks and opercles scaly
small embedded scales on
upper parts of head. Color olivaceous, silvery below young with dusky
blotches across the back and along the lateral line. Atlantic Coast of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

United States from Cape Cod to Cape Fear, rather common northward
a small species closely allied to Sjyhyraua picudilla', rarely used for food.
Length rarely more than a foot, {horealis, northern.)

826

Jjullctin 42,

Sphyripna borealis,

&

De Kay,

United States National Museum.

N. Y. Fauna

:

Fishes, 37, plate

lOr,,

Cli, fis.

1842,

New

York

;

Meek

Newt.ani), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1SS4, 73.

Isphi/i-KiK

-T'-l,

Jordan & Gilbert,

1204.

Synopsis, 411, 1883; not of IlXuy.

SPHTR.ENA ARGENTEA,

(California Barracuda

Head

3S

;

depth

H;

eye

Body

in the lateral line.

D. V-I,

10.

Glrard.

Barracoita.)

;

9; A. I, 8

scales in 238 series, 160

;

elongate, little compressed.

Lower jaw much

produced, fleshy at tip. Maxillary not reaching front of eye, ahout 3 in
head. Teeth moderate, little compressed. Spinous dorsal inserted a little
nearer snout than caudal, just in front of ventrals, well behind the end
of the pectorals, which are a little longer than the ventrals and less
than -,^0 the total length. Scales very small. Brownish, with bluish
luster; belly white, scarcely silvery. Length 5 feet. Pacific Coast, from
San Francisco southward to Cape San Lucas; very abundant about the
Santa Barbara Islands. A long and slender Barracuda, very closely related
to the European Sjihyrcviia cjjhi/ra'nu an important food-fish Avith flesh
;

rich, firm,

and

{argentcus, silvery.)

delicate,

Spkyrxiia argentea, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 144,

&NEWLAND,

Sph/nvna Incasnna, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

1205.

Sci. Phila., 18(i3, 86,

SPHTRJINA SPHTR^.NA

(European Barracuda

Head

San Diego, California; Meek

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci., 18S4, 75.

;

Spet

;

Cape San Lucas.

(Liunaiis).

Sennet.)

3^; depth 9 to 10 in total length; eye

scales 150-25 to 30

;

vertebne

2-1.

8.

D. V-I, 9; A.

Operculum with a single point

:

I,

9;

lower

jaw with a long fleshy appendage anteriorly. Pectoral 12 in total length,
and nearly equal to that of the ventrals; the spine of the latter is not
much shorter than the rays. The origin of the first dorsal is far behind
the extremity of the pectorals, and somewhat before the vertical from the
root of the ventrals, in the middle of the length of the fish, the caudal
not included. The interspace between the 2 dorsals is equal to of the total
J;

length.

Above uniform greenish

lead-colored, beneath silvery

;

the color

of the back sometimes emits crossbars intersecting the lateral line.
Young individuals brown spotted. Coasts of southern Europe and neighboring islands rather common recorded from the Bermudas by Dr. Goode.
(Eu.) {Sjjhjirn'na, oipvpatva, the ancient name.)
;

;

Esox sphyreena, LiNNiEUS, Systema Natunr, Ed.
Sphi/rsctia

Esox

q)el,

Sp%ra'>ia

x,

313,

1758,

Mediterranean Sea;

after

of Artedi.

Hauy, Encycl. Meth. Poiss., 1787;
riiZsaris, CuviER & Valenciennes,

GiiNTHER, Cat.,
Sphyrrena viiidencens,

II,

after Linn.hus.
Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 327, 1829,

Mediterranean:

334, 1860.

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 339, 1829, St.

Verde Islands.
Sphyrxjia spet, Goode, Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., v, 1876, 61.

Jago, Cape
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but showing also certain Percoid char-

the singular

Suborder

RHEGNOPTERI.

Actinosts of pectoral fin of 3 forms, 2 of them normal, supporting the
fin, 1 of them longitudinal, without rays, and tlie fourth a plate
on the coracoid, supporting 3 to 10 free and separate rays or feelers. Postpectoral

+

14:= 24; 2 separate
temporal and shoulder girdle normal; vertebra' 10
dorsal fins, the first of a few spines. Pseudobrauchi;e concealed
ventrals
subabdominal, behind pectorals. One family, Polynemidw, of uncertain
origin and affinities, {(utyvvu, to break asundei
nrepov, fin.)
;

;

POLYNEMID^.*

Family CIX.

(The Threadfins.)
Body oblong, compressed, and covered with rather large, loosely inserted,
ctenoid scales. Lateral line continuous, continued on the tail, usually

Head entirely scaly snout more or
over the mouth, which is rather large, inferior, with
maxillateral cleft premaxillary protractile, its basal process vertical
lary without supplemental bone, extending much beyond the eye, which
is anterior, lateral, rather large, with a well-developed, adipose eyelid.
Villiform teeth on jaws, palatines, and sometimes on Tomer. Pseudobranchia^ concealed. Branchiostegals 7. Gill membranes separate and
free from the isthmus.
Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth.
Two separate
dorsals, somewhat remote from each other, the first of 8 feeble but rather
high spines, the first aud last spines very short, the third longest; the
second dorsal equal to first in height but base somewhat longer, of soft
rays only. Anal fin either similar to or much longer than soft dorsal caudal
fin rather long, widely forked.
Second dorsal, anal, and caudal fins more
or less covered with small scales the first 3 or 4 dorsal spines winged.
Ventrals I, .5, abdominal, but not far removed from pectorals; pectoral fins
moderate, placed low, in two parts, the lower and anterior portion of several filiform articulated appendages, free from each other, used as organs
of touch. In the young the dorsal, caudal, and pectoral fins are dusky,
the anal and ventral fins white all the fins grow darker with age, the
pectorals usually becoming black, the operculum blackish. Bones of the
skull with a well-developed muciferous system as in Scurnidtr. Basis cranii
double, with muscular tube; post-temporal bifurcate; hypercoracoid
with median foramen superior pharyngeal bones 4. Pectoral actinosts
divided 2 of them normal, supporting the pectoral fin, 1 longitudinal,
without rays, and 1 a jjlate on the coracoid, supporting the pectoral filaments. Stomach C(X'cal, with a few pyloric appendages. Air l)ladder
various, sometimes wanting. Vertebrne 10 -|- 14
24. Genera 4, Galeoides,
forked, with a branch on each lobe.

;

less conical, projecting

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

=

*

For a review of this family see Kirsch, Annals N. Y. Ac.

Sci., v, April, 1890,

231-236.
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National Museutn.

4J, United States

liiilletin

and Fohjdacli/lus; tlie last 2 only are found iu
America species about 25, inhabiting sandy shores of tropical seas, and
sometimes entering rivers. Most of tiiem are valued as food-fishes, their
Polisionemus, Polynemns,
;

resembling that of the tSciivnidxe. The relations of this peculiar famappear to be with the Sciwuidw on the one hand, and with the Miujilidd
on the other, but all these resemblances may be superficial, {rohincmidu.,
flesh
ily

Giinther, Cat.,
Anal

a.

aa.

fin

much

11,

331-340, 1860.)

longer than soft dorsal, of about 30 rays; vomer without teeth; jiroopercu-

Polynemvs, 370.
lum entire; free filaments of pectorals longer than body.
Anal fin not much longer than soft dorsal, of about 13 or 14 rays; vomer with teeth: preoperculum serrate; free filaments of pectorals mostly shorter than bodj'.
POLYDACTVLUS, 371.

370.
Guunow, Mus.

Pohinemtis,

POLYNEMUS

PeutaHemus, Artedi, Seba; Thesaurus,
Polynemns, Linn.f.us, Syst. Nat
Pentanermis,

Gunther,

(Gronow) Linnams.

Ichthj'ol., 31, 1754, {qumqunriits).

Cat.,

il,

,

1758, (qninqmirius).

iir, 74,

Ed. x, 1758, 317, (in part; qninqnarius;

virgitiicns; jiaradinseiu).

331, 18G0, {qiiinquarins).

Polynemns, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 272, 1861, (restricted to qniuqvarinx).

Anal

fin

much

longer than soft dorsal, of about 30 rays vomer without
free filaments of pectorals longer than body.
;

teeth; preoperculum entire

;

In other respects essentially as in Polydactylus.

{iro'kvc,

many;

vyna,

thread.)
liJOfi.

D. VIII-I, 12; A.

POLYNEMUS

QUINCJUARIl'S, Linnaus.

Ill, 30; scales 7-73-17.

Anal

much

fin

longer than

vomer without teeth preoperculum entire
Atlantic
free filaments of pectorals 5 in number, longer than body.
Ocean West Indies to coast of Africa recorded from Cuba, Ashantee,
and the Eiver Niger very rare, and for a long time unknown in collec{quinquarius, from the Latin qiiinqiie, five.)
tions; not seen by us.
soft dorsal, of

about 30 rays

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gronow, Mus.

Polynemns,

Museum
Pentanernns,

Ichthyol., 31, 1754,

American Ocean, fnmi

Artedi, "Seba; Thesaurus,

lii, 74,

Museum

1758,"

Polynenms qninqnarius, LiNN.T.rs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 317,
Cat., Ed.

Gray, 170, 1854, "

ii,

331, ISCO;

Bennett, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1831,
Polynemns macronenms. Pel, Bydrage tot de Dierk.,
arledii,

371.

of Seba.

America;

after

Gronow; Gronow,

Oceano America."

Pentmienms qninqnarius, GiiNTHER, Cat.,

Pohjncmus

a specimen in the

of Seba.

from Cuba.
Africa.
1851, Africa.

140,
'.),

POLYDACTYLUS,

LacepMe.

(Barbudos.)
Tricliidion,

Klein, Historia Piscium, Missus.,

v, 28,

1749, (I'iracoaha,

MARCi;RAVE

=

i'(V3!jiici(s),

(non-binomial).
Polynemns, LlNNj:us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 317, (in part, quinquarius; virginicus; paradisicus).
Potijdactylns, LACfipfinE, Hist.

Nat. Poiss., viil, 181, 1832, (^jZuniim

= virginicus), thus leaving Poly-

nemns as the name of quinquarius.
Polynemns, GiiNTHER, Cat.,
Tricliidion,

11,

319, 1860, {paradiaseus).

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 274, {phimieri

= virginicua).

Jordan and Evermann.
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Anal fin not much longer than soft dorsal, of about 13 or 14 rays vomer
preoperculum serrate free filaments of pectorals mostly
with teeth
shorter than body. Teeth in villiform bands on both jaws, vomer, palaPrcopercle sharply serrated on its posterior martines, and pterygoids.
Scales rather small, finely ctenoid.
gin, its angle with a scaly flap.
First dorsal with 7 or 8 feeble, rather high spines, the first and last short.
Soft dorsal and anal fins about equaling each other pectoral filaments 3
Pyloric coeca in great number. Species numerous, in warm seas.
to 9.
;

;

;

;

(TToMif,
a.

many;

^cmtv^mc^ finger.)

Pectoral filaments 6 (rarely

approximans, 1207.

5).

aa. Pectoral filaments 7.

virginicus, 1208.

Pectoral filaments 8 or

aaa.

h.

Mb.

9.

Maxillary less than ^X^. length of head. Pectoral filaments 8.
Maxillary more than J^ length of head. Pectoral filaments usually

octonemus, 1209
9.

OPEKCLI.ARIS, 1210.

POLYDACTYLUS APPROXIMANS

1207.

(Lay k Bennett).

(Raton.")

D. VIII-I, 12 A. Ill, 13 or 14 scales 6-62-10. Body
rather deep, compressed, the back elevated, anterior profile from snout to
spinous dorsal slightly convex maxillary 21 in head; snout 7 in head;
eye large, less than interorbital sjjace, 5 in head. Scales rather large.
Longest dorsal spine \\ in head caudal lobes somewhat longer than
head pectoral fin li in head pectoral filaments 6 (rarely 5) in number,
longer than head, reaching to front of anal fin in adult. Color yellowish
white, darker above pectorals black in adult. Length 1 foot. Pacific
Coast of tropical America, from Guaymas to Panama a common food-fish,
known from Guaymas, Mazatlan, Chiapam, Punta Arenas, and Panama.
{approximans, approaching.)

Head 3i depth

3.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Polynemiis approximans.

Lay & Bennett, Beechey's Voyage,

Zoiil.

Fish., 57, 1849,

Gl-NTHER, Fish. Centr. Amer., 423, 18G9; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.
365, 376; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 66, 1885.
Polynemus

Thominot, Bulletin de

cali/orniensis,

la Societe

V

PhilomatUinue de

S.

Mazatlan;

Nat. Mus., 1882,

Paris,

Seance du 27

Juin, 1886, California.

Trichidkm approximans, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 258, 1862.

1208.

POLYDACTYLUS TIRGINICUS
(Barbudo

;

(Liunaiis).

Barbu.)

Head 3i depth 3i. D. VIII-I, 9 to 12 A. Ill, 13 or 14 scales 7-71-10.
Body deep, compressed, anterior profile nearly straight maxillary 2J in
;

;

;

;

length of snout 5 in head eye large, equal to interorbital space,
Scales moderate. Longest dorsal spine equal to longest ray
of soft dorsal and 1^ in head caudal lobes about as long as head pectopectoral filaments 7 in number, somewhat longer than
ral fin \\ in head
head, reaching to front of anal fin, in adult. Color yellowish white,
darker above; scales on back with dark punctulations on their margins;
the young silvery white. West Indies, north to the Florida Keys, the

head

;

;

5 in head.

;

;

;

Bulletin 4J, Untied Stales A^aiional
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yoiiug very

common

some importance,

Key West and

at

at

Museum.

Havana; the adult a

food-fisb of

from Virginia, but the species does not

(virr/inicun,

range so far to the northward.)
Piracoaba,

Hist. Nat. Brazil, 17fi, 1648, Brazil.
Linn.kus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, .317, 1758, America; Jordan, Proc. U.

Makcgrave,

Polyueniiis rinjhiiciix,

Mus., 118,1884; Jordan, Proc. U.
Polydadyhis

pluriiicfii,

S.

S.

Nat.

Nat. Mus., 30, 1S80.

LAcfepfcoE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 419, 1803,

Martinique, from a drawing

by Plumier.
Polynemns phankrii, Gvnther, Cat.,

ii,

321, 1860;

Jordan & Gilbert,

SynopBis, 413, 1883.

Trichidionplitmieri, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 279, 1861; Poey, Synopsis, 387, 1868.

Pohjnemun mango, Lac£pede, Hist, des Poiss.,

v, 413, 417, 418, 1803,

America; based on

P. virgini-

cus, Linn.t:us.

& Valenciennes,
Martinique (Coll. Plee).

Poh/nemns americanns, CuviEU
(Coll. Ricord);

Puliinemits oligodon,*

GCntiier, Cat.,

1209,

ii,

322, 1860,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 393, 1829,

SanDomingo

Rio Janeiro.

POLTDACTTLUS OCTONEMUS

(Girard).

3*; depth 3J. D. VIII-I, 12 or 13; A. Ill, 13 to 15 scales 6-70Maxillary less than i length of head pectoral filaments 8; l)ody
somewhat compressed, elongated, anterior profile nearly straight, little
declined. Head much compressed, gape oblique; snout 5 in head; eye
Scales rather small. Longest
less than interorbital space, 4^ in head.

Head

;

10.

;

dorsal spine IJ in head longest ray of soft dorsal IJ in head caudal
lobe slightly longer than head, 3i in body pectoral fins 11 in head
pectoral filaments 8, reaching to vent in adult (ocfofilis), longer in young
;

;

;

;

Color light olivaceous, tinged with dark punctulations
pectoral black in adult, pale in young. South Atlantic
and Gulf Coast of the United States, from New York to the Eio Grande on
sandy shores scarce an adult specimen corresponding to octoflis was
taken by Dr. Gilbert at Charleston, S. C, where it is very rare, entirely
unknown to the fishermen. Along the Texas Coast the young are more
common, these corresponding to the description of octonemus. Octofilis is
probably the adult form of Foly dactyl us octonemus, from which it differs
only in having darker pectoral fius and shorter pectoral filaments, differences which come with age in other species of PohjdactyliDs, and no doubt
(o/crw, eight
vrim, thread.)
in this one also,
(octonemus).

belly whitish

;

;

;

;

Polijnemm octonemus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

veston; young; Gunther,
128;

Jordan &

Cat.,

ii,

167, Brazos Santiago; GalGoode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879,

Sci. Phila., 1858,

320, 1860;

Giltskrt, Synopsis, 413, 1883.

Trichidion octoJUis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 280,

New

York;

adult.

Trichidion octonemtis. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 280.

Polynemns

octofilis,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.

II.

S.

Nat. Mu.s., 1882, 590;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 413, 1883.

1210.

POLTDACTTLUS OPEBCULARIS

(Gill).

Head 3A depth 3|. D. VIII-I, 12; A. Ill, 13; scales 8-69 or 75-13.
Maxillary more than | length of head pectoral filaments usually 9;
;

;

* Dr. Gunther's description is as follows:
D. VIII-I, 13; A. II, 15; scales 7-70-14. Seven pectoral appendages of moderate length.
Distance between root of ventral and origin of anal loss than that between posterior nostril and
point of operculum. The villiform teeth of palatine and pterygoid bones form a narrow baud.
I'ectorals and top of first dorsal black.

Jordan and Ki'ermann.
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body elongate, compressed, outline from spinous dorsal to snout slightlj'
convex, and little declined. Head much longer than high snout conical,
eye rather large, about 5 in head. Scales of small size.
7 in head
Longest dorsal spine 1| in head longest ray of soft dorsal If in head
caudal lobes slightly longer than head pectoral fin as long as head
;

;

;

;

behind pupil pectoral filaments 8 or 9, reaching near front of anal fin in
adult. Color greenish brown above and yellowish green below. Pacific
Coast of tropical America, generally common from Cape San Lucas to
Panama, {opercular is, from the dusky blotch on the operculum, found
;

also in

most other

Trichidion opercularis,
Poli/nemtis

species.)

Gii,i.,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. I'hila.,

180:!, 108,

melanopoma, Gunthek, Fish. Centr. Amer., 421, 1869,

Polynemus operculnris, Steindaciiner, Ichthyologische Beitriige,
Bull. U. S. Fish Coiiim., n, 107, 111, 1882;

Group

Jordan, Proc. U.

Cape San Lucas.
San Jose de Guatemala.
iv, 9, 1875; .Jordan & Gilbebt,
S.

Nat. Mus., 372, 1885.

AMMODYTOIDEI.

(The Sand Launces.)
This group, consisting of the single family Ammodyiido', is of unknown
It has been usually placed among the Opkidioid forms, with
which it agrees in the long dorsal and anal flns destitute of spines. In
the character of its mouth and gill structures it resembles the Atherinidw
rather than the Ophidioidei. The ventral lins are wanting. Our knowledge of the anatomy of Ammodijtes is still incomplete and gives no
Gilcertain clue to its relationships. The family is placed by Jordan
bert between the Pcrccsoces and the Scomlroidei. Knowing no better

relations.

&

place for

it

we

leave

it

next the Percesoces.

Family CX.

AMMODYTIDiE.

(The Sand Launces.)
Body elongate, compressed, covered with small cycloid scales. Head
Mouth rather large, nearly horizontal, the lower jaw considerably
projecting, its symphysis produced. No teeth in jaws. Gill openings
very wide gill membranes not united, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegals 6 to 8. Pseudobrauchiiij large, lamellate. Gill rakers long and
long.

;

Opercles well developed, with4, a slit behind the fourth.
out spines or serratures. Eye moderate. Premaxillaries very protractMaxillaries long and slender. Lateral line running along side of
ile.
back. Spinous dorsal absent; soft dorsal very long and low, fragile,
extending from behind the head to near the base of caudal. Caudal lin

slender; gills

Anal similar to dorsal, but smaller. Vent inserted
behind middle of body. No ventral fins. Pectoral tins inserted low.
Lower pharyngeals very small, separate. No air bladder. Pyloric ca»ca
usually 1. Genera 3, Ammodytcs, UupvropluN, and Blcckcria one genus in
India; species about 10. Small carnivorous fishes, swimming in large
schools near the shore and burying themselves in the sand, along the

small, forked.

;
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The relationships of this family, as stated
above, are still obscure. It has been usually placed near the Ophidihhe,
but the osteology, so far as examined by us, approaches more nearly to
the Aiherinida', and there is no obvious affinity between Ammodytcs and
{Ophidiida', group Ammodytina, Giinther, Cat., iv,
0})hidion or Lucodes.
coasts of northern regions.

384-388, 1862.)
Body with many transverse, oblique
vomer unarmed.

a.

372

folds; a longitudinal fold of skin

along sides of belly;

ammodytes,

AMMODYTES

372.

(Artedi) Linmeus.

(Sand Launces.)
Ammodytes, (Aetedi) Linn.hus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 247,
Argijrotxnia* Gill, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 40, 1801, {vMahw).

{tohiamis).

Body elongate, lanceolate, the skin with many transverse folds running obliquely downward and backward, the small cycloid scales mostly
placed in cross series between them. Lateral line concurrent with the
back. A fold of the skin along each side of the belly. Vomer not armed
with a bicuspid tooth. Color silvery. Vertebr;e 62 or 63. One pyloric
ccecum. Carnivorous fishes inhabiting sandy shores in cold regions, living
in large schools, burying themselves in the sand near the tide mark.
Valued as bait and useful as food for salmon and other larger fishes.
The species enumerated below are very closely related and may all prove
6vu,
{afiiiog, sand
to be varieties of the European Ammodytes tohianus.
;

to dive.)
fin with 62 to 67 rays; anal rays 30 or more.
DUBius, 1211.
Dorsal rays 64 to 07; anal 33 to 36; lateral folds 150; head 6>^.
t?). Dorsal rays 02; anal 31; lateral folds 160 to 182; head 4>^ to 4%; depth 10 to 12.

Dorsal

a.

h.

ALASC.^NUS, 1212.
aa.

Dorsal
c.

with 54 to OU rays; anal rays fewer than 30.
Dorsal rays 60; anal 28; lateral folda 125 to 130; head ^%; depth 10.
AMERICANUS, 1213.
fin

cc.

Dorsal rays 54; anal 24; lateral folds 130 to 150; head 43^; depth 9.
PBRSONATUS, 1214.

1211.

Head

AMMODYTES DUBIUS,

Reinhardt.

6i; depth equaling length of mandible, 2^ in length of head.
A. 33 to 36. Skin with about 150 very distinct folds. Dorsal

D. 64 to 67

;

inserted over posterior third of pectoral.
southward to Cape Cod. (Giinther); not seen

Greenland

fin

Ammoiiijics

diihiiis,

THEB, Cat.,

bj^ us.

occasionally

;

(rf«&H<s,

doubtful.)

IIeinhardt, Dansk. Vidensk. Selsk. Afhandl., 132, 1838, Greenland; GCn-

IV, 387, 1862;

Jordan & Gilbert,

1212.

Synopsis, 415, 1883.

AMMODYTES ALASCANUS,

Cope.

4^ to 4f depth 10 to 12 eye 11 in snout, 5i in head lateral folds
D. 62; A. 31. Dorsal inserted above middle of pectoral. Maxillary reaching front of orbit mandible less than depth of body. Length

Head

;

;

;

160 to 182.

;

name Argyrotxnia rests upon what seems to have been a specimen of Ammodytes
americanits with a mutilated dorsal fin, the first seven rays appearing as small free spines.
* This generic

Jordan and Evermann.
6 to 9 inches.

It is

—Fishes of North America.

not unlikely that this form and Ammodytea
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duhiiis con-

from which the closely allied forms lobianiis, aincricauiis, nudj^ersonatits may be separately descended in the different
shores of the north temperate zone. North Pacific Coast of North Amerstitute one circunipolar species,

ica,

Sitka to Aleutian Islands.

Ammodi/tes alascanus, Cope, Troc.

Am.

Diilos. Soc, 1873.

7,

Sitka; .Iordan & Giliiert, Syuupsis,

415, 1883.

1213.

AMMODTTES AMEBICANUS,

Do Kay.

(Sand Lainck; Sand Eel; Lant.)

Head 4f depth about 10. D. 60; A. 28. Pectoral fins much longer
than snout, reaching front of dorsal. Lateral folds 125-130. Depth equal
to length of mandible, which is 2^^ in head.
Olivaceous above, silvery
below sides with a steel-blue stripe. Newfoundland to Cape Hatteras,
abundant on sandy shores. Very close to A. tohUnins of Europe, but apjiarently more slender and with the head longer.
;

;

Ammodyles americanns, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 317, 1842, Stratford, Connecticut;
Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 411, 1883.
Ammodiites vUlatns, Be Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 318, pi. 60, fig. 197, 1842, New York;
apparently a mutilated specimen.
Argijrotsenia villala,

Jordan & Gilbert,

1214.

Synopsis, 414, 1883.

AMMODTTES PERSONATUS,

Girard.

(Sand Launce.)

Head

depth 9

eye 2 in snout, 6 in head. D. 54 A. 24. Pectoral
fin half length of head, reaching past the front of the dorsal.
Lateral
folds 130-150.
Length 6 inches. Clear hyaline green; sides silvery.
Sandy shores of the north Pacific from Alaska to Monterey very abundant northward, burying itself in the sand perhaps a variety of Ammodytes
tobianus; an excellent paufish, the flesh delicious,
{personatus, masked.)
i\

;

;

;

;

;

Ammodytes

personatus,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1856, 137,

Cape Flattery; Jordan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 415, 1883.

Group BERYCOIDEI.
(The Berycoid
Body naked

Fishes.)

or variously scaly, the scales sometimes highly specialized;

many spines ventral fins thoracic or subabdominal,
each w4th 1 spine, usually 7 soft rays, the number of soft rays varying
from 5 to 10; in one family (Monocentrida') the spine greatly enlarged
and the number of rays reduced head with conspicuous mucous cavities ;
air bladder in some species retaining its duct through life, (a character
Shoulder
verified only in Beryx); vertebive in species examined, 24 to 30.
girdle and pharyngeals normal. No suborbital stay.
A varied group,
allied to the Pcrcoidci and Scomhroidci, but characterized as a whole by
the retention of the archaic characters of the persistent air duct and the
dorsal fin witli few or

;

;

F, N. A.
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number of ventral rays. In the deep-sea forms the spinous dordeveloped and the scales are usually either cycloid or wanting. In the species of tropical shores the spinous armature of fins and
scales is better developed than in most of the Percomorphous fishes. The
group is a very old one in geologic time, the allies of Beryx being among
the earliest spiny-rayed fishes known. All are marine fishes, inhabiting
the tropical shores or the abysses of the ocean. The pertinence of the
increased

sal is scarcely

Pohjmixiidiv

and MnUida'

group

to this

Families of
a.

Chin without barbels; ventral rays
Dorsal

6.

fin short, single,

Dorsal

fin single,

Ventral

fins

BERYCOIDEL

5 to I, 10; hranchiostegals 7 or 8.
1

spine and 5

Bathyclupeid;f,, cxi.

7.

Anal spines

with 2 to 8 slender, graduated spines.

chiostegals 7 or
c.

questionable.

without spines; ventrals small; subjugular, of

soft rays; branchiostegals
bb.

I,

is

lY; bran-

I to

8.

subabdominal, each with

1

spine and 5 soft rays.

Stephanoberycid^e,
CO.

Ventral fins thoracic, of 1 spine and about 7 soft rays,
Suborbitals very broad, covering the cheeks.

d.

Dorsal

fin

deeply notched,

its

stout spines; the third
ous; branchiostegals
aa. Cilia

anterior division with

much

cxii.

I, 10).

Trachichthyid.'e, cxiii.

narrow, not covering the cheeks.

dd. Suborbitals
bbh.

to

(I,

BEUYCiDa:, cxiv.

many

strong spines; anal with 4

enlarged; bones of head nearly

all

serrated or spin-

Holocenthid.'e, cxv.

8.

with 2 long barbels, attached just behind symphysis

of

lower jaw; branchiostegals

4;

families of uncertain relationship.
e.

Ventral rays
4.

I,

7 or

I, G.

Dorsal

fin single,

continuous, with 5 spines

;

anal spines 3 or

Scales moderate, ctenoid; body deep, compressed; vertebrae 29.

POLYMIXIID^, cxvi.
ee.

I, 5; dorsal fins 2, well separated, both short, the first of 6 spines; anal
spines 1 or 2; scales large, slightly ctenoid; body rather elongate, the profile paraMullidje, cxvii.
bolic
vertebra 24.

Ventral rays

;

Family CXI. BATHYCLUPEIDiE.

A

pneumatic duct to

air bladder; ventradiform body, cycloid scales,

straightish lateral line, flattish excavated crown, long intermaxillaries
extending as far back as the supramaxillaries short postmediau dorsal
;

without spines long anal with one spine, and small, subjugular ventrals
with a spine and 5 rays each. This family shares with the Berycoideaus
a persistent pneumatic duct. (Gill.) Branchiostegals 7. One genus
and two species, in the deep seas. The genus Bathijclupva was placed by
;

Alcock among the Clupeidw, the thoracic position of the ventrals and the
shortened abdominal region being regarded by him as a feature of
degradation. The species bear, in fact, considerable resemblance to Ilisha
and Opisthopterus. ( Bathyclupeidw, Gill, in Goode & Bean, Oceanic
Ichthyology, 190, 1895.)
373.

BATHYCLUPEA,

Alcock.

Balhjdupea, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., viu, 1891, 130, (hoskyni).

Head and body compressed head with large mucous cavities lower
jaw prominent. Small, villiform teeth on jaws, palatines, and vomer.
;

;

Ionian and ETerniann.
openings large.

—

Irishes

of JVorth America.
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Branch iostegals

7.
Pseudobrancbiai present, large.
Lateral line distinct, nearly straight. Dorsal
fin postmedian, with 1 or 2 spines and 8 or 10 rays.
Pectorals large,
pointed, the upper rays the longest. Ventrals subjugular, small. Caudal
furcate. The type, Bathychqjca hosht/ni, Alcock, was obtained from the

Gill

Scales cycloid, deciduous.

Andaman Sea by
largest specimen

the Investigator at a depth of 188 to 220 fathoms. The
known is 8 inches in length. (fSaOvf, deep; Clupca,

herring.)
1215.

BATHYCLUPEA ARGENTEA,

Goode & Bean.

Head 3: eye 2j; snout li in eye, or ^ in interorbital width. D.9; A. 30;
V. 6; scales 35. Head and body compressed; the body covered with
Height of body at vent less than length
large, cycloid, deciduous scales.
of head, equal to distance from posterior margin of orbit to end of lower
jaw. Eye slightly greater than distance from its anterior margin to tip
of lower jaw. Mouth subvertical; length of upper jaw slightly exceeding diameter of orbit. Teeth iu villiform bands on jaws, palatines, and
vomer. Dorsal fin placed at a distance from tip of snout equal to twice
height of body
its first ray inserted in vertical from base of seventh
anal ray. Pectoral slender, its upper rays the longest, extending considerably beyond the origin of the anal.
Ventrals small, fan-shaped, inserted
almost under the posterior margin of the orbit. Color yellowish silvery.
One specimen, 13 inches in length, obtained by the Blake at station 37,
off Neris, at a depth of 365 fathoms.
(Goode
Bean.)
{argenteus,
;

&

silvery.)
Bathydupea argentea, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichtliyology,

Family CXII.

190, 1895, off

Neris.

STEPHANOBERYCIDtE.

Body oblong, compressed, with scales of peculiar form, circular, having
one or two erect, conspicuous lines, and in arrangement scarcely imbricated. Head large, thick, oblong, cavernous, with
short convex snout, and with thin osseous ridges, especially an inner
U-shaped one on the crown, whose limbs diverge on each side of the
in the center of each

nape also an outer sigmoid ridge on each side above the eyes, continuous
with a similar ridge projecting from the nasal bone, the inner and outer
ridges being connected by a cross ridge opposite the anterior margin of
the orbit. Mouth very wide and somewhat oblique. Lower jaw slender
and slightly projecting. Maxillaries large; premaxillaries protractile;
suborbitals narrow. Teeth small, in a single band on the intermaxillaBones of the head usually serries and dentaries; palatine toothless.
;

gill membranes separate, 3: gills 4, a
Braucbiostegals 7 or 8
PseudobranchiiB present. Gill rakers moderate.
A single doi'sal. Dorsal and anal without spinous rays. Ventral fins
abdominal, farther back in the adult than iu the young, with 1 spine and
5 rays.
(Goode v^- Bean.) One genus, with two species, found in the

rated.

slit

;

behind the fourth.

deep
182.)

seas.

{Stc2)ha)iobirgci(lw, Gill,

Standard Natural History, in,

1885,
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STEPHANOBERYX,

374.
Gill, Proc. V.

SU-phariohertix,

National Museum.

^y. United States

J-tulletin.

Gill.

Nat. Mus., 1883, 258, {mouit).

S.

Berycids with iiu elongated claviform coutour
body covered with
cycloid scales, scarcely iniltricated, and armed abont the center with one
or two erect spines an oblong head, with a moderate convex snout and
with thin osseous ridges, especially an inner V-shaped one on the crown,
whose limbs diverge on each side of nape, and an outer sigmoid one on
each side, above the eyes, and continuous with one projecting from the
nasal ; the inner and outer ridges connected by a crossbar on a line with
the anterior margin of the orbit rather small eyes, in the anterior half
of the head, and the teeth small, acute, and in a band on the premaxillaries and dentaries (palate toothless), and with veutrals having 1 spine
;

;

;

and

5 rays.

Deep

sea.

crown

(aT-tipajJof,

Beryx.)

;

Dorsal and anal each with 13 or 14 rays.

a.

aa.

mon.!-;,

Dorsal and anal each with 11 rays.

1216.

1216

gillii, 1217

STEPHANOBERYX MON.E,

Gill.

Head 3; depth 3^ D. 14; A. 13 or 14; P. 10 V. 1,5. Eye 4^ in head and
nearly equal to snout; upper jaw slightly longer than postorbital part of
head. Gill rakers long and slender, about 2.") below the angle; distance
of anal origin from end of head equal to | length of head veutrals originating under middle of jiectorals. Color brownish. One specimen, 2
inches long, obtained by the Albatross from station 2077, at a depth of
;

;

1,255 fathoms.

(Goode

& Bean.)

(Named for Mona

Stephanoheryx, mcma>, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 258,
Coll. Albatross.)

Goode

1217.

Head

3

;

depth 3i

scales 9-33-7.

;

&,

Bean, Oceanic Icbth.,

STEPHANOBERYX

of Dr. Gill.)

(Type, No. 33445.

186.

GILLII, Goode & Bean.

snout 4. D. 11 A. 11 P. 13 V. 1,5; B. 7
as long as postorbital part of head; gill rakers

eye 4

Upper jaw

Gill, niece

Gulf Stream.

;

;

;

;

long and slender, about 15 below the angle on tirst arch. Origin of veudistance of anal origin from end of head
trals behind end of pectorals
fully equals length of head. Color in spirits pale, the back in front of
dorsal showing traces of rose. Length 4f to 6 inches. Gulf Stream, at
different stations in about 1,200 fathoms.
(Goode & Bean.) (Named for
;

Theodore

Gill.)

Slephaiiohenjx giUii, (ioouE

No. 33555.

A Bban, Oceanic Ichthyology,

187, fig. 20(i, 189.3,

Gulf Stream. (Type,

Coll: Albatross.)

Family CXIII.

TKACHICHTHYID^.

Body ovate, deep, much compressed, with small ctenoid scales. Abdoprotected by a dermal scute which forms a serrated edge. Head

men

than long superficial bones excavated and with conspicuous
nmciferous cavities. Mouth very wide, oblique; villiform teeth in jaws
and sometimes on vomer. Suborbitals very broad, covering the cheeks.
Brauchiostegals 8. Gill openings very wide, the gill lamina' very short.
large, deeper

;

Jordan and Evermann.
One

dorsal

short,

fin,

— Fishes of North America.

with a few spines

in front.

sea fishes, allied to the Bcrycida', 2 genera
thijidce,

Goode

&

Vomer toothless

a.

opercle entire

;

anal spines

HOPLOSTETHUS,

375.

Ventral rays

10 species

I, 6.

known.

(

Deep-

Trachich-

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 187, 1895.)
;

CuviER & Valknciicnnes,

HoploatethuK,

and
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Hoplostetiiu.s,

3.

Cuvier

&. Valenciennes.

Hist. Nat. Poias., Tv, 469,

Body short and deep, much compressed.

"A'b.

Head

lJ''2t),

{mediU-rraneus).

short, compressed, very

blunt anteriorly, deeper than long, with very conspicuous mucous cavities.
Eye very large. Mouth very oblique, the jaws eiiual when the
mouth is closed. Maxillary long, broad behind, with a distinct supplemental bone, which reaches the posterior border of the eye. Teeth very
fine, villiform, on jaws and palatines, none on the vomer.
Suborbital
with radiating ridges and a few spines; a vertical ridge on the front of
the opercle. Opercle little developed, its spine small or obsolete a strong
spine at the angle of the preopercle; the long vertical limb of the preopercle finely serrated. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus.
Branchiostegals 8. Scales moderate or small, ctenoid lateral line present, its scales enlarged abdomen with a series of bony plates, each ending in a retrose spine. Dorsal fin continuous, short, the spines graduated,
6 in number; anal with 3 graduated spines caudal forked, its rudimentary rays spinous pectorals low, rather long veutrals I, 6, rather short.
Air bladder simple. Pyloric citca numerous. Vertebra- 11 -|- 15. Deep;

;

;

;

;

;

Red

sea fishes.

depth If

2^
D. VI, 12 to 15
in

;

{ijnXov,

armor;

(rrz/^of,

HOPLOSTETHUS MEDITERRANEUS,

1218.

Head

in color.

;

;

eye very large,

A. Ill, 8 to 11

;

much

bi-east.)

Cuvier

k

Valenciennes.

longer than snout, about

scales 28 to 31.

Abdominal

3.

serra* 9 to 13

number. Body above with very small roughish scales sides nearly
naked (in the young example seen), scaly in the adult. Pec;

or quite

torals reaching first soft ray of anal

;

ventrals to Aent; fins rather low.

and inside of mouth black.
Coasts of southern Europe, in deep water; numerous specimens taken in
the Gulf Stream by the Alhatro.su and Fish Hawk in about 200 fathoms.
Also found in Japan, if H. japonicuH is the same species, as Dr. Giinther
has supposed.
Silvery, rosy in life; fins scarlet: peritoneum

mediterranms, Cuvier

lliiploKlelliKs

ranean Sea

;

& Valenciennes,

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

i,

9,

1859

;

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 469, 1829,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 458, 188.3

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 181, 1)595.
Trnchichlhua prethsKx, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Lonil., 1S30, 77, Madeira.
f Hoplnxlelhus Japoiiicns, Hilgendorf, Sitz.
Ges. Xaturtorschende Frcunde, Berlin,
Japan apparently a variety or species with slightly smoother scales.

Mediter;

Gooi>e

78,

k

1S79,

;

Family CXIV.

BERYCID^.

(The Bekycoids.)
Body oblong or ovate, compressed, covered with ctenoid or cycloid,
granular scales. Head with large muciferous cavities, covered

foliate or

Bulletin ^7, United States National Aluseum.
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Mouth wide, oblique. Premaxillary rather large, usually with a supplemental bone. Suborbitals narrow, not sheathing the cheeks. Bands of
villiform teeth on jaws', and usually on vomer and palatines
canines
sometimes present. Opercular bones usually spinous. Branchiostegals
Gills 4, a slit
Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus.
7 or 8.
Gill rakers moderate.
behind the fourth. Pseudobrauchiie present.
Cheeks and opercles scaly. No barbels. Dorsal fin continuous, with 2 to
anal with 2 to 4 spines ventral fins thoracic, mostly I,
8 weak spines
7, the number of rays usually greater than I, 5; caudal fin usually forked.
Pyloric cix-ca numerous. Genera 6 or 8 species about 40. Fishes mostly
of the deep seas the general color red or black. This group is an ancient
type, a great number of extinct species being now known. {Berycida',
Giinther, Cat., I, 8-50, 1859, exclusive of certain genera.)
by thiu

Eye

skin.

lateral, usually la^rge.

maxillaries protractile;

;

;

;

;

;

Anoplooastrin^
a.

:

Scales small, granular or leaf-like

and

Scales leaf-like, pedunculatPd

6.

teetli

;

unequal; palatines toothless; mouth very wide

oblique.

two pairs of long fang-like

teetli villiform, witli

;

above, and three below.

teeth villiform, some of those in the lower jaw

Scales reduced to minute asperities;

bb.

Anoplogaster,

enlarged.

Melamphain/1!

;

teeth villiform, none on palatines

;

licad large

Teeth small, cardiform; lower jaw projecting; scales thin

;

and

thick.

bodj' short, compressed.

Poromitra,
Teeth in villiform bands

cc.

Anal inserted under

d.

377.

:

aa. Scales cycloid
c.

teetli

Caulolkpis, 370.

;

scales large

;

378.

spinous dorsal short.

last rays of dorsal

;

anal with one spine

;

dorsal witli three.

Plectromis,

379.

BERYCiNa;
Scales ctenoid

(Kin.

e.

Muzzle short
26 to 30

teeth villiform on jaws, palatines, and vomer.

;

;

;

chin projecting
ventrals,

376.
Caiilolepis,

;

prcopercle spineless

;

ojierclee serrated

anal rays IV,

;

Beryx,

I, 10.

CAULOLEPIS,*

380.

Gill.

GiLL, Forest and Stream, xxi, August 30, 1S83, and in Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., vi,

1884, 258, {lomjidem).

Contour laterallj'^ oval or broad pyriform, the body compressed, covered
with small, jiedunculated, leaf-like scales forehead abruptly declivous
;

*Dr.

Gill (in

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology), adds the following

;

details

:

Body compressed, pyriform, highest

in front, and with the dorsal and inferior outlines converging to caudal peduncle, which is moderately long and slender. Scales small and not or
scarcely imbricated, upraised by peduncles, and with the surface extended and dentate liehind.
Lateral line distinct and developed as a groove running parallel with the back and continuous
to the base of the caudal fin.
llead higher than long, with the cranial portion very declivous,
and with the suspensorial portion obliquely extended downward and backward the cranium
aliove with three naked membranous areas, an anterior pair pointed forward and diverging to
receive the .ascending process of the intermaxillariesand a median hastiforni one behind; also with
a naked horseshoe-shaped area around the nape, the naked spaces being separated by the bony
bars limiting the largo uiuciferous cavities; suborbital bones enlarged, sculptured, and with
small, erect spines; the first w-ith three radiating bars; the second largest, sending four
depending processes, three forward or downw.ard, and another articulating with the preoperculum above its angle; the postoibital expanding distally and articulating with the preoperculuni
above; the intersiia<-es covered by a tense skin with the extension of the scales iiiib<Ml(lc(l in it.
Preoperculum augnlated downward and backward, f:pinigerous at the angle and with iiu horizontal lines
tho operculum extended downward, with
opercular apparatus much reduced
;

;

;

Jordan and Kvermann.
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eyes small; a pair of very long, pointed teeth in front of upper jaw, closing in front of lower a similar pair of still longer pointed teeth in the
lower, received in foveas of the palate; on the sides of each jaw two
;

long teeth terminating in bulbous tips
posterior half of the supramaxillaries

stem;

(sat'/lof,

;

;

row of minute teeth on the
One species.

a

palate toothless.

AcTr/f, scale.)

1219.

CAULOLEPIS LONGIDENS,

Gill.

A. II, 8; C. x-19-x; P. I, 14; V. I, 7. Head 2.| depth of
length inclusive of caudal; upper jaw from symphysis to end
of maxillary contained 3^ times in total length. Orbit 4 times in length
of head. Front teeth of upper jaw considerably longer than eye those
of the lower nearly twice as long. Scales very peculiar, foliaceous and
Color uniform black.
One specimen from Gulf Stream.
pedunculate.
(Goode & Bean.) (/oHj/i(.s', long; f?eHs, tooth.)
D.

II, 17;

body i

;

its

;

Caidolepis longidens, GiLL, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.^ 1883, 258,

longitude 6g°
De.^.n,

56' 20'',

in 1,346 fathoms.

Occauic Ichthyology,

377.
Aiwplogaster,

GuNTHEK,

li:5, fig.

Atlantic Ocean, latitude 39° 27',
Coll. Albatross); Goode &

(Type, No. 33270.

204, 1895.

ANOPLOGASTER,

Cat. Fish. Brit. Mue.,

i,

Giinther.

12, 1859, {cormdtut).

Body compressed, deep, with the scales reduced to minute asperities.
Head large, with thin bones and wide muciferous cavities. Cleft of
mouth wide and oblique; chin prominent. Muzzle short, rounded, not
Teeth in villiform bands in the jaws, with several larger
jaw palatine toothless. Eye large. Preoperculum
entire.
Suprascapula and angle of preoperculum armed with a spine.
Dorsal without spines and with about 17 rays. Anal with 9 or iO rays.
Ventral with 1 spine and 6 rays. Air bladder small, pyfiform. Branchioategals 8.
Gill openings very wide.
(avoTrTio^, unarmed; yuari/p, belly.)
protruding.

teeth in the lower

;

numerous strise and ridges and with three more diverging ridges extended backward or downward into spiniform angles, one horizontal and the others oblique, leaving omarginated interspaces between the interopercula and subopercula small, the latter with several striaj pointed
;

backward.
Eye moderately developed, near the anterior profile. Upper jaw not protractile, with the
premaxillaries extend* d far backward and the supramaxillarics lying behind and above, and
with wide oval extremities furnished with radiating ridges or stria>.
Lower jaw quite deep, with au upper and lower portion longitudinally striated and an intermediate region provided with a naked skin, and with its angle emitting a spine backward
chin flattened backward to a median inferior point teeth enlarged and few, in a single row in
eiich jaw.
(1) In the upper a pair slightly curved and regularly pointed, dosing in front of
lower jaw, and on each side two at intervals, behind much smaller and witli swollen blunt tips.
(2) In the lower jaw a pair near the symphysis more separated than those of the uiiper and
fitting into fovete of the palate on each side; two smaller teeth nearly straight and with globular ]]oints, the first intermediate between the first and second of the upper, and the second
behind the second lateral tooth of the upper jaw palate and tongue eilentiilous. (3) A row of
very small teeth around the posterior half of the supramaxillary.
Dorsal single, commencing above the upper axil of the pectoral, with 2 spines and 17 bifurcate rays, the last of which is double
anal short, mostly behind the dorsal, with 2 spines, the
first very short, and 8 bifurcate rays, the last double
caudal deeply emarginated, but with
rounded lobes; pectorals oblii|ueIy inserted, of moderate size, witli I simple and about 14
branched rays ventral fins subabduminal or decid^-dly behind tlio pectorals, with 1 spine and
6 branched rays.
Branchial apertures deeply cleft branchiostegal rays 8.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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1220.

AXOPLOGASTER CORNUTUS

&

(Cuvier

Museum.

Valenciennes).

2i depth about If; eye about 3. D. 17; A. 9 or 10: P. 16; V.
suborbital arch with
Iiiteiorbital width nearly half that of head
7.
ventrals
7 cavities bony ridges of head ending in several blunt points
midway between tip of snout and base of caudal. Deep Atlantic, five
specimens known, one of them from 39° 18' 30^' N., 68° 24' W., obtained
by the AJbatrosn. (Goode & Bean.) (co}-H«tHs, horned.)

Head

:

;

;

;

IJojilosleOms cornnhts,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Albicore, 31° N., 40°
Anoploijaster eoiiwtus,

Ginther,

GooDE & Bean,

Cat.,

i,

12, 1850;

Goode & Bean, Oceanic

POROMITRA,

378.
Poromiira,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 270, 1833, stomaclx of

an

W.

Bull. Mus.

Comp.

&

Goode

Zoijl., 1882, 214,

Ichth., 18

1, IS'.t.'i.

Bean.

{capito).

Body short, compressed, scopeliform, covered with thin cycloid scales.
Head very large (in young specimens nearly as long as trunk) its sides
scaly. No barbel. Mouth very large, the lower jaw projecting. Margin
of upper jaw composed of a long maxillary and a short premaxillary.
Teeth very small, cardiform, on premaxillaries and lower jaw only.
Opercula complete. Dorsal fin in middle of body, its origin not far behind
ventrals, its spinous and soft portions about equal in length anal much
the last rays of dorsal nearly above its middle.
shorter than dorsal
Pseudobranchia) present. Gill openings very wide. Deep seas, (n-opog,
pore; lurpa, stomacher.)
;

;

1221.

POROMITRA CAPITO,

Goode & Bean.

depth 3i. D. VII or VIII, 6; A. 9 V. 7 or 8 P.
Head
12; C. 5. Eye large, as long as snout; maxillary 3i in head. Scales as
large as pupil, with concentric strije, about 24 in lateral line and 10 in
transverse series. Insertion of dorsal midway between tip of snout and
2i (in

young)

;

;

;

base of caudal ; base of anal half that of dorsal pectoral inserted low,
ventrals minute, in advance
its length twice its distance from the snout
of pectorals. Caudal (mutilated in the known specimens). Gulf Stream
Bean.) {vapito, large(Goode
in latitude 34°, obtained by the Blake.
;

;

&

headed.)
Poromiira cupito, Goode

& Bean,

Bean, Oceanic Ichth.,

379.
Pleclromm, GiLL, Proc. U.

Bull. Mus.

Comp.

Zoiil.,

215, 1882,

Gulf Stream; Goode*

183, 1895.

S.

PLECTROMUS,*

Gill.

Nat. Mus., 1883, 257, {suhorhUaUs)

Body moderately elongate, covered with moderate cycloid scales. Head
large and thick, with wide muciferous channels, the bones often with
* The following details oncerning Plectromns are given by Dr. Gill (Goode & Bean, Oceanic
Ichthyology, 178):
Body little compressed, liighest behind ventrals, with tlie dorsal outline describing a slight
sigmoidal curve and the abdominal almost rectilinear; the caudal peduncle long and robust.
Lateral line apparently undevelScales moderate, imbricated, cycloid, and readily deciduous.
oped. Head oblong or longer than high, very declivous in front, and with the suspensorium
1

Jordan and Evertnann.
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opercles unarmed. Month moderate, oblique, the
Teeth villifoim, mostly in two rows, the inner row
palate toothless. One dorsal, with 2 or 3 spines and 10 to 16
largest
Anal inserted below last rays of dorsal, with 1 spine and 8 or 9
rays.
Ventrals thoracic, with 7 rays. Caudal forked. Deep sea. Very
rays.
close to 2Ielam2}hai}s, from which it chiefly diflers in possessing 2 or 3 dorPerhaps the two groups should be merged in one,
sal spines instead of 6.
{n'/JjKTpnv, spur
shoulder;
as has been done by (iiinther and Gilbert.
"two spines, one on each side of the nape, springing forward from the
shoulder bones, give a strange appearance to the fish.")
foliaceous expansions

;

jaws subequal.
;

;

a.

Dorsal rays III, 15 or III,
l>.

<'.)ij.nc,

IG.

Nape with a spine ou each

springing from

side,

tlie

slioulder bones.

SIBORBITALIS, 1222.
hh.

aa.

head Ann, witliout papery expansions; maxillugubeis, 1223.
lary reaching vertical from posterior margin of eye.

Nape without spine

Dorsal rays
('.

cc.

as above; bones of

II, 11 to 13.

Head 3 in length; jiectorai nearly or quite
((. Eye large, 4^2 iu head.
dd. Eye small, 7 iu head.

Head

2g in length; pectoral

1'., in

a slender spine; eye small,

1222.

as long as head.

beanii, 1224.

crassiceps, 1225.

head; head with hiyh thin crests above; snout with

1),\^

cristiceps,

iu head.

PLECTROMUS SUBORBITALIS,

122(>.

Gill.

Head 3 depth 2j. D. Ill, 16 A. I, 8 P. 14 V. I, 7 scales about 30-6:
the exposed margins of the few scales present marked with coarse concentric striiP. Eye as long as snout and 5^ times in head. Mouth oblique end
;

;

;

;

;

;

of maxillary reaching to below hind margin of orbit.

Two

spines, one on

each side of the nape, springing forward from the shoulder bones. Mandible projecting slightlj\ Gill membranes deeply cleft, free from the isthmus behind; gill rakers moderate, about 15 below angle of first arch. A
single series of weak, somewhat scattered, curved teeth on the intermaxilla and mandible.
Dorsal origin over the sixth row of scales length of
dorsal base equal to head. Anal origin under seventeenth ray of dorsal;
anal base nearly \ as long as head. Pectoral 3i in body ventral inserted
under base of pectoral. Color black. The type of the species, 3y,f inches
long without the caudal, was obtained by the Albatross from Station 2036,
at a depth of 1,735 fathoms. Another (No. 35451, U. S. Nat. Mus.) was
;

;

almost vertical; the cranium above with a naked skin extending from the nape forward to the
nasal region, covering large muciferous cavities separated by osseous bars and with lateral crests
simulating those of crosted Scorpa^nids. Suborbital bones with the superficial a ea narrow and
emitting sulcate spiniform processes; cheeks covered with skin as well as periorbital region.
I'rcoperculuni wifli its inner fold parallel with, but widely separated from, the external margin;
the latter is rounded at the angle, the posterior limb is vertical, and a short horizontal one is
developed. Operculum normally developed, with largo cycloid scales, and, behind, radiating
ridges; suboperculum extending as a membranous border behind; interoperculuni moderate.
Eye moderate (its diameter ei|naling a quarter of the head's length) and entirely in the anterior
half of the head.
Mouth with the cleft moderately oblique. Upper jaw not i)rotractile; the
InterMiiixillaries protracted backward alnioi^t as far as the supramaxillaries; the latter have normally dilated smooth ends. Lower jaw (luite deep, curv(^d, with smooth skin, with the rami
hirlined inward below and nearly contiguous, aud with a truncate chin.
Teeth rather small,
curved, anil pointed, in two rows iu each jaw, those of the upper closing arouml the lower jaw,
and the teeth of the external row (at least iu the lower jaw) smaller than those of the internal.
Branchial apertures normally cleft. Shoulder girdle emitting a spine oa each side, behind the
nape.
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taken from Station 2190, at a depth of 1,800 fathoms also two small individuals from Station 2ri35, at a depth of 1,149 fathoms. (Goode &.. Bean.)
(SM&, below; orhilu.s, orbit.)
;

Plectromns nuhorbitalis, Oii.L, Proc.

69°

24', 1,7;J5

fothoms.

I". S.

(Type, No.

Nat. Mus., VI, ISKi, 258, latitude 38° 52', longitude
Coll. Albatross);

:53271.

Goode & Bean, Oceanic

Ulith.,

179, fig. 201, 1895.

1223.

PLECTROMUS LUGUBRIS

(Gilbert).

D. Ill, 15; A. I, 8; scales 26. Head very broad and heavy, the snont
extremely broad and short, its anterior profile nearly vertical. Mouth very
oblique, the lower jaw protruding l)eyond the upper, the premaxillaries
anteriorly on level of lower margin of pupil, the maxillary reaching vertical
from its posterior margin, 2i in head snout 4+, its width equaling the length
of snout and eye interorbital width 2^ eye 6A. Teeth minute, uniform,
in a single series in upper jaw and in front of mandible, the lower jaw
;

;

;

laterally with a narrow band. Vomer and palatines toothless. Interorbital space strongly convex, as well as rest of head deeply excavated for

canals, which are covered with a very delicate integument conspicuously marked with fine parallel or radiating strise. Bones firm and
cartilaginous, not papery nor with thin membranous expansionsas in other
related species. Margins of preopercle entire, the bone firm, the posterior
angle scarcely produced, evenly rounded, the margin nearly vertical. No

mucous

evident ridge on opercle, which terminates posteriorly in a flexible rounded
process without spine. Mandibles meeting along median line posteriorly,
but not forming a ridge. Gill rakers as long as eye, slender, about 14
below angle. Dorsal spines very weak, the third half as high as first soft
ray. Posterior line of occiput midway between tip of snout and origin
of dorsal. Base of dorsal equals length of head behind middle of eye.
Anal small, its origin under base of last dorsal ray, the length of its base
equaling half interorbital width spine slender, about | longest soft ray
pectorals long, slender, falcate, with 14 rays, the longest If in head.
Veutrals half head, not reaching vent. Scales large, caducous, with
entire edges, covering theopercles but lacking elsewhere on head. Uni;

;

form brownish black, the fins dusky mouth, gill cavity, and peritoneum
black. A single specimen, 3A inches long, from Alhafi-oss station 2923, in
822 fathoms. This species resembles very closely M. typldopx, as figured
by Giinther (Deep-sea Fishes, ChaUctif/er, PI. v, Fig. a). In tijphlop>i the
mouth is evidently larger, and the species is described as having 6 dorsal
spines and 11 rays, although the artist has represented it with D. Ill, 14.
;

{luguhris, sorrowful, dark.)

(Gilbert.)

Gilbert, I'roc. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1890 (1891), 59, ^Ufca/ross station
of California, south of I'oiut Concepcion, iu 822 fathoms. (Coll. Albatross.)

Melamphacs

lugubris,

1224.

PLECTROMUS BEANII

coast

(Giinther).

depth 3i eye 4i. D. II, 11 or 12 A. I, 8 or 9 V. I, 7 P. 15
3
about 25. Pectoral as long as head, more than twice length of venwhich does not reach vent. Black. (Bean.) Gulf Stream iu deep

Head

;

;

scales
tral,

2'J2:i,

water.

(Named

for Tarleton Hofi"man Bean.)

;

:

;

Jordan and Evermarui.
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Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885,
and 34835. Coll. Albatross); about latitude
Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 185, also a J'leclrotnm.

Plectroimis cramcei).i,

33509,

73,

Goode & Bban, (Xeanie Ichthyology,

Head

3;

depth of

depth

tail

4.

of

g

D. HI, 12; A.

its free

I,

portion.

GiiNTiiER,

'Re^tort, x.\li, 29, 1887; after Be.\.\.

179, 1895.

CRASSICEPS,

1225. PLKCTUO.Ml'S

(Type, Nos. 33378,

40°; not Scopelun crassiceps,

Melamphai's beanii, Gi'xTiiER, Deep-sea Fishes, Challenrier
Pleetromus heani,

Gulf Stream.

843

Giintlier.

9; P. 14; V.

Head very

7; scales 28.

I,

Least

thick, with short snout.

Eyes small, } length of head, and A of that of snout posterior margin of
preoperculum descending obli([uely backward; lower jaw sligiitly prominent cleft of mouth rather oblique maxillary reaches to behind eye,
and is moderately dilated behind. Origin of dorsal fin nearer the ventrals
Pectoral fin narrow, nearly as
its last ray is above the anterior anal rays.
long as head, reaching to or beyond end of anal fin. Black. Length 2^
inches. Two specimens known, one from the mid-Atlantic (1,500 fathoms),
the other from oif Pernambuco. (Gunther.) (c?-rt.v.s«.s-, thick; -crjw, head.)
;

;

;

;

Scopelus cnwsiceps,

and

off

Melamphaes

GvNTHER, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist.,

ii,

1878, 185,

deep sea, mid- Atlantic,

Pernambuco.
Gunther, Challenger Eeport, xxir, 28, PI. viii.
Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 180, 1895.

crassiceps,

Plectromns crassiceps,

1226.

PLECTROMUS CRISTICEPS

Fig.

B,

1887.

(Gilbert).

Head long, 2? in length depth 3f length of caudal peduncle 4^.
Greatest depth of caudal peduncle i its length. Head narrower than in
M. luguhris, its anterior profile descending more gradually. Mouth less
oblique, the lower Jaw included, the maxillary extending behind eye, 2J
;

in

head; snout

4*^;

interorbital

Pectorals long, 1^ in head.

;

width

Ventrals

I,

2*; eye 7^.
7 or

I, 8.

D. 111,13; A. 11,9.

System of mucous canals

on head highly developed, their margins raised into high thin crests, usually with undulating margins and more or less serrulated. A rather long,
sharp, slender spine, directed upward and forward on middle of snout.
Two or three sf)ine8 at lower posterior angle of cheek marginal portion
of preopercle extremely thin and fiexible, its lower limb sharply serrated.
From the upper anterior angle of opercle 2 ridges diverge, the one running backward terminating in a spinous point. Opercular margin serruMandibles meeting on median line below, their edges produced to
late.
form a conspicuous median crest. Their lateral margins form membranous
wings which combine with similar prolongations from the suborbital
bones to overlap the cleft of the mouth. Teeth minute, equal, in a single
Vomer and palatines toothless. Gill rakers long,
series in both jaws.
broad at base, compressed, weak, about 1.5 below angle. Posterior line of
occiput slightly nearer front of dorsal than end of snout length of fin
equaling its distance from base of caudal. Spines slender, pungent, weak.
Origin of anal under the fourth from the last ray of dorsal, the length of
Anal spines rather strong,
its base scarcely exceeding length of snout.
;

;

the

two intimately soldered together, their outlines distinct. Scales
number. Black anteriorly, brownish

entirely lost, apparently about 23 in
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Month,

black Itehind.

5 inches long,

{msia, crest;

(Gilbert.)

MelamphMf

critlice}'-"',

cavity, and peritoneum jet black.

gill

One specimen

blackish.

-ceps,

Gilbert, Proc. V.

Fins all
from station 3075, in 859 fathoms.

head.)
S.

Nat. Mus., 1890 (1891), 60, Albalross station 3075,

coast of Oregon and Washington, in 859 fathoms.

BERYX,

380.

Cuvier.

(Alfonsines.)
Ber>i.r,

CuviF.ii,

Regne

Aniiii.,

Ed.

2, vol. 11, 151, 1829,

'dicadactiihin).

Body deep, compressed, covered with rather
are

regularly

Head

scutes.

large, ctenoid scales,

which

Abdomen

trenchant, but without enlarged
large, with thin bones and high ridges with deep mucifer-

arranged.

ous cavities. Snout short, the mouth oblique, the chin prominent; eye
large; both jaws, vomer, and palatines with villiform teeth. Opercles
serrated, the opercle usually with spine; preopercle unarmed.
Caudal
forked anal spines 4, the soft rays 26 to 30; dorsal continuous, with 4 to
6 spines ventrals with about 10 soft rays. Air bladder simple. Pyloric
cceca numerous. Color red. Deep-sea fishes, beautifully colored.
(Sepv^,
Beryx, a Greek name of some fish, taken by Gesner from Varinus.)
;

;

a.

decvdactylus, 1227.

Scales in lateral line G4 or 65; D. IV, 10 to 19.

aa. Scales in lateral line 71 to 70;

1227.

D. IV, 13 to

splendens, 1228.

15.

BERYX DECADACTYLUS,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

(AlfONSIN a C.iSTA Laroa.)

Head 2i depth 2i. D. IV, 16-19 A. IV, 28-29; V. I, 10 V. 14. Body
oblong, considerably compressed, its height greatest at the origin of the
dorsal maxillary bone reaches almost to middle of orbit. Eye very large,
;

;

;

;

about 2i times in head, its upper limb impinging upon upper profile of
head distance of insertion of pectoral from snout equal to length of
base of anal; insertion of anal nearly in vertical from tenth to twelfth
dorsal ray, its middle slightly behind last ray of dorsal; ventral inserted
under axil of pectoral. Scales sharply ctenoid, with a strong middle
keel; the number in the lateral line 64 or 65. Red, with bright streaks.
Deep seas, recorded from Portugal, Madeira, Japan, and Cuba. Poey
mentions it as " Pez hermoso y rarisimo." (f5^^o, ten SuKTvXor, finger.)
;

;

(Eu.)
Beryx decadacliilm, CuviER

tugal

;

<fe

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 222, 1829, Madeira or Por& Bean, Oceanic Ichth., 175, 1895.

Poey, Sj'nopsis, 297; Goode

1228.

BERYX SPLENDENS,

Lowe.

(Alfonsin a Casta Cumpbida.)

height equal to the length of the head,
Pectoral and dorsal fins, which are
equal in length, i of the entire length of the fish the ventral i-. Dorsal
and anal fins are higher than in B. (Jrcadacfylus', insertion of the anal is

Body compressed, elongate,

and contained 3^ times in the

its

total.

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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under the end of the dorsal. Caudal deeply forked. Scales large, the
whole surface spinous, with short reflexed points or prickles, giving a
general roughness to the touch. Lateral line nearly straight, following
the curvature of the hack, inconspicuous, and with 71 to 76 scales, with
8 above and 20 below the lateral line in transverse series. Its color is
thus descril)ed by Lowe: "At the moment of capture, whilst this fish is
yet alive, the whole body beneath the lateral line is of a pure, resplendent, silvery white the fins alone, and merely the ridge of the back and
head, the inside of the mouth, the lower jaw, and parts beneath the eye
being of the brightest scarlet, contrasting strongly with the pure silver
of the whole sides and belly, which only after death turn iridescent rosy,
or sometimes rich golden scarlet. The hind parts of the dorsal and the
ventral fins are transparent the iris is pale scarlet. There is a watery
transparency about the scarlet of the back in this state perfectly inimitable by art." Color paler than in B. decadactylns, but the inside of the
mouth deep red. Known from Madeira, Japan, and the Gulf Stream,
34° 49' 30^' N., 74° 34' 45'' W., in 424 fathoms.
(Goode & Beau.) {sjilen;

;

dens,

glowing.)

Berijx spleiidens,

Lowe, Proc.

Zoijl. Soc.

London, 1833,

142,

Madeira

;

Guodk A Bean, Oceanic

Ichthyol., 176, 1895.

Family CXV.

HOLOCENTEIDiE.

(The Squirrel-fishes.)

Body oblong or ovate, moderately compressed, covered with very strongly
ctenoid or spinous scales. Head with large muciferous cavities eye latpreorbital very narrow mouth moderate, oblique preeral, very large
;

;

;

;

maxillaries protractile; maxillary very large, with supplemental bone;
bands of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Opercular bones

and membrane bones of head generally serrated or spinescent, along
their edges. Branchiostegals 8. Gill membranes separate, free from isthmus. Gills 4, a slit behind fourth. Pseudobranchi;e present. Gill rakers
moderate; no barbels. Sides of head scaly. Lateral line present. Dorsal fin very long, deeplj' divided, with about 11 strong spines depressible
in a scaly groove; anal with 4 spines, the third longest and strongest;
ventrals thoracic, with 1 spine and 7 rays caudal deeply forked, with
sharp rudimentary rays or fulcra at base. Vertebne about 27. Pyloric
cceca 8 to 25. Air bladder large, sometimes connected with the organ of
hearing. General color red. Young with the snoui sharp and produced
(constituting the nominal genera Bhynchichthys, Bhamphohcryx, and Rhinoberyx, based on peculiarities of immature examples).
Genera 4 species
about 70, gaily-colored inhabitants of the tropical seas, abounding about
;

;

coral reefs.
a.

{Berycidw, part, Giinther, Cat.,

Preopercle without couspicuons spine at

its

anjjie

;

i,

19-50, 1859.)

air hladder divided l)y a contraction, the

anterior part extending to the otocrane.
on.

itvRirRisTis, 381.

Preopercle with a conspicuous spiue.
h.

hb.

Suborbital arch simply serrated; scales moderate, 38 to

Suborbital arch

5.').

armed with 3 long spines curved forward;

Holocenthis, 382.
scales uudescrilied.

Plectryi'ops, 383.
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MYRIPRISTIS,

381.

Museum.

Cuvier.

(Frere-Jacques.)
CuviKR, Ri-giio Auimal, Ed.
Myrioprislis, Gill, amendLHl spelling.
Myripristin,

Ostickthjs,

name

2,

Vol.

1829, (jacohui').

11,

Lancsuoki- MS., Olvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

I'oi^^s., iii,

174, 1829, {japonicm);

only; passing reference.

Ilhamphoheryx, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

ISGIi, 87, (pccciloxms).

This genus is closely related to Rolocoiirus, differing externally, cliielly
The air
in the absence of the large spine at the angle of the i^reopercle.
bladder is divided into two parts by a transverse constriction, the anterior part extending to the otocrane, and the pyloric coeca are rather few (9).
Species mimerous in the tropical seas gay-colored inhabitants of reefs
and rock pools. The group contains two well-marked subgenera, for one
of which we retain the manuscript name Otiiichtliys, given it by Langsdorf
some seventy years ago. If no intermediate forms exist, Ostichthys may
stand as a distinct genus, {/ivpiar, myriad Trpiang, a sawyer, here mean;

;

ing saw.)
OsTlCHTins (ooTeor, bone; Ix^'^^i fieli):
(T.
Scales very large, about 3-29-7; anal rays IV, 10 or

trachypoma,

11.

1229.

Myripristis:
(Id.

Scales moderate, about 3-36-6.
c.

Anal rays IV,

13; a

deep red or black Ijaraiioss

'^\\l

opening and base of

iioctoral.

JACOBUS, 1230.
cc.

Anal rays IV,
d.
d(l.

Ventral

11.

fin ]>lain

Ventral

tin

tip;

Subgenus
12>29.

OCCIbentalis, 1231.

reddish or whitish; dorsal pale.

black at

dorsal mostly dark.

OSTICHTHYS

PffiCiLOPUS, 1232.

(Langsdorf).

MYRIPRISTIS TRACHYPOMA,

Giinlher.

2f in length with caudal; depth about 2f interorbital width 6 in
B. 8; D. XI-I, 13; A. IV, 10-11; V. I, 7; P. 15; C. 4-3, 25; scales
3-29-7. All the teeth villiform; the upper maxillary bone reaches behind
the middle of the eye, and is not denticulated. Opercles covered with

Head

;

head.

spines,

and operculum with a rather strong spinous prominence

;

scales

ctenoid, but the denticulations equal the third anal spine much stronger
and also longer than the fourth. Carmine red, darker above; sides with
;

about 10 alternate streaks of deep red on rose color; fins all red. (GiinA beautiful fish, closely related to
ther.) West Indies; rare in Cuba.
{rfjaxH, rough; Tiw^a, operMij7-ijmstis ja2)oriicus, the tyTpe of Osttchthys.
culum.)
Miinprisliximrhypoma, GOntuek, Cat.,
Myrio2)rUlu< fultjciix, Poey,

Memorias,

I,

ii,

25, 1S59,

160, 1860,

Cuba.
Cuba.

Subgenus MYRIPRISTIS.
1230.

MYRIPRISTIS .JACOBrS,
(FRioltE-jACQUES

;

Cuvier & Valonciennee.
Candii..)

U

or 15; A. IV, 13;
Head 4; depth 3; interorbital width 4. D. X-I,
scales 3-36 to 38-6. Maxillary reaching a little beyond middle of eye;
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opercle striated, the 8tiiii' ending in tine points at posterior edge of operPectorals shorter than ventrals third
cle, above a very feeble spine.
;

and fourth anal sjiines nearly ec^ual in length, the former broader.
Deep crimson, paler below a blood-red bar across opercle and base of
pectoral, becoming black in spirits tins red, the vertical fins edged with
whitish. Length 1 foot. West Indies to Brazil common a brilliantly
colored fish. {Jacobnn, James; the species is called Frere-Jacques,
;

;

;

;

" brother Jim." in Martinique.)
Miirii)ristis

CuviEB & VALENCIENNES,

jacobus,

GuNTHER,

Cat.,

I,

Hist.

PoEY, Memorias, n, 159, 1860;

Myriprixlis lijchuKs,

Nat. Poiss.,

1829,

Martinique;

Havana.
Croix Island.

Rhinoberijx chrysetis, Coi'E, Proc. Aruer. Philos. Soc, 464, 1870, St.

MYBIPRISTIS OCCIDENTAIIS,

1231.

Head

162,

Ill,

19, 1859.

Gill.

3| in extreme length depth nearly 4 eye 2i snout 5. D. X-I,
scales 3-35 or 36-7 pectoral fin contained (J times in the
;

13; A. IV, 11

;

;

;

;

total length, the ventrals 74,

and the caudal 5 times. Color on the upper
many dark points, especially

half reddish purple, silvery below, with

along edges of scales

Length

dorsal.

fins pale,

;

6 inches.

(Gill.)

except a darker border along spinous
Pacific Coast of Mexico common in
;

rock pools about Cape San Lucas,

(occidentalis, western.)

Myrioprislis occideiitalis, Gii.L, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 87;

Cape San Lucas.

(Coll.

Xautus.)
Rhat)iphoberyx leucopus, Gill,

c, 88,

I.

Cape San Lucas.

(Coll.

1232. .MTRIPRISTIS PffiCILOPUS

Head

Xantus.)

(Gill).

extreme length; depth 3^; eye 2; snout 5, blunt. D. X-I,
Olive green, golden green below, and cupreous
on the opercle spinous dorsal dark green in front of each spine, but
light behind as well as above and below; black in spirits; spinous dorsal margined with dark; ventrals with a broad blackish terminal band;
base of caudal punctulate with dark spots. (Gill.) Cape San Lucas.
Known from the types, which are very young; probably the young of
4 in

14; scales 3-35 or 36-7.
;

Holocentrus suhorhitalis.
Rhamphoburyx

pcccilopiis,

{ttoiklXoc,

variegated;

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

S('i.

rroi'f,

Phila., 1863, 87,

foot.)

Cape San Lucas.

(Coll.

Xantus.)

382.

HOLOCENTRUS

(Gronow) Scopoli.

(Squirrel-fishes.)
Holocentrum, Artedi, Seba,
IMocentnts,

about 1740, noiibinomial,

iii,

Gronow, Zoophjl.,

{mbrutti).

65, 1763, (roslratiis, nonbinoniial).

llolocnillom (Gronow), Scopoli, Int. Hist. Nat., p. 449, 1777.
Hotocentrtis,

Blocu, Ichthyol.,

Khi/nchichtliys,

Ctjvier

iv, 61, 1790, (sojo).

& Valenciennes,

Holocetitrum, of authors generally.

Hist. Nat. Poi8.s., vii, 503, 1831, (pelamUis) (young).
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Bhinoheryx, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1802, 237, (hravhyrhijnchux); young; scales said to bo
25;

may

represent a distinct genua.

Body oblong, moderately compressed,

the

ventral

outline

nearly

back a little elevated, the tail very slender. Head compressed, narrowed forward. Operculum with a strong spine above, below
which the edge is sharply serrated; a strong spine at the angle of pre-

straight, the

Orbital ring, preorbital, preopercle, interopercle, subopercle,

opercle.

and shoulder girdle with their edges sharply

occiput,

small, terminal, the lower

Jaw projecting

(which constitute the supposed genera

serrate.

the adult; in the

in

lilujnchichthys

Mouth
young

and Bhinoheryx)

much produced. Maxillary broad, striate, with a supplemental bone. Eye excessively large. Scales moderate, closely imbrithe snout

is

cated, the posterior margin strongly spinous.

Lateral line continuous.
Dorsal deeply emarginate, the spines usually 11, depressible in a groove;
soft dorsal short and high anal with 4 spines, the first and second quite
small, the third very long and strong, the fourth smaller; caudal widely
forked; both lobes with the rudimentary rays spine-like; ventrals
large, I, 7, the spine very strong. Species numerous, remarkable for the
development of sharp spines almost everywhere on the surface of the
body. (b'Ao^, whole; KEvrpov, spine; spinous all over.)
;

a.

Preopercular* spine long, tapering, acute

more than half

third anal spine very long,

;

depth of body.
b.

Mouth moderate, lower jaw extending
c.

to below first J/f, to J^ length of eye.
Scales small, 50 to 55 in lateral line; upper lobe of caudal longer than lower, fal-

cate; soft dorsal

and anal elevated, pointed

at tip, this character subject to

ascensioms, 1233.

variation.
cc.

Scales moderate, about 45; depth of

body 2g

in length;

membrane

of front spines

of dorsal black.
ccc.

Siccifer, 1234.

Scales rather large, 38 to 42 in lateral line; caudal lobes nearly or quite equal.
d.

to below middle of eye.
Depth of body greater than length of head.

Maxillary extending
e.

/.
jf.

Third anal spine 1}^ in head.
Third anal spine IJ in head.

scborbitalis, 1235.
coruscus, 1236.

Depth of body equal to length of head.
BRACinPTERUS, 1237.
eee. Depth of body less than length of head; dorsal without black; cheeks
ee.

without white
(Id.

marianits, 1238.

dots.

Maxillary extending to below

first

third of eye; dorsal with black markings.

VEXILLARIUS, 1239.
W<.

Mouth

small, maxillary reaching to below

first

fourth of eye; upper lobe of caudal

longer; cheek with a white blotch.
aa.

Preopercular spine short,

flatfish,

notchid at

oscuLus, 1240tip; third

anal spine short,

J^ depth of body; soft dorsal and anal low, rounded.

IIOLOCENTKUS ASCENSIONIS

1233.

its

length about

sancti-padli, 1241.

(Osbeck).

(Matejuelo; Squirrel-fish; Soldado; Welshman.)

Head 3|; depth 3f eye 2*; snout 4^. D. XI, 15; A.
5-50 to 54-7; cmca 25; vertebra^ 11-|-16. Mouth small,
;

maxillary scarcely reaching middle of eye.

Ill,

10; scales

little

oblique,

Longest dorsal spines more

* Little dependence can be placed on this analytical key, as several species are imperfectly
of doubtful validity.

known and

Jordan
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than half length of head soft dorsal pointed, as high as the body third
aual spine very strong, as long as longest anal rays, \\ in depth of Itody.
Upper lobe of caudal much the longer. In life chietly bright red, with
;

;

shining longitudinal streaks along the rows of scales some specimens
somewhat darker, and tinged with olive above lins light red, the spinous
dorsal largely golden olive, its edge scarlet; head quite red above; an
;

;

white bar descends backward from the eye these colors fading in
This species varies much in the depth of body and the height of
the tins. Length about 2 feet. West Indies, about rocks and reefs, ranging from Florida to St. Helena very conunon in Cuba; a most brilliantly
colored tish, often seen in tropical markets. (Name from Ascension
obliijue

;

spirits.

;

Island.)
Perca

OsnECK, Iter Chin., 388, 1771, Ascension Island.

ascenaioiuji,

Bi-ocH, Auel. Fischc, iv, 40, pi. 225, 1700,

Bodiatinii jieiiiacanthiis,

Brazil; after Jagitaraca of

Marccravk.
Holocetiirm

so<jo,

Sciieua rubra,

Blocii,

/,

c,

fil,

pi. 232, 1790,

Bloch & Schneider, Systema

Africa.
Ichthyol., 82, 1801; after Perr<i marina rubra of

Catesdy.

& Schneider,

AmpJiiprion malejiielo, Bi.ocH

Syst. Ichthyol., 20n, 1801,

Cuba

;

after Malejuelo of

Parra.
Bodiannsjaguar, Lac£pi!de, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

iv, 280, 1802,

Brazil;

;

Holoceiitrus Jouijipbme,

Mauccrave.
Martinique;

after./(t;/»((ii«r(of

CuviEU & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s.,
San Domingo; Porto Rico St. Thomas Havana.

Holoceitlrtim longipiinie,

iii,

185, ls2;t,

;

GiiNTHEU, Cat.,

i,

28, 1859.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 459, 1883.
Holocentrus slrialm, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 173, 1854, Antilles: name preoccuiiied.
Holocentrus roslralns, Gronow,
c, 173, 1854, near the Equator; young specimen;

Holocenlrus pentacnnthn:;
?
f

I.

nuiitenti-

fiable.

Eepreseuted in the AVest Indies by
1233a.

HOLOCENTRl'S ASCENSIOMS RUFUS

(Walbaum).

Specimens of this species from Bahia, apparently representing the true
ascensionis, differ from Cuban examples.
The latter may be regarded as a
distinct subspecies, for which the oldest name is that of riifiis of Walbaum
{^=ruh€r=^ruhra=ja(juar^^'lon(jipinnis). The Brazilian form (var. uscen'^ionis) has the preopercular spine not reaching past the gill opening, its
free portion 2^ in eye.
Pectoral short, 1| in bead, measured to end of
opercular spine ventrals reaching vent third anal spine measured from
the scales,
in head soft dorsal 1^ in head caudal lobe not quite equal
to head.
In var. rnfits the preopercular spine reaches about to root of
pectoral, its free part li in eye. Third anal spine Ivo in head; soft
dorsal iV longer than head caudal lobe about i longer. The color and
form of body seem to be the same in both subspecies, (rttfus, red.)
;

;

2j'j

;

;

;

Perca rufa, Walbai'M, Artedi Pise, 351, 1792,

1234.

Head with
21 times in
.F.

Bahamas

after Perca marina rubra of Catesby.

;

HOLOCENTRUS SICCIFER,

Cope.

spines 2| depth 2*. D. XI, 13 A. IV, 9 scales 3-4r)-8 eye
head and t interorbital width. Spinous dorsal rather short,

N, A.

;

55

;

;

:
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Museum.

elevated last spine very short, only connected with first soft ray within
the groove. Second dorsal not elevated, first rays equal to li length of
longest spines. Third anal ray not reaching basis of caudal scales bordering anal fin, prolonged into grooved blades; body scales strongly
pectinate, not grooved; muzzle contracted, especially laterally, the maxillary reaching anterior margiu of pupil
anterior supernumerary maxiloperculum finely denticulated opercular spines 2, equal,
lary minute
elongate a pair of smaller spines at summit of operculum
one spine
directed backward at front of preorbital bone, all the lateral bones serrate
interorbital carinae very weak
ventral fins not reaching vent.
Color in spirits silvery; a brown longitudinal band between each two
rows of scales, to middle of sides; below this brown punctse in the same
position
head brown shaded fins white, except first dorsal, which is
blackish the membranes of first to third spines black, with white or pale
spots at base and one at margin chin brown. Length of type 2| inches.
This species difl^ers from H. ascensionis, of the same size, in the wider interorbital space, narrower muzzle, upper pair of opercular spines, free opercular serration, deeper body, color, etc. It differs in coloration from the
species described by Poey, who also does not mention any of the pecuBahamas one specimen known.
liarities of this fish in any of them.
(Cope.) {siccus, dry fero, to bear.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bolocenlnim sirciferum, CoPE, Trans. Amer. Philos. Sue, xxx, 1866, 465,

New

Providence,

Bahamas.
1235.

HOLOCEXTRIS ST'BORBITALIS,

Gill.

(MOJAREA CaRPENAL.)

Head 3; depth 2?; eye 2i snout 4^. D. XI, 14 A. IV, 9; scales 1-38-7.
Mouth moderate, scarcely oblique, maxillary about reaching middle of
;

;

Longest dorsal spines If in head soft dorsal about as high as
spinous portion, sheathed with scales at base third anal spine l^in head
first anal rays about as long as third anal spine, the others graduated to
the last, which is less than half length of first pectorals about as long
as third anal spine or li in head ventrals as long as pectorals. Steel
colored, thickly sprinkled with dark dots, which become less numerous
downward the fins are dark, the dorsal lighter on the anterior half at the
the suborbital chain is bright silvery and
base between the spines
immaculate. Adult specimens recently obtained at Mazatlan are described
Head 3; depth 2|. D. XI, 12; A. IV, 8; V. 1,7; scales
as follows:
caudal li third
dorsal ray If
3-36-7, 7 on cheek.
Dorsal spine If
anal ^. Pectoral 1|. Maxillary slipping under preorbital. Ventral with
accessary scale dorsal in a groove. Body short and deep, compressed
with slender caudal peduncle, anterior profile rounded. Mouth small;
upper jaw protractile. Teeth in uniform bands on jaws, A'omer, and
palatines. Maxillary moderate, slipping under very narrow preorbital,
which, like rest of suborbital ring, is armed with close-set sharp teeth
Preopercle, opercle, subopercle, interopercle, posturned backward.
temporal, armed with similar teeth. Preopercle spine nearly as long as
pupil 2 spines in opercle. Steel gray, underlaid by bright, coppery red,
eye.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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everywhere much punctate with
aud especially back with purple reflections.
Top and side of head coppery, a curved bright silvery streak from tip of
snout below eye and around it. ceasing opposite middle of pupil a vertical silver streak on edge of opercle and extending out on spine; head
yellowish, upper tip reddish and lower with throat silvery dorsal brown,
clouded with reddish and dark dark brown near edge, then a series of

which becomes brighter

after death

:

black, the dots coarse; sides

;

;

;

grayish clouds, roundish irregular whitish spots at its base second dorsal reddish, its ray pale, the first two black
the caudal red, base pale,
the upper and lower rays dark yellowish, darkest in young, the dark
extending on peduncle above aud below
anal spines whitish, the soft
rays birch red, the last ones pale, the first soft rays dark ventral reddish,
the spine and first soft ray whitish, the first ray dark red when the fins
are closed it seems reddish edged with whitish or yellowish and with a
blackish line. The dark is fainter in larger specimens. Very common
in rock pools about the Gulf of California, rarely exceeding 8 inches in
length. Mazatlan to Panama
a small species abundant in rock pools.
(suhorhitalis, below the eye.)
:

;

;

;

;

;

Holocenlnim ^jborbitale, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sii.

Phila., 1803,

Cape San Lucas.

8ti,

(Coll.

Xantus.)

HOLOCENTRUS (ORISCI'S.

1236.

Poey.

Head 2* (3i) depth 2| (3J). D. XI, 14 A. IV, 9 scales 3-42-8. Eye
very large, 2} in head snout very short, 2 in eye. Body shaped as in R.
suhorbitalis, a Pacific Coast species, to which it is nearly related.
Mouth
small, maxillary reaching past anterior margin of pupil, 3 in head.
Width of interorbital space not as long as maxillary, 3*^ in head bones of
;

;

;

;

;

of head marked as in Holocentrus suborbitalis, except that a few of the
upper occipital ridges are serrated. Spines on preopercle, opercle, intertoj)

opercle, preorbital and suborbital, as in the western species spines on
subopercle a few more; scales on body as in ascensionis or sHborhitalis;
nuchal scale as large as in the latter five rows of scales on cheek, none
;

;

on opercle.

Spinous dorsal moderately high first spine 3 in head third
spine longest, 2J in head; soft dorsal higher than spines; not falcate, as
in ascensionis
longest ray If in head; third anal spine longest, almost 2
in head
longest ray If in head, not falcate; pectorals 13 in head; ventrals li
its outer rays not produced, about f diameter of eye from vent
upper caudal lobe apparently not much produced, 1? in head. Color in
spirits pale silvery, edges of scales showing bright steel-blue reflections
a reddish shade above lateral line; bands of dots following rows of
scales, those below lateral line widest and most diff"used
no markings on
head with the exception of dots spinous dorsal dusky a large black
spot between first and third spine membrane between bands of posterior
spines with dusky spots a row of whitish angular spots on the anterior
part of membrane between each two spines, those between the third and
sixth spines longest, the two anterior well developed below the large
black spot other fins pale upper angle of pectoral with a group of dots
black blotches between first and second and second and third spines.
;

;

;

;

;

j

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

;
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West

Indies,

known from Cuba and

Bahamas

the

very close

;

to

(coruscus, sparkling.)

HoJoccnlrus suborhitalis.

Holoceutrum rontsctnii, PoEV, Memorias,
Nat. Mus,, 1888, 550.

1237.

Museum.

ii,

158, 1860,

Cuba; Jordan & Bollman,

HOLOCEXTRUS BBACHTPTERUS,

Proc. U.

S.

Poey.

depth 3^ eye 3 snout 4. D. XI
13; A. IV, 8; scales 40. Mouth moderate, maxillary reaching middle of
eye. Soft dorsal and anal not pointed; caudal lobes equal. Carmine;
longitudinal rosy streaks along rows of scales a pale band along spinous
dorsal; no white band on cheek. (Poey.) Cuba; a doubtful species, perhaps the same as H. vexillarius. {Bpnxixj short; T:rtpur, fin.)

Head

3^ in total length with caudal

;

;

;

;

Holocetilrus hrachyptems, Poey, Repertorio, 184, 186G,

1238.

Cuba.

HOLOCEXTRUS MARIANUS,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

(Mabian.)

Head 3 in total length with caudal; depth 3|. D. XI, 13; A. IV, 8.
Body rather deep snout long, mouth large, maxillary reaciiiug middle of
eye opercular spines 2, short and subequal. Soft dorsal reaching f length
;

;

of caudal peduncle third anal spine very strong, its length f depth of
body, longer than first soft ray. Caudal lobes equal. Pyloric cceca 8 to
10.
Bright red, the spinous dorsal with two rows of white spots other
(Poej^) (ilfrtnrt«, a negro word
fins carmine; no white blotch on cheeks.
;

;

meaning tough and lean
Ilolncentntm marianiim* CvyiiiK

—a fish of much bone and little flesh.)
& Valenciennes,

Holocenlrmn rostrulum, Poey, Memorias,

1239.

Head

ii,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,iii, 219, lS2:t,

157, 1860,

HOLOCENTRIS YEXILLARIUS,

3i in total length with caudal

Martinique.

Cuba; name preoccupied.

depth 3t

Poey.

eye 2f
U. XI. 13 A.
IV, 8; snout short; maxillary reaching first" third of eye. Caudal lobes
equal, vertical fins not very high; third anal spine | depth of body.
Metallic white, flushed with red-brown streaks along the edges of
scales; dorsal whitish, with large dark-red spots; spinous dorsal with a
black vertical bar behind each ray, not reaching its base; soft dorsal,
anal, and caudal with dark-red border. (Poey.) Cuba not seen by us.
(vexillariits, pertaining to a banner; from the'marks on the dorsal fin.)
;

;

.

;

;

Holocentnim vexiUariuni, Poey, Memorias, ii, 158, 18G0, Cuba.
Sohceiilrum productum,j Poey, Synopsis, :500, 1868; described from specimen
as shown by the protruding snout.
i JJolocentnim riparinm,l Poey, Enumeratio, 37, 1875, Cuba.

.3

inches long; yotuig,

* Holocentms marianus, Cuvier A" Valenciennes:
D. XI, 12 A. IV, 9. Third anal spine exceedingly long. Color silvery red, without longituNo black spot on the dorsal, nor dark points on the scales. Lower jaw projecting.
dinal streaks.
Cuvier d: Valenciennes.
Opercle with two flat points. ^lartinique.
;

fHead 3j in total; depth the game eye 3, half longer than snout. D. XI-15 A. IV, 10;
maxillary reaching front of pupil. Upper spine of opercle with a black
third anal
point or perforation at base. Dorsal low, its highest spine half depth of body
Kosy ; belly silvery series of scales scarcely marked by streaks fins red first
apine strong.
two and last two interspaces between spines dusky. Matauzas. Poey.
;

;

snout projecting

;

:

;

;

;

rijinrititii is based iin small specimens found in shallow water along the reefs
X Hohicciitrum
is said to diffir from vi:riUarii(r: in having tlie first three spines only with black interspaces.
is possibly a distinct species, but needs verificatiou.

and
It
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1240.

853

Poi y.

D. XI, 15; A. IV, 10. Mouth small, the maxillary reaching first fourth
of eye. Scales deeply furrowed. Upper lobe of caudal longer. Red a
diffuse white blotch on side of belly and one on cheek. First three anal
;

spines whitish. Cuba. (Poey); not seen by us.

small-mouthed.)

(0At7(7HS,

Poey, Meniorias, ii, 150, 1800, Cuba.
Uolocentriwi perlattnn, Poey, I. c, 157, Cuba female sjieciinen with a white blotch behind
each dorsal spine wautiug in type of osculmn, which was a male.
Holocenlrum

osckJh)?),

;

tip

of

;

1241.

Head

HOLOCENTRUS SANCTI

PAl'LI, GUuthei.

3 depth 2^ eye 4 snout 4 interorbital width 5 in head, including opercular flap. D. XI, 15; A. IV, 10; scales 48-3^. Maxillary not
reaching to vertical from center of eye. Operculum with a strong and
thick triangular spine, and with denticulatious beneath
preopercular
spine broad, flattened, and cleft, or bifurcate at its extremity its length
3^ times in that of posterior edge of preoperculum third and fourth dorsal spines longest, a little less than half length of head
soft dorsal
rather elevated, more than half height of body; caudal deeply forked,
upper lobe much longer than lower; third anal spine very sti"ong, 3 in
height of body. Ventral fins about f length of head, terminating at a
great distance from the anus
pectoral shorter than the ventrals. Uniform red. Length 16 inches. St. Paul Rocks, mid-Atlantic.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bok>cenlnmi mncli-pmdi, Gi'NTHEn, Shore Fishes,

383.

4,

1880, St.

Paul Rocks.

PLECTRYPOPS,

Gill.

Pleclrypops, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G2, 2Z", {retrospinis).

This genus differs from Holocentrus chiefly in having the preopercle
armed with three strong teeth curved forward. The preopercular spine
is moderate, and the third anal spine not greatly developed.
One species.
(Trh'/nTpov,

spur;

vtto,

1242.

below;

uTp,

eye.)

PLECTRYPOPS RETROSPINIS

(Guichenot).

Head 2i in total length depth 2i D. XII, 14 A. Ill (?) or IV, 11.
infraorbital arch is armed beneath with three long spines, curved
;

;

The
and

the spines of the preorbital and of the posterior part
Both limbs of the
preoperculum denticulated, with a rather strong flat spine; operculum
directed forward

;

of the infraorbital arch with smaller spinous teeth.

and suboperculum armed with spinous teeth, the former with two long
which is the stronger. Spines of the fins rather
slender; the soft portions of the dorsal and anal fins rounded, and as
high as the spinous. Caudal forked; scales deeply serrated. Uniform
red. Cuba. (Guichenot); rare.
.sj)iH((. spine
but the
(>r/ro, backward

spines, the lower of

:

;

spines are directed forward.)
lloloci'ulrum reirospinis,

Gdichinot, iu

Ramon

de

la Sagra,

Hist. Cuba,

:5r>,

jil.

1, fig.

3,

1S50,

Cuba.
Holocenli-um prospinosum, PoEY, Memorias,
spinis,

as the spines turn forward

ii,

343, 1861

and not backward

Guichenot. Substitute
G(Jntheb, Cat., i, 49, 1859.

after

;

;

lor reiro-

Museum.
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Family CXYI.

POLYMIXIID^.

(The Barbudos.)

Body

elongated and compressed scales not serrated lateral
bead compressed, and with a decnrved proline continuons with back
preoperculum serrated mouth with a lateral and nearly horizontal
file
cleft; teeth villiform, on both jaws and on palate; branchiostegal ai)ertures large, the gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus; branchiostegals 4 dorsal moderately elongated, with several spines, increasing
backward anal opposite the posterior portion of dorsal, armed with 3
or 4 spines pectorals with branched rays ventral fins thoracic, each
with a spine and 6 or 7 rays. Vertebrae in increased number (29). The
family is distinguished by the combination of chin barbels, increased
number of rays, and small number of branchiostegals. Its affinities are
doubtful, but on the whole seem to be rather with the il/uZ^iVZo;. (Gill.)
The increased number of ventral rays and the structure of the fins seem
to point to Berycoid rather than Percoid affinities. For this reason we
leave the Poh/mixiidw near the BerycUhv, and place the MuJlida' next to it.
A single genus, with 1 to 3 species, inhabiting rather deep waters
in the tropical Atlantic and Pacific.
{Beryddiv, genus Polymixia, GUnratlier

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ther. Cat.,

I,

17, 1859.)

384.

POLYMIXIA,

Lowe.

(Barbudo./
Lowe, Trans. Cambr. Phil. Soc, 1838, 198, {nohUi<<).
Nemobrafna, Valenciennes, Berher-Webb &, Berthelot, Ich. Ilos Canar.,
Polymixia,

Dinemiu%,

PoEV, Memorias,

ii,

40, 18-14, {tvehhii).

IGO, 18G0, (venustm).

Characters of the genus included above. (ttoXvc, many;
many groups.)

/u^ig,

mixing;

a mixture of the characters of

1243.

Head

POLYMIXIA LOWEI,

Guuther.

D. V, 30; A. Ill, 16; scales 50. Anterior
convex, but descending rapidly from eye to snout poslower profile nearly
terior profile gradually descending to the caudal fin
straight between snout and anal fin. Snout short, obtuse, lower jaw
overlapped by the upper. Interorbital width 4 in head, covered with
scales to near the anterior margin of the eyes. Cleft of mouth wide,
maxillary reaching to behind eye, ending in a broad plate with a convex
posterior edge and a concave superior and inferior one. Lower jaw Avith
a slight prominence in front. Eye placed high suborbital less than
diameter of eye. Opercles without spines; these and the subopercles
densely scaled. Origin of dorsal midway between snout and base of
caudal, the fifth spine about half as long as the first ray, which is the
longest; the following rays become shorter and shorter to the seventeenth, the remaining ones being short and nearly equal in length. Caudal fin deeply forked, with pointed and e<i[ual lobes; anal fin similar to
the dorsal in shape, but shorter and lower the third spine about i of
3|; depth 3|; eye

3-.

profile slightly

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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first ray, which equals the fifth dorsal ray.
Pectorals short and
pointed, reaching beyond origin of dorsal ventrala very short. Teeth
in hroad, velvet-like bands.
(Giinther.) Uniform greenish above, sides

the

;

golden shining. Caribbean Sea, in deep water occasionally taken in
Cuba. (Named for Eev. Richard Thomas Lowe, British chaplain in
Madeira, an accomplished and careful ichthyologist, author of the Fishes
of Madeira.)
;

Polymixia

Dinemus

loirei,*

venttslus,

GOntheii, Cat.,

i,

PoEy, MemoriaB,

17, 1859,
ii,

Caribbean Sea.
Cuba.

160, 1860,

Family CXVII.

MULLID^.

(The Surmullets.)

Body

elongate, slightly compressed, covered with large scales which are

branched
upper profile of the head more or less parabolic.
Moath small, low, subterminal teeth mostly small, variously placed;
no canines, incisors, nor molars. Premaxillaries somewhat protractile;
maxillaries thin, nearly as broad at base as at tip, without supplemental
Preopercle entire or
bone, partly hidden by the broad preorbital.
slightly serrate opercle unarmed, or with a single spine. Eye moderate,
2 long
placed high
branchiostegals 4
pseudobranchire present
unbranched barbels at the throat, attached just behind the symphysis of
the lower jaw. Dorsal fins 2, remote from each other, both short, the
first of 6 to 8 rather high spines, which are depressible in a groove;
anal short, similar to the soft dorsal, with 1 or 2 small spines; ventrals
thoracic, I, 5. Air bladder usually present, simple. Vertebrje 9-}- 14
23 stomach siphonal pyloric coeca about 20. Species about 40, referable to 5 closely related genera, found in all tropical seas, some species
straying northward. Majiy of the species are highly valued as food,
especially the European Mullus harhatus and Mulhts sttrmuhtu.s. The
family is a very natural one and not closely related to any other. It
bears some superficial likeness to the Scianidw and the Chiilodijjterida', hut
this may not show real affinity.
The singular barbels appear also in
the Polymixiidw, but in that family the ventral rays are numerous, as in
Berycidw. The small number (4) of the branchiostegals is found both in
MuUidw and Polymixi'uhv. As the singular hyoid barbels are not likely to
have been developed independently in two unrelated groups, we place
the MuIJid(r and Polymijciidw together. As the latter group seems to have
Berycoid affinities, we leave the Mtdlidw with the Berycoidei, although
they show no resemblance to the Berycoids, other than the characters
shared with the Polymixiida: {MulUd(v, Giinther, Cat., i, 397-411, 1859.)
usually slightly ctenoid

lateral line continuous, the pores often

;

large scales on the head

;

;

;

;

;

;

=

;

a.

;

Teeth on lower jaw, vomer, and palatines; upper jaw toothless; the bone which forms a
downward hook over maxillary strongly developed; intcrorbital space flat and wide;
opercle without spine.

Mullus, 385

*This species has been recently iiloiitified by Giinther with the rare but almost cosmopolitan
uobilig, Lowe.
The latter has I). V, 37 or ;!8, a difference beyond the ordinary range
We therefore retain the American species, Foh/mUiu loicei, as provisionally distinct, although Dr. Giinther claims to have a complete series of connecting forms.
Polymixia

of variation.
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Teeth on both jaws; vomer and palatines toothless; the bone whicli forms a do'.vnwani
hook over the maxillary mofleratcly developed; interorbital space rather narrow;

aa.

opercle ending in a single spine.
6.
6f).

Teeth small, subequal, in villiform bands in both jaws.
Teeth rather strong, unec(ual,

385.

in lun' ux

two

MULLUS,

series in

Mulloides, 386.

each jaw.

Upeneus, 387.

LinnnMis.

(Surmullets.)
Mnllu):, LiNN.'EUS,

Systema Natnrje, Kd.

x, 1768,

2!19, (Ikij-IhiIiis).

Villiform teeth in the lower jaw and on the

,

vomer and palatines

none
upper jaw the bone forming a hook over the maxillary well developed; opercle without spines; interorbital space flat and wide. Otherwise as in Uiyeneus, the head rather shorter. One species known. (Latin,
Mullns, uvaIoq, the ancient name of Mullus harhaius, from /jvTiAog, lip;
hence " mullet," a fish with thick lips.)
in the

1244.

Head
8

;

A.

;

;

3?

II,

;

6

;

MULLUS AURATUS,

Jordan * Gilbert.

depth 3f to 4 eye 3| oblique length of snout 2?. D. VII-I,
scales about 40. Form essentially as in the European MiiIIus
;

;

harhaius, the profile a little less steep, the interorbital space a trifle
broader, the maxillary extending exactly to opposite front of eye, its
length 2f in head. Interorbital width 3i in head; barbels IJ. Teeth in

lower jaw small; on upper jaw obsolete; on vomer and palatines coarse
and granular, forming large patches. Gill rakers slender, a little shorter
than pupil. Dorsal spines slender, compressed, the longest about 1.^ in
head (1^ to IJ in Mullus harhatus) height of soft dorsal half head caudal as long as head. Pectoral If in head; ventrals IJ, Scales mostly
Color
lost, so that the number in the lateral line can not be counted.
scarlet, becoming crimson where the scales are removed
snout scarlet
side Avith two distinct longitudinal yellow stripes.
Caudal scarlet, first
dorsal with an orange band at base and a yellow band higher up the
rest of the fin pale; no black on dorsal fin.
Second dorsal mottled scarlet
and pale; anal and ventrals plain, pectoral reddish; iris violet, dusky
above; sides of head with silvery luster. Length 8 inches. Eastern
coast of North America Cape Cod to Pensacola, occasionally taken in
some numbers at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and found among the spewings of snappers and groupers off" the Florida Snapper Banks. Very close
to the European Mullus harhatus, and especially to surmulctiis, difl'ering in
the rather lower fins, the black band on the dorsal replaced by yellow.
;

;

;

;

;

(auratus, gilded.)
MiilliiithrjrbnlKs nnralvs,

No. 30828.

MuUus

auralns,

Coll.

JORDAN & GILBERT, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 280, Pensacola; (Type,

Jordan); Jordan .tGiLBERT, Synopsis, 931, 1883.

Jordan, Proc. U.

Sci. Phila., 1885, 151.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 39;

Hall & McCauohan,

Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jordan and Evertnann.
386.
MuUoides, Bleeker, Geram.,

—Fishes of North America.

MULLOIDES,

ii, (107,

857

Bleeker.

1805, {jlavdlineatiis).

This genus differs from Upcnens ou]y in the dentition, the teeth in both
jaws being in narrow villiform bands, none on vomer or pahitines.
Species numerous, chiefly of the Pacific Ocean.

{Mailing;

«Z(Sof,

resem-

blance.)
124.'>.

Head

depth

MFLLOinKS RATHUrNI

(Evermanii

&

.renkins).

eye large, 2| in head, or li in snout. D. VIII-I, 8
Body slender. Dorsal outline well arched profile from snout to origin of first dorsal regularly curved, excejit above the
eyes, where it is very slightly flattened ; from first dorsal to posterior end
of second dorsal gently convex, and from there to the caudal slightly
concave ventral outline nearly straight to caudal fin head triangular
snout blunt-pointed; least depth of caudal peduncle 2| in head, and its
length IJ in the same mouth slightly oblique the maxillary, which is
3i in head, greatly broadened behind, almost reaching anterior margin of
orbit preorbital deep and broad, its depth 3i in head lower jaw slightly
included barbels moderate, scarcely reaching posterior edge of opercles;
preopercle very weakly serrate. First dorsal spine minute, the second,
third, and fourth subequal,liin head, the others decreasing gradually, the
eighth being contained less than 3 times in head longest soft dorsal ray
anal spine evident longest anal rays 2f in head pectorals
2v in head
li in head, reaching posterior edge of spinous dorsal ventrals equaling
pectorals. Scales large, ctenoid head well scaled, 3 scales upon the maxillary bone, a row of 6 upon cheek, and an odd one on its lower margin ;
preopercle and opercle with about 2 rows each preorbital without scales,
but roughened by a very evident set of irregularly radiating lines the
branches of the pores in scales of lateral line large and numerous, as many
as 13 being counted in some scales. Teeth villiform, in a band broadest in
front and narrowing backward.
Gill rakers slender, the longest 3^ in
maxillary, about 16 below angle. Peritoneum black. Length about 8
inches. Known only from Guaymas, Gulf of California.
(Named for Mr.
Richard Rathbun, Chief of the Division of Inquiry respecting Food
Fishes, United States Fish Commission.)
A.

I,

6

;

3A

;

4

;

;

scales 2i-41-6.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I'peneiix ralhhuiu,

Guaymas.

EvERMAXN' & Jenkins, Proc. U.
(Type, No. 43241.

387.

Coll.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 158,

Evermann &

UPENEUS,

pi. 2, tig. 4,

Bay

of

Jenkins.)

Cuvier.

(GOATFISHES.)
Vpetieus,*

CcviER, R^gne Animal, Ed. 2, Vol.
by Bleeker to hifasciaius).

2, iryl, 182!), {lillnlHs-.ntssellii; hifanciatus; trifascialiis);

(restricted

*Tlie name Vpenena vius first restricted by Bleeker to the species which, like hifascialus, have
the teeth in both jaws conic and uniserial; those with teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines also
being called Upeneoidcs. But as Vpeneoidea rilluliis is the first species mentioned under Cpenens
by Cuvier, Bleeker afterwards transferred the name rpeiieim to this iiroup, giving the new
name Parupeneus to Vpeneus bi/ascialia. In our judgment the lii-st restriction should hold, and
the namo Vpeuciia should go with f.^**-"'"^"* hifasciatus.
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Hiipeneus, Agassiz, Norn. Zool.,
Pseiidupeiu-iis,

Bleekeu,

Index Universalis,

190, 184G,

(amended orthography).

Poiss. Cote de Guinee, 5G, 18G2, (prui/eusis); (teeth biserial above, uuiserial

below).
Partipeiieiis,

Blekker, Notice sur

le

rariipencns hifasciaius, de I'lle do la Reunion, 345, 1867, (hifas-

ciulus); (teeth uniserial, conic, in

both jaws)

MuUhypenens, Toev, Synopsis, 307, 1868,
BrachymitUm, Bleeker, Archiv. Neerl.,

(»(0(ii/o(!(«);

teeth partly biserial above, imiserial below.

xi, 333, 1875, {telraspilus).

Body oblong, compressed; mouth moderate, nearly

horizontal, low, the

eye large, high, posterior opercle short, deep, with a
posterior spine both jaws with rather strong unequal teeth, in one or
two series in each jaw; no teeth on vomer or palatines; lips well developed; the bone which forms a hook over the maxillary less developed
than in Mullus interorbital space concave and narrow opercle ending
in one spine barbels nearly as long as head scales very large, somewhat
ctenoid lateral line continuous, its tubes ramifying on each scale head
covered with large scales first dorsal with about 7 spines anal with 2,
the first very short caudal fin forked. Species numerous in the tropical
seas.
(An old name of some fish from vm/vTi, upper lip.)

jaws

fiiibequal;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a.

Teeth in both jaws uniserial (or irregularly biserial above) all the teeth coarse and distinct.
Scales 31; depth 4 in length; sides with 3 black
h. Eye i iu bead; barbels 1% in head.
;

MACi'LATUS, 1246.

blotches.
aa.

aaa.

Teeth of iipjicr jaw uniserial, of lower biserial; teeth rather strong.
c. Eye moderate, 3| in head; scales 37; depth 4; a broad red band from eye to caudal.
DENTATUS, 1247.
Teeth of both jaws biserial, at least in front.
Scales moderate, about 40. Teeth all obtusely conic, distinct from each other; teeth on
upper jaw turned inward; color red, with a bright yellow lateral streak.

d.

e.

ee.

Dorsals and caudal with dark cross bauds.

parvus, 1248.

Dorsals and caudal plain yellow.
/.

//.

Eye 3}4 in head in adult, 1^ in snout; head
Eye 3| in he.ad in adult, 1% in snout; head

dd. Scales large,

about 32; outer

.series

3%

in length.

3"{,^

in length.

XANTHOORAMMUS, 1250.
jaw formed by very obtuse teeth
head; a pearly spot on each scale; each sideof

of teeth of upper

which arc partly confluent; eye 4 in
body with 2 black blotches; dorsal spotted.

1246.

martinicus, 1249.

UPENEUS MACULATUS

grandisquamis, 1251.

(Bloch).

(Red Goatfish; Salmonete.)

Head

3i; depth 4; eye 4. D. VII or VIII-I, 8; A. II, 6; scales 30 or
the lateral line high up, following curve of back. Body oblong, moderately compressed, tapering backward from occiput ventral outline
nearly straight. Snout long and rather sharp mouth terminal, small,
31,

;

;

maxillary not reaching orbit, 2| in head eye situated backward and high
up. Teeth on under jaw uniserial, on upper jaw uniserial or occasionally
irregularly biserial, with the outer teeth turned outward all the teeth
coarse and distinct. Barbels extending to vertical of preopercle and
extremity of opercular spine. Color red, the color deepening after death or
with the removal of the scales; sides of head with bluish longitudinal
lines; 3 black blotches along lateral line; each scale with a blue spot at
base. In spirits, steel blue above, descending on the sides in 3 blotches
1 above point of opercular spine (sometimes extending on opercle), 1 under
;

;

Jordan and Ever mann.
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each dorsal fin under parts of body pale. West Indies and Brazil, Key
West to Rio Janeiro generally common. A food-fish of some value, pret;

;

tily colored,
Miilliis mactilaliis,

Urpeneus
I,

{macidatus, spotted.)
Block, Iclithyologia, 348, 1793, Brazil.
Cuvier dt Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

ynactilahin,

223, 1851;

Gf nther.

Cat.,

408, 1859;

i,

MuUliypeneus maculatiis, Poey, Synopsis, 307,
Cpeneus jiunclatus, Cuviee

& Valenciknnes,
1247.

Head

depth 4

iii,

Jordan & Gilbert,

478, 1829; Poey,

Memorias,

Synopsis, 5G5, 1883.

186'*.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 482, 1829,

UPENEUS DENTATUS,

Martinique.

Gill.

eye moderate, 3* in head in adult snout 2i. D.
3g
VII-I, 8; A. II, 6; scales 2-37-5. Teeth of upper jaw uniserial, of lower
biserial teeth rather small, weaker than in Ujieticus grandisqiiamis; barbels extending nearly to vertical of preopercle. Scales very deciduous
second dorsal spine Ij in head. Color dusky above, sides bright rosy,
with broad red band extending from eye to caudal and suffusing caudal.
Length 1 foot. Pacific Coast of Mexico rare. Known from Cape San
Lucas, La Paz, and Tres Marias Islands, (dentaiun, toothed.)
;

;

;

;

;

TTpeneus dentatus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 256, 1862,

Jordan & Gilbert,

No. 3699. Coll. Xantus.)

McCArcHAN,

I.

c, 154, 1885

;

Evermann

Proc.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 263:

S.

Jenkins, Proc. U.

&,

UPENEUS PARVUS,

1248.

Cape San Lucas; young.

TJ.

S.

(Type,

HallA

Nat. Mus., 1891, 157.

Poey.

D. VII-I, 8; A. II, 6; scales 2^-40-6. Snout short and decurved; maxreaching front of eye
barbels reaching angle of preopercle, on
jaws only. Teeth conical, very small, on anterior part of jaws in two
series; lateral teeth in a single series
all the teeth obtusely conic and
distinct from each other. Vermilion above, fading into white below a
yellow longitudinal band along the side, with similar narrower streaks
below; ventrals and anal yellow; other fins whitish, with dusky cross
bands, 3 on first dorsal, 2 on second, and 5 on each caudal lobe. (Poey.)
Cuba. Known only from Poey's description, (parvus, small.)
illary

;

;

:

Upeneus 2]anns, Poet, Memorias,

1249.

i,

226, 1851,

Cuba.

UPEXEUS MARTINICUS,
(Yellow Goatfish

;

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

Salmonete Amarilla.)

Head 3i; depth 4: eye 3i to 3i, large. D. VIII-I, 8; A. II, 6; scales
2^-37 to 39-7. Body moderately elongate anterior profile gibbous before
the eyes. Interorbital space flat, 3? in head. Teeth on anterior part of
;

in two irregular series
lateral teeth in a single series all the teeth
obtusely conic, and distinct from each other; teeth on upper jaw turned
inward no teeth on vomer. Barbels reaching to vertical of preopercle,
Longest dorsal spine IJiu head anal small. Color pale red,
li in head.
deepening after death sides with a broad longitudinal band of bright
yellow; snout with yellow streaks vertical fins and patches on sides of

jaws

;

;

;

;

;

;

Length 1
generally common; a handsome

head bright yellow.

West

foot.
fish,

Indies, north to

valued as food.

Key West;
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& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iir, 483, 1829, Martinique;
Ham, & McCaugiian, 1. c, 154, 1885.
young.
halteatits, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 484, 1829, Cuba

l^enevs martinicus, CuviER

young
T^eneus

;

;

Poet, Memorias,

Upenensflavovitlatuit,

MuUoidesjltuovittatus,

GCnther,

1250,

Head

31

;

Cat.,

224, 1851,

I,

Cuba

;

adult.

403, 1859.

I,

UPENEUS XAXTHOGRAMMTIS,

Gilbert.

depth 4 to 4^; eye If in snout, 3§ in head, in specimens lOi

inches long,
VII-I, 8; A.

(1;^-

in snout, 3J in head, in martinicus of the same size.) D.
Pores in lateral line 38, not counting two on base of

II, 6.

Two and

one-half rows of scales between lateral line and base
Fifteen developed gill rakers on horizontal limb of
outer arch, with 5 smaller rudiments. Spinous dorsal not high, less than
depth of body, li to 1| in liead. Pectorals pointed, scarcely reaching tips
caudal.

of spinous dorsal.

of ventrals, li in head. Ventrals reaching halfway to front of anal.
Caudal very deeply forked, the lobes sharp, the uj)per the longer, equal-

Barbels reaching vertical from preopercle.
ing the length of head.
Teeth in a narrow band anteriorly in each jaw, and in a single series
laterally. Maxillary very wide posteriorly, projecting well beyond the
border of the preorbital, its width f orbit. Red, with a broad yellow
streak along sides. La Paz, Lower California. Very close to Ujieneus
{^avOoc, yellow;
martinicus, the head smaller, the eye much smaller.
line.)

ypa/ifir/,

Vpeneus xanthogrammus, Gilbert, Proc.

1251.

l^. S.

Nat. Mu.s., 1891, 553,

La

UPENEUS GRANDISQUAMIS,

Paz.

(Coll. Albatross.)

GiU.

(Chivo.)

Head

depth 3 to 3? eye 4 snout about 2^, D. VIII-I, 8 A.
Teeth on anterior part of jaws in 2 series, those
of the outer series of the upper jaw very obtuse and partly confluent.
Color light
Barbels reaching to vertical from root of pectoral fins.
greenish brown above, rose-colored below lateral line; scales with indistinct pearly spot at center black blotch on lateral line behind spinous
dorsal a smaller, somewhat indistinct black spot behind orbit dorsal
other fins immaculate. Pacific Coast of
fins spotted with color of back
Mexico and Central America; Guayraas to Panama generally common.
(grandis, large; squama, scale.)
1,

6

;

3 to 3J

;

;

;

;

scales 2-30 to 32-5.

;

;

;

;

;

Vpe.ueiis

grandisqnamis, GiLL,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

18fi3,

America; Steindachner, Ichth. Bmtriigo, iv, 0, 1875
1885 Kvermann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1891,

;

;

108, west coast of Central
Hall & McCaughan, <., 155,
/.

15C.

Upenens tetra.ipUus, Gvntuku, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1804,148,
Cent. Ainer., 420, pi. 00, fig. 1, 1804.

Panama; GCnther,

Fislies

Group SCOMBROIDEI.
(The Mackerel-like

Fishes.)

Body variously formed, usually adapted for rapid swimming; the scales
usually small and cycloid or wanting, sometimes transformed into rough

Jordan and Evermann.
or

— Fishes of

JSTorth

America.

8^1

bony plates, but rarely ctenoid. Lateral line various, usually unduwith an anterior arch and a posterior straight part, at least not

late or

regularly arched; sometiines'wanting.

Flesh in typical forms firm, oily,

and reddish in color, but in some cases pale and soft. Caudal peduncle
almost ahvays slender and strong, the caudal fin if present more or less
deeply forked, except in certain deep-sea forms and in aberrant families,
the structure typically adapted for swift propulsion. Dorsal fin usually
long, the spinous portion generally shorter than the soft part, sometimes
absent; the spines seldom very strong, sometimes not difterentiated from

the soft rays; anal fin always long, more of less similar to soft dorsal.
Ventrals thoracic, subjugular, or subabdomiual, usually with 1 slender
spine and 5 rays, sometimes many-rayed, sometimes rudimentary or wholly
wanting. Branchiostegals few usually 7. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth
,

gill

rakers various

;

gill

membranes usually

separate, sometimes joined

together, rarely attached to the isthmus. Mouth and dentition various.
Skeleton firm or variously soft, the structure as in spinous-rayed fishes

generally; the shoulder girdle attached to the cranium by a distinctly
forked post-temporal, which is not aduate to the cranium.
Vertebne
varying from 24 to more than 100, the high numbers found in pelagic speIntestinal canal generally short. This group of mackerel-like fishes
not capable of exact definition, its deviations from the ordinary type of
spiny-rayed fishes being various and in various directions, so that no set
of diagnostic characters will cover them. The group is not a suborder as
the term is generally understood it is incapable of simple definition, and
in its divergence some members approach to other groups more nearly
than to extreme or even to typical members of their own. The group is,
however, a somewhat natural one, as by the common consent of ichthyologists its dift'ereut types have always been kept near each other in the
system of classification. This naturalness, however, has been obscured by
the intrusion of aberrant forms, as Zeus, Oreosoma, Capro.s, AntUjonia, PemThese forms have no near relationship to Scomber,
pheris, and Lamjn'is.
Caranx, or Corypluvna, the central groups of the Scomhruidci, and it may be
that none of them are Scombroid fishes at all. Perhaps the earliest type
of existing Scombroids is that of the genus Lampris of the others, the
Scomhridw proper form a center of divergence. The Zeichi' and Caproidw
are certainly not Scombroid fishes, nor are they at all closely related to
each other. While it is uncertain just where thej' should go in a natural
arrangement, we have thought best to remove them from the Somhroidei,
with which they have usually been associated by recent writers, and
reserve them for insertion elsewhere.
From Scomber-like forms are
descended on the one hand the Gempylid(v, Lepidopidw, and Trichiuridw.
Another line of descent leads to Acaiithociihiina', Istiophorlda, and Xiphiidwi
still another apparently runs through Carangidw to Xomeida- and perhaps
Other forms, as Tetragonurida-, are apparto Conjplutnidw and Bramhhv.
ently not Scombroid, but their line of descent is not apparent and at
present, knowing no better place for them, we leave them associated with
cies.
is

;

;

the Seombroidei.

((7«y^^3pf)f,

mackerel

;

ddof, likeness.)
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SCOMBROIDET.

Families of
a.

Ventral

fins

each composed of about 15

coid bones very large

minute
aa.

Ventral
h.

Museum.

soft rays,

attached to a very long pubic bone; cora-

and heavy; body very deep, compressed, unarmed, covered with
LAMriuuiD.i:, cxxx.

scales.

fins

with

less

soft rays, usually I, 5,

than 8

sometimes

waiitiui;.

Bones of snout and upper jaw uuited and prolonged into adistimt sword; vertebra'
about 24; scales minute or rudimentary.
c.

Ventrals of

cc.

1

Istiopiiouid.v., cxxii.

to 3 rays each; teeth present; scales ,)resent.

Ventrals and teeth wanting in the adult; scales obsolete.
XlI-HIID.K, CXXIII.

ili.

Bones of snout not prolonged
d.

in a sword.

Body fusiform or band-shaped, with many vertebra? (30 to 120), small or minute
scales and distinctly forked caudal on a slender peduncle (the fin sometimes
wanting); lower jaw well developed, usually with a slit in the flesh to permit
its

motion; dorsal andanal long, the spinous part of dorsal well developed; the

last
e.

rays of both fins often developed as finlets.

Caudal
/.

fin present.

Soft dorsal

and anal

distinct

from spinous

the anterior rays forming a

joart,

more or less distinct lobe.
Body moderately elongate, fusiform; caudal peduncle with a

</.

keel; finlets always present; ventrals

yngeals
</(/.

distinct

third and fourth phar-

I, 5;

ScOMBRIDiE, CXVIII.

lUlited.

Body decidedly elongate; caudal peduncle without
ent or absent; ventrals

I, 5,

keel; finlets pres-

or variously reduced; dentition strong.

Gempylid.!), cxix.
f. Soft dorsal and anal more or less continuous with spinous dorsal, their
anterior rays not forming a distinct lobe; ventrals rudimentary.

Lepidopidje, cxx.
ee.

rudimentary or wanting; dorsal and anal very long and low, continuous; dentition very strong.

Catidal wanting, the

body tapering

to a point; ventrals

TRiCHiURira;, cxxi.
dd.

not showing the combination above noted under A.
Scales, if present, cycloid or ctenoid or lobate, not bony nor parchment-like;
sometimes, especially in the young, with a median ridge on each one.

Body and
h.

J.

fina various,

Caudal
J.

fin

lunate or forked (or

if

rounded, the dorsal with very weak spines).

Anal fin not longer than dorsal and more or
and form,
i.

Vertebra- 10
I.

+ 12 to

15

less similar to it in size

= 22 to 25.

rays connected by membrane, sometimes
becoming obsolete with age.
m. Anal preceded by 2 free spines (these often obsolete with
age, connected by membranes to the fin in the young)
no teeth in the oesophagus.
n. Scales minute or obsolete, cycloid, those along lateral
line sometimes armed; tail widely forked; third
and fourth pharyngeals separate.
0. No free anal spines; dorsal spines long and filamentous; pectorals very long and falcate;

First dorsal with

its

caudal well forked.
00.

Nem.^tistiid.f,, cxxiv.

Dorsal spines not long and filamentous; anal

with two free spines, in young.
Cakangid.'r, cxxv.
im. Scales moderate, weaklyciliate; tail

canine teeth present.

notdeeply forked;

Pomatomid.t;, cxxvi.

vim. Anal without free spines; scales moderate; tesophagus

with tooth-like processes, dorsal fin very long; cauCentrolopuidje, cxxxiv.
dal little forked.

lordan and

£verftia?in.

II.

— Fishes of A^orth America.

Spinous dorsal roprosenteil

)iy

several free spines;

863
lioily

elon-

gate, fusiform; scales small; caudal little forked.

Rachycentrid.i:, cxxvii.
Vertebrae 30 or more (in excess of 10

kk.

p.

+ 14).

(Esophagus with tooth-like processes; spinous ilorsal and ventrals rudimentary or wanting; body compressed; caudal
deeply forked;

gill

membranes attached

;i;).

the isthmus or

to

Stromateid.i:, cxxxv.

not.

(Esophagus without tooth-like ])rocesses; gill membranes
free from the isthmus; caudal fin deeply forked; skeleton

more or
q.

less firm.

Dorsal rays

all

with simple rays, none of them articulate

or branched; ventrals jugular,

3 to I,

I,

5.

Pteraclid.t;, cxxxi.
qij.

Dorsal rays not

all simple,

some or

all

of

or articulate; ventral fins thoracic,
r.

Dorsal
s.

them branched

I,

T).

with a distinct spinous part.

fin

Spinous dorsal well developed, the spines 10 to 12
in
I.

it.

number.

Scales weak, cycloid.

Nomeib.t;, cxxviii.

Scales firm, each one with a

median

Steinegekiid.i^,
ss.

ridge.

cxxxm.

Spinous dorsal, little developed, of 3 or 4 weak and
slender spines continuous with the soft rays;
dorsal fin beginning bojiind the head;

body

ovate; scales firm, not very small; hypercoracoid

very large, entering ventral

outline,

intervening between the very short pelvic

bone and the shoulder

girdle.

BuAMin.*;, cxxxii.
tr.

Dorsal

fin

and
II.

without spinous part,

all

the rays branched

articulate.

Dorsal beginning as a crest on the head; body
oblong; scales very small.
Cortph/enid.t;, cxxix.

MM.

Dorsal beginning above the axil of the pectoral;
caudal rounded or merely emarginate; skeleton without firmness, soft like a wet rag;
dorsal spines few or none.
IcosTEiP.?:,

jj.

Anal

fin

excessively long,

more than twice

rxxxvi.

as long as dorsal; scales

well developed; dorsal spines few, graduated.

hh. Scales firm,

linear, iiarchment-Iikc;

Pempherid.k, cxxxix.
body compressed; spinous dorsal short;
'

tones
lihh.

(if

head rough; mouth small.

Grammicolepiii.i:, cxxxvii.

Scales hard, bony, arranged in oblique

sjiirals;

jaws comb-like; body oblong.

tail

with 2 keels; teeth in

Tetkagonurip.k, cxxxviii.

Family CXVIII. SCOMBRID^E.*

(The Mackerels.)
Body elongate, fusiform, not much compressed, covered with minute
cycloid scales, the scales anteriorly sometimes forming a corselet. Lateral line present, its course undulate. Head subconic, pointed anteriorly.
* For a review of the Mackerels [Seoiuhrinn) of America
in Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., vii, 1887 (188U), 429 to 446.

and Europe,

see Dre.sslar

and Fesler
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Mouth rather

large, with lateral cleft; premaxillary not protractile;
maxillary without supplemental bone; Jaws with sharp teeth, large or
small. Vomer and palatines toothed or not. Preopercle entire opercle
unarmed. In the very young the preopercle is armed with radiating
spines, which are later ahsorhed and lost. Gill openings very wide, the
membranes not united, free from the isthmus. Gill rakers usually long.
Pseudobranchia* present, large. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Branchiostegals 7. Dorsal fins 2, the first of rather weak spines, depressible
in a groove, the second similar to the anal the elevated anterior lobe
always distinct anal spines weak last rays of dorsal and anal detached
and separate, forming in each case a series of finlets; caudal peduncle
extremely slender, keeled, the caudal lobes abruptly diverging, falcate,
the fin adapted for rapid motion; ventral fins well developed, thoracic,
VertebriB iu greater number than in Caraiujidd, the number rangI, 5.
ing from 31 to 66. First upper pharyngeal present, without teeth second
with teeth; third and fourth coossified, with teeth lower pharyngeals
separate. Stomach sac-shaped. Pyloric cceca numerous. Air bladder
small, sometimes absent. Coloration metallic, often brilliant, the prevailing shade steel blue. Genera about 12; species about 60. Fishes of
the high seas, many of them cosmopolitan, and all having a wide range;
most of them are valued as food-fishes, the flesh being firm and oily, but
;

;

;

;

;

;

sometimes coarse.
SCOMBRIN.I',
a.

{Scomhrida', part, Giinther, Cat.,

11,

349-373.)

:

Caudal peduncle without median keol on each side; dorsal fins well separated, the interspace being less than half length of head; spinous dorsal short, of 9 to 12 spines;
liody scaly; vertebra; normally formed; slender teeth on vomer and palatines; maxillary entirely covered by preorbital; a fleshy lobe on each side of lower jaw near its
junction with maxillary; corselet very small or obsolete;

numerous; pectorals inserted high, on level of

ej'e;

gill

raters long, slender, and

vertebra' 14 J 17

= 31.
Scomber, 388.

(Id.

Caudal peduncle with median
usually inserted below eye.

Saruin.t,
h.

and one below

this;

pectoral

:

gills normal, the lamina? not forming a network; teeth entire.
excepting about the lateral line and corselet; abdominal vertebra' with
their lower foramina enlarged, and a portion between the vertebra; proper and the

Dorsal spines 10 to
c.

keel; a small keel above

Body

Ifi;

ecaleless,

in the form of a network or trellis.
Dorsals well separated, the interspace more than half head; corselet well developed; teeth small, some present on vomer, none on palatines; gill rakers long,

ho:mapophyses developed
d.

(hi.

Aixis, 389.
slender, and numerous; pectorals rather high; vertebra' 39.
Dorsals contiguous, the interspace more than 5 in head; palatine teeth villiform;
pectorals low.
e.

cc.

Vomer

toothless; dorsal spines 15 or 16; vertebra: 38.

Body wholly covered with small
larger; dorsal spines 14 to

scales, those

2fi;

Gvmnosarda,

on the corselet and lateral

line

390.

sometimes

vertebra' normally formed, nut as in .4».ii,sand Oi/m-

nonarda.
f.

Teeth of jaws slender, subconical,

little, if at all,

compressed;

gill

rakers numer-

ous; corselet distinct; pectorals inserted low.
g.

Vomer and

palatines with villiform or sand-like teeth; body robust, not com-

pressed; vertebra; 39 to 41.
h.

Pectoral short, not reaching
size

much beyond

tip of the

moderate ventral;

TniNNUS,

enormous.

hh. Pectoral

very long, ribbon-shaped, reaching

size moderate.

much beyond

3'.il.

front of anal;

Germo,

392,

Jordan and Evertnann.

— Fishes of North America.
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Vomer

toothless; palatines with a single row of rather stroug, conical teeth;
body elongate, slightly compressed; vertebra; 50 to 54.
Sarda, 393.
/. Teeth of jaws strong, subtriangular or knife-like, more or le.ss compressed; villifiirm tectli on vomer and palatines; gill rakers comparatively few; coreelet
(jij.

obscure; pectorals inserted near level of eye; dorsal spines 14 to IS; body
elongate, compressed; head short: snout short; vertebra; 45.

SCOMBEROMORUS,
AcANTII(irVl!IIN.T5

.394.

:

W. Dorsal spines about

25; gills with the lamina;

forming a network as

in Xijildas;

teeth

large, compressed, serrated,

Dorsal spines 24 to 20; body elongate, fusiform; snout long; vertebra;

i.

.32

+ 34 = GG.

ACANTHOCYBIUM,

388.

SCOMBER

395.

(Aitedi) Liuuii-us.

(Mackerels.)
Scomber (.\RTEDi) LrNN.'EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 297, 1758, {scombrus).

Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 1G3, 1854, {scomhriis),
Joudan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Cordi/lus,

Pueioiiatophoriia,

Body

fusiform, rather elongate,

1882, 593, (jJiicHwwtop/ionis).

somewhat compressed caudal pedunbut with two small keels on each side.
;

without median keel,
Mouth wide, with a single row of rather small, slender teeth in each
jaw and on the vomer and palatines maxillary slipping under the broad
preorbital, a fleshy lobe on each side of lower jaw near its junction with
maxillary. Scales very small, not forming a corselet. First dorsal of 9
to 12 feeble spines, separated from the second by an interspace greater
than the base of the fin second dorsal small, followed by 5 to 9 detached
pectorals and
finlets; anal similar to second dorsal, with similar fiulets
ventrals small, the former placed high, on the level of the eyes; caudal
fin small, widely forked.
Pyloric appendages exceedingly numerous.
17=31.
Air bladder small or wanting. Vertebraj normally formed, 14
Gill rakers long and slender.
Species few, widely distributed, usually
swimming in large schools; carnivorous and migratory; everywhere
highly valued for food. ((T«6,u/3pof, Scomher, the ancient name of the comcle slender,

;

;

;

+

mon

mackerel.)

Scomber
a.

:

Air bladder wanting.
b.

Dorsal spines 11 or 12; sides of body below median line silvery.

Pneumatophorus

scoMuur.s, 1252.

(nvevfj-a, air; (fiopeiu, to bear):

aa. Air bladder present.
C.

Dorsal spines 9 or 10; sides of body below median line in adult mottled,

Subgenus
1252.

colias, 1253.

SCOMBER.

SCOMBER SCOMBRUS,

Linna;us.

(Common Mackerel.)

D. XI-12-V A. I,
3; depth 3i; eye less than snout, 5 in head.
suborbital somewhat
Skull with inconspicuous parallel ridges
triangular, posterior border of eye not covered by radiating scales first
dorsal about as high as long, height of second about ^ its length a
groove connecting dorsals air bladder wanting. Snout rather long and

Head

;

11-V.

;

;

;

;

F. N.

A

56
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Museum.

pointed, compressed. Mouth large, maxillary extending to anterior margin of orbit. Ventrals and pectorals short, the former nearly half length
of head. Lustrous dark blue above, with about 35 wavy blackish, trans,

base of pectorals dark base of preopercle
with about 15 or 20 small black specks or mucous pores, generally arranged
both dorsals margined with white. Length 18 inches.
in a single row
North Atlantic abundant on both coasts, north to Norway and Labrador;
south to Spain and Cape Hatteras. One of the best known food-fishes of
verse streaks

below silvery

;

;

;

;

;

America aud Europe.

(Eu.)

Scomber scombrus, 'Liti'sxvs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 297, 1758, Atlantic; after Scomber pirnmUs
of Artedi; Jordan & Gildert, Synopsis, 424, 1883; Dresslah Sc Fesler, 7. c, 431, 1889.

Scomber

veriudis,

Mitciiill, Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc. N. Y., 1815, 423,

V

New

Sandy Hook,

Jersey.
Scomber scomber, Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 492, 17G0; after Artedi; GCnther, Cat.,

ii,

357,

1860.

Subgenus

PNEUMATOPHORUS,

1253.
(CiiUB

Mackerel

;

SCOMBER COLIAS,

Jordan A Gilbert.

Gmelin.*

Tinker Mackerel Easter Mackerel; Thimbleeted Mackerel Spanish
;

;

Mackerel of England.)

or

Head 3; depth 3^; eye 4
VI A. I-I, 11-V or VI
;

in head, nearly equal to snout.
;

scales 200.

D. IX-1, 12-V
ridges of

Hea'd rather pointed

:

subopercle rather more elliptical than triangular posterior border of eye covered with large radiating scales; top
of head with a large translucent area; no groove connecting dorsals the
first dorsal higher than long, the last spines short aud weak; second dorMaxillary reaching front of pupil. Pectoral
sal twice as long as high.
Blue, with about 30 wavy, blackish streaks which
I length of head.
extend to just lielow the lateral line; some of these form reticulations,
and inclose pale spots of the color of the back more than 20 black
specks or mucous pores on base of preopercle, generally arranged in more
belly aud sides silvery, but always in the adult with
than one row
roundish dusky spots or cloudings a black axillary spot. Atlantic and
Pacific oceaus, widely distributed, north to England, Maine, and San
Francisco very common in the Mediterranean and in southern California irregular in its appearance on our Atlantic Coast. Smaller than the
common mackerel and inferior to it, although a food-fish of importauce.
skull evident but not parallel

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The

form called Scomber dieijo differs in no tangible characan old name of some mackerel.) (Eu.)

Pacific Coast

ter.

(coZias,

A supposed hybrid between Scomber scombrus and Scomber colias was obtained
Rhode Island, by Dr. Seth E. Meek. The following are its characters:
Head 4 in length to fork of caudal fin; eye 5 in head. D. XII, I-IO-IV; A.

*

at Block Island,

off

11-IV. Body
Caudal peduncle round, as in colias, rather than depre.sscd, as in scotnbrus.
lougitudinal groove between the dorsals. A black axillary spot. Snout more like scombrus
than colias. Ventrals aud pectorals short. Hindmost iiulets double, as is the case with S.
scombrus.
Ridges on its head are in three parallel lines, as mscombriis, not as in colias. Subopercle more elliptical than triangular.
I'osterior border of eye not covered with large radiating
scales.
Top of head, as in S. somhrns, without translucent area. About 20 small black specks
or pores at base of preopercle, arranged in a single row. Coloring on the back in blotches, as
Base of pecin colias, rather than in stripes, as in scnmhi-iis.
Sides mottled, much as in colias.
torals dark.
The following notf> was made by Dr. Meek: "September 16, Block Island.
peculiarly marked Scomber scombrus, only four Unlets, no air bladder, low spinous dor.sal, and
markings of S. colias. Mr, Blackford thinks it is a cross between the two." Length 133^
I,

robust, as in colias.

No

—

inches.

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.

8G7

Sardinia.
Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i:)20, 17S8, Sardinia; based on Lacerto of Cf.tti.
Scomber laccrhiK, W.\lbaum, Art. Pi.sc, 20i), 1792, Jardinia; alter Cktti.
Scomber piii'iininlopliorns, De hx RociiK, Arm. Mus. js'at. Hist., xiii, ."515 and ;!31, IKiilt, Balearic
Lacerto, Cetti, Hist. Nat. Sard., in, 190, I77'l,

Scomber

col iits,

Islands.
Scomber mwroplilhalmKs^ IxAFitfESQVF,, Indico d'lttiologiaSiciliana,
Scomber grcr, MiTcmi.L, Trans.

Lit.

and

Pliilos. Sui-.

Scomber maculatus, Coucii, Mag. Nat. Hist.,

v, 22, 1832,

SwAiN.soN, Nat. Hist. Fishe.^,

Scomber

nnditlaliif!,

Scomber

(jracil is, SvTAii^SOfi,

Scomber

dieijo,

Scomber

dekaiji,

Scomber

colias,

Ayres, rroc.

Nat. Hist. Fishes,

il,

15, 1810,

N. Y., 1815, 422,

New

Palermo.
York.

England.

409, 1839, Sicily.

410, 1839, Sicily.

ii,

Santa Barbara.
Massachusetts coast.

Cal. Ac. Sci., 1S5G, 92,

Stokeb, Fishes Mass., 130, 1867,

Dresslau & Fesler, L c,

389.

132, 1889.

AUXIS,

Cuvier.

(Frigate Mackerels.)
AuxL% CrviEU, Regne Anim., Ed.

Vol.

11,

2,

119, 1829, (rochei).

Body obloug, plump, mostly naked

posteriorly, anteriorly covered with
small scales, those of the pectoral region enlarged, forming a corselet.
Snout very .short, conical, scarcely compressed. Mouth rather small, the
jaws equal. Teeth very small, mostly in a single series, on the jaws only.
Tail very slender, depressed, with a rather largo keel on each side. First

dorsal short, separated from the second

by a considerable

interspace.

Second dorsal and anal small, each with 7 or 8 finlets. Pectorals and venNo air bladder. Branch iostegals 7. Pyloric cieca dendrititrals small.
Vertebr;e 39 in numcal.
Gill rakers very long and slender, numerous.
ber, peculiarly modified, essentially as in Gipnnosardd.

widely distributed,
ab^dvu, to grow.)
gic,

(av^cg,

AUXIS THAZARD

1254.

One

species, pela-

an ancient name of a young tunny, from
(LacepMe).

(Frigate Mackerel.)

Head 4 depth 4i eye 5 snout 5. D. X-12-VIII A. YII-13 Vert. 39.
Body robust, scarcely compressed, abruptly contracted at caudal peduncle.
;

;

;

;

;

Opercle very broad. Scales of corselet and along anterior dorsal region
comparatively large. Maxillary almost entirely concealed by preorbital.
Dorsal spines rather stiff; space between dorsals length of head. About
33 gill rakers below angle. Pectoral reaching past middle of first dorsal.
Blue, variegated with darker above, becoming plain with age bellj- silvery. All warm seas, occasionally northward to Cape Cod. This species
is very erratic in its movements, swimming in large schools in various
warm seas. It rarely reaches the coasts of the United States, but it
occasionally comes in immense numbers. It is a poor fish, of little value
f,

;

( Thazard, from the French Tassard, a
of Scomheromorus.)

as food.

Scomber IhaMrtl, Lackpede, Hist. Nut. Poiss., in,

9,

1802, 6^

name applied

and

Guinea.
Scomber

rochei, Risso,

Scomber

bisus,

Ichth. Nice, 165, 1810, Nice.

Rakinesque, Caratteri,

etc., 45, 1810,

Palermo.

7-'

to the species

S. latitude,

coast of

New
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Eur. M6rid., in, 417, 1827, Nice.
CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vui,
Atixis la2)einosoma, Uleeker, Fauna Japan, 408, 1854, Japan.
Auxis thynnoiilis, Bleeker, Ternato, v, 301, 1855, Ternate.

Museum.

Tliijnnus rochcamtf, Risso,

Aiixis vulgaris,

Anxisrochei, Guntiier, Cat.,

Auxis thaMTil, Jordan

ii,

lliO, 18:il,

Mediterranean.

3G9, ISOO.

& Gilbert,

390.

Synopsis, 425, 1883.

GYMNOSARDA,

(;ill.

(Little Tunnies.)
Gijiiinomrda, Gn,L, Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci.
Tlii/nnnn,

Lutken, Spolia Atlantica,

Tliijnnkhthijs,

I'liila.,

18G2, 125, {uiiicolor).

460, 1880, (iielami/s); not of

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

GiQLioLi, Catal. Pesci Italiana, 25, 1880, (ttmmiina, not Tliynnickthi/s of Bleeker, a

genus of Ci/prinid-e)
Lutken, MS.

Enlhyiinus,

(in Epist. Feb. 1881);

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 429, 1883,

(//iiuiHrna).

This genus according to Liitkeu ' differs from Thimniisi (1) in the
absence of teeth on vomer; (2) by the complete absence of scales outside
of the corselet, -while in Tlitoniuti of the same size the skin is covered with
small scales the limits of the corselet in the Tunny and Albicore are
obscure, so that it can not properly be said that they have distinct corselets; and (3) by an important osteological character, namely the peculiar
development, in the form of a network or trellis, of a portion of the
abdominal part of the backbone, between the vertebrie proper and the
ha?mapophyses. Vertebr;e 38. Species of smaller size than the Tunnies,
{yv/xvo^, naked
Giifj6a, a kind of
also pelagic, and of little value as food,
;

;

tunny caught about Sardinia; Sarda.)
a.

Lateral line with a decided curve below second dursal

below

;

4

lengthwise stripes on sides of body
pelamis, 1255.

lateral line.

aa. Lateral line

without distinct curve; no stripes below lateral

1255.

GYMNOSARDA PELAMIS

line.

.alleterata, 1256.

(Linnwus).

(Oceanic Bonito.)

Head 3i depth 4. D. XV-12-VIII A. II, 12-VII. Body oblong, robust.
Lateral line making a decided curve immediately beneath the second dorsal.
Corselet strongly developed, covering the entire space between the
diagonals connecting the posterior extremity of the spinous dorsal and
the base of the pectorals. Posterior margin of preopercle about IV in
inferior margin. Pectorals reach vertical from tenth dorsal s^nne. Back
bluish; belly silvery 4 brownish, stripes on each side of belly, parallel
;

;

;

with the lower curve of body; no spots below pectorals. Warm seas;
pelagic; not very common; north to Cape Cod and Bermudas on the
Atlantic Coast of America, once recorded from California. t {nijlafiiq,
tunny.)

(En.)

* Spolia Atlantica, 596, 1880.

t We follow Dresslar and Fesler in uniting FMhijnnns and Gijmnosarda, hecaxiss the external
characters of Enthiinnns are all shown by Ciimiidsmda inula, the Asiatic type of the latter genus,
Gijnmosardu. Probably the skeletons are also similar.
X

See Eigeumann, Pioe. Cal. Ac.

Sci., in, 1889, 8.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Scomber pelamia, LiNN.^EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 297, 1758, " in Pelago inter Tropicos."
Scomber pelamides, LAcfil'fiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., m, 14, 1802; after Linna;us.
Tliyiiims pelaniys,
Tlii/mius pela7ni'<,

Orcijmis pelamija,

Cuvier Sc Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 113, 1831.
Steindachneu, Ichtli. Berichtc, v, 7, 18G8.
Poey, Synopsis, 3G2, 1808; Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1878, 24.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 430, 1883.
Gymnosanla 2'clamis, Dresslak & Feslek, I c, 43G, 1889.

Euthiiniim pelmm/s,

1256.

OYMNOS.iRDA ALLETERATA

(Rafinesque).

(Little Tunny; Boxito.)

Head

depth 4J. D. XV-I, 12- VIII A. 12-VII. Body fusiform,
Lateral liue nowhere making a very distinct curve. Corselet
well developed, not covering the entire space between the diagonals connecting the posterior extremity of spinous dorsal and base of pectorals.
Posterior margin of preopercle about 2 in inferior margin. Pectorals
reaching vertical from ninth dorsal spine. Bluish above; sides and belly
silvery; no sti-ipes of any kind below lateral liue; above lateral line several wavy, oblique streaks; 5 round black spots about as large as pupil
3f;

;

robust.

Warm seas, occasionally northward to Capo Cod comWest Indies and the Mediterranean not recorded from Califor{Alleteratu, a local name in use at Palermo.)
(Eu.)

below pectoral.

mon

;

in the

nia.

;

Eafinesque, Caratteri Alcuni Gonerc, etc., 46, 1810, Palermo.
Ill, 414, 1826, Nice.
Scomlier qnadripunclatus, Geoffrey St. Hilaiue, Descr. Egypt. Poisa., pi. 24, fig. 3, 1827, Egypt.
Tliiiunus Ihiinnina, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vin, 104, 1831, Mediterranean.
Tlii/nnns bnisilioif'is, CuviEU & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 110, 1831, Brazil.
Hiynmis breripiiiiiis, Cuvikr & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 112, 1831, Mediterranean.
Scomber

allelleratuK,

Thi/nntis leachiamts,

Risso, Eur. Merid.,

Orcynus allUeratus, Gill, Cat. Fish. East Coast N. A., in Eept. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

802, 1873.

Enthynmis aUUeralus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 430, 1883.
ThynnichlhyK Ihnrinina, Giglioli, Cat. dei Pesci Italian!, 25, 1880.

Orcynns thxnnina, Poey, Enumeratio, 72, 1875.
T7i)/)iHi(s ajitiis,

Cantor, Cat. Malay Fishes,

100, 1850,

Sea of Pinang.

TliynniclUhys brevipiatiis, Giglioli, Cat. dei Pesci Italian!, 25, 188(i.

391.

THUNNUS,

South.

(Great Tunnies.)
Tliynmi!',

Cuvier, Regno Animal, Ed.

i,

313, 1817, (ihyunus; not of Fabrioiiis, 1775, a

genns of

Butterflies).

Thunnus, South, Encyclop. Metropol., v, 620, 1845, {lliyutius); (fide Gill).
Orycmis, Cooper, Pror. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci., 1863, 77, {tliymms; not Orycnus, Gill, 1801, wliich ^vas
originally a misprint for Orcynnii).
Albacora,

Jordan, Man. Vort., Ed.

v, 106, 1888, (thynmis).

Body oblong, robust, with very slender caudal peduncle. Head conical.
Mouth wide, with one series of small, conical teeth in the jaws and bands
of minute villiform or sand-like teeth on the vomer and palatines. Scales
present, those of the pectoral region forming an obscure corselet.

First

which grow gradually shorter backward, the
spine and second dorsal slight second dorsal and

dorsal of 12 to 15 spines
interval between last

;

anal short and rather high, each with 8 to 10 finlets ventrals moderate
pectorals moderate, inserted rather below the level of the eye. Vertebrae
;

;

Museum.

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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normal, 39 to 41 in number, the lower foramina very small. Open seas;
the single species widely distributed and rttaiuing a very great size.
{%vvo<;. Thunnus or Thynnvs, an old name of the Tunny.)
1267.

THUNNUS THYNNUS

(LiniiKus).

(Tunny; House Mackerel; Great Albacore; Tuna.)

Head 3| depth 4. D. XIV-I, 13-IX A. 1, 12-VIII. Body oblong, very
robust; corselet well developed, extending farther back than pectorals;
caudal keel extending forward to second finlet from caudal. Mouth rather
large maxillary reaching pupil posterior margin of preopercle somewhat
;

;

;

;

Eye

Dorsal and aual falcate, short, 2 in
height of first dorsal ventrals longer than anal caudal very widely
forked; pectorals short, reaching to about ninth dorsal spine. Dark blue
shorter than inferior.

small.

,

;

above; below grayish, with silvery spots. Pelagic, found on all warm
north to England, Newfoundland, San Francisco, and Japan.
coasts
The largest of the Scomhrida', reaching a length of 10 feet or more and a
weight of 1,500 pounds. Occasionally taken along the California coast,
a specimen 8 feet long, from Monterey, examined by us. The flesh is
excellent, that even of very large individuals being of fine flavor. The
subject of extensive fisheries in Europe, (i^'rvroc, an old name, whence
Tunny, Tuna, Thon, etc.) (Eu.)
;

Scomber thynnns, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 297, 1758,
9,

Europe; based on Smmher jiimmlif:

S neu

of Artedi.

Scomber alhacores, BoNNATEKRE, Encyc. Ichth., 140, 17SS, Jamaica; liased on Sloane.
Thi/Hiiiis vieililerranens,

Risso, Eur. Merid.,

iii,

414, 1826,

Nice.

Cuvier& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Tois-s., viii,58, pi.
brachi/ptervs, CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii,

European

Tliiinmisriilfjaris,

210, 1831,

Thiitinns

08, pi. 211, 18:il,

seas.

Mediter-

ranean.

Thjmms

coretla,

Scomber

sloanei,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,
Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 102, 1831,

Caribbean Sea.
Jamaica; based on

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 148, 1831,

Sloane.
Thynmis secundo-dorsalis, Storer, Fishes Mass., 143, 1807,
Orcymis

schlegelii,

Cape Ann and Provincetown.

Steindachner & Doderlein, BeitrUge zur Keuntniss der Fische Japan,

iii,

11,

pl.3,flg.l,188r),Tokio.
Orcymis thimius,
AJbacoralhynnus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 429, 1883.
Dresslar & Fesler, I. c, 439, 1889.

392.

GERMO,

Jordan.

(Albacores.)
Orcynus, Cuvier,

Regne Animal, Ed.

de la Nature, 1815,

^vllicll is

Genno, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat.

i,

314, 1817, {ahiJonga); not Orcynus of Raiinesque,

Analyse

ciiuivalent to Scomberniiles.

Sci. Phila., 1888, 180, {alalomja).

Pectoral fins very long, saber-shaped, their length in the adult about f
the length of the body. Otherwise essentially as in T/(mhh((s, to which
the genus is very closely related. Size large, but much less than that of
the species of Thutinm. (Gcrmon, the French name of the long-finned
Alhacore.*)
*Albacoro
little pig.

is

from Albacora, a Portuguese name said to bo from the Arabic nZ a, and hacora,
it is not connected with albiis, white.

It should not be spelled Albicore, as

Jordan and Everfnatin.
1258.

—
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of North America.

(iERMO ALALUXGA

(Long-finned Albacore

;

Albecob

;

871

(Gmejin).

Alilonuiii

;

Germon.)

Head 3i; depth 3^. D. XIV-II, I'i-VIII; A. II, 12-VII. Body little
compressed, regularly elliptical, its weight great iu proportion to length.
Tail strongly keeled, broader than deep, the keel extending forward to
Corselet small, indistinct. Scales rather large.
fifth finlet from last.
Dorsal and anal of equal height; pectoral very long, saber-shaped,
reaching to first of the dorsal tinlets, shorter in the young, inserted a
venlittle below level of pupil, its base a little wider than the large eye
Metallic steel-blue; belly silvery; fins dark, with metallic
trals short.
pelagic and widely distributed. Rarely seen on
Tropical seas
luster.
the Atlantic Coast of America, but very common in the Mediterranean.
It is found on the Pacific Coast as far north as San Francisco, and is
extremely abundant in the spawning season about the Santa Barbara
Islands. As a food-fish it is of little value, the flesh being coarse and
Length 3 feet; weight 15 to 20
oily, far inferior to that of the Tunny.
pounds. (Alalunga, a name used in Sardinia, from ala, wing; Jongus,
long.) (Eu.)
;

;

^?rt-/!m(/«,

Cetti, Hist. Nat. Sard., in, 191, 1777, Sardinia.

Gmelin,

Scomber alalunga,
" (I?((/h)!!/(1 " ).

Syst.

Nat.,

1330,

1788, (Sardinia; based

on

Cetii;

misprint for

ij':niio, Lac£p£de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 598, and in, 1, 1802, 17° S. latitude and 103"
^V. longitude.
Thiinins nlhmlicus, Lesson, Voy. Coquille, Zool., 11, 165, 182S, Atlantic Ocean.
Tlqimuis hdlteatns, CuviEU & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vili, 136, 1831, tropical parts
of Atlantic.
Thi/miHs pacijicus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 133, 1831, 27° and 26'^ S.

Scomler

latitude, 103°

W.

Thi/uuu.i argenti-vitlatus,

longitude.
CuviER & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 134, 1S31,

Atlantic

and the Indies.
Zool. Soc. Lond., 1839, 77, Madeira.
Temminck & Schlegel, Fauna Japan, Poiss., 98,
Ofcyiuis siihulatiis,* Poey, Euunieratio, 71, 1875, Cuba.
Orcynns aJc'loiifia, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 428, 1883.
Albacora alalouya, Dbesslar & Fesler, I. c, 438, 1889.

Thijnrms albacora,

Lowe, Proc.

Thijnmis macroptertis,

393.

SARDA,

pi. 51, 1850,

Japan.

Cuvier.

(BONITOS.)
Regno Anim., Ed. 2,
CuviEB & Valenciennes,

Snrdn, CuviER,

11,

Pda)ii!i/<,

Hist.

199, 1829, {pelami/s

= sarda).

Nat. Poiss., viii, 149, 1831, (sanla); not Pelamiis ol

Dai'DIN, a geniiB of .snakes.

scales, those of the pectoral
region forming a corselet. Caudal peduncle slender, strongly keeled.
Head large, pointed, compressed. Mouth large. Teeth in the jaws

Body rather elongate, covered with small

*Poey, in describing Orci/nus subulalus, says the pectoral in aubulalus is I70. in anal, 5 in total
to base of caudal, y, in ventral, ? in head.
Dr. LiVtken unites other doubtful species, albicoru,
with ulalunga. but hesitates to do ihe same with sidmlaliis only on account
of the length of its iiectoral, which ho thinks is a little too long for tliymms and not nearly long
enough for ulaluwja.

paciliciis, fjcrmo, etc.^

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Museum.

rather strong, conical, slightly compressed; similar teeth on the palatines, bnt none on the vomer maxillary not concealed by preorbital.
First dorsal long and rather low, of 18 to 22
Gill rakers long and strong.
;

rather stout spines, which are gradually shortened behind; interval
between the last spine and the second dorsal short second dorsal small,
anal fin similar, usually with one less finlet
followed by 8-9 finlets
paired fins small pectorals placed below the level of the pupil. No air
bladder. Pyloric coeca very numerous, dendritical. Vertebric normally
formed, 50 to 54 in number. Fishes of rather large size, of metalHc
;

;

;

known

name

{Sarda; adp6a, the ancient

coloration.

as Aynia, Pelamys, etc.

;

of the typical species, also

so called from its

aapdivTj,

being taken in the
diminutive

also, the

neighborhood of the island of Sardinia; hence,
the Sardine.)

Dorsal spines 21; maxillary reaching beyond orliit.
aa. Dorsal spiues 18; maxillary not reaching beyond orbit.

sarda, 1259.

a.

1259.

SARDA SABDA

'

chilensis, 1260.

(Bloch).

(BONITO.)

Head 3f; depth 4. D. XXI-I, 13-VIII; A. I, 13-VII P. 10. Body
elongate, moderately compressed, robust corselet distinct, Bmall, not
extending beyond pectoral. Teeth moderate, slightly compressed, about
;

;

below angle. MaxilLateral line slightly undulating, with
nowhere a decided curve. Dark steel blue above, with numerous narrow,
dark stripes from the back obliquely downward and forward from the
back; silvery below. Length 2i feet; weight from 10 to 12 pounds.
30 in each jaw.
lary reaching

Gill rakers rather small, 11 or 12

beyond

orbit.

Atlantic Ocean, on both coasts, north to Cape Cod; very abundant a
food-fish of rather low grade. This species seems to inhabit the open
ocean, approaching the shores for food or purposes of spawning. (Eu.)
;

Scomber 2>clamys, Biu'NNicii, Ichth. Massil.,

Scomber sarda, Bloch, Ichthyologia, x, 35,

Scomber mediterraneiis, Bloch

& Schneider,

Scomber pelamitvs, Rafinesque, Caratteri,
Pelamys sarda, GCnthek, Cat.,

ii,

G9, 1768,

Marseilles; not of Linn.'eus.

pi. 334, 1793,

44, pi. 2, 1810,

367, 1860,

Europe.

Syst. Ichth., 23, ISOl,

Marseilles; after Biu"nnich.

Palermo.

and of most European

writers.

Sarda mediterranea, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 427, 1883.
Sarda sarda, Deesslau & Fesler, I. c, 440, pi. viii, 1889.

1260.

SABDA CHILENSIS,

Cuvicr

(California Bonito

;

&

Valenciennes.

Skipjack.)

Head 3f depth 4 J. D. XVIII-I, 12-VIII A. II, 11-VI. Head pointed,
conical, naked. Maxillary not reaching eye. Teeth strong, curved,
about 40 in each jaw. Pectorals placed just below the level of pupil,
;

;

scarcely half as long as head.
angle.

Gill rakers long, strong, 16 or 17

below

Lateral line undulating, making
Dark metallic blue sides dusky

Corselet moderately developed.

a sharp curve below soft dorsal.
several blackish stripes running obliquely upward and backward from
the pectoral region to the upper edge of the tail, these variable in number and direction. Length 2 to 3 feet weight 16 pounds. San Francisco
;

;

—Fishes of North America.

Jordan and Evermann.
and Japan

to Patagouia

to the preceding, but

abundant northward in summer; very similar
with the spinous dorsal always shorter, its flesh
;

and

similarly coarse, dark red,
Pelami/s chileusia, CuviEii
TiiEK, Cat., n,

;iG8,

873

oily,

& Valenciennes,

{chilensis,

living in Chile.)

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 163, 1831,

Valparaiso; GOn-

18G0.

Temminck & Schiegel, Fauna Japan, Poiss., 99, pi. 52, 1850, Japan.
GiRARD, Pac. E. K. Surv., x, 10(j, 1858, San Diego, California.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 428, 188;i: Dre.islar ct Feslee, I. c, 411, 1889.

PelatiiiiiiorictilaUs,
Pelariii/s Uiieolala,

Sanla

chilensis,

394.

SCOMBEROMORUS,*

Scomhermnorus, Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Cybium, Cuvier,
Apodontis,

Kegne Auim., Ed.

2, 11,

Lac^pede.

292, 1802, (j)lumierii).

ill,

1829, 120, {coinmersonii).

Bennett, Proc. Comm. Z06I. Soc,

i,

169, 1831, {immiinis).

Lepidocyhiuin, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 125, 1862, (flavohrunncuin).
Cltriomitra,

Lockington, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sco)nhero<ltyii,

Body

Van Beneden,

Sci. Phila., 1879, 133, (coneolor).

(fossil).

elongate, wholly covered with rudimentary scales, which do not

Head pointed, comparatively short and small.
strong teeth in the jaws more or less compressed or
knife-shaped villiform or sand-like teeth on the vomer and palatines
maxillary not concealed by preorbital. Gill rakers few. Caudal pedunSpinous dorsal low, of 14 to 18 feeble spines.
cal with a single keel.
Soft dorsal and anal short, similar, somewhat elevated and falcate, each
followed by 7 to 10 finlets ventrals small pectorals moderate, near
the level of the eye. Air bladder present. Vertebr;e normally formed,
45 in number. Fishes of the high seas graceful in form and beautiful in
color; among the best of food-fishes.
0|Uopof, near.)
{aKufif^pog, Scombev
form a distinct

Mouth wide,

corselet.

tlie

;

;

;

;

;

males with sides

a.

silvery,

no

spots; females

with

rows of brown

2

spots, fins nearly plain.

concolor, 1261.
an.

Both sexes

witli

numerous bronze

on

spots

sides

;

spinous dorsal dark except at base.

macuiatus, 1262.

Soft dorsal inserted in advance of aual.

h.

hh. Soft
c.

dorsal inserted over anal.

Body deep, the depth
(f.

less

than 5 in length

Teeth 20 to 32 in each jaw.

.sierra, 1263.

Teeth about 40 in each jaw.
Body more slender; the depth about

rbgalis, 1264.

(Id.

cc.

1261. SCO.MBERO.MORIIS

c.vvalla, 1265.

6 in lengtli.

CONCOLOR

(Lockington).

(Monterey Spanish Mackerel.)

Head about 5; depth rather less; eye 5*. D. XVII-16-VIII A. I,
Mouth slightly oblique, the maxillarj' reaching to posterior
;

16-VIII.

margin of pupil. Teeth of jaws comparatively small, subconical, little
compressed about 50 in each jaw those of vomer and palatines minute
and granular. Lateral line slightly wavy, descending obliquely. Pectoventral fins
ral fins 8 in length, inserted rather above axis of body
small spines of dorsal slender and fragile, the longest i as long as head
dorsal fins separated by an interspace equal to i length of base of spinous
;

;

;

:

;

*

For an account of the species of Scomberomorm see a paper by Meek & Newland, Proc. Ac.

Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1884,

232-235.

874
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dorsal

;

United States National Museum.

caudal shorter thau bead,

its

lower lobe lougest.

Gill rakers

Male dark steel blue, the sides silvery, without
streaks or spots female with two alternate series of brown spots, the
silvery on sides clouded with dusky fins nearly plain, dark. Monterey
Bay, California aj^pearing about Santa Cruz in moderate numbers each
not known elsewhere, and always disappearing in November. A
fall
food-fish of very high quality, not inferior to any other of the family.
long, 18 below angle.
;

;

;

;

{concolor,

uniformly colored.)
Monterey, California.
Jordan & Gilhert,
Dresslar & Fesler,
c, 442, 1889.

Chriomilra concolor, LoCKiNGTON, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila., 1879,

& Gilbert,
Meek & Newland,

Scomhernmortm concolor, Joudan
Synopsis, 42G, 1883;

1262.

Proc.
I.

TI. S.

Hi:!,

Nat. Mus., 4o, 1881

c, 233, 1884;

;

I.

SCOMBEROMORUS MACULATUS

(Mitchill).

(Spanish Mackerel.)

Head 4^ depth U. D. XVII-18-IX
;

;

A. II-17-IX

maxillary 1* in head

;

pectoral If ventral 4* dorsal and anal lobes subequal, 2. Body
elongate, its dorsal and ventral outlines equal; profile straight from
snout to dorsal head small and pointed mouth large, oblique, jaws

eye 4f

;

;

;

;

;

maxillary reaching jiosterior margin of orbit teeth large, compressed, and sharp, their formula being 24-24 to 32-.32 gill rakers 2 -{- 11.
Soft dorsal inserted in advance of anal a distance about equal to diameColor silvery,
ter of eye lateral line undulating, with about 175 pores.
bluish above sides with many elliptical spots of dull orange color, two
rows of these spots below lateral line and one row above spinous dorsal
white at base, black above; soft dorsal tinged with yellowish, its mar-

equal

;

;

;

;

;

;

gins black; anal white; posterior side of pectoral black, anterior side
yellowish with black borders; caudal blackish. Both coasts of North
America, appearing in large but very irregular schools in the Gulf of
Mexico and along the Carolina Coast ranging north in the fall as far as
;

Cape Ann, and south
pounds.

to Brazil

One of the very

;

rare or

unknown

in

Cuba.

Weight

best food-fishes in the United States,

8 or 9

(macu-

latus, spotted.)
Scomber maculatus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

Ci/hmm macnlatnm, Gi'ntiier, Cat.,

ii,

&

Phil. See. N. Y.,

372, ISCO;

Holbrook,

Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis,
Dresslar & Fesler, /. c, 443, pi. 9, 1889.

Scoiiiherotnorn.'i wdcnlatiis,

1885;

1263.

i,

1815, 420,

426, 1883;

SCOMBEROMORUS SIERRA,

New

Ichtli. S. Car.,

<1C,

York.
ISGO.

Meek & Newland,

/.

<.,

233,

Jordan & Starks.

(Sierra.)

Head 4| depth 4f D. XVIII-15-IX A. II-15-IX maxillary If in
head; eye 5; pectoral If; ventral 3i; dorsal and anal lobes e(|ual, If in
head. Body elongate, its dorsal and anal outline about equal profile
straight from snout to dorsal; head small and pointed; mouth large,
maxillary reaching to posterior edge of orbit.
oblique, jaws equal
gill rakers
Teeth large, compressed, and sharp, 1°? on each side
4 + 11.
Soft dorsal inserted almost directly over front of anal; lateral
;

.

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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with about 165 pores. Silvery; above dark steel bluish
with numerous round spots of the same color as the back, three
rows of these spots below lateral lino and one above; spinous dorsal
all black; soft dorsal tinged with j^ellowish, its margins black; anal
line undulating,

sides

white; posterior face of pectoral entirely black, anterior face yellowish
with blackish borders caudal black. A large example, supposed to be a
male, has five rows of spots below the lateral line, anteriorly these spots
decreasing in size toward the belly, but extending nearly to base of venLength 2^ feet. Pacific Coast of tropical America; generally
tral fin.
common, representing S. macuhdus, which it resembles very closely, the
more backward insertion of the soft dorsal and the coloration being the
only distinctive characters of importance. The species is not valued as
food, but this may be due to the poor ways of cooking fish iirevaleut in
Mexico. {Sierra, the vernacular name, meaning saw.)
;

Scomheromoriis

niaciilahis,

JoRPAN & Gilbert,

Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comni.,

1S82, lOCi;

ii,

not of

MlTCIIILL.
Bcomheronionis nietra,

No. 1720, L.

S. Jr.

Jordan & Starks, Bept. Fishes Sinaloa, MS.
Univ. Mus. Coll. Hopkins Expedition.)

1264.

SCOMBEROMORUS RE6ALIS
(Sierra

Head

4i; depth 4^.

elongate, its

dorsal

;

Mazatlan.

1895,

(Type,

(Bloch).

Pintado.)

D. XVII-I, 1,5-VIII

;

A.

II,

Body rather

14-VIII.

and ventral curves about equal.

Lateral

line

descending obliquely, undulate along the tail. Mouth large; maxillary
reaching to below eye; angle of preopercle produced backward; pectorals scaly caudal peduncle rather slender, its least depth 5i in head;
caudal less widely forked than in macidatus. Teeth triangular, strongly
compressed, about 40 in each jaAv. Pectoral scaly. Silverj' sides with
two blackish longitudinal bands crossing lateral line below soft dorsal,
both posteriorly broken with longitudinal spots above and below these
numerous brownish spots in rows persistent in the adult anterior portion of spinous dorsal black. Cape Cod to Brazil; not very common on
our Atlantic Coast; abundant in Cuba, closely allied to Scomberomorus
maculatus, from which most fishermen do not distinguish it. It reaches
a length of 5 or 6 feet and a weight of 20 pounds, it being also an excel;

;

;

;

lent food-fish,

(regalis, royal.)

Scomber regal i.% Blocii, Ichthyol.,

pi. 333, 1795,

Martinique

Scomheroniorim plnmieri, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

iii,

;

after a lirawins l)y

292, 1S06,

Martinique;

Ph'MIER.

after Aubuiet's

copy of Phtmier's drawing.

GuNTHER, Cat., ii, 372, 18G0.
Cdvier & Valenciennks, Hist. Nat.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Dresslar & Feslek, I. c, 444, pi. x, 18S!).

Ciilnuvi regah',

Viihinm accn-um,

Poiss., vill, 180, 1S31,

ScntuheroiHimis regalix,

420, 1883

1885

;

12«5.

SCOMBEROMORUS CAVALLA
(KiNGFisii

;

Ca valla

;

(Cuvier

Cuba.

Meek & Newland,

;

&

/.

c, 234,

Valenciennes).

Oero; Sierra.)

Head 5; depthG; eye large, 2 in snout. D.XV-I,15-VI11; A. II. lu-VITI.
Mouth large, maxillary reaching to below eye, Lateral line descending

Museum.

Bulletin 4J, United States Natio7ial
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abruptly below tbo second dorsal. Teetb trianfjular, strongly compressed,
about 30 on each jaw. Pectoral in body. Gill rakers very short, less than
i diameter of eye, about 8 below the angle. Adult iron gray, nearly or
quite immaculate; young with the sides of body marked with darker
yellowish spots spinous dorsal without black blotch anteriorly. Tropical Atlantic, in the open seas, coming in immense numbers to the Florida
Keys and Charleston, ranging north to Cape Cod and south to Africa
and Brazil very common on our South Atlantic coast, especially among
the Florida Keys, the catch at Key West very large. One of the best foodfishes of the Florida coast, with firm rich desh.
It reaches a length of
(CavaUa or Cahalla, a Spanish name,
5 feet and a weight of 100 pounds.
'^

;

;

from cahaUns, horse.)
Gijhmm

Cuvier, Ri-gne Anini., Kd.

cuvalla,

2, ii,

200, 1829,

Brazil

;

Marc-

after Guarapwii of

GRAVE.
Cijhium cahalla,
Cat.,

Cuvier k Valenciennes,

II, .373,

Hist. Nat. Toii-s., viii, 187,

IS.'il,

Brazil

;

Gunther,

1860.

Cuvier k Valenciennes,

Oijhium immaculalmu,

c, viii, 191, 1831, no locality.

I.

Scomhm-omorus cahalla, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.
Synopsis, 427, 1S83
Scomhcromortis cavalla,

;

Meek k Newland,

Dresslar & Fesler,

I.

I.

S.

Nat. Mus., 2C8, 1882

c, 444,

Jordan k Gilbert,

pi. xr, 1889.

ACANTHOCYBIUM,

395.

;

c, 235, 1885.

Gill.

(Petos.)
Acanthnqihiiwi, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 125, {xara

Body

Head very

= snlauih-i).

and pointed, the
mandible being longer than upper jaw; jaws forming a sort of beak;
posterior part of maxillary
cleft of mouth extending to below eye
covered by the preorbital both jaws armed with a close series of trenchelongate, fusiform.

long, slender

;

;

ant teeth, ovate or truncate; their edges finely serrate; villiform teeth
on vomer and palatines gills as in Xipliias, their laminie forming a network scales small, scarcely forming a corselet those along the base of
dorsal enlarged and lanceolate; keel strong caudal spinous; dorsal very
long, its spines about 25 in number. One species, a very large mackerel-like
fish, widely distributed; especially abundant about the Florida Straits.
;

;

;

;

This remarkable genus indicates a long step from Scomhiroinoriis toAvard
the type of the swordfishes. (uKavda, spine; Ci/hium; the name Ki-fJiov
was originally applied to the cured flesh of Tr/jlafilc).

ACANTHOCYBIUM SOLANDRI

1266.

(Peto

;

(Cuvior

&

Valenciennes).

Wahoo GuARAPrcu.)
;

Head 4 depth 6A eye 5 in snout gape more than half length of head
premaxillaries in front prolonged in a sort of beak, which is nearly half
length of snout teeth somewhat irregular, the posterior much the largest,
all strong, serrated, about 50 in each jaw. Dorsal spines mostly subequal;
;

;

;

;

;

lateral

line

descending

abruptly under sixteenth

dorsal spine

;

the

5f in head dorsal and anal lobes low.
Caudal lobes short, very abruptly spreading, their length about f head.
highest, behind the middle of

fin,

;

Jordan and Evermanii.
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Corselet small. Steel blue
dark above, paler
uo distinct markings, young faintly barred lins colored like the
body. Tropical seas: not rare about Cuba, whore it spawns; north to
southern Florida; not rare about the Florida Keys. It reaches a length
of 6 feet or more and a weiglit of over 50 to 100 pounds, and is valued as

below

;

(Named for

a food-fish.
Cijhmm

:

;

its

discoverer, Solander, an early explorer.)

OuviER & Vai.knoiennks, Hist. Nat.
DEii
open sea, exact locality unknown.
Q/i)/»m sa/((, Bennett, Beechey's Vojajiu, Zoul., 6a,
solondri,

Poiss., viii, 192, 18:)1; after

(Eu.)

MS. of Solan-

;

pi. 20,

fig. 2, 1S4'J,

Loo Choc

;

GCntiier.

Cat., II, 373, 1860.

Poey, Memorias, ii, 234, pi. 16, fig. 1, 1860, Havana.
Gyhium reranij, Doderlein, Giorn. di Sc. Nat., Ed. Econ., viu, 1872,
AcanOiociihimn petus, Poey, Synopsis, 363, 1868.
Acaiilhoajhiiim solandri, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 11!).
Ciihium pehts,

Family CXIX.

Palermo.

GEMPYLID^.

(The ESCOLARS.)
Mackerel-like fishes with the body rather elongate, more or less comLateral line various, sometimes
obsolete, sometimes with a dorsal branch. Head large, compressed, with
very strong teeth, usually compressed, some of the anterior canine-like.
pressed, covered with minute scales.

Lower jaw

openings wide, the membranes not united,
slit behind fourtli.
Opercles in adult
unarmed in young the preoperclo with radiating spines as usual in scombroid fishes. Dorsal fin long, a notch separating the weak spines from
the soft part, which always forms a distinct lobe anteriorly, similar in
form to the anal fin. Finlets often present. Caudal peduncle slender,
usually not keeled, the fin moderate in size, always forked. Ventrals
small, often reduced to a single spine. Vertebrse numerous, 32 to 53 in
number. Pyloric cceca rather few. Air bladder usually present. Coloration metallic, usually brilliant.
Genera about 6 species about 12.
Fishes of the high seas, widely distributed and descending to considerable depths, usually breeding about rocky islands, most of them used as
food. The GempyUdw are closely allied to the ScombrUhv, from which they
diverge in the direction of the Lejiklopidw and Trichiiirida: The succesfree

projecting.

from isthmus.

Gill

Gills 4, a

;

;

by the progressive elongation of the body, the
progressive reduction of the ventrals and the vertical fins, and on the
other hand by the progressive elongation of the lower jaw and the spesive steps are indicated

cialization of the dentition.

Dr. Liitken calls attention to the fact that
the GempyUda' possess a system of dermal ribs or subcutaneous ribs, composed of slender bony filaments clo^se-set, directed backward and upward,

and backward and downward from the median line. This character has
Thyrsitcii, Xcalotus, and Gempylus. (Trichlurida-, part, Giln-

been verified in
ther. Cat.,

ii,

349-353, 1860.)

Thyksitin.*:
a.

Body moderately elongate, the dorsal spines
6.

loss than .'!o, tlie
Ventrals well developed, their rays 1, 5.
c. Dorsal and anal each with detached finlets.
d. Lateral line well developed, moderately curved;

scales.

thilcts nsuallv few.

tiulet.s 2;

skin with small thin

BiPixxuLA,

3'J6.

Bulletin 4y, United States National Afuseum.
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(id.

Latoral lino obsolfito or nearly so; tinlets 2; skin with bony tubercles.

RUVETTUS,

397.

Dorsal and anal each without fuilets; lateral line i)resent, double.

cc.

El'lNNUI.A, 398.
bb.

Veufral fins each reduced to a single spine.
«.

Dorsal

fin

moro or

separated from soft part of tbo

less

fin;

body not greatly elou-

gate; finlets few or none.
/.

Siiaco

between vent and anal

fin

armed with a dagger-shaped

j}'.

spine; lateral

Neai.otus, 399.

line present, single; 2 or 3 finlets present.

between vent and anal without daggor-shajied spine; finlets 2; lateral
minute; (young without finlets and with the ventral
spines very long and jagged).
Promethkiithys, 400.

Sjiaco

lino single; ventrals

Gempvun-k:
aa. Body greatly elongate, the
with the soft part

;

dorsal fin with about 30 spines, the spinous part continuous

dorsal and anal finlets

(J;

dentition strong; ventrals

I, 5,

very small.

Gempylus,

396.
Ilipiiiimla,

BIPINNULA,

JonnAN & Eveumann, new genus,

Jordan

&

401.

Evermann.

(viohwin).

Body subfusiform, elongate, low, uniform, slender; bead compressed;
lower Jaw longest, botb jaws witb small teetb teetb on vomer fang like.
;

First dorsal low, uniform, of 20 slender spines, tbe fin near soft dorsal,

tbe anterior lobe of

wbich

is

moderately developed

;

finlets 2,

anal spines

a dagger-sbaped spine before it. Ventrals moderate, I, 5; pectorals
inserted low. Scales tliin, cycloid, deciduous lateral line single. No
3,

;

gill rakers.

One

species

known.

Dr. Gill divides tbe genus Thyrfiitcs,

Cuvier & Valenciennes, into Thyrsites* witb 6 or 7 finlets, tbe lateral line
abruptly decurved, and TluirsUopi<,] witb 4 or 5 finlets, and tbe lateral
line nearly straigbt.
Tbe American species, riolacea, witb 2 finlets, and
tbe lateral line ligbtly curved is still better distinguisbed, and sbould
probably constitute tbe type of a new genus, for wbicb we projiose tbe

name

Bijnnniila.

(his,

two

1267.

;

jnnnula, finlet.)

BIPINNULA YIOLACEA

(Bean).

Head 4; depth 8. D. XX-I, 19 + 11; A. 17 + III; V.I, 5; P. 13.
Widtb of interorbital area slightly greater than length of eye, wbicb is
contained nearly 7^ times in length of head and 3i times in length of
Least height of tail equals width of interorbital area.
uijper jaw.
Length of snout twice that of longest dorsal spine, and i distance from
snout to origin of spinous dorsal. Maxilla extending to vertical through
front of eye. Length of upper jaw equals 3^ times width of interorbital
Mandible reaches to vertical through bind margin of eye its
space.
length, including the fleshy tip, is 5 times widtb of interorbital area.
Anterior nostril smaller than posterior; situated in advance of eye 1
diameter of eye. Posterior nostril a narrow slit placed midway between
anterior and eye. Strong teetb on intermaxillary and mandible. Three
large fangs anteriorly in roof of mouth pseudobranchite well developed
no trace of gill rakers. Spinous dorsal begins at a distance from snout
;

;

* Thyrsilcx, CuviEU & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 19G, 1831,
old name of some fish, from Bvpuoi, a wand.)

t

Tlii/rnilupK,

Gill,

Proc

Ac

Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1862, 125, (lepidupuUles).

;

{uliin).

{Thi/rsiles,

an

Jordan and Evermann.
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which equals twice length of snout it is highest in middle. Ninth and
thirteenth spines slightly longer than third spine and more than twice
;

as long as twentieth, their length equaling \ that of snout.

Soft dorsal
longest ray, the lifth, being nearly twice least
height of tail. Caudal forked, its middle rays about \ as long as
external rays. Anal origin under the third ray of soft dorsal, its distance from vent 2\ times length of dagger-shaped spine. Vent directly
under end of spinous dorsal. Anal rays longest anteriorly, the fifth ray

highest anteriorly,

its

being nearly as long as corresponding ray of soft dorsal. The daggershaped spine in front of anal \ least height of tail ventral immediately
under third spine of dorsal its first and longest ray f interorbital width
pectoral beginning under second dorsal
fifth ray about f as long as first
spine, its length 21 times width of interorbital area, extending to vertical midway between fifth and sixth dorsal spines. Lateral line well
developed, descending gi-adually from upper angle of gill opening,
reaching median line of body under soft dorsal. Scales irregular in
;

;

;

;

shape, thin, elongate, cycloid, and deciduous. Purplish
dorsal, pectorals, ventrals, and inside of mouth blackish.

the spinous

;

Known

from
one specimen caught by Captain Thomas Thompson, on Le Have Bank,
south of Newfoundland, in 125 fathoms. (Bean.) {violacea, violetcolored.)
Thi/rxilops violacetis, Bean', Proc.
"

39287.

Coll.

TJiyrsUes niger,

W.

A. Wilcox);

Poey, Enumeratio,

U.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 513,

S.

Goode & Bean, Oceanic

Le Have Bank.

(Tj-pe,

No.

Ichth., 105, 1895.

74, 1875.

397.

RUVETTUS,

Cocco.

(ESCOLARES.^
Ruvettun, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Sicilia., XLii, 2, 1829, {iirefioms).
Apliirns, Lowe, Trans. Zoiil. Soc. Loud., ii, 180, 1841 {simplex).

Acanlhoderma, Cantraine, Journ. Ac.

Body

Sci. Belles-Lettrcs

BruxoUes, x, 1835,

(

lemmiiiki).

fusiform, moderately elongate, the skin covered with

bony tuber-

remote from each other and obliquely placed. Mouth large, with
strong teeth, some of the anterior in each jaw canine-like. Lateral line
cles

obscure, little developed. Abdomen keeled. Tail not keeled. Dorsals
near together, well differentiated dorsal and anal each with 2 finlets.
Ventral rays I, 5. Color black. One species. A large, deep-water tish,
generallj' valued as food in the tropics.
{lioveto or liuvetto, Italian name
of Buvettus pretiosiis.)
;

1268.

RUVETTUS PRETIOSUS,

Cocco.

(Escolab; Kovetto; Kuvetto; CuicoLAn; Oil Fish; Scoi'u Fish; Plain-tail.)

Head 4 depth 6 eye large,
;

;

vertebra? 16
*

Another

+ 16=32.

fish

5.

Coeca 11 to

D. XV-18-II A. 17-11 V. 1, 5 C. 9 -f 8;
Body oblong, compressed, not greatly
;

;

;

14.

of this group, apparently allied to Escolar

lias

hocn mentiont'd

sis

Tlii/rsiUs nigiT,

POEY.

Known

only from a fragment of tlie tail of a specimen weighing about 100 pounds. Caudal
peduncle with a distinct kocl. Scales thin, smooth, and roundish, not spinous. Color ovorywhero intense black. Last rays of dorsal apparently detached. Flesh white, oX(iuisito in
flavor, as in Unretlius 2J''cti»i'<tKHavana. (Poty.) Thrown on shore by a storm. This is probably not a ThyrsUes, nor a Bipinnula, as the caudal peduncle Las uo keel in either genus, (mgi-r,
black.)

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Museum.

Head large, compact, plain, with flat and even sides, clumsier
than in Promcthichthys, the lower jaw being very strong. Top of head
broad and flat. Mouth very large, the gape extending beyond middle of
elongate.

eye

;

teeth strong, some of the anterior canine-like. First dorsal low, the
second dorsal and anal high in front. Caudal large,

spines slender;

Skin apparently
Pectorals small, ventrals smaller.
broadly forked.
smooth and scurfy^ in apiiearauce, harsh and stiff to the touch. Skin covered with small, irregular, cycloid scales and also rows of glassy forked
prickles in quincunx, the structure of these complicated and peculiar;
each one X-shaped or ^-shaped, Avith 2 points and 2 or 3 roots. Color
purplish brown, darker above and with blackish patches inside of mouth
dusky. Tropical parts of the Atlantic in deep water. Abundant in deep
water about Cuba and the Madeiras, frequently taken in the Mediterranean, two specimens, 4 and 6 feet long, taken off the Grand Banks of New.
foundland. Found in 300 to 400 fathoms. It reaches a weight of 100
pounds and is valued as food. ''The Cuban fishermen go 'a-scholaring'
('
escolarear '), after the fishing for the spearfish has ceased and before
that for the red snapper begins." 'J^e flesh is white and flaky, but soft
and insipid in the Madeiras, according to Lowe, where its extreme oiliness makes it unwholesome. (j;rT?iosH.s, precious.) (En.)
;

:i

RuveUas preliosui, Cocco, Giornale di Scienze per la Sicilia, xlii, 21, 1S29, Messina.
Tetragonurm simplex, LowK, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 143, 1833, Madeira,
Bovetus temminlU, Cantraine, Giorn. Sci. et Litt. Pisa, 1833, Malta; fide Phev.
Thyrsites acantlioderma,

Lowe, Proc.

Zoiil. Soc.

Thyrsiles scholaris,

Poey, Memorias,

TJiyrsites 2>retioms,

Guntiier, Cat., 351, 1860.

i,

Lond., 1839,

Aplurus simplex, Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond.,

ii,

Madeira.

78,

Havana.

372, 1851, pi. 32, fig. 1,

1841, ISO.

Valenciennes, in Wehb & Berthelot, Poiss. Canar., 52, plates.
Acanthoderma l-,mmin' ii, Cantraine, Jouru. Ac. Sci. et Belles-Lettres, Bruxellcs, 1835, x,
Bovettns iemminhii,

398.
Epinmda, POEY, Memorias,

Body

fusiform,

l,

EPINNULA,

pi. 1.

Poey

369, 1854, (nuKjistralis).

somewhat compressed, moderately elongate, covered

Lateral line present, double. Dorsal fins conscales.
tiguous, barely connected, the spines well differentiated. Ventrals I, 5.
No fiulets. Tail not keeled. Deep waters of the Atlantic. (Name short-

with minute thin

ened from e^nnnulatus, without
1269,

fiulets.)

EPISNULA MAGISTRALIS,

Poey.

(DoJI^NE.)

Head

3;

depth

.5.

D. XV-I, 16; A.

Ill, 13;

V.

I, .5;

P. 15; C. 8

+7

;

B.

Maxillary reaching
middle of eye; eye large, about 2 in snout; opercular point soft; first
dorsal low, depressible in a groove; anal beginning but little behind
second dorsal. Caudal forked, the lower lobe shorter; pectorals not fal7

;

cffica 10.

Body moderately elongate, compressed.

cate; ventrals half smaller, under lower angle of pectoral.
canal 8traij,ht. Head about as in Rurettus, the mouth large
lary nearly half head

;

lower jaw projecting

;

Intestinal

the maxilpremaxillaries bordered
;

Jordan and Evermaiin.
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with an external series of sharp teeth about 2 large compressed canines
on each side in front one on each side near tip of low jaw lower teeth
;

;

otherwise smaller.
parallel

;

Upper

Scales small, caducous.

with back

;

lower joining

downward, following outline of

it

lateral line very high,

behind the shoulder, thence curving

Intestinal canal short. Bluish,
darker above, silvery below. (Poey.) Two specimens known, one taken
near Havana in 1853, 3 feet long, the other obtained by the Albatross in
(J/rt.fyj«/nj7(.s, master
in Spanish, Domiuc; in reference to its resem1885.
blance to the scholar, Escolar, Euvettus prctiosus.)
300, 1851, Havana; GuNTUElt, Cat., ii, 319, ISCO; GoopE
Epinnida magisUalii', Poey, Moniorias,
belly.

;

i,

&,

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyol.,

108, 1895.

399.
Nealolii!',

Johnson, Proc.

Body

Zoiil. Soc.

NEALOTUS,
Lond., 18G5, 434,

Johnson.

(tripes).

much

compressed, incompletely covered with delicate
Small teeth in jaws and on palatine bones
none on vomer. First dorsal (composed of about 20 spines) continuous,
extending to the second iinlets behind dorsal and anal a dagger-shaped
spine behind vent. No keel on tail. Caudal fin well developed. Ventrals reduced to a spine each.
Seven branchiostegals. Deep seas; one
species known, (vsa^uro^, newly caught.)
elongate,
Cleft of

scales.

month

deep.

;

;

1270.

;

NEALOTUS TRIPES,

Johnson.

Head U depth 9i eye 5 snout 3. D. XXI, 19 + II A. 18, III P. 13
1.
Body very elongate, with a few large, deciduous, simple scales of
delicate structure here and there upon its surface. Head flattened above,
;

;

;

;

;

V.

concave in interorbital region, with 4 low ridges, the inner pair of which
inclose an elongate, diamond-shaped space; lower jaw longest. Eye round,
lateral opercle with 2 obtuse projections behind, separated by a notch.
Spinous dorsal inserted in front of root of pectoral, its height slightly
greater than half that of body its length less than half that of Ijody,
placed in a groove; the second dorsal placed close behind iirst, not so
high and less than half as long. Pectoral origin under angle of opercle,
its length equal to that of second dorsarl fin.
Spines representing ventrals
inserted close together under hinder part of roots of pectorals, their length
about i height of body. These spines are longitudinally grooved, and each
appears to consist of 2 or 3 spines coalesced together. Vent very slightly
postmedian a flat, dagger-shaped spine, longitudinally grooved, half as
long as height of body, inserted close behind vent. Anal fin inserted
behind this spine at a distance about equal to its length, and opposite
Caudal fin deeply furcate.
to, but rather shorter than second dorsal.
Lateral line descends obliquely from above opercle to middle of length of
fish, and then continues with a gentler obliquity along posterior part of
body to tail, where it is inserted at i distance from ventral to dorsal outline.
(Goode &. Bean.) Two specimens known, one from ^fadeira, the
other taken by the Challenger between the Bahamas and Bermudas, (tripes,
3-footed, the 2 ventral spines and the anal spine forming a tripod.)
;

;

;

Neahtus

tripes,

Johnson, Proc.

F. N. A.

57

Zoiil. Soc.

Lond., 18G5,

4.34,

Madeira.

Museum,
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400.

PROMETHICHTHYS,

Gill.

(Conejos.)
Quoy & Gaimakd, MS.
Lowe, Trans. Zoiil. Soc. London,

Promethextf,

Prometheiis,
f

Dicrolus* Grsni-RR, Cat.,

Promcthichthys, GiLL,

Mem.

ii,

181, 1841, {allnvtiats)

;

name

iircocciipied.

349, 1860, {armatus).

ii,

Nat. Ac.

Sci.,

vi, 115, 123,1893, {nlhinUcin!; substitute for rromi'lheus

of Lowe).

month large, -with two strong
Body elongate, slender, fusiform
canines in front of each jaw spinous dorsal long, contiguous to the soft,
which is rather high two finlets above and two below pectorals comparatively low caudal without keel; ventrals represented by a pair of
;

;

;

;

;

minute spines; no dagger-shaped spine behind vent. Preoperculum unarmed
except in young. Lateral line descending in an oblique line, undulating below the front of the spinous dorsal. Scales very minute, smooth.
Voracious fishes of the open seas, reaching a moderate size. {npo/iTjdy/c,

wary;

/x^'fjfish.)

Head short, 4 in length depth 7.
depth
aa. Head longer, 2% in length
0.

Prometheus,

;

;

1271.

PROMETHICHTHYS PROMETHEUS,
(Kabbit Fish

;

Coelho

1271.

pabvipi.nnis, 1272.

6.

;

Conejo

Bermuda

;

&

Cuvicr

Valenciennes.

Catfish.)

depth 7. D. XVIII-19 or 20-11 A. 16-11 V.I; vertebrje 30 -f
Body elongate, compressed throughout, nowherecarinate. Head
smooth; eyes prominent, the space between them flat, with a shallow
median groove. Mouth large, the gape about reaching middle of eye.
Both jaws with an outer row of about 25 short, strong, compressed
vomer
anterior canines similar but much stronger
triangular teeth

Head

14

1

;

;

;

= 44.

;

;

palatines with fine close-set teeth. First dorsal low, its spines
weak, with fragile membrane; second dorsal high; caudal forked. Ventrals reduced lo two small blunt scale-like spines, much larger in the
young, where minute rays are also present. Lateral line abruptly bent
toothless

;

front of dorsal, without dorsal branch. Scales minute,
apparently wanting; vertical fins with rudimentary scales. Uniform
deep coppery brown in life, with metallic iridescence, with some blackish
cloudings fins more or less dusky. Tropical islands of the Atlantic, in
deep water; west to Cuba and the Bermudas not very common. (Lowe.)

downward under

;

;

*The generic name, Durolns, was given to a very young fish, Dicrotns armatm, Gf'NTHER, from
unknown locality. The characters of Dia-olus are those of larval Gempylinx and Thiirsilinie.
In those larvte the ventral spines are elongate, tlie preopercle armed with spines, the finlets connected with the body of the fin, the anal spines more developed, and the body short. Liitkon
regards Dicrotns armatus as the young of Promelliirlilliii.i jinniietheiis, in which case the name
The description of Dicmlus,
Dicrotns (6iKpoTOs, two-oared), would" supersede I'mnielhirhlhi/s.
however, applies better to PromethU-hthys j)ro»it77io«ies (BleeUer), an East Indian species having
Tliis
species
apparently belongs to
Lateral
lines.
D. XVIII-II, 15-11, A. II, 14, II, and two
a different genus from Promethichtliys prntnethens. For this latter genus, the name Dicrolvs should
be retained.
The following is the generic description of Dicrolus " Body rather elongate, compressed
First dorsal continuous, with the spines of moderate strength, and
cleft of mouth wide.
extending on to the second; finlets none. Ventral reduced to a long, crenulated siiinc. PreSeveral strong canines in the jaws;
operculum with several spines at the angle. Body naked
minute teeth on vomer and jiahitine bones. No keel on tail. Seven branchiostegals. I'seudoXVIII,
A.
II, IG; V. I, in Dicrolus urmalns.
18
brauchia' present. (GUuther.) Fin rays D.
:

;

;
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" This fish, the Coelho or Rabbit Fish of Madeira, lives habitually at
the bottom, and is taken at most seasons at a depth of from 100 to 300
or 400 fathoms, and in the summer months, according to Lowe, it is generally one of the commonest and cheapest fishes in the market, where it
'

'

sold in bundles, chiefly to the Portuguese. It breeds in August and
September, and attains a length of 1^ to 2^^ feet. It is a very wary fish,
its name of rabbit fish being due to its habit of snapping off bait.
Several specimens were obtained in Bermuda in 1877 by Dr. Goode. The
fishermen obtain it at a depth of 60 to 100 fathoms, and it is known to
them as the Catfish.'" (Goode
Bean.) (Prometheus, a classical name
"par line allusion facile d saisir.")
is

&

'

Oempyliia jirometheus,

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

viii,

213, pi.

'.i22,

1831, St.

Helena.
CuviER & Valenciennes,

Gempijhis solaudri,

I.

c,

viii,

21,5,

1831,

New

Holland

;

after

SOLANDER MS.
Gempyhts prometheus, Valenciennes, Ichth. lies Canaries,

51, pi. 11.

LowE, Trans. Zool. Soc. London, 11, 181, 1341, Madeira.
Promelhichlhys atlaiilicKS, GooiiE if Bean, Ocean. Icbth., 200, 1895.
Prometheus

We

atlanliinf:,

provisionally associate with rromefhichthys, the fish called Dicrottis
Bean, the very young or larva of some unknown
by Goode

&

parviinnnis

number of dorsal and anal rays is permanent, this
would form a new genus, between Prometliiclitliys and Gempylus,
the small soft dorsal and anal marking a transition toward the Lepidopidw.
If the small

species.

species

1-272.

Head
8

;

2i

P. 12

;

;

PROJIETHICHTHYS P.4RVIPINXIS

depth 6; eye 6; height of

V.

I,

1,

or

I,

(Goode

tail 2 in eye.

Upper jaw reaching

2.

&

Bean).

D. XXI, 11; A.

II,

vertical from front of

Three large fangs in upper jaw, a large fang near tip of lower jaw,
and 8 smaller teeth. Three weak, diverging spines on the border of preoperculum. Dorsal originating at a distance behind eye about equal to
li times length of eye, or about over middle of operculum spines all
serrated, the first 5 about equal they diminish gradually in size from fifth,
and the last is only about i as long as eye. The ventral origin is under
orbit.

;

;

the spine strongly serrated, its length equal to
ventral with either a single bifid ray or 2
simple rays. Color silvery caudal peduncle and top of back at base of
dorsal brownish.
Western Atlantic; Albatross stations 25.37,2542, and
the sixth dorsal spine

;

that of ninth dorsal spine

;

;

2601; about 40° N., 70°

small

;

pinna,

W.; known only from larval specimens,

(jnirvus,

fin.)

Dicrotits parvipinnis,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic

401.

Ichtlij'olojiy, 201, 1895,

GEMPYLUS,

Cuvier

Gulf Stream.

& Valenciennes.

(SxAKE Mackerels.)
Gempylus, Cuvier

& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 207, 1831, {serpeihi).

Voyage O'oquille, Pois-sons, 160, 1820, (Oijirsitoides).
SwAiNsoN, Nat. Hist. Fishes, u, 1839, 239, {cohiher).

Lemyiisoma, Lesson,
Zijphothyca,

Body very much elongate, compressed, and band-shaped, approaching
the form of Lepidopun.
Head long, pointed anteriorly, the -lower jaw

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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projecting, the anterior teeth in upper jaw very long, canine-like.

Scales

minute or obsolete. Spinous dorsal very long, of about 30 sjjines soft
dorsal low, but with a distinct lobe, similar to anal and both followed by
Ventrals I, 5, but extremely minute. Caudal fin rather
5 to 7 fiulets.
Lateral line single, arched anteriorly.
email, well forked.
Vertebra)
Air bladder present. Young having the " JHcrotuH" form,
53.
28 4-25
with large head, spinous ventrals, andspinigerous preopercle. Deep sea.
{GempyJns, an old name of some Scombroid fish.)
;

=

(JEMPYLUS SERPENS,

1273.

&

Cuvier

Valenciennes.

Head 5^ depth 17. D. XXX-1, 13-V A. II-1, 11-VII V I, 5 vertebra)
+ 25^53. Eye 7 in head. Maxillary nearly reaching front of pupil.
Each jaw with a series of compressed, triangular, trenchant teeth; about
:

;

;

.

;

28

6 long canines in front of jaws,

Sphyrccna

;

some of these with an emargination, as in
vomer usually

palatines with a row of small teeth, none on

;

a single canine at tip of lower jaw. Lateral line straight except anteriorly.
Dorsal spines slender soft dorsal and anal small, with numerous finlets.
Pectorals pointed, rather long; ventrals minute. Color dark metallic
blue. Flesh firm. Deep seas a rare fish, widely distributed, reaching a
length of 3 feet or more, (serj^ens, a snake.)
;

;

Gempijlm

sej-i^ens,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Gem.pylns

serj>ens,

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

ii,

Cuviek & Valenciennes,

Gempijlns cohiher,

Oenqnjlua oplddianuf, ToEy, Memorias,
LeiiniisomathyrsitoideK,

Gempylus

sei-pens,

Hist. N.at. Toiss., viii, 207, 1831,

Martinique.

050, IStlO.

ii,

LESSON, Voyage

/.

c, 211, Otaiti.

246, ISGl,

Cuba.

Coqiiille, ICO, 182(1.

Goode & Bean, Oceanic

Iclith., 202, 1895.

Family CXX.

LEPIDOFID^.

Body elongate, band-shaped, scaleless; dorsal long, continuous or subcontinuous, without distinct lobe to the soft dorsal; anal comparatively
short, preceded by a considerable number of short detached spines no finlets caudal small, but distinct and forked pectoralswithsomeof thelower
rays longest ventrals rudimentary or absent a spine or scute, or pair of
;

;

;

;

;

Mouth large, the
Lateral line conspicuous.
Teeth A-ery strong, premaxillaries not protractile,

scutes behind the vent.

lower jaw projecting.
lanceolate in jaws, more or less larger in front no teeth in p.alatines.
Air bladder present. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus;
Abdominal and caudal vertebra)
gills 4, with a slit behind the fourth.
numerous, 100 or more. Pyloric cn»ca in large numbers. Three genera,
and about 5 species similar to the Trichiuridw in habit, but retaining the
caudal fin of the Gcmjii/lida'. This group represents successive steps by
Avhich the muscular and free-swimming mackerels become transformed to
band-shaped pelagic surface fishes Avith many vertebra\ The fins and
tail become degenerate, the teeth more and more highly specialized.
The retention of the rudin'entary caudal furnishes a slender character for
the distinction of Lejyidojndu' as a family from Trichiuridce. {Lepidopodidw,
Gill, Standard Natural History, iii, 206, 1885.)
;

;
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Apiianoi'in.e:

Dorsal divided into two portions; front of anal witli a dagger-shaped spine behind vent;
ventrals wanting; vertebra) 43 + 57
100.
Ai-iianopus 402.

a.

=

Lepidopin-je:
(Id.

Dorsal fin continuous; front of anal without dagger-shaped spine; ventrals reduced to a
pair of scales; body not very slender; head with a crest above.
h.

Dorsal rays less than 100; two distinct postanal scutes; ventrals behind base of pectorals.
c. Head short, high, compressed above to a trenchant edge; jawscqual; profile convex.
cc.

Head rather

EVO.WMKTOPON,

403.

long, with lateral occipital crests converging anteriorly; lower

jaw

projecting.
66.

Lkpidopvs, 404.

Body low; head without

crest; dorsal rays

about

1.50;

below base of pectorals.

402.
.(4p7(a)iop»s,

Lowe, Proc.

Zoiil. Soc.

APHANOPUS,
Lond.,

one postanal scute; ventrals
Bentiiopesmus, 405.

Lowe.

18;i9, 79, (earfco).

Body very elongate, band-like, scaleless head long, pointed cleft of
mouth very wide jaws armed with strong, lanceolate teeth arranged in
;

;

;

and in common alveolar groove; no teeth on palatine; eye
very large back occnpied by a long dorsal fin, divided in two siibequal
parts anal spines numerous and feeble a dagger-shaped spine behind
vent; caudal well developed, deeply cleft; pectorals moderate, rounded;
ventrals absent branchiostegals 7 air bladder present. Pyloric appenddages few. Two species in the deep sea. (a0avf/r, invisible; Troiif, foot.)
single series
;

;

;

;

;

1274.

APHANOPIS MIXOR,

Collett.

Head about 2* in length of body to vent; eye about 4| in hjad. D.
XLI, X -j- ? B. 11. Eight long teeth in the intermaxillary, the two foremost "canines" the longest 8 teeth in the lower jaw, a tritle shorter; no
teeth in vomer and the palatine bones. Ventrals none a strong daggershaped spine behind vent. Air bladder present pyloric coeca 7. Dark
silvery or steel-colored. Length from tip of snout to vent (in the single
specimen examined) 352 millimeters. One specimen known, from the east
;

;

;

;

coast of Greenland, 65° N., 31^

W.

(Collett.)

(minor, smaller.)

Aphanopns minoi; COLLETT, VidensU. Selsk. Forhandl. Christiania, No.

Greenland; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

403.

19, 3, 188G,

east coast of

207, 1895.

EVOXYMETOPON,

Poey.

(TiRANTES.)
Evoxymelopon (Poey) Gim,, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Body very

Sci. Phila., 18G3, 228, (lirnialiis).

elongate, band-like; head with the supraocular portion com-

pressed into a trenchant edge, and the upper profile abruptly descending
toward the end of the snout eye of moderate size, much bolow upper
profile.
Cleft of mouth wide; teeth lanceolate, in single rows, with
larger ones in front; a series of small teeth on palatines. Fins as in
Lepidopus. One species, (fv, true; 6f(c, sharp; //trwTrov, forehead.)
;

886
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EVOXIMETOPON TjENIATUS,

1275.

(TiuANTE

Head

;

Tyrant

Poey.

Fish.)

depth 12 eye about 6 in head. B. 7 D. 87
A. 19; C. 17; P. 12. Head oblong, trenchant above, elevated above eyes
for a space considerably greater than diameter of eye, and decurved very
obliquely downward to snout.
The first 10 dorsal spines undivided;
the rest split. Color silvery, ^ith about 6 narrow reddish bands, most
distinct behind, the first on the ridge of the back and the fifth along
lateral line.
Cuba, in deep water rare. Size small. (Poey.) According
to Drs. Gill and Giinther a specimen probably identical with this was
recorded early in the present century from Scotland by Hoy. {twniatus,
with ribbon-like stripes.)
8 in extreme length

;

;

;

;

Evoxyyiietopon

Nat.

lifiiiriliis

(Poey) Gill,- Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1804, 20G;

Sci. Phila., 18G.3, 228,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic

LEPIDOPUS,

404.

Cuba;

Oill, Proc. Ac.

Ichth., 204, 1895.

Gouan.

(Frost-fishes.)
Lepidopm, Goitan, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 185, 1770, (gouatd).
VandelUu!:, SiiAW, Genl. Zoiil., iv, 199, 1803, {lusilanicus).

Sarciua,

Eafinesque, Car. Nuo. Gen. Sic,

Zipholheca,

Montagu,

Body very

^yeI•ner

Mem.,

1,

20, 1810, (argt/rea).

82, 1811, {tetradens).

elongate, band-like, scaleless

occipital crests converging anteriorly

;

;

liead pointed,

cleft of

with lateral

mouth wide, the jaws

being armed with strong lanceolate teeth in a single series, larger ones in
a series of minute teeth on the margin of the palatines. Nodules
oblique.
Eyes large. Along the whole of back one single dorsal fin
anal spines numerous, but minute or hidden beneath the skin no postanal spines; caudal well developed; ventral fins rudimentary, inserted
behind pectorals.
Two postanal scutes. Eight branchiostegals air
bladder present. Pyloric cwca somewhat numerous. Surface fishes of
the open sea, readily chilled by cold weather, hence the name frostfish.

front

;

;

;

;

(/Icm'f,

scale

;

Tvovg,

foot.)

1276.

LEPIDOPUS CAUDATUS

(Euphrasen).

(Frostfish; Scabbard Fish.)

=

112.
Depth 15i D. 102 to 104 A. 24 or 25. Cceca 23 vertebr.T 41 + 71
Body very elongate, band-like cleft of mouth wide. One single dorsal
fin extending whole length of the back
caudal well developed ventrals
reduced to a pair of scales anal spines numerous, but minute or hidden
beneath the skin no scales. Several strong teeth in jaws teeth on pal;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

No

keel on tail

;

bladder present pyloric
appendages in increased number. Pelagic, occasional in the Atlantic,
from Norway to South Africa and New Zealand. In New Zealand it
comes to the surface periodically in great numbers to deposit its spawn.
Length 5 or 6 feet. A specimen taken by John Xantus at Cape San Lucas
not otherwise known from American waters, (caudatus, tailed.) (Eu.)
atines.

;

8 branchiostegals

;

air

;

;
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Trichiurus catidatits, Eupiirasen, Stockh. K. Vet. Ac.

& SCHNEIDER,

Lepidopus gouani, Blocii

Nya

Handl.,

52,

jil.

'J,

887

fig. 2, 1788.

Sjst. IcUtli., 2.39, 1801.

Holtex, Kiiibenh. Skri. v, Nat. Selsk., v, 23, 1802.
Vandelli, Ac. Sci. Lisb., 1797, Lisbon.
VandeUiiis lusilanicus, SuAW, Gen. Zoiil., iv, 199, 180;i. Portugal.
Lepidopus peronii, Kisso, Ichth. Nice, 148, pi. 5, 1810, Nice.
Zipolheca telradens, MoNTAGV, Worn. Mem., i, 82, pi. 2 and 3, 1811, Great Britain.
Lepidopus aryyreus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vm, 22:'., 1831, France.
Lepidopus ciiudaiiis, GCntuee, Cat., n, 314, 18C0; Goode & Bean, Oceauic Iclitli., 203, 1895.
Trichiurus fjladhis,

Tridiiuriis ensifonnis,

405.
Benthodesmus,

BENTHODESMUS,

Goode & Bean,

Goode

&

Bean.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 380, (elougatus).

Body naked, much compressed, attenuate, tapering gradually from vent
to base of caudal; caudal peduncle very slender, supporting a small but
well-developed caudal fin vent considerably nearer bead than to tail.
;

Lateral line simple, in a deep, -wide furrow, nearly straight, in front of
the vent gradually ascending to the scapular region. Head compressed,
snout gibbous near its end, as in Lepiits upper profile nearly horizontal
dopus. Top of head very flat, concave between the eyes, with no occipital
crest interorbital ridges not elevated. Eyes large, slightly postmedian.
;

;

beyond

the* base of the pectoral fin.
Supramaxillary not extending
to vertical from front of eyes lower jaw with stout cutaneous appendage.
Three very long, simple, compressed teeth on each intermaxillary in front
outside of these a few minute teeth, and behind them a row of large acicular teeth lower jaw with a single row of moderately large aciculav
teeth, more numerous than in the upper jaw, largest in the middle of the
jaw palatine teeth minute. Dorsal fin beginning above the operculum,
nearly uniform in height throughout its entire length, and continuous
almost to the caudal rays very numerous, 150 or more. Anal beginning
near the vent, preceded by a single scale-like appendage spines very
numerous (numbering with the rays about 100) all except about 30 being
caudal small,
spines, minute and almost hidden a short fin posteriorly
normal, forked; pectoral inserted almost horizontally, with lower rays
longest, and its upper outline rounded ventral fins represented each by

Operculum oblong, reaching a

little

Nostrils horizontal, in front of the eyes.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a minute scale-like spine, inserted below the origin of the pectorals.
Pseudobranchite present; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; gill rakers
short and spiny, in a single series on the first and second arches, almost
obsolete on the third and fourth.
(/3ei'^of ,

deep

;

Jtcr/z6f,

1277.

Deep-sea fishes

;

two

species

known.

band.)

BEXTHODESMUS ATLAXTICUS,

Goode & Bean.

width 6 in length depth about -i snout 2^. D.
V. 1, 1. Body attenuate, its height at vent 4 in head, its
width i of its height at the point mentioned; length of caudal peduncle
half of greatest height of body least height of tail i width of interorbital area; width of interorbital area (on the bone) 4 in head. Upper

Head

154

;

7*. its greatest

A. 100

;

P. 12

;

;

;

;
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from anterior margin of eye, and equaling postlower jaw about twice greatest height of body
mandibular tip nearly 3 in eye. Eye slightly postmedian, the orbital diameter equaling half length of snout. Besides the 3 long teeth, there are on
each intermaxillary 8 or 9 of moderate size on one side many small intermediate teeth are present; the number of teeth in the lower jaw varying
from 13 on the one side to 21 on the other. Gill rakers 13, the longest
about 2 millimeters; about the same number on second arch, while on
the third there are but 6 or 7 very small ones, and present only in the
angles, while in the fourth there is about the same number, very inconspicuous. Origin of dorsal above middle of opercle, and at a distance
from the snout equaling twice length of snout anal fin composed of
about 100 spines and rays. Owing to the mutilation of the specimen it is
impossible to determine how many there are of each, but there are supposed to be about 28 rays, normally united by a membrane into a fin.
Caudal also imperfect but the middle rays are seen to be about half as
long as the remnants of the external rays the fin supposed to resemble
in shape that oi Lcindopus caudattifi] pectoral originating under tip of
opercular flap, its outline rounded above instead of emarginate, as in
Lvpldopus caudatus; its longest ray equaling postorbital part of head
ventrals originating at a distance from the snout equaling that of base of
pectorals from same point, rudimentary, and represented by minute scutes,
the length of which is 3i millimeters, or about half interorbital width.
Cojcal appendages 8 in the specimen examined some, however, may have
been lost, the abdominal viscera having been partly digested by the halibut in the stomach of which it was found. Color uniform silvery, with
traces of dark color upon head and tail. Length 35^ inches. One specimen taken from the stomach of a halibut caught on the western edge of
the Grand Bank of Newfoundland in 80 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.)

jaw not reaching

orbital portion of

vertical

head

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

{atlantieus, Atlantic.)
Benthodesmiis

eloiiijatits,

Goode & Bean,

original elomjatns being from

Bmlhodesmus atlmtkus, Goode

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 380-3; not of

New

& Bean,

Zealand; Jordan & Gilbert,
Oceanic IcLth., 205, 1895,

Family CXXI.

Clarke, the

Synopsis, 910, 1883.

Grand Bank.

TEICHIURID^.

(The Cutlass Fishes.)

Body extremely elongate, band-shaped, naked, tapering to a point, the
fins imperfect or wanting and the spinous and soft parts of the
dorsal fin not differentiated. Mouth wide, the jaws armed with strong
ventral

unequal teeth. Fremaxillaries not protractile. Pseudobranchi;e present.
behind the fourth gill membranes separate, free from the
isthmus lateral line present dorsal fin very long, low, usually continuanal fin very long and low,
ous, the rays all similar. Caudal fin absent
scarcely rising above the surface of the skin. Ventrals thoracic, rudimentarj' (Eujileurogrammus) or wanting. Vertebr;B in greatly increased
number, about 160. Air bladder present. Pyloric cceca numerous.
Gene/ia 2, species about 6. Surface fishes of the tropical seas. Very
Gills 4, a slit
;

;

;

;
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close to the Lepidopidce
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from the former chiefly

differing

in the absence of the caudal fin, the last stage in the progressive reduc-

tion of parts seen in these groups.

(Trichiuridw, part, Giinther, Cat.

Fishes, 346.)
a.

Ventral

fins

wanting.

TRiciufRfS, 406.

406.

TRICHIURUS,

Linnaeus.

(Hairtails.)
Trichiurtis,

LlNNa:us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 246, 1758, {lepUmis).

Gymnogastet;

Gronow, Mus. Ichth., r, 17, No. 47, 1754, and Zoopli., i, 130,
Bleeker, Mem Poiss. Guin., 9, 73, 1802, {leptunis).

170,3, (leptunts).

Enchelyo2m.i (Klein)

(Artedi) Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Leplitnts

Sci. Phila., 1862, 126, {argenteiis).

Body extremely elongate, band-like, the tail very slender, tapering to
a fine point, without caudal fin. Head long, with a very wide mouth,
tlie jaws armed with unequal and very strong teeth
upper jaw with
about 4 long, strongly compressed barbed teeth teeth on the palatines,
none on the vomer. Lower jaw longest, preorbital covering cleft of
mouth posteriorly. Dorsal fin single, low, occupying the whole of the
back, the splines not distinguishable from the soft rays anal very long,
its base more than half the length of the body
composed of detached
spines, whicli are very short, nearly hidden in the skin, the anterior
directed backward, the posterior forward; ventral fins wanting; pectorals small. No scales. Lateral line decurved, concurrent with the
belly. Vertebra' 39 -f 120, ribs excessively frail.
Color silvery. Voracious fishes of the high seas reaching a considerable size, {rpixiov, a little
;

;

;

;

;

hair;

o'vpa, tail.)

TRICHIURUS LEPTURUS,

1278.
(Cutlass Fish

Scadbakd Fish

;

;

Silverfish

Linnaus.
;

Sable

;

Savola.)

Head about 7^ depth about 16; eye 2 in snout. D. 135 A. about 100;
snout long and pointed, about as long as pectoral maxillary reaching
nearly to pupil, concealed by preorbital. Uniform bright silvery dorsal
dark-edged. Warm seas, chiefly of the western Atlantic, north to Vir;

;

;

;

ginia; occasionally in
Indies,

swimming near

slightest cold.*
Tricliiurus lephinis,

Lower

(AcTrror,

slender

;

it

Streets, Bull. U.

S.

Shaw, Gen.

America;

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 237, 1831;

Nat. Mus.,

common

in the

West

becomes benumbed with the

orpa, tail.)

Linn;f.us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 246, 1758,

CuviER & Valenciennes,

Trichiitnis argenteits,

California (Streets);

the surface, where

vii, 46, 1877;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Zoiil., IV, 90, pi. 12,

after Leplnnts of Artf.x>i;

Gunther,

Cat.,

11,

340, 1860;

Synopsis, 422, 1883.

1803, after Linna;us.

Lepturus lepiurus, PoEy, Enumeratio, 94, 1860.

* "A commercial fishery of considerable importance exists at .T.imaica.
This spi'cies enters
the estuary of St. John's River, in Florida, and lias been known to le;ii. into lowlioats. LinDEeus wrote of it in 1758: 'Totus argeutuus exilieus ex aqua sa'po in cymbam.' " (Syst. Nat.,
Ed. X, I, 210.) (Goode.)
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Family CXXII. ISTIOPHORID^.*

(The

Sailfisiies.)

Body elongate, much compressed, covered with elongate scutes bones
of upper jaw consolidated into a sword, which is roundish ou the edges
;

and spear-like, shorter than

in Xiphias.

Jaws with

small, persistent

granular teeth. Ventral fins of 1 or 2 rays each, attached to a pelvic
arch dorsal single, or divided into 2 contiguous portions, the first much
longer than the second, the fin rays distinct, the first rays of dorsal distinctly spinous anal divided, last rays of dorsal and anal suctorial
caudal peduncle with 2 fleshy crests or keels. Vertebrae 12
12=24,
elongate, hourglass-shaped; neural and htemal spines flag-like; ribs well
developed.
Air bladder very large, sacculate, of numerous separate
;

;

+

Intestine short, straight.
Gills reticulated as in Xipliias.
genera, with about 5 species, oceanic, similar in character and
habits to the swordfishes, but smaller in size. This group represents a
divisions.

Two

younger stage in the development of XijMaa, and is intermediate between
the latter and the Scombroid stock, from which both are derived. The
gaps are wide in the series Scomheroinorus, Acanthocybium, Isiiophorus,
Tefraptnriis, XijjMas, but the natural sequence seems evident.
Several
fossil genera of sailfishes are recorded.
Other forms are apparently intermediate between them and the mackerels.
o.

aa.

Ventral rays 2 or

3;

dorsal very high, undivided.

Ventral rays united into

407.

1;

istiopiiorus, 407.

tetbapturus, 408

dorsal low, divided in the adult.

ISTIOPHORUS,

Lacepede.

(Sailfishes.)
Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 374, 1802, {ylacUfer
Bisliophoims, CuviEU k Valenciennes amended sjielliug.
Isliophonis,

=

(/ladiun).

;

Makaira, LAcfipfioE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xv, 688, 1803, (nigricans).
Machsera, Cuvier;

Macaria, Nardo,

amended

Isis,

spelling.

xxvi, Col. 418, 1833; amended spelling.

Notixlinm,

Hermann,

Zanclurus,

Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish.,

Observ.

Zotil., 305,

1804, (gladius).

II,

239, 1839, {indicufi =: gladius).

Body slender, much compressed, covered with elongate scales. Numerous small teeth on the jaws and palatines. Ventral fins present, of 2 or
3 rays dorsal fin extremely high, continuous, as in the young of Telrapturus and Jijj/(jas; the rays very numerous, none being aborted, the
height of the first much greater than that of body
anal fin divided.
Air bladder sacculate; intestine short, nearly straight. Sword usually
shorter and less flattened than in Xipliias, the edge more rounded, the
lower jaw more developed. The skin is also rougher. Large fishes of
the warm seas; the number of species uncertain, probably several.
;

;

{'lariov,

sail;

<l>opeu,

to bear.)

* For a detailed account of the IstiopkoridiB
1881, 415.

and Xipkiidx see Goode, Proc. U.

S,

Nat. Mus.,

Jordan and Evermatm.
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;

Spikefish

;
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ISTIOPHORUS NIGRICANS

Boohoo

;

Guebucu

;

Voilier

Head

;

891

(Laceptde).

Aguja Voladora

;

Agcja Prieta.)

2\ (3i in length with caudal) depth about 6. D. XLI-7 A. 9-7.
Longest dorsal spine f total length of head. Ventrals 1^ in head; pectorals 3? ; caudal lobes 1|.
Snout, from eye, 2* times length rest of
;

;

lower jaw 3i in head. Front of eye nearly midway between tip
jaw and edge of opercle. luterorbital space broad, tiattish,
1? in postorbital part of head.
Maxillary reaching to slightly beyond
eye, which is 2\ in postorbital part of head and 10 in snout.
Sword narrow, regularly tapering, depressed, its upper and lower surfaces both
rounded, its edges blunt and rougher than its upper side. For its entire
length it is nearly twice as broad as deep. Breadth of snout at the middle point between its tip and the eye 25 times in its length from the eye.
Bluish black, paler below
dorsal dusky bluish its membranes with
many nearly round black spots, from i to J diameter of orbit. Length
of specimen described (obtained by Dr. Jordan at Key West) 6 feet.
West Indies and warmer parts of the Atlantic, north to Key West and
France; rather common about the Florida Keys; stragglers taken at
Newport and Savannah very rare in Europe. Differing from the East
Indian Isiio2)horits (/ladius in the longer and slenderer sword and in the
head

;

of lower

;

;

;

shorter dorsal

tin.

(Eu.)

Miikaira nigricans, LAcfcDEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 688, 1803,

Rochelle; from a drawing by M.

Traversay.
Xiphias makaira,

Shaw,

IM, 1803, Rochelle; after Lac£pede.
Histiojihorns amerieanns, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viir, 303, 1831, Brazil;
after Guebucu of Marcgrave.
f Hixlivphorus puIrlmUua, Cuv[EU A; Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 305, 1831, Eastern
Atlantic, north of Cape of Good Hope.
Skei>onopoilus guebucu, Nardo, Isis., xxvi, Col. 416, 1833, Brazil; after MARCciR.WE.
Gen'l. Zoiil., iv,

408.

TETRAPTURUS,

Rafinesque.

(Spearfishes.)
Telrapturns,

Rafinesque, Tndice

SkepoiwpodHn,

Nardo,

d'lttiol. .Sicil., 30, 1810, (beloiie).

Isis., x.xvi. Cols.

416, 419, 1833, (typiis).

Body much compressed, covered with rudimentary embedded

scales;

sword rounded on the edge caudal keel double; small teeth in the jaws
and on the palatines; ventral fins represented each by a single spine,
dorsal fins separate in the adult, part of the middle rays being aborted,
not greatly elevated, their height not greater than the depth of the body.
;

+

Air bladder sacculated. Vertebra' 12
12. Intestine short, nearly straight.
Pyloric C(i>ca very numerous. Large fishes of the deep seas. They swim

deep water, according to Poey, and pass Cuba in pairs in summer
for the Gulf of Mexico.
Males smaller than females, (rerpa-, four;
•KTEpov, wing; ovpd, tail, from the wing-like caudal keels.)

in

bound
a.

Body

raflior slender, the

moderately forked.
aa.

Body

height of dorsal

ir\

adult more than half depth of body; caudal
imi'EKATOK, 1280.

robust, the height of dorsal barely h.alf depth in adult; caudal very widely forked.

ASIPLUS, 1281.
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rETRAPTURUS* IMPERATOR

Schneider).

1280.
Telraptunis indiciis,

figure

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

(Bloch

Telraptunis herschelii,

Gray, Ann. Nat.
Gu.vtheu, Cat.,

Hist.,
ir,

lierschelii,

i,

Table Bay, Cape of Good Hope.

313, 1838,

GuNTiiER >t Pl.AYFAiR, Fish. Zanzibar,
LCtken, Spolia Atlantica, 441, 1890.

(BlI.LFISII

Head

a

513, 1860.

ITistioplionts breviroslri.1,

ii.

Sumatra; on

by Banks.

lliftiojtkonisherschclii,

Tclmpiiints

&

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 286, 1831,

(to

;

SpEARFISII

;

AoU.JA Bi.ANCA

end of upper Jaw) 2*

D. Ill, 39-6

;

;

53, 1806,

Zanzibar.

AiU'JA DE PAtADAR.)

depth 7 to 8. Length of caudal lobes
Nape elevated, the greatest depth of body
Eye midwaj" between opercle and tij) of lower jaw.

A.

;

II, 13-6.

opposite the opercle.
Dorsal inserted in front of base of pectorals, its height I to { in depth of
body caudal forked at an angle of 70 to 80 degrees. Dark blue above
whitish beneath; tins dark blue. Length 7 feet. Weight 4u to 100
pounds. West Indies not rare on our coast, ranging occasionally northward to Cape Cod. Our species is here considered to be identical with
the form found in southern Europe but no direct comparison has yet
been made, {imperator, emperor). (Eu.)
;

;

;

Xiphias

ititperator,

BloCH

&,

Schneider,

Syst. Ichth., 93, pi. xxi, 1801,

Mediterranean;

after

DUHAMEL.
Tetraptnriis belone,

Rafinesque, Caratteri,

54,

pi.

1,

fig.

1,

1810, Sicily;

CrviER

&,

Valen-

ciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 280, 1831.
Slceponopoihis t;/pvs,

Tetraplnnis georgii,
Tetrajjiurus alhidtus,

Naudo, Isis., xxvi. Col. 41Y, 1833, Adriatic.
Lowe, Proc. .Zool., Soc. Lond., yiir, 1840, 36, Madeira.
PoEY, Memorias,

ii,

237, 1861,

Havana; Jordan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 420,

1883.

Telraptunis lessoni, Canestrini, Arch. Zo6\., 259, pi. vn, 1861,

Histiophoms helone, Gunther, Cat.,
Tetraiilnnts imperator,

ii,

GooDE, Proc. U.

1281.

Mediterranean.

513, 1860.
S.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 417.

TETRAPTURUS

AMPLTIS, Poey.

(Agija de Casta.)

Head 2? depth 5
Body stouter than
;

;

length of caudal lobes

3^.

in Tetrapturux imperator,

D.

Ill, 38-7

more convex

;

A.

II, 13-7.

at nape, the

greatest depth behind opercle.

Caudal forked at an angle of 90 to 100
Dorsal inserted rather behind base of pectorals, its height ?
depth of body. Length 10 feet or more; reaches a weight of 400 to 800
degrees.

*If, as Dr. Goode suggests, the species called imperator is confined to the Mediterranean, the
According to
species may stand as Tetrapturns albidns, er possibly as T. geonjii.
Liitkrn tlien' arc but four recogniz.able species of hluyiihnrid!^ (Ilufliophonis ghidivs and griu-ilirosIrix; Ti lr<ijiliiri(s belone and hersclieli).
Ho identifies both of fhe American species of Trtraptiirns
with T'lritplnnis. imliriix, Cuvier & Valenciennes. This view is perhaps correct, but, a.s has been
pertimiitl y observed by Dr. Goode, the identity of the American species called Tetrui)tiirus aV}idtis
and Uisliiiiiliiinis (diiuricanus, with tlieir Old-World representatives, is yet unproved, and in many
resipects it is de.sirable to retain the American names until this identity is shown.
"To unite
species from widely distant localities, without ever having seen them, is very disastrous to a
proper understanding of the problems of geographical distribution." (Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., 1881, 427.)
Should Liitkeu's view prove correct, the following synonyms should be added to T< Inxjiliirus
imjieridor or alhidus.
We do not see any notable difference between the Amercan form, called
aUiidtiK, and the European impuratoi; and so adopt the latter name for both.
We have no means
of comparing either with indicits or herscheli.

American

Jordan and Eiwrmann.
pounds.

Poey only,

(Poey.)
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West Indies; not very common, and recorded by

(amphta, ample.)

Telrnptunts amplus, Poey,

Memorias,

ii,

2i'i,

ISGl,

Havana;

.Ioiidan

A Uiluekt,

.Synopsis, 420,

1883.

Family CXXIII. XIPHIIDvE.

(The Swordfishes.)
Fishes of great size, with the body elongate, naked, the young covered
with rough granulations upper jaw very much prolonged, forming a
"sword," which is flattened horizontally and composed of the consolidated vomer, ethmoid, and premaxillaries. Teeth wanting in the adult,
present in the young. Dorsal fin long, usually divided in the adult, continuous in the young, without differentiated spinous part, both parts
composed of soft rays, the posterior portion much smaller than the anterior and placed on the tail, resembling the second dorsal of a shark fin
Anal fin divided in the adult. Caudal
rays enveloped in the skin.
peduncle slender, Avith a strong median keel. Caudal fin widely forked
Ventral fins entirely wanting no pelvic arch. Gills of
in the adult.
peculiar structure, the lamina> of each arch joined into one plate by reticugill membranes separate, free
Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth
lations.
from the isthmus. Pseudobrauchise present branchiostegals 7. Air
bladder present pyloric caeca very numerous. Intestinal canal long, with
many folds. Air bladder simple, large. Vertebne short, 14 -f 12 = 26 in
number, the neural and hremal spines normal ribs very few. One species,
an enormous fish of the open sea, rivaling the largest sharks in size and
of immense strength of muscle. Very young or larval individuals differing much from the adults the fins high, both jaws prolonged into a beak,
and the head armed with long spines. (Xijjhiidcv, part, Giiuther, Cat., ii,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

511, 512.)

409.

XIPHIAS,

Linn;eus.

(SWOKDFISHES.)
Xijjhias, Linn.'bcs, Syst. Nat.,

Ed. x, 248, 1758, {gladim).

Swordfishes without teeth and without ventral fins. Body somewhat
compressed. Dorsal fins 2, the anterior beginning opposite the gill openings, falcate and elevated, its height rather less than that of the body;
second dorsal very small, on the tail, opposite the small second anal. In
the young, teeth are present and the 2 dorsal fins are connected, the tin
being elevated as in the species of Iiitiojyhonis. First anal similar to first
dorsal, but smaller, less falcate, and far behind it pectoral fins moderate,
;

Skin naked, more or less rough, especially in the young, which
have rudimentary scales. Sword fiattened and trenchant. Caudal keel
single.
Intestines long, sinuous. Air bladder simple. Pelvic arch obsoFishes of great size, reaching a weight of 300 to 400 pounds, the
lete.
(Ji<?iag, the ancient
flesh red and rich in flavor, highly valued as food.
name o{ Xiphias gUtdius, from fi^of, a sword.)
falcate.
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XIPHIAS GLADIUS,

Museum.

Llnnaeua.

(Common Swordfisii; Espada; Espadon; Emperador.)

Head about
Vertebrin 14
lic

-\-

2^

;

12.

depth about 5i snout 3 in length. D. 40-4 A. 18-14
Cleft of mouth extending l)eyond eye. Color dark metal;

purplish above, dusky below;

;

"sword" almost black above, below

Atlantic Ocean, on both coasts,
most abundant between Cuba and Cape Breton not rare off Cape Cod
and the Newfoundland Banks rather common in southern Europe also
found in the Pacific, occasionally taken about Santa Barbara Islands,*
but not elsewhere recorded from the eastern Pacific. The object of extenlighter; fins dark, with silvery sheen.

;

;

;

sive fisheries in the Atlantic,
XiphiaK

ijladius,

Iclitliyologia, pi. 76, 1784;

THER, Cat.,

(gladhin,

liiasjEVS, Syet. Nat., Ed. x, 248,

II,

511, 1860;

sword.)

17r)8,

Europe;

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Storer, Fisbes Mass.,

after Xiphias, of^ARTEDi; Bloch,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 255, 1831; GiiN-

71, 1867;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 420,

1883.

Xiphias rondekti, Leach, iu

Wern. Mem.,

ii,

58, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1818,

Frith of Forth.

Family CXXIV. NEMATISTIID^.

(The Papagallos.)

Body oblong, compressed, regularly diminishing in height toward the
Scales cycloid and
caudal; the caudal peduncle moderately reduced.
small, but conspicuous, arranged in moderately oblique rows above and
Lateral line simple and unarmed, scarcely conless oblique ones below.
vex anteriorly and not angulated. Head little longer than high, compressed and trenchant above, with the profile strongly decurved from the
dorsal fin to the eyes, the snout oblique. Eyes in the anterior half of the
head, near the snout and the profile. Nostrils double, in front of the eyes.

Suborbital bones low. Opercula unarmed. Mouth rather large, the cleft
very oblique and continued under the eyes. Teeth villiform, small, present on the vomer and palatine bones. Branchiostegals 6. Dorsal fins 2,
folding in a deep sheath; the first with 8 very long filamentous spines;
the second low, long anal fin low and oblong, shorter than the second
dorsal and with 1 slender spine, which is attached to the soft rays by
membrane for its whole length; caudal fin forked and acutely lobed
;

pectoral fins long, acuminate ventral fins large, inserted under the bases
of the pectorals each with a long, slender, compressed spine contiguous
to the first ray, and with 5 rays, the internal of which is compound, and
;

;

has several contiguous branches nearly or quite distinct, thus appearing
A single species known, a large, showily colored fish,
found on the Pacific coasts of tropical America. The group is closely
related to the Carangidw, especially to Seriola. It is, however, well distinguished by the peculiar development of its anal and dorsal spines and by
the structure of its ventral fins. {Nematistioida', Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Scilike several rays.

Phila., 1863.)

*0no very large specimen was seen by Jordan & Gilbert in 1880, off Anacapa Island; anothei
taken off Santa Kosa Island, was exhibited at the San J>ancisco Midwinter Fairiul8U4; another
seen near Cerros Island by Thos. C. Williams, December, 1894.

Jordan and Evermann.
410.
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NEMATISTIUS,

895

Gill.

Nematislins, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila., 1862, 258, {pectoral is).
ff Scriolophus,

* GuicuExoT,

Mem.

Soc. Sci. Nat. Cherbours;, xui, 90, 1S(;8. (caranyoides).

This genus is allied to Scriola, from which it differs notably in the development of the spintius dorsal and the pectoral (ins, the dorsal being composed of 8 very long filamentous spines, the pectorals being falcate,
acuminate, and nearly twice as long as the ventrals. The lateral line is
nearly straight and is not keeled on the caudal peduncle. Ventrals 1, 5,
the inner ray much branched to the base so that the number of rays appears
greater than it really is. One species known
imposing appearance. (i7///a, thread; tcrr/op, sail.)

much

1283.

NEMATISTIUS PECTORALIS,
(Pez

i)E

Gallo

;

;

a large fish of an

Gill.

Pap.\gallo.)

Head 31 depth 2? eye 5 in head in young snout 4. D. VIIl-I, 27 or
Body oblong, compressed; caudal peduncle
28; A. 1,17; scales 119.
slender. Scales very small and inconspicuous lateral line simple and
unarmed. Mouth rather large, very oblique, the cleft continued under
;

;

;

;

the eyes. Teeth villiform, small. Dorsal fins 2, folding into a deep sheath,
the first with 8 long filamentous spines, the second low and elongate
anal fin low, long, but shorter than second dorsal; pectoral fin very long
and falcate. Color plumbeous on the back and opercles sides golden
an indigo-blue cross baud on the snout, another on the forehead, a third
;

;

to subopercles a broad iudigo band from first dorsal spine
a curved band from sixth dorsal spine downward and across
to base of upper caudal rays dorsal spines banded with alternate blue
black and white; lower half of pectoral black. Length of adult 4 feet
or more. Gulf of California to Panama, generally common one of the
most stately fishes in our waters, its long rays brightly colored, giving a
striking appearance. Recorded from Cape San Lucas, Guaymas, Picheluogo, Mazatlan, Magdalena Bay and Panama, {pectoralis, pertaining

baud from nape
to near vent

;

;

;

;

to the pectoral.)

Cape San Lucas; (Coll.
& Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Evermann & Jenkins, Proc.

Nemalisdiis pectoralis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1862, 259,

Xantus); Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr.,
Mus., 1881, 277;
U.

S.

ibid, 1885,

375;

iv, 11,

1875; Joiidan

Jordan, Catalogue,

72, 1885;

Nat. Mus., 1891, 140.

f Seriohjjliiis

carangoides,

GuiCHENOT, M^m. Soc.

Sci.

Nat. Cherbourg, xiii, 90, 1868, locality

unkno\vn.

Family CXXV. CARANGID^E.t

(The Pampanos.)

Body more or less compressed and often elevated, sometimes naked, or
more usually covered with small, thin, cycloid scales. Head compressed,
* Seriolophii/i, accordins to Guichenot, is distinguished froui Seriola in having the dorsal spines
tiliform; all the opercular boues covered with scales. D. VIII-I, 30; .\. II,

much prolonged and
I, IG.

t For an account of the trausformatious of various
AtlauticB, 1880.

members

of this family, see Liitken, Spolia
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the occipital keel prominent, usually trenchant. Month of varying size,
the dentition various, the teeth generally small premaxillaries usually
protractile; maxillary with or without a supplemental bone preopercle
;

;

usually entire in the adult, in the very young armed with 3 or more
spines.
Lateral line complete, anteriorly arched, the posterior part
straight, sometimes

armed with bony

plates.

Dorsal

fins

more or less

sep-

arated, the spinous part rather weak, the spines usually depressible in a

groove; anal fin long, similar to the soft dorsal, always preceded bj' two
usually separate, but in the young often more or less connected
with the fin or with each other these sometimes disappear with old age,
and sometimes the spinous dorsal also vanishes often a procumbent
spine before the dorsal fin; ventral fins thoracic, well developed, I, 5;
caudal peduncle very slender, the fin widely forked pectoral fins narrow.
Gill openings very wide, the membranes usually not united, free from the
isthmus. Gills 4, a slit behind the last. Gill rakers usually long. Branchiostegals commonly 7. Air bladder present, often bifurcate behind.
Pseudobranchiai large, present in all our genera, sometimes disappearing
with age. (Esophagus unarmed. Pyloric (loeca generally numerous.
14
24 in number.
Vertebrie fewer than in the <Sco»i&m?c(', usually 10
First superior pharyngeal without teeth; second, third, and fourth sepalower pharyngeals separate. Coloration generally
rate, with teeth
metallic and silvery or golden. Genera 29 species about 200, abounding
in warm seas, often moving northward in summer, like the Scomhrida'.
They swim swiftly, often with the dorsal fin above the snrface of the
water. Most of the species are widely distributed, and nearly all are
stiff spines,

;

;

;

=

+

;

;

valued as food.

{Carangida', part, Giinther, Cat.,

11,

417-485, 1860, exclu-

sive of certain genera.)
ScOMDUOIDIN^i:
Premaxillaries not protractile (except iu the very young); pectoral fins short, rounded;
BO ft dorsal similar to anal, both much longer than abdomen; lateral line unarmed.

a.

Maxillary without supplemental bone; no pterygoid teeth

h.

;

scales linear,

embedded.

Oligoplites, 411.
aa.

Premaxillaries protractile.
h.

Anal fin much shorter than
Seriolin*

soft dorsal, its base

not longer than the abdomen.

:

c.

Pectoral
d.

fin short,

e.

Dorsal and anal.fins without
/.
ff.

hh.

not falcate; maxilU>ry with a distinct supplemental bone.

Dorsal spines low and weak.
finlets.

Membrane of dorsal spines disappearing with
Membrane of dorsil spines persistent.

ago.

Naucrates,

412.

Seriola, 413.

Ela(1.\tis, 414.
ec. Dorsal and anal fins each with a detached two-rayea finlet.
Anal fm about as long as soft dorsal, its bas(^ longer than abdomen.
Maxillary with a supplemental lione; lateral line arched anteriorly, usually armed
(J.

posteriorly; pectoral long, falcate.

Carangin.i;:*
h.

Dorsal outline more strongly curved than ventral outline.
i.

*

finlet;

body slender.
Decapterus,

41.5.

Oiranrjinpc here recognized are all closely allied to Caranx, and the known
form an almost unbroken series from Dcc((pferns on the one extreme to Sflnte on the
They might well all be reunited with Canmx as Giinther and others have proposed.

The genera of

species
other.

Dorsal and anal each with a single detached

Jordan and Ever maim.
a.

—

Dorsal anU anal without
j.

of North America.

Fis/ies

finlets.

Lateral lino with well-ileveloped Boutcs for

its

outiro length;

body

Tuachuuus,

eloiigtate.
jj.
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Lateral lino with scutos on

416.

straight posterior portion only (these
sonietinus very few :ind small, especially in thoso species with the
hotlj'

k.

much

its

compressed).

Shoulder girdle with a deep cross furrow at its junction with tlio
isthmus, above which is a fleshy projection; body elongate.
TiSAClIUKOl'S, 417.

W.-.

Shouldi'r girdle normal,
/.

its

surface even; body deeper.

more or less elevated, not as below.
jaws in few series or in one series, une4Ual, or
at least not forming villiform bands, the out<r .series

liody oblong or

m. Teeth of

above usually enlarged, the lower teeth usually uniserial.

Maxillary very narrow,

n.

its

greatest width scarcely 14

eye; head small; lateral lino strongly arched in

teeth uniserial, those on palatines and

front;

vomer minute or
mi. Ma.\illary

obsolete.

Uemicau.\n.\,

41.'^

broad; head rather large; vomer and pala-

tines with teeth.

mm. Teeth of jaws

cfiually small or wanting,

form bands

if

C.\ranx, 419.
forming villi-

present; maxillary broad; body com-

pressed; spinous dorsal weak, usually disappearing

with age.
0.

Teeth very minute, disappearing in the adult; no teeth
on vomer or palatines; dorsal spines low and weak.

Gnathanodon,
00.

420.

Teeth persistent, in bands; vomer and palatines with
minute teeth,
p. Soft dorsal with none of its rays produced in fila
ments; lateral line nearly straight; body
oblong.
Caranqoides, 421.
iy). Soft dorsal with 1 to G rays produced in filaments.
7. Body moderately compressed; spinous dorsal
77.

more or less persistent.
Body deep, greatly compressed,

Cn'ui.A, 422.
its

edges

all

trenchant,
r.

Soft dorsal lobe very high, filamentous.

Alectis, 423.
rr.

Soft dorsal lobe low.

IlYNNlS, 424.

Body liniad ovate, very strongly compressed, its outlines
everywhere trenchant, the anterior j)rofiIc nearly vertiVomer, 425.
cal; scutes almost obsolete.
Lateral line without any scutos; body short and elevated, strongly
U.

jj).

Selene, 426.

compressed.

Ciilokoscombuin.e

:

less strongly curved than ventral; body much compressed, its
everywhere trenchant; armatui-e of lateral line obsolete or
Chloroscombrus, 427.
nearly so.
TuACHINOTINiE
ijij.
Maxillary without supplemental bone; anal fin similar to soft dorsal, its base much
longer than abdomen; tail unarmed; pectoral short, not falcate.
Trachinoti'S, 428.
s. Forehead convex; teeth small or deciduous.
/(/(.

Dorsal outline
outlines

:

*

U.

A
S.

detailed account of the American species of Carang'miz
Nat. Mus., 1883, 188-207.

V. N. A.

58

is

given by Jordan

&

Gilbert,. Proc.

Museum.
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OLIGOPLITES,*

411.

Gill.

(Leather Jackets.)
Oliijoplilen,

Gill, Proc Ac. Nat. Sci.

Pliila., lSfJ3, lOG, {occi<lcnlaU.'i =^ miini>i).

Body compressed, oblong or lanceolate. Caudal peduncle slender, not
keeled. Head short, compressed, acute. Occipital keel sharp. Mouth
rather large, with small sharp teeth in bands on jaws, tongue, vomer, and
palatines, none on the pterygoids. Jaws about equal, the upper not protractile, except in the very young, in which it is movable as in other
Carangidcv; maxillary very narrow, without distinct supplemental bone.
Gill rakers rather long.

embedded

and extremely narrow,
Lateral line unarmed. Dorsal

Scales small, linear,

in the skin at different angles.

spines rather strong, 3 to 5 in number, nearly free in the adult
dorsal very long, its posterior rays pencillated

nected, forming finlets

than the abdomen,

;

anal rather longer than soft dorsal,

its last

rays forming similar finlets

ventral fins depressible in a groove
in

the tropical seas of America.
Body rather

CI.

h.

hh.

olongati', elliptical, the

;

few

;

second

much

longer

anal spines strong

;

Species few,

ImMrri^, armed.)

depth about 4 in length.

Maxillary not reaching posterior border of eye; lowest infraorbital bone usually nars.vcirus, 1284.
rower than the one above it.
Maxillary reaching beyond posterior border of eye; lowest infraorbital bone usually

broader than the one next above
.(.(.

;

pectoral fins very short.

{b'AiyoQ,

;

and nearly or quite discon-

s.m.ien.s, 1285.

it.

Ijody rather deep, the depth in adult about 3 in length of body; lowe.st infraorbital

broader than the one above

12.S4.

it;

maxillary nearly reaching posterior margin of eye.

OLIGOPLITES SArUL'S

(Bloch

&

bone

.vltus, 12S6.

Schneider).

(Leather Jacket; Kunnek; Zapatero; Qiieeka; Sauteuu.)

Head 5 depth 4. D. V-I, 20 A. II-I, 20. Body lanceolate, slender, and
Eye as long as snout, about 4 in head opercles short.
compressed.
Maxillary reaching beyond middle of orbit, nearly to its posterior edge;
lowest bone of infraorbital series usually narrower than the bone above
Scales very long and narrow, embedded in the skin, idaced oblic^uely
it.
Fins
at angles with each other, their appearance unlike ordinary scales.
low; pectoral as long as eye and snout; caudal very deeply forked, the
Both
Bluish above, bright silvery below; fins yellow.
lobes equal.
coasts of Tropical America, very common in the West Indies and along
;

;

;

the Florida Coast, ranging north to New York and Lower California
not valued as food, being dry and bony. The Pacific Coast form called
inornatus seems to us inseparable from tiai(rii.s. (saurns, aavpog, lizard.)
;

Scomber saurus, Bloch k Sciineiuer, Syst. Ichth.,

Browne.
Gunther, Cat.,

'i'l\,

1W)1,

Jamaica; based on the

lAulla-r Coal

or Saurus argenteus of

Cliorinemm oecidenlalin,
is

some other Carangoid

fish

ii,

475, 1800; not Ganteroslens occUleitudu':, Linn.i:us,

seen by LiNN.ncrs in the

Museum

whi»h

de Geer; the description un-

identifiable.
Oligoplites onidentalis,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 16G, 18G3.

* In the Old-World genus Scomhroides there are seveu dorsal spines, the pterygoids are armed
with teeth, and in most of the sjtecies the scales are normally developed.

/an/an and Everinann.

Lac£p£iie, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

CeiUrunotiis wijeiittms,

Lichia

(jitiebra,

— Fishes of iVori/i America.

QuuY & Gaimakd, Voy. Freyc,

iii,
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Equatorial America.
Equatorial America.
Nat. Poiss., viii, a'Ji, 1831, Martinique;
316, 1802,

Zoiil., 365, 1824,

& Valenciennes,
and San Domingo.
Chorincmm iiiUebra, Cuviek & Valenciennes,
Ohoriiicmus sallaus, ('uviKu

Hist.

Brazil,

c, viii, 39G, 1831.

I.

Scoinb7oides oceidi'tUalis,
Olkjoplites iiionialiix,

Joudan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 447, 1883.

GiLL, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1G6, 1863,

Panama.

GCnthek, Fish Centr. Anicr., 433, 1869.
Jordan & Gilbeut, Syuojisis, 973, 1883; Jukdan, Piuc.

Chorinemiis inumutun,
OUijopUlcs s««r«»,

U.

S.

Nut. Mus.,

I>SS5,

375.

1285.

OLIGOPLITES SAUEXS

(BIocU).

(Savteur.)

Head
19

;

5^ iu total length with caudal

;

depth

Upper maxillary very narrow

A. II-1, 20.

vertical from posterior rim of orbit

4i^

(with caudal).

D. IV-I,

posteriorly, reaching

beyond

length of intermaxillary half that of
head snout a little longer than eye the infraorbital, situated above the
maxillary, is broader than the bone next above it none of these bones
reach to anterior preopercular edge. Posterior margin of infraorbital
ring nearly vertical. Coloration uniform. (Giinther.) West Indies not
;

;

;

;

;

seen by us; perhaps not distinct from OligopUttis miirm.
{saUetis, leaping.)
Scomber salu'W, Bloch, Ichtliyologia,
Scomberokles

saitiilor,

pi. 335,

1793.

Lac£i'6de, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

.Seo

ii, pi.

Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
GOstheu, Cat., ii, 475, 1860.

Clwrinemiis saUeH\
OligopUtes salieits,

Vol.

Length

1

foot.

,\.

19, fig. 2, 1800.

Poiss., viii, 389, 1831.

Represented in Lake Maracaibo, in fresh or brackish waters, by
1285a.

OLIGOPUTES SALIENS PALOMETA

(Cuvier

&

Valuucieiiues).

Entirely similar, but with the posterior margin of the infraorbital ring
(Giinther.) Lake Maracaibo, Venezuela; said to be a
food-tish of some importance,
{palometa, a Spanish name applied to vardeej)ly concave.

ious species oi Bramida, Stromateidw,
Chonnemus

CvviEK A Valenciennes,

paluiiiela,

and

Caranyida;.)

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 392, 1831,

Lake Mara-

caibo.

12S6.

OLKiOPLITES ALTl'S
(.Iiia.L

;

(Giiiithcr).

Monda.)

Head 3^ to 4^ depth 3 to 3i eye Sg to 4 in head snout 3^' to 4 in head;
maxillary very narrow, Ii? in head, not quite reaching posterior border
of orbit. D. V-I, 19; A. II-I, 19. Lower jaw projecting. Lowest bone
of infraorbital broader than the bone above it. Pectoral lin longer than
the ventral, iiearlj' as long as the head without snout. Hody much deeper
and more compressed than in other species. Color silvery, bluish above.
Pacitic Coast of tropical America from Mazatian to Panama a pretty fish,
rather common, easily distinguished by the deep l)ody. (dllitti, high.)
;

;

;

:

Cliorinemus altim, Gi'NTHEU, Fishes Centr. Anier., 433, 1809,
OliijoplUes

altu!',

1882, 106

Jorhan

and

A;

Gilbert, Proc. V.

t^.

Panama.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 374;

110; Jokua.v, Proc. V. S. Nat.

Mus., 1885, 375.

ibiil.

Bull.

\J. S.

Fisli. Cuiiiui.,
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NAUCRATES,

Museum.

Rafiuesque.

(PlLOT-l'ISIIES.)
CenhojiOtHS,

Lac£p£de, H'st. Nat. Poiss.,
which is Pliolis.

311, 1802,

111,

(i;i>ndv.t:ior)\

not 'V»(ro»(y(Ms of ISloch k

SciiNKiiiEK, 1801,

Naiicralcs^ IvAiiNKSiii'K, Caratteri di

Alcuni Nuovi Generi, &c., 1810,

41, {toiidudor).

Pumphihis, Minding, Lflirb. Nat. Fische, 108, 1832, (duclor).

& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
KlcHARDSON, Voyage Erebus and Terror,

Naudenis, CuviER

247, 1833, (aompresxus

Xi/slvxjhonis,

52, 1844

This geuus

;

;

yuuug).

very young.

from Scriola only iu the reduction of the spinous
The young, called

difters

dorsal to a few (4 or 5) low, unconnected spines.

I\auderus and Xystophorns, have the spines of the dorsals connected by

membrane, and a more or

A

operculum.

less distinct

strong spine at the angle of the

single pelagic species widely distributed in the open seas.

{vavKpar?]^, ruler

of the ships,

i.

e.,

holding ships fast— a name applied by

the ancients to Echciuin and other fishes.)

1287.

NAUCRATES DUCTOB,
(Pilot-fish

Head

4;

depth

;

Romero.)

D. IV-I, 26; A. II-I,

4.

Liunseus.

16.

Body rather

elongate,

Snout rather blunt; mouth terminal, oblique, small
pectorals
maxillary scarcely reaching orbit. Caudal keel large, fleshy
short and broad; ventrals rather large. Bluish, with 5 to 7 liroad dark
little

compressed.

;

Length

vertical bars, extending on the fins.

in all

warm

West

Indies; not

seas

;

2 feet.

A pelagic fish found

occasional on our Atlantic Coast from Cape

common

in

markets or

in collections,

Cod

to the

(dnctor, leader.)

(Eu.)
Gasterosleus duclor, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 295, 1758,

Afaucrate

(hictor,

GiiNTHER, Cat.,

II,

374, 1860

"inTelago."

Jordan &

:

Gjlisert, Synopsis, 443, 1883;

Gill,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882,490.

Paldokf, Skriv. Nat. Selsliab. Kjob., 11, 166, 1800.
& Schneidkr, Syst. Ichth., 570, 1801.
Cenlronolus conductor, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 311, 1802, no locality.
Naucrales fnnfarus, Rafinesqub, Caratteri, 1810, 45, Sicily.
Gasterosteiis antecessor,

Scomber loirexderi. Block

NaucnUes

indicus,

Lesson, Voy. Coquillo, 157, 1829, India.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 325, IMil, New York.
Cuvikr
Valenciennes, I. c, ix, 217, 1833, Gulf of Bengal.
Seriohi succincta, CuviER & Valenciennes, I. c,, ix, 218, 1833, south of St. Helena.
Nauclerus compressus, Cuvier & Valenciennes,
c, ix, 249, 1833, Molucca.
Nauclerus abbreviutus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, I. c, ix, 251, 1833, Atlantic Ocean.
c, ix, 253, 183-5, Indian Ocean.
Nauclenis brachycenlrus, Cuvier & Valencienne.s,
Nauclerus triacanthus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, I. c., ix, 253, 1833, Atlantic Ocean.
<., ix, 254, 1833, south of St. Helena.
Nauclerus annularis, Cuvier & A'alenciennes,
Nauclerus leucurus, Cuvier it Valenciennes, /. <-., ix, 2'i5, 1833, south of St. Helena.
Naucrales cijanoplmjs, Swainson, Classu. Fishes, 11, 412, 1839, Palermo.
Naucrales serralus, SwAiNSON, I. c, 413, 1839, Palermo.
Thiinnus jtompihis, Gronow, Cat. Fisht's, 123, 1851, Palermo.
Xynlvphorus, Richardson, A^oy. Erebus and Terror, 52, 1844, Palermo.
Naucrales 7iovehoracensis,
Seriola dussumieri,

ife

I.

I.

I.

Jor(]an

and Evermann.

—Fishes of

SERIOLA,

413.

JSTorth

America.
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Cuvier.

(Amber-fishks.)
Serinla,

CuviER, Regno Anini., Ed.

2, ir, 218,

1829, (dnmeriU).

Balalractux, GiLi,, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 442, (diimmli;

substitute for Seriida,

iise.l in

botany).
Microplerijr,

Ag,\.<SI7,

Pise. Brasil., 1820, {ilnmerili; siil)stitufi' for f^eriulu,

Miernplerh; HtinNEu,
Zonichihys,

iise<l

in

bolany

;

not

a genus of insects).

ISlfi,

Swainson, Nat. Hist. Classn.

Fislies, ir, 1839, 248, (fascUUns).

Lepidomegax*, Tiiominot, Bull. Sci. Philom. Paris, 1880,

iv,

17.'5,

{mitelleri).

Body oblong, moderately compressed, not elevated. Occipnt and breast
not trenchant. Head usually more or less conical, not very blunt.
Mouth comparatively large, with broad bauds of villiforiu teeth on both
jaws, tongue, vomer, and palatines
a broad, strong, supplemental max;

bone;

illary

premaxillaries

small;

Scales

protractile.

lateral

scarcely arched, forming a keel on the caudal peduncle, not

line

armed with

bony plates; sidesof head with small scales. First dorsal with about seven
low spines, connected by membrane; second dorsal very long, elevated
anal similar to the soft dorsal but not nearly so long, shorter
than the abdomen, preceded by two very small free spines, which disappear in old fishes no finlets ventral fins very long pectorals short
and broad. Gill rakers moderate. Species of moderate or large size,
often gracefully colored
most of them valued as food-fishes. {Seriola,

in front

;

;

;

;

;

the Italian
Seriola
a.

name of

Seriola ditmerili.)

:

Head longer than

deep, tlie profile not very steep.

Dorsal and anal fins not falcate, the
than half depth of body. Dorsal rays .30 to 38 species of
largo size, elongate, with 5 or G broad, dark cross bars when young, these becoming
obsolete with age; a yellow lateral band; nuchal bar pale.
Dorsal rays 36 to 38 dark bands on young very broad.
0. Mouth smaller, the maxillary barely reaching- front of pupil, 2% in head.
Head

height of their lobes

b.

less

;

;

4 in length.

dorsai.is, 1288.

Slonth large, the maxillary reaching middle of orbit,

cr.

2i,<

in head.

length.
bh.

dai'k

d<l.

ZoNiniTHYS

large, the maxillary

reaching middle of pupil

bands on young broad.

Body slendei', depth 3J^ to 3% in length.
Body deeper, the depth 3 in length.

d.

aa.

Mouth rather

Dorsal rays 30 to 34.

(foi'ds,

Head 3}^ in
ZONATA, 1289.

band; ix^"?,

Head deeper than

lalandi, 1290.
DUMnuir.i, 1291.

fish):

long, the anterior profile steep

;

no yellow longitudinal band

;

size

small.
e.

its soft rays 32; young with about 12 narrow dark cross
Body rather elongate, the depth 3J in length; nuchal band obscure.

Dorsal not falcate,
/.

bars.

mazatt.ana, 1292.
ff.

Body rather

the depth 3 in

ilecp,

li-ngtli;

dark

nu<'lial baiul distinct.

FASIMATA, 1293.
et'.

Dorsal and .anal falcate, their anterior lobes more than half d(^pth of liody

body deep; dorsal rays 27 to
g. Nuchal band dark brown or black.
gij. Nuchal band pale yellowish.

deeper than long

;

;

head

30.

* Said to diflfer from Seriola in having no free anal spines and the
forward, both characters being probably due to age.

rivomana,

1294.

fai.cata, 1295.

first

dorsal spine not turned
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SGRIOLA DORSALIS

1288.

Museum.

(Gill).

(Yeli.ow-taii.)

He.aiU

depth

;

fusiform,

D.

4.

V

Body regularly
and slender

to VII-I, 35 to 39; A. II-I, 21.

somewhat compressed, tapering

to the sharp snout

caudal peduncle. Maxillary barely reaching front of pupil, 2;t in head,
mouth not very large. Gill rakers long and strong. Head naked, except
on the cheeks finsscaleless. Caudal keel moderate caudal lobes nearly
equal. Spines of moderate development, the free anal spines disappearing with ago; pectorals shorter than ventrals, which are half length of
head longest dorsal ray f height of body. Pyloric creca very numerous.
Bright steel blue above sides dull silvery, an irregular yellowish lateral
band fins dusky yellowish green caudal dull yellow young with 10
indistinct dark bands, twice as wide as their intervals, the second between
the second and fifth dorsal spines dorsal and anal fins nearly black, the
anterior angle of the latter lighter, Length 3 feet. Pacific Coast, from
Point Concepcion southward to Mazatlan abundant in summer about the
Santa Barbara Islands. An excellent food-fish and much sought after by
anglers,
(dorsalis, pertaining to the back, from the long dorsal.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

IlnUilmrliix tlormlis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18(53, Hi,

.Jordan & Gii.BEFiT, rroo. U.

Seriola lalandi,

S.

Cape San Lucas.

(Coll. X.antuB.)

Nat. Mus., 1880, 450; not of Cuvier

& Valen-

ciennes.
Seriola dorsalif,

U.

S.

Joudan & Gilbert,

Nat. Mu!=., 1883,

2.'^4;

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 270

and

,sr>!);

Rosa Smith, Proc.

Jordan, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 123; Goode, Fisliery IndusJordan, Catalogue, 72, 1885; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

tries of U. S., 331, pi. 108, 1884;

444, 1883; in part.

1289.

SERIOLA ZOXATA

(Rudder-fish

;

(Mitchill).

Shark's Pilot.)

depth 3^. D. VII-I, 38 A. II-I, 21. Head longer than deep
profile descending in a gentle curve; top of head to base of dorsal fin
compressed. Mouth small, nearly horizontal maxillary reaching to below
the middle of orbit. Pectorals small, rounded,' as long as eye and snout
ventrals f length of head. Vent behind middle of body. Bluish above,
white below sides with about 6 broad black bars, these forming three
large blotches on the dorsal and two on the anal the bars growing faint
or disappearing with age an oblique dark band from the spiuons dorsal
to the eye, the space above this olivaceous; spinous dorsal black; ventrals mostly black.
Length 2 to 3 feet. Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras the
banded young rather connnon northward, (zotiafiis, banded.)

Head

3A

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Scotuber

zotidliis^

Seriola r.onatn,

MiTCHiLL, Trans.

Gunther,

Cat.,

ii,

Lit.

and

4G5, 1860;

Philos. Soc. N. Y., ISlo, 427,

Jordan & Gilbert,

New

York Bay.

Synopsis, 445, 1883.

Represented south of Cape Hatteras by
1289a.

SKRIOLA ZOXATA t'AROLlNEXSIS,

Holbrook.

Very similar to Seriola zonata, but more elongate, and paler in color.
Head 3^ depth 4S eye 6^. D. V to VII-I, 36 or 37; A. II-I, 19 to 21.
Body subfusiform, more slender, highesit at origin of second dorsal, thence
;

;

Jordan and Ei>ermann.

— Fishes of North America.
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tapering evenly to snout and tail. Caudal peduncle somewhat depressed,
with lateral carina; and strong transverse grooves above and below
maxillary reaching vertical from middle of orbit, about 2^ in head.

jaws, on vomer, palatines, and in one median and two
on tongue. Scales small on the cheeks, none on limb of preopercle or the remainder of the head. Adult bluish above, whitish
beneath, a band of greenish yellow as wide as eye extending from preopercle to extremity of tail fins greenish traces of bands on the opcrcle
caudal dusky, not yellow second dorsal and anal dusky tip of dorsal
ventral creamy, its inner edge somewhat dusky;
pale; pectoral dusky
inside of mouth pale young banded.
Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Coast, common north to Cape Hatteras.

Teeth

villiforra in

lateral series

;

;

;

;

;

;

Seriola carolineusm,

A Gilbert,

Holbrook, Ichthyol.

S.

C,

"2, 1860,

Charleston, South Carolina; Jordan

Synopsis, 445, 1883.

Goode

Serinhi Kleamsii,

No. 22325.

Bean, Proc. U.

Si.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 48, Pensacola, Florida.

S.

(Typt',

Coll. Stearns.)

1290.

SERIOLA LALANDI,

(Great Amber-fish

;

Cuvier

Amber

*

.Iack

;

Valenciennes.

Coronado.)

Head 31 to 4i depth 3i to 3}. D. I, 34 A. I, 27 dorsal lobes 2i in
head maxillary 21. Body slender. Dorsal fin dusky, with a light-yellow
submarginal band
pectorals dusky yellowish
ventrals yellow and
blackish; anal blackish, with pale edge. Young and old specimens have
essentially the same general form, being in all stages more slender than
Seriola dumeriU.
A food-fish of some importance reaching a weight of 100
pounds and a length of 5 or 6 feet. West Florida to Brazil rather common
occasionally north to New Jersey the specimens here described from Key
West. (Named for M. Delalande, a well-known naturalist, who collected
fishes for Cuvier in Brazil.)
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mandi, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 208, 1833, Brazil, GOntiirr, Cat.,
1860; Steindachner, Ichthyol. Borich., v, 40, 1868; Goode & Bean, Bull. U. S. Fish
Commission, i, 1881, 43; .TorinAN & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mub., 1882, 271; JounAN,

Seriola

II, 4r,3,

and

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 122
Seriola gigas,

Poey, Mcmorias,

ii,

123.

227, 1860,

Cuba.

Xnnichthys gigas, Poey, Synopsis, 371, 1868.

1291.

SERIOLA DUMERILI

(Risso).

(Amber Jack; Coronado.)

Head 3rV depth 3. D. VII-I, 32; A. II-I, 21. Lobes of dorsal and
anal low, not quite half length of head. Nape sc.ircely carinated. Very
close to Seriola lalaiidi, but reaching a smaller size, and with the body
;

compressed; mouth larger than in *S. dorsalis, ahont ns
maxillary reaching middle of pupil, 2,',, in head. Grayish, silvery below
a gilt band through eye to base of caudal; another
through temporal region to front of soft dorsal no dark cross bands
fins plain.
Length 24 inches. Mediterranean to West Indies, north to
Key West and Pensacola common southward a food-fish of some
deeper and

little

in S. lalandi, the

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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(Named

importance.

Museum

M. Constant Dum^ril, ichthyologist of the
Auguste Dumeril, 1870.) (Eu.)

for A.

at Paris, about 1810, father of

Carmx duma-ili*

Risso, Ichthyol. Nice, 175, pi.

6, fig.

Seriola (JmnrriU, Risso, Eur. Mt>rid., in, 424, 1827;
1,

Museum.

CuviEB A Valenciennes,

1829;

20, 1810,

Nice.

Ouvier, Rogne Animal, Ed.

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

201, pi. 258, 1833;

i.\,

2, 130,

Steindachner, Ichth.

402, 1860; Steindaciiner, Ichth. Berichto, v, 40, 1808;

\>l. ,50,

fij;.

Guntiieu, fat.,

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 122 aud 123.
TracJmms alieiohts* Rafinesque, Carattorl, 42, pi. xi, fig. 2, 1810, Sicily.
Trachums fasciahi.% Rafinesque, Indice d'lttiologia Sicil., 21, No. 108, and app.
Sicily; not Scomber fasciatus of Bloch.
Serhia proxima, PoEV, Memorias, ii, 229, 1800, Cuba,

Beitrjiu'',

ii,
i,

20, 1874;

Subgenus
1292.

ZONICHTHYS,

SERIOLA MAZATLANA,

53,

No.

12, 1810,

Swainson.
Steindachner.

depth 33. D. VII-I, 32; A. II-I, 21. Eye 4i in head; snout
Sf
Maxillary not reaching middle of eye. Longest dorsal ray 2^ in head
longest anal ray 3. Pectoral half as long as head ventral 1| in head.
Grayish, with numerous narrow bluish cross bands, more or less mottled
with brown. Mazatlan one young specimen known. Coloration as in
Seriola fasciata, but the body formed more as in Seriola diimcrili.

Head

;

3.

;

;

;

Seriola

mazaUana, Steind.\.ciiner, Ichth. Beitriige,

1298.

Mazatlan.

v, 8, 1870,

SERIOLA FASCIATA

(Bloch).

(Medregal.)

depth 3t. D. VIII-I, 32 A. II-I, 20. Body oblong oval, comMaxillary reaching front of pupil; pectoral 8 in total length
second dorsal low, not falcate, its longest ray not half depth of body;
anal similar, but lower. Grayish, with golden reflections, a brown baud
from eye to nape; no yellow longitudinal band; young with about 12
very narrow dark cross bands which disappear with age, these bands

Head

4

;

;

pressed.

continued on the vertical fins fins greenish. Size small. Length about
one foot. (Poey.) West Indies north to Charleston not very common
not seen by us. (fasciatus, banded.)
;

;

Scomhcr fa^ciatus, Bloch, Iclithyologia,
Seriola fasciata,

404, 1800;

pi. 341, 1793.

CuviER & A'alenciennes,

Jordan & Gilbert,

;

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 211, 1833;

Gf nther.

Cat.,

ii,

Synopsis, 445, 1883.

Halatrachis fasciatus, Poey, Synopsis, 373, 1808.
Seriola semicoronata, Poey, Jleniorias,

Poey

to

ii,

232, 1860,

Havana.

bauded specimens, that of semicoronata

to those

Tlio name fasciata was given liy
from wliirh Ihc bands had disnp-

pearcd.

1294.

Head
pressed

SERIOLA RIVOIIAXA

(Cuvier

it

Valeucicunes).

depth 3iV- D- I, 29; A. 1,20. I5ody elliptical, deep, comHead a little
the nape not very sharp
caudal keel weak.

3i-;
;

We

;

do not know which of the two names diimirili and aliciolus has jiriority of date. We follow custom in recognizing the names of Risso given in 1810, in preference to those of Rafinesque
of tlie same year.
The far greater accuracy and value of the excellent work of Risso justifies
this iireference.

Jordan and £vermann.
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longer than deep; snout blunt, conipiessed, not conical, 3 in head; maxillary

reaching to near middle of pupil,

2§ in head.

Dorsal

lobe 4| in length of body, 13 in depth, 1* in length of head,

Olivaceous

of fin.

;

iin falcate, its

and

in base

2,',

a dark-brown or black band from eye to soft dorsal

Mediterranean to Brazil, the West Indies, and

the body otherwise plain.

South Carolina occasional on the Florida Coast. (Named for the Due
de Rivoli, who collected the types of the species in Greece.) (Eu.)
;

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., i.\, 207, 18:!.'?, the Greek Archipelago; Li'TKEN, Spoha Atlantioa, 603, 1880; Jordan & Gilbert, Syiiopsi.'!, 444, 1883; Jouhan
& GiLRERT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.-<., 1884, 123; Jordan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, .W2.
Seriola hoscii, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 208, 1833, South Carolina.
Serkilarii-oUana,

ZonicMhjs

GiLL, Cat. Fish. E. Coast N. A., 36, 1861.

hnsci,

Halatraclmhosci, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 442.
Suriola honai-ieustK,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,
ir, 232, 1860; Gunther,

PoEY, Memorias,

JIalatractus honariensis,

Seiiola coronata,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 211,

l.s3:'.,

Buenos Ayres;

Cat., u, 464, 1860.

Poey, Synopsis, 373, 1868.

Poey, Memorias,

ii,

Cuba.

232, 1800,

Halairactm coronalus, Poey, Synopsis, 373, 1868.
/MHuhthus coronalus, Poey, Enunieratio, 83, 1875.

1295.

SERIOLA FALCATA,
(JlADnEOAi.

Head

:

Cuvier & ValencienBos

" Rock Salmon.")

3i (4? in totaD; depth 3? (4 in total).

D. VII-I, 29; A.

Body rather deep and compressed.

Cffica 30.

that deep, not conical.

Snout 2|

in

head

;

II-I, 21.

Head somewhat longer

maxillary reaching front of

pupil, Si in head, its tip broad; eye large, 5i in head, If in snout.

put somewhat carinated.
little

head,

Dorsal high, somewhat falcate,

developed.
2*^

lobe If

;

Interorbital space wide, convex.
its

anterior lobe 1? in

in the base of the fin; pectorals 2 in head; ventrals 1?

anal spines small.

caudal not at

all

fins blackish,

;

anal

Grayish above,

Life coloiation as follows:

paler but hardly silvery below;

Occi-

Caudal keel

the pectorals pale, the

yellow; eye white; lining of opercle pale;

a very

obscure olivaceous band from eye to front of dorsal, scarcely visible in
fresh specimens

;

with which

it is

West
and Carolina; more common than the preceding,

preorbital and preopercle shaded with olive.

Indies, north to Florida

probably identical, differing, so far as

the faint color of the temporal band.
Seriola rivoliana

GOnther,

Cuvier k Valenciennes,
Cat.,

we can see, only

II,

464, 1860;

Seriola fasciata is

(falcatus, scythe-shaped).
Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 210, 1833,

Li'tken, Spolia Atlantica, 603, 1S80

;

Gulf of Mexico
Jordan .t Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 271; Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 123.
Seriola dubia, Lowe, Proc. Zobl. Soc. Lon<lon, vii, 1839, 81, Madeira.
Seriola (kclicin, Poky, Memorias, li, 230, 1800, Havana.
Seriola Ugiilata, Poey, Memorias, ii, 231, 1800, Cuba.

Zomchlhys

declivi.i,

in

two are the same, the name

should be used, as having priority.

apparently a different species,
Si'riula falcata,

If the

Poey, Synopsis, 372, 1868.

;

Mus., 1882,

2.37;

'

90G
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ELAGATIS,

ational Afuseum.

P.ennett.

(KUNNEKS.)
Dennett, Narrative of a Wlialing Voyage, il, 283, 1835, (bijunnulata).
l^erinlichlhi/x^ Bi.KEKEii, Natuurk. Tydschr. Nederl. Ind., vi, 106, 1854, (hipimmlato).
Elagalis,

Dmqihi^, PoFV, MoiiKirias,

ii,

18G0, 233, (xiimiuhUiia).

Body \oug and slender. Second dorsal and anal long, oach with one
detached linlet composed of 2 rays l>ehind the rest of the fin. Otherwise essentially as in <Smo/a. One species pelagic. (//Aa/c(i77?, a spindle.)

129fi.

ELAOATIS BIPINNFLATUS
(Kdnner

Head

;

(Quoy & Gaimard).

Yei.t.ow-tait,.)

depth
eye 51; snont 2|. D. VI-I, 27, 2 A. II-I, 17, 2;
3tt
abont 100. Maxillary triangular, its greatest width 2i in its
length supplementary bone long and linear, all except its caudo-ventral
margin slipping under the preobital preorbital and preopercle entire.
Length of mandible equal to distance from tip of snout to middle of
pupil; distance from tip of upper jaw to posterior end of maxillary 3^
in head.
Body oblong, elliptical, the back little elevated; head rather
long and pointed, the mouth terminal
a slight occipital keel. Gill
rakers al)Out all below the angle, cephalic ones gradually shorter, the
longest about 1^ in eye. Lateral line wavy, origin at dorsal edge of opercle,
the cephalic end running slightly dorsal to opposite origin of spinous
dorsal, then turning slightly ventral until opposite origin of anal fin,
and then median to caudal fin. Origin of soft dorsal slightly nearer tip
of snout than base of caudal; spinous dorsal low, the third and fourth
soft dorsal and anal similar, each
spines longest, about 5^ in head
3?

;

;

;

scales

;

;

;

;

longest dorsal ray 2| in head, the thirteenth shortest,
6^ in head second ray of dorsal finlet twice length of first, or 4 in head
longest anal ray 3+ in head, about as long as second ray of finlet; the
slightly falcate

;

;

rest; pectorals short and broad,
ventrals short, 2 in head, folding in a ventral deprescaudal widely forked, the lobes attenuate and slightly longer than

two small anal spines remote from the
nearly 2 in head
sion

;

head.

;

Body covered with small cycloid scales head naked, except porand part of its dorso-caudal margin scales on cheeks in
;

tion of cheeks

;

about 6 series, those on nape smaller than those on upper portions of
body. Color dark blue or lead above, becoming pale yellowish below
two conspicuous blue bands on sides of body, the upper one beginning at
the orbit and passing to dorsal margin of caudal peduncle, its width
about equal to diameter of eye; the other beginning at snout and passing along lower margin of orbit, across opercle and above pectoral fin to
ventrals and pectorals
caudal caudal yellowish, with a darker margin
yellowish, with some blue. Length 2i feet. Tropical seas, occasionally
in the West Indies, straying northward to Long Island, where the specimens upon which the above description is based were secured by Dr.
Meek, {hi-pinnulatus, with two pinnules.)
;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
Serinht hipinnuUitti,
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QuoY & Gaimard, Voy. Urauic,

Zoiil.,

3G3, pi. 61,

i,

fig.

rt,

907

1824,

Keeling

I'ror.

Ac. Nat.

Islands.

Memorias, ii, 233, ISOO, Havana.
Bennett, 'Wlialing Yoy., IT, 283, 1835; Meek

Serinla pinnnlnia,* PoET,
y^/u^a/K J)i;nH»MtoH.«,

Hom.man,

A-

Sci. Phila., 1889, 42.
FJtigalis hipinnnlula, Gf-NTiiER, Cat., II, 468, 1860.

Ehujiilk

piiiiiiilalns,

Jordan &

flii.itEUT,

Synopsis, 440, 1883.

DECAPTERUS,

415.

Bleeker.

(Mackerei. Scads.)
Decaptent/',

Natumk.

Blef.ker,

Eiidomntodm,

Gjimnepignathu.f, Gill,
tjvepigi/mnus, Gill,

Tydsclir., ^, 417, 1855, {hirra).

Pioc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1862, 261, {kurroides).

Gii.i.,

/

1.

c, 261, {macrosoma).

c, 201, {hypoibts).

Body elongate, little compressed, almost perfectly fusiform. Head
Mouth rather small; jaws about equal, the dentition

short, pointed.

feeble; maxillary rather broad, with a

supplementary bone.

Premaxil-

Scales moderate, enlarged for the whole length of the
lateral line, but spinous and bony posteriorly only second dorsal and
anal each with a single detached finlet free anal spines very strong;
laries protractile.

;

;

first

dorsal well developed, persistent; pectorals comparatively short.

Abdomen

rather shorter than anal

Species numerous.

((5e/ca,

ten;

Gill rakers

fin.

Trrepov, fin;

long and slender.
fins, counting

there being 10

the spurious finlets and excluding the free spines.)
n.

Shields of lateral line numerous, 40 to 50 in number; depth 5 in length; teeth present on

jaws, vomer, ami palatines; none on tongue.
h.

Dorsal with 30 soft rays; lateral line anteriorly with about 12 distinct, small black
PUNCTATI'S, 1297.

points.

scombbinus, 1298.

Doraal with 27 soft rays.

;./..

aa. Shields of lateral line few, 20 to 30 in
c.

number.

Teeth minute on Itoth jaws, vomer, palatines, and tongue; shields 22 to 28; depth 5 in
RANCT.E-TIEI.EN.T?, 1299.

length.
cc.

ccc.

Teeth distinct on lower jaw and tongue; caudal keel of 30 distinct shields; depth 6}4
hypodus, 1300.
in length.

5%

in length.

DECAPTERUS PUNCTATUS

(Agassiz).

Teeth obsolete; caudal keel of 25 shields; depth

1297.

(Si'AD;

Round Robin; Cioar-fish

;

macarellus, 1301.

Quia-qiia.)

Head 4*; depth 5. D. VIII-I, 30-1; A. 11-1,24-1. Eye rather small,
shorter than snout, about equal to the width of cheeks or the interorbital space.

Maxillary reaching front of eye.

Teeth on vomer and

teeth in Jaws in single series. Lateral line
little arched
arch of lateral line nearly as long as straight part scutes
numerous, deep, crowded, about 40. Pectorals short, shorter than head.
palatines,

none on tongue

;

;

;

Breast, cheeks, and top of head scaly.
dark opercular spot. Length 12 inches.

Bluish above, silvery below; a

Cape Cod to Brazil occasionally
;

* There seems to be no difference between the American form called pinnulahis and the East
Indian bipinmilatut.

Museum.
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northward

;

common on

very

tbe coasts of Florida and in the West

(jtunctatus, dotted.)

Indies,

Scomher hippof, MiTCHli.L, Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc. N. Y., I, 1815, pi. 5, fig. 5; not of Linn/f.us.
Caranx punctahm, Agassiz, Sjiix, Pise. Bras., 108, plate 56a, fig. 2, 1829, Brazil; Cuvieb &
Vaiknciennks, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 38, 1883, GCntiiek, Cat., ir, 426, 1800.
Carmix mareiis (Risso), CuviER <& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., ix, 33, 1883, Mediterranean.
Decaplenis puncOiliif;, PoEV, Synopsis, 368,1875; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 432, 1883; Jordan
& GlLliEliT, Pioc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, ISO.

129S.

DECAPTERUS SCOMBRINUS

(Valenciennes).

Head 31; depth 4|. D. IX-I, 27-1; A. II, 23-1; scales 42, lateral line
very slightly bent. Eye large, 3^ in head; snout equaling eye; pectoral
Greenish above; paler below; no distinct opercular spot;
1 J in head.
Galapagos
no black spots in figure. (Giinther, after Valenciennes.)
Islands; not seen by us. Close to 7)('ert7)/erMSj)«Hc/<(<Ms, the dorsal appar(scombrinu,s, mackerel-like.)

ently shorter.

VALENCIENNES, Voyage de

Oaran.e acomhriniiii,

Islands; Guntiier, Cat.,

1299.

la

Venus,

DECAPTERUS SANf T.E-HELEN.E

Head4i; depth

D. VIII-I, 32-1;

5.

to 32 (in Japanese

332, pi. 7, fig. 1, 1840,

Galapago

426, 1800.

ii,

examples;

(Cuvier

& Valenciennes).

A. II-I, 27 or 28-1.

Shields 28

22 to 28 in specimens from St. Helena;

Steindachner) pectoral IJ in head. Maxillary reaching front of eye;
eye moderate, rather shorter than snout. Teeth minute, in single series
Bluish, a black opercular
in jaws also on vomer, palatines, and tongue.
spot; tip of soft dorsal brown. Tropical parts of the Atlantic, on both
coasts of South America not seen by us. According to Poey this species
occurs in Cuba, where it differs from Becapterus punctatus in having its
scutes subdenticulate, less narrow, and beginning much behind the
origin of the anal. According to Steindachner this species is identical
with a common Japanese species, DecapUrus muroadsi (Temminck &.
;

;

;

Schlegel).
Caranx

sanclit-hdenre,

Cuvier

<fe

Valenciennes, Uist. Nat.

Poi.ss., ix, 37,

Helena.

1833, St.

Poey, Synopsis, 368, 1808; Jordan & Gili!ert, Synopsis, 190, 1883;
Steindachner & Doderlein, Fische Japans., iii, 17, pi. 4, fig. 1, 1884.
Temminck
& Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 108, pi. 58, fig. 1, 1842, Japan;
miiroa<hi,
f Caranx
GiJNTHEK, Cat., II, 425, 1800.
Decapterus mnclfe-hdenx,

1300.

DECAPTERUS HTPODUS, Gill.

depth nearly 5. D. VII-I, 21-1 A. II-I, 26-T scales
70 -f- 30, lateral line with a very slight sigmoidal flexure, and covered
with very conspicuous scales, trifid on each scale. Teeth on lower jaw
tongue with a longitudinal narrow band. Color
small and nniserial
above greenish l)lue, the opercular spot small. Cape San Lucas five specimens known. It is perhaps a subspecies of Decapterus DtaearelJus, the
differences in the size of the teeth being of minor importance and of
doubtful permanence, and both forms may be inseparable i\ow. Decapterus
(j'tto, below
o(5oi'f, tooth.)
sanctce-helenw.

Head

4 in total

;

;

;

;

;

;

Decapterus hypodim, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1862, 201,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S. Niit.

Mus., 1882. 358.

Cape San Lucas;

(Coll.

Xantus);

Jordan and Evermann.
1301.
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HKCAI'TKKUS MACARELLUS
(SIackkuki,

Head

Siial>;

k

(Cuviei

909

Valencieuiies).

Antunino.)

A. II-I, 27-1 teoth obsolete scntes
5 depth 6. D. VIII-1, HH-I
beginniug at end of dorsal, 25 ot them with keels. Lateral line nearly
straight.
Silvery, plumbeous below
a small black spot on the opercle.
Warm parts of the Atlantic, straying northward to (Jape Cod; scarce on
our coast. Length 1 foot. (French maqmreau, mackerel, the name
:

:

;

;

;

applied to the species in Martinique.)
Caranx macarellus, CuviER

THER, Cat.,

II,

Decajiterns macarellus,

1883, 190;

& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, Id,

ISIi:!,

Martinique;

Gl'n-

42C, 1860.

Poey, Enuiiuu'atio,

Jordan & Gilbert,

416.

7'J,

1875;

Jordan

.V

Gilisekt, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Syuopsis, 433, 1883.

TRACHURUS,

Raiinesque.

(Saukels.)
lyavhnrns, llAFiNESQi'E, Iiiilico d'lttiologia Siciliana, 20, 1810,
D-iichiiriif:,

CuviEK, Kegiie Animal, Ed.

1,

{Iracliiinif).

1817, (Irachnnis).

Body rather elongate, somewhat compressed, not elevated, tapering to
a slender caudal peduncle, which is as broad as deep. Scales present, not
very small. Lateral line armed throughout with plates, those on the
caudal peduncle larger and spinous an accessory dorsal branch to the
lateral line.
Snout rather long. Mouth moderate. Minute teeth mostly
in single series on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Dorsals 2, the first preceded by a procumbent spine. No finlets. Two strong spines before the
anal, connected by membrane. Pyloric cceca numerous. About 4 species
known found in all warm seas, {rpaxovfioc, the ancient name of Trachurua
;

;

trachurus;
<i.

from

Body elongate,

rpa^^yf,
little

rough

;

oi'pa, tail.

compressed, the depth 5 in length

number, the heiglit of the anterior scutes

},.^

;

scutes about 96 (50

+ 46 to 48)

that of the posterior and about

2],:^

in
in

diameter of eye; curved part of lateral line scarcely shorter than straight part; maxillary 2% in head, reaching just beyond vertical from front of eye; lining of opercle
scarcely blackish.
aa.

picturatu.s, 1302.

Body comparatively deep and

compro8.sed, the depth 4 to

i% in

(34 to 36 4- 36 to 38) in numl)er, the anterior scutes scarcely

length; scutes about 72

lower than

tlio posterior,

their height about 1}^ 'f diameter of eye; length of curved part uf lateral line 1? to
I5 in straight part; maxillary reaching past front of pupil, 2'^ to 2J in head; lining
of opercle blacki.sh.
trachuriis, 1303.

1302.

TKACHUBUS PICTUBATUS

(Bowdich).

(Horse-mackerel; Xiirel.)

Head

depth

D. VIII-I, 31; A. H-I, 27; scales 50 -}- 47 in CaliSimilar to Trachurus trachurus, but
slenderer and less compressed and reaching a much larger size. Arch of
lateral line longer, as long as straight part, the junction of the two much
31;

5.

fornia examples, 90 to 108 in others.

tip of pectoral; plates on the anterior part small, crowded, their
height less than half eye. Length 2 feet. Warm seas, especially common
on the coast of California, from San Francisco southward to the Galapagos

beyond

Museum.
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not noticed ou tbe coast of Mexico. Alnindant in
Sau Francisco, where it is a food-fish of good
quality. Also widely distributed in the open sea, reaching the Mediterranean and New Zealand. It has not been recorded from the east coast of
either North or South America, where Triichurus trachunisis the only wellknown species, even this being rare. The California species may prove
separable from the Atlantic form, in which case it would stand as Truchurun
no difference is, however, known to us. Liitkeu
symmetrivns, Ayres
records specimens from the West Indies, Azores, and Chili, {picturatiis,
Islands and Chili

summer

;

iu the markets of

;

(Eu.)

pictured.)

Excursion to Madeira,

Seriolu pictnrata, BowDicii,

Caranx picturalns, Jordan

&

Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

l'2;i,

iig. 27,

1825,

Trachmiin picturatns, Steindachner, Iclith. Berich., v, 34, 18C8;
Nat. Mus., 1882, 358;

Jordan

A;

Madeira.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 269.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

Jordan &

Nat. Mus., 1883,

S.

GiMiEiiT, Proc.
I'Jl;

Jordan

ic

U

S.

Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 911, 1883.
Caraiix trachnrns, "douxienii^ subdivision,"

CcviER & Valencienn'ks,

Ilist.

Nat. Poiss.,

iii,

17.

Mediterranean; Valparaiso.

1833,

Caranx ciwieri, Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc.Lond., ii, 1837, 183, Madeira.
Caranx sijmmetricus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci., i, 1855, 02, San Francisco.
Tiiichimis fallax, Capello, Catal. Peix. Portugal, 310-318, 1SC7, Lisbon.

Trachurm

rissoi,

Giglioli, Catalogo degli Anfibi e Pesci

Italiaiii, 27, 1880,

Italy; based ou Caranx

atnia, KiSSO.

Caran.c (Trachurns) cuvieri,

Steindachneu, Ichth.

Beitr.,

ii,

16, ls76.

Trachurus cuvieii, LuTKEN, Sjiolia Atlantica, 126, 1880.
Trachurtts syimnelricvs, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 261.

1303.

TRACHUKUS TRACHURUS

(Liniiaus).

(Saurel; Gascon.)

Head 3| depth 4 eye large, equal to snout, 4 in head. D. VIH-I, 29
Body more compressed and deeper than in the
A. II-I, 28; scales 40 -f 37.
Head rather long. Mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching
jireceding.
;

;

;

the front of eye. Arch of lateral line short, reaching scarcely beyond jiectoral, Ii in straight part, the plates high, nearly as high anteriorly as
posteriorly, their height more than half eye. Greenish, sides silvery; a
dusky opercular spot. Length 1 foot. North Atlantic chiefly on the

and Naples it is very rare on our coast,
recorded from Newport, K. I., Pensacola, and Cape San Lucas. A third
species, Trachurus viecHterraneus, not known from America, largely replaces
(Eu.)
it in southern Europe.
coasts of Europe, south to Spain

;

LiNN^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 298, Mediterranean Sea; after Scomber
Artedi; D. VIII, 34; probably iiicludes Trarlninis iiiedik-nuiieiiti*
Trachurus Irachirns, Bloch, Naturgescli. IcUthyologia, li, 138, pi. 3G, 1784; good figure aud

Scomber

Iraclmntf:,

lineadaterali acvleala of

description of tbe northern species, here called trachurus.

& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 11, 1833.
Steindachner, Ichth. Berich., v, 32, 1868; Jordan A- Gilbert, Proc. U.
Nat. Mus., 1882, 269; GCnther, Cat. (in part), il, 419, 1860.

Caranx trachurus, CuviER
Trachurus

(nic/iMrH.'i,

S.

* It is possible that the specific name trachurus, being based entirely ou Mediterranean specimens, should bo transferred to the commonest species of that region, now called IVachurus mediIn that case the name Trarhurns semispinosiK (Nilsson) is probably to be retained for
the form here called Trachurus trachurus, which ranges farther northward than the others.
Bloch's description of trachurus belongs to this form, and probably two or three species were confounded by Artedi and LinnEeus, as by very many later writers.

terraneus.

—Fishes of North

Jordan and Evermann.
1

Caranzomtmrn yhimierimms, Lac£i>£i>e, Hist. Nat. Poiss,,

iii,

84, pi.

Atnerica.

911

11,1802; scarculy idouti-

from a fij^ure by Pli'MIEU, supposed to have been made in Martiuique.
'iV(it7mrH.s saioMs, Kafinesque, Indice d'lttiol. Siciliaria, 20, 1810; ba-scd on Scomber trachunm of
LiNN.Kiss; Jordan &. Gilbert, Syuopsis, 911, 1883; Jouda.n ^t Gili!Ei;t, Proc. U. S. Nat.
fiable;

Mus., 188a, 191.

Scandinavia.
seas of Europe; after

Cdiiaix seinispinosus, NlLssON, Prodr. Icbtliyol. Scand., 84,18.32,

Gronow,

Tiiuliuriis emopiEus,
lulfirali

Cat., Ed. Gray, 1854, 125,

curvo oinnino loricata of

Tiachuriis Uimiei,

Scumbc-r

liiiea

Gronow.

Boliusliins Fauna, 421, Bohuslan, Sweden.
Lutken, Spolia Atlautica, 125, 1880.

Malm,

2Vac/iKn(s Iriwhunis,

417.

TRACHUROPS,

Gill.

Trachurops, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 431, 1862, (cnimoioplilhidiuus).

more elongate form and
which has a deep crossfurrow at its junction with the isthmus, with a tieshy projection above
the furrow.
Species few, found in all warm seas.
{lYachurus uip,
This geuuH

is

close to Caranx, differing iu the

especially iu the structure of the shoulder girdle

;

appearance.)
1304.

TRACHUROPS CRUMBiNOPHTHAL.lIUS

(GOGGLER

Head

depth 3i

BlG-EYED SCAD

;

;

GOGGLE-EYE JaCK

(Bloch).

ChICHARRO.)

;

D. VIII-I, 26 A. II-I, 22 scutes 35. Body
oblong elongate, little comjiressed, the back not elevated. Head elongate,
rather pointed, the lower jaw projecting maxillary reaching past the
front of the eye, which is very large, longer than snout, much deeper
3i

;

eye

;

3.

;

;

;

than the cheeks, and greater than the interorbital width. A single series
of small teeth in each jaw verj' weak teeth on vomer and palatines; a
patch of teeth on tongue. Shoulder girdle near isthmus with a fleshy
projection, in front of which is a deep cross furrow adipose eyelid largely
developed. Scales comparatively large. Cheeks and breast scaly. Gill
rakers long, numerous. Lateral line scarcely arched, its scutes weak, but
;

;

Dorsal spines slender; free anal spines strong; pectorals
about ly in head. An angle at lower posterior part of
opercular region as iu Clupea. Bluish olive above, silvery below, a faint
opercular spot. Length about 2 feet. Both coasts of tropical America,
occasionally north to Cape Cod common iu the West Indies and on the
west coast of Mexico specimens examined by us from Cape San Lucas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, and Panama. We are unable to see any difference
between the Pacific Coast form Trachurus brachychinis, Gill, and the ordinary crumenojilithuhuuis. Specimens from Havana, Acapulco, and Mazatlan
agree perfectly. Also found on the coast of Africa and in most tropical
little

cariuated.

falcate, shortish,

;

;

seas.

(trwHit'H((,

purse;

o(p(hiAfi6r,

eye.)

Scomber a-umenophDuilmus, Blocii, Iclithyol.,
Stoiiiher p)itmie)-i,

Bloch, Ichtbyol.,

Scomber hnlanlinplilhahuus, Block
Car<mx macrophthalmus, Agassiz,

pi. 343, 1793,

pi. 344, 1793,

& Schneider,
Spi.x,

Pise

Acara

in

Sy.st.

ISra.s.,

Iihtb., 29, 1801,

crtimettopluhalmuii, LAcfipfiuE, Hist. Nat.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 02, 1833;

erally; GiNTiiER, Cat.,

II,

Poiss., iv,

Cape San Lucas.

1(<7, IWi.i;

Jordan \ Giluert, Syuoposis,

429, 180U.

Guinea.

107, 1829, Brazil.

Trachurops brachychirm. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1862, 2G1,

Caranx

Guinea.

Antilles.

434;

\- Valenciennes,
and of recent writers gen-

Civif.r

yiU
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Jordan & Gii-bert, Proc. U. S.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Museum.

Trachiiroj}S cnimenophlliabuus,

Nat. Mus., 196, 1883.

Caninx 2ilumUri, CuviEU

ix, 05, 1833.

Tnwhuro^s 2ilmium, I'uEY, Enumoratiu,

78, 1875.

HEMICARANX,

418.

Bleeker.

airangop/s* GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1862, 431, (fahatas).
Ileiiiiiiiiiiiij;*

Bi.EEKEK, Versl. Kon. Ak. Wet., xiv, 134, 1802,

(iii(tr<imalHs).

Maxillary very narrow, its greatest width scarcely J ej'e head small.
Teeth uuiserial, few or none on vomer or palatines. Dorsal and anal tins
very low anteriorly, not falcate, their bases with a conspicuous sheath of
scales.
Lateral line more or less arched in front, the plates small and
numerous. Tropical seas. Allied to Caranx, ditt'ering chietly in the narrow maxillary. The American species are all rare and need further com;

parison.

half

(?///t,

Arch of lateral

u.

line

Caranx.)

;

very strong,

its

height more than V3

ita

length; base of pectoral merely

dusky; head very small; caudal lobes very unequal.
<.<(.

Arch of lateral line
h.

less

convex,

its

height not }.

its

amblviuivnchus, 1305.

length;t caudal lobes subequal.

Base of pectoral with a large jet-black area; sides In adult not barred; head small.

ATRIMANUS, 1306.
('/(.

liaso of pectoral vvithout

Head about

c.

in length

;

scutes of lateral line mostly armed.

Soft dorsal with 30 rays; anal with 22.

d.
dil.

cc.

'i]/^

black blotch; sides barred with black; head rather large.

secundus, 1307.

Soft dorsal with 28 rays; anal with 24.

Head

130.5.

3 in length

;

furthii, 1308.

scutes feebly armed.

HEMICARANX AMBLTRHYNCHUS

leucurus, 1309.

(Cuvicr

&

Valenciennes).

Head 4^^; depth 2i eye large, as long as snout, 3i in head. D. VII-I,
28; A. II-I, 25; shields 50. Arch of lateral line very strong, its height
;

its length, which is much less than half length of straight
Body oval, much compressed, with the axis nearly uudway between
the back and belly profile very convex. Mouth %'ery small, oblique, the
maxillary reaching little past front of orbit. Head small, short, about as

more than i

part.

;

deep as long. Gill rakers shortish, rather strong, 20 below arch, anal spines
more than a
third longer than the lower. Lateral scutes numerous, very strong.
Teeth rather strong, in one series in each jaw teeth on tongue few or
none; those on vomer and palatines minute, deciduous; scales small;
cheeks naked,, breast scaly; lateral line strongly arched, the arch about J
the straight portion scaly sheaths of dorsal and aual very high, extending the whole length of fin. Pectoral falcate, little longer than head,
reaching anal. Greenish above, with blue reflections; sides and below
golden or dark silvery; caudal fin j^ellow, inner edge of upper lobe
black; base of pectoral dusky; a black axillary spot opercle faintly
blotched. Tropical America from Cape Hatteras to Brazil rather common in the West Indies, occasional on the coast of Carolina and Florida.
(«/x/i/.i'f, blunt; (ivyxoQ, snout.)
small, the second longest; upper lobe of the caudal falcate,

;

;

;

;

*

We

have no means of knowing which of these two names has priority of date.

llcmicaranx was
•j-

first

printed,

Character not verilied in Urmit-aranx secundus.

Apparently

Jordan and Ever ?na fin.
Curwi.i-

amblyrhynchm, CuviEE

GiiNTiiEii, Cat.,

II,

— Fishes of North America.

& Valenoiennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 100,

\<\.

913

248, lb33, Brazil-

411, 1860.

HoLnuooK, Iclitli. South Carolina, 94, 18G0, Charleston.
Caranx heleropi/gm, Poey, Memorias, ii, 344, 1861, Cuba.
Cnraiix falculus,

Carangt^ps heieropijgits, Poey, Enumeratio, 77, 1875.

1306

HEMICARANX ATRIMANL'S

(.Jordan

&

Gilbert).

Head 4; depth 2:. D. VI-I, 29; A. II-I, 25; scales 60 (all plates).
Body regularly elliptical, compressed and mnch elevated, the dorsal and
ventral curves about equal, and the greatest depth of body nearly in the
middle of length, exclusive of caudal peduncle. Head small, short, and
low, its depth rather less than its length, the upper profile descending
gently to the sharp snout jaws about equal; premaxillaries anteriorly
about in the axis of body maxillaries narrow, reaching slightly beyond
anterior margin of orbit, 3f in head; each jaw with a single regular
series of very small, close-set teeth, without larger teeth; no teeth on
vomer, palatines, or tongue. Eye moderate, slightly longer than snout,
;

;

Gill rakers
li in iuterorbitai width; occiput with an evident carina.
moderate, about 15 on the anterior limb, the longest half the diameter of
orbit.
Head naked, with the exception of a patch of scales on the temporal region. Distance from snout to origin of spinous dorsal less than
length of pectorals dorsal spines slender and fragile, the highest equaling distance from snout to front of pupil; a well-developed antrorse
spine before dorsal
soft dorsal and anal similar, not falcate, the rays
regularlj^ deci'easing from the first; highest soft ray of dorsal about half
distance from snout to base of pectoral, and somewhat longer than the
highest ray of anal
free anal spines little developed
dorsal and anal
each depressible into a very high sheath of scales, which leaves only the
last two or three rays uncovered
caudal fin wide, well forked, the upper
lobe evidently longer and more falcate than the lower, but less produced
than in Hemicaranx nmhJiirhyncJius, the longest ray about *• length of rest
offish; pectoral fin very long and falcate, reaching opposite to base of
seventh ray of anal, about half longer than head; ventrals rather long,
reaching beyond vent and slightly more than halfway to front of anal.
Breast entirely covered with very fine thin scales ; upper part of sides
anteriorly with irregular series of scales which are not well imbricated;
lateral line with a strong curve anteriorly (but less arched than in CarUHX amhlyrhynchus), the height of the curve | of its length, which is a
little more than half length of straight portion
the line becoming
abruptly' straight opposite front of anal plates of lateral line developed
along entire length of straight portion, the plates not large, the height
of the largest one not more than half diameter of eye.
Color blackish
olive above, dusky yellowish below with a silvery luster; top of head,
snout, and a large diffuse blotch on upper part of opercle black cheeks
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and lower parts of head thickly dusted with large brown points vertical
fins dusky, the caudal and anterior rays of anal with much greenish
yellow; ventrals largely white
pectorals dusky olive, the axil and a
large black blotch on both sides of the fin at base jet black, the blotch
;

;

F. N. A.

59

Museum.
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covering the base of all the rays of pectoral except tlie lower, and
exteiuliiig on the fin for a distance greater than \; length of lin inside of
month and lining of oi>ercle8 not black. Length 12 inches. A single
specimen (Type, No. 29,341) was taken in the Bay of Panama, {aicvi
black; mainis, hand.)
;

Caranx

ulriiiiamis,

Jordan A

Gii.hert, Bull. U.

S. Fisli

Comin.,

HEMICARANX SECINDUS

1307.

(SeGUNDO

Head

;

i,

1881, 308,

Panama.

(Poey).

V(JI,ANTIN.)

depth 3. D. VII-I, 30; A. II, I, 22 eye
4i in total with caudal
Body oval, moderately elevated, the curve of the front a little
5 in head.
;

;

greater than that of throat.

Maxillary reaching first fourth of eye;
adipose eyelid well developed scales very small; pectoral long, falcate,
the bucklers of lateral line beginning opposite its point, large and
numerous; curve of lateral line not described. Caudal lobes not widely
separated, jirobably subequal; dorsal and anal without salient lobe. Pale
violet above, white below; sides with 6 broad dark bauds, lost with age;
throat blackish. Ca'ca 20.
fins mostly blackish, the caudal greenish
Cuba; not very common, reaching a weight of 3 pounds; used as food.
(Poey); not seen by us. (dccuncliif!, second, from the Spanish name Sojiintlo.
" J'ignore le motif qui I'a fait nommer ainsi." Poey.)
;

;

—

Caranx seatndns, Poey, Memorias, il, 223, 1860, Cuba. (Coll. Poey.)
Carangops setimdns, Poey, Synopsis, 367, 1867.
CaruHx fuxcialns, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 70, 1833, Mexico; on adnivving by MociGNO & LESsfi; a banded species, with angle of lateral line under front of soft

.*

dorsal.

HEMICARANX FURTHII

1308,

Head 3^
57.
Body

(Steindachner)

depth 2; eye 3^ in head. D. VIII-I, 28; A. II-I, 24; scutes
deep, strongly compressed, the back arched, the ventral line
little curved. Maxillary reaching pupil. Dorsal and anal fins rather high,
but the anterior rays not exserted beyond the rest highest rays of dorsheath at base of dorsal little developed causal, 1* in length of head
dal fin not deeply forked pectoral moderate, as long as head, twice length
of ventral curve of lateral line not quite twice in straight part. Scutes
small, but each ending in a spine. Teeth slender, rather long, uniserial
above and below
no teeth on vomer or palatines. Body everywhere
finely punctulate, with 6 rather sharply defined broad dark bars, besides
one on the head pectoral and caudal yellowish other fins dawk gray
axil with some dusky
caudal fin pale. Pacific coast of tropical America,
known from three specimens, the largest 5 inches long, from Panama.
(Steindachner.) Perhaps not distinct from Caranx leacurus. (Named ibr
Ignatius Furth, Austrian Consul at Panama.)
Caranx fiirlhU, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., iv, 12, 187.5, Panama, (('oil. Fiirtli.)
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1309.

Head

3; depth

2.

HEMICARAXX LEUCURUS

D. VIII-I,

2f^;

(Giinther).

A. II-I, 24 to

2(5;

scutes 50; snout

rather obtuse, the jaws e(iual, the maxillary reaching past front of eye

Jordan and Everinann.
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Teeth uuiserial, very small, none on palate.

Lateral line with a seniicirwhich is If to 1.^ in straight part its angle
helow front of second dorsal and with about 50 small low shields, but few
of which have depressed spines. Pectoral reaching anal spiues. Brownish
gray, body with 6 dark-brown vertical bauds, the hrst behind base of
pectoral, the fourth from middle of soft dorsal a large black spot on
opercle dorsal, anal, and ventral black pectoral and caudal pale. Two
specimens, each 3 inches long, from Panama. (Giinther.) {ItvKor, white
cular arch, the leugtli of

;

;

;

;

ovpa, tail.)
Caran,c ?e«CHr»s, GiJNTiiEU, Proc. Zocil. Soc.

Dow); GOntiieu,

Fisli.

Ccntr Anier.,

London,

43(1,

ISfili;

lS(il, 'J4,

Panama;

Jiiudan & Uiliiekt,

(I'oll.

Pro<-.

('ii|il.

U.

.S.

.lulm

IM.

Nat. Mus.,

18«:i, 1'J4.

419.

CARANX,'

Lacepede.

(Ckevallks.)
Cara>ix

(Commeuson) Lacepede,

Hist. Nat. I'uiss.,

iii,

.57, 1.S02,

{intcliiirits,

speciosiis,

caranrjKs,

riihet; etc.).

Cariiiu;

Kafinesque, Caratteri Alcuui Nuovi Generi,

41, 1810, (tiist reetrictiou to J'enhiu, ruber;

etc.).

Triaoplerus,
CaraiKjus,

Rafinesque, Caratteri,

41, 1810,t (carangus

—

hippos).

Griffith, Cuvier's Nat. Hist. Fishes, 335, 1837, (based on Les Carangites of CuviEli;

type Curmt.K carangus).

SwAiNSON, Class'n Fishes, 11, 247, 1839, (melanoplei-a).
SwAiNSON, Class'n Fishes, 248, 1839, (Wtiri parah, IiiJSSEi.h
nlgripiHuls, Day; spc'cics
with tho teeth uniserial on jaws and tongue only; body fusiform; shields numerous; dorsal

f Argiirh'pes,

=

Alepi's,

low).

*The proper typo of the genus Caranx seems to be Scomber ruber, Bloch. The name Carmix
was iipparently recorded in manuscript by Commerson, who applied it to ('iirun.c speciomn. In
printed nomenclature Ciiran.x; was first used by Lacepede, wlioadopted tho name from Commerson
applying it to a large group containing among other sjiecies Iriichiirus, <yir<iiiiju>i, xpfcinsns, ferdati,
and rnhi-r. This genus was next further limited by Ratinesiiue in the following words:
" lo ho creJuto dovere dividero in ijuattro generi, il genera Caranx dei moderni ittiidogi die ho
nominati 'Ihichunis, Caraitx, Ti'icropteriis, e Ifiipodis; e questi tre ultimi nun offeriscono veruno
specie Siciliauo; HipoibiK (//(/porfw) diflerisce dal Trachurm nell' avere due ale anali, e il Curaiix
nell' avete un raggio o spine sciolto fra le due ale dorsali ed il Tricropterus nell' averne tre
forniti ognuno d'una membrana alare."
These characters are all partly fallacious and of no sy-'teraatic importance. All of them are
taken from liacepede's analytical key. We must turn to Lacepede'a work to find their significance.
2>0(7«<n(S evidently corresponds to Lacepede's "premier sous-genre," Scomber trtwlinnia
being its type.
Caiaiij; corresponds to the "second sous-genre," including the species J'enlau,
ruber, g;i:::,simsi(n, auil korab.
Hypodia (vnui, below; 5i?, two; two free anal spines or finlets) is
'lYicoplerus is based
based on Scomber glaucns, L.
Lichia glaiicit, Cuvier, a European species.
on CaroKj; car«»yi(a, and is therefore synonymous with the later Curaiigiis of Griffith and Caranytts
of Girard.
Among their " Cara)i.r propre('(nrinxis next further restricted by Cuvier & Valenciennes.
mentdits" are two species, /"fiv/im and rubrr, placed in Caranx bj' both Uatinesque and I/.icepede.
retained as the type, unless we are to return to the
One of these two species should apparently
manuscripts of Commerson for our understanding of the group. In Swainson's work, in 1839,
As trachiinis, yjicriosux, and caningm,
ruheris still retained in connection with the name Caranx.
species heretofore taken by authors as typos of Caranx, arc none of them available for this jiurpose because all of them were referred to other genera by Kafine,-<(iue. we must apiiareutly
choose between ruber nuii ferdau. We therefore select Caranx ruber as type of the ginus.
Gill in 1802 adopted specirjaus as the type of Caranx because this was tho only species mentioned
by Commerson, from whose manuscripts Lacepede adopted tho name Caranx. Tt is not, however,
evident that Lacepede regarded this siiecios as his type. If, however, wo shouhlatlopt this view,
the name Caranx would supersoilo llnaOianodon and the genus hero called Caranx would become
Tricroplerun.
The name Caranx in really derived from Carangue, and several writers have taken
Caranx carangu'i an its type. This arrangement seems to us not tenable. Its adoption would
shift tho names of the subgenera, Caranx taking tho jilace of Tricopterus.

=

W

t Hiipodi^, Uafinesque, /. c. (based on Scomber glancuK, L.), is equivalent to Lichia, us
nesque's genus llypacantus, I. c, 43.
Lichia is of later date.

is

also Bafi-
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Selar,

Bi.eekkr,

Verliatiill.

Museum.

batav. Gouootsi-h., xxiv, 1851, {hoops; teeth in one row;

teetli

on

palate).

Bleeker,

LfioyloKxtix,

I.

c, (canmgoides; teeth iu one row; tectli on

vomer and

iialatinen,

none on

tongue).
Vraspis,

Bleekkk,

/.

Leptasph, Bi-eeker,

c, (carangoidcn; teeth 2-rowed in jaws only).
1.

c,

(leptolejns;

uniserial teeth on lower

jaw and tongue; none on

upjier jaw

or palate).
Selaroiilvs,

Bleekbr, /. c, (leptolepis).
Bleekeu, Bijdragen Ichthyol. Fauna Celebes,

Carantjichlhijst,

some

species allied to

?<i/h.<;

iii,

760,

about 1852,

{lypiis;

j-oung of

preopcrcle serrate; teeth in several rows, outer enlarged; teeth

on vomer, palatines, and tongue).
CaranguK, Gieakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, 108, (esciilentut'=hippos).
Paralraclns, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G2, 432, [pusipietns=crysoii).

Body ovate

or oblong, compressed, the

elevated, sometimes little arched.

back sometimes considerably
or rather large, more

Head moderate

Mouth moderate or large, oblique maxillary broad,
with a well-developed supplemental bone, extending to below eye. Premaxillaries protractile. Teeth developed in one or few series, unequal,
or at least not iu villiform bands. Villiform teeth usually present on
vomer, palatines, and tongue, wanting or deciduous in some species.
Eye large, with an adipose eyelid. Dorsal spines
Gill rakers long.
rather low, connected; second dorsal long, usually elevated in front both
Anal fin similar to second dorsal and nearly
tins depressible in a groove.
as long, preceded by two rather strong spines, its base longer than the
abdomen. Caudal fiu strongly forked, the peduncle very slender. VenScales present, mostly
tral fins moderate; pectorals falcate; no finlets.
very small. Lateral Hue with its jiosterior portion armed with strong
bony plates, which grow larger on the tail, each plate armed with a spine
a short dorsal branch of lateral line usually present. Preopercle entire
in the adult, serrate in the young, usually with a membranaceous border.
Species very numerous iu all warm seas, most of them valued for food.
As here understood, this genus includes a considerable variety of forms,
diflering in the dentition and in the shape of the body. Its members seem,
however, to form a natural series. (Name a corruiitiou of the Portuguese
Jcarauua, French Caranguv. Lac^pede, however, claims to derive it from
Kcipu, head, "a cause de Fespece det prominence que proseute leur tete,
de la force de cette partie, de I'eclat dont elle brille, et d'ailleurs pour
annoncer la sorte de puissance et de domination qne plusieurs osseux de
ce genre exercent sur uu grand nombre des jioissons qui frdquentent les
rivages." Lac^pede.)
or less compressed.

;

;

;

—

a.

Teeth on vomer and palatines persistent.
h. Soft dorsal and anal low, not muoh elevated in front,

jaws in one or few
Selak:
•.

series, wi^th

little if

at all falcate; teeth in

no canines.

Lateral line strongly arched; arch of lateral line not half as long as straight portion; the angle

under front of

soft dorsal; breast scaly; lateral scutes strong

about 48 in number; scaly sheath of dorsal and anal very deep. Head 3^;
depth 3; second D. I, 24; A. I, 19; sides with broad, dark bars; a black opervinctus, 1310.

cular spot; fius largely yellow.

Caranx
cc.

:

Lateral lino

little

arched,

illaries scarcely

its

curved part not shorter than

reaching front of eye.

its

straight part;

max-

Jordan and Evermann.
(/.
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Opercular spot obsolete; body rather elongate, the depth 3 to 3>^ in length;
snout 3 in head; head 3!/( in body; second D, I, 2G; A. T, 22; shields 25
to 29.

Body

c.

slender, the depth about W):, in length; color dark, chiefly bluish.
UUIiER, 1311.

Body deeper, the

ee.

about

dejith

2' in length; color pale,

mostly golden.

BARTlI0L0M.T;r, 1312.
'i.

and anal ninoh elevated in front and more or less falcate; upper teeth in a
band, the outer enlarged; lower teeth in one series; dorsal sheath of scales not
greatly developed; soft dorsal and anal both rather short.

Soft dorsal

Tricroptehus

(rpeis, three; aKpov, point; Trrepdc, fin;

from the 3

free spines

supposed to

stand between the dorsals):

Breast naked, except a small rhombic area before ventrals;
front of lower jaw; body robust, compressed.

/.

two small canines

in

Opercular spot large; adult with a black spot on pectoral; pectoral 3 in length.
Head 3i^; depth about 3; second D. I, 20; A. I, 10; scutes (developed)
about 25.
HIPPOS, 1313.
Breast entirely covered with small scales.
g.

ff.

Paratractus (n-apa, near; arpaKTo;, spindle):
h. Body subfusiform, the depth less than
the length breast scaly; teeth of outer
seriessmall, not canine-like; a black opercular spot; no spot on pectoral;

%

1.

//.

;

arch of lateral line about half straight part.
crvsos, 1314.
Pectoral fin moderate, rarely longer than head; scutes about 50.
Pectoral fin very long, much longer than head; scutes about 40.
CAnALLU.«, 1315.

CARANniniTHYS, {Caram-, ix^u'?, fish):
hh. Body oblong ovate, the depth more than

the length; outer teeth rather

^--i

strong, lower teeth not canine-like.
j.

General color silvery; vertical
/.-.

Body moderately

fin.s

not

all black.

elevated, the depth in adult

2

to

iy^ in length.

Opercular spot very small or obsolete; no pectoral spot; pectoral
3 in length.
/.

Body rather

elongate, the depth in adult 2J^ in length; dorsal

and caudal fins largely black; eye larger than in C lalm, the
head less obtuse. Head zy^; second D. I, 19; A. I, 15; scutes
MAROINATUS, 1316.

30.
U.

Body moderately

deep, the head bluntish, the

eye small; tho
depth about 2J^ in length; dorsal fin scarcely dusky, caudal
fin pale.
Head3|; second D. I, 20; A. I, 17; scutes 30.
I.

W,-.

AT us, 1317.

Body much

elevated, the depth in adult 2J in length; no dark cross
bands nor opercular spot; a small, dark spot in axil; caudal and

dorsal lobes dusky; curve of lateral line IJ^ iu straight part;
caudal lobes as long as liead; pectoral J longer. Head 3g; depth

ji-

medusicola, 1318.
2J; second D. I, 22; A. II, I, 19; scutes 32.
General color brassy or blackish; vertical fins black; lower teeth not
canine-like.

m. Anterior profile gibbous; head very large; curve of lateral line less

than

%

straight part; second dorsal and anal strongly falcate;

anterior lobe of dorsal about

% head;

length; color nearly uniform black.

D.

I,

21; A. IF,

mm. Anterior

I,

pectonil very long,

Head 3 Vj; depth

luguukis, 1310,

18; scutes 28.

profile scarcely gibbous;

2% in

2= ; second

curve of lateral lino a

little

moro

% straight part; soft dorsal and anal strongly falcate; anterior rays of dorsal % head; pectoral a
more than
I>ody;
than

little

color dark olivaceous or brassy

brown

spots.

scutes about 35.

Head

33--;i;

;

sides

J.^

with many small dark-

depth 2%; second D.

I,

22; A. I, 19;

melampyqus,

1320.

Museum.
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Uraspis (ovpoi, tail; clktitl^, shield):
teeth in jaw subequal, bluntish, in
aa. Teeth ou vomer anil palatines wanting or deciduous
one or two rows; lateral line not strongly arched; soft dorsal and anal low; shields
;

rather few.
II.

Body deep, compressed, the hack and
I,

lidly arched; shields 24 to 30; second P. 1,26; A.

22; opercular spot present.

(U'ara, 1321.

Subgenus SELAR,
1310.

("ARANX VIXCTUS,

Bleekor.

.Jordan

.V

Gilbert.

(COCINERA.)

Head 3i depth 3. Second D. I, 24; A. I, 19; lateral scutes strong,
about 48. Body elongate, elliptical, compressed, upper profile evenly
arched from snout to caudal peduncle, the lower nearly rectilinear from
snout to origin of anal fin upper profile slightly carinate anteriorly.
Width of cheek about equal to diameter of eye. Moutli moderately
oblique, the jaws subequal, the lower scarcely included intermaxillaries
anteriorly about on a level with axis of body, just below level of lower
margin of eye maxillary reaching vertical from front of orbit, 3 in
head; teeth very small, blunt, in a narrow band in each jaw, becoming
a single series in sides of mandible the outer series slightly enlarged
teeth on vomer, palatines, and tongue similar to those on jaws. Gill
rakers very long, numerous, the longest f diameter of orbit, their
number about 10 27. Eye large, less than length of snout, about equaling interorbital width, 4 in head. Adipose eyelid moderately developed.
Preopercle with its posterior margin very oblique, the angle broadly
rounded; preorbital thin, its least width ? diameter of orbit. Spinous
dorsal well developed, the spines high and flexible; the antrorse spine
well developed the fourth spine the longest, the fifth but little shorter
those posterior rapidly decreasing; the fourth spine equaling S length of
head length of longest dorsal ray less than i length of head anal
spines strong, the soft rays a little lower than those of dorsal soft
dorsal and anal entirely received within a very deep membranaceous
scaly sheath, which is } the height of median dorsal rays, and terminating before the ends of the fins, leaving the last 2 rays free the 2 fins
not falcate, the rays regularly decreased from first pectorals very long,
falcate, reaching much beyond origin of anal, and to twelfth lateral
scute; the fins
length of body ventrals reaching to or slightly beyond
vent, which is nearly equidistant from their inner axil and from second
anal spine; caudal lobes not falcate, the upper slightly the longer, a
little less than length of head.
Lateral line with a strong curve anteriorly, the width of which is less than i straight portion; the depth of
curve about i its width plates very strongly developed, extending the
whole length of straight portion of lateral line, which begins under first
dorsal rays; top of head, opercles, jaws, and preorbital scaleless or with
a very few scattering scales; cheeks scaly; breast entirely covered w^ith
fine scales; meraljrane of caudal fin with series of scales.
Color dusky,
bluish above, silvery below, with golden and greenish reflections 8 or 9
vertical dark half bars descend from back to below lateral line, the
;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

i;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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more than twice as wide as
head dusky end of suout black;
a distinct black blotch on upper angle of opercle fins somewhat dusky;
the lower yellow in life; pectoral without spot; axil dusky; anal white
at tip of lobe.
Pacific Coast of Mexico, Mazatlan to Punta Arenas. A
well-marked species, abundant about the entrance to the Gulf of California, its range extending thence to the coast of Central America,
{vinctus,
widest about

diaiueter of orl)it, aiul

eciiialiiig

the light interspaces

;

breast blackish

;

;

;

banded.)
Jordan &

Caraiix iihc/hs,

28365 and 2836G.
Caratix, sp.,

Gii.ueut, Troc. U. S. Nat. Mns., T881, 340,

Coll. Gilbert);

Jordan &

Lav & Bennett, Beochey's Voyage,

Subgenus
l;Jll.

depth

55, 1840,

(Typn, Nos.

;

San Bias; Mazatlan.

CARANX.

CARANX RUBER

(CiBi

Head

Mazatlan

Gti.REiiT, Proc. V. S. Nat. Miis., 1883, 107.

Mancuo

;

(Blocli).

Cakbonero.)

D. VII-I, 26; A. II, I, 22; scutes 25 to 29.
Straight portim of lateral line considerably longer than curved part, 2i
Lateral line not strongly arched; maxillary scarcely reaching
in body.
.S^

;

front of eye

;

3*.

teeth on

vomer and palatines

a few series without canines.

jaws

persistent, those on

Dorsal low,

its

in

anterior rays slightly

Color bluish olive, silvery below, scarcely yellowish
a vaguely defined horizontal stripe of clear blue just below the
dorsal; dorsal yellowish gray, other fins dusky olive, a distinct blackish bar extending along lower lobe of caudal.
West Indies not rare.
{ruier, red, which the species is not; it was originally named from a
drawing erroneously colored.)
falcate, 2^ in head.

in life;

;

Scomber ruber, Blocii, Ichthyologia, plate 342, 1793, Ste. Croix.
Caranx ruber, Bloch & Schneider, Syst, Iclithyol., 29, 18U1; Jordan
Nat. Mns., 1884, 32; Gunther, Cat.,

Caranx

blochii,

Caranx

iridimis,

CuviER & Valenciennes,
PoEY, Memorias,

ii,

ii,

& Gilbert,

Proc. U. S.

430.

Hist. Nat. Poisa., ix, 69, 1833, Ste.

220, 1860,

Croix; sann^ type.

Cuba.

Carangoides iridinus, PoEY, Synopsis, 366, 1868; Poey, Eiuimeratio, 77, 1875.

1312.

CAUAXX BARTHOLOMjEI,
(Yellow Jack

;

Ouvier

*

Valencieuues.

Cini Amarillo.)

Head 8! depth 2*. D. VIII-I, 27 A. 11-1,23 scales 28. Body ovate,
deep and compressed, somewhat elliptical the profile anteriorly not elevated, forming an even curve continuous from the snout to the base of
the dorsal, the snout therefore not blunt. Top of head not much compressed. Premaxillaries on the level of the lower edge <Jf the pupil
maxillary not reaching to opposite the front of the pupil. Teeth rather
small, in a narrow band on each jaw, without distinct canines villiform
teeth on tongue, vomer, and palatines. Cheek about as deep as the eye,
which is rather small, considerably shorter than snout; adipose eyelid
little developed.
Cill rakers long.
Breast entirely scaly soft parts of
the vertical tins densely covered with small scales. Dorsal low, its anterior
rays slightly falcate. Pectoral fin falcate, a little shorter than the head,
;

;

;

;

;

;

Museum.
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reaching past the front of the anal caudal equally forked. Straight
part of lateral line 2* in body, scarcely as long as curved part plates of
lateral line small.
In life, bluish silvery, everywhere strongly washed
with golden, the young with golden spots. Fins all pale yellow; no
black on oi)ercle or lower lobe of caudal. West Indies, occasionally
northward to Florida and North Carolina; common in Cuba. (Named
for the Island of San Cartolom^.)
;

;

Caraiix liartholomiei,

CuviEU & VALENCIENNES,

mew; Jordan &

Carmigoides

cibi,

Bartholo-

Cuba.

Caranxcihi, Poey, Meniorias, n, 224, 1860,

Caranx heani, Jordan, Proc. U.

No. 27372.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 100, 1833, St.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 436, 1833.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 480, Beaufort,

North Carolina.

(Tyjie,

Coll. Gilbert.)

Poey, Synopsis, 366, 1867.

Subgenus
1313.
(CREVALLfi

;

ToRO

;

TRICROPTERUS,
CARANX HIPPOS

Horse Crevallk

;

Eafinesquo.

(Linna-us).

Cayallv

;

Jack

;

JifHTAGUA.)

Head 3A depth 21 lateral line (scutes) about 30. D. VIII-I, 20 A. II-I,
Body oblong, the anterior proiile very strongly arched. Head large
and deep. Mouthlarge, low lower jaw prominent maxillary extending
;

;

;

17.

;

;

Teeth in upper
broad villiform band an outer series of large, wide-set, conical
teeth teeth of lower jaw in one row, a distinct canine on each side of
symphysis; villiform teeth on vomer, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue.
Lateral line with a wide arch, its length li in straight part, the angle
under fifth dorsal ray plates not covering all of straight part. Dorsal
spines short, rather stout gill rakers stout, rather long, 15 below angle.
Occipital keel sharp. Eye not very large. Pectoral falcate, g longer than
head. Breast naked, with only a small triangular patch of scales in
front of ventrals. Caudal lobes equal, nearly as long as head. Olivaceous above sides and below golden a large distinct black blotch on
opercle, bordered behind with pale a large faint black spot on lower
rays of iiectorals, the latter sometimes wanting in young axil of pectoral Avith a black blotch edge of soft dorsal black upper edge of caudal
peduncle dtisky. Warm seas, generallj^ abundant; found on both coasts
of tropical America, north to Cape Cod and Gulf of California, also in
the East Indies; a large and well-known food-fish. More abundant
northward on our coast than any other species of the genus except
Caranx ci-ysos. Easily distinguished by its canines, its naked breast, and
the color markings, {'inno^, horse.)
to nearly opposite posterior border of eye, 2^ in head.

jaw

in a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

170(1, Charleston, South Carolina.
Bloch, Icbthyol., pi. 340, 1793, Antilles. •
Caranx erylhrurue, Lacepeue, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 68, 1802, South Carolina; based on Scmiiber
hippos, LiNN^us.
Caranx daubcntonii, LacIipede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 72, ls()2, Martinique; on a chawiiis by

Scomber hippos, LiNN«us, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 494,
Scomber

caratif/us,

Plvmiek.
Caranx carangua, LACfiPEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Plumier; Cuvier ik Valenciennes,
1860, aud of authors.

iii,

59, 74, 1802,

Martinique; on a drawing by

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 91, 1»33, liiNTiiER, Cat.,

ii,

418,

Jordan and Ever>nann.
Cmanx
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CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 109, 1833, Isle de France.
Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 117, 1833, Vizagapatam; alter

xanlhopygiis,

Caianu; eJcala,

Ekala parah, of RussELL.

Caranx

atililUirum,

Caranx

Bennett, Whalinir Voyage, ii, 282, 1840, 'West Indies.
N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 120, 1842, New York; Holbrook,

DeKay,

deft'iisnr,

Iclitli.

SoiiDi

Carolina, 87, 1800.
Carnnijii!' escHlcidnt:, Giraru, U. S. 5Iex. Bound. Surv.,
tiago, Texas. (Coll. Wiirdemann.)

Caraiigus chrysos, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Caraiix raniims,

Gvntheh,

Curtiiiyits hqipos,

(iI.

23,

Fish. Centr. Amer., 432, 1S(;9,

Brazos San-

Panama.

Phila., 1862, 433,

Sci.

IS.")'.),

young.

Sci. Pliila., 4.34, 1802;

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

xi,

figs. 1-3,

and elsewhere; Poey,

Eni'imeratio,

75, 187r).

Jordan &
Jordan A Gilbert,

Gilbert, Proc. U.

Catai:x hippns,

437;

S.

Nat. Mug., 1882, 269;

Jordan A

(Jilbert, Synopsis,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 200.

Subgenus

PARATRACTUS,

CARANX CKYSOS

1314.

(IIarpTail; Riinner; Jurel

;

Gill.

(Mitchill).

Yellow Mackerel

Cri^valle.)

;

Head Sf; depth 3 J. D. VIII-I, 24; A. II-I, 19; lateral line 50 (scutes).
Body oblong, moderately elevated, the dorsal and ventral outlines about
forming a uniform curve. Snout rather sharp.
below axis of body. Maxillary reaching
about to middle of orbit. Teeth comparatively large; a single series in
lower jaw upper jaw with an inner series of smaller teeth no canines;
teeth on vomer, palatines, and tongue. Eye rather small, shorter than
snout, 3^ in head. Gill rakers long and numerous. Pectoral as long as
head, liarely reaching anal rarely longer than head in certain specimens
from Kej'West, possibly referable to C. cabaU us. Scales moderate; cheeks
and breast scaly. Lateral line with a weak arch anteriorly, which is
about half length of straight portion. Lateral scutes numerous, develGreenish olive, golden
oped on whole straight part of lateral line.
yellow or silvery below a black blotch on opercle; fins all pale. Length
Cape Cod to Brazil generally abundant, common farther
1 foot or more.
north than any of the other species of Caranx a well-known food-fisli
rarely exceeding a foot in length, not found in the Pacific, where it is
replaced by Caranx cabaJlus, (xpvouc, gold.)

equally arched.

Mouth

Profile

slightly oblique, a little

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lit. & Phil. Soc. N. Y., i, 1815, 424, New York.
Cuvier & A'alenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 97, 1833, San Domingo, Cuba,
and Brazil; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop.sis, 435, 1883.
Trachurus Kiiiiamo>:u!i, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 125, 18.54, Carolina.
Caranx cnjms, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna Fishes, 121, 1842; Gvntiier, Cat., ii, 445, 1860.

Scomber
Ciiranx

crijsos,

Mitchill, Trans.

pi!>quiiit<:,

:

Paralractnsjii'uiuiflii.^,

Caranx
sis,

rhriisiif,

GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1802, 432; Poey, Synopsis, 336, 1S68.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 190;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synop-

970, 1883.

1315,

CARANX CABALLUS

(Cocinero

Head

;

CociNERo DoRABO

;

(Giinther).

Jurel.)

depth 3h. D. VIII-I, 24 (22 to 24) A. II-I, 21 (20 or 21^ hiteral line 41 (developed scutes).
Pectoral usually longer and scutes fewer
than in Caranx cryson. Form of C. crysos rather elongate, not greatly
4

;

;

;

:
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compressed; the dorsal and ventral outlines regulai'ly and nearly ecjually
arched a low occipital carina a prominent supraocular ridge. Scales
comparatively large, the scaly sheaths of the vertical fins moderately
developed. Cheeks and upper part of opercles scaled
breast scaly.
Teeth in a narrow band above, those in front somewhat enlarged,
those of lower jaw mostly in one series feeble teeth on tongue, vomer,
and palatines. Mouth rather small, the jaws nearly equal; maxillary
reaching front of pupil, 2i in head. Eye large, 3i in head, the adipose
eyelid well developed. Gill rakers numerous, very long and slender, 28
below angle. Curve of lateral line low, the straight part beginning i;nder
first ray of second dorsal
length of arch If in straight part. Scutes of
Pectoral fins very long, slender, and falcate, their
lateral lino strong.
length considerably more than that of the head, 2| in length of body,
their tips reaching fourth anal ray ventrals short second dorsal and
anal a little elevated in front, the longest ray half length of head, the
last rays of the fin scarcely rising above the scaly sheath. Greenish above,
golden below; a black blotch on the opercle, no spots elsewhere fins
greenish, with faint dusky shades, nowhere distinctly black. Pacific Coast
of tropical America, Cerros Island to Panama, straying northward to San
Diego very common from Guaymas southward. Closely related to C. cri/xofi,
of which it is a representative on the Pacific Coast. Among our specimens
of Caranx crysos from Key West, are some which agree closely with the
type of Caranx cahallus, having the pectoral scarcely shorter; it is not
likely that the two forms can be distinguished as species, and perhaps
not even as varieties, {cahallus, horse; the names Caballo and Horsemackerel are often applied to species of Caranx.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Traehurus boops, Girabd, Pac. R. R. Siirv., Fish., 108, 1858,

San Diego;

not Caranx

hnojjs,

Ci'Vier

& Valenciennes.
Caranx
S.

caballns,*-

GuNTHER,

Fish. Centr. Amor., 431, 1869,

Nat. Mus., 1880, 45G;

Jordan & Gilbert,

Panama; Jordan &

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

GinnERT, Proc.

188,3,

109;

TJ.

Jordan

.t

Gilbert, Synopsis, 435, 1S83.
Caranx girardi,* Steindachner, Ichthyol. Notizen, ix,
hoops,

25, 1869,

San Diego;

based on

iVaclitirus

Girard.

Caranx boops,

Gi'.L, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 261.

Subgenus
1316.

CARANGICHTHYS,

CAUANX MARGINATUS,

BK

eker.

Gill.

Head 3^; depth 2|; eye 3. D. VIII-I, 19; A. II-I, 15; scutes 30. Body
more elongate than in Caranx latus, the back less elevated, and the profile less steep.
Eye larger, 3^ in the young of C. latus of same size.
Teeth moderate, the anterior in both jaws little enlarged maxillary 2 in
head, reaching beyond pupil
teeth and month essentially as in Caranx
latus.
scutes rather
Gill rakers rather long, about 12 below angle
weaker than in C. latus arch of lateral line li in straight part, an
abrupt angle at junction of the two parts which is under sixth dorsal ray
pectoral l- longer than head cheeks and upper parts of opercle scaly
;

;

;

;

;

;

*

We

<\o

not

ther's paper

know

two names of tlio samo date
and probably printed first.

whicli of these

was written

first

;

is

entitled to i)riority.

Giiu-
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scaly sheath of fins little developed. Bluish sides {golden
a very small, black opercular spot and a black axillary spot young sometimes with faint cross bauds; fins all deep golden, especially the anal;

breast scaly

;

;

;

;

dorsal and caudal broadly margined with black, the color covering most
of fin no spot on pectoral. Pacific Coast of Mexico rather common
;

;

Mazatlan
with Cdrnux

recorded from Mazatlau and Panama; long confounded
hitiis, which lives in the same waters?
Caran.r iii(irf)inati(s is
readily known by the slenderer form, dark colors, and larger eye.
(luarat

;

ghialHs, edged.)
Caianx

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

iiiarijifialiis,

1317.
(JUREL

Head 3g
35 scutes.

;

depth

2i.

CAUANX LATUS,
;

Panama.

Phil.i., ISCfi, Ifio,

XUREL

Agaseiz.

HoRSE-EYE JaCK.)

;

D. VIII-I, 22

(Coll. Ciipt. Di>\v.)

;

A. II-I, 16 to 18

lateral line

;

with

Form of Caranx hippos, but the profile not so strongly arched.
Teeth much as in C. hippos, the canines considerably Aveaker. Gill rakers
rather long, about 12 below angle.

Breast scaly. Scutes present on
whole of straight part of lateral line; arched part of lateral line 1| in
straight part
an abrupt angle at junction of the two parts, which is
under third dorsal ray. Pectoral about as long as head maxillary reach:
lug posterior edge of pupil cheek and upper parts of opercles scaly ;

;

;

scaly sheaths of fins little developed.

Bluish sides golden or silvery; a
very small, black opercular spot young sometimes with faint dark cross
bands; fins mostly grayish. Anterior part of soft dorsal fin dusky;
caudal yellow, without black; no spot on pectorals; no axillary spot.
West Indies and all warm seas, occasionally north to Virginia; very
abundant southward; not so common northward as Caranx hippos.
Equally abundant on the west coast of Mexico
our specimens from
Panama, Clarion Island, and Chatham Island apparently not difl^'erent
from West Indian examples. Also common in the East Indies, if Caranx
heheri is the same, as we suppose.
The flesh is sometimes poisonous in
the tropics, giving rise to the disease called Ciguatera, {latus, broad.)
;

;

;

Caranx

latus,

Agassiz, Pise. Bras., 105, 1829, Brazil

;

Jordan & Gilhert,

Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus.,

1883, 200.

Caranx lepbirm, Aqassiz, Pise. Bras., 106, 1829, Brazil GfNTHEn, Cat., ii, 44".
Scomber heheri, Bennett, Fishes Ceylon, pi. 2t), 1830, Ceylon.
Caranx fallax, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. I'oiss., i.\, 95, 18.33, Antilles; Brazil
PoEY, Ropertorio, 328, 1875; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 437, 1883.
CarangnsfaUux, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 433, and elsewhere; Piiev, Synopsis, ,364.
;

;

1868.

Caranx xem, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 105, 1833, Pondicherry.
Caranx forsleri, Cuvier ife Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 107, 1S33, East Indies.
Caranx pertmi, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 112, 1833, East Indies.
Caranx lessoni, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 113, 1833, Malabar.
Caranx helengerl, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 11(5, 1833, Malabar.
Caranx jtaraspixtex, EicUARD.soN, Voy. Erebus and Terror, 136, 1814, Port Essington.
Caranx liippas, Gi'NTllER, Cat., ii, 449, 1860, not Scomber hippoalj.; (Jcntiier, Fishes Ceiitr. Amer.,
431, 1869; Pay, Fishes of Mal.aliar, 86, 1865; GfNTiiER, Fischo derSiidsee, 1.31, Ii};. S), 1S76.
Caranx richardi, IIolbrook, lehthyol. South Carolina, 96, pi. 13, fig. 1, 1860, South Carolina.
Caranx aureus,* Poey, Eniinieratio, 76, 1875, Cuba.
* Caraux aureus, Pney.
Brilliant yellow; silvery below; ventrals straw color; anal yellow; tip
of second dorsal and caudal lolies sreciiish.
Length 10 inches. Seen iu Cuba after north
winds iu winter. Said to difl'or from Vuranx lalus only in color. (Poey.)

—
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Head
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CARANX MEDCSICOLA,

Juniau k Staiks.

D. YII-I, 22; A. II-I, 19 or 18; scutes 32. PecDorsal lobe If in head caudal lobes equal to
Hue \\ in straight part height of arch in
its chord 4.
Eye 4 in head snout 3; maxillary 3; ventral 2\. Body
unusually deep and compressed, deeper than in Caranx Jatus the back
elevated, the belly similarly arched head moderate, deep, the nape arched.
Mouth small, maxillary broad, with broad supplemental bone. Teeth in
moderate bands, the outer enlarged but not can ine-like upper teeth rather
larger than lower and in a broader band. Villiform bands on vomer, palatines, and tongue.
Eye moderate; preorbital rather narrow. Gill rakers
rather long and slender, about 12 below angle of arch. Soft dorsal and
anal with falcate lobes. Caudal well forked, the lobes equal. Pectoral
very long and falcate; veutrals short.
Lateral line rather strongly
curved, with moderate armature.
Breast entirely scaly.
Clear blue
above, silvery below no bands or spots anywhere, except a small, black
axillary spot, and a blue-green patch on back of caudal peduncle pectoral bright yellow; anal and caudal yellow, the lobes blackish caadal
grayish, the lobes black with whitish posterior edge; ventrals yellow
young with a deep-blue spot above the eye in life. Length 6 to 12 inches.
About Mazatlan, on sandy shores; very common; the young of an inch
in length vei\y abundant in the body cavity of a large translucent Jellyfish found about the Venados Islands in January.
(Medusa, a joUy-i\ah;
3?

;

depth 2^

toral i longer than head.
head curve of lateral

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

colo,

to inhabit.)

Caranx meduaicola, Jordan

& Starks,

Rept. Fishes Sinaloa, MS., 1S95,

Mazatlan.

(Coll.

Hojikins

Expedition.)

1319.

CARANX LUGUBRIS,

Poey.

(TiNOSA.)

Head 3^; depth 2?; eye 4^. D. VII-I, 21; A. II-I, 18.
ovate, compressed, deep, the back elevated, but not arched.

Body oblong
Profile gib-

bous from occii)ut forward to above eye, thence straight and steep at a
considerable angle to a point in front of nostrils, whence the snout again
projects at a strong angle. Outline of back nearly straight from occiput
to front of second dorsal, thence declining regularly to caudal peduncle.
Ventral outline nearly straight from lower jaw to origin of anal, the base
of which is placed at a similar angle to that of soft dorsal. Head large,
very deep, deeper than long, occipital ridge not sharp. Mouth large, the
broad maxillary reaching to opposite front of pupil. Lower jaw strong,
the chin projecting when mouth is closed. Teeth in upper Jaw in a narrow
villiform band, with an outer series of larger, conical teeth, 6 to 8 in number on each side, siibequal and regularly arranged. Lower Jaw with a
single series of teethsimilar to the larger teeth of upper jaw, a few smaller
teeth intermixed with them. No difi'erentiated canine teeth. Villiform
teeth on vomer, palatines, and tongue. Gill rakers rather long, close-set,
Eye large, with a distinct adipose eyelid, its diameter
i diameter of eye.
equal to that of the broad preorbital, which is wider than maxillary.

Jordan and E7}ermann.
Cheeks closely scaled
O'percle

scaled.

and

925

naked below a few scales on subbody not very small; breast closely
with a moderate curve anteriorly, becoming 8trai"-ht
opercles mostly

;

;

Scales on

interopercle.

Lateral line

— Fishes of North America.

at front of anal, the length of the arch being less than

3 that of straight
part; greatest depth of arch about ^ its length. Armature of lateral lino
beginning at the curve the plates rather large, very broad, 28 in number.
Fins with very few scales or none. Spinous dorsal moderate, the spines
;

spine stout and free, nearly horizontal. Second
more than half length of its base. Posterior part of fin rather low, rising well above its low basal sheath of scales
rather strong,

its last

dorsal falcate, the longest rays

which terminates near middle of

anal similar to soft dorsal, its
Free anal spines moderate.
Caudal lobes rather broad, equal, not very long, the upper as long as from
fin

anterior rays more than half base .of

;

fin.

snout to edge of opercle, depth of fin from tip to tip about equal to
depth of head. Ventral fins short, not filamentous, as long as from snout
Pectoral extremely long, falcate, reaching to tenth
to end of maxillary.
plate of lateral line, or about to seventh anal ray, its length 2| in that of
body, less than greatest depth of body. Color sooty blackish, nearly
uniform, the belly not paler than back. A black spot at angle of opercle,
none on pectoral. Ventrals, anal, and dorsal wholly black, as are the
shields of lateral line.

Length

18 inches.

Rocky

islands in the tropics,

both in the Atlantic and Pacific. We have compared our specimens from
Clarion Island, Revillagigedos, with one of Poey's specimens from Cuba,
and with specimens obtained by Dr. Streets. These differ somewhat in
form and in the height of fins, but we have no doubt that all belong
to the same species, this being another of those common to the two coasts
of troi)ical America. The species is rather common about Cuba, where it
is regarded as poisonous, and its sale in the markets is forbidden,
(hu/ubris,
mournful, from its dark color and especially its bad reputation, associated
with the dread Ciguatera, a disease arising from fish poisoning.)
Scomber

ascenriouis,

which may be
Caranx

hignhris,

1881, 227;

PoET, Memoriae,

ll,

Jordan & Gilbert,
Poey, Memorias,

Caranx

frontalis,

Caranx

a^ceusionix,

432, 1860;

Bloch & Schneider,

Syst. Ichth., 33, 1801; not Scomber ascensioms of Osbeck,

Carunj- gitara.
222, 1860,

Cuba; Jordan

it

Gilbert, True. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 201.
ir,

222, 18G0,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Cuba.

Uist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 102, 1833;

Gunther,

Cat.,

ii,

GtiNTHER, Fische Stidsee, XI, 132, pl.85, 1876; Gunther, Voy. Challenger, Shore

Fishes, 4,5,1880.

Carangus higubris, Poey, Synopsis, 365, 1868.

1320.

Head

CARANX MELAMPIGUS,

3^; depth 2f

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

eye 2 in length of snout, li in depth of broad preorbital, 2i in postorbital part of head, and 2 in interorbital area.
Second
D. I, 22; A. I, 19; scutes about 35. Body oblong ovate, compressed, the
back arched, the profile not steep, the curve from snout to dorsal being a
nearly regular arc; ventral outline nearly straight from the chin to front
of anal, where an angle is formed with the ascending base of the anal.
Head moderate, compressed, not blunt in profile, the occiput and interorbital region elevated and considerably carinated. Mouth moderate.
;

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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low, oblique, the lower jaw pioniiiieiit, scarcely projecting beyond npper
maxillary barely reaching to opposite front of small eye. Upper jaw with
a band of villiform teeth, in front of which isarowof strong teeth, about
10 on each side, the anterior largest, larger than in most species, but
hardly canines. Lower jaw with a single row of rather large teeth, irregularly placed much smaller than the larger teeth of the upper jaw villiform
teeth on vomer, palatines, and tongue. Eye small, placed high and far back
adipose eyelid small. Cheeks and upper part of opercles with small scales
Gill rakers long and strong, as long as eye.
Scales
rest of head naked.
rather small; breast closely scaled; lateral line not strongly arched,
becoming straight opposite front of anal, its curved part \\ in length of
straight part. Plates on anterior portion of straight part scarcely dilierent from ordinary scales those on posterior portion moderate, with high
keels and appressed spines; 37 plates in all, counting from beginning of
;

;

;

;

;

straight part.

Spinous dorsal moderate, the spines slender, rather high.

Procumbent spine obsolete. Soft dorsal low, falcate in front, the longest
ray little more than half base of fin, or 1^ in length of head. Anterior
part of fin with a distinct scaly basal sheath, which becomes obsolete at
about the fourteenth ray. Anal fin similar to soft dorsal, a little shorter
and lower, its scaly sheath more developed free anal spines moderate.
Caudal fin widely forked, its lobes subeijual, \\ in head, distance from
Pectorals long aud falcate,
tip to tip more than length of either lobe.
their tips reaching sixth anal ray, longer than head, and a trifle
;

less

than greatest depth of body.
Coloration in

torals.

sjiirits

Ventrals short, \ length of pecolivaceous; dark above; pale below, but

top of head clear olivaceous opercular spot obsolete
lower jaw soiled golden no pectoral spot base of pectoral somewhat
dusky small irregular dark-brown spots, smaller than the pupil and
irregular in size, scattered without order over the body, rather most
numerous about pectorals. Caudal fin dusky, esiiecially on its posterior
edge dorsal aud anal dusky, their lobes black ventrals dusky at tip
pectorals olivaceous. Pacific Ocean, about islands in mid-ocean, widely
Our specimen from Socorro Island of the Revillagigedo
distributed.
group. (/ziAof, black TTDy^, rump.)

nowhere silvery

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 116,
GiiNTHEB, Cat., II, 440, 1860; Gunther, Fisclie der Sudaee, 133, pi. 86,
U. S.Nat. Mils., vu, 69, 1877; Jordan & Gilbert, Proe. U.S. Nat. Mus,,

Caranji:. melamjii/tjux,

18:i3,

East Indies.

1876; Streets, B\i11;
1881, 230;

Jordan &

GiLiiERT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 201.
Ouran.r slelhduf,

Eyuoux & Souleyet, Voy.
KuPPELL, Neue Wirbelthiere,

Bonite, Poiss., 167, 1840,

Ciiraiix bixanlhopterux,

49, 1837,

Subgenus URASPIS,
1821.

CARANX GUAKA
(

"EN.XARfio."

Hawaiian

Islands.

Sea.

Bleeker.

(Bonnaterro).
)

Head 3J; depth 2^; snout 2^ in head; eye
II-I, 21.

Red

if,

Shields 24 to 29, 112 scales in lateral line.

to 5f.

Body

D. VII-I, 26; A.
oval, compressed,

the outlines evenly curved head compressed ui)per profile steep, not
strongly decurved; mouth small, the broad maxillary barely reaching
;

;

Jordan and Evermaiin.
front of eye

jaws

— Fishes of iVort/i America.
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young, uniserial in adult, the
on vomer, palatines, and tongue in
the young, these disappearing entirely with age, traces remaining in specimens of 13 inches lips thick in the adult. Lateral line little arched, its
curved part rather longer than its straight part. Pectoral long, falcate,
reaching seventh soft ray of anal, slightly longer than head. Soft dorsal
and anal low, scarcely elevated in front, the rays 2| to 3 in head. Caudal
lobes long, as long as head. Bluish and silvery; a black opercular spot;
no spots on tins. Length 2 feet. (Steiudachner.) Tropical parts of the
Atlantic, widely distributed; not rare in the Mediterranean; common
along the coasts of Africa, Brazil, and the Madeiras. Not certainly known
from the West Indies, though doubtless occurring there. It is also abundant in the South Pacific, if Caranx pluteasa and Carnnx chileimn are really
the same species, as is supposed. We have not studied this species and
are not sure of all its synonymy. {Guara Tereha, a Brazilian name used
by Marcgrave for some Curanx, apparently Caranx Jatim.) (Eu.)
;

teeth in

teeth Hubequai, blunt

;

biserial in

villiforui teeth

;

f

Scomber atlseemionis, Osbeck, Iter China, 1757 and 1771, Euglisli edition. Ascension Island;
soft D. 25; A. 25.
Gray above; sides silvery. Length 1 foot. May be cntiiinioiihlhiiliiiiix or
niber; not Scomber ascensiotiis, Forster, 1801, nor Curaiuc asceunioiiis, CuviEU & Valenciennes, wlilch

Scomber

is

C. higvbris.

Bonnatekre, Eucycl.,

gnarti,

1788, 139, pi. 58; on a specimen

from America

in

.

I

ussieu's

collection.

Scomber dentex, Bloch

Vuranx dentex, Cuvier

& SCHNEIDER,
it

Syst. Ichth., 30, 1801, Brazil.

A'alenciennes, Hist. Nat.

1860, erroneously ascribed to

New

Poiss., ix, 87, 1833;

Cittdabanksi, Kl.sso, Eur. Merid.,

iii,

Gvnther,

Cat.,

Orleans; Steindaciiner, Ichth. Berichte, v, 3G,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 198.
f Tmchims imjierialis, Eafinesque, Caratteri, 42, 1810, Palermo.
Caranx Imia, Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, Descr. Egypte Poiss., pi. 23, about
422, 1.S26,

1820,

ii,

441,

pi. 1, 1868;

Egypt.

Nice.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 84, IG33, seas of the Indies.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 85, 1833, Australia.
Caranx solea, Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 86, 1833, Brazil.
Caranx analis, CuviER & Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 88, 1833.
f Caranx chilensis. Gay, Hist. Chili, Zoiil., ii, 2oO, 1850, Juan Fernandez.
f

Caranx

f

Caranx georgiamis, Cuvier

platessa,

420.

GNATHANODON,*

GnaOianodon, Bleeker, Verh. Batav. Genootsch.,

tongue only, none on jaws or
Curatur, Gill,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

xxiv,

Bleeker.
teeth

on

not Caranx, as restricted

by

Makreel';,

1851,

{speciosiui;

palate).

Phila.,

1802,

433,

(s^iccioitux;

Bleeker).
Ht/pocaranx,

Klunzinger, Fische des Rothcn Meeres,

92, 1884, (speciosus).

This genus differs from Caranx mainly in the dentition, the teeth being
very small, granular, and entirely lost with age. The maxillary is broad,
the body compressed, and the tins are without iilaments. Tropical seas,
(yvdf^of,

jaw

;

0,

without; MoiV, tooth.)

Should the name Caranx be regarded as limited to the species (>7>fCKwi(s) first placed in it in
the manuscripts of ComraerBOU, the present genus would be called Caranx, rather than
GnaOianodon.

928
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(JNATHANODON SPECIOSUS

(Forskal).

(MOJARRA DORAUA.)

Head

depth 2^- to 2. Second D. I, 20; A. I, 16; scutes weak, about
3^
Teeth very niiuute, disappearing early none ou vomer or pahitiues;
cheeks scaly breast entirely scaly. Curve of lateral line 1^ in straight
Body broadly ovate, strongly compressed vertical tins somewhat
part.
falcate; the lobe of the soft dorsal about half head; pectoral falcate, \
longer than head. Gill rakers i-iumerous, long, about 20 below angle.
Color brilliant golden, with broad, dusky cross bands, a narrow stripe
between each pair of broad ones; opercular spot obsolete, a small black
caudal lobes Avith dusky inner edge no dark spots on
axillary spot
caudal in young or old. Length 2 feet. Tropical parts of the Pacific
and Indian oceans. Cape San Lucas to the Eed Sea on sandy shores an
excellent and valued food-fish. The three dark blotches on the caudal
tin described and figured by authors as characteristic of G. upcciosun are
not found in our specimens. (sj>ecios(/s, beautiful.)
;

15.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ForsAl, Descr. Aniin., 1775, xii, Red Sea, at Djidda, Arabia.
/. <-., 1775, 54, Djidda.
Caranx poloosoo, Richardson, Voy. Erebus & Terror, Iclitli., pi. 58, fig. 4 and 5, 1844; i-alk-il
Caranx speciosiis in text; Australia.
Carmu speciosus, GiiNTHER, Cat., n, 444, 1800; Guntiier, Fish. Centr. Aiiier., 4yl, 1SU9; Jordan

Scomber

specio!^ts:,

Scomber rim, ForskAl,

& GiLREBT,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 375;

ibid, 1883,

Caraiix panamensis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1863,

421.

202

lG(i,

CARANGOIDES,

Panama.

Bleeker.

CaraiKjoides, Bleeker, Batav. Genootsch. Verb., xxiv, Makreek', 1851, {plagiotniiiu; teeth

eijiKil

several series iu both jaws ami on palate and tongue).

all small, in villiform bands ou jaws, vomer, palaLateral line scarcely arched in front. Body oblong,
not much elevated; none of the dorsal rays produced. Otherwise essentially as in Carawa;.
Tropical seas. (Caranxj deSoc, likeness.)

Teeth persistent,

tines,

and tongue.

1323.

Head

CARANGOIDES ORTHOGRAMMUS

depth 3f

(Jordan & Gilbert).

eye large, broader than preorbital, its diameter 1^
Second D. I, 32; A. I, 26; scutes 17.
Body elliptical, compressed, the back regularly but not strongly arched,
the ventral outline forming a rather even but less convex curve. Head
longer than deep, rather pointed in profile, its median ridge somewhat
elevated. Mouth low, oblique, the maxillary extending to nearly opposite front of pupil, its length 2^ in head; lower jaw slightly projecting.
Teeth all equally minute, in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, palatines,
and tongue. Adipose eyelid little developed. Cheeks and temporal
region with fine scales; rest of head naked. Scales rather small, those
below pectorals smaller; a naked area on breast, becoming wider forward from base of ventrals. Lateral line almost straight, slightly
undulated and curved upward above pectorals, becoming straight by
2f

;

;

in length of snout, 4| in head.

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.
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almost imperceptible degrees opposite lobo of anal. Greatest depth of
the arch less than diameter of pupil the length of straight part less than
that of the curve. Plates developed only on the posterior third of the
;

straight part; the plates small, with low keels, their spines little prominent; 15 to 18 plates developed, including small ones, in front of wiiich
are about 40 ordinary scales on the straigiit portion of the lateral line.
Spinous dorsal very small, of 3 weak spines slightly connected by membrane, the highest spine not longer than diameter of pupil (these spines,

probably, more numerous and larger in young examples). Soft dorsal
long and low, with slender rays; a well-developed scaly basal sheath
anteriorly. Elevated rays in front a little more than \ the base of the
fin, a little more than half length of head
anal shorter than dorsal, its
anterior lobo equally high, and with a similar basal sheatii. Free anal
spines obsolete in typical specimen. Caudal lobes moderate, equal, as
long as head, their length equal to the depth of the fin from tip to tip.
Pectoral iin falcate, its tip very slender, reaching eighth ray of anal, its
length 2i in body. Ventrals short, 21 in head. Coloration in spirits,
;

smutty olivaceous, everywhere irregularly clouded with darker, the belly
scarcely paler than the back opercular spot obsolete. Dorsal, anal, posterior border of caudal, and tips of ventrals blackish
tins otherwise
dull olivaceous. Length 10 inches. Revillagigedo Islands; one specimen
known; the species is possibly identical with the one called Caranx
fcrdau by Giinther (Fische der Siidsee, 134, 1876), from the Pacific
islands. It is, however, certainly different from the original Scomber
fcrdau of Forskal, from the Red Sea. {6pd6^, straight; ypafifi//, line.)
;

;

Cunmx

orOiogi-ammm,

Jordan & Cilbert,

Clarion Island, Revillagigedos.
Caranijoidvs

orthogmmmus,

JoitD-iN^it

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 226, 1881,

(Type, No. 28345.

Gilbert, Proc. U.

422.

CITULA,

S.

Sulphur Bay,

Coll. Lieut. Nicliols.)

Nat. Mus., 202, 1883.

Cuvier.

CiMa, CuviER, Rt'gnP Animal, Ed. i, 315, 1817, (armala).
Cuvier, Regno Aiiimal, Ed. i, 1817, 324, (atropws).

Alrojnin,

This genus differs from Caranyoides mainly in having one or more of the
The body has not
the distorted form seen in Alectis, but is more like that of Caranx. The
young is more like Caranx in form and appearance than the adult,* its
anterior rays of the soft dorsal produced in filaments.

* Compared with the central species of Caranx (as Caranx latns), Ciiula dorsalis differs strikingly
in many respects, among others the following: The greater compression and elevation of the
body, the greater length and sharpness of the breast, the much greater depth of the preorbital
region, the greater prominence and sharpness of the frontal and occipital keel, the more obliciuo
position of the bones of the head, the fieblenoKs and uniformity of the teeth, the approximation
ijelow of the mandibular rami, the reduction in size of the scales and scutes, and the increase of
the naked areas, the reduction or loss (in tlie adult) of the dorsal and anal spines, the increase in
length of the lobes of the dorsal, anal, and caudal, and, finally, the increase in the difference
between the old and the young. Not one of these features is, however, well adapted for generic
distinction, as they increase by easy transitions from species to species.
On the other hand,
comparing Cilitla dorstiU.'< with Seh'>ie vomer, we find that in almost every one of the ditferences
above noted, the latter specie's carries these characters to a still greater e-xtrenie, and differs frcmi
ViDiier siliiihiitis
(\liiln dnrsalU in just the respects in which the latter differs from Carim.r /<ifii.«.
is, in some regard.s, a species still more extreme than NYchc ratiier, althougli it has not quite lost
excepting 7l/e;/((/«s;i(.v, liemjitenif, ami posthe lateral scutes.
.\s a matter of fact the (\i}iiihii}i:t
sibly TrnchnrKii) forma continuous, almost uiiliroUen scries, only divisible into genera for couveuience sake, beginning with T)'achurus on the one hand and ending w ith Heleiie on the other.
1

F. N. A.

60

.
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later

development cairyini^ the

fish farther in

Warm

forms Alectin, Ilijnim, and Sdene.
of Zeus faher.)
1324.

Museum.

the direction of the extreme

seas.

CITULA DORSALIS*

(Citiila,

an Italian name

(Gill).

(Pampano.)

Head

3i; depth

2-ii„.
D. VI-I, 19; A. II, 1, 17; eye 4| in head; snout 2h
longer than head veutrals short, 3 in head dorsal lobes If in
body reaching middle of caudal. About 25 developed scutes. Caudal lobe
equal to head. Dorsal with 1 long filament, anal with 1. Caudal moderate,
the lobes equal. Dorsal sheath of scales very low. Pectoral very long,
Veutrals small, reaching just past vent.
falcate, reaching tenth anal ray.
Body deep, compressed, rather ovate than angular, profile straight from

Pectorals

;'

;

;

the vertically truncate snout to nape, then rounded, then straight to front
A nearly straight line from chin to front of anal. Eye rather

of dorsal.

small; adipose eyelid small; preorbital deep; mouth rather large, the
lower jaw included teeth small, in broad bands on jaws, vomer, and pal;

Cheek

atines; maxillary reaching pupil, 2i in head.

entirely scaly,

breast naked, body well scaled

some

a partly naked
area above lateral line; body with small scales, the nuchal region naked,
Lateral line evenly
15.
scarcely carinate. Gill rakers rather long, 2
curved, the curve high, equal to straight part. Scutes small, 18 with
Steel blue above,
keels, the total number of scales on straight part 58.
silvery below, with golden reflections and shades; fins all pale, tinged
with yellowish, some of the posterior membranes of dorsal dusky no
black on pectorals axis jet black ventrals tipped with dusky. Opercle
with a dusky streak along its edge; blackish' within a dark spot on
orbit above. Young more elongate, the produced rays shorter. Length
about 1 to 2 feet. Pacific Coast of Mexico, not rare on sandy shores in
the surf, Mazatlan to Panama, (dorsalis, pertaining to the back.)
scales on opercle

above

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

Carangoides dorsalis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 1G6,

Caranx

dorsalis,

Citula dorscdis,

Caranx

Gunther,

Jordan & Gilbeut, Proc. U.

otrynter,

JoiiDAN

Panama:

not Vomer

dorxalis, Gii.i,.

Fish. Centr. Amer., 432, 1869.

& Gilbert,

Proc. U.

S.
S.

Nat. BIus., 1882, 375.
Nat. Mus., 1883, 202; a

new name

as a substitute

for dorsalis, preoccupied in Caranx, if Vomer dorsalis is regarded as a species of Caranx.

*

A

large specimen from Mazatlau apparently represents the adult condition of this siieiics.
I, 18; A. I, 17; about 25 scutes devekiin-d.
augulai outlines. Profile of head rounded;
that of belly somewhat concave, forming an angle at front of anal similar to that at front of dorsal.
Eye 5 in lie.ad; maxillary 2^; mouth moderate; lower, jaw included. Teetli in broad, vilhform bands on both jaws and on vomer and palatines. Nostrils large, equal, close together. Gill
ralcers 3 -\- 14, I'ather stout, shorter than eye.
Dorsal spines all obsolete in specimens examined.
First dorsal ray soft, filamentous, 1% in body; longest anal ray 2% in liody. Caudal keel considerably elevated, with a small keel above and below it; scutes not sharji; caudal lobes subequal,
about as long as head; pectorals falcate, J longer than head; ventrals short, 3'-.j in head. Curve
of lateral line low, llj. times in straight part, its lieiglit I4 the length of its chord.
Maxillary
broad, with very broad supplemental bone, its greatest width 'j/^ eye. Color silvery, strongly
tinged with golden, olive on upjier parts, with pearly reflections lielow; a large l)lack spot in
axil, nearly as large as eye.
Fins all pale. A single large specimen, 2 feet in length, taken in
the Astillero at Mazatlan.

Second D.
Its characters are: Head 3}4; depth 2]4Body ratlier elongate, moderately compresseil, with

Jordan and Evermann.
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Kaliuesciue.

(Threadfishes. )
name preoccupied

Gatliis,

LACfipfiDE, Hint. Nat. Poiss., iv, 583, 1802, (vircscens;

Alectis,

Kafinesijiie, Analyse de la Nature, 1815, (substitute for GhUkx^ preoccupied).

in birds).

Hegno Auini., ii, 322, 1817, (cillaris; name preoccupied).
Regne Auini., Ed. ii. Vol. ii, 200, 1829, {inclica).
CiviER & Valenciennes, Ilist. Nat. Poiss., i.\, 1G8, 1833, {gnlliis; substitute for

Bhpharis, CuviEU,
Scijrix,

Cl'ViEU,

GaUichlhys,

IllepharicliOiys,

GlLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila., 1862, 431,

{ciliaris;

(Inllnsy

substitute for JS^jj//(im, pre-

occupied).

Body rhomboid, deep, strougly compressed, more or less completely
covered with minute embedded scales, sometimes apparently naked;
scutes on the straight portion of the lateral line enlarged, bony, and
spinous, as in Caranx, but much less developed. Mouth moderate, with
bands of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, palatines, and tongue. First
dorsal fin little developed, the spines short and rudimentary, mostly disappearing with age soft dorsal and anal similar to each other the first
five or six rays of each fin elongate and filiform in the young, becoming
;

;

ventral fins elongate in young, short in the adult
no finlets. Caudal peduncle narrow, the caudal widely
forked. Gill rakers moderate, stout. This genus is not essentially different
from Caranx, the great change in form arising from no important modification of the skeleton. The changes due to age are surprisingly great,
as Dr. Liitken has shown, the characters of the nominal genera being
shorter with age
pectorals falcate

;

;

growth of individuals. The young individuals are
almost orbicular in form, with the filaments excessively long. Tropical
(uAtKTup, a cock different species having been known as Meerhenne
seas.
chiefly stages in the

;

or Gallus marinus, Peixe-Gallo, Gal, or Poisson-Coq',

these

names

first

applied to Zvus fahcr.)
lJi25.

ALECTIS CILIARIS

(Thueadfisii

;

ConiiLEU Fisii

;

(Bloch).

Sunfish.)

Head 3i; depth U to 2. D. VI-I, 19; A. 11-1,16; scutes 12. Body
much compressed, highest at the elevated bases of dorsal and anal
fins.
Preorbital veiy deep. Mouth nearly horizontal in the adult, very

oval,

First rays of dorsal and anal filamentous, exceedyoung much longer than body, becoming shorter with

oblique in the young.
ingly long, in the

Lateral line with a wide arch, the curved portion about equal to
Scaly sheath of fins little developed. Scutes becoming stronger and blunter with age. Ventrals broad occipital keel sharp.
Pectorals long and falcate, longer than head. Bluish above, golden yellow

age.

the straight part.

;

below; a dark blotch on opercle; a black spot on orbit above; a black
blotch on dorsal and anal in front. Tropical America on both coasts,
ranging north to Cape Cod and Mazatlan, generally common southward,
about the Florida Keys and Cuba; a food-fish of some importance. The

many nominal
Africa,

and

have been reduced by Liitken to three
East Indies, alexaiidrinun of North
We have not examined the East Indian

species of this type

or four: gallus

and

crinitiis

cUiaris of the

of America.

932

Museum.

Bulletin 4/, United States National

we see uo reasou for doubting that ci/taris is the youiijj of </«Wtt»,
beeu supposed by Dr. Day aud others. The uame gallun was, however, originally applied by Linna-us to Selene vomer. Our youug specimeus of crhntus, moreover, agree fully with the figures of ciUaris. We
think it, therefore, extremely probable that all the nominal species of
this type are forms of AhxHs ciUaris.
As has been sliowu by Liitken
(Si)olia Atlantica, 197), the nominal genera Sci/rls, Blepluirh, and GaUichthys, are simply stages in the development of individuals, the characters assigned to these genera changing with age.
{ciliarw, with long
forms, but
as has

lashes.)
Zeus ciUarin, Blocii, Ichtliyol., vi,

Scomber Jilamentosus,

criuiltis,

2'J,

pi. 29, 1788,

East Indies

1'ark, Trans. Linn. Soc,

m,

;

youug.

30, 1797,

Sumatra.

LackpiIde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 583, 18U3; aftrr Linn.t-;us.

Gallits virescens,

Zeus

MuNGO

Mitcuill, Amer. Journ.

Sci. Arts, xi, 182G, 114,

Shoreham.

De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 123, 1842.
Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 438, 1883.

Blei)haris crinUiis,

Aledis crimlus,

Blepharichthys crinilm. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 18G2, 262.

Caraux

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

crinilas,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 350;

ihld 1883,

211:5.

Gallichthys a-initns, Li'TKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 131, 197, 1880.
Bki)Jiai-is siUor,

Caranx

sulor,

CuviEU & Valenciennes,

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 161, 1833,

Caribbean Sea.

454, 1860.

11,

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., i.\, 163, 1833, West Indies.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 175, 1833, East Indies.
Carangoides 'blei>haris, Bleeker, Verhanil. Batav. GcnootscU., xxiv, Makr. G7, 1852,
East

Blejiharis major,

GalUcMhys

chevola,

Indies.
i'nraiKjoides gallicMlii/ii,
Sci/rin

Bleeker,

c,

I.

tlie

East Indies.
Cuba; a largo specimen without iilamentous

68,

aualk, PoEY, Synopsis, 360, 1868,

anterior part of the anal; probably an accidental variation

ray as long as the body; the other filamentous rays shorter.

424.
i/;/H»i.s,

Cuvier & Valencie.nnes,

HYNNIS,

;

A.

rays on

the dorsal has the second
I, 14.

Cuvier.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 105, 1833, (gorcoisis).

This genus has the high, compressed, angular bodj' of Selene, the dorsal
and anal lobes not ending in filaments, and the caudal peduncle armed
with a few weak plates, as in Jlecth. Its position is between Alectis and
Selene, with close affinities to both.
As elsewhere stated, the separation of
these peculiarly formed genera from Caranx and from each othei' has no
basis in any structural character of importance. Tropical seas,
{'wihc, a
vomer or plowshare.)
a.

aa.

Eye moderate, 5)/^ in head in adult; pectoials jialc.
Eye very large, 3% in head in adult; pectorals tipped with dusky.
1326.

HYNMS

C'UBENSIS

cuben.sis, 1326.

]10pkinsi, 1327.

(Poey).

Head 4 in total length with caudal (about 3i without) depth 3 (2i
without).
D. I, 19 A. I, 1(5. Eye 5| in head in specimen of 21 feet.
Maxillary reaching nostrils. Teeth villifonn, present on jaws, vomer, and
palatines.
Scales minute.
Arch of lateral line very convex, its scutes
weak. Pectorals falciform, a little longer than head. Insertion of anal
opposite second third of pectoral. Dorsal moderately falcate, its height f
that of body below it. Caudal deeply forked. Silvery, with bright
;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
reflections

Length
this

;

— Fishes of North America.

a large blue spot ou opercle

Cuba.

3 feet.

(Poey.)

and are sure that

species

933

lips bluish
no spot on pectoral.
have examined Poey's drawings of
is distinct from Hijnnia alexandrinuK,
;

;

Wo
it

the Egyptian species.
Hi/unis ciiheuKin, I'oky,

Memorias,

1S27.

ii, 23.'i,

1860,

Havana.

HYNNIS IIOPKINSI,

Pocy.)

(Coll.

Ionian & Starks.

(Pampano.)

Head 3^ depth 2 eye Sf. D. VI-1, 18 A. II, I, 15 snout 22 in head
maxillary 2f pectoral 31^ in body V. 2J in head dorsal lobes 2,! in head
caudal lobes i;^ anal2i; preorbital 4^ in head. Body oblong, compressed,
Top of head
elevated, with angular outlines, ventral outline sharp.
sharply carinate profile nearly straight from snout to nape, there boldly
convex, then nearly straight to elevated front of soft dorsal, a concavity
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and before anal. Mouth oblique, rather
Broad bauds of small sharp teeth on jaws, vomer,
and palatines. Eye very large. Dorsal and anal lobes low, none of the
rays prolonged. Lateral line with a long arch, as long as straight part,
which has about 12 elevated scutes and 37 scales in all from eiul of curve;
in profile before soft dorsal
large, the

jaws equal.

curved part of lateral line undulating behind. Gill rakers short, rather
few, 12 in all, those above angle obsolete. Body minutely scaly. Belly and
lower parts largely naked, a large patch of scales on cheeks head otherwise naked. Pectoral long, falcate, reaching seventh anal ray ventrals
not short, reaching past vent. Caudal moderate. Bright blue abov^e, with
bright reflections sides bright silvery no golden a narrow brownish
streak not quite so wide as pupil from upper part of gill opening to middle
of base of soft dorsal pectoral tipped with black axil of pectoral dusky
upper fins rather du«ky, lower white dusky on angle of opercle inside
and out, but without definite s^jot. One specimen, 26 inches long, taken
with a seine in the surf at Puerto Viejo, near Mazatlan. (Named for
Timothy Hopkins, esq., of San Francisco, founder of the Hopkins Laboratory on Monterey Bay, in recognition of his deep interest in biological
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

research.)
Hijmiis hnpkiiisi, .Jordan

1563,

I,.

& Starks, Rept. Fislie.s Siiialoa, MS.,
Coll. Hopkins Expedition.)

425.
Vomer,

VOMER,

CrviER & Valenciennes,

Platijsomn.i,

1895,

Mazatlan.

(Type, No.

Univ. Mus.

8. .Jr.

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 189, 1833, {hrotrnii).

Swainson, Class'n Fishes,

11,

250, 1839, {broimii).

This genus is closely allied to Carnnx, from which it differs only in its
distortion of form, and in its weak teeth and very low tins. Body broad
ovate, very strongly compressed, all the outlines sharply trenchant.
Head very gibbous above the eyes, its anterior profile vertical lateral
line strongly arched, its posterior portion with very weak shields.
Scales
minute, rudimentary soft dorsal and anal extremely low, not falcate.
;

;

Young much deeper
Selene.

Warm

seas,

in

form than the adult, all the fins higher, resembling
a plowshare, from, the form of the body.)

{vomer,

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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a.

Museum.

Soft dorsal with about 25 rays; depth in adult less than half length.

doesalis, 1328.

aa. Soft dorsal witli 21 or 22 ra}S.
h.
(//(.

Depth in adult about half length.
Depth in adult much more than half length.

setipi.nnis, 1329.

gabonensis, 1330.

VOMER DORSALIS,

1328.

Gill.

Dopth less than half length of hody. D. VII-I, 25 A. I, 20. West Indies
and Avest coast of Africa. (Giinther.) A doubtful species, not seen by us.
{dormlisj pertaining to the dorsal, which is longer than in Vomer scti2)hnns.)
;

Argnreiostis nedjiiimis. Tar. B, GfNTiiF.B, Cat.,

West

Ii,

Vincent, Cape Verde Islands;

459, ISiiO, St.

Indies.
Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 436; after Gunther.

Vomer
Vomer

senegalcnsis,

Vomer

goreensis,

dorsalis.

Caranx setipinnU

Guichenot, Ann. Soc. Linn. Maine
Guichenot, 1. p., 37, Gorea.
dorsalis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

et Loire, 1865, 35,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 204.

VOMER SETIPINNIS

1829.

Senegal.

(Mitchill).

(JonOBADO; Moonfish; Hoksefish; Bi.unt-nosed Shiner.)

U

D. VII I-I, 21 or 22; A.
to If in young.
Head 3i depth 2 in adult,
11-1,19 or 20; scutes 20. Body oblong, rhombic, less elevated than in
SeJenc roiiier; profile anteriorly nearly vertical, highest above the eye,
;

snout somewhat protruding, belly mostly arched in the young; mouth
oblique; maxillary reaching vertical from front of orbit. Ventral fins
minute; dorsal and anal very low, especially in the adult, the long raj's
disappearing very early pectorals falcate, about as long as head. Greenish above, below golden or silvery. Young with a black blotch at origin
of straight part of lateral line. Tropical America, on both coasts; from
Maine to Brazil, and Cape San Lucas to Peru; generally common southward, the young coming northward in the Gulf Stream also in Western
;

;

Africa,

(seia, bristle

;

jjhina, fin.)

and Philos. Soc. N. Y., 1815, 384, New York.
Vomer hrouni, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 189, plate 250, 1833,
and 'West Indies.

Zeus seliphmis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

Ai-gyreUisds selipiiinis,

Vomer

selipinnis,

Gunther,

Cat.,

il,

York

459, 1860.

GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 436;

Jordan &, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
selipimiL<i, LPtken, Spolja Atlantica, 135, 1880.

1883;
Selene

New

PlcUysomns spacH, Sy,'AmsoK, Class'u Fishes,

ii,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

440,

1SS3, 204.

1839, 250, 406, Brazil; after Spix

and Agassiz,

pi. 57.

Platysomus mieropiteryi, Swain.son,
Argyreiosus wiimacidalits,

I.e.,

406,

Pernambuco.

Batchelder, Proc. Bost.

Soc. Nat. Hist.,

ii,

1845, 78,

Maine; young.

Vomer sancUe-marthx, eolnmhiatms,marlinicensis, domiuicensis, iincehorareusis, saiiclie-pi'tri, In-dsilieiisis,
caycmi dixit, and mhr, GricnENOT, Ann. Soc. Linn. Maine ct Loire, 1805, 38 to 44, localities

indicated by the names.
Vomer

curtus,

Cope, Proc. Araer. Philos. Soc.

1330.

Pliila., 1870, 119,

VOMER OABONENSIS,

Rhode

Island; young.

Guichenot.

Depth in adult more than half length. D. VIII-T. 22: A. I, 18 or 19.
West Indies and we"t coast of Africa (Giinther). A doubtful species, not
seen by us.

Jordan and Ever maun.
Arfiyreioann setipinni% var. A.,

Jamaica

;

— Fishes of North America.

Guntiiek, Cat., u, 459,

Fernando Po

lsi;0,

;

935

San Domingo

;

Bahia.

Vomer gahouensis, Gvichenot, Ann. Soc. Linn. Maine ot Loire, 1865, 42, Gaboon.
Steindachner, Fisch -Fauna des Senegals, 38, 1809.
Curanx nelipiituis (jahonciisis, Jordan Sc Gilbeut, Proc. U. S. Nut. Mus., 1883, 204.

Arijiireioms gahonemis,

SELENE,

426.

LacdpMe.

(MOONFISHES.)
Selene,

LAcf;p£DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Lacepede,

Argyreioxus,

Body very

iv, 560, 1803, (argenlea

= young of vomer).

Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 566, 1803, {vomer).

and much elevated, the profile very
edges of body everywhere trenchant, especially anteriorly.
Head short and very deep, the opercle very short, and
the preorbital extremely deep
an abrupt angle at the occipital region.
Mouth rather small; premaxillaries protractile, fitting into a notch
between the bases of the maxillaries
niaxillaries broad, each with a
supplemental bone.
Tongue narrow, free. Teeth minute, on jaws,
tongue, vomer, and palatines. Gill rakers long and slender. Spines of
fins usually weak, more or less filamentous in the young
free anal spines
immovable, sometimes obsolete in the adult. Soft fins falcatS, much
elevated. No fiulets. Head naked. Scales minute. Lateral line wholly
unarmed. Coloration silvery. Tropical seas. Notwithstanding its extraordinary form, this genus differs in no important regard from Caranx.
(aelr/vTi, the moon.)
ol)Ii(iue or

closely compressed

nearly vertical

;

;

;

;

a.

Dorsal with about 18 soft
of head lower

and

with about 23

aa. Dorsal

raj-s,

less

anal with about

oblique thau in

soft ra.vs,

15; anterior profile of

Sele)ie

vomer.

head curved; bones
(ERSTedii, 1331.

anal with about 18; anterior profile of head, from base

of snout to occiput, almost perfectly straight.

1331.

Head

depth

vomek, 1332.

SELENE (EBSTEDII,

Liitken.

U

D. VI-I, 15 A. (II)-I,
eye 4 in head snout If;
maxinary2i; ventral 3^; caudal lobes equal head; pectoral i longer
than head. Body compressed and elevated, but less so than in Seleuc comer;
profile oblique, concave over snout, then straight to occiput, which is
well rounded; line, of back straight to soft dorsal, then slightly curved
to caudal peduncle; ventral outline rounded on breast to ventrals, then
straight to anal, forming an angle at first ray, then straight to caudal
peduncle. Mouth projecting, with minute teeth on jaws, vomer, palatines, and tongue; gill rakers thick and blunt, many of them knobbed at
tip in old examples at least, 1 above angle with 3 or 4 rudimentary
ones, and 13 below. A large thickened knob at occiput, very conspicuous in adult, due to the thickening of the supraoccipital crest. Pectoral
falcate, reaching to tenth anal ray
dorsal and anal lobes filamentous,
reaching past tips of caudal lobes lateral line strongly arched, its curve
equal to its straight part. Color silvery, with bluish reflections above;
dorsal and caudal dark, pectoral, ventral, and anal white; axil dusky.
Length 15 inches. Pacific Coast of tropical America, fromMazatlau to
3

:

2.

;

—

;

;

;

:

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Panama; not common. Here described from an adult example taken at
(Named for Professor 0r8ted of Copenhagen, its discoverer.)

Mazatlan.

Punta Arenas.

Selene nivtedii, liUTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 144, 1880,

Jordan &

Selene (nvlnlii,

Gilbeiit, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mils., 1881!, 205.

1332.

(MooNFLSH

SELENE VOMER

,Ioitoi!Ai)0

;

;

(Linnreus).

Look Down; Horseiikap.)

Head 3; long dorsal rays 2 pectoral
young much deeper. D. VII -I, 23;*
;

the

2f long anal rays 2^ depth li,
A. II-I, 18. Anterior prolile from
;

;

tip of snout to occiput almost perfectly straight in the adult.

Diameter

of eye, length of opercle, and distance from eye to profile about equal
eye 2 in maxillary, 21 in preorbital mandibles very deep, the dentary
bones thin, approximate one or two of the dorsal spines greatly elongate
;

;

;

young, short in the adult ventrals variable in
length, usually about as long as the eye in the adult, variously elongate
Color uniform silvery iu the adult. Our
in partly grown specimens.
observations of this species tend to confirm the correctness of Dr. Lutken's
views (Spolia Atlantica, 139) as to the transformations incident to its
growth. Tropical America, on both coasts, from Capo Cod to Brazil, and
from Lower California to Peru. Very common southward on sandy
shores, both iu the Atlantic and Pacific. The Pacific Coast form, hre{vomer,
%-oortn::^pacificu!i, is not evidently diiferent from Sdeue vomer.

and filamentous

in the

;

a plowshare.)
Zeus vomer, Linn.t.u.s, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 266,
KiEUS, Mus. Adolph-Fred.,

i,

America;

after Ze"s cmida hifnrcn of LlN-

66.

vomer, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 566, 1803; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

Argijreiosits

1862, 437,
Selene vomer,

and elsewhere.
Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 177, 1833;

Gunther,

Cat.,

ii,

458,

1860; LliTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 1880, 547, (with figures .showing the various changes undergone with age); Jordan A Gilbert, Synopsis, 439, 1883; Brevoort, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hif^t.

N. Y.,

V,

Proc. U.
Zens

galltix,

08, pi. 4, 1853; Gill, Proc.
S.

Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1862, 436;

Jordan & Gilueut,

Nat. Mus., 1883, 205.

LiNN.EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 207,

confused with.

America:

ufter Zenscamla hifnrai of

Artedi;

Alectis ciliaris.

Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 98, 1801, (confounded with Pomacanlliin:
Lacep£de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 560, pi. 0, tig. 2, 1803, (adult).
capillari!:, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc.,1, 1815, 383, (young), New York.

Zeusniger,

arnialits).

Selene nrgeniea,

Zeus

Argyrivsis cnpillaris, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 437.

Zjms rostralu.% Mitchill,

I.

c, 384,

Zeus geometric lis, Mitchill, Anier.
Argt/rionus triacanthus,
siz, pi. 58,

New York, (young).
Monthly Mag., ii, 1818, 245

(adult).

Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fish., 1839,

250,

New

York.

Brazil; after Srix & Agas-

(young).

SWAINSON, /. c, 250; afler Cuviei! A Valenciennes, pi. 255.
Swainson, I. c, 409; after CuviEU & Valenciennes, pi. 255, substitute for

Argtjriosus fihunentoms,
Argyriosiis setifer,

vmncr and filamentosns.
I. c, 408, Brazil, (adult).
N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 1842, 120, (young),

Argyrhmsmmirlcei,

SwAJiiiiOti,

ArgyriosHs mitchilli,

De Kay,

Argyriosus spixii, CastelnaI', Anini. Nnuv. Rares, 23,

Argyriomshrevoorii, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 83,

Argyreioms pacificus, Lockington, Proc. Ac. Nat.

New

York.

18.55, (adult).

Panama,

Sci. Phila.,

(young).

1870, 84,

Lower

(adult).

* D.

I,

20 to 22; A.

I,

17 or 18, in Pacific Coast

specimens

= Selene hrecoorlii (Gill).

California,

Jordan and Evermann.
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CHLOROSCOMBRUS,

427.

937

Ciiiaid.

(Casaijes.)
CIihroKcnmhni.i, GlRARl>, Proc. Ac. Nat. Soi. Phila., 1858,1(58, (cnsmnpoUla).

and
must

Micropterijx, GiiNTiiEn,

of which

name

it

otlipis,
1)0

but Mirropleriix, Agassiz, was given as a sulistitutn

f

(

ir

Scno?r(,

consideied a sj-nuiiyni.

Body oblong ovate, closely conipiessed, bnt not elevated the abdomen
prominent anteriorly, its curve being much greater than the curve of the
back.
Occiput and thoracic region trenchant. Caudal peduncle very
narrow,thefin widely forked. Scales small, smooth. Lateral line arched
in front, unarmed, or with a few small plates.
Head nearly naked. Pre.
orbital low. Mouth rather small, oblique, lower jaw scarcely projecting
upper jaw protractile; maxillary broad, emarginate behind, with a largo
supplemental bone. Jaws, vomer, and palatines with feeble teeth, mostly
First dorsal of feeble spines, connected by membrane;
in single series.
second dorsal and anal long and low, similar, ranch longer than the short
abdomen. No tinlets. Anal spines strong. Ventrals small; pectorals
Gill rakers long.
American small species, little valued as
falcate.
;

;

;

food.
a.

(,YAwp6f,

green

;

Chord of cvirved pait of
part; lateral lino

mackerel.)

(T«6/z/J?pof,

lateral lino considerably longer

armed

posteriorly with small

bony

than head,

rather dusky, the fins largely tipped or edged with blackish.
aa.

to 13 in straight

13.,

shields, as in

Voiiinr;

coloration

orqueta, 1333.

Chord of curved part of lateral line about as long as head, measured from tip of lower
jaw, and \"<^ to 1% in length of straight part; lateral shields wholly obsolete; coloration rather pale.
chrysurus, 1334.

l.?33.

CHLOROSCOMBRUS ORQUETA,
(OrQUETA

;

XUREL

1)E

Jordan k Gilbert.

Castili.a.)

Head 3J depth 2^. D. VIII-I, 26 A. II, 26. Body ovate, strongly
compressed, the edges trenchant. Dorsal and ventral outlines very regularly curved, the curve of the belly considerably stronger than that of the
back, the axis of body much nearer the latter. Caudal peduncle very slender.
Young less elongate than the adult, otherwise very similar in form.
Head small, rather pointed, the anterior profile nearly straight. Mouth
small, very oblique, the lower jaw projecting. Maxillary broad, extending a little beyond front of eye, its length 2| in head, its tip niarginate;
supplemental bone well developed. Teeth very small, those of the jaws
not villiform, forming very narrow bands or single series in both jaws;
villiform patches on vomer, palatines, and tongue. Adipose eyelid well
developed. Preorbital very narrow, not half width of orbit. Gill rakers
numerous, very long, slender, close-set. Head nearly naked. Body covered with well-developed imbricated scales; the ventral ridge, and a narrowly triangular area forward from front of dorsal naked. Lateral line
with a rather strong arch anteriorly, the chord of the curve being consid;

;

erably longer than head, and 1^ to 1? in the straight part. (In Chloroscotn.
hrus chrysurus the chord of the curve is about as long as head from tip of
lower jaw, and Ij to If in the straight portion.) A distinct keel along

caudal peduncle, the scales of lateral line enlarged- and bony, with

Museum.
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blniitish tips.

(In C. chrysiirus the scales of lateral line are little if at all

from the other scales.) Dorsal and anal naked, the sheaths at
their hases largely developed along the anterior half of each fin. Antrorse
Spinous dorsal persistent, the spines slender,
dorsal spine concealed.
longest slightly shorter than anterior rays of soft dorsal, which are ahout
half head. Soft dorsal and anal with anterior rays highest, the fi^us not
Caudal widely forked, the upper lobe slightly longer than the
falcate.
lower, which about equals head. Anal spines strong. Pectorals very
long, falcate, a little more than i length. Ventrals short, about f head.
Color somewhat darker than in C. chrysurus. In life, back green with
blue reflections sides and below silvery white, with bluish and purplish
reflections; a distinct black blotch on upper angle of opercle, extending
on shoulder girdle inside of opercle, and skin lining shoulder girdle
below, largely dusky. A quadrate black blotch on back of tail, extending backward along bases of upper caudal rays. Fins light yellowish,
the dorsal and anal edged with black; tip of upper caudal lobe black.
Ventrals whitish. Tongue, base and roof of mouth, and skin of upper
branchiostegals black. Pacific Coast of tropical America, Magdaleua
Bay (Steindachner) to Panama (Gilbert) common at Panama, but not
seen at Mazatlan either by Gilbert or Jordan. {Orqueta, the Spanish
name at Panama.)
(littereiit

;

;

;

JoRPAN & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, G40, Panama. (Type,
Nos. 291(55, 29278, 29285, and 29343. Coll. Gilbert.)
Chloroscomhrus slirnnis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 20G, {lapsus for orqueta,
uncorrected jiroof sheet).

Cliloroscomhrvs orqiiela,

1334.

CHLOROSCOMBRUS CHRYSURUS
(Casabe

;

(Linna^^us).

Bumper.)

Head 3f depth 2^; eye very large, longer than snout, about 3 in head.
D. VIII-I, 26; A. II-I, 26. Head rather deeper than long opercles very
short; snout short. Mouth very oblique; maxillary reaching anterior
margin of eye. Chord of curved part of lateral line scarcely longer than
head. If to If times in length of straight part. Lateral line wholly
unarmed. Caudal peduncle longer than deep, its diameter less than that
of eye ventrals very small, fitting into a groove in which the vent is
situated; pectorals long, falcate, i the length. Greenish above, sides
and below golden caudal peduncle dusky above dark opercular and
axillary spots; inside of mouth black; fins not bordered or tipped with
black. Cape Cod to Brazil very common on our south Atlantic Coast
and in Cuba; not valued as food, the flesh thin and dry, the bones large.
;

;

;

;

;

;

{xpvaor^ gold; ovpu, tail.)
Srotnher chrnnirus, Linn.t.u.S, Syst. Nat., XII, 494, 1700,
Sr())iiber rhlorix, Blocii, Ichthyologia, plate 339, 1793.

Charleston, South Carolina.

Spix, Pise. Bra?., 104, 1829, Brazil.
SerioJa costiiopoUlu, CuviEii & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 219, pi. 250, 18.33.
Scomber laliis, Gronow, Catalogue Fishes, Ed. Gray, 127, 1854, Carolina.
Ohloroscirmhrus carihhseus, Girard, Mex. Bound. Surv. Zoiil., 21, pi. 9, fig. 0, 1859, St.
Mici-opleri/jM-osiiiiqinlila, Agas.siz,

Island, Texas.

(Coll.

Joseph

Wiirdomann.)

cliri/f!urus, Gf NTIIER, Cat., II, 400, 1800.
Chloroscorubrus chnisurus, GiLl,, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sei. I'hila., 1802, 437; Jordan
sis, 441, 1883; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 206

Microptery.r

& Gilbert, Synop-

Jordan and Evermann.

428.
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Lacepede.

(Pampanos.)
JracSdnolus, LACfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 79, 1802, {folcatiis).
desiomoi'iif,

LAcf;PKnE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 95, 1802,

Acatilhinioii, LacIcI'KDE, Hist.

Bnthrolxmm, Hor.nROOK, Ich. South Carolina,
Dnliodini, GiRARii, Proc.

{hlochii).

Nat. Poiss., iv, 500, 1803, {rhnmhoidef).

Ac. Nat. Soi.

82, 18G0,

{pampamis).

Pliila., 1858, lfi8, {nmiUiins).

Body compressed, moderately elevated, tlio general outliue ovate.
Caudal peduncle short and rather slender. Abdomen not trenchant,
shorter than the anal fin. Head moderately compressed, very blunt, the
snout abruptly truncate. Mouth nearly horizontal, the maxillary reaching the middle of the eye; premaxillaries protractile; maxillary vs'ithont
distinct supplemental bone. Jaws, vomer, and palatines with bands of
villiform teeth, which are deciduous Avith age. Preopercle entire in the
adult. Gill rakers short. Gill membranes considerably united. Spinous
dorsal represented by 6 rather low spines, which are connected by membrane in the young but are free in the adult. In old specimens the spines
appear small on account of encroachments of the flesh, and ultimately
often disappear. Second dorsal long, elevated in front anal opposite to
2 stout, nearly free spines in front of
it and similar in form and size
anal, and 1 connected with the fin, these often disappearing with age.
no caudal
Scales small, smooth. Lateral line unarmed, little arclied
" When extremely young the preoperculum is armed at the angle
keel.
The spinous
with 3 large spines, and smaller ones above and below.
dorsal is developed as a perfect fin, and teeth are present on the jaws and
palatine arch. In this stage the species has never been described by previous naturalists, and consequently has received no name, as the corresponding stage of Xaucrates (Xauclerns) has. At an early period the
preopercular spines are absorbed into the substance of the preoperculum
and disappear. The spinous dorsal and the teeth are still retained. In
this condition it remains for some time, the spinous dorsal, however,
gradually losing its relative size, while the soft vertical fins increase.
In this stage the species belongs to the genus DoJiodon of Girard. At a
later period the membrane connecting the dorsal spines has become obsolete, and the species then represents the genus Traehynotus, as understood
by Cuvier & Valenciennes, and others. Finally, in old age, the teeth of
the jaws, palate, and pharyngeal bones have fallen out, and the lobes of
the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins attain their greatest extension and
become pointed. This final stage has been made known by Holbrook
under the new generic name of Bothrola'mus" {(JiiW, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1862, 440).
The pseudobranchia^ also disappear in old specimens.
;

:

;

species of Truchinotus (caroli mis, etc.) are among the most
highly valued of our food-fishes.
Most or them are, however, not of
superior quality, (rpaxix, rough; vurni;, back; hence properly written

Some of the

Trachyiiotus
*
121.

)

For a review of the species of

Trachinotus, see

Meek &

Goss, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884,

Bulletin 47, United States National Afuseum.
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a.

Bursal with 19 to 20 soft rays; anal with 17 to 19 soft rays.
/).

Body very much comprcssod;

narrow black cross

sides with

elongate, reaching past middle of caudal
c.

bars; lobt-s of vertical fins

fin in adult.

Snout subtruncate or nearly vertical; profile from supraorbital to front of dorsal
OLAUcrs,

convex.
cc.

fin

l;?35.

Snout low, very oblique; profile from supraorbital region to dorsal scarcely convex; bands on body narrow, obsolete in the young; vertical fins with red.
RHOIIOPUS, 133G.

/'/).

liody moderately compressed; sides without narrow black cross bars; lobes of vertical

reaching base of caudal; lobes of dorsal and anal usually

fins shorter, rarely

blackish.
J.

%

Body broad, ovate; the back arched; the greatest depth at all ages nearly
length
of body; profile from nostril to dorsal everywhere nearly evenly convex; axil
without black

spot.

Lobes of vertical

e.

much

fins

elevated, that of dorsal in adult

head; color pale.

Lobes of vertical

ce.

Body oblong, the

longer than

fai.catus, 1337.

fins low, that

of dorsal in adult shorter than head; color

dusky.
(/(/.

much

cULVF.ur, 1338.

the depth in

profile not strongly arched;

young and

old 2 to 2g

in length of bodj-; dorsal lobes low.
/.

Axil with a Jet-black spot; depth about

in length; snout blunt, project-

1}.^

ing beyond the mouth.
ff.
nci.

kf.nnedvi, 1339.

Axil not black; depth about 2j in length.

ooodei, 1340.

Dorsal with 25 to 27 soft rays; anal with 22 to 26 soft rays; body oblong, rather robust;
greatest thickness 3 in greatest depth of body; depth less than half length; lobes of
vertical fins short, not black; sides without
(/.

dark cross

bars.

Dorsal with 25 soft rays; anal with 22 soft rays; profile from snout to procumbent spine

evenly convex.

Body very deep, the depth about half length.
hh. Body moderately deep, the depth about 21^^ '•> length.
i. Head moderate, about 4 in body; dorsal lobe pale.
Head large, 334 t" -^J^ in body; dorsal lobe black.
ii.

argenteus, 1341.

h.

gg.

Dorsal with 27 soft rays; anal with

1335.

paioma, 1343.
cavennensis, 1344.

26.

TRACHINOXrS OLAUrUS

(Gaff-top.sail

carolints, 1342.

Pampano

;

(Bloch).

Old Wife; Talometa.)

Head 4; depth 2 eye 3?. D. Vl-I, 19; A. II-I, 18. Pyloric cceca 13.
Body elliptical, much compressed; suout blunt, subtruncate, vertical
from mouth to horizontal from upper edge of eye; the profile from
supraorbital to front of dorsal fin convex. Mouth nearly horizontal
;

maxillary nearly reaching vertical from middle of eye, its length 3 in
head; jaws without teeth in the adult; dorsal spines separate in the
adult; dorsal and anal tins falcate, the anterior soft rays reaching middle
ventrals reachof caudal tin dorsal lobe lA, anal If in length of body
ing distance to vent, their length 2? in head caudal very deeply forked,
Color bluish above, golden
its
lobes nearly half length of body.
below; lobes of dorsal and anal very dark; rest of fins pale, with bluish
edges; caudal bluish; pectorals golden and bluish; ventrals whitish.
Body crossed by four black vertical bands the first is under the procumbent spine, the second under the third dorsal spine, the third and
fourth under the soft dorsal; a black spot, representing a fifth band, on
lateral line between last rays of dorsal and anal
this is sometimes obsolete; the position of these bauds appears to be subject to slight variation.
;

;

;|

;

;

;

Jordan and Evennann.
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The young of

tbis species has iiot yet beeu described. Length 13 inches.
Tropical America, fioui Virginia to the Caribbean Sea, generally common
from Carolina to Florida; a very handsome fish, not highly valued.

hoary blue.

(glaucus, ylavKo^,

Chstodon glaucHs, Bloch, Ichtliyol.,
TVac/iiHo/Hss^aHCHs,

CiviEU

it

pi. 210, 1787,

Martinique

Vai.en'ciknnks, Hist. Nat.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 270, T882; Juuu.'VN

& Gilbert,

;

on a ligun-

Iiy

PuraiiER.

viu,4()0, 18:!!;

Jordan AGilbeut,

Synopsis, 443, 188:5;

Meek &Goss, Proc.

Pciiss.,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phihi... 122, 1884.

Guntueb,

Trachynotus glaucus,

Cat.,ii, 483, 1800; Gill, Proc. Ac.

1336.

TRACHINOTUS RHODOPUS,

Nat. Sci. Phila., 438, 18G2.

Gill.

(Pampanito.)

Head

A. II-I, 18. Body more elevated than
lower and the anterior profile much
more straight; mouth rather large, oblique, the Jaws nearly eiiuul the
snout low, somewhat prominent. Anterior rays of dorsal and anal much
produced, reaching nearly to middle of caudal in the adult, short in the
young caudal deeply forked, its lobes 2i in body. Ventrals short, not
reaching vent. Bluish green above, silvery below sides with 5 short,
narrow, vertical, blackish stripes, the first two nearer together than the
others, the last two sometimes reduced to spots; these bauds always
faint, obsolete in the young, in Avhich the vertical fins are also much
lower; caudal, dorsal, and anal lobes largely of a bright maroon color,
or orange brown in life, the anterior edge blackish, shading oft' into
pinkish, this color present at all ages.
Pacific Coast of tropical
America to Panama very common on sandy shores, replacing Tradtinotus
'Si

:

depth

D. VI-T, 20

2.

;

in Trachinotus (jh^vucus, the snout

;

;

;

;

which it much resembles. The dift'erence in profile
characteristic. Not much valued as food. Length 2 feet.

glaucus,

ored;

noi'c,

is

constant and

(/3u(56f,

rose-col-

foot.)

Trachynotus rhodopus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G3, 85,

Cape San Lucas;

(Coll.

Xantus); young, 2 inches long.
.*2Vat7(;/"o(Hs «((.««(»«,

possibly

Gill,

young of

/.

c, 1863, 8o,

Cape San Lucas;

Trachynotus fa^ciatus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 86,

Amer., 434, 1869;
Trachynotus tjlavcoidcf,

(Coll.

Xantus);

youngof 1

inch,

T. kennedyi.

Meek &

Gos.s, Proc.

Gunther, Proc.

1337.

Panama;

Gi'xther, Fish. Centr.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1884, 123.

Zool. Soc. Lond., 1864, 150,

TRACHINOTUS FALCATIIS*

San Jose de Guatemala.

(Linnaus).

(Round P.vmpano; Palometa.")

Head 3|; depth If. D. VI-I, 19; A. II-I, 18. Body broadly ovate,
moderatelj' compressed, profile very evenly convex from procumbent spine
to level of upper edge of eye, where it descends almost vertically. The
vertical portion
to eye

;

is

about 1^ times the eye; length of snout nearly equal
maxillary reaching to vertical from
length 2it in head jaws without teetii in adult dorsal

mouth nearly horizontal

middle of eye,

its

;

;

;

Should 7Vac/a">ioh(s /alcohis prove to be identical witli the East Indian T.
writers have supposed, the American name, falcatns, has precedence of date.

oi-a(u«,

as Beveral

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Museum.

membrane

spines short aud tbick, not connected by

in adult

ventrals

;

halfway to anterior anal spine, 3 in
head caudal widely forked lobes about 2j in length of body dorsal
and anal fins falcate anterior rays reaching almost to i^osterior end of
short, their tips scarcely reaching
;

;

;

;

fins; in adults, dorsal lobe 2?,

anal lobe 4^, in length of body.

Color

bluish above, silvery below; lobes of dorsal black in young; in adults
the fins are all bluish with lighter tips. The young differ from the adult

The

as above described in the following respects:

profile is scarcely con-

vex; snout shorter and less vertical spines much longer and connected
by membranes lobes of vertical fins shorter; dorsal lobe with black;
fins all much darker; jaws with bands of villiform teeth; eye larger.
West Indies; Cape Cod to Brazil; abundant southward; ranging north
in the Gulf Stream to Woods Hole, the adult rarely taken northward. As
a food-fish this species is less valuable than its congener, carolinua.
(falcatus, scythe-shaped.)
Labrus falcatt(s, Jjiytixvs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 284, America; Museum de Geer.
Trachiiiuliiii falcatus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 575, 1886; Meek & Goss,
c, 1S84, 124.
;

;

I.

ChictodoH 7-liomhouIes, Block, pi. 209, 1787,
Trachiniitux spinosiis,

De Kay,

Martinique; ou a drawing made by Pumiek.

N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 117,

19, fig. 53, 1842,

jil.

New York Harbor.

Acanlhiuiou rhomboiden, Lao£pede, Hist, Nat. Poiss., iv, 500, 1803.

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 407, 1831.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 974, 1883.
CuviEU & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 410, 1831, Brazil.
Guniheb, Cat., ii, 481, 18G0, (iu part, not of Linn.eus), and of many recent

TrachinolKs rhomboidcs,

Trachynolns rhomhoides,
Trii.cliivotns fvsais,

Trachiinotiif! ouatus,

writers.

1338.

TRACHIXOTTJS CULTERI,

Jordan &

Starlss.

Head3|; depth H. D. VI-I, 17; A. 11-1,17. Maxillary 3 in head;
eye 3| snout ii. Dorsal lobe l-i\j in head pectoral Inr; caudal ^ longer
than head. Body very deep, compressed, the back much elevated. Snout
very blunt and convex, the rest of profile straight and steep; lower jaw
somewhat included base of dorsal and anal very oblique. Dorsal and
anal lobes rather low. Caudal long. Lateral line little elevated in front,
the curve IJ in straight part. Gill rakers very short, about x -f 14. Teeth
persistent. Bluish gray, silvery below, tinged with yellow, everywhere
much soiled with blackish dots, no distinct markings anywhere the axil
only slightly dusky fins all dusky except middle of caudal and lobe of
anal, and the ventrals which are whitish. Five specimens, each about 8
;

;

;

;

;

inches long taken in the Astillero at Mazatlan. Close to Trucliinotus falcatus
and to T. ovatus, but with the vertical fins lower. (Named for George
Bliss Culver, its collector, a
aloa,

December,

Tracliiiioliis cidveri,

member

of the Hopkins Expedition to Sin-

1894.)

Jordan & Starks, Kept.

2691, L. S. jr., Univ.

Mus.

1339.

Coll.

Fislies Sinaloa,

MS., 1S95, Mazatlan.

(Type, No.

Hopkins Expedition.)

TRACHINOXrS KENNEDTI,

Steindacliner.

(Palometa.)

Head 31 depth at vent 2^^ at anal 2r,r in specimens 2 feet long, young
somewhat deeper, with lower fins. D. VI-I, 19; A. 11-1,16. Curve of lateral line f in straight part. Eye 5 in head
maxillary 2f Dorsal lobe I5
;

;

;

.

;

Jordan and Ei^crmann.
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caudal lobes i longer than head. Pectoral li iu head. Snout 3;-i. Least
depth of caudal peduncle 3i in head. Body oblong, compressed, and elevated at bases of dorsal and anal. Anterior profile of head an even curve,
the snout blunt and convex, line straight from nape to dorsal. Mouth
moderate, very oblique, subinferior, the lower jaw much shorter than
upper, the maxillary reaching to iiosterior border of pupil. Teeth obsoTail widely forked, the lobes equal. Lobes of dorsal and anal low,
lete.
not sharp. Gray above with deep-green reflections, lower half silvery,
with strong golden tinge; axil jet black, the color covering base of fin
and extending behind for a distance nearly equal to eye, so that the fin
does not cover it, this mark said to be faint or wanting in the young;
upper fin dusky, the caudal edged with paler; anal dusky with golden
tinge; ventrals purplish white pectorals dusky maxillary with a blackTropical America, iu the surf, rather common from Bahia de
ish streak.
Magdalena to Panama here described from a large specimen from Mazatlan, deeper iu body than Steindachner's types, which have the depth \\
to 2 in length. The Pacific Coast representative of TrachiiiofHs goodci.
(Named for its discoverer, Lieutenant Kennedy, of the steamship Rasfihr.)
;

;

;

Trachijiwlns licmtediji, Steindaciin'ER, Ichtli. Beitr.,

Meek &

Trachinolus kcnnediji,

Goss,

/.

c.

,

TKACHINOTUS GOODEI,

1340.

(Permit

;

iii,

47, pi. vii, 1875,

Magdalena Bay.

1884, 123.

Palometa

Jordan & Evermann, new
;

species.

Great Pampano.)

Head 3; depth 2f. D. VI-I, 19; A. II-I, 17. Body oblong, elliptical,
moderately compressed profile nearly straight from procumbent spine to
nostril, where it descends nearly vertically, forming an angle; vertical
portion from angle to snout nearly equaling eye snout obliquely trunmaxillary reaching slightly behind vertical from middle of eye>
cated
its length 2| iu head
jaws with bands of villiform teeth (these disappearing with age) ventrals reaching * distance to vent, their length 2 iu
head tips of pectorals reaching slightly past tips of ventrals dorsal and
anal fins falcate, their anterior soft rays less elevated than in Trachinotus
falmius, but extending beyond middle of fins when depressed, their length
iu the young 4 in length of l)ody
caudal forked, lobes about 3 in body
lateral line nearly straight, slightlj' curved upward above tlie pectorals.
Color bluish silvery above, silvery below; dorsal, caudal, and anal lobes
black no cross bars. Length 3 feet. West Indies, north to West Florida
not very common. Here described from a small specimen from Key West,
the characters of the adult taken from Giinther. The species reaches a
very large size, larger than any of the others in American waters. The
species is allied to the African Truchinoins gonrniiis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, but it has fewer dorsal rays (D. YI-I, 22, in T. (/orccn.siN). (Named
for Dr. G. Brown Goode, who first noticed the species as an inhabitant of
the waters of the United States.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Trnchijiwfus

Goobe

;

gore'i'n.tiK,

ct

Trachinotus rhodopus,

Gill.

Gi'xTiiER, Cat.,

Bean, Proc. U.

S.

ii,

Nat. Mus.,

Jordan & Gilbekt,

483, 18G0, in part; not of Ci'VIER
187;t,

112 and

:!:!',!;

A Valenciennes;

specimen nearly 3

Synopsis, 442, 1883, and of

Meek &

feet long.

Goss,

/.

c not of
;

Museum.
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TracUnotus goodei, Jordan & Kvermann, MS.,

No. 1455, L.
TiachijHotiis

Key West,

Florida.

(Coll. Jmiliui.

Type,

Univ. Mus.)

S. Jr.

caroUnm, PoEY, Synopsis, 371, 1868; not of

(jtlior

TKAl'HINOTUS ARGENTEUS,

1341.

authors.

&

Ciivier

Valenciennes.

Depth 2 ill length in specimens 6 inches long (2^ in original type, a
foot long); caudal lobes 3i. D. YI-I, 24; A. II-I, 21, (D. 25; A. 23, in
Lobes of dorsal and anal reaching to middle of base of
and on middle of pectoral.
Atlantic Coast, usually confounded with Trachiiiotiis curolinus, if
really distinct from it. According to Dr. Bean, this may be a valid
species, allied to Trachinotns carolinus, but with the body deeper, the
depth being half length without caudal. West Indies. We have seen
only the original type of aryenteus in the museum at Paris, from
"America." (aryenteus, silvery.)
original type).

Silvery, with bhickish on tip of dorsal lobe

liu.

Trachiiiolii.i itrgenteuK,

IVarhiiiotiix •iipreui',

& VALENCIENNES,

CuviEii

and Rio Janeiro.

(Coll. Delalande.

Hist. Nat.

Poiss., viii, 413, lf<31,

New

York

Coll. Milbert.)

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

Hist. Nat. Puiss.,

I.

c,

VIII, 414, 1S31,

Martinique.

(Coll. Plee.)

134a.

TRACHINOTUS CAKOLINUS

(Linnaeus).

(Common P.vmpano.*)

Head 4 depth 2^ to 2|. D. VI-I, 25 A. II-I, 23. Body oblong, comparatively robust greatest thickness 3 in greatest depth. Snout from
mouth to horizontal from upper edge of eye nearly vertical, somewhat bluntly rounded protile from upper edge of snout to procumbent
;

;

;

;

Mouth nearly horizontal, maxillary reaching to
spine evenly convex.
vertical from middle of eye, its length 2i in head eye 4+ in head, about as
long as snout. Jaws without teeth in adult. Ventrals reach f distance
;

to vent,

Dorsal and anal fins falcate,
when depressed dorsal lobe
body. Color bluish above, silvery or
and anal light orange shaded with
of caudal peduncle with bluish redecAtlantic and Gulf coasts of United
on sandy shores, very common south-

about 2 in pectorals, 2i in head.

anterior rays nearly reaching middle of fins

body

anal 54 in length of
pectorals
slightly golden below
bluish caudal and upper portion

4A in

;

;

;

tions.

Length 18 inches. South
Cape Cod

States, ranging north to

;

ward, rare or accidental in the West Indies and in Brazil. The most
valued food-fish in our southern waters, its flesh rich, firm, and delicate,
superior to all others of its genus or family. On the Pacific Coast it is
scarcely known as a food-fish, perhaps from its scarcity. (caroUnus, from
Carolina.)
(laKlrrDfteKKcaroUyinx, LlNN.r.rs, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 490, 17GG,
.**

Trachiinoliis argenlev.%

CuviER & Valenciennes,

Carolina.

(Coll. Dr. (ianlcn.)

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vui, 41U, 1831,

New

York

;

Rio Janeiro.
?

Trachiinolus cvpreus,

Cbvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 414, 1831, Martinique.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 415, 1831, Brazil;

Truchniiotiis pampamt!',

Charleston.
Trnchtjnotus carolimis,

JORDAN & Gilbert,

Trachinohtg carolinus,

Meek &

* This

word (meaning

Goss,

I.

grajic leaf)

Synopsis, 442, 1383.
c, 1884, 127, and of most recent writers.

is

jiroperly spelk'<l

Pampano. not Pompano.

Jordan and Evennann.

TIUCHINOTUS PALOMA,

1348,

Head

— Fishes of North America.

depth

945

Jordan & Starks.

D. VI-I, 24; A. II, I, 23; eye 3;^ in bead;
3,\
snout 2f; niaxillary 1\. Dorsal lobe Ij in bead; caudal IfV..
Body
rather eloagate, the back moderately and regularly arched snout bluntthe profile straight from before eye to dorsal. Mouth large, horiish
zontal, the jaws subequal, maxillary reaching past pupil.
Lateral line
little arched, its curve \\ in straight part.
Teeth well developed. Caudal not widely forked. Gill rakers shortish, about 8 below angle; dorsal
and anal lobes about reaching middle of fin. Silveiy, without spot or
band; anal creamy orange, its tip whitish. Other fins pale, except
dorsal lobe, which is blackish pectoral a little dark, axil silvery. West
coast of Mexico rather scarce, found on sandy shores. Length about a
Recorded from Cape San Lucas, Mazatlan, and San Juan Lagoon.
foot.
It is extremely close to Trachinotua ca7-oUnus, but has the head rather
larger.
As a food-fish it is unknown to Mexican fishermen, who do not
distinguish it from other species.
Here described from 2 specimens
from Mazatlan, and from 4 from San Juan Lagoon, the largest 5 inches
long, {paloma, a dove, a name applied to fishes of this group.)
3^ to

;

2^.

;

;

;

;

Trachinotiis 2>idovui,

Jordan & Starks, Kept. Fishes SiiiiUoa, MS., 1895, Mazatlan.
Coll. Hopkins Expedition to Mazatlan.)

(Type,

No

213, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus..

1344.

Depth

Form of

(in

TIUCHINOTUS CAYENNENSIS,*

young of 2^ inches)

Tracltinotus falcatits, the

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

2 in length.

D, V-I, 27; A. II-I,

26,

body very deep, the snout short and

very blunt eye very large preopercle (in type) with very strong spines.
Dorsal lobe 2 in head, in young. Fins all pale. Coloration plain. Cayenne known from one very young specimen in the museum at Paris, in
;

;

;

bad condition, examined by
more numerous fin rays.
Trachinotiis cayeiinensis,

GiJNTHER, Cat.,

II,

us.

Close to Trachinotiis falcatus, but with

Cuvier & Valenciennes,
485, 1860 (copied);

Meek &

Family CXXVI.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vni, 417, 1831,

Goss,

I.

Cayenne;

c, 1884, 129.

POMATOMID^.

(The Bluefishes.)

Body oblong, compressed, covered with rather small scales, which are
weakly ctenoid. Caudal jieduncle rather stout. Head large, compressed.
Mouth large, oblique. Premaxillaries protractile; maxillary not slipping under the preorbital, provided with a large supplemental bone;
lower Jaw projecting bands of villiform teeth on vomer and palatines,
those on the vomer forming a triangular patch; jaws each with a single
series of very strong, compressed, unequal teeth, widely set; upper jaw
with an inner series of snuiU depressed teeth; villiform teeth on the base
of the tongue. Occipital keel strong; free edge of preopercle produced
;

Similar
example.

to this species is Trachinolm pailensis
in length. D. 28; A. 27.

Depth

F. N. A.

2^

61

from Payta, Peru, also known from a very young
Dorsal lobe black, snout low, bluntish.
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Museum.

serrated. Gill membranes free from the isthmus, not united. Bnincbiostegals 7 gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Pseudobranchia' large.
Opercle ending in a tlat point. Cheeks
Gill rakers slender, rather few.

and

;

and opercles scaly lateral line present, unarmed. Dorsal fins 2, the
anterior of about 8 weak, low spines, connected by membrane and
depressible in a groove second dorsal long, similar to the elongate anal,
;

;

being densely scaly fin rays slender; 2 very small, free anal
spines, sometimes hidden in the skin; ventrals thoracic, I, 5; peduncle
stout; pectorals rather short; caudal fin forked, the lobes broad; air
bladder simple, with thin walls. Pyloric cceca very numerous. Vertebrae
10
14=24, as usual in Carangida'. A single species, found in nearly
This family is closely related to the Cararu/ida-, from
all warm seas.
which group it seems to be an oft'shoot tow^ard the Percoids. (Caranyidw,

both

fins

;

+

genus Temnodon, Giinther, Cat.,

429.

11,

479, 480, 1860.)

POMATOMUS,*

Lacepede.

(Bluefisiies.)
Pomnlomn!:, LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 436, 1802,
GoncnioH, Rafinesqi'E, Caratteri Alcuni

Nuovi Generi,

(skib).

53, 1810, (serra).

Rafinesque, I. c, 53, 1810, {medUerrcmens=l<yiihar).
Temmnlon, Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed. 2, A'ol. ii, 206, 1829, {saltalur).

Lo2>hariSj

EiCHWALD, Fauna Casjiio-Caucasana, 1841.
Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 1854, 149, {eincunmun).
Cheilodiptentii, Bleekek, Nat. Yerh. Holl. Maats., Wet. V, 2, No. 1, 74, 1874,
of LAcfipEDE, as earlier restricted by CuviEn).
Sparactodon, De Rochebbune, Bull. Sci. Philom. Paris, iv, 159, 1880, {naltml).

NjTjjtenfs,

Chromin, (Garden MS.)

Characters of the genus included above.
cutting from the serrated preopercle.

{Tvufia,

{l,eptacaullii(.-<;

operculum;

not

t<i/xo^,

;

1345.

POMATOMUS SALTATRIX (Linnwue).

(Bluefish; Snap Mackerel; Skipjack; Fat-rack.)

Head 3|; depth 4. D. VIII-I, 25; A. II-I, 26; scales 95. Body robust,
moderately compressed belly compressed to a bluntish edge. Head deep;
top of head and a ridge on each side above the cheeks naked. Cheeks
much longer than opercles. Pectorals placed rather low, their length a
little more than half that of head.
Coloration bluish or greenish above,
silvery below
a blackish blotch at base of pectoral. Length 3 feet.
;

;

The following words of Mr. D. G. Elliot, are pertinent as
generic name commonly used can claim no right of priority:
*

"The law of

to cases of this kind, in

which the

very clear in regard to the treatment of such cases, but some naturalists
object to have it enforced on the ground of expediency, and because it would be apt to create confusion. Doubtless such would be the temporary result in this and all similar instances when
errors are corrected which have been continued by writers who have sim])ly fallowed each other
without making independent investigations; but the confusion is originally caused by those who
commit errors, not by those who correct them. * * * It may be inconvenient for those who
have become familiar with any special group to have their ideas of its nomenclature disturbed,
by showing that errors have been committed and then knowingly continued; but that would be
a nio.st indefensible reason to advance why these should not be corrected. * * * Conservatism is an excellent principle when it serves as a bulwark against the commission of abuses, but
Danid G. Elliut;
it isamost baleful principle when it is exerted against the correction of errors."
Monograph of the PiUidx.
priority

is

\

and E^'ermann.

JordiDi

Atlantic and Indian oceans

— FisJies of North America.
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widely distributed of late years very abundant on our Atlantic Coast a largo, voracious fish, extremely destructive
to other fishes
highly valued for food, the flesh being most excellent.
Occasional in the Mediterranean Cspecimens from Athens examined by
us).
(AaZ<«<nx, one who leaps.)
(Eu.)
;

;

;

;

;

Parca mHalrix, LiNN.«us, Sjst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758,

i,

203,

Carolina;

after Vvrca marina saltatrix,

tho Skipjack of Catf.sby.
Perca luphat; ForskAl, Descr. Anini.,

177'),

Constantinople.
Fort Dauphin, Madagascar.
iv, 436, 1802, Carolina.

ChethMlipterus heptacandiiis, Lac£i'EDE, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss.,

Puniatomns

skill,

LAcfipEDE, Hist. Nat Poiss,

Rafinesque, Indice, 17, 1810; ufter Fursi\.\l.
Rafinesque, Indice, 53, 1810, Sicily.
Chromis epicKrornm, Gronow, Cat., Ed. Gray, 119, 1854, Carolina; "
epicurorum gratissimus."

Lopliari.imediterraneiis,

Ooneiiion serra,

De Rociiebrune,

SparactodoH naliud,

Bull. Sci. Philoni. Paris, 159, 1880,

Gaf:leroiilem saltidrix, Linn.t.vs, Syst. Nat.,

Temnodon

saUator,

Mass., 159,

Piscis sapidissinius et jialato

Ed.

.\ii,

Senegambia.

491, 17GG.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Hat. Poiss., ix, 225, 1833; S-^orer, Hist. Fish.
1839; Gunther, Cat., ii, 479, 18G0; Steindacuner, IcUth. Beitriige,

pi. 15, fig. 1,

1881.

Pomalomus

s<dlalor,

PotiuUoiims sallalrix,

Jordan & Gilbert,
Jordan & Gilbert,

f^amily

Synopsis, 448, 1883.

Synopsis, 914, 1883.

CXXVII. EACHYCENTRID^.*
(Sergeant Fishes.)

Body elongate,

fusiform, subcylindrical, coveredwith very small, smooth,

Lateral line nearlj' parallel with the back. Head rather
bones above appearing through the thin skin.
Mouth rather wide, nearly horizontal, the maxillary about reaching front
of eye
both jaws, vomer, palatines, and tongue with bands of short,
sharp teeth; lower jaw longest; premaxillaries not protractile preopercle

adherent scales.

lu'oad, low, pike-like, the

;

;

unarmed. First dorsal represented by about 8 low, stout, equal, free
spines, each depressible in a groove
soft dorsal long and rather low,
somewhat falcate, similar to and nearly opposite anal 2 weak anal spines,
one of them free from the fin pectorals moderate, placed low ventrala
thoracic, I, 5; caudal fin strong, forked, on a moderate peduncle; no caudal
keel; no finlets. Gill rakers rather short, stout; no air bladder; branchi25.
A single genus
ostegals 7 pyloric ca>ca branched vertebrae 12 + 13
with probably but one species; a large, strong, voracious shore fish, found
in all warm seas.
Its relations are with the Scombroid fishes, although
The superficial resemblance
not close to any of the other groups.
;

;

;

;

;

;

=

*Tlio osteology of this family i.s given as follows by Dr. Gill: "Acanthopterygians with a
deprcssiMl, broad, distegous cranium, tho medifroutines double, plane, sculptured, and perfectly
ecariiiate; tlii' sphenotiis witli the upper surface piano and scarcely <lccIivous; tin' iiarcthmoids
ex.sertcd, with tho tipper surface nearly continuous with the medifroutinef! and the lower with
the parasphenoid, and imperforate; the |)rosetliinoid with a large and nearly square tabular surface and a short declivous portion at a very obtuse angle with the former; the supraoccipitine
with an anterior ecarinate plane portion and a posterior cristiform portion; the lateral posterior
crests very low, depressed, and ceasing at the medifrontines; the b;vsioccipitine solid below; tho
exocclpitine condyles distant from each other; the parasphenoid very broad and ecarinate; the
contour of the body fusiform; the head wedge-shaped and broad; tho scales small and cycloid;
the caudal fin with procurreut raylets; dor-siil fin long and jjieceded by free spines recliuable in
grooves, and normal pectoral and ventral fins."
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shown,

Bacliycntron bears to Echeneis, as Dr. Gill has
w'itli

iiiiy

intimate homology.

(Scomhridw,

Museum.

x)art,

is

not connected

Giiuther, Cat.,

Ii,

375,

1860; liachiccntrida', Gill, Pioc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1895.)

430.
Rachycenlron, Kaih',
IlacliUeiilroii,

Kavp,

Isis,
Isis,

RACHYCENTRON,

xix, Col. 89, 1826,

Kaup.

(ti/2)ns).

XX, Col. 024, 1827; emended spelling.

Regne Animal, Ed. 2, ii, 203, 1829.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii,

Les EUicdles, Ouvier,
Elacate,

Characters of the genus included above,

,328,

1831, {malabarica

(puxir,

= canadus).

lower part of back;

KEVTpov, spine.)
1346.

RACHTCENTBON CANADUS

(Sergeant Fish

;

(Linnaus).

Crab Eatee Bonito
;

;

Cobia.)

Head ii depth 5f. D. VIII-I, 26; A. II, 25. Head much depressed
mouth moderate, the short maxillary reaching front of orbit. Pectorals
;

;

broad and falcate caudal deeply emarginate, the upper lobe slightly the
longer. Lateral line wavy and irregular, descending posteriorly. Olive
brown, sides with a distinct broad baud of darker, and a less distinct
band above and below it silvery below. Length 5 feet. Warm seas
common on our Atlantic Coast in summer, especially in Chesapeake Bay
and southward north to Cape Cod
not recorded from the Eastern
Pacific, but abundant in the East Indies.
(Name from Canada, where the
species is not found.)
;

;

;

;

;

canadus, LiNN.^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 491, 1706, Carolina.

Gai^terosletts

(Coll.

Bloch, Iclithyologia, plate 3.37, 1793.
Centronotns gardcnii, Lackpkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 357, 1803, Carolina.
Centronolus spinosns, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc. N. Y., l, 490, pi.

Scomber

Garden.)

iiiger,

1S15,

3, fig. 9,

New:

York.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 329, 1831, Pondicherry.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 332, 1831, Orixa.
Elacate malabarica, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 332, 18:U, Malabar.
Elacate atlantica, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 334, 1831, Brazil.
Elacate canrnla, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 113, pi. 2.5, tig. 77, 1842.
Elacate bivittata, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 338, 1831, Molucca.
Elacate pondiceriana,
Elacate molta,

Elacate falcqiinnis, Go.ssE, Jamaica, 208, 1851,

Elacalc nigra, Gi'NTHeb, Cat.,
Elacate canada,

Ii,

Jamaica.

375, 18G0.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

418, 1883.

Family CXXVIII.

NOMEID^.

Body oblong, compressed, covered with cycloid scales; lateral line continuous and unarmed
head compressed opercula unarmed nostrils
double mouth with a lateral cleft upper jaw scarcely i>rotractile teeth
small and conical, on the palate as well as jaws gill membranes free
from the isthmus; branchiostegal rays 5 or 6; dorsal more or less divided,
and with the spinous portion shorter than the soft, but well developed,
and the spines slender.
Skeleton with numerous vertebra.' (in Nomciis
Genera 6 or 8 species
16
pyloric appendages very numerous.
25)
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

i

Jordan and Evermann.
about

15,

mostly of the open sea

(Nomeina, Giiuther, Cat.,
NOMEIN.K
a.

— Fishes of North America.
;

949

small fishes, rarely used as food

387, 1860.)

ii,

:

Finlftts none.

Ventrals very long and broad, longer than the pectorals; attached by a membrane to
the abdomen and depressible in a deep furrow; mouth narrow; teeth on jaws,

h.

vomer, and palatines.
Ventrals moderate,

hh.

Nomei'S, 431.

much

shorter than pectorals; snout

NOMEUS,

431.
Nomens,Cv\lEn, Regne Anim., Ed.

11, :^j15,

i,

1817,

Psenes, 432.

ir flated.

Cuvier.

{groiioi-ii).

Body oblong, rather compressed, covered with rather small cycloid
Head Hattish above occipital crest little developed; cleft of the
scales.
mouth narrow. Teeth small, in a single series in the jaws teeth on the
vomer and palatines. Pseudobranchije large. First dorsal with 10 or 11
spines; second dorsal and anal very long, similar to each other, without
finlets; anal fin with 3 rather strong spines, none of them free; caudal
;

;

not deeply forked ventral fins long and broad, attached to the belly
by a membrane, depressible in a deep farrow in the abdomen. Lateral
line running high.
Air bladder present. Pyloric cceca very numerous.
Vertebriu 16
25.
Small fishes of the warm seas, our species living commonly under the protection of the "Portuguese Man-of-War," swimming
Goode A; IJean nuMition the capture
freely among its poisoned tentacles.
of 10 individuals under a single colony of this "Man-of-War." (ro/isL'^,
pastor early travelers having compared the fish to a mullet, harder or
berger in Dutch.)

fin

;

+

;

1347.

NOMEUS GROXOVII

(Portuguese Man-of-War Fish

Head

3j

;

depth 3*; eye 3i

26; A. Ill, 26.

;

;

(Gmelin).

Harder

;

Pastor.)

snout 4^; interorbital width

Body compressed, back and ventral

4^;.

line e<iually

D. X-1,

and gen-

Maxillary reaching to below the front of tlie eye; ventrals
reaching front of anal,* 1;^ in head pectorals reaching past front of anal,
a little longer than head. Brownish above, silvery below, the sides below
with large round brown spots cheeks and opercles silvery ventrals
black, with silvery edgings anal with 3 brown spots caudal with brown
spots pectorals brown above, white below. Tropical parts of the Atlantic
and Indian oceans in rather deep water, swimming near the surface, very

tly arched.

;

;

;

;

;

;

abundant

common north to Florida and Bermuda,
Hole, Mass. (Barton A. Bean.) Also recorded

in the Sargasso Sea,

occasionally farther

;

Woods

by Eigenniann from Panama. (Named for Lawrence Theodore Gronow or
Gronovius, a senator of Leyden and one of the ablest ichthyologists contemporary with Linna3us.)
Gohiiis gro7iovii,

Gmelin,

Tropical America; after Gronow.
Jordan it Giliiert, Syiiop.sip, 449, 1883.

Syst. Nat., xiii, 1205, 1788,

Nomeits gronovii, Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

ii,

387, 1860;

*The large fan-shaped ventrals arc used in support in resting on the bottom.
they are usually closed in their groove. Qoode & Bean.

In swimmiDg
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Bloch & Schneiber,

Eleoiris mauritii,

Brazil; after Prince Maurice.

Syst. Ichth., GG, 1801,

GohiomorHS gronovianus, Lac^pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

II,

Museum.

5S4, 1799; after

Gronow.

Nomeus maculoms, Bennett, Proc. Zool. Soc, i, 1831, 14G, East Indies.
Seriola aryi/romelaa, Cuvier & Valenciennes, IIi.st. Nat. Poiss., ix, j)l. 202,
Nomenn maculaliiit, Valenciennes, in Cuvier, Resne Anini., in, Poiss., pi.
Nomeus oxyiirus, POEY, Memorias, ii, 23G, 1860, Havana.

PSENES,

432.

Atimoskima, Smith,
Nav(irclm.%

De

Trachelocirrns,

111. Zoiil. S.

Africa, Fish.,

Doumet,

Piev. et

\i\.

Mem. Accad.

Filippi and Verany,

Mag.

&

Cuvier

Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Oubicejjs, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1843, 82,

Psenen,

1833.
56, fig. 2.

Valenciennes.

ix, 259, 1833,

('•i/aiioj)//?-)/.'!).

{gracilis).

xxiv, about 1842, {capense).
Sci. Turin, 2d ser., xviii, 7,

{/tnlcatns).

Zoijlogie, 1863, pi. xv, {mediterrannvK).

Body compressed, covered witli cycloid scales of moderate size. Mouth
narrow, beneath the short, swollen snout. First dorsal with 6 to 10 spines;
second dorsal and anal much longer, similar, without finlets anal spines
pectorals larger than ventrals. Lateral line
3, joined to soft part of fin
unarmed. Small teeth in jaws. Branchiostegals 5 to 7. Warm seas,
known chiefly from very young specimens; found in the open ocean.
{^p'uvri, the osprey, Pandion, the allusion not evident.)
;

;

Dorsal rays about XI,

a.

00.

Dorsal rays X,

I,

body deep; unspotted.

34; anal rays III, 34;

deep.
aaa. Dorsal rays XI,

I,

22 or 23; anal rays III, 23;

aaaa. Dorsal rays X,

I,

15; A. Ill, 15;

PELLtJCinus, 1348.

dark streaks; body
CYANOPHRYS, 1349.
body oblong, much blotched ami banded.

25 to 27; anal rays III, 25 to 27;

I,

sides with parallel

maculatus,
body oblong, much spotted and mottled.

1350.

REGULUS, 1351.

1348.

PSENES PELLUCIDrS,

Liitken.

Head 4; depth 2i; eye 2:| snout 4. D. XII, 34; A. Ill, 134. Body
high, short, and compressed. Pectorals li in head; ventrals as long as
;

head, extending considerably beyond the end of pectorals
vertical fins
quite high,
in head, showing a tendency to become falcate jiosteriorly;
caudal fin furcate. Lateral line placed high scales small. Dentition as
;

H

;

and
end of maxillary reaching to vertical from anterior margin of pupil. Nearly colorless and semitransparent.
Deep seas, one specimen taken at 32° 24'' N., 76° 55'' W., in 528 fathoms,
by the Albatross. (Goode & Bean.) (peUucidus, transparent.)

in the other species of the genus

farther apart than in the mandible

Paenef! 2>elluci(hifi,

teeth in the maxillary finer

;

LiiTKEN, Spolia Atlautica, 516 (109),

Goode & Bean, Ocean.
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Head

;

Ichth., 221,

fig. 228,

fig.

601 (198), 1880, Strait of Surabaja;

1895.

PSEXES CTANOPHRTS,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

Snout short,
and
anal scaly. Body brownish, with dark parallel lines of dots along the
Open
rows of scales, sometimes a bluish streak above each eye.
sea, widely distributed, in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans;
4;

depth

1*.

D. X,

I,

25 to 27;

truncate, as long as eye; lower

jaw

A. Ill, 25 to 27.

slightly projecting

;

soft dorsal

Jordan and Evermann.
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recorded by Liitkeii from deep water off Jamaica
{KvavEoq, blue; (>(pfj'r(:, eyebrow.)
CuviEa & "Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
land; LOtken, Spolia Atlantica, 110, 1880.

Psenes ctjmiophri/s,

951

and Martiuiiiue.

Poiss., ix, 200, pi. 205, 1833,

New

Ice-

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 264, 1833, Java.
CuviEU & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 20J, ls:i3, Gulf of Bengal.

rseiiesjariitiiciis,

Pscms

auraliis,

Pseiiesfu.tciis,

Guichenot, Mem. Sue.

Cubicejis multiradiatiis,

Sci.

GuNiiiER, Proc.

1350.

Nat. Cherbourj;, 1860, 138,

Zoiil. Soc.

Loud., 1871, 001,

PSENES MACULATUS,

Madagascar.

pi. 01,

Manado.

Liitkeu.

HeadSf to3|; depth about

3.
D. XI, I, 22 or 23; A. Ill, 23. Body
eye 3 in head, half longer than snout
fins somewhat
scaly; scales behind eye and on interopercle; no others on head. Pectoral length less than depth of body. Teeth in one row in each jaw.

rather elongate

;

;

Dusky, with diffuse spots forming 7 broad cross bauds on back and
tail, extending on the fins; first dorsal mostly black, second with 2
dark bands.
Open Atlantic. (Liitken.) One specimen taken by the
Albatross in 27° 49^ N., 76° 12^ W., at the surface in 633 fathoms. According to Liitken, this is very likely the young of Psencs cajjensis, Smith,
but that species has D. X, I, 19; A. I, 19. {macuJaius, spotted.)
Psenes maculatus, Ltjtken, Spolia Atlantica,110, 1880,

34° and 27°

open Atlantic, 39° N.,25°4'S., and between

W.

PSENES RE6DLUS,

1351.

Poey.

15; A, III, 15; V. I, 5. Eye median, 3 in head.
Body regularly oval, compressed; teeth uuiserial, cylindrical, short, slender, close-

D. X,

set.

I,

Silvery with blue spots, some large, others rounded, about 20 in

all,

and about as large as eye, a baud passing
through eye cheeks silvery. Coasts of Cuba. Length 3i inches. (Poey.)
distributed without order
;

Specimens apparently similar to the type of Psenes rcfjulus have been
recorded under other names from the East Indies, {regulus, dirainutiv^e
of rex, king.)
Psenes regulus, Poey, Synopsis, 375, 1S68,

Cuba.

Day, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Lond., 1871, 090, Madras.
Oubiceps ]}auciradialus, Gunther, Ann. Nat. Hist., x, 1872, 423, Misol.
Ciihiceps indieus,

Family CXXIX.

CORYPH^NID^.

(The Dolphins.)
Body elongate, compressed, covered with small cycloid scales. Cleft of
mouth wide, oblique, the lower jaw projecting. Cardiform teeth in
the jaws and on the vomer and palatine bones a patch of villiform teeth
the

;

on the tongue no teeth on the ojsophagus. Opercular bones entire.
Skull with a crest, which is much more elevated in the adult than in the
young. A single, many-rayed dorsal fin, not greatly elevated, extending
from the nape nearly to the caudal fin anal similar, but shorter; both
without distinct spines pectoral fins very short and small ventrals well
developed, thoracic, I, 5, partly received into a groove in the abdomen
;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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caudal fin widely forked. Lateral line present. Gill membranes free from
the isthmus. Brauchiostegals 7 no pseudobranchiie. No air bladder.
Pyloric appendages very numerous. Vertebnu about 30. A single genus.
with probably but two species. Very large fishes, inhabiting the high
seas in warm regions, noted for their brilliant and changeable colors.
{Scombrida!, genus Coryphcma, Giiuther, Cat., ii, 404-108, 1860.)
;

433.

CORYPH.(ENA,

Liuna?u8.

(Dolphins.)
Coryphmna, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 261,

(hijipitrxs).

Caraiu-omoriis, LAcf:PKDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 26, 1802, (pelagicus).

Kafinesque, Caratteri, etc., .S3, 1810, {kippuroidcs).
CuviEK & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IX, 317, 1833,

Lepitiiphia,

Lampnijus,

(pelayiaa^;

young

form).

The species are not well
Characters of the genus included above.
known, having been unduly multiplied by authors. According to Dr.
Liitken all are probably reducible to two. {Kopv<t>ntva, the name applied
by Aristotle to Corypliana lilppurus, ivom. /fupur, helmet (paivu, to show.)
;

Dorsal rays 55 to 05; anal 26 to 30; .adult male witli

o.

frout greatly elevated, forming a

tlie

hippurus,

liigh crest.
aa.

1.352.

Dorsal rays 51 to 55; anal 24 to 26; profile of adult male not very steep, not very different
equisetis, 13.53.
from that of the female.

1352.

CORYPHEXA HIPPURUS,

(Common Dolphin

;

Dorado

;

Linnceus.

Dourade.)

Head

4f to 5| ; depth 5. D. 55 to 65; A. 26 to 30. Profile in adult male
nearly vertical maxillary reaching middle of eye or beyond. Vertebrto
;

Ventrals inserted slightly behind upper ray of pectoral, its
length li in head; pectoral 1^. Colors brilliant in life, the head, body,
and tail greenish olive, changing suddenly at death brownish olive
above, white or golden below, with a series of about 15 bright-blue spots
on back along each side of dorsal, the largest on the back and head, forming
bands on the snout dorsal purplish blue, with paler oblique lines other
fins tinged with blue
caudal yellow in spirits pale, with blackish spots
on the lower parts. Length 6 feet. Pelagic, noith on our coast to Cape
30 or 31.

;

;

;

;

;

abundant from South Carolina to Texas not definitely known
from the eastern Pacific. Eemarkable for its brilliant coloration, whicli
fades at death, although the change has been much exaggerated. A good

Cod

;

;

food-fish.

(Eu.)

(iTTTTOf,

horse;

oi»pd, tail.)

Conjphsnia lu})ptmis, LinN-T^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 261,
1800;

Jordan & Gilbert,

open seas; GCnther,

Cat.,

ii. 40.1,

Synopsis, 914, 1883, and of authors .&oneraIIy.

Scomber pelagicvs, Linn.'eu.s, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 290, no locality.
Coi-yphsena fasciolalns,

Coryphxna

chrysiiriis,

Pallas,

Spicil. Zoiil., viii, pi. 3, fig. 2, 1772,

LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Amboina.

18, fig. 2, 1799.

ii, pi.

Corijphxna impei-kiUs, Kafinesque, Caratteri, &c., 33, 1810, Sicily.

Palermo.

Lepimphis hippiiroides, Kafinesque, Caratteri, &c., 34, 1810,
Coryphxtiaimmaculata, Aqassiz, in Spix, Pise. Bras., in,
CorypIuBiia marcgranii,

America.

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

pi. 56, 1829,

Hist.

Nat.

Atlantic, off Brazil.

Poiss.,

ix,

301,

1833,

South

Jordan and Evermann.
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Coriiphwna siieurii, CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat.
Coryphxna dorado, Ci'ViEU & V.vleniue.nnes, Hist. Xat.
Oori/phienii dolfyn, CuviER ct Vai.excibnnes, Hist. Nat.

Conjphxna

virguta,

Cuviek & Valenciennes,

Philadelphia.

Poiss., ix, 302, 1833,
I'uiss., i\, 303,

953

1833, Brazil.

Poiss., ix, 305, 1833,

Antilles.

Martinique;

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 308, 1833,

after

Plumier.

Cdvier & Vai-enciennes, I. c, ix, 314, 1833, Sea of Coromandel.
Clvier & Valenciennes, I. c, ix, 315, 1833, seas of India: afti^- I!f.nahi>.
Laiiipiigns siciiUts, CuviER & VALENCIENNES, I. c, IX, 323, 1833, Sicily.
Coryjiiiiina scoMberoides, CuviEH & VALENCIENNES, /. c, ix, 315, 1833, South Sea; aftir (MeruglossUS of COMMERSON.
Coriiplioiiia unenri, Jordan ct Gilbert, Synopsis, 455, 1883.
OoryphiKiia argyruriis,
Coi-iiplnena vlamingii,

CORTPH.ENA EQUISETIS,

1353.

Linnaous.

(.Small Dolphin.)

U

Head

to 4?
depth 3? to i. D. 51 to 55; A. 24 to 26; vertebrte 33.
head convex, but not nearly vertical, even in the adult; maxInsertion of dorsal behind
illary reaching front of pupil, 3| to 4* in head.
maxillary reaching middle of
eye pectorals equal half length of head
eye; profile of snout becoming nearly vertical with age; front of anal
under middle of body. Colors brilliant in life, changing suddenly at
death brownish olive above, white or golden below, with bright-blue
spots, the largest on the back and head, forming bands on the snout;
dorsal purplish blue, with paler oblique lines other fins tinged with
in spirits pale, with blackish spots on the lower
blue; caudal yellow
" Male with the front elevated, forming a crest, which projects a
parts.
little beyond the upper jaw
female with blue spots along each side of
;

Profile of

;

;

;

;

;

;

the

tail,

rare in the
(e(/«H.s,

Open

regularly arranged." (Poey.) Length 30 inches.

West Indies

;

Atlantic;

not recorded from coast of the United States.

horse; se<a, bristle, tail.)

OorijplneniteiiiiiseliSjTjiii'sm.vs, Syst. Nat.,

(En.)

Ed. x, 1758, 261, (misprinted

equiselis),

high seas;

Dorado of Osbeck, Resa Cliina, 308, 17.57; Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
IX, 297, 1833; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, !n4, 1883.
CorypluEita aitralii, Kafinesque, Caratteri, &c., 33, 1810, Sicily.
Corypliieiia leiinmiii, Gi'viER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 307, 1833, India.
Liwijiiiijiix piiiiiliilaUis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 327, 1833. Atlantic at the
after

Equator.
Lampiigiis neapolitanus,

CuviER 4 Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 325,

18;i:j,

Naples;

after

Block.
Coryphiena azoricn,

CuviER &, VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat.
Jordan it Gilbert, Synopsis, 454,

Cnryphienn puiichdata,

Family

Poiss., ix, 306, 1833,

Azores.

1883.

CXXX. LAMPEIDyE.

(The Mariposas.')
Body ovate, compressed, and elevated, covered with minute, cycloid
Head small, rather pointed. Mouth small, terminal, without

scales.

its angle with slits in the skin to permit the motion of
the jaws, as in the tunnies. Premaxillaries protractile. Oi)ercular bones
entire.
Dorsal fin single, very long, elevated, and falcate in front, without distinct spines anal long and low, not at all falcate both tins

teeth in the adulf

,

;

;
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groove ventral fius thoracic, but behind the pectorals,
attached to a very long pubic bone, composed of 14 to 17 soft rays pectoral fins large, falcate, their bases horizontal caudal fin moderately
forked, its peduncle short and slender, without keel. A pit at base of
caudal, above and below, as in certain sharks. Lateral line present,
much arched iu front. Cranchiostegals 6. Gill membranes free from the
isthmus, ffisophagus not armed with spinous teeth.. Air bladder large,
Pj'loric appendages very numerous.
bifurcate behind.
Vertebnc 45.
Hypocoracoid very much dilated as in Brama, the entire shoulder girdle
very heavy the pubic bone much longer than in Brama. Fishes of
large size and gorgeous coloration, inhabiting the open seas, the flesh
firm and rich. A single genus with probably but one species. It resembles the tunnies in the character of the flesh, but the form is very different, and the character of the anal fins separates it widely from all the
mackerel-like fishes. It is not certain that it really belongs with the
Scomhroidci.
{Scomhridd', genus Lampris, Giinther, Cat., 11,415,416, 18G0.

dei)res8ible iu a

;

;

;

;

434.

LAMPRIS,

Retzius.

(Mariposa.)
Lampris, Retzius,

Nya

Il.andhing,

Lackpkde, Hist. Nat.

Chri/snloxiis,

iii, 91,

1799, {guUalus).

I'oiss., iv, 580,

1802,

(linifr).

Characters of the genus included above. The single species is cosmopolitan, most beautifully colored, and unsurpassed as food, the flesh rich,
firm,

and

delicate.

(Aafinpuc, radiant.)

1354.

(Mariposa

;

Opah

;

Moonfisii

;

Fl.SH

Head

depth

LAMPRIS LUNA*

San Pedro Fish
;

GUDI.AX

;

;

(Gmelin).

Cravo

;

.TF.Rr.SALEM

Haddock

;

Glance

POISSON LUNE.)

D. 53 to 55; A. 38 to 41; V. 14 to 17; vertebra
sides much compressed.
Mouth toothless. Longest dorsal ray shorter than pectorals, which are
nearly as long as the head. Anal very low in front, a little higher
behind. Color a rich brocade of silver and lilac, rosy on the belly
everywhere with round silvery spots; head, opercles, and back with
ultramarine tints; jaws and fins vermilion flesh red, of varying shades.
Skeleton strong and firm. Length 3 to 6 feet. Open waters of the
Atlantic and Pacific, frequently taken off the Coasts of Europe not
rare off" Madeira, occasionally taken ofl' Newfoundland, Maine, and Cuba,
also at Monterey and other places in California.
Our specimen is from
Monterey. One of the choicest of fishes, the flesh rich, firm, and of delicate flavor. (I una, moon.) (Eu.)
3^

;

23-|-2!2^45.

If.

Body short and very deep, the

;

;

;

*We have before us a drawing of a specimen of Lampris luna made at Sable Island by .Tames
Farqnh.ar iu 1856, and sent with an accompanying letter to Dr. J. Bernard Gilpin of Halifax.
Mr. Farquhar writes: "Just imagine the body a Ijeautiful silver, inti'rspcrsed with spots of a
lighter color about the size of a si.xpenco, the eyes very laig(> and brilliant, with a golden ring
around them. You will then have some idea of the splendid appearance of the fish when fresh.
If Caligula bad seen hiui I might have realized a fortune.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Yjntf.

Dos

Gmelin,

Peclies,

Nat., xni,

Sj'pst.

Vl'lh,
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1788,

Normandy;

Danske Selskr., Ill, 398,
Bonnateube, Eucycl. Ichth., 72, pi.
Pennant.

Elsinore,

Zens gnllahis* Biu'NNicir,

1788,

39, 17SS,

Zeus

strirmii,

Walbaum,

(junueri,

after Poisson de Lunu, I)u

Hamel,

III, 74.

Zeits regias,*

Scomber

955

Artedi Pisciuni, 398, 1792,

Block & SciiNEiDEn,

specimens from near

Sj'st.

Denmark.

Torbay, England;

Norway;

after

Opah

of

after Zeus eauihi hifurcn of StRiiM.

Ichth., 38, 1801; after Scomber peUtgiciis of GrNNF.n;

Throndhjem.

Shaw, Nat. Jlisc, iv, 140, 1803, Torbay; after Opah of Pennant.
Zeus opah, Shaw, Genl. Zool., iv, 287, 1803, Torbay; after Pennant.
Lampris lauta, Lowe, Fishes Madeira, 27, 1843, Madeira.
Lampris (iiitlalus, CuviEu & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 39, pi. 282, 1830; Jordan
Zeus imperialis,

&,

Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 453, 1883.

Gunther, Cat., ii, 41G, 1860; Day, Fish. Great Britain
GoODE & Bean, Oceanic Ichth., 223, 189.5.

Lamims

lumi,

Lampris

regius,

118.

Family CXXXI. PTERACLIDyE.
Dorsal fin very high, continuous, with its rays all simple, not articulate
nor branched anal similar to dorsal; ventrals jugular, inserted before
pectorals, about under the eye, their rays I, 3 or I, 5 scales firm, lobate
or emarginate
dorsal and anal each with a basal sheath of enlarged
Otherwise essentially as in the Bramidcv.
scales, the fin otherwise naked.
Skeleton not examined, the vertebriP probably numerous, tlie attachment
of the ventrals to the shoulder girdle evidently unlike that seen in the
Bramidw. Two genera, with about 5 species small pelagic fishes, notable
for the very high fins.
;

;

;

;

a.

fVentral rays

line faint, but present; dorsal beginning on head, its short rays
number, the third or fourth ray longest; teeth on vomer and pala-

T, 3; lateral

few (about 2 or

3) in

Ptebaclis, 435.

tines.

435.
PteracUs,

GnoNOW.Acta Helvetica,

PTERACLIS,

vii, 44, 1772, (velifera).

Oligopodus, LArfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss.,

Body oblong

Gronow.

ii,

512, 1800, (velifera).

much compressed, deep

anteriorly, growing rapidly
and regularly slender behind scales rather large, firm, each one with a
median horizontal furrow or emaigiuation, these forming distinct
striated lines along the rows of scales. Lateral line not obsolete. A
sheath of very large scales along bases of dorsal and anal a long axillary
scale at base of ventral
Caudal
scales on head and breast small.
peduncle slender, the caudal fin short, lunate. Vent nearly under i)roopercle, the breast very short. Abdominal cavity extending much behind
vent, as in the flounders. Ventrals jugular in position, directly under
the eye, each of a feeble spine and about 3 soft rays. Pectorals moderate.

ovate,

;

;

;

* We have no means of knowing which of the three specific names given to this species in
Intia, gutlattis, regius, is entitled to priority.
Wo have elsewhere regarded the names of
Gmelin as prior to those of Boiiniiterre, and we know of no reason for supposing the work of
Briiniiich to be earlier than either.
The still earlier name jielngicus, given by Gunner, is au
error of iuentificatiou, the Seomher pelagiciis of Liunieus being a Curiipli/rua.
+ The Japanese genus, ('tilroplmlis, Hilgendorf, has the ventral rays I, 5; lateral line obsolete;
dorsal beginning behind head, with about 13 graduated rays, the fourteenth ray longest; no
teeth on vomer ui palatines. The type is Ceulropholis petersi, Hilgendorf.
1788,
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Dorsal liii excessively high, all the rays alike, simple, fragile, and
unbrauclied, appearing like hairs; some of the anterior rays higher; 2
or 3 of the anterior shorter and graduated the posterior rays progressively shorter; first dorsal ray on the head. Anal similar to dorsal,
equally high and almost as long, the rays all simple, the first ray short.
Eye large nape elevated month large, nearly vertical maxillary broa'd,
scaly
teeth small, slender, on jaws, tongne, vomer, and palatines.
Pseudohranchia; present air bladder small ca'ca 6. Pelagic fishes, widely
distributed. (Tirfpoi', fin or wing; /i/lf7'u, to close. " The name indicating
the double rows of scales which embrace the bases of the two vertical
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

fins.")

1355.

PTEBACLIS CAROLINUS,

Cuvier

k

Valenciennes.

D. LII; A. XLIV. Mouth larger, scales larger, and fourth or longest
ray of the dorsal stouter than in other species. Silvery, with bluish
reflections.
Coast of South Carolina known from a mutilated specimen
4 inches long, evidently the young of some pelagic species.
(Cuv.
Val.)
A second specimen, agreeing in general with this description has been
;

&

lately obtained
f

by the Albatross (Goode

PieracUs irichoplerus,

unknown.

D. 50; A. 44.

I^eraclis carol imis,

GuNTHER,

CuviER & Valenciennes,
(Coll.

&

Bean).

Hist.

Nat. Poiss.,

ix,

307,

18.33,

locality

Quoy & Gaimard.)

Cuviee & Valenciennes, 1. c, ix, 368, 1833, off coast of South Carolina,
II, 411, 1860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 455, 1883; Ghode & Bean;

Cat.,

Oceanic Ichthyology, 212, 1895.

Family CXXXII.

BRAMID^.

(The Pomfrets.)
Body oblong, more

or less elevated, strongly compressed, covered with

firm adherent scales, large or small.

Scales firm, cycloid, lobate, or

median ridge or spine

this character found in the
but disappearing with age in some of them. Mouth
moderate, very oblique, the maxillarj^ broad and scaly, the j)remaxillary
protractile jaws with bands of slender teeth teeth on vomer and pala-

einarginate, or with a

young of

;

all species

;

;

Preopercle entire or serrulate, serrate or spinous
Dorsal and anal fins long, similar
in the young; opercles well developed.
to each other each with 3 or 4 anterior rays short and simple, developed
as spines, the remaining rays all articulated; soft dorsal and anal scaly
or with a sheath of scales; ventrals small, below the pectoral; the axilPectoral long. Caudal peduncle
lai-y scale well developed, the rays I, 5.
slender, the fin lunate or forked, sometimes widely so. Branchiostegals
7.
Pseudobranchite present. Pyloric cceca few. Air bladder present or
supraoccipital crest large and high, extending forward to the
absent
tines present or absent.

;

;

Vertebra; numerous (16 -(-23= 39 in Brama raii). Skeleton firm.
Shoulder girdle thick and heavy, the hypocoracoid especially large and
much dilated, entering the ventral outline, excluding the pubic bones from
contact with the shoulder girdle; pubic bones short and small; neurals
and interneurals small and slender. Fishes of the open sea, widely distributed and often inhabiting considerable depths, subject to great changes
snout.

Jordan and Ever mann.
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Taructes, Ftcrifcombus)

(Scombridiv, part, Giinther, Cat.,

957

with about 10 species.

408-411, 1860.)

ii,

a.* Dorsal fin beginning at a point behind tlio gill opening.
b.

Scales largo (40 to 50 in lengthwise series); lateral line obsoleto

emarginato and with a median horizontal ridge
Brama); this character

on the anterior
bb. Scales

jiersistent

through

;

each scale deeply

and the young of
chielly scaly at base and

(as in Pleraclis

life; soft

fins

lobe; ventrals inserted before pectorals.

Tabacte.*, 436.

small (about 80 in lateral line) those of sides with a long bony vertical ridge

and a narrow cycloid

free jiart,

which conceals the ridge

in the adult; lateral lino

developed; soft fins almost entirely scaly; ventrals inserted below pectorals.

Brama,

436.
Taractes,

LOWK, Proc.

Zoijl. Soc.

TARACTES,

Lond., 1863, 82,

{aspcr,

4:i7.

Lowe.
probably young of ]!rtima or Taravles

hingipinnis).

Argo, DoDEELEiN, in Steindachner's Fische Japan,
in Mollusks,

111, 7,

1884, {stemdaclineri);

name preoccupied

by Bohadsch, 1761.

Body ovate, compressed, the nape less elevated than in Brama, the hack
more so; scales large, firm, deeply emaiginate and with a horizontal
median ridge or spine, as in the young of Brama, this character persistent
no lateral line; dorsal and anal more or less falcate, the spines few and
slender, adnate to the soft rays; scales on the tins largely confined to the
anterior lobe ventrals small, inserted before pectorals. Caudal simply
lunate, on a slender peduncle. A well-marked genus intermediate between
Pteradls a,ud Brama. The large scales (lateral line 43) of Taractes asper,
show, as Dr. Liitken has indicated, that it is the young of Brama longi;

pinnh, rather than of Brama r<iii. This species, longip'mnis, is very closely
related to the Japanese form called Argo stcindadntcri. The name Taractes
may therefore supersede Argo, which is preoccupied. {rapuKTij^, a disturber.)
135fi.

Head

(Lucel).

depth 2i D. Ill, 30 A. II, 20 V. I, 5 B. 7
Body compressed, elevated; back and belly slightly keeled;

4^ in total length

scales 50.

TAKACTES SAUSSURII
;

;

;

;

toward front of dorsal, thence descending
gradually to the forehead, where it is abruptly decurved in a semicircle.
Eye large, 3 in head. Mouth oblique, the maxillary nearly reaching posterior margin of eye.
Dorsal beginning behind base of pectoral, its
length of base equal to height of body second soft ray longest, nearly
i of height of body; anal inserted below fourteenth dorsal ray, its
first soft ray J depth of body
pectoral reaching twelfth soft ray of dorsal
ventral under base of pectoral, its first ray i height of body. Silvery
and gray; the dorsal, from its first soft ray to the ninth, broadly bordered with white, the rest of the fin with black first 7 rays of anal
perfectly white, the next 4 T)ordered with white, the rest of the fin blackish; both lobes of caudal broadly bordered with white, the 6 middle rays
line of profile strongly elevated

;

;

;

Dorsal beginning on the head above the preopercle in Pterycombus, Fries. Plerijcombns brama.
Fries, the known species of this genus, is thus far known from Iceland, Norway, and neighboring
waters. It doubtless occurs iii Greenland waters.
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blackish

;

pectorals aud veutrals ycllowisli.

Museum.

Each scale of

sides (in speci-

12 inches long) with a spinous ridge along its middle. (Luuel.)
Havana. One specimen in the museum at Geneva. It is evidently a

men

but with the fins much lower than in Taractcs lonijipinnin.
Henri de Saussure, of Geneva, a writer on crustacea,

Jaracics,

(Named

for Prof.

insects, etc.
Brama smissitrU, Liinel, Rovue du Genre Bramu, Mem.
pi. 2, 1865,

Cuba;

Soc. PLys. Hist. Nat. Geueve,

xvm,

1S5,

1'oey, Synopsis, 358, 1868.

437.

BRAMA/

Bloch

iV

Schneider.

(POMFRET.)
Brama, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 98, 1801, (niii).
Lepodaa, Rafinesque, Caratteri, etc., 53, 1810, {saragits).

Body oblong

or elevated, compressed, covered with rather small cycloid
is usually composed of a bony ridge or spine, with

each of which

scales,

a cycloid free edge, the bony vertical portion often becoming hidden with
age. Mouth wide, oblique, the lower jaw the longer; the jaws and palatines provided with slender teeth maxillary broad, scaly. No teeth in
the a'sophagus. Opercle moderately developed preopercle entire, serruSnout obtuse and convex, supraoccipital crest highly
late in the young.
elevated, extending forward to tip of snout. Dorsal and anal fins very
long, both with the anterior lobe more or less elevated, the first ray of
dorsal over the ventrals and notably behind the head; a few (3 or 4) of
the anterior rays developed as slender graduated spines; ventrals small,
thoracic, the number of rays I, 5. Soft parts of vertical fins covered with
;

;

small scales except along the edge. Pyloric cceca 5 brauchiostegals 7
vertebrai about 40 pseudobranchiie large; air bladder large. Shoulder
girdle very heavy, as in Lampris, the hypocoracoid especially thick and
;

;

large, excluding the small pelvis

from contact with the

clavicle.

Neurals

and interneurals comparatively small. Large pelagic fishes of dusky
colors, widely distributed and descending to considerable depths, the
adult quite unlike the young. {Brama, bream, Ahramis, the species having been called Brama marina by John Ray.)
a. Dui'sal
h.

rays about III, 30; anal rays II, 19 or 20; caudal not deeply forked.
fin bordered with white (as in Taractes), its middle rays not salient; longest dor-

Caudal

sal rays
!<(<.

aa.

Caudal

more than half depth of body.
without whitish border, its middle rays somewhat

agassizii, 1357.
salient; longest dorsal

brevoortii, 1358.
rays g depth of body.
Dorsal rays III, 31 to 33; anal rays II, 26 or 27; scales in lateral line 80 to 90; longest
dorsal rays about half depth of body; caudal very deeply forked, its middle rays not
i^alient.

*

fin

A

RAH, 1359.

very elaborate study of Brama has been completed by Liitken, based upon a large series,

Concerning B. rail he concludes that it is quite cosmopolitan in its
chiefly of young specimens.
distribution, occurring from the Fariie Islands to the Cape of Good Hope, and is represented by
closely similar, if not identical, forms on the coast of Chile (B. chileusis a.n(:l an.itralis) and New
Zealand (B. si/namosa) and in the waters of Japan. He states that it has not yet been found in
the West Indies or otf the east coast of Nortli America, overlooking, perhaps, the fact that
Brama TO« Wiis observed at the Bermudas in 1880 by Dr. Goode. lie considers B. orciui iinil B.
dxmumieri And Taractes aajter to be immature forms and gives a very doubtful acceptance to six
species, claiming to be distinct from B. rail, described from various parts of the Atlantic.
(Goode

<{;

Brama

Kean.)
not unfreqontly taken on the coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington.
is, however, not the young of Brama rati, but belongs to a distinct genus.

rail is

Taractes asper

Jordan and Evermann.

BBAMA

1357.

Head

— Fishes of North America.

4^ in total with caudal

;

AGASSIZII,

depth

Poey.

D. Ill, 29

3.

959

;

A.

Number

II, 21.

of scales not stated, probably about as in B. raii. Eye 3^ in head (in
specimen 2 feet long); maxillary reaching past middle of eye. Jaws with
bands of villiform teeth, those in front larger; no canines; villiform
two strong teeth on the vomer. Form of the
teeth on the palatines
scales about as in B. rati, their free border thin and not ciliated, giving
the effect of an epidermal membrane attached to. each scale and reflecting a dull silvery color. Longest ray of dorsal a little more than half
depth of body anal inserted under thirteenth ray of dorsal ventrals
caudal concave, its middle rays not at all
twice as short as pectorals
produced.
Air bladder large; vertebne more than 24. Dusky, with
bright reflections
caudal largely bordered with whitish.
Coeca 7.
Cuba; known from one specimen. (Poey.) Apparently allied to Brama
(Named for Louis Agassiz.)
rati, but the fins are shorter.
;

;

;

;

;

Brama

agassi::u,

Poey, Memorias,

ii,

204, 1800,

13.58.

Havana.

BBAMA BBEVOORTII, Poey.

Head 4^ in total length with caudal depth 2|. D. Ill, 27 (or III, 30);
A. II, 21. Eye 3i in head, (in specimen 16 inches long). Teeth as in
Brama agassizii, but none on vomer. Second ray of dorsal ? height of
body; anal inserted much farther back than front of dorsal. Scales as
in Bramn agassizii. Caudal blackish, without pale margin, its middle
pectorals shorter than in
rays salient, half the length of the outer
other species; fins higher than B. rati, lower than in B. agassizii. Cuica
Color as in B. agassizii, except the caudal. Havana, Cuba; known
8.
from one specimen. (Poey.) (Named for James Carson Brevoort.)
;

;

Brama

hrevoorlii,

Poey, Memorias,

200, 18G0,

ii,

1359.
(POMFIiET

Head
coeca

3|;

depth

2^.

Vertebrje 16

5.

tical

BBAMA BAII
;

CaSTAONOLE

32; A.

Ill,

+ 24 = 40.

Maxillary 2^ in head.
body in adult

sides of

D.

Havana.

Eye

;

(Bloch).

RoNBANIN.)

II,

27; scales 13-80-23.

Pyloric

large, 4 in head, as long as snout.

Teeth on palatines, none on vomer.

much

bony portion whicli

is

Scales of
elongate vertically, consisting of a long versharp at either end and does not appear at

the surface; this projection extends under each scale above and below
for a distance nearly equaling diameter of the visible part of the scale;
this free part forming a cycloid lobate flap deeper than long axil with
scales of back and belly
a fringe of long scales attached by one edge
smaller, nearly normal in form fin rays of anterior part of dorsal, each
;

;

;

with a scaly flap free at one edge. Maxillary and opercles scaly lower
jaw with rndimentary scales. Pectorals long, falcate, reaching middle
of anal,
in body; dorsal and anal high in front, but lower than in
Brama agassizii, the Ion /est rays about 2^ in depth of body, 5i in length
of body caudal fin on a slender peduncle, deeply forked, its middle rays
;

2;'i

;
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+

13.
Gill rakers moderate, x
not salient, its longest rays 3f in body.
Color sooty gray, with some soiled silvery; snout, vertical tins, and
ro'don above anal black edges of dorsal and anal darker axil jet black
within. Bones firm. Length 2 to 4 feet. Open seas, widely distributed,
descending to considerable depths; occasional on the coasts of Europe
as far north as the Faroe Islands, rarely taken on our Atlantic Coast.
Bermuda (Goode); Grand Bank (Bean). It has lately been fre([uently
obtained on our Pacific Coast in different localities from Santa Catalina
to Puget Sound. Here described from a specimen found in the Los
Angeles market. In our specimen the pectoral is a little longer and the
scales a little larger than in Day's figure of the European form, but
doubtless the same species. Manj^ of the known specimens have been
beached by storms. An excellent food-fish. (Named for Rev. John Ray,
a learned naturalist, one of the ablest of the predecessors of Linnteus.)
;

;

(Eu.)
Brama marina canda forcipal.a, Ray, Synopsis Methodica

Pisciuni, 115, ITKi,

Middelburg.

SpavKsraii, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 273, 1791; .after Kay, etc.

Spams

castaneola,

Spani^

niijer,

Shaw, Gen.

Zocil., iv., 404,

1803; after

TuiiTON, British Fauna, 98, 1807,

Lacepkde, wIkj copied from Bloch.

Swansea.

Lepodm sarayus, Rafinesque, Caratteri, etc., 53, 1810, Palermo.
Brama dussumieri, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., \ n, 294, 1831, Indian Sea, Longitude 85° E.
f Brama orcini, CuviER & Valenciennes, I. c, vii, 295, 1831, Indian Sea, Longitude 85° E.;
from stomacli of Gerino alalunga.

Brama chilensix, Gay, mst.ChiU, Peces. 218, 1843, Chile.
Brama rail, Valenciennes in Cuvieu, Kegne Anim., lllustr.

f

after

Poiss., pi. 26, fig. 1, 1839,

Chile;

Cay's type.

Bramaraji, Bloch

&

Jordan k Gilbert, Synopsis,
Lutken, Spolia Atlantica.

ScHNEiiiER, Syst. Icbtli., 99, LSOl;

Bramaraii, GiJNTHEE, Cat.,

11,

408, 1860,

91,5, 1.S83.

Family CXXXIII. STEINEGERIIDzE.
low, divided by a deep notch into an anterior part of about
and a posterior part of about 18 soft rays; scales moderate, each with a median keel ventrals I, 5, inserted before pectorals,
otherwise essentially as in the Bramida', so far as external characters

Dorsal

fin

11 slender spines

;

The true relation of the group remains to be shown from a study
of the skeleton. One species known, from rather deep water.

show.

438.
Sleineijeria,

STEINEGERIA,

Jordan & Evermann,

Proc. U.

S.

Jordan

&

Evermann.

Nat. Mus., 188G, 467, {rnhcscem).

Body ovate, considerably compressed, thickly covered with rather
large membranous scales, which are closely imbricated, and each with a
Cleft of mouth very oblique, the lower jaw
distinct median keel.
strongly projecting. Jaws with bands of small cardiform teeth, those in
front largest, especially in the lower jaw teeth in villiform bands on
;

the palatines, but absent from the vomer.

Premaxillaries protractile;

preopercle without angle, with ascending limb finely serrulate, and with
a few coarser teeth about the angle. No distinct lateral line. Dorsal

Jordan and Evertnann.

— Fishes of North America.

961

fins somewhat elongate, the former deeply notched, with 11
slender spines, the latter with 2 spines; caudal lunate, with short and
slender peduncle ventrals I, 5, inserted before pectorals, not depressible

and anal

;

a groove, each with 1 spine and 5 rays. Vent well behind ventrals.
A single species known, from the (iulf of Mexico. Its skeleton has not
been examined. It is therefore not known how close its relations to
in

Brama may be, but it cannot be removed far from that group. Its
divided dorsal suggests relations with Nomeus, but the scales are more
(Named for Leonhard Stejneger, curator of replike those of Brama.
tiles in the United States National Museum, one of the ablest systematic
zoologists of our time.)
i;{60.

Head

STEINEGERIA RUBESCENS,

Jordan & Everniann.

depth 2; snout short, 5 in head.

D. XI-I, 18; A. II, 20; V.
ovate, considerably compressed, the greatest
thickness a little less than half length of head. Anterior profile from
I,

2|

;

5; scales 50-26.

Body

tip of snout to base of dorsal nearly straight; outline of belly prominent,

the axis of body being rather nearer dorsal than ventral outline breast
belly not carinate.
Head but little longer than deep, its upper sur;

and

face flattish, the bones not very firm
2 ridges about as broad as eye,

;

interorbital space nearly flat, with

which

is 3i in head; preorbital very narrow, somewhat cavernous, its edge sharply dentate mouth very oblique,
the lower jaw strongly projecting, the broad maxillary reaching to below
middle of eye, its length I that of the head. Each jaw with a band
of small cardiform teeth, those in front largest, especially in the lower
jaw, but all of them small; a band of villiform teeth on each palatine
bone, but none on the vomer; premaxillaries protractile. Lower jaw
with conspicuous pores preopercle forming a nearly even curve, without
distinct angle ascending limb of preopercle very finely serrulate, with
some 4 or 5 coarser teeth about the angle; other opercular bones very
thin, with entire edges. Cheeks, opercles, maxillary, and top of head
closely covered with scales similar to those on rest of body, but a little
smaller. Gill rakers rather short and wide apart, 8 or 9 developed on the
lower i)art of the arch, the longest about i length of eye. Body closely
covered with membranous scales, which are closely imbricated, deeper
than long, each with a distinct median keel, besides which are some
smaller radiating ridges, especially on the scales of the sides of the bodj'.
These ridges on the scales form continuous ridges, which give the body a
rough appearance, although they are not spinigerous scales largest on
middle of sides, becoming smaller on back and on belly no distinct
Dorsal spines very slender
lateral line; fins with few scales or none.
and flexible, some of them ending in filaments (all more or less mutilated
soft rays separated from spines by a deep notch
in typical example)
extending nearly to base of fin; soft dorsal elevated, the longest rays
about \k in head; caudal lunate, its peduncle very short and slender;
anal fin high, its spines short and slender, the longest ray 1^ in head no
free anal spines ventrals inserted before pectorals, their length 1^ in
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

P. N. A.
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Museum.

head, not depressible iuto a fissure of the abdomen pectorals 1\ iu head
vent well behind ventrals. Color in life salmon red, rather bright and
;

;

nearly uniform, darker on back, silvery under the chin fins all salmon,
with black areas toward base on both dorsals and anal; ventrals largely
;

Length 5 inches. A single specimen, in
stomach of a Red Grouper from the

black; lining of opercles pale.
fair condition,

was found

Snapper Banks

off Pensacola.

Sleiner/eria riibencenn,

Joudan & Eveumann,

oif

Pensacola.

in the

{rubescens, reddening.)

(Type, No. 37991.

Proc. U.

Coll.

Family CXXXIV.

S.

Jordan

Nat. Mus., 188G, 407,

&.

Snapper Banks

Evermann.)

CENTROLOPHID^.

(The Rudder-fishes.)
Body oblong or elongate, compressed, covered with moderate cycloid,
adherent scales. Lateral line present, straightish. Bones of head sometimes serrulate. Mouth moderate, with small teeth. Premaxillaries protEsophagus with tooth-like processes as in Stromateidiv. Vertetractile.
24 or 25. Dorsal fin long, 3 to 10
bne in normal number, 10 -f 14 or 15
of the anterior rays simple, more or less spine-like anal similar, shorter;
caudal lunate, on a rather stout peduncle; ventrals well developed, thoSkeleton moderately firm. Fishes of the open seas, inhabitracic, I, 5.
ing moderate depths. Three genera and about 6 species recognized. This
group is closely related to the Stromateida', but seems worthy of separate
recognition. {Centrolophina', Gill, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, xxi, 666, 1884.)

=

;

Centkolophin.t-:
a.

:

Dorsal spines slender, graduated, joined by the membrane; soft rays moderately elevated;

head naked,

its

bones

C'entrolophus, 439.

entire.

MuPiN.T-'
aa. Dorsal spines short

and

stout, subequal,

about as long as soft

raj's; fins

not falcate; sides

of head scaly.
6.

Ejes small; dorsal spines scarcely connected by membrane; preopercle, interopercle,
Palinuriciithys, 440.
and subopercle finely serrate.

439.

CENTROLOPHUS,

Lacdpede.

(Black Ruffs.)
Centrnlophiis,

LAc£pfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

iv, 441, 1803, (niger).

Lowe, Proc. Zo'ol. Soc. Lond., 81, 1839, (jmmpihif:).
Acentrolophns, Nardo, Prodr. Ichth. Adriat., sp. G2, (macnJoswi).
Pompiliis,

Gynnwcephahts, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Lettr. Sic, 26, 1829, (messinensis).

Body

elongate, covered with minute scales; lateral line present, arched

anteriorly.

Head naked, unarmed. Mouth

jaws only.

rather small, Avith small teeth

arch with long, toothed proDorsal long,
continuous, not falcate, with about 3 slender, graduated spines. Dorsal
and anal scaly anal with 3 slender spines. Ventrals moderate, thoracic,
in

Epibranchials of fourth

gill

cesses as iu Stromafcits, Iihombiis, Mujuis,*

and Palinur ichth ys.

;

* MHpv.i, Cocco

&

Valenciennes.

= Leirus,

Lowe, based on Mupus

imperialis,

Cocco

= Centrolophtts

ovalis,

Cuvier

—Fishes of North America.

Jordan ami Evermann.
I, 5.
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Caudal forked. Air bladder small. Pyloric
Three species kuowu, from the Atlantic and Pacific.

Pectorals moderate.

coeca 9 or 10.
(sejrpoi^,

spine

;

/lo^of, crest.)

1361.

CENTKOLOPHUS MGEll

(Blackfisii

Head

;

Black Ruffe

;

(Gmelin).

Borlase.)

depth 4 to 5. D. Ill, 35 to 38; A. Ill, 20 to 22;
vertebrM' 11 + 14 c(L>ca 9. Maxillary reaching to below front of eye. DorScales minute, forming a sheath
sal inserted above first third of pectoral.
along basal third of vertical fins. Dark brown, clouded or spotted with
paler.
Coasts of southern Europe, not rare in rather deep water; one
specimen, 9 inches long, taken at Dennis, Massachusetts, in 1888. (niger,
5 in total length

;

;

(Eu.)

black.)

Perca nigra, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1321, 17SS,

Cornwall.
Nice.

Cenlroloplms tiparis, Risso, Eur. Merid., in, 337, 1826,

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 342, 1833, Mediterranean.
CuviER & Valenciexxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 3:i4, 1833; iiut of Lixx.tus,
who describes some very different fish as Curiiplnenu poiiipilus.
Acenlroloplius maculosus, Nardo, Prodr. Ichth. Adriat., No. 62, Isis, Col. 478, 1SJ7, Adriatic.
Centrulophus niijer, GOntiieu, Cat. Fishes, li, 403; Guoue & Bean, Ocean. Ichth., 214.
Centrolophus morio,

CeiUrolophus pompilns,

PALINURICHTHYS,

440.

Bleeker

(Black Rudder Fishes.)
De Kay, New York, Fauna:

Palimints,

Fishes, 118, 1842, (perciformis) (preoccupied in druslacea.)

Palimirichlkys,

Bleeker, Enum. Spec.

Palinnrichtlnjs,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., Jan., I860,* 20, (percifuniiis).

Paiiimelas,

GfNTHER,

Cat.*

ll,

Pise.

Arch. Ind.,

22,

November,

1859, (pvrcifoniiis).

485, June, 1860, {perciforinisj.

Body oblong, ovate, moderately compressed. Profile very blunt and
convex. Mouth moderate; maxillary narrow, with a small supplemental
bone; premaxillaries protractile, little movable. Jaws nearly equal, each
with about one series of small, slender teeth no teeth on vomer or pala;

Preoperculum, interoperculum, and suboperculum finely serrated.
Scales
gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus.
Gill rakers long
email, smooth larger, thicker, and more adherent than in Stromatcus.
Cheeks scalj^. Fins rather low dorsal fin long, preceded by 6 to 8 short
subequal, rather strong spines, the last ones connected by membrane, the
others nearly free, all much lower than the soft rays anal fin similar but
tines.

;

;

;

;

shorter, preceded

embedded

by

3 spines,

which, like the dorsal spines, are nearly

in thick skin; vertical fins densely scaly

toward their bases;

emarginate caudal peduncle stout ventral fins large, thoracic,
1,5; pectoral fins moderate, rounded, or falcate. One species, differing
from the European genus Miipus Cocco (=: Leirus Lowe) by the low, partly
free spines, and the small eye.
{nnTitvovpoc, PaUimruo, a pilot
ix(^h', fish.)

caudal

fin

;

;

;

* " The paper in tlie Proc. Acad, was probably published earlier than Dr. Bleeker's but, happily,
the question is immaterial." — Gill, Proc. Anier. Pliilos. Soc, xxi, 667, 1884.

Museum.
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PALINURICHTHTS PERCIFORMIS

(MitchiU).

(Rudder-fish; Log Fish; Snip-nose Mullet.)

Head 3^; depth 2\. D. VIII, 20 ; A. Ill, 16; lateral line 75; eye rather
large, nearly equal to snout, 4i in head. Body ovate. Maxillary reaching to opposite front of pupil ; eye with adipose eyelid. Top of head
covered with small mucous pores. Pectorals nearly as long as
Blackish green, everywhere dark, the belly scarcely paler and not
silvery. Length 1 foot. Atlantic Coast of North America, from Cape Hatteras to Maine; rather common northward, especially about Cape Cod
one specimen once taken in a live box off Cornwall, having drifted across
from America. (Perco, perch; fortna, shape.)
scaleless,

head.

;

Coryphena perciformis, Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag.,

il,

New York Harbor.
Penzance, in Cornwall. (Coll.

214, 1818,

Pimeleptcnts comubie)isis, Coknish, Zoologist, ix, 1874, 4255,

T.

Cornish.)
Palimirus perciformis,

De Kay, New York Fauna:

PalinuricTithys perciformis, Gill, Proc.

Ac. Nat.

Fishes, 118, y]. 24,

fig. 25,

1842.

Sci. Phila., 20, 1860.

Pammelas perciformis, Gunthf.e, Cat., il, 485, 1860.
Lirm perciformis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 452, 1883; Fordice, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 316,

1884.

Family

CXXXV. STEOMATEID.E.*
(The Fiatolas.)

Body compressed and more or less elevated, covered with small or
minute cycloid scales. Profile anteriorly blunt and rounded. Mouth
Dentition feeble no teeth on
Premaxillaries not protractile.
small.
vomer or palatines; pharyngeals little developed; (esophagus armed with
numerous horny, barbed, or hooked teeth. Opercular bones smooth, not
Gill membranes either separGills 4, a slit behind the fourth.
serrate.
ate and free from (Stromateinw) or broadly joined to ihe isthmus (Stroma;

Gill
teoidin(v), restricting the gill openings to the sides as in Cluvtodipterus.
rakers rather long. Pseudobranchia' present. Cheeks scaly. Preopercle
entire or serrate. Lateral line well developed. Dorsal fin single, long, with
the spines few or weak, often obsolete anal iin long, similar to soft dorsal,
;

usually with 3 small spines, which are often depressible in a fold of skin
veutrals thoracic, I, 5, in the young, but reduced or altogether wanting
;

in the adult
cceca

;

caudal

fin

well forked.

Usually no air bladder.

commonly numerous.

Pyloric

Vertebrae 30 to 36 (ii/ioHi&«s 30 or 31 Stromspecies about 30. Fishes usually of small size,
;

Genera 3,
ateus 36).
found in most warm seas, many of them valued as food. We here remove
^he CcntrolopMdcv, a group usually associated with the Stromateidw, but
differing in appearance and in the smaller number of vertebnt, although
agreeing in the possession of teeth in the a?sophagus.
Giinther, Cat.,

ii,

397, 1860,

aPelvlc t bone projecting from the skin as an evident spine

*For a review of the American species of
pelvic bone

is

;

no trace of ventrals.

Stroynaleidie see jiaper

Sci. Phila., 1884, 311-317.

fThe

{Scombrida\ part,

genus Stromatcus.)

not extcnially visible iu

SlrouiateHs.

Rhombus,

441.

by Fordice iu Proc. Ac. Nat.

Jordan and Evermann.

441.

— Fishes of North America.

RHOMBUS,

965

Lac^pede.

(Butter-fishes. )
Wiombits, LACipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

CuviER, Regne Anim., Ed.

Peprilit!:,

2,

Poronolus, Gill, Cat, Fish. E. Coast N.

Am.

11,

321, 1800, [alepidotiis).

Vol.

II,

21,3,1829, (h»i<jipiuni.t).

Amer., 1801,

not characterized, (Macan(hnt); Vrov.

35,

Phil. Soc, xxi, G70. 1884, (diaguosod).

Jordan & Evermann, ucw

Palomela,

subgcniis, Qiahmela).

Body ovato

or suborbicular, strongly compressed, tapering into a slender caudal iieduncle, which is not keeled or shielded. Head short, compressed, the profile obtuse.

Mouth small, terminal, the Jaws siibequal.
Jaws each with a single series of weak

Premaxillaries not protractile.

Scales very small, cyloid, silvery, loosely inserted, extending on

teeth.

Opercular bones entire. Gill membranes separate, free
fins.
from the isthmus gill rakers moderate. Lateral line continuous, concurrent with the back. Dorsal fin long, more or less elevated in front,
preceded by a few indistinct spines usually one or more procumbent
spines in front of dorsal and anal, each of these with a free point both
anteriorly and posteriorly; anal fin similar to dorsal, or shorter, usually
with three small spines; ventral fins wanting; a single small, sharp
spine, attached to the pjibic bone, occupying the place of the ventrals
pectorals long and narrow; caudal widely forked. Species few, mostly
American. This genus differs from Stromateus chiefly in the prominence
of the pelvic bone, which projects as a lamina beyond the skin. Species
of Stromateus occur in Europe and South America, but none within our
limits,
(pofifiog, a rhomb or diamond, from the form of the body.)
the vertical

;

—

;

RnoMBUs:
Dorsal and anal fins very high in front, the anterior lobe falcate; body suborbicnlar.

a.

6.

Dorsal rays III,

45,

anal rays III, 43.

paru, 1363.

Dorsal rays abont III, 40; anal rays about III, 39.

bh.

xanthurc^j, 1364.

Dorsal and anal fins moderately elevated in front, the anterior
Palometa (Spanish name from Palonia, a dove);

aa.

<.

lobe scarcely falcate.

Sides of back without conspicuous series of pores above lateral line.
d.

dd.

Anal rays III, 45; body ovate, the depth half
Anal rays III, 32 to 39.
e.

Body broad

ovate, the depth rather

its

palometa, 1365.

length.

more than half the length; A.

Ill, 32.

MEDIl'!«, 1366.
ee.

PoRONOTUS
cc.

Body

elliptical,

the depth not half the length; A. Ill,

simillimus, 1367.

39.

(TTopos, pore; cwto?, back):

Side of back above lateral line with a series of large, wide-set pores.

Body

/.

elliptical,

the deptli

2,';,

in length; anal ravs III, 37.

Subgenus
1363.

triacantitus,

1.368.

RHOMBUS.

RHOMBUS PAUU

(Linnwus).

(Harvest Fish.)

Head
15

3

+ 15.

oblique;

back.

;

depth

1*.

D.

Ill, 45

;

A. II, 43

:

scales

about 90

;

vertebrae

Body suborbicular, bounded by even curves mouth very small,
maxillary reaching front of orbit. No pores aloug sides of

Dorsal and anal

:

fins

falcate, the

length of their longest rays
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pectorals much longer than head, reaching halfway
caudal lobes equal scales thin and deciduous, not very small.
Pelvic spine crenulate in young. Greenish above, golden yellow below.
Length 6 inches. South Atlantic Coast of United States and West
Indies; not rare southward, ranging from Cape Cod to Jamaica, and
often found swimming beneath the Portuguese man of
also to Brazil

greater than head
to caudal

;

;

;

;

war with

gronovii,

J\'oHie«s

(Paru, a Brazilian

name of

a species of

Pomacanthus.)
Paru

Brasiliense congener,

Sloane, .Jamaica, 285, 1727.

Stromalevs pm-i(, Linn;eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 248,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 914, 1883; Fordice,

I.

Jamaica

(based on Sloane);

Chxtodon akpidoiiis, LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 4Gn, 17CR, Charleston.
Stemoplijx gardenu,

Block & Schneider,

Stroiiinteus longipinnis,

Mitchill, Trans.

Syst. Ichth., 494, 1801,
Lit.

Jordan &

c, 312, 1884.

and Philos.

Soc.

(Coll.

Dr. Garden.)

Carolina; after Linnjeus.

New

York,

i,

1815, 360,

New

York Bay.
Rhombus

alepidotus, LACfip:fiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Ehomhust longipinnis,
Stromatens gardenii,
Stromalens

ii,

321, 1800.

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
GOnther, Cat., II, 399, 18fiO.

Poiss., ix, 401, pi. 274, 1833.

LiJTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 521, 1880; .Tordan & Gilhert, Synojisis,

aU'pidotus,

4,51,

1883.

1364.

RHOMBUS XANTHURUS

(Quoy & Gaim.ard).

i?7iOmZ)MSj^rtr?t, but perhaps distinguished by the shorter dorand anal. D. IV, 40; A, III, 39.
East coast of South America,
Cayenne to Montevideo not seen by us perhaps not distinct from
Bhomhus paru. (favi?of, yellow avpd, tail.)

Allied to

sal

;

;

;

Quor & Gaimard, Voy. Freyc, Zool., 384, 1824, Brazil.
Rhomlms argenlipinnis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 405, 1833, Montevideo.
Rhomhns crennlalus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, 1. c. ix, 410, 1833, Cayenne.
Rhombus orbicularis, Guichenot, Mem, Soc. Imp. Sci. Natur. Cherbourg, xii, 245, 18011, Cayenne,

Sexerimts xantlmrus,

Subgenus
1365.

PALOMETA,

.Tordan

RKO.MBUS PALOMETA

\-

Evermaun.

(Jordan * Bollman).

Read

2| to 3; depth 2; snout shorter than eye, 4^ in head; eye rather
D. Ill, 45 to 47; A. Ill, 45. Body ovate,
large, 3 to 3i in head (young).

compressed, rather deeper than in ii'. tri acanthus; ventral outline most
arched; profile evenly convex to nostrils, where it abruptly descends,
rendering the snout very blunt. Mouth small maxillary reaching middle of pupil, 3 in head. Jaws equal. Teeth comparatively long, slender,
;

and

where they form an even cutvomer or tongue. Gill membranes
entirely separate. Gill rakers long and slender, the longest about half
eye, about 17 developed below angle. Dorsal and anal spines subequal,
close set, especially in the lower jaw,

ting edge.

No

teeth evident on

the longest not half eye; distance from tip of snout to

first soft

ray of

dorsal less than depth of body by f diameter of eye base of anal
slightly shorter than base of dorsal (perhaps longer in adult) pectorals
;

;

no trace of ventrals, the pubic bone ending in a sharp
spine the usual antrorse spines before the dorsal. Region above lateral
line without evident pores.
Cheeks scaly opercles naked body covered
as long as head

;

;

;

;
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Color silvery, bluish above; body with numerwhich are most numerous along bases of fins,
caudal peduncle, top of head, and on snout, and largest along base of

with very small

scales.

ous, small, black dots,

anal

with small black dots, those on caudal smallLength 3 inches. Pacific Ocean, ott" Colombia.
(Falometa, Spanish name of these fishes, from I'alonui,

vertical tins covered

;

est; pectorals dotted.

Length

24-

inches.

dove.)
SlromateMs palometa, .Iordan

& Bollman,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1889, 15G, off

bia, latitude 8° i6'3o"N., longitude 79° 37'45"
(Typo, No. 41136.

W.; Albatross

Coast of Colom-

Station, No. 2804.

Coll. Albatross).

1366.

RHOMBUS MEDIUS

(Peters).

(Palometa.)

Head3|; depth
D. Ill, 42

;

l-^^^',

A. Ill, 32.

pectoral

Form

2f;

in

body; dorsal lobe

broad, ovate.

caudal 2*.
4^
Fins distinctly punctulate.
;

Length 7i inches. Otherwise essentially as in Rhomhus simillimus.
North America, Mazatlan to Panama, scarce. This
species is now known only from the original type in the museum at Berlin.
In 1882, numerous specimens were collected at Panama by Dr. (jilbert,
(mrdins, midway.)
all of which have since been destroyed by fire,
Pacific Coast of

Slromcitens meiUus,

Peters, Berliner Mouatsberichte, 707, 1869, Mazatlan; Jokpan, Proc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1883, 284; Fordice,

I.

c, 314, 1884.

RHOMBUS SIMILLIMUS

1367.

(Ayres).

(California Pompano.)

Head 4 depth 2. D. Ill, 46; A, III, 40. Body ovate, blunt anteriorly,
with a short, slender tail, the caudal fin widely forked. Mouth very
small, terminal, the maxillary extending to the eye. Teeth very feeble.
Eye small.
Gill rakers short, slender, less than half diameter of eye.
One or 2 procumbent spines before the dorsal longest rays of dorsal f of
head pubic spine small pectorals longer than head no pores along
base of dor.sal. Spines of dorsal and anal very small or entirely obsolete.
Bluish above, bright silvery below;
Scales small, silvery, deciduous.
Length
fins punctulate; anterior lobes of dorsal and anal dusky-edged.
10 inches.
Pacific Coast of the United States, Puget Sound to San
Diego; abundant in summer, especially about Santa Cruz highly prized
{simiUimus, very similar,
as a food-fish, its flesh being rich and delicate.
to Rhomhus triacanthus.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

PoronoliissiuiilUmns,

Siromateus nimilUmm,

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci.,1860, 84, San Francisco.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 451, 1883; Fordice, I. c, 314, 1884.

Subgenus

Head

;

IIarvest-fisii

;

(Peck).

Butter-fish; La Fayette.)

4.
D. Ill, 45; A. Ill, 38. Body oval, much
Dorsal and ventral outlines about equally curved. Snouu

4; depth 2i; eye

compressed.

(iill.

RHOMBUS TRIACANTHUS

1368.
(Dollar-fisii

PORONOTUS,

Bulletin 4J^ United States National
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Museum.

very blunt, rounded in profile. Mouth small, the maxillary not reaching
Caudal peduncle very short anterior rays of dorsal and anal
orbit.
Lateral line high, a series of conspicuous pores above it
little elevated.
near the base of dorsal. Pectorals much longer than broad. Gill rakers
rather long, f diameter of eye. Bluish above, silvery below. Length 10
inches. Maine to Florida very abundant northward rare, and found in
deep water south of Cape Hatteras; an excellent pan-fish of fine flavor,
though less highly valued than its California congener, which it closely
;

;

resembles,

(rpeif,

a/car'^a,

spine.)

Mem. Amcr. Ac, li, part 2, 48, pi. 2,
Hampshire; Jordan, & Gilbert, Synopsis, 451,

Stromateiis triacanthiiK,

New

River,

three;

;

Peck,

fig. 2,

Piscataqua

1800;

1883; Fordice,

I.

c, 313,

1884.

Stromalens cryptosus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit.

&

Piiilos. Soc.

Yorlc Bay; Cuvieh & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Ehombus liiacanOms, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes,

N. Y.,

i,

1814, 3G5, jilate

1, fig. 2,

New

Poiss., ix, 408, 1833.

137, plate 26, 1842.

Family CXXXVI. ICOSTEID^.

(The Rag Fishes.)

Body oblong, compressed, naked, prickly, or covered with small
Head moderate, not externally bony, the opercles
scales.
unarmed. Mouth moderate, terminal; premaxillary not protractile maxcycloid

;

moderate, without supplemental bone. Teeth small, in single series
vomer and palatines without teeth; no teeth in the throat or on the pharyngeals (in Icosteus OT Acrotus). No barbels. Lower pharyngeals separate.
Branchiostegals 6. Gill openings wide, the membranes free from the
isthmus; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; gill rakers slender. Pseudobranchife large. Pyloric coeca few. Air bladder present. Lateral line
present. Dorsal fin very long, continuous, without distinct spines; anal
long, without spines caudal fin convex, its peduncle slender ventral fins
thoracic, separate, but very close together, I, 4, or I, 5, wanting in one
illary

;

;

;

genus; pectorals rounded, fleshy at base; vent normal, without papilla.
Skeleton very soft and cartilaginous. Vertebr.T in large number. This
group, as at present constituted, is composed of 4 quite diverse genera,
inhabiting the deeper waters of the Atlantic and Pacific. Dr. Gill unites
Icosteidw with the Stromateidw. The reason of this association is not
evident, as the peculiar throat dentition seen rn the Stromateidw does not

occur in Icosteus or Acrotus. The leosteidie show affinities with Centrolobut apparently their recognition as a distinct family is justified.

2)hus.

SCHEPOPIIILlNa;:

Body covered with

a.

small, cycloid scales;

no prickles; vcntrals

I, 5;

caiiilal

rounded or sub-

truncate.
h.

bh.

Body elongate, not compressed at liases of vertical fins.
Body ovoid, strongly compressed, especially at bases of

IciciiTiiys, 442.

vertical fius.

PriiEPoPHiLus, 443.
aa.

Body

scaleless

;

ventral

fins, if

present, with the

number

of rays less than

I,

5.

Icostein.t::
c.

Ventral
d.

fins present;

Ventral rays

caudal rounded.

I, 4; fin

50 to 60 rays.

rays and lateral line rough with spinules; dorsal very long, of
Icosteus, 444.

Jordan

atid

Evermann.
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ACROTIN/TS:
cc.

Ventral fins wanting; laiulal eiruirginate; lateral lino without spinules: dorsal fia
very long, of about 50 rays.
Acrotus, 445.

442.
Icichlldis,

JduriAN & (iii.HKUT,

ICICHTHYS,
J'roc.

V.

S.

Jordan

Nat. Mns., 1K80,

A' (Jilbovt.

3(15, {lovhhigloni).

Body elongate, not elevated, not compressed at the bases of the vertical
Head moderate. Eyes lateral. Mouth terminal, little oblique, with

fins.

small, sharp teeth in one series, in the
protractile.

Gill

membranes

jaws only.

Premaxillaries not

separate, free from the isthmus

;

gill

rakers

Pseudobrauchia^ present; brauchiostegals 7. Body covered with
small cycloid scales. Lateral line continuous, unarmed. Bases of tins
without spinules
dorsal and anal fins long and low, composed of
soft rays only; pectoral tins moderate, their bases fleshy, as in Icosteusi,
ventral fins small, thoracic, I, 5. Caudal rounded. Pyloric cceca about
Bones all very flexible, cartilaginous. Deep-sea fishes. {Hku,
6, large.
to yield or submit Ix^^vq, fish; in allusion to the flexible skeleton.)
long.

;

;

ICICHTHTS LOCKINOTONI,

1369.

Head

5

;

depth 4

;

Jordan k Gilbert.

eye large, lateral, longer than snout, 4 in head.

D.

40; A. 28; scales 120. Body oblong, somewhat compressed, the caudal
peduncle rather slender,
Head moderate, compressed, with vertical
cheeks, rather broad and slightly convex above, the snout abruptly
descending.
Mouth moderate, little oblique, the slender maxillary
scarcely widened at the tip, extending to beyond front of pupil anterior
edge of premaxillary on level of lower rim of eye; lips thin; premaxillary tapering backward, not forming the whole margin of upper Jaw
maxillary behind slipping entirely under the membranous edge of preorbital
preorbital rather wide with one or two series of rather large, thin,
cycloid scales lower jaw prominent, projecting in front, included at the
;

;

;

Teeth in jaws only, minute, sharp, closely and evenly set, larger
and less numerous than in Icosteus wnk/matmis. Cheeks rather wide;
preopercle with a prominent crest, behind which are some radiating
mucous cavities the bone with a broad, prolonged, flexible, membranaceous edge, covered with radiating stria',each of which ends in a flexible
IJoint; opercle and subopercle rather large, extremely thin, and each
crossed by radiating stri*. Brauchiostegals 7. Gill rakers long, slender,
sharp, close-set, and moderately stifle, their length nearly f diameter of
eye.
Scales very small, soft, and smooth, covering the body evenly,
but becoming smaller below
lateral line nearly straight, apparently
continuous. Dorsal fin long and low, beginning nearly mid\\-liy between
vent and base of ventrals all the rays soft and articulated, and all
except the first branched first rays very low, the fin gradually rising
sides.

;

;

;

;

posteriorly, the highest rays 3 in head,

somewhat

scaly

shorter, beginning slightly in front of the middle of the

;

anal

fin similar,

body and ending

970

Bulletin 47,

Utitled

National Museum.

Slates

caudal broad, fan-shaped, on a slenill front of last rays of dorsal
der peduncle the accessory rays numerous and procurreut base of- pectorals a little below the axis of body, their outline rounded the fin short
and small, shorter than head ventrals short and small, thoracic, placed
a little behind pectorals, with 1 obsolete spine and 5 soft rays, 1 of which

just

;

;

;

;

;

slightly filamentous, the fin 3 in head fin rays not beset with spiuulcs.
Air
Vent normal, immediately in front of the anal, without papilla.
bladder wanting. Bones all soft and flexible. Skin not thick and tough,
as in Icosteus. but thin and scaled. Color plain brown, paler below, somewhat punctulate. Length 7i inches. Deep water off San Francisco,
(Named for William N. Lockington,
California one specimen known.
is

;

;

its

Academy

of

deep water

off

discoverer, at that time ichthyologist of the California

Sciences.)
IdcWiys locUngtoni, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

San Francisco;

(Coll.

W.

443.

G.

W.

S.

Valenciennes, Ichth.

1880, 305,

iii,

& Gilbert.

SCHEDOPHILUS,

Schednphilm, Cocco, Giorn. Innom. Messina, Ann.,iii,
Criiis,

Nat. Mas.,

Ilaiford); .Toudan

7, 57,

Synopsis, 621, 1883.

Cocco.

\83i, {medusophagus).

Isles Canaries, 43, 1836-1844, {hertheloti).

Body ovoid, strongly compressed, covered with

small,

smooth

scales,

without prickles. Head small, the interorbital space broad. Eye small
snout obtuse; margin of preopercle with flexible spines. Mouth modernone on the palate. Gill openate, oblique, with one row of small teeth
ings wide gill rakers long, narrow, wide-set. One dorsal with a few
anal
flexible spines in front, beginning at the nape, its rays numerous
similar; caudal rounded, or slightly emarginate; base of vertical fins
Branchiostegals 7; pseudoclosely compressed; ventrals small, I, 5.
Skeleton extremely soft, as in Icosteus. Open seas,
branchia> present.
the young found at the surface. Several species recorded. ((7;i'«V«, a raft
;

;

;

<l>L/iku,

to love.)
1370.

SCHEDOPHILUS JIEDUSOPHAGUS,

Cocco.

HeadU; depth 2f; eye 4. D. 40 to 50; A. 25 to 29. Body strongly
compressed, elongate, ovoid in shape. Head small, as deep as long. Interorbital space convex, broader than diameter of eye, which is situated
immediately below the upper profile of head, nearly as long as snout.
Snout obtuse, with projecting lower jaw and oblique mouth; mouth of
moderate Avidth, the cleft extending to below front margin of eye; maxTeeth minute,
illary rather narrow, but widening toward its extremity.
implanted in a single series on the sharp edge of jaws palate toothless.
Preopercular margin armed with short spines, which usually become a
little longer on posterior margin; these longer spines have an oblique
dorsal direction; interoperculum spinous, the suboperculum less so operculum membranous, its upper portion shows radiating osseous strife, which
project beyond the margin. Gill rakers of the outer branchial arch long,
narrow, and rather widely set; gill openings very wide. Dorsal fin commencing above root of pectoral and terminating at a short distance from.
;

;

Jordan

atid

ETermatm.
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caudal, the caudal peduncle being about as deep as long; this fin rather
low, the longest rays, behind the middle of fin, being not erectile into a
vertical position caudal fin (slightly injured) with a rounded margin,
and rather shorter than theliead; pectoral fin with a broad base, more
;

than half as long as head, and with the upper rays longer than the lower
ventrals rather small, close together, inserted in advance of pectorals.
The entire fish is covered with minute, cycloid scales on the head they
appear to be present on the cheek only upper part of the head covered
with a thick, spongy skin, as in Cvntroloiyhm. Color in life a pale greenish
olive, marbled with darker, the markings being in the form of spots on
the upper and in irregular longitudinal bands on the lower half of the
body vertical fins also spotted with blackish iris nearly white, a ring
of small white pores encircling the orbit. The specimen described is 91
inches long and in good condition, with the exception of the lower part
of the abdomen, which is lacerated and shrunk in consequence of the loss
of the intestines. All parts of the body are in that state of softness which
;

;

;

;

is peculiar to many deep-sea
fishes.
(Giinther.) Pelagic, the young
abundant in the mid-Atlantic, the adult taken in the Mediterranean, ott"
Ireland and ofi^ Samoa. " This is primarily a pelagic surface form, but it

seems very possible that

it inhabits the middle or lower strata of the ocean
Dr. Giinther says that it is evident that at least in the adult
state, it descends to some depths. The want of firmness in the tissues
seems to clearly indicate it as a deep sea fish. He hazards the opinion
that the depth to which it may descend probably does not exceed 100
fathoms. Calling attention to the fact that the young of the species are

as well.

much more

frequently found near the surface than the adnlt, he mentions
the habit of this and similar forms of congregating around the floating
Medusw, and also questions the accuracy of the theory that fish ever feed
upon Medusa', since he says the fish could draw but little nourishment
from these animals. As a matter of fact, many of our surface oceanic
fishes feed voraciously

upon various forms of Medusae and upon

Saljya.

We have often taken large quantities of thiskind of food from thestomachs
of various surface Scomhroids, as well as from Alutera and J/o?a. Dr. Giinther's full description, which is quoted above, is taken from a specimen
obtained at Port Rush, County Antrim, Ireland, in August, 1878, captured
in a salmon net. Mr. Ogilby, who sent it to the British Museum, was very
much impressed by the softness of the flesh.
It was,' he says,
the
most delicate adult fish I ever handled; so much so, that within tAventyfour hours after its capture the skin of the belly and the intestines fell
off when it was lifted, and it felt in the hand quite soft and boneless.'
This is quoted to emphasize what has been said regarding the softness of
its tissues, and its similarity in this respect to the fishes inhabiting the
abyss." (Goode «fe Bean.) (J/a/MSrt, jelly-fish; ^ajai, to eat.) (Eu.)
'

'

SchedophilusmediiKophagus, Cocco,
II,

412, 1860; Gi'NTiiER,

Giom. Innom. Messina,

Deep-Sea

Fislios,

in,

7, 57,

1834,

Messina; GCsTnER,

Challenger, 46, 1887; GooitE

Ichth., 214, 1895.
Criiie hertheloU,

Valenciennes, Voy.

Canaricij, Poiss., 43, 1836-1844,

Canaries.

Cat.,

& Bean, Oceanic
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444.
leosteiis,

LOCKINGTON, Proc. U.

S.

United States National Museum.

ICOSTEUS,

Lockiugtou.

Nat. Mus., in, 1880, C3, {leiugmaiicus).

Schedo2)hilopsis,&TFAKr>ACiiiiER, Ichth. Beitriige, xi, 4, 1881, (s/jinosMs).

Body oblong, much coiapiessecl tliroughout, the head thicker than any
part of the body. Dorsal outline rising rapidly to the origin of the dorsal
the region at the base of the dorsal
fin, thence more regularly cui-ved
and anal strongly compressed; caudal peduncle slender, widened at the
base of the fin. Mouth large, horizontal maxillary narrow, reaching to
beyond middle of eye. Teeth in jaws in one row, slender, shar^), closely
and regularly set, those in the lower jaw largest no teeth on vomer, pal;

;

;

Gill rakers flexible,

atines, or pharyngeals.

few

;

gill

membranes

separate,

from the isthmus. BranchiostegalsG; pseudobranchiic well developed.
Lateral line conspicuous, continuous, decurved, groups of small spines
present along its entire length no scales anywhere on body or fins. Fins
rough, with small spiuules; a series along eack ray, dividing as the ray
branches dorsal fin commencing above the axil of the pectoral, composed
of 50 to 60 rays, which are all soft and flexible, some of the anterior
unbranched; the fin low in front, increasing in height behind; none of the
rays more than once forked; anal shorter than dorsal, similar to it, of 35
to 40 rays; some of the anterior apparently undivided caudal fin elongate,
fan-shaped, the middle rays produced; accessory rays numerous, procurrent; pectorals with a fleshy base, fan-shaped, the middle rays longest;
ventralsthoracic, inserted just behind the pectorals, narrow, consisting
of 1 short subspinous ray and 4 long soft rays. Air bladder large. Vertebrte numerous, the vertebral column extremely flexible and soft. Cranial
bones tolerably firm bones of the face and opercles very flexible. Deepsea fishes, from the Pacific, (ekw, to yield, submit; bariov, bone the
"entire body being characterized by a want of firmness, aa it can be

free

;

;

;

;

—

doubled up as readily as a piece of

soft,

thick rag.")

ICOSTEUS >EiKIGMA.TICUS,

1371.

Lockington.

Head 4 depth 3. D. 52 to 55 A. 37 to 40 V. I, 4 scales 110 to 120 (groups
of spines). Longest ray of dorsal nearly reaching base of middle caudal
rays. Eye 6 in head, scarcely half the length of the snout or the width of
the interorbital space diameter of caudal peduncle about 5i in greatest
depth. Pellucid yellowish or brownish, with purplish spots a4id blotches
of irregular form the spots largest above and most numerous along the
;

;

;

;

;

;

bases of caudal and pectorals spotted; throat and
membranes with dark punctulations; fins dusky, obscurely blotched.
Length about 12 inches. Pacific coast of United States; some 10 specimens known from deep water off California, Oregon, and Washington

lateral line; fleshy
gill

;

the example before us from Monterey.

(nhnyfiaTiKoc, puzzling.)

Lockington, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 1880,63, off San Francisco; (Coll.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 620, 1883.
Schedophilopsis .ijjiiiosHS, Steindachner, Ichth. Eeitr., xi, 4, 1881, with figure, off San FranIcosteus eeniijmaticnn,

W.

G.

W.

Harford);

cisco.
Schedophilus enigmaticus, GiJNTHER,

Deep Sea

Fishes, Challenger, 4G, plate 44, 1887.

Jordan and Evermann.

445.
Acrolm, Bean, Proc. U.
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ACROTUS,

Nat. Mus., 1S87,

(i31,

973

Bean.

{wUlowjIihyi).

Shape of the body as in Icosteti.t, from which it differs in the absence of
ventrals and spiny tubercles along lateral line, and in having an emarginate caudal. Head short month moderate ej'e small. Teeth minute,
uniserial, on intermaxillary and mandible; vomer, palate, and pharynx
;

;

openings wide, the membrane not attached to isthmus;
behind the fourth gill rakers short, soft, and llexible
pseudobranchiu' well developed branchiostegals 6. Vent somewhat in
advance of middle of body. Caudal peduncle very slender; ventrals
Skin naked. Lateral line without
absent; caudal large, emarginate.
tubercles. Vertebrte 70. Bones all soft and flexible. Size large. Probably
worthy of family rank, (a/cporof, without oars (ventral lins).)
Gill

toothless.

gills 4, a -wide slit

;

;

;

1372.

Head

ACROTUS WILLOUGHBTI,

Bean.

depth 3^; eye 12; snout 4; interorbital width 3. D. 41; A.
Upper jaw 3 in head, maxilla reaches to below middle of eye.
Caudal peduncle very slender its least height little more than i its length
and not much exceeding i length of head. Gill rakers 15, 9 below the
angle, longest about as long as eye. Origin of dorsal not clearly made
out, the first ray that can be seen without dissection is nearly midway
between eye and end of dorsal, but dissection reveals Trays in advance of
this dorsal beginning much nearer head in Icosteus, and dissection may
show that rays are developed much farther in advance than we have been
able to distinguish them; longest dorsal ray about 3 in head. Caudal
peduncle as long as head without snout caudal large, emarginate, its
middle rays * as long as external rays and 3- as long as head vent at a
distance from tip of snout equal to 3 times, and from base of caudal a
space equal to 3i times length of head; the first evident anal ray at a distance behind the vent equal to length of head longest anal ray a little
less than i as long as head
pectoral placed close to the head and nearly
Lateral line
in the middle of the height, its length f length of head.
with a slight curve over the pectoral and becoming median about halfway between the pectoral and vent. Skin naked. Peritoneum very dark.
Chocolate brown inside of mouth and gill opening rich, dark brown.
(Bean.) One specimen, 5^ feet long, obtained at Damon, Washington
(Quinault Agency) apparently thrown up in a storm from deep Avater.
(Named for its discoverer, Charles Willoughby, Indian Agent at Quinault.)

38

;

6;

P. 20.

;

;

;

;

;

J-

;

;

AcrolHs

Bean, Proc. U.

u'lllouijhhtji,

Washington;

S.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 631,

(Type, No. 39340.

Coll.

Quinault Agency, west coast of
Goode & Bean, Oceauic

Chas. AVillougbby);

Ichthyology, 217, 1895.

Family

CXXXVH. GRAMMICOLEPIDID^E.

Body compressed, covered with vertical linear scales. Mouth small,
terminal teeth minute, asperities on the Jaws only. Lateral line sinuous,
unarmed. Two dorsals, the first very short, triangular, the second and
;
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the anal long anal fin preceded by two short, stout, separate spines.
36=^46 in number. One genus, with a single
Vertebra' numerous, 10
species, found in deep waters in the West Indies.
{Grammicolepididw,
;

+

Poey, Aual. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat.,

446.

11,

1873.)

GRAMMICOLEPIS,

GrammicolepU, PoET, Anal. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat.,

Body deep, compressed
partly rugose

;

;

1H73,

Poey.

(liracluu.scitlus).

mouth small
vomer or

teeth minute, none on the

short and rounded.

known.

single species

eye large

;

ii,

1373.

Rays of

dorsal, anal,

(ypa^/ii/c6f,

linear

;

head and opercles

;

palatines.

Pectoral

and pectoral branched.

/l£7r/c,

A

scale.)

GRAMMICOLEPIS BRACHIUSCULUS,

Poey.

Head 5; depth nearly 2 D. VI, 34; A. II, 33; V.I, 6; P. 15; C. 1, 13-1.
Eye very large, 2^ in head. Body much compressed and quite deep.
;

Branchial apertures deeply cleft, apparently only 4 branchiostegals.
Snout short. Prefrontal turbinal and anterior suborbital extremely hard
and covered with spiny rugosities. Preopercle and interopercle with
rugose borders; remaining opercular bones entirely rugose. Mouth small,
subvertically cleft premaxillary process large and lodged in a fossa of
the cranium maxillary complicated; teeth simply a narrow row of minute
prickles, none on vomer or palatines. First spine of dorsal rugose, as
are the first ventrals, the two postanals, and the external ones of tail;
rays of pectoral, second dorsal, and aual compressed, not branched at
tip; pectorals very short and rounded; vertical fins all well developed;
ventrals thoracic, with
tail injured in the type; caudal peduncle large
a rugose spine and 6 llexible ones that are branched. Aside from the
frontal bones and the suborbitals where the skin abruptly terminates
and the nasal portion of snout, all the trunk and head is covered with
scales, including the inferior mandible; scales very different from those
found among related fishes, their length greatly exceeding their width
they have the appearance of parchment, transparent, brittle when dry,
overlaping each other, and strengthened longitudinally by a raised lineal
ridge; their contact with each other is so extremely intimate that it lends
to the skin of either side a very smooth appearance although rough to the
touch the scales are so long that 4, 5, or 6 of them are sufficient to span
the height of the trunk, one of such a series being crossed by the lateral
leading scales on
line, where its presence is denoted by a raised ridge
the body, above as well as below shorter, and where carried on to the
head much more firm than those found on the fin rays scales of the head,
although shorter, of the same form as those of the trunk no scales upon
the fins. Caudal peduncle without cartilaginous or osseous plate at its
sides posterior to the anus, the ventral keel is rough.
Cranium rather
cartilaginous than osseous in structure, except the frontals, which are
rugose in line in the supraorbital region, and bristly in front, as are the
turbinals and suborbitals these latter are 4 in number, the last 3 being
very slender 2 supra temporals lower jaw with several rows of minute
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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upon the dentary and articular elements. Vertebra} 10 36 46.
Anterior neural spine not excavated, being lofty and smooth the 5 that
follow are short and inclined backward remaining ones slender, as also
last vertebriu without lateral spines.
Pleurapoptheir htemapophyses
hyses inconspicuous, fceblj- developed, of much the same size and shape as
the epipleurals but one pseudo-interueural spine in front of the one that
spines

;

;

;

;

(Poey.)
A single specimen of this
remarkable fish was obtained by Poey at Cuba, in 1872. (Name a Latin
diminutive of iii>axiov, arm, from the small pectoral.)
Hupj)orts the first dorsal fin ray.

ii, 1873, Cuba; Shupeldt, Journal
Goode & Bean, Oceanic Tchth., 218, fig. 221, 1805.

Grammicolepis hrachiuscithts, Poey, Anal. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat.,

Morphology,

ii,

1888, 271, with 13 figures;

In a natural arrangement the Grammicolej)idid(e should apparently be
followed by the EpMppida', and these in turn by the Chwtodontidce and their
allies, from which are derived the long series of aberrant or degenerate
forms known as Plectoynaihi. The needs of a linear arrangement make it
desirable to interrupt the series here to give place to the Tetragonuridw
and other aberrant forms which may be allied to the Scomhridw, and also
to the long series of Pcrcoidea, which are also very closely allied to the
mackerel-like fishes. When the Percoid series is finished we shall revert
to these remote branches from the Mackerel stem, if such the Chatodontidw and the Flectognaths should prove to be.

Family CXXXVIII.

TETRAGONUEID^.

(The Square Tails.)
Body

long, slender, plump, not compressed, covered with hard, ciliated,

grooved

Head

scales,

which are very adherent.

scaly; opercles entire; eye large;

box-like,

armed with one

Lateral line single, straightisL.

mouth

short, oblique, the

series of close set, comb-like teeth

;

jaws

teeth on

spines about 15
soft rays
Dorsal divided, short and low
anal very small, its spines indistinct caudal peduncle long, rather
caudal
slender, Avith cartilaginous expansions at the base of caudal
rather small, forked; ventrals small, subabdominal, placed below middle

palate.

few

;

;

;

;

;

Atlantic; probably
I, 5; pectorals short; no air bladder.
but one species; in deep water, apparently rare. The relationships of the
group are doubtful. Lowe places it among the mackerels, Giinther near
the MufjiUda'. It seems remotely allied to Bramidw and other Scombroid
forms, but it forms a distinct group without near relatives. (Tetruijon-

of pectoral,

urina, Giinther, Cat.,

iii,

447.

407, 1861.)

TETRAGONURUS.

Risso.

Tetragomtru.", Risso, Ichth. Nice, 347, 1810, {ciwieri).
Cienodajr,

Macleay, Pioc. Linn

Soc. N. S. Wales, 1885, IIS, {wUkijisoni)

Characters of the genus included above.

(rerp(/)(jr'of ,

square-tailed, from the form of the caudal peduncle.;

square

;

oipd, tail;

Museum.
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TETRAGONFBUS CUVIEKI,

(ESCOLAH DE NaTURA

COURPATA

;

Kisso.

SQUARE TaIL

;

;

SeA-RAVEN.)

Head 4J depth 7 eye about 3i. D. XV-11 A. II, 9 V. I, 5 scales
Body fusiform, not compressed, plump and compact, the tail becoming
;

;

;

;

;

90.

distinctly four-angled; at base of caudal these four equidistant angles
rise suddenly into four short, elevated, lacerato-serrate crests or ridges

of produced toothed scales, these serrate keels meeting in the fork of
the tin, the keels as long as eye. Belly underneath round, with a fine,
closed groove from ventral tins to vent; a similar groove behind anal.
Head broad above eye very large snout short, truncate, as long as eye
jaws equal maxillary slipping below preorbital gape moderate, reaching front of eye lower jaw with very high gums, shutting within upper
jaw like a trunk within its lid; teeth bony, white, and glassy, in one
row in each jaw, arranged like comb teeth; lower teeth larger, about 40
;

;

;

;

;

in each side of each jaw, the teeth of lower jaw larger backward upper
teeth Bubconic, lower compressed, lancet-like; vomer and palatines Avith
small teeth; gill openings very large, the membranes connected below,
free from isthmus; pectorals short, rather low; ventrals small, ovate,
;

rather behind pectorals, fitting into a hollow of the belly. Dorsal inserted
behind ventrals, of 15 low pungent spines depressible in a groove soft
dorsal short, scaleless, not in a groove anal similar, shorter, its first two
rays small and simple caudal broad, rather short, well forked, its rays
;

;

;

Whole body covered with a hard and compact armor of close-set scales in 83 regular oblique spiral rings, those
on tail smaller. These scales are so firmly fixed that they can
be torn off" in spiral belts. Their edges are striate and finely ciliate,
head mostly
the striiB being also rough. Lateral line nearly straight
scaly; the surface everywhere rough. Color uniform rusty black, the
edges of the scales hyaline inside of mouth blackish. Length 1 foot.
Esophagus with soft papilhe stomach a long conic sac co^ca numerous,
(Lowe.) Open Atlantic, once taken
58.
unequal; vertebne 36 -f- 22
Originally described from Nice. Eisso says
Atlantic Coast.
off" our
that it lives at great depths, approaching the coast only in August at the
time of spawning, and that its natation is slow and feeble. It has since
feeble,

much

articulate.

;

;

;

;

=

been found off" Toulon and Marseilles, and by Lowe near Madeira, where
it was taken swimming at the surface.
Lowe is also of the opinion that
it occurs at very great depths.
Its flesh is white and tender, but at times
when eaten it is a violent poison, as was demonstrated by the personal
experience of Risso himself. This Risso thinks may be due to the poisonous jelly fishes on which it feeds. A single specimen was obtained by
the United States Fish Commission at Woods Hole, November 10, 1890
(No. 44436, U. S. Nat. Mus.).
(Goode & Bean.) (Named for Georges
Chretien Leopold Dagobert Cuvier, 1769-1832, the great comparative
anatomist, who laid the foundations of modern ichthyology.) (Eu.)
Tetragonums

cuvieri,

Risso, Ichth. Nice, 347, 1810, Nice;

& Bean, Oceanic

Ichth,, 230,

TetrayonurKii cUlanticus,

Gintuer,

Cat., in, 408, 18G1;

fig. 417, 1895.

Lowe, Fishes Madeira,

129, pi. xix, 1843,

Madeira.

Goode

Jordan and Evermann.
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PEMPHERID^.

Family CXXXIX.

(The Deep-watek Catalufas.)

Body oblong, compressed, covered with moderate or small sCcales, which
are distinctly ctenoid, the vent well forward, the long base of the anal
very oblique. Lateral line nearly straight, unarmed, extending on the

caudal fin membranes of anal more or less scaly, that of dorsal mostly
naked. Head compressed, with blunt snout, narrow preorbital, and large
eye; bones of head unarmed, or very nearly so; nostrils double cheeks
opercles, and jaws scaly mouth large, very oblique; premaxillary pro
tractile; maxillary very broad jiosteriorly.
Small teeth on .jaws, vomer
;

;

;

gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus
Dorsal fin very short, median or anterior, with 5 or 6
slender graduated spines, continuous wuth the soft rays, the first of which
is longest; no projecting interspinal bones before dorsal.
Anal fin very
long, not falcate, with 2 or 3 small spines in front caudal lunate or moderately forked, on a stoutish peduncle. Yentrals moderate, I, 5, inserted
below the pectorals, which are rather long. Supraoccipital crest high,
slender; vertebrtB in normal number, 10
24 {Pempheris}; the abdominal
vertebrte short the caudal vertebrte gradually lengthened. Coracoids
much dilated. Air bladder large, thick, divided into two by a constriction, the anterior part smaller and round.
Pyloric creca 6 or 7, some of
them longer than the stomach. Small fishes, inhabiting rather deep
water in the tropics. Three genera, Ptmpheris, Parapriacanthus {Pemphc-

and palatines.

Gills 4

Branchiostegals

;

7.

;

+

;

with about 12 known species. The relationIn the form and proportions of the
fins Pempheris resembles Kurtus, with which genus it has been usually
associated. Kurtus has feeble scales, nearly or quite naked head and free
spines, and antrorse interspinals before the dorsal fin. Kurtus seems to.
be a member of the Scombroid group. Pempheris shows but few Scombroid characters, and bears a superficial resemblance to Priacanthus.
We allow the supposed relation to Kurtus to remain, and place the
group at the end of the Scomiroidei, where in fact it probably belongs.
richthys),

and

Xcopem2)heriii,

ships of the family are not very clear.

{Caraiujidcv, part, Giinther, Cat.,
a.

Aual

fin

very long,

its first

448.
Pempheris,

ii,

509, 510, 1860.)

Pempheris,

ray iu aUvauce of middle of body.

PEMPHERIS,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Cuvier

&

448.

Valenciennes.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 296, 1831, {onalensis).

Body short and deep, tapering

posteriorly, covered with rather small

advance of middle of length.
Caudal lunate. {Pempheris, a
" Ces
fish, now unrecognized.
noms sans caractere indicatif de leurs esplces se trouvant ainsi vacantes
lea naturalistes s'en emparent commo de chosea sans maitres pour les

scales, 35

to 70 in lateral line.

Vent

in

Dorsal rays VI, 9; anal rays III, 35 to 46.
name given by Numenius to some little

appliquer aux genres nouveaux qu'
a.

Aual rays
h.

ils

decouvrent."

(Valenciennes.)

III, 32 to III, 25.

Scales in lateral liuo nearly 50; 32 iu a lengtlnviso series; eyo

2%

in bead.

MEXICANUS, 1375.

K.N. A.

63

Museum.
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schomburgki, 1376.
hh. Scales in lateral line 56; eye zy„ in head.
mulleri, 1377.
Aual rays III, 31. Scales in lateral lino 58; eye very large, 2}^ in head.
poeyi, 1378.
aaa. Anal rays III, 21. Scales in lateral line 56; eye ly^ in head.
aa.

PEMPHERIS MEXICANUS,*

1375.

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

D. VI, 9; A. Ill, 35; scales in a lengthwise series 32, 16 scales in a
transverse series. Profile a little concave. Copper color; the fins yellow,
without black markings. Pacific coast of Mexico, only the type known,
from Acapulco. (Cuvier &. Valenciennes.)
Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Pemphe7-ii ine.ricaniis,

1376.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 308, 1831,

PEMPHEBIS SCHOMBURGKI,

Miiller

&

Acapulco.

Troschel.

Head 4; depth 3. D. VI, 9; A. Ill, 33; V. I, 5; scales in lateral line
Profile depressed above the eye;
56, besides about 13 on the caudal fin.
lower outline strongly convex anteriorly, then straight along the belly,
then contracted so that the base of last anal ray is on level of middle of
Scales rather large, distinctly ctenoid, deciduous, except those
along the lateral line, which are smaller than the others and persistent.
Eye 3i in head half broader than interorbital space. Maxillary reaching beyond middle of eye; each jaw with two rows of small, slender
teeth directed backward small teeth in narrow bands on vomer and
palatines preopercle finely serrate fin rays slender height of dorsal
greater than its base, which is about half length of head anal base not
quite 2i in body, its first rays 3^ in head anal spines slender, graduated
caudal moderately lunate, the upper lobe the longer; pectorals falcate,
as long as head; ventral short, as long as eye; lateral line curved to
below middle of dorsal and extending on the scales of caudal fin. Violet
above, golden yellow below (in spirits); scaly sheath of aual with dark
specks. (Steindachner. ) Barbados and Cuba. (Named for Robert H.
Schomburgk, author of the History of Barbados.)
pupil.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

PeJtipheris schomburgki,

Barbados; D. V,

Muller & Troschel,
9; A. Ill, 35;

1377.

in Schomburgk's History of Barbados,
Steindachner, Ich: Notizen, i, 8.

PEMPHEBIS MCLLEBI,

069, 1845,

Poey.

(Catalufa de lo Alto.)

Head 31 depth 2* eye 2\ in head base of anal 2J in body or Ij times
Color red, silvery
as long as head. D. IV, 10; A. Ill, 31 scales 56 to 60.
below, dusky on back and base of anal. Length about 5 inches. West
;

;

;

;

Indies to Brazil; rather rare on the coast of Cuba, in waters of moderate
depth. A handsome little fish, resembling a young Priacaw</i«s. Probably
of the original type of Pempheris mexieana has been sent ns by our
Mr. .\lexander Thominot: " Body compressed, its height 2}4 times in the total length;
head a little more than four times in this dimension; snout 6 in head; eye as long as caudal
peduncle: insertion of dor.eal nearer tip of snout than root of caudal; pectorals as long as head.
Total length O.lUt mm.; he.ad 0.(133 mm.; snout 0.1105 mm.; eye 0.015 mm.: caudal length 0.028;
Fin rays D. 13; P. 16;
length of pectorals 0.033; base of dorsal 0.018; lieiglit of dorsal 0.026.

*

The following account

friend,

V.

1, 5;

A. 32; C. II-I-II.

Scales in lateral lino nearly 50."
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identical with Feniphcris schomhurgki.

anatomist, Prof. Johannes Miiller,
Pempheris

vililleri,

zinger

is

Poey, Memorias,

ii,

(Named
Cuba;

noted comparative
the fishes of Barbados.)

for tlio

who wrote on

203, 1860,

979

(the later reimiheris mnlleri of

Klun-

a different species).

Pempheris schombunjki, JouuAN, Troc. U.

S.

Xat. Mus., 1*86, 38, aud 1890, 317; perhaps uot of

MiJLLEB & TbOSCUEL.
1378. PExtlPHERIS POEYI, Bean.

Head

depth 2i eye 2i snout 2 in eye. D. IV, 8 A. Ill, 24 scales
Maxillary about i as long as head, its posterior extremity
very much widened mandible slightly longer than maxilla, its length
nearly i greatest height of body; width of iuterorbital space equal to i
length of maxillary origin of dorsal slightly behind vertical through
distance from tip of snout to origin of dorsal not
origin of ventral
much more than length of anal base; longest dorsal ray sliglitly exceeding i length of head origin of dorsal fin considerably in advance of
middle of total length; origin of anal directly under end of dorsal;
length of anal base equal to greatest height of body and not much in
excess of length of head origin of ventral almost directly under that of
dorsal third ray of ventral as long as eye pectoral 4 in body caudal
imperfect in type. Cuba. Only the type known. (Beau.) Named for
Prof. Felipe Poey, who collected the type of the species.)
3

;

;

;

;

;

2-56-12.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pempheris

;

Bean, Proc. U.

poeiji.

S.

Havana.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 229,

;

(Type, No. 37181.

ColL

Poey.)

Group PERCOIDEA.*
(The Perch-like Fishes.)
and forms, but on the whole, repreA
senting better than any other the typical Acanthopterygian fish. The
group is incapable of concise definition, or, in geueral, of any definition
group of

at all; still,

bear in one

fishes of diverse habits

most of

way

its

members

are definitely related to each other,

and

or another a resemblance to the typical form, the perch,

or more strictly to its marine relatives, the sea bass or *SerraH(f^''. The
following analysis gives most of the common characters of the group:
Body usually oblong, covered with scales, which are typically ctenoid,
not smooth nor spinous, and of moderate size. Lateral line typically
present and concurrent with the back. Head usually compressed laterally, and with the cheeks and opercles scAly.
Mouth various, usually
terminal and with lateral cleft, the teeth various, but typically pointed,
arranged in bands on the jaws, vomer, and palatine bones; gill rakers
usually sharp, stoutish, armed with teeth lower pharyngeals almost
always separate, usually armed with cardiform teeth; third upper
;

* As these sheets are passing through the ))ress we have received, through the courtesy of our
friend. Dr. G. A. Boulenger, of the Briti.sli Miiseuni, proof slieets of the first volume of his
" Catalogue of the Percifonn Fishes in the British Museum." This gives promise of being, like
its prototype. Dr. Giintlier's "Catalogue of i\w Fishes of the British Museum," a monumental
work indispensable to all students of fishes.
have made free ref rence to Dr. Boulenger's
conclusions in those geucra of Perciformes or Pcrcuidea, iu which hia work is printed iu advauce
of ours.

We
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pharyugeal inotlerately enlarged, elongate, not articulated to the cranium, the fourth typically present; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; gill
membranes free from the isthmus, and usually not connected with each
pseudobrauchia; typically well developed. Brauchiostegals few,
No bony stay connecting the suborbital chain to the pre7.
opercle. Opercular bones all well developed, normal in position; the
preopercle typically serrate. No cranial spines. Dorsal lin variously

other

;

usually 6 or

developed, but always with some spines in front, these typically stiff and
pungent anal fin typically short, usually with 3 spines, sometimes with
a larger number, sometimes with none; caudal fin various, usually lunate;
pectoral fins well developed, inserted high; ventral fins always present,
thoracic, separate, almost always with 1 spine and 5 rays. Air bladder
usually present, without air duct in the adult; simple and generally adher;

ent to the walls of the abdomen. Stomach ccecal, with pyloric appendages, the intestines short in most species, long in the herbivorous forms.
Vertebral column well developed, none of the vertebrae especially modified, the number 10 -|- 14, except in certain extra-tropical and fresh-water
Shoulder girdle
forms, which retain the primitive higher numbers.

normally developed, the post-temporal bifurcate, attached to the skull,
but not coosified with it; none of the epipleural bones attached to the
coracoids normal, the hypercoracoid always
center of the vertebra^
with a median foramen, the basal bones of the pectoral (actinosts or
pterygials) normally developed, 3 or 4 in number, hourglass-shaped,
premaxillary forming the border of the mouth,
longer than broad
Species very
bones of the mandible distinct.
usually protractile
numerous, found in all seas except those of the Arctic regions. Many
species inhabit fresh waters, especially in North America and Europe.
These fresh-water forms are apparently nearer the primitive stock than
;

;

;

the marine species are. The Elat^fsODiida', Centrarchldcv, and Fercidw are
the most primitive, and apparently form, with the Percopsulw and AplireThis series we are compelled to
doderida', an almost continuous series.
break in a linear arrangement for the purpose of bringing in other series
of transitional forms, which culminate in the Berycoids and the Scombroids.
a.

Maxillary not sheathed by the preorbital, or only partially covered by the edge of the latter;
ventral with its accessory scale very small or wanting; pectoral without accessory scale;
sheath at base of spinous dorsal
usually ending in a spine.
b.

little

developed; vomer usually with teeth; opercle

Precaudal* vertebra; with transverse processes from the third or fourth to the last;
ribs all but the last 1 to.4, sessile, insirtod on the centra behind the transverse processes; anal spines 3 or more.
c. Pseudobranchiw rudimentary, covered by tlie skin.
d. Lateral line wholly wanting; dorsal spines 4 or 5; vertebrw about 10-t-14
24.

=

ELASS0MID.T:, CXL.
dd. Lateral line

more or

less

developed; dorsal spines 6 to 15; vertebra' 29 to 33.

CENTRABCHIDiE, CXLI.
cc.

Pseudobranchia; large; dorsal spines about 10; vertebra? 10

-|-

15

= 25.
KUHLIln.'E, OXLII.

hb.

Precaudal anteriorly without transverse processes;
the transverse processes

when

all

these are developed.

* These characters are taken from Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

p. 2.

or most of the ribs inserted on

Jordan and Everinann.
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(30 to 46).

Peucid^k, cxliii.

Aual spines 2 (rarely 3); vertebra) 24 or

ee.

25; pseudobranclii.'e well developed; dorsal

fin divided.
eee.

Chrilodii-terid.i;, cxliv.

Anal gpines 3 or none, never 2 nor

pseudobranchia' well developed; dorsal

1;

continuous or divided; vertebra; 24 to
{.

Vomer, and usually palatines also, with teeth.
g. Lateral line strongly marked, e.xtending to end of caudal
gate; teeth small.

Anal

It.

fin

fin; boily

elon-

Centroi'omid.t-:, cxi.v.

Lateral lino not extending on caudal

ijg.

fin

35.

fin.

shorter than dorsal; head not everywhere covered with rough

head not shortened. Serramd.^;, cxlvi,
and similar to it; head and body
everywhere covered with rough scales; body deep, comi)ressod.

scales; postocular part of
/(/(.

Anal

fin

scarcely shorter than dorsal

Priacanthid.t;, cxlviii.
ff.

Vomer without

teeth; dorsal fin continuous; body deep, compressed.

LOBOTIU.K, CXIVII.
ao.

Maxillary slipping for most of

more or

less distinct

its

length under the edge of the preorbital, which forms a

sheath; ventrals with an accessory scale; opercle without spines;

maxillary without supplemental bone; anal spines
i.

3,

rarely

2.

Carnivorous species; intestines of moderate length; teeth in jaws notall incisor-like;
vertebra^ usually 24 or 25.
j.

Spines of premaxillary not greatly pro<luced, not extending backward to the

mouth moderately
Vomer with teeth.

occiput;
h.

I.

protractile.

Teeth iu jaws usually unequal, some of them more or

no

distinct tubercles

less canine-like;

from the crauium for the articulation of the

epipliaryugeals; enlarged apophyses for the articulation of the
palatines and preorbital;

first

4 vertebrae without parapophyses;

maxillary long.
lik.

Vomer without

teeth

;

Lutianid.k, cxlix.
palatines and tongue toothless.

m. Teeth on sides of jaws not molar; maxillaries formed essentially as in
the

•

/Seni()ii(Z;E.

mm. Teeth on

sides of

H.t^mulid.t;, cl.

jaws molar; maxillaries peculiar in form and in

articulation, unlike those of the Serrauiche.
cal,

or else

more or

less incisor-like;

Anterior teeth coni-

preoporcle entire.
Sparid.t:, cli.

jj.

Spines of premaxillary extending backward to the occiput, so that the
is

n.

Lower pharyngeals well

fin

continuous or deeply notched;

preopercle entire.

Lower pharyngeals

M.hnid.t-;, clii.

closely approximated, often apparently united

present, small; dorsal fin notched.
a.

vomer

separated; teeth in jaws small or wanting;

with minute teeth or none; dorsal

nil.

mouth

excessively protractile; preorbital very narrow.

;

teeth

Gerrid.t:, cliii.

Herbivorous species: intestinal canal elongate; auterior teeth in jaws incisor-like;

no molars or canines; premaxillaries moderately protractile.
KvrHOSin.-K,

Family CXL.
(

ri.iv.

ELASSOMID^.

Pigmy Suxfisiies. )

Body oblong, compressed, covered with rather large cycloid scales.
Mouth small, terminal, the lower jaw projecting each jaw with rather
strong conic teeth, in few series, directed forward vomer with a few
weak teeth palatines toothless upper jaw very protractile. Bones of
Lead with entire edges. Cheeks and opercles scaly.
Gill membranes
;

;

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

Lower
broadly united, free from isthmus; gill rakers tubercle-like.
pharyngeals narrow, separate, with sharp teeth. Bvanchiostegals apparently 5. Lateral line obsolete. Vent normal. Dorsal tin single, small,
with 4 or 5 spines anal with 3 spines venti'als thoracic, I, 5 caudal
Pseudobranchia! small, glandular, covered by the skin. No
rounded.
Posterior processes of premaxillaries extending to the
pyloric cwca.
frontals, the latter smooth parietal and supraoccipital crests not pro;

;

;

;

duced on the

known; very

+ 14

=

24 or 25. Two species
the very smallest known,
of the southern United States, intermediate

Vertebra? 10

frontals.

singular

little

or 15

among

fishes,

inhabiting the swamps
between the Aphredoderidw and Centrarchida'. Like Fercopsis, Unihra,
Aphrvdoderus, DaJlia, Chologaster, etc., the Elassomidw constitute a relic of
a very ancient fauna. Dr. Boulenger places Elassoma among the CentrarElassoma, as
chida^, an arrangement to which we see no serious objection.
Dr. Boulenger suggests, is a dwarfed suufish, bearing much the same
relation to the others that the darters bear to the perch. {Elassomidw,

&

Jordan

Gilbert, Synopsis, 461, 1883.)

449.
Elassoma, Jordan, Bull. U.

ELASSOMA,

Jordan.

Nat. Mus., x, 50, 1877, (Mnata).

S.

{'Maauua, a diminution.)

Characters of the genus included above.
a. Scales

moderate, 38 to 45 in a longitudinal

aa. Scales

1379.

kvergladei, 1380.

very large, 27 to 30 in longitudinal series.

1379. ELASSO.MA

Head

zonatum,

series.

ZONATUM,

Jordan.

depth 3i; eye large, "3 in head. D. IV, 10, or V, 9 A. Ill, 5;
Body oblong, compressed, the nape rather broad
and depressed head narrowed forward. Mouth small, oblique, the maxillary scarcely reaching pupil. Teeth in jaws stout, conical, slightly
curved, directed forward in 2 or 3 rows. Color olive green, everywhere
finely punctulate sides with about 11 parallel vertical bands of dark
olive, about equal in width, narrower than the eye, about as wide as the
pale interspaces a conspicuous roundish black spot, nearly as large as
the eye, on the sides just above the axis of the body, under the beginning
of the dorsal
soft fins faintly barred
a blackish bar at base of caudal. Length li inches.
One of the smallest of our spinous-rayed fishes,
inhabiting sluggish streams and bayous from Southern Illinois to Texas,
Louisiana, and Alabama; not very common and only in still waters of
small extent. Variable, 'zonaius, banded.)
B. 5

;

3

;

;

scales 38 to 42-19.
;

;

;

;

;

Elassoma zonala, Jobdan, Bull. U.

White County, Arkansas.
Elassoma

S.

Nat. Mus., x,

(Coll. Prof.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis
Museum, i, 34, 1895.

::oualinii,

the British

1380.

Head

3^-

depth 3i

;

5, (to III, 7)

;

:

,50,

Henry

S.

1877, Little

461, 1883;

Boulenger, Catalogue of Fishes

ELASSOMA EVERGLADEI,
eye 3 in head.

scales 28-13 or 14.

Red River, Judsonia,

Keynolds).
in

Jordan.

D. IV, 9 (III, 8 to IV, 9)

;

A. Ill,

Body more elongate and less compressed

Jordan and Ever7nann.
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than in Elassoma zonatum the head thick, moderately pointed anteriorly,
Mouth oblique, very small, its outflattieh, and moderately wide above.
line curved, upper jaw very protractile, lower jaw projecting snout very
short, not longer than pupil preorbital very narrow. Maxillary of moderate width, barely reaching the vertical from front of eye, its length 4
Teeth in narrow bands, those of the outer series enlarged, closein head.
Apparently a few teeth on the vomer. Cheeks
set, slender, and curved.
and opercles scaly, the former with 3 or 4 rows of scales. Preopercle
entire; opercle unarmed, emarginate behind. Gill membranes broadly
connected across the isthmus. Breast with small scales scales of body
very large, cycloid no trace of lateral line. Gill rakers very small,
tubercular. PseudobrauchiiB very small, apparently covered by skin, as
Vent normal in position. Dorsal fin low, the first
in the Centrarchidw.
spine short, the others graduated; ventral fins very slender and narrow,
their filamentous tips nearly reaching front of anal their rays I, 5 the
inner ray short, so that the number appears on a hasty examination to be
1,4; pectoral li in length of head caudal slightly emarginate, li in
head. Color, in spirits, dusky olive, without cross bands or scapular
spot centers of scales paler, thus forming faint longitudinal streaks
many scales of back and sides each with a dark brown spot these irregularly scattered body and head soiled with dark points dorsal, anal, and
caudal conspicuously marked with cross bands formed of dark dots; venLength
trals and anal largely dusky, similarly but more faintly barred.
li inches. Swamps of southern Georgia and Florida, locally common in
dark waters tributary to the Everglades. Extremely variable in coloration and in number of fin rays, if all the known specimens really belong
to one species.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Elassoma evergladei, JORDAN, Proc. U.

Florida; (Type, No. 25326(8).

vm,
"

1888, 228;

WooLMAN.t

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 323, Indian

Coll.

River and Lake Jessup,
S. Fish Comm.,

K. Edward Earll); Gilbert,* Bull. D.

Comm.,

Bull. U. S. Fish

x, 1890 (1892), 299

and

300, pi. 53, fig.

A

single specimen from the Satilla River at Waycross, answering well the original descripbut with the anal III, 7, instead of III, 5 D. IV, 9 scales 27. Fins all high, theveutrals
reaching slightly beyond origin of anal, the longest dorsal ray ly^ in head. In spirits, faint
traces of 6 or 7 dusky cross bars; a white area on base of caudal. In life, a blue band under
eye and a number on sides. Dorsal spines with blue." Gilbert.
*

tion,

;

;

fWoolman gives the following account of specimens ol this species from Hillsboro River,
" Two very fine specimens were taken in Pemberton Creek, which differ in several
particulars from the types of this species {Elassoma evergladei). Total length of specimens 25 and
27 mm. respectively; length to caudal fin 22>^, 23 mm.; greatestheight of body 6,7 mm.; depth
of caudal peduncles, 3 mm; lengtli of head 6, 7 mm.; iuterorbital area 2, 2 mm.; eye, 2, 2 mm.;
Number of dorsal spines and rays. III,
distance from tip of snout to front of dorsal, 10, 10 mm.
8; III, 8; length of ba.se of dorsal 7, 7 mm.; longest dorsal spine 3, 3, mm.; longest dorsal ray 5,
Ground color, very (lark brown,
5; anal IV, 5; IV, 5; ventrals reaching anal; scales 28,28.
nearly black, with 3 cross bars behind dorsal, between which there is a dark metallic blue space;
spot on opercle of a dull carmine color; 2 small spots of the same color at base of caudal: spots
of blue on other parts of body, notably along lateral line; fins dark; upi)erhalf of dorsal black;
Florida:

2 lighter spots on the last rays of dorsal.
"Several specimens were obtained in Blill Creek which correspond more closely with the originals of Elassoma. The measurements of 3 of these are as follows: Length 25, 25, 23 mm.
respectively; length to base of caudal 21, 21, 19 mm.; greatest depth 6, 7,5 mm.; depth of caudal
mm.; distance from end of
peduncle 3", 3, 3 mm.; length of head 6, G, 6 mm.; eye Wy, 1%.
snout to origin of dorsal 9, 9}^, 8 mm. Dorsal rays IV, 8; IV, 9; IV, 9; anal rays III, 5; 111,5;
III, 5; number of scales 27, 28, 27.
Ground color dark brown, thickly covered with darker spots
having no definite arrangement; a few deep lustrous blue scales on body: dorsal dark, showing
in some specimens a double row of dark-red 6i)ots, forming 2 stripes jmrallol with edge of fin.
There seems to bo some variation iusize of eye and width of interorbital space." (Woolmau, I. c.)

1%

984
4;

Bulletin

4"/,

LoNNHEUO,* Ofveis. Kong.

United States National Museum.
Vetoiisk. Akad. Fiirli.,

Family CXLI.

l'2:i,

1804; Boulengcr, Oat., 1,34.

CENTRARCHID^.t

(The Sunfisiies.)

Body more or less shortened and compressed the regions above and
below the axis of the body nearly equally developed, and corresponding
Head compressed.
to each other, and the pseudobranchiii' imperfect.
Mouth terminal, large or small. Teeth in villiform bands, the outer
teeth present on premaxillaries,
slightly enlarged, without canines
lower jaw, and v^omer, and usually on palatines, also sometimes on tongue.
;

;

* Dr. Einar Lcinnberg gives the following account of the specimens observed by him about
Orlando, Florida, and provisionally named " Elassoma orlandicitm^''
"Localities Fern Creek and small lakes around Orlando, Orange County; Tohopekaliga and
other waters around Kissimmee, Osceola County; Arcadia, iJe Soto County.
" This little fish seems to be extremely variable. When I obtained my first specimens in Fern
Creek I surely believed that I had found a new species. I was led to that opinion by the number of spines and soft rays in the vertical fins. Jordan (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884) describes
Elassntmi urergladei with 4 spines and 9 or 10 soft rays in the dorsal and 3 spines and 5 soft rays
in the anal.
On my specimens I counted 5 spines (in one only 4) and 11 or 12 soft rays, and the
formula of the anal was HI, 7. There was thus 1 spine and 1 or 2 soft rays in the dorsal and 2
I therefore believed it just to estabsoft rays in the anal more than in the typical E. evenjladei.
lish a new subspecies with the name orlandicnm, the more as also the color, etc., was different.
Later on I found in the literature that Woolman (I. e, p. 299) had found in Pemberton Creek
variations in another direction, that is with the formula III, 8 for the dorsal, and IV, 5 for the
anal.
But in the Santa Fe Kiver the specimens were more similar to mine with dorsal IV,
9-12; anal III, 5-7.
Through this the variability of E. evenjladei becomes still more evident.
The fins arc larger in the males, as the following measurements will show:
:

—

Millimeters.

Length without caudal
Length of head
Depth of body
Vertical height of dorsal
Vertical height of .anal _
Length of dorsal
Length of caudal
Height of caudal

Millimeters.

20
6
6

2

10
5

8

i^4
5

My

"
largest specimen measured 25 millimeters without the caudal, which is rounded, not
slightly emarginate.
Woolman's figure {I.e., PI. LIII) has ihe caudal rounded, too. In the
females the ventrals reach to the anal; in the males the filament from the fourth ray surpasses
the spines of anal. Intestinal canal short, no appendices pylorica;. Eggs large, but few in
number. December and January seem to be the spawning season of this little iisli, and in that
time the male has siich a bright color that it must be regarded as one of tlie liamlsomest freshwater fishes. 'Itis black, with 7 more or less complete vertical crossbars of liright nu'tallicblue.
semicircular blue spot below and behind eye.
At the base of the caudal there are 2 whitish
blue or blue si)ots surrounded by black. The ventral fins almost blue with black border. At
the base tlie dorsal has 2.j bands of blue spots; the anal has 1 or 2 bands of the same kind. A
little within the black margin of all the vertical fins, tlie chief color of which is black, is a
broad, blue band, which is broadest and brightest on the anal; pectorals not colored. After
the spawning time the blue will change to paler greenish blue but still metallic. In spirits
tlie blue color is lost and the fishes become blackish with paler band where the blue has
been.
Both the caudal spots are always conspicuous. The female is not so bright. Its color
is a kind of rusty brownish with darker spots.
These are sometimes arranged in three ranges
along the side. The belly is always paler and the entrails shine through, tlie liver reddish and
the intestines dark, if they contain anything. At the base of the caudal two whitish, darkbordered spots. Dark spots on the rays makeone baud on the anal, two on the dorsal, and three

A

on the caudal."
t For a useful review of the species of this family see Bollman in liuport U.
XVI, 1888 (1892), 557-679, plates lxviii-lxxii.
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pterygoids, and hyoid. Premaxillaries protractile ; maxillary with a supplemental bone in the large-monthed forms, sometimes minute or obsolete

Preopercle entire or somewhat serrate

in others.

opercle ending in

;

two

points or prolonged in a black flap at the angle.

flat

deep;

Preorbital short and
suborbital narrow, the maxillary not slipping under its edge.

first

Nostrils

on each

2,

Gills

side.

4,

a

behind the fourth.

slit

Pseudo-

branchice small, almost glandular, nearly or quite covered by skin.

membranes separate,

Gill

from the isthmus. liranchiostegals 6, rarely 7.
Gill rakers variously formed, armed with small teeth
lower pharyngeal
bones sejiarate, their teeth conic or sometimes paved. Cheeks and opercles
scaly body fully scaled, the scales usually not strongly ctenoid, rarely
free

;

;

usually complete. Dorsal fins confluent,
(usually 10), depressible in a shallow groove
Intestinal canal short.
Pyloric coeca 5 to 10. Verte-

lateral line present,

cycloid;

the spines 6 to 13 in

anal spines 3 to

9.

number

;

Entopterygoid present. Precaudal or
abdominal vertebra? with transverse processes from the third or fourth to
the last ribs all but the last 2 to 4 sessile, inserted on the centrum behind
the transverse proceses. Frontals with a pair of large muciferous channels which converge posteriorly or are confluent with a transverse channel
connecting the jiostfrontals, their posterior openings close together on the
median line in front of the supraoccipital crest. Coloration usually brilliant, chiefly greenish.
Sexes similar
changes with age often great.
Fresh-water fishes of North America genera 12 species about 30, forming one of the most characteristic features of our fish fauna. Most of
the species build nests, which they defend with much courage. All are
carnivorous, voracious, and gamy. All are valued as food, their importance being in direct proportion to the size which they attain. The
group has been divided by Dr. Gill into three subfamilies very closely
related to each other CentrarcMnxp, Lepomime, and MicropUrlna'. Most of
the species belong to the Lepominw. The Microptcrinw approach most
nearly to the Serranidcv,. At the same time they are perhaps farthest from
the primitive stock from which the group has sprung. {Pcrcidiv, group
brae 28 to 35 (13 to 18 -f 15 to 17),

;

;

;

;

GrysUna, Giinther, Cat.,
Centrauchin.t:
Dorsal

a.

6.

fin

i,

256-261, 1859.)

:

scarcely longer than anal.

Dorsal spines 5 to 8; anal spines

spinous dorsal shorter tlian soft dorsal; bpdy elo igate,

G;

PoMoxis, 450.

rompressad.
hb.

Dorsal spines 11 or 12; anal spines 7 or

S;

spinous

ilorsal

longer than soft dorsal; body

Centuauciics,

short and deep, compressed.
(I'l.

Dorsal fin

LKPOMiN/r.
('.

much

:

Body comparatively short and deep, the depth
fin
tl.

4,'jl.

larger than the anal; gill rakers rather short.

tisuiilly

more than

J

the length; dorsal

not deeply eniarginate.

Tongue and pterygoids with

toetli;

mouth

large, maxillary reaching past

middle

of eye.
e.

ee.

Acantiiarmu's, 452.

Scales cycloid; caudal convex.

Scales ctenoid; caudal concave behind.
/.

Opercle emarginate behind; anal spines 5 to
g.

Lingual teeth

8.

in a single jiatch; gill r.akers

rate only at

its

angle, other

of opercle without pointed

about

membrane bones

stria'.

10; preopercle ser-

entire; lower point

Amdloplitbs, 453.

Museum.

Bulletin 4y, United States National
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Lingual teeth in two patches;

gg.

gill

rakers about 20; most of the

mem-

brane bones of the head serrate; lower point of opcrcle striate,
Archoplites, 454.
the striaj ending in sharp points.
J'.

Opercle ending in a black convex process or flap; anal spines 3; preopercle

CHiENOBKTTTUS,

entire.

45.5.

and pterygoids toothless; mouth small, the maxillary barely reaching past
middle of eye.
Caudal convex; opercle eraarginate, without flap.
i.
Dorsal flu continuous, normally with 9 spines; anal normally with 3 spines.

dd. Tongiie

h.

Enneacanthus,
ii.

anal
hh.

450.

Dorsal fin angulated, some of the median spines elevated; dorsal spines 10;

Mesogonistius, 457.

3.

Caudal margin concave; opercle prolonged behind in a convex process or flap
which is always black; dorsal spines normally 10; anal 3.
Apomotis, 458.
j. Supplemental bone of maxillary perfectly distinct.
jj.

Supplemental bone of maxillary rudimentary or wanting.
k. Lower pharyngeals narrow, the teeth usually sharp, not conical.
Lepomis, 459.
kk.

Lower pharyngeals broad and concave,
more or less blunt and paved.

especially in the adult; teeth

Eupomotis, 400.
MlCROPTERINiE
cc. Body comparatively elongate, the depth in the adult about i".^ the length; dorsal fin
low, deeply emarginate, with 10 spines; mouth large; caudal lunate.
:

Micro PTERus,

450.

POMOXIS,

401.

Eafinesque.

(Crappies.)
Pomoxis, BAFINEi?QliE, Amer. Month. Mag., 1818, 41, (^annularis).

Pomozys, Holbrook, Ichth. South Carolina,
HyperisUus, Gill,

Amer. Journ.

Sci.

and

29, 1800,

(change of spelling).

Arts, 1804, 92, (hexacanlhns

= carol inensis).

Body more or less elongate, strongly compressed, the snout projecting.
Mouth large, oblique maxillary broad, with a well-developed supplemental bone. Teeth on vomer, palatines, entopterygoids, and tongue.
Lower pharyngeals narrow, with sharp teeth. Gill rakers long and slender, numerous.
Opercle emarginate preopercle and preorbital finely
;

;

serrated.

Scales large, feebly ctenoid.

dorsal, of 6 spines

and about 17 rays

;

Fins large, the anal larger than

dorsal with 6 to 8 graduated spines,

caudal fin emarginate pecrounded or obtusely pointed, with 15 or 16 rays, the upper longest.
Ventrals close together, each with a strong spine.
Branchiostegals 7.
Lateral line complete, the tubes straight and extending at least on the
anterior half at the exposed surface of the scale. Posterior processes of
the premaxillaries not extending to the frontals
supraoccipital and
parietal crest very strong produced forward on the frontals to between the

the spinous dorsal shorter than the soft part

;

;

torals

;

orbits; vertebne 18

ending in two
a.

flat

Dorsal spines
sparoides.

0,

+ 15 = 33.

(mo/Lia,

opercle;

ofrc",

sharp

;

the opercle

points instead of an "ear-flap.")

rarely 5; anal

fin

plain; profile uf

bead more strongly S-shaped than in
ANNULARIS, 1381.

aa. Dorsal spines 7, rarely 8; anal fin strongly reticulated.

sparoides, 1382.

Jordan and Evermatm.
1881.

POMOXIS ANNULARIS,*

(Chappie; Bachelou

Head

depth 2^

—Fishes of North Atnerica.
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New
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Bafinesquo.

Light; Camphellite

;

Sac-a-lait; Crapet.)

reaching past pupil. D. VI, 15 A. VI,
Head long, the profile more or less
18 scales 36 to 48. Body elongate.
strongly S'^haped, owing to the projecting snout, depressed occipital
region, and very prominent thickened antedorsal area. Mouth very wide.
Scales on cheeks in 4 or 5 rows. Color silvery olive, mottled with dark
green, the dark marks chiefly on the upper part of the body and having
a tendency to form narrow vertical bars dorsal and caudal tins marked
with green anal fin iiale, nearly plain. Fins very high, but lower than
in Pomoxis sparoides.
Length 12 inches. Very variable. Middle United
States from the Great Lakes south to Texas and west to Kansas and
Nebraska; generally common, especially in sluggish waters, in ponds, and
bayous it strongly resembles its equally abundant congener, but the two
do not intergrade so far as we have seen, {aiinularis, having rings.)
3

;

;

eye large,

4,

;

;

;

;

;

Pomoxis annularis, Rafinesque, Amer. Month. Mag., 1818,

BoLLMAN, Keview of the Centrarchida^,

41,

560, pi. C8, fig. 3,1892;

Falls of the Ohio River;

Jordan & Gilbekt,

Synopsis,

464, 1883.

Ohio River.
Houston River, Kentucky.
Pomoxys hrevicanda, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 64, North Grand River, Missouri.
Pomoxijs intermedius, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865,64, no locality.
Poinuxi/s prulacanlhu^, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 6G, Tarboro, North Carolina.
CicWa storerm, KiHTLAND, Report

Prnmoxis

nUidiis,

Ohio, 191, 1838,

Sci. Phila., 1857, 200,

POMOXIS SPAROIDES

1382.
(Calico Bass

Head

Zoiil.

Gibard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

;

Grass Bass

;

Barfish

;

(Lac^pede).

Strawberry

Bass.)

D. VII or VIII, 15 A. VI, 17 or 18 scales 40 to 45,
6 rows on cheek.
Body oblong, elevated, much compressed. Head long,
its profile not strongly S-shaped, the projection of the snout and antedorsal region and the depression over the eye being less marked than in
Fomoxis annularis. Mouth smaller than in P. annularis, the maxillary
reaching about to the posterior edge of pupil, the mandible shorter than
pectorals. Fins very high; anal higher than dorsal, its height 4-5 times
in length of body.
Color silvery olive, mottled with clear olive green,
the dark mottlings gathered in irregular small bunches, and covering
the whole body vertical fins with dark olive reticulations surrounding
pale spots; the anal marked like the dorsal; a dusky opercular spot.
Length 12 inches. (Jreat Lakes and Upper Mississippi Valley to New Jersey, and southward to Florida, Louisiana, and Texas chiefiy in lowland
streams and lakes, abundant a handsome fish, valued as food it frequents
chiefly cold an;l clear waters, being rarely seen in muddy bayous. ((T-«p(jf,
Sparus; nSor, resemblance.)
3

;

depth

2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lal)rus sparoidex,

Lac^pkde, Hist. Nat.

Canthartis iiiijroiKiKiilalHs,

South Carolina.
CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat.

Poiss., Ill, 517, 1802,

Le SuEUR MS.,

in

Poiss., iii, 88,

Wabash

River.
Centrarclms hej-araiithiit, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
South Carolina.
1829,

*Tbis perfectly well-marked species

is

Poiss., vii, 459, 1831,

Charleston,

confounded with Pomoxis sparoides by Dr. Boulenger.

Museum.
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IlyperUiius carolinensis Gill,

Pomnxijs sparoideK J oiiVAti

Amer. Journ.

& Gilbert,

Pomoxis sparoUlcs, Bollman,

/.

c, 559,

Sci.

and

Synopsis,

Boulengeb,

1883;

Cat.,

i, 7.

pi. 08, fig. 2.

CENTRARCHUS,

451.

South Carolina

Arts., 18G4, 93,

4f)5,

Cuvier

&

Valenciennes.

(Round Bass.)
CenlrarchuK,

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 84, 1829,
Amer. Jour. Sci. ami Arts, 1864, 9,3, {irideas).

{irideuii).

Eueenlrarclms, Gill,

Body short and deep, compressed. Mouth moderate, the lower jaw the
longer; maxillary with a well-developed supplemental bone. Teeth on
vomer, palatines, eutoptery golds, ectopterygoids, and tongue. Opercle
emarginate behind. Gill rakers setiform, very long, finely dentate, in
large number (20 to 30 below angle of arch). Fins large; the dorsal and
anal fins about equal in extent, the soft portion of the latter longest and
most posterior, the 2 fins being obliquely opposed dorsal fin with the
spinous part longer than the soft part, of about 12 spines, which are not
rapidly graduated anal fin with about 8 spines. Scales large, not strongly
ctenoid. Lateral line complete, the tubes straight and occupying at
least half of the exposed surface of the scales.
Posterior processes of
the premaxillaries extending nearly to thefrontals; frontals posteriorly
with a transverse ridge, connecting the parietal and supraoccipital crests,
which are very strong and extend forward to between the orbits. Vertebrje
15
16 ^= 31. {KtvTpov, spine; apxb^, anus, from the development of the
;

;

+

anal spines.)
1383.

CENTRARCHUS MACROPTERUS
(Round Sunfish

Head

;

(LAcfipilDE).

Flier.)

in head.
D. XI to XIII,
A. VII or VIII, 15; scales large, 5 or 6-38 to 45-15, 4 to 6 rows
on cheeks. Body ovate, strongly compressed head small snout short,
shorter than eye mouth small, oblique maxillary reaching posterior

12 to 14

depth If to 2; eye large, 3i to 4

2f to 3;
;

;

;

;

;

border of pupil lingual teeth in 2 patches opercular spot narrow, much
higher than long; dorsal high, longest spine If in head; pectorals and
ventrals long, reaching anal, ventral spines extending past anus to fin.
Gill rakers x
30.
Green, with series of dark brown spots on sides below
lateral line, forming interrupted longitudinal lines a dark spot below
eye soft dorsal and anal reticulated young with a black ocellus at
base of soft dorsal. Lowland streams and bayous from Virginia southward to Florida and Louisiana northward in the Mississippi valley to
southern Illinois locally abundant in clear waters a handsome fish, rarely
exceeding 6 inches in length. {/lUKpu^, long; iTTepbv, fin.)
;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lalmis macroptcnts, Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Labnts

irkleus,

LAc£piiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Cenlrarclms macropterus,

BOULENQEB,

Cat.,

Jordan k Gilbert,

I, 8.

iii,

iii,

Charleston, South Carolina.
Charleston, South Carolina.
1883; Bollman, i.e., 558, pi. 68, fig. 1;

447, 1802,

71G, 1802,

Synopsis, 463,

Jordan and Evermann.
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ACANTHARCHUS,

452.
Acanihanhus, Gtlt, Amor. Jonrn.

Sci.

and Arts,

989

Gill.

1864, 92, {pomotis).

Body oblong, robust, not much compressed or elevated. Mouth' not
very large, the broad maxillary with a well-developed supplemental bone;
lower jaw projecting. Teeth on vomer, palatines, pterygoids, and tongue
lingual teeth in a single patch pharyngeal teeth sharp. Gill rakers few,
;

rather long and strong.

Opercle emarginate preopercle entire. Scales
cycloid, large. Lateral line complete. Dorsal spines usually 11 anal
spines 5 caudal tin rouuded behind. Close to AmhlopliUs, differing chiefly
in the rounded caudal.
One species known, (u/cui^yu, spine up,tw;, anus.)
;

;

;

;

1384.

ACAMHABCHUS POMOTIS (Baird).
(Mud

SuNFisii.)

Head 2| depth 2 eye not very large, 3| to 4 in head.
10 or 11; A. V, 10; scales 6-43-12, about 5 rows on cheek.
;

;

D. XI or XII,

Body oblong,

moderately compressed. Snout short. Mouth wide, the gape short the
maxillary reaching posterior part of orbit
lingual teeth in 1 patch.
About 5 gill rakers besides rudiments. Dorsal spines low, the longest
about as long as from snout to middle of pupil. Pectoral 1| in head.
Color very dark greenish body usually with 5 rather indistinct blackish
longitudinal bands along the sides^ cheeks with dark bands, which run
nearly parallel, the lowest passing across the maxillary around the front
part of the lower jaw fins plain dusky a black opercular spot. Length
6 inches.
Southern New York to South Carolina, in sluggish streams near
the coast; locally common, especially in the Delaware Eiver; a small
species of little value as food. (Pomotis, the suntish, a synonym of Lepomia. )
;

;

;

;

;

Baird, Ninth Smitlison. Report, 325, 1854,

Cenirarchiis pomoti,t,
(Coll. Baird);

Guntueh,

Acanlharchm pomotis, .Iordan

Cat.,

&

i,

Gilbert, Synopsis, 469, 1883; Bollman,

AmblopUies pomotis, Boulengee, Cat.,

453.

New

Jersey;

New

York;

256, 1859.

i,

I.

c, 5C3,

pi. 70, fig. 1.

11.

AMBLOPLITES,

Rafinesque.

(Rock Bass.)
AmblnpUtes, Rafinesque, I<^hth. Oh., 33, 1820, {irhlheloiikn

— rupestris),
Month

Body oblong, moderately elevated, compressed.

large, the

broad maxillary with a well-developed supplemental bone; lower jaw
projecting.
Teeth on vomer, palatines, tongue, entopterygoids, and
ectopterygoids lingual teeth in a single patch pharyngeal teeth sharp.
Branchiostegals 6. Opercle ending in 2 flat points preopercle serrate at
its angle
other membrane bones chiefly entire. Gill rakers rather long
and strong, dentate, less than 10 in number, developed only on the lower
lateral line comportion of the arch. Scales large, somewhat ctenoid
;

;

;

;

;

tubes occupying at least the anterior half of the surface of the
Dorsal fin much more developed than the anal fin, with 10 or 11

plete, the
scale.

990
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Museum.

anal spines normally 6; pectorals obtusely pointed
with 14 or 15 rays, the upper longest. Caudal fin emarginate. {ajx^lvg,
blunt; oTrAm/f, armature.)
rather low spines

;

1385.

AMBLOPLITES RUPESTRIS

(Common Rock Bass

Head

;

Red-eye

;

(Rafinosque).

Gogole-eye.)

2| depth 2-2i eye very large, 3i in head. D. XI, 10 A. VI, 10
about 5-39-12, 6 to 8 rows on cheeks. Co3Ca 7.
Vertebrae 14
18.
Body obloug, moderately compressed. Head large, the profile little
depressed above the eye. Mouth large, the maxillary extending to oppo;

;

;

+

scales

site posterior part of pupil

;

lingual teeth in

patch.

1

Gill rakers few,

developed on lower part of arch preopercle serrate near its angle.
Color olive green, brassy-tinged, with much dark mottling the young
irregularly barred and blotched with black, the adult with a dark spot
on each scale, these forming interrupted black stripes a black opercular
spot; dark mottlings on the soft dorsal, anal, and caudal. Length 12
inches. Vermont to Great Lake region and Manitoba, south to Louisiana; very abundant west of the Alleghanies a gamy fish, valued as
7 to 10,

;

;

;

;

living

food,

(riqicstris,

Bodiannx

ntpeslris, 'RA-eiyESQVS,

among

rocks.)

Am. Monthly Mag.,

1817, 120,

New

Lakes of

York, Ver-

mont, and Canada.
Rafinesque, Ichth.

IcMhelk

erijthrops,

Lepomis

ichlheloides,

Le Suedk,

Oichlaxnea,

Ohio River.
Ohio River.
214, Lake Ontario.

Ohieiisis, 29, 1820,

Rafinesqi'e, Ichth. Ohicnsis, 32, 1820,
Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1822,

Centrarchiis pentacanilms,

OuviEE,

& Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Puiss.,

iii,

88,

1829,

Wabash

River.
Ceiilrarclms seneus,

AmbloplUes

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

nipesiris,

BOULENQER.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Cat.,

I,

Hist. Nat. Puiss.,

Synopsis, 466, 1883;

iii, 84,

1829.

Bollman,

I.

c, 561,

pi.

69, fig. 2;

10.

Eepresented in the Eoanoke River, east of the Alleghanies, by an
isolated colony,

1385a.

AMBLOPLITES RUPESTRIS CAVIPRONS,

Cope.

and embedded, wholly invisible over most of
concave over the eyes. Differing in no other particular
from Amhloplites riqyestris. Roanoke River, Virginia, {cavus, concave;
Scales on cheek minute

the area

;

profile

frons, forehead.)
AmbloplUes cavifrons, Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat.
Amhloplites ntpeslris cavifrons,

Bollman,

454.

I.

Sci. Phila., 1868, 217,

Roanoke River.

(Coll. Cope.)

c, 561.

ARCHOPLITES,

Gill.

Archopliles, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 165, (iuterrtipivs).

Body oblong, compressed, the back elevated. Mouth large, oblique,
the broad maxillary with a well-developed supplemental bone. Teeth on

Jordan and Everman?i.
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Jaws, vomer, palatines, tongue, octopterygoids, and eutopterygoids linpharyngeal teeth pointed. Gill rakers long
gual teeth in 2 patches
and strong, compressed, numerous, about 20 in number, some of theui on
the upper portion of the arch. Branchiostegals 7. Operculum emarginate, the lower point much the larger, striate, the ridges terminating in
;

j

small spines

;

preopercle, interopercle, subopercle, suborbital,

orbital Avith their inferior edges conspicuously serrate

and

pre-

dentaries and
Dorsal fin with

;

preopercle with large muciferous depressions or pits.
about 13 spines anal usually with 7 spines. Caudal emarginate.
strongly ctenoid. California. (ap;j;of, anus oTrAm/f, armature.)
;

Scales

;

1386.

ARCHOPLITES INTERRUPTUS

(Girard).

(Sacramento Perch.)

Head 2| depth 2+; eye very large, 4 to 5 in head. D. XII or XIII, 10;
A. VI or VII, 10 scales about 7-40 to 51-14, about 8 series on cheek.
l?ody oblong, ovate, compressed, the back considerably elevated ante;

;

depressed over the eye, the snont projecting at an angle. Mouth
terminal, very large, the maxillary very broad, extending beyond pupil.
Dorsal spines rather low, strong; anal spines similar; pectoral short,
riorly,

barely reaching aual.

Color blackish above, sides silvery, vrith about 7

and position and more or less
interrupted body sometimes almost wholly black sometimes brassy
a black opercular spot; fins nearly plain. Length 1 to 2 feet. Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers and tributary lakes abundant; the only
vertical blackish bars, irregular in form
;

;

;

Rocky Mountains; an

fresh-water Percoid west of the
fish,

excellent food-

now being exterminated by

spawning grounds.
Centrarchts interruplus,

ramento

rivers.

the carp and catfish, which infest
(interru2>tus, interrupted.)

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
(Colls. Drs.

Sci. Phila., 1854, 1211,

Centrarclms maculosus, Ayees, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci.,

Jordan & Gilbert,

455.

San Joaquin and Sac-

Hcermanu and Newberry.)
i,

1851,

Ambloplites intemtptus, Girard, Pac. B. R. Surv., x, 10, pi.
ArcJiopliles intcmqitus,

its

8,

2, figs.

Sacramento River.
1-4, 185S;

Boulenger,

Synopsis, 466, 1883; Bollman, 560,

CH^NOBRYTTUS,

Cat.,

i,

12.

pi. 09, fig. 1.

Gill.

(Warmouths.)
Amer. Journ. Sci. Arte, 92, 1864, {mela>iops = (fulosi<s}.
Jordan, Manual of Vertebrates, Ed. i, 223, 1876, {melano2)s).

ClimwhrijUus, Gill,
GlossoplUcs,

This genus has the general form and dentition of Ambloplites with
the convex opercle, 10 dorsal and 3 anal spines of Lepomis. Preopercle
entire.

ctenoid.

Branchiostegals

6.

Caudal

Vertebra) 13-|- 16^29.

fin

emarginate.

Scales

weakly

Posterior processes of the premaxil-

laries extending nearly to the frontals
frontals posteriorly with a
transverse ridge connecting the parietal and supraoccipital crest, which
are very strong, {xaivu, to yawn Bryitus, i. e. Lepomis.)
;

;
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CILENOBUYTTUS GULOSUS

13«7.

(Warmouth

Head
9

;

;

(Cuvier

&

Valcuciciiues).

Goggle-eye.)

2\ to 2| depth 2 to 2* ; eye 4 to \\. D. X, 9 or 10 A. Ill, 8 or
scales 6-40 to 46-11 or 12 37 to 42 pores 6 to 8 rows on cheek. Body
;

;

;

;

heavy, deep, more elongate than in Lejyomis; head large, snout about
equal to eye mouth large, maxillary reaching posterior border of eye;
opercular spot al)Out as large as eye. Dorsal spines low, longest reaching to middle of pupil from tip of snout; pectoral not reaching origin of
anal lin ventrals nearly reaching anus, ventral spine about 2 in distance
between origin of ventral and anus. Gill rakers 8 or 9 besides rudiments. Dark oliSe-green, clouded with darker, usually with red or blue,
and brassy a dusky spot on each scale more or less distinct vertical
a faint spot on last rays of dorsal, bordered by
fins mottled with dusky
paler 3 oblique dusky or reddish bars radiating from eye belly yellowish or brassy. Length 8 to 10 Inches. Eastern United States from the
Great Lakes to Carolina and Texas and west to Kansas and Iowa. Chiefly
west or south of the Alleghanies; common in South Carolina. Avery
voracious species, variable in form and color, (r/ulosus, large-mouthed.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

it Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 498, 1820, Lake Pontchartrain
New Orleans.
CrviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Kat. Poiss., vii, 40ii, 1831, Charleston,
South Carolina.
CalliuriisjHdiclHhiiiis, Agassiz, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts. 1854, 300, Huntsville, Alabama.
Calliurusjlnnilrn-il", HoLisRGOK, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1855, 53, St. Johns River, Florida.
Calliurus )nel(ino2>s, GiKARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, 20u, Leon and Medina rivers,
and Dry and San Pedro creeks, Texas.
Leponiis chdri/hclix, Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, 224, Texas.
Lepomis (jiUii, Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1808, 225, James River, Virginia.
Chimohnjllna aiiUMius, McKay, Proc. If. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 88, Lake Michigan, at Chicago;
(Coll. Jordau); specimens with dorsal spines a little more anterior than usual; Jordan &

Pomolix

(jiiJoatiK,

CuviF.R

and lagoons about

Caitniriliiifi

riridis^

Gilbert, Synopsis, 467, 1883.
ChienobrijUus gulosus,

B0UI<£NGEB, Cat,,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 468
I,

1883;

Bollman,

I.

c, 502,

pi. 69, fig. 3;

13.

456.

ENNEACANTHUS,"

Gill.

Enneacanthu*, Gill, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts. 92, 1864,
Hemlopliles, Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1808, 218, {simulayis

Copelandia,

Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat.

= glorinsus).

Sci. Phila., 1877, 50, (eriarcha).

Body rather short and deep, compressed.
mental maxillary bone well developed.

Mouth

small; the supple-

Teeth on vomer and palatines,

* ConcerninfT this genus McKay remarks: "This genus, Enne'iranOma, Gill, as understood by
me, includes HeniinpUtes and O'lielainlia. The jreuus lleiitiuplili-^ was based liy Cope on the presence of 8 spines in the dorsal tin and 4 in the anal. I learn from Professor Jordan's notes that
Cope's original type of HeniioplUes sinmkms has really 9 spiucs in the dorsal. Dr. Edward J.
Nolan, who has recently examined the specimen, also informs me that there are 9 spines in the
In a collection of j'ouug specimens of Eiiueacautkns vimyurods from Virginia, which I
dorsal.
have examined in the National Museum, there are several specimens with the fin formula D. 9,
A. 4, several with the formula D. 10, A. 4, and the remainder with the formula I>. 9, A. 3. That
is, some of these specimens, all collected at the same time and evidently of the same species,
wore Ennencanthns utargarolU', others were HemiopJiles siinnlanx, and the remainder would represent .a second species of Copelamlia.
In 120 specimens of EniinncanlliKs margaroli.% examined by
me the results were as follows: 13 specimens with I). 8, A. 3; 89 specimens with I). 9, A 3; 9
specimens with I). 10, A. 3; o specimens with D. 10, A. 4; 4 specimens with D. 9, A. 4. In the
examination of 53 specimens of Eniiewnnlhiix ohemis the following results were obtained
4
specimens with I). 8, A. 3; 46 specimens with T). 9, A. 3; 2 specimens with D. 10, A. 3; 1 specimen
with I). 10, A. i."—3IcKay, Proc. U. 6'. Nat. 3lus., 1S81, 02,
:

Jordan and Evermann.
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none on the tongue. Opercle ending behind in 2 flat points, with a
dermal border. Preopercle entire. Scales rather large, tlie lateral Hue
sometimes interrupted. Gill rakers short, 9 or 10 below angle of arch.
Dorsal fin continuous, normally with 9 spines anal lin smaller than the
dorsal, with 3 spines; caudal fin convex behind.
Branchiostegals 6.
Species of small size and bright coloration, intermediate between Lepomin
;

Cvntrarchiis.
Abnormal variations in the number of dorsal and anal
spines have given rise to the nominal genera Ilcmwpliiei^ and Copelandia.
(ti'vta, nine
a/cavf^a, spine.)

and

;

a.

Opercular spot large, more than half eye; sides with 5 to 8

flistiuct vertical

black bars.
OBESUS, 1388.

than half eye; body with the crossbars narrower and lesa distinct,
usually disappearing with age; male with head, body, and vertical fins with round
sky-blue spots; female duller with lower fins and larger faint si)0ts. glouiosus, 1389.

aa. Opercular spot smaller

1388.

Head 2|

ENNEACANTHDS OBESUS

(Baird).

depth li eye 3i in head. D. IX, 10 A. Ill, 10 scales 4-32-10,
the pores developed usually on about 20 scales, but sometimes on nearly
all of them.
Body oblong, ovate, elliptical. Scales large, little crowded.
Gill rakers x
9or 10. Dorsal spines 2^ in head, as long as from snout
;

;

;

;

+

to posterior margin of eye; anal fin large

ventral spine not reaching vent,
ray not reaching the base of the last anal spine caudal fin moderate,
about as long as from snout to middle of opercle; opercular spot rather
large, more than half the size of eye, velvet black, bordered with purple.
Cheeks with 4 rows of scales. Color olivaceous, with 5 to 8 well-defined
blackish cross bars, not disappearing with age; spots on body and fins
purplish or golden cheek with lines and spots a dark bar below eye.
Length 3 inches. Charles River, Massachusetts, to Florida abundant in
sluggish streams near the coast usually larger in size and duller in color
than the next, the two closely related but apparently not intergrading.
;

its first

;

;

;

;

;

(ubesu8, fat.)
Pomotis

obesits,

Baird, Ninth Smithsou. Report, 1854, 324, Beesley Point,

New Jersey.

(Coll.

Baird.)
IlrijUiis

fascialus,

GuNTHER,

HoLBROOK, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Cat.,

I,

Sci.

Phila., 1855,51, St.

Johns River, Florida;

260, 1859.

MoRRis, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 3, Delaware River, Philadelphia.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 470, 1883; Bollman, I.e., 564.
Apomotis obcms, Boulenger, Cat., i, 19.
Pomotis

giitlatus,

Enneacanlhus

obesiif!,

1389.

Head
D.

X,

ENNEACANTHUS (ILORIOSUS

(HolbrooU).

21; depth 2i eye 3i in head. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 9 (occasionally
or A. IV, in abnormal specimens, these often abundant in
;

Body comparatively elongate. Mouth
scales 3-30-9.
moderate, very oblique, the maxillary reaching just past front of orbit.
Dorsal spines medium soft rays in the males somewhat elevated, reaching to or beyond (var. pinniger) the base of the caudal; the longest soft
ray as long as from snout to front of opercle, or (var. pitDiiger) as long as
head fins in females all lower pectoral fin reaching nearly to middle of
certain streams)

;

;

;

;

K.N.

.V.

64
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Lateral line usually, but not always, comx
9 or 10.
Color dark olive; young with traces of narrow vertical, darker
bars ear flap small, with a blue border and a pearly sjjot in front a dark
bar about width of pujiil extending obliquely downward below eye;
sides of head, whole body and vertical fins, iu the males, with round
bright blue spots arranged iu irregular rows, these spots most distinct on
the cheeks and opercles and on the lower part of the sides females duller,
with larger and fainter spots more regular in position a dark bar below
Length 2f inches. New Jersey to Florida, iu clear, sluggish
eye.
streams; a beautiful little fish. (//Zoriosus, glorious).
aual.

Gill rakers

plete.

;

;

;

;

BrijUvs r/lorioms,

HoLBROOK, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1855, 51,

Cooper River, South Caro-

lina.
liemioplilcs sinmlans. Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Richmond, Virginia.
Enneacantlms

ijiiiniger,

Carolina;

Sci.

Phila.,

1808,

218,

Tuckahoe Creek, near

(Coll. Cope.)

x, U. S. Nat. Mus., 27, 1877, Tar River, Kinston, North
with bright colors and very high lins; jirobably not wurtliy of vaiietal

Jordan, Bull,

.sjiecimeus

distinction.

Enneacanthns margarotis, Gill A Jordan, Bull, x, U.

New
.*

S.

Nat. Mus., 28, 1877,

Beesley Point.

Jersey.

Copelandia* criarcha, Jordan, Proc. Ac, Nat. Sci. Phila., 1878, 56, tyjie specimen received from

Dr. Philo R. Hoy, said to be from
this is probably

an

Enneacantlms sinmlans,

Enneacanlhus

gloriosns,

Enneacantlms eriarclms,

error,

Menomonee

and the specimens

Jordan & Gilbert,
Bollman, 1. c, 564.
Jordan & Gilbert,

457.

River, near Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
came from New Jersey.

really

Synopsis, 470, 1883.

Synopsis, 469, 1883;

MESOGONISTIUS,t

Bollman,

I,

c, 564.

Gill.

(Banded Sunfishes.)
Amer. Jour.

Mesuyonistius, Gill,

Sci.

and

Arts., 1864, 92, (chsetudon).

Body short and deep, compressed. Mouth small. Teeth present on
vomer and palatines, none on the tongue supplemental maxillary bone
small. Gill rakers rather strong, dentate. Opercle ending in two flat
;

points, with a dermal border

preopercle entire. Scales large. Dorsal
with 10 spines outline of the fin angulated, the middle spines being much
longer than some of the posterior ones anal fin much smaller than the
dorsal, with 3 spines; caudal fin posteriorly rounded pectoral obtusely
pointed, the upper rays longest. Size small, {/niaog, middle; yuvia, angle;
;

;

;

;

iariov, sail.)

* Enneacantlms eriarclms (Jordan):

Dorsal X, 7; anal IV, 8; scales 33. A'entral spine reaching anal. Olivaceous; vertical fins
Only two specimens known; the original type, iiurporting to be from
witli round, ])ale spots.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, another from Tabo Creek, Missouri. Both these specimens were received
from Dr. I'. R. Hoy. Tliere is no doubt a confusion of localities, and probably botli came from
This is especially probable, as a
Delaware River, iierhaps fiom Dr. Abbott's collection.
specimen of Stolephorns In-tmmii was found in the same collection, also attributed to Milwaulfee.
t Dr. Boulenger unites this genus and Enneacantlms witli Apomolis. In our judgment Apomotis
from Lepomis, with which genus Mesogonistina and Enneacanthns have no very

is scarcely distinct
close affinities.

Jordan and Kvermann.
1390.
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MKSOGONISTIUS CHiETODON
(Black-banded

Head

(Baiid).

Sunfisii.)

3; depth 1|; eye large, 3 in head.

Body suborbicular, compressed.

4-28-10.

1)95

D. X. 10; A. Ill, 12; scales

Head moderate, the profile
Mouth very small, the maxil-

nearly concurrent with the dorsal curve.

Cheeks with 3 or 4 rows of scales. Fins
dorsal fin high in front, the middle portion depressed. Gill

lary reaching nearly to the eye.

rather large

;

+

rakers short, x
10 or 11. Pectoral \\ in head; fourth dorsal spine 2 to
2A.
Lateral line continuous. Coloration clouded straw color, the sides
with 6 to 8 conspicuous but rather irregular black vertical bars, the first
through the eye, the second in front of pectorals, interrupted on the oper-

culum, the third at the front of the dorsal covering the membrane of the
first 3 spines and forming a medial black stripe on each ventral fin, the
fourth at front of soft dorsal, the fifth opposite its last ray, the last at
the base of the caudal black opercular spot, with a crescent-shaped paler
center; fins mottled.
Length 4 inches. New Jersey to Maryland, in
sluggish streams. A very handsome little fish locally abundant, but very
;

;

narrow in

its

range.

(Chwtodon, a genus of marine fishes, with similar

cross bands.)
Potrtolis

chxtodon, Baird, Ninth Smithson. Report, 1854,

sey;

(Coll. Baird.)

Mesogmiistins chsetodon,

Guntiier, Cat.,

i,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Apomoiis chxlodon, Boulenger, Cat.,

4S8.

i,

.324,

Cedar

Bryfliis,

Synopsis, 471, 1883;

APOMOTIS,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Calliurus,

GiRARD, U.

S.

Creek,

New

Jer-

Bollman,

/.

<,-.,

565.

19.

Rafinesque.

Apomolis, EAriNESQtJE, Journal do Physique, etc., Paris, 420, 1819,
Telipomis,

Swamp

263, 185!).

(ri/aiielltts).

27, 1820, {cyanellusj.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 4G1, 1831, {punctatus).

Mex. Bound.

Surv., Ichth.,

5,

1859, (not of Rafinesque).

This genus is very close to Lepomis, from which it differs only in the
development of the supplementary maxillary bone, which becomes rudimentary or wanting in the adult of Lepomis, The mouth is largest in the
species in which this bone is best developed. Lower pharyngeals narrow,
with acute teeth; gill rakers well developed, long and stiff; pectoral
bluntish, shorter than head scales moderate, 43 to 50. Species widely distributed in American Avaters, similar in habit to the species of Lepomis.
(a, without; TT&j^a, opercle
oi'f, ear.
;

;

a.

Body oblong, the

deptii 2\/^ to 2J^ in length; dorsal with a more or loss distinct lihick spot
at base of last soft rays; opercularspot margined with bright colors, the Mack confined
to

bony

part; scales 45 to 55; supplemental ma-xillary well developed.

cyanellus, 1391.
aa.

Body short and
h.

deep, the depth about 2 in length.

margined above and below.
body not covenil witli livown spots.
Color dusky olive, with some red and bluish, a faint spot at base of

Scales 40 to 46; opercular spot as large as eye,
c.

Eye 4^2 to
(/.

5 in head;

dd. Color plain olive;

last dorsal

ischyrus, 1392.

rays.

no spots on

tlie tins.

phenax,

1393.
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Eye
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3}/^ to 3% in head; color olive, usually with many dark bronze spots like fly
specks scattered over the body; no black spot on last rays of dorsal and anal.
ruNCTAxrs, l;!n4.

Ih. Scales large,

33 to 35; color green, with ilarkor bars; dorsal

tin nsvially

1391.

APOMOTIS CYANELLUS

(Blue-spotted Sunfish

Head

3

;

depth

D. X, 11

2i.

;

Green Sunfish

;

with a Mai k

symmetricus, 1395.

ocellated spot at base of last rays.

A. Ill, 9

;

(Rafinesque).
;

Little Red-eye.)

scales small, 6 or 7-45 to 55-16

Body oblong, rather elongate, becoming
short and deep with age; moderately compressed. Head large, with projecting snout. Month rather large, the maxillary broad and flat, with a
40 to 48 pores

;

8 rows on cheek.

small supplemental bone, reaching nearlj^ to middle of eye; lower
projecting. Dorsal spines quite low, the highest scarcely longer than
snout, 3 to 4 in head in the adult, longer in the young. Opercular spot
small, less than eye, broadly margined with bronze, the black confined to
Pectoral short, not reach
13.
the bony part. Gill rakers moderate, x
ing anal, li in head; ventrals not reaching vent. Color variable, the

jaw

+

prevailing shade green with a strong brassy luster on sides, which becomes
nearly yellow below each scale usually with a sky-blue spot and more or
;

of gilt edging, giving an appearance of pale lateral streaks besides
these marks, dusky or obscure vertical bars are often present, and the
sides are sprinkled with dark dots vertical fins marked with blue or
green, the anal usually edged in front with pale orange usually a conspicuous black spot on posterior base of dorsal and anal, these often obsoiris red
cheeks with narrow blue stripes. Length 7 inches. Very
lete
variable. Great Lake region to Mexico very abundant from Ohio southwestward to the Rio Grande; ascending small brooks; not found east of
the Alleghanies. (Kvdveo^, hlne.)
less

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lepomis

cyanelliiti,

Kafinesque, Jouru. de Physique, 1819, 420, Ohio River; Jordan & Gilbert,
Bollman, I. c, 509; Evekmann &, Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm.,

Synojisis, 474, 1883;
XII,
Icthelis

1892 (1894), 111.

melanops, Uafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 28, 1820,

Pomotis

Iniigulus,

Baird

it

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Ohio River.

Sci. Phila., 1853, 391,

Otter Creek, Arkansas;

(Coll. Capt. Geo. B. McCIellan).

Rio Blanco, Texas.
Arkansas.
Calliurus vticrops, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 200, 1857, Rio Blanco, Texas.
Calliurttsmnrimis,* GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 200, 1857, Texas; (.Tyjie, No. 415).
Bnjtlus siijni/er, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 201, 1857, Rio Medina, Texas.
Brytliis miiieopas, Cove, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 84, 18115, Whittlesey Lake, Minnesota.
Calliurus lotigulns, GiRARD, Kept. U. S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Ichth., 5, pi. iv, figs. 1-4, 18.:9.
Calliurus diaphamis,

Girakd, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 200, 1857,

CalUurus fonnosiis, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 200, 1857,

Apoviotis cyanellus, Boi'LENOEr, Cat., 1,21.

* The specimens called Calliurus murinns hj Girard are nearly all the ordinary cyanellus. One
of them (No. 415, U. S. N. M.) differs somewhat and has been regarded by McKay as a distinct
species, thus described:
Apo)<iotismm-inus{(i\rAri\): Head2g; depth3. D. X, 10; A. Ill, 9; scales 7-42-15. Body elongate,
8ome\Yhat compressed, the form precisely as in Ajyomolis ciiauellus. Mouth rather large; maxilGill rakers moderate,
lary altout reaching front of eye; teeth on vomi'r and front of palatines.
Snpplemental maxillary scarcely appreciable. Eye equal to iuterorbital
9 or 10 developed.
Spinons dorsal rather high, the longest spine about as
width. Cheeks with 7 rows of scales.
long as from tip of snout to pupil; pectorals short, scarcely reaching vent. Scales small, reduced
ont)reast.
Dark greenish; a blaclc spot on dorsal as in A. cyanellus. Characters from No. 415,
U. S. Nat, Mus., from Texas; detinito locality not known, {imtrinus, like a mouse, Mus.)

*
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Head

depth

APOMOTIS ISCHYRUS

(Jordan

&

997

Nelson).

eye 4^ in bead, smaller than opercular spot. D. IX
or X, 12 A. Ill, 9 or 10. Scales 5-46-14, 6 rows on cheek. Form of Lejwmis
pallidits.
Body robust, rather elevated; mouth wide, the maxillaries
reaching middle of orbit supplemental maxillary bone well developed.
Palatine teeth present. Occiput prominent top of head Hat and short,
forming an angle with the descending profile. Fins high; dorsal spines
rather low and strong, the longest ecjual to distance from tip of snout to
middle of orbit opercular fiap large, entirely surrounded by a broad
pale edge. Gill rakers long. Color in spirits dusky olive, mottled with
orange and blue cheeks with broad, faint blue bands; a dusky spot on
dorsal and anal behind belly and lower fins coppery yellow lower jaw
and lower parts of head leaden blue. Length 7 inches. Upper Mississippi Valley rare, known only from western Illinois,
(laxvpur, robust.)
2j;

2^

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I^epiopomns inchyrux,

Jordan A Nelson,

Bull. U.

S.

Nat. Miis., x, 25, 1877, Illinois River;

(Coll. S. A. Forbes).

Lepomix

ixcliyrits,

Jordan & Gilbert,

1393.

Synopsis, 474, 1883;

APOMOTIS PHENAX

Bollman,

1.

c, HO.

(Cope & Jortlan).

Head 2i (3 without flap); depth 2i eye small, 5; snout 4f. D. X, 10;
A. Ill, 9; scales 7-44-12, 7 rows on cheek. Form of Lepomis pallidus.
Body rather short and deep snout short, projecting, forming an angle
over the eye. Mouth moderate, the lower jaw slightly the longer, the
;

;

maxillary reaching pupil the supplemental bone strong opercular spot
Dorsal spines short and strong,
Gill rakers very long.
ej'e.
the longest as long as from snout to middle of eye; pectorals long soft
dorsal high; anal higher. Color in spirits nearly plain olive green no
black spot on dorsal or anal. Length 6 inches. Beesley Point, New Jer;

;

larger than

;

;

only two specimens known (in Coll. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.). These
specimens are referred by Bollman to Apomotis Ischyrus, on the supposition of error in locality. We have recently been permitted* to examine
the types of A. pliennx. It seems to differ from A. ischynis in the somewhat smaller eye, the smaller and less bony opercular flap, and in the
Both ischyni-s and plwnax are well separated from cyauellns,
coloration.
but both are near jj«Hc/rtVH,s, and more material is needed to fix the status
of each, {ipeva^, deceptive, having the maxillary of Apomotis cyanclliiH
sey

;

and the form of Lepomis paUidiix.
& JORDAN, Bull. U.
Jersey; locality possibly erroneous.

Apomolis phcimx, Cove

Lepomis phetia.r, Jordan

1394.

& Gilbeut,

S.

Nat. Mus., x,

iti,

1877,

Beesley Point,

New

Synopsis, 474, 1883.

APOMOTIS PUXCTATUS

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

depth 1|; eye large, 3* to 4 in head. D. X, 11; A. Ill, Id;
Body deep, com7 rows on cheek.
pressed, the profile steep; an angle above the eye. Mouth moderate;

Head

3;

scales 6-40 to 45-13; pores 38 to 40

*

Through the kindness of Dr. Edward

J.

;

Nolan of the Philadelphia Academy.
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maxillary reacbiiig past anterior margin of eye; supplemental maxillary
present, small palatine teeth present. Gill rakers rather long, stiff, and
shorter than
8 or 9. Opercular flap small, short, and deep
strong, X
eye. Dorsal spines high, the middle ones highest and nearly half head, as
long as snout and orbit pectoral \\ to \\ in head, ventral reaching anal.
Olivaceous, with numerous small deep brown spots, smaller than pinheads, resembling flyspecks most distinct on lower part of the sides,
where they form lines along the rows of scales, and on the opercles
sometimes they cover the whole body spots rarely obsolete fins plain
dusky. Length 6 inches. A handsome species, known at sight by the
peculiar coloration. South Carolina to Florida, in lowland streams. Not
;

+

;

;

;

;

;

rare,

(punctatus, spotted.)

Brythis punctalii.%

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Charleston, South

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vil, 402, 1831,

Carolina.
Bryttus reticidatiis,

Cuvier & Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

40.'5,

Charleston, South

1831,

Carolina,
Lepomis

apialiia,

CoPE, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1877, 65, Volusia, Florida.

Lepomis pnnctatua, Jordan

& Gilbert,

Apomotis punctatus, Boulenqer, Cat.,

i,

Synopsis, 470, 1883.
23.

STMMETRICCS

1395. .IPOMOTIS

Head

(Forbes).

depth 2i eye 3| snout 4i. D. X, 10 A. Ill, 9 scales
tubes developed on 14 scales only
5 rows on cheek.
Body
rather'short and deep, the back evenly arched, a slight depression above
eye; caudal peduncle stout, its least depth nearly i length of head.
Mouth small, oblique, the maxillary reaching to vertical of eye supplemental maxillary bone present opercular process f diameter of eye,
flexible margin narrow, the black not confined to the bony part.
Lower pharyngeals broad, broader than in somewhat larger specimens of
EupomoHs gibiosus, the teeth bluntly conic gill rakers long and slender,
the longest more than half diameter of eye. Lateral line gently
arched, incomplete. Fins moderate longest dorsal spine equal to distance from tip of snout to posterior edge of pupil soft dorsal higher, its
6-35-10

2f

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

longest ray half length of head
third anal spine

;

pectorals long, li in head, reaching
ventrals short, scarcely reaching anal, or nearly twice
;

head anal size of soft dorsal. Coloration in alcohol Base of each
scale on upper parts of body and along sides brown, outer margin pale,
the general appearance resulting being that of 12 or 13 longitudinal rows
on the caudal
of brown spots, 4 of which lie above the lateral line
peduncle the spots are less regular; all parts of the body, including fins
as well, covered thickly with small coffee-colored specks, the head and
breast being especially thickly covered tips of the ventral fins black
no black spot on dorsal or anal and no blue lines on cheek. Length 3
inches. Mississippi Valley, Illinois to Louisiana and Texas; a pretty
little fish, not rare southward in lowland streams; here described from
specimens collected by Evermann and Gurley at Houston, Texas. It
shows affinities with Eupomotis. (symmetricus, a word improperly assumed
as the antecedent of our symmetrical, for which the Greek is av/x/utrpoc.)
in

;

:

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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& Gilbert, Synopsis, 473, 1883,
Eveumann & Kendall, Bull. U. S.

Lepomis symmetricim, Forbes, in Jordan
Forbes);

Bollman,

c, 571;

/.

(1894), 111, pi. XXXII,

990

Illinois River, (Coll.

Fish Comm., xii, 1892

fig. 2.

Apomotis sijmmelricus, Boulenger, Cat.,

459.

i,

21,

LEPOMIS,

Rafiuesque.

(SUNFISHES.)
Lepomis, Rafinesque, Journ. de Physique, 402, 1819, (mirUns).
Pomnlis,

Rahnesqie, Journ. do Physique, 402, 1819, (am-iliis); the name
group of which vnlijari'i{= gibbotiis) is type.

transferred

liy

Cuvier

to the
Tchthelin,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohieneis,

27, 1820,

{auritits);

Homirook, lehth.

S.

Carolina,

i,

12,

1860.

Jordan, Ana. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 187fi, (1877), 335,
Jordan, in Klippart's Rept. Fish. Oomni. Ohio, 1876

Helioperca,
Erichiela,

uncorrected in proof,

{puUklits).

(1877), 48, slip for Helioperca,

(paUi(bi.i).

Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 7G, (fallax).
Lepiupomus, Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1877, 31G, (emendation of Lepomis).
Xenotis,

Body oblong or ovate, more or less compressed, the back in the adult
somewhat elevated. Mouth moderate or small, the jaws about ei^ual;
maxillary narrow, the supplemental bone reduced to a mere rudiment or
altogether wanting. Teeth on vomer, and usually on palatines none on
tongue or pterygoids lower pharyngeals narrow, the teeth spherical or
paved, all or nearly all sharp, few or none of them conical. Gill rakers
;

;

mostly short preopercnlum entire operculum ending behind in a convex flap, black in color, which in some species becomes greatly developed
with age. Branchiostegals 6. Scales moderate. Dorsal fin continuous,
with 10 spines anal with 3 spines caudal fin eraarginate
pectorals
;

;

;

;

+

=

;

long or short
16 or 17
29 or 30.
Coloration
vertebrae usually 13
brilliant, but evanescent.
A large genus, one of the most difficult in
our fish fauna in which to distinguish species. The form of bodj', development of ear flap, and height of spines vary with ago and condition,
while the general appearance and the numbers of fin rays and scales are
essentially the same in all.
Several attempts have been made to subdivide the group,* but the characters used, drawn from the pharyngeals,
gill rakers, palatine teeth, and pectoral fins are themselves subject to
variation, changing or disappearing by degrees without marked gaps.
The following analytical key, based largely on work of McKay, Bollman,
and Boulenger, will generally serve to identify adult examples; only by
careful comparison, aided by long experience, can young individuals be
distinguished. As to the difficulty of defining the genera of sunfishes,
;

McKay

has the following pertinent remarks: "This genus {Lepomis)
by me, includes Apomotis, Xtnotiti, Bri/tfus, Ihlioperca,
XijstroplHes, and Enpomotis of authors.
Apomotis has been separated
from Lepomis on account of the large size of the supplemental maxillary.
On careful comparison this is found to be scarcely larger than
as understood

*Dr. Boulenger divides Lepomii and Eupomolis as here understood into genera, thus defined
Supplemental maxillary absent or reduced to a slight rudiment; pectoral fin obtuse.

:

a.

Lepom
aa.

Supplemental maxillary absent; pectoral

fin

acutely pointed.

Eupomot;
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one or two other species of Lepomis. It disappears by degrees, but
seems to exist in all the species, though sometimes so small as to be
I have even found it present in large specimens of
inappreciable.
L. paUidiis. Its presence in the species is only a character of degree,
Till the group lias been more fully studied
therefore not generic.
Xcnotis was supposed to contain a large number of species, and was
separated from Lepomis principally for convenience sake, and on the
slight character of the feeble gill rakers. By a comparison of a very
large series of the alleged species from Professor Jordan's collection I
have come to the conclusion that they are all forms of a single species.
The gill rakers are usually rather more feeble than in the rest of the
species of Lepomiti, but this again is a question of degree. Bryttus has
been distinguished from Lepomis by the presence of palatine teeth. This
is also a character of degree, and is subject to the most perfect gradation.
I have found it impossible to retain XystropUtcs and Ettpomotis also, as
there is complete gradation in the character of the pharyngeals between
Lepomis proper and Xysiroplites and again between XysiropUtes and Eupomotin, both as to the width and form of the bones themselves and the form
of the teeth." (McKay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, p. 88.) {lenk, scale;
n('.)fin, operculum, a character supposed to distinguish the genus from
Spams.)
in

a.

Pectoral fins short, obtuse, not reaching beyond front of anal, considerably shorter than

head; dorsal spines low.

Lepomis:
h.

Gill rakers shortish,

Opercular

c.

flaj)

but rather firm, x

in adult

+

8 or 9; palatine teeth present.

very long, but narrow; scales 43 to 48; longest dorsal spines

about 3 in head; some bluish stripes on head; belly red in adult.
Al'RITUS, 1390.

Opercular Hap short and broad; scales 36 to 40; longest dorsal spines about half
head; sides with rows of red spots.
miniatus, 1397.

cc.

Xenotis
/'/).

(fevos, strange; ous, ear):

<iill

rakers very soft and weak, x

+ 8 or 9;

palatine teeth obsolete, so far as

34 to
(Id.

GARMANI, 1398.

41.

Dorsal spines short, about 3 in head in adult; opercular spot in adult very long

and broad, variously

.shorter in

young; colors

brilliant, excessively variable;

megalotis, 1399.

scales 36 to 45.

Helioperca

Bun; nepxv, perch):
aa. Pectoral tins more or less pointed, not much,
(r)Aios,

if

any, shorter than head, and reaching to

or beyond front of anal; gill rakers rather long, slender, and firm, x
e.

known.

Dorsal spines rather long, about half head; sides with rows of bronze spots; scales

i/.

-f-

11 to 13.

Scales very large, about 35 (33 to 39) in lateral line.
/.

Opercular spot

.short,

wholly surrounded by a red margin; nnicous pores on head

large; sides with conspicuous red spots; dorsal spines moderate, the longest not

quite half head.
JT.

Opercular

split

iiumilis, 1400.

plain black; body without red spots, but with

some bluish bands.
HAPLOGNATIIUS, 1401.

ee.

Scales moderate or small;

mucous pores small;

dorsal spines high, the longest half

head.
g.

Dorsal

fin

without black at base of

chain-like cross bands.
gg.

its last

rays; opercular flap shortish; sides with

macrochirus, 1402.

Dorsal and anal fins each with a large black blotch at base of posterior rays; opercular flap large, but not long; no red spots, the colors often brilliant but not
varied.

pallidus, 1403.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Subgenus LEPOMIS.

LEPOMIS AUBITUS

139«.

(Yei.low

Head (without

flap) 2| to 3

Bei.i.y

;

(Liuiiaus).

Redbreast Bream.)

depth 2 to 2J

;

;

eye 4 to 4i

in

head.

11 or 12; A. Ill, 8 to 10; scales 6-43 to 48-15, 40 to 45 pores; 7

D. X,
rows of

on cheek scales on breast very small. Body elongate, not much
Snout moderately prominent. Mouth rather large, oblique,
the maxillary reaching past front of eye. Palatine teeth few, rather
8 or 9, not much longer than in LvpoGill rakers quite short, x
large.
mis megaJotis, but stiff" and rough, set wide apart, diminishing in size
from the angle forward. Opercular flap very long (longer in the adult
than on any other of the sunfishes except Lepomia mef/alotia), narrow,
usually not wider than the eye; in the young the flap is variously
shorter, but always narrow lower margin of flap usually pale. Dorsal
spines rather low, the longest 3 in head; pectoral 1^^ to li in head.
Color olive; belly largely orange red; scales on the sides with reddish
spots on a bluish ground vertical fins chiefly orange or yellowish head
usually with bluish stripes, especially in front of eye, most distinct
in adult fins becoming dusky in spirits no dusky blotch on last rays of
dorsal and anal. Length 8 inches. Maine to Louisiana; abundant in
the typical form above described
all streams east of the Alleghanies

scales

;

elevated.

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

chiefly
Labrus

northward,

{auritus, eared.)

auribts, Linn^ev'S, Syst. Nat.,

Ed. x, 1758, 283, Philadelphia.

CuviER & Valenciennes,
Charleston.

Brytlns unicoJor,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 464, 1831,

Pomotus riihricauda, Storer, Jo)ir. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1842,
shire. (Coll. E. S. Hoar.)
Leponis ophthalmicus, Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat.
Leponus

aurittis,

elongatusand

Lepomis

aitrilus,

Bollman,

I.

Sci. Phila., 1868, 233,

Jordan & Gilbert,
Boulenger, Cat., i, 24.

mystacalii:,

c, 573;

177,

Philadelphia and

Concord,

New Hamp-

Roanoke River, Virginia.

Synopsis, 475 and 477, 1883.

Represented southward, from Virginia to Louisiana by
1396a.

Scales on cheeks

dusky blotch on

LEPOMIS AURITUS SOLIS
larger, in

last

rays

solis,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Louisiana

;

Valenciennes).

;

streams, passing into the typical form northward,
Pomotis

&

scales on breast large. A
Very abundant in coastwise

5 or 6 rows

of dorsal.

(Cuvier

(aolis,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 468, 1831,

of the sun.)

Lake Pontchartrain,

in part.

P<motis elougatus, Holbbook, Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1855, 47,

pi. 5, fig. I,

St.

Johns River,

Florida.
Lepomis mystacalis* Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1877,

66,

East Florida.

3i^, in head.
D. .\, 12; A. Ill, 12;
*'Lepomis Mi/sldcalin (('ope): Head 3=.^; depth 2. Eye large,
Bodv deep, compressed. Dorsal spines robust, little shorter than the soft rays;
orbit;
4 rows of scales on
front
of
beyond
somewhat
extending
paired fins long; maxillary
cheeks; opercular spot short, without border. Gill rakers slender. Dusky, sides silvery, with
irregular, short, dark, vertical bars; a pale band from mouth across preopercle, a dark line
below this, then a silvery band; lower parts and most of vertical fins yellow. East Florida.—

scales 7-51-15".

Cope.

Museum.
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1397.

Head

LEPOMIS MINIATUS,*

Junliiii.

depth 2i eye large, ?>\ in head. D. X, 10; A. Ill, 9; scales
rows on cheek. Body oblonj^ and somewhat regularly elliptiMouth rather large. Opercular Hap short and broad, entirely black
cal.
or dark green. Gill rakers stout but not very short. Palatine teeth
present.
Dorsal spines rather long, as long as from tip of snout to posSides of male with about 14 rows
terior edge of pupil pectorals long.
of red spots, those of the lower rows very bright in life middle of side
with a few scales with black spots, and some black on scales under the
pectorals; belly orange, with red spots. Length 6 inches. Mississippi
Valley and southward in lowland streams common about New Orleans,
ranging from Texas eastward to Indian River, {ininiatiis, scarlet.)
2|;

;

4-40-11, 4

;

;

;

Lepomis miniatm, Jordan, Bull, x, U.
(Coll. T.

Nat. Mus., 26, 1877,

S.

Subgenus XENOTIS,
139S.

Head

Tangipahoa River, Louisiana;

H. Bean); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 47G, 1883.

2f,;

depth

Eye

2^.

Jordan.

LKPOMIS GARMANI,

Forbes.

D. X, 10 or 11

large.

;

A. Ill, 8 to 10; scales

5-34 to 41-14, 5 rows on cheek. Body rather deep; mouth moderate;
maxillary not reaching front of pupil longest dorsal spine about half
;

Dusky olive, sides with rows of
bronze spots, 1 on each scale, 7 rows below lateral Hue head with blue;
opercular llap large, f diameter of eye. Length 4 inches. Perhaps not
distinct from Lepomis miniatus. (Named for Professor Harrison Garman,
now of the University of Kentucky, at Lexington.)
head,

(iill

rakers short and flexible.

;

Lepomis riarmani, Forbes, Bull.

Phillipstown, and

111. Lali.

Nat. Hist.,

1:^.5,

January, 1885, Little Fox River, at
at Carmi, Illinois; (Coll.

Wabash River and Drew Pond,

Forbes); Boulenger, Cat.,

1399.

i,

27.

LEPOMIS MEOALOTIS

(Rafinesque).

(Long-eared Svnfisii.)

Head without flap, 3 in length depth If to 2^ eye 3^ to 4 in head,
D. X, 10 to 12; A. Ill, 8 to 10 scales 5-36 to 45-14 pores 31 to 40, about
Body short and deep, compressed, the back very
5 rows on cheek.
strongly arched in adult, the profile very steep, usually forming an angle
;

;

;

;

above eye, but sometimes full and convex. Mouth small, oblique, the
premaxillary rather below the eye, the maxillary extending to opposite
middle of eye. Gill rakers very short and soft, weaker than in any other
species, x
8 or 9. Dorsal spines very low, the longest little longer than
the snout, 3 in head. Pectoral 1^ to 1^ in head. Opercular flap in the
adult very long and broad, with a broad or narrow pale blue or red margin, the margin sometimes very broad, sometimes almost wanting theflap
half or more longer than the eye in the adult, much shorter in the young,

+

;

*This

is

regarded

probably a distiuet species; not the young of

it.

aurilus, as

Bellman and Boulenger have

Jordan and Evermann.
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development subject to great variation. Color, brilliant blue and
the back chielly blue the belly entirely orange, the orange on
the sides in spots, the blue in wavy, vertical streaks lips blue; cheeks
orange, with bright blue stripes; blue stripes before eye; iris red; soft
parts of vertical fins with the rays blue and the membranes orange; venLength 8 inches. Michigan to Minnesota, South Carolina,
trals dusky.
and southwest to the Rio Grande very abundant in most streams,
especially in clear brooks. One of our most brightly colored "fishes.
Extremely variable; the young are often elliptical in form, and the size
at which the characteristic ear flap is developed varies greatly with different individuals. We have thus far failed to distinguish any tangible
Some southern specimens have the ear flap longer (J'<(Uax);
varieties.
some northern ones have the scales rather larger {mscrij)tuii), or the margin
of the ear flaj) broader than usual {pcUastes), or wanting altogether
others (ani-eolus) are bright golden with the flap short;
(lytlu-ocMoris)
some southern specimens (breviceps) have a dusky spot on the last rays of
still others (marglnafus) have the ear flap bordered with green.
dorsal
These characters gradually disappear on examination of a large series.
its

orange

;

;

;

;

;

;

great

(fieyag,

ovf, ear.)

;

IchOielis megalotis,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Oh.,

29, 1820,

Ohio River.

Pomolis uUida, Kirtland, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., 472, 1842,

Pomotis

brei-iceps,

sas.

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

(Coll. Capt. Geo. B.

(Coll. .lohn

Otter Creek, Arkan-

McCIellan.)

Baird & Girard,

Pomotis fallax,

Ohio.

Sci. Phila., 1853, 309,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 24,

Elm

Creek, Texas.

H. Clark.)

Ponioiis coni-exifrnm,

Baird & Girard,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 24,

Rio Cibolo, Texas.

(Coll. Clark.)

Baird & Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Creek, Texas. (Coll. Clark.)

Pomolis nefasim,

Pcmiotis sangttinoleittiis, Agassiz,

Pomotis

inscripttts,

Amer. Jour.

Sci.

Sci. Phila., 1854, 24,

and Arts,

1854, 302,

Rio Cibolo and Salado
Huntsville, Alabama.

Alabama.
Alabama.

Agassiz, Amer. Jour. Sci- and Arts, 1854, 302, Huntsville,

Pomotis bomhi/rons,* Agassiz, Amer. .Tour. Sci. and Arts, 1854, 303, Huntsville,

Pomotis mari]inatns, Holbrook,t Jour. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

Texas.
Lepomis

Johns River, Florida.
headwaters of Colorado River,

1855,49, St.

Pomotis popeii, Girard, Pacific R. R. Survey, x, 2G, 1858,
(Coll. Capt. Pope.)

pe.ltasles,

Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, 1870, 453,

Huron

River, Michigan.

(Coll.

Prof. A. Winchell.)
Xenolis lythrochloris,

Xenotis aureoliis,

Lepomis

Jordan, Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat.

Jordan, Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat.

megfilotis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Wabash River.
Wabash River.

Hist., 376, 1877,

Hist., 376, 1877,

Synopsis, 477, 1883; Boulenger, Cat.,

—

i,

26.

—

* Lepnmis bombifrons (Agassiz): Uoad 2%; depth 2%.
scales 5-?-ll.
A. Ill,
D. X,
deep, with the profile very steep and the back very much arched, the
greatest depth of the body being over the opercles; opercular flap very small, unmargined.
Eye large ; a slight angle in front of the eye. Gill rakers unknown. Month moderate, placed
very low; the premaxillaries entirely below the eye; maxillary extending back to the middle of
the pui>il.
Dorsal spines moderate, the last ones somewhat shortened. Anal fin larsre. pectorals
and ventrals reaching anal. Scales of cheek in 5 rows. Light brown: fins pale, iiiisiiotted.
Scales of belly and sides dotted with golden orange.
Length 4 inches. Tennessee River; this
account taken from the original description and from a tracing of a drawing received from
;

;

Body rather short and

Richard

Bliss.

Agassiz.

Body short
I). IX or X, 12; A. Ill, 10.
+ Lepomis ,»ar<jinnliis (Holbrook): Head 3; depth 2.
and deep; snout shorter than diameter of eye; maxillary reaching orbit: paired fins rather
long. Color dark olive with darker vertical bars; head and body with numerous bluisU-greeu
spots; opercular flap bordered with green.
St. Johns River, Florida.— UoWrook.

Museum.
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HELIOPERCA,

Subgenus

LEPOMIS HUMILIS

1400.

Jordan.

(Girard).

(Red-spotted Sfnfish.)

Head 2i to 3 depth 2\ to 2^ eye large, 3 to 3i in head. D. X, 10 or 11
A. Ill, 8 or 9; scales 5-34 (33 to 39)-ll; pores 25 to 32, about 5 rows on
cheek. Body oblong. Scales large. Spines rather high. Profiles not very
;

steep.

;

Mucous pores on head very

large; opercular flap rather long,

broad, with a very broad red margin, which entirely surrounds the black.
Longest dorsal spine not quite half head pectoral a little shorter than
head. Gill rakers rather long, blunt, x -(- 9 to 11, well developed. Bluish,
with conspicuous greenish spots and mottlings posteriorly sides with
;

;

many conspicuous

round, salmon-red spots, usually a faint black spot on
last rays of dorsal
belly and lower fins red. Length 4 inches. Ohio and
Kentucky to the Dakotas, Kansas and Texas locally abundant, especially
in sandy streams of the Lower Missouri basin a small, highly-colored
species,
(humilis, humble.)
;

,

;

;

BryUuslmiriilis,

Gibard, Proc. Ac, Nat.

BnjUns oailatns,* Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat.
Lepmnis

anagallimi-1,

Sci. Phila., 186.5, 83,

Cope, Jour. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1868,

Lepomix hmnUis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 479, 18S3;
Coinm., XV,

iii,

Kvermann &

Co.\,

Keport U.

S.

Fish

1893 (1895).

Eupomotis humilis, Boulenger, Cat.,

1401.

Head (without
the nearly

Sugar Loaf Creek, Arkansas.
Lake Whittlesey, Minnesota.
221, Leavenworth, Kansas.

Sci. Phila., 1857, 201,

flap) 3J

i,

30.

LEPOMIS HAPLOGNATHUS,
;

depth 2f

flat interorbital space.

;

Cope.

eye 3^ in head without flap, equal to
D. X, 11; A. Ill, 9; scales 6-35-14 or

Form oval. Dorsal and ventral outlines subequally
15, 6 rows on cheek.
convex. Lower lip more prominent, maxillary bone reaching anterior
line of orbit, lower pharyngeals narrow, with conical teeth; gill rakers
obtuse, rather stout no supplementary maxillary bone nor palatine
teeth. Pectorals not described ventrals barely reaching anal extremities of soft dorsal and anal of the same length, and falling far short of base
of caudal. Caudal notched at middle, the lobes beveled at the free borders.
Opercular flaji rather long. Color olivaceous, yellowish below, a
blue baud crossing the preorbital bone above, and another following the
premaxillary border and passing along the inferior border of the orbit
below this another blue line crosses the cheek. Other blue bands have
been obscured by the alcohol flap plain black. Length of type 41 inches.
Monterey, Nuevo Leon.
The most southern of the group to which it
belongs, and, the first known from Mexican waters.
(unXouc,
(Cope.)
simple; yvd^of, jaw.)
;

;

;

;

Lepmnis haplognathus, CoPE, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1884 (1885), 168,

Monterey, Nuevo Leon.

(Coll. Cope.)

* Lepmnis ocidatus (Cope): Similar to Lfpoims humilis, but the body deeper, the caudal pedunand fin forming but
of length.
Head short; opercular flap long, with a black spot as
large as eye, surrounded by a broad, pale margin; body without red spots.
Depth 2J^. Scales
5-32-11.
Length 3 inches. Minnesota.— Cope.
cle

%

Jordan and Everman7i.
1402.
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1005

Rafinesque.

Head 3; depth 2J; eye 3| to 4 in head. D. X, 12 A. Ill, 10; scales
about 6-42-15, about 7 rows on cheek. Body rather elongate, the head
somewhat acute. Pectoral fins pointed, as long as head, reaching beyond
ventrals to anal. Gill rakers rather long and slender, strongly toothed,
X -f 11. Longest dorsal spine about half head. Supplemental bone minute.
Bright steel blue, with many bronze orange spots, which cover nearly the
whole surface, so arranged that the ground color forms a series of vertical
chain-like bars, very conspicuous in life; vertical fins mottled with bronze
and usually more or less edged with pale orange; sometimes a faint black
dorsal spot; no distinct blue stripes on cheek, but the sides of the head
shaded with purplish. Opercular flap small, black, margined with pale.
Length 5 inches. Ohio Valley and southwestward to Arkansas and Kentucky rare; a small, handsome species, (/zn^pof, large; ;j-«p, hand.)
;

;

Lepomis maaockira, Bafinesque, Journ. de Physique, 420, 1819,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 475, 1883;

Leponwlin riephdvx. Cope, Journ.

Amer.

Bollman,

I.

Ohio River

Licking River;

;

c, 572.

Kiskiminitas River, western

PhiloB. Soc, 1868, 222,

Pennsylvania.
Eupomolk macrochirus, Boci.engeb,

Cat.,

Head

;

Blue Bream

3 (2f to 3i);

30.

LEPOMIS PALLIDUS

1403.
(Blue-gill

I,

;

Blue

Sunfisii

depth 2 (1| to

;

2i);

(Mitchill).

Copper-nosed Bream

;

Dollaedee.)

eye 3i to 4 in head.

D. X, 11 or

rows of scales
on cheek. Body comparatively short and deep, compressed the young
Caudal peduncle rather slender.
slender, the adult nearly orbicular.
Head not large, the projecting snout usually forming an angle above eye.
Mouth quite small, oblique, the jaws about equal, the maxillary barely
reaching the front of the eye. Opercular flap very short in the young;
in the adult rather long and wide, without pale edge.
Gill rakers moderately long, nearly terete, bent slightly downward, about x -j- 11 to 13.
Dorsal spines strong and high, the longest about half head, usually longer
than snout and eye ventral fins reaching anal pectorals very long, usually longer than head, reaching past base of anal spines.
Olive green;
adults dark young more or less silvery, with a purple luster in life sides
with undulating, often chain-like, transverse greenish bars, which become
obsolete in the adult no blue stripes on cheeks a diftuse black blotch at
base of posterior rays of dorsal and anal, often obscure in young no rod
on fins; very old specimens often with the belly coppery red. Length 12
inches. Great Lakes to Florida and the Rio Grande very abundant one
of our most widely distributed and variable species found in all quiet
streams throughout its range, and often brought into the markets; a good
12; A. Ill, 10 to 12; scales 7-43 to 52-16, 40 to 50 pores, 5

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pan-fish,

(pallidus, pale.)

Labrus paUidus, MiTCiULL, Trans. Lit.

&

Pliil.

Soc, N. Y., 1815, 407,

New

York; misprinted

jialhtdns.

Leporuia appendix,

Pomnlis

hirisor,

Mitchill, Amer. Month. Mag., 1818, 247,

Pomolia (jiOboms,

New

York.

& Valencienne.><, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 401!, 18;{1, New Orleans.
Ccvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 467, 1831, Charleston.

CuviEii
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Pomotis
Pomolis

speciostts,

Baird A Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.
Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts,

obsctirus, Agassis',,

mens deeply

Musewn.

Phila., 1854, 24,
1854, 302,

Brownsville, Texas.

Huntsville,

Alabama

(epeci-

colored, almost black.)

Pomotis lima, Giii\no, Proc. Ac. Nat, Sci. Phila., 1857, 201, Fort Snelling, Minnesota.
Lepomis longUqiinis, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 83, Leavenworth, Kansas.
Lepomis nrrlesiacus, Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, 222, Kiskiminitas River, Penn-

sylvania.
Lepomis piiipvrescens, Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1870, 454, Yadkin River, North Carolina.
Lepomis pallidns, Gill & Jordan, Field and Forest, 1877, 190; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 479,
1883, and of most recent writers.
Eupomotis i>arudns, Boulenger, Cat., i, 29.

460.
Pomolis,

EU POM OTIS'.,

Gill

&

Jordan.

Holbrook, Iith. .s. Carolina, i, 6, 1860, (not of Rafinesque).
Gill & Jordan, Field and Forest, 1877, 190, (aureus).
Jordan MS. iu Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, xvii, 67, 1878,

Etipomotis,

Xystroplitcs,

((jillii).

This genus, as understood by us, is very closely related to Lepomis,
differing only in the blunter and more pavement-like teeth of the lower
pharyngeal bones. These bones are, in typical species, broad and concave, especially in the adult. There is considerable variation among the
Most
species, and it is possible that this division can not be maintained.
of the species have long pectoral fins, the supplemental maxillary lost
or very much reduced, and the opercular flap always with an orange
patch on its lower posterior portion, (xill rakers various, usually short.
The retention of this genus is possibly justified by convenience, but
neither the longer pectorals nor the bluut pharyngeals separate it sharply
from Lepomis, with which it has been united by McKay, Bollman, and
Jordan
Gilbert.
Uv, well; Trw^a, opercle ovc, ear; or rather, ev, gen-

&

;

uine Pomolis, sunfish.
Xystroplites {ovarpov, scraper; oTrAcVrjs, armature, from the gill rakers of the typical species):
a. Pectorals shorter than head, not extending beyond tips of ventrals; scales small, about 42;
gill

pallidus, 1404.

rakers rather long; coloration plain.

EupOMOTis:

than head, extending to beyond front of anal; gill rakers moderate or
short; opercular flap orange on its lower posterior portion.
Cheeks without marked blue or orange spots or lines.
c. Scales large, 34 to 39; opercular flap smaller than eye, its margin blood-reii in

aa. Pectorals longer

6.

heros, 1405.

male.
cc.

Scales moderate, 42 to 44; opercular flap broad, with a very broad orange or

whitish margin.
holbrooki, 1406.
Cheeks with 5 rows of scales; color chiefly greenish.
euryorus, 1407.
Cheeks with 6 or 7 rows of scales.
Cheeks with wavy blue lines; sides of body jirofusely spotted with orange; scales about
47; dorsal spines not very low; opercular fla|) large, its lower posterior border
gibbosus, 1408.
always scarlet.
d.

dd.

66.

XYSTROPLITES,

Subgenus
1404.

Head
D. X, 10

EUPOMOTIS PALLIDUS,*

Jordan.
(Agassiz).

2| depth 2J eye 4i snout 3^ scales 8-42-12, 5 rows on cheek.
A. Ill, 9. Body elongate, rather deep niesially. Caudal peduu;

;

;

;

;

* "This species resenMes Pomolis incisor (Lepomis pallidus) in theo\itline of the body, the nature
and coloration of the scales, and in the size and form of the fins, but it differs greatly from it by
its large mouth, the free extremity of the upper jaws reaching the vertical line of the middle of
the eye, liy the presence of teeth upon the palate, and by the ventral fins being placed immediately under the pectorals.
The black opercular appendage, which is very short, has a narrow

Jordan and £vermann.
cle
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Snout projecting, forming an angle above eye.

rather elongate.

Mouth wide, the lower jaw projecting; maxillary reacliing just past front
flap moderate, broad, with a
of pupil. Eye as long as opercular flap
;

very wide pale edge below and behind. Dorsal spines moderate, as long
as snout and half of orbit; pectoral short, reaching tips ofventrals.
Lower pharyngeal teeth blunt, almost paved. Light olive, uniform in
spirits traces of dusky mottlings on last rays of dorsal and anal. Length
7 inches.
Georgia to Texas
not common, but few specimens known.
;

;

(pallidus, pale.)
Ponwtis pallidus, Agassiz, Amer. Jour. Sci. Arts, 1854, 303 (name preoccupied in Li'pomis

l)y

LabnisjitilUdus, MlTCHii.L, liut not in Enpomotis.

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, 200, Rio Blanco, Texas (Type, 421).
JORDAN, Bull, x, U. S. Nat. Mus., 24, 1877, "Garden Key, Florida"
(undoubtedly an error, as there is no fresh water stream or pond on the island of Garden

BriiUus albulus,

;

Xystropliles gillH,

Key).
Lepnmis

albnbts,

Lepomis

lines,

JoRPAN & Gilbert,

McKay,

Proc. U.

S.

Synopsis, 481, 1883;

Nat. Mus., 1881, 89,

Subgenus
140.5.

Head

Bollman,

{a,fter

I.

c, 675.

Pomotis pallidum, Agassiz).

EUPOMOTIS.

EUPOMOTIS HEROS

(Baird

&

Giranl).

eye 3^ to i}; snout 3A to 4. D. X, 11 A.
rows on cheek. Appearance of Lepomis
2)alUdus,
Body robust, moderately elongate, dorsal and ventral outlines
about equally curved bead rather large, the projecting snout forming a
considerable angle above the eye.
Mouth rather wide, oblique, the
maxillary reaching slightly past front of eye. Longest dorsal reaching
past posterioi' border of jiupil pectorals reaching beyond middle of anal
ventral spine IJ to 11 in distance between origin of ventrals and anus.
Opercular flap smaller than eye, smaller than in E. holbrooki, much as in
Pharyngeal teeth
E. gihhosus. Gill rakers short and not very stiff.
paved the pharyngeal teeth not so blunt as in E. holbrooM or in E. (jihhosus.
Life colors dark greenish above, gradually becoming brassy toward
the belly, which is light brassy opercular spot greenish black, the flap
with a broad, blood-red border in the male, plain in the female; no spot
on dorsal or anal fin. Southern Indiana to Florida and the Rio Grande
basin, in lowland streams; rather rare, (vpur, hero; Heros is the name
Ill, 11

;

2.f

to 3

;

depth 2 to

2?

;

;

scales 4-34 to 39-13, 4

;

;

;

;

of a genus of Cichlida', which these fishes resemble.)
Pomotis heros,

Baird & Girard,* Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

March,

1854,

25.

Rio Cibolo,

Texas.
orange border behind; there is a black spot at the base of the posterior rays of the dorsal; both
and anal are marked by 1 or 2 dark stripes; the caudal is crossed by several dotted vertical
This speiies bears
lines; there are 8 or 9 dusky bars across the sides between the head and tail.
the same relation to Pmnotix that I'diiw.ris bears to the tr\ie Ceiilrarrhiis in the size of the mouth
and form of the liody, and I have no doubt it will some day become tlie type of a distinct genus."
(Agassiz.)
Tennessee Kiver, at Huntsville, Alabama. We are informed by Mr. Kicliard Bliss
that the types of this species have the iiharyngeals paved.
Since these pages have been put in
type we have received from Mr. Samuel Garman a description of .\gas.siz's type whiih leaves
D. X. 10; A.
little doubt of its identity with the jircsent species.
It has: Head 2?-.,: depth 2';,.
Ill, 10.
.Sralcs 5-3G-13. Pectoral shorterthan head barely reaching front of anal; mouth large,
with projecting snout, the maxillary nearly reaching middle of pupil; last xiiys of dorsal and
anal dusky above base.

dorsal

Museum.
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Amer.

Aoassiz,

Pomolis iidIkIks*

aud

Sim.

Joiirii.

March, 1854,

Arts,

Huntsville,

302,

Alabama.
iiotaltts, Jordan A Gilbert, Synopsis, 482, 188;5.
Lepmn is heron, Jorhan .t Gilbert, Synopsis, 480, 1883; Bollman,
EupomoUs heros, Boi'lenger, Cat., i, 32.

Lepomis

EUPOMOTIS HOLBROOKI

1406.

Head

(Cuvier

&

I.

c, 575.

Valenciennes).

8 to 3^; dejith 2 to 2i eye 4 iu head, as long as snout.
D. X, 10 to
scales 6-44 or 45-15, 43 pores, 5 rows on cheek.
Body
;

12; A. Ill, 9 to 11

;

robust, elevated, the snout rather produced; maxillary reaching front of

Dorsal

orbit; preopercle slightly denticulate.

fin

high, the spines about

as high as the soft rays, the longest half head; pectoral fins very long,
Gill rakers moderate, obtuse, strongly toothed, x +10.
long as head.
Opercular flap short, broad, with a broad orange margin below and
behind. No palatine teeth lower pharyngeals broad the teeth large,
with subspherical crowns. Dusky olive, silvery below throat yellow
no black dorsal spot. Length 10 inches.
fins dark, with yellowish rays
(Named for Dr.
Virginia to Florida; abundant in lowland streams.
John Edwards Holbrook, of Charleston, author of the excellent Ichthyology of South Carolina.)
;

;

;

;

;

Pomolis

holbrooJii,

Cl'VIER

& Valenciennes,

Nat.

Hist.

Poiss.,

vii,

460,

1831,

Charleston,

South Carolina.
Pomolis speviosus, Holbrook,

Ac.

Jour.

Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

1855,

Johns

48, pi. 5, fig. 2, St.

River, Florida.
Pomolis microlophus, GtiNTHER, Cat.,
Xyslropliles lomjimanus,f Cope, Proc.

Johns River, Florida

264, 1859, St.

i,

Amer.

Philos. Soc, 1877, 66,

;

after Holbrook.

Volusia and

Bay

Port,

Florida.
Lepo7)iis holbrooldi,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Eupomolis holhrool-d, Boulenger, Cat.,

1407.

Head

I,

482, 1883;

Bollman,

I.

c, 576.

31.

EUPOMOTIS EUBTORUS

(McKay).

D. X,ll; A. 111,10; scales 6-43-14, 6 or 7 rows on
form nearly oval dorsal outline
more convex than ventral; profile steep, convex. Mouth oblique, small;
maxillary reaching front of eye. Outer teeth stronger than others teeth
on front of palatines. Lower pharyngeals with the rather long posterior
spur turned up, stoutish the inner angle rounded, somewhat obtuse.
cheek.

3|;

depth

2?.

Body very

robust, compressed

;

;

;

;

* Wn do not know which of these two names, heros and nolalus, has priority.
ence to hents as a less conventional name and as already most widely accepted.

We give

prefer-

^ Xyslroplifrs louginirttins, Cope, is thus described: "Body elevated, but the head rather produced, so that the profile isolilique and nearly straight from the base of the dorsal fin. The
depth of the body enters the total length 2.5 times, and tlio length of the head enters the same
3.6 times. The orbit is large, eiiualiug the length of the muzzle, and entering the length of the
head 4 times. The interorbital space is 1.5 times the diameter of the orbit. The muzzle is
subconic and the end of the maxillary bone reaches the line of tho anterior margin of the
orbit.
Tho dorsal fin is elevated, the si)inos equaling the soft rays and not separated from them
by a notch. Cauilal fin openly notched; ventral not reaching anal; the pectoral very long,
reaching the line of the fifth anal soft ray. Formula: D. X-12; A. 1 11-11 P. 13. Scale formula:
7-44-15; 5 rows on the preoperculum below the orbit. Tlio cdlor above is dusky, below silvery,
the gular and thoracic region light yellow. The opercular black spot is short and has a crimson bolder. Fins black, the caudal, anal, and pectoral fins with yellow rays. The ends of the
long gill rakers are obtuse, as in L. a]iialus. There are no palatine teeth. Length 170 meters.
Volusia and Bay Port, Florida." Cope.
;

Jordan and Evcrinann.
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Teeth stout, very niucli blunted, not close set, the inner considerably
stronger and less blunt than the rest. Gill rakers short, stout, about 8
in number, the inner surface roughened.
Maxillary with a small but
perfectly distinct supplemental bone. Eye very small, considerably less
than length of snout. Opercular Hap nearly as long as snout, surrounded
by a very broad, paler, membranous margin scales on the opercle large,
Dorsal spines low, the longest as long as from snout to eye;
in 5 rows.
much lower than soft rays caudal peduncle and fin short and broad
ventrals and pectorals short, reaching vent. Scales on breast larger than
those on cheeks. Color in spirits mottled olive, yellowish below top of
head blackish; membranes of vertical fins dusky; ventrals dusky, with
lighter margins; pectorals pale. Length 8 inches. Upper Great Lake
region, long known from one specimen several others lately obtained in
northern Ohio and northeastern Indiana show that the species is a valid
one, although allied to Eii2>omotis gihhosus.
{evprg, wide
opor, margin.)
;

;

;

;

;

Lepomis

euri/oruis,

Michigan;

McKay,

aurilus,

Jordan & Gilbert,

(Type, No. 4109);

Lorain Co., Ohio,
Lepomis

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mils, 1881, 89,

27, 1892;

Boulengeb,

Kirsch, Bull. U.

Cat.,

1408.

i,

Head
;

Synopsis, 481, 188:i;

Fish

Comm.,

at Fort Gratiot,
McCormick, Fishea

xiv, 1894, 38.

24; in part.

EL'POMOTIS GIBBOSUS

(Common Sunfish

12

S.

Lake Huron

;

Bream

;

(Linuicus).

Pumpkin Seed

Sunny.)

;

3 to 3i depth If to 2 eye 4 to 4i in head snout 4i. D. X, 10 to
A. Ill, 10 or 11 scales 6-40 to 47, pores 35 to 45, 4 rows on cheek.
;

;

;

;

Body short and deep, compressed, the profile steep, convex, usually an
angle above the eye. Head rather small. Mouth small, oblique, the
maxillary scarcely reaching the front of the eye. Dorsal spines rather
high, the longest 2 to 21 in head, as long as eye and snout the soft rays
higher; pectorals long, as long as head. Scales large. Gill rakers short
and soft, smaller than in any other species except Lepomis mef/dlotis, x 8
to 10. Pharyngeal teeth all bluntlj' rounded, paved, the bones very broad,
somewhat concave. Color greenish olive above, shaded with bluish, the
sides spotted and blotched with orange
belly orange yellow cheeks
orange, with blue wavy streaks lower fins orange, upper bluish and
orange spotted. Opercular flap rather small, the lower posterior part
always bright scarlet, a mark which distinguishes this species, when
Length 8
adult, at once from all our other high-colored sunfishes.
inches.
Great Lake region to Maine and southward east of the Alleghanies to Florida; rather rare in the Caroliuas and I'lorida; fouud only
in the northern parts of the Mississippi Valley Iowa, Minnesota, Wis;

+

;

;

;

—

one of our most abundant fishes northward a familiar
and active inhabitant of clear brooks and ponds, defending its nests
with great spirit. "A very beautiful and compact fish, perfect in all its
((lihhonim
parts, looking like a brilliant coin fresh from the mint.''
formed like the full moon.)
consin, etc.

;

;

Perca gibbosa, Linn.t:us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 292, Carolina; after PercaJJuciatilis
hUea, of Catesby.

F.N. A.

65

yibbtisa, venlrt
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Spams

aureus,

Walbaum,

Artedi, Pise, 290, 1792, lakes of

New

Museum.
York;

after

" Goldfisch " of

SCUOPF.

New York, 18, 1814, near New York City.
CuviER
Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Polss., hi, 91, 1829, Lake Huron
York, Virginia, and Carolina.
PnmoiU raveiielii, Cuvier & Valenciennes, c, vn, 465, 1831, Philadelphia.
Pomotis cateshei, Cuvier & Valenciennes, 1. c, vii, 469, 1831, Philadelphia.
Eupomotis aureus,'* Boulenger, Cat., i, 32.
Moroiie maailala, Mitciiill, Fishes of

Pomo(i,s

("/(/rtn's,

i^-

New

?.

461.

MICROPTERUS,

Lacepetle.

(Black Bass.)
Micrnpterus, LAc£rEi>E, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 325, 1802, (doJomieu).

ICaUitmts, Bafinesque, Journ. de Physique, 420, 1810, {ptmctukUus
ApUte^,

Eafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis,

30, 1820, {paUi(i7is

£epo>?ns, EAFiNESQt'E, Ichth. Ohiensis, 30, 1820, (not

= dolotn ic„).9i^£^/y/^/^/^

= salnioides).

LepomU, Kafinesqi'E, \%VJ),(}nilUda=^sal-

moides).

=

Nemocampsis, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 31, 1820, (Jlexuolaris
dolomieu).
DiopHtfn, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 32, 1820, {salmonea= dolomieu).'
Aplesion,

Bafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis,

30, 1820, {caUiiira).

=

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 11, 1^6, 1828, {nigricayii!
salmoides).
Grysles, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 54, 1829, (sahnoidcs).

Jfwro,

Body oblong, compressed, the back not mnch elevated. Head oblong,
Mouth very large, oblique, the broad maxillary reaching nearly

conic.

beyond the posterior margin of the eye, its supplemental bone well
Lower jaw prominent. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines
in broad villiform bands, the inner deiiressible usually no teeth on the
tongue. Preopercle entire; operculum ending in two flat points without
cartilaginous flap. Branchiostegals normally 6. Gill rakers long and
slender. Scales rather small, weakly ctenoid.
Lateral line complete, the
tubes straight, occupying the anterior half of each scale. Dorsal fin
divided by a deep notch, the spines low and rather feeble, 10 in number;
anal spines 3; the anal fin much smaller than the dorsal; pectorals
obtusely pointed, the upper rays longest ventrals close together below
the pectorals; caudal fin emarginate. Posterior processes of the premaxillaries not extending to the frontals
frontals posteriorly with a transverse ridge connecting the parietal and supraoccipital crests, which are
to or

developed.

;

;

;

+

very strong. Vertebra; 16
16 or 17 =^ 32 or 33.
Size large. Two species,
the most important of American '' game fishes," now largely introduced into the waters of Europe. (uiKftoc, small; nrepov, fin; the dorsal
fin in the typical specimen having been injured, its posterior rays detached

among

and bitten
a.

off short,

were taken by Lac^pede for a separate

Mouth moderate, the maxillary

fin.)

extending beyond eye; scales small, about
11-74-17, about 17 rows on the cheek; young more or less barred or spotted, never with
a black lateral band.
dolomieu, 1409.
in the adult not

* Dr. Boulenger re.jects the name gihbosus applied to this species, as it occurs in the tenth edition of the Systema Naturw, not reappearing in the twelfth, with which he begins the binomial
nomenclature.
liave followed the cvistom of American authors in recognizing the tenth
edition (of 1758) as the starting noint of binomial nomenclature.

We

Joraan ana £ver/Ha/in.
aa.
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large, the maxillary in the adult extending beyond the eye; scales rather
about 7-68-lC, about lOrows on the cheek; last spines of dorsal very short, so
that the fin is almost divided into 2; young witli a blackish lateral band.

Mouth very
large,

SALMOIDES, 1410.

MICUOPTERUS DOLOMIEU,

1409.

Lac(?iiede.

(Small-mouthed Black Bass.)

eye li to 2 in snout, 5 to 6i in head.
Head
;
3J^ (2| to 3i)
D. X, 13 to 15; A. Ill, 10 to 12; scales 11-72 to 85-25, pores 67 to 78.
Body ovate-fusiform, becoming deeper with age. Mouth large, but
smaller than in MicropteruH salmokJes, the maxillary ending considerably

depth

2^ to 3^

in front of the hinder

;

margin of the

orbit, except in very old examples.

Scales on the cheek minute, in about 17 rows

x

;

scales

on the trunk com-

6 or 7 besides rudiments.

Dorsal
deeply notched, but less so than in M. salmoides, the ninth spine being
about half as long as the fifth and not much shorter than the tenth.
Fifth dorsal spine about 3-7 in head base of soft dorsal and anal scaly.
Coloration dull golden green, with bronze luster, young with darker spots
along the sides, which tend to form short vertical bars, but never a dark
lateral baud 3 bronze bands radiating from eye across cheeks and opercaudal fin yellowcles; a dusky spot on point of operculum; belly white
ish at base, then black, with white tips; dorsal with bronze spots, its
edge dusky. In some waters the fin-markings are obsolete, but usually
they are very conspicuous in the young. Southern specimens usually have
the scales of the lower part of the sides with faint dark streaks adult
specimens have all these marks more or less wholly obliterated, and
become ultimately of a uniform dead green, without silvery luster.
"The black bass is eminently an American fish; he has the faculty of
asserting himself aud of making himself completely at home wherever
placed. He is plucky, game, bi'ave, unyielding to the last, when hooked.
He has the arrowy rush and vigor of a trout, the untiring strength and
bold leap of a salmon, while he has a system of fighting tactics peculiarly
I consider him inch for inch and pound for pound the gamest
his own.
From Lake Champiain to Manitoba
fish that swims."
(J. A. Henshall.)
and southward on both sides of the mountains from James River to South
Carolina and Arkansas; abundant; frequenting running streams, and
preferring clear and cool waters its southern limit is bounded by the
presence of such waters. As a game fish this species is usually more
highly valued than its congener. (Named for M. Dolomieu, a mineralogist in Paris for whom the mineral Dolomite was also named.)
Gill rakers long,

paratively small.

-f-

fin

;

;

;

;

;

I\ricropterus dolomieu,

LAC^pftDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

South Carolina
Jlodianiis achigan,

;

Jordan & Gilbert,

iv, 325, 1802,

locality uncertain, perhaps

Synopsis, 485, 1883.

Kafine.sque, Amer. Month. Mag., 1817, 120,

New

York

;

Canada.

Rafinesque, lohth. Ohiensis, 26, 1820, Falls of the Ohio.
Lepomis Irifasciala, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 31, 1820, Ohio River, etc.
Lepomis flexuolaris, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 31, 1820, Ohio River.
Lepomis sahnonea, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 32, 1820, Kentucky, Green, Licking, and
CalUunt.1 punctnlatus,

Ohio

rivers.

Lepomis notnia, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 32, 1820,

Ohio River.
Ohio River; Salt River, Kentucky.

ElheostomacalUura, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 30, 1820,
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Lb SuEi'R, Journ. Ac. Nat. 3ci. Phila., 1822,210, Lake Erie.
Le Sueur, Jouru. Ac. Nat. .Sci. Phila., 1822, 218, Ohio River.
Cichla minima, Le Sueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1822, 220, Lake Erie.
CetUrarclms ohscurus, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna: Fishes, 30, pi. 17, fig. 48, 1842, Onondaga Creek,

Cichla/asciata,

Cichla ohioeiisis,

New
DiopHten

York.

iKfiiihilis,

Vaillant & BocoURT, Miss.
after Le Sueur MS.,

Harmony, Indiana;

and ohscnnis, GiiNTHER,
Boulenger, Cat., i, 15.

Cenlrarchiis/axciatus

Micropterus dolomiei,

1410.

Cat.,

Sci.

Me.x., 1874, 142,

Wabasli River,

New

1822.
I,

258, 1859.

MICBOPTERUS SALMOIDES

(Lacepede).

(Large-mouthed Black Bass; Oswego Bass; Green Bass; Bayou Bass.)

Head 3 to 3i depth 3 to 3i eye 1} to 2 in snout, 5 to 6 in head.
12 or 13; A. Ill, 10 or 11; scales 7-65 to 70-18, pores 58 to 67.
ovate-fusiform, becoming deeper with age, moderately compressed.
;

large.

D. X,

;

Body
Head
the adult reaching beyond the

Mouth very wide, the maxillary in
young shorter. Scales on the cheek

in about 10 rows
scales
on the trunk comparatively large tip of maxillary in adult as broad as
Gill rakers longer than gill
eye. Lingual teeth sometimes present.
fringes, X + 7 or 8, besides rudiments. Dorsal fin very deeply notched,
Coloration dark green above; sides and below
its fifth spine 3i in head.
greenish silvery young with a blackish stripe along the sides from operthree dark oblique stripes across the
cle to the middle of the caudal fin
cheeks and opercles; below and above the lateral band some dark spots;
caudal fin pale at base, theH blackish, whitish at tii>; belly white. As
the fish grows older the black lateral band breaks up and grows fainter,
and the color becomes more and more of a uniform pale dull green, the
back being darker; a dark opercular blotch usually present. Length 18
inches or more. Rivers of the United States from the Great Lakes and Red
River of the North to Florida, Texas, and Mexico everywhere abundant,
preferring lakes, bayous, and sluggish waters. It grows to a larger size
than the preceding species and is readily distinguished by its coloration
and the larger mouth and larger scales. Both species vary much with
different waters, but in general this species is less active than the preceding, and is less esteemed as a game fish. {Salmo, trout; fJ(5of, like;
the fish being often called "Trout" in the Southern States, being troutlike in gameness and in quality as food.)

eye, iu the

;

;

;

;

;

Ldbrus saJmoides, LAc£pfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 71G, 1802,

Lepomis pallida, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis,
Cicldafloridana,

fluro wijrieons,
Cat.,

I,

Le Sueur, Journ.

30, 1820,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

CvviER & Valenciennes,

South Carolina.

(Coll. Bosc.)

Ohio, Miami, and Hocking rivers.
1822, 219, East Florida,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

ii,

124, 1828,

Lake Huron;

Gi'nther,

255, 1859.

Grysles nohilis, Agassiz,

Amer. Journ.

Sci.

and Arts, 1854,298, Huntsville, Alabama.

(Coll.

Newman.)
Baird & GiRARn, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Nueces, Texas. (Coll. Clark.)

Grystes niifcensis,

Grystes megasloma,

DiopUlcs nuecensii:

Sci. Phila., 1854, 25,

Garlick, Treat. Art. Prop. Fish., 108, 1857, bays of
Vaii.i.ant & BocouRT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 1874,

Irecnlii,

Bexar, Texas

Rio Frio and Rio

Lake
142,

Erie.

San Antonio de

(Coll. Treoul.)

Microj)tems aalmoides,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

484, 1883;

Boulenger,

Cat.,

i,

16.
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Family CXLII. KUHLIIDJE.

Body oblong, strongly compressed scales large, ciliated. Lateral line
complete, the tnbes straight and occupying the anterior half of the
Mouth large, protractile; maxillary
exposed surface of the scale.
;

exposed, without supplemental bone; teeth in jaws in villiform bands;
teeth on vomer, palatines, entopterygoids, and ectopterygoids; tongue
smooth head partly naked preorbiial and preopercle denticulate opercle with 2 spines.
Gill membranes separate; 6 branchiostcgals pseudobranchiae large; gill rakers long and slender. Dorsal fins connected at
the base, with X, 9 to 13 rays, the spinous portion longer than the soft.
Anal as much developed as the soft dorsal, with III, 10 to 12 rays. Dorsal
and anal fins fitting in a well-developed sheath. Caudal emarginate.
Pectorals obtusely pointed, with 14 or 15 rays, upper the longest. Ventrals behind base of pectorals, close together, with a strong spine.
Posterior processes of the premaxillaries not extending to the froutals supraoccipital bone extending forward to between the post-frontal processes,
its crest not extending on the upper surface of the cranium ; parietals
Precaudal vertebrae with transverse processes
short, without crest.
behind the fourth ribs all but the last 2 to 4 sessile, inserted on the centrum behind the transverse processes. (Boulenger.) Vertebrie 25 (10 or
11
14 or 15). One genus with 7 or 8 species inhabiting the Pacific Ocean,
especially fresh and brackish waters of East Africa, the islands of the
Indian and Pacific oceans, and north Australia our species strictly marine.
The relations of this family have been much in doubt. Its species were
originally placed in the genus Dules, which is a near ally of Centropristes
and Serranus. Dr. Gill lecognized the superficial resemblance of these speBut in Kuhlia the
cies to Xcnichthys, which is one of the Sparoid forms.
preorbital is narrow, serrated, and not sheathing the maxillary; there is
no axillary ventral scale and the opercle has 2 strong spines. All this
indicates Serranoid affinities, for Avhich reason we have hitherto iilaced
Kuhlia near Morone. A similar thought seems to have been with Dr. Gill
;

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

name Moronopsis for species of Kuhlia. Very lately
shown in Kuhlia the presence of skeletal characters
of the Centrarchiclw, and in his catalogue Kuhlia is placed in the latter

when he proposed

the

Dr. Boulenger has

family, but there are important differences

and the natural character of

genus is introduced. We therefore admit Kuhliixhv as a distinct family between Microptcrus and Morone
the group Centrarchidw disappears

and

if this

closely allied to both.

462.
Ktihlin, GiLl,, Proc.

KUHLIA,

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 48,

Gill.

{cilialtis).

Morotiopsis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G3, 82, (manjinatus).
Paradiiles,

Blef.ker, Nedcrl. Tijdschr.

v.

Dierkunde,

1, 257, 1872, {margiiialii.i

= ciliattis).

Body oblong, much compressed head compressed mouth short, oblique
maxillary without supplemental bone; lower jaw projecting; no canines;
;

the teeth subequal

out strong spine.

;

;

angle of preopercle withPseudobranchiiu large. Scales

preorbital sharply serrate
Gill rakers slender.

;
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rough lateral line distinctly arched in front top of head
Dorsal liu deeply notched, but not divided to base, with 10 slender
spines; caudal lunate anal spines graduated, the tin short. Coloration
bright silvery. (Named for Kuhl, a naturalist, associate of Van Haaselt,
and the discoverer of the typical species in the streams of Java.)
large, not very

;

;

naked.

;

a.

Eye moderate, 3|

in head; pectorals 1§ in head; caudal with 2 oblique hlack bars

aa.

Eye very large 2g

xenuua,

in head; pectorals 1\ in head; fins not barred.

1411.

KUHLIA ARGE,

on each

arue, 1411.

lobe; dorsal with a dark bar.

1412.

Jordan & Bollman.

Head 3i to 3J; depth 2j; eye 3? in head. D. IX-I, 11; A. Ill, 11;
Body oblong, strongly compressed back elevated
scales 7-50 to 52-12.
;

above pectorals, the anterior profile straight and rather deep caudal
peduncle long, compressed. Mouth rather small, very oblique, the lower
jaw considerably projecting; maxillary reaching anterior margin of pupil,
2f to 2f in head. Eye moderate, slightly longer than snout. Teetii very
small, in narrow bands, those on vomer in a V-shaped patch. Preorbital
very narrow, its edge anteriorly with strong retrorse serra^, the moderately broad maxillary not sheathed by it. Least width of preorbital 3^
in eye. Serne of preopercle sharp and fine, well developed below angle.
Scales rather small, ctenoid,
Gill rakers long and slender, about 9 + 21.
firm, 3 or 4 rows on cheeks, 2 rows on interopercle; jaws, snout, and top
of head naked opercle with 2 strong spines, the lower the larger and
nearly as long as pupil. Lateral line anteriorly rather sharply curved
upward, concurrent with the back; no accessory ventral scale. Nostrils
very small, round, close together. Dorsal spines high and pungent, hardly
;

;

long as the second, the fifth longest, \% in head,
reaching tip of eighth when depressed; dorsal fins very slightly connected by membrane soft dorsal 1| in anal, first ray 2 in head; caudal
deeply forked, as long as head, its inner rays not quite half as long as
outer first anal spine 1^ in second, which is strongest and equal in length
free margin of anal slightly concave, first soft ray 2f in head
to third
pectorals short, pointed, is to \\ in head ventrals moderate, reaching
vent, If in head soft dorsal and anal free from scales a scaly sheath
along base of both dorsals. Coloration bluish above, sides brilliant silvery soft dorsal with a black oblique bar across its anterior rays; caudal
with 2 black and 3 white cross bands on each lobe, these convergent
backward lower fins pale; axil of pectoral dusky on the inner side.
Length 1 foot. Galapagos and Revillagigedos archipelagos; locally common. This species was first known from several specimens taken by the
JZ&«/ro.ss at Chatham Island.
It has since been taken in great abundance
by Dr. Gilbert about Clarion Island. It is very close to Kuhlia fdniura, of
the waters of Java, Sumatra, and Buro, with which it is identified by Dr.
flexible, the first half as

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Boulenger. Kuhlia twuinra has the eye larger, 2| to 3 in head. Comparing our specimens with the full description of the latter species given by
Dr. Bleeker, we are able to detect no other difl^orence, and it is jiossible
that our species will prove to be a variety of E. tceniura. (ufj-y'r/g, bright.)

Jordan and Evermann.
&B0LLMAN, ProQ^
Archipelago; (Type, No. 411G9.

Knlilia arge, Juuii.vN

U.

S.
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Coll. Albatross);

KUHLIA XEXURA

Ul-2.

Chatham

Island,

Jordan & Kiuenmasn,

(Joraau

A

J.
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Galapagos

c, 419, 1890.

GilbtTt).

Head 3J depth 2f eye very large, 2? in head. D. IX-1, 11 A. Ill, 11
scales 7-51-12. Maxillary barely reaching front of pupil gill rakers long
;

;

;

;

and slender, 9-|-24; pectorals 2^

in head; veutrals scarcely reaching
vent longest dorsal spine 1+ in head. Body deep and compressed. Color
olivaceous above, silvery below caudal fin plain. Tropical seas; probably west coast of Central America known from two specimens in the U. S.
National Museum, bearing the label "San Salvador. J. M. Dow." But
it is possible that they were brought by Dr. Stimpson from China, and
Ktihlia xenura may not be an American fish at all.
{^ivoc, strange; ovpu,
tail
the tail being more deeply forked than in Xenichthys.)
;

;

;

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 454, supposed to come
from San Salvador. (Type, No. 4356.)
KuMia xenura, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. Nat. Mus., 1882, 370 (locality questioui-J); Jordan
& ElGESMANN, I. c, 419, 1890.

Xenichthys xenurus,

Family CXLIII. PERCIDiE.

(The Perches.)

Body more or less elongate, terete or compressed, covered more or less
completely with rather small, ctenoid, adherent scales. Dorsal and venLateral line usually present, not extendtral outlines more or less unlike.
ing on the caudal fin. Mouth terminal or inferior, small or large, the
premaxillaries protractile or not; maxillaries large or small, without
distinct supplemental bone. Jaws, vomer, and palatines with bands of
teeth, which are usually villiform, but sometimes mixed with canines;
occasionally the teeth on the vomer or palatines are absent. Head naked,
preopercle entire or serrate
opercles usually
or more or less scaly
ending in a flat spine. Branchiostegals 6 or 7. Gills 4, a slit behind the
fourth; gill membranes free or connected, not joined to the isthmus;
pseudobranchia? small, or glandular and
gill rakers slender, toothed
lower pharyngeals separate, with
concealed, or altogether wanting
sharp teeth. Anal papilla usually more or less developed. Fins generally
large; 2 dorsals, the first of 6 to 15 spines; anal fin with 1 or 2 spines, the
usual number 2. Ventrals thoracic, I, 5 pectorals often very large
caudal lunate, truncate, or rounded. Air bladder small and adherent,
often entirely wanting. Pyloric cceca few. No subocular lamina of the
entopterygoid present. Anterior vertebra^ without transsuborbitals
verse processes
only the first pterygial or actinost usually in contact
with the coracoid sometimes a part of the second also. The po.sterior
processes of the premaxillaries are short; the supraoccipital and parietal
bones are short and confined to the back of the skull; parietal crests
are absent, and the supraoccipital crest is very short, not extending
Vertebra' 30
to the anterior extremity of the bone, or even absent.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to 48,

always more than

10, 13 to 25 iu

the precaudal portion.

Genera
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about 23 (12 to 25); species about 120; inhabitants of the fresh waters
of cool regions in the Northern Hemisphere, most of them being confined to eastern North America or to Europe. The great majority of
the species belong to the subfamily Etheontomhuc (the Darters) all the
species of which group are American. They are among the most singular
and interesting of our fishes. They diti'er from the typical Perchiw in

and large fins, and more technically in the
rudimentary condition of the pseudobrauchia^ and the air bladder, both
of which organs are usually inappreciable. The preopercle is unarmed,
their small size, bright colors,

and the number of branchiostegals is 6. The anal papilla is likewise
developed, as in the Gobiidw, to which group the darters bear a considerable superficial resemblance, which, however, indicates no real affinity.
The relations of the darters to the perches have been aptly expressed by
"Given a supply of certain kinds of food
Prof. Stephen A. Forbes:
nearly inaccessible to the ordinary fish, it is to be expected that some
Thus the
fishes would become especially fitted for its utilization.
Efheostomathtw as a group are explained in a word by the hypothesis of the
progressive adaptation of the young of certain Percida' to a peculiar
place of refuge and a peculiarly situated food supply. Perhaps we may
without violence call these the mountaineers among fishes. Forced from
the populous and fertile valleys of the river beds and lake bottoms,
they have taken refuge from their enemies in the rocky highlands,
where the free waters play in ceaseless torrents, and there they have
wrested from stubborn nature a meager living. Although diminished
in size by their constant struggle with the elements, they have developed
an activity and hardihood, a vigor of life, and a glow of high color
almost unknown among the easier livers of the lowerlands. * * * Notwithstanding their trivial size, they do not seem to be dwarfed so
much as concentrated fishes." (Am. Nat., 1880, October, pp. 697-702.)
The colors of the Etheostominw * are usually very brilliant, species of
*The following is a popular account of the habits of these fishes: Anj' one who has ever been
a boy and can remember back to the days of tag alders, yellow cowslips, and an angleworm
on a pin hook will recall an experience like this: You tried some time to put your finger on a
little fish that was lying, apparently asleep, on the bottom of the stream, half hidden under a
stone or leaf, his tail bent around the stone as if for support against the force of the current.
You will remember that when your finger came near the spot where he was lying, the bent tail
was straightened and you saw the fisli again resting, head up stream, a few feet away, leaving
you puzzled to know whether you had seen the movement or not. Y'ou were trying to catch a
Johnny Darter. Nothing seems easier, but you did not do it. Having by well-understood
Btrategem succeeded where you failed, allow us to give you that ac(iuaintance which he so deftly
declined. In all clear streams from Maine to Mexico the Johnny Darters are found, and the boy
who does not know them has missed one of the real pleasures of a boy's life. All of them are
very little fishes, some not more than 2 inches long, and the very largest but C or 8. But small
though they are, they are the most interesting in habits, the most graceful in form, and many
The books call them "Darters,"
of them the most brilliant in color of all fre.sh-water fishes.
for one of the first species known was named Bolcosotita, and that in Greek means "dart body,"
a name most appro{)riate to them all. The realistic dwellers in the Ohio Valley call some of
them "Hogfish," and the boys call them "Johnnies." Certainly the boys ought to know, and
Johnnies they are, and Darters they are; so Johnnie Darters they shall be. Their first introduction to science was in 1819, when Uafiuesque gave to tnem their scientific name EOien.iliD'ia.
This name seems to mean "strainer mouth," but the "eccentric naturalist " whose peculiar use
of the Greek language was not the least of his eccentricities, says that it means " various mouth,"
because no two of those he knew {Elheostoma flahellare, Percina caproih'S, and Diplesion bleiiuioiden)
have the mouth alike. But whatever it may mean, Elheostoma is their name, and Rafinosquo
Rafinesque said of the Johnnies that
their godfather, and we may call them Johnnies for short.
he knew " they are good to eat fried." I suppose that he had tried them, but we have not. We
should as soon think of filling our pan with wood warblors as to make a meal of them. The good
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the ^//(fos#ow)i>Kr especially being among the most brilliantly colored fishes
known; the sexual differences are often great, the females being as a rule

and more speckled or barred than the males. Most of them prerunning water, where they lie on the bottom concealed under
stones, darting, when frightened or hungry, with great velocity, for a
short distance, by a powerful movement of the fan-shaped pectorals, then
stopping as suddenly. They rarely use the caudal fin in swimming, and
they are seldom seen moving or lloating freely in the water like most
When at rest they support themselves on their expanded ventrals
fishes.
and anal fin. All of them can turn the head from side to side, and they
frequently lie with the head in a curved position or partly on one side of
the bodj'. The species of Ainmocri/pia, and perhaps some of tlie others,
prefer a sandy bottom, where, by a sudden plunge, the fish buries itself
in the sand and remains quiescent for hours at a time, with only its eyes
and snout visible. The others lurk in stony places, under rocks and
weeds. Although more than usually tenacious of vitality, the darters,
from their bottom life, are the first to be disturbed by impurities in the
water. All the darters are carnivorous, feeding chietly on the larva> of
Diptera, and in their way voracious. All are of small size the largest
(Percina rex) reaches a length of 10 inches, while the smallest {Microperca
punctulata) is, next to Elassoma zonatnm, the smallest spiny-rayed
fish known, barely attaining the length of an inch and a half.
In Europe no Etheostomiiuv are found, their place being filled by the
genus Ziiujel (Asjiro), which bears a strong resemblance to the American
forms, a resemblance which may be a clue as to the origin of the latter.
The other European genera are Perca, Lucioperca, a near ally of Stizostedlon,
Gymnocephahis (Jcerhia), and Percarina. The separation of the Ethcostomimv into genera is a matter of much difficulty as the structural differences are small, the individual variations great, and the gradations very
perfect. We have, hitherto, been disposed to unite them all in one genus,
but to do so tends to obscure the relations of the species. Dr. Boulenger *
dull in color
fer clear

;

man goes a fishing not for "pot luck," but to let escape "the Indian within him." The,Iohnny
has all that ardeut desire for perfect freedom that is supposed to be native to this ctmtineut.
Unless all appearance of captivity be concealed in a well-kept aciuarium he will quickly lie on the
bottom, dead. Here, at the beginning (for much as we may regret the fact, the death of some
individual must precede our acquaintance with the group, and even to some extent with the
individual himself), we observe two noteworthy facts, the tish in dying does not turn over, and
does not rise to the surface. On diBsectiou, we find that the air bladder is only rudimentary,
being structurally but not functionally present, a distinction not without meaning in these days
of evolutionary hypotheses. If our tank be so arranged that the conditions arc nearly natural,
there being an abundance of stones and weeds on the bottom, our Johnnies will cheerfully live
with us and we shall be ready to study their individual peculiarities. Kor it must be known
that while all fish are fish, they are so only as all men are men. The children of one family are
not more unlike one another than the fishes of one brood might be if the sickly ones anil the lazy
ones were as carefully guarded as are ours. As it is, they have their individuality. One is constantly darting over and among the stones, never resting, moving his head from side to side when
his body is for a moment still. Another will lie for hours motionless under a stDue, moving only
for a few inches when pushed out with a stick.
Tliese peculiarities of temperament are important factors in the problem of life, and from such differences under varying conditions, may have
resulted forms which wo now designate as different species. "The Johnny Darters," Jordan it Copeland, Amer. Nat., 1870.
*Dr. Boulenger gives the following synopsis of the genera of Percidie
Head with the muciferous cavities moderately or feebly developed above and on the sides;
:

I.

dorsal fins distinct.
A. Body more or less compressed.
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them in 8 genera. We are unable, however, to stop with that
number of divisions. If they are not all placed in one genus each strucplaces

must stand

tural type

as a genus

by

itself.

{Perclda', part, Giinther, Cat.,

1,58-78, 1859.)
/.

Pseudobranchite well developed; preopercle serrate, the teeth on its lower margin autrorse;
branchiostegals 7; no anal papilla; premaxillaries protractik'; skull not especially cavernous;

LUCIOPEUCIN.'E

mouth

large, terminal.

;

Canine teeth on jaws and palatines; body elongate.
h. Ventral fins well separated, the distance between them equal to the width of their

<i.

base; spines of second dorsal

and anal very

feeble, closely appressed to the soft

Stizostedion, 463.

rays; dorsal fins well separated; canines strong.
Percin'.?;:
((«.

Canine teeth none; body oblong; ventral

fins

near together; mouth large.

Perca, 464.

IL Etheostomin.t::
Pseudobranchire imperfect or wanting; preopercle entire or nearly so; branchiostegals 6; anal
papilla usually present; pyloric cteca 2 to 6; supraoccipital crest low or wanting; fishes of
small
c.

size, all

American.

Parietal region of skull rather depressed, not .strongly convex in transverse section,
^-shaped in section; bones of skeletonratherslender and thin; vertebrae 38 to 44.

—

Cranium broad between the

d.

like,

eyes; premaxillaries not protractile; snout conic, pig-

projecting beyond the inferior mouth; veutrals separated by an interspace

equal to the width of their base;

ventral line with a series of enlarged scales

leaving a naked strip; dorsal spines numerous (13 to 15); gill membranes separate; scales small; vertebra: 23 + 21
44; size largest of the darters.

which

fall

=

Percina, 465.
dd.

Cranium not broad between the

eyes;

mouth

less

inferior, the

snout not

much

projecting,
e.

Body not hyaline nor extremely elongate,
by

its

surface almost entirely covered

scales.

Premaxillaries not protractile, free only at the

'.

sides,

the skin of the pre-

maxillaries in front, firmly connected mesially witli that of the fore-

head, with no cross groove between; anal

fin

always large, rarely

smaller than second dorsal.

1.

8) branchiostegals; maxillary large, exposed, free behind;
premaxillaries protractile; preopercle serrated.
1. Perca.
canine teeth; ventrals close together.
More or less enlarged canine teeth; ventrals separated by an interspace at least equal
2. Luciopkrca.
the width of their base.
to
Six branchiostegals; maxillary small, its upper border if free, entirely or nearly
entirely slipped under the preorbital.

Seven (exceptionally

No

%

2.

a. Maxillary free from preorbital.
a. Premaxillaries free only at the sides.
3. Percina.
Ventrals separated by an interspace equal to the width of their b.ase.
Veutrals separated by an interspace considerably less than the width of their base.
4. Etiieostoma.
p. Premaxillaries protractile, entirely free from the skin of the snout.
Ventrals separated by an an interspace nearly equal to the width of

their base.
5.

Ventrals narrowly separated.
b. Maxillary adnate to preorbital; ventrals narrowly separated.
B.

Body

7.

BnLKil.^OMA.
I'i.hcentka.

Diplesium.

somewhat

depressed.
upper border slipping under the preorbital; body translucent.

Maxillary exposed, its
8. Ammockypta.
Premaxillaries protractile.
Premaxillaries free only at the sides.
9. Crystallauia.
b. Maxillary covered by preorbital; premaxillaries free only at the sides.
10. AspRO.
Head with very largo muciferous cavities above and on the sides.
11. Percahina.
Two dorsals; maxillary exposed, free behind.
12. Aceeina.
Dorsals united; maxillary covered by preorbital.
a.

rr.

cylindrical or

6.

Jordan and Evermann.
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fins well separated,

the interspace about equal to

lUi'J

wiiltli

of

their base.

Middle line of belly with more or less enlarged, caducous plates,
which are shed at certain seasons, leaving a naked strip.

A.

Middle

Wi.

line of belly

IIadropteuus, 466.
with small, persistent scales like those of

sides.
jr.

Hypoiiomis, 467.

Premaxillaries protractile, a groove separating them from the skin of the
I'nrehead, rarely crossed by a narrow freuum in one species
(shmnardi)
i.

Anal spines

2, both well developed, the
second rarely obsolete.

first

usually the longer, the

Maxillary normal, free from the preorbital, except at base; vomer
usually with teeth.

.;.

A-.

Anal

rather large, scarcely smaller thau second dorsal;
small; belly naked or with caducous

fin

mouth not very

membranes

plates, at least anteriorly; gill

nected, ventral fins well separated.
kk:

Anal

fin short and small, much smaller than second dorsal;
mouth small; belly covered with ordinary scales; gill
membranes broadly connected across the isthmus; ven-

tral fins inserted close together.
Ulocentr.4, 469.
Maxillary adnate to the preorbital for most of its length, and
therefore nearly immovable; mouth very small, inferior; no
teeth on vomer; ventral fins close together.
Diplesion, 470.

Si.

a.

scarcely con-

Cottogastek, 4C8.

Anal spine
small,

single, obscure; dorsal spines usually 9, slender; anal fin

much

shorter than soft dorsal; ventral fins well separated.

BOLEOSOMA, 471.
ee.

Body extremely elongate, hyaline,
lateral line complete;

subterete, the belly mostly naked;

head long, pointed;

gill

membranes somewhat

united.
/.

//.

Premaxillaries not protractile, free only at the sides; dorsal spines
14;
anal fin large, with 1 spine; scales very small. Crtstallaria, 472.

Premaxillaries protractile; dorsal spines 7 to

Anal spine

111.

11.

single; anal nearly as large as second dorsal; vertebra;

41 to 44; bones of skeleton very thin.

mm. Anal

spines 2; anal fin small,

much

•

Ammocrypta,

473.

smaller than second dorsal.
Ioa, 474.

cc.

Parietal region of skull not depressed,
section, thus,

n

more or

less

strongly convex in cross-

premaxillaries never protractile belly covered with ordinary scales; veutrals inserted close together; anal fin rather small, of 7 to 9
;

;

soft rays, notably smaller

than second dorsal, usually with 2

.opines; vertebra;

31 to 36, the bones rather firm,
n. Lateral line developed, at least anteriorly;
o.

dorsal spines 8 to 14.

Lateral line straight; body rather robust.
p.

Head naked above.
q.

Dorsal fins large, usually with more than 7 spines.
Etheo.stoma, 475

fjq.

pp.
00.

Dorsal fins small, A'I-10.

Head completely

Alvarius, 476.

scaled above.

'

Psyuhkomaster, 477.

Lateral line with a slight arch running high anteriorly; dorsals well
separateil;

body slender.

Head scaled above.
rr. Head naked above.

Copelandellis, 478.

r.

nn. Lateral line

wholly wanting;

br» 14 -f- 16 = 30.

Boleichthvs, 479.
fins all

very short, only 6 dorsul spines; verteSIiCROPERCA, 480.
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The following are the numbers of the vertebrae in species of Perddwas
given by Jordan & Eigenmann and by Boulenger:

+ 24 = 39
+ 20 = 36
15 + 21 = 30
16 + 19 = 35
15 + 21=36

fluviatilis

22

-f

19

= =

41

Etheostoma maculatum

Perca flavescens

22

+

19

=

=

41

Boleichthys f'usiformis

16

Lucioperca volgensis
Lucioperca saudra

22

+ 21

=

:43

25

-(-

21

=

=

46

Stizostediou vitreum

25

+ 21

= =

40

Zingcl asper

=

44

13

=

46

Microperca punotulata

Percarina doniidofRi

+ 24
22 + 26
14 + 19

Etheostoma variatum
Etheostoma lepidum
Etheostoma whipplii
Etheostoma flabellare

=

=

33

Cottogaster cupelandi

Acerina cernua
Percina caprodes

15

=

=

34

23

=

--44

Boleosoma camurum
Boleosoma nigrum

=

=

Perca

20

Zingi'l ziugel

Hadropterus aspro

+ 19
+ 21
19 + 23

Hadroptei'us evides

18

Hadropterus phoxocephalus. 19

=

42

+ 22 = 40
+ 20: 39
=

Hadropterus scierus

18+22: = 40

Etheostuma zonale

10

463.

+ 23

=

15

+ 20 = 33

+ 10 = 30
+ 20 = 38
17 + 21=38
14

18

Diplesion blennioides

+ 22 = 37
+ 23 = 38
19 + 23 = 42

Ammoorypta

23

+

21

+ 20 = 41

15

Ulocentra siraotera

15

pellucida

Amraocrypta vivax

21

= 44

39

STIZOSTEDION,*

Rafmesque.

(American Pike Perches.)
Stiaostedion,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 23, 1820, {salmonea).
KAFiNESgUE, Iclith. Ohiensis, 23, 1820, {iiigropunclata; mythical).

Pomacampsi.':,

Oynoperca, Gill

& Jordan,

Slizostedium or Stizostethium,

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mas., x, 44, 1877, (caiiadense).

amended

spelling.

Head subconical, long.
back broad.
Cheeks, opercles, and top of the head more or less scaly. Mouth large,
the jaws about equal; premaxillaries protractile, little movable. Teeth
Gill
in villiform bauds, the jaws and palatines with long, sharp canines.
Body elongate,

fusiform, the

rakers slender, strong;

gill

membranes

separate.

Preopercle serrated,

the serifB below turned forward; operele with 1 or more spines, terminations of radiating stri;v. Dorsal fins well separated, the first with 12 to
15 spines, the second

with 17 to 21

soft rays; last dorsal spine not erectile,

bound down by membranes; anal spines 2, slender, closely appressed to
the soft rays, which are rather long, 11 to 14 in number. Ventral fins
well separated, the space between them equal to their base ventral spine
;

slender, closely appressed to the soft rays.
lateral line continuous.

oped.

Pyloric coeca 3 to

Two

;

Pseudobranchiie well develspecies, differing considerably from each

Branchiostegals
7.

Scales small, strongly ctenoid
7.

*The genus StiMstedirtn is closely related to the European genus Lucioperca, Cuvier (type Perca
From Lucioperca, however, it ditTers sufficiently in the wide-set ventrals and in the
we.ak develoimiont of the anal and ventral spines, which are closely approxiniated to the soft rays.
The dorsals in I.iniopfrca are slightly connected. The name Lucioperca, according to Boulenger,
"should date from the first edition of the Regne Animal, 1817, when Cuvier (p. 295) does use the
Latin name [as well as the French plural Le» Sandres''] ('ce qui leurafait donner le noni de
Ivcio-perca'') although indirectlj' and without a capital."
(Boulenger, Pror. Zoiil. Soc. Lond.,
1892, 411.)
But, as Dr. Gill has shown, this is too great a strain on the words of Cuvier, wlio
"simply stated a historical fact and did not fornuil.ate a nomenclatural proposition." In other
words, Cuvier states that the name Luciopcrra was used by Gesner, luit to the genus to which
Gesner's Lucioperca belongs he supplies only the French name " Les SaudreK," and Lucioperca can
only date from its use by Fleming, Phil, of Zoiil., 394, 1822. Since that time, the names Sandat,
Cloquet, 1827; Sandnix, Stark, 1828, and Si-hilus, Krynicki, 1832, have been applied to the typo of
Lucioperca.
See Boulenger, I. c, and Gill, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1894, 123, for discussions of tho
relationships and nomenclature of the Pike Perches.
lucioperca, L.).

'
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Large, carnivorous fishes of the fresh waters of North America.
" the name means pungent throat,"
arijOioi', a little l)rea8t
according to Eafinesqne the substitution of stecUon for stcthion apparently
suggested by the name Peristedion.)
other.

{ariC,ia),

to prick

;

;

;

Stizostedion

:

Pyloric coica

a.

b.

3, subequal, each as long as the stomach; soft dorsal long, its base
J Bhorter
than spinous dorsal, uf about 20 soft rays.
Cheeks and upper surface of head sparsely scaled; body somewhat compressed; a black
lilotch on last dorsal spines; no black blotch on base of pectoral; second dorsal
simply mottled.
vitreum, 1413.

Cynoperca (kvmv, dog;
ott.

wepxr/ perch):

Pyloric cieca unequal, 4 of

them

of moderate length,

others 1 to 3 in number, smaller and variable,

c.

much

shorttT than stomach, the

some or all of them sometimes wanting

;

soft dorsal shorter, its base 34 shorter than spinous dorsal, of about 17 soft rays.
Cheeks and upper surface of head more or less closely scaled; body terete; no black
blotch on last dorsal spines; a black blotch at base of pectoral; second dorsal with
rows of dark spots.
canadense, 1414.

Subgenus STIZOSTEDION.
1413.

(Wall-eyed Pike

;

STIZOSTEDION VITREUM

Pike Perch

;

Dory

;

(Mitchill).

Glasseye Yellow Pike
White-eye.)
;

;

Blue Pike

;

Jack Salmon

;

Head 3| depth about 44 eye shorter than snout, 4^ to 5 in head. D.
XII to XVI, 19 to 21; A. II, 12 to 14; scales 10-110 to 132-25, 83 to 95
pores. Body slender, becoming compressed with age, the back more
arched than in Stizostedion canadense. Cheeks and upper surface of head
nearly naked. Dorsal spines high, more than half length of head; dorsal
fins well separated, the interspace between them greater than diameter
;

;

of eye, the last dorsal spine scarcely erectile; soft dorsal nearly as long
anal longer than high. Pyloric coeca 3, rather long.
as spinous dorsal
Dark olive, finely mottled with brassy, the latter color forming indistinct oblique lines
sides of head more or less vermiculated
lower jaw
;

;

;

and lower

pinkish spinous dorsal with a large
jet-black blotch on the membrane of the last 2 or 3 spines, otherwise
nearly plain; second dorsal and caudal mottled olive and yellowish;
base of pectoral dusky, without distinct black blotch. Great Lake
region, Upper Mississippi, north to Assiniboia, east to Vermont and Pennsylvania, south to Georgia and Alabama, especially common northward:
an abundant and valued food-fish, reaching a length of 3 feet and a
weight of 10 to 20 pounds, (vitrciis, glassy, from the large eye.)
flesh colored

Perca

ritrea,

;

belly

fins

;

Mitchill, Supp. Amer. Month. Magazine,

ii,

247, 1818,

Cayuga Lake,

New

York.
Perca salinonea,* Kafinesque, Amer. Month. Magazine, v, 354, 1818,

Ohio River.

Perca {Poiuaeampsis) niijropunclata, Rafinesqite, Ichth. Ohiensis, 23, 1820, mytliical; on a draw-

ing by Audubon, not intended to represent any

fish.

* The name salmoneum has been apjilied to the so-called "Blue Pike" originally described
from the Ohio Kiver, but more common in the Great Lakes, particularly (Hitario and Erie. It
is smaller and deeper in body than the ordinary vitremn and different in color, but it is not
likely that any permanent distinctions exist, this species, as usual among fresh-water fishes,
varying largely with the environment and with age.
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CuviER & Valenciennes,

hucUypei-ca aniericana,

GlTNTHER, Cat.,
Stizostedmm rilreum,
Lucioperca

I,

Poiss., ii, 122, 1828,

New

York:

74, 1859.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Boulenger,

vitrea,

Hist. Nat.

Museum.

Cat.,

Subgenus
1414.

Synopsis, 525.

55.

i,

CYNOPERCA,

Gill

A-

Jordan.

STIZOSTEIUOX ('AN.Vl)KXSE
(Sauger

;

(Smith).

Sand Pike.)

Head 'Si depth 4* to 6; eye 5 in head. D. XI to XV-I, 17 to lit; A. II,
11 or 12; scales 9-100 to 125-27; pores in lateral line, 80 to 95; vertebra;
;

+ 22;

pyloric ccuca 4 to 7, unequal in length. Body elongate, more
than in Stizostcdion vitrenm, the flesh more translucent; head
depressed, pointed opercular spines variable. Olive gray, sides brassy
or orange, with dark mottliugs, more distinct in the young, which are
sharply marked flrst dorsal with 2 or 3 rows of round, black spots, no
black blotch on last spines; second dorsal with 3 irregular rows of dark
spots a large black blotch on base of pectoral caudal dusky and yellowish. Northeastern North America, from Pennsylvania to Tennessee,
Arkansas, and the Upper Missouri, especially abundant northward;
a smaller fish than S. ritreum and of much less value as food. The typical
canadense is from the St. Lawrence region, much less widely distributed
than the variety (jriseum, from which it differs in having the opercles and
bones of the head considerably rougher, the number of the opercular
spines (which are merely the free ends of the striie) increased, aud the
head more closely aud extensively scaled.
23

terete

;

;

;

;

Lucioperca canadensis, C. H.

Smith MS. in Griffith's edition of Cuvier's Regno Animal,
Boulenger, Cat., i, 54.

275, pi. 1, 1834, Canada;
Slizostedium canadense, Jordan

&

Gilbert, Synopsis,

52fi,

Fishes,

1883.

Represented in the Great Lake region and southwestward to Kentucky
and Arkansas by
1414a.

STIZOSTEDION CANADENSE GBISEUM

(Sauger; Sand Pike; Gray Pike

;

(DeKay).

Pickering.)

This is the common Sand Pike or Sauger of the Great Lake region and
southwestward. It differs from the typical canadense chiefly in the
smoother opercles and head bones, the fewer opercular spines, and the
The two need fuller comparison and
less complete scaling of the head.
may prove to be distinct species, but this is unlikely. Length 10 to 18
{griseus, gray.)

inches,
Lucioperca

fjrisea,

DeKay, New York Fanna;

Lucto2)erca pepimw,

Fishes,

1!),

1842.

Estes iu Hallock's Sportsman's Gazetteer,

New
.322,

York.
1877,

Lake Pepin.

(Coll.

D. C. Estes.)

1414b.

This

is

STIZOSTEDION CANADENSE BOREIM

(Girard).

the form found in the Upper Missouri Basin, aud dift'ers from
the more slender head, which has -i snake-like aspect.

(/nseuj/i chiefly in

{boreus, northern.)
Lucioperca horea, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1857, 201,

Fort Sarpi, Nebraska.

Jordan and Evermann.

464.
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(Artedi), LinuM'us.

(RiVEU Pekcii.)
Verca (Artedi) Linn;eus, Systema Xatur.i?, Ed. x, 1758,
Epitrachys, SciiULZE, Journ. Ber. Ver.

Magdeburg, 1889,

i,

and Kd.

xii,

l,

481, 1750, (JlwinlUit.)

209, {JInviuUlit).

somewhat compressed, the back elevated. Cheeks scaly;
the operculum armed with a single spine preopercle and shoulder girdle serrated
preopercle with retrorse, hooked
serrations below. Mouth moderate, terminal premaxillaries protractile
teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines no canine teeth.
Branchiostegals 7.
Gill membranes separate
pseudobranchiaj small,
but perfect; no anal papilla. Scales rather small, strongly ctenoid,
lateral line complete, the tubestraight and not extending to the extremity
Bodj^ oblong,

opercles mostly naked

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the scale. Dorsal fms entirelj' separate, the first of 12 to 16 spines
anal fin with two slender spines, well separated from the soft rays; ventral spines well developed, the ventral fins near together; caudal emarginate air bladder present. Pyloric creca3; vertobrie very numerous,
21
20 or 21
41 or 42. Fresh waters of northern regions three closelyrelated species now known Pcrca fti(viatilis in Europe, P. schi-eiikii in
Asia, and P. ftavescens in North America. This genu:; has long been considered the type of the spiny-rayed fishes, and in many systems it has
been placed first in the series of fishes. Perca is, how^ever, a comparatively recent and somewhat aberrant type, and in no sense entitled to be
regarded either as the first or the center of the spiny-rayed series. The
great group of Percoidea occupies in some sense a central position among
the Acanthopterygii and the characteristic spinous armature is here most
typical in character. But the genus Perca is neither central nor typical
among the Percoidea. That position is more properly to be assigned to
Epinephelus. {nepKij, Perca, the ancient name of Perca Jiiiviatilis, from
TvipKor, dusky.)
;

+

=

;

1415.

(Yellow Perch

;

PERCA FLAVESCENS

American Perch

;

(Mitchill).

Ringed Perch

;

Raccoon Perch.)

Head 3i; depth 3J. D. XIII to XV-II, 13 to 15 A. II, 7 or 8 scales
7-74 to 88-17, 54 to 62 with pores.
Back highest at origin of spinous
;

;

which is more or less behind insertion of pectoral profile convex
from dorsal to occiput, thence concave anteriorly, the snout projecting,
a little longer than eye. Mouth somewhat oblique, maxillary not quite
reaching opposite middle of orbit. Gill rakers x
15, the longest k to
t length of branchial filaments. Cheeks closely scaled throughout, the
scales imbricated
opercular strite and rugosities on top of head well
marked. First anal spine longer than first dorsal spine; first dorsal
spine inserted above or a little behind base of pectoral. PseudobranchitB
quite small.
Gill rakers stout, shortish.
Back dark olivaceous: sides
golden yellow; belly pale; sides with 6 or 8 broad, dark bars, which
extend from the back to below the axis of the body lower fins largely
red or orange; upper fins olivaceous with or without a distinct black
dorsal,

;

+

;

;

;
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spot on anterior or posterior part of spinous dorsal. Length 1 foot.
Fresh waters of the eastern United States, chiefly northward and eastward abundant in the Great Lalvcs and in coastwise streams from Nova
;

Scotia to Nortli Carolina,

common

in the tributaries of the

upper Missis-

Iowa and Minnesota, west to the Dakotas unknown
from central Ohio southwest abundant in the lakes of northern Indiana;
sippi, especiallj^ in

;

;

not known from the Ohio River or the lower Missouri. A familiar, handsome, and active iish of fair quality as food, the flesh not rich in flavor.
(flavescens, yellowish.)
Perca americana, Schranck, Abh. Privalgos. Olierdoutsrhland,
aincricana,

1702,

i,

America,

(not Perca

Gmelin, 17s8); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 524, 1883.

Morone Jtavescens, Mitchili,, Kept. Fish. N. Y., 18, 1814, near New York City.
CentrojMmiis liUeits, Rafinesque, Precis des Decouvertes Somiologiques, 19, 1814, Pennsylvania,
probably.
Perca notata, Bafinesque, Amer. Monthly Mag., Jan., 1818, 205,
Clinton.)

Lake

Erie.

(Coll.

Gov. DeWitt

& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 47, 1828, New York.
Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 48, pi. ix, 1828, New York.
Perca acuta, CuviEK & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., il, 49, pi. x, 1828, Lake Ontario.
Perca gracilis, CvviETi. & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 50, 1828, Skaneateles Lake,
Perca serralogranidata, Cuvier

Perca grannlata, Cuvieb

New

&.

York.

Bodiamts JJacescens, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Philos. See. N. Y., 1815, 421.

Perca flarencens, Cuvier
1859,

Boulenger,

& Valenciennes,

Perca fluviatilii flavescens,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Ii,

46, 1828;

and of authors generally.
Steindachner, Sitzgber, Ak. Wien, lxxviii,

Cat.,

i,

Gi'Nther, Cat.,

i,

59,

48,

465.

PERCINA,

1878, 24.

Haldeman.

(Log Perches.)
Percina,

Pileoma,

Haldeman, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., viii, 1842, 330, {nebulosa).
I)E Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 16, 1842, {semifasciatum}.

A.tproperca,

Heckel, Cauestrini, Systenia der Percoiden,

Body elongate,

311, 1860,

(r.ebra).

slightly compressed, covered with small, ctenoid scales;

ventral line with enlarged plates, which fall oft",
leaving a naked strip. Head depressed, rather pointed, the mouth being
small and inferior, overlapped by a tapering, subtruncate, pig-like snout;
upper jaw not iirotractile. Maxillary small, exposed. Teeth on vomer
and palatines. (4111 membranes scarcely connected. Dorsal fins well
separated, the first the larger, of 13 to 15 spines the second dorsal rather
Lateral line continuous

;

;

longer than the anal, which has two spines, the first of which is usnall}^
the shorter. Pectorals symmetrical, rounded, or bluntly pointed, their
rays 14 or 15, their spines moderate; ventral fins well separated, the
interspace about equal to their base. Air bladder and pseudobranchiie
Vertebrte (P. cajirodcs) 23-}- 21
44.
General

present, rudimentary.*

=

*So far as the cranium is concerned, Perca is probably nearer Percina than either is to StizosteComparing the skull of Percina with that of Perca, we find that in the former the bones
of the skull above are much smoother; the ridges and grooves of the frontal, parietal, and mastoid
regions conspicuous in Perca, are nearly obsolete in Percina. The tube-like pores on the frontal
bones, conspicuous in Perca, are barely visible in Percina.
Parietals and supraoccij ital with
radiating strife, more regular than in Perca, the ridges lower and less sharp.
Frontal region
narrower than in Perca, and less depressed. Supraoccipital bone larger than in Perca, its crest
very much smaller, not rising to level of occiput.
Sutures of skull more distinct than in Perca,
Skull in profile less convex at occiput, more elevated between eyes.
Post-temporal in Percina trifurcate, the forks slender, the posterior part without rerration ; its
form similar to that of Perca, Scapula L'Sliapcd, thinner and weaker than in Perca; its edge
dion.

Jordan and Evermann.
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pattern of coloratiou olivaceous, with dark vertical bands alternatly
long and short. Size, largest of the darters, ajjproaching that of Aapro,
to which genus it is more nearly related than the other darters
diminutive of Perca. )
a.

aa.

Body deep; the depth more than | the length; body with orange shades in
Body subterete, the depth not more than J the length; no orange shades

life,

are.

(A

rex, 1416.

in life.

CAl'RODES, 1417.

U16. PEKCIXA REX,

Jordan

& Evermann.

Head 3| depth 4i;. D. XIV-15; A. II, 11; scales 11-83 to 85-19, 5
rows of small scales on cheek. Body elongate, little compressed, the
form more robust than in Perciita caprodes, the back more elevated head
stouter, the snout more acuminate, and the mouth a little larger than in
the head similarly formed.
P. caprodes
Opercles and nape closely
scaled breast naked gill membranes nearly separate pseudobranchiae
very small median scales on ventral line moderately enlarged. Fins
higher than in P. caprodes, the longest ray of the soft dorsal slightly
more than half head. Adult, in spirits, mottled green above, yellowish
below 4 dark cross blotches on back about 10 roundish dark blotches
on sides, these almost confluent into a band a small black spot at base
of caudal no trace in young or old of parallel cross bands on side of
back, the young with the back covered with zigzag markings, the sides
with 10 short, vertical, inky black blotches about as high as the eye
second dorsal and caudal in adult yellowish, with oblique cross stripes
of black spots first dorsal yellowish, mottled, with a median dusky
;

;

\

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

not serrate. Foramen of hypercoracoid much larger than in Perca. Pelvic bones proportion,
Uest of skeleton essentially as in Pcrcfi; number of
ately shorter and broader than in Perca.
44.
Lower pharyngeals triangular-elliptical, with large teeth.
vertebr*, 23
21
As compared with the other darteis, the skull of Percitia is much broader between the eyes;
the parietal bones are more strongly ridged, the sutures more distinct, the top of the cranium
beyond the eyes more depressed, and the supraoccipital crest more developed than in most of the
others.
In all these respects Percina is intermediate between Perca on the one hand, and the
extreme forms, Ammocrypta and Microperca, on the other.
Tlie other darters form two irregular lines, the one with depressed cranium, and slenderer
bones, culminating in Ammocrypta; the other having the cranium more convex transversely, the
bones firmer and smooth, and the vertebne fewer in number. This group seems to culminate

+

=

in Microperca.
So far as the skeletons are concerned, wo seem to be justified in the following inferences:
1. The Etheoslominie are near allies of the Percinse, and should not form a separate family.
2. They are among themselves closely related, and the extreme forms are so connected by
intermediate forms that they might with no great violence to nature be regarded as forming a
single genus.
This is the largest in
3. The species nearest allied to the typical Percinee is Percitia caprodes.
size, and of the others in general those smallest in size are most aberrant in structure.
4. Those species which have usually been grouped together on external characters agree in
general in regard to the skeleton.
5. As most of the skeletal characters change by degrees, none of them is of much use in
defining genera.
6. These skeletal characters apparently of most importance are in the structure of the mouth,
the breadth of the frontal region (Percinti), the number of vertebrie, and the outline of the
transverse section of the skull across the parictals, whether ^ ^ as in Holcosoma, etc., or 0> *8
in Elheoxtoma.
The prolongations of the frontals in Etheostoina jiabellare and in Hadropleiiis
phoxorephahfx and its shortness in Ellieoalonia r.onale seem to l)e purely specific charactere. The
development of the nearly obsolete supraoccipital crest, the distinctness of the sutures, and the
sculpture of the parietala are features which offer no basis for trenchant division, except, perliaps, as distinguishing Percina from all the others.
7. As defined liy skeletal characters alone, we may distinguish Percina, EOtenstoma, Microperca.
and perhaps Dipleaion and Ammocrypta from the rest as a distinct genera. The other groups, if
Jordan Aretained, must be separated from these and from each other by other characters.
Eigenmamt, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., ISSo, 71.

—

F.N. A.

66
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band; pectorals yellow, banded with olive; anal faintly spotted with
black. In life the adult example was olive green, straw color below
back with 5 obscure, dusky, cross blotches 9 obscure, dark, olive cross
blotches on sides; a small, dark, caudal spot; snout and nape dashed
with orange cheeks yellow first dorsal pale olive, with darker olive
spots at base; a broad band of brilliant orange toward margin, the
edge dusky; soft dorsal and caudal light yellow, with bands of black
spots anal pale yellow, with 2 rows of olive spots pectorals and venventrals edged with orange. The smaller
trals yellow, with olive spots
specimen had the dark blotches on side inky black, the back more
sharply mottled, and the orange on dorsal very faint. Length of type
5i inches. Two specimens of this species were taken in swift water iu
the Roanoke River, near the city of Roanoke, Virginia. A splendid fish,
probably the largest of all the darters, looking like a Liiciopei'ca, {rex,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

king.)
Jordan & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 357, pi. xlv, fig. 9, Roanoke
near Roanoke, Virginia. (Type, No. 39858. Colls. Jordan, Evermanu and

Etheostoma rex,

River,
Jenkins.)

Percina rex, Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

1417.

59.

PERCINA CAPRODES

(Log Perch*; Rockfish

Head

4 to 4|;

XVII-12

to 17

;

;

(Rafinesque).

Hog Molly; Hogflsh.)

D. XIII to
9-90 to 95-15, pores 76 to 93. Body
long and pointed, depressed and sloping

depth 5 to 6i; eye li in snout, 4 in head.
A,

II, 9 to 12; scales

elongate, compressed.

Head

above. Mouth small, quite inferior, the maxillary not reaching to the
front of the eye. Cheeks, opercles, and nape scaly (the nape naked in var.
zebra); chest naked. Fins rather low. Middle line of belly with a row
of enlarged caducous scales pectoral about as long as head anal spines
feeble, subequal, or the second the longer; caudal truncate; vertebne
;

;

+ 21^44. Color yellowish green, or yellow, with about 15 transverse
dark bands from the back to the belly, these usually' alternating with
shorter and fainter ones, which reach about to the lateral line a black
spot at the base of the caudal; fins barred. Length 6 to 8 inches. Great

23

;

*The Log Perch is the giant of the family, the most of a fish, and therefore the least of a
Its hue is pale olive, silvery below,
It may be readily known by its zebra-like colors.
darker above. On this ground color are about 15 black vertical bars or incomplete rings, alternating with as many shorter bars which reach only halfway down the side. The hindmost
bar forms a mere spot on the base of the tail, and there are many dots and speckles on the tins.
The body is long and blender, spindle-sbaped, and firm and wiry to the touch. The head is flat
on top and tapers into a flat-pointed snout which is sijuared off at the end like the snout of a
From
pig, and this resemblance is heightened by the form of the small mouth underneath it.
Tliis is a translation of the older
this pig-like snout has come the scientific name caprodes.
name of "hogfish," which Rafinesque heard applied to it in his time and which is still used in
the same regions.
Percina reaches a length of IJ or 8 inches and it may readily be cauglit on a
small hook baited with a worm. We often meet an urchin with two or three of them strung
through the gills on a forked stick along with "red-eyes," "stone toters," "hornyheads,"
and other "boys' fish.". Wc find PeniHa usually in rapid and rather deep water. We rarely
find them small enough for ordinary aquarium purposes; and the living specimen before us,
though wonderfully quick and graceful in its movements, has shown little that is noteworthy,
save his courage, his fcmdness for angleworms, and a possible disposition to bury himself in the
sand.
There is somc'tliing in the e.xpressioii uf his face, as he rests on liis "hands and feet"
on a stone, that is nrjiarkably liiiard-like, suggesting the Blue-tailed Skink {Eumeces fascialtis).
darter.

—Jordan

d;

Copeland, 1676.

/ordan and Evermann.
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Lakes and streams of the south and west from Quebec to Lake Superior
and Iowa and south to Mississippi and the Rio (irande, chiefly in swift
gravelly streams of some depth, not in brooks; a large darter, readily
taking the hook, and abundant in most localities. (/caTrpor, pig eI^oc^
;

resemblance.)
Srhina raprodes, Rafinesque, Auier. Month. Mag., 1818,

H.tLDEMAN, Journ. Ac. Nat.

IWciiia nebiilosa,

Sci.

.534,

Ohio River.
3,30, Susquehanna Piver,

Phila., 1842,

Pennsylvania.

De K.^y, N.
Westport, N. Y.

I'ileoma semi/ascinlnni,

plain, at

Y. Fauna: Fishes, 16,

pi. r,0,

fig.

162, 1842,

Perciud himiiaihiiii, IIai.deman, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1844, 157,

Pennsylvania.
Pileoma carbonaria, Baird & GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
Medina; San Pedro Creek, Texas. (Type, Nos. 740; 742.

Lake Cham-

Susquehanna River,

1853, 387,

Rio Salado; Rio

Coll. Clark;

Keunerly.)

Asproperca zebra, IIeckel, Canestrini, Verh. Ges. Wien., x, 311, 1860.
Eiheosloma caprodes, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 38, 1820; Mcenkkaus,* .Vnier. Nat., 1894, 641,
pi.
Pileotiia

18 and 19.
Hchulom, Vaillant, Recherches, 51, 1873.

Pileoma bimaculala, Vaillant, Recherches, 52, 1873.
Percina cajtrodes,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 499; Boulenger, Cat.

i, .57,

and of writers.

Represented in lakes northward by
1417a.

PEBCINA CAPRODES ZEBRA

(Agassiz).

(Manitou Darter.)

depth 7.
D. Xy-14; A. II, 10: scales 90. Nape always
Lateral black bars short, shorter than in caprodes, not extending
above lateral line these also more or less confluent, about 20 in

Head

4i

;

naked.

much

;

* This paper gives an interesting study in specific variations. The following are some of the
conclusions reached by Mr. Mcenkhaus in regard to individual variation in Percina caprodes:
1. The variation between the specimens of a single locality is very slight.
2. The most complicated color pattern can be connected with the simplest by a series of inter-

mediate stages.
3. The variation in color pattern can not be connected with the latitude inhabited by the
The color variation is determined, but not in a direct line north and south.
different varieties.
4. The simplest color pattern of the body, found only in immature specimens, consists of 9
transverse bars.
5. The simplest color pattern of adults, consists of the 9 bars seen in the young plus half bars
between each two of the primary bars.
These bars are first intro6. The next complication arises by the addition of iiuarter bars.
duced in the region between the two dorsals, from which region variation seems to radiate.
7. Ant)ther complication may be the splitting of the bars into reticulations on the back and
their intensification into larger sjiots along the sides.
XtV, 16 the next, XV, 16 and
8. As to dorsal rays, XV, 15 is the commonest combination,
XVI, 15 the n(!xt, and so on. The largest percent of any combination does not exct ed 21.052.
9. The average number of dorsal spines is 15/g, while the number of spines predominating is

XV.
10.
b<-

The average number of soft dorsal rays is 1'>f^, about the same as the spines— 15 is seen to
number in about 50 per cent of all tlie specimens examined. While 42.11 per cent have

the

XV

and 50.007 per cent have 15 dorsal rays, only 21.05 per cent have a combination
16 rays.
11. It will be seen that the prevailing numbers of dorsal rays occuring in the more northern
streams are XIA', 15. As we go farther south the usual number is XV, 16, and in the most
southern streams the numbers are 15, 16, and 17 spines; thespecimens from Texas are peculiarly
poor in the number of spines.
12. The soft rays do not show the same variation found in the dorsal spines, the number being
The average number of dorsal spines and rays comthe same for localities north and south.
bined oonscqui'Titlv increases with the dorsal spines.
13.
In the anal rays we have, as in the dorsal sjiines, a slight increase in their number from
north to south. The'most common number in the Indiana streams is 10, the number increasing
Moenkhans, I. c.
to 11 and 12 in the most southern specim'jns.
of

dorsal spines,

XV spines and
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a black caudal spot; dorsal and caudal mottled. Lakes of
northern Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin and northward to Lake Superior
the common form in the Great Lakes. The typical zdwa is well distinguished from cajfi'odes, but specimens variously intermediate have been
obtained in Illinois by Dr. Forbes and in the Potomac by Dr. Bean.
from the color.
(zebra, a striped wild horse

number;

;

;

Pileoma zebra, Agassiz, Lake Superior, 308, 1850,

Lake Superior:

Vaillant, Recherclies,

48,

1873, with plates.

Percina vianiton, Jordan, I'roc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877,

o.i,

Lake Manitou, Rochester,

Indiana.
Percina caprodes manUmi,

Jordan

466.

Jt

Gilbert, Syuopsis, 500, 1883.

HADROPTERUS,

Agassiz.

(Black-sided Darters.)
Hadroptfrvs, Agassiz, Aiiier. Jouni. Sci.

and

Arts*, 1854, 305, (nujrofanclalits).

Elheosloma,* Agassiz. Anier. Journ. Sci. and Arts, 1854, 305,

(

•'bleituioides'' (not of

Rafinesqt'E

= aspro),
Alvordius,

Girarp, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1^59, 68, (^maculalns).
Vaillant, Reclierches sur Poissous des Eaux Donees, Etlieostomatina,

Plesioperca,

Ericosmu,
Serraria,

Jordan & Copei.and,
Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

{aticeps).

Bull, x, U. S. Nat. Mus., 8, 1877, (evides).

Nat. Mus., 1884, 205,

{acienix).

Body rather elongate, compressed or not. Mouth rather wide, terminal,
the lower jaw Included, the snout above not protruding beyond the premaxillaries, which are not protractile. Teeth on vomer and usually on
Gill membranes separate or more or less connected.
palatines, also.
Scales small, ctenoid, covering the body. Belly with a median series of
more or less enlarged spinous plates or ctenoid scales, which in most species fall off at intervals, leaving a

and but slightly enlarged

;

naked strip; in some species persistent
head scaly or not lateral line com-

sides of

;

Fins large, the soft dorsal smaller than the spinous or
anal spines 2 (one of them very rarely obsolete) dorsal spines
Ventral t fins more or less widely separated, especially in species

plete or nearly so.

the anal

;

;

10 to 15.

for this group as none of its species was known to
based the genus Etheostoma on caprodes, blennioides, and flabellare.
" by an interspace equal to the width of their
t Tiiis character of the separation of the ventrals
base" was tirst introduced as a generic feature by Dr. Boulenger (Cat. Teleosteau Fishes, i, 45).
It is used by him to separate Percina (= Percina + Alvordius) from Elheosloma (= Etiieoslonui + Hypohoiinis + Serraria + Hadropterus proper + Pwcilichlhya + Boleichtlnjs -j- Alvarius, etc.), in which the
ventrals are said to be "separated by an interspace considerably less than the width of their
base." In like manner B'ilensoma (including Colloyaster) is separated from Ulocentra and Diplesum,
the former having the ventrals widely separated. In Ammocri/pta the interspace is equal to the
width of tlie base. To ascertain the value of ti,jg character we liave, with the assistance of Dr.
*

The name Elheosioma can not be used

Rafinesque,

who

si)ecies of Elheoslowiiuc. We fiud that in the extreme forms, Percina,
Buleosoma. Ammocrijpta on the one hand, the ventrals are widely separated, as stated
On the other hand, in s{iecies related to Etheostoma flabellare and E. cieiuleiim,
they are very close together. Between these extremes, however, we find every gradation. This
character, like other characters, shading off by degrees, and many of thos« specie.'; described by
Dr. Boulenger as having tlie fins close together, would he placed by us rather with the others.
The comparison of the interspace with the width of the b.ase of the fin is not wliolly.satisfactory,
as the base of tlie fins appears broader in the males with enlarged rays and narrower in the
young. In general those species with the most elevated crania have the ventrals nearest
together, a character usually going with small anal fin and sliort first dorsal, excejit among the
allies of Ammocrijpta and Boleosomu,
The Bpecies examined by us may be roughly placed in four

Meek, examined most of the
Crijslallaria,

by Dr. Boulenger.

groups, thus:

Jordan and Evermann.
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Vertebne 39 to 44,19

with caducous plates.

=

+
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23
42 {H. aspro)]
{H. scierus) 19
20
39 {R. phoxocephahis). Parietal region more or less depressed, not strongly convex
supraoccipltal crest usually present, but small. Pyloric
in cross section
C(Bca 2 to 4. Coloration bright often brilliant; sides usually with dark
blotches. The most active and graceful of the darters and many of them
with most attractive coloration. This group exhibits large variation in
minor characters, some of its species approaching very close to those of
EtheostoiiKi, the dividing line between the two genera being somewhat arbitrary.
It seems best not to regard the subdivisions of this group as
18

+ 22=40

18

(//. evides);

+ 22 = 40

+

;

=

;

;

distinct genera, as the characters

degrees.
a.

(('u5p''f,

Mfdiau Hue of

strong

;

which separate them disappear by

Trrepov, &ii.)

cadmous

belly with a series of enlargeil

ventral

])lates,

wliich fall off at

certain intervals leaving a naked strip from breast to vent; preoperole strictly entire;
gill

membranes usually

separate, sometimes somevvbat connected across the isthmus;

ventral fins well separated, the interspace usually not less than the breadth of their
base.

Alvordius
h.

:*

Palatine teeth present; dorsal spines 11 to 15; ventral tins widely separated.
c.

Lower jaw

as long as upper; snout very

narrow and pointed, especially

in the adult;

space between nioirth and gill cleft about 73 length of head; cheeks and 0])ercle8
scaly; lateral blotches small, quadrate; scales small.
phoxocephahs, 1418.
cc.

Lower jaw shorter than upper; snout

less

pointed; distance from

about half head.
Suout longer than eye; head very large and long,

mouth

to gill

cleft

(/.

scales verj' small,

3J/^ in

length, chiefly naked;

about 90; 80 pores; sides with oblong blotches.

MACROCEPHAIUS,

Group A
Percina rex.
Percina caprodes.
Hadropterus aspro,
Hadropterus peltatus.
Hadroptirua ouachitiv.
Iladriiptiius macrocephalus.
Hadrojiterus phoxocephalus.
Hadropterus nigrofasciatus.
Hadropterus roanoka.

Group B

(ventrals widely separated).

Hadropterus scierus.
Cottogaster shumardi.
Cottogaster copelandi.
Cottogaster gilberti.
Cottogaster uranidea.

Boleosoma nigrum.
Boleosoma nigrum olnistedi.
Boleosoma camurum.

TJlocentra histrio.
Etheostoma elegans.
Etheostoma blennius.

Group C
Psychromaster tuscumbia.
Etheostoma obeyense.
Ulocentra simotera.

Group D

loa vitrea.

Ammocrypta
Ammocrypta

pellucida.
pellucida clara.

Boleosoma poriostemone.
Etheostoma swannanoa.

Hypohomus aurantiacus.
Hypohomus cymatota>uia.
Hypohomus sijuamatus.

Crystallaria asprella.

(ventrals well separated, not quite so

Hadropterus evides.
Etheostoma variatum.
Etheostoma zonale.

1419.

much

so as in A).

Ulocentra stigma'a.

Etheostoma thalassinum.
Boleosoma longimanus.

(ventrals rather close together).

Diplesion blennioides.
Microperca punctulata.

Microperca pni'liaris.
Etheostoma squamiceps.

(ventrals vei-y close together, almost touching).

Etheostoma ))ottsii.
Etheostoma whipplii.
Etheostoma flabellare.
Copelandellus ijuiescens.
Etheostoma jessia".
Etheostoma ciieruleuni.
Boleichtliys fusiformis.
EtlieustoMKi iiitilincatuni.
Etheostoma le(iiduiri,
Boleichtliys lusiformis eos.
Etheostoma caMiurum.
Etheostoma cragini.
Etheostoma australe.
Etheostoma maculatum.
In several of these cases, the assignment is almost arbitrary; thus: I[<ulroplerus nigrofasciatus
has the interspace narrower than in Hntlmpleriis axpro, and scarcely wider than in Hadropterus
erides.
biplesivn hleiinwiiles and Pj/xchroiuaxler liiscumlua might be placed in B as properly as in C.

We

conclude that while this character may prove useful in classiticalion, we are unable to use
a large group or genus, Percina, from the still larger and more heterogeneous group,

to separate
Etiteostoma.
it

* Named for General Benjamin Alvord, U. S. Army, a gentleman interested
who discovered "Almrdius maailatus,'' at Fort Gratiot on Lake Huron.

in natural history,

Museum.
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dd.

Snc«t scarcely longer than eye; head shorter, about 4 in length.
e. First dorsal about as liigh as second; scales rather small.
/. Cheeks and opercles entirely naked; sides with dusky shades.
MACULAT'JS, 1420.

Cheeks and opercles more or

/'.

less BC3ly,the

cheeks sometimes naked.

Scales small, about CO to 70; 65 to 75 pores; cliecks with small scales;

g.

opercle with larger ones; line with rounded continent blotches.

ASPEO, 1421.
Scales larger, 50 to 60; 50 to 55 pores.

(/</.

h.

Cheeks and opercles each with some large

scales.

GUNTIIERI, 1422.
kh.

Cheeks naked or with small embedded
some scales.
i.

Body not very

slender, the depth

torals shorter
ii.

Body very

to 5^;^ in length; pec-

5}<^

peltatus, 1423.

than bead.

slender, the depth G to

fii^

in length; pectorals

as long as head.

66.

(ep,

springtime;

Vertebras about

.'57;

aa.

Koa-fidui, to

adorn):

dorsal spines 10 to 12;

membranes

spring; gill
.;'.

;

line of belly

base of

Sekraria

fins

tuberculate in

fins large; coloration ornate,

the male

evides, 1420.

with a series of enlarged and spinous

least posteriorly; ventrals well separated,

k.

male with the lower

separate; ventrals not widely separated; scales moderate.

Cheeks naked; opercles scaly head heavy;
with much blue-black and orange.

Median

onACHiT.T,, 1424.

than second; scales large, 44 to 50; head chiefly naked;
pectorals as long as head; sides barred with deep-blue green in male.
ROANOKA, 1425.

First dorsal lower

ee.

Kbicosma

opercles with

scales;

scales,

which are

but the interspace usually

less

persistent, at

than width of

fin.

{serra,

saw):

Preopercle finely serrated; gill membranes broadly united across isthmus; scales small,

about
/.

70.

Coloration of Hadropterus aspro: yellowish, with diffuse, l)lackish, lateral blotches,

depth 5 to 6 in length.

scierus, 1427.

Hadropterus:
W-.

Preopercle strictly entire; gill

membranes rather narrowly united;

body robust, deep.
Olivaceous, with dark vertical

scales larger, about

60;

in.

liars

;

fins

high; dorsal rays XII-12; depth 5 in

length.

NIGROFASCIATDS, 1428.

Subgenus
1418,

ALVORDIUS,

Girard.

HADROPTERUS PHOXOCEPHALtS

(Nelson).

Head 3j to 4; depth 51 to 6; eye ii in head, about equal to snout.
D. XI or XII-12 to 14 A. II, 8 or 9; scales 12-80 to 85-16, 66 to 71 pores.
Body rather slender, compressed. Head extremely long, narrow, and
tapering, the snout very acuminate. Mouth large, the maxillary reaching to the eye
the lower jaw unusually narrow and long, scarcely
shorter than upper; distance between mouth and gill cleft ^ head. Gill
membranes somewhat connected. Cheeks, opercles, and neck with small
scales; breast naked a strong opercular spine; ventral line with small
caducous shields pectoral shorter than head ventrals widely separated.
Skull more elongate than in H. asjyro, the frontal region very narrow;
parietals more convex in cross section than usual in Hadropterus, no supraoccipital crest; vertebr;e 19 -f 20
39.
Pyloric coeca 2. Color yellowish
brown, but the lateral spots smaller and more numerous than in H. aspro,
;

;

;

;

;

=
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a small blackish spot at each end
Ohio to Iowa, south to Kentucky
sandy rivers; locally common, especially in Arkansas;

quadrate iu form, the hues rather dull
in

a well-marked species, notable for
KscpaXf/, head.)
Etheoslvma phoxoceplialitm. Nelson, Bull.
its tributaries.

Jordan &

Boulengek,

1419.

Head

3i to 4

its

very slender head.

Ills. Miis.

Xat. Hist.,

i, 3.5,

(0of6f,

tapering;

187G, Illinois

River and

(Coll. Nelson.)

Alcordins phoxocephalus,

Percina phoxocephala,

;

Lenojth 6 inches.

of the lateral line.

and Oklahoma;

1031

;

Gii.hebt, Synopsis, 501, 1883.
Cat.,

i,

63.

H.VDBOPTEBUS MACBOCEPHALUS

depth 6 to

7

;

(Cope).

eye ii in head, shorter than snout.

D. XIII

XVI-12 to 14; A. II, 9 to 11 scales 11-88 to 90-16, pores 74 to 83.
Body elongate head longer and more slender than in Hadropterin aspro
maxillary about reaching pupil, 3J in head nape scaly; cheek naked, or
with a few rudimentary scales behind eye; opercle with very small
cycloid scales above, rarely quite naked; breast naked scales on middle
Pectoral
line of belly enlarged and caducous.
Gill membranes separate.
to

;

;

;

;

1| in head; anal spines subequal; ventrals well separated.

Color light

brown 9 black spots on side, confluent, squarish in form, sliarply defined
and edged above by a continuous, undulating pale streak from eye to
;

base of caudal; fins, including ventrals, barred a small but very distinct spot at base of caudal a median dark shade across spinous dorsal.
West slope of the Alleghanies from Pennsylvania southward in mountain
streams rather scarce .known from Youghiogheny River, Foxburg, Pennsylvania; north fork of Holston Eiver, Saltville, Virginia; middle fork
of Holston Eiver, Glade Spring, Virginia Big Sandy, Green, and Cum;

;

;

;

;

berland rivers, Kentucky

;

and Clinch River, Tennessee.

A

large

interesting darter; found only in clear rivers, not in brooks.

long;

Ketpay/),

and

{fiaKpbg,

head.)

Elheo^oma macrocejihalum. Cope, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc, 1866, 400, Youghiogheny River,
Pennsylvania; Vaillant, Recherchcs, 64, 1873, with plate; Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish
Conim., VIII, 1888 (1890), 147.
Alvordlusmacrocephalus,
Percina macrocephalus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Boulenger,

1420.

Cat.,

i,

501, 1883.

62.

HADROPTEBUS MACULATUS

(Girard).

This species has never been satisfactorily identified since its first descripIt seems to be close to Hadroptervs guntheri and to Hadroptenifi
aspro, but is apparently characterized by the naked head. The following
is the original description: "Amongst the fishes collected by Major B.
Alvord, at Fort Gratiot, Lake Huron, there is a species o{ Etheostomid, the
generic character of which reminds us somewhat of those given to the
genus Radropterus. The opercle and cheeks, however, are scaleless, as
well as the throat, which is minutely prickly. The first dorsal tin is longer
and lower than the second, which is equal to the anal. The caudal is
emarginated posteriorly. The species itself being yet undescribed, we
shall call it Alvordius maculatus.
The specimen before us measures 2f
tion.
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The body

inches.

is

Museum.

elongated, rather slender, and subfusiform.

The head

subcouical, entering about 4^ times in the total length. The eye is Avell
developed, its diameter being contained 4 times in the length of the side
is

of

tlie

head, once in advance of

its

anterior rim.

The

posterior extrem-

bone extends to a vertical line drawn within the
anterior rim of the orbit, not quite in front of the pupil. The lower jaw
is somewhat shorter than the upper.
The first dorsal fin is much longer
and lower than the second, to which it is nearly contiguous. Its upper
margin is convex. The second dorsal is lower than high, diminishiug
gradually backward. The caudal, which forms about the sixth of the
total length, is somewhat emargiuated posteriorly.
The anal is placed
opposite the second dorsal, and nearly equal to it in size and shape. The
ventrals are sublanceolated and rather short, their posterior extremities
being even with those of the pectorals, which are subelliptical in their
outline. The formula of the fins reads D. XIV A, 1, 10; C. 5, 1, 7,6, 1,8:
V. I, 5 P. 14. The scales are rather small, deeper than long, anteriorly
truncated, posteriorly rounded, with radiating furrows upon the anterior
sections only, and fine pectination upon the posterior margin. A series of
larger scales conspicuously toothed posteriorly, may be observed along
the ventral line between the vent and the extremities of the ventrals.
The ground color is reddish brown, the dorsal region being tessellated
with blackish spots, whilst a series of black patches may be observed on
either side, larger and less numerous in the male than in the female. A
black streak intersects vertically the eye. The fins in the male are uniity of the maxillary

:

;

;

which is black, spotted at the base. In the
female sex the caudal exhibits transverse blackish lines. The inferior
regions are unicolor in either sex." (Girard.) (maculatus, spotted.)
color, except the first dorsal,

Alvordiuf maciilaivs, GiRABi), Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 67,

Fort Gratiot, Michigan.

Alvord.)

(Coll. B.

1421.

HADROPTEBUS ASPRO

(Cope & Jordan).

(Black-sided Darter.*)

Head 4 depth
XV-11 to 13 A.
;

;

5 to 6

;

II, 8 to

eye about equal to snout, 4 in head. D. XIII to
10 scales 9-65 to 80-17, pores 63 to 75. Body
;

gentleman of the family is the Black-sided Darter (Hadropterits axpro). Him we may
know by his colors. The ground hue is a salmon yellow; the back is regularly and beautifully
marbled with black in a peculiar and handsome pattern. On the sides, from the head to the tail,
runs a jet-black band, which is widened at intervals into rounded spots which contrast sharply
with the silvery color of the belly; or we may say that on each side is a chain of confluent
round black blotches. Sometimes the fishes seem to fade out; these blotches grow pale and no
longer meet, but in an instant they may regain their original form and shade. This latter
change can be induced by the offer of food, and it is of course due to muscular action on the
scales which cover the darker pigment.
A male in our aquarium underwent almost instantly
an entire change of coloration upon the introduction of a female fish of the same species recognized by him as his affinity. Although the two have been together for some weeks, the novelty
has not yet worn (iff, and although his colors vary much from one hour to another, he has never
yet quite reverted to his ciriginal hues. The form of the Black-sided Darter is more graceful
than that of any other, and his movements have little of that angular jerkiness which characterizes his relativos.
The fins of Hadrojitenis, like those of Percbia, are long and large, the number of dorsal spines being about 14. A notable peculiarity in both species is the presence of a row of
shields, or enlarged scales, along the middle line of the abdomen.
These may help to protect
that part from the friction of the stony bottom. They seem to be shed sometimes, but when or
why this happens we do not know, /fnrfro^ienie delights in clear running water and maybe found
in most streams southaud west of New York.
Itisespecially desirable foraquaria, being hardier
than any other fish as pretty, and prettier than any other fish as hardy, and widial with "a way
of his own," as an Irish laborer, Barney Mullins, once said to us of Thoreau. Jurdan A Copeland.
*

The

fine

Jordan

Rvermann.

atid
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Head moderately elongate
than in some of the species. Month moderate, the lower jaw
included maxillary reaching just past the front of the eye. Gill membranes scarcely connected distance from mouth to gill cleft about half
Lateral line straight, prolonged forward to the eye.
head.
Opercles
with rather large scales cheeks usually covered with very small ones,
which are scarcely visible, but rarely or never obsolete breast naked
nape naked, or more or less scaly middle line of belly with enlarged
caducous scales body otherwise entirely scaly, the scales small and rough.
Pectoral a little shorter than head; ventrals well separated.
Skull
smoother than in refvina, its outline more convex, frontal region verj^
supraoccipital crest minute.
narrow
Pyloric c(Bca 3.
Vertebrte
23
42.
Shoulder girdle and pharyngeals as in Percinu. Coloration
19
straw yellow or greenish, with dark tessellations and marblings above,
and about 7 large dark blotches along the sides, which are partly confluent, thus forming a mouiliform band
fins barred.
Great Lake region to
the middle Missouri, and noi'th to Minnesota;* southward through Missouri, Indiana, and Kentucky to Arkansas, especially common in the
Ohio Valley abundant in clear, gravelly streams, not common in small
brooks. One of the most curious and elegant of the darters. Its coloration varies much in intensity with differences in surroundings. {Aspro,
or Z'uigel, a related genus, which this species resembles from aspcr, rough.
rather elongate, fusiform, compressed behind.

less i>ointed
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

=

+

;

;

;

Etheostoma hiennioides, Kirtlanu, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1839, 340,
tion)

;

fig.

(but not descrip-

not of R.\FiNESQUE.

CopE & Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 51, ^AAhite River, Indianapolis, Indiana, Buhstitnte for Elheostomahlentiioides, of Kirtland and Agassiz; Jordan &

Alvordiits aspro,

Gilbert, Synopsis,
Percina

as^iro,

."JOl,

Boulenger,

1422,

1883.

Cat.,

i,

59.

HADBOPTEBFS GlTXTHEBI

(Eigenmann & Eigenmann).

Head 3f to 4 depth 5f to 6. D. X-13 or 14 A. II, 9 to 11 scales 5-56
Premaxillaries not protractile; distance from
or 57-9, pores 53 to 56.
mouth to gill cleft half head gill membranes scarcely connected ven;

;

;

:

;

tral line

with the median scales enlarged

;

lateral line complete

;

palate

with well-developed teeth; preopercle entire; nape and breast (with the
exception of the median line) naked
cheeks and opercles each with
about 3 series of large scales. A strong ojiercular spine pectoral nearly
.as long as head. Yellowish; back marbled with darker; a lateral series
of large dark spots dark streaks below and before eye spinous dorsal
with a dark spot in front and another behind. Closely related to Hudropierus ouachitcv.
Souris River, Winnipeg, south to Iowa. (Eigenmann.)
;

;

;

;

* Recorded by Dr.

Eigenmann from Brandon and Winnipeg

in

Manitoba.

Concerning these

specimi'iis. Dr. Boulenger remarks:
"The latter specimens have been I'eferred by Prof. Eigenmann to I', aspro, from which they differ in the naked cheek (with or without a few embedded
scale.*)

and the smaller number of

D. XIII, 12-14; A. II,

9-l!»; scales

scales in the lateral liue.

G4-72j2^

;

They show the following formula:

lateral line 56-62.

In the Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comm.,

Professor Jordan says of P. peltata: 'General form of E. aspro, from which this
species scarcely differs except in the larger size of the scales.'
If so, the Canadian specimens
belong to P. peltata and not to P. aspro. The two species are, however, nearly completely connected, and may ultimately have to be united."
VIII, 1889,

p. 113,

Museum.
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(Named for Dr. Albert C. L. G. Giinther, Keeper of the British
of Natural History.)
.*

Museum

Sci. Phila., 67, 1859, Fort Gratiot, Lake Huron.
Eigenmann & Eioenmann, Amer. Nat., Nov., 189'2, 9G2, Winnipeg; Souris
Eigenmann); Cedar River, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. (Coll. Meek.)

Alv(yrdm»mac\dalus* Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Etheoslimia giiiilheri,

River,

(Coll.

Percina giientheri, Boulengeb, Cat.,

1423.

i,

61.

HADROPTERT

S PELTATIJS (SUuffer).

Head 4; depth 5| eye 4. D. XIII-12; A. II, 10; scales 6-52 to 56-9.
General form of Hadropterus aspro, but stouter and with larger scales
head rather heavy, the snout bluntish in profile, about as long as eye
lower jaw slightly included, maxillary reaching just past front of eye, its
gill membranes scarcely connected.
Cheek usually
length 3.4 in head
wholly naked (peltatus), but often with smooth embedded scales (nevisensis),
Opercle with about 3 small scales above, sometimes naked on
one side nape and breast naked caducous ventral shields large and few
in number. Fins all comparatively low and small; pectoral a little
shorter than head, barely reaching tips of ventrals anal nearly as large
as second dorsal, its second spine a little slenderer and longer than first
caudal lunate. Light straw color, the marking all very dark, verging on
jet black back with dark cross blotches and irregular wavy longitudinal
markings above lateral line, much as in II. aspro sides with six large
conspicuous square black blotches, about as broad as the interspaces and
alternating with fainter bars of black, these sometimes coalescing in a
dark lateral bar a faint dusky streak along lateral line markings sometimes bright (peltatus), or obscure and diffuse (crassus); top of head
black a black bar below eye snout and opercle mostly black nape
with a pale spot surrounding a dark one a dark band in axil and 6 to 8
round spots on back first dorsal with a submedian black band and some
second dorsal and caudal obscurely barred
black spots toward tip
ventrals and pectorals dusky. Southeastern Pennsylvania southward to
not found west
South Carolina in coastwise streams locally common
Close to Hadroptertis aspro, but with the scales
of the Alleghanies.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

always larger,

{peltatus, shielded.)

Etheostoma peltatum

(Stauffer MS.), Cope, Proc. Ac.

;

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 233,

Conestoga

Creek, near Lancaster, Pennsylvania; (Coll. Stauffer); Vaillant, Recherches,
1873, with plates; Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888 (1890), 113.

61,

Hadroplerns maciilalus, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 100, (name |)reoccupiecl), tribu-

tary of

Potomac River, Ann Arundel County, Maryland.

Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1870, 201, Neuse River at the
miles east of Raleigh, North Carolina. (Coll. Cope.)
Alvordius crasms, Jordan & Brayton, Bull, xii, U. S. Nat. Mus., 12, 1878, Saluda, Ennoree,
and Reedy rivers, near Greenville, South Carolina. (Coll. Jordan & Brayton.)
Alvordius nei-uensis, crassus, and varialus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 502 and 503, 1883.

Etheodoma

nei-i)sense,

falls, 8

Percina peltcUa, Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

60.

* This Alrordius mncidatiis i.< more likely to be Hadmpleru.t ginilheri than H. aspro, as Girard
describes it as liavinK the head sealeless.
Perhaps both are varities of one species, to which it
may be necessary to add peltalus and ouachilie also, and possibly even aspro.

Jordan and Evermann.

1424.

Head

depth 6^
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HADROPTERUS OUACHITA

(Jordan

&

1035

Gilbert).

eye 3| in head, equal to snout. D. XI or XII-13;
A. II, 10; scales 6-52 to 60-10, pores 50 to 58. Body elongate, slender,
comparatively little compressed. Head slender, the snout not blunt, the
upper profile descending in a long gentle curve. Mouth moderate,
narrow premaxillaries on a level with lower part of orbit, nonprotractile
Jower jaw^ included gape nearly horizontal maxillary reaching
vertical from front of orbit, its length slightly greater than snout, 3^ in
head. Gill membranes scarcely joined across isthmus. Fins of moderate
size; longest dorsal spine 2^ in head, the longest soft ray more than half
head anal spines short and weak, the two nearly equal, their length
equaling diameter of orbit
caudal emarginate
pectorals reaching to
opposite tips of ventrals, as long as head.
Scales moderate, rough
lateral line complete, straight; opercles and nape scaled
cheeks smooth,
naked or covered with embedded scales breast naked middle of belly
naked, or with series of enlarged plates; an enlarged spinous scale
between bases of ventral fins. Color olivaceous back more or less tessellated with dark brownish, the margins of the scales dusky
5 rather
faint dark bars from the back downward and forward to lateral line the
first under front of spinous dorsal and the second under its last rays, the
third under middle of soft dorsal and the fourth immediately behind it,
on middle of back these
the fifth a mere cross blotch on back of tail
bars, are narrower than the interspaces, but grow much wider downward;
middle of sides with a series of 8 or 9 quadrate dusky blotches, more or
4

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

less confluent, as in aspro

;

below

pale,

unmarked

;

dorsals, caudal,

and

pectorals more or less evidently barred with light and dark; ventrals
and anal unmarked no red or blue in life. Length 2 inches. Southern
;

Indiana, western Kentucky, and southwest to Arkansas
from Patoka River, Indiana (Evermanu) lower Green
Kentucky (Woolman) Black River " and Saline River,
close to Haclropierus peltatus, a little more slender, the
;

;

;

not rare

known

;

and Obion

rivers,

Arkansas. "Very
pectorals longer,

on the back. The scales in both are larger
than in Hudropfcriis aspro, which they otherwise much resemble. (Name
from the Ouachita River in Arkansas, now usually spelled Washita,
from a tributary of which the types were taken.)

and

4 distinct cross blotches

Elheostoma {lladroptenis) onachitm,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. V.

S.

Nat. Mus., 49,

River, Benton, Arkansas, a tributary of the AVashita; (Type No.
dan & Meek); Jordax, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., viii, 18S8 (1890), 164.

1)>ST,

3(;449)

;

Saline

Coll. Jor-

* The following: description is taken from a specimen from Black River, Black Rock, Arkansas (Coll. S. E. Meek):
Head 4; depth C>^; eye 3i; snout 3%; intcrorbital width 2 in eye. D. X-13 A. II, 10; scales
Body slender, subterete, rather loosely scaled; breast and nape
G_58-8, lateralline complete.
naked, cheeks and opercles scaly; belly with a naked streak where tlie plates have fallen off.
mouth large, maxillary reaching pupil. Upper jaw with
snout
pointed;
slender;
narrow,
Head
Eye
Gill membranes slightly connected across isthmus.
frenuni, but scarcely protractile.
iutei-orbital
very narrow. Anal fin large. Color similar to that
snout;
less
than
large, a little
of H. aspro; sides with about 8 very irregular, confluent dark blotches, most distinct on posterior partof bodv; a dark line forward and a very distinct oue downward from the eye, meet;

Colloija'^er vranidea
its fellow beneath; 4 broad dark blotches across the back (resembling
in this respect), the first at anterior part of spinous dorsal, the second between the dorsals, the
third near the middle of soft dorsal, and the fourth just behind the soft dorsal; fins, except
ventrals and anal, barred with dark.

ing

142o.

Head

HADROPTKIUS KOANOKA

(Jordan & Jenkins).

depth \\ to 4f eye 4^ to 4f in head, about as long
3f to 4
D. X or XI-ll A. II, 8 or 9 scales 5-48-9, pores 41 to 50.
decidedly robust, moderately compressed, the back elevated. Head
;

;

as snont.

Body

Museum.
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;

;

broad, heavy, tapering forward, the snout moderately blunt at tip, then
nearly straight from before eye backward to occiput. Premaxillaries not
protractile. Maxillary 3| in head, reaching front of pupil. Mouth small,
little

jaw included

around; teeth rather strong.
on upper part of opercle, the
nape and breast naked middle line of belly

oblique, low, the lower

Cheek

all

scaleless, usually 2 or 3 small scales

head often quite naked
with about 8 moderately enlarged scales preopercle entire opercular
spine moderate; gill membranes very slightly connected; lateral line
complete dorsal fins moderate, contiguous anal large, its spines large,
the first strongest pectoral about as long as head, reaching beyond vencaudal slightly lunate. Color straw yellow, the males
trals to vent
dark green sides with 10 or 11 vertical cross bars, more or less confluent
in the males these bands are of a deep blue green
into a lateral band
and vaguely defined in the females they are distinctly diamond-shaped
and confluent along their middle, forming a broad band, with both edges
serrate male with lower parts and paler parts of head bright sulphur
yellow; back barred and mottled with dark; nape with a pale spot;
head dark blue in males, with a black bar forward and one downward
from eye; lips orange. Fins in male nearly plain blue-black first dorsal
with a median baud of very bright yelloAv, its base with a black band,
second dorsal and anal faintly barred some
its edge narrowly black
orange yellow on ventrals, anal, and soft dorsal 2. yellow spots at base
of caudal, the upper forming a curved streak above the last of the dark
Females paler, yellowish below, the markings black and
lateral spots.
Length 2^
less diffuse, the second dorsal and caudal sharply barred.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

inches. Roanoke River, Virginia
mountain streams.

common

;

;

a beautiful species of the

Jordan & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Roanoke, Salem, and Alleghany Springs, Virginia.

Ellieostoma ronnoka,

Evennann, and Jenkins.)
Boulenger, Cat.,

Pereina romutlca,

i,

1888,

Roanoke River

(Type, No. 39866.

at

Coll. .Jordan,

62.

Subgenus ERICOSMA, Jordan &
1426.

.SSS,

HADROPTERUS EVIDES*

Copeland.

(Jordan

&

Copeland).

Head

4^; depth 5^; eye rather large, high, 3+ in head. D. XI-10; A.
vertebrae 18
22
40.
Body modII, 8 or 9; scales 9-52 to 67-9 to 11
;

+

=

somewhat compressed. Head heavy, the profile rather convex.
Mouth moderate, somewhat oblique, the lower jaw included maxillary
reaching front of eye. Cheeks, neck above, and throat naked; opercles
erate,

;

with rather larger scales, caducous; ventral plates

little

enlarged.

Fins

large; pectorals long; second dorsal lower than anal, but with longer
>

Dr. Boulenger places this well-marked species in the

ia no
tto

warrant for

this

arrangement.

synonymy of "Pereina pellala.'

There

Jordan and Kvermann.
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ventrals not widely separated. Coloration extremely brilliant
dark olivaceous above, tessellated with dark; sides with aboTit 7 broad
transverse bars extending from below the lateral line on one side, across
the back, and down the other side these bars are wider than the eye
and are connected along the lateral line by a faint black stripe; in the
female these bars are black and the intervening spaces yellowish in the
male the bars are of a dark rich blue green, with metallic luster; the
connecting longitudinal line greenish bronze; just above this line is a
luminous yellowish streak, and above, in each of the interspaces between

base

;

;

;

a bright blotch of bronze-red blackish green streaks downej^e
cheeks orange red, the color of ii'on rust
dorsal fin orange colored, with a bright bronze edge, a blackish spot on
the last rays second dorsal and caudal pale orange two bright yellowanal bronze, with a blue-black shading
ish spots at base of caudal
pectorals faintly orange. Males Avith the
ventral fins dark blue-black
rays of the ventral and anal fins covered with small corneous tubercles,
much as in some Cxjinbndiv. Female and alcoholic specimens show little
of the bright colors, although the same pattern is preserved. The spinous
dorsal has a dusky spot on its posterior rays, and the fins are destitute of
the bars,

is

;

ward and forward from

;

:

;

;

;

the dark bars found in related species.

Wabash and Maumee

in the

Length

2 to 3 inches.

basins, west to central

Indiana,

Iowa and south-

and Tennessee in the larger, clear streams;
abundant in the French Broad, the Wabash and in the Ozark
region not found east of the Alleghanies. There is considerable variation in coloration and in size of scales, those from the Tennessee Basin
especially having larger scales (52 to 65). One of the most brilliant of

ward

in Arkansas, Kentucky,

especially
;

all fishes,

comely.)

{evubiiq,

Jordan & Copeland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 51, White River, near
Indianapolis, Indiana; (Coll. Jordan & Copeland); Jordan it Gilbert, Synopsis, 503.
Etheosloma ei'ides, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., vm, 1889, 53; Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish

A\vordm&

eHcles,

Comui., X, 1890, 260.

Subgenus SERRARIA,
1427.

Gilbert.

HADROPTERUS SCIERUS,

Swain.

Head 4 to 41 depth 5 to 6 eye 4 to 4i in head, scarcely equal to snout;
snout bluntish, 3+ in head. D. XIII-13 or 14; A. 11,9; scales 7-68 to
Body robust, rather compressed behind. Head
70-17, pores 64 to 71.
Mouth small, the lower jaw included; maxillary not
rather short.
reaching the eye by about the width of the pupil preopercle more or
less distinctly serrate, especially in the young and in southern specimens. Gill membranes broadly connected. Lateral line straight, comOpercle covered with rather
plete, not prolonged forward to the eye.
large scales; cheeks with slightly smaller ones a triangular area on the
breast, in front of the ventral fins, with embedded scales; breast otherwise almost naked throat naked scales persistent, those on middle line
of belly little enlarged and not caducous, except a few of the anterior
ones, 1 enlarged plate being present between the ventral fins; body
otherwise covered with rather small ctenoid scales. Fins all very large;
;

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 4j, United States National

1038

Museum.

spinous dorsal separated from the soft dorsal by the length of the snout
outline of the spinous dorsal gently curved, the first spine \ longer than
base of
last spine, and f length of middle spine, which is If in head
soft dorsal longer than that of anal, its rays of about equal length, 1^; in
;

head; anal about as large as soft dorsal, its spines subeciual; ventrals
moderately separated, about equal to pectorals, which are \\ in head.
Color yellowish olive, everywhere vaguely
40.
22
Vertebrte 18
Top of head, dorsal, anal, and ventral fins
blotched with black.
entirely black in male, paler in female base of pectoral and caudal fins,

=

+

;

branchiostegal membranes, cheeks, and sides posteriorly blackish
scales everywhere finely punctulate with brown, the sides with a few
larger black specks. Length 5 inches. Northern Indiana to Tennessee

and Texas, the typical form above described being common in weedy
brooks from northern Indiana southward in the Wabash Basin through
Kentucky and Tennessee to the Washita and Saline rivers, Arkansas.
Strongly resembles Hadropterus aspro, but duller in color, and easily distinguished by the united gill membranes and the serrulate preopercle.
{aKtepbg,

dusky.)

Hadrnptenis

sciertu,

Swain, Proc. U.

County, Indiana.

Nat. Mus.,

S.

(Coll. .Jordan

EtheoMoma scientni, Jordan, Bull. U.
LENGER, Cat., I, 80.

&

S.

188:3, 252,

Bean Blossom Creek, Monroe

Swain.)

Fish Comm.,

vill,

1888 (1890), 160, 164,

aud

167;

Bou-

Represented in streams of Texas by
1427a.

HADROPTERUS SCIERUS SERRULA,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Close to Hadropterus scierus, but with smaller scales, 68 to 71 in the
The coloration in
lateral line, instead of 64 to 66 as in typical scierum.

with more sharply defined markings, the black blotches
on the side being less confluent, and the sides of the belly without dark
clouds. Breast naked; the opercle very weakly, but generally distinctly
serrulate. From southern Arkansas southward through eastern Texas.
Common in sandy streams, {serrula, a little saw.)
scrniJa is paler,

Hadropln-iis

srierufi

serrula,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Fulton, Arkansas (Typo, No. 36481.
Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xii, 1892(1894),

Subgenus
1428.

Proc. U.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 16,

S.

Coll. .Tordau

Red River,

& Swain); Evermann & Kendall,

113.

HADROPTERUS,

Agassiz.

HADROPTERUS NIGBOFASCIATUS,

Agassiz.

(CrAWL-A -BOTTOM.)

Head

4

or 12; A.

;

depth 5
II, 9

;

eye moderate, 4 in head, equal to snout.

stout and heavy, the

body compressed, more robust than

Mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching front of eye
entire; distance from mouth to gill cleft t head. Fins

species.
cle

D. XII, 11

Head and body

or 10; scales 7-58-15, pores 55 to 60.

in related
;

preoper-

all

large.

Pectoral nearly as long as head ventrals moderately separated anal spines subequal. Breast usually naked, but sometimes closely scaled scales on the median line of the belly somewhat
Scales rather large.

;

;

;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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enlarged, but the most of them not caducous nor especially spinous.
Color dark olive above, with blackGill membranes a little connected.

markings; sides with vertical bars, somewhat diamond-shaped, but
these acute above and below, more or less confluent along
the middle, about 12 in number; the bands dark greenish, varying to jet
black, most distinct near the middle of the body and broadest behind
inner half of each of the vertical fins black; outer half more or less
speckled and barred top of head black, a black band through eye and
snout, and a dark vertical shade below the eye a small black spot
between 2 smaller ones at base of caudal fin; no red nor blue. Length 6
inches. South Carolina to Louisiana in the larger clear streams common
in the Alabama Basin one of the largest of the darters, its form heavy,
more like that of a typical perch, (niger, black; fasciatus, banded.)
ish

quite narrow

;

;

;

;

;

Hadropferus

nigrofasciatus,

Amer. Journ.

Agassiz,

Alabama; Jordan & Gilbert,

and

Sci.

Vaillant, Recherches sur Etheostom.,

Pleskyperca anceps,

Arts,

xvii,

305,

185-1,

Mobile,

Synopsis, 506.
37, plate 1, lig. 3, 1873;

no locality

given.
Alvordius spillmaiii.

Hay, Proc. U.

(Type, No. 27432.

Coll.

S.

Nat. Mu8., 1880, 491,

Chickasawha River, Mississippi.

Hay.)

EOieosioma iiigro/ascialum, Vaillant, Recherches, 69, 1873; Boulenger, Cat.,

467.

HYPOHOMUS,

Hypohomus, Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1870, 449,
Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, {sqitamatns)

i,

SO.

Cope.
{aur<i)diaciis).

.

Swaiuia,

This genus contains darters closely allied both to Hadropteriis and to
Etheostoma {Xothonotus). From the former they are separated l)y the nondiftferentiation of the ventral scales, the belly

persistent scales like those on the sides.

being covered with small,

From

Etheostoma,

Hypohomus

is

distinguished chiefly by the larger anal fin, more depressed cranium, and
more separated ventrals. The relation in both cases is very close. Species
of large size and usually showy coloration, (itu, below; 6//6f, uniform.)
Swainia*:
a. Gill

h.

membranes broadly united across the isthmus;
the mouth long and narrow.

stales very small; snout long

Color olivaceous, with dark lateral blotclies; a black humeral scale;

head 3p

in length; depth b]/^;

cheek and opercles

scaly.

tins

and

slender,

with orange;

sqoamatus, 1429.

Hypohomus:
aa. Gill membranes scarcely connected; snout moderately produced.
c. Opercle,s and breast scaly.
d. Scales very small, about 85; dorsal rays XV, 15; color yellow, with dark
dd. Scales moderate,

wavy
cc.

lateral

Ai rantiacu.s, 1430.

shades.

about

about XIII, 13; lolor greenish, with a dark
above and below by pale; a dark spot at base of
cymatot.knia, 1431.

6G; dorsal rays

lateral band, bordered

caudal.
Opercles and breast naked; cheeks nearly so; dorsal rays about XII, 12; color brilliant
olive,
e.

ee.

Named

with dark cross bars, the interspaces red in the male.

Scales about 74; lateral line complete.

Scales about GO; lateral line incomplete.

for Dr. Joseph Swain, President of the I'niversity of Iniliana,
typical species.

niangu.k, 1432.
spilotus,

143.S.

and discoverer of the

1040

United States National Museum.

Bulletin ^7,

Subgenus S^VAINIA, Jordan &
1429.

HYPOHOMIS S(JIAMATUS

Everraann.

&

(Gilbert

Swain).

Body elon3f depth 5A. D. XIV-13 A. II, 10 scales 10-82-18.
gate, the sides and caudal peduncle compressed back elevated, the pro-

Head

;

;

;

;

forming a slight angle at occiput; head very long and slender, with
a long acuminate snout, as in Hadropierus pltoxocephalus, which this speCleft of mouth long and narrow,
cies somewhat resembles in appearance.
the lower jaw included in closed mouth; maxillary reaching vertical
from front of orbit, its length equaling that of snout, 3i times in head;
upper jaw not protractile. Bands of teeth very wide, the outer premaxillary series enlarged. Vomerine patch well developed. Eye moderate, I5
in snout, 4f in head to end of opercular spine, 2^ times the furrowed interPreopercular margin strictly entire.
Gill membranes
orbital width.
Avidely united across isthmus. Spinous dorsal long and low, spines from
the third to the tenth subequal in length, those anteriorly and posteriorly
gradually shortened longest spine i length of head spinous and soft
dorsals well separated base of soft dorsal equaling \ the distance from
its origin to front of spinous dorsal; anal shorter than soft dorsal, but
higher and inserted more anteriorly anal spines strong, the first slightly
the longer, about equaling length of snout highest anal ray nearly half
length of head; caudal emarginate, the lobes rounded, 1;' in head; pecventrals l.| in head.
torals equal to length of head behind front of eye
Body covered with very small scales, uniform in size, and completely investing the ventral region, which is without series of enlarged scutes cheeks,
breast, and nuchal region covered with still finer scales having entire
edges, and the opercle with larger spinous scales interopercle and part
of subopercle naked; an enlarged black humeral scale. Colors in life:
Yellowish olive, with about 10 broad dusky bars across the back, and an
equal number of dusky blotches along lateral line
a conspicuous black
humeral spot a broad black line forward from eye to snout, and a narrower line backward from eye to upper preopercular margin opercle and
occiput largely dusky a diffuse dusky blotch at base of tail, with a small
round, jet-black spot behind it spinous dorsal translucent, with a broad
subterminal brownish-orange band; soft dorsal and caudal barred with
dusky and orange-yellow; pectorals slightly reddish; ventrals translucent.
Length 5 inches. Ui^per Tennessee River Basin known from the Watauga
and French Broad rivers rare a large and interesting species, remarkable for its long and slender head perhaps the type of a distinct genus.
{squamaius, scaly, the scales being small and close-set.)
file

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

& SwAiN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mvis., 1887, 50, French
Creek, Tennessee. (Type, No. 36652. Coll. Uilbort
Comm., viii, 1888 (ISTO), 147, 153.

Fllinisloma (Hadropierus) sijuanialiis, GiT.iir.RT

Broad River,
& Swain);

at

mouth

of

Wolf

.louii.w, Hull. U. S. Fish

Etheostoma sipmmatum, Boulenger, Cat.,

Subgenus
1430.

Head
scales

4i;

depth

6:

84.

i,

HYPOHOMUS,

Cope.

HYPOHOMUS AlKANTIACUS

(Cope).

eye 4 in head; snout

D. XV-15; A. II, 11
somewhat compressed

about 14-100-15, 85 pores.

Body

Sf.

elongate,

;

;

/ordan and Evermann.
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mouth nearly horizontal, lower jaw
premaxillaries not protractile maxillary reaching past
front of orbit; gill membranes slightly connected; width of interorbital
head moderate, snout decnrved

slightly included

;

;

;

space about 5 in head. Cheeks, opercles, and nape covered with fine
scales; breast naked scales very small, firm, and even, strongly ctenoid;
Dorsal fins long, well separated,
lateral line nearly straight, complete.
low, longest spines less than half length of head; anal higher; pectorals
long, I5 in head caudal truncate. Color in life olive, tinged with orange
a black lateral band of confluent black blotches chin and throat deep
orange deep orange on front of spinous dorsal, shading to yellow behind
;

•

;

;

;

;

a round yellow spot above each interspace
in lateral band a row of small brown spots on each side of back nearer
base of dorsal fin than to lateral line, these ceasing under soft dorsal top
of head dark. Length 4 to 6 inches. Upper Tennessee Basin, rather rare,
in swift waters; a beautiful species; known from the Korth Fork of
Holston, Clinch, Watauga, and French Broad rivers. (((iiranti(tcu.s, orange

orange on front of pectoral

;

;

;

colored.)
Cottogiistfr aitrantiams,

Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat.

River, Saltville, Virginia,

Sci.

Pliila., 1860, 211,

North Fork of Holston

(Coll. Cope).

Etkeosloma aurantiamm, Vaii.i.ant, Recberclies, 67, 1873; Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comni., viii,

1888 (1890),

U7; Bovlenger,

Hadroptenis auraiitiacus, JoRliAN

Cat.,

i,

67.

& Gilbert,

Synopsis, 505, 1883; Bean, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

1885, 165.

1431.

HTPOHOMUS CTMATOT^NIA

& Meek).

(Gilbert

Head 4 to 4i; depth 5 eye large, 4 in head, about equaling snout;
D. XII to XIV-12 to 14 A. II, 10. Scales 7-64 to 70-12, pores 60 to 63,
Body robust, comparatively little compressed, the ventral region very
prominent, rounded, the dorsal region scarcely elevated dorsal and ventral outlines converging rapidly toward caudal peduncle, which is very
narrow and expands abruptly behind to form a broad basis for the caudal
fin.
Head short, tapering rapidly forward, the snout not blunt, short and
slender. Mouth small, oblique, the lower jaw included; maxillary nearly
reaching vertical from front of orbit, about 4^ in head. Teeth in very
narrow cardiform bauds, the outer series in both jaws rather conspicuously
enlarged. Cheeks, opercles, nape, and breast covered with large scales,
those on cheeks smaller than the others. Preopercular margin entire.
Gill membranes narrowly joined across isthmus, the union being in most
cases hardly perceptible, but in one specimen examined quite broad.
Spinous dorsal rather short and high, the first spine but little shorter than
the second anterior spines highest, the outline of the fin thence declined
highest spine equaling half the length of the head soft dorsal small,
quadrate, as long as high, its base but little more than half that of spinous
dorsal, its longest ray If in head first anal spine very strong and robust,
much stronger than any of dorsal spines, or than the second anol spine,
its length equaling distance from snout to center of pupil, equaling or
slightly exceeding that of second anal spine anal larger than second
dorsal, its base slightly longer, and the rays higher, the longest ray 1^ to
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

F. N. A.

67
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If in head; caudal slightly emarginate pectorals short, not reaching tips
of ventrals, the two about equal in length, e([ua]ing head behind nostrils.
;

Body covered -with large, rough scales, everywhere spinous, but with a
tendency to smoothness on the breast ventral region completely and
uniformly scaled, without median series of enlarged plates, two or three
of which only are visible between the ventrals. Colors in life Above
and on sides greenish, made very dark by fine, close-set, punctulations
two pairs of light streaks along sides, narrower than interspaces, becoming yellowish in spirits; the upper pair from the nape ruuniDg along each
side of dorsal, inclosing between them a dusky streak occupying median
line of back the lower pair from above opercles running in a wavy course
above lateral line to upper caudal lobe; below this and bounded by it,
occupying the middle of the sides, is a broad dusky moniliform band
lower part of sides and ventral region light olive, dusted sparsely with
rather coarse black specks a small jet-black spot at base of caudal a
broad black bar (sometimes obscure) on head from snout through eye
across upper part of cheeks to opercular spine; sometimes a series of
small black cross blotches on median dorsal line fins translucent, barred
with dark lines. Length 4 or 5 inches. Western Kentucky and southern
Missouri, in clear, cold streams; not very common; one of the most
beautiful species. {Kv/ua, wave raivia, ribbon or stripe.)
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gilbert & Meek, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 51, Niangua
River and Osage Fork of the Gasconade, near Marshfield, Missouri; Sac River,
near Greenfield, Missouri; (Type, Nos. 3G215, 36308, 382G0. Coll. Gilbert & Meek);

Etheostoma {Hadropterut)

WooLMAN,

ci/malotseitia,

Bull. U. S. Fish Conim., x, 1890 (1892), 260.

Etheostoma cymatotenia, Boulenger, Cat.,

1432.

Head

3i

11-74-16.

;

depth

Body

.5f

i,

67.

HTPOHOMUS NIANGUiE
to

6.

(Gilbert

D, XI or XII-13 or 14

elongate, terete, the sides

& Meek).
;

A.

II, 11

or 12

;

scales

somewhat compressed, becom-

ing more so posteriorly back elevated, the profile descending gently in an
unbroken line from front of dorsal to tip of snout. Head very long and
slender, much as in H. vmcrocephalns and H. phoxocepludus] the snout comparatively deep and narrow, abruptly rounded vertically at tip. Mouth
large, the cleft wide and slightly oblique, the maxillary reaching beyond
front of orbit, its length equaling distance from snout to front of pupil,
3i in head (the latter measured in this description to end of opercular
spine).
Outer series of premaxillary teeth somewhat enlarged, the
bands all broad. Eye slightly less than snout, 5^ in head to end of opercular spine; interorbital space convex transversely, its width about 5
diameter of eye. Cheeks perfectly smooth, with a few scattered, embedded cycloid scales opercles and breast strictly naked nape and ventral
region closely scaled.
Preopercular margin entire.
Gill membranes
scarcely joined across the isthmus. Spinous dorsal short and high, the
first spine much shorter than the second, the seventh and eighth about
equal, the longest 2J in head; soft dorsal high, its base li in that of
spinous dorsal, the longest ray li in head anal similar to second dorsal,
but smaller; first anal spine short, the second but little longer, its length
;

;

;

;

Jordan and Jivermann.
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equaling that of snout caudal wide, truncate behind, slightly emarginate
when fin is not spread pectorals equaling distance from front of orbit
to tip of opercular spine, the tips of pectorals and ventrals reaching
about the same vertical; ventrals \\ or If in head. Scales on body of
;

;

moderate size, becoming larger and less closely imbricated posteriorly,
those on nape and along base of dorsal anteriorly little imbricated,
roundish, without spinous points, partially embedded in the skin ventral
region uniformly scaled, without naked strip or series of caducous plates
no enlarged scale between bases of ventral tins head and breast naked,
excepting a few embedded scales below and behind eye. Color olivaceous,
the back with 8 to 10 dusky cross bars wider than the interspaces these
dorsal bars usually continuous with an equal number on middle of sides,
the latter terminating below lateral line in V-shaped prolongations, much
like those in Diplenio)i hIennioUles. In one specimen examined (adult male)
the first 2 bars are partially confluent on sides, the anterior one including
the axil and ending in a black spot below pectorals, the second encirclingbody behind ventral fins bars behind front of anal in this specimen also
completely encircling body; back and sides marked with many small,
;

;

;

;

;

bright, carmine-red spots, irregularly disposed in the light interspaces;
in the male specimen examined by us they are much more uumerous

those on hinder part of body confluent, forming narrow bars,

1

down

the middle of each light space a dark streak forward and 1 backward
from eye, none downward opercle and vop of head dusky spinous dorsal dusky, the base marked with fine red spots, the fin broadly margined
;

;

;

with a bright carmine band soft dorsal barred with alternating series of
dark and of reddish spots caudal with wide bars of dark and red a pair
of small jet-black spots on caudal peduncle at base of median caudal
rays anal dusky at base
pectorals and ventrals light orange, indistinctly barred with dusky. Length 4 inches. Niangua River, in the
Ozark region of southern Missouri scarce not seen elsewhere. A sin;

;

;

;

;

;

gularly beautiful

;

fish.

Elheosloma (Hadropterufi) niangux, Gilbert

River, near Marshfield, Missouri

& Meek,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 52,

(Type, No. 36214.

Coll. Gilbert

cfc

Niangua

Meek);

Meek,

Bull. U. S. Fish Coram., ix, 1889 (1891), 125.

Elheosloma niangum, Boulengeb, Cat.,

1433.

Head
long.

i,

68.

HYPOHOMUS SPILOTUS

(Gilbert).

3i to 3| depth 5i to 61^ eye 5 in head in specimens 2 to 3 inches
X or XI-12 or 13; A. II, 10 or 11. Scales «-58 to 60, the pores
;

;

D.

absent on the posterior 5 to 13 scales, and occasionally on single scales
more anteriorly. Color in life olive green above, light below back with
8 dark cross bars formed of dusky mottlings continuous with these, or
in other cases alternating with them, are 8 V-shaped markings on middle of
sides; sides and above spotted, with reddish orange occupying the light
intersj^aces a narrow black bar from above opercular ang]t>, through eye,
encircling the snout; pectorals and ventrals translucent, tinged with
light orange; dorsal translucent, the rays speckled; spinous dorsal with
a narrow red margin, terminating posteriorly in a bright orange-red
;

;

;

Bulletin ^7, United States National Aluseum.
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advance of which

spot, in

is

a large black blotch

more or

2 jet-black spots at base of caudal,

other respects

agrees with

this

;

a black humeral spot

less contlueut into

;

In all

1.

the description of typical nlanguw.

Kentucky River; apparently rare. Close to Hadropnianguw, but the scales much larger and the lateral line incomplete.

Length 2|
terus

inches.

(aniXoTu^, spotted.)
S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 53, Sturgeon Creek, a tributary of the Kentucky River, near Travellers Rest, Owsley County, Kentucky.
Coll. Gilbert); Woolman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., x, 1890(1892), 28(»,
(T.vi>c, No. 38319.

Etheosloma inangit;Te»pilotmn, Gii.bkrt, Proc. V.

pi. 51, fig. 3.

COTTOGASTER,

468.
Coltogasler,

Putnam,

Mus. Comp.

Bull.

Zoiil., 5,

1863,

Putnam.
Thomi'Son, uot of

{lessellatuni.,

De Kay

= copelancU).
Imostoma, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 49, {shumanU).
Rheocrypta, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x,

9,

1877, {cupelandi).

Body rather robust, little compressed. Head moderate, bluntish.
Mouth moderate or small, the lower jaw included premaxillaries pro;

by a narrow frenuni to the
maxillary not adherent to the preorbital. Teeth on

tractile or occasionally (in shumardi) joined

frontal region

;

vomer.
Gill membranes nearly separate.
Scales ctenoid the middle
line of the belly anteriorly naked or with caducous scales
lateral line
continuous. Dorsal fins large, the second usually smaller than the first
and smaller than the anal. Anal spines two, the first the longer. Pyloric
20^38 {copelandi) Skullshort, the frontal region
co^ca 3; vertebne 18
not very narrow pa^ietals little convex transversely; sutures distinct.
No supraoccipital crest. Coloration uot brilliant. Size moderate,
;

;

+

.

;

(/corrof, sculjjin; jaarl/p, belly.)

COTTOGASTER
a.

:

Median line of belly with a series of more or
and breast mostly naked.
b.

Dorsal rays
Dorsal

hh.

X

raj'S

less

enlarged caducous

or XI-13; back with four broad black

XI-10 or

11;

back tessellated; sides

cro.ss

pale,

si)iiious scales;

bands.

c.

Dorsal rays

X

i'ranidea, 1434.

with a series of black blotches;

copelandi,

a small ink-like speck at base of caudal.

Imostoma (eiju.t, to move; (XToixa, mouth):
aa. Median line of belly naked anteriorly, with ordinary
scaly; premaxillaries

cheeks

143.5.

scales posteriorly; cheeks mostly

sometimes with a frenum.

or XI-13 to 15; scales about oG; sides with diffuse dusky bloiches.

shumardi, 1436.

Subgenus
1434.

Head
II,

COTTOGASTER

depth 5f

;

URANIDE.4. (Jordan &

Gilbert).

D. X or XI-13 A.
head snout 3f
Form moderately elongate, terete, very

eye 3f in

3i to 3|
10 or 11; scales 6-48 to 56-x.
;

COTTOGASTER.

;

.

;

compressed upper jirofile gently arched, the lower almost straight
caudal peduncle short and very slender upper profile of head descending in a long gentle curve to the sharp snout. Premaxillaries always proEye equaling length of snout, 3| in head,
tractile, the fold very narrow.
nearly twice interorbital width in a specimen 2 inches long. Opercular
spine well developed preopercular margin entire. Parietal region rather
little

;

;

;

Jordan and Everjnann.
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slightly joined

Cheeks mostly naked opercles closely scaled. Breast naked,
or with a few scattered scales. Paired fins rather small, the vertical tins
at base

;

long but rather high membrane of first dorsal not joining base of secondlongest dorsal spine about etiualiug distance from tip of snout to middle
of orbit; soft rays half as long as head; caudal fin deeply omarginateanal spines very short, about equal in size, as long as diameter of orbit;
soft rays of anal high, the fin rather longer than second dorsal
pectorals
and ventrals short, reaching about the same vertical, not nearly to vent;
length of pectorals nearly equal to head. Scales of moderate size; nape
completely invested a wide naked strip on each side of median line of belly,
the latter containing a single series of thin, elongate plates, weakly
spinous on posterior margins, these probably caducous lateral line complete, parallel with outline of back.
Color greenish olive, rendered dusky
on upper parts by black specks which become large and very conspicuous
on top of head, opercles, and sides of snout four conspicuous dark cross
bars, narrower than interspaces, downward and forward from back to
the first from anterior dorsal spines, the second from space
lateral line
between dorsals, the third from posterior half of soft dorsal, and the
fourth from caudal peduncle
a series of about 11 dusky blotches on
sides immediately below lateral line a black bar before, one below and
one behind eye, the one below eye very distinct dorsals, pectorals, and
caudal barred with light and dark ventrals and anal plain. In life the
colors similar, there being no distinct blue, red, or green.
Lower
Wabash basin (Evermann) to southern Missouri, south through Arkansas
and Alabama to the Escambia mostly in sandy lowland streams. A
strikingly colored species.* ( Uranidea, the miller's thumb, or blob, now
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

called CoMits; ovpavog, sk.y

;

eZfJof,

looking.)

Jordan & Gilbeht, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 4>s, Washita
River, Arkadelphia, Arkansas; (Type, No. 30413. Coll. Jordan tc Gilbert); Jordan,

Eiheo<:loma {Cottogaster) uranidea,

Bull. U.

S.

Fieh Conim.,

viii,

143.5.

Head 31 to

4^

;

1888 (1890), 164.

COTTOGASTER COPELANDI

depth 5* to 6* eye large,
;

.3A

(Jordan).

to 3f in head.

D.

X

to XII-10

Body rather slender and elongate.
Head rather large and long, somewhat narrowed, resembling that of
Boleosoma. Mouth small, horizontal, subinferior. Cheeks naked operto 12; A. II, 8 or 9; scales 6-44 to 56-8.

;

cles

and neck each with a few

scales; throat

naked

;

ventral plates well

developed scales moderate, strongly ctenoid. Pectoral as long as head.
Color brownish olive a series of rather small, horizontally-oblong, black
blotches along the lateral line, forming an interrupted lateral band back
tessellated; blackish streaks forward and downward from eye ventral
fins dusky in the male; vertical fins with dusky specks
a small ink-like
speck at base of candal persistent in most specimens a black spot on
anterior rays of spinous dorsal. Length 2i to 3 inches. Great Lake
region, from Lake Chara plain to Lake Huron and south to the Black
;

;

;

;

;

;

* Improperly placed in the

synonymy of

Colloijasler ii'"-"rr<Ji

by Dr. Boulenger.
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Warrior, westward to Missouri and through the Ozark region, where it is
abundant, as also throughout Central Indiana, in clear brooks. A plainly
colored and very variable species, the eastern form, subspecies putnami,
usually with larger scales,* (44 to 48), the typical copelandi having usually
C. 2)iit)i(imi inhabits the Great Lake region from Lake Huron to

53 to 56.

(Named for its discoverer, Herbert Edson Copeland,
an enthusiastic student of these fishes a most active and well-equipped
naturalist, whose early death at Indianapolis in 1876, deprived American
ichthyology of one of its ablest workers.)
Lake Champlaiu.

;

Boleosojim <e«seHatHTO,

Thompson, Appendix Hist. Vermont,

Lake Champlain;

5, 1853,

not of

DeKay.
Rheocrypta copelandi, Jokdan, Bull, x,

XT. S.

apolis, Indiana; (Type, No. 20143.
Cottoijasler

putnnmi,

New York;

Jordan & Gilbeut,

Lake Champlain

specimens with scales 44 to

;

9,

1877,

White

River, near Indian-

Synopsis, 498, 1883,

Westport Brook, Essex County,

(name a substitute

for Boleosoma lessellaium,

Thompson);

48.

Boleosoma copelandi, Boulenqer, Cat.,

91.

i,

Subgenus
1436.

Nat. Mus.,

Coll. Jordan); scales 5G.

IMOSTOMA,

Jordan.

COTTOGASTER SHUMARIH

(Girard).

Head 31 to 4 depth 5 to 5^ eye large, 3i in head, as long as snout.
D. IX to XI-13 to 15; A. II, 10 to 12
scales 6-48 to 60-11.
Body stout,
heavy forward, compressed behind.
Head broad and thick. Mouth
large and broad, the lower jaw wide, a little shorter than the upper;
;

;

;

maxillary reaching to the eye.

Premaxillaries usually protractile, but

narrow freuum sometimes present. Cheeks, opercles, and neck usually
scaly the cheeks rarely naked
chest naked
belly naked anteriorly,
a

;

;

;

scaly for a distance in front of the vent
large, the first larger

though longer

;

scales rather large.

than the second, which

the

first

the

the anterior

fins

the 2 dorsal fins well separated

anal fin large, very
anal spines strong,
larger pectoral nearly as long as head. Color dark, densely
blotched with darker sides with 8 to 10 obscure blotches,
ones bar-like a large black spot on base of spinous dorsal
a small one in front; second dorsal, caudal, and pectorals
;

;

deep, in some male specimens reaching to the caudal

but vaguely

Dorsal

smaller than the anal,

is

;

;

;

;

behind, and
barred a very strong black suborbital bar, and a faint dark line along
muzzle. Length 3 inches. Michigan to Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and
;

southward to Kentucky and Arkansas

;

common

in the lower

Wabash

Concerning the relation of these forms, Mr. Woolman remarks: "Elheostoma copelandi and
E. putnami are closely allied, and may be identical, the chief differences occurring in the number of spines in the dorsal and anal fins and in the size of the scales. K. cojje/oiirfihas dorsal XI-IO;
anal II-9 lateral line 56. E. pntuami has dorsal X-11; anal II-8; lateral line 44. In 13 specimens from this locality the dorsal is X-ll, X-12, XI-11, XI-10, X-ll, XI-12, X-U, X-12, X-12,
X-12, X-12, X-ll, X-i2: anal II-9, 11-8, II-9, II-9, II-8, II-8, II-8, II-9, II-9; lateral line
•Jl, 48, 51, 49, 52, 51, 50, 48, 51, 48, 50, 50, 54.
In these specimens the lateral line does not go as
higli as the average given for E. copelandi, nor as low as in E. putnami, while the number of fin
rays seems to indicate nothing. I was also unable to find any constant difference in the relative
proportion of head and depth."
To this Dr. Gilbert adds " Specimens of this species recently collected by Dr. J. A. Henshall
at Put-in-Bay (Lake Erie), Ohio, have scales varying from 47 to 52; others from New Harmony,
Indiana (collected by Prof. Evermann), vai-y from 40 to 51. In the Alabama specimens the
lateral line averages 53.
I am thus unable to lunger distinguish pntuami (characterized by its
;

:

larger scales) from copelandi."

Jordan and Evermann.
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River; very variable; inhabits rivers rather than brooks. (Named for
its discoverer, Dr. George C. Shumard, surgeon of the U. S, Pacific R. R.
Survey.)
UiMlroplenis.ihumanli, Gi\iAiu\ Proc. Ac. Niit. Sci. Phila., 1859, 100,

Arkansas River, near

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
McCoRMirK, Bull. Oberlin College Lab., No. 2,
Lorain County, Ohio; specimen with a frenum to upper jaw.

Etheosluiiiawritjldi,

ElheosloiDa schudianli,

Tmosloma

Vaillant, HechercUes,

469.
Uhcentra, Jordan,

Man. Vort.

near Oberlin

L. M. McCoruiick.)

498, 1883.

ULOCENTRA,

E. U. S., Ed.

1891,

(Coll-.

73, 1873.

Jordan & Gilbkiit, Synopsis,
shumardi, Boulenger, Cat., i, 92.

shntiiardi,

lioleosomu

30,

2,

Jordan.

223, 1878, {atripinnis).

Body moderately elongate, little compressed. Head short, thick, with
tumid cheeks. Mouth small, horizontal, the lower jaw included. Premaxillaries protractile, little movable, sometimes with a narrow, mesial
frenum in some species maxillary movable, not joined to the preorbital
except at its root vomerine teeth present, small. Gill membranes narrowly or broadly connected. Scales moderate; the belly scaled like the
sides, with no ventral plates.
Lateral line complete or incomplete.
First dorsal with about 12 spines; anal smaller than second dorsal, with
2 well-developed spines, the first the longer. Veutrals not widely separated. Vertebrae {simoUra) 15 + 23
38.
Skull not very narrow anteriorly parietal region rather depressed, not strongly convex transverselyFrontal region much broader than in DipUtiion. Supraoccipital crest
small. Small species, often highly colored, intermediate between Boleosonta and Dqylesioii.
(oi''/«r, complete
Kft-rpof, spine; the chief character
separating the genus from Boleosoma.)
;

;

=

;

;

a. Gill

membranes narrowly connected; cheeks and

opercles usually scaly; body slender; scales

large.
b.

Lateral line incomplete; coloration olivaceous, tessellated with darker; scales about 46.
stigm.>:a, 1437.

Lateral line complete; scales about 55; pectorals as long as head.
aa. Gill membranes broadly united.
t;>.

'.

Lateral line complete or ne.arly
<?.

so.

Opercles naked or nearly so.
e.

ee.

Spinous dorsal longer than

soft dorsal; pectorals as long as head;
with green spots; scales about 47.
verecunda,
Spinous dorsal not longer than soft; pectoral longer than head;
much variegated; scales about 52.
histrio,

dd. Opercles .scaled;

sides

1440.

simoteua, 1441.

Lateral line incomplete; cheeks and opercles naked; anal rays

II, 5; red,

dark markings.

1437.

sides
1439.

pectoral longer than head; snout blunt; scales about 50;

sides with dark green quadrate blotches.
ec.

gilberti, 1438.

with

phlox, 1442.

ILOCKXTRA STKiM.EA

(Jordan).

(Speck.)

Head 4i; depth o. D. X to XIII-12; A. II, 7; scales 5-46 to 55-10,
pores 35, more or less. Body slender, formed as in Boleosoma. Head narrow and thin, the snout somewhat pointed, obliquely truncate

in profile.

Museum.
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Mouth uarrow,
premaxillaries

reaching eye.

horizontal, subinferior, its cleft nearly

sometimes with

protractile,

little

a

narrow frenum.

Lateral line extending to opposite middle of second dorsal; scales rather
large; opercles, cheeks,

and neck

scaly; breast naked.

opercular spine sharp.

not very broadly joined;

Gill

membranes

Fins rather large;

Olivaceous, tessellated, and speckled above; sides

caudal emarginate.

with about 8 W-shaped dark green blotches below the lateral line and
various duller ones above; upper parts in the larger specimens sprinkled
with small orange spots, which are more conspicuous after death, when
the green has faded

;

fins

mottled

;

spinous dorsal with a band of orange

red above, and 1 or 2 narrow dark ones below

it

;

a dark stripe forward

and another downward from eye. Length 2^^ inches. Tennessee and
Arkansas to Georgia and Louisiana rather couimon in the ponds and
streams of the pine woods a small variable species, (artyiuaioc, speckled, from (rrqu;/, speck.
;

;

Boleosoma alymiem}), Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1876, 311, small tributaries of the

Etowah and Oostenaula

rivers, near

Hay, Proc. U.

Poecilichtliys snj-alilis,*

Rome, Georgia.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 495, a

S.

(Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
rocky and sandy stream

flowing into the Chickasawha River at Enterprise, Mississippi.
27433.

Coll. 0. P.

Etheoslotiia .iliijinuimi,

(Type, No.

Hay.)

Gilbert, Bull. U.

* Concerning the form called

SKxatilis,

S.

Fish Corum., ix, 1889 (1891), 150.

Dr. Gilbert has the following:

"Head S%

to 4; depth G.
D. XI to XIII-U to 12; A. II, 9; scales 50 to 5.5, 5 longitudinal
Numerousspecimens from various localiseries between lateral line and base of spinous dorsal.
ties enable us to contribute the foUowiug points to our knowledge of this species: Willi much
the habit of E. olmstedi, but the snout slender and sharp, with gently decurved profile and the

mouth terminal, nearly horizontal; lower jaw included; maxillary extending

scarcely beyond
from front of eye." Preopercle entire; opercular spine developed. Gill membranes
evidently but rather narrowly united across isthmus. Pectorals reaching somewhat beyond
veutrals, about as long as head, not nearly reaching vent; ventrals not extending 2.^ distance
to front of anal, equaling distance from snout to preopercle; dorsal fins well separated, the
interval between them equaling ;-.j diameter of orbit; dor.-'al spines very slender and fragile, the
longest equaling longest soft ray and half length of head; anal spines slender, about equal in
length, the anterior the stronger, }/^ length of head; soft anal rays equal half distance from
snout to base of pectorals; caudal shallowy lunate. Scales strongly ctenoid, uniformly covering
body except breast, those on the nape smaller; opercles and upper portion of cheeks closely
Lateral line reaching about to
scaled; head otherwise naked; no enlarged black humeral scale.
end of soft dorsal, on 30 to 45 scales. Color in life: Olivaceous, with six dark cross bars on
follow
the
same
pattern
as
in E. olm.fleili; those on upper
tessellations,
which
with
dark
back and
parts light brownish red, instead of dusky; the |Vl-shaped marks along sides dusky, serving, in
the brighter specimens only, as the starting points for light-blue bands which mure or less completely encircle belly and caudal peduncle; no other bright markings; a narrow dark streak
from eye to snout; an indistinct dark streak below and a black spot behiml eye; dorsals and
caudal inconspicuously barred; a pair of minute jet-black spots at base of median caudal rays,
more conspicuous in the young; opercle dusky. This species has undoubtedly a very wide distribution.
Originally described by Professor Hay from the Chickasawha River, it was during
the summer of 1884 found to be abundant in tributaiies of the Clinch River near Clinton, Tennessee, in the Black Warrior River at Morris, and at Tuscaloosa, Alabama and in the Saline
and Washita rivers in Arkansas. Our specimens have been compared with the original types,
with which they agree in all respects. The frenum joining the premaxillary to the forehead is
very narrow and easily ruptured, the upper jaw then appearing protractile. Occasionally the
fold is continuous, no frenum being present, the species varying in this respect like E.
vertical

In a later paper Dr. Gilbert adds: "This species is widely distributed throughout the basins
of the Cumberland, Tennes.soe, Escambia, Alabama, and Pascagoula rivers, and will doubtless
be found in other Gulf rivers. It has also been taken in Arkansas. Comparison of saxatile
with the type of sUgiuimm, and with additional material from the Coosa River has shown their
identity.
Specimens are in the present collection from Cypress Creek and Big Nance."

Jordan and Evermann.
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dari.'ii.»i,f Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 554, Yellow River, near Chaffin,
Santa Rosa County, Florida (Coll. M.ann & Davison); anal ravK IT, G.
Vlocentra sUgmim, Jordan & Gilbert, Syuopeis, 51.5, 1883; liouLENciER, Cat., i, 99.

Elheostoma

Vlocentra davisonii,

1438.

Head

Boulenuer,

Cat.

,

99.

i,

IILOCEXTRA (JILBERTI,

Evcnnaiin * Thoburn, now

ii; depth 6; eye 3 in head, longer than snout.

spories.

D. IX-12

;

A.

II,

Body

9; scales 5-54 to 57-x.

slender, fusiform, little compressed; the
upper profile descending in a gentle, regular curve from front of dorsal
to tip of snout,

which is below the axis of the body,
jaw included maxillary reaching

zontal, the lower

of orbit,

;

length equal to diameter of eye

its

Interorbital space f diameter of eye.

Gill

;

Mouth

small, hori-

vertical from front

premaxillaries protractile.

membrane narrowly

joined,

from isthmus. Lateral line continuous, nearly straight, continued
forward to eye. Opercle and upper part of cheeks with scales similar to
those on body breast naked
scales on median line of belly similar to
the others. Fins moderate, the pectoral reaching to tip of ventral and f
distance to anal, equal to length of head; anal rather small. Color in
alcohol: Yellowish with dark tessellations above 8 to 10 oblong blotches
along the sides, with smaller blotches between and partly confluent with
them the coloration much as in Cottogaster copdandi upper fins barred.
Three specimens from Clinch River, at Walker's Ford, near Tazewell,
free

;

;

;

;

;

Tennessee, the longest 2 inches in length. (Type, No. 47531. Coll, Evermann, Scovell, and Gurley. ) (Named for Dr. Charles Henry Gilbert.)
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IILOCEXTRA VEBECUNDA

(Jordan & Everniaun).

Head4i; depth
11

;

A.

II, 7

;

4^; eye large, longer than snout, oi in head. D. XI,
scales 6-47-9.
Form of head and body much as in PaciUch-

little compressed, the back somewhat
snout short, very convex in jjrotile. Mouth
small, inferior, horizontal; premaxillaries protractile, but with traces of
an obsolete mesial frenuni maxillary extending to just beyond front of
Gill membranes broadly united; preopercle entire;
eye, 3f in head.

thys zonalis, the

elevated.

body subfusiform,

Head small

;

;

cheeks, opercles, and nape scaly

;

breast naked

;

lateral line complete.

very low; dorsal fins scarcely joined; caudal slightly lunate;
pectorals as long as head, reaching tips of ventrals, not to vent. Color
Fins

all

* Ulocenlra daviaoiii (Hay).
Hea(14J; depth fi'-g; eye3; .snout l^-<^ in eye. D. IX-10, well separated; A. IT, fi; scalos5-.''>0-7,
pores devt'loiiiil i>ii aliout 30. Interorbital space narrow. Mouth large, horizontal, terminal,
the maxillary extending to a perpendicular from puiiil; cleft of nioutli J.j head; jaws about
Cheeks and opercles densely scaled; brea.st naked;
eiiual; iiremaxillaries freely protractile.
opercular spine well deveUiped; i;ill membranes narrowly connected; vomerine teeth apiiariMitly
])resent.
Base of spinous dorsal 4'., in length of body, its height 7; base of soft ilnrsal shorter,
Anal spines well ih-veloped, the first the stronger.
7 in length of body, its height abuii't the same.
The pectorals reach to vertical of eighth dorsal spine, the ventrals falling short of tips of pectorals.
Caudal peduncle compressed, tapering gradually to caudal fin. General cob>r oliv.v
ceuus; many scales, each with a dark blotch, these uniting to form zigzag and \^-shaped
markings, especially above the lateral lino; sides with about 10 larger and nearly square spots,
the largest on caudal peduncle; belly and chest under a lens are seen to bo thickly sprinkled
with black dots; a black streak downward from eye and another forward to snout; fins dusky;
both dorsals with rows of dusky spots between the' rays; caudal barred. One specimen kuiiwn,
Yellow River, near (!haffin, Santa Kosa County, Florida. This is probably identical with
Ulocenlra

etigitiiva.
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in spirits:

(Jreenish yellow,

Museum.

much mottled with darker

distinct quadrate green spots along lateral line

;

green; 6 or 7

traces of 3 dark spots

a dark bar below and before eye
in a vertical row at base of caudal
top of head dark; veutrals and anal plain; other fins barred with dark
olive spinous dorsal with orange in front and orange spots on its last
rays, tip of last spines dark. Length 1\ inches. Tributaries of Holston
River, Virginia rare. (iwecMwr/ws, modest.)
;

;

;

;

Elheoi'tonKi verecnnduut,

Jordan & Evermann,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1888,

3G(i,

Middle Fork of

the Holston River, about 5 miles south of Glade Spring, Virginia.
39862.
Coll. Jordan, Evermanu, and Jenkins.)
Uloceiilra verecunda,

Boulenger,

1440.

Cat.,

(Type, No.

98.

i,

ULOCENTRA HISTBIO

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

depth 5 to 51; eye 3 in head; scales 5^50 to 54-X. D.
In form much resembling raciUchthys ::onaUf), but the
body slenderer and less compressed, and the anterior profile of head more
declivitous, the mouth being on a level with lower portion of ba^e of pecMouth small, horizontal, subinferior, the lower jaw included
torals.
maxillary reaching vertical from front of pupil, 3| in head. Eye rather
large, high up on sides of head, its diameter much greater than length of
snout. luterorbital width half vertical diameter of orbit; parietal region
narrow, smooth, rather strongly arched. Opercular spine little developed.
Gill membranes broadly joined across the isthmus. Premaxillaries technically protractile, the upper lip everywhere separated by a fold from
the skin of the forehead; they are, however, very little movable. Vertical fins small, the paired fins greatly developed; spinous and soft dorsals
separate, nearly equal in height and extent; the longest dorsal spine

Head

4 to 4^;

X-13; A,

II, 7.

first anal spine
half length of head, the spines all slender and weak
longer and stronger than the second, slightly longer than snout; caudal
fin emarginate, less than length of head
i^ectorals much longer than
head, reaching beyond tips of ventrals to vent, their length nearly i
lateral
that of body ventrals about as long as head. Scales ctenoid
line complete, not decurved; head naked, or with a few scales on operbreast and a long strip behind ventral
cles ; nape completely scaled
fins naked, only the posterior half of ventral region scaled over; no
back with 7
enlarged humeral scale.
Color Body very dark green
light cross bars, usually very distinct
ventral region light, the lower
half of sides marked with light and dark greenish, these markings
showing a tendency to form bars, usually alternating with those on
back; top of head dark, the sides light greenish a broad dark bar from
eye to tip of snout, 1 below eye, and a broad dusky area covering parts
of opercle, preopercle, and cheek; a dark bar in front of pectoral fin
and several transverse series of dark spots on under side of head fins
all conspicuously marked with broad bars of light and dusky greenish
a black humeral spot; females show traces of this plan of coloration,
but are more uniformly dusky greenish, the lighter marking much less
conspicuous. Length 2 inches a small, odd looking little fish. Southern
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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Indiana and south westward to Arkansas r known from the lower Wabash
and tributaries (Evermann), Green River, Kentucky, and Black, Poteau,
and Washita rivers, Arkansas; locally common. {hiHtrio, a harlequin.)
hiytrio, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 47, Poteau River,
near Hackett City, Arkansas; Saline River at Benton, and Washita River at
Arkadelphia, Arkansas. (Type, Noe. 3(5380, 3C409, 30448. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Elhenstoma (lloreitlra)

FAheosloma Imlrio, JoRD.w, Bull. U.
lUocentra hislrio,

Boulenoek,

Cat.,

1441.

Head
II,

7

;

4 to 4|

depth

;

S.

i,

Fish Couim., viii, 1888, 1G4.

98.

ULOCENTRA SIMOTERA

4 to 5

scales 6-48 to 52-11.

;

eye 3^ in head

Body

(Cope).

;

D.

X

to XII-10 or 11

short and rather deep.

;

A.

Head small

the snout very obtuse with strongly curved profile, almost as blunt as
Cheeks, opercles, and breast naked or partly
in Diplesion hlennioides.
scaly. Dorsal fins well separated
pectoral a little longer than head
In life pale green, the dark markings green
lateral line complete.
various scales on back bronze-red in center, the neighboring scales light
;

;

yellow, the bronze markings forming very irregular streaks; belly pale
yellow, more or less flushed with bright orange si^inous dorsal pale at
;

membrane with an orange spot
two spots of a brilliant scarlet;

base, then a black streak, then pale, each

throughout the pale streak, the first
edge of the fin snufty brown soft dorsal with the rays pale yellowish,
the membranes spotted with bronze brown, a black spot at base of each
ray; caudal yellowish, with three wavy black bars; anal and ventrals
pale yellowish pectorals yellowish, faintly barred head with various
green markings a dark stripe downward and one forward from the eye.
Length 3 inches. An elegant and peculiar species, carrying to an extreme
the gobioid appearance of these fishes. Western Virginia, eastern Kentucky and Tennessee, in the basins of the Green, Cumberland, and Tennesee rivers, southward through Alabama to the Escambia River very
abundant in clear rocky or sandy streams one of the handsomest of the
small darters,
{oifioripa, comparative of cifi'ug, snub-nosed.)
;

;

;

;

:

;

Hyostoma fimoterHm, CoPE, Journ. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1868, 215,

Holston River and

its

tributaries; Vaillant, Recherches, 100, 1873, with plates.
Ulocenlra simoteia,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 495, 1883; Boulengeb, Cat.,

Arlhia alripinnis,f Jordan, Bull. X, U. S. Nat. Mus., 10, 1877, tributary of

River, near Nashville, Tennessee.

(Type, No. 20433.

i,

97.

the Cumberland

Coll. A. Winchell.)

*The following; description is taken from the specimens from Black Kiver, Black Rock,
Arkansas, belontiinj; to Uloceiitra hislrio, (Coll. S. E. Meek):
Head 4>i; depth o%; eye 4; snout 3^; D. IX-9; A. II, 7; scales 6-56-7, lateral Hue complete;
cheeks and opercles nearly naked, a few scales on their upper parts; nape scaled; breast and
anterior portion of belly naked. Body rather robust, similar in form to Pii'ciliihlhijs::<)milix. Head
heavy; snout short, sharply decurved; mouth small, horizontal, the lower jaw included: upper
jaw with a slight frenum, premaxillaries slightly protractile; gill membranes broadly united:
teeth in jaws well developed. Fins rather high; pectorals large, their tips reaching pa.«t tips
of ventrals.
Color dark olivaceous, much mottled with darker: six dark dorsal blotches; top of
head and base of caudal black; spinous dorsal with a broad dark margin across top of spines and
downward on first menibraue; all the other fins irregularly barred and dotted with black or
dark brown; a dark vertical bar above base of ventral; a series of dark spots on postocular and
a dark line downward from eye; snout and lower parts of head with some spots.
t The description of this form is substantially as follows:
D. XII-10 or 11; A. II, 7. Body rather
noceii/ca o/n>iHHis (Jordan).— Head 4'^: depth 4^.;.
short, somewhat compressed behind.
Head e.\tremely short and deep, the snout very short and
abruptly rounded, as in Vhcentra siniotera. Eye large. Gill membranes broadly united. Mouth

Museum.

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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I

LOCENTRA PHLOX

(Cope).

Body rather stout. Head comD. X-12; A. II, 5; scales 5-52-8.
Moutli terininal, the iiremaxillaries freely protractile opercu-

pressed.

;

lar spiue strong.

or nearly so.

Cheeks and opercles naked.

Breast and neck scaleless

Scales rather large, the helly scaled like the sides.

membranes not

Gill

Lateral line straight, reaching middle of

described.

Vermilion red, with faint, small, brown dorsal spots

second dorsal.

series of similar blue spots

along the lateral

;

a

Spinous dorsal with a

line.

dark blue border; second dorsal with a dark shade; caudal cross-barred.
Anal tin small, other fins large. Length 2 inches. Trinity River, Texas.
(Cope.) Not seen by us. {(I>aoE, flame.)
Boleosoma phlox, Cope, Bull, xvii, U.

Texas.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 30, Trinity River,

Fort Worth,

(Coll. Cope.)

Vlocentra phJox,

Jordan & Gilbert,

470.

Boulenger,

Synopsis, 495, 1883;

DIPLESION,

Cat.,

i,

90.

Rafinesque.

Diphnion, Rafinesque, Ichth. Oliieusis, 37, 1820, {hleunioideif}.
Jlyostoma, AoASSiz,

Amer. Jouni.

Body rather elongate,
tumid cheeks; the
zontal.

subterete.

profile

its

{nerniiani).

Head very short and blunt, with
Mouth small, inferior, hori-

very convex.

Premaxillaries protractile,

mesially by a slight frenum

of

and Arts, 1854, 305,

Sci.

;

little

movable, joined to the forehead

maxillary not protractile, adnate for most

length to the fleshy skin of the preorbital

teeth in jaws strong; no teeth on

broadly connected.

vomer or

Gill rakers very

;

lower jaw very short;

palatines.

Gill

membranes

Scales moderate, rough.

short.

Lateral line complete; no enlarged ventral plates.

Dorsal

fins large,

the

spinous dorsal longer and lower than the second, of about 13 spines;
anal smaller than second dorsal with 2 strong spines.
ately separated; pectorals long,
19

+ 23 = 42.

Pyloric cceca

4.

symmetrical.

Ventrals moder-

Vertebrae

{blennioidcs)

Frontal region of skull very narrow;

ethmoid region abruptly decurved. Parietal region moderately convex
(less so than in Etheostoma, more so than in Boleosoma); no supraoccipital
crest.

Coloration largely green.

{i)ic,

two;

umjc/iov,

near;

dorsal fin

nearly divided in two.)
small, with e(iual jaws.
Cheeks and opercles scalj-; the cheek scales small and closely set; a triangular series of scales on temporal region; throat smooth; neck above closely scaled; belly
Fins large; s]iinims dorsal high, the second still higher, but smaller than the
closely scaled.
first, its base about equal to the length of the head; dorsal fins contiguous, slightly connected.
Color olivaceous; head above entirely black; back witli 8 dark cross bars; about 11 bar-like
bl'jtclies, somewhat indistinct, arranged along the lateral line; fins chiefly black; membranes
of the second dorsal and ventral fins entirely black, that of the spinous dorsal with a broad
black horizontal bar at base, above which are numerous distinct black oblique streaks; anal
with a broad black bar; caudal and pectoral fins largely dusky. Females and young probably
paler.
Scales 7-58-8. Length 2}^ inches. Cumberland River.
It is probably identical with
Ulocentra simotera,
(aler, black; pinna, fin.)

Jordan and Everniann.
1443.
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DIPLESION BLENNIOIDES*
(Gkeen-sided Darteb.

Head

1053

(Rafincs(iue).

)

4i to 4i depth 4| to 6. D. XII to XIV-12 to 15 A. II, 8 or 9
scales 6-58 to 78-14. Body stout, elongate, little compressed profile
very convex. Eyes large, 3.V in head, high up and close together a
;

;

;

;

longitudinal furrow between the eyes. Mouth small, horizontal, quite
inferior; upper jaw concealed in a furrow under the snout. Opercular
distance from mouth to gill cleft f head. Scales moderate
those ou the belly large, not caducous cheeks with fine scales opercles
with large ones neck scaly chest naked. Anal papilla very large.
Anal spines strong; caudal fin emarginate lower rays of the pectorals,
spine strong

;

;

;

;

;

;

and the rays of the ventrals and anal enlarged and fleshy in the males.
Pectoral longer than head, of 15 rays. Vertebne 28 4-21
44.
Color
olive green, tessellated above sides with about 8 double transverse bars,
each pair forming a Y-shaped figure; these are sometimes joined above,
forming a sort of wavy lateral band; in life these markings are of a
clear deep green; sides sprinkled with orange dots; head with olive
stripes and the usual dark bars first dorsal dark orange brown at base,
blue above, becoming pale at tip second dorsal and anal of a rich blue
green, with some reddish; caudal greenish, faintly barred; young and
female specimens are more or less dull, but the pattern is peculiar.
Length 3 to 5 inches. Pennsylvania to South Dakota and Kansas and
south to the lower Alabama basin one of the handsomest and most
abundant of the darters; in clear brooks. {Bknniuti, blenny; ei6oq,

=

;

;

;

;

likeness.)
Etheostmiia {Dlplesiori)

blennioides, Bab'INESQ'JE,

Vaillant, Becherches, 57, 1873.
Hyoslatiia neu-mani, AoASSiz, Anier. Journ.

Alabama.

(Coll. Dr.

Sci.

and

ile

Ohio River;

Physique, 419, 1819,

Arts, 1854, 305, vicinity

of Huntsville,

Newman.)

Pileoma ci/malogramwa, Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Eyostoma blennioperca. Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat.

Kanawha and Holston
Dipksiuin bleniiioUles,

Journ.

Jordan

Sci. Phila., 1860, 3i!7,

Sci.

Phila.,

1868,

no locality.
215,

tributaries of the

rivers.

it

Gilbert, Synopsis, 497, 1883; Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

100.

of the most simply beautiful of all fishes is the Green-sided Darter (Diplefion hleimioide!').
not like the Elheostoma canileKm, an animated rainbow, but he has the beauty of Rreen
wild violets, and mossy logs. As we watch him in the water, with his bright blended
colors and gentle ways, once more, with Old Izaak, "we sit on cowslip banks, hear the birds
sing, and possess ourselves in as much quietness as the silent silver streams which wo see glide so
quietly by us."
During the ordinary business of the year, DiplesUm, like most sensible fishcsand
men, dresses plainly. It is not easy to get time for contemplation when the streams are low and
food is scarce. Besides, a plain coat may ward off danger as well as facilitate attack. At all
time.s, however, he may be known by these marks: The fins are all laraje; the ba<k is covered
with zigzag markings, while on the lower part of the sides are 8 or 9 W-sliaped olive spots;
The eyes are promithese are more or less connected above, and sometimes form a wavy line.
nent; the snout is very short and rounded; while the little inferior mouth is puckered up as if
But when the first blue birds give warning
for saying "prunes and prisms, prunes and prisms."
by their shivering and bodiless notes that spring is coming, then Diplesian puts on his wedding
The dorsal fins become of a bright grass
clothes and becomes, in fact, the Green-sided Darter.
green, with a scarlet band at the base of each; the broad anal has a tinge of the deepest emerald;
while every spot and line upon the side has turned from an undefined olive to a deep rich
green, such as is scarcely found elsewhere in the animal world excepting on the hi^ads of frogs.
The same tint shines out on the branching rays of the caudal fin, and may be seen struggling
through the white of the belly. The blotches nearest the midllo of the back become black,
and thickly sprinkled everywhere are little shiny specks of clear bronze orange. In the aquarium Diphsion is shy and retiring, too much of a fine l.ady ti> scramble for angleworms or to
snap at the "bass feed.'" She is usually hidden among the plants or curled up under an arch
of stones or in a geode.
(Jordan & Copeland.)

*Oue

He

is

gras.s,

—
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.

BOLEOSOMA,

Museum.

De Kay.

(Tessellated Darters.)
DeKay, New York Fauna:

Boleosoma,
Arlina,

GiRAnn, Proc. Ac. Nat.

E>>lr('Ua,

Fishes, 20, 1842, (texselUitiwi

= olmsledi).

Sci. Phila., 1859, 64, {effulgem).

GiKARi), Pror. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1859, 65, {rdromaculata).
JoiiDAX, Dull. U. S. Nat. Mus., .\n, 89, 1878, (cainnrnm).

VtiiUmitia,

Body moderately elongate, fusiform, l>ut slightly traiisluceut. Head
narrowed forward, the profile cons-ex. Month small, horizontal,
the lower jaw included; premaxillary protractile. Maxillaries not adnate
to preorhital.
Vomerine teeth present. Scales large; lateral line continuous or interrupted behind; belly with ordinary scales.
Gill mememail,

branes broadly or narrowly connected.

Dorsal spines usually 9, very
anal normally
with a single, short, slender spine, the first soft ray simple, but articulate
ventrals well separated vertebrje (B. nigrum) 15
22=^37. Pyloric cujca
3 to 6.
Frontal region of skull very short and narrow parietal region
flatfish above;
no supraoccipital crest.
Coloration olivaceous and
speckled, the males with inky black in spring; no red or blue. Size
slender and flexible

;

soft dorsal

much

larger than anal

;

+

;

;

Very active little

small.
(fiolic,

arrow, dart;

Boleosoma
a.

fishes

a(j/ia,

;

abounding among weeds

:

Lateral line complete or very nearly so; pyloric coeca
6.

in clear streams.

body.)
6.

Pectorals very long, }^ to J^ longer than head; opercles scaly; gill
what connected.

Snout about as long as eye;

c.

bb.

profile steep

and nearly straight;

membranes someabout

scales

43.

LONGIMANUS, 1444.
cc. Snout shorter than eye; profile rounded; mouth small, inferior; scales about 37.
PODOSTEMONE, 1445.
Pectorals moderate, about as long as head; body and fins speckled; male with the head
black in spring.

Head more

d.

or less scaly; dorsal rays usnally IX-12 to 14; scales 44 to 55.

NIGRUM, 1446.

Head wholly naked;

dd.

Vaillantia *

dorsal rays usually VIII-10; scales 45 to 50.

susan.k, 1447.

:

aa. Lateral line ceasing near middle of body; pyloric ccoca 3;

breast usually so; head speckled above.

D.

IX

or

cheeks and opercles scaly;

X-10 or

11; A. I, 7 or I, 8; scales

CAMURUM,

about 56.

1444.

BOLEOSOM.V LONGIMANUS

1448.

(Jordan).

Body moderately
I, 8; scales 5—14-7.
head rather long, somewhat blunt anteriorly, convex above the eyes; profile of the snout steep and nearly straight;
premaxillaries protractile; lower jaw included; maxillaries reaching front
of orbit, about as long as eye, which is 4 in head, and about as long as

Head

4j

;

depth

elongate, not

5.

D. X-13

much compressed

A.

;

;

snout; teeth rather strong; gill membranes a little connected. Lateral
line complete scales rather large
belly naked anteriorly, with ordinary
;

;

scales posteriorly.

breast naked.
*

Named

monograph

Cheeks naked; opercles with some

Leon Vaillant, ichthyologist of the
of the Elheoslomidte.

for

scales

;

uapo and

Pectorals very long, reaching front of anal, about li times

museum

at Paris, author of a

most excellent

Jordan and Ei^ermann.
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as long as head ventrals long, but not reaching tips of pectorals nor front
of anal dorsal spines high, the longest \\ in head soft dorsal very high,
\x^ ill head anal smaller than soft dorsal; anal spine short, the first ray
longer than the spine, simple, but articulate toward the tip caudal lunate.
Color in spirits: Straw color, many scales on the back darker; 10 dark
spots on sides, rather irregular and small 1 at base of caudal and 1 on
front of opercle; back with 5 or 6 dark cross blotches. Both dorsals with
dark spots caudal and pectoral somewhat barred 3 or 4 dark bars only
on caudal; ventrals and anal plain a stripe forward from eye, but only
a very faint dark shade below eye a little black spot on base of pectoral
above; sometimes faint dark dashes on lower part of side, alternating
with the dark blotches. In life this species is clear green, with markings
of darker green or black. Length 2\ inches. Basin of James River, Virginia; recorded from North River at Loch Laird, Virginia Buffalo Creek
near Lexington, Virginia, and Elk Creek near Natural Bridge, Virginia.
An active species living among rocks locally abundant, (loiujus, long;
mantis, hand.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

JORDAN, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Virginia; (Type, No. 24619, Mus. Comp.

Etheostonia Irmghiiana,

tributary of James River,
Jobdan, Proc, U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Sci. Phila., 1888, 179,

Zool., 8 specimens)

;

1888, 361.

Boleosoma hmgimanus, Bovlenger, Cat.,

1445.

Head

i,

95.

BOLEOSOM.i PODOSTEMOXE

depth 5| eye 3f in head, a

(Jordan & Jenkins).

longer than snout. D. X-13
A. 1,8; scales 4-35-6. Body rather stout, somewhat compressed, the back
elevated. Head short, rather bluntly rounded in profile, the rather wide,
blunt snout overhanging the small inferior mouth. Upper jaw protractile; maxillary short, freely movable, just reaching front of eye, and
scarcely as long as eye; mouth very small, inferior, contracted; teeth
small gill membranes broadly united. Cheeks, nape, and breast naked
4?

;

;

little

;

opercles with a few large scales

;

preopercle entire

;

middle line of belly

naked anteriorly with ordinary scales behind
lateral line complete.
Dorsal fins moderate anal fin lower and smaller than soft dorsal anal
spine short first anal ray simple, a little longer than the spine and articulate toward tip caudal truncate pectorals rather long, I longer than
head, reaching beyond ventrals to vent.
Color, light yellowish green,
with 7 or 8 small dark quadrate spots along side; 5 or (5 larger ones along
back scales of back mostly with dark centers a dark bar below eye a
little spot behind eye; a dark opercular bar and a dark bar before and
behind pectorals; lower side of head with some dark spots; pectorals,
both dorsals and caudal, with cross bands of dark olive spots; dorsal in
life also 8i)otted with brownish red
caudal also with a subterminal dark
band; ventrals and anal nearly plain. Length 2 inches. Roanoke River
Basin locally abundant in very clear streams, living almost exclusively
in the river weed Podostemon ceratophyllum (Michaux), whence the specific
name.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 3.i9, Roanoke River
at Roanoke, Salem, and Alleghany Springs, Virginia. (Type, No. 39863. Coll. Jordan, Kvermann, and Jenkins.)
Boleosoma podostemone, Bouleiiger, Cat., i, 95.
Etheostoma poilostenione,
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BOLEOSOMA NIGRUM
(.IdiiNNY

Museum.

(Riifmesque).

Darter.*)

Head 31 to 4A; depth 5 to 6; eye 3| to 4 in head, e([ual to or a little
longer than snout. D. IX-12 to 14 (VIII to X-10 to 14); A. I, 7 to 9
scales 5-44 to 55-9, rarely 35 to 40. Body fusiform, slender, little compressed. Head conical, moderate, the snout somewhat decurved. Mouth
jaw included. Cheeks and breast naked (specimens occasionfound with these regions closely scaly) opercles scaly space before
dorsal mostly scaled. Opercular spine strong space between mouth and
Fins high pectoral about as long as head
gill cleft about half head.
dorsals about eijual in height, the spinous a little longer. Anal small,
caudal truncate. Coloration pale olivaceous
its spine siiort and weak
back much tessellated with brown sides with numerous small W-shaped
blotches head speckled above, mostly black in the males a black line
forward from eye and sometimes a line downward also; hns barred;
males in the spring blackish anteriorly, often almost entirely jet black.
Tubes of the lateral line sometimes obsolete on the last 4 or 5 scales.
Length 2 to 2\ inches. Eastern United States, almost everywhere, especially northward, the typical form (nigrum) throughout the Ohio Valley,
Great Lake region, and Upper Mississippi west to Colorado and north to
Manitoba ;t very abundant in most streams, especially small ones, among
small, lower
ally

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

*We never grew tired of watching the little Johnny (Boleosoma nigrum, Kafinesque).
Although our earliest aquarium friend — and the very first specimen showed us by a rapid ascent
of the river weed how "a Johnny could climb trees"— he has still many resources which we
have never learned. Whenever we try to catch him with the hand we begin with all the uncertainty that characterized our first attempts, even if we have him in a two-quart pail. We may
know him by his short fins, his first dorsal having but 9 spines, and by the absence of all
The dark brown
color save a soft yellowish brown, which is freckled with darker markings.
on the sides is arranged in 7 or 8 W-shaped marks, below which are a few flecks of the same
Covering the sides of the back are the wavy markings and dark specks, which have given
color.
him the name of the "Tessellated Darter," but Boleosoma is a braver name and we even prefer
"Boly" for short. In the spring the males have the head jet-black, and this dark color often
extends on the back part of the body so that the fish looks as if he had been taken by the tail
and dipped into a bottle of ink. But with the end of the nuptial season this color disappears,
and the fish regains his normal strawy hue. The head in Boleosoma resembles that of liiplesion,
but the habit of leaning forward over a stone, resting on the front fins, gives a physiognomy
even more frog-like. His actions are, however, rather bird-like, fur he will strike attitudes like
a tufted titmouse, and he flies rather than swims through the water. lie will, with much perseverance, push his body between a plant and the side of the aquarium and balance himself on
the slender stem. Crouching- cat-like before a snail shell, he will snap off the horns which the
unlucky owner pushes timidly out. But he is often less dainty, and, seizing the animal by
the head, he dashes the shell against the glass or a stone until he pulls the body out or breaks
the shell.

Jordan

&

Copeland.

f Specimens obtained by Mr. Woolnian from Big Stone Lake, Minnesota, and which may represent a tangible variety, are described as fallows:
Head 3}^; depth 5§; eye i)/^ (4 witho\it flap), equaling snout. D. VIII-12; A. I, 8; scales
4-49-5. Resembling the variety olnistedi in the high fins and slender body; head moderate;
caudal peduncle long and slender; moutli large, nearly horizontal; premaxillaries protractile,
maxillary reaching vertical of pujiil; gill membranes scarcely connected. Cheeks nalved or
nearly so; opercles, nape, and breast scaled; belly with ordinary scales; lateral line complete,
slightly arched in anterior portion. Dorsal fin high, the longest spine about 1% in head, the
soft portion a little higher; anal rays about 2 in head; anal fiu smaller than soft dorsal, its base
Ig in that of soft dorsal; pectoral long, as long as head, almost reaching anal fin; ventralsshort,
l^.,in pectoral. Color of male, in alcohol, dusky, with 10 or 11 darker vertical oars extending from
median line of back to below lateral line, the anterior ones narrow, those on posterior part of
body broader; thespaces between these bars with small darU pnmtulations; topand sidesof head
profusely jiunctulate, adark snliorliital s]iiit; s|iin(ius dorsal Mack on membrane connecting first
'2 or 3 si>ines. rest of spinous part iinnctate and eil^-ed with lihuk;
a small black spot on poslerior
part; soft dorsal more or less mottled; caudal paler, some blark on tip and edges; anal profusely
covered with fine dark points, thickest on edge; ventrals blue black; pectorals pale. Length 2
inches.
Known only from Big Stone Lake, Ortonville, Minnesota.

Jorda7i

and Evermann.
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Thetvpic|l form {n'ujrum) has the lateral line slightly

interrupted behind, the dorsal rays usually IX-12, and the fins rather low.
(niyer, black.)

Green River, Kentucky.
Lake Superior. (Coll. Agaasiz).

Etheostnma nigrum, Rafinesqve, Ichth. Ohiensis, 37, 1S20,

Boleosoma mactdatum, Agassiz, Lake Superior, 305, 1850,

Boleosoma ohnstedi brevipinnis, CoPE, Jouru. Ac. Nat.

Kiskiminitas River,

Sci. Pliila., ]8C8, 214,

Pennsylvania.
Boleosoma

iiiiitalum,

YAiLLAtlT, Rochertiios sur Ethcostomatida^ 88,

187.3;

substitute for iiiaculalKm

of AoASSiz, changed ou account of the prior mactilnliuu of Kirtland.

Jordan, Proc. U.

Pcecilichtliiis beani,

Missouri.

S.

Tabo Creek,

Nat. Mus., 479, 1884,

l-afayette County,

(Type, No. 35754.)

Boleosoma nignmi, Boulenqeb, Cat.,

i,

93.

Represented Northeastward by

1446a.

BOLEOSOMA NIGRUM OLMSTEDI

(Storer).

(Tessellated Darter; Grand Oranchee.)"

Head 4; depth .5^. D. IX-14 or 15; A. I, 9; scales 47 to 52. Body
slender, little compressed, with long caudal peduncle. Head slender,
rather pointed.

Cheeks and opercles scaly

usually naked, sometimes closely scaled.

ing past tips of veutrals.

;

space before dorsal and breast

Fins very high, pectorals reach-

Coloration olivaceous, tessellated above

;

sides

with blotches and zigzag markings; fins speckled or somewhat barred;
head not speckled, dusky in males usually a black stripe forward from
the eye and another downward. Length 3^ inches. Lake Ontario to
;

Massachusetts, south to Virginia,

chiefly

coastwise and east of the

probably intergrades with Boleosoma nigrum, but generally
the dorsal is longer in olmstedi, the fin higher, and the head more scaly.
(Named for Charles H. Olmsted, an early student of the fishes of the
Alleghanies

;

Connecticut River.)
Etheosloma olmstedi, Stoeer, Journ. Bost. See. Nat. Hist., 1841, 61,

necticut.

(Coll.

pi. 5, fig. 2,

Hartford, Con-

Chas. H. Olmsted).

Sci. Phila., viii, 1842, 330, Susquehanna River.
De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 20, pi. 20, fig. 57, 1842, "most of the
fresh-water streams of New York;" no definite locality given.
Etheoslcmu almmacidala, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 66, Potomac River,

Percaminima, Haldeman, Journ. Ac. Nat.
Boleos(rma tessellatum,

vicinity of
this
1

Washington, D. C;

form found also in Cayuga Lake,

Boleomma

iifopus,* CoPE, Proc.

Am.

a slight variety with nape and breast closely scaled;

New

York.

Philos. Soc, 1870, 270,

the Alleghany River in Pennsylvania.
Boleosimia obiisledi, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 492,

Loyalsoc Creek, a tributary of

1883.

* Boleosoma ^sopus (Cope):
Body stout, the back rather
D. VII-14; A. 10; scales 5-47-8.
elevated; the caudal peduncle somewhat contracted; muzzle somewhat decurved: mouth
small
dark dorsal spots, ami
with
6
brown,
terminal. Dorsal fins much elevated. Color light
Length
10 similar small spots along the dorsal line; a bar around muzzle and one below eye.
accidental variation
au
probably
2J4 inches. Loyalsoc Creek. (Cope.) One specimen known,
of Boleosoma olmstedi.

F. N. A.

68
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Museum.

Represented southeastward by

BOLEOSOMA NIGRUM EFFULGENS

1446b.

(Girard).

Head 4i depth 6i eye 3| in head. D. IX-13 A. I, 9 scales 5-40 to
Body rather slender; caudal peduncle not contracted; opercular
;

;

;

;

49-6.

spines rudimental muzzle abruptly decurved. Opercles scaly cheeks,
sometimes a few scales on cheek. Fins very
nape, and breast naked
high caudal very much rounded ventrals reaching anal pectorals still
longer. In the males the dorsal is extremely high, the membranes largely
black, the rays spotted with white seven dark cross blotches on back
8 faint dark marks on side, the intervening spaces metallic green in
life
a small spot at base of caudal caudal with Avhite specks. Length
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Maryland

2\ inches.

to

North Carolina,

{effulgens, brilliant.)

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, Gl, brooks and streams flowing
into the Potomac River; Vaillant, Kecherches, 142, 1873.

Arlina

effithjens,

BoJeosoma

effulgens,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 493, 1883.

Represented in streams of Virginia by

BOLEOSOMA NIGRUM VEXILLARE

1446c.

(Jordan).

D. VIII or IX-10 to 12; A. I, 7
scales 4-35 to
Head 4;
4f.
47-6.
Body rather short and stout caudal peduncle not contracted
opercular spine moderately developed space in front of dorsal fin naked;
muzzle moderately decurved eye moderate. Second dorsal very high,
higher than long; pectorals and ventrals long, nearly reaching anal.
Coloration olivaceous, the sides with traces of vertical bars first dorsal,
ventrals, and anal black second dorsal and caudal strongly barred with
pale in fine pattern head black in the male lateral line complete. Fins
shorter than in olmstedi, the scales larger the form joined to both nigrum
and olmstedi by series of variations. Length 3 inches. Tributaries of the

depth

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

James, Roanoke, and Rappahannock rivers
ing a standard, from the high fins.)

;

common,

{vexillaris, carry-

ve.rillare, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 235, Rappahannock River, 'Warrenton, Virginia; a very extreme specimen with D. VIII-10; A. I, 7; scales 4-35-6; (Coll.

BoJeosoma

Charles Hallock); Jordan
Etheostoma nigrum

vexillare,

&

Gilbert, Synopsis, 493, 1883.

Jordan, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comm., VIII, 1888 (1890), 112 and 124.

Represented southeastward by
1446(1.

Head

BOLEOSOMA NIGRUM MACULATICEPS

(Cope).

eye 3f in head. D. IX-13 A. II, 8 scales 5-41-10.
cheeks naked. Pale yellowish,
opercular spine moderate
with ill-defined series of dorsal and lateral spots and many speckles
between; top of head nape, and muzzle marked with large brown spots ;
Common in the upper waters of the Catawba
all the fins black, barred.
River, North Carolina. (Cope.) (?nrtCH7«/Hs, spotted cejxs, head.)
4

;

Fins large

depth 6i

;

;

;

;

;

;

Boleosonia maciihiliceps, Cope, Proc.

River, North Carolina.

Am.

Philos. Soc, 1870, 269,

Upper waters

of the

Catawba

Jordan and Evermann.
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Another form or species of this type from Nebraska may be recorded as
144«e.

A

BOLEOSOMA NIGRUM MESiGUM

(Cope).

stout, little compressed species, with large scales.

tact.

Eye

Dorsals not in con-

more than once iu muzzle, anterior to its border;
length.
Caudal very rounded, first scarcely as liigh as

5 in head,

head 4i in total
second dorsal. Pectorals longer than ventrals, not reaching vent. Scales
4-40-5. D. IX-13; A. 9
V. I, 4. Outline of back rather elevated.
Beside the large size of the scales, the proportionately longer head and 4
soft ventral rays distinguish it from other species.
The color in spirits is
;

pale brown, with four dorsal blotches,

and a few groups of zigzags on the
Second dorsal and caudal barred. (Cope.) We have the following additional notes upon the type of this species
Head 3| in length
of body
pectoral as long as head dorsal spines IX the ventral rays
appear to be really I, 4 anal spine weak. Cheeks naked; gill membranes
separate. Eye not half as large as in specimens of niyrum of same size,
4i in head in adult snout more pointed than in other species of Iloleosoma; mouth larger. Lateral line complete. A tvne Boleosoma and apparently a valid species. Type, a single specimen in poor condition in the
Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia. Platte
River, near Fort Kearney, Nebraska; only the type known, (mesoeus,
sides.

:

;

;

;

;

;

fiiaaiog,

intermediate.)

PoeciUchthijs

messeus* Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Kearney, Nebraska.

^Co^. Dr.

Sci. Phila.,

1864, 232,

Platte River, near Fort

Hammond.)

Boleosoma mesceimi, Vaillant, Becherches,

98, 1873.

1447. B0LE0S0M.4. SUSAN.E (Jordan & Swain).

Head 4| depth 6^. D. VIII-10 or 11; A, I, 8 scales 4-45 to 50-6.
General form and appearance of Boleosoma nigrum, the body slenderer,
the fins smaller, and the head entirely naked. Body very slender, fusiform, little compressed, the back not much elevated. Head short and
small. Mouth small, inferior, formed as in other species of the genus.
Snout short, bluntly decurved. Eye rather large, a little longer than
snout, the maxillary extending to below front of pupil. Whole head,
nape, breast, and middle line of belly naked. Scales rather large, the
tubes of the lateral line wanting on the last 3 or 4. Fins moderate, the
dorsals shorter and lower than usual in this genus, highest in the males.
Anal spine single, weak. Pectorals rather long, reaching well beyond
tips of ventrals, their length about equal to that of head.
Color in life
essentially as in Boleosoma nifjrum, the mules (in spring) with the head
and fins jet black, the body blackish olive, barred Avith black. Females
light olive, tessellated with darker, and with dusky spots along the lateral line.
A dark spot before eye and one on back before dorsal lower
fins pale
both dorsals and caudal with darker bars. Length 2 inches.
Basin of the Upper Cumberland River, Kentucky locally abundant. A
well-marked species, without bright colors; small and slender. (Named
;

;

;

;

;

Museum.

Bulletin 47, United States National
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for Mrs.

Susan Bo wen Jordan, who was interested in

life

studies of the

darters.

& Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 249, Wolf Creek and other
Fork of Cumberland River, near Pleasant View, Whitley County, Kentucky (T.vi>e, No. 36501. Coll. Gilbert & .Swain); Boulenger, (!at., i, 94

Boleosoma snttamr, Jordan

tributaries of the Clear

Subgenus VAILLANTIA,
1448.

Head

4 to 4^

depth 5^

;

.Ionian.

BOLEOSOMA CAMURUM,

Fc.rbes.

D. IX or X-10 or 11

to 6^.

;

A.

7 or 8

I,

;

scales

Body slender, moderately comBack somewhat elevated. Head

5 or 6-56 to 65-11, pores about 20 to 30.

with long caudal peduncle.

jiressed,

small, rather slender, the snout shorter than eye, strongly decurved.

Eye 4 in head. Mouth inferior, horizontal, small, the maxillary extending nearly to middle of eye. Gill membranes little connected. Cheeks,
opercles, and breast closely covered with rather large scales median line
opercular spine strong scales moderate
lateral line
of neck naked
quite short, nearly straight, reaching to middle of the spinous dorsal,
developed on 20 to 39 scales. Fins small, the dorsals well apart; first
dorsal larger than the second, which is larger than the small anal; pecColoration much as in Boleosoma nigrum, but
toral as long as head.
rather paler, olivaceous back spotted and tessellated sides with about
10 irregular spots; a dark spot on opercles; head spotted above; a black
no bar below eye dorsals and caudal fin finely
line across the muzzle
barred. Length 2J inches. Indiana and Iowa to Alabama and southwest to Houston, Texas common in Arkansas and southward in sandy
streams, {camurus, snub-nosed.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

BoUoxoiiia caniiira, Forbes, Bull,

ii. III.

Lab. Nat. Hist., 40, 1878 (name preoccupied in Etheostoiua,

but not in Bokosoiiid), streams of Illinois (Coll. Forbes); Boulenger, Cat., i, 96.
Vaillantia rhhinmniia* Hay, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 49.i, tributary of Tuscumbia River

Sandy Creek at Artesia, Mississippi, and Horsehunter
Creek at Macon, Mississippi. (Tyjie, No. 27428. Coll. Hay.)
Vaillantia camura and chlorosoma, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 494, 1883.
at Corinth, Mississippi,

472.
Cri/slallaria,

Body

CRYSTALLARIA,

Jordan & Gilbert,

in

Jordan

Jordan, Cat. Fishes N.

&

Gilbert.

A., 78, 1885, {asjireUa).

slender, elongate, subcylindrical, jiellucid in life; scales small,

rough; lateral line complete. Mouth small premaxillaries not protractile
teeth on jaws and vomer cheeks and opercles scaly opercle with
a strong spine gill membranes somewhat united branchiostegals 6.
;

:

;

;

;

,

*The following is the substance of Dr. Hay's account of Botensnma clilorosomn
Boleosoma chlorosoma (Hay). Head i%; depth b],^. D. IX-U; A. I, 7 or I, 8; lateral line 50
to 60.
Body slender, compressed, the dorsal region much arched. Caudal peduncle long and
slender, the body abruptly contracted at the vent.
Head small, convex in profile. Cheeks and
opercles scaled.
Breast scaled or naked. Dorsals separated by a distance equal to half the head,
about equal to each other, larger than the anal. Lateral line developed on 4 to 20 scales.

—

:

Greenish yellow, with many blotches and zigzag markings of brown; a row of about 10 of these
blotches along each side, most distinct on caudal peduncle; .about 8 square brown dorsal spots.
Top of head, o|)ercular spot, aail subocular spot black. A black streak from eye to snout.

Length

2 to

1%

inches.

Jordan and Evermann.— Fishes of North America.
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Both dorsals and aual high and long; caudal
notched ventrals well sepanal with one feeble spine. This genus differs
from Ammon-^mla
chiefly in having the premaxillaries
nonprotractile. The vertical fins are
much more developed than in the latter genus,
there l»eing 14 dorsal
spines and 12 soft rays in the anal fin.
The squamation is much more
complete than in Ammocrmnn, but the body is
similarly
;

arated

;

hyaline. The
single species is one of the largest of the
darters, much larger than the
species ot Jnimocn/pta or Toa, resembling
species of Hadropterus in habit.
(Kpvarn'XXo^, crystal.)

t'BTSTALLARIA ASPRELLA'(Joraan).

1*49.

Head long and slender, 4i to 4i; depth 7 to 8 eye
large.
D. XII to
Xiy-13 to 15 A. I, 12 to 14 scales 7 to 10-98 to 100-10
(83 to 85 in specimens from Alabama). Body long, slender; mouth not
;

;

;

large, subterminal

horizontal; premaxillaries not protractile;
opercular spine well developed. Squamation much more complete than in
Ammocrijpta pellnchla, the
scales very small and quite rough, largest
posteriorly; cheeks and opercles with pectinate scales
throat and belly naked, the space between
the ventrals scaled
back of neck scaled. Fins large the dorsals well
separated, the spinous high, highest in front; second
dorsal smaller,
smaller than anal anal spine high, flexible
caudal lunate. Color hyaline olive, with 3 or 4 dark, broad cross
bands meeting over the back,
the width of each of the first 3 about equal to depth
of body, the fourth
;

;

;

;

;

narrower,

all extending somewhat obliquely downward
and forward to
the lateral line
a dark lateral band along side, made up of about 10
more or less confluent dark quadrate blotches, darkest where
it passes
through the cross bands. Southern Indiana and Illinois to
Arkansas and
;

Alabama, chiefly

in the larger, clearer streams, where it is found
in the
Recorded from the Ohio River, at Rising Sun (Jenkins)
Wabash River, at New Harmony, Vincennes, and Terre Haute (Everma^in); Green River, Kentucky (Woolmau)
Chocolo Creek, Alabama
(Kirsch); and Washita River, Arkansas (Jordan & Gilbert),
besides the
original locality in Illinois, where it was first obtained
by Dr. Forbes.
A singularly interesting fish, {asprellus, a diminutive ot Aspro.)

swift currents.

;

Plewohpis a^prelln.'^ *JoRVAS, Bull, ii, III. Lab. Nat. Hist.,
38, 18T8, rocky tributary of Mississippi River in Hancock County, Illinois. (Coll. Forbes.)
Ammocrypla nsprella, JoRD.tN A Gilbert, S.vnop8i.s, 490, 1883.
Etheostoma asprellus, Evermann A Jenkins, Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 56.
Orystallaria aspreUns,

Boulenger,

473-

Cat.,

I,

104.

AMMOCRYPTA,

Jordan.

(Sand Dahteks.)
rieurolepis, Ar.ASsiz, Bull.

Mas. Comp.

genus of extinct Ganoids).
JORDAN, Bull. U.

Anwiorri/pta,

S.

Zoiil.,

i,

Nat. Mus., x,

5,

6,

nGi,{penuculus}, (uot
1877,

PleiirolepL<:,

Eoerton. a

(beaitii).

Body slender and elongate, subcylindrical pellucid in life. Head slenMouth rather wide, terminal, horizontal, the lower jaw included;
;

der.

*In the original di>seription, copied in .Tordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 490, the count of fln rays
of Ammocrypta pellHcida was, by a slip, substituted for that
of CryUaltaria atprella.
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Museum.

premaxillaries very protractile; teeth on the vomer.
little
tail,

Scales thin, ctenoid,
imbricated, present along the region of the lateral line and on the
sometimes wanting on the back or belly lateral line complete,
;

each tube occupying nearly the whole length of its scale. Head scaly or
naked
no ventral plates, the belly naked. Gill membranes considerably united, forming an angle at their junction. Dorsal fins moderate,
about equal to the anal fin and to each other; dorsal with about 10
spines; anal spine single, weak; ventrals well separated, behind pectopectorals pointed, symmetrical, of 12 to 15 rays.
rals, their spines feeble
44 (J. pellucida). Pyloric cceca 4. Frontal region of
21
Vertebrie 23
skull narrow, the parietal region unusually depressed, the bones of skeleton all slender and thin. Sutures of skull very distinct supraoccipital
crest obsolete. Foramen of hypercoracoid very large. Darters of moderate or rather large size, inhabiting the sandy bottoms of clear streams,
where they bury themselves entirely, exceping the eyes and snout. Coloration translucent, with bright reflections, (a/jfiog, sand KpvnTuc, con;

=

+

;

;

;

cealed.)
and opereles scaly; sides of body usually well scaled.
Cheeks and opereles naked; body imperfectly scaled.

pellucida, 1450.

Clieeks

a.

aa.

1450.

AMMOCRTPTA PELLUCIDA

beanii, 1451.

(Baird).

(Sand Darter.*)

Head

8*.
D. X-10 (IX to XI-9 to 11) A. I, 8 to 10
about 6 series above lateral line. Body elongate, nearly cylindrical, the flesh pellucid in life, but of firm, wiry texture head stout. Cheeks, opereles, and temporal region scaled; the scales
embedded and more or less cycloid. Neck above thinly scaled or naked;
scales of body not very rough, those along lateral line and caudal peduncle
most closely imbricated belly entirely naked opercle ending in a short,
flat spine.
Maxillary barely reaching to opposite the large eye eyes high
up, 3| to 4 in head, nearly equal to snout, separated by a narrow, grooved
space. Pectorals shortish, almost as long as head, reaching tips of ventrals, halfway to vent.
Translucent
scales with fine black dots
a

4 to 4f

;

depth 7 to

;

scales about 75 (67 to 78),

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

*
bave often brought home with us a "Johnny," "Speck," or "Crawl-a-bottoni," of a
different type from any of those whose habits we already knew.
It had a very sharp nose which
I)rojected over its mouth; its body was exceedingly slim and round, as transparent as jelly, but
hard and firm to the touch. Its belly and much of its back were quite bare of scales and those
along its sides were small and inconspicuous. Our aquarium had been arranged for the convenience of our other Klheostoiiiiiie friends and the bottom was thickly covered with stones, among
which a small fish might easily hide. Several days passed after the introduction of the first .Imwio-

which survived the change of water, when we noticed that it had disappeared. Careful
search among the stones and around the geode only made it the more certain that it had gone and
increased our wonder as to the way; for surely it had not been eaten, norh.ad it jumped out, unless,
like Ariel, it could assumea "shape invisible." Finally, aftergoingoverevery inch of the ground,
there was discovered, under the nose of linleosnma, which was standing, as usual, on its hands and
tail, the upper edge of a caudal fin, and on each side of Boly's tail appeared a little black eye set
in a yellow frame. .4H(mycn/jjto was buried! Washede.ad? Slowly one eye was closed inaDarter's
inimitable w.ay for they can outwinkall animals in creation except owls and a touch of a finger
on its tail showed that it had lost none of its activity. It was quite improbable that it had been
buried so completely by accident, we therefore cleared of stones a small spot, leaving the hard
white sand exposed, and awaited developments. Then for days we watched it closely only to learn
that it could bury itself with great celerity, for it was not caught in the act.
But our patience was
at last rewarded; for one morning, as wo came out to breakfast, it put its nose, that we now know
has a tip nearly as hard aa horn, against the bottom, stood up nearly straight oa its head and with
crjipta,

—

—
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or bluish blotches along the back and
another along each side lateral spots connected by a gilt band. Length
Lake Erie to Minnesota, Kentucky and Texas abounding in
3 inches.
clear sandy streams; one of the most interesting of our fishes, burying
itself in the sand by an instantaneous movement, leaving only its eyes
and snout visible. (2)ellucidiis, transparent.)
series of small, siiiiarish olive
;

;

(Baird MS.) Agassiz, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,i,
18K?, no locality; the
Bpecimens from Black River, Ohio, the types of Ellieostoma pellKcidum, Baird MS., 1853,
(Type, No. l:ill. Coll. Baird); A'aillant, Recherches, 138, 1873, with plate.

Pleitrolejtix pelluriflus

Plenrolepispellucidtis,

."5,

Jordan & Copeland, Amer. Nat., 86, 1877.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 489, 1883; Boulenqeb,

Anuiiocrypta peUticida,

Represented northwestward by
1450a.

Cat.,

i,

102.

.

AMMOCRTPTA PELLUCIDA CLARA

(Jordan

& Meek).

This variety differs from the typical jje?ZKCifZa in having no scales along
the nuchal region, and none on sides anteriorly, except the 5 or 6 rows
along the lateral line cheeks Avith few scales. It grades into the typical pellucida, although extreme forms are readily recognizable ; scarcely
worthy of separation from the species. Mississippi Valley, Wabash
River, west to central Iowa and Minnesota and south to Arkansas and
northern Texas, (clarus, clear.;
;

Anmwyrypta

clara,

.Jordan

Ottumwa, Iowa.

& Meek,

Proc.

TJ.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

188.5,

8,

Des Moines River,

Jordan & Meek.)
Ellieostoma peUucidum dantm, EvERMANN & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
(Type, No. 35828.

Coll.

1888, 49.

Represented southwestward by
1450b.

AMMOCRTPTA PELLUCIDA VIVAX

(Hay).

More fully scaled than typical pellucida, the region before the dorsal
being more or less closely covered with scales; scales firmer and rougher.
A dusky bar across base of soft dorsal. In other respects essentially as
in pellucida. Pyloric cceca 4. Vertebra 21
41.
20
Length If inches.

+

=

a swift beating of the tail to right and left was in less than five seconds completely buried. The
sand had been violently stirred of course, and just as it had nearly settled, probably in less than
half a minute, its nose was put quietly out, and settling back left the twinkling eyes and narrow
forehead alone visible.
Since then we have kept scores of them in an aqnarium arranpeii
especially for their convenience and have often seen them burrow into the sand. They will remain
buried so long as the water is pure and cool. Indeed, we now rely almost entirely on them to
warn us when the water needs changing. When this need is felt they come out of the sand and
We have been unable to discover any immediate incentive
lie on the bottom panting violently.
for the act.
A number of them in confinement lie
It seems to be entirely uni)remeditated.
helplessly on the bottom, motionless and slowly breathing, when one suddenly starts and buries
his head and neck in the now whirling sand; by a motion as quick as thought, his tail beats
frantically about and when again the clean sand lies smooth on the bottom the little eyes are
looking at you like two glistening beads, as if to witness your applause at so clever a trick.
We have never seen Ammocriipin taste of food, nor do we ever exi)ect to do so; for although its
mouth bristles with teeth, its small size forbids an attack on any game which we can offer. Its
quiescent habits and the character of the bottoms to which it confines itself seem to indicate that
But speculation about what we do not know as to its food
its prey is minute if not microscopic.
might lead us to speculation as to the origin of its characteristic features how, for instance, the
hard snout, the transparent muscles, and theburrowing h,abitsareconsei(ueut on its los.s of scales,
or how the loss of unnecessary scales and of pigment cells is eonscciuent on its burrowing habits.
Then, when wo have finished those matters, we might incjuire how it came about that there are
" Johnny Darters " at all, and why no other continent Las them. Jordan <£• Copeland.

—
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Mississippi and northwest through Arkansas to Texas

;

in

sandy streams.

vivacious.)

(I'ivax,

Amiiwrri/pla riraj; IIay, Bull. U.

Mississippi.

1451.

Head 3f
Body

65.

8.

Fish Comiii.,

(Type, No. 32213.

1882 (1883), 58, Pearl River, Jackson,

ii,

Hay.)

Coll.

AMMOCBYPTA BEANII,

Jordan.

D. VIII to X-10 or 11; A.

to 4; depth 7i.

I,

9 or 10; scales

greatly elongated, suhcylindrical, transparent.

Head rather

than in Ammocrijpta pellucida. Mouth rather wide, nearly
terminal; the upper jaw somewhat the longer; outer teeth strong,
hooked. Opercular spine obsolete. Head entirely naked. Body naked,
except the caudal peduncle, which is sparsely covered with t'hin, embedded scales, and a series of rather large scales along the sides, on which
the lateral line runs. Dorsal fins high, wide apart, about equal in height
Color transto the anal fin and to each other caudal fin emarginate.
lucent, without bars or spots, the lateral line shining golden in life.
Spinous dorsal with a large black spot on the membrane anteriorly,
another near the middle, and some small ones behind; other fins with
Length 2i inches. Gulf
their membranes dusted with dark points.
States, Alabama to Louisjiana; rather common in sandy bottoms of clear
brooks in the pine woods. (Named for Dr. Tarleton Hoflman Bean, its
large, heavier

;

discoverer.)
Ammocrypta

beanii,

Louisiana,
Ainmocrypla

Jordan,

(Coll.

gelida,

Bull, x, U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Hay, Proc. U.

Mississippi.

(Young.)

.Jordan

& Bbayton,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 490,

(Type, No. 27425.

474.
loa,

5,

1877,

Notalbany River, Tickfaw,

Bean); Boulenoer, Cat., i,103; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 489.
Coll.

lOA, Jordan

«fe

Chickasawha River, Enterprise,

Hay.)

Brayton.

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 88, 1878, (vUrea).

This genus difl:er8 from Ammocrypta chiefly in the presence of 2 welldeveloped spines in the anal fin. The anal fin is proportionately smaller,
and the scales are larger and rougher, more fully covering the body.
Species small and slender, translucent in life abounding in sandy brooks
of the southern pine woods, {log, an arrow or dart.)
;

a.

aa.

Cheeks and opercles closely scaled; anal rays II,
Cheeks and opercles naked; anal rays II, 10.

1452. lOA

Head

vitrea, 1452.

7.

VITREA

vigil, 1453.

(Cope).

D. VII to IX-11 to 14; A. II, 6 to 9
7i.
of Ammocrijpta peUucida, or a little less elongate.
Head slender, acuminate mouth not very small, maxillary reaching
front of eye temporal region scaled eye 3f in head, nearly equal to
snout cheeks and opercles covered with large, imbricated, very roughly
ctenoid scales, these scales extending forward to the maxillary and back4 to 4i

scales 50 to 62.

;

depth 7 to

Form

;

;

;

;

ward

to edge of opercle and on subopercle the feeble opercular spine is
almost hidden by them. Middle and lower part of the sides of the body
;

Jordan and Evermann.
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covered with large, imbricated, very rough scales, these less closely set
below; breast naked; behind the ventrals the middle line of the belly
with some small scales, behind which is a naked space bounded l)y small
embedded scales, and extending as far as tLe vent; back, from middle of
first dorsal forward, naked, jjosteriorly more or less scaly.
Fins low and
small, the second dorsal longer than the first or the anal, the spines
slender; anal spines short pectoral tins long and narrow. Translucent,
with small dark spots on back and sides, besides tiner specklings fins
Length 2 inches. Southeastern Virginia and eastern North Caroplain.
lina locally abundant in clear sandy streams in pine woods,
(riireus,
;

;

;

Pwcilic}i(hys vilreus, Cope, Proc.

tary of Neuse River,
loa vitrea, JoRiiAN

Amer.

Wake

& Gilbert,

Walnut

Philos. Soc. Phila., 1870, 2G3,

County, North Carolina.

Creek, a tribu-

(Coll. Cope.)

.Synojisis, 490, 1883.

Ammocrijpla vUrea, Buulengek, Cat.,

i,

102.

1453. lOA VIGIL, Hay.

Head 3f depth 6; eye 3, greater than snout. D. X-12; A. II, 10; scales
about 60 in longitudinal series. Body slender head long caudal peduncle compressed and comparatively deep, the fish, therefore, having nearly
Top of head sloping gradually
the same depth throughout its length.
from occiput to snout. Upper jaw protractile mouth large, terminal,
slightly oblique; the jaws equal, maxillary reaching anterior edge of
pupil interorbital space very narrow jaws with recurved teeth opercular spine well developed opercles and cheeks naked. Dorsal fins well
separated the origin of spinous dorsal i distance from snout to base of
caudal, its length ^ and its height ^ length of head; soft dorsal same
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Length of aual fin f length of head, its height i head.
Posterior portion of body densely scaled, anterior portion probably with
size as spinous.

few scales above, but none below the lateral line. Pale straw color or
pellucid in life with some blotches and specks of olive, about 10 square
spots along the back, and about as many along the lateral line, most distinct posteriorly top of head dusky
a small but distinct black spot at
(Hay.) Only one specimen known.
base of caudal. Length i inch.
Pearl River, Jackson, Mississippi; a rather doubtful species, possibly a
variation oi Ammocrypta beanii. {vigil, wide awake.)
;

;

loK

i-igll,

Hay,

sippi.

Bull. U. S. Fish

(Coll.

Comm.,

ii,

1882 (1883), 59, Pearl River,

Jackson, Missis-

Hay.)

The genus Ammocrypta represents the extreme of development of the
series of darters

with elongate bodies, a natural

series

being formed from

to Crysfallariu and
Another well-marked series, at first parallel with these and
closely related to its members, leads off from Uadroptcrus and Uloccntra
through Etheostoma, culminating in Microptrca. This second series is
distinguished as a whole by firmer skeleton with fewer vertebrjv, the
skull more convex in cross section, the anal fin smaller and the fin rays
tending to become fewer. In habits, the species of the second group are

Pereina through Hadropierus, Uloceittra,

Ammocrypia.

and Boleosoma
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more quiescent, swimming less freely for a distance, but lying at rest for
some time, then moving with sudden jerks. In this series bright blue or
red coloration in the males is more frequently observed. We begin the
series with the chief group, Etheostoma, a group from which as a whole
Radroptcrus can scarcely be separated.

475.

ETHEOSTOMA,

Etheosloma, Rafinesqi^e, Journ.

lie

Physique.,

Rafinesque.

etc., Paris, 1819, 419, {caprodes, llennioides, flcJiel-

wrongly identified as "blennioides;" restricted
by Cope & Jordan, 1877, to Jlahellare).
PacUosoma, AoASSiz, Lake Superior, 1850, 299, (varialus) (name preoccupied).
Poecilichthys, Agassiz, American Journal Sci. and Arts, 1854, 305, (variatus).
Catonoliis, A(3A8Siz, American Journal Sci. and Arts, 1854, 305, (flabellatus).
Oligocephalm, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 67, {lepidun).
Nothonolus, Agassiz, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, 3, 1863, {mactdatus).
Aslatichthys, Vaillant, Eeclierches sur los Etbeostomatina, 107, 1873, (cierrdeus).
Nanosionia, Putnam MS., Jordan, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 6, 1877, {zonalis) (not JNannostoniiM,
lare; first restricted

by AoAssiz, 1854, to

agpro,

GiJNTHER).
RJiothceca,

Jordan, Kept. U.

S.

Fish Comm., 1885, 868

Nanostoma, regarded

{zonalis, substitute for

as preoccupied by Nannostonnts).

Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, (amtrale).
Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, (boreale).
Rajinesquiellm, Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, (poUtii).
Claricula, Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus, (julix).
Torrentaria,

Nivicola,

Body

robust, or rather elongate, compressed.

Mouth

terminal, or sub-

varying in size the lower jaw included or not premaxillaries
not protractile maxillary movable. Teeth rather strong, usually present
on vomer and palatines. Gill membranes separate or more or less broadly
connected. Scales moderate or small, ctenoid top of head without scales
scales of the middle line of the belly persistent and similar to the others
inferior,

;

;

;

;

wanting posteriorly
with strong spines first dorsal usually longer and larger than
the second, with 7 to 15 spines anal with 2 strong spines, the anterior
usually the larger, the second rarely obsolete anal fin always smaller than
the soft dorsal ventral fins more or less close together. Skull narrow,
the parietal region very strongly convex in cross section supraoccipital
Vertebrie
crest very small or wanting lower pharyngeals very narrow.
33 to 39, usually 15 + 21^36. Pyloric cffica 3 or 4. Bones rather firm.
Coloration various, often brilliant. As here understood, a very large
genus covering a great variety of forms. Many attempts at further subdivision have been made and some of the subgeiiera indicated below
have been considered of generic value. Intergradations of all sorts
occur and the technical characters do not always indicate the real relationship. Many of the species are excessively variable, each brook having
(The word Etheostoma is stated by Eafinesque to mean
its peculiar race.
"various mouths," the species known to him, i. e., Percina caprodes,
DijyJesion bleunioides, and Etheostoma JiahcUare, being so diff'erent in respect
of the form of the mouth that he conceived that they might belong to
difierent subgenera. The etymology of the word is not evident, unless

lateral line well developed, nearly straight, often
fins large,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
it

be from

aro/xa,
a.

make

and

strain,

to

7/Wt(j,

-would
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different,

and

Heterostoma.)

Lateral line complete (a few tubes very rarely wanting).
b.

memliranes more or

Gill

by a

less

distinct interspace,

mally

broadly connected across the isthmus; ventrals separated

which

is

not so wide as base of the

anal spines nor-

fin;

2.

PVeciliciithys (TTotKiAo;, variegated; ix^s, fish):
c.

Anal

nearly as large as soft dorsal

fin

almost naked;

Nanostoma
cc.

Anal
(I.

small;

(i/ai'o?,

much

fin

Head
e.

;

spinous dorsal with about 13 spines; head

variatim, 1454.

veiy large; colors brilliant.

fins

(rro^ta,

mouth):

smaller than soft dorsal; spinous dorsal with 9 to 12 spines.

entirely naked.

Scales moderate, 48 to 57; pectoral
sides

with dark green

yi^

longer than head; D. about XII-13;

swannanoa,

spots.

1455.

Scales rather large, 40 to 48.

ee.

Pectoral about as long as head; D. about X-11.

/.

Head

(/.

large,

3% to 4 in

length

;

sides

with dark green blotches.

THALASSINUM, 1456.
yg.

Head rather

small,

4%

in length; males with series of scarlet

spots along the rows of scales.

Pectoral

jf.

43>2

dd.

Head not

much

inscbiptum, 1457.

longer than head; D. XII-12; body robust; the depth

in length ; color olive

with dark oblique bars,

blennids, 1458.

entirely naked.

Cheeks naked; opercles scaly; scales 50 to 60; body slender, the depth S%
uipestre, 14.59.
in length; color green, with darker markings.

h.

hh.

Cheeks and opercles scaly (rarely naked); body slender, the depth 5 to 6
in length. D. about X-11; pectoral about as long as head.
Scales about 42; males with series of dark spots along the rows of
i.
ELEGAN.S, 14G0.

scales.
ii.

Scales about 50; no distinct dark spots along series of scales.

ZONAIE, 1461.
JSoTHONOTTjs (co3d?, prominent; fwro?, back):
66. Gill

membranes

scarcely connected across isthmus;

first

dorsal long; anal rather

small; ventrals near together, the interspace very narrow.
j.

Humeral region without enlarged black scale.
Head short, the muzzle abruptly decurved;
li.

edged; breast blue in
I.

U.
M-.

scales 50 to 58;lvertic»l fins black-

life.

rAMVRrM,
vrLNEEATiM,

Dorsal spines 11 or 12.

Dorsal spines

14.

Head rather long and

1462.
1403.

pointed, the snout not decurved.

m. Scales rather small, 56 to 63; boily and fins variegated with red.
olive; throat blue; sides in male with crimson spots and a
macui.atum, 1464.
brown, wavy, lateral band. D. XII-12.
H». Color yellowish, with 4 dark bars; 10 to 12 oblong dark spots on
cineueum, 14C5.
sides; fins with red in male; D. XI-12.
mm. Color greenish, with 8 to 10 transverse bluish bands; between each
pair a bluish rhomb; a black caudal spot; fins with yellow.

n.

Color

D_ XII-13.

mm.

TESSELI.ATl'M, 1466.

Scales rather large, about 45; male olive with quadrate red siKJts on
sides; breast blue; belly orange; fins ornate; form robust.

RUFILIN'KATUM, 1467.
jj.

Humeral region with an enlarged black

scale; scales 43 to 55.

D. X-11; color

jORnA.Nl, 1468.
olivaceous, with 8 to 10 dark cross bars; form robust.
jessiir and
aa. Lateral line more or less incomplete (occasionally nearly or quite complete in
and anal
in sqnumk-eps); ventrals close together, the interspace very slight; first dorsal

rather small.

ToRRENTARiA
o.

Museum.
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{lorrew^,

a swift stream):

Anal spine single as far as known; liead naked or very nearly

a black humeral

so;

process or scale; snout sharp, the niouth large.

and head very long and

Scales 68; body

;).

slender.

A.

10; gill

I,

membranes separate.
SAOITTA, 1469.

jij).

Scales 68 to 66; body rather deep, the head slender.

A.I, 7 or

8; gill

moderately connected; body with sharp cross bauds.
DO.

Anal spines normally
(/.

Gill

membranes

NivicOLA
r.

(»;.»',

mcmbrani'S

.\ustrale, 1470.

2.

scarcely connected; lower

niveusj

snow;

colo,

jaw moderate, not

projecting.

to inhabit):

Fins very small, the dorsal rays VIII-9; cheeks and opercles scaly; scales 53.

BOREALE, 1471.
rr.

Fins not very small.

Dorsa! spines 9 to 13; the soft rays 10 to

14.

Kafinesqtjielltjs *:
.«.

Dorsal fins more or less connected;

last dorsal

spine not longer than next

the last; a dark humeral scale; coloration mottled; form very robust,
the depth about 4 in length

Oligocephalus
ss.

scales 44 to 50.

;

pottsii, 1472.

(oAiyos, few, small; K€if>a\ri, head):

Dorsal fins well separated, the last dorsal spine short; form comparatively
slender.
I.

Humeral region without

diiferentiated black scale-like process; some-

times with a faint dark spot.
H.

Scales between spinous dorsal
V.

Head not

and

lateral line 4 to

7.

entirely naked.

w. Cheeks

and opercles more or

X. Scales small,

less closely scaled.

about 60; soft dorsal with 10 or 11 rays;
iowje, 1473.

body slender.

XX. Scales moderate, 41 to 55; soft dorsal rays 12 or 13.

Lateral line almost or quite complete; sides in

y.

male with bluish bars or blotches.
.TESsiJf;,
y>l.

1474.

Lateral line with 30 to 35 tubes only; sides with
alternate yellow and dark cross bars.

tme.

LUTEOVINOTUM, 1475.
Cheeks scaly; opercles naked; scales 54 to 61. D. X-12;
lepidogenys, 1476.
sides with faint dark cross bars,

www. Cheeks naked or n .arly

so; opercles

more or

less scaly;

about 48; males with alternate
oblique bars of red and blue; fins ornate.

scales rather large,

vv.

Head

entirely naked; scales about 48; form

C^RULEUM, 1477.
and coloration of
lepidum, 1478.

Eiheosloma cifritleum.
tl.

Humeral region with a
z.

distinct black process or scale.

Cheeksmostly naked, opercles scaly;
fins rather large.

zz.

forming continuous

cc'.

Z%

for Constantino
falls

much

shorter than eye, which
CRAGiNt,148l.

in head.

Scales 45 to 50, snout as long as eye,

head.

Named

stripes.

Scales 46 to 55; snout
is

*

about 50; body banded;
tippecanoe, 1479.

Cheeks and opercles naked, or very nearly so.
a'. Scales very small, 63 to 80; body everywhere much dotted
punctulatum, 1480.
with black.
'(«'. Scales moderate, less than 62 in number.
/.'.
Scales of sides not marked, each with a dark spot, these
c'.

the streams about the

scales

D. XII-12.

which

is

5 in

obetense, 1482.

Samuel Raflnesque, who first recognized the existence of darters in
of the Ohio (Louisville, Kentucky).

Jordan and E7'ermann.
hb'.
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and sides each with a dark
forming continuous streaks.

ScaleB of back

Scales 56 to 61;

d'.

male with the

l)elly

rounded.
dfV. Scales 53;

qq. Gill

snot, these

snout

red;

pagei, 1483.

no red; snout pointed,

virgatum, 1484.

membranes more or less broadly connected across istUnnis; usually an
enlarged black humeral scale.

Claricola
e'.

1069

(clanif^,

Lower jaw

clear; colo, to inhabit):

more or

scarcely projecting; head

less scaly;

spines in males

without knobs.

f. Scales usually less than GO.
g'. Body robust, the depth 4 to

4.1

in length; snout sharp;

rather large; greenish with dark markings.
gg'.

Body rather
h'.

Cheeks

mouth

jili.i:, 1485.

slender, the depth \),^ to 5 in length.

scaly;

male with dark bars and red blotches on

of body.

sides

AEiEsi.K, 1486.

Cheeks naked, or with embedded scales; male with red spots
along sides of body.
alabam.i-;, 1487.
Scales usnally more than 00.
Cheeks
usually
naked
i'.
or nearly so; pores wanting on IC to 20
scales; male with red spots and red markings on fins.
lih'.

ff.

W. Cheeks usually
than 4 or

wnippMi, 1488.
wanting on few (usually not more
low; no red in life.

scaly; pores

5) scales; fins

squamiceps, 1489.

Etheostoma:
ee'.

Lower jaw strongly

projecting; head entirely naked; dorsal spines low,
each ending in a small, fleshy knob in the male; colors dark, no red
nor blue; fins checkered.
flabellare, 1490.

Subgenus PCECILICHTHYS,
1454.

Head

ETHEOSTOMA VARIATUM,

depth 4| to 5i

Agassiz.

Kirtland.

eye 3* to 3f in head. D. XII to XIV-11
Body moderately elongated,
not much compressed, the back somewhat arched. Head short and thick,
the snout short and blunt, and the profile above the eyes strongly
decurved profile a little depressed at the nape. Eyes large, not very
close together, slightly longer than snout. Mouth small, low, subhorizontal, the lower jaw included; teeth small, subequal. bluntish, in rather
broad bands; teeth on vomer. Premaxillary not protractile; maxillary
reaching front of eye, 4 in head. Top of head extremely rugose, the
wrinkles evident through the skin, and radiating irregularly from behind
the eye. Parietal region rather broad and depressed, as in species of
Hadroptcrus. Preopercle entire; opercle with a rather sharp spine. Gill
membranes somewhat broadly united, but meeting at a rather acute
angle. Head naked, except for 1 to 3 scales on the upper part of the
opercle; scales of body rather large, ctenoid lateral line complete; nape
belly covered with
covered with small scales
breast loosely scaled
ordinary scales similar to those on the sides; no enlarged ventral plates.
Fins all very large; dorsal fins slightly joined; anal fin large, but lower
than the soft dorsal, and somewhat shorter; pectorals as long as head,
reaching front of anal
second anal spine longer than first, both of
to 13

;

3i to 4*

A.

;

II, 7 to 9;

;

scales 8-51 to 63-12.

;

;

;

;

;
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longest soft ray 1^
size
longest dorsal spine 2| in head
caudal subtrnncate, its longest ray 1^ in head longest ray of anal 1?
pectoral a little longer than head ventral a little shorter. Color of
large male specimen, dusky greenish above, the head similar, the centers
of the scales darker, and the whole body covered with fine dark points
visible with a lens belly and sides of the body from anal fin forward
and as high up as the level of the scapula of a bright yellow orange;
posterior parts of the body with 5 vertical zones of bright orange,
first zone
these about half as broad as the dark greenish interspaces
opposite the interspace between the dorsals and extending downward to
front of anal the last two on caudal peduncle a vague, dusky area on
a dusky shade across nape in front of dorsal, with 2 or
base of caudal
3 blackish cross blotches on back behind it; head nearly plain, with
some dark specks and some dashes of orange; breast with light-orange
shades first dorsal with a broad median band of blue black a paler
stripe below it and above it the base of the fin with dark interspinal
spots, and the edge of the fin again blackish; second dorsal blue black,
dashed with orange toward the base caudal blackish, rather darker at
base; anal blue black, with orange yellow at the base; pectoral blackish,
with orange cross shades; veutrals blue black, with some edgings of

moderate

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

orange.

more

Young examples

similarly marked, but paler in color, with

distinct markings, especially the dark cross bars

are often very distinct,

much

Length 3^

as in Cottogaster uranidea

on back, which
;

fins in

females

Ohio Eiver basin from western
Pennsylvania,* through Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky; generally rare,
A large, handsome species, not
probably more common southward.

and young

paler.

inches.

recognized for nearly thirty years after its discovery, the name variatus
having been meanwhile transferred to other species (cwruleum and jyeltatus).
(variatus, variegated.)
Etheostoma variatum, Kirtland, Zoology of Ohio, 108, 192, 1838,

BOULENGEE,

Cat.,

I,

Etheostoma notatum, Agassiz MS.,

Hadroptenis

tesfsdlatus,

Mahoning

River, Ohio;

81.

Putnam,

JonDAN, Bull,

burg, Pennsylvania.

Bull,

x, U. S.

i,

Mus. Comp.

Nat. Mas.,

7,

Zoiil., 4,

1877,

1863,

(name

only).

Alleghany River, Fox-

(Coll. Baird.)

Hadroplenis variatus, Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 163; rediscovery of the species from

Whitewater River, Brookville, Indiana. (Coll. Amos. W. Butler.)
Boleosoma variatum, Vaillant, Eecherches, 84, 1873.

Subgenus
1455.

NANOSTOMA.f

ETHEOSTOMA SWANNAXOA,

Putnam.

.Jordan

& Evermann.

Head4i^; depth 6 eye 4 in head. D. XI or XII-12 to 14; A. II, 9;
scales 6-48 to 57-7 or 8. Form of Ulocentra .simotera. Body robust, some;

what compressed, the back elevated; head very

short, deep, the anterior

* A specimen in the Museum of Comparative Zoiilogy from Easton, Pennsylvania (Delaware
Anal large; dorsal spines 12; scales 40. Gill
River), seems to belong to Etheostoma rarintiiiu.
membranes united; belly scaled; premaxi Mary not protractile; a dark spot on last dorsal spine,
color otherwise faded. There is no other record of this species from east of the Alleghauies,
and this locality may be doubtful.

t This group

is

very closely allied to Ulocentra.

and Evertnann.

Jordati

profile strongly

mouth very

— Fishes of North America.

convex; snout short and blunt

;

small, horizontal, inferior, the lower
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eye large, placed high;

jaw included all around.

Premaxillaries not protractile maxillary short, not adnate, reaching to
opposite front of eye, 4 in head; teeth small. Cheeks, opercles, and
;

breast naked; nape naked in one specimen examined, scaly in the others;
Gill membranes broadly conlateral line complete belly evenly scaled.
;

Fins rather low dorsals contiguous pectorals long, \ longer
than head, reaching beyond ventrals to vent. Males, in spirits, dusky
green, the belly paler back irregularly mottled and blotched with black
and strewn with specks of saffron yellow 6 distinct black cross blotches
8 to 10 roundish or quadrate black blotches on sides, a
'on dorsal line
smaller spot behind the last of these at base of caudal, these lateral
blotches somewhat connected head dusky above a faint bar below eye
axil black fins nearly plain. In life, male olive green, light green below
markings all dark green base and lower edge of pectoral tinged with
saff"ron
base and tip of first dorsal bright snuffy brown second dorsal
and caudal olive, speckled lower fins pale yellow. Female and younger
specimens have the body more speckled the pectorals and caudal barred
with dark. Length 2^ to 3 inches. Upper waters of the Tennessee River
locally abundant a beautiful little fish, thus far known only from the
clear, cold waters of the middle and south forks of the Holston and the
south fork of the Swannanoa, a most beautiful stream tlowing from the
flanks of Black Mountain into the French Broad.
nected.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Jordan & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 3G0, South Fork of
Holston River, Holstein Mills, Virginia; Middle Fork of Holston River, Marion,
Virginia, and South Fork of Swannanoa River, Black Mountain, North Carolina (Type, No. 398G1. Coll. Jordan, Evermann and Jenkins); Boulenger, Cat., I, 81.

Elheostoma sirannanoa,

1456.

ETHEOSTOMA THAL.iSSIIVUM

(Jordan & Braytou).

Head 3| to 4 depth 4f to 5 eye 3i to 4 in head. D. IX to XI-10 to 12
A. II, 7 or 8 scales .5-40 to 48-7. Body rather stout, compressed behind,
the back somewhat arched. Head large, the snout rather blunt and convex in profile. Eye large, high up, about equal to snout interorbital space
rather narrow. Mouth moderate, slightly oblique, the maxillary reaching
to the orbit. Upper jaw slightly longer than the lower. Head entirely
naked; throat naked; neck naked anteriorly; opercular spine obtuse;
Fins all large; membrane of the first dorsal continued to the base of the
second longest dorsal spine scarcely shorter than the soft rays, the base
of the spinous dorsal a little longer than that of the soft dorsal anal not
much smaller than the soft dorsal, its first spine the longer; caudal fin
deeply lunate; pectorals as long as head, reaching nearly to vent. Male,
in life, with body dark green and blotched above sides with 6 to 9 dark
blue-green vertical bars, the 5 next the last most distinct; spinous dorsal
reddish at base, then a broad black band, the uppermost third of a bright
ferruginous red second dorsal blackish at base, reddi.sh above caudal
with 2 orange blotches at base, black mesially, pale orange distally anal
ventrals greenish;
fin of a brilliant blue-green color at base, pale at tip
head mostly grass green the streaks forward and downward from eye
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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dark green females duller and more speckled. Length 2\ inches. Santee
River basin in North and South Caroliua locally very abundant a pretty
species, {tkalassinns, sea green, from (hilaaaa, sea.)
;

;

;

thalassimii', .TonDAN & Brayton, Bull. XII, U. S. Nat. Mus., 13, 1878, Reedy River,
Greenville, South Carolina; Catawba River and tributaries in North Carolina;
Ennoree River, Chick Springs, South Carolina; and Saluda River, Farr's Mill,
South Carolina, (Type, No. 31122. Coll. Jordan iV Brayton); Jokdan &Gildekt, Synoiisis,

Nolhonohis

511, 1883.

Elkeosioma thalassinmu, JORDAN, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Comm.,

viii,

1888 (1890), 139; Boulengeb, Cat.,

1,83.

1457.

Head

4f

ETHEOSTOMA INSCRIPTUM

depth 4f

;

eye

;

3i,

(Jordan

& Brayton).

about equal to snout.

D. XI-12

;

A.

II,

8

Body rather stout and deep, strongly compressed. Caudal
peducle rather deep. Head large, rather obtuse, the profile quite gibbous,
a considerable angle formed opposite the eyes, Avhich are high up and
close together. Mouth moderate, slightly oblique, the maxillary reaching
eye, the upper jaw the longer. Head entirely scaleless neck above scaly
scales 5-46-5.

;

breast naked; belly closely scaled;

;

Fins large; spinous
dorsal longer than soft dorsal, which is somewhat larger than the anal
the 2 dorsals connected by membrane; dorsal spines a little more than
half the length of the head pectorals large. Color olive, with a bright
scarlet spot on each scale, these forming continuous lines along the rows
of scales 3 dark blotches across the back 1 in front of dorsal, forming
a black spot on the anterior spines 1 between the 2 dorsal fins, forming
a similar black spot on the last rays of the spinous dorsal, and 1 on the
caudal peduncle, behind the second dorsal sides with about 8 irregular
dark-olive blotches just below the lateral line; edge of spinous dorsal
black, below this bright orange red, a dusky bar at the base; entire anal
females withfin, cheeks, opercles, and a bar below the eye bright blue
out red spots, the sides blotched. Length 2^ inches. Oconee River,
Georgia; scarce; one of the most beautiful of the group, {inscriptus,
written on, from the markings.
scales large.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan & Brayton, Bull, xn,
Sulphur Springs, Hall County, Georgia.
Nanostoma lusmplwn, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,
Nolhonolus inscriptus,

1458. ETHE0ST0M.4.

U.

S.

(Coll.

Nat. Mus., 34, 1878,

Oconee River,

at

Jordan & Brayton).

512, 1883.

BLENNIUS,

Gilbert

& Swain.

Head 4f depth 4? eye 1+ in snout, 4i in head. D. XII-12; A. II, 8;
scales 5-43-8. Body exceedingly robust, little compressed, the ventral
;

;

outline more strongly arched than dorsal outline

;

greatest depth opposite

front of spinous dorsal, the 2 profiles thence converging rapidly backward
to form the rather long, slender, caudal peduncle. Head very deep, with

subvertical cheeks, broad below, narrowing upward and forward. Profile
from nape to middle of interorbital space nearly horizontal, thence abruptly

and very obliquely decurved to tip of snout. Middle of eye equidistant
from tip of snout and front of nape. Greatest depth of preorbital f length

Jordan and Evermann.
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of head. Mouth very small, subinferior, the lower jaw inchuled. Lenj^th
of maxillary eciualing distance from tip of snout to anterior nostril. Preniaxillaries not protractile, the fold of upper lip interrupted by a very
narrow frenum, as is the case in some specimens of Ulocentra simotera,
to which species the present one is really closely related. Vomer with
teeth. Opercular spine very little developed, the opercle terminating in
a flat point, scarcely projecting beyond the membrane. Gill membranes
very widely joined across isthmus, the width of the union being | distance from posterior margin of membrane to tip of lower jaw. Eye small,
high up. Spiuous dorsal long and rather low, composed of stitF spines,
the membrane of last spine joining base of first soft ray the middle spines
the highest, about half length of head second dorsal shorter and higher
than the first, much larger than the small anal fin, its longest ray 1|
in head. Anal spines short and robust, the first longei thau second longest anal ray about equaling length of snout; caudal lunate; pectorals
very large, reaching much beyond ventrals, about/i length of body. Ventrals equaling distance I'rom snout to base of pectorals
least depth of
caudal peduncle § depth of body. Body covered with very large scales,
those on nape somewhat smaller head and breast wholly naked lateral
line complete, straight. Color in life Light olive green above, with 4 conspicuous blackish-brown cross bars, narrower than the interspaces, running from back downward and forward to below lateral line the first,
very broad, occupies the entire nape, and terminates above base of pectorals the second, much narrower, begins below end of spinous dorsal
the third below last rays of soft dorsal the last bar much less conspicuous on back of caudal peduncle. On middle of each light interspace is a
similar, somewhat broader bar, less clearly marked, and with ill-defined
boundaries, these bars terminating below lateral line in 7 or 8 dusky
blotches each scale on back and sides with the central portion light red,
changing to golden brown in spirits belly and lower fourth of sides silvery white; two bright areas at base of caudal, with a blackish bar
immediately behind them caudal indistinctly barred with dusky. Dorsals translucent, the membrane between each 2 rays with an elongate
dusky-red blotch, extending f height of fin; spinous dorsal margined
with light red; pectorals barred with dusky and light yellowish; venanal translucent, an indistinct yellowtrals with traces of similar bars
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ish

band along

its

middle.

Length 2^ inches.

Northern Alabama, in

small streams tributary to the Tennessee River not common a strongly
marked species. (Blennius, a blenny, from the form of the head.)
;

;

& Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mtis., 1887, 55, Cox's Creek
and Shoal Creek, tributary to the Tennessee River, Florence, Alabama. 'Type,
No. 36187. Coll. Gilbert & Swain); Gilbekt, Bull. U. S. Fish Cumm., i.\, 1889 (.1891). l^O.

Elheostoma (Rhothifca) blcmuns, Gilbert

1459.

ETHEOSTOMA RUPESTKE,

Gilbert

& Swain.

Head 3* to 4 depth 5|. D. XI or XII-11 or 12; A. II, 7 or 8; scales
50 to 57, 6 or 7 series above lateral line. Closely related to Etheostoma
thalassinum, from which it may be distinguished by its more slender form,
;

F. N. A.

69

Museum.
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the absence of bright coloration, the smaller scales, and the squamation
Body slender, fusiform, little compressed, the upper
of the opercle.
anterior profile descending rapidly to tip of snout. Mouth small, horizontal, terminal at lower side of snout, the lower jaw included maxillary reaching vertical from front of orbit, its length slightly less than
diameter of eye, 3| in head, in specimens IJ inches long. Interorbital
space very narrow, its width half diameter of orbit. Gill membranes
widely joined, free from the isthmus. Scales small, 6 to 7 longitudinal
series between lateral line and the base of the spinous dorsal ; tubes of
lateral line usually 55 or 56 in number, varying from 50 to 57 lateral line
complete, straight opercle more or less completely covered with scales
as large as those on sides; cheeks and breast naked, the nape closely
length of
scaled. Fins of moderate size, the spines weak and flexible
dorsal spines equaling distance from tip of snout to middle of orbit; anal
spines short, about equal in size, their length less than diameter of orbit
pectorals long, reachiug beyond vertical from vent, their length 3 to 3^
times in length of head and body ventrals reaching vent caudal short,
Coloration in life: Grass green,
not deeply notched, 4^ in length.
;

;

;

;

;

;

with dark markings, but no red or blue; back with 6 dark cross bars,
wider than the light Interspaces a series of 6 dark blotches, sometimes
W-shaped along sides, immediately below lateral line; usually 4 dark
spots at base of caudal, 2 of which are closely approximated at base of
median caudal rays dark vermiculations on top of snout; a dark bar
downward, and 1 downward and forward from eye; fins with wavy,
dusky bars. North River, a tributary of the Black \Yarrior River, Alabama, {rupestris, living among rocks.)
;

;

Etheostnma rupesire, Gilbert

caloosa,

Alabama,

& Swain,

Proc. U.

(Type, No. 36695.

1460.

S.

North River, near Tus& Swain); Boulenger, Cat., i, 82.

Nat. Mus. 1887, 57,

Coll. Gilbert

ETHEOSTOMA ELEGAXS

(Hay).

Head 4; depth 5; eye 4 in head. D. X-12; A. II, 8; scales 5-42-6.
Body stout, somewhat compressed. Head short and deep, with swollen
cheeks snout abruptly decurved mouth subterminal, horizontal, small,
;

;

Lateral line nearly
the maxillary not reaching the front of eye.
straight; cheeks, opercles, and back of neck scaly chest and region just
behind ventrals naked. Spinous dorsal half as high as long, a little
longer than the head soft dorsal f as long as head and f as high as long;
;

;

anal f length of head, as high as long; pectoral fins very large, reaching
6 large, quadrate, black
Color purplish
beyond ventrals to vent.
blotches along back, and 8 broad, transverse bars along sides fainter,
these alternating with dark spots; many of the scales above with jetblack spots, forming longitudinal streaks 2 black spots at base of caua few black spots behind eye;
dal, as in zonule, but larger and brighter
dark spots downward and forward from eye; ventral and anal fins indigo
blue pectorals with blue a bar of deep orange red along base of both
dorsals; female with the lower fins pale. Thought by Dr. Gilbert to be
based on highly colored examples of Etheostoma zonule, which is not
;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Everfnann.
unlikely, but the coloration

2i inches,
Nanostoma

is

— Fishes of North America.

more

Chickasawha River,

like that of E. inscriptnm.

Mississippi,

1075
Length

(elegaus, elegant.)

Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 403, shallow rocky branch of ChickaRiver, Enterprise, Mississippi, (Type, No. 27455. Coll. Hay); Jordan &

de(jaii!<*

sawha

GiLREUT, Synopsis, 510, 1883.

Hay

Etheostoma lyncetim,

MS., Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A.,

1461.

Head

depth 5 to

4 to 5;

80, 1885;

Gieard, was then placed

for ckijuns, as Boldchthijs eleyatis,

ETHEOSTOMA ZONALE
D.

6,

X

same type; name a substitute

in Etheostoma.

(Copo).

or XI-10 to 12; A.

II,

6 to 8; scales

Body slender, somewhat compressed. Head
the mouth small, subinferior. Snout very short

6-48 to 53-9, pores 44 to 50.
small, rather short;

decurved, rather obtuse, maxillary scarcely reaching front of eye; eye
longer than snout, 3^ to 4 in head. Cheeks, opercles, and neck, more or
Teeth very feeble, those on vomer not
less scaled, breast usually naked.
evident, probably none on the palatines. First dorsal well developed
separated from the second, which is higher and shorter than the spinous
dorsal, and considerably larger than the anal caudal emarginate, pec;

head or a little longer. Bright olivaceous above, golden
belovr; 6 dark brown quadrate dorsal spots, which connect by alternating spots with a broad, brown, lateral band, from which 8 narrower dark
bluish bands more or less completely encircle the belly; paired, anal, and
caudal fins golden, brown-spotted; middle half of the first dorsal crimson; a series of round crimson spots near the base of the second dorsal;
occiput, a band on muzzle and 1 below eye, black a black spot on operculum and 1 at base of pectoral; females duller and speckled, with venLength 3 inches. Mississippi
trals barred and lateral bars feebler.
Valley from Ohio, northern Indiana (Kankakee River), west through
Iowa, and south through Kentucky and Tennessee to Alabama, Louisiana, and Arkansas, in small, clear streams locally abundant in weedy or
gravelly places. t Very variable, (zonalis, banded.)
toral as long as

;

;

Pcedlichihys zonalis. Cope, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1868, 212,
(Coll."

Holston River, Virginia.

Cope.)

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 236, tributary of Illinois River,
Naperville, Illinois, (Type, No. 23454. Coll. E. R. Copelanii); females with barred

Nanostoma

rinctipes,

ventrals.
Aslatichthi/s r.onalis,

Nanostoma

r.onale,

Vaillant, Eecherches, 110, 1873.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Etheostoma zonale, Gilbert, Proc. U.

Synopsis, 510, 1883.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 54; Boulenqer, Cat

,

i,

83.

Represented southwestward by
14«1».

ETHEOSTOMA ZONALE ARCANSAXUM,

Jordan A Gilbert.

This form differs from the typical form, in having the breast nearly or
Found in the Ozark region of Missouri and Arkansas.

quite naked.

*The specimens from

Mississippi called Nanostoma zonale by Hay,

seem to be the female of

his elegans.

tA specimen in the Mnsenin of Comparative ZoSlogy from Delaware River apparently
belongs to Elheosluma r.nnale. It i« very deep in body, the depth 4f in length, equal to length of
the short head; scales 53. There is no other record of the species from this region and the
locality may be doubtful.

Bulletin ^7, Utiited States National
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Jordan k Gilbert, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., I881;, 5, Spring River,
Carthage, Missouri; James River, Marshfield, Missouri; Poteau River, Hackett
City, Arkansas; Washita River, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, and Saline River, Benton, Arkansas. (Type, Nos. 3G249, 36275, 36399, 36410, 364-17. Coll. Jordan & Meek.)

Elheostmva -Mnnle urcans'nnnm,

Subgenus
1462.

NOTHONOTUS,

Agassiz.

ETHEOSTOMA CAMURUM*

(Cope).

(Blue-bbeasted Darter.)

Head

depth

4;

4^.

D. XI-13; A.

8; scales 7-50 to 58-8, 48 to 53

II,

Body stout; head short; muzzle abruptly decurved, the mouth
somewhat inferior, lower jaw included caudal broad, truncate. Males
very dark olive or blackish, with an obscure band of a paler shade; belly
paler; breast and throat deep rich blue; sides profusely sprinkled with
pores.

;

crimson dots these spots are sometimes arranged in short longitudinal
series of olivaceous lines along the rows of
series of threes and fours
scales first dorsal with a black spot at base in front and a crimson one
on the margin between the first and second rays second dorsal, caudal,
and anal crimson, bordered with yellow, which again is bordered with
black or dark blue on the edge of the fin the crimson is deepest next
the yellow pectoral and ventral fins with a broad red margin. Females
less distinctly marked; greenish; many scales brown; fins yellowish
olive caudal red all vertical fins edged with blackish. Specimens from
the Tippecanoe Eiver, Indiana (Coll. Evermann), have the following life
colors: Sides light brown, with 12 to 15 very narrow greenish lines running from pectorals to caudal three rather plain vertical bars of the
same color, but much broader just back of the pectorals, faint traces of 5
or 6 others between them and the tail; about 50 to 60 small deep orange
spots scattered irregularly over the sides axils dusky belly pale bluish
green throat and chin deeper blue top of head and cheeks light brown,
more or less mottled with darker; spinous dorsal uniform light brown,
or greenish soft dorsal deeper brown, with a series of reddish spots near
the top above these a pale line, above which is a still darker line, forming the border of the fin, and same as soft dorsal pectorals pale brown,
darkest on outer half; ventrals same, but outer half a little darker than
pectorals caudal light brown with some dark near the middle, a reddish
brown bar near the tip; outside this a pale bar, the extreme tip of the
Scales 53; snout bluntly decurved. Length 2|
fin being a pale green.
inches. Indiana and Ohio to Tennessee in clear, swift waters; not common one of the most elegant members of this most beautiful genus,
perhaps the prettiest of fresh water fishes, icamurii.s, blunt-headed.)
Pipt-iliehthys caninnts. Cope, Proc. Am. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1870, 265, head waters of the Cum;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

berland River in Tennessee. (Coll. Cope.)
cayniiriis, Jorpan it Gilbert, Synopsis, 506, 18S3.
Elheoetoma cmuwuiii, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888
Nmiostoma

A more

(1890), 160;

Boulenger,

Cat.,

i,

69.

beautiful fish than the Rainbow Darter, one of the very handsomest of them all, is
the Blue-breasted Darter, Etheoxtoma caninmm. It is a deep olive-green little fisli, sprinkled
over with dots of rarmine like a brook trout. Its breast is of a deep ultramarine blue, and its
But we hardly learned to know it as an
fins gayly variegated w ith blue, yellow, and crimson.
a(iuariuni acquaintance, for we found it but twice, both times in the clearest of water, and our
or
three hours. We can only say of their
than
two
specimens never survived confinement more
habits that they died where other darters lived, and that before they died all other tishcs seemed
cheap and common beside them. Jordan & Copeland.

*

Jordan and Evertnann.
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VULXEBATUM
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(Cope).

D. XIV-I3; A. II, 8 scales 8-53-9. Body fusiform,
4 depth 4^
caudal peduncle very deep; dorsal outliue scarcely arched; top
of head geutly aud regularly curved to the end of the muzzle; orbit four
times iu length of head, e(|ual to muzzle; first dorsal not low caudal
Color light olive, with
truncate, rounded; anal small; scales small.
about 8 vertical dark olive bars on the sides, which are interrupted above
a few irregular crimson dots on the sides. Fins unithe lateral line
form, transparent, except the first dorsal and caudal
the former has a
median series of red sjiots, the latter is pale orange, with a black margin;
no cross bars on fins in the male; second dorsal with a black margin.
Length 2 inches. French Broad River. This is probably the young of
Etheostoma camurum, as Dr. Gilbert has indicated. The number of dorsal
spines is, however, greater than we have seen it in camunim and we
leave it for the present as a distinct species, (vulneratus, wounded.)

Head

;

:

stout;

;

;

;

PLecilUlithiis ruhieratiis.

Cope, Proc.

Warm

Broad River,
NothonotHS vulnenilHS,

Jordan

>.t

14«4.

Head

3f to 4

Am.

.Soc.

Phila., 1870, 200,

tributary of French

(Coll. Cope.)

Gilbert, Synopsis, 508, 1883.

ETHEOSTOMA MACULATUM,

depth 4f to

;

to 63-14, pores 57.

Philos.

Springs, North Carolina.

Body

D. XII-12 or 13

5^.

Kirtland.

A.

;

II,

8 or 9

;

scales 9-56

elongate, with dorsal line not elevated, and

the caudal peduncle very deep. Head acuminate, the front descending
very gradually, the mandible rising as gradually to its extremity; orbit
rather large, equal to snout, 4 to 41 in head end of maxillary reaching
front of pupil jaws subequal teeth of outer row larger. Lateral line
opercular spine strong. Fins
complete; cheeks naked opercles scaly
;

;

;

;

;

the caudal, short, latter slightly rounded; first
dorsal long; first anal spine very large. Pectoral shorter than head gill
membranes separate. Coloration above black, shading to dark olive
below and with a narrow, wavy, leather-colored dorsal band throat
generally, especially

;

;

and dorsal region marked with small circular
spots of bright crimson, irregularly disposed, and in considerable number; first dorsal uucolored, with a black spot at base anteriorly and a
dark shade through the middle second dorsal blood red, without border
caudal with two large crimson spots confluent on the middle line of the
pectorals and ventrals not red-bordered
tail at its base, without border
Length 2^
females' dull, with the fins black barred and not crimson.
inches. Northern Ohio and Indiana southward through Kentucky and
Tennessee to northern Alabama, generally rare most common iu tribufound
taries of the Wabash, Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee rivers
(macuhxtus,
in clear, swift water; one of the most beautiful species,
turquoise blue

;

sides

;

;

;

;

;

;

spotted.)
EOieostomamacuIata, Kirtland, Jour. Bost. Sor. Nat. Hist., 1840, '270, Mahoning River, Ohio,
(Coll. Kirtland); Boulenqer, Cat., i, OS.
Pcecilichthys sawjuijlmis, Cope, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. Phila., 1870, 204, head waters of the
South Fork of the Cumberland River, in Tennessee. (Coll. Cope.)
Boleosoma ntacnIaliDii, Vaii.laxt, Ilecherches, 87, 1873.
NothonotHS sar.gmfluus aud maculatiis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 507 and 508, 1883.

BulUti7i 4y, United States National
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Head
A,

ETHEOSTOMA CINEEEUM,

Museum.

Storer.

3i; depth 5i eye 4 in head; snout 3^. D. XI or Xll-U to 13;
8-57 to 60-9. Body slender, somewhat compressed; head
;

II, 8; scales

pointed; profile from tip of snout to top of head regularly convex;
mouth moderate, horizontal, low; upper lip on level with lower rim of
orhit maxillary reaching front of orbit; premaxillaries not protractile;
;

membranes but slightly connected.
and breast naked or with few embedded

Opercles scaled

gill

;

cheeks, nape,

scales; scales small, firm, finely

Fins
moderate; height of spinous dorsal about half length of head; soft dorpectorals about li in
sal somewhat higher, a little higher than anal
bead, reaching tips of ventrals. Color: Upper portion of body light yellow back with 4 dark cross bars, the first and largest between the two
dorsals, the next two in the base of the second dorsal, and the last upon
the caudal peduncle; each scale above lateral line with a brown spot,
these spots forming 2 or 3 lines running back to region of second dorsal;
along the lateral line is a series of 11 or 12 oblong dark spots, continued
forward across opercles and through the eye, meeting around the snout
top of head dark; entire under parts of body yellowish; dorsal fins
speckled o^r mottled with brownish spinous dorsal margined with red
second dorsal and anal variegated with red spots. Length 3i to 4 inches.
Tennessee and Cumberland rivers rare, and only lately rediscovered by
Doctor Philip II. Kirsch nearly fifty years after its original discovery;
recorded from Tennessee River at Florence, Alabama, Obeys River at
Olympus, Tennessee, and Rock Creek, near Whitley Station, Kentucky.
A large and showy species, (cinereus, ashy gray.)
ctenoid, those on ventral line not enlarged; lateral line complete.

;

;

;

;

;

EtJieo.thmia cinerea,

C. A.

Stoukr, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1845,

49,

Florence, Alabama.

(Coll.

Hentz.)
S. Fish Comm., XI, 1891
Boulengeu, Cat., i, 62.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 509, 1883.

Etheosloma cineretim, Kirsch, Bull. U.

Recherches,

aud

(1893), 264,

Vaillant,

268;

G8, 1873;

Nothonotus cinereus,

1466.

ETHEOSTOMA TESSELLATUM,*

Storer.

D. XII-13; P. 13; V. I, 5; A. II, 10. Body oblong. Head gibbous,
than i the length of the body. Lateral line straight. Top of the
head and upper portion of the sides of a greenish-brown color 8 or 10
transverse bluish bands on the sides the intervals between these bands
are yellowish, and in the center of each is a bluish rhomb a black blotch
at the base of the tail the lips, opercles, and rays of the first dorsal
gamboge-yellow. Length 3 inches. Florence, Alabama. Caught in running water. (Storer.) Not seen by any later collector, but apparently a

less

;

;

;

;

having spots, like mosaic.)

valid species,

(tessellatus,

Elhenstoma

Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1845, 48,

tessellata,

ence, Alabama.

(Coll. C.

Tennessee River at Flor-

A. Hentz.)

Elheoskmia lessellalum, Vaillant, Recherches, 68, 1873.
Nothonotus tessellatm,

*

The name

Jordan & Gilbert,

teBiellatas is

Synopsis, 509, 1883.

preoccupied in this genus, only

if

Boleosoma be merged into

it.

Jordan and Evermann.
1467.
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(Cope).

5.
D. X to XII-11 to 13 A. II, 8 or 9 scales
Stout, the dorsal line elevated and descending regularly
from the base of the first dorsal to the end of the muzzle. Muzzle short,

Head

4

;

depth 4i to

;

;

6-45 to 48-7.

regularly conic, about equal to eye, which

is smaller than usual, \\ in
Premaxillaries not protractile; gill membranes not united across
the isthmus. Pectoral as long as head lateral lino complete. Dorsal
caudal peduncle deep
well developed
caudal fin small, truncate.

head.

;

;

;

Scales large; cheeks, nape,

and breast naked, opercles

scaled. In life,
male, green, the body with longitudinal stripes, each as wide as one row
of scales, and formed by darker edges of the scales; some of the scales
with center spots of bright orange brown; usually from 2 to 6 consecutive

brown, then an eciual number olive, the olive
and orange areas irregularly alternating head with an olive-black band
through snout to nape
an interrupted band below this, still lower 2
scales in each series orange

;

;

usually about 5 black dashes on each side of bead, a
mark angle of mouth orange lips orange, except in
lower jaw with an orange spot interopercle, opercle, cheek, and

blackish spots

;

characteristic color

front
first

;

;

;

;

three branchiostegals each with orange spots; belly orange yellow
fins all bordered with scarlet, a very narrow blackish
;

breast deep blue

;

edge and a narrow pale streak between it and the scarlet spinous dorsal
straw color, dotted with black and edged with orange; second dorsal
similar, more yellow caudal scarlet, its center yellow, its base with a
large blue-black spot, which extends into the yellow; base of caudal
anal bright yellow at base,
yellow, an orange spot above and below
then scarlet, with narrow pale and dark edgings; ventrals similar; pectorals yellow, with a blackish and a scarlet crescent at base and a subterminal scarlet band. Females green with 8 .f^int dark cross bars,
obscure and interrupted scales on sides witii yellow streaks arranged
like the brown streaks on the male fins all yellow anal and ventrals
tinged with orange; pectorals tinged with orange anteriorly, all the fins
with bars or dark spots; caudal blackish, its base yellow; head with
black nuirkings similar to those on the male, but without scarlet. Length
3 inches. Upper tributaries of the Tennessee, Cumberland, and Green
rivers very abundant in clear brooks and pools one of the most gaudy
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of darters.

(>(t/MS,

PoscilicIilh!/s rtifilineatiis,

reddish;

lineatiis,

lined; properly spelled rM/oZi»jea<Mj».)

CoPE, Proc. Anier. Philos. Soc, 1870, 267,

Warm

French Broad River, Madison County, North Carolina.
NoOiOHolu!; riifiUiieattis,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis,

5(18,

1883.

Etheostomarufolineatum, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comui., vin, 1888
I,

Springs Creek,

(Coll. Cupc.)

(189(i), H'J;

Bouiengeb,

Cat.,

69.

1468.

ETHEOSTOMA JORDANI,

Gilbert.

Head 3^ to 3f ; depth 4f to 5. D. X or XI-10 to 12 A. I, 7 or 8 scales
43 to 55 (averaging 48). Closely related to Etheostoma rufiUneatum, from
which it differs conspicuously in form and coloration. Body i-athor deep,
compressed, the caudal peduncle slenderer than in related forms, the
;

anterior profile

much more couvoxly decurved,

the snout blunter.

;

Mouth

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Museum.

terminal, oblique, rather small, the maxillary scarcely reaching vertical
from front of pupil, 3? in head premaxillaries on level of lower margin
;

of orbit, the jaws about equal. Eye equaling snout, \\ to 4i in head,
twice interorbital width. Preopercle entire. Gill membranes not united.
Spinous dorsal high, the spines strong, the membrane from last spine not
joining base of soft dorsal highest dorsal spine slightly more than half
base of soft dorsal \\ in base of spinous dorsal anal
length of head
shorter than soft dorsal and inserted more anteriorly, the first spino
longer and stronger than the second, f the height of longest anal ray
and i length of head caudal fan-shaped when widely spread pectorals
reaching beyond tips of ventrals, \\ in head; ventrals extending half
way to base of second anal spine. Scales large, strongly ctenoid, present on nape, the breast naked; opercles scaly, head otherwise naked.
No enlarged black humeral scale. Lateral line complete or wanting on
occasional scales in its course, straight. Colors probably brilliant in life.
In spirits, the males are olivaceous, darker above, the sides with faint,
narrow longitudinal dark lines running between the rows of scales
back with 8 black cross bars wider than the interspaces, the first on
nape, the second under and in advance of origin of spinous dorsal, the
fifth under first rays of soft dorsal
the first bar continued downward
into axil of pectorals, the others usually not reaching lateral line middle of sides with irregular bars, usually formed of disconnected blotches,
and 9 or 10 in number a pair of black blotches at base of median caudal
rays and sometimes a pair at base of outer rays; fin rays all blackish,
the membranes lighter; basal half of anterior portion of spinous dorsal
black, its margin narrowly white, a narrow submarginal dark line below
it.
Soft dorsal and caudal with a wide white (probably orange in life)
submarginal band, the tips narrowly black anal and ventrals similar;
but without black margin pectorals uniform dusky, with light membranes snout and top of head blackish a small black spot behind eye
fins probably blue and orange in life.
Females mottled, with fins barred.
Tributaries of the Coosa Kiver in the Alabama River basin; locally
abundant. (Named for David Starr Jordan.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Etheosloma
fig.

?.,

bama.

;

(Nofhonofii.':) jordaiii,

Gilbert, Bull. U.

S.

Fish Ouinm., ix, 18S9 (1891), 156, plate 43,

Choccolo Creek, Oxford, Alabama, and Chestnut Creek, Verbena, Ala(Coll. Kirsch.)

Etheostoma jordani, Boulenger, Cat.,

Subgenus
1469.

i,

70.

TORRENTARIA,

Jordan & Evermann.

ETHEOSTOMA SAGITTA,

.lordan

k Swain.

Head ^\ depth 4+. D. X-13; A. I, 10; scales about 68 (48 tubes).
Body rather slender, compressed, the back a little elevated, the caudal
peduncle rather long and not very deep. Head very long and slender,
tapering forward to a sharp snout, its depth at the pupil about i
Interorbital space narrow. Snout about as long as eye, 5 in
head. Mouth very large for the genus, oblique, the maxillary reaching
to below front of pupil, 3i in head. Jaws subequal in front, upper jaw
not protractile teeth rather strong. No scales on cheeks, opercles, or
eel-like,
its

length.

;

Jordan and Ever matin.
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breast; nape covered with small scales.
Gill

membranes scarcely connected.

a small, black humeral process.
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Opercular spine well developed.

Scales on body small, firm, ctenoid;

Lateral line nearly straight, becoming

obsolete under last rays of second dorsal

belly covered with ordinary
Dorsal spines slender, rather high; soft dorsal rather higher, its
base shorter; anal nearly equal to soft dorsal, its base somewhat shorter,
anal spine slender, single in the typical example,
its rays a little higher
the normal number probably 2; caudal truncate, \\ in head, about as
long as the ventrals, which are rather shorter than the pectorals. Color
in life dusky green, with markings of darker olive, the latter forming
about 9 obsciire cross bars, which are about as wide as the interspaces,
these most distinct posteriorly and below the lateral line; a dusky spot
at base of caudal a roundish orange spot in each of the pale interspaces
between the bars along the sides; some minute orange spots above the
lateral line; a narrow black streak along side of head through eye; a
pink spot in front of eye above; snout tinged with orange; first dorsal
soft dorsal translucent,
translucent, with a narrow edge of orange
speckled with dusky and jjale orange tail with 3 or 4 alternate bars of
orange and dusky olive, the marking not very sharp: pectorals similarly,
but more faintly, marked, orange at base; anal and ventrals colorless.
Breast not blue nor orange. Length 2^ inches. Head waters of Cumberland River only the single type known, perhaps the type of a distinct
;

scales.

;

;

;

;

;

genus,

(sagitta,

an arrow.)

Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1SS3, 2n0, Wolf Creek, a tributary of South Fork of the Cumberland, near Pleasant View, Whitley County,
Kentucky. (Coll. Jordan & Swain.)

Poecilichthys smjiUa,

Etheostoma

swjitta,

Boulengee,

1470.

Cat.,

i,

8S.

ETHEOSTOMA AUSTRALE,

X

Jordan.

A. I, 7 or
of Etheostonia carnlenm;
mouth rather small, the lower jaw included; maxillary reaching front
of pupil eye small, about as long as the sharp, pointed snout, 4 to 4i in
head; gill membranes moderately connected cheeks, opercles, nape, and

Head

3i to 3|;

depth 4i

D.

to 4f.

8; scales 6-58 to 66-11, pores 34 to 44.

to XII, 9 to 11.

Form

;

;

incomplete
a well-marked black humeral
scale.
Fins in males rather high anal fin with a single spine (in all the
numerous specimens ex-amined), this spine long and quite strong. PecColor in spirits Males with about
toral as long as head caudal rounded.
10 dusky cross bars, with pale interspaces, perhaps red in life, these alternating with pale blotches on back a dark spot below eye and a dark
humeral scale; soft dorsal and caudal barred. Female specimen (with
breast naked

;

lateral line

;

;

:

;

;

scales punctulate.
eggs) speckled, with dark cross blotches on back
Length 2 inches. Chihuahua River, Mexico, in the Rio Grande Basin;
;

locally

common,

{aitstralis,

southern.)

Gieard, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 101, Chihuahua River, Mexico;
not Catonotus fusciatus, Girard, also an Elheostoma.
Etheostoma australe, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 362, Chihuahua River, Mexico
(substitute name, description taken from the typesof Diplesion fascialus, Girard); Evermann
& KENDALt, Bull. U. S. Fish Coram., xii, 1892 (1894), 116; Boclenoeb, Cat., I, 88.
DiplesioH fascialus,

Bulletin 4y, United States National Museutn.
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xcnvellii, Woolman, American Naturalist, March, 1892, 2G1, Rio de las Conchas,
Chihuahua, Mexico. (Coll. the Scovell Orizaba Expedition.)

Elheostoma

Subgenus NIVICOLA, Jordan & Evermann.
1471.

Head

ETHEOSTOMA BOREALE

(Jordan).

depth 5? eye 4 in head. D. VIII-9; A. IT, 7 scales 4-53-10
with pores on 15 scales. Body moderately elongate, somewhat
compressed, the caudal peduncle rather long and stout, the general form
resembling that of Etlwostoma arteskv and E. punctulatian. Head rather
Anterior profile
heavy, the snout bluntish, rather strongly decurved.
gently and somewhat evenly arched. Snout short, about half as long as
Mouth nearly horizontal, the lower jaw included, the maxillary
eye.
extending about to opposite front of pupil, its length 3| in head. Teeth
small. Preopercle entire opercular spine strong. Preraaxillary not protractile.
Gill membranes very slightly connected, A small black humeral
scales of
scale cheeks, opercles, and nuchal region scaly breast naked
moderate size lateral line very short, not reaching last spine of dorsal,
ntnning rather high and slightly arched. Scales of belly like those of the
sides. Dorsal fins well separated, unusually short and small the longest
spine in the largest example (9 ?) 3i in head, in another one {^ ?) 2| in
head soft dorsal a little higher than spinous dorsal, also unusually small
for this genus caudal long, truncate, or slightly lunate, lA in head anal
low and short, its spines high, the first highest pectorals nearly as long
as head, reaching past tips of ventrals. Color in spirits: Male, dark
gray (perhaps red in life) somewhat mottled with darker; sides with 11
or 12 very distinct vertical dark cross bands (probably blue in life), each
alternate, one usually extending across the back, meeting its fellow of the
opposite side a dark saddle-like blotch on back between dorsal fins a
dark bar before, behind, and below eye, radiating from eye, the suborbital
bar most distinct head with dark dots spinous dorsal with a submedian
broad dark band (otherwise pale) soft dorsal and caudal sharply l)arred
pectoral more faintly
with darker about 5 dark bars across caudal
barred lower fins pale, plain. Another 8pecim.en, probably a female, is
paler and grayer, with the cross bars narrower and less regular the markings on the fins are much paler, the first dorsal being without dark longitudinal band. Length 2J^ inches. Montreal, Canada; only the type
3g

;

;

;

;

lateral line

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

known,

{borealis,

Poecilichthiis borealis,

35747.

northern.)

Jowian, Proc.

Coll. T. J.

IT. S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 477,

Montreal, Canada.

(Type, No.

Doran.)

Etheostoma boreale, Boulenger, Cat.,

Subgenus

i,

78.

RAFINESQUIELLUS,

1472.

Jordan & Evermann.

ETHEOSTOMA POTTSII

(Girard).

Head 3* to 3| depth 3| to 4. D. IX to X-1, 10 to 12 A. II, 7 or 8 scales
,5^4 to 50-10, pores 23 to 31. Length of caudal peduncle nearly equaling head. Least depth caudal peduncle equals i head. IJody extremely
;

;

short and deep, the head short and heavy, moderately compressed.

;

Upper

Jordan and Evermann.
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profile of head

rounded, no angle above orbits, the short snout with rounded
but not obtuse. Preniaxillaries on level of pupil, nonprotractile.
Prcorbital extremely narrow, little wider than the broad end of the maxillary bone, which is not concealed by it. Gill membranes rather narrowly
united across the isthmus, their width anteroposteriorly \ diameter of
eye. Opercular spine bifid, with 2 minute free points. Preopercle entire.
Eye large, 4 in head to end of opercular spine. Interorbital space wide,
strongly convex, its width equaling length of snout, ')\ in head. Fins all
small distance from front of dorsal to tip of snout \ length dorsals low,
the 2 joined at base, the last spine appearing longer than the preceding
one and belonging to the second dorsal longest dorsal spine \ head
length of last dorsal spine t diameter of orbit, the spine erect and connected for its entire height with the following soft ray the next to the
last spine directed very obliquely backward, and appearing much shorter
than the last spine, its membrane joiuiug last spine at base only base of
spinous dorsal as long as head in front of preopercular margin, its highest
ray half head anal fin very small, the spines large and strong, first spine
much longer and stronger than the second, 31 in head, equaling length of
snout and half eye highest soft ray of anal equaling length of snout and
eye pectorals and ventrals both very small the pectoral short, broad,
and rounded, reaching the same vertical as ventrals, \\ in head, and having
but 11 rays; ventrals close together, 1^ in head. Sides of head, breast,
and nape wholly naked body with rather large, ctenoid scales, uniformly
covering bellj^; lateral line straight, incomplete, reaching to below middle of soft dorsal. Color in spirits Light olive, sides and above obscurely
tesselated with darker nine short dark cross bars on back, and traces ol
about an equal number on middle of sides, those on front of sides faint,
only the last 5 evident a black humeral spot present a faint dark streak
downward and 1 forward from ej^e, and a small dark spot above and
behind orbit cheeks dusky top of head vermiculated with dusky brownish spinous dorsal with a basal series of small blackish spots, each in the
midst of H translucent area, the terminal portion of membrane rendered
dusky by minute close-set dark points; soft dorsal and caudal barred
with light and dark lines; pectorals and ventrals translucent, unmarked.
Length If inches. Streams of Chihuahua, Mexico an aberrant species
of darter, looking like a young bass. (Named for .John Potts of Ciiihuahua, its discoverer and an "esteemed friend" of Dr. Girard.)
profile,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Aplesion potlsii (missprinted potsU),

Chihuahua River.

(Coll.

Girard, Proc. Ac. Kat.

John

Sci. Phila., 1859, 102,

Elheostoma micrnpleriis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 289, Chihuahua,
mann & Kendall, Bull U. S. Fish Comin., xii, 1892 (1894), llo, pi. 35.
Bolsosiima

pofisii,

Vaillant, Recherches,

Elheostoma pottsii, Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

Subgenus
1473.

Head
11

;

A.

tributaries of

Potts.)

Mexico; Ever-

94, 1873.

74.

OLIGOCEPHALUS,

ETHEOSTOMA lOW.E,

Girard.

Jordan & Mef k.

3* to 4; depth 4 to 51; eye 4 to 5 in head. D. VII to X-10 or
() to
Body rather more
8 scales .o-55 to 63-11, pores 20 to 34.

II,

;

elongate than in Elheostoma

jessice

;

the caudal peduncle rather long and

Bulletin 47, United States National
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Museum.

Head moderately acute, the snout a little decurved, its length
Mouth small, nearly horizontal, the lower jaw

sleuder.

rather less than eye.

included, the maxillary reaching to opposite front of eye, its length 4 in
head. Teeth rather small. Opercular spine strong. Gill membranes

No black humeral

scarcely connected.

scale.

naked

Cheeks, opercles, and nape

top of head without scales
scales smaller than in E. jessiw; lateral line straight, ceasing near the
middle of the body. Fins all low, the spines slender. Dorsal fins well
pectorals 1^ to IJ in head.
Fin rays
separated, caudal subtruncate
unusually variable. Color in life: Light green, finely blotched with darker;

more or

less closely scaled

breast

;

;

;

dark-green blotches on opercle a dark stripe below eye sides with 10 or
11 reddish spots interspersed among darker bands spinous dorsal with a
narrow dark margin, below this a darker band and then a red one; soft
dorsal, caudal, and pectorals irregularly barred with yellow and with
greenish specks. Length about 2 inches. Upper Mississippi Valley from
Iowa and Nebraska, north to Assiniboia common northwestward, many
specimens having been taken by Dr. Eigenmann from Swift Current River in
the Saskatchewan Basin, and from Fort Qu' Appelle in the basin of the
Red River of the North, this last being the most northern point at which
any species of darter has yet been found. Dr. Meek records it as abundant in Storm and Spirit lakes in Iowa, and in the State Fish Commission ponds at South Bend, Nebraska. It is the most common darter in
Cox), its range extending as
Nebraska and South Dakota (Evermann
far west as Valentine, Nebraska (longitude 100° 30'' W. ), the most westerly
point at which any member of the family has yet been found in the Mis;

;

;

;

&

souri Basin.
Etheostoma iowse,

Iowa,

Jordan

(Coll.

&,

Meek,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1885, 10,

Jordan & Meek); Eigenmann, Bull. U.

S.

Chariton River, Chariton,

Fish Comm., xiv, 1894, 117; SIef.k,

Comm., XIV, 1894,138; Evermann & Cox, Bept. U. S. Fish Comm., xvin, 1895.
Eigenmann & Eigenmann, American Naturalist, November, 1892, 963,
Qu' Appelle River, Fort Qu' Appelle, Manitoba, (Type in Brit. Mus. Coll. Eigenmann); Eigenmann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., xiv, 1894, 117.
Etheostoma ioie, Boulenger, Cat., i, 72.
EOieostomaquappells:, Boulenger, Cat., i, 74.
Bull. U.S. Fish

Etheostoma qnappella*

1474.

Head

ETHEOSTOMA

JESSI.E (Jordan & Brayton).

X to

XII-12 to 14; A. II, 7 or 9; scales 6-47
always incomplete, pores developed
on about 35 to 38 scales. Body fusiform, rather deep and compressed;
head rather large and moderately pointed; mouth rather large, terminal,
4

;

depth 4f to

5.

D.

to 55-8, lateral line usually but not

nominal species was described as follows:
depth 5 to b]4\ dorsal IX-9 or 10 anal II, 7, scales 3-53-10; pores 19. Eye
much longer than snout, 3^4 in head; jawssubequal. Premaxillaries not protractile;
gill membranes scarcely connected; cheeks and opercles with a few scales; ventral line with the
median scales not enlarged; lateral line straight; palate without teeth; anal fin considerably
smaller than soft dorsal; humeral region without black scale; cheeks with a few scales just
below and behind eye; opercle with a few scales on its upper angle. Pectorals l}.^ in head;
caudal rounded. Color pale olive, with a lateral series of ill-defined large darker spots; in life
with about 8 dark-blue bars on side; alternating with rusty bars; dorsal and caudal fins barred.
Qu' Appelle River, a tributary of Assiniboine River, at Qu' Appelle, Assiniboia; one specimen
known, 44 mm. long. (Eigenmann; Boulenger). This is the northernmost point from which
Darters have been obtained. This species is veiy close to Etheostoma ioiDie and may not be differ* This

Head

3% to 4;

;

very large,

ent,

(qu' appelle,

what

calls?

;

name

of a river tributary to the Assiniboine.)

Jordan and Ever tnaim.
upper jaw slightly the longer.
almost naked opercles scaled

—Fishes of North America.
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Cheeks usually closely scaled, sometimes
nape scaled; breast naked. Fins moderChestnut-colored above, with about 9 quadrate bar-like blotches of
ate.
dark greenish along the sides, and about .5 dark cross blotches on ])ack;
body usually covered with dark dots; fins mottled with chestnut; spinous dorsal with an orange-red bar across it near the edge; second dorsal
and anal speckled with golden, or with dark cross streaks. Texas specimens with 3 dark spots at base of caudal, the median one most distinct.
No dark humeral spot lower fins dusky. Length If inches. Indiana to
Iowa and south to Mississippi and Texas: widely distributed but not very
common anywhere; perhaps more than 1 species included here, as the
types of jessia', asprigene and sicaini differ in form and coloration. Only
the form asprigene is well known as yet. (Named for Mrs. Jessie Dewey
;

;

;

Brayton.
Poecilichtliijs jessUt',*

Jordan & Bbayton,

Jordan, Bull. U.
(Coll.

S.

Jordan); Jordan

Pcecilichlhys ai<])ri<jenis,\

Illinois.

in Jordan's

Nat. Mus., xii, 1878, 59,

& Gilbert,

Forbes, Bull,

Synopsis,

i, 111.

Man. Vertobnites, Ed.

2,

227, 1877,

and in

Chickamauga River, Ringgold, Georgia,
,")18,

1883.

Lab. Nat. Hist.,

41, 1,S77,

small creek at Pekin,

(Coll. Forbes.)

*The following

is the original description of Pfeciliclithysjessia;, Jordan & Brayton:
fusiform, rather deep and compressed, the depth 5 to 6Y2 i" length, the form of the
speclahilis.
Head rather large, moderately pointed, 4 in lengthmouth rather large, terminal, the upper jaw slightly longest, not protractile. Eye pretty
Cheeks naked, scaly above; opercles scaly;
large, high up, 3^^ in head, about equal to snout.
throat naked; neck above scaly; scales medium, 6-45 to 50-7. Lateral line incomplete, but
extending farther than P. variabis and P. spectabilis, on about 35 scales, or nearly to the end of
the second dorsal. Fins moderate. Dorsal Xll-about 12. Anal II, 9. Color in spirits, olivaceous, with about 9 squarish, bar-like blotches along the sides and about 5 cross blotches on the
back. Dorsal and caudal fins faintly barred. In life, the fish is chestnut-colored above and
the squares on the sides are briglit dark blue; the fins are mottled with chestnut. A dark yellow or orange baud across the dorsal. Second dorsal and anal with dark and golden specklings.
Several specimens, each about 2 inches long, taken in Chickamauga River at Kinggold. The
specimens are certainly not fully grown, and the coloration of the adult male is doubtless nnich
more brilliant. It will bo distinguished at once from P. rariatus (^cimileu!-) and P. sptrtidiilis by
the scaliness of the upper part of the cheeks, by the greater development of the lateral line,
the more numerous dorsal spines, and the coloration. This species is named for Mrs. Jessie D.
Brayton.. Jordan ib Brayton.

Body

body similar to that of P.

fThe following is the original description of P(tcilichlhys asprigenii, Forbes:
Head
to 4; depth 4}^ to i^:^ in length, eye in head 3J4 to 4; nose about 73 he eye.
Width
The caudal peduncle is
at pectorals 8 to 10 in length; at middle of second dorsal 12 to 15.
twice as long as high. Longitudinal rows 5j^- Breast alway.s naked, opercle wtiollj' scaly,
back wholly scaled before the dorsal, or a narrow strip left bare. The first dorsal consists of
from 9 to 12 spines; its height is from J^ to ^3 its length, and 73 the height of the second dorsal.
The latter contains from 10 to 12 rays, of which, in one ca.se, the first was a stout, sharp
spine (XI-I, 11); its length is 73 that of the first, and | greater than that of the anal. Tbo ana!
consists of 2 spines and 7 or 8 soft rays, the longest ray reaching to the middle of the caudal
peduncle. Fourteen specimens examined; taken in small creek near Pekin, Illinois. Among
some specimens from Pekin, Illinois, w hose label as Prrilichthys sj>ei'lid>ilis had apparently served
to disguise them, I observed a number with scaly cheeks. Dr. Jordan has decided that these
are neither speclahilis norjVssi.r, and I have therefore described the series as a new species,
although the wide variation of so-called specific characters iiresented by them suggests that
I have not been able, however,
several species of this genus may ultimately have to be merged.
with a large number of specimens, to trace the one wholly into the other, and I therefore U'&w
them distinct for the present. General appearance much like that of P. speclahilis', from which
it differs in the scaly cheeks, the more complete lateral line, and the greater number of vertical
rows of scales. In spectabilis the cheeks are eitlter wholly bare or a few scales ajipear behind
and below the eye. In asprigenis they are either wholly cov<'red or naked only on the lower
fourth.
The vertical rows vary in my specimens of speclahilis from 38 to 43 (counting oulj* complete rows), in asprigenis from 48 to 5'3.
In the former, the lateral lino extends over from 25 to
31 scales, in the latter from 34 to 41. The head is small and pointed, the eye large (longer than
snout), the outlines regularly curved, the body compressed and rather deep, the mouth terminal, oblique, and the jaws about even. Tlie dor.-ial fins are sometimes separated by distances
varying from the length of half a scale to a scale and a half, but are occasionally quite continuLength 35 to 45 millimeters.
ous, the two being united by membrane.
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Museum.

swaim,X Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 479, tributary of Pearl River,
Monticello, Mississippi. (Type, No. 35308. Coll. Jordan & Swain.)

Paxilichthiis

1476.

ETHEOSTOMA LUTEOVINCTUM,

& Swain.

Gilbert

D. IX or X-13 A. II,
Head 3| to 4 depth 4i to 5
7 or 8; scales 6-49 to 5.5-11. Body compressed, the hack elevated, the
profile descending rapidly forward, and gradually toward tail, from front
of spinous dorsal; caudal peduncle very slender. Head compressed,
with a short high snout, the upper profile of which descends in a strong
curve. Mouth at lower level of muzzle, which does not project beyond
Gape nearly horizontal, of moderate size, the
it, mandible included.
maxillary reaching vertical from front of pupil, 3^ in head. Cheeks and
opercles scaled. Preopercle entire. Opercular spine present. Branchiostegal merabraues narrowly joined across isthmus. Eye rather large,
longer than snout. Dorsals short and low, well separated from each
other; base of spinous dorsal equaling length of caudal peduncle and
but little longer than that of soft dorsal; highest dorsal spine half
length of head; the highest soft ray If in head anal spines of about
equal length, both slender and rather high, i length of head pectorals
as long as head ventrals If in head. Cheeks, opercles, and nape closely
scaled, the breast naked or partially scaled; no black humeral scale; lateral line nearly straight, continued to below middle of second dorsal,
running on 30 to 35 scales. Colors in life: Very light pale olive, with 7
dusky cross bars on back, narrower than the interspaces and reaching
about halfway to lateral line, their ends connected by dusky lines;
below lateral line about 9 dusky greenish blotches, between which are
orange-yellow cross bars, most distinct posteriorly, not reaching median
ventral line no distinct streak forward from eye a dusky bar below
eye snout dusky small black spots at base of caudal soft dorsal and
caudal barred with dusky spinous dorsal with a black blotch on posterior
rays, a yellow or orange bar through middle of fin, the base and margin
dusky anal fin unmarked. Length 2 inches. Stone River, a tributary
of Tennessee River not common, {luteus, yellow; wic^ws, banded.)
;

;

eyeSi to 4 in head.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pceciliehthys swaini:
I The following is the original description of
Head 3§ in length; depth 4f. D. XT, 12; A. II, 6; scales 3 or 4-41-7 or 8. Body fusiform,
rather elongate, the back rather elevated anteriorly, the caudal peduncle moderate, somewhat
compressed. Head rather slender and small, the anterior profile rather steep and Ke'itly curved,
becoming more obtuse at the tip of the snout. Snout short, a little bluntish;its length 5 in
head. Eye rather large, 3% in head. Mouth not very small, oblique, the lower jnw iiuluded;
the maxillary reaching very nearly to opposite middle of pupil, its length Zy^ in head. Teeth
rather strong, present on vomer. Preopercle entire. Gill membranes very nearly separate.
Opercles and cheeks well scaled; scales of body rather large, ctenoid;
Opercular spine strong.
belly covered with ordinary scales; nuchal region nearly naked; breast naked; lateral line
wanting posteriorly on about two scales, anteriorly somewhat arched and concurrent with the
back. I)orsal fins contiguous but separate, both high, the soft dorsal shorter and higher than
the spinous dorsal and mnili longer and higher than the anal; longest ray of soft dorsal 1% in
head; caudal truncate, l;/j in head; pectorals moderate, If^j in head, not quite reaching vent;
ventrals coterminous with them, 1^^ in head. Color in spirits olivaceous, marbled with darker,
the dark markings rather obscure and taking the form of dark quadrate spots about as large as
the eye and alternating so as to give a checkered appearance. Head with 4 dark stripes, which
radiate from the eye; a dark streak on anterior part of opercle; spinous dorsal with a basal
band of pale (probably crimson in life), above this a dark band (probably deep blue); the outer
edge of the fin broadly pale (probably scarlet in life); soft dorsal and caudal checkered with
light and dark spots; anal and ventrals plain, apparently bluish, the latter darkest; pectorals
plain; no black humeral spot.
A single specimen, 2 inches long.

Jordan and Evertnann.
KlheoKloma Inteovini-tnm, Gii.bebt

Nashville, Tennessee,

147«.

&,

&

S.

of North America.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 58,

Swaiu); Boulenger, Cat.,

ETHEOSTOMA LEPIDOGENYS,

7 or 8;

II,

J^isJies

SwAiN, Proc. U.

(Coll. Gilbert

Head (including opercular
D. X-12; A.

—

flap) 4;

i,
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Stone River, near
73.

Kvcrmanu & Kendall.

depth 5; eye 4 in head

scales 7-54 to 61-9;

;

snout

lateral line straight

4.

and

Body moderately stout, head heavy, snout
and decurved, back little elevated, caudal peduncle deep,

incomplete, 32 to 38 pores.
short, blunt,
its least

jaw

depth 2 in head. Mouth rather small, but little oblique, lower
premaxillary just reaching front of orbit, not

slightly included

protractile.

Gill

;

membranes scarcely

higher than spinous portion

sal

;

united.

Fins moderate; soft dor-

pectoral short, only as long as head,

not reaching beyond tips of ventrals ventrals short, distance from their
tips to origin of anal equaling half length of head; anal rather small,
;

scarcely reaching tips of soft dorsal

ctenoid

;

cheeks densely scaled

na^ie scaled;

median

;

line of belly

In the larger specimen, which

is

when

opercles

depressed.

Scales strongly

and breast

entirely

with ordinary

naked

scales, not deciduous.

2 inches long, there are on the right side

upon 38 of which pores are develoj^ed,
but 54 scales, upon 35 of which pores
are developed. The second specimen, If inches long, has 61 scales upon
the right side, with pores in 38 of them, and 55 upon the left, with only
35 developed pores. This shows a considerable variation, not only among
individuals, but between the 2 sides of the same individual. Color in
alcohol: Head dark above, sides pale, a dark line forward from eye to
tip of snout and another broader one straight downward from the eye,
broadest at lower end a dark postocular spot followed by a fainter one
on the opercle dark humeral scale present side of body with about 13
dark vertical bars, the first crossing over the back just in front of the
spinous dorsal, the next 4 indistinct, except on back, where they widen
into large blotches, the sixth crossing the back between the 2 dorsals;
the eleventh
the seventh to tenth, inclusive, under the soft dorsal
crosses just back of it, while the thirteenth is at the base of the caudal
fin
spinous dorsal pale at base, next a broad dark band, then a narrow
57 scales in a longitudinal series,

while upon the

left side there are

;

;

;

;

;

is followed by a pale blue one (probably blue in life and)
with a very narrow margin of white; soft dorsal marbled
or vermiculated with brown, the largest, plainest markings being at
about i the distance from the tips of the fin caudal like the soft dorsal,
but the colors deeper; all the other fins unmarked. Lergth 2 inches.

pale one, which
lastly, tipped

;

Rio Comal, Texas.
EOicostoma lepidogetiys,
114, pi.

XXXV,

mann,

Scovell,

Only the types known.

(Aemf, scale; yevw, cheek.)

Evermann & Kendai.i,, Bull. V. S. Fisli. Corniu., xii, 1892 (Fcl>. G, 1894),
Rio Comal, New Braunfels, Texas, (Type, No. 11840. Coll. Ever-

fig. 3,

and Gurley); BouiENGER,

Cat.,

i,

TZ.
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ETHEOSTOMA CffiRULEUM,*

(Blue Darter

Rainbow Darter

;

Storer.

Soldier Fish.)

;

Head 3f depth 4^ eye 4 to 4^ in head, little shorter than snout.
D. IX to XII-12 to 14; A. II, 7 or 8; scales 5-37 to 50-10, usually
Body robust, rather deep and compressed,
5-45-10, pores 18 to 35.
the back somewhat elevated. Head large, compressed. Mouth moderate, terminal, oblique, the lower jaw somewhat included, the maxillary reaching front of orbit opercular spine moderate gill membranes
not connected. Palatine teeth in one row. Cheeks naked or nearly so
opercles scaled; neck and breast usually naked. Fins all large; dorsal
Anal spines subequal or the first a little
fins lasually slightly connected.
;

;

;

;

;

the longer; caudal rounded; pectoral nearly or quite as long as head.
Males olivaceous, tessellated above, the spots running together into
back without black lengthwise stripes sides with about 12
blotches
indigo-blue bars running obliquely downward and backward, most discaudal fin deep
tinct behind, separated by bright orange interspaces
orange, edged with bright blue anal fin orange, with deep blue in front
and behind soft dorsal chiefly orange, blue at base and tip spinous
dorsal crimson at base, then orange, with blue edgings ; ventrals deep
indigo
cheeks blue throat and breast orange females much duller,
with little blue or red, the vertical fins barred or checked young variously marked, no dark humeral spot. Length 2^ inches. Mississippi
Valley very abundant in gravelly streams, and ascending small brooks.
One of the most gorgeously-colored darters, but less graceful than most
of them. The most common species in most parts of the Ohio Valley.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(cccruleus, blue.)
Etheostoma c(eruha, Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1845, 47,
S. C.

Fox

River, Illinois.

(Coll.

Clark.)

Gayest

of all the Darters,

and indeed the gaudiest of

all

fresh-water fishes,

is

the Eainbow

Darter (Etheostoma comilenm). This is a litttle fish, never more than 3 inches lung, and usually
about 2.
Everywhere throughout the northern parts of the Mississipjii Valley it makes its
home in the ripples and shallows of the rivers and in the shady retreats of all tlio little brooks.
The male fish is greenish above, with darker blotches, and its sides are variegated with oblique
bands alternately of indigo blue and deep orange, the orange often edged with patches of wliite.
The cheeks are deep blue, the breast deep orange, while the expanded fins are gorgeous in scarlet, indigo, and crimson.
The female, as is usually the case when the male of the species is
resplendent, is plainly colored a speckly green, with no trace of bhie or orange.
When the
war of the rebellion broke out there were some good people who were anxiously looking for
somes sign or ouieu, that they might know on which side the "stars in their courses" were
fighting.
It so happened that in a little brook in Indiana, called Clear Creek, some one caught
a Kuinbow Darter. This fish was clothed in a new suit of the red, white, and blue of his native
land, in the most unmistakably patriotic fashion.
There were some people who had never seen
a Darter before and who knew no more of the fishes in their streams than these fishes knew of
them, by whom the coming of this little "soldier fish" into their brooks was hailed as an omen
of victory. Of course these little fishes had really "always been there." They were there
when America was discovered and for a long time before, but the people had not seen them.
The warblers lived, you remember, in Spalding's woods at Concord, but Spalding did not know
that they were there, and they had no knowledge of Spalding. So with the Darters in Spalding's brooks.
Still, when the day comes when history shali finally recount all the influences
which held Indiana to her place in the Union, shall not, among greater things, this least of
little fishes receive its little meed of praise?
The Rainbow Darter is a chubby little fish, as
compared with the other Darters. In its movements it is awkward and ungraceful, though
swift and savage as a pike. One of the mildest of its tricks, which we have noticed, is this: It
would gently put its hiad over a stone and catch a water bnatman by one of its swimming legs,
release it, catch it again and again release it, until at last thr iMiatman, evidently niuch annoyed,
swam away out of its reach. It will follow to the surface .f the water a piece of meat suspended
by a string. It is more alert in discovering this than a liniii;ry sunHsh or rock-bass, and it can
be led around like a pet lamb by a thread to which is- fastened a sectiQU of a -worm.— Jordan <fc

—

.

Copeland.

Jordan and Evermann.
Pcecilosoma enjthrogastrum,

Ohio.

Kirtland, Cleveland Annals Science,

(Type, No. 1218.
Agassiz,

Poecilichthijs versicolor,

— Fishes of North America.
1854, 4,
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near Cleveland

Coll. Kirtland.)

Am.

Journ.

Sci.

and Arts,

Quincy,

1854, 304,

Illinois.

(Coll,

Dr. L. Watson.)

Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Pixcilosoina Iransversum,
Aslalichlhi/s cvettileus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 517, 1883.
Meek, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1891,

rucilichlhys caruleiis,

Ethcostoma co;n(leiim,
I,

Lake Superior.

Sci. Phila., 1800, 826,

A'aillant, Recherches, 107, 1873.

119,

131, 155;

Boulenoer,

Cat.,

71.

Gradually passing from Indiana westward into the slight variety

ETHEOSTOMA CCERULEUM SPECTABILE

1477a.

Head

(Agaasiz).

depth 4*. D. X-12; A. II, 7; scales 5-40-7 lateral line ou
20-25 scales. Very similar to ccvruJeum, but more elongate and rather
more compressed the colors similar, but the upper portion of the sides
with distinct blackish stripes along the rows of the scales, and the
ground color of the back and sides having a peculiar whitish or bleached
4;

;

;

appearance. The two dorsal fins usually well separated. Scales usually
present below and behind eye. Length 2 to 3 inches. Mississippi Valley
rather less abundant than the other and ascending small or even muddy
not always to be distinguished with certainty from the prestreams
ceding. Both occur in Indiana and Illinois, but the form called .spectaUle
is the only one seen in streams of Missouri.
(spectaMlis, conspicuous.)
;

;

Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arte, 1854,304,

PtKcilichlhi/s spectabilis,

(Coll.

Geo. Stolley);

Jordan & Gilbert,

ETHEOSTOMA LEPIDUM

1478.

Osage River, Missouri,

Synopsis, 518, 1883.

(Baird

&

Girard).

Head 4i depth 4f
D. IX-11 to 13 A. II, 6 to 8 scales 6-48 to 54-8,
pores 27 to 36. Body rather stout, compressed, tapering backward.
;

Head

;

.

;

Mouth moderate, with equal jaws maxillary reaching
Eyes large. First dorsal rather low dorsal fins somewhat connected. Head, as well as throat and neck, entirely scalelese.
Color olivaceous, with some dark-blue bars; scales dusky at base, sometimes a slight trace of a humeral spot dorsals and caudal mottled or
barred. Length 2i inches. Streams of Arkansas, Texas, and Chihuahua
common apparently gradually passing into Ethcostoma caruleum, from
which only the naked head separates it. Gilbert regards it as a subsubcorneal.

;

front of orbit.

;

;

•

;

species of cawuleum.
Boleosoma lepida, Baird

the Rio Nueces.

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1853, 388,

upper tributaries of

(Coll. Clark.)

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat.

OUi]Ocephahis gnthami,

D. IX-13; A. II,

(lepidus, j)retty.)

& Girard,

Sci.

Phila.,

1850, 102,

Devil River, Texas.

(Coll. Clark.)

7.

/. c, 102, Leon River, Texas.
D. IX-IO; A. II, 7. (Coll. Clark.)
Girard, Proo. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 10'2, Gypsum Creek, a tributary to the Canadian River; A. II, 6. (Coll. Lieut. W^hipple.)
Boleosonia lejiidum, Vaillant, Recherches, 90, 1873.

Oligocephdlnskonetms, Girard,
Oligocephulu/i 2Jiihhelln.'<,

Pa;cUichthi/s lepiJus,

Etheostoma le2n<lum,

Boulenoer,
F. A. N.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 517, 1883.
Evermann & Kendall, Bull. V. S. FiBh Conim., xn, 1892

Cat.,

i,

73.

70

(1894),

114;

Museum.

Bulletin 4~, United States National
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ETHEOSTOMA TIPPECANOE,

Jordan & Evcrmann.

5-50-8, with pores on
Head 4i depth 4f. D. XII-12 A.
about 23. Body rather robust, compressed, with deep caudal peduncle;
head moderate, with j)ointed snout eye small, as long as suout, 4i iu
head mouth large, oblique, the lower jaw somewhat included maxillary
reaching nearly to middle of eye opercle very short, little longer than
snout, its spine strong cheeks naked, or with one or two scales above;
breast naked
top of head naked nape with fine
opercles well scaled
scales; upper jaw not protractile; gill membranes nearly separate;
Dorsals modlateral line straight, ceasing under front of second dorsal.
anal spines subequal pectorals shortish, about
erate, slightly connected
as long as head caudal short, subtruncate. Color dark, the scales covered
with fine puuctulations
body with 12 dark (probably blue in life)
cross bands, nearly vertical and narrower than the interspaces, the next
the last one brightest and broadest between this and the last, two bright
spots (probably red in life) with a dark one between them, at base of
second dorsal, anal,
first dorsal dark
caudal a black humeral scale
three dark streaks
ventrals speckled
caudal, and pectorals barred
diverging from eye
interspaces on sides probably more or less red in
life.
Length li inches. Tippecanoe RiA-er, Indiana: but few specimens
known possibly a variation of Ftheosfoma jcssia'.
II, 7; scales

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

Elheostoma tippecanoe,

Joedax & Eveejiaxx,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mu?., ISW,

3,

(with a figure of

comnnim, by an error of printer), Tippecanoe River, Marshland, Indiana,
(Type, No. 40080. Coll. Evermann); Boulengeb, Cat., i, 79.
Etheoslovia

1480.

ETHEOSTOMA PUXCTCLATCM

(Agassiz).

D. X or XI-14
4^.
scales 9-63 to 80-16, 43 to 53 pores. Body slender, com8 or 9
pressed, the ventral outline nearly straight, the back scarcely elevated

Head

A.

depth 5|; eye large, 3i in head; snout

3*;

II,

;

;

descending in a gentle regular curve from front of dorsal to
Snout sharp
is below axis of body.
mouth terminal,
moderately oblique, large, the maxillary reaching vertical from middle
of pupil, 3 in head; premaxillaries not protractile. Teeth on vomer and
palatines, outer series in upper jaw enlarged. Preopercle entire opercular spine very slender. Gill membranes not united across isthmus. Fins
rather small. Pectorals and ventrals about equal, the latter not nearly
reaching vent, as long as from snout to nape dorsals not joined at base,
the spines rather strong anal with two slender subei^ual spines, as long
as diameter of orbit, the first stronger than second; caudal truncate.
Body covered with small ctenoid scales, which become very fine on the
nape breast naked an enlarged black humeral scale cheeks and operlateral line straight, ending below last rays of soft dorsal,
cles naked
the tubes wanting on about 20 scales. Colors in life Very dark slaty
green, with indistinct darker bars, irregular in number and size, downward from back belly and branchiostegal membranes deep orange red
top of head dusky, a dark
sides of head coarsely punctate with black
bar forward from eye, one upward and backward across upper portion

upper

profile

snout, which

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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of cheek and opercle and a broad bar downward to behind the mandible a conspicuous black humeral spot usually a darker area at base of
caudal, one belovr soft dorsal and a dusky bar in axil of pectoral, ending
below the fin in a blackish blotch spinous dorsal dusky green at base, a
broad black bar through its middle, more conspicuous anteriorly, its
margin reddish second dorsal, caudal, and pectorals light reddish, with
indistinct wavy bars formed of black punctnlations anal and ventrals
dusted with coarse black specks. Length 2 inches. Ozark region of
southwestern Missouri; not very common in small brooks here described
from specimens from James Fork of White River, Marshfield, Missouri.
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

(jjunctulatus,

with

PoscUichOitjs punctulatm,

little points.)
Agabsiz, Amer. Jour.

Sci.

and

Arts, 1S54, 304,

Osage River,

Mis-

souri.
Boleosoma piinclulalum, VAltLAjrr, Kecherches, 92, 187B.
EUteostoma punctuUUum, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, GO; BorLEXGEB, Cat.,

1481.

ETHEOSTOMi CBAGIXI,

i,

79.

Gilbert.

Head 3h depth 4f D. Till or IX -10 to 12 (VI, 12 in one specimen,
A. II, 6or 7 scales 6-16 to 5-3. pores 15 to 20. Head
probably abnormal
and body heavy and not closely compressed, the back not elevated, the
caudal peduncle deep snout short and broad, less than diameter of orbit,
5 in head mouth terminal, broad, little oblique, the lower jaw included;
the maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from front of pupil, 3i in head.
Eye large, much longer than snout,
Premasillaries nonprotractile.
equaling length of maxillary. Interorbital space narrow, less than diameter of pupil. Preopercle entire; opercle ending in a short, flat point,
the spine poorly developed. Gill membranes very slightly connected
across the isthmus. A conspicuous black humeral scale. Fins small, the
pectorals reaching but little beyond tips of ventrals, 1| in head spinous
dorsal low, the spines strong, the longest about ? length of head anal fin
very small first anal spine longer and stronger than the second, 3i in
Scales weakly
head; caudal truucate, equaling length of pectorals.
ctenoid, uniformly covering body, including nape and ventral region,
becoming somewhat smaller anteriorly on sides cheeks and opercles with
few scales or none, head and breast otherwise naked. Color in spirits
Olivaceous, much mottled with dusky above lower half of sides sprinkled
with coarse black specks, and with traces of two silvery lines; middle of
.

]

)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sides

with a

about 12 dusky spots as large as pupil, the intera black spot on opercle, one behind and one below orbit;
caudal conspicuously barred with light and dark soft dor-

series of

spaces silvery

;

snout dusky
sal and anal faintly barred
;

;

spinous dorsal translucent, dusted with
minute dark points, margined with blackish; traces of orange markings
on lower side of head, and on bases of pectoral fins caudal apparently
tinged, in life, with bright yellow. In life, fins with brick-red shades ;
;

;

body with blue specks: body aud fins profusely punctulate with black.
Length U inches. Western portion of Arkansas River Basin, from Garden
City to Canon City, in small brooks the only darter reaching the ba«e
;
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of the

United States National Museum.

Eocky Mountains in Colorado. (Named for its discoverer,
then director of the Washburn College Laboratory.)

Prof. F.

"W. Cragin,

rragiiii, Gilbert, Bull. Washburn ColleKO Laboratory for March and April, 1885, 90,
small stream connecting the " Lake " at Garden City, Kansas, with the Arkansas River, (Tyiie, No. H8320. Coll. Cra.aiu); Gilbekt, Pn)c. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, G'.i; Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comni., ix, 188'J (1S91), 17; Boilenger, Cat., i, 77.

Etheostoma

1482.

ETHEOSTOMA OBEYENSE,

H

Kirsth.

X-12 or 13

scales
A. II, 7 to 9
to 5i. D. VIII to
Head 3| depth
Body rather long and low, compressed,
5-45 to 50-10, pores 10 to 27.
the back not much elevated in adults, more so in the young. Head
moderate, heavier and less pointed than Etheostoma flabeUare, vrhich this
;

species resembles in

many

;

;

Interorbital space narrow, eye about

respects.

as long as snout, 4 in head, the maxillary extending nearly to below its
middle. Mouth rather large, little oblique, the jaws subequal premax;

not protractile teeth rather strong gill membranes slightly connected. Head, nape, and breast uaked. Margin of first dorsal rounded,
second dorsal larger than first, its margin
its longest spine 2 in base
nearly straight, the anterior ray about 1^ in base caudal moderate, equal
in length to caudal peduncle, also to base of first dorsal, its margin subtruncate anal smaller than second dorsal aud placed opposite or slightly
behind that tin pectorals about as long as head ventrals equal in length
Lateral line almost straight, beginning at upper edge of
to base of anal.
preopercle and extending backward, slightly descending, to past middle
of first dorsal, developed on about 12 scales. Color of adult male, light
illaries

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

marked with 7 dark cross bars, the first being on the
on the end of the caudal peduncle; on the sides are 10
top of head dusky or black fins of
or 11 irregularly-shaped dark spots
adult males dusky white; black spot on membrane of first 3 or 4 dorsal
spines, vanishing posteriorly second dorsal with faint traces of bars
margin of anal jet black pectorals faintly barred vencaudal plain
The female and younger specimens are similarly,
trals dusky or black.
but more deeply, colored. Black humeral scale very large and distinct,

olive

;

dorsal region

nape aud the

last

;

;

;

;

;

;

larger than in related species, as in Etheostoma Jiahellare. The anal, pectorals, and ventrals of the female and younger specimens are plain white,
while the dorsals aud caudal are distinctly barred; on the cheek is a

smooth, light colored area, extending from below the eye obliquely
upward and backward to a distance twice the length of eye, and terminating at upper edge of preopercle, constricted into two parts, the anterior
somewhat the larger, and everywhere bounded by a silvery band, being a
notable color mark. Length 2f inches. Tributaries of the Cumberland
River in Clinton County, Kentucky. (Name from Obey River.)
ohfijenfi; KiRSCH, Bull. V. S. Fish Comm., x, 1890(1892), 292, Indian Creek, Spring
Creek, Smith Creek, and Albany Branch, all tributaries of Cumberland River
in Clinton County, Kentucky (Type, No. 45565. Coll. Kirsch); Boulenger, Cat., i, 78.

Eiheontoma

1483.

Head
7

',

3i

;

depth 4 to 4J

scales 8-56 to 61-13.

;

ETHEOSTOMA PAGET,
eye 3i

Body

;

snout

3i.

Meek.

D. IX or X-12 or 13

;

A.

II,

robust, snout abruptly decurved, but not

Jordan and Evermann.
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Mouth rather largo, terminal, maxillary reaching vertical from
pupil; premaxillaries not protractile; lips thick; gill membranes not
connected. Cheeks, opercles, and breast naked, nape scaled lateral line
blunt.

;

imperfect, developed on only about 12 scales.

Color of nuile Belly bright
red, extending on sides to upper rays of pectoral fins; above the red is a
yellowish band on the sides about as wide as diameter of eye upper
part of the body olivaceous, with darker markings, each scale being provided with a dark spot, these making faint lateral streaks along the rows
of scales; about 9 dark blotches on the side, resembling faint bars;
caudal and soft dorsal barred; pectorals faintly barred; anal and ventrals plain
a dark humeral scale. The female has the under part whitish, the sides olivaceous, much mottled with darker; otherwise as in the
male. Length 2 inches. Only the types known, 2 specimens, taken in
the spring brauch on the United States Fish Hatchery grounds at Neosho, Missouri, tributary to Neosho River, Arkansas Basin.
(Meek.)
(Named for William F. Page, Superintendent of the United States Fish
:

;

;

Hatchery at Neosho, Missouri.)
Meek, American Naturalist, 1894, 957, Neosho, Missouri, (Type, No. 455C6.
Meek); Boulenoeu, Cat., i. 79; Evermann & Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish Coinm., xiv,

Elheoslimia inigei,
Coll.

1894 (1895), 472.

1484.

ETHEOSTOMA VIRGATUM

(.Torlau).

Head 3j depth 5. D. TX-IO A. II, 8. Body slender, subfusiform,
compressed, the back somewhat elevated, the caudal peduncle rather
deep. Head long, rather slender and pointed, little compressed, the
snout but little decurved. Month rather large, somewhat oblique, the
maxillary reaching to the pupil, the lower jaw scarcely shorter than the
upper; teeth small, even, in several rows. Eye rather large. Posterior
border of preopercle obtusely creuate above.
Scales rather large;
Head
lateral line distinct, on about 20 scales 53 in a lengthwise series.
naked; nape and breast naked. Color greenish, each scale with a small
;

;

;

blackish spot, forming conspicuous lateral stripes, as in Etlieostoma Jiahellare Uneolnlum; back and sides with'cross blotches; humeral scale large

and black

;

Rock Castle River and
Cumberland River, in Rock Castle and

dorsal and caudal fins faintly barred.

Round Stone

River, tributaries of

Laurel counties, Kentucky; not common; a pretty

little fish,

(virgatus,

streaked.)
Pux-ilichtluis

virtjatns,

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

ston, Kentucky, (Type, No. 2345C.
Ellieoaloma vmjatttm, Boiilenger, Cat.,

i,

Nat. Mus., 1879, 230,
Coll. Jordan);

Rock Castle River, Living-

Jordan & Gilhekt,

Synopsis, 615,

li-8;{.

77.

Subgenus CLARICOLA, Jordan & Evermann.
148.5.

ETHEOSTO.nA

.IU1I.E, Meek.

depth 4 to 41,. Eye 4+. D. XI-U or 12; A. II, 7 or 8 scales 8-58
Lateral line incomplete; cheek and breast naked, opercles with
few scales on upper part. Ventral region scaled, like the sides. Gill
membranes broadly united across the isthmus. Teeth on vomer. Body

Head 4

to 60-8.

;

;

Museum.
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deep, compressed, with the dorsal region elevated, the form being much
as in Cottoijastcr timiiidca. Mouth large, terminal, the lower jaw but

the shorter; snout pointed, upper lip thick; preniaxiilary not profrenum narrow, torn in the type. Tip of maxillary reaching

little

tractile, the

Pectoral fins large, their length equal to the length of
ventrals email, not close together anal small, with 2 short,
the head
sharp spines.* Color in life, dus'ky olivaceous, greenish below; caudal
fin, soft dorsal, anal, and ventral fins yellowish; pectoral tins dusky,
with outer border pale yellowish; spinous dorsal dusky, upper half with
a yellowish tinge; a faint dark band on chin; a dark bar below eye; a
to front of pupil.

;

;

black band across back in front of spinous dorsal, terminating at base of
pectoral fius a second and much fainter baud on back between spinous
and soft dorsal a third faint band on bade at middle of soft dorsal,
and a fourth on caudal j)eduncle sides dotted with faint yellowish,
forming Irregular stripes along rows of scales. On the posterior half of
body are 6 faint, dark, vertical bars. One of the handsomest of the
Length 2^ inches. Basin of White Eiver, Missouri.
darters in life.
Only the types known. (Named for Mrs. Julia Hughes Gilbert.)
;

;

;

Etheostoma juUir,

Meek,

Bull. U. S. Fish

River, near Springfield, Missouri,

1486.

Comm.,

IX, 1889 (1891), 130, plate 42, fig. 2,

Meek, Drew & Bcttger); Boulenger,

(Coll.

ETHEOSTOMA ARTESI.E

James

Cat.,

i,

87.

(Hay).

Head 3f depth 5. D. XI-12 or 13 A. II, 7 or 8 scales 8-46 to 56-11.
Body elongate, compressed. Head large. Mouth large, terminal, nearly
horizontal, the lower jaw slightly included; maxillary reaching to oppoPalatine teeth in a broad band. Eye equal to snout,
site front of pupil.
;

;

;

Cheeks entirely covered with small scales; opercles with
Lateral line extending to end
of second dorsal, on about 45 scales. Dorsals contiguous first dorsal as
long as head, its height less than half its length soft dorsal considerably
higher anal a little over half length of head pectorals reaching tips of
ventrals, much smaller than in E. caruleum. Gill membranes largely conYellowish olive, with transverse oblique bars of darker, and
nected.
sprinkled with small blotches of carmine pectorals and ventrals dull
blue dorsals with a broad band of carmine along their middle, bordered
on each side by orange tips of dorsals dull blue, as is the base of the soft
dorsal base of spinous dorsal Avith several carmine spots anal mostly
crimson, tijiped with blue caudal blue, then orange, carmine orange, and
tipped with blue; a black humeral scale. Length 2i inches. Georgia!
to Central Texas (Palestine), in sandy streams of the pine woods; rare;
perhaps intergrading through Etheostoma alahamw with E. wMppUi.

4^ in head.

large scales; scale.s along back very small.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

PoeciUcUhijs arlesix.

Artesia,

* This species

types in the

Hay, Proc.

IT.

S.Nat. Mus., 1880, 494, small

Lowndes County,
is

Mississippi.

branch of the Catawba River,

(Type, No. 27434.

Coll.

Hay).

described and figured as having but 1 anal spine. In one of Dr. Meek's
of Stanford University, two spines are well developed, as in its ally, Etheos-

Museum

toma whipptii.
t A specimen from Georgia (24524,
sian well iu Alabama.

M.

C. Z.) has scales, 40.

Another specimen

is

from an

arte-

Jordan and Evermann.
1487.
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ETHEOSTOMA ALABAM.il

(Gilbert

&

1095

Swain).

This species or subspecies is closely allied to Etheoaioma whipplii differing from it in having the scales constantly larger, there being usually 50 to
56 in the course of the lateral line, though occasionally 58 and even as low
as 43; the pores of the lateral line wanting on about 12 scales the number of rows of scales between the lateral line and the spinous dorsal is 7
;

or

8,

occasionally fewer.

Gill

membranes moderately united

process or scale developed, black.

humeral
Not otherwise differing from Ethvos;

toma ivliipplu, the form and coloration similar.
The relations of this
species with Etheostoma artesm are also very close, the two may prove
inseparable. The male of artesiw seems to have much more of blue marking than the male of alabumw.

Alabama

Black Warrior and Big Cahawba

rivers,

locally abundant.

;

Etheostoma whipplei alabamse, Gilbert

& Swain,

Proc. U.

River near Morris and Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

1488.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1887, 62,
(Coll. Gilbert

ETHEOSTOMA WHIPPLII

&

Black Warrior

Swain.)

(Girard).

Head 3i depth ii to 5 eye 4i in head. D. IX to XII-12 to 14 A. II, 7.
Scales 60 to 70,* 8 or 9 series between lateral line and base of spinous dor;

;

;

pores 35 to 50. Body rather deep, compressed least depth of caudal
peduncle equaling length of snout and eye. Mouth terminal, oblique;
maxillary reaching vertical from front of pupil, 3* in head. PremaxillaEye moderate, slightly greater than snout. Preries not protractile.
opercle entire; opercular spine strong. Gill membranes rather widely
joined across isthmus. Fins larger than in E.punctulatum; dorsals slightly
joined at base, the longest soft ray half length of head pectorals somewhat longer than ventrals, which equal distance from snout to preopercular margin
first anal spine longer and much stronger than second
caudal truncate. Scales small lateral line straight, ending under last rays
of soft dorsal, the pores wanting on 16 to 20 scales opercles with a few
sal

;

;

;

;

;

;

large ctenoid scales; breast and ventral region, cheeks, nape, and a strip

along base of spinous dorsal anteriorly naked or with embedded, cycloid
scales.
Colors in life: Grayish, mottled with darker and with about 12

dusky

indistinct

bars,

becoming more clearly marked posteriorly

;

scales

of lighter interspaces on sides with small, round, bright, orange-red spots,
those near lateral line in longitudinal series of 2 to 5 2 orange blotches
at base of caudal; a dark spot below eye and 2 behind it, 1 of these on
upper part of cheeks, the other fainter, on occiput. A conspicuous black
;

humeral process spinous dorsal dusky translucent at base, a dark bar
about halfway up, then a translucent bar, an orange-red bar, and a translucent bar tipped with dusky soft dorsal similarly marked, with more
yellowish anal like soft dorsal, the orange brighter, sometimes covering
distal half of fin, the basal dusky area fainter; caudal barred with light
;

;

;

*Ina single specimen from the Wasbita River at Arkadelphia, Arkansas, but 48 scales are
present.
No other of many examples has less than CO. It is this variation of whipiilii which
The extent of such iutergradation
led Gilbert A Swain to regard uluhamiE as a subspecies of it.
needs examination.

Bulletin 4J, United States National
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Museum.

and dark and margined -with black, sometimes with a submarginal band
of orange. Lower Arkansas Basin locally abundant in clear tributaries
;

(Named

of the Saline, Washita, etc.
in

command

for Lieut. A.

W. Whipple,

U.

S. A.,

of the survey by which the species was discovered.)

Bolekhthyn uhipplii, GiRARn, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1859, 103,

Coal Creek, Arkansas.

Boleosomawhipph'i, Vaillant, Recherches, 96, 1873.
Eihcostoma wUpplei, Gilbert, Proc. U.

1489.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1887, CI

;

Boclenger,

ETHEOSTOMA SQUAMICEPS,

Cat.,

i,

84.

Jordan.

Head 3i to 4^ depth 4J to 5. Snout short, as long as eye, 4 in head.
D. VIII to XI-9 to 12; A. II, 7 or 8; scales 6-48 to 60-12. Body rather
robust, the back not elevated, the sides somewhat compressed, the caudal
;

Head rather short, the snout rather blunt, the anterior
somewhat decurved. Premaxillary not protractile. Mouth small,
oblique, the lower jaw somewhat included the maxillary extending to
peduncle stout.
profile

;

Teeth rather large, close set. Preopercle entire.
Opercular spine well developed.
Gill membranes rather broadly united.
Nape, cheek, opercles, and breast covered with small scales; these parts
front of eye, 3^ in head.

rarely naked;
lar;

body with moderate, ctenoid scales, those on belly simiwanting only on the last 4 or 5

lateral line straight, its pores

Fins all low dorsal spines subequal, the longest about 3i in
head; soft dorsal well separated from spinous dorsal, its longest rays not
quite equaling head caudal fin rather large, If in head anal small, the
longest rays If in head, the spines small; pectorals 1^ in head ventrals
scales.

;

;

;

;

with about 10 rather diffuse blackish cross
bands, most distinct just below lateral line, along which is a longitudinal
pinkish streak scales above with many dark punctulations, but with no
distinct spots; a dark bar below eye, and a horizontal dark streak
through it both dorsals and caudal barred with black in fine pattern, as
in E. flahellare, but less distinctly lower fins pale; no red or blue markings anywhere. This species varies excessively in squamation of head
and in size of fins nape, breast, and cheeks sometimes naked. Lower
Wabash Valley, Indiana, through western Kentucky and Tennessee to
Georgia and western Florida; abundant in sandy streams southward.
1|.

Color in

life

dusky

olive,

;

;

;

;

Specimens from Alabama (var. parvipinnis) are smaller, with lower fins
and fewer fin rays. D. XI-10; A. II, 7; scales 6-48-13. They seem to vary
{squama, scale;

perfectly into the typical form,

-ceps,

head.)

Etheostoma nquamiceps, Jordan, Bull, x, U. S. Nat. Mus., 11, 1877, Russellville, Kentucky
(Typo, No. 1345. Coll. Dr. Bebb). (Head 3J; depth 5. D. IX-12; A. II, 7; scales 5-50-X);

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 51

4,

1883.

(Type, No. 1345.

Coll. Dr. Bebb);

Bollman, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., 1886, 464; Boulenger, Cat., i, 85.
Etheostoma pmri2)iii)ie, Gilbert & Swain, Pror. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, 59, small spring "branch
tributary to the Black Warrior River, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. (Type, No. 36716.
Coll. Gilbert

& Swain.)

Jordan and Ever >na?in.

ETHESTOMA FLABELLARE,
(Fan-taii.f.d

Head

3? to 4

1U97

ETHEOSTOMA.

Subgenus
1490.

— Fishes of North Affierica.

Ilafiiiesque.

Dauter.*)

depth 4t to 5i; eye 4 to 41 iu head;

D. VIII-12
of fiu
rays aud scales subject to large variations, the spiues occasionally fewer
than 8. Body slender, compiessed, the back not elevated
head long
aud pointed snout not decurved, the upper lip on a level with top of
eye; mouth very oblique, lower jaw projecting; maxillary reaching
front of eye interorbital space narrow, 1\ in eye gill membranes rather
broadly united; distance from mouth to gill cleft on median line 11 to IJ
in head; caudal peduncle compressed, deep, its least depth 2 in head.
Fins all low, the first dorsal iu the male about i as high as second, higher
in the female, the spines with enlarged tleshy tips iu the male anal about
size of soft dorsal
pectorals usually not quite as long as head, their tips
reachiug beyond tips of ventrals caudal large, rounded. Scales moderate; head entirely naked; lateral line nearly straight, incomplete, reaching about to end of first dorsal a narrow strip along base of spinous
dorsal not scaled. Color rather dark, body covered with numerous tine
dark specks, these forming dark cross bands or blotches in the males,
less distinct in the females; black humeral spot conspicuous; usually
a dark line across opercles, through the eye, and around snout second
dorsal and caudal fins barred, other fins usually plain pectorals faintly
barred in Virginia specimens. Length 21 inches. New York to Virginia,
west to Iowa, and south to South Carolina and northern Alabama;
usually abundant wherever found. It lives in swift waters, and its
movements in the water are more active than those of any other species
it is the most hardy in the aquarium.
(flabellariN, like a fau, from the
form, of the tail.)
to 14

;

A.

;

II, 7 to 9

;

siiont 4.

scales 9-40 to 65-14, 15 to 40 pores.

Number
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Elheoslomaflahellarif,

Rafinesqve, Jour, de Phj-sique, 1819,

Elheosloma flabellala, Rafinesquk, Ichth. Ohiensis, 30, 1820,
Elheosiomafontmali.^,

Elheostoma

linsleyi,

Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis,

86, 1820,

419,

tributaries of

Ohio River.

Ohio River.
Ohio River.

Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1851,

37,

Wolcott,

Wayne

County,

New York.
Oligocephalns humeralis,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci Phila., 1859, 67,

James River,

Virginia.

*The Darter of Darters is the Fan-tail [Elheosloma Jiabellarc). Hardiest, wirit^st, wariest of
all, it is tlie one which is most expert iu catching other creatures, and the one which most
surely evades your clutch. You can catch a weasel asleep when you can put your finger on one
of these. It is a slim, narrow, black, pirate-rigged little fish, with a long pointed liead, and a
projecting, prow-like lower jaw.
It carries no flag, but is colored like the rocks among which
It is dark brown in hue, with a dusky spot on each scale, so that the whole body seems
it lives.
covered with lengthwise stripes, and these are further relieved by cross bands of the same color.
Its fins, especially the broad, fan-shaped caudal, are likewise much checkered with spots of
black. The spines of the dorsal fin are very low, and each of these in the male ends in a little
The Fan-tailed Darter
fleshy pad of a rusty-red color, the fish's only attempt at ornamentation.
chooses the coldest and swiftest waters, and in these, as befits his form, he leads an active, predaIn
larvje
of mosquitoes.
tory life.
He is the terror of water snails and caddis worms, and the
the aquarium this Darter is one of the most interesting of fishes, for, though plainly colored, it
Its
mouth
opens
P.arters.
is very handsome, aud in its movements is the most graceful of all the
wider than that of auv of the others, and it is fuller of bristling teeth. Its large, yellow-rimmed black eyes are ever on the wat( h. The least of a "fish " and the most of a Darter, the Fantailed is worthily left as a type of th.' genus Elheosloma, iu which it was first placed by its
{Jordan iC Co^elmid.)
discoverer, Rafinesque.
them
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Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 68, Madrid, New York, and
(Type, Nos. 1393 and 1345. Coll. E. 0. Dayton.)
Catonotiis lennicotti* Putnam, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, 1863, 3, southern Illinois.
Catonotusfabellatus, Vaillant, Kecherches, 121, 1873, with plate.

Catonotits

f<x>iciati(K,

Grass River.

Joudan & Gilbert,

EtheostortM flahellan',

A

Synopsis, 513, 1883; Boulenger, Cat.,

slight variety of this species, from the

i,

S6.

Cumberland Mountains, has

been recognized by name as

ETHEOSTOMA FLABELLARE CUMBERLANDICUM,

1490a.

Head

Jordan & Swain.

eye 4i in head, equal to snout. D. VIII, 11 A. II,
Sf
Body moderately elongate,
7; scales 45, the tubes on 15 to 20 scales.
somewhat compressed, the back little elevated. Head usually thick and
heavy, little tapering anteriorly, much stouter than in E. flahellare.
Mouth terminal, very oblique, the lower jaw somewhat projecting,
maxillary extending nearly to below its middle. Teeth rather strong.
Head, nape, and breast naked; belly and region along dorsal with the
scales of body smoother than in E. flahellare and more
scales small
Fins essentially as in other
looselj'^ imbricated, especially in the adult.
species, the dorsal spines low and subequal, lowest in the male, the flesh
caudal large, rounded other fins modat their tips being thickened
Color in life greenish, semitranslucent, the body in the adult
erate.
without trace of lines, cross bars, or spots, excepting the large, black
humeral spot back with a few faint dusty cross shades. Young with
tessellated spots and numerous faint cross bars, which are developed
a dark streak from eye
chiefly as a series of spots along the lateral line
through snout a round, black spot behind eye first dorsal translucent,
abruptly edged with black, the free tips of the spines golden orange;
second dorsal obliquely barred with alternating bands of black and
golden; caudal pale, with about 7 very sharply defined curved cross
bands of black pectorals olivaceous, scarcely barred, an orange bar at
base; ventrals and anal plain, slightly dusky. Length 2f inches.
Brooks in the Cumberland Mountains tributary to Cumberland River.
;

depth 5f

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Etheontoma citmherlandicum,

Jordan & Swain, Proc. U.

S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 251,

small streams

Cumberland Mountains, 'Wolf Creek and Briar Creek, near Pleasant
View, Whitley County, Kentucky. (Coll. 'Jordan & Swain.)
of the

A

better

marked

variety, differing chiefly in color, representing Etheos-

toma flahellare to the northwestward,
1490b.

is

ETHEOSTOMA FLABELLARE LINEOLATUM

(Agassiz).

Very similar to the typical flahellare, but rather less elongate and more
compressed. Coloration darker, each scale with a dark spot, these forming a series of conspicuous longitudinal lines along the rows of scales
original types of Calonohts JcennicoUi, now in poor condition, show the following characColor plain, without trace of lines or spots on body; pectorals, caudal, and both dorsals
brightly checkered with black. Black humeral spot large. Cheeks, opercles, and breast naked.
Scalesi rather large.
Lateral line extending to below middle of second dorsal. Gill membranes
forming an angle with each other. Pectorals a little shorter than head. Head 3%; depth 5)^.
D. VIII, 10; A, II, 7; scales 5-40 to 42-X. From a rocky brook in Southern Illinois.

*The

ters:

Jordan and Evermann.
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second dorsal and anal conspicuously cross-barred head blackish, with
darker stripes radiating from eye males further marked with conspicuous dark cross bars. Minnesota to northern Indiana and northern Mis;

;

souri, in cold

weedy streams,

Cidonolus Uneolalm, AoASsiz,

(liveolatus,

Amer. Journ.

Sci.

with small

and Arts,

1854, 3u5,

lines.)

small creeks near Quincy,

Illinois.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 513, 1883.
Vaillant, Recherches, 118, 1873.

Etheostmna lineolalvm,
Catonolus lineulalum,

476.

ALVARIUS,

Girard.

i4Zran'!(S,«GlEARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 101, {lateralis).

This genus

is based on a single species, which has not been recognized
was originally described. It is apparently closely allied to
Etheostoma, differing in the small number of its fin rays, in which regard
it approaches Microperca.
Tlie species is imperfectly described and its
affinities cau only be guessed at,
(A coined name without meaning.)

since

it

1491.

ALVARIUS LATERALIS,

Girard.

'' A representative of
the Etheostomoid family was procured by the
United States and Mexican Boundary Commission at the mouth of tiie
Rio Grande del Norte (Rio Bravo). It constitutes a new generic pety
allied to Catonotits, and to which we have applied the name of Alvarius,
with the following characters: Head elongated and tapering. Mouth
terminal, large, not protractile lower jaw longer than the upper. Teeth
very minute. Opercular apparatiis, cheeks, and throat scaly. First dorsal
nearly equal in height to the second, from which it is quite distinct.
Anal fin much smaller than the second dorsal caudal fin truncated 5
soft rays to the ventrals.
Ventral scales uniform." Body slender, elongate. Head subconical and tapering forward. Eye equal to snout, 4 in
head. Maxillary reaching pupil. First dorsal about equal to second and
separated from it. Anal smaller than second dorsal, the last rays of the
2 fins opposite each other.
Scales very small. Lateral line median.
Brownish, back spotted; sides with a narrow blackish streak, which
extends around the snout first dorsal with a black spot on its upper posterior edge; caudal transversely barred.
D. VI, 10; A. 8. Length If
inches. Rio Grande.
(Girard.) The types are now lost and the species
has not been rediscovered, (lateralis, pertaining to the side.)
;

;

;

;

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 101,
Hex. Bound. Surv.); Vaillant, Recherches, 141, 1873.

Ah-ariiis lateriilis,

Pcpcilichthys lateralis

Etheostoma

477.

laterale,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Boulenger,

Cat.,

i,

mouth

of Rio Grande,

(Coll.

Synopsis, 522, 1883.
87.

PSYCHROMASTER, Jordan & Evermann, new genus, (tuscumhia).

This genus
form,

which

its
is

which it differs in its robust
and especially in the squamation of the head,
the snout. One species. ()/)v;i:f;o<,", coldwater /taarl/p,

is allied

to Etheostoma, from

single anal spine,

scaled to

searcher. )

;
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PSYCHBOMASTEB TUSCriWHIA

14»2.

(Gilbert

Museum.

,

Swa

).

D. IX or X-11 to 13 A. I, 8 scales 6-48
4i.
to 50-10
pores 15 to 20. Body exceedingly heavy aud lohust, with elevated back aud broad, thick head. Anterior profile descending rapidly
from front of dorsal, the snout blunt and broadly rounded, but not overhanging the mouth. Gape large and wide, the mandible little included,
the maxillary reaching vertical from middle of orbit, 3 in head. Eye
rather small, 4J in head, the interorbital width f its diameter. Preopercular margin entire. Cheeks, opercles, nape, and top of head generally
scaly; only the snout, interorbital space, and preorbitals naked. OperGill membranes scarcely joined across
cular spine little developed.
isthmus. Fins all very small; dorsal spines weak, the median spines
highest, half length of head; soft dorsal scarcely higher than spinous;
anal fin with a single, rather weak spine, the first soft ray articulated
and branched. Pectorals and ventrals very small, the latter not reaching f distance to vent; length of pectorals equaling distance from tip of

Head

3^ to 3f

;

depth 4 to

;

;

;

snout to preopercular margin; caudal broadly rounded. Scales rough,
wholly enveloping head and body, except snout and interorbital space;
lateral line incomplete, arched, following the curve of the back pores
absent on 15 to 18 scales. Color in life: Varying shades of grayish aud
greenish olive, much mottled and speckled with black; six broad, dark
8 or 10 linear black blotches along lateral line, sepabars across back
rated by silvery interspaces a dark streak before, one below, and one
behind orbit opercle and top of head dusky pectorals with several
dark bars, ventrals unmarked a black blotch at base of each caudal
Leugth 2
lobe; other fins more or less barred with light and dark.
inches. Spring brooks in the Tennessee Eiver basin in northern Alabama; locally abundant.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Gilbert & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat, Mus., 1887, 63, stream flowing from
the great spring at Tuscumbia, Alabama, (Type, No. 3G154. Coll. Gilbert & Swain);
BOULENGER, (Jilt., I, 89.

Ethi'osf'Diiit liiKcHiiihia,

478.
Copelandellus,

COPELANDELLUS,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

Jordan

& Everraann,

{quiescew).

This genus differs from Boleichthys in having the top of the head closely
scaled. One species, found in the lowland swamps and everglades of the
south. (Named for Herbert Edsou Copeland, 1849-1876, who studied the
Darters because he loved them, and who began a monograph of the group
in 1874, a work not yet finished, although many have worked upon it.)

1493.

COPELANDELLUS QFIESCENS

(Jordan).

D. IX to XII-9 to 12; A. II, 7; scales 3-48 to 56-10,
Body not greatly elongate, compressed, the back
elevated, the back higher and the tail shorter than in Boleichthys eos.
Maxillary extending to front of pupil; jaws equal; preopercle a little
crenulate above. Eye much longer than snout, 31 in head. Cheeks,

Head

3t;

depth

4|.

pores on 21 to 28 scales.

Jordan and Evermatin.
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and whole top of head closely scaled; breast and nape scaled;
lateral lino running very high, as in
liolcichthys fusiformi.s, from which this species is chiefly distinguished by
the scaly crown, a character seen also in /'. tuscumhia. Gill membranes
separate, a small black humeral spot. Caudal long, 1;^ in head, rounded
or pointed behind; pectoral nearly as long as head. Color dark brown,
the pale parts chiefly bright red in life back with some dark markings
side with a broad black lateral band, mottled and interspersed with red;
an area of red along lateral line some black spots on lower part of side
a black spot at base of pectoral 3 black bars about eye; 4 or 5 round
opercles,

snout, jaws, and prcorbital naked

;

;

;

;

black spots in a cross series at base of caudal, the 2 middle ones conspicuous; fins checkered; dorsal, anal, and caudal finely barred; veutrals,
anal,

and pectorals

Length

plain.

1| inches.

Swamps and streams

of the

lowlands from Virginia to Florida known from Blackwater River, Zuni,
Virginia; Allapaha River, Nashville, Georgia, and various streams in
Florida; the southsmmost known species of the darters.
Specimens
from Orlando, Flori.ia (Coll. Einar Lonnberg), are larger and more brightly
colored than those from the Dismal Swamp region, {quiescens, lying quiet.)
;

rmciUchlhii^

(lidfixcens,

.loiiDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 478,

River, Nashville, Georgia, (Type, No. 28509.
Elheostouia quicscciin, .ToiiDA.v,

Oomm.,

Rep. U.

Comm.,

X, 1890 (1892), pp. 294, 297, 299, 300,

479.

v,

W.

tributary of the Allapaha
,1.

1885, 869;

and 302,

BOLEICHTHYS,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Boleiddhyn,

Fish

S.

Coll.

Taylor.)

Woolman,

pi. 53, fig. 3;

Bull. U. S. Fish

Boulenger,

Cat.,i, 75.

Girard.

Sei. Phila., 1859, 103, {exilix).

This genus contains small and slender species allied to those of the
The lateral line is incomplete and
has a slight upward curve anteriorly instead of being straight as in all
the species of Etlu-ostoma. Top of head not scaly. Lowland streams and
swamps the species few, variable, and hard to determine. {3o7iig, dart

section OUyocephul as under Etheostoma.

;

ix^vg, fish.)
a.

aa.

Cheeks and operclea scaly.
Cheeks naked; opercles more or

1494.

Head
A.

fusiformis, 1494.

exius, 1495.

less scaly.

BOLEICHTHYS FUSIFORMIS

(Girard).

3i to 4 depth 3f to 6 eye about 4 in head. D. IX or X-9 to 12
6 to 8 scales 3-43 to 60-12, pores 10 to 30. Body usually olongate,

II,

;

;

;

compressed
head rather long and narrow
muzzle short, decurved,
shorter than eye; mouth comparatively large, terminal, lower jaw
slightly included, maxillary reaching to pupil
premaxillaries not protractile; gill membranes somewhat connected.
Opercular spine strong.
Caudal peduncle long. Scales strongly ctenoid cheeks scaled opercles,
nape, and breast usually well scaled, sometimes partly naked, especially
the breast; lateral line incomplete, high up, often interrupted. Fins moderate
Olivaceous,
pectorals broad, about reaching tips of ventrals.
sides and back dotted and blotched with dusky, paler beneath head dark
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Museum.

above, Avith dusky dots on sides, a dark line downward and another forward from the eye; base of caudal with 4 dark spots in a vertical row.
Dorsal and caudal fins speckled and barred with dark the spinous dorsal
in life usually bright blue, with a median crimson band. An extremely
variable species found in lowland streams and ponds from Massachusetts
Throughout this entire region
to the Rio Grande and west to Minnesota.
small darters are found, which agree more or less closely with typical
fusit'ormis, from Charles River, Massachusetts, but presenting slight variations for ditit'erent regions. To these have been given the various speci{fuiiiformis, spindle
fic names found in the accompanying synonymy.*
;

shaped.)
Boleosoma fusiformis, GiUAUv, Vroc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1854, 41, Charles River,

chusetts.

Massa-

(Coll. Girard.)

Bolefmmia bamtlti, IIoLBROOK, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1S55, 5G, South Carolina.
Boleosimm gracUe, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 103, Rio Seco and Leona River,
near Fort Inge, Texas. (Type, No. 1328. Coll. Kennerly.)

New

Molokpis erochrovs, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1864, 233, Brown's Mill,
Jersey,
opposite Philadelphia, (Coll. Cope); Vaillant, Rechercht'8 sur Ethtost., 133, 1873, with
plate.

Jordan & Copeland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1877, 46, Rock River, WisconWisconsin River, Wisconsin, (Coll. .Jordan &, Copeland); Fox River, Illinois,
(Coll. Jordan); Northern Indiana, (Coll. I»r. G. M. Levette); perhaps a valid spucics.

BoleichOtys eos,

sin;

Hay, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., ii, 1882 (1883), 61, shallow pool on Big
Black River near Vaughans Station, Yazoo County, Mississippi, (Coll. Hay); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 519, 1883.
PccdUchthjs palustrii:, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 209, Switz City Swamp, Greene
County, Indiana. (Coll. Gilbert.)

PaciUrhlhijfibutleriaiius,

Vaillant, Recherches Bur Etheost., 127, 1873, with plate.
Vaillant, Eecherches sur Etheost., 131, 1873, with plate.
PocciJichthijshwralli, Jordan A Gilbert, Synopsis, 519, 1883.
Hololepis han-atti,

Hololepis fusiforDtis,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 520, 1883.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 520, 1883.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 521, 1883.

Pa'cilichlhysfusiformis,
Pa'ciliclithijs

erochrous,

Pcecilichthijs eos,

* Some of the results
may be given here:
a.

h.

c.

of a comparison of specimens of this species from different localities

Thayer Lake, Michigan (eos). These specimens are a little stouter and darker in color;
the scales on the cheeks obscure, in this respect approaching exile; scales 55.
Northern Illinois (eos). Stouter, the depth 5 in length; scales 56, 4 rows above lateral line;
scales on cheeks evident; 3 spots at base of caudal.
Southern Illinois {batTatti}. Still stouter, depth 4J^; scales 49, 3 rows above lateral line;
cheeks well scaled; color nearly plain; sides with faint bars, and a single spot at base

of caudal.
Terro Haute, Indiana {pahisiris). Depth 5; scales 50, 3 rows above lateral line; snout
rather short; cheeks well scaled; a single faint caudal spot; markings obscure; bluish
bars in life.
Similar to b in color and form, a little stouter;
e. Trinity River, Dallas, Texas {gracilix).
cheeks well scaled; scales 50, 3 rows above lateral line; 3 spots at base of caudal.
Similar to e. Scales 49; 3 spots at base of caudal.
/. Saline River, Benton, Arkansas (gracilis).
Snout blunter; color much paler; spots at base of
g. Sims Bayou, Houston, Texas {gracilis).
caudal scarcely perceptible; scales 53.
Stout; depth i%; scales; 53, 1 row above lateral line;
h. Mount Vernon, Indiana (pahistris).
1 caudal spot; snout bluntish; no dark lateral stripe.
Possibly these several varieties may be separated by the following characters:
a. Body very slender, depth about 6 in length.
b. a dark lateral stripe and more or less of red markings; 4 dark spots at base of caudal.
FUSIFORMIS.
bb. Paler, no evident dark lateral stripe, but body finely spotted or mottled with dark;
gracilis.
no red spots; 3 faint spots or none at base of caudal.
aa. Body stoutish, depth 4^^ to by^ in length; no dark lateral stripe.
eos.
c. Snout moderate; scales on cheeks small; sides with crimson spots.
palustris.
cc. Snout bluntish; no bright red; sides with greenish cross shades.
barratti.
ccc. Snout rather sharp; body nearly plain greenish.
((.

Jordan and Evcrtnann.

— Fishes of N'orth America.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 521, 1883.
EvERMANN & Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish

Pcecitich/lnjs gracilis,

Elheostoniu /usifoi-nie,

LENUER, Cat.,

1,

75;

Coiiim.,

.\ii,

1892 (1894),

1103

11,5;

Bou-

and of authors generally.

1495.

BOLEICHTHYS EXILIS,

Girard.

Head 3i; depth nearly 6. D. IX or X-10 or 11; A. II, 7 to 9. Body
compressed, tapering toward the caudal peduncle, whicii i.s slightly contracted. Maxillary reaching anterior edge of pupil. Lateral line nearer
dorsal than the ahdorainal outline; pectorals extending beyond ventrals.
Cheeks naked, yellowish brown, speckled with grayish black; dorsals
and caudal barred a dark spot on occipital region, and a streak in
advance of as well as below the orbit. (Girard.) Length 1 to 2 inches.
This species differs from BoJeichthijs fnsiformis in the naked cheeks.* It is
probably a variety of the latter. Upper Missouri River Basin and Red
River of the North (spec. Mus. Comp. Zool.). (exilis, slim.)
;

exilis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 103, Little Muddy River, a tributary of the Upper Missouri. Type a little stouter than 11. fnsifunins, the head heavier;

Boleichlhys

scales 53; pores 22.
Boleichlhi/s warreni,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci, Phila., 1859, 104,

Jordan k Gilbert, Synopsis, 521, 1883.
Pifcilichthys warreni, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 521, 1883.
Etheosloma exile, Bollman, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., viii, 1888,

Cannon

Ball River.

FiTcilichthys cxilis,

480,
Micro2)erca,

Putnam,

Bull,

i,

MICROPERCA,

Mus. Comp.

Zoiil., 4,

221;

Bovlenger,

Cat.,

i,

76.

Putnam.

1863, {punctulala).

This genus differs from Etheoatoma in the almost or quite complete
absence of the lateral line. The scales are larger than in most of the other
darters, the fin rays and vertebrse fewer. Gill membranes considerably
connected mouth small, the lower jaw included. The species oi Mkroperca
are the smallest in size of the darters, and are plainly colored. They
are very closely allied and may all be varieties of Micropcrca punclulata.
;

{liLKpoQ,

small;

iripKi/,

perch.)

Cheeks and opercles scaly anal spines 2; scales
aa. Cheeks and opercles chiefly naked.
•
().
Anal spines 2.
hb. Anal spine single.
a.

;

1496.

proiliaris, 1496.

36.

MICROPERCA PRiELIARIS,

punctulata,

1497.

fokticola, 1498.

Hay.

4; depth 41. D. VIII-11; A. II, 6; scales 36. Body short and
Snout conical, pointed; jaws equal; mouth small, slightly oblicjue,
maxillary reaching front of eye. Eye small, 4 in head. Cheeks and
opercles with large scales. Opercular spine well develoi)ed. Scales large,
the tubes of the lateral line develoi)ed on 2 to 4 of them dorsals well

Head

stout.

;

Specimens of a small darter obtained by Mr. Charles H. Bollman in Clam Lake, Michipan,
may belong to this species. These specimens, however, differ materially in tlie number of dorsal
rays.
Dorsal A'II-10; A. II, 7; lateral line extending to end of anal; scale 55; tubes interrupted,
37 to 40; cheeks n&ked.— Bollman, Bull. U. S. l\sh Comm., vii, ISSH (ISUO), UU.

1104
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Anal spines slender, high pectorals and ventrals reaching
about to vent. Olive, speckled with brown 10 brownish spots along the
sides black streaks downward and forward from eye dorsal fins mottled.
Length \\ inches. Alabama and Mississippi, west to Arkansas, in lowland
streams and ponds. {j)7-a,liaris, pertaining to battle, it being found on

separated.

:

;

;

;

the battlefield of Corinth.)
Hay, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 496, small branch of the Tuscumbia
River, at Corinth, Mississippi, (Type, No. 27418. Coll. Hay); Hay, Bull. U. S. Fish

Microjifrca imrUaris,

Comm.,

II,

1882 (1883), G2; Joudan

&

Gilbert, Synopsis, 522, 1883.

EthemUmia pnrliarig, GiLBERi Bull. U. S. Fish Oomm., IX, 1889
EllieoslomaprwUare, Boulenger, Cat., i, 89.
,

1497.

MICROPERCA PUNCTTJLATA,

(1891), 159.

Putnam.

(Least Darter.)

depth ii to 5. D. VI to VIII-9 or 10 A. II, 6 scales 34
Body rather short and deep, somewhat compressed, the back
arched. Caudal peduncle rather long. Head moderate snout somewhat
decurved mouth moderate, terminal, oblique, the maxillary extending
to below eye; jaws equal. Cheeks naked; opercles with a few scales;
opercular spine very small; neck and chest naked; no trace of lateral

Head

3f to 4

;

;

;

to 37-9.

;

;

the usual series of tubes along the temporal region scales quite
anal spines strong, the
ctenoid. Vertical fins short
ventrals rather long. Coloration olivaceous,
first usually the largest
the sides closely speckled and with vague bars and zigzag markings
second dorsal and caudal barred; dark streaks radiating from eye; a
dark humeral spot. Length 1 to 1^ inches. Smallest of the darters and one
of the smallest of fishes; common in the clear, cold, weedy streams and
ponds of the Northwestern States from Indiana, Michigan, and Minnesota,
south to Arkansas, where it may intergrade with /o«iico?«, as Dr. Meek has
specimens with 1 and 2 anal spines rare outside of tributaries of the
line

;

;

large, strongly

;

;

;

;

Great Lakes,

{punctulatus, speckled.)

Microperca pmittulala, Putnam, Bull,

Michigan, ^Visconsin,

Mus. Comp.

Zoiil.,

and Alabama

(name preoccupied in Etkeostomahj

Ziaris]
sis,

i,

Illinois,

from various points in
Alabama probably 31. prxAoASSlz); Jordan & Gilhert, Synop4,

18(;3,

[those from

E. pimclulatum,

523, 1883.

Elheostoma microperca,

Jordan & Gilbert,

in Jordan's

Manual of Vertebrates, Ed.

substitute for ^jHiichitoa, preoccupied in Elheostoma;

County, Indiana; Boulenger,

14»S.

Cat.,

i,

87.

MICROPERCA FONTICOIiA

H

5, 134, 1888,

specimens from lakes of Laporte

(Jordan

&

Gilbert).

to 5. D. VI or VII-8 to 10 A. I, 7 scales 34.
Head 3h to 1 depth
This species or variety is very close to the northern Microperca punctulata.
The only tangible differences seem to lie in the coloration and in the constant presence in Microperca fonlicola of but one anal spine. The head
in Microperca fonticola is nearly or quite devoid of scales. In life, light olivaceous, the scales broadly margined behind with dusky about 8 indistinct
dusky cross blotches on back, the dorsal region dusted with fine dusky
specks a series of dark, stitch-like, short horizontal lines along the
;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and
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middle of the sides, forming an interrupted lateral streak; three small
dark spots at base of tail soft parts of vertical fins with light and dark bars
lower half of spinous dorsal jet black, then a broad red band narrowly
edged above with black a dusky streak below orbit and one in front
of it. Arkansas and Texas, in clear rocky streams rather scarce known
only from Washita River, at Arkadelphia San Marcos River, at San Marcos, Texas Comal Creek, at New Braunfels, Texas, (/ohs, fountain colo,
to inhabit, it being most common in the great spring in which the Rio
San Marcos rises.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1S86, 23, San Marcos River, San
Marcos, Texas. (Typo, No. 36523. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)
Etheostoma foHlicola, Evermann & Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish Coiiiiii., xil, 1892 (1894), 115, pi.
Alvar'ms fonticola,

XXXVI,

BouLENGER,

fig. 4;

Cat.,

I,

90.

Family CXLIV. CHEILODIPTERIDiE.

(The Cardinal Fishes.)
Body oblong or elongate, sometimes compressed and elevated, covered
with rather large scales, which are striated and ctenoid, or sometimes
cycloid; cheeks scaly; lateral line continuous; cleft of mouth wide,
oblique villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, and sometimes on palatines;
canines sometimes present; (teeth wanting in Brephostoma); preojiercle
with a double ridge, its edge entire or slightly serrated opercular spine
lower pharyngeals separate, with sharp teeth pseudolittle developed
;

;

;

;

branchiostegals 6 or 7. Dorsal fins well separated, the
anal
first with 6 to 9 rather strong spines; no dorsal sheath or furrow
fin short, usually with 2 spines, sometimes with 3 or 4; ventral fins thorbranchiae present

;

;

without axillary scale. Small fishes of the tropics, especially
in the East Indies, some of them in fresh waters, most of them
Color often bright red. Genera about 15 species
in rather deep waters.
about 130. (Percidce, part; group Apogonina, Giinther, Cat., i, 222-250,
acic, I, 5,

abundant

;

1859.)
Cheilodipterin.e
a.

:

Body oblong, not greatly compressed nor greatly elongate; anal npines

2,

rarely 3; teeth

present in jaws at least.

Anal

h.

c.

fin

with 2 spines, the soft rays usually 8 or

Canines none; teeth
d.

9.

all villiform; lateral line

normal.

Palatines with teeth.
e.

Scales large, 20 to 30 in lateral line.
/.

Preopercle with

its

posterior edge distinctly serrate, at least in the

Apogon,

young.
ff.

ee.

Preopercle with

its

481.

ApoaoNiciiTiiYS, 482.

ridges entire at all ages.

Glossamia, 483.

Scales small, 40 to ib in lateral line.

teeth moderate; eye very large; body elongate; scales
EriGOXt's, 484.
rather small; preopercle entire or nearly so.
Canines present in jaws. Dorsal spines 6; operclo unarmed anal spines 2.
ClIElLODIPTERl'S, 485.
dd. Palatines toothless;

cc.

hb.

;

fiu with 3 spines and 8 soft rays; no teeth on vomer or palatines; no canines; cau.Xmiiciitiiys, 480.
dal rounded; opercles entire; body moderately elongate.

Anal

F, N. A.

71
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SCOMBROPIN.H.
aa.

Body

approaching tliatof

elonj^iite, tlie forui

Bpiues 3 or

tlip

Barraimla

(.S/)%ra>H(i); nioutli largo;

Teeth subequal, without distinct canines; preoporclo serrate.
scales small, about CO.

g.

gg.

D. VII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7;
Sriiyujf.NOPS, 487.

Teeth unequal, the jaws with long canines; preopercle entire or nearly so.
h. Second dorsal and anal long, each of 12 to 14 soft rays; soft parts of vertical
scaly; scales rather small, 45 to 50.
lih.

anal

4.

fin:j

Scombrops, 488.

Second dorsal and anal short, each with
scaly; scales large, about 30.

7 to 9 soft rays; vertical fins scarcely

Hypoclydonia, 489

APOGON,** LacepMe.

481,

(Kings of the Mullets.)
Amia, Gronow, Zoophyl.,

80, 1763,

(moluccemis; noubinomial); Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

1862, 237, (imherhh; scales 20 to 28).

Apogon, liAcfipftnE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Ostorliinckus,

Lacepede, Hist. Nat.

iii,

411, 1802, (ruber

Poiss., iv, 165, 1802,

= imherhis).

(flettrieii).

DipterodoH, fLAcfipiinE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 167, 1802, (hexacanthus, etc.).

Monoprion, Poey, Memorias,

11,

123, 1860, {inacidahis).

fLepidamia, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 81, [kcdosojiia; scales 33 to 38).
Mionurus, Krefft, Proc. Zoijl. Soc. Loud., 1867, 942, (Innatus).

Body obloug, compressed, covered with

large, ctenoid scales.

Lateral

with 20 to 30 scales. Head large; mouth wide, ohlique,
the maxillary extending to below middle of the large eye villiform teeth
on jaws, vomer, and palatines no canine teeth preopercle with a double
ridge, the edge somewhat serrate, at laast in the young, becoming entire
with age in some species; opercle with a spine behind. Gill rakers rather
line continuous,

;

;

long.

Dorsal spines 6 or

7,

strong

;

;

second dorsal remote, short

;

anal

with 2 spines and 8 or 9 soft rays,t the second much the longer, the soft
part similar to the soft dorsal; pectorals and ventrals moderate vertebrie
11
14:
25.
Warm seas; the species numerous, (a, without; nuyuv, a
beard; thus distinguished from the bearded mullet, MuUus barhatus.)
;

+ =

*The following description of the skull of Apogon is giveu by Dr. Gtinther: The skull of the
the genus Apogon is distinguished by the hemispherical prominent capsula cerebri,
formed by the parietal and occipital bones and by the hinder part of the frontals; the latter past
is generally provided with 2 or more small spinous prominences; the orbital part of the frontals
is very developed, not flat, but with a deep, narrow groove along tho median line; this groove is
bifid behind, thus separating the orbital part of the frontals from the posterior.
In front of the
median groove is a high ridge, generally half as long as the diameter of the eye, and bifid behind;
this ridge, together with those spinous prominences of the frontals, is for the purpose of keeping
the skin suspended above the grooves. Large mucose cavities are formed thrrcby, communicating with those of the suborbital ai'ch, etc. The occipital crest is very devclojied ami broad, more
or less truncated behind, reaching downward to the vertebral column and supported by another,
narrower, horizontal one, which arises also from the occipital. Another peculiarity of the skull
of Apogon is the internal free ridge of the preoperculum, parallel to the external margin.
The
operculum is always suiijiorted by a strong, straight bony ridge, conspicuous from the outside,
but ])rominent only at tlui inner surface; it arises near the articulation of the operculum with
the epitympanic (os tcinp'o-nle), and projects Bomotimes in a small free spine at the hinder angle
of the operculum. In Ajiogon imherhis the lower outer margin only of the preopcrculuin is very
finely denticulated, the teeth becoming smaller at the angle.
The vomerine and palatine teeth
are arranged in a single row, the series of the former forming a right angle. There are 11
abdominal and 14 caudal vertebrae
si)ecies of

f This gen\is, as defined by Lac6pede, includes species of Lutianiis, Apogon, Aspro, liairdiella, etc.
As one of these species, hexacanthus, is type of the earlier genus Apogon, Dipterodon may bo
regarded as a synonym of Apogoti.
X

12 to 17 soft rays in the East Indian genus Archamia.

Jordan and
Base of caudal

a.

6.

Base of
c.

cc.

vvitli

live rmann.

a distinct round l)lackish

soft dorsal

lilotcli

without Maikish saddle-like

(rarely wanting).

lilotih.

higher than spinous; scales 28 to 30.
Opercle with a dark spot; cheeks dusted with dark

Base of

soft dorsal

much

iMiiKitms, 1499.
|>oiMts; soft dorsal lialf

25.

higher

Dovii, LOOO.

with a distinct blackish saddle-like

liloteli

extending downward on

sides of bod}'; scales 25.
aa.

1107

Opercle without dark spot; cheeks without evident dark dots; soft dorsal

than spinous; scales
6(>.

— Fishes of N'orth ^imerica.

UETnoSELi.A, 1501.

Base of caudal without blackish blotch.
d.

Soft dorsal with a round black blotch below

above; scales

M.

it

26.

and a similar one on caudal peduncle
maculatis, 1502.

and caudal peduncle without round black spots.
Body with few black specks or none; a blackish bar between last rays of soft dorsal
and anal; another on caudal peduncle.
iunotatus, 1503.
ee. Body covered everywhere with blackish dots, like fly specks; no otlicr distinct

Soft dorsal
e.

markings; scales

1499.

pigmentarius, 1504.

25.

APOGON IMBERBIS

(King of the Mullets

Head

3i;

+ 15.

depth

3t.

;

(Linn»us).

Alfoncino; Funcinita.)

D. VI-I, 9; A.

II,

8; scales 28 to 30; vertebne

Body ovate, moderately compressed

eye large
preopercle
Bright scarlet, with minute black specks; fins red, a
black blotch at base of caudal on each side, this sometimes wanting;
dark shades made of fine dots, usually present on each angle of caudal,
Mediterranean and
tips of second dorsal and anal, and between the eyes.
neighboring waters; once taken at Newport, Rhode Island,* and once
recorded from the island of Fernando de Noronha. (imberbin, without
10

;

;

finely serrate.

beard, a character which distinguishes Apogon from Mullus.)
Mulhis

iniberbis, Linn,teus, Syst. Nat.,

Ed. x, 1758, 300, Malta; after Artkdi.

Malta.
Equinoctial Ocean.
f Diplerochn kexacanihus, Lac^pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 167, 1802, Equinoctial Ocean.
f Cenlropomus auraius, Lac^pSde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 273, 1802, Equinoctial Ocean; this
species, and the tv.o preceding, based on notes and drawings of Commerson, representing
some species of Apogon with a black bar at base of caudal.
Centropomus iiibens, Spinola, Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat., x, 1806, 370, plate 28, fig. 2, Mediterra-

Apogon

niber, LACiipEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 411, 1802,

Ostorhinclms fleurieu, LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 165, 1802,

nean.
Perca pusilla,

De la Roche. Ann. Mus.

Hist. Nat., xiii, 1809, 318,

Dipterodon ruber, Eafinesque, Carattori, 47, 1810,

Apogmi rex-mullorum, CuviER A Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Nice; Genoa; Ivi9a; Naples; Palermo.
Apogoyik-hlhyx (imerlcanus, CopE, Proc. Ac.

not of Castelnau.
Apogon imberbis, GiiNTHER, Cat.,

Nice.

Palermo.
Poiss., n,

11:'.,

1«28,

Marseilles;

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1870, 120, Newport, Kliode Island

;

-j-

i,

230, 1859.

* Wrongly identified by Cope as Apogon atnericaniis (Castelnau), a Brazilian species, not known
to occur north of Bahia.
The following description of the true Apogon omertcanus (Castelnau) is taken from a speci•f
men from Bahia: Head equal to depth of body, 2J in length, maxillary l-<; in head, eye 2^^.
D. VI-I, 8; A. II, 8, scales 2-25-9. Gill rakers slender and long, about 8 4 10 in number.
Preopercle very finely serrate above, mostly entire below, except near the angle, when its
surface is irregularly notched. Color reil, nn marked, e.vcept for a diffuse dusky blotch made
up of dark points on the opercle, and some dark spots on snout and cheeks. No spot at base of
caudal, and uo spot or marking anywhere on body or fins, except the dusty blotch ou head.
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1500.

APOGON nOVII,

Museum.

GUnther.

Heafl 2J; depth 3; eye large, less than 3 in head. D. VI-I, 9 A. II, 8;
scales 3-25-9. Palatine and vomerine teeth present upper jaw slightly
;

;

overlapping the lower; maxillary extending backward to below the posOperculum with an upper flexible point, and
with a lower stiff spine. The third dorsal spine a little longer than the
second, \ the length of the head, \ height of longest ray of second dorsal.
Caudal fln slightly emarginate, with the angles rounded. Only the
hind margin of the posterior preopercular ridge is serrated. A roundish
black spot on each side of the root of the caudal the spinous dorsal
colorless, transparent uniform olive (in spirits); head densely punctulated with brown. Length 2^ inches. Mazatlan to Panama generally
common southward. Very close to Apogon imherMs. (Named for Capt.
terior third of the orbit.

;

;

;

John M. Dow,
Apogon

dovii,

its discoverer.)

Gunther, Proc.

Zoijl. Soc.

1501.

Loud., 1861, 371,

Panama.

APOGON RETROSELLA

(Coll.

Dow.)

(Gill).

(Cardenal.)

Head 2f depth 2i to ^', scales 2*-26-9. Dorsal VI-I, 10; anal II, 7;
eye 2| to 3J in head maxillary If; snout 31 to 4|; interorbital space 4;
height of first dorsal 11; of second dorsal If; caudal 1\ in head; pectoral If; ventral If.
Body rather plump, not much compressed, the proCaudal iieduncle long and
file rising steeply from snout to first dorsal.
strong; eye very large; mouth large, oblique, the maxillary opposite
posterior margin of pupil. Teeth small, the outer scarcely enlarged.
Premaxillary protractile; no supplemental maxillary. Preopercle minutely serrulate on its vertical margin only, these serrulations soft and
easily rubbed off in the adult, distinct in the halfgrown.
Bright scarlet,
much dotted with black cheek with many dark points a diffuse dark
blotch on opercle a diffuse black blotch at base of caudal first dorsal
with triangular red area in front of base second dorsal red at base, the
anterior half jet black above the red, the posterior half translucent; from
black anterior rays a rather faint black saddle falls to middle of side
caudal red at base, upper and lower lobes black, the middle pale anal red
at base, the anterior rays black, the posterior pale; pectoral white, the
base deep scarlet ventral white, red at base, blackish at tip opercle reddish within, with some dusky. Young more sharply colored, with less
black on fins, the spots on body more distinct. Color of half-grown examples scarlet, deeper below and on tail, fading on fins; second dorsal, anal,
and caudal tipped with blackish an oblong inky spot at middle of base
of caudal an inky bar below soft dorsal extending to level of pectoral
and spreading on base of soft dorsal a black bar from snout through eye
to gill opening, broader and clearer behind, overlaid by reddish, a fainter
dusky band below parallel with it. Length 4 inches. Pacific Coast of
Mexico about rocks known from Cape San Lucas, and from the ^^enados
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
and

Isla Blanca, near

fish

1100

Mazatlau rather rare a singularly pretty little
our specimens obtained hy the use of dynamite.
{retro, behind

;

;

;

saddle.)

sella,

Amia

— Fishes of North America.

relroseUa, Gill, Proc. Ac, Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1862, 251,

ApogoH

relrusella,

Jokdan, Fislma of Siualoa,

1502.

Cape San Lucas.

in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

APOGON .MACULATUS

189.'),

(Coll.

Xantus.)

442, plato 37.

(Poey).

Head 2f; depth 2*. D. VI-I, 9; A. II, 8; scales about 2^-26-7.
Maxillary li in head, reaching beyond pupil eye very large, 3 in head;
preopercle distinctly serrulate. Pectoral 1| in head, somewhat shorter
than caudal. Color intense scarlet, nearly uniform a tinge of crimson
about pectorals and on sides of head
a round, black, ink-like spot, a
little larger than pupil, under second dorsal; another, smaller, on upper
part of tail, on each side, just before root of caudal; tip of caudal
whitish; tip of anal dusky; iris red. Length 2i inches. West Indian
fauna, from Pensacola to Bahia, in rather deep water; common on the
;

;

;

"Snapper Banks;"

found in the stomachs of

often

groupers; a very handsome

little fish.

Monopriou maculalus, PoEY, Memorias, ii, 123, ISGO, Cuba.
Apogon maeulaliis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882,
Apogon tnaadata, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 930, 1883.

1503.

APOGON BINOTATUS

279.

(Poey).

Like Apogon pigmentarius in all respects except that it
dots of i)igment.
Mouth, eyes, and scales similar.
Rosy a black vertical band uniting last rays of second
anal, and another on the caudal peduncle.
(Poey.)

lacks the black

Caudal lunate.
dorsal with the

;

by

us.

Amia

bmutata, Poey, Repertorio, 234, 1867,

Head with
II,

Cuba.

Not seen

{binotatus, two-spotted.)

1504.

A.

snappers and

(wKic«Za<«s, spotted).

8;

flap, 2|

;

APOGON PIGMENTARIUS

depth

scales 3-25-3.

Cuba.

3

;

(Poey).

eye 3J; snout very short,

4J

Body considerably compressed,

;

D. VI-I, 8;

especially

on

caudal jjeduucle whose least depth equals length of head from snout to
posterior border of orbit. Mouth large, oblique, the maxillary reaching
slightly beyond posterior rim of orbit.
Preopercle serrate. Longest
dorsal spine 2i in head or 1^ in height of soft dorsal. Scales ciliated.
Caudal forked. Carmine red with purple reflections on the head profusely and irregularly covered with small black dots like fly specks,
most distinct on jaws and cheeks iins all pale. Length 2 inches. Cuba;
common at Havana, where our specimens were obtained, (pigmcntariua,
;

;

having dots or points.)
Monoprion x>iijnientarius, Poey, Memorias,

ii,

123, 1860,

Cuba.

Museum.
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APOGONICHTHYS,

482.
Bleeker,

Apogotiichthijs,

Bleeker.

Floris, 321, 1854, {ptrdir).

This genus differs from Apogon only in having the preopercle entire at
ages scales very large (20 to 26) and cycloid. Small species, similar
The genus is
in habit to those of Apogon, found in the tropical seas.
scarcely distinct from J^O(/OM. (Apogon; lxOi>c, ^^h.)
all

a.

;

Scales in lateral line 21 to 23;
h.

hh.

body with many dark

points.

Ventrals short, not reaching vent; dorsal rays VI-I,

alutus, l.WS.

0.

Ventrals long, extending beyond anal; dorsal rays A'll-I,

aa. Scales in lateral line 30; ventralsloug,

with black specks;

1

505.

dors.al

VI-I,

stellatu.s, 1506.

9.

reaching beyond front of

.anal;

body everywhere

puncticulatus, 1507.

9.

APOGONICHTHYS ALUTUS

&

(Jordan

Gilbert).

Head 2f depth 2f. D. VI-I, 9 A. II, 8; scales 21. Head much compressed, short and high, its height at occiput f its length snout short
;

;

;

aud blunt,

than interorbital width, about half diameter of orbit
mouth very oblique, the maxillary reaching beyond pupil, but not to posterior margin of orbit length of maxillary If in head teeth in narrow
villiform bands in each jaw, those on vomer and palatines minute; eye
of moderate size, 2* in head
orbital rim elevated above and behind
interorbital width 3J in head, with a low median longitudinal ridge
both ridges of preopercle entire; opercle Avithout spine; gill rakers
slender, the longest rather more than half diameter of orbit, 8 or 9
on anterior branch of outer arch. First dorsal low, of 6 rather weak
less

;

;

;

;

and equal to greatest height of fin
second dorsal high, the longest ray 1^ in bead. Anal similar to second
dorsal; second anal spine half length of longest ray, which is contained
caudal 1^; ventrals not reaching vent, If, and pectorals If
If in head
Color rusty red with silvery luster sides of head
in length of head.
little reddish.
Body and fins everywhere much soiled and freckled with
dark points. First dorsal blackish, thickly punctate; second dorsal,
anal, and caudal yellow, smutty with dark points, the posterior half of
the caudal more dusky. Ventrals smutty yellow
pectorals colorless.
Snapper Banks off Pensacola and Tampa; not rare; the known specimens
from stomachs of the Red Snapper, iVeomaws aj/a. (uAovtoc, unwashed.)
spines, its base f length of head,

;

;

;

;

aliilns, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus., 1882,
Snapper Banks, Pensacola. (Coll. Jordan & Stearns.)

Apogon

1506.

279,

APOGONICHTHYS STELLATUS,

and

in Synojisis, 931, 1883,

Cope.

Ventral with elongate rays
extending beyond last anal ray. Caudal rounded. End of maxillary
reaching nearly to opposite posterior margin of large orbit. A delicate
frontal carina. Greatest depth 3 times to base of caudal. End of muzzle
truncate, with emargiuation to receive tubercle of mandible. Reddish
broAvn, with a series of dark brown spots on the edges of the scales of
each row (except that bearing the lateral line), each with a silver center;
D. VII-I, 9; A.

II, 8; P.

10; scales 7-23.

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of

JSForth

America.
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head with numerous silver-centered brown spots.

Caudal, dorsal, and
Total length 1 inch, 7.5 lines;
one siiecimen known. (Cope.) {utellaiiis,

anal fins dark, with dusky cross bars.

head 7.5 lines. Bahamas;
with starry spots.)

Apogonichlhys sldlatHs, Cope, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc, 186G, 400,

Nassau,

APOUOMCHTHYS PUNCTICULATUS,

1.50;.

Bahama

Islands.

Pooy.

Head 3t in total depth 3f D. VI-1, 9 A. II, 8 scales .3-30-8 eye 2i,
twice length of snout. Preopercle with both margins entire mouth
oblique, the maxillary reaching to posterior margin of pupil teeth in
villiform bands ventral reaching beyond pectoral to middle of anal tin.
Scales cycloid. Reddish with blue reflections on the opercle head and
middle of trunk covered with black sjiecks, as are also the fins, except
the pectoral, which is blackish at the tip. Cuba. (Poey.) Not seen by
;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

{i)uncticuJatus,

us.

with

Apogoniclithijs piincticidatns,

fine specks.)

483.
Glossatnia, Gill, Proc. Ac.

233, 1867,

Cuba.

GLOSSAMIA,

Gill.

Poey, Eepertorio,

Nat.

li,

Sci. Phila., 1863, 82, {aprioyi).

This genus contains a few species with small, cycloid scales, 40 to 4d in
the lateral line, and the preopercle entire. The anal is short, as in Apogon
and Apogoniclithys, its rays being about II, 9. {yh'oaaa, tongue;
Amia^:^ Apogon.)
1508.

GLOSSAMIA PANDIONIS

(Goode

&

Bean).

Head 4; depth 4. D. VII-I, 9; A. II, 8; scales small, cycloid, 3-45-9.
Body oblong, rather robust, not elevated nor greatly compressed. Eye
very large, forming nearly half the length of the side of the head, much
greater than the interorbital space; maxillary as long as eye, extending
to opposite front of pupil; preopercle entire. Gill rakers very long and
slender. Mouth oblique, but not nearly vertical, the lower javr projecting.
Teeth in jaws very feeble feeble teeth on vomer and palatines. Fins
low caudal well forked. Color nearly plain reddish, the body and fins
everywhere speckled with fine dots. Deep water, off^ Chesapeake Bay ;
(Pandion, the Osprey, named for the United States Fish Commisrare.
sion steamer. Fish Hawk, by which the species was dredged.)
Apogoii pandionis,GooT)F.&'B-EAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,lS81, 160, deep water, off Chesapeake
;

;

Bay.

(Type, No. 26228.)

484.

EPIGONUS,*

Ratinesque.

RAFiNESQrE, Indice Ittiol. Sicil., 64, 1810, {maooplhahmis = telescopium).
romaiomus, Cuvier & Vaienciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 11, 171, 1828, {telescopium, not of Lac£p£de).
Telescops, Bleeker, Archiv. Neerl., xi, 261, 1876, (lelescopiunt).
telescc^inni).
Pomatomichthys, GiGLlOLi, Elenco Pesci Italia, 1880, 80, {constancise

Eplgonu)!,

=

*The name Pom«toi»i(.« ran not lie used for this genus. Pomnlomii.i w.is orifrinally framed by
Fnmutoiiiiis «Ai7.."
Later, in 1810, Risso described tlio typo of
biuefisti,
Epigoiiux, referring it to /'..m.<^)7m'^ as a second species of that genus. Cuvier arbitrarily renamed

Lacepedefor the

hW"

the bluefish Temnodon and retained romalnmus for the typo of Epigonus, a form unknown to
Lacepede. In defiance of rules of nomenclature, most European writers have followed Cuvier
in this

arrangement.

1112

Bulleiiii 4J,

United States National Museum.

Body elongate, thick, covered with rather large deciduous scales. Head
very large, entirely covered with scales; eyes very large: teeth all villiform, without canines; no teeth on vomer or palatines. Branchiostegals
7; opercular hones not serrated nor spinous, tbc opercle ending in 2 feeble
points; preopercle with prominent rounded or striated angle. Dorsals 2,
well separated, the first with 7 spines; anal spines 2, Caudal forked.
Soft fins more or less scaly pyloric coeca numerous. Deep sea iishes of
the Atlantic and Mediterranean.! "am, above; yuvia, angle, the back
angulated.)
;

1509.

Head

EPIGONUS OCCIDENTALIS,

Goode & Bean.

D, VII-9 A. II, 9 scales 4-55-8. Least height of
3 depth 7.
equal to width of interorbital space. Eye nearly half length of
head and 7 in body. Snout about i eye; maxillary reaching somewhat
beyond anterior margin of orbit, its length half that of head without
snout; premaxillary short and thin, its length about equal to that of
snout, its connection with the tip of maxillary ligamentous groove for
premaxillary process naked, narrow, its length twice its width; a weak
spine on the operculum. Sixteen gill rakers below the angle, the longest
about i length of maxillary. Weak villiform teeth in very narrow bands
on the jaws vomer and palatines toothless. Third spine of dorsal
longest. Interspace between dorsals as long as the last spine. Base of
soft dorsal i as long as head, the longest ray slightly longer than base
of fin. Ventral fin i length of head. Color in spirits: Upper parts dark
brown lower parts light brown inside of mouth pale trace of a dark
band beginning on the snout aud continued behind the eye, along the
lateral line to the tail.
Only one specimen known, secured by the
steamer Blake off Barbadoes, in 237 fathoms. The species is very readily
distinguished from the Mediterranean species (E. ielescopium) by its more
slender form and its large number of rows of scales. Length 5} inches.
Bean.) {occidentalis, western.)
(Goode
;

;

;

tail

;

;

;

;

;

&

Epigonus occidentalis,

Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

233, 1896, off

Barbadoes.

(Coll.

Blake.)

485.

CHEILODIPTERUS,

Lac^pede.

Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 539, 1802, (naltalrix, macrodou, etc., restricted by
CuviEU & Valenciennes, in 1828, to macrodon).
Chilodiplerus, Gi'NTHER, amended spelling.
Paramia, Bleeker, Kevision Ajiogonini, 74, 1874, (macrodon, the name Cheilodijyienix being transCheilodiptems,

ferred to Pomatomiis

saltalrix).

Body oblong, covered with

teeth on
rather large, deciduous scales
jaws, vomer, and palatines, some of them in both jaws strong, caninelike; operculum without spine; preopercle with a double margin, the
posterior edge serrated eye large. Dorsal fins separated, the first of 6
;

;

fits chief characteristics are its globular eyes of extraordinary dimensions, its large and
strong fins, the powers of rapid swimming, and a generally vigorous and active constitution.
All these characteristics are necessary for its defense against the oceanic animals which frequent
the marine abysses, where it customarily lives." Bisso.

Jordan and Ever mann.

— Fishes of North America.

spines; anal spines 2; caudal forked.

two, TTTfpoVjfin

;

1510.

Tropical seas,

with 2 dorsals and the upper

fishes

CHEILODIPTERUS

1113

{x^lloq, lip;

f5/c,

lip extensible.)

AFFIPilS, Poey.

Depth 4| in total length with caudal. D. VI-I, 9. A. II, 9. Eye 3 in
head mouth oblique, deeply cleft, the maxillary emarginate behind,
reachiftg to opposite center of pupil. Opercle with 2 flat spines and a
stria, which ends in the lower spine, behind which the subopercular lobe
extends preopercle dentate, with a double border, having at its angle
scarcely discernible points. A spine on the mastoid region; Jaws with
villiform teeth, with some canines in front; lower jaw with lateral
canines, also. Second dorsal opposite anal second ray of first and third
;

;

;

of second double height of the last ventral spine strong caudal emarginate. Scales of back cycloid, those of sides finely ciliate cheeks with
Color red peritoneum silvery base of caudal blackish opercle
scales.
;

;

;

;

;

smooth and shining.
us.

(affinis,

Cheilodiptenis

Cuba;

known.

(Poey.)

Not seen by

related, to Clitilodipterus macrodon.)

afmi% PoEy, Ann. Ac. Nat.

486.
Amiichthis,

;

3 specimens

Poet MS.,

in

Sci.

N. Y., xi, 1876, 58,

AMIICHTHYS,

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Havana

(Type, No. 37416.)

Poey.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 586, {diaplerus).

Body rather elongate, covered with small, caducous scales. HeadbluntSmall sharp teeth
ish, the mouth almost vertical, the lower jaw short.
on jaws, none on vomer or palatines opercles entire. Dorsal deeply
;

notched, very long, of 13 spines and 22 soft rays; anal short, with 3
Lateral line parallel with the back; caudal
spines and 8 soft rays.
rounded. One species; the af6nities of the genus doubtful, but probably
(Amia, a name used by Gronow and
belonging to the Cheilodipterince.

Poey

for Jpogon;

Ix'^i-'C,

fish.)

AMIICHTHYS DIAPTERUS

1511.

Head

4 in total length

with caudal

XII-I, 22; A. Ill, 8; V.
maxillary reaching pupil

;

depth 5

;

(Poey).

eye large, 2| in head.

D.

Head bluutish. Mouth almost vertical
lower jaw short. Teeth in jaws only, sharp,

I, 5.
;

curved, and well separated. Opercles entire. Dorsals deeply notched
the third dorsal spine highest, more than half depth of body, the last
spine 2 in eye; second dorsal low, its height half that of longest dorsal
caudal rounded pectoral acute. Lateral line parallel with the
spine
back. Scales small, caducous, each one with a central dot. Color uniform, the eyes silvery, the vertical fins yellowish. Two specimens, 2^
;

;

inches long, from the coast of Cuba.

divided;
"Genus

?

Amikhthys

(Poey.)

Not seen by

us.

((5<d,

Trrfpdt', fin.)

diaptems*,'" Poey, Synopsis, 305, 1861,
diaplerus,

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Cuba.

Nat. Mus., 1886, 586.

* In view of the doubt attached to the relations of these young fishes, the speoific name only
With his permission, the generic name chosen by Poey was later printed
by I)r. .lordan, the confusion being less if the species Las some recognized name.

was published bv Poey.
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SPHYRiENOPS,

Momorias,

Sphyrienops, Gill, in Voey,

Museum.

Gill.

349, 18G1, {bairdiamu<).

ii,

Head elongate
snont rather convex preopercle rounded, its edge serrate opercle with
Villil'orni teeth
3 spines, the middle one largest eye large; mouth large.
on jaws and vomer. Dorsal fins well sejjarated, the first with 7 spines
second dorsal and anal short, the latter with 3 spines caudal forked.
One species known. (<Sp%r«Bna, the Barracuda cjt/), appearance.)
Body elongate,

slender, covered with small scales.

;

;

;

;

;

1512.

Head

3

;

depth 5^

SPHTRjENOPS BAIBDIANUS,

Poey.

eye large, as long as snout, 3 in head.

;

B. 6

;

D.

VII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales about 60. Head depressed above the eye;
mouth very protractile teeth pointed, subequal. Maxillary long and
;

Opercular spine strong

pointed, reaching posterior border of pupil.

dorsals about equal in height, the longest spine 2i in head; ventrals
longer than pectorals, which are 2^ in head caudal forked anal spines
;

;

Carmine red a large blue-black spot on the opercle fins red.
Known from a single young specimen taken in deep water off Cuba. (Poey.)
Not seen by us. (Named for Professor Spencer Fullerton Baird.)
weak.

;

;

Sphyrietiops bairdianus,

Poey, Memoriae,

488.

350, 1861,

ii,

SCOMBROPS, Temminck

Temminck & Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

Scombrops,

Latebnts, Poey,

Memorias,

11,

;

&, Schlegel.

118, 1842, {cheilodipteroides).

168, 1860, (ociilatus).

Body elongate, covered with
longest

Cuba.

small, thin,

upper jaw, a

2 to 4 long canines in

smooth

lower jaw
lower teeth

scales;

series of canines in

;

on palatines; bones of head not serrated; opercle with 2 feeble points.

Eye

Brauchiostegals

large.

7.

Dorsals separated, the

first

of 8 very feeble

spines; anal spines 3; soft dorsal and anal rather long, of 12 to 14 rays.
Pyloric coica 6 to 15. {Scomier, macher el; uip, appearance.)

Subgenus
1.513.

LATEBRUS,*

Poey.

SCOMBROPS OCULATUS

(Poey).

(ESCOLAR ChINO.)

3^ depth 3*; eye very large, 3i to 3^ in head, D. VIH-I, 14 A.
scales 45 to 50.
Body elongate, the dorsal and ventral outlines

Head
Ill, 12

;

;

;

mouth very large, the lower jaw projecting maxillary extending beyond pupil, its length IJ in eye. Teeth long, sharp, slender, well
separated, with conical points,! some of them enlarged, forming small
canines 12 canines on premaxillary, 2 to 4 on inner edge longer than
similar

;

;

;

*Lalehrm, "Stymologle fantastique." (Poey.)
t In Poey'8 figure the premaxillary canines are represented as distinctly barbed, although
nothing is said of this character in his description. If this character exists, it may define the
subgenus or genus Latebrus, as the teeth in the Japanese Scombrops chilodipteroides are not barbed.
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the others teeth on vomer and palatines compressed, in a single row;
preopercle entire; opercle with 2 flat points. Dorsals well separated,
the spines slender, the longest about half head. Soft dorsal and anal
similar, concave in outline, the longest ray half head. Caudal forked
pectorals and veutrals short, the former 1;* in head; ventrals inserted
under the pectorals. Scales large, caducous, with entire edges; head
scaly except the lips; soft dorsal, anal, and caudal scaly. Air Madder
;

Violet brown, paler below, (Poey.) Coast of
water; reaches a weight of 14 pounds, the general appearance suggesting that of the Barracuda, (oculaius, big-eyed.)
jiyloric coeca 6.

slender;

Cuba

m deep

Lalehnts oculalm, Poey, Memorias,

Scombrops oculatus, Goode

489.
Bypochjdonia,

&.

ii,

168,

with plate, 1800, Cuba.

Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

HYPOCLYDONIA,

GoODE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyulogy,

236, 1895.

& Bean.

Goode

236, 1805, {bella).

Entire head scaly,
with the exception of the angle of the preoperculum, but the scales of the
head are deeply embedded in the skin and are covered by minute pores,
so that their outlines are almost entirely concealed. Eye large. Mouth
moderately large; the upper jaw slightly protractile. Teeth in the premaxillary minute, in broad bands, which are separated at the symphysis mandible with a marked concavity in front on each side of the
symphysis, this concavity being armed with a band of minute teeth 4
small canine-like teeth in an irregular group at the symphysis .5 additional canines on the mandible, increasing in size backward and continued behind by a short, narrow band of minute teeth minute teeth
on the vomer in a triangular patch palatine teeth in bands, which are

Body covered with

thin, deciduous, cycloid scales.

;

;

;

;

;

broadest in front. Anterior nostril small, circular, not tubular; posMaxillary dilated posteriterior nostril in a long, wedge-shaped slit.
orly. Lower lip well developed, broadly attached to the under surface
Preoperculum minutely serrated behind and below
of the maxilla.
operculum with 2 thin, flat spines. Branchiostegals 7 gill rakers in
moderate number, rather stout a glandular organ in the upper angle of
the gill opening fins well developed, the spinous dorsal longer than the
second dorsal dorsal with 9, anal with 2, spines ventrals long scales
large, thin, cycloid, deciduous; lateral line high up, with a gradual curve
nearly following outline of back. This genus resembles Scombrops in
;

;

;

form and

is

the tongue

below

;

closely related to

is

;

;

;

toothless,

it,

and the

but none of the vertical fins is scaly,
and anal have few rays, (hno,

soft dorsal

/cAMwv, wave).
1.514.

HYPOCLYDONIA BELLA,

Goode & Bean.

Head 3 depth 3| eye Si in head. D. IX-I, 9 A. IV, 7 scales 2-29-7.
Snout i as long as eye. Maxillary reaching nearly to below middle of
eye, its length § of head. Spinous dorsal inserted over origin of pectoral the third and longest spine as long as the postorbital part of the
head; interspace between the 2 dorsals very short longest ray of soft
;

;

;

;

;

;

1110
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Museum.

length of mandible. Anal spines slender. Pectoral as long as
Ventral slightly in advance of origin of pectoral, the fin nearly as long as pectoral, its length 4 in body.
Length
90 millimeters. Colors faded in the types; traces of purplish brown on
dorsal

s

head without the snout.

spinous dorsal with a dark triangular
the upper parts and the head
blotch on its upper portion, extending from the second to the sixth
spine, involving less thau half the height of the membrane. Specimens
;

were obtained by the Albatrosn from station 2314, at a depth of 159
fathoms
from station 2397, at a depth of 280 fathoms
from station
from station 2417, at a depth of 95
2401, at a depth of 142 fathoms
fathoms from station 2418, at a depth of 90 fathoms from station 2425,
at a depth of 119 fathoms, and from station 2426, in 93 fathoms. (Goode
;

;

;

;

&.

;

Bean.)

{bellus, beautiful.)

Hypoclydonia

hella,

GooBE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

236, 1895,

Gulf Stream. (Type,

No. 44621.)

Family CXLV.

CENTEOPOMID^.

(The Robalos.)
is thus defined by Professor Gill (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
"Typical Acanthopterygians with the postorbital portion of the
skull longer than the oculo-rostral the parietals behind the constriction
continuous with the epiotics and transverse lamina? arising from the
supraoccipital crest, the three together forming a well differentiated posterior oblong pentagonal or hastiform area the reentering parietal sinus,
with its anterior margin, produced forward nearest the opisthotics the
exoccipitals well developed and contiguous above the foramen magnnm

This family

1882, 484)

:

;

;

;

;

+

the vertebrie in typical number (10
14) and longish
the anterior 2
partly coossified and the first with selliform apophyses extending backward and embracing the second vertebra the vertebrse mostly with
foveiE or pits for the ribs and only with developed parapophyses for the
;

;

posterior (6 to 10) pairs of ribs the second neural spine suberect, and
with laminiform extensions, which embrace the first; the neurapophyses
;

and neural spines of the other vertebraj depressed at theirbases, continuous
with the zygapophyses in front, and slightly curved upward at their tips;
the ha-mal spines resembling the neural." Subocular lamime produced
behind in a pointed process. External characters are the elongate body,
with elevated back, straight abdomen and angulated base of anal. Scales
ctenoid, varying in size, lateral line conspicuous, extending on the caudal
fin, the tube straight, confined to basal half of the scale. Head depressed,
pike-like, the lower jaw projecting
villiform teeth in bands, ou jaws,
vomer, and palatines; tongue smooth. Maxillary broad, truncate behind,
with a strong supplemental bone. Pseudobranchiae present, small. Preopercle with a double ridge, the posterior margin strongly serrated, with
larger spines at the angle preorbital and suprascapula serrated opercle
without true spines. Gill rakers long. Dorsal fins well separated, the
first with 8 spines, the first and second short, the third and fourth longest
anal with 3 spines, the second strong, the third long and slender, these fins
;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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moving

in scaly sheaths. Caudal forked. Ventrals large, I, 5, inserted
well behind the pectorals, a scaly process at their base pectorals narrow
and rather pointed, the upper rays longer than lower. Branchiostegals
;

Air bladder well developed, simple or with appendages anteriorly.
Species about 15, all American and referred to one genus. They are game
fishes, excellent as food, the habits and character of flesh resembling the
7.

common name Robalo

bass, as the

*

indicates.

(Giinther, Cat.,

i,

80,

genus

CentrQ}}omu,8.\)

490.

CENTROPOMUS,

Lac^ped^.

(ROBALOS.)
CkntrnipomuR, LicfepfiPE, Hist. Nat. PoisB., iv, 248, 1802,

CuviEK ct Valenciennes).
Oxylabrax, Bleeker, Arch. Keerl. Sc. Ex. Nat.,

{IxkcioTiteTca,

trndecwmW,

etc., restricted to

xmd^cimaXis by

being restricted to lucioperca, the
by Lacepede).

first

Macrocephalns (Browne) Bleeker, op.

xi, 264, 1876, {undecimalis; the

species

cil.,

{Kkvrpov, spine; nu/xa, opercle.)

Preorbital entire or very faintly serrated; spines of fins moderate, none
lateral line black,

with about 70 scales (pores); caudal

with recurved appendages at
base.

its

Ceulropnmus

xi, 336, 1876, (undeeimalis).

Characters of genus included above.
a.

name

mentioned under the generic name Centi-opomus

more than

fin short; air

lialf ho.ad;

bladder usually

anterior end; anal with 6 soft rays, the last cleft to the

Size large.

Appendages to air bladder developed; ventral fins yellow in life, the posterior part without dark blotch,
c. Appendages to air bladder very long, 2 to 3 times diameter of eye; third anal spine
vieidis, 1515.
projecting beyond second.
cc. Appendages to air bladder short, shorter than eye; second anal spine projecting
undecimalis, 1516.
beyond third.
bb. Appendages to air bladder obsolete; second anal spine usually shorter than third, less
than half depth of body; ventrals more or less blackish.
nigrescens, 1517.
b.

aa. Preorbital

with well-developed retrorse teeth, especially posteriorly;

appendages; spines longer.
d.

air bladder

without

Size comparatively small.

Lateral line in a narrow black streak.
e.

Scales moderate or large, 50 to 60 in lateral line; second anal spine very strong;

more or

less dusky; usually broadly tipped with black; anal rays
second spine a little shorter than third.
Scales in lateral line 57 to 60; second anal spine very long, IJ^ to 1| in head;

ventrals

III, 7, the

/.

depth of body
jr.

g.

gg.
ee.

3% in

pedimacula, 1518.

length.

Scales in lateral line 51 or 52; second anal spine

1% in

Body rather stout, the depth about 3J^ in length.
Body more slender, the depth Z% in length.

head.

(;randoculatvs,1519.
cuvieri, 1520.

Scales small, about 70 in lateral line; ventrals pale; second analspinci strong, equal

mexicanus, 1521.
6.
dark stripe; ventral fins yellowish, without black tip.
each
other;
second anal
h. Scales very small, about 87; sides of body parallel with
spine longer than third, equal to depth of body; anal rays III, 6.
FARALLELUS, 1522.
hh. Scales small, 65; second anal spine very long, about equal to depth of body; third
to

depth of body; anal rays III,

dd. Lateral line pale, not in a

anal spine same length; angle of preopercle with about 6 long, comb-like
pectinatos, 1523.
teeth; anal rays III, 7.
is the Spanish name of the European bass, Dicentrarchus (or Slorone) labrax.
fPr. Boulenger adds to tliis grouj) the old world genera, /,a(esand Psammoperca. These genera

*RobaIo

are apparently allied to CriilrniK.inn.i, but in them there aie 11 or 12 preoaudal vertebriv, 25 in
the dorsals an- connected, and there are numerous minor diflerences.

all,
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hkh. Scales largo, 49 to 53 in lateral line; eye moderate, about 6 in head; anal rays III, 6.
depth of body, little longer than third;
J. Second anal spine moderate, about

%

unionensis, 1524.
preopercle with 2 strong teeth; back steeply elevated.
a. Second anal spine extremely long, its length little, if any, less than depth of
body; much longer than third anal spine.

Body moderately elongate, the depth 334

j.

k.

*" '^% '" length.

Scales before the dorsal small, 16 to 18 in

number; maxillary reaching

Third dorsal spine half head; scales 51.
ARMATUS, 1525.
Scales before dorsal not crowded, 10 to 14 in number; maxillary barely
reaching front of pupil; third dorsal spine not (juite half head;
past front of pupil.

kk.

scales 51.
/.

Third dorsal spine

less

than half head; scales 47 to 50.
ROBALITO, 1526; AFFINIS, 1527.

Jj.

Body more elongate, the depth 4

in length; second anal spine excessively

ensifeuus, 1528.

long, Ig times depth of body; scales 53.

1515.

CENTEOPOMUS TIRIDIS,

Lockington.

(ROBALO.)

scales
eye 7i in head. D. VIII-I, 10 A. Ill, 6
Snout 3i in head, including subopercular flap 18
9-75-15, pores 71.
Preorbital faintly serrate, becom9.
scales before dorsal gill rakers 4
ing entire with age. Subopercular flap extending to within 4 to 6 scales
of front of dorsal. Maxillary 2* in head, extending to below middle of
Body
eye. Preopercle strongly serrate, with coarser teeth at the angle.
robust, the sides not flattened. Dorsal spines moderate, the third longest,
2 to 2i in head second anal spine not reaching tip of third, its length 2f
Ventral 2
in head, quite variable, proportionately longest in the young.
caudal shortish, 11 in
in head, reaching more than halfway to anal
head; pectoral 2,*; in head. Air bladder large, with 2 recurved appen-

Head

3

;

depth i^

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

dages anteriorly, each 2 or 3 times diameter of eye. Back greenish, sides
dull silvery, the upper fins dusky, the lower paler; ventrals plain yellowno yellow on other tins lateral line
ish, scarcely dotted with dusky
black some dusky at base of pectoral and behind second anal spine.
Length 2 to 4 feet. Pacific Coast of Mexico very common from the Gulf
of California to Panama; a valuable food-fish, in all respects similar to
The only differences we find are the larger
Centropomus undecimalis.
size of the appendages to the air bladder and the greater length
of the third dorsal spine. Here described from a specimen from Mazatlan.
;

;

;

;

(viridis,

green.)

CetUroponiHs viridis, Lockington, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., vii, 1876 (1877), 110, off

Lower

California.

(Coll.

1516.

W.

J.

CENTROPOMUS UNDECIMALIS
(KoBALO

;

Asuncion Island,

Fishek.)
(Bloch).

Snook; Brocket de Mee.)

D. VIII-I, 10; A. Ill, 6;
snout 3i; gill rakers 4
9; 18
Body robust, the sides little compressed, the back
scales before dorsal.
not much elevated. Preorbital faintly serrated subopercular flap extending to within 4 to 6 scales of origin of dorsal. Maxillary extending to

Head 2f to 3; depth
scales 9-75 to 80-15 to 17, pores 60 to 70

4 to 4i; eye 7i in head.

+

;

;
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below middle of

orbit, 2^' in head.
Dorsal spines of moderate strength,
the third longest, about half as long as head second anal spine more or
less longer than third, 2 to 2^^ in head, the spines variable in length,
longer in the young. Ventrals 2 in head pectoral 2J in head
caudal
;

;

;

more than halfway to anal. Air bladder
of shortish appendages anteriorly, these about as long as eye.

shortish, \\ in head, reaching

with a

i)air

Color olive green, the sides dull silvery dorsal fins blackish lateral line
ventrals pale yellowish, rarely dotted with black
black
blackish
shades behind second dorsal spine. Length 2 to 4 feet. The largest, most
abundant, and much the most important species of the genus. Common
on sandy shores throughout the West Indies, from the coast of Texas
to Surinam or beyond. An. excellent food-fish with delicate white flaky
flesh, like that of the striped bass {Bocciis lineattis).
Here described from
specimens from Havana, (imdecim, eleven, the soft dorsal with eleven
;

;

;

;

rays.)
Sci8enaun(lecimaU% Block, Ichthyol., vi, 60,

pi. 303, 1792,

Jamaica.

Centropomiis tindecimradiutus, LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 268, 1802, after Blocii.

Perca louhina, LAc£pfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Cayenne.

iv, 397, 1802,

Sphyrxiia atireoviridis, LAcf:PE»E, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 324, 1803,

Centropomus imdeciynalis, CuviER

BocouRT, Miss.
528

Sci.

Boulenoer,

;

Mex.,

Cat.,

1517.

& Valenciennes,

iv, 17, 1875

ii, 102, 1828
Vaillant &
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Gunther,

;

Martinique.

Havana and Cienfuegos.

Cenlropomus appe)idiailatus, PoEY, Memorias, n, 139, 1860,

Cat.,

79;

i,

;

367.

i,

CENTROPOMUS MGRESCENS,

Gunther.

(ROBALO PrIETO.)

Head

2^ to 2^

D. VIII-I, 10; A.

depth 4 to 4|; eye 7 to 9 in head.

;

Ill, 6; scales 10-73 to 78-19,

pores 70.

Gill rakers 4

+ 9.

Body

robust,

the flanks not comx^ressed. Preorbital very faintly serrated subopercuMaxillary
lar flap reaching to within 5 scales of origin of dorsal fin.
extending a little beyond middle of orbit, 2f in head. Dorsal spines not
very strong, much as in Centropomus imdecimalis, third and fourth
equal in length, 2^ to 2f in head second anal spine rather shorter than
;

;

third, barely |

distance of

its

ventral 2i in head, reaching scarcely more than |
base from anal. Pectoral 21 in head. Caudal shortish.

head

;

Air bladder without appendages anteriorly. Dusky olive, sides silvery
dusky shades on opercle and base of pectoral; ventrals largely black;
upper fins dusky lateral line black. Length 2 to 3 feet. Pacific Coast
of Tropical America generally common from Mazatlan to Panama; a food
;

;

;

of some importance, rather smaller in size than Centrojwmiis riridis.
Here described from a specimen from Mazatlan. {nigreticens, blackish.)
Cenlropomus vigrescens, GOnther, Fishes Central America, 407, 1869, Chiapas; Vaillant &
fish

BocouET, Miss.

Sci.

Mex.,

20, 1875.

1518.

CENTROPOMUS PEDIMACULA,

Poey.

(Constantino de las Aletas Prietas; Robalito pe las Ai.etas Prietas.)

Head

2*

;

depth 3j to 3| eye 5 in head.

8-55 to 58-11, pores 55

;

;

D. VIII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7 scales
Body
gill rakers 5
13.

21 scales before dorsal

;

;

+
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-^7,

Preorbital sbaiply serdeep, compressed, with flattened parallel sides
4
rate preopercle very sharply serrate, the teeth at the angle longer
spiuules on the humeral plate subopercular flap ending 6 scales before
dorsal fin. Maxillary nearly reaching front of pupil, 2i in head. Dorsal
;

;

;

spines strong, the second a little shorter than third, the third 1| in head;
second anal spine very long and straight, \\ to \k in head (in Pacific Coast
specimens, var. medium, Giinther, this spine is somewhat curved, a little

known, than in Atlantic specimens, var. 2>i'dimacula,li to I5
caudal fin deeply forked, the lobes pointed, li in head; ventral I3
in head, reaching more than halfway to anal pectoral shortish, 2^ in head.
Air bladder simple. Lateral line black. Dark olive, the sides bright silvery;
ventral pale yellow, tipped with black some yellow on anal, with black

shorter so far as
in head)

;

;

;

behind the spines upper fins dusky pectoral colorless, a little dusky at
Length 15 inches. Both coasts of tropical America very comits base.
mon in Cuba, Jamaica, and south to Brazil, and also on the west coast
from Mazatlan to Panama a food-fish of some importance. Except that
the second anal spine is a little shorter and more curved in Pacific
examples {Ceutropomus medius, Giinther), we find no difference between
these and the typical pedimacula. On both coasts the species enters the
Here described from specimens from Havana and Mazatlan. (pes,
rivers.
;

;

;

;

foot; macula, spot.)
Centropomiis pedimacula, PoEY, Memorias,

BocouRT, Miss.

Sci.

Mex.,

ii,

122,

1860,Havana and Cienfuegos; Vaillant &

Boulengeb, Cat,

29, 1875;

Ceuliopomus medius, GCnther, Trans.

Zool. Soc.

i,

371.

Chiapam

Lond., 1864, 144,

Osbert

(Coll.

Salvin.)

1519.

CENTROPOMUS GRANDOCCLATUS,

Jenkins & Evermann.

Head 2§; depth 3f to 3f. D. VII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales 8-52 to 54-13,
23 to 26 before dorsal. Body moderately elongate, somewhat compressed,
but not flat-sided, the back elevated, the belly straight nape convex
snout projecting, the profile behind it concave; maxillary 2| in head,
;

;

reaching front of pupil snout 3^ to 3i * in head. Lower jaw strongly
projecting; eye 5J^ in head; preorbital with rathar small retrorse serrse
;

posteriorly

preopercle with sharp, distinct teeth on posterior limb, 2 to
moderate teeth below suprascapula with

;

4 enlarged teeth at the angle

;

;

5spines; opercular flapending about 6 scales before dorsal, the scales before
dorsal being much reduced in size. Scales of body large. Dorsal spine
strong, the third much longest and strongest, 1| in head, fourth slenderer

second anal spine very strong, straight. If in head, shorter
than the very slender third spine caudal well forked, li to IJ in head pecColor pale greenish, silvery below, the lateral line
toral 11; ventral If.
black and conspicuous, becoming straight under last dorsal spine upper
ventrals pale or with a few dusky specks near tip
fins slightly dusky
Here
a little dusky behind second anal spine. Pacific Coast of Mexico
described from two specimens, 1534 (L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.), 15 inches long,
and 201 (L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.) 14 inches long, both taken by Dr. Gilbert

and shorter

;

;

;

;

;

*

Not

3.7, as stated in

the original description.

;
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San Juan Lagoon, on the west coast of Mexico. The
mucli deeper in body than the other, and both differ
somewhat from the two specimens from Guaymas, the original types.
This species is very close to Ceniropomus pcdimacula, but its scales are
larger in all the four known specimens than in any of the latter we have
(Albatross Exp.) in

larger specimen

seen.

(<jf?'aHf/(s,

Centropomus

is

great

oculiis,

;

eye.)

Jenkins & Evermann, Proc. U.
Coll. Jenkins & Evermann.)

gra7idociilatiis,*

(Type, No. 39C30.

1520.

S.

CENTROPOMUS CUTIERI,

Nat. Mu8., 1888, 139,

Guaymas.

Bocourt.

Head 3; depth 3|; eye 5. D. VlII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales 9-51-14.
Maxillary reaching first third of eye preopercle with 2 short spines at
the angle, with smaller ones above and below. Third dorsal spine high,
about half head second anal spine long, but shorter than third, not
quite equal to greatest depth of body. Air bladder simple. Olivaceous
sides silvery lateral line black ventrals dusky at tip. Length 8 inches.
(Vaillant & Bocourt.) Not seen by us.
Haiti.
Apparently very close
to Centropomus pedbnacula^ but the scales apparently larger. Dr. Boulenger refers the species to the synonymy of Centropomus pedbnacula.
(Named for Georges Leopold Dagobert Cnvier.)
;

;

;

Centropomus
Sci.

aivieri,

Max.,

;

Bocourt, Ann.

26, 1875,

with

1521,

Head

So. Nat. Paris, 18(38, 91,

Haiti; Vaillant & Bocourt, Miss.

plate.

CENTROPOMUS MEXICANUS,t

depth 4; eye

Bocourt.

D. VIII-I, 10; A; III, 6; scales 11-69-16.
Flanks compressed, parallel with each other; ventral outline nearly
straight, with an angle at the anal. Suborbital with 5 or 6 sharp teeth
preopercle with 2 teeth, larger than the others opercular lobe reaching
front of dorsal. Dorsal spines high, the third longest, 1? in depth of
body second anal spine very long, much longer than third, equal to
2f;

4.

;

:

;

* The following is a description of the Guaymas typos, slightly condensed from the original:
Head 2%; depth 3f D. VII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales 8-52-10, 21 in front of the dorsal. Allied
to Centropomus pedbnacula; the body compressed, tlie belly straight, the back somewhat elevated;
profile concave; nuchal region convex; maxillary reaching a vertical line through the pupil, 3
in head; snout 3' ^ to 3^ iu head; eye large, 5 in head; preorbital with small serr.T? on the posterior portion, directed backward; preopercle with nearly equal, distinct teeth on the vertical
limb; a seiies of graduated teeth on the hcjrizoutal limb; a strong spine at the angle, and a
strong spine next above the angle, sometimes bifid; 2 fiat spines at the angle of the anterior
ridge; suprascapula with 4 strung spines; opercular flap about reaching the vertical from the
front of the dorsal. Gill rakers (i
Dorsal spines strong, the
16, the longest as long as pupil.
third being the highest and strongest, 1^ in head; the fourth but little shorter, but more slender, their tips, when depressed, scarcely reaching tips of ventrals; insertion of first dorsal spine
midway between tip of snout and last ray of second dorsal; fourth dorsal spine 2 in head;
second anal spine very strong, straight in one specimen, slightly curved in another, l"^ in head;

+

third anal spine a little longer, but much more slender than the second anal and longer than
the third dorsal; caudal well fdfkcd; pectoral small, 2J in head, much smallcrthau the ventrals;
ventrals with a strong spine; the spine nearly as long as the pectoral fin; soft rays of ventral as
long as third dorsal spine. Scales large on the sides; crowded in front of the dorsal. Color
white below; dusky above the lateral line, which is black and conspicuous; scales on back and
sides covered with numerous punctulatioiis; first dorsal somewhat diisky, second lighter, coloration of both due to fine puuctiilations; a large black blotch on the tipsof the ventrals and anal;
membrane between second and third anal spines black. Jenkins <t Ecemiaun.

fDr. Boulenger refers this species to the synonymy of Ctntropotii us parallehis. This determinamay be correct, but from Bocourt's description it would apjtear that Ceniropomus mexicantia
lateral line and larger scales than C parallelus.

tion

had a dark

F. N, A.

73
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1? in head.
Air bladder simple. Color olivaceous,
whitish below, lateral line blackish ventrals not black. Length 7 inches.
Coasts of Mexico; recorded from the Coast of the Gulf of Mexico; also
reported from the State of Oaxaca the exact locality not known. ( Vaillant »fe Bocourt.) Not seen by us. Recorded by Steindachner from

depth of body,

;

;

Bahia.
Centro^wmm mexicanus, BocouET, Ann. Sc. Nat. Paris, 1868,
BocoUBT, Miss. Sci. Mex., 23, 1875, with plate.

90,

Gulf of Mexico; Vaillant &

CENTROPOMUS PARALLELIS,

1622.

Poey.

Head 2^; depth 3S eye small, 5. D. VIII-I, 10; A. Ill, 6', scales 85 to
Body moderately elongate, compressed so that the two sides of the
body are parallel an angle at front of anal. Mouth small maxillary
;

90.

;

;

not quite reaching middle of eye. Subopercular flap reaching front of
Lateral line not
dorsal. Dorsal spines feeble, the longest 2 in head.
black 12 scales between second dorsal and lateral line. Serrations of
preopercle directed slightly upward; 2 or 3 much stronger spines at the
angle suborbital toothed. Length of second anal spine equal to depth
of body third spine much shorter and very slender. Air bladder simple.
Greenish above, sides silvery, with bright reflections faint pale streaks
along the rows of scales ventrals and anal tipped with orange brown.
A small species, rarely more than a foot long, found on the coasts of Cuba,
entering lakes and streams. (Poey.) Also recorded from San Domingo,
Jamaica, Barbados, and Rio Chagres, Guiana, Peruambuco, and Bahia.
;

;

;

;

;

the form being "slab-sided.")

{napuAATjAoc;, 2)arallelus, parallel,
Cenlropoimis jtaralleluK, Poet, Memorias,

ii,

120, 1860,

Fishes Central Amer., 407, 1869; Boulenger, Cat.,

Havana and Cienfuegos
i,

CENTROPOMl'S PECTINATUS,

1523.

;

Guntheu,

369.

Poey.

Head 2^; depth 3|; eye 6. D. VIII-I, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales 68. Body
moderately elongate, compressed, with an angle at front of anal. Mouth
small. Maxillary reaching anterior third of eye
angle of preopercle
with about 6 long spines, slender and close-set, like the teeth of a comb
preorbital sharply serrate behind
second or tliird dorsal spine longest.
If in head; second anal spine as long as depth of body, l^in head third
slightly longer, but very slender. Air bladder simple. Plumbeous above,
sides and belly white
center of each scale bluish, thus forming faint
lines
fins greenish
lower lobe of caudal yellow.
A small species
(Poey; Boulenger), rarely more than a foot long, found on the coasts of
Cuba, entering the lakes and rivers. Also recorded by Boulenger from
San Domingo and Pernambuco. (pectinatus, comb-toothed.)
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

CerUropomvs i)ectinalus, Poey, Memorias,
Cat.,

I,

1524.

Head
8-49-12.

ii,

122, 1860,

Havana and Cienfuegos;

Boulenger,

368.

2|;

CENTROPOMUS UNIONENSIS,

depth 3J;

Body

eye small,

6.

Bocourt.

D. VIII-I, 9; A. 111,6; scales
base of anal angulated.

robust, back steeply elevated

;

i

Jordan and Evermann.
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Profile uiore concave than in other species.
Snont long, about 3 in head;
maxillary not reaching middle of eye. Preopercle with 2 very strong
teeth, other serrations very weak.
Dorsal spines moderate, the longest
not quite half head anal spines long, the second j depth of body, about
half head, but little longer than third. Air bladder simple. Olivaceous,
with faint streaks along the scales; upper lins brownish, ventrals pale;
;

Pacific coast of Central America; rather

lateral line pale.

common

at

Panama; not recorded from Mazatlau closely related to Centropomus
armatus and to C. ensiferus, but apparently distinct from both. (From La
;

Union.)
BocouRT, Aun. Sc. Nat. Paris, ISfiS, 90, La Union, San SalvadorMiss. Sci. Mex., 1875, 3"; Bouxenger, Cat., :, ;!70.

Cetik-opoimts tmionensh,

Vaillant & BocouRT,

1525.

Head

depth 3j to

Gill.

D. VIII-I, 10 A. Ill, 6 scales 7-51-14, 10 to
Preorbital serrated in its hinder half suboper-

2^
14 scales before dorsal.
;

CENTROPOMUS ARMATIS,

Sf.

;

;

;

culum produced into a long

flap,

which extends beyond the

vertical from

the origin of the dorsal fin. Premaxillary scarcely extending to below
middle of orbit. Dorsal spines of moderate strength, the third longest,
half as long as head
second anal spine exceedingly strong, much
;

stronger than third and longer than third dorsal spine
scarcely more than i of distance of its base from anal.

ventral fin
Air bladder
simple. Silvery dorsal fins, a blotch on the opercle, and the membrane
between the anal spines blackish lateral line not black. Length about
a foot. Pacific coast of Central America, common from Chiapas to Panama. Dr. Boulenger refers this species, with its allies, rohalito and offinis,
to the synonymy of Ceniropomtia ensiferus.
Our Atlantic -Coast material
shows that citsifcrus and affinis are very close to each other and doubt;

;

•

;

fully distinct

probable

that

from

rohalito,

rohalito

and

but certainly distinct from armatus. It is
be united with ensiferus.
affinis should

{armatus, armed.)
Cenlroponnis armatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18C3, 1G3,

Central Amer., 408, 1869; Vaillant

1526.

Head (with opercular
5-51-9

;

;

Panama; GOnther,

Fishes

Miss. Sci. Mex., 34, 1875.

CENTROPOMUS ROBALITO,

(Constantino

Ill, 6; scales

& Bocourt,

Jordan & Gilbert.

Kobalito de las Aletas Amaeillas.)

flap)

2'i

in length

;

depth

D. VIII-I, 10; A.

3i.

scales large, those in front of dorsal not crowded,

number 5 series between lateral line and front of spinous dorsal.
Body comparatively elongate, the back little elevated profile from snout
to base of dorsal more nearly straight than in most of the species upper
outline of head somewhat concave nuchal region little gibbous. Mouth
10 to 14 in

;

;

;

;

smaller than in C. armatus, the maxillary barely reaching the vertical
line from front of pupil (in C. armatus of the same size reaching past
front of pupil), the gape contained nearly 3 times in length of head;

snout long, longer than in C. armatus, 3i in head; eye moderate, a

little
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more than half leugtli of suout; preorbital with strong retrorse serr^.
Top of head narrower than in C. armattis and more strongly ridged;
the two interior ridges on the interorbital space separated by a space
little wider than the nostril, coalescing opposite the nostrils and forming
a single ridge for a little distance forward to near the base of the spines
Preopercle with rather distant teeth of nearly
of the premaxillary.
equal size on the entire length of its vertical margin; similar teeth on
the horizontal part, growing larger backward; about 2 teeth at the
angle much longer and stronger than the others suprascapula with 5
or 6 strong teeth subopercular flap reaching about to front of spinous
Dorsal spines high
dorsal. Gill rakers long, about j diameter of orbit.
and rather strong, but distinctly slenderer and more flexible than in
C. armatua, their tips when depressed reaching considerably farther back
than the tips of the pectorals or ventrals; third spine longest, a little
fourth spine but little shorter than third
less than half length of head
insertion of first dorsal spine a trifle nearer last ray of second dorsal
than tip of snout second anal spine very long and strong and straight or
more or less curved, its length and form very variable, its tip about
much longer than third dorsal spine or than
reaching base of caudal
third anal spine, and about 1^ in length of head third anal spine about
equal to first soft ray caudal fin well forked ventral fins long, reaching
pectorals about equaling ventrals, Ij
in most cases scarcely to the vent
Vent about midway
in length of head, not reaching tips of ventrals.
between base of ventrals and middle of base of anal. Color bluish,
olivaceous, silvery white below lateral line pale membrane of anterior
dorsal spines and of second and third anal spines blackish; pectorals and
ventral plain bright yellow;
soft parts of vertical fins somewhat dusky
anal with more or less of bright yellow. Length about 1 foot. Pacific
coast of Mexico from Mazatlan to Panama; generally common, especProbaially about Mazatlan, where it enters the streams in abundance.
(Rohalito, the vernacular name;
bly not distinct from C. ensiferus.
diminutive of Rohalo.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cenlropomus robalUo,

pulco.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 462,

(Types, Nos. 28102, 28132, 28150, etc.

1527.

Mazatlan

;

Aca-

Coll. Gilbert.)

CENTROPOMUS AFFINIS,

Steindacbner.

Head 21; depth 3i ; eye large, 4 in head. D. VIII-I, 10; A. Ill, 6;
scales 7-46-11 (Vaillant), 7-47 to 50-10 or 11 (Steindacbner). Snout
its profile a little concave; back not much elevated; sides
compressed, parallel line of belly straight. Maxillary reaching to first
third of eye suborbital with 5 or 6 small teeth preopercle with 2 large
triangular teeth at angle, the other teeth strong; subopercular flap
reaching base of first dorsal spine. Scales large, those before dorsal
small. Suprascapula with 4 teeth. Ventral reaching more than half
way to anal; i^ectoral If in head; third dorsal spine 11 in depth of body,
about 2i in head; second anal spine notably longer than third, its length

depressed,

;

;

If in head,

i^q-

;

greater than depth of body

;

caudal a

little

shorter than

Jordan and Evermann.
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Coloration olive; sides silvery; black shades on vertical fins,
Lateral line brown; ventrals pale. (Vaillant «fc Boconrt.) Coast of Brazil, north to Belize; evidently very close
to Centropomiis ensifenn:!, to which Dr. Bonlenger refers it. (affinis, related,
to Centropomus undedmalis.)
head.

especially behind anal spines.

affiyth, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, I, pi. 1, fig. 1, 18C4, Rio Janeiro and
Cajutuba, Brazil; Demerara, (Coll. Johann Natterer); Vaillant Bocoubt, Miss. Sci.

Centropomus

<Sr

Hex.,

31, pi. 1, fig

Centropomus

t^caher,

1.

Bocourt, Aiiu.

Sci. Nat., 5 Ser.,

i.x,

90, 1SC8,

marshes of Belize.

(Coll.

Bocourt).

1528.

CENTROPOMUS ENSIFERUS,

Head 2*; depth 4; eye 6i in

Poey.

D. VIII-1, 10; A. Ill, 6; scales 7-53-11,
subopercular flap extending to
vertical from origin of dorsal. Maxillary scarcely extending to below
middle of orbit. Dorsal spines of moderate strength, the third and
fourth longest, | as long as head; second anal spine exceedingly strong,
much stronger than third, 1? times depth of body, much longer than
ventral somewhat more than ^ the distance of its base
dorsal spines
from anal. Silvery; dorsal fin, a blotch on the opercle, and the membrane between the anal spines blackish lateral line not black. Air
bladder simple. Length about a foot. West Indies; generally common
from Cuba to Surinam; also found on the Pacific Coast, if C. rohaVito is
head.

Preorbital coarsely serrated

pores 48.

;

;

;

the same, which
Centropomus

eusifertts,

408, 1869;
.*

is

not iinlikely.

PoEY, Memorias,

Boulengeu,

Cat.,

i,

II,

{ensis,
122, 1860,

sword

;

fcro, I bear.)

Havana; Gunther,

Fishes Central Amer.,

360.

Centropomus brevis* GC'NTHer, Proc.

Zoiil. Soc.

Loud., 1SC4, 144, locality

unknown.

For the sake of completeness, we add the description of the only remaining species of this genus which is known to us

—

&

Head 2f
Starks, new species.
interorbital f eye D. VIII-I, 10
A. Ill, 6; scales 10-67-13. Posterior half of preorbital rather strongly
retrorse-serrate; anterior portion entire; maxillary extending to below
the middle of orbit, 2^ in head subopercular flap extending nearly to
within 4 scales of the vertical from the origin of dorsal. Gill rakers
4 4-9; 21 series of scales befoiQ first dorsal. Third and fourth dorsal
spines equal, about half as long as head; second anal spine longer and
much stronger than third, li^ in head third longer than soft rays ventrals long, li in head, nearly reaching vent, their length not quite equal
to distance from their tips to anal. Air bladder with very short, blunt
anterior appendages, which are not more than half the length of the
pupil. Pectorals 2 in head; caudal short, with roundish lobes, 2 in
head. Olive; sides silvery; lateral line dusky; head pale; ventrals
pale; tips of dorsal and membrane behind anal spines blackish. Allied
Centropomus constanihius, Jordan
eye 5 in Head snout 3^

depth 3i

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Centropomus hrevis, Gunther: Head 2y,; depth 3'^.
P. VIII-I, 10; A. IIT, 6; scales 8-oO-X.
Maxillary reaching to middle of eve; Buhorbital stronglj- toothed; lobe of subopercle reaching
Vent much nearer anal than ventrals. Dorsal si>ine3 strong, the third
dorsal.
equal to distance from chin to posterior border of eye; second anal spine strong, I'oinhead,
greater than depth of body; third anal spino much shorter. Air bladder simple. Lateral line
Locality unknown. (Giinther.) This may be a species distinct from
pale; lo«'er fins pale
Centropomus ensiferus. having deeper body and smaller scales. Its validity is, however, very
doubtful. Dr. i^oulenger, who has examined its type, as well as specimens certainly referable to robalilo (Presidio, Forrer), to oima/tis (Panama, Salviu), and en,«i/<riis (Jamaica), regards
them all as identical. C. annatus ia certainly valid, but tho others may all be identical with

beyond front of

ensifems.
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to C. mexicanus, but the dorsal spines more slender and shorter and the
body deeper. Known from 3 specimens collected at Bahia, lirazil, by
the Albatross. The one here described is 8J inches long and numbered
1633 on tlie register of Stanford University. Two others are in the U. S.
(Constantino, a Spanish vernacular
National Museum, numbered 43289.
name of the smaller Eohalos or EobaUtos.^

SERRANID^.

Family CXLVI.

(The Sea Bass.)

Body oblong, more

or less compressed, covered with adherent scales of

which are usually but not always ctenoid dorsal
and ventral outlines usually not perfectly corresponding. Mouth moderate or large, not very oblique, the premaxillary protractile and the broad
maxillary usually not slipping for its whole length into a sheath formed
by the preorbital, which is usually narrow. Supplemental maxillary
moderate

01 small size,

present or absent.

;

Teeth

all conical or

jaws, vomer and palatines.

pointed, in bands, present on

Gill rakers long or short, usually stiif,

armed

long slit behind the fourth. PseudobranchiiB
present, large. Lower pharyngeals rather narrow, with pointed teeth,
separate (except in Centrogenys). Gill membranes separate, free from the
Cheeks and
Branchiostegals normally 7 (occasionally 6).
isthmus.
opercles always scaly preopercle with its margin more or less serrate,
rarely entire
the opercles usually ending in one or two flat spine-like
points. Nostrils double. Lateral line single, not extending on the caudal fin. Skull without cranial spines and usually without well-developed
cavernous structure. No suborbital stay. Post-temporal normal. Second
suborbital with an internal lamina supporting the globe of the eye
entopterygoid present all or most of the ribs inserted on the transverse
processes when these are developed; anterior vertebrae without transverse processes. Dorsal spines usually stiff, 2 to 15 in number soft dorsal with 10 to 30 rays
anal fin rather short, its soft rays 7 to 12, its spines,
if present, always 3, in certain genera (Grammisilna;, liypticina') altogether
wanting. Ventrals thoracic, usually I, .0 (I, 4, in Flesiojnna.'), normally
Pectorals well developed,
developed, without distinct axillary scale.
Caudal peduncle stout, the fin
with narrow base, the rays branched.
14
variously formed.
Vertebrte typically 10
24, the number sometimes increased, never more than 35.* Air bladder present, usually small,

with teeth.

Gills 4, a

;

;

;

;

;

+

=

* The following account of the numbers of vertebraj is taken from Dr. Boulenger's Catalogue
of Teleostean Fishes; the nomenclature of certain species is changed to agree with that of the

the present work:

Percichthys trucha
Percichthys pocha
Percilia gillissii

Lateolabraxjaponicus

Niphon spinosus
Morone aniericana
Eoccus chrysops
Dicentrarchus labrax
Percalates colonorum
Ctenolates ambiguua
Siniperca chuatsi
Acanthistius pictua

-f- 20
14 -|- 19
13
22
17 -|- 18
14 -(-17
12 + 13
12
13
12 + 13
11 + 14
11 + 15
13 + 15
10
16

15

+

+

+

= 35
= 33
= 35
= 35
= 31
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 25
= 26
= 28
= 26

Acanthistius serratus

Hemilutjanus macrophthal-

mus

|

|

!

Centrogenys vaigiensis
Polyprion americanus
Polyprion prognathus
OligoniB niacqiiariensis
Aulacocephalus teinminckii
Plectropoma niaculatum
Variola louti
Bodiauus guttatus
Bodiauus punctatus

+ 16 = 26
+ 15 = 25
11 + 14 = 25
10

10

13

-j-

= 27
= 35
= 24
14 = 24
14 = 24
14 = 24
14 = 24
14

14+13 = 27

16 +
10 +
10 +
10 +
10 +
10 -f

19
14
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aud adherent to the wall of the abdomen. Stomach Ciccal, with few or many
pyloric appendages intestines short, as is usual in carnivorous fishes.
Genera 60 to 70. Species about 40O.t Carnivorous fishes, chiefly marine,
and found in all warm seas; several genera found in fresh waters. As
here understood, the Sen-auidw comprise the most of the family of I'ercidw as understood by Giintlier and others, exclusive of those with imperfect pseudobranchiae, those with one or two anal spines, those with the
number of vertebriB increased, those in which the whole length of the
maxillary slips under the preorbital, and those with the anal fin many
rayed, and the cranium shortened behind.
As here understood, the
Serranida; are essentially equivalent to the Serraninw and Grammistinai
;

Even after these eliminations, the family
of Boulenger's Catalogue.
considerably varied.
(Percidw, part, Gunther, Cat., i, 61-220.)
I.

Anal Gpines

a.

Dorsal fins 2; vertebrre 25 to 36, 11 to 15 in precaudal portion.

.3,

is

well developed.

MORONIN^:
f>.

Maxillary without supplemental bone; teeth

all pointed; pectoral unsymmetrical, its
our genera) X-14; skull without cavernous structure; preopercle strongly serrate; caudal fin forked; tongue with teeth; ventral
fins inserted behind axil of pectorals; teeth all alike, usually villiform, without

upper rays longest; dorsal

(in

upward

canines; preorbital narrow; lateral line normal, straight, or bent

preopercle serrate;

gill

at base;

rakers moderately long and slender; species generally of

large size, and silvery -olive coloration, mostly inhabiting fresh or brackish waters.

Preopercle without antrorse spines on

its

lower limb.

Dorsal fins separate; spines of fins weak; anal rays III,

c.

12,

the spines graduated;

9,

the spines not gradu-

lower jaw projecting; base of tongue with teeth.
cc.

Roccrs, 491.

Dorsal fins joined; spines of fins strong; anal rays III,

Morone,

ated; jawssubequal; base of tongue toothless.
0(1.

Dorsal
d.

fin single,

492.

sometimes deeply divided.

Maxillary with a distinct supplemental bone (rarely obscured by the skin); dorsal
usually divided or deeply notched.
e.

Inner teeth of jaws not depressible or hinged.
LiopROPOMiNa::
/.

Soft dorsal longer than spinous part; doi-sal deeply divided, the spines 6 to 9 iu

number; preopercle

entire;

vertebrae 10-1-14

= 24;

lateral line arched

anteriorly.

Dorsal spines 9; caudal lunate.

g.

Liopropoma,

493.

Dorsal spines 6; caudal truncate.

Chorististium, 494.

cus
Paranthias furcifcr

= 24
= 24
= 24
10-1-14=24
10-|- 14 = 24
10 4-14 = 24
10-f- 14=24
10 4-14 = 24
104-14 = 24
lO-f- 14 = 24

Parolabrax humeralis

10 4-14

ijg.

Bodianus tieniops
Epinephelusareolatus
Epinephohisstriatua
Epinephelus fasciatus
Epinephelus tauvina
Promicrupsguttatus
Aljihestes afer

Mycteroperca bonaci

Anyperodon

leucogranimi-

10 -{-14
10-1-14
10 -j- 14

= 24

i|

10-1-17
10-1-16
10-|-ie

2(5

Plectranthias authioides
Callanthiaspeloritanus
Paraplesiopsnieleasris
Plesiops nigricans

= 24
= 24
= 27
=
= 26
10-t-lfi = 26
104-16 = 26
10 4-16 = 26
114-13 = 24
10-f 16 = 26
104-15 = 25

Rypticus saponaceus

10 1-14

= 24

Serranus cabrilla
Serranus scriba

ij

Gilbertiasemicincta
Ciesioperca lepidoptera

\,

Caprodon longimanus

[\

jj
I

'

j

|i

Holanthias borbonius
Anthiassacer

10 -•-14
10-f 14

review of the genera and species of Senaiiidtc found in the waters of America and Europe,
by David Starr .Jordan and Carl 11. Eigenmann, was published in Bulletin viii of the U. S. Fish
In that paper may be found full synonymy
Commission, 1H88 (1890), 329-433, plates 60 to 09.
of all the genera and species. A most excellent account is given in Boulenger"8 Catalogue of
Teleostean Fishes, Vol. !, just published as these pages are going through the press.
f
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POLYPRIONIN-i;:
ff.

Soft dorsal shorter than siiinous part; vertebrae

without rugose dermal
h.

Teeth
1.

all villiform,

more than 21

without canines;

soft dorsal

Head not armed with spinigerous

with 10 to 12 rays.

ridges; preopercle moderately ser-

sometimes becoming entire with age;

rate,

head

(25 to 36);

ossifications.

much

notched, the last spines

dor.sal

deeply

fin

shorter than the middle ones;

tongue toothand jaws naked;
becoming entire

scales rugose; soft dorsal scaly; dorsal spines 11;
less;

forehead broad,

caudal subtruncate;

with age;

gill

Jlattish; snout, preorbital,

preopercle finely serrate,

rakers very strong; pyloric cojca few (about

pectoral obtusely pointed; ventral inserted a

little

7);

before axil of

Stereolepis, 495.

pectoral; vertebrae 26.

Head armed with rough spinigerous crests, there being spinous projections above the eyes and a rough, bony ridge on the opercle,

ii.

with others on tlie post-temporal; dorsal fin low, continuous;
tongue with teeth; dorsal spines 11 or 12; soft dorsal scaly; caudal
rounded; ventral not inserted before axil of pectoral; pyloric
coeca

numerous (about

70)

;

Polyprion, 496.

vertebras 27.

Epinepiielinje:
ee.

Inner teeth of jaws depressible or lunged; canine teeth more or less distinct, in
front of each jaw; scales small, firm, the top of head more or less scaly;
lateral line running low (except in Gonioplectrus, etc.); supraoccipital crest
usually more or less encroaching on the top of the skull, so as to leave no distinct

smooth area at the vertex (except in

Variola);

distinct; gill rakers various, generallj' small

XIV, 12

and

temporal crests usually

short.

Dorsal rays VIII to

number of spines usually not 10; anal rays III, 7 to III, 12;
inserted more or less behind axil of pectorals; head unarmed,

to 20, the

ventral fins

except for the opercular spines and the serrae on the preopercle; soft dorsal

and cj'cloid; vertebra; almost
always 10 + 14
Chiefly shore fishes, often of large size;
24, rarely 26 or 27.
all of them, so far as known, bisexual.
scaly; scales of lateral line usually triangular

=

j.

its upper rays longest; dorsal spines 8; plectroid spine
on preopercle single, very strong; a strong canine on middle of side of
lower jaw; opercle with a long, knife-shaped spine; body rather deep;
lateral line running high; jaws naked; scales small, firm, and rough; caudal rounded; soft dorsal rather short, of 12 or 13 rays.

Pectoral unsymmetrical,

GONlOPLECTRrS, 497.
JJ.

Pectoral rounded, symmetrical,
tinct, in front of 1 or
k.

its

middle rays longest; canines usually

dis-

both jaws.

Frontals* with a transverse ridge on posterior part in front of the supraoccipital connecting the parietal crests; frontal bones without processes

or longitudinal ridges on the upper surface; dorsal .spines always
?.

dible

without curved canines on

its

sides;

caudal not forked;

Petuo.metopon, 498.

scales ctenoid.
l.l:

9.

man-

Posterior process of premaxillary extending to between frontals;

Frontals without transverse ridge.
TO.

Dorsal spines

9; soft dorsal

of moderate length and height,

13 to 15; anal rays III, 7 or 8; skull

and head

its

rays

essentially as in

Ephinephelus, the snout not very short, the frontal region flat or

convex, the supraoccipital crest continued forward over
lateral crest short, low,

Ephinephelus.

and diverging; mouth and teeth

it,

the

as in

Bodianus, 499.

* These characters, with other osteological cliaracters used in this analysis, are taken from
Boulenger's Catalogue, p. 105 et seq.

Jordan and Evermann.
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9).

Parietal crests not produced forward on the frontals;
frontals with
a process or knob on each side, behind interorl)ital area; promaxillary processes fitting into a cavity at the anterior extremity of the frontals, or into an emargination of those
bones;

anal

rays III,
o.

or III,

8,

9.

Scales of the lateral line normal,

marked by radiating

ridges.

Cranium narrow above the

interorbital space, deeply
concave; occipital crest meeting interorbital region.

7).

El'INEPHELUS, 500.

Cranium very broad and

Vp.

concave,

llat

above, the interorbital

little

the

occipital crest disappearing before
reaching interorbital region.
G.\rrupa, 501.
Scales of the lateral line each with 4 to 6 strong radiating
ridges
cranium short, e.xtremely broad, and depressed
between the eyes; the anterior profile of head a little

00.

;

concave; dorsal spines low; dorsal rays XI, IG.

„

Promicrops, 502.
produced forward on the frontals.
Frontals with a process or knob on each side behind the
interorbital area; premaxillaries fitting into a cavity at
anterior extremity of frontals; anal rays III, 8, rarely
,

.

nn. Parietal crests
q.

III, 9.

Preopercle with a single autrorse hook or spine near the
angle; supraoccipital and parietal crests not extending

r.

between

to
rr.

orbits; scales ctenoid.

Alphestes, 503.

Preopercle without antrorse spine;

supraoccipital and

parietal crests extending to between

orbits;

scales

smooth; canine teeth small or obsolete; head small

much

compressed, the interorbital area in the adult

not broader than the eye; supraoccipital crest low;
soft dorsal unusually long, the rays XI, 17 to 20;
dorsal

spines low;

vertical fins all

teriorly.
qq.

rounded pos-

Dermatoi.epis, 504.

Frontals without processes on the upper surface; parietal
crests extending to between orbits; premaxillary pro-

extending to the frontals. Anal fin elongate,
rays III, 11 or III, 12, (very rarely III, 9 or III, 10);
caudal fin lunate or truncate; spines slender, those of the
anal fin graduated; lower jaws strongly projecting; cra-

cesses not
its

nium rather broad and

transversely concave between the

eyes, its lateral crests very strong, nearly parallel with

the supraoccipital crest and extending farther forward

than the
eye;

latter,

joining the supraocular crest above the

scales small, largely cycloid, those of the lateral

line simple; pyloric coeca few (12 to 20); dorsal rays XI,
16 to 18.
MyCTEROPKRCA, 505.
<W.

Maxillary without supplemental bone; canine teeth, if present,
the side of the lower jaw as well as in front; no depressiblo
ctenoid, including those of the lateral line; tubes of lateral
an ascending tubule, covering most of the length of scale.

cranium almost

usually developed on
teeth; scales mostly
line straight or with

Temporal

crests

on

obsolete.

SERRANIN.T5
s. Gill rakers comparatively short and wide apart; lateral line not running close
to the back (except in Serrmms); dorsal rays X, 11 to 15; anal rays usually
:

III, 7; supraoccipital crest not extending far forward on top of the skull,

a more or less distinct convex smooth area being
the supraoccipital and the interorbital area;
tebras about 10

-{-

14

= 24.

left

on the vertex between

mouth not very

oblique; ver-

Chiefly shore fishes of olivaceous colors.
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Ventral

below or more or

flns iuserted

less

Museum.

behind axil of pectoral; branch-

ioategals 7.
?(.

Dorsal

fin

with 4 or 5 spines produced in long filaments; dorsal rays

X, 12, or X, 13; preopercle evenly serrate; preorbital cuiiiparitively broad; top of head, cheeks, and preorbital finely and
closely waled to the tip of snout; snout long and low, the lower
jaw mucli projecting; caudal lunate; scales rather small; cranium
with a large smooth area, much as in Serramis and I'rionodts,
body elongate, little compressed; gill rakers few and short.

Ckatinus, 506.
Dorsal without long filamentous spines, not more than one of

«M.

its

spines specially produced.
V.

Body

short

and deep, with elevated back, the depth more than

the length,

usually nearly half

antrorse serra3 on

with

preopercle

;

g

a few

lower limb; top of supraoccipital crest

its

very high, about as long as the smooth area on vertex of

cranium, which

is

well developed, as in Seiranus and Prionodes.

Top of head naked; dorsal rays usually X,
rv.

Body comparatively

elongate, the depth

^

14.

Hypoplectrus, 507.
to 34 the length; no

hooked spinules on lower limb of preopercle.
w. Cranium with its smooth area very short and small, much as in
Ceulroprisles; caudal fin more or less distinctly lunate or
concave, the middle rays shortest; dorsal spines strong,

very unequal, the third or fourth more or
(scales

small;

more or
tt.

less elevated;

dorsal rays X, 14; top of head usually

Paralabrax,

less scaly).

508.

Ventral flns anterior, inserted more or less in advance of axil of pectoral,
well separated; upper half of pectoral fin usually vertically|truncate.
X.

Smooth area on top of cranium very short and small*; the long
supraoccipital crest encroaching on the posterior border of cra-

nium

so that the latter in profile

is

Branchiostegals

region.

occipital

not nearly vertical along the
7.

Caudal

fin

not lunate,

rounded, or ending in 3 points, the middle rays produced like the
outer ones; dorsal spines slender, the third
of

little

them with dermal appendages or filaments

elevated,

some

^teeth small,

broad bands; top of head naked; scales large, dorsal rays X,

in
11).

Centropristes, 509.
XX.

Smooth area on top

of cranium* very large, longer than the low

supraoccipital crest,

cranium

which

is

low and short; posterior border of
Caudal

at occipital region nearly vertical in profile.

fin

lunate or truncate; dorsal rays X, 11 to X, 13; soft dorsal scaleless
or nearly
y.

so.

Canine teeth small.

Branchiostegals 7; caudal

fin

forked or lunate; none of the dorsal

spines elongate.
2.

Preopercle with numerous strong diverging spines at

its

angle,

these spines diverging from one or two centers; preorbital

broader than maxillary, which

zz.

is

widest near

its

middle;

Diplectrum,510.

scales rather large.

Preopercle simply and rather finely serrate; preorbital narrow.

Prionodes, 511.
yij.

88.

Gill

Branchiostegals

6;

caudal

fin truncate.

Dules, 512.

rakers (in American species) very long, slender, and close set; lateral
line

running close

to the back; supraoccipital crest high; occiput

with

a short convex smooth area; canines strong; no depressible teeth; preorbital narrow maxillary without supplemental boiie or with a rudiment
;

only.
* Seen

on removal of skin of vertex.

Jordan and Ever manti.
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ANTHIINiE:
«'.

Lateral line complete and uontinuous, extending to base of caudal; ventral rays I, 5;
dorsal rays IX to XII, 9 to 20; anal rays III, 7 to 10; pectoral rays branched; snout
short, mostly convex in profiU-; fishes of rather deep waters, chieily bright red in life.
6'
Dorsal spines 9, all low, the soft rays about 19. Caudal fin deeply forked, the lobes

produced; scales small, ctenoid; ventrals long, inserted behind axil of pectoral;
maxillary scaly; frontal region flatfish, the supraoccipital crest very prominent.
Parantiiias, 513.

hV

Dorsal spines 10 or more; scales not very small

e'.

at its angle; one or more dorsal spines sometimes filamentous; ventral fins long.
Maxillary and frontal region naked; tongue mostly toothless; caudal fin lunate;

parietals weak; posterior process of promaxillary reaching the frontals.
Ventrals inserted behind axil of pectoral; scales 50 to 60.

d'.

dd'

cc'.

preopercle angular, with salient teeth

Hemianthias,

514.

Pronotobbammur,

515.

Ventrals inserted before axil of pectoral; scales 38 to 45.

.

Maxillary scaly; top of head scaled to the snout.
e'. Pterygoids toothless; tongue with few teeth or none; caudal forked.
Antiiias, 51G.
f'f'.

Pterygoids with a large patch of teeth; tongue toothed; parietal creststrong,

extending to above eye, posterior processes of premaxillary not reaching
the frontals; caudal truncate, with the outer rays

much

produced.

Ocyanthias,
aa'.

517.

Lateral line interrupted, running close to the back, beginning again on caudal peduncle.

Grammin/e

:

f. Ventral rays I. 5;* preopercle serrate; caudal convex; scales rather large, somewhat
ctenoid; dorsal spines 12.
Gramma, 518.

EvPTiciNa;:
//.

Anal spines wanting; dorsal spines 2

to 4 only; soft dorsal

and anal long, the dorsal of 20

to 26 soft rays; the anal of 14 to 17; maxillary with a

supplemental bone; the pre-

opercle with 2 or 3 spine-like hooks posteriorly, the scales small
teeth

all

villiform;

and embedded, the

preorbifal narrow, no canine teeth; preopercle without angle

margin with 2 or 3 spinous teeth above; caudal fin rounded; scales
embedded; smooth area on top of head very large, transversely convex,
much longer than the low supraoccipital crest; interorbital area very narrow;
temporal ridges strong; lateral line normal; vertebra? 10 )-14.
Rypticus, 519.
or serratures,

its

small, smooth,

491.

ROCCUS,

Mitchill.

(Striped Bass.)
New

UoccMs, Mitchill, Fisliesof

York, 25, 1814, {slrialv^^Xmealm).
Lepihema, Rafinesque, Ichthyologia Ohiensis, 23, 1820, (chri/sops).

patches of teeth aual spines graduated dorsal
anal rays III, 11 or 12 supraoccipital crest scarcely
Other13
25.
widened above; lower jaw projecting. Vertebra; 12
wise as in Morone, the body more elongate, the scales smoother, and the
Anal fin with 11 or 12
fin spines more slender than in the latter genus.
soft rays.
Species all American, valued as food-fishes. In both Roccua
and Morone, the autrorse preopercular spines (characteristic of the European genus or subgenus Diccntrarchus) are wanting. (From the vernac-

Base of tongue with

fins entirely

separate

;

1 or 2

;

;

;

+ =

ular, Kockfish.)

*The related grou]) of Plesiopmm {Plesiops, Paraplesiops and Trachin<^s) have the veutral rays
I. 4 only.
It may be tliat they do not belong to the Senranidx, in which case Gramma should
probably be detached also.
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LEPiBEMA(Ae7ri's, scale; /S^/xa, a staircase, from the scales at base of dorsal)

Teeth on base of tongue in a single patch; body rather deep and compressed, the depth
more than J-., the lengtli back arched.
6. Color whitish with several narrow dusky lateral stripes following the rows of scales;
second anal spine about 3 in head.
CHETSOPS, 1529.
Roccus
aa. Teeth on base of tongue in 2 parallel jiatches; body rather elongate, the depth less than
a.

;

:

66.

y^ the length; back not arched.
Color brassy or greenish, sides with 7 or 8 continuous dark stripes; second anal spine
5 in head.

i.ineatus, 1530.

Subgenus
1529.

LEPIBEMA,

ROCCUS CHRTSOPS

(White Bass

Head
12

;

%\

;

depth 2\

;

;

(Rafinesque).

White Lake

eye 5 in head

scales 10-55 to 65-15,

Rafinesque.

;

snout

Bass.)

D. IX-1, 14

4^.

;

A. Ill, 11 or

Body rather deep and com-

53 to 61 pores.

more than \ the length back considerably arched
head subcouical, slightly depressed at the nape mouth moderate, nearly
horizontal, the lower jaw little projecting; eye large, nearly as long as
snout; maxillary reaching middle of pupil, 2f in head; teeth on base of
tongue in a single patch, a patch also on each side of tongue margin of
subopercle with a deep notch head scaled to between nostrils preopercular serrae feeble, strongest at the angle gill rakers rather long and
slender, x-|-14, as long as gill fringes; longest dorsal spine 2 in head;
anal spines graduated second anal spine 3 middle caudal rays If in
outer.
Color silvery, tinged with golden below
sides with narrow
dusky lines, about 5 above the lateral line, 1 along it, and a variable
number below it, these sometimes more or less interrupted or transposed.
Length 15 inches. Great Lake region, upper Mississippi and Ohio valleys,
south to Washita Eiver not found east of the Alleghanies nor in salt
water; rare in the Ohio Valley: generally abundant in the Great Lakes.
It frequents deep or still waters, seldom ascending small streams, (xpvabc,
pressed, the depth

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

gold;
Perca

uip,

eye.)

ehrysojis,

Rafinesque, Ichthyologia Ohiensis, 22, 1820, Falls of the Ohio.
& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. des Poissons, iii, 488, 1830,

Labrax multilinealus, Cuvier

Wabash

River; Gunther, Cat., i, 67, 1859.
Labrtu; jiota^iis (Hamilton Smith) Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana, in, 8, 183f;, Lower
St. Lawrence River; GtiNTHER, Cat., i, 67, 1859.
Labrax albidm, De Kay, Nat. Hist. N. T.: Fishes, 13, pi. 51, fig. 165, 1842, Buffalo.
Labrax osculatii, Filippi, Rev. et. Mag. de Zoologie, 2d series, v, 164, 1853, Canada; GOnther,
Cat.,

I,

65.

lioccus ch-ysops, GiLL, Ichth.

Rep. Captain Simpson's Surv. Great Basin Utah, 391,

Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c,
Morone muUilitieata, Boulenger, Cat.,
1876;

pi. 1, figs. 1-7,

422, 1890.
i,

128.

Subgenus ROCCUS.
1530.

ROCCCS LINEATIIS

(Striped Bass

Head

3J to 3i

;

;

Rockfisii

,

(Bloch).

Rock.)

depth 3i to 4, varying considerably with age, the young
D. IX-1, 12; A. Ill, 11; scales 8-67-11. Body rather

being more slender.

Jordan and Evermann.
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elongate, little compressed, the depth less than \ the length back little
arched head subconical mouth large, oblique, the maxillary reaching to
:

;

;

nearly below middle of orbit, 2i in head, its width at tip nearly | diameter
of eye teeth on base of tongue in two parallel patches interorbital space
wide; lower jaw projecting; eye ^ to | the length of the rather sharp
snout, 5 to 7 in head; preorbital entire; preopercle rather weakly serrate,
;

;

the teeth strongest at the angle margin of subopercle entire suprascapgill rakers long and slender, about 4
ula entire
dorsal fins
15
entirely separated; spines slenderer than in allied species longest dorsal
spine 2i!r in head; anal spines graduated; second anal spine 5 to 6 in head;
Caudal forked, the middle rays f length of outer. Color olivaceous, silvery, often brassy-tinged sides paler, marked with 7 or 8 continuous or
;

;

+

;

;

;

;

interrupted blackish stripes, one of them along the lateral line fins pale.
Atlantic coast of the United States, from New Brunswick to the Escambia
River, Florida, ascending all rivers in spring for the purpose of spawn;

ing; rather rare in the Gulf of Mexico most common from Cape Cod to
Cape May; occasionally in Lake Ontario. Introduced by the U. S. Fish
Commission into Sacramento River and elsewhere on the west coast,
where it has become an abundant and valuable food-fish. This species is
;

one of the most important of the game and food-fishes of America. It is
very abundant throughout its range and reaches a large size, often
weighing 30 to 90 pounds. The largest one ever reported, according to
Goode, was taken at Orleans, Massachusetts, and weighed 112 pounds.
Its flesh is firm,
Perca

white, flaky, and of excellent flavor,

Eocli-Jish vel Striped Bass,

(lineatm, striped.)

Schopf, Schrift. der Gesells. Nat. Freunde, vin, 160, 1788,

New

York.
Perca soaaH/is,

Walbaum,

Sciiena lineata,

Bloch, Ichthyologia,

New York; after Schopf.
Mediterranean Sea; figure incorrect,

Artedi Genera Piscium, 330, 1788,
ix, 53, pi. 305, 1792,

but probably from an American specimen.
Perca scplentrionalis, Bloch

Eoccus
U.

S.

& Schneider,

Ss'stema Ichthyol., 90,

Mitchill, Kep. Fishes N. T.,

striatiis,

25, 1814,

New
New York.

York.

pi. 70, 1801,

specimens from

Be-^vx, Proc.

;

Nat. Mus., 1884, 243, specimens from Montgomery, Alabama.

Perca mitchilli, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y.,

Perca mitchilli

alteiiiata,

MlTCHlLL,

/.

c, 415, 1815,

New

i,

413, pi. 3, fig. 4, 1815,

New

York.

York.

Perca mitchiUiiiUernipta, MiTCHiLL, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. T., 415, 1815,

New

York.

Lepibema lineatum, Steindachner, Verb. Zool. Bot. Ges. Wien., xil, 1862, 504.
Lepibema viiichilli, K.^FiNESQrE, Ichthyologia Ohiensis, 23, 1820.
Labrax lineatns, CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. des Poissons,
Rocciis lineatns,

Gin,

ii, 79,

1828.

Ichth. Kep. Capt. Simpson's E.xpl. Great Ba.sin Utah, 391, 1876; Goode,

Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim., 425, 1884.
Rocctis lineatrts,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Jordan & Eiqenmann, c, 423, 1890.

Morone

Boulenger,

Eoccus

saxatilis,

lineata,

1882, 599.

1.

Cat.,

l,

129.

492.

MORONE,

Mitchill.

(White Perch.)
Morone, MiTcniLL, Fishes of

nym

New York,

18, I8I4, {rufa

auA Jlarescens

:

the genua properly a syno-

of Perca).

Morone, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, 111, (restriction to americana-rii/a).

Body rather short and deep, compressed: maxillary broad, naked, withteeth suhequal, lower jaw scarcely projecting no

out supplemental bone

;

;

Bulletin 47, United States National
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canines; no movable teeth; base of tongue without teeth edge of tongue
with linear patches of teeth. Lower margin of preopercle simply serrate
or entire, the seme not greatly increased in size toward the angle, and
none of them developed as antrorse hooks. Spines strong, 10 in the
,

connected by membrane: second anal
anal rays III, 8 or 9- lower
margin of j)reopercle finely serrate, without antrorse spines. Lower
dorsal

iin

dorsal fins

;

much

spine

more or

less

enlarged, not shorter than third

+

jaw

slightly projecting; vertebra^ 12
ctenoid; top of head scaly; lateral line

behind

well

pectorals.

Two known

;

13 =; 25.

little

Scales rather large,

Veutrals inserted
both American
(Name

arched.

species,

unexplained.)
Longest dorsal spine considerably more

<i.

tbaii half

head; color brassy yellow, with 1 very

dis-

tinct longitudinal black lines, interrupted posteriorly; dorsal fins slightly connected;

aa.

interrupta, 1531.
spines all very robust.
Longest dorsal spine about half head; color green or olivaceous and silvery with faint
Americana, 1532.
streaks; dorsal fins well connected; spines moderate.

MORONE INTERRUPTA, Gill.

1531.

(Yellow Bass.)

Head 3; depth 2|. D. IX-I, 12 A. Ill, 9 or 10; scales 7-50 to 54-11.
Body oblong, ovate, the back much arched head depressed, the snout
somewhat pointed, the anterior profile concave eye large, as long as snout,
\\ in head preorbital finely serrate suprascapula serrate mouth small,
somewhat oblique, the maxillary reaching middle of orbit, about 3 in
head maxillary somewhat scaly gill rakers moderate, x -|- 13 to 16,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

longer than gill fringes; dorsal and anal spines very robust, the longest
dorsal spine 1* to If in head, the longest anal spine 2 to 2^ dorsal fins
slightly connected. Color in life brassy yellow, with about 7 very dis
tinct longitudinal black lines, those below the lateral line interrupted
posteriorly, the posterior part alternating with the anterior. Length 15
Lower Mississippi Valley, north to Cincinnati and St Louis,
inches.
chiefly in the channels of the larger streams; rather common southward;
a good food-fish. {i7iterruptus, interrupted, referring to the longitudinal
;

black lines.)
Morone

interrupla, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G0, 118, St.

Ichth. Rep. Capt. Simpson's Sur. Great Basin Utah, 398

Gilbert, Synopsis, 530, 1883; Jordan

Morone

mksissippiensis,

& Eigenmann,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

intemipta, regarded as preoccupied, as

it

2,

New

Orleans: Gill,
1876,

figs. 1-8,

Jordan &

c, 420, 1890

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1887 (substitute

has been used for a species of

time merged in Morone); Boulenger, Cat.,

1532.

(.

Louis;
pi.

i,

Rocciis,

name

for

a genus at that

127.

MORONE AMERICANA

(Gmelin).

(White Perch.)

Head

2| to 3

;

depth 2^ to

3.

D. IX-I, 12

Body oblong,

55-12, 50 to 55 pores.

head depressed above eyes

;

;

A. Ill, 8 or 9

;

scales 8-50 to

ovate, the back moderately elevated;

the snout rather pointed;

mouth

small, some-

oblique, the maxillary not reaching middle of oibit, 2* in head, its
width at tip half eye preorbital entire eye moderate, scarcely as long

what

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
bead
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base of tongue without teeth
head scaled to
rakers 4
14 to 17, rather long, as long as gill
Dorsal and anal spines moderate, the longest dorsal spine 2 in
fringes.
head; the second anal spine 2i to 3, as long as third spine; dorsal fins
considerably connected. Pectorals 1^^ to \\ in head. Color olivaceous,
varying to dark green; sides silvery or olivaceous, usually with faint,
as snout, 4 in

between the

nostrils

;

;

;

+

gill

Length 8 to 14 inches. Atlantic Coast of the United
from Nova Scotia to South Carolina, ascending streams and frequently landlocked in ponds, the pond specimens much darker in color;
one of the most abundant and characteristic fishes of the brackish
paler streaks.
States,

waters and river mouths of our Atlantic Coast. A very excellent panSpecimens from Woods Hole represent the variety called nigricans,
fish.
very dark green in color, scarcely paler below, the body deeper and the
spines lower and shorter than in the common White Perch (head 3J^ in
length; depth 21; fourth dorsal spine 2f in head; second anal spine 3^
this form occurs landlocked in fresh-water ponds,
A, III, 9)
{americanus, American.)
;

The River Perch of New

York, Schopf, Schrift. der Gesells., Nat. Freunde, viii, 159, 1788,

New

York.

New

Perca americana, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, III, 1308, 1788,
York; after Schopf.
Perca inimaculata, Walbaum, Artedi Genera Piscium, li3U, 1788,
York; after Schopk.

Morone

nifa,

Mitchill, Kep. Fishes N. Y.,

New
New York.
1814, New York.

18, 1814,

Morone ixiUida, Mitchill, Rep. Fishes N. T., 18,
Ceiilropomns albiis, Rafinesquk, Pricis des Decouvertes Somiolog., 1814, 19, Philadelphia.
Perca mncronata, Rafinesque, Am. Month. Mag. and Grit. Rev., ii, 204, 1818, Delaware,
Schuylkill, and Susquehanna rivers.
Lahrax nigricans, De Kay, Nat. Hist. N. T.: Fishes, 12, pi. 50, fig. IdO, 1842, Long Island;
landlocked form.
Bodiamts riifus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y., i, 420, 1815.
Labrax mucronatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 86, pi. 121, 1828.

De Kay, Nat. Hist. N. Y.: Fishes, ii, pi.
De Kay, Nat. Hist. N. Y.: Fishes, 9, pi. 3,

Labrax paUidns,

l,

Labrax

flg. 7,

niftis,

Lahrax americamis, Holbrook, Ichth.

S. C.,

Ed.

fig. 2,

1842.

1842;

GCnther,

Cat.,

i,

65, 1859.

1, 21, pi. 3, fig. 2, 1856.

Morone americana, GiLL, Ichth. Rep. Capt. Simpson Sur. Great Basin, Utah, 397, 1876; Jordan
& Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1878, 380; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 421, 1890;
BOULENGEK, Cat., I, 126.

493.

LIOPROPOMA,*

Gill.

Lioproponia, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 236, (aherrans).

fPikea,

Steindachner, Sitzgber. Ak. Wien, lxxi, 1874, 375, {hmulata).
Steindachner & Doderlein, Denkschr. Ak. Wien, xlvii,

fLabracopsis,

225, 1883, (japonicus).

Body elongate, the caudal peduncle robust; mouth moderate, the lower
jaw projecting; maxillaries scaly; teeth small, uniform; preopercle
entire; opercle with a spine; numerous pores on head. Scales large.
Lateral line with a strong upward curve, as in Anthias. Dorsal spines
moderate, 9 in number, the third highest, the fin deeply notched. Soft
and anal short caudal short, lunate pectorals long, falcate.
14.
One species known, from deep water. (Xelof, smooth
Vertebrse 10

dorsal

;

;

+

•Kponufia, preopercle.)

BoulengA- unites to Liopropoma the extralimital genera— Pikea, Steindachner and LabarSteindachner & Doderlein. In these genera there are but 8 dorsal spines, and in Laharthe preopercle is serrate. Pikea is certainly very close to Liopropoma.

* Dr.
copsis,

copsis
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LIOPROPOMA ABERRANS

153S.

Museum.

(Poey).

Head 2*; depth 3*; D. IX, 12; A. Ill, 8; scales 45; vertebrae 10 + U.
Body rather elongate, the back little elevated; the caudal peduncle very
Maxillary extending to
thick. Head large, form as In Epinephelus.
below posterior iiart of eye. Lower jaw longest; teeth small, uniform
on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Preopercle entire; opercle with a spine.
Eye moderate, H in snout, 4i in head. Head with numerous conspicuous pores, especially above eye, on preorbital, suborbital, and lower jaw.
Lateral line with a strong upward curve running close to spinous dorsal.
Dorsal spines moderate, the third longest, 3 in head the sixth shortest,
seventh, eighth, and ninth progressively longer, so that the spinous
dorsal is deeply notched anal spines slender, graduated caudal short,
lunate; pectorals long, falcate, If in head; ventrals shorter, 2^ in head,
Head scaly, including the maxillaries; soft
inserted farther forward.
parts of vertical fins with scales. Head rose-color, rest of body orange;
the rose-color extending on back and throat, the orange forming a broad
band to end of muzzle; cheeks with orange spots; an orange border on
the maxillary; vertical fins orange, paired fins rose-color; a yellow postocular band. Pyloric cceca 4. Coast of Cuba; known from one specimen,
5 inches long. (Poey.) (ciberrans, wandering away, from the type of
;

;

;

Perca.)
Perca aberratis, Poey, Memorias, ii, 125, 1860, Cuba.
lAopropoma aberrans, Poey, Synopsis, 291, 1808; Botjlenger, Cat.,

CHORISTISTIUM,

494.
Chorifili.<itiuiit,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

i,

155.

Gill.

Sei. Phila., 18G2, 236, {rubrum).

Body rather short and deep, covered with ctenoid scales. Lateral line
running high, close to dorsal anteriorly. Mouth large, the lower jaw
maxillary scaly preopercle entire
rakers moderate, slender. Dorsal spines 6, the two fins well separated,
the second spine longest soft dorsal and anal produced backward to a
point. Caudal truncate. One species known, from deep water, (xupicroc,

projecting, the teeth all villiform

;

;

gill

;

divided;

dorsal fin.)

loriov, sail, for

CHORISTISTIUM RUBRUM

1534.

(Poey).

Head 3^- in total length depth 4^ eye 4 = snout. D. V-I, 12; A. Ill,
Body rather stout, with deep caudal peduncle. Head long, narrow,
resembling that of S^jhip-wna. Lower jaw much longer than upper chin
;

;

.

8.

;

teeth very small; maxillary reaching posterior border of
orbit jaws with pores preorbital very narrow, not sheathing the maxBoth jaws, vomer, and palatines with villiform teeth preopercle
illary.
rounded, with two borders, both entire opercle with two spines gill
projecting;
;

;

;

;

;

rakers moderate, slender. Scales covering the body, except the extreme
end of muzzle, ctenoid; small scales on second dorsal and anal; lateral
line running very high anteriorly, forming a high arch, as in Anthias.
Dorsal fin very short, notched to the base first dorsal spine nearly as
;

Jordan and Evertnann.
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long as second, the others rapidly shortened second dorsal opposite anal
both fins high and produced backward in a point
second anal spine
nearly as long as third caudal squarely truncate. Color deep red, with
5 reddish longitudinal stripes, the middle one from snout to base of cau;

;

;

dal, the others parallel,

extending on the head; another streak on the
middle line under the throat a narrow streak of pale orange in each
interspace; fins red; a black spot on the point of the dorsal, on that of
the anal, and on each angle of caudal; these fins also edged with white.
Length 4 inches. Coast of Cuba, in deep water very rare. Here described
from Poey's type in the Museum at Cambridge, {ruber, red.)
;

;

Liopropo»ia rubra, PoEY, Blemorias,

ii,

Havana.

418, 18G1,

Choristislium rHbrmn, PoEY, Synopsis, 291.

495.

STEREOLEPIS,

Ayres.

(Jewfishes.)
Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1859, 28, (gigm).
Megaperca, HiLGENDORF, Sitzgber. Ges. Nat. Freunde, Berlin, 1878,
Stereolepis,

Body oblong, somewhat

1,55, (ischinagi).

Head robust, the
forehead broad and flattish. Edges of preoperclo and interopercle serrate, becoming nearly entire with age, the
iuteropercle with antrorse spines on its lower border opercle with two
obtuse spines. Crown, cheeks, and opercles scaly snout, preorbital, and
jaws naked.
Scales small, not strongly ctenoid, their surface rugose,
with radiating stri*. Mouth large, wide, jilaced low; lower jaw prominent. Maxillary with a well-developed supplemental bone, extending to
below the eye. Preorbital wide, only the anterior edge of the maxillary
slipping under it. Teeth all villiform, in broad bands on jaws, vomer,
Gill
and palatines.
Pseudobranchi.e very large.
Branchiostegals 7.
rakers very strong. Dorsal fin with 11 low, stout spines, and 10 soft rays,
the last spines very much shorter than the middle ones, and all depressible
in a deep groove.
Anal fin short, similar to soft dorsal, with 3 low, stout
spines
caudal tin broad, nearly truncate soft dorsal and anal scaly
elevated, little compressed.

profile steeply elevated, the

;

;

;

;

;

pectorals moderate; ventrals long, inserted a little before pectorals;
caudal truncate or rounded. Vertebraj 26. Pyloric cceca about 7. Size

enormous, among the largest of Percoid
species, the gigantic Serranoids
Polyprioyi cernium,
Tienig,

Garrupa

known

nlgrita,

This genus contains two

fishes.

as "Jewfishes," rivaling in size

and Promicrops

guttatus,

(oTcpedg, firm;

scale).
1535.

STEREOLEPIS GIGAS,
(California

Ayres.

.Tewfisii.)

depth 3. D. XI, 10 A. Ill, 8 scales 115. Body
elevated, little compressed; head robust, the profile
steeply elevated, the forehead broad and fiattish edges of preopercle and
interopercle serrate, becoming nearly entire with age crown, cheeks, and

Head

oblong,

3 in length

;

;

;

somewhat

;

:

opercles scaly
F. N. A.

;

snout, preorbital,

73

and jaws naked

;

scales small, not
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strongly ctenoid, the surface rugose, with radiating striae mouth large,
lower jaw prominent
maxillary with a well-developed supplemental
bone extending to below the eye preorbital wide teeth all villiform, in
broad bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines dorsal spines stout, the last
spines very much shorter than the middle ones, and all depressible in a
deep groove; anal fin similar to soft dorsal, with 3 low, stout spines;
;

;

;

;

;

caudal fin broad, nearly truncate pectorals moderate ventrals long,
reaching vent. Color brownish, with large black blotches, becoming with
age nearly uniform greenish black vertical fins in the young with a conspicuous pale edge ventrals black. Coast of California from Coronados
Island (San Diego) north to the Farallones. A huge fish, rather common
;

;

;

;

about rocks, reaching a weight of 400 to 500 pounds and a length of 5 to
(yiyac, gif/as, giant.)

7 feet,

Stereolepis gigas,

Proc. U.
I.

S.

Sci., 1859, 28, Southern California; Jordan & Gilbert,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 531 Jordan A- Eiqenmann,

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac.
Nat. Mus., 27, 1880;

;

c, 344, 1890.

Stereolepis californiciis, GiLL, Proc. Ac.

Nat.

supposed to be preoccupied, but the
ff Megaperca ischinagi,*

Sci. Phila., 330, 1863,

Centropristis gigtis of

California; substitute for

Owen

Hiloendoef, Sitzgb. Ges. Nat. Fr. Berlin,

is

gigas,

Polypi-ion oxygeneios.

1878, 156,

Yeddo and Yoko-

hama.
496.

POLYPRION,

Cuvier.

(Wreckfishes.)
Polyprion (Ccvier) Valenciennes,
flectoria,

Castelnau, Proc.

Body

Memoires du Mus6um,

xi, 265, 1824, {cernium).

Zoiil. Soc. Vict., 11, 1873, 1851, {gigas

robust, moderately elevated, not

small, firm, ctenoid scales

= oxygeneios).

much compressed, covered with

which extend on the bases of the

vertical fins.

Lateral line complete, partly concealed under adjacent scales, the tubes
large, the lower jaw proTeeth in broad, villiform
bands on jaws, vomer, palatines, and tongue; no canine teeth. Head
scaly. Preopercle serrate orbital region with spinous projections opercle
with a strong spine and with a strong, rough, bony longitudinal ridge.
Dorsal fin continuous,
Gill membranes separate; gill rakers long, few.
low, with 11 strong spines and 11 or 12 rays, the spinous portion longest
caudal rounded anal short, with 3 spines, the third the longest ventrals
large, inserted below, little behind pectoral caudal rounded or truncate;
pectorals short, unsymmetrical, of 18 or 19 rays, the upper longest. Spines
of anal and ventrals somewhat serrate on the anterior edge. Vertebrte
13 -f- 14
27.
Pyloric coeca about 70. Branchiostegals 7. Posterior processes of premaxillaries not reaching frontals parietal and suiiraocular
crests not extending between j)ostfrontal processes; sujjraoccipital crest
strong, but not produced forward on cranium. Species inhabiting deep
waters in the warm seas, reaching a very great size. The one is confined
to the coasts of Southern Europe and neighboring waters the other

covering the whole length of the scale.

Mouth

jecting; maxillary with supplemental bone.

;

;

;

;

;

=

;

;

* Dr. Boulenger
Stereolepis gigas.

is

probably in error in placing this Japanese species in the synonymy of

Jordan and Evermann.
(roh/prion oxygeneion)

Zealand.
liead

and

is

many

{'iro?J'c,
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recorded from Juan Fernandez and about New
npiuv, saw, from the numerous serrations on

;

iins.)

1536.

POLTPRION AMEBICAXUS

(Bloch

&

Schneider).

(Wkeckkish; Stone Bass; Ckrnier.)

Head

3

;

elevated;

depth 2|

mouth

D. XI, 12

to 3^.

;

A. Ill,

Body robust, moderately

8.

large, the maxillary reaching posterior border of eyes;

teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, palatines and tongue supraocular
region, supraclavicle, post-temporal, preopercle, and aridge on the opercle
:

spinigerous; dorsal

fin

low, with 11 strong spines

spines short, serrate anteriorly, the third
large

;

:

much

caudal rounded

;

anal

the longest; ventrals

Color grayish brown, the caudal edged with white

pectoral short.

;

young clouded with light and dark. This large fish is not uncommon off
the coast of Europe in deep waters of 300 fathoms or more, the young
only swimming near the surface, especially southward. It is said to live
most abundantly about wrecks

;

hence the

common name

of wreckfish.

reaches a length of 5 or 6 feet. A single young specimen has been
taken in the deep waters of the Gulf Strean\ by the United States Fish
Commission, but there is no other record from America. (Eu.)
It

Bloch & ScHNElDEK, Syst. Ichth., 205, 1801, PI. XLVii; (based ou a
drawing sent by Latham to Schneider representing some fisli called in America "girom;'"
anxtraUx
on pi. 47).
called Amphiprion
Scorpsetia massiliensis, Risso, Ichth Nice, 184, 1810, Marseilles.
Polyprion cernium, CrviER, in Valenciennes, Mem. du Museum, xi, 265, PI. xvir, 1824, France;
CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 21, pi. 42, 1829; Guntuer, Cat., i, 169.
Holocentrtts gulo, Risso, Europe Meridionale, iii, 367, 1826, Nice.
f

AiiiphiprioH americanns,

Se-iTamis cotichii,

Tarrell,

British Fishes, Ed.

1,

12, 1836,

Great Britain.

1883, (not Epiiiepkelus o:inigeneios, Bi.ocH

&

Polyprion americanux, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 83, 1885, (after Amphiprion americamts, Blocii

&

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 632,
Schneider, which is the New Zealand species).

Pulypi-ion oxygenius,

Schneider); Boulenger, Cat.,
Polyprion ceniiuin,

i,

148.

Jordan & Eioenmann,

497.

1.

c, 342, 1890.

GONIOPLECTRUS,

Gill.

(Spanish Flags.)
Gonioplectnis,

Gin,

Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.,

Phila

,

1862, 236, 237, (hispanum).

with very short tail, covered with small scales, the
Mouth large maxillary with
lateral line running high, bent posteriorly.
preopercle
a supplemental bone dentition essentially as uiEjrhiejjhchis
with a large antrorse hook opercle with sharp spines; posterior nostril
Dorsal spines 8 in number, low and
slit-like
gill rakers long and slender.
stout; soft dorsal and anal short anal spines strong pectoral rounded,

Body

short, deep,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

This well-marked genus contains a single species,
allied to Plectrojwma and AJphestes, but with a stronger opercular armature
than is found in any other genus. According to Poey, the skull " shows
a great affinity with Hypoplectrus. Thus it is rounded above, the supraoccipital crest is below the level of the frontals the other crests are low."
its

upper rays longest.

;

(ywvi'a,

angle;

nlijuTpoi',

spur.)
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GONIOPLECTRrS HISPANUS

("SrANisu Flag"; OuATii.im Espaqnoi,

(Cuvier
;

&

Museum.

Valenciennes).

Bia.iaiba de lo Alto.)

Head 2^ in length; depth 2§ D. VIII, 13; A. Ill, 7; scales 70. Body
short and deep, with very short, deep tail; interorbital region narrow,
snout 3f in head; maxillary reaching middle of orbit,
naked, its supplemental bone well developed; preorbital narrow lower jaw projecting, teeth very small, in narrow, villiform bands,
the depressible teeth very few a stout canine on each side, in front of
each Jaw, and 1 or 2 similar canines in middle of side of lower jaw eye
i^ in head (exclusive of opercular spine) preopercle finely serrate, with
a single very large antrorse hook at its angle opercle ending in 4 spines,
the second of which is long, straight, compressed and knife-shaped, as
long as eye; nostrils small, round, separated, the posterior the larger;
suborbital serrate on its edge gill rakers rather long and slender, x
15
the bones rugose

;

2 in head,
;

;

;

;

;

+

;

and rough lateral line arched, running high, close to
middle of spinouj dorsal and then bent abruptly downward dorsal
spines low and stout, the fin notched; soft dorsal short and rather high;

scales small, firm,

;

;

longest dorsal spine 3 in head second anal spine 2|, very strong, longer
than third, the soft rays high and rather short, scaly pectorals moderate,
;

;

unsymmetrically rounded at tip, the upper rays longest, longer than ventrals, 1^ in head; caudal truncate, its peduncle as deep as long.
Color
rose-colored, with yellow stripes along head and back top of head with
orange spots; a pale bar before vent; caudal fins sometimes with dark
spots fins otherwise plain. West Indies not common the specimens here
described from Cuba, being sent by Poey to the Museum at Cambridge.
{Mspanus, Spanish, its splendid colors resembling those of the Spanish
;

;

;

;

flag.)
Pleclropoma hispanum, Cuvier & Valenciennes Hist Nat. Poiss., ii, 396, 1S28, Martinique;
Poey, Memonas Cuba, i, 72 pi. 4, fig. 1, IS.il GCnther, Cat., i, 165, 1859.
Goniopleclriis bispanus. Poey, Synopsis, 289, 1868; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 346, 1890; Bou;

LENOER, Oat.,

I,

159.

498.

PETROMETOPON,

Gill.

(En.iambres.)
Petromelopon, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 105, {" giiltalns," PoEt =cnienlatits).

Frontal bones with an anterior groove or excavation for the reception
of the posterior processes of the premaxillaries, without processes on the
upper surface a curved or angular ridge across the posterior portion of
the frontals in fiont of the supraoccipital, connecting the parietal crests!
supraoccipital and parietal crests not produced forward. Dorsal spines
9; anal rays mostly 111,8; scales ctenoid; otherwise essentially as in
Species rather few, mostly of small size, distinguished from
Epinejihelus.
Bodianus chiefly by the peculiarities of the frontal bones, the above
account being taken from Boulenger, Cat., i, 175. {ntrpoc, stone fiErunov,*
;

;

forehead.)
* "Distingnisheil )iy tho petrous-Iiko convexity betwocn the supraorbital grooves and its
triangular sinus behind, into the angles on each side of which tlie lateral crests terminate; the
GilL
crests are parallel and the surface between flat or slightly convex."

Jordan and Evertnann.
a.

Lower jaw strongly
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projecting; opercular flap pointed; body with 9 or lOdark cross bands;

sides of boittl iind jaws with

spot behind eye;

many round

or yellowish spots; a largejet-blacU

bluisli

vertical fins edged with blue;

preoperch! very finely serrulate, its
angle not salient; scales rather largo (about 80); second anal spine longest; caudal
much rounded; ventrals not reaching vent.
panamensis, 1538.

aa.

Lower jaw not strongly

projecting; opercular flap very obtuse; body without cross bands;

body, head, and fins more or

les.s covered with scarlet or orange spots; about 4 round,
inky spots along base of dorsal; lower jaw not strongly projecting; caudal fin much
rounded; scales rather large, ctenoid (about 80); ventrals not reaching vent.
CRUENTATVS, l.WO.

1538.

PETROMETOPOX PAXAMEXSIS

(Steindachner).

Head 3 depth 3 eye 6 iu head. D. IX, 14 A. Ill, 8 scales 77, pores o3.
Body rather elongate, compressed. Head pointed, the lower jaw much
;

;

;

;

maxillary scaleless eye broader than interorbital space
in each jaw
angle of preopercle rounded, its edge
beset with very fine teeth; anterior profile of head steep and rather
straight dorsal spines moderate, subequal, the longest scarcely 1 head
second and third anal spines about equal; soft dorsal and anal high,
much rounded; caudal much rounded; pectoral rather long; scales
projecting

;

;

;

two small canines

;

;

;

strongly ctenoid.

Color, dark brownish violet; sides with 9 or 10 dark

head and jaws with many round bluish-yellow
and clear blue a large jet-black spot behind
eye; vertical fins edged with blue; fins unspotted. Panama. (Steindachner.) On rocky coral reefs; rare; the characters of the skull not
described by Steindachner, the only naturalist who has seen the sjiecies.
cross

bands

;

sides of

spots, those on lips smaller

;

Serranus panamensis, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitriige, iv,

Bodiauns panamensis,

Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 378,
Jordan & Swain, I. c., 398.

1,

1871, with plate,

Panama.

1890.

Enneacenlriis panamensis,

Epinephelns panamensis, Boulenger, Cat.,

1539.

177.

i,

PETROMETOPOX CRUENTATUS
(Enjambke

;

Coney

;

(Lac6p6de).

Red Hind.)

Head 21] depth 2| eye 5 in head. D. IX, 14 or 15; A. Ill, 8; scales
8-85 to 95-30, pores 50 to 55. Body oblong, rather deej) and compressed,
its width 2i in greatest depth.
Head moderate, a little acute anteriorly,
;

the profile nearly straight from snout to nape, where it is rather convex.
Month rather large, the maxillaiy extending somewhat beyond eye, its

length IJ iu head. Lower jaw not strongly projecting. Teeth iu narrow
bands, the depressible teeth of the inner series very long and slender,
longer than in any other of our species, those of the lower jaw and front
of upper especially enlarged, longer than the small, subequal canines
;

with a median depression, its width 7 in head.
Preopercle convex, very weakly serrate, its posterior angle obliquely subtruncate, without salient angle or distinct emargination. Opercle with 3
interorbital space narrow,

+

9 to 11
Nostrils small, subequal. Gill rakers slender, x
besides rudiments, the longest as long as gill fringes. Scales rather large,
mostly strongly ctenoid. Dorsal spines rather slender and pungent, the

distinct spines.

fourth and fifth spines highest, 3? in head, the outline of the fin gently
arched
caudal very convex, its middle rays If iu head, their length IJ
;
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times tbat of the outer rays; anal rounded, its longest ray half head;
second anal spine a little stronger than third and slightly longer, 2f in
head pectorals long, reaching much jiast tip of ventrals, 1^ in head
ventrals short, not reaching vent. In the typical form (erucntatus), from
rather deep water and among rocks, the ground hue in life is a livid
reddish gray, a little paler below, and the spots are vermilion, usually
darker posteriorly; the spots are larger especially anteriorly. In spirits
:

the vermilion spots become light gray, except posteriorly, where they
brown those on the head remain very distinct, those above never
disappearing.
Length about a foot. West Indian fauna Brazil to

are

;

;

Florida Keys
food-fish of

;

a beautiful fish

some importance,

Jurvucapeba or Ilaiara,

Maecgrave,

very

common on

the coast of
{cruentatus, dyed with blood.)
;

Hist. Brasil, 146, 1648,

Cuba

;

a

Brazil (doubtful).

Bloch, Ichthyol., 312, 1792, Martinique (description and figures from a irawing
by Pi.dmier); not Perca guUala of LiNNA:rs, which in Promicrojjs yiiltatns.

Perca

giitlala*,

Sjiams cruentalus, LAc£pfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 157,

pi. 4, fig. 1, 1803,

Martinique

(on a copy

of Plumier's drawing).

Saramis apiarius, PoEY, Memorias,

Gunthek,

SeiTanus coronalus,

Cat.,

ii,

143, 1860,

i,

124, 1859.

Havana.

Petromelopon apiarius, Poet, Synopsis, 18G8, 288.

Jordan & Swain, I. c, 399, 1884.
Jordan & Eioenmann, c, 378, 1890.

Enneacentnis gnUains,*

Bodianus a-uenlatus,

I.

Epinephelus guUalus, Bovlenqer, Cat.,

i,

17G.

Represented in shallow waters by the form or variety

1539a.

PETROMETOPON CRUENTATUS CORONATUS
(Brown Hind

;

(Cuvier A A alenciennes).

Petite N£oee.)

whitish or dusky olive, somewhat translucent, the head decidspots everywhere, all bright orange red, darker in the
center, those on the edges of the vertical fins darker maroon or cherry
color; four larger spots along base of dorsal, inky black, irregular, the
third largest, the fourth smallest; a very small one on each side of shoulder. Eyes green above, with red specks, iris j-ellow fins rather bluish;
tips of ventrals dusky, tips of vertical fins appearing so from the darker
color of the spots. In spirits, the bright spots become brown or fade
into the ground color those on the head mostly disappearing. In other
respects like the preceding, its colors duller. West Indies, north to Key
West; generally common, {coronatus, crowned.)
In

life,

edly greenish

;

;

;

Serraniis coronafus,

Cuvier

&,

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
GCnther, .Cat., I, 124,

Serranns coronatus var. nigriculus,

Poiss.,

ii,

371, 1828,

Martinique.

1859.

Petromelopon guUcUns, Poey, Synopsis, 288, 1868.
lipiiiephdus guUatus,

Jordan, Proc. U.

Enneacentrus guUatus coronatus,

*

As

name

Nat. Mus., 1884, 125.
I.

c, 1884, 398.

is in no wise concerned in forming the Perca gtdtata of Linna;us, the specific
should not be used for it. The Boiliaiiwi giillatus of Bloch {Serrautis myriasler
is an East Indian species, referable to Bodianus as here restricted.

this species
guUatitK

Cuvier

S.

Jordan & Swain,

& ValeQcieuues)

Jordan and

liverniann.

— Fishes of North America.
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Bloch.

(Jacob Eveutzens.*)
Bodiaims.t Blocii, Ichthyologia, 1790,

{(lutlatHn^

hodianus^ etc., sixtcies witli entire preopercle

ami

spine on operclo).
CephalophoJis,

Bloch & Schneider,

Serranus myriasler CuviEii

Bodiamts, Cuvier,

&

Syst. Ichth., 311, 1801, {aryu.i

=

liodimms

ijiUlatiis,

Br.ocii,—

Vai-enciennes).

R6gne Animal, Ed.

1, li,

276, 1817; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Phila., 1862, 237

(restriction to gullalns, etc.)

Uriphxton,l SwAiNSON,

Nat

Ilist.

Classn. Fishes,

ii,

202, 1839, (phxion).

Emieacentnis, Gill, Proc Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1805, 105, {oualalibi

ferred to Bodimius hodiaiiHs, Bloch,

Menephorvs, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat.
Enneislus,

Ili.st.

-

fulriix, Bof(mni(.«

being trans-

=

Harpc rnfa).
N. Y., x, 1869,

Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus,

50, (dtdnttK).

{acanthislins).

This genus is close to Epinepheluii, from which it is separated mainly by
the presence of 9 spines in the dorsal fin instead of 11. In character of
cranium the two genera differ little, the skull above having its bones
thin and smooth, the angular ridge on the posterior part of the frontals
being wanting, the parietal and supraoccipital crests not extending on
the frontals.
bright color.

Species rather numerous in warm seas, of small size and
(Bodiano or Pudiano, Portuguese name of the larger Labroid

name used for Harpe rufa, which Bloch referred to
The word is from pudor, modesty, and is cognate with Donzella, Senorita, and similar terms applied to the same fishes, in opposition
to Old Wife, Vieja, etc., given to the larger and plainly-colored species.)
fishes in Brazil, the

this genns.

Bodianus:
a.

Scales ctenoid; none of the dorsal spines elevated.
h.

Caudal fin not lunate; head and body with few or many small, blue, dark-edged spots.
c. Caudal fin rounded, the middle rays longest; snout with 1 or 2 blue stripes; back of
tail without conspicuous black blotch; scales small; lateral line about 115.
T.F.NIOPS, 1540.
cc.

Caudal fin truncate, the middle and outer rays about equal; snout without stripes;
back of tail with 2 black spots; lower jaw with a black spot at tip; scales
moderate; lateral lino about 90.

fulvus, 1541.
Ground color lemon-yellow; blue spots few.
ruber, 1541<i.
Ground color bright scarlet.
punctatus, 15416.
ddd. Ground color brown.
Menephortjs (n»ji'>), moon; (j>ope<i), to bear)
bl>. Caudal fin lunate, with prominent angles; body covered with blue spots.
e. Body rather deep; preoisercle evenly convex, without salient angle; mouth small,
the lower jaw much projecting, gill rakers slender, long, about x + 20; color
carmine red, the head, back, and sides more or less covered with blue, darkedged points; caudal tips black; some dark spots on maxillary and about eye;
d.

dd.

;

no black blotch on caudal peduncle or on
ee.

Body more

tip of

lower jaw.

dubius, 1542.

slender, the depth 4 in total length; eye 53-^ in head.
Pl'NCTlFERUS, 1543.

* According to Bloch, .lacob Evertzen was a noted Dutch pilot in the middle of the last century. From bis pock-marked face, his fellow sailors gave to these dark -spotted and freckled fishes
(especially to Bodianus giillaliii', the type of the genus) the name of Jacob Evertzen.

characters valueless or erroneous. It was
t Bodianus of Bloch is an artificial group, resting on
limited by Cuvier, in 1817, to species allied to Epinephelns; by Gill, 1862, to 9-spiued species of
and by Jordan & Gilbert, 1883, to the limits here assigned, Bodi<xims guUatm, Bloch
(= argus), an East Indian species, being recognized as the type.

this group;

JThe

generic

ciennes, of

the caudal

some
fin of

Jriphirlon was given to a specimen, "Serrauu.o j'liiTtou" Cuvier* Valenspecies oi Bodiamm, probably Bodianus nigripiuuts, according to Bouleuger, in
Fistuluria had been inserted.

name

which the caudal filament of

Enneisttjs {ivvia, nine;
aa. Scales
/.

Museum.
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io-ros,

not ctenoid;

mast):

tliird dorsal

spine elevated; maxillary naked.

Color red; a black streak on cheeks;

fins all

blackish on distal half.

ACANTHISTIUS,

1540.

Head

2^ to 3

;

BODIANUS T.ENIOPS

depth 3 to

(Cuvier

D. IX, 15

3^.

;

l.')44.

& Valenciennes).

A. Ill, 9 (rarely 10)

;

scales 10

Teeth forming rather broad
to 12, 125 to 130-42 to 48, pores 75 to 82.
bands, in 3 or 4 series on the sides of the mandible; canines strong.

Snout \\ to \\ diameter of eye, which

contained 5 to 6 times in length
head lower jaw
projecting; maxillary extending to below posterior border of eye or
beyond, the width of its distal extremity equal to or a little less than
diameter of eye; preopercle very finely serrated, the serras scarcely
enlarged at the angle, which is rounded middle opercular spine nearer
lower than upper, lower not extending so far back as upper opercular
head covered
flap obtusely pointed, its upper border strongly curved
with cycloid scales; snout and maxillary entirely or partially scaly.
Gill rakers 10 or 11, and 6 to 8 rudiments on lower part of anterior arch,
the longest longer than gill fringes. Dorsal originating above base of
pectoral; spines increasing in length to the third, which is about \
of head

;

interorbital

is

to 7 times in length of

width 6

;

;

;

;

length of head and shorter than posterior soft rays soft dorsal rounded
pectoral | to f length of head ventral shorter, reaching anus or not quite
so far; second and third anal spines equal, as long as or a little shorter
than longest dorsal spine and much shorter than soft rays caudal
rounded. Scales strongly ciliated. Dark brown (or red) all over, with
small, blue, black-edged spots a blue horizontal streak below the eye
Length 1 foot. (Bousoft dorsal, anal, and caudal edged with blue.
lenger.) West coast of Africa, and adjacent islands; very common; said
by Steindachner to stray to the coast of Florida and the Bahamas not
;

;

;

;

;

obtained by any American collector,

(ruwiw,

band;

wi/i,

face.)

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 370, 1828, Cape Verde GiiNTHEU,
Steindachner, Fische Afrikas, 1881, 4, iil. 1 ("very common on the coast
of Senegambia to the Cape Verde Islands and Guinea; rare on the coasts of the Bahama

SerrauMs (xniops,
Cat.,

I,

;

121, 1859;

Islands to Florida.")

Bodianns

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 919, 1883
Jordan & Swain, I. c, 402, 1884.
tveniops, Boulenger, Cat., i, 18G.

tfrniops,

;

Jordan & Eioenmann,

I.

c, 379, 1890.

Enneaceyitrus iieninps,

Epinephelus

1541.

BODIANUS FliLVUS

(Linuaus).

(Guativere; NictGEr-fish; Yellow fish; Bi'tter-fish; GuatIvere Amarilla.)

Head 2| depth 3 eye large, 5 in head. D. IX, 14 to 16 ; A. Ill, 8 or 9
Body oblong, moderately comscales 9-90 to 110-33, pores 53 to 65.
;

;

;

2^^ in depth.
Head rather pointed anteriorly,
the profile forming an even curve from snout to base of dorsal. Mouth
moderate, the maxillary extending somewhat beyond eye, its length 2 in
head. Lower jaw strongly projecting. Teeth in narrow bauds, rather
large, the depressible teeth smaller than in Petrometopon cruentatun canines

pressed, its greatest width

;

Jordan and

E^'erma/in.

rather small, subequal

;

— Fishes of iVorih America.
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iuterorbital space narrow, flattiah, with a

median

depression, its width 7 in head. Preopercle with weak serrations, its outline convex, with a slight and shallow emargination, its angle not salient.

Opercle with 3 distinct spines. Nostrils small, subequal. Gill rakers
x -(- 17 or 18, the longest as long as gill fringes. Scales rather
large, mostly strongly ctenoid.
Dorsal spines slender, pungent, the
fourth and fifth highest
the outline of the iin above nearly straight.
Caudal truncate, its angles slightly rounded, its longest (middle) rays Iv
in head, scarcely longer than the outer rays; anal high, rounded, its
slender,

;

longest rays 2 in head

second anal spine stronger and rather longer than

;

much past tips of ventrals, 1^
ventral short, not reaching vent. Color in the typical form
In life, lemon yellow, being somewhat orange red on the back

third, 2| in head; pectoral long, reaching

in head
(fiilvus)

;

:

two black spots on back of tail a few sky-blue spots on body anteriorly,
and on head with darker margins a few violet spots about eye fins
colored like body head, pectorals and dorsal a little redder than rest of
fish.
Edge of spinous dorsal blackish. Color in spirits, olivaceous yellow other color variations indicated below. Length about a foot.
West Indies ranging from Bermuda and Florida Keys to Bahia everywhere very common, the brown and the red forms most so, the yellow or
typical variety scarce in the markets of Cuba and not yet recorded from
;

;

;

;

;

;

Florida.

;

This

is

probably confined to water

inhabited by the red variety.

tawny

(J'ulvus,

Turdus Cauda convexa (the Yellow Fish), Catesby, Nat.
Labrtts fidvits, LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 287,
Giicdlvere amarilla,

Parra, Descr.

still

deeper than that

in color.)

Ilist. Carol., pi. x, fig.2, 1743,

Bahamas;

Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat.

Bahamas.

after Catesby.

Cuba, 1787, lam. v,
East Indies.

fig. 2,

Cuba.

nolocenirus auratus, Bloch, Ichthj-ol., vii, 57, pi. 236, 1792,

& Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, 33G; based on Parra's figures.
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 364,1828.
Serranus guativere, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 383, 1828, on Parra's second
Bodianus gualivere, Bloch
Serranus auratus,

figure;

Poey, Kepertorio,

i,

203.

Jordan & Swain, c, 4U2, 1884,
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 379.

Enneacenlrus ftdvus,

Bodianua ftUvus,

I.

Represented at moderate depths, especially in the West Indies, by the
form or variety

scarlet

1641a.

BODIANrS FULVUS RUBER
(Bed GuATivERE

Color in

life,

vivid scarlet

blue, with a jiurplish border;

;

;

(Bloch

Sc

Schneider).

Ouatilibi.)

spots on head nearly black

;

others light

two black spots on lower jaw and two on

back of tail caudal paler than body, with a few scattering dark jioints
ventrals and anal edged with dusky. Pectorals paler than dorsal. In
spirits this fish becomes pale, almost cream color
spots on head dark, the
;

;

;

others brown, with grayish margins.

West

Indies, etc.; very

(ruber, red.)

Marcgrave, Hist. Bvasil, 1G48, 147, Brazil.
Parra, Descr. Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat., 1787, lam. v, fig. 1, Cuba.
Perea punctata, Bloch, Ichth., 314, 1792, Martinique; ou a figure by Pli-.mieb.
Carauna,

Guativere,

common.
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Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 346,
grave; not Epiuephelus ruber, Block.
Serramts onalalibi, CuviEB & A'alenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
G-ymnoceplialus ruber,

Cat.

I,

1859, 120; Poey, Roiiertorio,

Museum.

pi. 67, 1801,

ii,

381, 1828,

on Curaitna of Marc-

Havana; Gunther,

202, 1867.

i,

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Jordan & Swain, I. c, 402.
ruber, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 379.

Serramis carauna,

ii,

384, 1828, Brazil.

'Enneacentrua fulvus outalibi,

Bodiamui fulvus

Represented along the shores from Southern Florida to the West Indies

by the brown form or variety
1541b. IIODIANUS

FULYUS PUNCTATUS

(Linnaiis).

(Xigger-fish; Negeo-fish; Black Guativere.)

Color in life, blackish olive spots everywhere on sides and head, dark
blue with light-blue centers dorsal fiu dusky olive, edged with darker, a
few spots on its base the soft dorsal margined with whitish. Caudal
dusky olive anal and ventrals violaceous black pectorals olivaceous
the spots in spirits become brown, with gray centers. West Indies, etc.;
;

;

;

;

;

everywhere common,

;

(punctatus, dotted.)

Perca marina punciicidata (the Negro-fish), Catesby, Hist. Carolina,

etc., pi. 7, 1843,

Bahamas.

Bahamas; based on Catesby.
Bahamas; after Catesby.

Perca punctata, Linn^^us, Syst. Nat., x, 1758, 291,

Pcrca punctulata, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1315, 1788,
Enneaceutrus punctatus, Poey, Synopsis, 288, 1868.

& Gilbert, Synopsis,
Jordan & Eigenmann,

Bodianus punctatus, Jordan
Bodianus /ulcus punctatus,

Epinephelus punctatus, Boulenger, Cat.,

c, 380.

MENEPHORUS,

BODIANUS DUBIUS

1542.

Head

I.

184.

I,

Subgenus

11+

919, 1883.

Poey.

(Poey).

depth 2f eye moderate, ii in head, as long as snout. D. IX,
3};
(the fin having been injured in youth) A. Ill, 9; scales 96. Body
;

;

;

rather deep and compressed, formed much as in Bodianus fulvus; head
anteriorly pointed, the profile forming a slight, even curve. Mouth

small; maxillary extending to posterior edge of pupil, 2^ in head

;

lower

jaw much projecting;
rather strong.

teeth moderate, the anterior canines in both jaws
Interorbital space narrow. Preopercle finely serrate, its

+

outline evenly convex. Gill rakers slender and long, x
Scales
SO.
moderate, strongly ctenoid. Caudal fin lunate, its angles pointed, the
inner rays 2J^ in head, the outer 1*. Dorsal spines low, stift', the longest
3 in head; outline of the fiu not notched; anal fiu high and rounded, its
longest rays 2^ in head; second anal spine stronger than third, but
scarcely longer, 3i in head pectoral long, reaching past tips of ventrals,
1^ in head. Color much as in Bodianus fulvus rH&er, bright red; head,
back, and sides covered with blue points, which are edged with blackish dorsal edged with dusky caudal tips black above and below; maxillary with a row of dark spots some dark spots about eye.
Length 9
inches. Cuba; 3 specimens known; the one above described in the
Museum at Cambridge, probably sent by Poey. A well-marked species,
;

;

;

;

I

Jordan and Evermann.

— Fishes of North America.
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author being
possibly the type of a valid genus. {dn(b%u», doubtful the
Serranus.)
to
belongs
species
the
whether
to
as
doubt
iu
Serramts chihiiin, Poey, IMemorias, II, 142, 1860, Cuba.
;

Menephorus

ToEy, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N.
Jordan & Eigenmann, c, 380.

dubiiis,

Bodianits diihkis,

Y., x, 1869, 50.

I.

1543.

BODIANUS

PI

NCTIFERUS

(Poey).

slender l^ody
Very similar to Bodianns duhiiis, differing in the more
in snout. Red, the blue
the dJpth 4 in total length eye 5* iu head, 1^
on the head blue and very
spots not covering the whole body, those
of dashes, rather linear
small those on the body forming oblique series
from one speciKnown
Cuba.
(Poey.)
l-spotted.
iins
than rounded;
dubim. {puncBodianus
of
variation
inches long, probably a color
;

;

men, 10

tum, point; fero, I bear.)
Menephorus pnnctifems, VOVY, Enumeratio,

21, 1875,

Havana.

Subgenus ENNEISTUS,* Jordan & Evermann.
1544.

BODIAXUS AtANTHISTIlS

(Gilbert).

equaling length of snout, 5 in length of
2t depth 2? eye large,
convex, 6i in head. D. IX, 17; A. ill,
narrow,
space
head; interorbital
mandible strongly projecting
9 scales 75, 56 pores. Mouth oblique, with
of premaxillaries ^n closed
outside
shutting
canines
the mandibular
pupil, its length half
behind
from
mouth; maxillary reaching vertical
in 2 perfectly defined series
mandible
of
sides
in
Teeth
that of head.
outer teeth nearly erect and
separated by a narrow groove-like interval;
obliquely inward and very slightly movdirected
series
inner
the
ri£id
patch of smaller movable teeth a symable (not strictly depressible); a
canines in front of them premaxillax.es
physis, with the customary pair of
terminating anteriorly in the double
teeth,
strong
of
wilh an outer series
vil ithis series a wide band of minute
pair of enlarged canines; behind
of similar vilhform teeth
bands
wide
movable
slightly
form teeth, only
patch without backward iM-olongaon vomer and palatines, the vomerine
nostrils close together, the
smooth;
tongue
line;
median
tion along
with a ^ap. Preopercle
anterior
the
larger,
the
posterior round and much
rounded, ashalconvexly
is
which
minutely serrulate on hinder margin,
or 3 --^^
angle, which is provided with 2

Head

;

;

•

;

;

-

low notlh above the
^^^J^
smooth, -*-«• ^^^^.^^^^'^ .^^'j;,*^
coarsely toothed; lower margin
opercle with 3 fla spinous
short;
anterior
the
angle,
below
stroncr 17
on opercles and on muldleot sides
poTntl Scales with Entire edges, those
and along ventral «;/l-^' ^^^^^
[he largest, smaller above lateral line
fandible with
(except opercles)
head
and
breast
ingmuch reduced on
°aked, ^op
wholly
premaxiUary
and
a Few embedded scales, maxillary
limbs of preopercle and
both
including
scaled,
wholly
and sides of head
*This subgenus seems

close to Bodianus, fron.

-^^^^^^^^

\l Jta'/Xax. "Th'chamf.r. Bonlenger is

{:-te£^m^rCSIcJ:^pK£Sn s;:c4,but
probably right in placing

it

with the group

here called Bod^aun,.
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the opercular membrane. First dorsal spiue very short, the third the
highest, half length of head, the fourth but little shorter in the type specimen the fifth and sixth rapidly shortened, while the seventh, eighth, and
ninth are again lengthened, thus forming a decided notch in the course of
the spinous dorsal; spines all with pungent tips; dorsal membranes from
;

third to sixth spines very deeply incised, that between third and fourth
joining latter on the basal f of its length soft dorsal and anal pointed,
not falcate, the outline behind angle straight; anal higher than the dor;

sal,

but shorter than the spinous dorsal; caudal rounded, 1| in the head;

beyond the ventraLs, and nearly to front of anal;
anal spine concealed in our single specimen, probably mutilated, the

pectorals long, reaching
first

second stronger but much shorter than the third, which is contained 4J in
the length of the head. Color of head and body uniform, probably red
in life a black streak on cheeks, following hinder edge of maxillary:
fins all blackish on distal half; basal part of fins scaly.
A single specimen, 16 inches long, from Alhatross Station 3017, in 58 fathoms, near Cape
Lobos, on the eastern shore of the Gulf of California. This peculiar species is characterized by its convex caudal, plain coloration (varied only
by a black streak behind maxillary), its comparatively large, smooth
scales, the naked maxillary, and the very high spinous dorsal with its
deeply incised membranes. Gulf of California; one specimen known.
;

{uKuvOa, sjiine; IgtIov, sail.)

(Gilbert.)

Bodianns acantldstius, Gilbert, Proc. U.

shore of Gulf of California.

500.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1S91, 552,

(Type, No. 46940.

Cape Labos, on the eastern

Coll. Albatross.)

EPINEPHELUS,

l^loch.

(Groupers.)
Epmephehis, Bloch, Ichtliyologia, 1793, (after, marginalis, bninneus,merra,

by authors).
Cema, BONAPARTE, Introdiizioue

r»fcer, etc.,

restricted to

marginalis

alia Classe Pesci,

Fauna

Italica,

tume

iii,

pt. 1, 1833, (giijas

=

guaza).
Cynkhfliijs,

SwAiimof!, Nat. Hist. Classn. Fishes,

Cromileptes,

Swainson, Nat. Hist.

11,

201, 1839, (flavo-purpuratus).

C'lassn. Fishes, ir, 201, 1839, (gigas, etc.).

Hyporlhodus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 237, (Jtaiicauda
Scltistonts,

= niveatus).

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 237, {mi/stacinus).

Lahroperca, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1803, 80, [Icdmformis).

Menis, PoEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., x.

p..

39, 1871, (gigas).

Day, Proc. ZoiJl. Soc. London, 1868, 193, {maderaspaleims, young).
Cema, Doderlein, Revistadelle Specie del genere Epinephebis o Cema, 1873, (gigas).
Homalogrystes, Alleyne & Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, i, 1876, 268,
Prirwanthichthys,

pi. vi, fig. 3,

(giintheri).

Jlyposen-anns,

Klunzinger, Fische des Bothen Meeres,

3,

1884, (won7/na).

Body stout, compressed, covered with small, ctenoid scales, which are
somewhat embedded in the skin scales of the lateral line triangu-

often
lar,

cycloid

;

;

soft parts of the vertical fins generally

more or

less scaly.

Parietal crests not produced on frontals which
are without transverse ridge posteriorly frontals with a process or knob
on each side behind interorbital area premaxillary processes fitting into

Cranium narrow above.

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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a notch or cavity on the anterior end of the frontals. Preopercle moderately serrate behind, its lower limb entire, without distinct antrorse
spine; opercle with two strong spines. Nostrils well sei)arated. Mouth
large maxillary large, with a well-developed supplemental Ijone, its surface usually with small scales. Canine teeth few, large in the front of
the jaws; enlarged teeth of the inner series of each jaw depressible.
Dorsal spines usually 11, rarelj' 10, not
Gill rakers short and rather few.
filamentous, the last ones somewhat shorter than the middle ones. Anal
spines 3, the second usually the larger the number of soft rays 7 to 9.
Caudal fin rounded or lunate. Pyloric cccca few (usually 10-20). Pectorals rounded, shortish, nearly symmetrical, of 15 to 20 rays. Ventrals
moderate, inserted below pectcrals, close together, each with a strong
Species very numerous, most of them of large size, aboundspine.
ing in all the tropical seas, where they are valuable food-fishes. This is
the largest and most important genus of the Scrranido-, and its species
are most widely distributed, {t-ivicpe'kor, clouded over, in allusion to the
membrane supposed to cover the eye in the typical species.)
;

;

SCHISTORUS

I.

(o-xttTTO!,

split;

opo9, for pylorus):

Nostrils unequal, tho posterior

larger, 3 times diameter of anterior; preopercle with 2 or
its
«.

II.

;i

much

the

small irregular teeth below

angle; pyloric cceca in increased number; head large.

Second and third anal spines about equal in length; color brownish, with about 8 darker
cross hands; dark bands radiating from eye; a dark mustache above maxillary; a
mystaci.ni's, 1545.
dark blotch on back of caudal peduncle.

Epinepiielus: Nostrils subequal, the posterior scarcely larger than anterior; pyloric coeca

a.

in moderate number.
Second dorsal spine short, lower than third or fourth, the

fin

not

much

notched; caudal

rounded more or less; lower opercular spine inserted farther back than upper.
Lateral teeth* of lower jaw in more than 2 rows, at least in the adult. Interorbital
space of moderate width, its breadth more than half diameter of eye and 7 to 10

h.

times in length of head.
Dorsal spines 10; body with faint, dark cross shades and many round, dark orange spots,
these extending on tho fins; vertical fins not edged with black; preopen^le vpithout
salient angle; maxillary naked; lower jaw strongly projecting (in all respects

except the number of spines almost identical with E. adfcensUmis).

ANALOGUS, 1546.
bb.

Dorsal spines 11; preopercle without distinct spinulcs on
c.

its

lower limb.

Maxillary naked.
d.

Lower jaw strongly projecting.
e. Body and head covered with

red or orange spots (dusky in spirits and always
darker than the ground color); vertical fins without dark edge, their
bases spotted like the body; body with large pale spots besides the
orange spots; young with large black blotches at base of doi-sal: angle
adscensioms, 1547.
of preopercle not salient; form robust.

ee.

Body and head reddish brown, tho adult nearly

plain, the

young with

darker spots; vertical fins broadly edged with dark brown. Body
D. XI, 15 or 16. Caudal fin convex
robust, the depth 3 in hngth.
behind; maxillary naked; dorsal spines low, subequal; interorbital
the
moderate, 6% in head; preopercle with strong teeth at its angle,
uuaza, 1548.
lower limb entire.

* Lateral teeth of lower jaw in two rows only in the group or subgenus
zinger.

//;//».« mi.iH.s,

Kluu-
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(id.

Lower jaw not prominent.

Preopercle without salient angle, the serrre at

the angle scarcely enlarged; caudal fin rounded; scales of body smootbish;

lower jaw not prominent; eye not surrounded by dark points; body

without traces of longitudinal darker stripes; caudal peduncle with a
large, quadrate black blotch

very old examples); color (in

above (sometimes obsolete in joung or in
spirits)

dark brown, with scattered roundish

blotches of pale bluish, these most distinct on breast and lower parts of

head;

fins pale, spotted like

the body, their edges darker; young with

large round, whitish spots, regularly arranged.
cc.

Maxillary more or
/.

i.abrifoemis, 1549.

less scaly.

Preopercle with a more or

less distinct salient angle,

which

teeth (these teeth occasionally undeveloped in E.

may be known by the
g.

is

armed with larger
which species

striatus,

presence of black points around the eyes).

Body without orange or dark-brown

spots, the spots (if

any) brownish or

pearly, difi'use or irregular; vertical fins without broad black margin.
h.

Caudal peduncle without black, saddle-like blotch above.
fin

truncate or emargiuate

when spread

maxillary usually more or

edging

of black; dorsal

with bright

less scaly; vertical fins

fin,

or a part of

yellow; color of

Caudal

open, not convex behind;

it,

without broad

distinctly

edged

body uniform reddish brown, a

from eye to angle of preorbital; a faint dark
no black spots anywhere; whole dorsal with a bright
yellow edging; anal and caudal without pale edging; caudal
clear blue streak

mustache;

slightly lunate; maxillary scaly; dorsal rays XI, 14; lower

jaw

strongly projecting (as in Ejiinephelns inreatns, with which this
species

seems to

agree very closely in all respects except the

FL.WOLIMBATUS, 1550.

color).
)(/(.

Caudal peduncle with a large quadrate saddle-like black blotch above
(sometimes wanting in E. nirealiis, especially in the young).
i.

Eye not surrounded by dark points; sides brown, marked with large
blotches of steel blue, these more or less regularly arranged
and not distinct on the breast; no dark crossbars; lower jaw
strongly projecting; caudal fin subtruncate,

its

acute; pyloric cajca rather numerous.
ii.

angles rather

niveatus, 1551.

Eye surrounded by conspicuous dark-brown

points;

body with

irregular dark cross bars; angle of preopercle little salient;

third dorsal spine highest, 2^2 in head; scales moderate, about
100; caudal rounded; lower

in
gj.

life

jaw

little

projecting; vertical fins

broadly edged with yellow.

striatus, 1552.

Body covered with small dark orange or brown

spots;

lower jaw not

prominent; interorbital space very narrow, not half diameter of eye.
Vertical fins broadly edged with blue black, their bases unspotted;

body without pale

spots, the

orange spots rather small; body rather
maculosvs, 1553.

•slender; size small.
I/'.

Preopercle without salient angle; body, head, and

dark reddish lirown,
profusely covered with small pearly-white stellate spots; body robust: lower

jaw projecting; caudal subtruncate, with sharp

fins

angles.

DRUMMOND-HAYI,
aa.

1554.

Second dorsal spine elevated, not lower than third or fourth; caudalfin lunate; preopercular angle little salient, without enlarged teeth; interorbital width l^'^ in bead;
color brown, clouded with whitish lower parts flushed with orange red; small dark
;

spots about eye; vertical tins broadly edged with blue black,

mouio, 1555.
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Gill.

EPINEPHELUS MYSTACINUS*

(Poey).

(CnERNA DE LO ALTO.)

Head 2^; depth 2%
18-120-50, pores 75.

;

eye large, 4i in head.

D. XI, 15

;

A. Ill, 9

:

scales

Body oblong, rather deep, somewhat compressed,
its thickness 2| in its depth.
Head large, rather ol)tu8e, the anterior
profile little convex and not steep.
Mouth moderate, the broad maxillary
reaching posterior border of eye, 2i in head maxillary naked or nearly
Teeth rather strong, those below mostly biserial, those above in a
narrow band canines small, shorter than the depressible teeth of the
inner series, those of the lower jaw scarcely dittereutiated lower jaw
;

so.

;

;

projecting.

Posterior nostril larger than anterior, nearly round.
Interorbital space slightly convex, 6 in head. Preopercle rather sharply
serrate, the posterior limb nearly vertical, not emarginate, the angle
nearly a right angle, its serrations considerably enlarged, coarse, variable
in form, some of the lower ones usually hooked forward. Lower limb
little

straight, its edge otherwise entire.

Skull essentially as in other species
Opercle with 3 distinct spines, larger than in any other
of our species. Gill rakers short and thick, 15 below the angle. Scales
mostly ctenoid, those on head small none on the maxillary and few on
lower jaw. Lower jaw with 5 or 6 large mucous pores on each side, more
distinct than in our other species. Dorsal spines rather strong and high,
the first nearly half the second, which is considerably higher than the
tenth; third spine longest, 2f in head; second, fourth, fifth, and sixth
but little shorter soft dorsal rather high; caudal rounded, its longest
ray 1| in head; anal rounded, its longest ray 2^ in head; second anal
spine stronger than third, which is of the same length, 3f in head pectorals reaching slightly beyond tips of ventrals. If in head
ventrals
rather long. Pyloric cceca many, according to Poey. Color in life, dull
olive brown, the body grayish brown crossed by 8 bands of dark olive
brown, the one on caudal peduncle broader than the others, darkest on
back of tail these bands, which are more conspicuous in life than those
of other species of this genus, become faint in spirits
a dark mustache along edge of maxillary
three dark bands across cheek, almost
disappearing in spirits; dorsal dull olive, the bands of sides extending
on the scaly parts caudal and anal dull olive, the anal dusky in spirits;
ventrals blackish; pectorals light olive brown; mouth bluish within.
West Indies, south to Brazil not rare. It inhabits deeper water than
most species of Epineplielus. Size small; length about 2 feet; the specimen here described from Havana, 10 inches long, (fivaru^, mustache.)

of Epineplielua.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Serranus viystacinus, Poey, Memorias,

52, 1851, pi. 10, flg. 1,

i,

Cuba; Gunther,

Cat.,

i,

109,

1859.
Schislorus mystacinus,

Poey, Kepertorio,

Epinephehis mystacinm,

ii,

Jordan & Swain,

I.

154, 1868.

c, 383, 1884;

Jordan & Kigenmann,

I.

c, 360, 1890.

* This specie.? is referred liy Dr. Boiilenger to the synonymy of Epinephelns septemfascialut
(Thunborg). It is evidently oloscly allied to this Japanese form, but we hesitate to unite them
without material for comparison.
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EPINEPHELUS.

EPINEPHELUS ANALOGUS,

Gill.

(CaBRILLA PlNTA.)

Head

2;^

A. Ill, 8

depth 3 to 3i eye rather large, 5f in head. D. X, 17;
Body oblong, rather
scales 14-110 to 120-40, pores 70 to 73.

to 3;

;

;

Head moderately acute, the anterior profile straight from tip of
snout to above eye, thence moderately convex; snout short, 4| in head.
Mouth large, oblique, the maxillary reaching to beyond eye. its length 2\ in
head. Maxillary naked. Lower jaw strongly projecting. Canine teeth
short, thoseof lower jaw small. Interorbital space gently convex, its width
7| in head. Nostrils round, subequal. Preopercle well serrate, its outline
strongly convex, without distinct emargination. Gill rakers moderate,
about as long as gill fringes, 17 or 18 below angle of arch. Scales moderDorsal spines rather
ate, rather strongly ctenoid, mostly cycloid above.
strong, the third and fourth subequal, 3^ in head; caudal tin slightly
rounded, l/j in head anal high, its longest ray 2f in head. Second anal
stronger than third, but rather shorter, 5 in head pectorals reaching
beyond tips of ventrals, \% in head ventrals shortish, not reaching vent.
Color in spirits: Brown, clouded with darker and with faint dusky cross
bars body and fins everywhere covered with roundish dark-brown spots
larger and fewer below, smallest and most numerous on the fins, and
everywhere very distinct soft dorsal with 3, spinous dorsal with about 2
rows of dark spots. In life, orange brown on an olivaceous ground, as in
robust.

;

;

;

;

;

E. adsceusionis, to which species, as the name indicates, this fish is
extremely analogous. No distinct dusky edgings to fins no evident dark
blotches along base of dorsal. Length 1 foot. Pacific Coast of tropical
;

common on the Pacific Coast of Mexico. Here described from
No. 4944, U. S. Nat. Mus., from Panama, (analogus, similar; its form and
coloration resembling those of Ejrinejyhelus adscensionis.)
America

;

Epinephelus aualogus, Gii.L, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 163,

& Swain,
Serrwms

I.

c, 393, 1884;

courladei,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

BocouET, Aun.

Sci.

Panama,

(Coll.

Dow), Jordan

c, 354, 1890.

1.

Nat. Paris, 222, 1868,

La Union, San

Salvador.

(Coll.

Bocourt.)

1547.

EPINEPHELUS ADSCENSIONIS
(Rock Hind

Head
8

;

2?

;

depth

3;

;

Cabra Mora.^

eye moderate, 6 in head.

D. XI, 17; A. Ill,

7,

or III,

Body comparatively robust,
compressed, the greatest thickness 2 in depth. Head subconic,

scales 12-90 to 110-40, pores 55

little

(Osbeck).

or 60.

acute, its anterior profile straight from tip of snout to nape, thence
slightly gibbous.

Mouth rather

large,

the maxillary reaching rather

beyond the eye, 2i in head. Lower jaw rather strongly projecting, more
prominent than in any other of our species. Teeth in rather broad
bands, the canines short and stout, those of the lower jaw larger than
those of the upper. Interorbital space flatfish, not very narrow, its
width 6 in head. Nostrils subequal, roundish. Preopercle finely serGill
rate, its outline strongly convex, with a very slight emargination.

Jordan and Evertnann.
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rakers rather sbort and thick, 15 to 18 below the angle. Scales moderate, mostly strongly ctenoid.
Dorsal spines rather strong, the third and
fourth longest, 3^ in head, the outline of the fin little convex, the second

spine about as long as tenth; caudal fin slightly rounded, 2 in head
second anal spine stronger than third, the length
longest anal ray 21
equal, 3| in head; pectorals broad, reaching much beyond the tips of the
short ventrals, 1^ in head; ventrals not reaching vent.
Pyloric C(i;ca 12
(Poey). Color in life: Olivaceous gray, with darker clouds; a number of
irregular whitish blotches, roundish, mostly rather larger than pupil,
•

;

scattered over diiferent parts of the body; 5 roundish, blackisli blotches,
ill-delined along sides of back, the 4 under the dorsal fin extending up on
the fin, these disappearing with age; head and body everywhere covered

with round orange-brown spots of varying sizes, the centers more orange,
the borders rather brown the spots largest on breast, smallest on lips
and upper parts, equally distinct everywhere. Mouth pale within, its
roof with red spots dorsal light olive, with rather sparse spots, colored
like those of the body, but smaller
no dark edge to dorsal or anal
;

;

;

numerous whitish spots on dorsal, especially on soft dorsal caudal pale
olive, with some paler spots.
Anal reddish, marked like dorsal, its spots
;

larger

;

basal half of pectoral similar, outer part plain olive

;

ventrals

with orange spots; the orange-brown spots of body and head
become brown in spirits. Length about 18 inches. West Indian fauna;
Florida Keys to Brazil, Ascension and St. Helena islands; common in
rocky places widely distributed through the Western Atlantic recorded
by Boulenger from the Cape of Good Hope. It is considered a finer foodfish than any of the others,
(adscensionis, from Ascension Island, where
liale,

;

;

was

the species
Pira-pixanga or

first

Oat-viscli,

taken.)

Marcgrave,

Ptrca tola maculis, Seba, Thesaurus,
TracJiinus adscensionis,

Island.
slellio,

Osbeck, Iter Chin.,

etc., 1757,

cenlnts macuhUus,

edition, 96, 1771,

Ascension

Bloch,

1788, 46; after Osbeck.

Piscium, 349, 1792; after Seha.
pi. 313, 1792,

tafel 242,

Martinique (ou a

figure by

an East Indian species of Epineplielns

Plumier; not Holo-

= Holocentms albo/ns-

Lac£p£de).

Trachinus oshech, LAcfipfiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Sjiarus atlanticus,
.

and in English

Bonnaterre, Tableau Encycl. Method,

Walbaum, Artedi

Perca maculata, Bloch, Ichthyol.,

ciis,

Brazil (doubtful).

tab. 27.

Osbeck.)

(Coll.

Trachinus punctahts,

Perca

Hist. Brasil, 152, 1G48,

ill,

Lac^P^de,

I.

c, iv, 158,

ii,

364, 1800; after Osheck.

pi. 5, fig.

I,

1803,

Martinique

(on a copy of a drawing

by Plumier).

Serranus nigrieulus,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poies.,

ii,

375, 1828,

Martinique.

(Coll.

Plee.)

Serranus pixanga,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Poey, Kepertorio, I, 203, 1866.
Serranus aspersus, Jenyns, Voy. Beagle, Fishes,
Verde Islands. (Coll. Darwin.)
Setranus impeliginosxis,

GiJNTHER, Cat.,

I,

6,

1842,

ii,

383, 1828, after

Mar( grave;

Porto Praya, St. Jago, of the Cape

Muller & Troschel, SchomburgkV

Hist. Barb.,

66."i,

1848,

Barbadoes;

142, 1859.

Serranus varius, BoCOUET,

Ann.

Sci.

Nat.

^5), x,

1868, 222,

Gulf coast of Mexico.

(Coll.

Sahini

& Boucard.)
Holoeentrus xiunctatus, Bloch, Ichthyol., vin, pi. 241, 1790.
Serranus maculalus, Peters, Btrlkior Mouatsber., 1866, 109 (identification of Perca maculatii,

Block).
F. N. A.
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I^inephelus punelattu, Poey, Enutneratio, 16, 1875.
l^inephelus

atlanliciin,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Sj'nopsis, 918, 973, 1883.

Jordan & Swain, Pror. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 391.
aducemionis, Jordan & Kigenmann, I. c, 354, 1890; Boulenoer,
<wper8us, Jordan & Eioenmann, I. c, 358.

Epinephelus (wcenxmm,

Epinephelus
B}pinephelut

1548.

EPINEPHELUS OUAZA
(Merou; MfiRO

;

Cat.,

i,

228.

(Linnieus).

Guasa.)

Head 2i depth 2f ; eye 5f in head.
17-100 to 120-42 to 55, pores 55 to 60.

D. XI, 15; A. Ill, 8; scales 12 to
Body rather deep profile steep
snout short, rather pointed; lower jaw little projecting; canines small;
preopercle without salient angle, the teeth just above the angle large
and strong; lower limb of preopercle entire. Scales of head cycloid.
15.
Interorbital space narrow, not as wide as
Gill rakers very short,
eye; maxillary naked, 2^ in head. Third dorsal spine highest, 2| in
head; anal high and rounded, its second spine 5 in head; caudal
rounded; pectoral 1^ to 2 in head; ventral short, not reaching vent.
Color in spirits: Dark brown, with rather faint, round, whitisli spots
which are irregular, and arranged somewhat in vertical rows, and most
distinct on caudal peduncle; dorsal, anal, caudal, and pectorals broadly
edged with black. Coasts of southern Europe and western Africa, ranging north to England and westward to Cape of Good Hope and Rio
reaching a length of 3 feet, and weight
Janeiro, and to Guiana
of about 25 pounds. This description is taken from No. 4506, M. C. Z.,
15 inches long, collected at Rio do Janeiro by Professor Agassiz. There is
not mvich doubt that Ejnnfjifiefii^ brachj/somus, Cope, and the Brazilian
Valenciennes to Epintphcluii didirojiteriis,
specimens referred by Cuvier
belong to this form, for which the earliest American specific name is
We are, however, unable to see any difference between the
mentzeli.
Brazilian form and the common " M6rou " of the Mediterranean. (Guana
or Guaza, Spanish name of the large fishes called Merous or Garrupas.)
(Eu.)
;

;

;

x+

;

&

Labrus guaza, Linn;eu8, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 285, " Habitat in Pelage.

BrCnnich, Ichthyol. MasBiliensis, 65, No. 81, 17GH, Marseilles.
Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poisa., iv, 377, 1803, Marseilles; after BRi'iNNicii.
Serranut menlzeli, CirviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 291, 1828, coast of Brazil;
GCnther, Cat., I, 140, 1859.
Perca rohusta, Coucii, Mag. Nat. Hist., 1832, v, 21, fig. 7, Polperro, Cornwall.
(Coll. R. T. Lowe.)
Serranug nuirginalus, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1833, 142, Madeira.
(Coll. It. T.
Ben-anus fimbriatus, LowE, Trans. Cambr. Phil. Soc, 1836, 195, pi. i, Madeira.
Lowe.)
Serranns onguji, GCnther, Cat., I, 142, 1859; not Epinephelun ongim. Block, a Japauesu fish.
Epinephelus IrachjHommi, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. Phila., 1871, 466, Rio Janeiro.
Serranns gigaa, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., il, 270, pi. x.wii, 1828; GCnther,
Percagigas,

Eolocetilrus merou,

and of European authors generally.
Doderlein, Rivista del Genere Epinephelun o Cerna, 1882,
description and synonymy).
Cat.,

Cema

I,

132, 1859,

gigas,

Epinephelus gigas,
I.

Jordan & Swain,

c, 359; Boulenoer, Cat.,

i,

10, tab. 1, fig. 1

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 388;

232.

(detailed

Jordan & Eioenmann,

Jordan and Evermann.
1549.

Head

2*; depth
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(Jenyns).

D. XI, 15; A. Ill, 8; scales 9-90 to 100-40, pores
55 to 57. Body oblong, moderately compressed, the back somewhat elevated. Head rather slender and sharp, anteriorly pointed, the profile
nearly straight from the tip of the lower jaw to the base of the dorsal.
Snout sharp, 3* in head. Lower jaw strongly projecting. Month moderate, the maxillary extending to slightly beyond eye, its length 2\ in
head. Maxillary naked. Canines moderate, about equal in the 2 jaws.
Nostrils subequal, roundish. Eye large, 5i in head. luterorbital space
narrow, convex, its width 9 in head. Preopercle weakly and liluntly serrate, its angle evenly rounded, without evident notch or salient angle.
Scales moderGill rakers rather short, about IG on lower limb of arch.
Dorsal spines strong, the fourth, fifth, and sixth longest, 3
ate, ctenoid.
in head.
Soft dorsal not very high. Caudal slightly convex, 2!, in head.
Longest anal ray 2.f in head. Second anal spine about as long as third,
4i in head. Pectorals short, reaching little past tips of ventrals, 11 in
head. Ventrals not quite reaching vent. Color in spirits: Dark brown
everywhere, on head, bodj', and fins much clouded with roundish pale
blotches, these most distinct on breast and lower parts of head a conspicuous black blotch on back of caudal peduncle fins rather pale,
darker toward their edges, with narrow, pale margin, spotted like the
body, the spots smaller and fainter. In life, the mouth is salmon color
within, the pectoral salmon yellow, with pale edge; caudal with a maroon
band above and below dorsal edged with blackish red spots on sides
and belly nearly white. Length 2 feet. Pacific Coast of tropical America
Cape San Lucas to the Galapagos Islands, abundant in rocky places here
described from 28213, U. S. N. M., from Socorro Island. Specimens seen
from Cape San Lucas, Mazatlan, Manzanillo, Acapulco, Panama Socorro,
Albemarle, Charles, and Indefatigable islands. (Labrus forma, form.)
3.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Serranns labriformis, Jenyns,

of Beagle, Fishes,

Zoiil.

8, pi. 3,

1840,

Galapagos Islands,

(Coll.

Charles Darwin).
Ej)inephehis sellicauda, GiLL, Proc.

Xantus)

;

Jordan

it

Swain,

/.

Ephiephehis ordinatiis, Cope, Trans.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

Am.

Ei)i»ephelux labriformis, GijfiTiiER, Cat.,

Jordan & Swain, L c,
I,

186-.!,

250,

Cape San Lucas,

(Coll.

c, 385.

1884, 387;

Phil. Soc, 1.S71, 406,
i,

152,

Joedan &

Panama.

dark blotch on back of tail not noticed;
Eigenmann, I. c, 35(5, 1890; Boulengee, Cat.,

1S.')9;

230.

1550.

EPINEPHELUS FL.WOLIMBATrS,

Poey.

(YELLOW-FINNKD GBOUTKn.)

D. XI, 14 A. Ill, 9. Lower jaw strongly project2i depth 2f
Closely related to Epim2)hclits Hir((i/M.v, with which it seems to agree
Color in life: Brownish fiesh color,
in all respects except in color.
unspotted, a clear, blue streak from angle of eye to preopercle no spots
or blotches anywhere, and no black on caudal peduncle; whole dorsal

Head

;

.

;

ing.

;

with a narrow edge of bright yellow dorsal, pectorals, anal and caudal
without pale edging ventrals dusky a very faint mustache of dark
olive along the maxillary. Three specimens of this species have been
;

;

;
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AIuse urn.

obtained at the Snapper Banks off Pensacola by Mr. Silas Stearns.
These differ a little from Poey's account, but they evidently belong to
the same species as the ^. ,//acy/i«i7*a<«s of Poey. In all details of form
the species seems to agree fully with E. niveatits, but the coloration is
quite unlike that of the latter species, and so sharply defined that we are
obliged to admit it as a distinct species. It may, nevertheless, prove to
be the adult of Epinephelus nireatus, as supposed by Dr. Boulenger.
West Indies, recorded from Havana and Pensacola, in rather deep water;

Our specimens
not common.
{Jlavus, yellow; limhus, edge.)
EpinephelusJlavoUmbalns, ToEY, Repertorio,

& ElGENMANN,
Epinephehis niveatus,

I.

i,

tlie

183, 1867,

Snapper

Pensacola

Cuba; PoEv,

Banks.

Synopsis, 286, 1868;

Jordan

c, 357, 1890.

Joedan

15.^1.

Head

from

Sc

Eveumann,

Proc. U.

8.

EPINEPHELUS NIVEATUS

Nat. Mus., 1886, 475.

(Cuvier

&

Valeucieunes).

D- XI (rarely X), 14 or 15; A. Ill, 9; scales 18-115
Body oblong, compressed, the back elevated;
the anterior profile somewhat convex the snout short, rather sharp, its
length 3| in head. Mouth large, the maxillary extending to below posterior margin of eye, its length 2 in head. Canines rather strong, especially in upper jaw. Lower jaw considerably projecting. Eye rather large.
Preopercle with its angle decidedly salient, armed with stronger teeth,
the emargination above the angle slight. Interorbital space flatfish, its
width 7J in head. Gill rakers moderate, the longest as long as gill fringes,
about 15 on lower limb of arch. Scales moderate. Dorsal spines rather
high, the fourth about 2f in head soft dorsal of moderate height caudal
truncate, 2 in head anal moderate, its second anal spine about as long as
third, 2f in head; longest soft ray 2^.
Pectorals not reaching to the tips
of the long ventrals, 1-1% in head. Tentrals nearly reaching vent, about
as long as pectorals. Color of young specimen in alcohol: Brown, with
round whitish spots on the body, rather smaller than pupil, regularly
arranged in vertical and horizontal series, about 5 in horizontal and 4 in
vertical row these rows sometimes show irregularities no distinct spots
on breast a very large black blotch on upper part of caudal peduncle,
much larger than in E. labriformis and extending to below lateral line
a dark mustache above edge of maxillary; tins nearly plain, probably
yellowish in life, the dorsal with a median row of round dusky spots on
the membranes. (Description from young specimen 6J inches long.
West
Indies to Brazil (Rio Grande do Sul)
not very common; occasionally
2\; depth

2-i^o-

to 120-50, pores 67 to 75.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

)

;

in the Gulf Stream as far as Newport, Rhode Island.
Some
specimens lack the saddle-like blotch on the tail, but in all the pearly
spots on the side are persistent, (niveatus, snowy.)

northward

niveattis, CnviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 380, 1828, Brazil; GfNTHEu,
Cat., 1, 130, 1859.
Serranns martjarilifer, Gunther, Cat., I, 131, 1859, South America.
Serramts conspersus, Poev, Memorias, ii, 139, 1860, Havana.
Uyporthodns flnvkaudn, GiLl, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1861, 98; young specimen, taken at Newport, Rhode Island. (Coll. Samuel Powell.)
Epinejiheltis iiirealiis, PoEY, Synopsis, 286, 1868; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 541, 1883; Jordan
& Swain, I. c, 386, 1884; Jordan & Eiqenmann, I.e., 357, 1890; Boulenger, Cat., i, 226.

Seiranns

Jordan and Evermann.
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EPINEPHELCS STRIATUS (Bloch).

(Nassau Grouper; Hamlet; Cherna Criolla.)

Head 2f depth 2\; eye rather large, 5i in head (young). D. XI, 17;
A. Ill, 8; scales 13 to 18-110 to 125-45 to 55, pores 55 to 65. Body rather
deep, not strongly compressed, its greatest width 2? in depth.
Head
;

somewhat pointed; the anterior profile nearly straight to the front of the
dorsal. Mouth moderate, the lower Jaw little projecting; the maxillary
reaching posterior border of eye, 2\ in head. Teeth in moderate bands;
2 moderate canines in front of each jaw, the lower smallest.
Nostrils
close together, the posterior a little the larger, ovate.

narrow,

somewhat concave,

flattish, or

%l in head.

slightly salient, a shallow notch above

Interorbital space

Angle of preopercle

it
the teeth at the angle someabout 16 below the angle. Scales moderate, strongly ctenoid.
Dorsal spines of moderate strength, higher than
in most species, the second much higher than tenth, the third highest, 2^
in head soft dorsal rather high caudal rounded, 1-^ in head soft anal
rounded, the largest ray 2^ in head; second anal spine stronger than third
and about as long, 4 in head; pectorals reaching tips of ventrals, 1?, in
head. Ventrals short, barely reaching vent. Color in life: Rather pale
olivaceous gray, paler below, and with obscure whitish clouds along sides
body with about 4 vertical bars, very irregular and undulating, of an
olive brown color, darker on the back, and all extending on the dorsal
fin
a square blotch of jet black on back of tail a band of dark olive
through eye and on snout, meeting its fellow on shoulder just before
dorsal
another on median line of snout, forking opposite front of
eye, the 2 bauds extending backward parallel and ceasing abruptly on
occiput without reaching the other band dark shades radiating from eye
below a ring of deep brown or blackish points around eye, the upper
ones on eye a deep orange-red stripe on lower edge of preorbital mouth
within partly orange lower parts of head and breast tinged with orange
and with coppery cloudings vertical fins colored like the parts of the
body nearest them edge of both dorsals yellow caudal and anal tipped
with orange yellow ventrals blackish, faintly yellowish at tips pectorals
chieily light orange, dusky at base bands and dark markings of body
becoming fainter in old examples of this species, and almost disappearing
in alcoholic specimens. West Indies, Key West to Brazil
very common
a well-marked species and a food-fish of importance. Length 3 feet those
usually found in the markets much smaller, (striatus, striped.)

what

larger.

;

Gill rakers slender,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Parua,

Cherna,
Anlhinx

strialit.t,

Antliids cherna,

Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat., 1787, 50, lam. 24,

Bloch, Icbtbyologia,

Block & ScHNEinER,

Havana.

IX, 109, pi. 324, 1792,

Martinique; on a

Syst. Ichth., 310, 1801,

Cuba;

figure by Plumier.

Pauua.

after

Spantx chrysoriielaiiums, LAclipEDE, Hist. Nat. PoiSB., IV, 100,1803, Martinique; mi a copy of

Plumier's
Serranus

figure.

striatus,

Cuvier

&.

Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

ii,

288. 1828;

GCntmeu,

110.

Epinephelus

striatus,

J o&i> AH & Eigenmann,

/.

c, 356, 1890; Boulenuer, Cat.,

i,

2.35.

Cat., i,18.'>9,
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EPINEPHELCS MACULOSUS
(Cabrilla;

(Cuvier

&

Museum.

Valenciennes).

Red Hind.)

Head 2\, depth 3| eye large, 4^ in bead, rather longer than snout. D.
XI, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales 19-100-x. Body rather slender, moderately compressed, tlie back somewhat elevated, the greatest thickness of the body
2f in its greatest depth. Head rather long and pointed, its anterior proMouth not very large, the maxfile regularly and rather weakly arched.
.

;

;

illary reaching to below posterior margin of eye, its length 2^ in head
lower jaw rather weak, its tip little projecting teeth rather strong, in
moderate bands both jaws with two moderate, curved canines, those in
Interorbital space very narrow, anteriorly conthe upper jaw largest.
cave, its width 11 in head nostrils small, round, close together, the posPreopercle weakly serrate, with a salient angle, which is
terior largest.
armed with stronger teeth a shallow emargination above the angle. Gill
rakers slender, longer than gill fringes, 15 to 17 developed below. Scales
of moderate size, rather strongly ctenoid. Dorsal spines rather slender
but pungent, the second spine considerably higher than the tenth, the
third and fourth longest, 2i^ in head soft rays lower than the highest
spines caudal fin rounded, its length 2 in head anal rather high, posteriorly rounded, its longest soft rays 2? in head second anal spine somewhat stronger than third and rather longer, 3 in head pectorals rather
narrow, reaching past tips of ventrals. If in head ventrals short, not
reaching vent. Color in life Light yellowish olive above, whitish below
three broad, oblique, obscure bands of olive running upward and backward on sides spots on body vivid scarlet red, those above a little darker,
the edges of the scales being brown inside of mouth mostly pale, partly
dorsal olive yellow, somewhat clouded, a few red
scarlet; belly spotted
caudal
soft dorsal broadly edged with black
spots on spinous dorsal
yellowish, the posterior half black, its edge white; anal like soft dorsal;
ventrals red,
pectorals light yellow, with rows of small scarlet spots
blackish at tips; branchiostegal membrane spotted like body. The olive
bands on sides disappear in spirits, and the red spots above become brown,
those below gray. West Indies; Carolina to Brazil. This is one of the
smaller species of the genus, rarely exceeding 18 inches in length very
abundant in the Havana market. West Indies occasionally north to
Charleston, the Florida Keys, and the Bermudas; south to Brazil; here
described from Havana specimens, (maculosus, s23otted.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

Cugnpugnacu

Brazil,

the Hind, Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolina,

etc., pi. 14, 1743,

Bahamas;

not

Maecgeave.
Cabrilla, Paeba, Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat. Cuba, 1787, Havana.
LtUjanus lunulatus, Bloch & Schneidee, Syst. Iclithyol., 329, 1801; after Cabrilla of Parea; not
Liiijanus lunulatus (Mungo Park).
Serramis opua,* Cuvieb & Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 287, 1828; not Bodianus apua,
Block; Gunthbr, Cat.,i, 140, 1859.
of

* We reject the name apua formerlj- used by us for this species, the original Bodianus ajma of
Bloch being in our opinion based on tlie red variety of Myctemperca veneiwsa. The name gnUalns,
Linnanis, is based chiefly on the Cugupiiguacu of Marcgrave, with which Catesby had erroneously identified his " Hind," which is the present species. The oldest tenable name of this fish,
so far as we can see, is Epinephehts maculosus.

Jordan and Evermann.
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CuviEu &. Valenciennes,
E.Yamined by Dr. Boulenger.)

Serramis maculosm,

c,

/.

ii,
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(Type, No. 7360, Mus. Paris.

332, 1828.

CuviER & Valenciennes, I. c, ii, 373, 1828, Martinique.
Serranus arara, Cutier & Valenciennes,
c, ii, 377, 1828, Havana; erroneously identified
with Bonaci arard of Parra.
f Serranus anffits^/rojis,* Steindachner, Verli. Gas. Wien, xiv, 1864, 230, pi. vii, fig. 213, Cuba.
Serranus

catiis,

1.

Epineplielus cubanus,

Poey, Repertorio,

i,

202, 1867,

Cuba.

Serranus stadlhouderi, Vaillant, Miss. Sci. Mex., Poiss., 69, 1877; based on Serranm macnlosug,
CuviER & Valenciennes, the name regarded as preoccupied by Serranus maculaius, which is
adscenscionis.

Seiranus lunnlalus,

CuviER & Valenciennes,

I.

c,

ii,

379, 1828; after

Parra.

Epinephclns hmulatus, PoEY, Synopsis, 286, 1868.
Epinephehis gutlatus,
guttata,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 919, 973, 1883; wrongly identified with Perca

LiNNiEUS.

Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 389.
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 375, 1890.
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 355, 1893; Boulengee,

Epineplielus apua,

Dermatolepis angustifrous,
Epinephelus cuius,

1554.

EPIXEPHELUS DRUMMOND-HATI,

Cat.,

i,

210.

Goode & Bean.

(Speckled Hind; John Paw.)

Head2|; depth 2|; eye 6 to 8 in head. D. XI, 16; A. Ill, 9; scales
Body robust lower jaw strongly projecting preopercle evenly

32-125-57.

;

without salient angle

;

caudal truncate or slightly emarginate, the
angles acute. Dark umber brown, densely covered with small pearly
white spots, those below smaller and nearly round, all arranged in somewhat irregular series; fins not dark-edged, all covered with similar spots,
those of the paired fins chiefly on the inner surface; lower side of head
flushed with red and unspotted caudal fin more densely spotted than
body, the terminal spots of a fine lavender; pectoral with a subterminal
band of orange. Keaches a weight of 30 pounds. Gulf of Mexico, north
to the Bermudas, once recorded from Charleston; common on the Snapper
Banks off Pensacola, where it is a valued food-fish; the most beautiful in
color of all the groupers. (Named for "Col. H. M. Drummond-Hay, C. M.
Z. S., of Leggieden, Perth, Scotland, formerly of the British army, by
serrate,

;

;

whom the

species

was first discovered
& Bean,
Bermuda; (Coll.

Epineplielus drummond-hayi, GooxiE
(Coll. Silas Stearns);
sis,

Jordan & Swain, I c,
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c,

540, 1883;

1887, 269;

at the

Bermudas

in 1854.")

S. Nat. Mus., 1878, 173, 174, Pensacola,
Drummond-Hay); Jordan JcGilbert, SynopJordan & Eigenmann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

Proc. U.
Lieut.
388;

356, 1890;

Boulenger,

Cat.,

i,

224.

Body very
* Epineplielus angmtifrom (Steindachner): Head 3; depth 4. D. XI, 17; A. 111,8.
strongly compressed; scales very small, ctenoid; interorbital space not half diameter of eye,
salient,
preopenle
which is i% in head, l}^ in snout; maxillary reaching middle of eye; angle of
with 5 to 7" strong teeth, the two lowermost being turned forward; lower limb of preopercle
pectoral
as
entire; third dorsal spine highest, twice diameter of eye; anal spines gr.iduated:
long as from snout to edge of preopercle, a little longer than caudal, much longer than ventral;
fins
darker;
with
caudal triangular; dorsal and anal rounded. Color brown, the scales edged
brownish, blackish toward tips of first dorsal. Cuba; not seen by us: referred by Dr. Boulenger
The very
to the synonymy of Epineplielus mactdosus, a species to which it is evidently related.
narrow "interorbital area is the chief basis of this identification as the color markings of
nothing
of
know
We
Epineplielus maculusus are not indicated in the account of amjusli/rons.
{angustus, UfiTlow; ;ron$,
this species except what is contained in the original description,
forehead.)

Bulletin 47, United States National
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EPINEPHELU8 MOBIO

(Ouvier

&

Museum.

Valenciennes).

(Red Groupek; Cherna Americana; Cheena ue Vivero; Negre.)

eye large, 5 in head (young). D. XI, 16-17; A.
20-130 to 140-60, pores 60 to 65. Body
comparatively deep and compressed, highest under front of spinous dorHead large, moderately
sal, its greatest width 2\ in greatest depth.

Head

depth 2f

2+;

;

Ill, 9, rarely III, 8; scales 18 or

pointed, the anterior profile rather steep and nearly straight. Mouth
rather large, the maxillary reaching slightly heyond eye, its length 2/; in
head. Lower jaw not strongly projecting. Teeth moderate, in rather
narrow bands; 2 moderate canines in the front of each jaw, the lower
smaller. Interorbital space narrow, its width 1\ in head, the outline of

the hone (under the flesh) transversely concave. Nostrils small, round,
suhequal. Preopercle moderately serrate, its angle slightly salient; teeth
at the angle a little enlarged. Gill rakers rather slender, about 15 below
the angle. Scales small, mostly ctenoid. Dorsal spines high, slender but
pungent, the first less than half the second, which is highest, 2i in head;

the outline of the fin thence almost straight to the tenth spine, which is
If in the second; soft dorsal not elevated; caudal fin lunate, the outer
rays a little produced. If in the head; caudal peduncle comparatively
slender; soft part of anal rounded, its longest ray 2| in head; second
anal spine somewhat stronger but not longer than third, 4^ in head.
Pectorals reaching slightly beyond tips of ventrals, 1* in head; ventrals
short, not reaching vent. Pyloric ca?ca 25 (according to Poey). Color in
Olive gray or olive brown, clouded with paler olive, with no clear red
shades except on jaws and lower part of sides of head and breast, these
regions being usually a salmon color; besides these, very irregular
rounded blotches of grayish white over the body; preorbital, suborbital
region, and snout with numerous round points of dark orange brown,
most numerous on preorbital, these points brown in spirits; inside of
mouth posteriorly bright orange; iris gilt; vertical fins colored like the
body, the shades from the body extending on them; soft dorsal, anal, and
caudal with a broad ridge of blue black, with a narrow whitish edge;
spinous dorsal narrowly edged with blackish; ventrals slightly dusky;
pectorals light olive. With age this species becomes more and more of a
flesh red, especially below and on mouth the pale spots and blotches
are less distinct in old examples. Length 1 to 3 feet. Atlantic Coast of
America, from Virginia to Rio Janeiro the most abundant of the genus on
our coasts; ranging farther northward than any other; a food-fish of
importance handsome in coloration, (morio, Moor, translation of the

life:

;

;

;

name

ne<j7-e

used at San Domingo.)

Seiranm morw, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. PoisB., ii, 285, 1828, New York and San
Domingo; Gunther, Cat., i, 142, 1859; Poet, Enumeratio, 15.
SerraniM o-2/W(ro(;as((?r, De Kay, New Yorii Fauna: Fishts, 21, pi. 19,1842, Florida; Gi'NTHEB,
Cat.,

I,

133, 1859.

Serranus remotits,Pot.Y, Memorias,
I5)mep7(e?»s morio,

ii,

Jordan & Gilbert,

140, 1860,

Havana.

Synopsis, 510, 1883;

Jokpan & Swain, Proc. U.

Mus., 1884, 381.
Epinephelus morio,

Jordan & Eioenmann,

/.

c, 361, 1890; Boulenger, Cat.,i, 237.

S.

Nat.

Jordan and Evermann.
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Jordan.

(Black Groupers.)
Gampa, Jordan,

Bull. U. S. Fish Comiii., viii, 1888 (1890), 353, {nujritvs).

This genus contains very large groupers, closely allied to Ejrinephelus,
but with the skull diflfevent in form so far as its upper surface is concerned. In Garrnpar' the skull is very broad and flat, the interorbital
is little concave, and the median ridge is scarcely evident
the
occipital crest disappears before reaching the interorbital region
the
outline of the skull above is everywhere more or less flattened; the top
of the temporal crest points outward; the stay of the occipital crest

area

;

;

meets the crest at right angles and does not form a groove between itself
and the latter. A single species known, of very great size, its dorsal
spines indiflferently 10 or 11. Atlantic Ocean. {Garrupa, the Portuguese
name of the large species of Epinephelus, transferred also to species of
Sehastodcs, and corrupted by the Americans into Grouper or Groper.)
1556.

GARRUPA NIGRITA

(Black Jewfish

Head

;

Black Grouper

(Holbrook).

Mero de

;

lo Alto.)

2i; depth 2J eye very small, 6 to 8 in head. D. XI, 14 (nigrita),
A. Ill, 9 scales 90 to 110. Body very robust teeth in
or X, 14 (merits)
;

;

;

;

broad bands; canines strong, but growing smaller with age. Interorbital width ii in head; lower jaw projecting; maxillary scaly, about 2 in
head, extending beyond eye; preopercle rounded, without salient angle,
the young with enlarged teeth at the angle. Gill rakers short and thick,
X -[- 12 to 14, the longest not twice as long as broad. Dorsal fin notched
second dorsal spine longest, its length 2 to 3 times in head, and half
longer than third spine caudal fin rounded second anal spine shorter
than third, 6 in head. Scales ciliated, those of lateral line of the ordinary type. Color plain chocolate brown, varying to blackish gray, without markings, or with faint pale blotches, the lower parts scarcely paler,
the distal part of the vertical fins darker a dark streak along edge of
maxillary. South Atlantic and Gulf coast of the United States (Charleston to Peusacola) south to Cuba and Brazil, once straying to Sicily,
rather common off the coast of Florida. This species reaches a weight
of probably 500 pounds, about the same size as the largest known examples of Promicrops guttatiis and Stercolepis rjigas; but one specimen of less
than 100 pounds weight examined by naturalists. None of the European
Serranidw reaches so large a size, the extreme weight oi Kpinephelus fjnaza
being, according to Doderlein, about 50 kilograms; that of E. caninm, 90
;

;

;

kilograms,

{nigritus,

blackened.)

Serranns tiigrUus, Holbrook, Icbth.

GliNTHER, Cat,

I,

S.

(Eu.)

Carolina, Ed.

1,

173, pi.

xxv,

fitr.

11, 1850,

Charleston

;

134, 1859.

* lu Epinephelus morio the skull is narrow and the upper surface rugose, the interorbital area
is deeply concave, and the median crest, though low, ia quite iiromineiit; the occipital crest is
sharp, and drawn out so that it gradually merges into the inti-rorhital ridge; tlie outline of the
skull immediately behind the orbit is convex; the tip of the temporal crest points inward to the
occipital crest; the stay of the occipital crest forms a groove betwcuu it iiud the posterior part of
the crest.
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Ceiitroprislis

merus* Poet, Synopsis Piscium Cubensium,

288, 1868,

Cuba; specimen with 10

dorsal

spines.

Cema

sicana;

Doderlein, Rivista delle Specie del Genere Epinephelus o Cerna, 1882,

81,

Palermo;

specimen with 10 dorsal spines.
Epinephehis nigrilus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 540, 1883; Jordan & Swain, I. c, 1884, 380;
Jordan, Proc IT. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 208; Jordan & Eioenmann, /. c, 361, 1890; Boui.enger,
Cat.,

I,

238.

Epinephelus merits,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

502.

I.

c, 362, 1890.

PROMICROPS

(Gill)

Poey.

(GuASAS.)
Pronmropn (Gill MS.) Poey, Synopsis Piscium Cubensium,

287, 1868

;

Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat.

Hist., X, 18T1, 42, {gttasa).
Ilaiara,

Vaillant & Bocourt, Mission

Cranium

short, extremely

anterior profile of the head

Scientiflque

an Mexique, 1875,

90, (Uaiara).

broad and depressed between the eyes, the

more or

Dorsal spines all low.
This genus is
One species
fairly well distinguished by the peculiarities of its cranium.
is certainly known, a tropical fish of yery large size, like the species of
Dr. Boulenger does not separate either PromiStereolepis and Garrupa.
crops or Garrupa from Epinephelus. The relationship of each to Epine(Trpd, before
phelus is certainly very close.
fUKp6(;, small; ut/;, eye; in
allusion to the shortness of the anterior part of the cranium.)
less

concave.

Scales of the lateral line each with 4 to 6 radiating ridges.

;

1557.

PBOMICKOPS GUTTATUS
(Guasa; Spotted Jewfish

Head

;

(LinnsBu.s).

Mero.)

depth Stir eye very small, 7 in head (in young), about 12
D. XI, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales 16-95 to 135-40, pores 60 to 70.
Body more robust than in any species of Epinephelus, its greatest breadth
11 in the depth. Head very large, unusually broad, anteriorly obtuse,
2f to 3

;

;

in adult.

*The following descrijitiou of the nominal species, Garntpa ineriis (Poeyj, characterized by the
possession of 10 dorsal spines and by a more strongly armed preopercle, is taken from i specimen
from Kio Janeiro, (No. 9737, Mus. Comp. Zool.; Coll. L. Agassiz) Head 2^ in length of body
depth 2g. D. X, 14 A. Ill, 9. Scales 86 (series). Second dorsal spine 2§ in head second anal
spine 6. Pectoral If; maxillary 2; eye 7; snout 3%; interorbital area 4)^; soft dorsal rays
in head. Body very deep and short, deeper and more compressed than in Epinephelus. Head
large and blunt, the anterior profile regularly convex interorbital area broad, as in Garrupa
eye small; mouth very large, the lower jaw projecting; supplementary
jiijnta, rather convex
maxillary small. Three or four very small canines in front of each jaw; no lateral canines.
round,
neartogether,
the posterior largest. Preopercle without salientangle, but rather
Nostrils
coarsely serrate two or three very coarse, irregular teeth just below angle, these turned downOpercular spine moderate. Gill rakers very short and
as
Epinephelus
nuistacinus.
in
ward much
preorliital
thick, X
12, the longest not twice as high as broad and all very coarsely toothed
eye.
Scales moderate, not very rough ; dorsal fin rather
nearly
broad
as
the
small
moderate,
as
deeply notched, the second spine highest, nearly three times the height of the first, but little
higlier than the third soft dorsal high; caudal rounded; anal fin liigh, rounded, the spines
pectorals short. Color, in spirits, plain dark brown; fins all darker ; a
moderate, graduated
dark mustache along the edge of the maxillary. In a young specimen from Rio Grande do Sul
the caudal fin is abruptly paler. West Indies, recorded from off Cuba, Sicily, and Brazil.
(Merus, from merou, the French name of Epinephelus gtinza, derived from Latin rnorrhua, codfish.)
GarrH^« »H(>r»s is probably identical with Garrupa nigriUi. The five known specimens of Garrup<i
merus (from Havana, Palermo, Rio Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul) differ from Garrupa nigriia in
having 10 dorsal spines instead of 11, no other distinction being evident. Often specimens of
Garrupa nigriia from Pensacola, Florida, examined by us, one has 10 spiues, the others 11.
Probably all belong to one species, for which the oldest name is uigrita.
:

;

;

;

2%

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

Jordan

Evermann.
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or slightly concave above the eye, convex at the nape.
Snout very short, 4| in head lower jaw projecting. Maxillary scaly.
Mouth large, the maxillary, even in the young, reaching much beyond the
eye, 2 in head, its tip in the adult as wide as eye. Teeth in broad bands,

its profile c'.epressed

;

those of the outer series somewhat enlarged, the canines very small,
present.
Interorbital area flattish, very
broad, its width 5 in head. Nostrils snbequal, roundish, close to the eye.
Preopercle convex, with a slight emargination, the angle a little prominent, with somewhat larger teeth. Opercular flap obtusely pointed, its
scarcely differentiated, but

upper edge curved. Opercular spines small and Idunt. Gill rakers short
thick, few (about 12) in number. Scales comparatively large, mostly
ctenoid. Scales of the lateral line each with 4 to 6 conspicuous radiating
ridges separated by furrows. Dorsal spines low and strong, the third,

and

and fifth subequal, 4 in head, the outline of the fiu scarcely consecond spine lower than tenth caudal tin rounded, its outer rays
very much shortened, little more than half the length of the middle raj'S,
which are lA in head. Anal rounded, its longest rays 2\ in head; second
anal spine rather shorter than third and a little stronger, 4f in head pectoral reaching a little beyond tips of ventrals. If in head ventrals 2, not
Pyloric coeca excessively numerous and finely divided.
reaching vent.
Color of adult nearly uniform dull olive brown, the spots and bauds faint
or obsolete. Young specimens in life pale olive green, slightly yellowish
on breast and lower jaw, the body with 5 cross bars of dark olive green,
with irregular but rather sharply defined edges, and extending on the
dorsal and anal fin 2 under spinous dorsal, 2 between soft dorsal and
anal, 1 on caudal peduncle; these bars partially or wholly disappear in
a dark blotch at nape two shades down and backward from eye;
si)irits
a bar at base of caudal round blackish spots smaller than pupil, of dift'erent sizes, scattered over the whole of head and nuchal region a few along
back these smallest on upper part of head, largest on back and lower
parts of sides of head breast and belly plain dorsal fin olive, with dark
clouds like the body, a few spots on spines and tips of soft rays caudal
much clouded with dark, which form series of spots on the hinder parts,
these spots smallest and best defined posteriorly. Anal similar to caudal
pectorals light olive, profusely covered with large dark spots ventrals
Tips of pectorals aud caudal
similar to pectorals, with fewer spots.
fourth,

vex

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

slightly reddish.

or less faded.

In spirits the dark bands and blotches of body are more
Both coasts of tropical ATuerica north
2 to 6 feet.

Length

aud Gulf of California, south to Brazil not uncommon about
rocks; here described chiefly from a young specimen, 16 inches long, from
Key West; specimens examined by us from Punta Arena, Mazatlan, Panto Florida

;

ama, Key AVest, Havana, Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, Pernambuco, and Cannarivieras. Dr. Boulenger records a specimen 5 feet 7 inches long from
Clarence River, New Sv^uth Wales. We are not able to separate the Pacific
Coast form, Promicrops quinquefasciatus, from the Atlantic guttaiits. {guttatus, spotted.)
Cugupugitacu,

Marcobave,

Hist. Brazil,

lOi), lti4S,

Brazil.

Bulletin 4y, United States JVational
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Museum.

Perca gutlaia, Ltnn^US, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 292, Brazil; after

Sloane, Catesry,
{Epinephelus

etc.

c<diis);

;

Mabcgrave, Willuohbt,
Eed Hind

the account of color taken from Catesby's figure of the

the various authors quoted each supposing his specimens to be identical

with that of Marcgrave.
Serrantiis itidara,

LicHTENSTEiN,* Acta Berolinens. for 1821, 378, 1822, Brazil; Cuvier k ValenII, 370, 182S; not Itaiara, Marcgrave.

ciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
Seirunnn

giileu.%

Guiana;

MuLLER and Troschel,

GC'NTIier, Cat.,

Serranns giiasa, Poey,

i,

in Scliomburgk's Kei.se in Brit.

Guiana,

1842,

(121,

130, 1859.

Memorias Cuba,

li,

Cuba.
Nagualate, Pacific Coast of

141, 354, tab. 13, fig. 8, 1860,

Sen-anus qninquefasciatm, BocouRT, Ann. Sci. Nat., 1868, 223,

Guatemala.
Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm.,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 542, 1883.

Epinephebis qnlnquefascialus,

PromUrops

guiixd,

1882, 106, 110, 112.

Epinephelns galeus, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. I'hila., 1883, 285.
Epinephelusitaiarn,

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 124; Boulenger, Cat.,

Jordan & Swain, c, 1884,
Promicrops guUattis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I c,
Promiaops

itaiara,

I.

503,
Alphesles,

Prospimis,

Bloch

&

Schneider.

Syst. Ichthyol., 236, 1801, (afer).

(Poey MS.) Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

The geuus

252.

363, 1890.

ALPHESTES,

Bloch & Schneider,

i,

877.

Sci. Phila., 1862, 237, {chloropterus

two species of small

= afer).

which difter from
Evineplielus proper in the presence of a strong antrorse spine on the lower
limb of the preopercle. Frontal bones with an anterior excavation for
Alphestes contains

fishes

the reception of the posterior processes of the premaxillaries, a process or
knob on each side of skull behind the interorbital area supraoccipital
;

and parietal

produced on frontals, but not extending to between
orbits. Dorsal rays XI, 17 to 20 anal III, 9.
{al(f>TiaT?j^, greedy or ilicontinent, a name api)lied to a kind of fish that swims in pairs, one behind
the other, possibly Symphodus tinea.)
crests

;

a.

aa.

Second anal spine as long as third; gill rakers short. Color olive, clouded with dusky, the
body with rather few dark-orange spots; breast with pearly spots; a dark mustache
above the ma.xillary; lower jaw little projecting; preorbital very narrow, afer, 1558.

Second anal spine longer than third; gill rakers long, longer than gill fringes. Color
olivaceous, the ground color nearly uniform, the body and fins closely covered with
small dark-brown spots; breast plain; snout slender, pointed; lower jaw rather strongly
projecting.
multiguttatus, 1559.

1558.

ALPHESTES AFEIt

(Bloch).

(Guaseta.)

Head 2f depth 2t eye large, 4i in head. D. XI, 17 to 19; A. Ill, 9;
scales 10-75 to 80-35, pores 50 to 60.
Body oblong, ovate, rather com;

;

pressed, the greatest width 2J times in depth head small, rather pointed,
the profile nearly straight from the tip of the snout to the nape, there
forming a considerable angle, being steeper and more gibbous to the
front of the dorsal fin; snout short, shorter than eye; mouth small, the
maxillary extending a little beyond the eye, its length 2.f in head max;

;

illary

naked

;

teeth comparatively small, in broad bands, the upper

jaw

*According to Professor Peters, the type of Serramis itaiara is a very young fish, with the eye
as wide as the interorbital space, but in other respects identical with the type of Serramts galeus.

Jordan and Evermann.
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with about four small canines, the canines of tho lower jaw scarcely differentiated lower jaw rather weak, little projecting; interorbital space
moderate, convex, its width 6 in head preopercle strongly and unequally
convex, its upper limb oblique, without notch above the angle upper
limb of preopercle with slender teeth, which regularly increase in size
downward, those at the rounded angle strong; below the angle is a
strong flattish spine, directed forward and downward, its length 4 in eye;
;

;

;

round, close

nostrils small,

together;

scales not

cycloid, those on opercles larger than those on

very small, mostly

body those on cheeks small
gill rakers short and stout, their length not more than half pupil, 14 to
16 below angle dorsal spines rather short, robust, and pungent, the second higher than the tenth, the fourth and fifth highest, 2;^ in head, the
outline of the fin gently curved soft rays about as high as third spine;
caudal convex behind, its angles rounded, its length 1^ in head; anal
,

;

;

rather high, posteriorly rounded,

its longest soft rays 2 in head; second
anal spine longer and stronger than third, 2| in head; pectorals broad,
rounded, extending beyond tips of ventral. If in head; ventrals nearly
or quite reaching vent. Color in life, dark brownish olive, mottled with

darker blotches body with some dark orange spots vertical fins dark
lower parts of head yellow
olive, mottled with darker blotches
pectorals dull olive red, with bluish spots; ventrals dull olive, edged Avith
darker some pearly spotg on breast and on anal mustache dark red
brown the orange spots become brown in spirits. Length about a foot.
West Indies Cuba to Brazil generally common the specimen here
described from Havana recorded by Dr. Boulenger from the Falkland
Islands; only the original type of Bloch recorded from Africa, (rt/er,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

African.)
Epinephelns afer, Bloch,* Tchthyologia,

Boulenger,

Cat.,

i,

pi.

327,

Acara

1793,

in

Guinea;

(Coll.

Pleclropoma chloropterum,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist.

Nat.

Poiss.,

ii,

Domingo; Martinique; Poey, Memorias Cuba, i, 73, tab. 9, fig. 3, 1851.
PlectropnynarnonacanDiKX, MuLLER & Troschel, Schomburgk's Hist. BarbaJoes,
badoes

GiiNTUER, Cat.,

;

i,

1828,

San

665,18-17,

Bar-

398,

164, 1859.

fSei-ranus armatus, OsoRlo, Jorn. Sci. Lisboa, 2, ni, 1894, 74; fide

Bloch & Schneider,

Alphestes afer,

Dr. Isert);

254.

Boulenger.

Syst. Ichth., 1801, 236; Peters, Berliner Monatsber., 1805,

105 (description of Bloch's type);
I. c, 350, 1890.

Jordan

&,

Swain,

I.

c, 1884, 396;

Jordan & Eiqenmann,

Prospinus chloroplerus, Poey, Synopsis, 289, 1868.

1559.

ALPHESTES MULTIGUTTATUS

(Giinthor).

Head 2| depth 24 ; eye large, ii in head. D. XI, 18 to 20 A. Ill, 9 ;
scales 10-75 to 80-36, pores 55 to 62. Body oblong ovate, compressed.
;

;

Arcorling to Professor Peters, who has oxamiued the typo of Bloch in the Museum at Berlin,
Bloch is, in all respects, identical with Pleclropoma chlornpteritm, the tyi)es of
the two having been compared by him. This may be true, in which case the American species
should stand as Alphesles afer. It is to be noticed, however, that few species are common to the
faunas of Guinea and the West Indies; no one lias yet recorded the West Indian species of
Bloch distinctly asserts that liis specimen wa-s from Aran'i on the coast of
Alphesles from Africa.
Guinea, whence it was sent by Dr. Isert. Tho figure of Bloch represents a species deeper in
body and more uniformly colored than is our species. Tho American species should perhaps
stand as Alphestes chloroplerua until its identity with the African one is more clearly shown. On
the other hand, it must be admitted that Bloch was often carelo.-is as to his statement of localities, and in default of other knowledge, we may accept Peters 's identification as BufBcicut.
*
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Head small,

slender,

to behind the eye,

4"/,

United States Natiotial Museum.

and pointed, the profile nearly straight from the snout
where is formed a considerable angle; the outline

thence steeper, but still nearly straight to the front of the dorsal tin.
Snout very short, rather pointed, 5^ in head. Mouth small, oblique, the
maxillary not reaching to posterior margin of eye, its length 2f in head.
Teeth small small canines present in upper jaw only. Lower jaw rather
strongly projecting. Interorbital space very narrow, convex, its width
10 in head. Preopercle strongly convex; the angle not salient, but armed
with sharp radiating serrte. A strong flattish spine directed downward
and forward below the angle. Nostrils small, round, close together, subequal. Gill rakers moderate, the longest as long as gill fringes, 15 or 16,
14 on lower limb of arch.
Scales not very small, mostly cycloid; those
on opercles somewhat enlarged. Dorsal spines rather short and stili', the
fourth 3 in head soft dorsal high caudal subtruncate, 2 in head anal
rather high, rounded, the longest rays 2 in head second spine longer and
stronger than third, 2i, in head pectorals broad, reaching a little beyond
to Ij in head; ventrals shortish, scarcely reaching
tips of ventrals,
vent. Color dark olive brown, the body and head ijrofusely covered
with round spots of a darker brown, their diameter about half that of
the pupil spots on posterior part of body confluent in horizontal streaks;
breast and front of head with few spots a very faint mustache above
maxillary dorsal and caudal dusky olive, nearly plain anal with two
cross bands of dusky pectoral yellowish, with 5 dusky cross bands, its
edge pale; ventrals dusky. Very close to A. afer, differing chiefly in
color, the head more slender, the chin more prominent.
Length 8 inches.
Pacific Coast of tropical America, Mazatlan to Panama rather common
here described from specimens from Panama, {midtum, ra&nj guttatm,
;

;

;

;

;

;

H

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

spotted).
Pleclropoma muUiguUatum

,

Gunthek, Proc.

London, 1866,

Zool. Soc.

600,

Panama.

Pleclropoma afrum, Gunther, Fishes Centr. Amer., 411, 1869, with plate.
Alphestes muUigiittatm,

ElGENMANN,

I.

Jordan & Gilbert,

I.

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

1S82, 107, 110

;

Jordan &

c, 349, 1890.

Epinepheltts mnltigutlatus,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 625

;

Jordan & Swain,

c, 1884, 395.

504.
DermakilepU,

Gin,

DERMATOLEPIS,

Gill.

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G1, 54, (jmnctatus).

Lioperca, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 237, (inermis).

Body shorter and deeper than
pressed, the interorbital area

in Epinephelus, the

narrow

head small, much com-

supraoccipital crest low

canines
very small or obsolete; lower opercular spine absent; frontal bones with
the anterior concavity for the reception of the posterior processes of the
premaxillaries, and with a process or knob on each side behind the interorbital area supraoccipital and parietal crests produced on the frontals to
between the orbits. Dorsal rays XI, 19; anal 111,9. Soft dorsal very
long; anal short; spines low; vertical fins all rounded; scales all
cycloid, small, embedded; squamation approaching that of Bi/piicu.s;
canine teeth very small. Otherwise essentially as in Einneplielus. Species
three, in the warm seas, {dipfxa, skin
Ae7r/f, scale.)
;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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(Aefos, smooth ; iripKti, perch):
Preopercle evidently Borrate, tlie Berrw rather coarse and blunt uppor jaw with very
small canines pectoral fins long, more than two-thirds length of head, reaching vent
aual spines rather strong dusky olive, with large rounded whitish spots
no black

LiopEROA
a.

;

;

;

spots on head

;

;

a wbitieh streak from snout through eye toward front of dorsal.
INF.RMIS, 1560.

Dermatoi.epis:

canine teeth obsolete pectoral fins short, not two-thirds length of
head and not reaching vent anal spines short dusky olive, with round whitish spots;
head with smaller black spots.
itnctatis 1561.

aa. Preopercle subentirc

;

;

;

;

Subgenus LIOPERCA,
1580.

Head

DEBMATOLEPIS INERMIS

Gill.

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

depth 2i. D. XI, 19 A. Ill, 9 scales 20-115 to 125-45 to 50,
Body comparatively short and deep, strongly cocSpressed, the
back elevated, the anterior profile concave, forming a reentrant angle
before the eye, thence nearly straight to the nape. Head compressed,
the snout short, moderately pointed, 3| in head. Eye small, 51 in head.
Interorbital space narrow, anteriorly with a broad groove, which receives
the spines of the premaxillary bones, its width 8 in head. Posterior part
of head narrow, strongly convex transversely. Month small, obli(iue,
the jaws subequal, the broad maxillary extending to below the middle of
the eye, its length 2^ in head. Supplemental maxillary well developed.
Teeth in narrow bands, formed as in EpinepheJus, but small. Canines
scarcely differentiated, none in lower jaw, 1 on each side in upper jaw
slightly larger than the other teeth. Preopercle with very weak and
irregular serrations, the angle not salient, its teeth little, if any,
enlarged. A very slight emargination above the angle. Opercle with a
single spine, above which is a flat lobe. Opercular flap unusually large,
extending beyond the spine for a distance nearly equal to the diameter
2f
70 pores.

;

;

;

of the eye. Gill rakers rather slender, nearly as long as gill fringes,
about 14 on lower part of anterior arch. Nostrils round, very close
together, the posterior the larger.

embedded

in the skin

;

Scales small, all cycloid,

lower jaw scaly

somewhat

maxillary, preorl)ital, and tip of

;

snout naked.

Dorsal spines strong, the third highest, 2* in head, the
soft dorsal
is 3^ in head
caudal long, rounded in
elevated, the twelfth ray highest, 2 in head
outline, 1^ in head anal very high, the middle soft rays li' in head, the
anal spines short and strong,
other rays rapidly shortened each way
pectorals very long, nearly
graduated, the second spine 3f in head
reaching anal, 1^ in head; ventrals moderate, 1^ in head, reaching vent
or a little farther. Color in alcohol, dusky brown, mottled with darker;
head, body, and fins covered with roundish, whitish blotches, which are
very irregular in form and size, some of them larger than the eye the
spots most numerous and distinct on the tail and on the lower part of
the head; several spots behind the eye, confluent into a pale stripe from
eye toward spinous dorsal fins all blackish, the pale spots smaller and
others gradually shorter to the ninth, which

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

generally less distinct than on body: pectorals olivaceous, with small,
rare here described from an
rather distinct black spote. West Indies
;

;
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Havana specimen

4"/,

Uiiited States

National Mtiseum.

sent by Leonel Plasencia.

Length

1

foot,

(inermis,

nnarnied.)
Serrann.1 inermis,
Cat.,

I,

CuviEU & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 436, 1833, Antilles:

Guntheu,

1859, 153.

Lioperca inermis, I'OEV, Synopsis, 282, 18G8.
Dennalolejns inermis,

Jordan

&,

Swain,

Epinephelns inermis, Boulenger, Cat.,

1.

i,

c, 405, 1884;

Subgenus
1561.

Jordan & Eiqenmann,

I.

<.,

370. 1890.

257.

DERMATOLEPIS.

DERMATOLLPIS PUNCTATUS,

Gill.

Head 2i%; depth 2§ eye small, 6| in head. D. XI, 19; A. Ill, 9; scales
24-115-x.
Body comparatively short and deep, strongly compressed,
;

the back elevated, the anterior profile forming a slight reentrant angle
before the eye, thence nearly straight to the nape. Head compressed,
the snout short, moderately pointed, 4 in head. Interorbital space quite
narrow, anteriorly with a broad groove, which receives the spines of the
premaxillaries, its width 7+ in head.
Cranium posteriorly narrow,
strongly convex transversely. Mouth rather small, oblique, the jaws
subequal, the 1)road maxillary extending to l>elow the middle of the eye,
its length -2;^ in head.
Supplemental maxillary well developed. Teeth
small, formed as in Epinephelus, but with no canines in either jaw, not
even rudimentary ones. Preopercle not serrated anywhere, its upper
part with a few irregular crenations, its angle not salient, its emargination obsolete. Opercle with a rudimentary spine, above which is a flat
Opercular flap extending beyond the spine for a distance nearly
lobe.
equal to the diameter of the eye. Gill rakers shortish, about 13 on lower
part of anterior arch. Nostrils small, rouud, close together, the posterior
one the larger. Scales small, cycloid, somewhat embedded in the skin.
Maxillary, preorbital, and tip of snout naked. Dorsal spines low, strong,
subequal, the longest 4 in head; soft dorsal elevated, the longest ray 2-,%
in head; caudal long, subtruncate, with rounded angles, If in head; anal
very high, rounded, its middle rays 2J in head; anal spines short and
strong, graduated, the second spine 5 in head; pectorals short, not nearly
reaching vent, If in head; ventrals short, 2i in head. Color in spirits,
dusky brown, mottled with darker; head, body, and fins covered with
rounded whitish blotches, very irregular in form and size, none of them so
large as the eye, these spots most distinct on the body head, breast, and
branchiostegals thickly covered with smaller, round, dark spots, very
distinct on the jaws and on the membrane of the maxillary top of head
with some dark longitudinal streaks pectoral with small black spots
other fins blackish, with pale spots like those on the body, but smaller.
Rocky shores off the west coast of Mexico; known from Cape San Lucas,
the Venados, and the Revillagigedos. About the latter islands. Dr. Gilbert
found it in abundance. Description from a specimen 14 inches long
;

;

;

(U. S. N. M., No. 28223.
tatus, spotted.)

Socorro Island.

Coll.

Captain Nichols),

{punc-

Jordan and Evermann.
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Dermatolepis punclatm. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 54,

Xantus); Jordan

(Coll.

& Gilbert,

and

Cape San Lucas,

1862, 250,

& Sw.mn,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 220, 1881; Jord.\n

Jordan & Eioenmann, I. c, 376, 1890.
dermtttolepis, BouLENOEK, Cat., I, 250, 1895; name a
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/.

c,

407, 1884;

Epinephelus

substitute for pttndalus, preoccu-

pied in Epinephdvs.

505.

MYCTEROPERCA,

Gill.

mjcteraperctt, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, SO, (o//n.r).

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 104, {rjutUUus

Trisolropis,

Parepinephehif,

Arckoperca,
Xystroperca,

Bleeker, Systema Percarum Revisum,

Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus,
Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus,

= renenosiis).

257, 1875, (acutirostris).

(boiilengeri).

(pardalis).

Cranium broad and transversely concave between the
parallel

crests very strong, .nearly

eyes, its lateral

with the supraoccipital crest and

extending much farther forward than the latter, joining the supraocular
crest above the eye, the supraoccipital crest not extending on thofrontals;
frontal bones without anterior concavity or notch for the reception of
the premaxillaries, without processes on the upper surface lower jaw
strongly projecting anal fin elongate, with 11 or 12 (in one species 9 or
of them much
10) soft rays; caudal lunate; spines of fins slender, none
elevated; scales small, mostly cycloid, those on the lateral line simple;
;

:

pyloric coeca few; gill rakers various; nostrils small, and subequal, or
with the posterior enlarged. Otherwise essentially as in Epinejjheliis, from
genus Mycteroperca is well separated by the structure of the

which

skull,*

and

gate body.
nostril

M.
a.

;

by the longer anal, larger mouth, and more elonLarge food-fishes of the tropics, mostly American, (hvkt/jp,

superficially

TTfpK?/,

perch, in allusion to the large divided posterior nostril of

olfax.)
Nostrils subequal, well separated; scales on head cycloid.
to 20 below angle of arch.
b. Gill rakers comparatively few and short, 8

Aechoperca
c.

(ipxo?, anus;

Anal rays

mpKn, perch; from the high, short anal

III, 10 (III, 9 to III, 11),

the

fin

high and

fin):

falcate;

body deep, com-

angle of preopercle slightly salient; color
boulenqeri, 1562.
olive, with blackish markings; fins dark.

pressed; gill rakers 6

Trisoteopis
cc.

+

15; scales 95;

(rpei?, three; io-ds, equal; Tpowts, keel):

Anal rays III, 11 or III, 12, the fin long.
more or less evenly rounded in adult as
d. Anal fin not angulated, its outline
black in life,
well as in young; soft parts of vertical fins edged with
salient, its teeth scarcely enlarged; gill rakers
e. Angle of preopercle not

X

+

/. Gill

8 to 10.

some rudirakers very few and short, x + 8 developed (besides
with roundish
ments); general color pale, bright rod, or grayish,
the ground color;
spots or blotches of black or rod darker than
larger and
the blacker blotches along the middle of sides much
in life
quadrate in the young; red always present somewhere
broadly tipped
(fading in spirits); pectorals blackish, in the adult
caudal lunate.
with orange yellow; scales rather small (about 125);
VENENOSA, 1563.

" The skull diflers from that of ^P'"^i'''f'"» 'jy
*Thi8 character is thns expressed by Dr. Gill:
continuation of the lateral crests forv* ard to
the wider interorbital area the parallelism and
parallelogram, the surface o -^<= '
elongated
an
he mWdle of the orbits, indosinL
or
;^f-^'^>
a frontal crest the simple cur\ature
between the orbits, is more uniform the absence of
of the angle at the snturo between the
stralgTtnesrof the naso-vomerine ridge, and absence
nasals and the vomer."
;

;

"

F.N.

A.

75
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General color gray, with red and black markings, (var. venetio&d).
General color scarlet, with red and black markings, apua, 1563a.
Gill rakers rather slender, about x -f 10 (besides several rudiments);
y.

yy.

ff.

g.

caudal subtruncate; nostrils small.
Scales not very small (about 110); color dark olive green; sides of

head and body with rivulations of dark bluish around roundmarkings subject
to considerable variation, fading in spirits); sides with darker

ish dark-bronze spots, large or small (these

quadrate areas.
%.

Dark blotches on body ratheV

large, often quadrate.

BONACI, 1564.
zz.

Dark

spots on

body very small,

close-set, of

a deep bronze

.\anthosticta, 1564a.

orange.

angle of preopercle not salient, but the
teeth at the angle somewhat larger; general form, appearance, and color of M. bonaci. Color olive green; head with

gg. Scales small (120 to 140);

numerous dark -green streaks radiating from eye; a dark
mustache along maxillary; body with small, irregular, dark,
quadrate blotches;

fins,

except pectorals, mostly dusky.

JORDANI, 1565.
ee.

Angle of preopercle more or less salient, its teeth somewhat enlarged;
gill rakers more numerous, x -f- 12 to 14.
h.

,

Scales very small (about 140);

caudal peduncle without black spot;

dusky
commissure without yellow; caudal distinctly lunate; gill
rakers few, about 12 on lower part of anterior arch.
interorbital area scarcely concave; cheeks without distinct

stripes;

MICROLEPIS, 1566.
rather small (about 120); interorbital area channeled; angle of
preopercle little salient; body slender; caudal little concave; sides

hh. Scales

with small, faint spots of darker; commissure with yellow green.
INTERSTITIALIS, 1567.
Iihli.

Scales not very small (about 110); upper part of body dark brown,

the lower half abruptly paler; a pale ring around the caudal
is a squarish dark blotch, smaller than

peduncle, behind which
eye, at base

of ujiper rays of caudal; caudal deeply lunate;

dimidiata, 1568.

teeth strong.

Anal

dd.

fin

angulated,

its

middle rays

much

exserted,

its

posterior

margin con-

cave; body rather robust; scales moderate (about 110); caudal fin sub-

truncate; gill rakers about

x

-f 18;

angle of preopercle slightly salient,

with coarser teeth; seventh ray of anal nearly half head; tenth ray of
dorsal somewhat produced; color nearly plain dark olivaceous, the edges
of the fins scarcely darker.

Parepinepiielus
hb. Gill
t.

{rrapd, near; Epinephehis)

xenarcha,

1569.

:

rakers close-set, very long and slender, 25 to 35 below angle of arch.
fin lunate, its angles more or less produced in the adult, the fin subtruncate

Caudal

more or lessangulate in the adult, rounded in the young;
somewhat angular; scales rather large (lateral line 951; body rather
deep, the snout sharp; preopercle with a salient angle which is armed with
larger teeth; dorsal spines low; gill rakers close-set, x +30, the longest 7^^ in
in the young; anal fin

soft dorsal

head; ventrals not reaching to vent; color olive gray, with darker reticulations
around pale spots; fins not much darker on their edges; a dark mustache along

the maxillary; adult examples nearly uniform brown; not

known

to be red.

RUBRA, 1570.
aa. Nostrils

very close together, the posterior decidedly larger than the anterior, and with a
less distinct horizontal cross septum within; scales on head cycloid.

more or

Xy.STROPERCA {^vCTpov, a raker; jrepKii, perch):
j. Gill rakers very numerous, long and slender, about 24 below angle of arch; fourth dorColor greenish,
sal spine highest; soft dorsal and anal high, but scarcely falcate.
pardalis, 1571.
with many round brown spots.

and Everfnann.

Jorda?i

Mtcteroperca
ji/.

— Fishes of North Avierica.
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:

modcratD, fewer in number, G to 18 below angle of arch.
Second dorsal spine liighost, its length more than \{^ that of bead; third spine
scarcely shorter; caudal slightly lunate; canine teeth moderate; angle of preopercle not salient; anal fin augulated, its longest rays about 2',., in head, its
posterior margin concave; gill rakers coarse and long, x + 15; scales small

Gill rakers
li.

(13-20-x).
X.

Color brown, with grayish reticulations around brown spots; fins dusky-edged.

OLFAX, 1572.

rubekrima, 1572a.

XX. Color chiefly red.
Jrl.

Second dorsal spine low, shorter than third, the third and fourth highest.
Margin of anal fin posteriorly concave, its middle rays much exsorted.
I.
m. Gill rakers rather numerous, 17 to 20 below angle of arch.
Outer rays of caudal scarcely produced, not 73 length of head; canine
teeth moderate; angle of preoperclo little salient; scales small

n.

(about 130); color plain red; vertical fins without black edgings;
gill

rakers long, x

rosacea, 1573.

17.

1

%

Outer rays of caudal much produced, more than
length of head;
preopercle with salient angle; canine teeth strong; scales small

mi.

(140);

gill

rakers about 4

darker spots; vertical
X.

fins

+ 20.

Color brownish, with small

broadly edged with blackish.

Upper canines directed strongly forward, the lower backward;
coloration obscure.

XX.

vertical;

coloration paler and brighter.

PHENAX, 1574a.
below angle of arch caudal well forked, the outer rays
15^ in head; preopercle without salient angle. Color uniform olive
brown, the vertical fins dark-edged. Size very large.
VENADORUM, 1575,

mm.

U.

rALC.\TA, 1574.

Upper canines nearly

Gill rakers few, 8

Margin

;

of anal fin not concave posteriorly, the outline of the fin

rounded or

slightly angular.
Gill rakers rather few,

o.

x

+ 12;

body without dark cross

bars, covered with

grayish reticulations around small round spots, these not evident on
head; anal fin rounded; preopercle with a salient angle; caudal deeply
lunate; scales moderate (lateral line 90 to 100); form rather robust;

anal
00. Gill

fin

calliura, 1576.

not angulate.

rakers very few, short, and thick, about x

+

6;

body

olive or (var.

with light and dark cross bars, these often
liecoming obsolete with age head usually with distinct reticulations
around yellowish spots; anal fin with angular margin, subtruncate
camelojtarJalis) bright red,

;

posteriorly;

preopercle without salient angle; scales rather small

(lateral line 133);

form rather robust.
Tigris, 1577.

Ground color dark olive.
XX. Ground color bright red.
X.

Subgenus
1,562.

ARCHOPERCA,

Head

21 to

2;^
;

.Tordan

MYCTEROPER('.\ BOULENGERI,
(Caurii.la

III, 9 to III, 11

camelopardalis, 1577o.

i)e

Raizero

;

A Evermann.
Jor.lan

&

Starks.

Mangrove Grouper.)

depth 2^ to 3. Dorsal XI, 15 (11 to 16); anal
;
scales about 19-90 to 95-38; snout 31 iu head maxillary

iu length

;

pectoral IS; ventral 1^; anal ray Is; caudal 1?. Longest
17, the longest about ? in
dorsal spine 2h Gill rakers short, about 6
Body short and deep, compressed. Head
eye. Longest dorsal ray 2.
2^; eye 5A

;

+

Museum.
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moderate, compressed, its profile not steep, nearly straight, a depression
before eye. Upper canines moderate, scarcely differentiated, the lower
quite small. Teeth in 2 irregular rows laterally, a larger number
front.
Nostrils small, well separated, the anterior slightly larger. Lower jaw
very strongly projecting. Maxillary reachmg opposite posterior edge of
pupil, or a little farther. Preopercle slightly notched, the angle slightly
Dorsal
salient, with somewhat enlarged teeth, the serrations all Aveak.
scarcely notched, the fourth spine not elevated, the spines all subequal
except the first. Second dorsal high and long, its median rays forming
a conspicuous angle, its posterior border somewhat concave, rounded.
Caudal scarcely lunate, the upper lobe slightly exserted, the lower trunAnal very high, strongly falcate, its i^osterior border incised, the
cate.
anterior rounded. Pectoral and ventral moderate, almost coterminous.
Anal spines graduated. Scales smoothish, not very small. Color: Olive
gray, covered everywhere with oblong, irregular markings of black,
between which the ground color forms rivulations color of adults
fainter, with smaller spots gray lines radiating from the eye; a blackish blotch behind maxillary pectoral olive yellow other fins blackish,
clouded with pale; first dorsal with faint, small, black spots; caudal
with a very narrow, pale margin none on other fins. Length 15 inches.
A small species, rather common in the astillero or estuary at Mazatlan,
with ]\Iijctero})crca Jordan}, which it much resembles in color, differing in
form and in the short, high anal. This species has the coloration and
form of Mycteropcrca, with a short anal fin, scarcely longer than in
Epineplielus.
The character of the skull is somewhat intermediate, but

m

;

;

;

;

;

on the whole nearest Mycteroperca. The supraoccipital and parietal crests
are high, the former extending forward to the posterior margin of the
orbit jiarietal crests parallel with each, and extending forward to pupil
(Named for Dr. George Albert Boulenger,
interorbital space concave.
;

the accomi^lished ichthyologist of the British Museum, in recognition
of his admirable work on the Serranidce, in the Catalogue of Teleosteau
Fishes.)
Mycteroperca
38,

hoiilengeri,

Mazatlan.

.Jordan

k Starrs,

(Type, No. 47481.

Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac.

Coll.

Hopkins Expedition

Subgenus TRISOTROPIS,
1563.
(EocKFiSH

Head

23 (3*);

;

Gill.

MYCTEROPERCA VENENOSA

Yellow-finned Grouper

;

Sci., 1895, 445, pi.

to Mazatlan.)

BoNAci

(Linnans).
i>e

Piehka.)

depth 3 (3*); eye small, 7 in head (adult).

D. XI, 16;

Body rather robust, not strongly comA. Ill, 11 scales 24-125-x.
head rather bluntish, its anterior profile a little uneven.
pressed
Mouth large, the maxillary reaching much beyond eye, 2 in head teeth
;

;

;

narrow bands, each jaw with 2 strong canines, which are not
directed forward nostrils moderate, close together, the posterior largest.
Interorbital space flat, broad, 5 in head. Preopercle without salient

in rather

;

angle, its emargination slight.
Scales rather small, chiefly cycloid.
Dorsal spines not very weak, the outline of the fin gently convex, the

Jordan and Evermann.
second spine about as long
lunate, the inner rays \\ in
rather low, the longest rays
tips of ventrals, 2 in head.
(adult): Clear olive green,
in spirits)

;

— Fishes of North America.

as tenth, the highest 3 in head; caudal fin
outer, which are \\ in head anal rounded,
;

2i in head; pectorals reaching well beyond
Pyloric cceca 15 to 20 (Poey.) Color in life

livid bluish or pearly below (grayish below
upper parts marked everywhere with broad reticulations,

and curved blotches of bright, clear
most distinct on the upper part of
shoulder before dorsal
entire body
orange-brown spots (becoming brown

light green;

the head

;

nostrils, the centers darkest

above

1173

;

and

;

these reticulations

a greenish blotch on

head covered with round

in spirits) about as large as the
these spots largest and least numerous

angle of mouth orange within

iris orange
breast slightly rosy,
dorsal olive brown, with whitish blotches and a very
few dark spots; soft dorsal, anal, caudal, and ventrals broadly edged
;

grayish in spirits

;

;

;

with blackish, the caudal Avith more spots, these
like the dorsal fin

Length

mon

;

pectoral olivaceous,

its

fins

otherwise colored

tip yellow, its base spotted.

Bahamas, Florida Keys, and southward generally comhere described from a specimen from Key West.
venemous, the flesh being sometimes poisonous.)

3 feet.

;

in rocky places

(venenosus,

;

Perca marina renenosa, the Rockfish, Catesby, Nat. Hist. Fishes Carolina, etc.,

ii,

tab. 5, 1743,

Bahamas.

Bahamas; after Catesdy.
Havana.
373, 1884; Jordan & Eigenmann,

Perca renenosa, Lij)N.s;us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 292,
Serranus jpetrosus, Poey, Memorias,

ll,

136, 1800.

Jordan & Swain, I. c,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Mycleroperca renenosa,
Ti-isolropis petrosns,

Epinephelus venenosus, Boulengek, Cat.,

i,

I.

c, 369, 1890.

918, 1883.

259.

Represented in deep water by the red form or subspecies
1563a.

MYCTEKOPERCA VENENOSA APIA

(Bloch).

(BoNACi Cardenai-.)

Head2|; depth 3; eye small, 5i in head (young). D. XI, 16; A. IIT, 11;
Body rather short and deep, rather strongly compressed.
Head rather bluntish, the anterior profile rather strongly and regularly
arched mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching past the eye, 2i in
head (in young). Lower jaw projecting, but rather less prominent than
scales 24-121-x.

;

Teeth moderate, in rather narrow bands both
moderate canines in front, the upper larger and not directed

usual in Mijcteroperca.

;

jaws with

2

forward.

Nostrils close together, subequal.

angle, its

enlarged.

Interorbital space flattish

Preopercle without salient
emargination very slight, the teeth below the notch slightly
Scales rather small, chiefly cycloid. Dorsal spines not very

or slightly concave,

its

width 6

in head.

the third and fourth highest,
caudal fin slightly lunate, the outer rays a little longer than
inner, If in head; anal rather high, somewhat rounded, the longest rays
If in head; pectorals about reaching tips of ventrals. If in head. Th^
color varies much with age and probably also with the depth of water:
Very dark
(a) Color in life of an adult example about 2* feet in length
everywhere, sparsely covered with round spots, which are black on the
slender, the second spine as long as tenth

3^ in

head

;

;

:
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body and red on the belly

;

mouth red within

with orange red, otherwise plain

;

Museum.

pectoral broadly edged
no other bright colors anywhere; soft
;

parts of vertical fins largely black.

Intense scarlet red
(6) Color in life of an example about 2 feet in length
above, grayer below above, small black spots below, larger red ones
base of dorsal and caudal deep red; edge of dorsal, caudal, and anal black;
pectoral spotted at base, then blackish, thence broadly yellow.
:

;

;

;

Scarlet brown above,
(c) Color in life of specimens 8 inches in length
the color varying from vermilion to gray, becoming grayish in spirits;
sides light gray
the ground color forming rivulations around quadrate
blotches of black belly and lower part of head scarlet blotches above
and on sides black; the upper ocellated with red; those on sides, below
lateral line, presenting the appearance of interrupted horizontal bands
the blotches below all vermilion, separated by rivulations of ground color;
lower jaw yellowish, with red blotches pectorals yellow the fins other:

;

;

;

;

;

marbled with red and black the vertical fins with grayish rivulations, edged with black and tipped with white.
In spirits the scarlet
and red above become gray, the vermilion below, whitish. With age the
large quadrate blotches on the sides and below gradually break up into
smaller spots, and in time the coloration of a and & is reached. West
Indies, Florida Keys, and southward to Brazil, in deeper water than the
true venenosus, from which only the color separates it. Whether this and
similar color forms should be regarded as subspecies, as distinct species,
or should be totally ignored in systematic literature is a question not
easily settled. For the present we let them stand as subspecies, but do
not regard this view of the case as satisfactory. We have never seen a
specimen intermediate between apiia and venenosa, nor can any doubt
exist ill the determination of specimens. {Apua or Apia, a Brazilian name;
Pirati apia, according to Marcgrave.)
wise

all

Piraii apici,

;

Marcgrave,

Hist. Brasil, 1G48, 158, Brazil.

Brazil (after a drawing by Prince Maurice
same used by Marcgrave).
Bonacl cardeual, Parra, Piezas de Hist. Nat. Cuba, 29, pi. xvi, 1787, Havana,
Johuius guttatus, Blocu & Schneider, Syst. Ichthyol., 77, 1801 (after Parba).
Bodiamis marginattis. Block & Schneider, /. c, 331 (after Marcgrave).
Serranus cardimdis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 378, 1828 (after Parra).
Serranus rtipestrix, Cl'Vier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 437, 1833, San Domingo;
Bodianns apua,
of Nassau

Bi.ocir, Icbth., vii, 37, taf. 229, 1790,

— the

GtJNTHER, Cat.,

I,

145, 1859,

Tnsotrapis cardinalis, Poey, Enumeratio, 13, 1875.

Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Jordan & Eigenmann, c, 370, 1890.

Mi/deroperca venenosa guttata,
Mycterc^yerca venenosa aima,

1564.

MTCTEROPERCA BONACI

(BoNAci
*

Arara

;

Black Grouper

;

;

tively slender, a little
its

depth

;

;

(Poey).
AGUA.ri.)

3i; eye moderate, 6 in head (young).
scales 18-120 to 125-.50, pores 70 to 85.

Head2f depth

A. Ill, 11 or 12

1884, 375,

I.

more robust than

in

head moderate, rather pointed,

M.

its

D. XI, 16 to 18;

Body compara-

microlepis, its

breadth 2J in

anterior x)rotile little curved

Jordan and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.
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mouth rather

large, the maxillary reaching slightly beyond eye, 2); in
young), proportionately longer in adult maxillary with cycloid
scales.
Teeth in rather narrow bands two rather strong canines directed
little forward in front of each jaw.
Interorbital space slightly convex,

head

(in

;

;

its width 6 in head.
Preopercle forming a regular curve without salient
angle, the emargination near the angle very slight.
Nostrils small,
roundish, subequal not very close together. Gill rakers few and long,
10 to 12 besides rudiments on lower part of anterior arch. Scales rather
;

small, chiefly cycloid; dorsal spines comparatively slender

and weak, the
gently convex the tenth spine about as long as second
third and fourth spines longest, 3^ in head
caudal fin truncate when
spread open, its outer rays a very little produced, 1? in head anal rather
high and rounded, its longest rays 2i in head pectoral reaching slightly
beyond tips of ventrals, liV in head. Ventrals short, not reaching vent.
Pyloric ca^ca 15. Color in life, deep orange brown, more olive on the back,
clouded above by paler or grayish sides and belly marked everywhere
by reticulations of pearly gray, which surround roundish or oblong spots
of the ground color, the pale streaks being largely horizontal on the sides
sides of the head similarly marked, the spots smaller, bronze brown, the
outline of the

fin

;

;

;

;

;

6 or 7 spots in a straight line between eye
and preopercle, the spots having nearly the diameter of the pupil spots
on the body mostly covering 4 to 6 scales, all of them larger than a scale
dorsal olive brown, somewhat mottled caudal similar to dorsal, narrowly
edged with whitish anal similar, with 2 or 3 rows of bluish spots, its
tips blackish, with a narrow whitish edge pectorals olive brown, plain

reticulations decidedly bluish

;

;

;

;

;

inches long, from

Key

green, the lips olive,

Here described from a specimen 11^
large specimen, about 2i feet in length,
West, retained the same general coloration, the bronze spots

barred with bluish
seen at

;

Mouth not

ventrals blackish, the rays bluish.
;

iris

reddish.

A

Key West.

and rivulations being distinct and not smaller than in the young. In
spirits the orange brown of the body is replaced by dark brown, and the
blue reticulations of the head, by gray; all the markings become more
Length 2 to 3 feet maximum weight 50 pounds. West Indies,
faint.
Pensacola to Brazil; abundant about Key West, where it is known as
Black Grouper, being the only species to which that name is applied.
The young are taken along the shore in the seine. The species is equally
common at Havana. (Bonaci, the Cuban name for the species.)
;

Serranus bonaci, Poey, Memorias,

II,

129, 1860,

Cuba.

Havana.

Serranm bnmneus, Poet, Memorias,

ii,

Serranus araril, PoEY, Memorias,

132, 1860; not of

ir,

131, 1860,

Cuvieb & Valenciennes.

Serranus decimalis, Poey, Memorias,

ii,

138, 1800,

Cuba;

Poet, Repertorio,

ii,

229, 1868,

Havana.

Trisotropis agnaji,

Serranus cyclopomatns, Poey, Memorias,
Serranus lulcpktus, Poey, Memorias,
Trisotropis bonaci,

ii,

ii,

353, 1861,

353, 1861,

speciiiiou witli 10 dorsal spines.

Cuba.

Cuba.

Poey, Synopsis, 283, 1868.

Epinephelns bonaci, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 124; Boclenger, Cat.,

Mycteroperca bonaci,
Trisotropis

Jordan & Swain,

'.

c, 1884, 370;

Jordan k Eioenmann,

bnmneus, PoEV, Synopsis, 1868, 284; Jordan

& Gilbert,

/.

i,

265.

c, 370, 1890.

Synopsis, 1883, 638.
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Represented in deeper water
1564a.

Head

3
22-110-x.

Head

;

Museum.

by

off Florida

MICTEROPERCA BONACI XANTHOSTICTA,

Jordan & Swain.

depth 3 eye ^\ in head (adult). D. XI, 17 A. Ill, 12 scales
Body comparatively robust, formed much as in M. venenosa.
;

;

;

large, its anterior profile little curved, the snout not verj- acute,

Mouth

large, the maxillary reaching to beyond eye, 1,^0 in
Teeth in moderate bands; 2 strong, nearly vertical
canines in front of each jaw. Interorbital space strongly convex, its
breadth 4^ in head. Preopercle forming a regular curve, without salient
angle, the emargination near its angle very slight. Nostrils roundish,

3f iu head.

head

(in adult).

close together, subequal.

Dorsal
caudal fin subtruncate when spread open, its outer rays very slightly produced, IJ iu
head the rays of the fin projecting slightly beyond the membranes anal
high and rounded, its longest rays 2* in head pectoral reaching slightly
beyond tips of ventrals 2f in head. Color of fresh specimen, rather bright
dark purplish gray, scarcely paler below, rather darkest along top of
head and sides of back; chin dark a few obscure paler rivulations on
belly, sides, and especially on breast head and body everywhere covered
very evenly with round, close-set spots of a bright bronze orange these
spots mostly broader than the interspaces, and with an average diameter
about equal to that of a nostril, obscure on lower part of head and body,
but traces of such spots almost everywhere spots most distinct on head,
and covering the dark part of the eye on the lower jaw the spots are
oblong and more closely set about 23 spots in a straight line from eye to
angle of preopercle spots on the body usually arranged one to each
scale, the average diameter being considerably less than that of a scale,
none on body as large as the scale bases of pectoral, anal, and caudal similarly spotted; dorsal dark olive brown, the distal half of the soft dorsal
black; caudal and anal colored like the soft dorsal, the black on the caudal paler, the latter without the narrow pale edge of the dorsal and anal
pectorals and ventrals brownish, blackish toward the tips, the pectoral
with a grayish edge and no yellow; a dusky mustache on preorbital,
along edge of maxillary membrane of region concealed by maxillary
covered with very bright orange spots: angle of mouth on lower jaw
largely yellowish green, with some dull orange
Length 4 feet. Snapper
Banks off Pensacola scarce. {^avOog, yellow gtckto^, spotted.)
spines rather slender

Scales rather small, chiefly cycloid.

and low, the third spine

3j in head

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua.,
Jordan & Eigenmann, c, 370, 1890.

Mycleroperca bonaci xanthosUcta,
(Coll,

Jordan & Stearns);

1565.

1884, 371,

Pensacola,

I.

MICTEROPERCA JORDAN!

(Jenkins

(Cabrilla de AsTiLiERO

;

i Evermann).

Baya.)

Head2f to2f; depth 3^ to 3f; eye 6i to 7^^ in head; snout 3i to 3|.
D. XI, 16 or 17; A. Ill, 11; scales 20-120 to 135-43; maxillary 2^;
pectoral If to 1^ ventral 2 to 2^ fourth dorsal spine 2f to 3 soft dorsal
rays 2| to 2i; longest anal ray 21; caudal lobes If to 1| in head; gill
;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
rakers 3

— Fishes of

North America.

1177

+

10 or 11, short, the longest barely longer than pupil. Body
moderately elongate, compressed. Head low, large, profile anteriorly a
little convex, depressed before eye.
Mouth moderate, the lower jaw very
prominent; canines in both jaws rather strong. Nostrils well separated,
subequal. Preopercle scarcely notched, the angle not salient the teeth
at angle scarcely enlarged.
First dorsal low, scarcely notched, the fourth
spine not elongate. Soft dorsal moderate, rounded caudal truncate or
very slightly rounded, becoming concave with age anal high, anteriorly
rounded, not falcate but with a sharp angle, its posterior border not
incised; second anal spine shorter than third, G in head. Pectorals moderate; veutrals shortish. Color olive gray, blackish above, with obscure
clouds of darker olive in the form of diffuse dark blotches, these oblong,
quadrate, and arranged in 4 series; lower parts pale olive; sides of head
with wavy blackish streaks; a black mustache behind maxillary; lower
side of head clouded lower lip greenish
insideof mouth pale; pectorals
reddish green, without pale edge other fins blackish, the soft dorsal and
caudal narrowly edged with whitish; a little dull red on lower edge of
anal and caudal.* Length 2 to 3 feet. Gulf of California; common in
bays and sheltered waters; not seen about rocks; here described from
specimens from Mazatlan
a food-fish of importance at Guaymas and
Mazatlan. (Named for David Starr Jordan.)
;

:

;

;

,

;

;

Jenkins & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. 1888, 140, Guaymas, (T.vi)e,
Jeukins & Evermann); Bori-EN(jER,t Cat., i, 263.
Mycteroperca jordani, Jordan & Eigenmann, 1. c, 371, 1890; Evermann & Jenkins, I'ror. U. .S.
Epine2>hehis jordani,

Xo. 39628.

Coll.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 143, pi.

1566.

i, fig. 2.

MYCTEROPERCA MICROLEPIS

(Goode

&

Bean).

(Gag; Aguaji'.)

Head 2f depth 3^ ; eye moderate, 6i in head (young). D. XI, 16 to 19
A. Ill, 11 scales 24-140 to 145-50 to 60, pores 88 to 95. Body comparatively elongate, compressed, its greatest width 2i in greatest depth.
;

;

*

The following

is

the original description of this species, slightly condensed: Ilead 2.6 in

body to base of caudal (3.1 in total); depth 3.6 in body; depth of caudal peduncle 8.8; dorsal
XI, 17; anal III, 11; scales very small, crowded, ahout 20-160-40. Body comparatively elongate,
compressed. Head long, lower jaw protruding, maxillary extending but slightly beyond the eye
in the smaller specimens and not at all in the larger ones; eye 7.2 in head, the iuterorbital
space 6 in head. Preopercle slightly emarginate above the angle and on lower limb below the
angle; the serra; above the angle very fine, at the angle stronger, the lower limb entire. Nostrils not very near together.
Distance between them 8 in longer diameter of eye; the anterior
circular, with a flap; posterior elliptical and not more than twice the diameter of tho anterior.
Gill r.akers of anterior arch rather short, the longest about 2 in eye; about 9 developed and 2
rudimentary ones on lower branch, one in the angle, 2 well develo])ed on upper branch, with a
few others rudimentary. Teeth on lower jaw in about 2 series, laterally strong; on upper jaw
several strong teeth intermingled with many small ones; two prominent canines in each jaw.
Caudal tin very slightly lunate, the outer rays scarcely longer than inner, 2 in he.id; pectorals
reaching beyond the tip of ventrals, 5 in body and 1.9 in head; ventral fin shorter than tho
pectoral, 6.25 in the body, its spine 4 in head; the first 3 spines of the dorsal graduated, the first
8.8, the second 4.26, the third 3.3, in head; the tenth spine 4, and the eleventh 3.8, in head.
The longest soft ray, tho sixth, 2.3 in head; origin of doi-sal a little less than length of he.id
from tip of snout; anal spines graduated, the first 14.4, the second 6 4, the thirti 5.2, in head,
the flu evenly rounded, the longest soft ray 2.3, and the last 4.8, in head. Color in alcohol, much
as in E. bonaci, Poey, brown, with irregular darker mottlings of considerable size, but varying
much; belly paler; dorsal and anal fius of the general color of tho body, tlie anal having the
lower edge pale, the outer margin not evidently darker; ventrals black with tho tip white; pectorals paler.

f

By

error credited by Dr. Bouleuger to Jordan

i Evermann,

instead of to Jenkins

i Evermann.

Museum.
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Head long, rather pointed, compressed, its anterior profile comparatively
mouth comparatively large,
evenly curved and not much arched
the maxillary extending (in the young a foot long) slightly beyond the
eye, its length 2\ in head. In the adult the maxillary is proportionately
longer, about half head; teeth in rather narrow bands; each jaw with
two canines, the upper rather large and directed little forward, the lower
;

Gill rakers
Preopercle with a shallow

Interorbital space slightly convex, 7 in head.

rather small.

few, about 12 on lower part of anterior arch.

emargination above the angle, which is somewhat salient and armed with
radiating sernii considerably larger than those on the upper limb, which
are very fine. Nostrils small, rounded, subequal, not very close tcgether.
Dorsal spines comparatively slender
Scales very small, chiefly cycloid.
and weak, the outline of the fin gently convex the tenth spine about as
long as second; third and fourth spines longest, 3^ in head caudal distinctly lunate, the outer rays ^ longer than the inner, 1| in head anal
rather high, its posterior margin convex, the longest ray 2^ in head, the
spines small, graduated pectoral reaching slightly beyond tips of ventrals, 2 in head.
Shade of color variable, those found in shallow water
being lighter and more variegated. Specimens from deep water are jilain
brownish gray, paler below, with no distinct spots or rivulatious, but
faint traces of darker spotting, which disappear in spirits a faint mustache lips not green; dorsal dark olive, the tip of soft part blue black,
its edge narrowly white; caudal black, with bright-blue shadings, its
edge white; anal deep indigo blue, olive at base, its edge white pectorals olive, dusky toward the tip; ventrals blackish, the first ray tipped
with white. Specimens taken in shallow water among grass are green
olive, mottled with darker green, and variously clouded, but without
spots or rivulatious mustache black fins colored as above, distinctly
bluish radiating streaks of bluish from eye all the blue markings of
Length 2 to 3
life fade more or less into dusky or grayish in spirits.
feet.
South Atlantic and Gulf Coast of United States, north to Beaufort,
North Carolina, and Peusacola; not known from the West Indies. This
species ranges farther north on our co'asts than any other of the Epincplielime except Epincphelus morio.
It reaches a weight of about 50 pounds.
Along the coast of Florida it is generally abundant on the banks and
reefs, and is an important food-fish.
{fiiKpor, small; Aen-Zf, scale.)
;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

THsotroyls microleim,

Nos. 5137a;

Goode & Bean, Proc. U.

5137;<.

Coll.

Kaiser

&

Martin);

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879, 141,

Jordan & Gilhekt,

West

Florida, (Type,

Synopsis, 538, 1883.

Pensacola; Key West,
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 'J18, 971.
Epinephelns microhpU, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 124; Boulenger, Cat., i, 260.
Mycleroperca microlepis, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 367, 1884; Jordan &, Eigenmann, 1. c, 371,1890.
Trisotropis slomUis,

GooDE & Bean, Proc. U.

(Type, Nos. 213:!G, 2G561, 26587..

1567.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 427,

Coll. Stearns);

MYCTEROPERCA INTERSTITIALIS

(Poey).

Head 2| depth .3^ eye large, 5i in head. D. XI, 16 or 17 A. Ill, 12;
scales 20-120-x.
Body more slender than in any otlier of the species
;

here described

;

;

;

its

greatest width half

its

greatest depth

acute, the anterior profile rather strongly curved,

;

head not very

somewhat gibbous

Jordan and Evermann.
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above the eyes; moutli moderate, the maxillary reaching slightly beyond
eye, 2\ in head teeth in narrow bands 2 strong canines in the front of
each jaw, those of the upper jaw nearly vertical nostrils rather small,
snbequal, nearly round interorbital space slightly concave, its width 5^
in head the orbital ridges elevated.
Preopercle with a moderate emargination, its angle a little salient, with slightly coarser teeth gill rakers
rather few, about 17 on lower part of anterior arch. Scales rather small,
chiefly cycloid. Dorsal spines rather slender and weak, the outlitie of
the fin gently convex the second spine slightly longer than the tenth,
the third and fourth longest, 3i in head anal rather high, posteriorly
rounded, 2 in head caudal fin a little concave, the inner rays \\ in outer,
which are If in head pectorals reaching tips of ventrals, 2 in head.
Pyloric cceca 12 (Poey.) Color of body in spirits, dark brown, in life
with small darker spots, surrounded by reticulations of the ground
color dorsal and caudal fins dusky, their margins blackish anal dusky,
edged with bluish black; ventrals dusky, edged with bluish black, the
rays lighter; pectorals dusky, a well-defined mustache above the maxillary fins edged with dull orange in life, this color disappearing in
spirits.
Length about a foot. Coasts of Cuba rather common in the
markets of Havana, where the specimens here described were taken by
Dr. Jordan, (interstitialis, having interstices.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Serramix

interstitialis,

Poey, Memorias,

Truolropis

interstilialia,

Mycteroperca

Epinephelm

ii,

231, 1808,

Poey, Synopsis, 285, 1868.

interstitialis,

inlerstialis,

Cuba.
Cuba.

127, 1860,

II,

Poey, Repertorio,

Trisotrrypis chlorostomus,

Jordan & Swain,

Boulenuer,

1568.

Cat.,

i,

I.

c, 365, 1884; .Jordan

k Eioenmann,

c, 371, 1890.

/.

2(16.

MYCTEROPERCA DIMIDIATA

(Poey).

Head 3 depth 3. D. XI, 16; A. Ill, 11 scales 110. Body rather deep
and compressed; mouth small, lower jaw projecting; canines strong, as
;

;

in Mycteroperca falcata; snout rather sharp, 4 in head; maxillary 2; eye
nostrils small, not far apart, the anterior rather the larger angle of
preopercle salient, armed with stronger teeth gill rakers rather slender,
x
14.
Scales rather small; caudal fin rather deeply lunate; anal fin

5

;

;

;

+

rounded.

Color in

spirits, quite

dark above, the lower half abruptly

paler; a narrow, pale ring around caudal peduncle, behind which is a
squarish dark blotch, smaller than eye, at base of upper rays of caudal

a dark area from tip of lower jaw through eye to the boundary between
the dark and pale on the sides caudal, soft dorsal, ventrals, and anal
edged with black. Here described from a small specimen (26953, M. C.
;

Museum at Cambridge, sent from Havana by
Professor Poey, and probably one of his types. Coasts of Cuba appar{dmidiatus, halved, upper half of body differing in
ently very rare,
Z., 8 inches long) in the

:

coloration from lower.)
Serranu.i dimidialiis,

Poey, Jlemorias,

ii,

129, 1860,

Cuba.

Triwtropii dimidiatus, Poey, Synopsis, 285, 1868.
Mi/cternjierca diinidiaia,

Kpinephelui dimidiatue,

Jordan & Swain, I. <•., 367,
Boulknoer, Cat., I, 264.

1884;

Jordan & Eii;knmann,

/.

.-..

372,

IS'.tO.
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Head

MTCTEROPERCA XENARCHA,

2|: depth 3; eye small, 7 in bead.

Museum.

Jordan.

D. XI, 16; A.

Ill, 11; scalea

Body rather deep and compressed head compressed,
with rather short, sharp snout, which is 4 in head; profile steep and
nearly straight mouth large, the maxillary reaching scarcely beyond
eye, 2 in head lower canines small upper canines (2 in number) strong,
25-110 to lli>-50.

:

;

;

:

scarcely directed forward; preorbital narrow, f width of eye interorbital area convex, its width 4^ in head; nostrils small, the posterior
;

scarcely the larger, separated from the anterior

by one diameter

;

angle

of preopercle scarcely salient, but provided with coarser teeth a rather
sharp notch above it opercular spine flat and divided into about 6 teeth
18; scales moderate, scarcely ctenoid
at the end; gill rakers moderate, 9
dorsal spines low, the outline of the spinous dorsal gently convex, the
;

;

+

;

fourth spine longest, 3 in head; soft dorsal high, its outline angular, the
tenth ray produced, 1^ in head anal lin formed as in ITyctcroperca falcata,
its seventh ray produced and falcate, 1* in head, its posterior outline
:

concave caudal subtruncate, the outer slightly produced pectoral If in
head. Color in spirits plain dark olivaceous, the edges of the fins scarcely
darker, Kocky Islands of the eastern Pacific from Mazatlau to the coast
of Peru; kuowm from numerous specimens in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, from the Galapagos Islands, and from Payta,
Peru. The above description is from a specimen 22 inches long, taken by
us at the Venados Islands, near Mazatlau. This is larger than the original
;

;

Types of the species,
'Mijcteroperca j-enaroAa,

(^ei'of,

strange; apxo^, anus.)

Jordan", Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 188", 38",

(Type, No. 24198, Mu3. Comp. Zool.); Jordan"
EpinepheX%is xenarchus,

Boulkngeb,

Cat.,

Subgenus
1570.

i,

k Eigesmans,

I.

James
c, 372,

Island. Galapagos

189iJ.

266.

PAREPINEPHELUS,

irrCTEBOPERCA RUBER

Bleeker.

iBloch).

(Sciresga.)

Head 2^ in length depth 2*. D. XI, 16 A. Ill, 11 or 12 scales 15-95 to
115-40 to 46, pores 75 to 85. Body rather deep, compressed, the snout
sharp, the anterior profile straight interorbital space flat or convex, 4 to
;

:

:

:

5i in head mouth moderate, the maxillary extending just beyond eye,
2\ in head eye 4i to 7 in head canine teeth small preopercle with a
31 (22 to 35 accordgill rakers very long and slender, x
salient angle
ing to Boulenger), the longest I diameter of eye and 7^ in head; dorsal
;

;

;

;

+

:

soft dorsal slightly angulated, the longest ray 2} in head
most specimens, especially in adults) sharply angulated as in
M. falcata, the longest ray If in head, in young specimens rounded;
caudal lunate, the angles well produced in the adult, the fin subtruncate
in young
pectoral 1| in head ventrals short, not reaching vent, (2| to
Coloration grayish olive, with reticulations of dark
3J. Boulenger).
around irregular roundish pale spots a black mustache along edge of
maxillary fina not much darker than body, usually dusky at tip young

spines small

anal

;

;

fin (in

;

;

;

;

;

Jordan and Evermann.
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with the markings more distinct than they are in the adults young
sometimes with a dark blotch on back of caudal peduncle, according
This description is chiefly from No. 4805. M. C. Z., from
to houleuger.
Rio de Janeiro, 13 inches long. This species is very well distinguished
from all other groupers by the greatly increased number of gill rakers, a
character first pointed out by Dr. Bean. Perhaps more than one species
of this type exists, distinguished by the number of gill rakers. The type
of rviber has but 24. Those examined by us from Brazil and from Athens
have 30 or more. West Indies, Brazil, Mediterranean Sea, and islands of
the eastern Atlantic common in the Mediterranean and oft" the coast of
Brazil, {ruber, red from the supposed coloration of the original bleached
specimen, which may possibly have been a deep-water form.)* (Eu.)
;

;

;

I^nepJulus

ruber,

Bloch, Ichthyologia, vii, 22, 1793, pi. 330, " Japan "; BoiLEXGEn, Cat, 1, 268.
& Swain, J. c, 369, 1884 (not Spams scirenga, Eafisesqce, which

JUycteroperca scirenga, Jordan
is an Epinephelus).

Serramis

aculirostris,

Cat.,

I,

Cat.,

I,

CcviER & Valexcienses,

Hist. Xat. Poiss.,

ii,

286, 1828, Brazil;

GCxthek,

Hist. Xat. Poiss.,

ii,

295, 1828, Brazil;

GCntheb,

135,1859.

Serranus undtilosus,

CuviEB & Valenciennes,

143, 1859.

Serranus tinea, Cantkaine, "Nonv. Mem. Ac. Brux., 1831, xi," Naples.
Serranus fmciis, LowE, Trans. Cambr. Philos. Soc, vi, 196, 1836, Madeira; (;Cnther, Cat.,

i,

134, 1859.
Cema nehulosa, Cocco,

"Indice Pesci Messina, Gen. 45, sp. 2," 1844. Messina.
Cemamacrogenis, Sassi, "Descr. Geneva e il Genovasato, i, 139," 1846, Genoa.
Serranus emarginalus, Valenciennes, Ichth. lies Canaries, 10, 1850, Canary Islands.
Epinephtlus chalinius. Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, 1871, 4t;5, St. Martins.
Cema aculirostris, var. lata, Dodeblein, I. c, 74, Palermo; monstrous form.
type).
Serranus ruber, Peters, Berliner Monatsb., 107, 1865, (redescription of original
Mycteroperca rubra, Jordan i Eigenjiajjn, I. c, 372, 1890.

Subgenus
1571.

XYSTROPERCA,

Jordan

A-

MICTEBOPEBCA PAKDALIS,t

Evermann.
Gilbert.

(Cabrilla Pibitita.)

Head 2i in length; depth 3; snout Si; eye 6. D.XI,17; A. Ill, 11 scales
Lower jaw strongly projecting. Teeth small, the outer row in mandible
:

90.

or variety may
*In case a red form of this species should be found, the ordinary brown form aculiroslns, to
that Mi/deroperca
be called var. acutirostrU. It is possible, also, as above indicated,
comparifollowing
The
which form the above description belongs, is really a distinct species.
from "Japan, y^ith M;nler,>perca
son of Bloch'stvpe of Epinephelusmber, .165 meters in length,
numerous
I
"The gill mkeK are indeed
acutiro^tris, is made by Dr. Hilgendorf, who writes:
of these measures 6^, millimecount 24 on the ceratobranchial of the first arch. The longest
example—
larger
The points in which mher differs from acutirostrU (compared with a
ters
The pale coloration, which is hardly
12581 283 millimeters long, from Atheus) are the following:
pigment sutTors little, nor is it to be aa-ounted
to be explained by bleaching, as the dark-brown
rounded, and the pectorals
strongly
apparently
mher
is
in
The caudal
for bv difference in age.
* «{
ventrals reach at least to <•''' y*-"';.
as well as ventrals Je longer in ruber. The
7
the end of the laudal
from
millimeters
86
snout,
the
from
a^
the pectoral is 78 millimeters
millimeters as 3 to 4). Th >
lu aculiro^tris these numbers are respectively 123 and 160
to 8)
the hinder p^rts
examples
iu
old
(or
aa.tirostrL.
that
in
saying
difference may be expressed by
sides shown in Bloch > figuie are merely
of the bodv are more stretched. The streaks on the
in the .formot the caudal above
« e boiindartes of the groups of muscles." The differenceinches
The
it is very rarel> lunate.
noticed mav we know, be due to age, as in specimens of 6
p-.le
The
of
age.
matter
a
afso
^^''^;:^^
Sitrence rn form is no't unlikely
'""
lYj^i'fxoZriyJm
•->'^''
week.
few
"^
mber mav be due to exposure of the type to sunlight. A
alcohol, such
the specimen has now been more than a century in

J '^n

(

,

.;)

"P*"^

As
an exposure mav have some time taken place,
Venados Islands, near Mazatlan:
is taken from a specimen f«".!he
description
following
The
t
Myc'er^erca pardali^Lueml 3 in length; depth 3,V
^^',^^1,:^, A'v •>'
l^.
n^ or^^ 1^'
Eye 6f:, in head; maxillary 2 .,. pectoral
small, smooth, embedded, difficult to count.
destroy all pigment cells

,

?

.
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Museum.

than those of the inner series, whicli are depressible. The
inner series Avidens into a patch at symphysis, in front of which stands
the pair of very small inconspicuous canines. Outer series of teeth in
upper jaw enlarged, canine-like, growing larger toward median line,
where they terminate in 2 strong canines on each side. A patch of depressible teeth behind these canines in front of jaw, rapidly diminishing in
rigid, smaller

and becoming finely villiform on middle of premaxillaries. A U-shaped
patch of villiform teeth on vomer, those laterally the largest, and a very
narrow band on palatines; tongue covered with minute teeth. Maxillary
reaching vertical behind middle of eye, 2\ in head. Interorbital space
strongly convex transversely, 4i in head. Fourth dorsal spine the longest,
3i in head, the second % its height; longest ray of soft dorsal 2\ in head,
the outline of fin everywhere convexly rounded; anal spines strong and
low, the second half the height of the third, which equals length of eye
and snout soft rays high, the angle rounded, the posterior portion of
longest anal ray half head
caudal lunate,
fin straight, not coticave
the longest ray 1? in head. Scales small, not arranged in regular series,
partially embedded, those on head and hinder part of body smooth head
wholly scaled, except premaxillaries and anterior part of maxillaries;
sides covered with numerous
fins naked, except basal half of caudal
very minute accessory scales scales apparently in about 90 transverse
series above the lateral line, but extremely difficult to determine; scales
on cheeks, top of head, and above the lateral line anteriorly much reduced
in size. Color in spirits: Sides of head and body everywhere profusely
covered with round brown spots, those on caudal peduncle largest, half
the diameter of the pupil, those anteriorly and above becoming much
smaller, those on top of head about the size of a pin head; on sides these
spots are surrounded with reticulations of grayish silvery, this ground
color darker and brownish on upper parts a dark brown streak behind
the maxillary, and one on membrane of premaxillary vertical fins light,
soft dorsal and anal with brown streaks on membranes between the rays
on basal half, and a few indistinct brown spots on middle of fin caudal
brown spotted, with a narrow white margin pectorals light at base, the
distal half blackish, with a wide pale border posteriorly; ventrals with
brown streaks along membranes on inner face. (Gilbert.) Length 2 feet.
size

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

longest anal ray V/a'-, longest dorsal ray 2; longest dorsal spine S}-^. Caudal, upper lobe l^fj;
ventrals 2. Body deep, robust; anterior profile rather steep and straight; lower jaw moderately
projecting. Small canines in both jaws; preopercle with notch and a salient angle.
Gill rakers
about 15
Tosterior nostril oblong,
25, rather stout, the longest about IY2, in head; snout V-/L
4 times as long as anterior. Dorsal spines low, the third and fourth but little longer than the
last.
Dorsal fin pointed; anal very high, triangular in form, anterior margin convex, posterior
concave. Sixth soft ray very high, reaching far beyond tip of last, which is short; spines graduated. Caudal fin broad, on a broad peduncle, unequally lunate. Upper lobe longer and broader
than lower. Pectorals rounded. Color: Olive gray ground, paler below, clouded with dark above;
everywhere covered with small, roundish, dark olive or bronzed spots, so thick as to obscure the
ground color; very close-set on head and back, small and distinct, not larger than anterior nostril, growing larger and less thick, dense below; posteriorly still larger, often half diameter of
pupil, and tending to run together, forming elongate blotches and verniiculations.
Dorsal similarly spotted with spots which grow faint in soft rays; pectoral, anal, and caudal like soft dor.sal.
All soft fins growing dusky toward margin. Soft dorsal, anal, and caudal very narrowly edged
with pale. Pectoral with broader pale margin; ventral like pectoral, pale edge narrower. When
seen from back an appearance of about 10 very faint dusky cross shades, probably more conspicuous in young.

+
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Gulf of California rather coniinoii about the rocky islands about Mazatlan;
a handsome species, valued as food. (Traprfa/.a;, leopard.)
;

Mycleroperca pantalis, Gilbert, Proc U.

S.

La Paz Bay, Lower

Kat. Mus., 1891, 551,

Cali-

(Coll. Albatross.)

fornia.

BoULENGER,

Epinephclns pardalts,

Cat.,

i,

2G8.

Subgenus
1572.

MYCTEROPERCA.

MYCTEROPERCA OLFAX

(Jenyns).

(Telluw Grouper.)

Head 2^^ to 3; depth 3| eye small, 7 in head. D. XI, 17; A. Ill, 11;
scales 20-110 to 120-50, pores 75.
Body robust, not strongly compressed
;

head deep, the snout rather sharp, the anterior profile steep; mouth
somewhat beyond eye, 2i in head, its surface scaly teeth moderate lower jaw prominent canines normal nostrils large, very close together, separated by a narrow, vertical septum,
the posterior about 3 times the diameter of the anterior, which is broader
than the septum preorbital a.s broad as eye interorbital area flattish
and broad, 4i in head; gill rakers coarse and long, x -f 15 preopercle
without salient angle, its notch moderate; scales email, chiefly cycloid.
large, the maxillary reaching

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dorsal spine strong, the second and third elevated so that the posterior
outline of the fin is concave, first spine just half the second, second and
third equal, 2j in head, fourth lA in third
soft dorsal scarcely angular;
;

pectorals

I't

head

in

ventrals short, scarcely reaching vent caudal fin
soft anal falcate, its posterior margin concave, the long;

;

shallow-lunate
Color brown, with some traces of grayish vermiculaest rays 2^ in head.
tions around small round brown spots; fins all dusky, especially distally
young covered all over with round brown spots, much smaller than the
pupil; a black mustache; pectoral with a narrow pale edge. (Descrip;

from No. 21198, M. C. Z., 2 feet long, from James Island, Galapagos.)
Galapagos Islands; Panama. Length 2 or 3 feet. (o?/rtc/o, to smell, from

tion

the large size of the nostrils.)
Serranus

olfa.r,

Jenyn.s, ZooI. Beagle, Fishes,

9, pi. 4,

1840,

Galapagos Islands

Gl'NTHER, Proc. Zobl. Soc. London, 1877, 67.
Mycleroperca olfax, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 1884, 376; Jordan
Epinepheliis olfax,

Boulenger,

Cat.,

i,

& Eigenmann,

I.

(Coll.

Darwin);

c, 307, 1890.

263.

Represented in deep water about the Galapagos Islands by

MYCTEROPERCA OLFAX RIBERRIMA,

15V2a.

Jordan

&

Bollman.

A large specimen taken by the Albatrotts at Abingdon Island, in the
Galapagos, seems to have been bright red in life. It probably represents
a deep-water variety analagous to the red varieties of West Indian
species.
The anal is a little lower than in an equally large specimen of
the typical olfax taken in the same locality. No other dirt'erence is
apparent. Abingdon Island, (jalapagos Group, (rithen-'nuits, very red.)
JoRDAX k Boi.lman MS. iu Jordan .t Eigenmann, Review
Abingdon Island.
Jordan k Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ISKy, 181; iu part.

Mycleroperca olfax ruhenima,

nidK, 367, 1890,
Mycleroperca olfax,

Serra-
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MYCTEROPEBCA ROSACEA

1573.

Museum.

(Streets).

(Cabbilla Calamaria.)

m

head (adult). D. XI, 18; A. Ill, 11;
Head 2| depth 2J eye 7
Body rather elongate, compressed head large, comscales 25-130-10.
pressed, pointed anteriorly, the anterior profile nearly straight or slightly
;

;

;

convex; snout rather long and sharp, 3i in head. Mouth large, the
maxillary reaching to opposite posterior margin of eye, its length 2 in
head. Teeth in moderate bands; canines of moderate size, nearly vertiInterorbital space strongly
cal, the lower turned somewhat backward.
convex, its breadth about 4 in head. Preopercle Avith the angle a little
salient, the emargination above it rather distinct, the teeth small, those
near the angle being somewhat enlarged. Nostrils rounded, very close
together, the posterior much the larger. Gill rakers rather few and long,

about 17 on lower part of anterior arch. Scales small, chiefly cycloid.
Dorsal spines rather slender and low, the third 3§ in head soft dorsal
moderate caudal fin distinctly lunate, the upper lobe the longer. If in
head anal very high and falcate, the middle rays produced in a point,
their length \^q in head, the posterior rays rapidly shortened, so that the
anal spines small, graduated
outline of the fin is much concave
pectorals reaching beyond tips of ventrals, 2 in head. Color in life: Body
and fins nearly uniform brick red tip of pectorals dusky vertical fins
without distinct dusky edgings. In spirits, fading first to lemon color,
then to dull gray. Gulf of California. But three specimens, all adult,
of this beautifully colored species are known. The first was secured by
Dr. Streets at Angel Island thesecoud,describedabove(28131,U.S. N.M.),
obtained at Mazatlan by Dr. Gilbert, where it is very rare and the third
obtained by Dr. Jordan in December, 1894, from Venados Islands, near
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Length of specimen described, 38
unknown, (rosaceus, rosy.)

Mazatlan.

inches.

The brown form,

if existing, is

Epiiiephelns rosacetis, Streets, Bvill.

California

;

Boulenger,

Trisotropis rosaceiis,

Cat.,

V.
i,

S.

Nat. Mus., vii, 51, 1877,

Angel Island, Gulf of

262.

Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., ii, 1882, 107.
Jordan & Swain, I. c, 302, 1884 Jordan & Eigenmann,

Mycteroperca rosacea,

;

1574.

MYCTEROPEBCA FALCATA
(Scamp

;

Bacalao

;

I.

c, 368, 1890.

(Poey).

Abadejo.)

eye large, 5 in head (in adult). D. XI,
Head 2J
16 to 18 A. Ill, 11 scales 22-130 to 140-47 to 55, pores 72 to 85. Body
moderately elongate, compressed, its greatest width 2| in its depth; head
compressed, rather pointed anteriorly, the anterior profile nearly straight.
Mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching posterior border of eye, 21 in
head teeth in rather narrow bands; each jaw with two strong canines,
to 3; depth 3i to 3i

;

;

;

;

rather larger than in any related species, those of the upper jaw directed
very strongly forward and slightly downward; those of the lower jaw

a

little smaller,

and directed similarly upward and backward.

bital space slightly convex, 5 in head.

Interor-

Nostrils close together, the

Jordan and Everviann.
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Upper limb of preopercle

posterior the larger.

fiuely serrate; a rather sharp

bears a few coarse teeth.

1

185

slightly convex, very

notch above the angle, which

is salient,

and

Gill rakers rather elongate, 15 or 16 besides

rudiments, 19 or 20 in all, on lower part of anterior arch. Scales small,
mostly cycloid. Dorsal spines rather slender and weak, the outline of
the fin gently curved, the second spine about equal to the eighth and
higher than the tenth the third and fourth spines longest, 2* in head;
caudal with falcate lobes anal with its middle rays exserted longest
ray of anal 2\ in head upper lobe of caudal 1;!^. Pectoral reaching tips
of ventrals, 1* in head. Ventrals short, not reaching vent. Pyloric
coeca 1.5. Color in life, brown above sides grayish brown, faintly covered
with darker spots which disappear in spirits eyes and angle of mouth
yellowish vertical fins dusky, the outer portions bluish black ventrals
and pectorals bluish black, the pectorals with a whitish edge. Length
2to3feet. West Indies, north to Bermuda; a common food-fish at Havana.
{falcatus, scythe-shaped.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sen-anus falcnlus. Poet, Meniorias,
Trisoliopisfiikutui',

ii,

138, 1860,

Havana.

Poey, Synopsis, 285, 1868.

Mycteroperca fakitta,
Epiueplieliis falcatus,

Jordan & Swain, L c,
Boulengek, Cat., 1,261.

1884, 3G2

;

Jordan & Ekjenmann,

I.

c, 3G8, 1«90.

Represented on the Florida Coast by
la74a.

MYCTEROPERCA FALCATA PHENAX,
(Scamp

;

Jordan

& Swaiu.

Bacalao.)

Specimens from the Florida Coast differ somewhat from all those observed

Havana. The chief difference is in the direction of the canine teeth,
which are rather weaker than in var. falcata, those of the upper jaw
scarcely directed forward, those of the lower scarcely backward. The
serne on the preopercle are rather weaker than in \&v. faJcaia, and there
is some difference in color, as is shown in the following notes on a specimen from Key West: Head 3; depth 3?. D. XI, 18; A. Ill, 11; scales
at

Color in life: Pinkish gray above, paler purplish gray below
upper parts and opercle thickly covered with suuill, rounded, irregular
spots of dark brown sides with larger and fainter brown blotches, more
24-135-10.

;

;

and somewhat reticulate; spinous dorsal
brownish soft dorsal darker, faintly spotted, edged with dusky and
with a narrow rim of whitish anteriorly; caudal brownish, spotted with
anal dusky, blackish antedarker, its outer rays blackish posteriorly
riorly, and edged with whitish; pectorals plain, dusky toward the tips,
mouth pale,
edged with whitish ventrals pale, tipi)ed with dusky
Length about 2 feet. Coasts of southern Florida
scarcely greenish.
abundant about the Keys. (6ti«j, deceptive, equivalent to ''scamp.")
or less horizontally oblong,
;

;

;

;

TrUotropis falcalns,
sis,

Goode & Bean,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1879,

14(i;

Jordan k Gilbert, Synop-

538, 1883.

Epinephelus falcatus, Jordan, Proc. U.

Mycteroperca falcata phcnoj-,

Jordan & Eigenmann,
F. N. A.

76

Jordan

I.

S.
&,

Nat. JIus., 1884, 124.

Swain, Proc. U.

c, 368, 1890.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 3C3,

Key West;

Museum.
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1575.

MTCTEROPERCA VENADOBUM,

Jordan

&

Starks.

(Gaklopa.)

Head

3,;

in length;

sinoothish, about 130.

+

depth 'i>\. D. XI, 16; A. Ill, 11; scales small,
Snout Bin head; maxillary 2; eye 8. Gill rakers

8; pectorals l-i^o fourth dorsal spine 3,^ longest dorsal rays 3; longest
Yentrals 2\, measured to bony opercle.
caudal lobe If.
anal ray 2^
Body robust, not strongly compressed, the head large. Lower jaw much
Preopercle
projecting. Posterior nostril 3 times diameter of anterior.
scarcely notched, its angle scarcely salient, its teeth a little enlarged.

3

;

;

;

few ia number.

Gill rakers short, thick,

Dorsal deep-notched, second

spine a little lower than the fourth soft dorsal high, slightly angulated
anal very high, with exserted rays; caudal well forked, lobes une(i[ual.
;

;

Color: Olive brown, almost uniform, no spots or bands; dorsal, anal,
and caudal with broad black margin narrowly edged with whitish pec:

with pale edge. Gulf of California; not rare about rocky islands. The type, a specimen from the
Venados Islands, weighing in life 75 pounds, has been sent as a skin to
the British Museum. Its length was 40 inches to base of caudal fin. The
species reaches a weight of 150 pounds, and is a food-fish of importance.
(Name from the Venados Islands near Mazatlan Venado, hunted, the
Spanish name of the deer, Mazatlan being the Indian equivalent of the
same word.)

toral

and ventral darker behind

jiectoral

;

;

Myctei-oijerca venadorion,

Venados Islands.

&

.Tordan
(Coll.

1576.

Starks, Fishes of

Hopkins Exp.

Type

Siiialoa, iu Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1895, 44(5,

in British

Museum.)

MYCTEROPERCA CALLIURA,

Poey.

Head

3; depth 3. D. XI, 16; A. Ill, 11; scales 90 to 100; eye 5 in
preopercle with
snout 4|. Body rather deep and compressed
salient angle; gill rakers x
12; nostrils as in M. tigris, the posterior
considerably the larger, the two close together, the larger with an interior
Pyloric
horizontal cross partition at base; anal scarcely angulate.
c(cca 12, large and firm. Color in spirits, brownish everywhere, with
grayish reticulations around small brown spots, these not larger than
pupil and not evident on head; fins all edged with dusky. According
to Poey the color is dark brownish olive, with rounded spots of yellowlips yellowish
iris olive
fins dark
ish, obscure in some sijecimens
brown, darker on the edges of the vertical fins, with a pale edge along
the soft dorsal and anal; 8 narrow dusky cross bands, which disappear
Caudal with a beautiful green cross band, preceding the
after death.
denticulations of its extremity. The pectoral toward the center is yellowall
ish, followed by a dark color coming from the coloration of the rays
the posterior margin is green. Length 1| feet. Coast of Cuba; very
rare; here described from No. 10011, M. C. Z., 14 inches long, apparently
one of Poey's types. (KuTiXog, beauty; o'vpd, tail.)

head

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

Mycteroperca caUhirn, Poey, Repertorio,

I,

181, 300, 18ti7,

1890.
Trisotroim calUurm, PoEV, Synopsis, 284, 1868;

I^inephelus calliurus,

Boulenger,

Cat.,

I, iiGi.

Johoan

&.

Cuba; Jordan * Eigbnmann,
Swain,

1.

c, 366, 1884,

/.

c.jSGS,

Jordan and Evermann.
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MTCTEKOPERCA TIGRIS

1577.

iVori/i

(Cuvier

&

1187

America.

ValoncinnneB).

(BoNACi Gato.)

Head

depth

D. XI, 16 or 17 A. Ill, 10 or 11 scales 18-125 to
Body moderately elongate, rather strongly
compressed. Head large, the anterior profile rather more strongly curved
than in most species, somewhat gihhons ahove the eyes snout n9t very
acute, 3* in head. Mouth very large, ohlique, the maxillary extending
to beyond the eyes, its length 2\ in head. Canines moderate, nearly
Lower jaw strongly projecting eye 6| in head. Posterior
vertical.
nostril much larger than anterior, the two close together and close to
eye. Interorbital space strongly convex, its breadth 5j in head. Preopercle forming a regular curve, without salient angle or conspicuous
emargiuation. Gill rakers very short and broad; about 6 developed on
lower half of arch, besides about 3 rudiments.
Scales rather small,
Dorsal spines rather slender, the second, third, and
chietiy cycloid.
fourth subequal, 3^ iu head; soft dorsal slightly angulated, the tenth
ray slightly longer than the others, 3 in head caudal truncate or somewhat lunate, the outer rays l-i'o in head; anal high, slightly angulated,
the largest rays 2j in head; anal spines short, graduated; pectorals
reaching somewhat beyond tips of ventrals, 2 in head ventrals short,
not reaching vent. Color in spirits, olivaceous the head covered with
very distinct honeycomb-like reticulations of darker olive, surrounding
pale spots, from the size of the nostril to that of the pupil body showing traces of such spots fins plain, the soft dorsal and anal edged with
blackish. Color in life, olive brown, with about 5 pale, grayish cross
bands, narrower than the interspaces; these bands about obsolete in
all the fins bluish black, the vertical tins edged with whitish,
spirits
the pectorals tipped with orange top of head reddish, becoming dusky
Length of specimen described (6708, U. S. 11. M.) from Bariu spirits.
badoes, 19 inches. West Indies not very common north to Bermuda.
2*

;

3|.

;

;

135-50 to 55, pores 80 to 85.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

{^tigris,

tiger.)

Serranus tigrk,

Cuvier & Valenciennes,

THER, Cat.,

Serrmms felinva, Poey, Memorias,

ll,

Seiranus repnndus, Poey, Memorias,
Trisotro2)is reliculalns,

Trisotropis tigris,

Havana.
Havana.

135, ISGO,

Jordan & Swain,

Poey, Jlemorias,

tigria,

ii,

Sci., 1865, 1II5,

Barbadoes;

coloration faded.

I.e.,

Represented

in

1577a.

373, 1884.

135, 1860.

Jordan & Swain, I. c,
Boulenger, Cat., i, 259.

Mi/cteropcrca tigm,

Ground

134, 1860,

ii,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Myclerojierca reliculala,

Indies,

San Domingo; Gvn-

Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 18U9, 307.

Serraniis rivulatvs,

Epinepkehis

Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 440, 1833,

112.

I,

364, 1884;

Jordan A Kigenmann,

/.

<

,

3t",ii,

18U0.

deep waters by a red form or subspecies,

MYCTEKOPERCA TIGRIS ('AMELOPARUALIS

(I'oej)

color bright red, otherwise as in Mydcroperca

I'Kjrix.

{camclopnrdalia, like a girafie or camelopard in color.)

Serranns camelopnrd'dix, PoEY, Memorias, n, 132, 1860,
Trisotrojtis camelopardalia,

Havana.

Poey, Synopsis, 283, 1868; Enuuieratio,

14, 1875.

West
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CRATINUS,

506.

Steindachner.

CnUiuus, Steindachner, Ichthyol. Beitrage, vii, 19, 1878,

{agasnizii).

Body subfusiforni, moderately compressed; the bead long and low;
cranium essentially as in Serratuin, the smooth area above very large,
longer than the low and short supraoccipital crest. Lower jaw much
projecting. Canines small. Scales small and rough. Gill rakers modDorsal spines very uneciual, most of them attenuated into long
erate.
filaments without dermal appendage.
Caudal slightly lunate. East
This genus is related to ParaJabrax,^ diftering in the form of
Pacific.
the liead and in the prolongation of most of its dorsal spines, which
are attenuated into filaments without dermal appendage. One species
known, a fish with a very peculiar physiognomy. (Name unexplained;
perhaps from crates, a bundle of rods.)
1578.

Head

to

CRATINUS AGASSIZII,

Steindachner.

end of the opercular flap 21 in length; depth 4. D. X,12;
head; snout 2f maxillary 2i; pectoral 2; ventrals

A. 111,7; eye 9 in

slightly shorter;
scales 9-68-22.

;

longest ray of soft dorsal 3; second anal spine 5i;
Body elongate, not much compressed; profile gently

curved from tip of snout to dorsal snout long and pointed mouth large,
not very oblique; maxillary extending to j)osterior margin of eye; lower
jaw strongly i^rojecting; teeth moderate, in several irregular series;
nostrils equal, nearly round, the space between them as great as their
diameter, the anterior one with a flap on its posterior margin eye small,
set high in the head; interorbital shallowly and evenly concave; supraoccipital ridge extending nearly to upper angle of opercle rounded posterior limb of preopercle finely serrate, lower limb entire; opercle with a
broad, flat spine, behind which is a large flap. Gill rakers moderate,
Snout, preorbital
rather slender, 3
9, with 3 or 4 rudimentary ones.
interorbital, and upper edge of maxillary with a few scattered, partially
embedded scales, with much naked skin between lower part of maxillary and lower jaw naked; cheeks closely set with small scales, opercles
with much larger ones many accessory scales on head. Scales on body
large, without accessory scales
a few small scales running up on base of
First dorsal spine
all scales on body and head ctenoid.
soft dorsal
short, not much longer than eye, the second slightly longer third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth extremely long, longer than head, and reaching to the
middle of soft dorsal, the rest not elongate; soft dorsal moderately high,
the first rays the longest; second anal spine about twice as long and
much stouter than first, third slender, a little longer than second, and
closely united to first anal ray, the middle rays the longest, twice as long
as second spine, fin rounded behind; pectorals broad, the middle rays
longest, the fin bluntly rounded behind, reaching a little past ventrals
caudal fin shallow-lunate. Color in spirits Snout and upper parts dark
;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

* Dr.

Bonlenger

is

certainly in error in referring this BjiecicB to his subgenus Hi'mnms.

Jordan and Everman?i.
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browD, light below; dorsal, anal, aud ventrals dark. Galapagos Archipelago scarce; the specimens here described from Charles Island, one of
the Galapagos, the largest about 18 inches long. The posterior half
of the body resembles that of the species of Faralabrax the long, low
head suggests Philypnns. (Named for Professor Louis Agassiz.)
;

;

Cratinus ngtushii,
siz

&

Steindachnek, Ichth. Beitr., vii, 10, 1878, Galapagos Islands
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. <•., ;i!)4, 1890.
Boulenger, Cat., i, 282.

(Coll.

Agas-

Steindachncr);

SerraiiKs tujasshU,

HYPOPLECTRUS,

507.

Gill.

(Vacas.)
HitpopUch-UK, Gill, Pioc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 236, [imella).

Body more deep and compressed than in the other groups allied to SerThe skull ditters from that of Serranus chiefly in the development

ranus.

of the supraoccipital crest, which, in accordance with the form of the
body, is much elevated. The smooth area on top of cranium is large
extending backward to border of preopercle, the supraoccipital and parietal crests being short; the ventrals, as in Serranus, are behind the axil
of the pectoral. All the species have several antrorse serrai on the lower
limb of the preopercle, but smaller than in Gonioplecirus. The species of
Eypoplectrns are all American, and a study of their relations offers many
We have examined typical examples of a large number of
difficulties.
the nominal species. While each of these shows certain striking peculiarities in color, most of them are absolutely identical, one with another,
in all other respects. Moreover, even among those in which the coloration
seems most sharply defined, there are many variations. After an examination of the large series of typical forms sent by Professor Poey to the
Museum at Cambridge, we find ourselves driven to the conclusion that all
the common forms of Hypoplectrus probably constitute but a single species,
subject to almost endless variations in color. This view we here adopt,
leaving for convenience sake the various nominal species to stand as color
varieties or subspecies, produced by the action of some agencies as yet

unknown,
a.

(i'tto,

below

;

TrPij/fcrpoi,

spur.)

and deep, the depth 214 in length;
from dorsal to occiput convex, concave above eye; preorbital narrow;
maxillary reaching to below middle of eye; lower jaw slightly included; teeth strong,

Scales large, aljout 46 pores in lateral line; body short

head

2f; profile

large teeth in front J; fourth dorsal spine highest, 21 in head; middle caudal rays little
shorter than the outer ones; pectoral reaching anal; teeth of preopercle growing larger
downward; angle aud lower limb with about 9 strong radiating serra', those nearest

aa.

the angle largest, the others directed more and more forward. Color (of the single
specimen known) black with violet luster; faint, pale streaks along the rows of scales
on lower parts of bo'ly; caudal fiu abruptly translucent yellowish; pectorals colorless;
tips of dorsal and aual spines and edge of soft rays abruptly whitish.
lAMPRURUS, 1579.
Scales moderate, 60 to Go pores in the lateral line; dorsal rays X, 15; depth 2 to 234 "»
length, the head about 3; maxillary 2 in head; caudal fin slightly lunate; fourth dorsal spine highest, 2g in head; pectorals narrow, about reaching second anal spine;
gill

rakers short and slender, x

many nominal species

+ 12.

Coloration extremely various, characterizing

or varieties described below.

unicoloe, 1580.
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aaa. Scales small, 70 to 80 iu the lateral line.
6.

Caudal forked.

Color purple with lighter cloudings; fins colorless, the external caudal

much

ray darker; caudal deeply lunate, the external rays

prolonged, especially

those of the upper lobe, wliicli are twice as Ion;; as the middle rays.
Scales 9-70-32.

length.

157!).

Head

HYPOPLECTIUS LAMPRURUS

depth

D. X, 15

Depth 2]/^ in
gemma, 1581.

(Jordan and Gilbert).

snout
2i.
about as long as eye, which is 3i in head, greater than interorbltal width
Body short and deep profile from dorsal to occiput convex, concave
above eye; preorbital narrow; maxillary reaching to below middle of
eye; lower jaw slightly Included; teeth strong; large teeth in front ^
snout and top of head naked; cheeks and opercles scaly; fourth dorsal
spine highest, 2^^ in head middle caudal rays little shorter than the outer
ones pectoral reaching anal, a little shorter than head or than ventral
anal spines strong, the second longer and stronger than third teeth of
preopercle growing larger downward; angle and lower limb with about
9 strong radiating seme, those nearest the angle largest, the others
directed more and more forward; opercle with 2 flat spines. Color (of
the single specimen known) black with violet luster: faint, pale streaks
along the rows of scales on lower parts of body
caudal fin abruptly
2?

;

;

A. Ill, 8

scales 6-60-x, pores 46

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

translucent yellowish; pectorals colorless ventrals black tips of dorsal
and anal spines and edge of soft rays abruptly whitish. Panama known
;

;

;

from a single specimen
the

much

larger scales

;

;

well distinguished, from the Atlantic species by
the single type has almost exactly the coloration

of the form called Hypoplectrus chlorurus.
color variations
Serranits hmqn-iirns,

No. 29651.

which

it

may

Jordan & Gilbert,

undergo.

We

can only guess as to the
bright; ovpd,

(Aa/^Trpof,

Bull. U. S. Fish

Comm.,

i,

1881,

.322,

tail.)

Panama.

(Type,

Coll. Gilbert.)

Hypopleclrus lamprurus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 37G;

Jordan & Eigenmann,

I.

c,

384, 1890.

1580.

IIYPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOK*

(Walbauni).

(VaCA; PETlT-NiCKE.)

Head

2| to

.3;

depth 2 to

2i^.

D. X, 14 or 15; A.

Ill, 8

;

scales 8 to 10-80

to 92-30 to 35, pores 52 to 60. Snout longer than eye, which is 'Si to 4 iu
head lower jaw slightly projecting, with small canines maxillary 2 in
;

;

head, reaching nearly to middle of eye; snout and top of head smooth
fourth dorsal
caudal fin slightly lunate
cheeks and opercles scaly
spine highest, 2| in head; pectorals narrow, about reaching second anal

;

;

;

*We have examined large numbers of specimens of this type in the Museum at Cambridge
and elsewhere. The best series seen is that sent from Havana by Poey to the Museum at 'aiiibiidge.
So far as we can discover, the various nominal species of tliis type are absolutely identical in all
respects except in color. Many of them e. g., puella, indigo, ddontriis — seem at first sight to be
certainly different. Nevertheless, each of these forms is subject to wide variations, and from the
material which we have seen, we can draw no other conclusion than this: All belong to a single
species, which varies excessively in its coloration.
Blue, yellow, and black are arranged in great
variety of patterns, in different specimens, and the cause of such variation is still unknown.
The following localities are represented in the specimens examined by us: pitelhi, Havana,
St. Thomas, St. Croix; vitidiiius, Havana; pittnirariits, Havana; mandiferus, Havana; giUtM-ariu^,
Havana; chloninm, Havana; nigriaiiis, Florida Keys, Havana, St, Thomas; iudigo, Havana.
The other nominal species we Lave not seen.
(
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spine, nearly as long as head, about equal to ventrals; third anal spine

longest, as long as longest of dorsal

Length

West

6 to 12 inches.

;

gill

rakers short and slender, x-(-

Indies, north to the Florida

shores; not recorded from Brazil; locally
able as indicated above.

common and

Only the form called
Length about a foot,

nifjricans

12.

Keys on rocky

excessively vari-

thus far recorded

{unicolor, uniformly colfrom the United States.
ored a most inappropriate name even for the typical form ) Coloration
extremely various, the following being the nominal species or varieties
;

thus far described
a.

Soft dorsal iheckered or spotted with pale blue or crossed

l>y liliio

lines (these occasionally

obsolete).
b.

Body dusky, the head and

belly orange, the top of the head olivaceous; a black spot
on each side of caudal peduncle close behind dorsal; black band or spot in front
of eye not bordered by blue; cheeks, opercle and breast with vertical lines of
metallic blue; dorsal yellowish; pectoral and caudal orange; a black spot in the
axil; upper margin of pectoral blue; anal orange with blue border; ventral
unicolob (=5iacui.ifeuus), 1580.
greenish, its base orange.
Body all violet with 5 or G more or less distinct black cross bands, the middle one broadest, covering the space from the fourth to the tenth dorsal spine and meeting its
fellow under the belly; the baud at the nape broad and saddle-like, bounded by 2
pale cross streaks on nape, opercle, and cheeks; snout jxile, a pale shaile across it;

hh.

ventrals pale or dark;

other

fins,

except spinous dorsal, mostly pale.

Pores 60;

8 series above lateral line.

puella, 1580a.
Cheek with a blue band befo e eye and some blue spots before it.
Cheek without blue band; no blue spots on snout; colorsduller. vitulixus, 15806.
Body and head yellow anteriorly; body abruptly black posteriorly, the back extending

c.

cc.

bbb.

forward to a wavy line reaching from first dorsal spine to vent; a broad dark-blue
liuiid in front of eye, bordered by sky blue; fins chiefly orange; ventral and anal
pinnavabius, 1580c.
bordered by sky blue.
aa. Soft dorsal plain,
d.

without distinct blue lines or

Preorbital region with 1 or

fading in
e.

spots.

more dark-blue

stripes,

bordered by bright sky blue (not

spirits).

anteriorly, black posteriorly, the black extending forward to a line
joining the nape and last anal ray; fins orange; a single blue-black stripe or
spot in front of eye, ocellated with sky blue; caudal peduncle very dark above.

Body yellow

Cl'TTAVABIUS,

eee.

all

cuocoTus, 1580/.

()i,ts.

dd. Preorbital region

above lateral
/.

1.580(f.

orange yellow, fins orange; snout and lower jaw blue; 2 blue stripes,. each
r,UMMiGi:TTA, 1.5S0e.
bordered with sky blue, before the eye.
Body saffron yellow, orange posteriorly; snout with blue streaks and some blue

Body

ee.

without blue

stripes;

scales usually

(?)

smaller; pores

(15,

11 series

line.

Preorbital region with violet spots; a round black spot on side of caudal peduncle;
dorsal light greenish; body light olive green above, reddish below; pectorals

pale yellow, the

first

ray blue; ventrals, anal, and caudal light orange.
ABERB.VNS, laSOg.

ff.

Preorbital region without distinct violet spots.
rj.

General color blackish, brown, or yellowish— not indigo blue.
h. Color brownish, the middles of the front of body yellowish;

fins all

yellow

accensi's, 15807/.
except the ventrals, which are black.
hh. Color yellowish pink; caudal and pectorals pale; ventrals and anal bright

light blue.
gg.

AFFiNis, 1580t.

Color of body bl.ack with violet shades.
cni.oiHiRUS,
yellow.
I. Pectoral and caudal fins abruptly bright
a. Pectoral and caudal fins violet black like the rest of the body.
NIGRICANS,

158()).

1.580i.
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j.

General color deep indigo blue everywhere on body and

fins

;

body with

4 to G broad cross bars of darker blue.
k.

kk.

inuigo, IHHOI.
Cheeks plain, without distinct stripes.
Cheeks with a dark-blue suborbital band between 2 bands of clear

BOVINUS, 1580m.

blue.

1580.
Perca unicolor,

HYPOPLECTBIIS UNICOLOR

Walbaum, Artedi

uuicohr, Seba, Thesaurus,

Piscium,

iii, 76,

iii,

352, 1792,

(typical).

unknown;

locality

iifter

I'en'nn

tab. 27, fig. IC.

Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 322, 1801.
Cuvier & Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
unknown; found among fishes from Java bought in Amsterdam.
HijiKipleclnismactdifenis, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., x, 78, pi. 1,
Serranns unicolor, BoULENGER, Cat., I, 299.
Holocentnts unicolor,

n,

Pleclrojioma ephippiitm,

HYPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR PlIELLA

1580a.

Plectropoma puelld, CuviER

GUntjier, Cat.,

& Valenciennes,

lli.st.

Hypopleclnis pnella, PoEV, Synopsis, 290, 1868;

1580b.

Havana.

(Cuvier & Valenciennes).

ii,

405,

j)!.

Jordan & Eigenmann,

i,

08, 1851,

Poey, Enumeratio,

23, 1875.

1580c.

37, 1828,

Martinique;

c, 383.

(Poey).

Havana.

HYPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR PINNIVARIUS

Bijpoplectnts pinnivarius, Poey, Synopsis, 291, 18G8,

1580d.

I.

HYPOPLECTRUS UIVICOLOR VITULINUS

Plectropoma vUulinum, Poey, Memorias,

Pleclro2)oma melanoi-hina,

(Poey).

Havana.

HYPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR GUTTAVARIUS

(Poey).

70, 1851, Havana; Gunther, Cat., i, KiC, 18.59.
Guichenot, Poissons, in Ramon de la Sagra, Hist. Cuba, 18, pi. 1, fig.

Plectropoma gullavariiim, Poey, Memorias,

1855,

x, 2, 1871,

1G5, 1859.

i,

H!/po2)lectrus intulinus,

Nat. Poiss.,

1828, locality

408,

i,

1,

Havana.

Hypoplectrm

tjutlavarius,

1580c.

Poey, Synopsis, 291, 18G8.

HYPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR GUMMIGUTTA

Plectropoma cjummigntla, Poey, Memorias,
Hypopleclrus

giimniiijiilta,

1580f.

i,

70, 1851,

HYPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR CROCOTUS

Am. Phil. Soc. Phila., xiv,
Van Kijgersma.)
Jordan & Eigenmann, c, 380, 1890.

(Coll. Dr.

Hypopleclnis crocolm,

Gi"'NTiiT;R, Cat.,

i,

100, 1859.

Poky, Syuopsis, 290, 1808.

Plectropoma crocota* Cope, Trans.

Indies.

Havana;

(Poey).

(Cope).

1871, 400,

St.

Martins,

West

K. E.

I.

*The following is the description of Ilypoplectrus crocotns (Cope): " Form gibbous; depth 2.2 in
length without caudal; length of head 3 times in same. E3'e 3)^ in head (including spine).
Anterior rays of soft dorsal little more elevated than last ray of spinous fin. Kadii D. X, 15;
A. HI, 7. A'entrals to aual; pectoral to first soft ray of anal; caudal moderately eniarginate.
Front concave in profile; muzzle a little longer tlian an orbit's diameter. Eight equal teeth on
the lower limb of the preoperculum; end of maxillary to line of posterior margin of pupil.
Scales 12-81-32.
Length 4 5 inches. Color saffron yellow, becoming orange on the caudal,
anal, and vertical fins; dorsal region becoming brownish anteriorly; a narrow band from front
iif orbit posteriorly on dieek, and some small blue sjiots on side of muzzle; a narrow blue line
along upper edge of preoperculum; two faint vertical lines on operculum; dorsal and pectoral
fins and jaws saffron yellow.
This brilliant species was found at St. Martins, W. I., by Dr.
U. E. van Rijgersma."
(Cope.) The type specimen is no longer to be found in the collection of
the Academy at Philadelphia.

Jordan and JEvertnann.

1580g.
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HTPOPLECTRUS UXICOLOR ABERKAXS

Hypoplectrua aberraiis, PoF.v, Synujisie,

1580h.

2'Jl,

(Poey).

Havana.

1868,

HTPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR ACCENSUS

Plectro2>oma accoixum, PoF.v, Mt'inorias,

(Poey).

Havana.

72, 1851,

i,

1193

Hypopleclnis accemm, PoEV, Synopsis, 290, 1868.

HYPOPLECTRrS UNICOLOR AFFIXIS

15S0i,
Pleclropoma

affine.

Hypoplectrm

Poey, Memorias,

PoEV, Eriuineratio, 24, 1875.

affinis,

1580J.

Havana.

427, 1801,

ii,

(Poey).

HTPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR CHLORURUS

Pleclropoma cht'irunim, CuviEu

GiiNTHER. Cut.,

I,

& Valenciennes,

Hist

(Cuvii

Nat. Poiss.,

r

&

VulcncidiiKs).

4(10, ISliS,

ii,

Martinique;

107.

Eypoplectrns chhntnis, PoEV, Sj iiopsis, 290, 1868.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

Serranus chlorurus,

1580k.

537, 1883.

HTPOPLECTRUS UMCOLOR MGRICAXS

Pleclropoma nigrkann, VofA, Muniorias,

i,

71, 1851,

Eypoplectrus nigrkaitf, I'oey, Synopsis, 290, 1868;

15801.

Havana.
Jordan & Gilbert,

(Poey).

Synopsis, 918, 1883.

HTPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR INDIGO

(Poey).

(Anil.)

Pleclropoma

indiijo,

PoEV. Memorias,

Poey Synopsis,

Uypoplectrus incUgo

i,

09,

18.")1,

tab

3, fig. 1,

Havana,

Oixtiier, Cat.,

i,

100.

290, 1808.

1580m HTPOPLECTRUS UNICOLOR BOTINl'S
Pleclropoma hovinum, Poey, Memorias,

I,

69, 1851,

Havana; Gvnther,

(Poey).
Cat.,

i,

106.

Hypopleclntsbopinus, PoET, Synopsis. 290, 1868.

1581.

HTPOPLECTRUS GEMMA,

Head2^; depth2J; eye4mhead.

B. VII

;

Goode & Beau.

D.X,15; A.

C.9 + 8;

111,7;

V. I, 5 scales 9-70-32. Least height of the tail contained 3 times
The scales small, weakly ctenoid, about 76 in
in the length of the head.
the lateral line, 9 above it, and 29 below (elsewhere stated as 9-70-32);
lateral line following very closely the contour of the dorsal profile
throughout its entire extent. Greatest length of head H in distance from
the tip of snout to end of middle caudal rays. Snout 3 in head operculum to end of flap equal to snout; upper jaw- extending to vertical
from anterior margin of orbit, its length equal to half that of head lower
jaw about the same length armature and squamation of the opercular
Distance of dorsal fin from snout very
bones and dentition normal
slightly less than greatest height of body length of dorsal base equal to
distance between its origin and base of the posterior ray of anal fin, the
fourth spine longest, its length equaling that of base of anal anal tin
P. 14

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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inserted below origin of second dorsal ray,

tlie base of its last ray being
beneath that of ninth dorsal ray, its third spine very slightly longer
than the second, their diameters etj^ual anal higher than dorsal, its
greatest height equal to distance between base of the ventrals and origin
of anal
caudal crescent-shaped, the external rays much prolonged,
especially those of the upper lobe, which are twice as long as the middle
caudal rays; distance of pectorals from snout equal to height of body at
ventrals, their length equal to that of the superior caudal lobe; when
extended horizontally these tins reach to vortical from insertion of first
anal ray distance of ventrals from snout equal to half standard body
length; ventrals extending to insertion of anal, and equal in length to
the rays of the lower caudal lobe. Color in alcohol, dull purple in life,
probably deep purple, with cloudings of lighter color fins in alcohol
colorless, in life probably pearly external rays of the caudal corresponding in hue with the deeper portions of the body color. Florida Keys
known from one specimen from Garden Key whether variable in color is
of course, not known, {gemma, a jewel.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hiipopkclriis

gemma, GooBE & Bean, Proc. U.

(Type, No. 3422)

;

Jordan & Eigenmann,

508.

S.
/.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 428,

Garden Key, Florida,

c, 386, 1890.

PARALABRAX,

Girard.

(Cabrillas Verdes.)
Paralahra.r,

Giraud, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1850, 131, {nehttlifcr).

Atracluperca, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 165, {clathratHs).

Gonioperca, GlLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 80, (<ilhoinaculalns).

Body robust, covered with small ctenoid scales. Mouth large, with
small lateral canines and no depressible teeth. The smooth area on the
top of the cranium is very short and small, not extending much behind
the orbits. The long and low supraoccipital crest extending well forward
to a line connecting the postfrontal processes. Ventral fins, as in Serranus
and EinnepJielus, inserted behind the axil of the pectoral. Caudal fin
always lunate some of the anterior dorsal spines considerably elevated.
;

Dorsal rays usually X, 14; anal III, 7. The known species of Paralahrax
are confined to the coasts of tropical America, where they are important
food-fishes, (napu, near; Labrax, Xdfipa^, the sea bass or Bohalo of Europe,
Dicen trarch m-s
a.

la brax. )

Interorbital area

pupil

;

more or

extending forward at least to the middle of
preorbital
gill rakers x -|- 14 to 17
some of the serras on lower limb of preorbital hooked

less scaly, the scales

third dorsal spine longer than fourth

broad, as broad as eye in adult

;

;

;

forward.
6.

Scales on top of head extending forward

far as front of eyes

.as

;

no round dark spots

lower jaw projecting eye modmouth large, the maxillary 2g in head,
erate, shorter than snout, about 53^ in liead
rather narrower than the preorbital; first two dorsal spines short, the third very long,
three times second and nearly 2 in head caudal slightly lunate second anal spin(!

anywhere except on cheeks and preorbital region

;

;

;

;

;

and much stouter; color greenish, with irregular pale and dark
mottling and traces of dark oblique cross bars preorbital, suborbital, and cheeks
profusely marked with round orange spots a dark streak downward and backward
nebulifeu 1582.
from eye.

as long as third

;

;

Jordan and F.vermann.
!;6.

— Fishes of North America.

Scales on top of head extending forward only to middle of eyes
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head and sides uf body
everywherocovered with dark orange spots gill rakers short and thick, x + 12, the
longest 2»^ in eye; body moderately elongate lower jaw projecting, but less so
than in V. nebuttfer; maxillary reaching middle of eye, 2| in head, scales quite
;

;

;

rough.

Second dorsal spine short, not half the third, which is IJ in head, the
second anal spine shorter than third caudal slightly concave color olive brown, thickly covered everywhere abovc^ with dark hexagonal
or roundish spots, so close together as to leave the ground color appearing as reticufourth scarcely sliorter

;

;

;

around them these spots are more or less confluent on tlie bark, and arc
and tinged with orange on sides of liead, on brancliiostegals, and on
base of pectorals about seven dusky cross bars along the sides, in which the spots
are deeper in color and more confluent; a bluish stripe from eye across cheeks;
soft dorsal and caudal with bronze spots.
M\cui,ATOFASCiATrs, l.'>83.
lations

most

;

distinct,

;

area chiefly naked, the scales on top of licad beginning more or less behind
gill rakers x
17 to 22 third dorsal spine scarcely longer than fourth.

an. Interorbital

the pupil
c.

+

;

Preorbital rather broad,

white spots

;

;

more than

width of eye sides of back with large
fourth dorsal spiue visually higher than third, so that the posterior
three-fourtlis

margin of the dorsal

;

fin is deejily concave
snout 3J in head the scales beginning
opposite last part of pupil; gill rakers shortish, 9
19; first dorsal spine short
;

;

+

second one-third longer

;

third

;

more than throe times second

;

fourth about the

same anal spines short caudal lunate
color dark above, abruptly pale below
a large, dark, oblique dash below eye, covering most of cheek
a row of five
oblong, horizontal white blotches just below lateral line
caudal dusky, its central
and posterior part pale anal and ventral black pectoral pale spinous dorsiil
dusky at base soft dorsal mottled.
humeualis, 1584.
Preorbital narrow, not two-thirds width of eye body well compressed snout pointed;
preorbital narrow, not so broad as maxillary, less than half width of eye
gill
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

cc.

;

;

;

rakers rather long, x

+

20

;

third,

fourth,

and

fifth

dorsal sjiines about equal,

the third twice the second, 2 in head; second anal spine longer than third
fin

bars

slightly lunate;
;

sides often

out distinct spots

caudal

shaded and mottled with bluish and greenish, but usually witha broad, dark, longitudinal shade along axis of body belly
;

;

clatheatus,

plain silvery gray.

1582.

;

color grayish green, with obscure broad dusky streaks and

PABALABRAX NEBULIFER

l.'iSS.

(Oirard).

(Johnny Verde.)

Head

D. X, 14 A. Ill, 7 scales 16-110 to
depth 3i to 3f
120-33, pores 72 to 86; about 32 scales from dorsal to occiput. Body rather
elongate lower jaw projecting; eye moderate, shorter than snout, about
5i in head gill rakers half orbit, 8
14 to 17; preorbital broad, as broad
as eye in adult some of the serrte on lower limb of preorbital hooked
forward scales on top of head extending forward as far as front of eyes
no round dark spots anywhere except on cheeks and preorbital regiou
interorbital nearly flat mouth large, the maxillary extending to below
2i in length

.

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

pupil, .2? in head, rather narrower than the preorbital; first

two dorsal

spines short, the third very long, three times second and nearly 2 in head:
soft dorsal rather low; caudal slightly lunate; second anal spine as long
as thud and much stouter; pectorals moderate, 1* to If in head; veutrals

Color greenish, with irregular pale and dark mottling and traces
of dark oblique cross bars; the colors faint as if faded; fins dusky, mottled; preorbital, suborbital, and cheeks profusely marked with round
orange spots a dark streak downward and backward from eye lower

2 to 21.

;

;

side of

head salmon color; lower side of

tail

with wavy whitish streaks.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Museum.

Southern Califoiuia from Monterey to Magdaleua Bay

;

inches.
I

Here described from San Diego specimens,

generally

common

Length about

in shallow water; a food-fish of excellent quality.

18

(nehula, cloud; J'cro,

bear.)

Monterey.

Ltihrax nebtiUfer, GinAllD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 142,

Pwalahrnx

nelmllfer,

Siu-v., 33,

Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat.

-Ml,

pi.

fig.

1,

1858;

Sci.

Phila., 185G, 132;

Guntiier, Cat.,

G2,

i,

Girard, U.

S.

Pac. K. R.

Jorhan & Eigenmann,

1859;

/.

c,

388, 1890.

Serramts

nehiilifer,

Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, ni,

Nat. Mus., 1880, 45G; Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

1,

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U.

1875;

PARALABRAX JIACILATOFASCIATUS

1583.

S.

280.

(SteiiKlachuer).

(Spotted Cabrili.a.)

D. X, 13 or 14; A. Ill, 7; scales 17-92 to
about 35 small scales from dorsal to occiput.
Body moderately elongate; lower jaw projecting, but less so than in P.
nebulifer eye small, 5 to 6 in head, shorter than snout interorbital gently
convex; maxillary narrow, its width about half eye preorbital wide,
wider than eye. Top of head scaletl on median line to front of pupil,
naked on sides. Scales quite rough scales on top of head extending forward
13, the longest 2^^ in eye.
only to middle of eyes. Gill rakers f in orbit, 6
Second dorsal spine short, not half the third, which is Ij in head, the fourth
scarcely shorter; secondanalsijineshorter than third; pectoral moderate,
li in head; ventrals If; caudal slightly concave. Color olive brown,
thickly covered everywhere above with dark hexagonal or roundish spots,
so close together as to leave the ground color appearing as reticulations
around them; these spots are more or less confluent on the back, and are
most distinct, and tinged with orange on sides of head, on branchiostegals,
and on base of pectorals; about 7 dusky cross bars along the sides, in
which the spots are deeper in color and more confluent a bluish stripe
from eye across cheeks; lower parts yellow; soft dorsal and caudal with
bronze spots. Length about 18 inches. Lower Californian fauna, San
Pedro to Mazatlan everywhere common in sandy bays a good food-fisb.
Here described from specimens from San Diego. {maculatui<, spotted;
fasciatiis, banded.)

Head

2^ to

depth

3;

120-35, pores G6 to 80

3.

;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

;

5, 18G8, Mazatlan; Jordan &
Jordan A Gilbert, Synopsis, 536, 1SS3; Evermann

Si'rranm maculatofascialus, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, vii,

Gilbert, Proc. U.

& Jenkins,

S.

Proc. U.

Nat. Mus., 1881, 46;
S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 142; Boulen<;er, Cat.,

Sejraniis acanth02)horus, BocoiiRT,

Ann.

Sci. Nat.,

x,

1870, 223,

281.

i,

west coast of Mexico.

(Coll.

Bocourt.)

Paralahrax

mactdatofascialii.s,

1584.

Jordan

it

Eigenmann,

J.

«.,

PARALABRAX HUMERALIS

388, 1890.

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

depth 3^ to 4. D. X, 14 A. Ill, 7 scales 13
about 32 scales before dorsal. Body
robust; canines small; snout 3J in hea'd; eye5i; least width of preorbital 6 in head; interorbital gently convex; the scales usually beginning

Head

2| to 3i in length

;

to 18-85 to 100-32, pores 64 to 70;

;

;

Jorda?i and Evermann.

—Fishes of North America.
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opposite last part of pupil; maxillary 2\ in head; nostrils small, snbequal gill rakers 9
19; first dorsal spine short, second \ longer, third
more than 3 times second, fourth still longer (in specimens examined by
us 2 to 23 in head, not longer than third iu other specimens, according
to authors), the fin thus very deeply notched; anal spines short, the
second about equal to third, 43 in head; caudal Innate; pectoral \\ to If
in head, the middle rays longest.
Color in alcohol Dark above, abruptly
pale below
a large, dark, oblique dash below eye covering most of
cheek a row of 5 oblong, horizontal, white blotches just below lateral
line, first and second largest, about as long as eye, a single one as large
as third blotch above this row below the second to fourth rays of soft
dorsal; caudal dusky, its central and posterior part pale; anal and ventral black; pectoral pale; spinous dorsal dusky at base; soft dorsal mottled with dark. Young (humcraJis) with rather faint, dark bars and round,
pale spots on head and ventral fins. Length 2 to 3 feet. Pacific Coast of
South America from Panama to Juan Fernandez. According to Dr. Stein-

+

;

:

;

;

dachner this handsome species is quite common in the deep channels separating the Galapagos Islands from each other. Here described from No.
10222, M. C. Z., 2 feet long, from Indefatigable Island, representing the
form caUed aU>o)iiaci(latii.s, of which /iH»ie/Y(?/.s is regarded by Dr. Bouleuger
(humcralis, pertaining to the shoulder.)
as the young,
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Boulenqer, Cat., i, 278.

Serranjis humcrahs,

Cat.,

I,

Poiss.,

ii,

ls28, Chili; GCntiikk,

24(j,

104, 18o9;

Serraniis semifitsciatns (Guichenot),

Gay, Hist. Chile,

151, pi.

ii,

1,

bis.

fig. 2,

1847,

Juan Fer-

nandez.
Percichlhijs godeffroyi,

GiiNTHER, Journ. Mus. Godeffroy,

Serranua albomaculatus, Jenyns, Zobl Beagle, Fishes,

GiJNTHER, Cat

,

1,

105, 1859;

Paralabra.1: albomacitUidts,

MANN,

Steindachnee, Ichth.

Jordan & Bollman,

i,

n,

2,

3, pi. 2,

1873, 97,

1840,

Iquique, Peru.

Galapagos Archipelago;

Beitriigo, iv, 4, 1875, pi. 1,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Blue., 1889, 181;

fig. 2.

Jordan & Eigen-

c, 389, 1890.

I.

Paralabrax humeralis,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

1585.

c, 389.

I.

PARALABRAX CLATHRATUS
(Cabrilla

;

(Girard)

KocK Bass.)

depth 3. D. X, 14; A III, 7; scales 14-90 to 100-30, 68 to 75
Caudal slightly lunate, not forked body elongate, more compores.
pressed than in related species snout pointed eye IJ iu snout, ii iu
head. Top of head mostly naked a few scales on median line behind
pupil; preorbital narrow, not so broad as maxillary, less than half width
20
of eye; maxillary 2} in head, broad at top; gill rakers rather long, x
to 24; third, fourth, and fifth dorsal spines about eciual, the third twice
pectoral
the second, 2 in head second anal spine longer than third

Head

3;

;

;

;

;

+

;

;

U in head;

veutrals If; caudal fin slightly lunate. Color grayish
green, with obscnre, broad, dusky streaks and bars, which form reticulations on the sides; sides often shaded and mottled with bluish and greenlong,

but usually without distinct spots; a broad, dark, longitudinal shade
near axis of body; belly plain silvery gray. Coast of southern California,
from San Francisco to the Cerros Islands the most common species of
ish,

;
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Faralabrax on the California Coast; an excellent food-fish, reaching a
weight of nearly five pounds and length of 18 inches. Hero described
from San Diego specimens, {chithratus, latticed, from the lattice-like
markings, from KAf/^pov, a bar.)
Lahria

GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. I'hila., 1854, 143, San Diego.
Gikard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sri. Phila., 131, 1856; Giuard,

clathralus,

raralahrax

chilliratiis,

Gunther,

34, 1858, pi. XII, fig. 5;

Cat.,

Atradoperca dathrata, GiLl, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
Scrramis dalhratiis, Steindaciiner, Ichth. Beitriige,

18fil, 164.

1875;

iii, 1,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 535,
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 390, 1890.

Nat. Mils., 456, 1880;
I'aralubrax dathratus,

509.

(Black Sea
Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Cenlropiistis,

Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed.

!^.

Cuvier.

iii, 36,

1829, {nigricans)'.

115, 1829 (nigricans).

Trilohnnis, Gill, Cat. Fisli. East. Coast U. S., 30, 1861,

Body

Gildf.rt, Proc. U.

I3as8.)

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,
11, 2,

Jordan k

1883; Bijulenoer, Cat., i,27'J.

CENTROPRISTES,

Cenlropristes,

R. R. Survey,

I'ac.

03, 1859.

i,

(name only;

trifurvu).

somewhat compressed, covered with rather large ctenoid
scales.
Mouth large, formed as in Scrramis and Paralabrax, the canines
small. Tongue smooth. Preopercle serrate, the lower teeth somewhat
antrorse. Gill rakers rather long and slender. Supraoccipital and i)arierobust,

with strong crests extending forward to between postfroutal prowith an angular transverse ridge in front of
supraoccipital connecting the parietal crests; posterior processes of premaxillaries not reaching frontals. The characteristic smooth area on top
of cranium very short and small. Dorsal short, its rays X, 11 anal rays
III, 7; caudal usually 3-lobed or double concave; the canines very weak
and the toj) of the head naked. The ventrals as in Prlonoihs, close
pectoral with 19
together and inserted in advance of axil of pectoral
rays, its upper half truncate behind. The three species of Centropristes
tals

cesses; frontals posteriorly

;

;

{aivrpov, spine; npiarjj^, saw.)

are closely related,
Centropristes:
a.

Dorsal spines with dermal

flaps, whicli scarcely project

beyond

tlie tip

of the spine; longest

dorsal spine less than half length of head.
b.

Caudal

fin

more or

less

rounded; coloration in alcohol uniform; scales 5-50-13.
RUFl'S, 1580.

lb.

Caudal

fin

with

its

angles

equal to the length of

little

pioduced, the longest ray not exserted for a distance

tlio fin; gill

rakers x

-|-

18; scales

on cheek

in

more

tlian

rows; dorsal spines rather strong, the middle ones rather higher than the jiosterior, which are lower than the soft rays; highest dorsal spine 2 in head; none
7

brown or black, with paler longitudinal
and dark stripes; young with a black longitudinal band, many dark cross shades, and a large black spot on last dorsal spines.
of the spines filamentous, color dusky
streaks; dorsal with oblique light

Sexes notably different, the
bbb.

Caudal

fin

rays

still

fin

rays longer in the male.

its

on cheek in 7 rows; color grayish,
rows of quadrate black blotches, the upper series
below the lateral line to caudal quite distinct,
shorter spots on a level with the lower half of
X

striatus, 1587.

upper and lower lobes filamentous, much produced, the middle
longer, length of longest ray in the adult 2 in body; gill rakers about

with

"1-12; scales

each side with 3 longitudinal
obscure, the second from eye

the third series composed of
the pectorals; some jet-black

Jordan and Evertnann.
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and above axil; dorsal with a series of jet-black spots along
base; caudal with the middlo rays black at their tips, the outer pale; jutblack spots on middle rays.
ocvuRus 1588.
spots about opercle
its

TRiLOBfRi'S
ofi.

{Tp(.l%,

c.

three; Ao/3os, lobe; oupa, tail):

or some of them, tipped with flesliy filanKMits, wliicli project considerably
beyond the tip of the spiue; longest dorsal spine about half length of head; caudal
lobes more or less produced,
Body rather elongate, little compressed, the anterior profile nearly straight; eye large,
as long as snout, about 4 in head; mouth large, the lower jaw projecting; 10 rows
of scales on cheek; dorsal spines slender, graduated rajiidly to the third or fourth,

Dorsal

spiiios,

thence decreasing to the last; fourtli dorsal spine 2 in head; color olive gray;
with about 7 broad, ditfiise, brown bars extending from back obliquely forward to level of pectorals; a large black spot on membrane of last dorsal spines;
sides

dorsal filaments scarlet; caudal with irregular cross rows of round brownish

other fins similarly marked.

Subgenus
1586.

Se.xes little different.

siiots;

philadeli'hicis, 15«9.

CENTROPRISTES.

CENTROPRISTES RL'FUS,

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

This species resembles very closely Cenfropristea striatus in all respects, the
only difteience that we can detect bein<; that the caudal fin is quite regularly rounded instead of trilobate.
Fourth dorsal spine longest, 2 in
Scales 5-50-13. Eye 4^ in head.
head.
Pectorals extending beyond
ventrals, 1^ in head. Color uniform dark in alcohol. Known only
from the original types, two specimens in fair condition, from Martinique, in the museum at Paris. The species is a doubtful one and its
characters need verification, {rufus, reddish.)

—

Ccntropris(es rii/ns,

CuviER & VALENCIENNES,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 47, 1820,

Martinique.

(Coll.

Plee.)

1587.

CENTROPRISTES STRIATCS*

(Black Sea Bass; Blackfish; T.\lly-Wao

Head

2^

;

depth 2t to

3.

Body

D. X, 11

;

;

(Linnaus).

IIannahill; Black Will; Black Harry.)

A. Ill, 7

;

scales 5-55 to 60-16 to 20,

somewhat elevated anteriorly
head large, thick, little compressed top of head naked eye large, nearly
5 in head mouth obIi(iue, low, rather large lower jaw projecting; maxpores 50 to

55.

robust, the back

;

;

:

illary broad, 2i in

;

head; teeth in broad bands, the canines small, none

of the teeth movable; gill rakers long, about x-f-lS developed scales on
cheek in about 11 rows posterior border of preopercle finely serrate, the
angle and lower border with larger teeth, some of them turned forward
;

;

maxillary slipping anteriorly under the edge of the i^reorbital, which is
as broad as the eye; dorsal spines rather strong, the middle ones rather
higher than the posterior, which are lower than the soft rays; highest
dorsal spine 2 in head none of the spines filamentous, but provided
with short, lateral dermal flaps pectorals very long, li in head ventrals scarcely shorter; anal spines graduated; caudal slightly doable
;

;

;

=

=

furnai
nupicans)
*Dr. Ilolbrook has maintained that the northern form of this fish {xtrii(tiis
The northern form (Mrialtis) is said to have the air bladder
is distinct from the southern alrarius.
simple and the pectoral fin as long as the ventrals. In the southern fish (ulrariun), the air
bladder is sacculated and the pectoral longer than the ventral. Wc do not find that these

differences exist.
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concave, with its angles little produced, the longest ray not exserted for
a distance equal to the length of the fin. Color dnsky brown or black,
more or less mottled, and with paler longitudinal streaks along the rows
of scales dorsal with several series of elongate whitish spots forming
oblique light stripes; other fins dusky, mottled; young with a black
;

longitudinal band, which later breaks up, forming dark cross shades; a
large black spot on last dorsal spines. Sexes notably diff"erent, the fin
rays longer in the male, which approaches the male of Centropristcs ocyuPyloric cojca 4 to 7. Length 18 inches. Atlantic Coast of United

rus.

Cape Ann

States,

common
pounds
Lahnis

to northern Florida

;

common northward

food-fishes of our Atlantic Coast, reaching a

;

its flesh excellent,

not to be referred to any other

" America," (description very

Schopf, Schriften der Naturforsch. Freiindc^, Berlin,

Perca furva,

Walbaum,

brief,

but

fish).

Perca atraria, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 485, 1766, Carolina.
Blackfish,

;

{striatus, striped.)

Linn.'EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 285,

striatus,

one of the
weight of about 3

Artodi Pisciuui, 336, 1792,

New

York

(Coll. Dr.

viii, 164, 17.SS,

Garden.)

New

York.

(after Blackfish of ScuiJPF).

Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 297, ISOl, New York.
Lac£pedk, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 246, 1802, locality unknown.
Peixavaria, MiTCiiiLl, Report Fishes N. Y., 415, pi. 3, fig. 6, 1815, New York.
Ceiilroprisles nigricans, Cuviek & Valenpif.nnes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 37, pi. 44, 1829,
Sermnns nigrescens, Jord.^n & Gilbert, Synopsis, 917, 1883.
Gorijphmia mgrescew,

Luljmms

trilobns,

Centropristis alrarius,

OER, Cat,

Serrmms

I,

airarivs,

Gi'NTHER, Cat.,

I,

86, 1859;

Hoi.BRGOK, Ichth.

S.

New York.

Carolina, 42, 1860; Boulen-

303.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 533, 1883;

Jordan & Swain,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

231, 1884.
Serrannsfurintf:,

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 546, 1884.
Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 391, plate

64, 1890.

Centropristis striatus,

1588.

CENTROPRISTES OCTURUS

(Jordan

& Evermann).

Head 2|; depth 3. D. X, 11; A. Ill, 7; scales 5 or 6-50-14. Dorsal
spines not filamentous, the longest 2^ in head; pectorals l;f in head,
reaching a little past tips of ventrals. Scales on cheeks little larger
than in

C. striatus, in

about 7 rows.

Serrae of preopercle smaller than in

and farther apart than in Centropristes
Color pale olive, somewhat darker on
striatus, only 11 or 12 developed.
the back each side with 3 longitudinal rows of quadrate black blotches
the uppermost series obscure, along base of dorsal fin the second distinct, and placed just below lateral line, the three anterior blotches of
this series somewhat confluent; the lower series very distinct jet black,
and not confluent, placed along side of belly, on the level of the axil
of the pectoral. The blotches in each series correspond in position to
those in the other series, so that, with dusky shades extending from
one to another, they form about 7 dusky cross bands some dark inky
opercle and preopercle
spots on opercle and above base of pectoral
with dusky shades. Chin Avith some dusky spinous dorsal plain soft
C. striatus.

Gill rakers shorter

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

dorsal with fine oblique bars on a pale ground, 2 of the dark blotches
on body extending on its base last ray with 2 or 3 dark spots. Caudal
;

with the middle rays black, the outer pale,
spots which become black on the median rays

fin

all
;

of

anal

them with darker
fin pale, slightly

Jordan and
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mottled, the tips of its rays dusky; ventrals dusky; pectorals entirely
pale; caudal fiu with its upper and lower lobes filamentous, much produced, the middle rays still longer, exserted for a distance nearly equal
to I length of head, the total length of the longest ray being half the
length of the body. Gulf of Mexico, in rather deep water known from
the Snapper Banks off Pensacola. In spite of the striking differences
;

in color, in

which

this species considerably resembles the very

young of

Centroprisk-s striatus, the details of

form and structure are almost identical in the two species, the most notable difference being in the gill rakers.
Here described from the type, 10^ inches in length. (w/ciV, swift obfjd,
;

tail.)
Serramis

trifarcnf:,

Sen-amis ocyitrus,

Pensacola.

Jordan .t Gir.nEUT, Synopsis, 534, 1883; not I'ercn
Jordan & Evkkmann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 408,
(Type, No. 37997.

Cenlroprislis oci/urus,

Jordan

S;

<

1880,

Snapper Banks

off

Coll. Silas Stearns.)

Eioenm.\nn,

I.

c, 392, 1890.

TRILOBURUS,

Subgenus
1589.

trifmcn, Linn.eus.

Gill.

KNTBOPRISTES PHILADELPHICUS

(Liunajus).

(Bock Sea Bass.)

Head 2| to 2i depth 3^ to 3J. D. X, 11 A. Ill, 7 P. 17; C. 18 scales
5-52 to 55, 15 pores. Maxillary reaching posterior margin of pupil, 2J
;

;

;

;

mandibular band of teeth becoming a single series laterally a
few inner teeth in the front of each jaw enlarged lower jaw with the
inner series laterally and the outer series anteriorly of enlarged conical
teeth, the lateral teeth but little larger than those in front outer series
of upper jaw much enlarged, becoming smaller laterally, those in front
larger than any in lower jaw patch on vomer crescent-shaped; on palatines long and narrow.
Head naked forward from occiput, including
suborbital ring, snout, preorbital, top of head, maxillary, and lower Jaw;
scales on cheeks small, in 9 to 11 very regular oblique series scales on
opercles as large as those on body, in 8 or 9 oblique series, those on the flap
again smaller; least interorbital width about * diameter of eye, which is
4f in head serra) on and below preopercular angle slightly enlarged and
more distant than those above subopercle and interopercle finely, evenly
First 2 dorsal
serrate.
Gill rakers ^ length of eye, 3 -|- 10 in number.
spines short, the third and fourth nearly equal, the fourth | or nearly J
head; the last spines are then much shortened, forming a notch, the last
spine 3.1 in head, f the ray following; membrane deeply incised between
the spines, the upper angles produced beyond the spines in long, narrow
in head;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

filaments, very variable in length, usually less than diameter of orbit;

the spines themselves are acute-;* the structure of the dorsal thus does
not differ from that of Centropristes striatns, which has also a trifurcate
tail.
Caudal with the upper and middle rays much produced and nearly
equal, the lower lobe but little lengthened median rays nearly as long
;

as

head

*Not

{i to \i), the lower rays

at all filamentous, as figured

F.N, A.

77

about i head.

by Holbrook

(Iclith. S.

C,

A young

pi. 7, fig. 1).

specimen, 5

Museum.
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inches long, has caudal nearly evenly convex behind, -with the upper
rays only sliglitly projecting. Anal spines short, graduated, the second
longest rays
the strongest, the third slightly longer, about \ head
;

middle ventral rays longest, not nearly reaching vent,
nearly \ head
pectoral subtruncate, reaching vent, \\ in head. Scales very
f head
strongly ctenoid, rnuuing well up on caudal fin and on membranes
;

;

of soft dorsal, anal, and ventrals. Color in life: Olivaceous above,
whitish below; 7 broad brown bars from back obliquely forward to

middle of pectorals, these almost obsolete along lateral lino;
is not intense and is formed by shadings along
the base and margins of the scales the anterior bar crosses the nape
and is very indistinct; snout and upper part of head with numerous
brownish-red spots and lines, 3 or 4 of these parallel and running from
eye to snout, the interspace usually light blue; upper lip reddish brown
a dark blotch on opercle anteriorly
tip of lower jaw broadly purplish
and sometimes a small, dark spot behind eye; lining of opercle and
throat lemon yellow; a large jet-black blotch behind pseudobranchiie;
spinous dorsal translucent, with indistinct whitish and dusky longitudinal streaks a large blackish blotch on membrane of last spines immediately above fourth vertical bar of sides some dark spots on the spines
form 2 irregular lengthwise series dorsal filaments bright scarlet, the
fin usually with light-bluish shading; soft dorsal with a series of bluishwhite spots near margin (1 between each 2 rays), 1 or more incomplete
series above and below this; the fin is margined with reddish brown,
and has usually several series of reddish-brown spots, these most numerous posteriorly; some irregular olive-brown spots toward base; a small
black spot on base of membrane between eighth and ninth and 1 between
tenth and eleventh rays, the former frequently absent caudal translucent, with irregular cross series of round brownish-red spots, the space
between them often with bluish-white spots the fin margined above
with brownish red; lower lobe whitish, uuspotted; anal white, with a
median sulphur-yellow streak and a terminal dark bar; ventrals whitish, with dusky areas, often uniform blackish; pectorals translucent;
peritoneum silvery. Sexes similar. Rocky shores of South Carolina, in
rather deep water; not yet seeu elsewhere, but not rare at Charleston,
where the specimen, 9^ inches long, above described, was taken by Dr.
Gilbert.
(Philadelphieus, from the city of Philadelphia, where the species
is not found.)
level of

the color of the bars

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Perca jihiladelphica, hmflMVS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 1758, 291,

America.

Perca trifurca, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 489, 1760, Carolina.

(Coll. Dr. Gavduii.)

Ljdjamts tridem, LAcfiPEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 240, 1802, Carolina.
Cenlropristis trideim,

CnviEB & Valenciennes,

Centroprifilis trifurcus,

Aiilhias trifurcm,

Holbrook, Ichth.

GI'NTHER, Cat.,

Sei-rnnns 2>hiladelphiciis,

Serramis

trifurciis,

I,

Centropristis philadelphieus,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Carolina, 49, pi.

Proc. U.

S.

1829.

18G0.

Nat. Mus., 1882, 600.

Synopsis, 534, 1883.

Jordan & Eioenmann,

BouLENGER,

iii, 43,

7, fig. 1,

91, 18.59.

Jordan & Gilbert,

Jordan & Gilbert,

Cenlropristes trifurca,

S.

Cat.,

I,

304.

I.

c, 393, 1890.

Jordan and

Evernia?in.
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Holbrook.

(Squirrel-kisiiks.)
HiiLBROOK, Ichtliyolojiy of Soutli Carolina, Ed.

liijihclriiiii,

Gill, Proc. Ac.

llalilicicit.

Nat.

Sci.

1,

a2, 1850, {f(iiicicularis=fiirniosut).

Phila., 18(>2, 230, (hicUlalus -- radialii',

and other

species;

by Joutjan & Gilbert, Synopsis, .WS).
Pnraaerraims, Bleeker, Verb. Akad. Ainst., xiv, 1873, G, (ItasseHi).
rostriit.d to

biviltatiis

This genus

is

very close to Prionodcs, from which

differs chietiy iu

it

the armature of the preopercle, which is provided in the adult with 1
or 2 clusters of strong, straight, divergent spines. Smooth area on top
of head, as in Scrranus, large, extending backward to a line connecting
borders of preopercle the supraoccipital and parietal crests very short
;

maxillary widest before its tip profileof snout rounded;
pectoral unsymmetrically rounded, its upper rays longest; ventrals
preorbital broad

;

;

inserted * somewhat before axil of pectoral; dorsal spines slender, none
of them much elevated soft dorsal short, the rays X, 12 anal rays III, 7
Species all American, of small size and bright colors.
caudal lunate.
;

;

((5/f,

two;

Haliperca
II.

7rAr//crpov,

spur.)

(aA?, sea; wepKij, perch):

Preopercle with a siogle center of divergence of the spinulcs axnit

its

angle (in

tln^

adult

as well as in the young).
h.

bb.

yery long, slender, and numerous, about 25 below angle of arch; scales on
cheek in 7 or S rows; preopercular process narrow and truucato, its width about J^
head; no black within gill cover; a pale-blue streak below orbit; about 18 scales
sciURrs, 1590.
before dorsal; head with opercular flap about 3 in body.
Gill rakers moderate, about 10 below angle of arch; spines on produced portion of pre-

Gill rakers

number; outline of the spinous dorsal (iu somewhat conmore deeply notched than in Diplectrum formomm; jaws ecjual;

opercle numerous, 8 to 20 in
vex, so that the fin

is

vertex naked; opercio black within."
c.

on checks small and regularly placed, in about 10 rows; 22 scales beforo dorsal;
head short, with opercular tlap about 3 in body; width of preopercular process 4>^
to 5 in head, its posterior edge rounded; gill rakers x f 10, short and slender,
well separated; region above the large eyo prominent; snout short, bluntish;
_cheeks with 10 rows of scales; these regularly placed; serrw on preopercle much

Scales

produced in the adult, short in the young; upper lobe of caudal little produced.
Color light brown above, dull yellowish below; the scales on sides each with a
silvery center; irregular, vague, dark cross bars, broader than the interspaces; a
black bar at ba?e of caudal; usually no blue Hues or white areas on head; soft
dorsal with bright-blue spots, each surrounded by a dark-bluo ring; caudal with
bars of similar spots; young with 2 black longitudinal stripes, the lower forming

cc.

raiualk, 1591.
a spot at base of caudal.
Scales on cheek large, irregular, in 5 or G rows; head larger; soft dorsal pale below,
mottled above, without distinct blue spots; 15 to 17 scales before dorsal.
(2.

width of preopercular proupper edge of preopercle nearer tip of
opercular flap than snout; brownish, with numerous traces of vague, dark cross
bars; a very distinct black caudal spot; snout with 4 or 5 pale blotches; a pale
streak from below eye across preopercular angle; no black at base of soft dorsal,
mackopoma, 1592.
the fin with very faint traces of blue spots.

Head moderate,

2% in

total length, with opercular flap;

cess 34 head, its posterior edge truncated;

<bl.

Head very

large, 2V, to 2',^ in total length (with opercular flap); upi>er angle of

preopercle

midway between

lar process

very broad;

tip of

soft dorsal

snout and tip of opercular

dark at base.

^'Essentially as iu CentroprMif, nut as in Serrami^, in
Bouleuijcr.

flap;

preopercu-

euryplectrum,

1593.

which these species are placed by

I>r.
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Diplectrum:
(i«.

Preoperclc with 2 clusters of divergent spines, the one at the angle, the other higher
(the two fascicles well separated in the adult, but smaller and coalescont in the young).
e.

Head and body marked with many interrupted blue

lines; proorbital broad,

more than

twice the widtli of maxillary; lower half of preoperclo with strong, straight
spines diverging from two centers; gill rakers short and small, x -I- 14; 11 rows of

on cheeks; caudal deeply lunate, the upper lobe the longer, sometimes endColor brownish, silvery below; sides with 7 or 8 longitudinal deep-blue lines and about as many dark cross bars, the last bar forming a
large black blotch at upper base of caudal; young with 2 broad, dusky longitudinal stripes, which become interrupted with age; 3 or 4 distinct blue stripes on
sides of top of head; 2 across preorbital, the lower forked; fins with narrow,
scales

ing in a long filament.

wavy bars of blue and

HALIPERCA,

Subgenus
1590.

foemosi'M, 1594.

pale yellow.

DIPLECTRIM

SCIURl'S,

Gill.

Gilbert.

Head

2\ to 3 in length; depth 3* (in specimens 5 inches long). D. X,
Scales on cheeks small, in 7 or 8 rather regular rows. Lat8.
eral line with about 52 pores, about 75 vertical rows of scales above it
about 18 scales before dorsal. A single rather wide cluster of spines at
12; A. Ill,

angle of preopercle, much as in r>q)lectrum macropoma, the width of the
cluster ik to 5 in head, in specimens 5 inches long. Upper angle of preopercle nearer to end of opercular flap than tip of snout. Vertical fins
Gill rakers long and
low, the height of soft dorsal i length of head.
slender, about 14 -\- 25. In color this species differs from its near relatives
in having no black on the inside of gill cover, and in having a very light
the snout is without spots or streaks the
blue line below the orbit
upper part of body is crossed with irregular dusky bars, and the soft
dorsal and caudal are marked with round yellow spots half as large as
the pupil, ocellated with blue or dusky. Known from small specimens
;

;

taken in considerable numbers, at stations 3014, 3015, 3021, 3026, and 3033,
This species most resemall in shallow water in the Gulf of California.
bles Biplcctrum macropoma, differing strongly from this and all other species of the genus in the A-ery numerous long and slender gill rakers,
which are l the diameter of the eye, even in young specimens they are
about 25 in number on the horizontal limb of the outer arch, instead of
{Sciiirus,
(Gilbert.)
12 as in radiale and macropoma, or 9 as informosum.
squirrel the name squirrel-fish has been long applied to Diplccirum formosum, perhaps from a croaking noise it makes.)
;

;

Dipledrum

scinrus,

Gilbert, Proc. U.

Stations, Nos. 3014, 3021, 3020,
Serranits scinru.%

Boulenoer,

1591.

Cat.,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1891, 550,

and 3033.

I,

Gulf of California, Albatross

(Coll. Albatross.)

298.

DIPLECTRUM RADIALE

(Quoy & Gaimard).

(Aguavina.)

Head
pores.

3;

depth

3^.

D. X, 12; A.

Scales on cheeks small

Ill, 7;

scales 8-60 to 70-20, 48 to 55

and regularly placed

width of preopercular process 4^

in

about 10 rows;
rounded

to 5 in head, its posterior edge

;

Jordan and
gill

rakers 6

Evernian?i.

—

FisJies

of North America.
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+ 13 or 14 with 4 or 5 rudimentary ones on upper angle, slen-

snout short,
cheeks with about 10 rows of scales,
serr;i' on preopercle
regularly placed, about 22 scales before dorsal
much produced iu the adult, short in the young, its upper angle nearer
upper lobe of caudal little
to end of opercular flap than tip of suout
produced; longest dorsal spine 2| iu head anal spines feeble, graduated.
Coloration of body light brown above, yellowish below sides salmon
head with
color, nuich shading of cherry red on head and fins in life
greenish streaks the scales on sides each Avith a silvery center irregular,
vague, dark cross bars broader than the interspaces a black bar at base
of caudal; usually no blue lines or white areas on head; soft dorsal with
bright-blue spots, each surrounded by a dark-blue ring caudal with bars
of similar spots young with 2 black longitudinal stripes, the lower forming a spot at base of caudal. Both coasts of tropical America, north to
Havana and Guaymas very common on the coast of Brazil and iu the
Gulf of California; found in shallow bays; our specimens from Guaymas,
Mazatlan, Panama, Sambaia, Rio Janeiro, and Havana, {radialiii, radiant,
from the radiating preopercular spines.)

der, well separated

;

region above the large eye prominent

bluntish, as long as eye, 4 in head

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

QuOY & Gaimabd, Voyage Uranie, 31G, 1824, Rio Janeiro; CuviEn & Valenii, 213, 1828; Boulknger, Cat., t, 297.
Seiramis biviUattts, CuviEu & Valenciennes, Hiet. Nat. Poiss., ii, 241, 182S, Martinique.
Serraims radialis,

ciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

Centropristes a»/?es!,*

Steindachner, IcLth. Notizen,

vii, 1, 18C8, pi.

Paniserramis hassdli, Bleekek, Verli. Akad. Amst., xiv, 1873, No.
Centroprislis radialis, GI'ntiier, Cat.,

I,

83, 1859;

Steinpachnek,

i, fig. 1,

Santos, Brazil.

2, 7.

Iclith. Beitnige, IV, G, 1875.

Salipcrca hinltata, PoEY, Synopsis, 282, 1868; PoEV, Eiuimeratio, 22, 1875.

Dipledrnm

radialis,

Streets, Bull. U.

Kvermann & Jenkins,

398, 1890;

Ceniroprislia bivUtatus,

GiJNTHEE, Cat.,

159*2.

i,

S.

Nat. Mus., VH, 52, 1877;

Proc. U.

S.

Jordan & Eigenmann,

/.

c,

Nat. Mus., 1891, 142.

82, 1859.

DIPLECTRUM MACROPOMA

(GUnther).

depth 3J^. D. X, 12; A. IH, 7; scales 5-48-14. Snout 4 in
General form of body and head esseutially as in D. rad'uth'.
Produced portion of preopercle not very broad its (vertical) breadth not
more than i length of head. Scales on cheeks large and irregular, in 5
or 6 rows about 15 scales before dorsal width of preopercular process
about i head, its posterior edge truncated; gill rakers x-f-10; longest
dorsal spine 2f in head. Coloration brownish, with numerous traces of
vague, dark cross bars a very distinct black caudal spot snout with 4

Head

31^;

head; eye

4.

;

;

;

;

;

a pale streak from below eye across preopercular angle
no black at base of soft dorsal, the fin with very faint traces of blue spots;
caudal plain, darker toward tip ventrals pale. Pacific Coast of tropical
America, in rather deep water, from Panama southward abundant here

or 5 pale blotches

;

:

;

;

described from specimens dredged by the Jlbatroas.

{/xaKpof,

large;

nib'ia,

opercle.)
* Dr. Steindachner has already noted the identity of his (\;ilroi»isles aijresi from Santos, Brazil,
and
with Diplectrum radial,: With Dr. Steiudachuer, we find no difference between Atlantic
Specimens
Serratins biiUlalu.i is merely the young of this species.
Pacific examples of this type.
precisely as the
sent to us from Cuba by Poey confirm this supposition, as tbey differ from radiate
young differs from the adult iu formosum.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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macropoma, GCnther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864, 145,

Cenlroprisiis

Fishes Central America, 409,

pi.

Panama; Gunther,

lxv, 1869.

macropoma, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U.

Diplectrimi

Museum,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1889, 157;

Jordan k Eiqen-

MANN,?. c, 398, 1890.

DIPLECTRUM EUBTPLECTKUM, Jordan &

1593.

Head

(to

A. Ill, 8

;

end of opercular spine) 2|

straight above eyes
eye, 2 in

head

;

;

much

mouth

;

depth

3? to 3^.

D. X, 12;

Body moderately elongate, heavy through

scales 8-50 to 55-18.

shoulders; the back not

to 2|

Bollman.

elevated; anterior profile convex, nearly

large, maxillary reaching posterior border of

snout blunt, 3f in head eye large, slightly shorter than
Interorbital space appearing slightly concave, 1| in eye.
;

snout, 4 in head.

Teeth as in D. radiale. Preopercular process very wide, its width 1 J times
diameter of eye; spines long and slender, 15 to 20 developed; the lower
angle not so strongly jirojecting as in D. macroiioma. Opercular spine
Opercular dap long and well rounded at the end
upper end of preopercle midway between tip of snout and opercular flap.
Scales small,
Gill rakers rather long, stout as In other species, x + 12.
rather firm, smaller than in other species, 8 or 9 rows on cheeks scales
on opercle smaller than in D. radiale or D. macropoma, about 12 scales
before dorsal. Dorsal spines weak, pungent, second 1^ in third, fourth
and fifth almost equal, 3i in head; first soft ray 3 in head, shorter than next
the last upper lobe of caudal longest, Ij to 1? in head, lower lobe 1? to If
in head first anal spine 1^ in second, which is strongest and li in third,
latter 5 in head; soft rays showing a convex margin, the longest 3'j in head
pectorals broad, their posterior margin truncate-concave, their length If
in head; ventralslf in head. Color brownish above, as in D. radiale, become
ingmore yellowish and silvery below; sides with about 5 pairs of interrupted
black bars a large black blotch at base of caudal markings on preorbia large black spot above preopercular
tal and cheeks rather indistinct
angle on opercle lips bluish; spinous dorsal dusky above a small pale
spot under tip of spines soft dorsal plain olive, dark at base; inner rays
of caudal tipped with dusky, a few lower rays pale pectoral and anal
pale; ventrals dusky. This species is known from numerous specimens
dredged by the Albatross at stations 2795 and 2797, southwest of Panama,
at a depth of 33 fathoms, and at station 2805 at a depth of 51^ fathoms.
The largest of these is about 7 inches long. This species and the preceding, of which we have examined many specimens, are well distinguished
from Dii)lectrum radiale, with which Dr. Boulenger has united them. I)ipleetrum macro2)oma is in appearance, coloration, and in habit intermediate
between the other two, but the characters of all are well marked, (f ipi'f
wide; ivTiTjKTpov, s-pur.)
rather sharp, embedded.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dipleclrnm furiipleclrmn
off
56'

,

Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U.

coast of Colombia, from
N., 79°

41'

30"

W.,

8'=

06'

S.

Nat. Mus., 1889, 157, Pacific

30" N., 78° 51'

stations 2797, 2795, 2805.

W., and

7° 57' N., 78° 55'

(Type, No. 41141.

Ocean,

W.,

7°

Coll. Alliatross.)

I

Jordan and Evermann.
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(LiuuieuB).

(SQUinREL-Fisii; Serkano; Sand-fish.)

Head

D. X, 12; A. Ill, 7; scales 9-80 to 90-22, pores 51
3; depth 3|.
l?ody elongate, the prolih) strongly arched ahove eyes
mouth
large, lower jaw slightly projecting; maxillary narrow, reaching middle
to 60.

;

of eye, 2\ in head; canine teeth small; eye placed high, shorter than
snout, about 5 in head; preorbital broad, more than twice the width of
maxillary upper part of margin of preopercle finely serrate preopercle
with two clusters of divergent spines, the one at the angle, the other
higher (the two fascicles w^ell separated in the adult, but smaller and
coalescent in the young) distance from opercular flap to upper end of
preopercle \\ in rest of head opercular flap short and sharp gill rakers
;

;

;

;

+

;

moderate, x
14 or 15 top of head and preorbital region naked smooth
area on top of cranium very convex 11 rows of scales on cheeks fins,
except caudal, scaleless 15 scales before dorsal dorsal spines low and
slender, the first three graduated, the rest subequal
caudal deeply
lunate, the upper lobe the longer, sometimes ending in a long filament;
anal spines very weak, the third longest, 1^ in eye; pectoral If in head.
Color brownish, silvery below sides with 7 or 8 longitudinal blue lines,
bright blue above, pearly whitish below, and about as many dark ci'oss
bars, the last bar forming a large black blotch at upper base of caudal
6 of these present, with another at base of dorsal
a broken median
stripe before dorsal strijies on head bright blue; spinous dorsal with 2
stripes of light blue, bordered with darker, and 3 of light orange yellow
3 blue stripes and 4 yellow ones on soft dorsal; caudal with light-blue
reticulations around light-orange spots ventrals and anal bluish white,
shaded with light yellowish pectoral transparent posterior part of
mouth tinged with yellow ;* young with 2 broad, dusky longitudinal
stripes, which become interrupted with age; 3 or 4 distinct blue stripes
on sides and top of head 2 across preorbital, the lower forked fins with
narrow, wavy bars of blue and pale yellow. West Indies common from
Charleston south to Montevideo. t A handsome fish, common on the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* A specimen obtained by Dr. Hugh M. Smith in Biscayiie Bay, Floricia, in February, had the
folUnving life colors: Body dull light brownish above, white below, marke<l by 8 rather broad
dark cross bauds, 3 or 4 loiigitudinal dark stripes, and 8 narrow bhu^ longitudinal stripes most
Head yellow, 5 or 6 narrow wavy blue
distinct above where they contrast with the dark back.
stripes on side of head below eye; head between eyes marked by 5 narrow blue cross bars rununiformly yellowish green, marked
dorsal
caudal;
base
of
dark
spot
at
the
nose;
a
ning out on
by 2 median cross lines of blue, same color as the back; the blue lines posteriorly forming snuiU
yellow ocelli; caudal same as dorsal as to color and markings; other fins white.
AVest, Captita Key, Havana,
t We have examined specimens from Charleston, Pcnsacola, Key
Pernambuco, and Kio Janeiro. These specimens show no evident specific differences, but the
The smalUst siieiimens before us (2 inches
differences due to age are somewhat considerable.
long) have a very distinct dark lateral baud running from the tip of the snout and ending in a
dark spot at the upper base of caudal fin; another (paler) band runs from the upper part of eye
These bamls are
to base of last dorsal ravs; another from above <'yo along base of dorsal.
sharply defined iu the young, and traces of them are usually found in all examples. Ju the
smallest specimens the preopercle is simply but coarsely serrate with a salient angle; in larger
ones a portion of the preopercle is prolonged backward and its spines begin to radiate. In
exam|iles of 4 inches the spines are not yet divided into 2 fascia", but later they begin to show
In specimens of V/, inches the 2 fascicles of spiucB are disradiation from 2 distinct (enters.
tinct.
Iu the largest, the upper lobe of the caudal is filamontoua.
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Bulleti?i

4"/,

United States Natiotial Museum.

South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States on rocky or sandy
Length about a foot, (formosus, handsome.)

shores.

Peica formom, LiNNJEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 488,1766, Carolina (Coll. Dr. Garden,
Syst. Nat., 1322, 1788 (copied),

to

and of the

;

Gjiei.in,

copyists; partly confused with Hismulon plnmieri,

which species some of the early references belong.

Epinephehis s/ri«(HS, Bloch, Ichthyologia, pi. 330, 1793,

which

13

an Epinephehis.)
QuoY & Gaimard, Voy. de I'Uranio,

Jamaica

(not Anlliias striilux^ Bloih,

really

Serramis radians,

Poiss., 313,

pi.

!')S,

fig.

2,

1824,

Monte-

BouLENGER, Cat., I, 295.
Serraniisirradians, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 244, 1828, Montevideo.
Serramis /oscicii/ari.s, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 245, pi. 30,1828, Brazil;

video

(?);

Jordan & Gilueut, Synopsis,
GuNTHER, Cat., I, 83, 1859.

also IX, 431, 1833;
Cenlropristis radians,

Centroxmstisfascicularis,

Guntheii, Cat.,

Diphclrnmfasciculare, IIolbrook, Ichth.

534, 1883.

83, 1859.

i,

S.

Carolina, 35,1860; Poey, Synopsis, 282, 1868.

Diplecirmn radians, Poey, Enumeralio, 23, 1875.
Sen-amis formosus, Jordan, Proc.

Diplectmm fw-mosum, Jordan

II. S.

Nat. Mus., 1884, 35.

& Eigenmann,

511.

/.

c, 397,

pi. 65, 180O.

PRIONODES,

Jenyns.

(Serranos.)
Prionodes,

Jenyns, Voyage of the Beagle

:

Fishes,

Menliperca, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Soi. Phila.,

ISl'.J,

16,

1840, (fasciiUus).

2'X, {liicioin-rcauus).

Body oblong, moderately compressed, covered with moderate-sized,
Lateral line normal in direction, not running close to the
back. Cranium above Avith a very large convex smooth area, which is
longer than the low supraorbital crest; supraoccipital and parietal crests
short, extending to a line connecting borders of the preopercle posterior
outline of cranium nearly vertical in profile mouth large, the maxillary
not scaly and without supplemental bone; canines small, lateral; no
ctenoid scales.

;

;

depressible teeth in jaws; teeth always present on vomer and palatines.*
Branch iostegals 7. Dorsal with 10 rather slenGill rakers usually few.
der spines, either subequal or one of them much produced; the fin not

deeply notched, the soft portion short, of 11 to 13 rays and nearly or quite
anal short, with slender spines caudal lunate or
destitute of scales
truncate. Ventrals not very close together, inserted somewhat in advance
24.
14
of pectorals, as in Ceniroprlsies and Diplectrum. Vertebr;e 10
Species of small size, probably all American, closely allied to the Old
World genus Serranits, from which they are distinguished by the short,
naked, soft dorsal, the anterior insertion of the ventrals, and the smaller
;

;

+

—

The type of Serramts (Serranus cabrilla) has the lateral line running
very high, following the outline of the back. The subgenus Serranellus
(Serramis scriba)is intermediate, having the long soft dorsal and strong
dentition of Serranus, with the lateral line and general appearance of
Frionoden, the ventral fins longer and closer together, and inserted much
farther back; the skull is essentially similar in Prioiivdc8, Dulen, and
Serranua. {ivpiuv, saw; «(5of, resemblance, from the resemblance to Serraiiui)
teeth.

—

serra,
*

saw.)

Not wanting, as stated by Jenyns, who perhaps Lad au injured or imperfect specimen.

Jordan and Evertnann.
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PniONODES:
<i.

Scales large, 42 to 55 in the lateral line.
Scales on cheek very large, in about 5 series; dorsal spines not quite equal, the fourth
longest, about twice length of tke ninth.

h.

c.

Teeth of jaws unusually small, the canines scarcely differentiated; lower
one series; lower Jaw little projecting.
d.

Head

long, 2'

.;

in

length

;

teetli in

preorbital narrow, '^ eye; angle of preopercle slightly

projecting; vertex scaly, the serrje minute and equal; gill rakers long

and

slender, x-flCi, the longest half eye; dorsal spines weak, flexible, low;

caudal deejily lunate; pectorals long and narrow. Color dusky brownish,
I)aler below, a series of about 7 ill-deliued dusky blotches along lateral
line; lining of opercle largely black, this appearing externally as a

blotch; vertical fins transparent, with minute dark specks; no 8har|>

ings on body or
cc.

fins.

dusky
mark-

iEQUiDKNs, 1595.

Teeth unusually strong, 3 or 4 on each side

in upper jaw as large as the largest
jaws equal; preorbital extremely narrow, not ^ widtli of pupil
preopercle very sharply serrate; gill rakers short, slender, x
10; caudal
forked.
Color plain olivaceous; fins all pale; sides with about G faint dark

lateral teeth;

;

cross l)aiids,
hh.

more

or less confluent along lateral line.

Scales on cheek moderate, in about 8 series; body oblong,

outline a

little

snout; lower jaw not projecting; canines small;
gill

rakers short, about x

head, a

+

mouth
fin

caudal deeply lunate; pectorals long.

little scaly;

dorsjil

large; preorbital narrow;

10; dorsal spines strong, the fourth highest, 2}4 in

longer than longest soft ray; dorsal

little

Fi-sci'l,tis, ISOli.

heavy anteriorly;

elevated, the profile almost straight; eyes very large, as long a»

not notched;

.soft

dorsal a

Color light brownish, with

and faint dusky bars; a very conspicuous, sharply defined, vertiwhite bar extending upward on each side from just before vent; fins pale.

lighter blotches
cal

PlKKllE, 1597.
W>/>.

Scales on the cheek very small, in 10 to 12 series; second anal spine about as long as

fourth dorsal spine.
projecting, its

few, X

-)-

8.

somewhat

tiji

Body oblong, not

elevated; snout sharp; lower

entering the profile; teeth rather strong;

gill

jaw much

rakers short and

Dorsal continuous, the spines low, the longest 3 in head; caudal

lunate.

Color light olivaceous, with 12 irregular, broad, dark-brown

bands extending to below the lateral

line,

appearing again at level of base of

two pale streaks or rows of blotches
extending from snout through eye and backward; a broad brown streak from eye
to upper angle of opercle; a dark spot at base of ventrals, one or more below base
of pectorals, and one in front of the latter; caudal dark brown at ba.<e, reticulated with irregular, narrow, light-blue lines, these marks most distinct on outer
rays; a large double blotch at base of caudal; anal and ventrals marked with
pectorals as a series of rounded blotches;

brownish-yellow spots; upper part of

soft dorsal sharjily spotted

with dark brown.

FASC'LVTUS, 1598; BULLKRI, 1599.

Mentiperca

(iiienlmn, chin; perca, perch):

wi. Scales small,
<'.

the lateral line with 60 to 75 in

its

course.

Lower jaw not very strongly projecting.
/. Body covered with irregular, inky-black spots and bauds. Body long and low, the bead
low and sharp, the lower jaw projecting; scales on cheek in lOur 12 rows; teeth
small; gill rakers very short, x-f 7; dorsal low, not notched; caudal forked.
Color brownish above, the sides yellowish, everywhere above, below, and on fins
covered with irregular, inky-black spots, blotches, and bands, the latter meeting
around the belly; pectorals and anal plain; abroad ring around base of caudal,
and many irregular spots around bases of ventrals and pectorals; numerous black
spots on dorsals and caudal, one of those on front of spinous dorsjil very conspic-

TIURINUS, 1600.

uous.
_ff.

Body not covered with conspicuous, inky-black spots and bands.
g. Back with 3 or more large, cons|iicuous blotches of yellowish white. Body more
elongate than in related species; lower jaw slightly projecting; scales on
cheeks

in 11 series; dorsal spines low, fifth the longest, i'^ in heail;

strongly lunate; pectorals and ventrals short.

caudal

Color brownish red above,

Bulletin 4j, Utiited States National
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Museum.

with areas of light yellow on sides of back one before dorsal, a large one and
a large one below last rays of soft dorsal
one on back of tail; top of head with 2 pale cross shades, one before, one
behind eyes; lower fins light orange; caudal rod, with 2 conspicuous longi;

a small one below spinous doreal

tudinal
l>art

of

;

of blackish red; dorsal red-shaded, a maroon blotch on each
extending upward from a similar blotch on the back.

strijies
it,

TABACARll'S, 1601.
tig.

Back without conspicuous blotches of yellowish white.
//.

Coloration nearly uniform; body elongate; snout short and thick; caudal
slightly lunate. Color brownish yellow on back, orauge on sides, and

brighteror red on belly; uospotsnor bands; upper part of head bluish,
the fins gray; caudal bordered above and below with brown.
FLAVESCENS, 1602.
ee.

Lower jaw very strongly

projecting; body elongate, moderately compressed; scales small,

about 70; snout sharp, much longer than the large eye; preopercle finely denticulated; top of head with vertex naked; caudal deeply forked; skull depressed, with a
single crest; dorsixl spines moderate, the third highest.
«".

ii.

Color clear brown with larger darker spots or bars on the sides; fins pale, more or
less tinged with orauge.
luciopercaxi's, 1G03.
Color red, with numerous roundish inky -black spots behind, a

larire

quadrate dark

blotch on front of soft dorsal; lower half of caudal black; a large, oblong silver-

white blotch from before vent, extending upward and backward.
STILBOSTIGMA, 1604.

Subgenus
1595.

Head

2*^;

depth 3|

:

PRIONODES.

PRIOXODES IIQUIDEXS

(Gilbert).

eye large, as long as snout, 4i in head.

D. IX,

I,

12; A. Ill, 7; scales 4A-48-13, 5 series on cheeks parallel with posterior

margin of orbit. Body slender, the head very long, the caudal peduncle
narrow. Tip of lower jaw but little projecting mouth large, the maxillary reaching vertical from posterior margin of pupil, 2^ in head. Upper
jaw with teeth laterally in a single series, becoming double anteriorly
the outer teeth are larger and spaced but not canine-like the inner are
close-set, small, directed inward; the median pair of teeth of inner series
are larger than the others and directed backward. Teeth of lower jaw
Teeth in a
in a single series forming a very narrow patch at symphysis.
narrow patch on vomer, the posterior enlarged, almost canine-like, directed
backward; on palatines in an irregular double series. Interorbital space
tlat, its width f orbit.
Preorbital narrow, \ orbit. Angle of preopercle
slightly projecting, the vertical margin gently concave; teeth minute
and equal on both limbs and at angle. Opercle greatly produced backward, reaching much beyond inner edge of shoulder girdle, the margin
of preopercle equidistant between front of eye and end of opercular dap.
Opercle with a single spine, the lower not developed. No spine on shoulder.
Gill rakers long and slender, x -f 16, the longest i the diameter of the
large eye. Dorsal with weak, flexible, low spines, which increase in
length to the fourth (t length of head), then decrease to the ninth, which
:

;

than \ the fourth, the tenth again longer dorsal rays slender, little
forked, the longest less than highest spine. Caudal deeply lunate; anal
short, with slender rays, the margin not rounded, the anterior rays long-

is less

est,

the posterior but

;

little

shortened

;

anal spines slender, graduated, the

Jordan and Evermann.
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third scarcely f l.eight of first soft ray ventrals inserted well in advance
of base of pectorals, not nearly reaching vent, \ head; pectorals long and
;

narrow, reaching front of anal, with narrow scaly base, the posterior
margin obliquely truncate or somewhat /-shaped in the spread tin, the
lower rays slightly longer than upper, the middle rays shortest. Scales
large, ctenoid, a wide rough area within the spinous margin; cheeks and
op( rcles scaled, the scales on opercles larger than elsewhere; top of head
scaled as far forward as posterior margin of pupil caudal fin scaled at
base of lobes fins otherwise without scales; lateral line running high
and descending gradually to middle of caudal peduncle. Color in spirits:
Dusky brownish above, lighter below a series of about 7 ill-defined dusky
blotches along lateral line, from which still fainter bars run downward,
soon disappearing; lining of opercle largely black; this apparent as a
dusky blotch externally vertical fins transparent, minutely punctate
with black median rays of ventrals black, the outer and inner whitish
peritoneum silvery white no very conspicuous marks on body or fins.
Gulf of California. A single specimen known, about 7 inches long, from
Station 2996, in 112 fathoms, (a'quus, equal; dens, tooth.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Serrauus

iKpiideiis^ Gli.iiF.uT,

Proc.

TJ. S.

Nat. Mus., 1S80, 61,

Gulf of California, Albatross

Station No. 2996 (Type, No. 44277); Jordan & Eigenmann,
Cat.,

I,

c,

I.

406;

BuULENciEii,

291.

1596.

PRION ODES FUSCULUS

(Poey).

Body rather
D. X, 12; A.
7; scales 48.
scales on cheeks very large, in about 5 series
teeth unusually strong, three or four on each side in upper jaw as large
as the largest lateral teeth eye very large, 2g in head maxillary 2} in
head; jaws equal; preorbital extremely narrow, not i width of pupil
preopercle very sharply serrate gill rakers short, slender, x -f- 10 scales
very large, covering head forward to back of pupil first dorsal spine
the rest
fourth longest, 2^ in head
short, second a little longer
gradually shortened, lower than the soft rays, which are scaleless second
anal spine i in head, as long as third and stouter caudal forked. Color
plain olivaceous fins all pale, no opercular blotch sides with about 6
faint dark cross bands, more or less confluent along lateral line, and disappearing below. Cuba; known only from the original type, sent by
Poey to the museum at Cambridge. From this specimen (10015, M. C. Z.,
(fiisculua, somewhat
7 inches in length) our description is taken,

Head

2i; depth

Ill,

3^^.

elongate, little compressed

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tawny.)
Ontroprislesfusciihut,

Poey, Memorias,

342, 1S61,

11,

Havana.

(Coll. Poey.)

Haliperca fuscula Poey, Synopsis, 281, 1868.
Serramisftiscidux,

Jordan & Eigenmann',

1597.

7.

.-.,

407, 18'JO

;

Boiti.enqer, Cat,

PRIOXODES PH(EBE

i,

290.

(Poey).

(PlIffiBE).

Head 2* depth 3J. D. X, 12
Body oblong, heavy anteriorly
;

;

almost straight

;

;

A. Ill, 7 scales 5-53-15, pores 50 to 52.
dorsal outline a little elevated, the profile
;

eyes very large, as long as snout, 3J iu head, twice the
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concave interorbital space scales on cheek moderate, in about eight
top of head naked lower jaw not projecting canines small
mouth large, the maxillary reaching middle of eye preorbital narrow
12 rows of scales before dorsal dorsal spines
gill rakers short, x + 13
strong, the fourth highest, 2J in head, a little longer than longest soft
ray; dorsal fin not notched; soft dorsal a little scaly; caudal deeply
Innate second anal spine 3i in head, stronger but scarcely longer than
third spine; pectorals long, reacliing anal, as long as veutrals, IJ in
head. Color light brownish, with lighter blotches and faint dusky bars
a very conspicuous, sharply defined, vertical white bar extending upward
on each side from just before vent tins pale. Length 8 inches. West
Indies, north, to Pensacola rather common our speciuiens of this species
are from Havana and from the Snapper Banks oft" Florida, {phwhc, the
moon, from the white lateral bar.)
;

series

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Serramis ijhocbe, PoEY, Memorias,

1884,35;

i,

55, pi. 2, fig. 3, 1851,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

Centropristis plKthe, GtiNTHEii, Cat.,

Ilalipercaphcebe,

i,

I.

Havana; Joudan,

Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

c, 407, 1890.

85, 185!).

PoEY, Synopsis, 281, 1868.

1.598.

Head 2-g
Body

;

PRIOXODES FASCIATIIS,

Jenyns.

D. X, 12 A. Ill, 7 scales 5-50-15, pores
the dorsal outline gently arched.
Snout sharp lower jaw distinctly longest; maxillary reaching vertical
from middle of pupil, or beyond; interorbital space somewhat concave
and ridged. Teeth small, cardiform 2 small canines in front of lower
jaw, 4 in front of upper jaw the inner series of teeth somewhat enlarged,
containing 2 or 3 largo fixed canines in the middle of sides of lower jaw,
these larger than the canines in front strong teeth on vomer and palatines no supplemeuial maxillary bone gill rakers short, few in number,
about 10 below angle; preopercle nearly evenly rounded, the posterior
margin nearly vertical and, as well as the angle, very finely, evenly, and
sharply serrated, the serrje on angle scarcely larger, the lower limb
nearly entire; opercle ending in three compressed spines, the middle the
Scales well ctenoid,
largest, the membrane extending much beyond them.
on cheeks small, in 9 to 11 rows opercles with about 4 series of large
scales; jaws and top of head naked. Spinous dorsal low, not notched,
the first two spines shorter than the others, which are of equal length
and shorter than the soft rays length of spines about equaling distance
from snout to middle of eye, 3 in head soft dorsal elevated, the anterior
rays somewhat shorter than the posterior, the tips of which reach rudimentary caudal rays, 21- in head anal spines short and strong, the middle
one stronger and slightly longer than the third the second about equal
to dorsal spines anal rays more elevated than those of dorsal, the last
ray the longest and about equal to f length of head; ventrals reaching
vent pectorals slightly beyond it, | length of head ventrals inserted in
front of axil of pectorals; caudal short, somewhat lunate, with the outer
rays produced, the fin 1» in head dorsal and anal scaleless. Branchiostegals 7. Color light olivaceous, the dorsal region with about 12 broad
49.

to 3

depth 3^ to

;

3^-.

;

;

elliptical, little elevated,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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dark-brown cross bands extending from back to below lateral line, where
they are interrupted, to reappear on the level of base of pectorals as a
series of roundish blotches; those in front iiinkish, behind brown; a
light streak from nape to front of dorsal, with 2 parallel ones (usually
indistinct) on each side of it the brown bar inmiediately behind soft
dorsal replaced by the ground color, but the corresponding brown
a brownish streak from snout through ej'e to
spot on sides present
upper angle of opercle, clear brown anteriorly
suborbital light blue,
with a narrow median streak of clear brown
numerous clear brown
blotches on top of head base and axil of pectorals largely pink, the lin
very finely vermiculated with pink and light bine; dorsals reddish, with
a median light streak, which disappears posteriorly on soft dorsal distal
part of soft dorsal with numerous small dark-brown spots, becoming
light pink posteriorly and alternating with similar spots of whitish or
liglit blue; a dark-brown spot at base of ventrals; one below base of
pectorals, and one in firont of the latter at margin of gill opening; caudal
brown at base and on outer rays, pink on inner rays, vermiculated with
irregular narrow light-blue lines; anal and ventrals light glaucous blue,
thickly marked with brownish-yellow spots. In older specimens the markings fainter, but the general pattern remains. A specimen 9 inches long,
from Indefatigable Island, has the upper black bands coalescent into a
continuous beaded streak from eye to last ray of dorsal, where it is interrupted to form again a black blotch at base of caudal above a blotch at
the base of pectoral and several black spots on breast, irregularly arranged.
In this specimen the vomerine and palatine teeth are few, and covered with
slime so as to be scarcely appreciable. Length, one foot.
Pacific Coast of Mexico, Cape San Lucas to Galapagos Islands common
about rocky places; a very handsome little fish. We have examined
specimens of this species from Mazatlan, Pearl Islands (Panama), La Paz,
from Charles, Hood, Albemarle, and Indefatigable islands, of the Galapagos, and from the Revillagigedos. {fasciatus, banded.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Prionodes fasciatufi* Jenyns, Voy. Beagle, Fishes, 46, 1840,

Charles Darwin); GCnther, Cat. Fish.,
Serranus scriba); Jordan, Proc. U.
Serramis psiltacinns, Valenciennes,

S.

i,

Chatham

1850 (not

90,

Nat. Mus., 1889,

Voyage Venus,

Island, Galapagos

(Coll.

Ilohcetilriis fascialus, Blocii, wliich is

81.

Poiss., 200, pi.

i,

fig.

1,

1855,

Galapagos

Islands.
SeiTanus calopteryr, .JoKT<Ati

No. 28123.

& Gilbert, Proc.

CeiUropristis psittixciniis,

Si'iTunns psUlacinus,

GiJNTHER,

3;

S.

Nat. Mus., 350, 1881,

Mazatlan.

(Typt-,

Cat., 186, 1859.

I,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

1599.

Head

U.

Coll. Gilbert.)

depth

3.

I.

c, 407, 1800; Bohlenger, Cat.,

PRIONODES BULLERI

D. X,

12;

A. Ill, 7

;

i,

295.

(Boulenger).

scales 5 to 6-52-15, pores 50; snout

which is 4 times in length of head interorbital width 5 times in length of head lower jaw slightly projecting, with
feeble canine teeth on the sides maxillary extending to below center of
eye, the width of its distal extremity i diameter of eye snout and vertex
naked, cheeks and opercles scaly, the scales on the opercles large, larger

as long as diameter of eye,

;

;

;

;

Museum.
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than any on the body, in 5 vertical series; preoperculum finely serrated,
the serra^ coarser at the angle, obsolete on the lower border; middle opercular spine strong, nearer lower than upper. Gill rakers moderate, 12 on
lower part of the anterior arch. Dorsal originating above base of pectoral, the spines increasing in size to the fourth, which equals -| length
of head and is a little shorter than the longest soft rays no notch
between the spinous and soft portions; pectoral obtusely pointed,
slightly longer than ventrals, f length of head; second and third anal
spines e([vial, stouter and slightly shorter than longest dorsal caudal
slightly eniarginate. Brown, with ill-detined darker vertical bars; soft
dorsal, anal, and caudal w'ith small dark and light spots; pectorals and
ventrals yellowish. Length 6 inches. Coast of Jalisco, western Mexico.
;

;

Svrnmm

biiUeri,

Boulengek,

Cat.,

i,

288, 1895,

Subgenus
1600.

Head 2^
60 poies.

depth 3t

;

Las

MENTIPERCA,

PRIONODES TIGRINUS
D. X, 11

eye 4 in head.

;

Peflas, Jalisco.

(Coll. A. C. Bullor.)

Gill.

(Bloch).

;

A. Ill, 7

;

scales 8-68-24,

Body long and low, the head low and sharp, the lower

jaw-

projecting; scales small; top of head naked, the smooth area on frontal

region large scales on cheek small, in 10 or 12 rows preopercle rounded,
with regular sernt- teeth small gill rakers very short, x -^- 6 to 8 maxillary 2^, reaching to center of eye
soft dorsal and anal naked dorsal
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

low, not notched; caudal forked; second and third anal spines equal,
the second the strongest, 2J in head pectoral 11 in head. Color brownish above, the sides yellowish, everywhere, above, below, and on fins
covered with irregular, inky-black spots, blotches, and bands, the latter
meeting around the belly pectorals and anal plain a broad ring around
base of caudal, and many irregular spots around bases of ventrals and
pectorals; numerous black spots on dorsals and caudal, one of those on
front of spinous dorsal very conspicuous.
West Indies; scarce; an
exceedingly handsome little fish, here described from the original type of
Sen'anus x>r(vstigiator, sent hy Foej to the Museum of Comparative Zoology, (tigrinus, spotted like a tiger.)
;

;

;

Holocenlrn^ Ikjrhws, Bloch, pi. 237, 1790, afterSEBA, Thesaurus, in, pi. xxvii,

Serranus priesligialor, PoEY, Memorias,
in

M.

i,

58, pi. 2, fig. 2, 1851,

Havana.

fig. 5,

East Indies.

(Coll. Po(.'y.

Tjpo

C. Z.)

f Cenlropristes annitlaris,

Gi'NTHEr, Shore Fishes, Challenger,

young specimen 2 inches long.
Centropruitis priesligialor, Gunther, Cat.,

i,

C, pi. 1, fig.

B, 1880,

Pernambuco

85, 1859.

Haliperca prieMigialor, Poey, Synopsis, 282, 1868.
Serramis tigrinus, Jordan, Proc. U.

1890; BouLENGF.R, Cat.,
fSerranus annitlarit,

i,

S.

Nat. Mus., 1880, 579; Jordan

&,

Eigenmann,

I.

c, 408,

293.

Jordan & Eigenmann,

1.

c, 406.

* The earliest specific name of this species, /nsciafHs, can not be used if the species be referred
to Seiranus, a.s already more than one Serramis lias been ca,\Ut(l fitsciatiis.
The name is, however,
not preoccupied in Prionodes. The genus Prionodes was supposed by Jeny ns to diflcr from Serramis
by tlie absence of vomerine and palatine teeth. These teeth are, as a matter of fact, well developed in tlie young, but in some old specimens they are small, partly covered by the skin, and
possibly even deciduous.
Kcnewed comjiarison shows that 1,598a, Prionodes huUeri (Boulenger),
a distinct species, though close to P. fasciatus; the jaws shorter, the color dull.

is

Jordan and Evermann.
1601.

PRIONODES TABACAKIUS
(Jacomk

Head

3;

depth

;

Bout de

(Ouvier

&

1215

Valenciennes).

Taiiac.)

D. X, 12; A.

3|.

Body more elongate than

pores.

— Fishes of North America.

Ill, 7; scales 11-90 to !)8-25, 50 to 65
in related species; profile slightly con-

vex interorbital space concave eyes large, longer than snout, 3J in head;
maxillary reaching middle of eye; lower Jaw slightly i)rojecting; scales
on cheeks small, in 11 series; scales in front of dorsal small, crowded, in
25 series top of head naked gill rakers long, x
15 dorsal spines low,
fifth the longest, 2^ iu head; caudal strongly lunate; anal spines graduated, the third 3^ in head; pectorals and ventrals short, not reaching
vent. Branchiostegals 7. Color brownish red above, with areas of light
yellow on sides of back 1 before dorsal, a large one and a small one
below spinous dorsal a large one below last rays of soft dorsal 1 on
back of tail yellow before eye belly and lower parts light red top of
;

;

;

+

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

head with 2 pale cross shades, 1 before and 1 behind eyes lower fins light
orange; caudal red, with 2 conspicuous longitudinal stripes of blackish
red dorsal red-shaded, a maroon blotch on each part of it, extending
upward from a similar blotch on the back. Length 10 inches. West
Indies; our specimens from Havana, where it is rather common, (tahacarius, pertaining to tahacum, tobacco, the fish being called hout de iahac
(cigar stump) by the negroes at Martinique.)
;

;

Centro^trL^tes labacarins,

CuviER & Valenciennes,

Serranus jacome, Poet, Memorias,

i,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

57, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1851,

iii, -14, 182'.t,

Martinique.

Havana.

Haliperca kihararia, PoEY, Synopsis, 282, 1868.
Haliperca jacome, PoEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., 1871, 34.
Serranus tabacarim, Jordan, Proc. U.
1890;

BoVLENGER,

160-2.

Cat.,

I,

S.

Nut. Mus., 1886, 39; Jordan

& Eigenmann,

/.

c, 408,

291.

PRIONODES FLATESCEXS*

(Cuvier

A

A'alencicnnes).

Dorsal IXt, 12; anal III, 7; scales 7-90-27, 60 pores. Depth of body
3f times in total length, length of head 3 times. Snout as long as diameter of eye, which is 3i times in length of head interorbital width 5
times in length of head lower jaw projecting, with feeble canine teeth
;

;

on the sides; maxillary extending to below center of eye, the width of
the distal extremity i diameter of eye upper surface of head naked;
preoperculum finely serrated, the serne
cheeks and opercles scaly
opercular spine
coarser at the angle, obsolete on the lower border
strong, equidistant. Gill rakers a little shorter than gill fringes. 14 on
lower part of anterior arch. Dorsal originating above base of pectoral,
spines subequal, not quite J length of head, f length of longest soft
rays; no notch between the spinous and soft portions of the fin. Pectoral rounded, a little longer than ventral, t length of head. Third anal
spine longest, as long as dorsals. Caudal emarginate. Brown above,
lighter (orange or red) on the belly; head bluish above; fins dark gray
;

;

;

* Described

fThe

from the type specimen (Paris Hus., No. 7028).
is malformed in front; the normal number of spines

spinous dorsal

is

no doubt X.
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blown;
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in tlie niidcllc.
Total length 6A inches.
only from the type, the above description of wliicii
copy from Bonleuger. {Jlavefscens, yellowish.)

whitiali

ciiudal

Mai'tinicjne

we

4"/,

;

known

flavesceii.'', CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi,
dan & FiGENMANN, I. c, 408, 1890; BoULENGER, Cat., I, 292.

ScrraiiKs

1603.

PRIONODES LUCIOPERCANUS*

FM),

18:ili,

Martinique;

.Jor-

(Poey).

Head 3 in length; depth 3J. D. X, 12; A. Ill, 7; scales 7-70-20.
Body elongate, moderately compressed cranium depressed, with a single
lower jaw very strongly projecting; eye large, much
crest; suoiit sliarp
dorsal
shorter than snout; top of head naked; caudal deeply forked
spines moderate, the third highest. Color clear brown with larger, darker
spots or bars on the sides; fins pale, more or less tinged with orange.
;

;

;

Coast of Cuba, apparently very rare, only the original tj'pe known (at
Cambridge) examined by us. {Inciopercanus, resembling Liicioj)erca, the
Pike Perch, a European genus of rercidw.)
Senanns Inciopercanus, Pijey, Meniorias, i, bi\ ])I. 9, fig. 1, 1851, Havana; Jordan & Eigenmann,
I. c, 410, 1890; Boulcnger, Cat., i, 294.
Centropristis luciopercamis, GiiNTHER, Cat., I, 84, 18G9; Vaillant & BocoURT, Miss. Sci. au
Mexique, 1874, pi. v, fig. 1.
Mcntlperca luciopercana, Poey, Synopsis, 281, 1868.

1604.

PRIONODES STILBOSTIG.HA,

Jordan & BoUman.

D. X, 12; A. Ill, 7 scales 8-58-18. Body elongate
than in Prionodes luciopercamis; back not much elevated anterior profile straight from tip of snout to front of dorsal.
Snout sharp, 3i in head, lower jaw considerably xirojecting, mandible 3i
Mouth rather large; maxillary reaching nearly to middle of
in head.
pupil, 2? in head.
Eye large, a little shorter than snont, 4 in head.
Teeth small, anterior
Interorbital space very slightly concave, ridged.
teeth of front row in both jaws slightly enlarged; posterior teeth of
lower jaw also enlarged vomerine teeth in a V-shaped patch. Preopercle
finely serrate, the lower teeth a little coarser, the. margin evenly rounded.
Opercle ending in three spines, of which the middle one is considerably
the largest membrane extending beyond spines. Gill rakers moderately

Head

3;

depth

3|.

;

elliptical, less slender
;

;

;

long and slender, about 9 developed.

Scales small, firm, ctenoid

;

11

rows

* Three specimens from Martinique in the Paris Musenm have the following characters: DorX, 12; anal III, 7; scales 8 to 10-85 to 90-25 to 29, pores 56 to 59. Depth of body 3J^ to 3%
times ill total length; length of head 3 times. Snout longer than diameter of eye, which is 3J^
times in the length of head; interorbital width 6 to 7 times in length of head; lower jaw
strongly projecting, with feeble canine teeth on the sides; maxillary extending to below anterior
third or center of eye, the width of its distal extremity g diameter of eye; snout and vertex
naked, cheeks and opercle scaly; preopercle finely serrated, the scrriie coarser at the angle and
obsolete on the lower border; opercular spines strong. Gill rakers longer than gill fringes, 15
or 16 on lower part of anterior arch. Dorsal originating above base of pectoral; the spines
increasing in size to the fourth or fifth, which equals about % to ^ length of head, and exceeds
longest soft rays; no well-marked notch between the spinous and soft portions of the fin. Peclength of head. Third anal spine longest, about as
toral obtusely pointed, as long as ventral,
long as fhird dorsal. Caudal deeply emargiiiate, upper lolie the longer. Purplish, with reddishbrown irregular spots or marblings; fins yellow, spinous dorsal partly purple; upper and lower
caudal lobes bordered with purple. Total length, 8 inches. Caribbean Sea.

sal

%

Jordan and Evermann.
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on cheeks; 11 vertical rows on opercle to base of spines; 2 rows on interSpinous dorsal rather low, not notched; first spine al)out \\ in
second, fourth very slightly longer than third, as long as from tip of snout
to middle of eye, 2\ in head soft dorsal not elevated, lir.st ray 2\ in
head upper lobe of caudal the longer, If in head lower lobe If in head
second anal spine strongest, hardly as long as third, which is Sj in head
first If in second first anal ray 3 in head penultimate longest, 2,! in head
last somewhat shorter; pectorals pointed, 1! in head, reaching beyond
tips of ventrals to vent; veutrals Ij in head
soft dorsal and anal with a
few scales. Scales on breast and belly snijill. Color reddisli (probably
crimson in life), becoming paler beneath, breast somewhat orange a few
small, round, jiale spots on cheeks and opercles
occiput rather dark;
lower jaw dusky; a slight bluish shade on preorbital; anterior part of
back with small indistinct light and dark specks large, quadrate, inkyblack spot larger than eye at base of soft dorsal, which involves the basal
half of several rays, and extends downward almost to lateral line; in
this blotch are traces of three darker spots
behind this, three much
smaller, roundish, black spots, which extend on fin below these a row of
about 10 round black spots smaller than pupil, on median line of side
extending from opposite front of large dorsal spot to base of caudal
below this series some fainter irregular spots of black extending
obliquely upward and backward from above tip of ventral fin to lateral
line a large, elliptical creamy or silvery blotch which is about as wide as
interorbital and as long as snout and eye this spot does not reach middle
line of belly; spinous dorsal with 3 rows of diffuse, confluent, black
spots separated by pale streaks soft dorsal marked with several black
spots, which extend upward from body above these a pale median longitudinal streak upper half of caudal red, with a few small black spots,
lower lobe inky black, with some pale edgings; outer half of ventrals
and anal dusky pectorals pale. Length of type 1\ inches. In form it
agrees very closely with Prionodcs luctojyercanttN, but the coloration is (juite
Coast of Ecuador; known from a single example, dredged in
different.
opercle.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

45 fathoms, at the equator.
Frionodes

slilhostiijinn,

{ariAfdbg,

Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U.

the coast of Ecuador, o°

50' S., 89° 36'

shining; anyna, spot.)
S.

Nat. Miis.,

W.; depth

Pacific Ocean, off
fathoms; Station 2809.

1}>80, 158,

45

(Coll. Albatross.)

Serranus dilbostiijma,

Jordan & Eiqenmann,

512.
Dules,

Cuvier, B^gne Animal, Ed.

11,

I.

c, 409, 1890;

DULES,

Boulengeb,

Cat.,

i,

294.

Cuvier.

A'ol. 11, 147, 1829, (auriga).

This genus is close to Frionodex, from which it differs in the possession
of but 6 branchiostegals, and in the truncate form of the caudal tin. In
one species the third dorsal spine is prolonged in a whip-like spine.*
*"Par ce nom do doules (esclave) nous avons voulu iiidiquer la ressemblance do cos poissons
avec cenx que depui.'! longtemps nous avons apiielees thn-ajtom, nom qui, lui-nu-mo assez arbitraire, n'est que la traduction de I'epithete donnfie a I'esiwce de Theropon dScrite le phis anciennenient (V Holocentrtis sernm de Bloch)." (Cuvier & Valenciennes.)
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a slave, the fish being under the lash of the long dor-

sal spine, t)
a.

Third dorsal spine not longer than fourth, 3 in head; second anal spine considerably longer
than third, about 2^4 in head; lo\v<^r jaw little projecting; gill rakers elmrt and few,
6 or 8 in number; jaws scaleless; soft dorsal with small scales; pectoral long, reaching
anal.

Color brown, with darker cross shades; soft dorsal, anal, and caudal

fins

ered with blackish on a while ground; a broad white area or bar before anal
h.

Dorsal rays x, 13; head small, acuminate; pectoral

fin finely

check-

fin.

barred with black and

whitish, precisely like the caudal fin; a very conspicuous inky-black blotch on

front of soft dorsal (at least in

young specimens),

of the bars on the body; a black ring about
G or 7

tail at

being a continuation of one

this

base of caudal, before which are

dark bars, becoming progressively broader and fainter forward; lower parts

of head with a conspicuous network of dark streaks.
66.

Dorsal rays x, 12; head

less slender; pectorals red;

subligarius, 1605.

inky blotch on

or obsolete; dusky bars on body distinct.
aa.

soft dorsal small

nispiLunrs, 1606.

Third dorsal spine in the adult male greatly elevated, reaching past middle of soft dorsal,
its length quite variable
second anal spine as long as third, 2g in head; lower jaw
prominent; gill rakers 10 to 12 below arch; pectoral shorter than head; brownish,
;

lower parts with light and dark shades;

1605.

Head

aurioa, 1607.

fins clouded.

DULES SUBLIGARIUS

(Cope).

eye rather large, 4 in head. D. X, 13; A. Ill, 7;
2^; depth 2f
about 6-42-17. Body rather deep, compressed, the back elevated,
the anterior profile nearly straight. Head long and low, slender, acuminate, its depth at middle of eye but half its length in the smaller specimen, in the larger proportionately deeper. Mouth rather small, lower
jaw scarcely projecting; maxillary reaching to posterior margin of pupil,
its length 2^ in head; teeth small, the canines little developed, those on
sides of lower jaw largest. Preorbital and interorbital space very narrow.
Edge of preopercle subequally and rather sharply serrate none of the
teeth directed forward. Gill rakers short, rather few. Scales on cheek
small, in about 10 series. Dorsal fin scarcely emarginate, the fourth spine
not elevated, about 2\ in head, a little lower than the soft rays caudal
subtruncate, a little more than half head second anal spine longer and
stronger than third, '2,\ in head; ventrals If in head; pectorals 1? neither
reaching front of anal; dorsal and anal fins, jaws, preorbital, and front
of head scaleless. Olivaceous, tinged with reddish above, paler below
but not silvery each scale on the sides with a blackish margin, these
forming rather faint, continuous, dusky streaks posterior part of sides
with faint traces of about 5 irregular cross shades of darker along the
sides a large blotch of cream color in front of the vent, extending upward
as an irregular cross bar to near the middle of the side, its posterior edge
;

scales

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sharply defined, its anterior fading into the color of the belly; a black
ring around tail behind dorsal and anal a large black l)lotch on front of
soft dorsal, extending downward on the body, where it is less distinct
than on the fin cheeks yellowish opercles darker lower parts of head
brown, the preopercle (below), interopercle, lower jaw, and branchiostegals covered by a network of wavy bluish streaks spinous dorsal dark
;

;

;

;

;

t According to Dr. Boulengerthisi)rolcnged spine is a character of the male. We do not
foundation of this statement, and in other Serranidx uo such sexual differences exist.

tlie

know

Jordan and Evertnann.
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soft dorsal similarly and more distinctly marked; pecand caudal (grayish, with sharply defined narrow blackish
somewhat undulating
ventrals faintly barred, mostly black.

gray, mottled

;

torals, anal,

bars,

;

South Atlantic coasts of the United States, iu rather deep water; not
common recorded from Beaufort, Charleston, Pensacola Snapper Banks,
and Big Gasparilla; a small and very pretty species. (Here described
from a specimen. No. 30859, U. S. Nat. Mus., 3 inches long, taken by Jordan & Stearns from the Snapper Banks, off Pensacola. {siibUgarius, wearing a truss, in allusion to the white cross band.)
;

Centroprisds siihligarms, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1870, 120,

Serranus subWjariiis, Goodf,

U.

S.

& Bean,

Nat. Mus., 274, 1882;

Pensacola.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 238; .Jordan

Jordan & Gilbert,

Nat. Mus., 1884, 39; Joedan & Eigenmann,

1606. DIJLES

I.

ic

Gilbert, Pioc.

Synopsis, 535, 1883; Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

c, 405, 1890.

DISPILURUS

(GUnther).

Head 21 depth 2|. D. X,12; A. Ill, 7; scales 5-45-14. Preoperculum
rounded, finely serrated behind, entire below, without projecting angle.
Eye of moderate size, length of head. Diameter of eye much more than
width of the interorbital space, but somewhat less than the extent of
the snout, contained 4A times in the length of the head. Opercles scaly
the scales on the preoperculum in 7 or 8 series, much smaller than those on
the operculum and rest of the body. Cleft of the mouth oblique, the
upper maxillary reaching to the vertical from the center of the eye
preorbital somewhat wider than the maxillary. Preoperculum rounded,
finely serrated behind, entire below; suboperculum and interoperculinn
Operculum with 3 flat short points, the upper and lower of which
entire.
are concealed by the scales, the middle one being the longest and sharpDorsal fin commencing just above the extremity of the operculum;
est.
its spinous portion scarcely lower, but longer than the soft; the fourth,
fifth, and sixth spines are the longest, more than i the length of the head
the first spine is very short, half as long as the diameter of the eye soft
dorsal rounded the anterior and middle rays the longest, the sixth being
not quite twice as long as the last spine caudal fin truncated, slightly
rounded at the angles, about I of the total length; anal with the soft
portion narrow and deeper than the dorsal fin; second anal spine strong
and long, ? the length of the head; third anal spine mucii longer than
the first; pectoral long, rounded, reaching to above vent, * of the length
several
of the head; ventrals not reaching to vent. Teeth villiform
vomerine and palatine
larger teeth in the outer series of each jaw
teeth in narrow bands tongue toothless. Brownish olive, with indistinct
darker cross bands extending on the dorsal fin a broad white cross band
on the belly, before the vent, extending upward to the level of the pectoral fin a small deep-black spot behind the top of the last dorsal spine,
on the middle of the first two dorsal rays; several other irregular more or
less distinct spots on the dorsal fin corresponding to the cross bands on
the body the soft vertical fins with transverse series of small brown
spots a small black round spot above and below on the root of the caudal
;

t,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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fin; pectoral red

;

ventral blackish.

(Giinther)

specimens, 4 inches long, from Trinidad.

((V'?,

Museum.

description of types, 2

;

twice;

cixilw:,

spot; ovpa,

tail.)
Centropristis dispilurus*

Gunther, Proc.

1607.

Head

Zool. Soc. Lond., 18G7,

DULES AURIGA,

9'.t,

Trinidad.

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

depth 2*; ejeSi; snout

4. D. X, 13; A. Ill, 7; scales 6-48-15,
Branchiostegals 6, the first being obsolete. Body rather
deep and compressed; anterior profile steep and nearly straight mouth
rather small, the lower jaw protruding; preorbital rather narrow, as
broad as pupil top of head naked the frontal area large and well defined,
broader than long occipital crest low and short, shorter than the frontal

2t

;

pores 45 to 50.

;

;

;

;

area; teeth small, with no

marked canines;

+ 9, besides

gill

rakers rather short and

rudiments (12 to 14 in all) maxillary 2| in head
scales large, those above in series parallel with the lateral line scales on
breast small; third dorsal spine extremely long, reaching beyond middle
of soft dorsal other spines all short and even; soft dorsal moderate, a
little scaly at base; dorsal not notched; caudal truncate; second anal
spine 2^ in head, as long as third, and a little stouter; pectoral lyV in
head. Coloration in spirits, brownish a dark area from front of anal up
to soft dorsal before this a whitish area, upper parts with dark streaks
along the rows of scales, these faint and not continuous a dark band
upward from middle of base of ventrals fins clouded. Length 10 inches.
Coasts of Brazil and Uruguay; said to range occasionally northward;
once reported by De Kay from New York, probably by error. Our description from several specimens (4531, M. C. Z.), the longest about 5j inches
long, collected by Professor Agassiz at Rio de Janeiro, {auriga, a coachman, from the whip-like dorsal spine.)
slender, x

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CuviEU & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 112, pi. 51, 1S29, Brazil; De Kay,
Fauna: Fishes, 34, pi. 10, fig, 34, 1842; Jenyns, Zoiil. Beagle, Fislies, 16, 1840;
Castelnau, Anini. Nouv. ou rares Amer. Sud, 6, 1855; Gunther, Cat., i, 266; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 542, 1883 (description from the original type); Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1884, 98; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 395; Berg, Enum. Pesces Argentina y Uru-

Dules auriga,

New York

guaya, 45, 1895.
* Centroprvilis

(Jisjjiinnts, from Trinidad, is said to have the dorsal x, 12, the dorsal spot small,
With the
rod; otherwise the description agrees entirely with Dules subligarius.
(Uspihirux the short description given by Cuvier and Valenciennes of Dules flavirentris
One of the types of Brisout de Barneville's Centropristis branilieiisis is
is in jierfect agreement.
preserved in the museum at Paris, where it has been examined by us. It is .095 millimeters in
length, and was sent from the museum at Geneva. This specimen has the dorsal rays x, 12,
the dorsal spot obscure and diffuse, but is otherwise similar to subligoriiis. A 11 specimens have the

and the pectorals

account of

second anal spine long, the caudal barred, a white bar before anal, the caudal truncate, with other
characters, which readily distinguish this species from all others related to it. It is not unlikely,
therefore, thut suhligarius, hriisilieiisis,Jlavirentris, and dispilm-us aro synonyms of aiiriga. If 2 species
exist, siibliynriHS, the northern form, would be separated from the miriga by the presence of
13 dorsal rays, l)y having tlio pectoral fin barred like the caudal, and the black spot on the dorsal very large. It may be, however, tha.t nnrign or brasiliensis represents the adult of the sjiecies,
In the type of br<isiUe)iauriga or disjiihinis ynnngcr specimens, and snblignrius those still younger.
This is probably amatter uf aire. This
s/s the head is consiiierably less slender than iusnhligarius.
species reaches but a small size, none of the known s|iecimens being 6 inches in lenirtli, the
largest of siihtiguriiis but 4. Dr. Boulenger places all these nominal species in thesynonymy of Dules
auriga, regardiiii; Jhirirenlris as the female and auriga as the male. Dr. Carlos Herg (Enum.
Peces Argentlii:i y t'ruguaya, p. 45, 1895^ readies the same conclusion. He remarks: "Most
male examples liave the wiiite ventral spot which Cuvier A Valenciennes indicate only in the
female, Dtites flaviventris." Dules subligarius is certainly different from Dules auriga bothiu form and
color.

Jordan
DuZes .^ayiveMins,
Cat.,

arid Everfuann.
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Hist. Nat. Poiss., ni, 113, 1820, Brazil;

GCntheb,

2G7, 1859.

I,

Ojj<ropm(ts

Brisoct DE Baiineville, Kevuo Zoologiquc,
Bluseum of Geneva; Gi'NTiiKn, Cat., i, S.'>, 1859.

(irtisiVicHm,

Paris from

tlie

1847,

Bahia; sent

1.'51,

to

Serraniis braailiensis, Jori>an, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., 1880, 533 (from typo).

Seiranus
Serranus

t}avive»lris,

aurigi),

Jordan A Eioenm.vnn,

Boulenger,

Cat.,

513.
Brachi/rhiiiH!',

i,

/.

c.,406, 1890.

287.

PARANTHIAS,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sri.

Guichenot.

Pliila., 1862, 230, (creohis

= fiircifer)

(preoccupied in ento-

mology).
Parantliia.%

Guichenot, Ann.

=

Soc. Linn. Maine-et-Loiro, x, 1808, {fiircifer

Body strongly compressed; snout

crcolns).

short; maxillary broad, scaly,

its

supplemental bone reduced to a rudiment teeth small, recurved, in narrow bands, 2 to 4 canines in front preorbital very narrow preopercle
serrate, with a salient angle; gill rakers slender and numerous; scales
small, ctenoid; lateral line complete, running high, the tube with an
ascending tubule on each scale; dorsal fin low, of 9 short spines, the
;

;

;

third longest

;

soft dorsal low, long, like the soft anal, closely scaled at

base: anal short and small,

graduated,

its sj)ines

its

rays III, 9 or 10;

pectorals long, obtusely lanceolate, symmetrical, with 20 or 21 rays;

ventrals long, close together, inserted behind pectoral; a lleshy ridge
extending backward from axilla; caudal deeply forked branchiostegals
7; frontal bones* with an anterior concavity for the reception of posterior processes of premaxillaries and with a knob-like process on each
side behind iuterorbital area supraoccipital bone extending forward to
between postfrontal processes; supraoccipital and parietal crests pro14
24 pyloric
duced on the frontals to between orbits vertebra? 10
cceca 6 to 8. One of the most strongly marked genera. But one species
(Trapd, near;
is known, a beautifully colored fish, inhabiting deep waters.
;

;

+

;

=

;

Anthias, a related genus.)

1608.

PARANTHIAS FURCIFEB

(Cuvier

&

Valenciennes).

(Rabirvbia de lo Alto; Creole Fish.)

Head3|; depth

3;

snout about 4 in head; eye about

4.

D. TX,18to20;

A. Ill, 9 or 10 scales 12-120 to 135-35, pores 77 to 85. Body moderately
elongate, strongly compressed; the profile convex and the snout short, as
in Anthias; maxillary reaching to below middle of eye, 2,^ in head; max;

illary

broadened posteriorly,

its

surface scaled, as in Anthias,

its distal

extremity i to ^ eye; teeth small, recurved, in a narrow band in each
jaw, 2 to 4 straight canines near the front of each jaw; preorbital very
narrow preopercle finely serrate, with salient angle or enlarged teeth
;

rakers long, slender, and close-set, 12 -\- 20 in number, the longest f
eye; scales small, closely and regularly imbricated, most of them strongly
ctenoid dorsal fin low, the spines strong, the third longest, 2^^ in head
soft rays of dorsal low, scarcely higher than longest spine; anal short,
gill

:

;

* For

an account of the skeleton

see GUnther, Cat.,

i,

101.
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longest (second) soft ray 2 in head, its third spine longest, 2f in head;
ventrals narrow, 1^ in head, not reaching vent; pectorals lanceolate, as

its

long as head; humeral scale long. Color bright red, or salmon color,
with 3 small violet spots, 1 on side of back and 1 or 2 on the tail a bar of
similar color extending from upper corner of pectoral across the humeral
process; sides with faint oblique streaks along the rows of scales; dorsal
Both coasts of tropical America,
fin with a longitudinal blackish streak.
Cuba to Brazil, Cape San Lucas to the Galapagos, common about the outlying islands the specimens here described from Havana. We are not able
to separate the Pacific form (colonuK) from the Atlantic (furcifer). A most
beautiful fish, (/wj-ca, fork; /n-o, I bear from the form of the caudal.)
;

;

;

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 264, 1828, Brazil.
Serranns creohta, CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ii, 265, 1828, Martinique, San
Domingo; Gunther, Cat., i, 100, 1859; Steindachner, Iclith. Beitriigo, iv, C, 1875.
Sen-amis furcifer,

*

DeKay, New YorkF.iuna:

Corvina oxijptera,

Serramts colonus, Valenciennes,

Anthias furcifer,

Gunther,

Cat.,

Fishes, 77, pi. xxx,

Voyage Venus,
i,

Zool., 300, pi.

fig. 90,

2, fig. 1,

1842, locality

1846,

unknown.

Galapagos Islands.

91, 1859.

BrachyrJdmis creolus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 249.
Paranthias

crcnlits,

GuicilENOT, Ann. Liunnean Soc, x, 1868.

Ann. Linnrean Soc, x, 1868.
Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 910, 188.3.
JORDAN & Bioenmann, c, 381, 1890; Boulenger,

Piiranthias furcifer, GliiciiENOT,

Brachjrliimts furcifer,

Paranthias furcifer,

I.

HEMIANTHIAS,

514.

HemianOdas, Steindachner, Ichth. BeltrJige,

i,

4,

Cat.,

i,

273.

Steindachner.

1874, (peruanus).

is very close to Pronotogrammus, from which it differs chiefly
more posterior insertion of the ventrals, which are not before the

This genus
in the

Scales smaller than in Pronotogrammus.

axil of pectoral.

or 26.
a.

Species American.

Scales 5-56-20; pector.al short,

{?//it,

1%

Vertebrae 25

half; Anthias.)

in head; color rose red, with diffuse golden-brown spots.

pekuanus, 1609.
aa. Scales 3-48-16; pectoral 1^^ in

bead; color carmine,

much mottled with golden

yellow.

VIVANUS, 1610.

HEMIANTHIAS PERUANUS,

1609.

Head

3i

;

Steindachner.

eye very large, 4^ in adult. D. X, 14 A. Ill, 8
Pectoral fin short, If in head middle rays of caudal
body compressed, rather deep, deepest behind the head

depth 3

;

;

scales 4 or 5-56-20.

as long as head

;

;

;

head compressed, almost as deep as long anterior profile nearly straight,
moderately steep; mouth moderate, very oblique, the lower jaw projecting, its tip entering the profile preorbital narrow, as broad as pupil, its
edge roughened with mucous tubes; maxillary 2 in head, naked, very
broad at tip, its width f eye snout 4^ in head snout, forehead, and
top of head naked teeth very small, in very narrow bands 2 canines each
directed outward, in front of lower jaw, a smaller one turned backward
before middle of side of jaw upper jaw with a single short canine directed
forward on each side in front interorbital region flattish, with two bony
ridges and a median depression smooth area of frontal region of skull
short and small, broader than long; occipital crest high and long; pre;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

opercle sharply serrate,

its

angle a right angle

;

gill

rakers very long,

Jordan and Rj'ermann.
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+

and close-set, x
23, the longest ? the eye; branchiostegals 7;
dorsal spines rather low, slender, only the third produced in a long stiffish filament, which reaches the third soft ray
soft dorsal naked, the last
rays very high, 1? in head caudal very long, with a narrow fork, the
slender,

;

;

middle rays as long as head, and 1§ in the longest; anal high, its spines
moderate, graduated; ventrals elongate, the tliird ray longer than head
;

ventrals inserted scarcely before axil of pectoral, as in v\xanuH\ pectorals
shortish, pointed, 11 in head
scales moderate
lateral line complete,
;

;

running abruptly upward and backward to below sixth
then gradually curving downward. Color rose-red, with
golden-brown spots on body and on soft dorsal, caudal, and
of Peru and Chile occasionally northward one specimen

dorsal spine,

small diffuse
Coasts
taken by the
Albatross at station 3017 (off the coast of Lower California)
the present
description from two of Dr. Steindachuer's types, 15 inches long, from
Payta, Peru, (penuinus, from Peru.)
anal.

;

;

Anthias {Hemianthias) pemamts, Steindachner, Tchth. Beitr.,

Payta; Trujillo.

4, 1874,

i,

(Coll.

Hassler Exp.)
Pronotogrammiis pernanus,

Jordan & ElGENM.^NN,

Anihias peruanus, Boulenger, Cat.,

1610.

i,

1.

c, 413.

322.

HEMIANTHIAS TITANL'S

(Jordan & Swain).

Head 3i depth 3i. D. X, 14 or 15 A. Ill, 7 or 8 scales 3 to 5-53-20,
pores 48 to 50. Body rather elongate, compressed profile convex to the
occiput, straight anteriorly mouth very oblique, the maxillary extending to below pupil, 2^ in head lower jaw with a canine in front on each
;

;

;

;

;

;

and outward a canine hooked backward in front
of middle of side of jaw upper jaw with a canine directed forward on
each side in front eye longer than snout, 3 in head vertical margin of
side directed forward

;

;

;

;

preopercle serrate, the serrie larger below

a short, strong, flat spine
at the angle lower limb entire or serrate top of head naked from the
dorsal spines rapidly
occiput forward
5 series of scales on cheek
graduated to the fourth, which is nearly half head several of the spines
;

;

;

;

;

;

ending in long, fragile dermal filaments the filament of the fourth spine
longest, sometimes reaching caudal caudal very deeply forked, some of
the outer rays produced sometimes half length of body anal spines graduated, the second 3^ in head, a little shorter than third pectorals short,
ill head; ventrals produced, longer than pectorals, extending beyond
;

;

;

;

H

origin of anal, their insertion scarcely before axil of pectoral

;

lateral

+

rakers very numerous, x
30, long and
slender. Color carmine, deepest on the back, becoming a clear violet on
sides back and sides everywhere freckled with golden olive, this on the
sides becoming reticulations around the violet; a bright golden stripe from
eye to base of pectoral above; another from tip of snout along lower border
line

on third row of scales

gill

;

;

of eye to middle of pectoral dorsal carmine, the rays tinged with golden
caudal similar; anal golden pectoral carmine ventrals red and yellow.
Gulf of Mexico, in deep water one of our most beautifully colored fishes.
Length 8 inches. All the known specimens of this brilliantly colored
species have been taken off the Snapper Banks between Pensacola and
;

;

;

;

;
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Tampa, nearly

Museum.

I

them being from the spew lugs of the speckled Hind,
(From the Red Snapper or Vivanet, then
LutjaHus rivanus, from the stomach of which this species was
of

all

Epinephelus drummond-hayi.
called
first

taken.)

Anlliim

rivatiiis,

Jordan

ife

Swain, Proc. U.

cola, (Type, No. 36942.
I^rotioloyrammiis

i'ii-aniis,

Nat. Mus., 1884, 544,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

1.

Boulenoeu,

Nat

Snapper Banks of Pensa-

Cat.,

i,

323.

c, 413, 1890.

PRONOTOGRAMMUS,

515.

I'ronologrmnmns, Gill, Proc. Ac.

Body

S.

Coll. Silas Stearns);

Sci. Phila., 1863,

Gill.

81 (miiUi/uscialus).

elongate, compressed, covered with rather large, ctenoid scales

running very high, close to the dorsal fin; top of head and
maxillary naked mouth short, oblique, the lower jaw projecting maxillary very broad, without supplemental bone canine teeth usually present
both in front and on sides of jaws; no movable teeth; tongue toothless;
posterior processes of premaxillaries extending to between the frontals,
which have a deep fossa in front; supraoccipital crest very high, not
encroaching on the short, convex, smooth area on top of head, which is
more or less depressed parietal crest feeble a transverse ridge behind
lateral line

;

;

;

;

;

frontals between posterior borders of orbits

and before supraoccipital

very long, slender, and close-set. Preopercle angular,
with prominent teeth. Dorsal with 10 spines, some of them filamentous;
anal fin short, with 7 or 8 soft rays caudal dee^ily forked, its lobes produced; pectorals obtuse, nearly symmetrical, of 17 or 18 rays; ventrals
long, inserted before axil of pectoral.
Color red. Beautifully colored
American fishes, closely allied to the European genus JvthUis, but differing in the naked top of head and maxillary, and in the form of the body.
(tt/jo, before; vcjtoc, back; ypafi/x//, line;
allusion to the upward curve
of the lateral line.)
Gill rakers

crest.

;

m

a.

Second anal spine shorter than third; body elongate, the head thick, the lower outline
nearly straight; tip of lower jaw fitting into a notch of upper, not entering profile;
angle of preopercle slightly projecting, its serra' coarser; dorsal eniargiuate, the spines
slender and pungent, the sixth longest, S% in head, IJ^ times tenth; each spine with a
short filament near
outer,

its tip,

as usual in this genus; caudal forked, the middle rays

which are not produced;

on top of liead
the fins

liglit

to

scales large, ctenoid,

middle of orbit; scales on cheek in 6 rows.

Rose red, silvery below,

yellow; a dark Epot above the middle of each eye and 2 V'Sliaped olive

marks behind head, the

ape.\ of the

one at the nape, the other at front of

dorsal.

eos, 1011.

Scales 23^-38.
aa.

% the

extending forward from occiput

Second anal spine longer than third; dorsal spines rapidly increasing to the fourth, which
about 7 in length of body, thence decreasing to the last. Color reddish, the young
with numerous dark rufous bands, descending nearly to tlie middle. Scales 2-45-12.
multifasciatus, 1612.
(Adult unknown.)

is

1611.

PRONOTOGRAMMUS

EOS,

Gilbert

2^ to 21 depth 2,^ to 3; eye very large, 3, much longer than snout.
D. X, 15; A. 111,8; scales 2i-38-x. Body elongate, tapering regularly

Head

;

backward from shoulder, the lower outline nearly straight; head thick;
mouth terminal, oblicjue, the mandible laterally included, its tip fitting
into an emargination of premaxillaries, not entering profile.

Maxillary

J

Jordan and Evermann.
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without supplemental bone, broad, reaching vertical from middle of
Teeth in upper jaw in a narrow villiform band,
the outer series slightly enlarged, and with 1 or 2 strong canines directed
forward and outward. Teeth in mandible small, in a single series, a pair
of anterior canines directed forward and outward, and a second pair on
sides of jaw directed backward and inward. Teeth in rather broad bands
on vomer and palatines; none on tongue. Interorbital space gently concave, the supraocular ridge slightly elevated, its width but little more
than half diameter of orbit. Preorbital narrow, its widtli above middle
of maxillary \ pupil. Vertical limb of preopercle usually with a slight
emargination above the angle (in adults), the angle itself and a region
above the emargination slightly projecting. Teeth of vertical limb fine,
equal those of angle coarser, those below again fine, directed backward
notch above angle usually smooth when present. Two flat spines on
opercle; other bones of head entire. Gill rakers long, slender, close-set,
about 30 on anterior limb of arch, the longest \ orbit. Dor.sal emarginate
the spines slender, pungent, not flexible, none of them produced or filamentous, each with a short membranous flap behind its tip
spines
gradually increasing in height to the sixth, which is contained 3^ times
in head; the tenth is shorter than any other except the first and second,
and is f the sixth soft dorsal high, some of the posterior rays highest,
not reaching base of caudal, 2 to 2\ in head anal similar to soft dorsal,
second anal spine stronger
its posterior rays in advance of end of dorsal
but shorter than third, the length of which is 31 in head ventrals inserted
slightly in advance of base of pectorals, the outer rays somewhat i^roduced, reaching beyond vent and usually to or slightly beyond front of
anal caudal forked, the middle rays f the length of the outer, which are
not produced. Pectorals short, reaching slightly beyond front of anal.
Scales large, ctenoid, on both head and body; on top of head the scales
cover occiput and send a V-shaped patch to above middle of orbits; the
pupil, 2\ to 2i in length.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

rest of interorbital space, the snout, maxillary, preopercle, branchiostegal

membranes, and anterior half of mandibles naked. Scales on cheeks in 6
rows those on opercles larger all but the central rays of candal fin well
scaled dorsals and anal n.aked pectoral and ventrals scaly on basal portion lateral line running very high, under end of spinous dorsal separated from dorsal outline by less than 3 fnll series of scales under end of
soft dorsal it regains somewhat abruptly middle of side and runs straight
thence to base of tail. Color rosy red, overlying silvery on sides, and
below the fins light yellow a dusky spot above the middle of each orbit,
and 2 V-shaped olive-brown marks behind the head, one from nape downward and backward on each side to upper angle of gill openings, the second parallel with it, starting from origin of dorsal lining of buccal and
(Gilbert.) Pacific Coast of
gill cavities, and peritoneum silvery white.
tropical America known from several examples, the largest 7 inches long,
dredged by the Albatross^ at Station 29it6, olf the west coast of Mexico, in
112 fathoms, (t'wf, sunrise, from the coloration.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ProHOtngraiinnus eos, Gilbeut, Proc.

I'.

S.

Xat. Mus., 1890, 02,

coast of Mexico; Jordan & Eigen.mann,

I.

Albatross Station

c, 413, 1890; Boulenoer, Cat.,

I,

2996,
324.

west
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PRONOTOGRAMMUS* MCLTIFASCIATCS,

1612.

Gill.

This species is thus described by Dr. Gill: " D. X, 15; A. Ill, 7; P. I,
12
45-17. The great2
14 V. I, 5 C. 10, 1, 8, 7, 1, 9 scales 3-31
est height equals or slightly exceeds a quarter of the leugth from the
;

;

+ +

;

=

suout to the end of the median caudal rays. The head equals a third of
that length and contains the diameter of the eye which is oval 3 times.
The snout is less than half the diameter of the eye. The spines of the
dorsal rapidly increase to the fourth, which nearly equals a seventh of the
length, and thence decrease to the last, which equals about an eleventh
of the same. The longest ray about equals the longest spine. The second
anal spine is more than twice as long as the first, equals the fourth
dorsal one, and is considerably longer than the third anal one. The
median caudal rays enter 6f times in the total length, while the longest

—

—

exceed the greatest height. The pectoral fin commences a little before
the end of the first third of the length (32) and equals a quarter of that

The ventral

length.

is

inserted considerably in advance of the pectoral

The lateral line is deflected on 2 scales.
it.
tawny yellow, with numerous (20) rufous bands descending
nearly to the middle and rather wider than the tawny intervals. Only
one specimen, whose extreme length was little more than 2 inches, was
obtained." (Gill.) Cape San Lucas. (niJiW«.5, many /ascin^MS, banded.)
(28)

and

The

color

is

rather shorter than

is

;

Pronotogrammusmnltifasciatiif:, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

ISG.'i,

81,

John Xantus de Vasey); Jordan & Eioenkann, I c, 413, 1890.
Authias muUifascialus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882,
Nat. Mus., 1885, 377; Boulenger, Cat., i, 324.

516.

ANTHIAS,

Cape San Lucas,
360;

(Coll.

Jordan, Proc. U.

S.

Bloch.

(Barbiers.)
Anlhias,

Bloch, Auslandische Fische,

vi, 97, 1792, (anthias).

Aylopon, Rafinesque, Carattere di Alcuni Nuovi Generi, 52, \S10, (anthias); the generic

name

Anthias said to be preoccupied.

Body strongly compressed scales moderate or rather large, ciliate,
smooth lateral line complete, angulated below last rays of dorsal, the
tubes straight or with an ascending tubule, and extending along nearly
the entire scale jaws and front scaly mouth large, protractile; maxillary exposed, its surface scaly; jaws with villiform teeth intermixed with
curved canines a small group of teeth on the vomer and a narrow series
on each palatine tongue smooth or with a few teeth head entirely
scaled preopercle serrated, without antrorse teeth on the lower border
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

*

The following

is

the original account of the genus Pronotogrammns, Gill, based on the present

The body is covered by moderate, ctenoid
species: " This genus has the form of Brachiirhiniis.
The lateral line runs high on the sides for the greater part (if its length, but is abruptly
scales.
deflected behind, and thence continued along the middle of the caudal peduncle. The head
most resembles that of Brachi/rhinus. The preoperculuni is serrated on its posterior margin and
has a strong compressed spine at its angle. The operculum has 3 acute angles, the middle continued from an internal rib. Tlie teeth are like those of Serranus, etc.; 2 large ones exist on
each side of the front, in the margin of the upper jaw, and 1 on each side, near the symphysis
iu the lower, while there are also 2 on the sides. The vomer and palatine bones have villiform
teetn.
There are, apparently, only G branchiostegal rays. The dorsal is undulated and has 10
spines.
The anal has 3 strong spines, the second of wliich is largest. The lobes of the caudal
Gill.
are acute, the pectorals acutely rounded, and the ventrals angulated."

Jordan and Evermann.
operclewith 2 or 3 spines;

gill
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membranes separate; 7 branchiostegals
and slender; a single dor;

pseiulobranchi.-e present; gill rakers very long
sal fin,

with X, 12 to 18 rays, the spinous portion a

little longer or a little
anal short, III, 6 to 8 caudal emarginate pectoral
obtuse-pointed, snbsymraetrical rays 17 or 18; ventrals long, below pectorals, close together, each with a strong spine; posterior processes of
premaxillaries extending to between the frontals, which embrace a deep
fossa in front; frontals very convex, with a transverse ridge behind,
between the posterior borders of the orbits and in front of the very strong
supraoccipital crest
parietal crests feeble vertebrae 10 -\- 15 or 16
25

shorter than the soft

;

;

known

=

;

;

or 26.

;

Tropical seas; the typical species (Jrithias anihim, L.) a wellinhabitant of the Mediterranean, {avfttar, Anthian, ancient name

of some large

perhaps the Albacore, apparently from

fish,

1613.

AXTHIAS ASPERILINGUIS,

uvdoc,

a flower.)

Gunther.

Head

D. X, 15; A. Ill, 7; scales 2 to 4, 40-16, pores 37.
3; depth 2^.
teeth in the middle of the tongue. Snout scaly, half as long as
eye, with straight profile; diameter of eye 2| times in length of head, 1^
interorbital width lower jaw projecting, partly scaly maxillary scaly,

A few

;

;

extending to below center of eye, the width of its distal extremity * diameter of eye serriB at angle of preoperciilum enlarged, but feeble 3 opercular spines; 28 gill rakers on lower part of anterior arch. Dorsal originating above opercular cleft first and second spines shortest; rest subequal and much shorter than the soft rays no notch between spinous and
soft portions; pectoral as long as head; ventral much produced, the
longest ray filamentous and nearly reaching caudal anal spines strong,
first short, second slightly shorter than third and as long as longest dorsal spines; soft portion rounded, third and fourth rays longest; caudal
cresceutic, with the outer rays much produced and ending in filaments.
Lateral line forming an angle below last dorsal rays. Red, with golden
stripes along the series of scales. Total length 165 millimeters.
Atlantic
Coast of South America. (Boulenger.) Only the type known, {asper,
rough; lingua, tongue.)
;

;

;

;

;

Anthias aspeiiltngiiis,

Gunther,

Cat.,

I,

Odontanlhias asperilingvis,

517.
Ocyanthias,

South America, probably Guiana,

89, 1859,

Eobert Schomburgk); Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

OCYANTHIAS,

Jordan & Evermann, new genus,

(Coll. Sir

326.
/.

c, 416.

Jordan

&

Evermann.

{marlinicemis).

This genus is close to Anthias, from which it differs mainly in the presence of large j^atches of teeth on the eutopterygoids and tongue. Soft
dorsal nearly naked. Posterior processes of premaxillaries not reaching
frontals, which are very convex behind parietal and supraoccipital bones
extending to between orbits supraoccipital crest strong, not produced on
the frontals. Vertebrai 10 -{-16== 26. From Holanthias, Giinther, with
;

;

which

Museum.
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it

agrees in other respects, Ocyanthias differs in the form of the
In Holanthias frontiis truncate, with prolonged angles.

caudal, which
cinctus the

caudal

convex.

is

;

Anthhis.)

OCYANTHIAS MARTINICENSIS

1614.

Head

swift

(oK/f,

(Guicbenot).

depth 2h to 3. D. X, 15 A. Ill, 7 scales 2 to 4, 38 to 41-15 to
Snout f diameter of eye, which is 31 times in length
of head and a little exceeds interorbital width lower jaw projecting;
maxillary extending to below posterior third of eye, the width of its
distal extremity f tof diameter of eye; posterior border of preoperculum
finely serrated, the serrae enlarged at the angle; middle opercular spine
strong; 25 to 27 gill rakers on lower part of anterior arch. Dorsal originating above opercular cleft first and second spines shortest, third longsoft dorsal rounded,
est, li as long as the following ones, which are e([ual
pecdeepest posteriorly no notch between spinous and soft portions
toral as long as head, a little longer than ventrals; latter reaching origin
of anal anal spines strong, first short, second and third equal and as
long as last dorsal spine; fourth and fifth soft rays longest caudal truncate, with the outer rays much produced. Lateral line forming an angle
below last dorsal rays. Reddish golden,* with lighter spots snout and
vertex whitish (red?), this color extending as a stripe on the nape to the
3

17, iiores

;

;

;

35 to 40.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Total length 160 milliit terminates in a point.
Caribbean Sea known from Martinique and Barbadoes the
present description taken by Dr. Boulenger from the original type.

first

dorsal spine, where

meters.

;

;

{martinicensis, living in Martinique.)
Aylopon martinicensiK, Guichenot, Anthiani, Ann. Linn. Soc, Vol. x, 18G8, Martinique.

(Coll.

Boulenger.)
Odontmithias martuiicennis,
Holanthias marlUdcenais,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

Boulenger,

Cat.,

518.

i,

I.

c, 416, 1890.

317.

GRAMMA,

Gramma, Poey, Synopsis Piscium Cubensiuni,

Poey.

290, 18G8, (loreto).

Body rather elongate, compressed, covered with rather

large,

smootb-

Lateral line interrupted, concurrent with the back, beginning again on caudal peduncle. Head scaled above, its profile not
acute; preopercle serrate; opercle with weak armature. Mouth large,
with rather strong canines, especially in front of lower jaw strong
teeth on vomer and palatines preorbital very narrow, the maxillary not
slipping under it maxillary not scaly dorsals connected, the spinous

ish scales.

;

;

;

;

part twice as long as the soft part, spines 12 in number; anal spines 3,
the soft rays not elevated; pectoral narrow, without thickened rays;
caudal somewhat rounded; gill membranes somewhat connected. Gill

away in the only specimen
apparently allied to the Old-World genera
Pleseops and Trachinops, differing from these and agreeing with Anthias
structures not described (having been cut

known).

A

singular

little fish,

* Color golden red, little paler below, many lustrous green spots on tbe back; fina all unspotted
(Guicheuot.)
less yellow; upper part of bead red.

and more or

Jordan and Ever tnann.
in

having the ventral rays

Gramma

I,

— Fishes of North America.
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has referred

to Bleeker's family of Pseudochromklida',

with which it agrees
in the form of the lateral line. The Pscudochromidulw seem to be, however, an unnatural assemblage, and Dr. Bouleuger has separated the
percoid elements of this group, referring them to the Serranidw. Gramma
loreto seems not far removed from Anthiati, though Poey places it among
the Lutianinw. (ypa/ifj,?/, a line, from the peculiarities of the lateral line.)
1615.

GRAMMA LOUETO,

Poey.

+

=

D. XII, 9 A. Ill, 9 P. 11 V. I, 5 C. 17 scales 31
11
42. The folis a translation of Pqey's description
Length 50 millimeters.
Body oblong, as in Mesoprion (Luijanus), the depth e([ual to length of
head, 4i in total; eye large, 3 in head, situated half its diameter from
jaws equal interorbital width | eye. Mouth large, the
tip of snout
maxillaries reaching posterior border of eye. Upper teeth very fine
lower larger, acute, curved teeth on the palatine arch. Preopercle denticulate opercle entire. Nostrils near together, near upper anterior border of eye. Pores below eye and along lower jaw. Fins scaleless; soft
part of dorsal not i length of spinous part. Anal spines weak ventrals
subthoracic; first soft rays reaching beyond anal spines; caudal acute.
Lateral line almost touching outline of back, falling interrupted below
last dorsal spine, the posterior part ending at middle of caudal.
Scales moderate, ctenoid, 45 on a horizontal line scales on opercles and
cheeks; above the head they cease at the nape. Color of body, bluish
anteriorly, paler on the sides, passing insensibly into red posteriorly
fins yellowish, the ventral blue anteriorly; membrane of first 4 dorsal
spines with a spot of intense blue; 2 short black lines mark region
behind eyes, turned obliquely upward, the upper broader.
(Poey.)
This species is known from a single specimen 2 inches long, sent by Poey
to the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Avhere it was examined by us.
It is in bad condition, the gills being destroyed.
(Named for its colLoreto Martinez, " que la pesco en la bahia de
lector, la Seiiora Da.
Matanzas, y que aprovecha la localidad que habita, playa de Judios, para
enriquecer los museos de sus amigos aficionados a ia historia natural."
Poey.)
;

;

;

;

;

lowing

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gramma

loreto,

PoEY, Synopsis, 2%, 1868, Matanzas, Cuba; Gill, Pioc. U.

S.

Nat.

Mus.,

1887, G15.

519.

RYPTICUS,

Cuvier.

(SOAPFISHES.)
Smecticvs,

Regne Animal, Kd. 11, Vol. 11, 144, 1829, (mponaceus).
Valenciennes, Voyage de la Venus, 305, 185.5, (bicolor).

Bhtjplicus,

GfNTHER,

Byptims, Cuvier,

Cat.,

I,

171, 1859, (corrected orthography).

Promicroplerm, GiLL, Proc. Ac.
EleiUheractis,

Niit. Sci. Phila., 18G1, 53, {macidatus).

Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, 1870, 4G7,

(coriacciis).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with very small, smooth, embedded
scales.
Lateral line normal; head scaly. Mouth rather large, oblKjuo,
the lower jaw the longer; maxillary with a supplemental bone, as iu

Bulletin 47, United States National
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which genus this family agrees in general osteology
smooth area on top of cranium very large, transversely convex, much
longer than the supraoccipital crest
interorbital area very narrow
parietal and supraoccipital bones short, with feeble crests which do not
extend on the frontals premaxillaries reaching frontals, which have a
fossa in front; teeth all villifomi, in bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines preopercle crescent-shaped, without angle or serratures, but provided with 2 or 3 spinous hooks on the posterior margin opercle with 2
Epinephelus, with

;

;

;

;

Branchiostegals 7. Dorsal fins separate,
the first of 2 or 3 (rarely 4) small spines, the second of many (about 25) soft
rays anal long, rounded, of soft rays only caudal rounded pectorals
rounded, nearly synmietrical, of 17 rays ventrals small, I, 5, inserted
slightly before pectorals, the spine short and strong. Vertebrae 10 -f14 = 24. Skeleton generally similar to that of Epinephelus. Species about
llypticus is apparently related
8, all from the seas of tropical America,
to the EpinephcUna', from which it is perhaps descended, having suftered
degradation in the loss of the anal spines and most of the dorsal sijines,
in the less roughness of the scales, and in the increase in numbers of the
soft rays.
The resemblance of Rypticus to Dermatolepis is especially
marked. The Old World genus Grammistes, commonly referred to the
Serranida', has much in common with Eypticus, but in Grammistes the fin
formula is D. VII-I, 13 A. 8. {pvnTiKoc, washing, from the soajiy feeling
of the skin.)
or 3 spines

;

gill

rakers short.

;

;

;

;

;

I.

RyPTicus
a.

:

Dorsal spines 2 or 3 (rarely
6.

4).

Preopercle with 3 spines, the uppermost blunt, and sometimes obsolete, the lower the
largest; opercle

with three strong spines, the middle one largest; body rather deep,

the depth about equal to length of head and 3^4 in length to base of caudal; dorsals slightly connected; ventral fins moderate, nearly twice as long as eye; gill
rakers short and thick.

Color Very dark olive brown, the

fins all blackish; sides

with vague blotches of light brown.
bb.

xanti, 1616.

Preopercle with two spines only, the lower scarcely the longer.
c.

Opercular spines
(/.

3, all

well developed.

Color red, with darker cross shades on sides of back; fins

all

dusky; dorsal

well separated; body rather elongate.
dil.

Color not red, chiefly olivaceous; dorsal
brane.
e.

Eye not longer than snout; pores

fins

bicolor, 1617.
fins

distinctly connected

by mem-

Body comparalength of head and

in lateral line 85 to 90.

tively deep, the depth in the adult about equal to

young more slender; back elevated;
and second dorsal spines subequal, the third smallest; dorsals
sliglitly connected; ventrals very small; gill rakers very small and
short, about 8 developed.
Color dusky brown, fins marked with
blackish and usually with a narrow jiale edge; sides generally with
irregular pale spots; back and head usually immaculate.
3 to 33^ in length to base of caudal;
first

SAPONACEUS, 1618.
ee.

cc.

Eye longer than snout; pores
spots and dots.

Opercular spines

2,

in lateral line 67;

brownish, with blackish

arenatus, 1619.

small, the uppermost the smaller (the lowermost being obso-

body moderately elongate; preopercular spines
uppermost the smaller; first dorsal spine
longest, the two fins well separated.
Color nearly plain brown, the edges of
the scales darker with dark points; sides with some faint paler spots; edges
lete); dorsal fins separated;

short, bluntish, close together, the

of vertical fins dusky.

coriaceus, 1620.

Jordan and Everma?i)i.
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Promicropterus {^po, before; /liiicpo?, siiiall; -mipov, fin):
Body comparatively deep, the depth more than length of lieail and more than ';, the length
in tlio adult (less in the young); hack considerably elevated; preoperde with 2 developed spines only, the iii>perniost usually obsolete; upper (median) spine on preopercle
often divided, the lowermost larger, directed partly downward; a depression before
eye, the sharp snout abruptly projecting; open ular spines small; first dorsal spine a
little longer than second, which is nearly or (piite free from the soft rays.
Color dusky
olive brown, somewhat clouded; sides with a few smal lirregular whitish eiwts; yonng
with brownish spots.
bisthispinus, 1G21.
Jf. Body more slender, the depth about equal to length of head and less than \{^ the length
even in the adult; back little elevated; depression before eye slight, the profile not
very uneven, slightly convex above eye; preopercle with 3 distinct spines, the upper

II.

/.

one small, the middle one largest, rarely divided; opercular spines
the middle one largest;

first

3,

dorsal spine slightly longer than second,

or quite free from the soft rays.

rather strong,

which

is

nearly

Color brownish, irregularly mottled with whitish

some of them with a darker center, these spots extending
sometimes wanting in the young; vertical fins and pectorals

spots as large as the pupil,

on

all

the vertical

fins,

edged with dusky.

nioeipinnis, 1622.

1616.

RYPTICUS XANTI,

Head

3i; depth 3i; eye 5^^ in head.
3 spines, the uppermost blunt and

Gill.

Preopercle with
sometimes obsolete, the lower the
largest; opercle with 3 strong spines, the middle one largest; body rather
deep, the depth about equal to length of head and 3i in length to base of
caudal; back moderately elevated snout short, not very acute, the lower
jaw much projecting anterior profile steep and almost straight maxillary reaching beyond pupil, 2i in head; first dorsal spine longest; dorsals
slightly connected
ventral fins moderate, nearly twice as long as eye;
pectorals rounded
gill rakers short and thick.
Color very dark olive
brown, the fins all blackish sides Avith vague blotches of light brown.
Pacific Coast of Mexico rather rare known from Cape San Lucas, Colima and Mazatlan. This species differs from R. .s(q)onaceus of the Atlantic
chiefly in the armature of the head.
We have examined the original type
and also specimens from Colima and Mazatlan. Our description is drawn
from No. 7740, U. S. Nat. Mus., collected by Mr. John Xantus at Colima.
(Named for John Xantus de Vasey the discoverer of the species, once tidal
observer at Cape San Lucas, now Director of the Museum at Budapest.)

D.

Ill, 24; A. 16.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

Bhypticus xanli, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 250,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

/.

1617.

Head

depth

Cape San Lucas,

(Coll.

Xantus);

c, 339, 1890.

RTPTICUS BICOLOR

(Valenciennes).

Body rather elongate; preopercle with

2 spines;
Color red,
with darker cross shades on sides of back fins dusky. (Valenciennes.)
Galapagos Archipelago. This species is known from the description and
figure given by Valenciennes. The description speaks of 10 dorsal and 2
anal spines, but it is evident from the figure that this is an ordinary
Bi/pticus, the short or rudimentary rays of the dorsal and anal having
been taken by Valenciennes for spines. The red coloration, as shown on
the figure, is exceptional in this genus, and its correctness may be

3|

;

opercular spines

3,

3*.

well developed: dorsal fins well separated.
;

Bulletin 4j, United States National
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doubted. It is not unlikely that the species is identical with Rypticus
Possibly it is a deeper-water form, analogous to the red forms of
xanti.
certain species of Mijctiroperca. The plate of this species (issued iu 1846)
is named ^'lihypticioi hicolor," the name Sincclicns hicolor appearing in the
{bicolor, two-colored.)

later text (1855).
Sincclicns hicolor,

Valenciennes, Voyage do

la

A'c'iiu.s,

Poissons, 307, pi.

ii, fig. 2,

1855,

Galapa-

gos Archipelago.
Rhi/plirus hicolor, Gi'NriiEU, Cat.,
Riipticns hicolor,

i,

173.

Jordan & Eigenmann,

(.

c,

33;t,

1890.

KTPTICIIS SAPONACEUS (Bloch &

1618.

(SOAPFISII

;

.TaBON

;

Schneider).

.lAIiONCILLO.)

depth 2* to 3i. D. Ill, 23 to 25 A. 16 or 17;
Head
3;^
Body comparatively deep; young more slender;
scales 85 to 90 (pores).
back elevated snout rather pointed lower jaw much projecting; anteeye 4^^ to 5 in head maxillary
rior profile before eye a little concave
reaching posterior edge of eye, 2i in head preopercle with 2 straight
spines behind opercle with 3 spines, the middle one largest and nearer
the upper than the lower; first and second dorsal spines subequal, the
third smallest dorsals slightly connected ventrals very small, not half
longer than eye pectorals rounded gill rakers very small and short,
about 8 developed. Color dusky brown, fins marked with blackish and
usually with a narrow pale edge; sides generally with irregular pale
spots; back and head usually immaculate. West Indies, Peusacola to
West Africa and Brazil; generally common. The best-known and most
widely distributed of the soapfishes. Our specimens are from Havana,
Peusacola, and Bahia. The young specimens are much slenderer in form
and more uniform in color than the adult. (sa2)onaceus, soapy.)
3 to

in

length

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

JahoHcillo,

Parra,

Difer. Piezas de Hist. Nat., 51, lam. 24, fig. 2, 1787,

Havana.

Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 310, 1801, Havana (after Parka).
Shypticus micropii, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. ou Bares de I'Amer. du Sud, 6, 1855, Bahia (after
Perca microps, Broussonet, a MS. name).
Ehypticiis sajionaceus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, G3, 1820; GCnther, Cat., I,
172, 1859; Poky, Synopsis, 297, 1868; Boulenoer, Cat., i, 348.
Rypticus saponaceiis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 340, 1890.
AnOdas

saponaceiis,

lei'J.

RYPTICUS ARENATUS,*

Cuvicr

&

Valenciennes.

known

only from young specimens, differs from the
"This fish,
young U. saponaccits in the larger eye, which exceeds the length of the
snout and is less than i the length of the head, and the smaller number
of tubes in the lateral line (67 instead of 85 to 90). Gray or pale brown,
with blackish dots or small round spots; fins pale. Total length 65 millimeters." (Boulenger; from Bahia examples.) West Indies and coast of

which

is

*The scanty description of a young example published by Gill, under the name of RhypUcus
The following is the substance of
snhhifrenatmt, seems to approach very closely to R. aremdus.
Dr. Gill's account of R. snhhifrenalns Color dusky, with remote dark spots; head with 2 scries
of spots; one series of 4 between orbit and opercular spine; the other of 3 smaller spots between
D. Ill,
eye and suprascapula; head 2J in length (V-^ with caudal); depth
(4:)/^ with caudal).
23; A. 15.
:

3%

Jordati

and Evertnann.
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Brazil; recorded from Jamaica, Trinidad, Bahia, and St. Thomas; not
seen by us. {arenatus, sanded, from the speckled coloration.)
Rhijplicus arenalns,

THER, Cat.,
f Wiyplicns

I,

Cuvier

<fe

173, 1859:

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Boulenger, Cat., 349.

Poiss., in, C5,

mhUfreualns, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1801,

b'A,

St.

jil. 4r),

1829, Brazil;

GCn-

Thomas.

Jordan &, Elf.ENMANN, I. c, 340, 1890, in jiart; partly takeu from .Stki.ndachneh,
which may ho the young ofli. sapoiiacem.
f Itlii/ittii'its nigrotnacHlatu.'i* Steinpaciinek, Ichth. Notiz., vi, 42, 18C7, Barbadoes.
Uypiicns nigromaculatun, Jordan ct Eigenmann, /. c, 341, 1890.
KyplicKs areiiatm,

Teh. Notiz., VI, 41,

1620.

RYBTICUS COUIACEIJS

(Cope).

Head 3i; depth 3^. D. III-25; A. 15. Opercular spines 2, small, the
uppermost the smaller (the lowermost being ob.solete); dorsal fins separated body moderately elongate, the back elevated, the head low, slender,
and pointed, the anterior profile almost straight; lower jaw much projecting; eye small, smaller than in R. sajyonaceus, 5 to 51 in head; about
equal to the short snout; maxillary reaching posterior edge of eye, 2} in
head preopercular spines short, bluntish, close together, the uppermost
;

;

the smaller; first dorsal spine longest, the 2 fins well separated; ventrals
moderate, nearly twice as long as eye; gill rakers small and short. Color
(in our specimen) nearly plain brown, the edges of the scales darkerwith

dark points; sides with some faint paler spots; edges of vertical fins
dusky.
West Indies; recorded from St. Martins and Jamaica; our
description from No. 30130, U. S. Nat. Mus., from Kingston, Jamaica,
This species seems to be distinguished from R. saponacens by the weak
armature of the head, and by the greater distance between the dorsal fins.
Dr. Boulenger places it in the synonymy of R. saponaceus. {coriaceus,
leathery.)
EleutkeracUs coriaceus, Cope, Trans.

Am.

Phil. Soc

,

1870, 407,

St.

Martins.

(Coll.

Dr. J.

Van

Rijgersma.)
Ryptuiiis coriaceus,

Jordan & Eigenmann,

Subgenus
1621.

I.

c, 341, 1890.

PROMICROPTERUS,

KYPTICUS BISTBISPINUS

<iill.

(Mitehill).

Head 3 depth 2^ to 2$. D. 11-25 A. 14 or 15. Body comparatively
deep, the depth greater than length of head, especially in the adult, in
which the back is considerably elevated. A depression before eye, the
;

;

sharp snout abruptly projecting eye in adult nearly as long as snout, 5.V
in head; maxillary 2^ in head, reaching to below posterior margin of
;

* Ryptictts nigromacidatus (Stoindachner): Head 3Vj (with caudal); depth i\4,.
D. IV, 22 or 23;
A. about 12. Dorsal spines 4 color brown body and base of dorsal covered with round, jet-black
each surrounded by a clear ring; these spots lie in b longitudinal rows, those of the middle
row much larger than the others; a sixth row on base of dorsal and 2 or 3 spots on base of anal;
(Steindachnor.) West Indies; known from a single specimen
fins dusky, without paler margin.
1% inches long taken at Barbadoes. Except that it is said to have 4 dorsal spine.*, the description
agrees with that of It. arenatus, and U. nigromaculalns is probably simply au accidental variation
of the latter.
;

spots,

F.N. A.

79

;

Bulletin ^7, United States National ATuseum.
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eye; preopercle with only 2 developed spines, the uppermost being
usually wholly wanting; the median spine often divided, the lower one
largest and directed jiartly downward opercular spines small first dorsal spine a little lower than second, which is nearly or quite free from
;

;

gill rakers short and thick, close-set, 8 to 10 in number.
Color dusky olive brown, somewhat clouded; sides with a few irregular
whitish spots; young spotted with brownish. South Atlantic Coast of
United States, in rather deep water, frequent off Charleston, Pensacola,
and Key West, occasional as far north as Newport, Rhode Island here
described from specimens from Pensacola. ( histrispinns, twice three spines.

the soft rays;

;

Bodiamis

Mitchill, Am. Monthlj' Magazine aiul

hixtrisjnwis,

Straits of

Crit.

Review,

Feb., 1818, 247,

Bahama.

Rhuplicus iiiwnhitiis, Hoi.HROOK, Iclith. S. Car., Ed.

Romain, South Carolina; Gunther,

1,

i,

and Ed. 2, 42, 1860, Cape
Jordan Si Gilbert, Synopsis,

1856,

39,

Cat. Fishes,

173;

543, 1883.

GooDE & Bean, Proc. U.

BhjpHcits pituUo.ws,

Nat. Mus., 1879, 341,

S.

Key West; Jordan &

Gilbert, Synopsis, 543, 1883.
Bhypticns decoralus,
Rijptktis hislriKpinns,

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 543, 1883 (not of Gill).
Jordan & Eioenmann, c, 338, 1890; Bohlenger, Cat.,
I.

1622.

Head

3 to 3+;

RTPTICUS NIGRIPINNIS,*

depth 3 to

i,

350.

Gill.

D. 11-24 to 26; A. 16; pores 80 to

4.

85.

more slender than in B. Mstrispinus, the depth about equal to length
of head and less than i the length, even in the adult; back little eleBodj'

vated preopercle with 3 distinct spines maxillary 2| in head, not quite
reaching posterior border of eye depression before eye slight, the proeye as long as snout, 5i
file not very uneven, slightly convex above eye
in head lower jaw much projecting preopercle with 3 distinct spines,
the upper one small, the middle one largest, rarely divided opercular
spines 3, rather strong, the middle one largest; first dorsal spine slightly
longer than second, which is nearly or quite free from the soft rays; gill
rakers short and thick, about 8 developed. Color brownish, irregularly
mottled with whitish spots as large as the pupil, some of them with a
darker center, these spots extending on all the vertical fins, sometimes
wanting in the young vertical fins and pectorals edged with dusky.
Pacific Coast of tropical America, Cape San Lucas to Panama; not
uncommon, (niger, black; pinna, fin.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ithypticiis nigripinnis,

GER, Cat.,

I,

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1801, 53,

Panama, (Coll. Dow); Boulen-

349.

Bhypticm maculalus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1862, 251,

Cape San Lucas,

(Coll.

Xautus);

not of HOLBROOK.
Promkrox>lenis decoratus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 164,

Panama,

(Coll.

Dow).

Rhyplieua decoralus, GiiNTHER, Fishes Cen. Am., 412, 1869.
Bypticvs nigripimm,

Jordan & Eioenmann,

*We have examined
pinnis,

mamdalm, and

I.

c, 339, 1890.

numerous specimens of this species, inclndinp; the original types of nigriThere is no doubt whatever of the identity of these three.

deroidliis.

li. viacidatus. Gill, is said to have 3 dorsal spines, but this is an error, the first (broken) soft
ray on the type having been counted as a spine. SVe have compared I{. nigripinnis witli R. hisand find the two apparently different, although very nearly related. In nigripinnis the
body is less deep, and there are 3 opercular spines, while the Atlantic species has usually but 2.

trispinns,

Jordan and Evermann.
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CXL VII. LOBOTIDiE.

(The

Triple-tails.'*

This family is thus defined by Dr. Gill *
" Per CO idea with an oblong, compressed body,,equally developed above
and below a short snout and anterior eyes; edentulous palate; dorsal
and anal with the soft portions equal and opposite, the former preceded
by a much larger spinous portion, the latter with 3 spines; vertebrie 24,
12 abdominal and 12 caudal, the fifth to eleventh with short but gradually lengthening parapophyses projecting sideways and behind downward,
and the twelfth with the parapophyses elongated, converging at their
extremities, and fitting into a groove of the first hu'inal spine, the costiferous pits excavated obliquely in the developed parapophyses, and
gradually ascending forward on the vertebra;, and finally on the neurapophyses the skull with its frontal portion broad, expanded forward
and outward, and entering into the posterior borders of the orbits, which
are advanced far forward the postfrontals elongated forward and underlying the frontals; ethmoid short, decurved, and expanded sideways."
This family contains a single species, a large fish closely allied to the
Serranida', but lacking vomerine and palatine teeth, and with the fore
part of the head very short. Its relations are decidedly with the Serranida' and not with the HamuUda', with which group it agrees in the
absence of teeth on the palate. (Pristipomatidce, genus Lohotes, Giintber,
:

;

;

;

Cat.,

338.)

I,

520.
Lobotes,

Cuvier, Rf gne Animal, Ed.

LOBOTES,
2, ii,

Cuvier.

177, 1829, {erate

Body oblong, compressed, and

= siirinamensis)

elevated, covered with moderate-sized,

head concave, the snout prominent;
upper jaw very protractile,
the lower the longer; maxillary without supplemental bone; jaws with
narrow bands of villiform teeth, in front of which is a row of larger conical
teeth directed backward no teeth on vomer or palatines preorbital narrower than eye; preopercle strongly serrate. Branchiostegals 6. Dorsal
fin continuous, with 12 spines which may be depressed in a shallow
groove soft rays of dorsal and anal fins elevated anal spines graduated bases of soft dorsal and anal thickened and scaly caudal rou-nded.

weakly ctenoid

scales;

mouth moderate,

profile of

oblique, with thick lips;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Xofioroclohed: the soft parts of
Air bladder present. Pyloric c;eca 3
dorsal, anal, and caudal thought to resemble one 3-lobed fin.)

1623.

LOBOTES SCRIXAMENSIS

(Fl.\sher

;

Tkiple-t.\il

;

(Bloch).

Dormeifr.)

depth 1^ to 2J. D. XII, 15 A. III. 11 scales 47. Head small.
Profile from dorsal to occiput strongly convex, from occiput to snout concave maxillary reaching beyond middle of orbit. Scales around eye very

Head

3

;

;

;

;

*Proc. U.

S,

Kat. Mus., 1882, 560.

Bulletin ^7, United States National
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Eye small, much shorter than snout. Preopercular strongly dentate teeth enlarged on angle, hooked upward on
posterior limb. Pectorals shorter than ventrals, which do not reach vent
Small scales running up on
soft dorsal higher than the sjiinous portion.
the base of soft dorsal, anal, and caudal. Blackish above, becoming silvery gray on the sides; often blotched and tinged with yellow fins dusky
A large fish of rather sluggish habits,
gray, sometimes with yellow.
small, those on opercle large.
;

;

feet, and found in all warm
Cape Cod and Panama not very common

reaching a length of 3
coasts to

;

ally to the Mediterranean

quite unlike the adult.
Holocentriis suriuamen.>si'<,

Bodianus

trinrttx,

(Eu.)

Bloch, Ichth.,

MiTclilLL, Trans. Lit.

pi. 243, 1700,

Surinam.

&

i,

Phil. Soc,

Powles Hook,

1815, 418,

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 322,
CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., y,

Loholes erate, CuviElt
Lohotes-fariharii,

used as food.

;

north on our
straying occasionVariable, the young looking
seas;

;

ct

ISIiO,

324,

New

Pondicherry.
1830, Malacca; on

Jersey.
a draw-

ing of Major Farkh^k.

Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 324, 1830, San Domingo.
Richardson, Ichth. China, 237, 1846, China.
Lobotes mictonim, GCsther, Cat., i, 338, 1859, Cuba; Calcutta; China Doderlein, Tina Specie
Lobotes somnolentits,
Lobotes inciirnis,

;

del genere Esotico Lobotes a Palermo, 187.5, 1.
Lobotes suriiiamensis,

Kolbrook, Ichth.

S.

C,

169, 1860.

PRIACANTHID^.*

Family CXLVIII.

(Catalufas.)

Body oblong
scales

;

all

or ovate, compressed, covered with small, firm, rough
and head, even the snout and maxillaries,

parts of the body

being densely scaly, each scale with a more or less developed plate on its
posterior border, most developed in the young. Head deep. Mouth large,
very oblique, the lower jaw prominent. Yilliform teeth on jaws, vomer,
and palatines, none on the tongue. Premaxillaries protractile. Maxillary
broad, without supplemental bone, not slipping under the very narrow
preorbital, which is usually serrate no suborbital stay. Eye very large,
forming about one-half the length of the side of the head. Posterior
nostril long, slit-like, close to the eye. Preopercle more or less serrated,
one or more strong spines at its angle operculum very short, ending in
two or three points behind no barbels. Gill membranes separate, free
from the isthmus. PseudobranchiaB very large, extending along whole
length of opercle. Postorbital part of head very short, the opercle small.
Branchiostegals 6.
Gill rakers long.
Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth.
Lateral line continuous, not extending on the caudal. Dorsal fin continuous,. X, 9 to 15, the spines depressible in a groove; anal rays III, 9
to 15, the soft part long, similar to the soft dorsal, the spines strong;
ventrals very large, thoracic, I, 5, close together, in advance of base of
pectoral, joined to belly by a membrane which incloses a groove; no
axillary process; spine strong; pectorals small, pointed, not symmetrical,
of 19 or 20 rays, the upper longest caudal fin truncate or lunate. Spines
;

;

;

;

*For an account of the American
Phila., 1889, 160.

species of Priacanthidie, sec

Morrison, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.,

Jordan and Evermann.
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of fins generally rough witli small serrae. Air bladder large. Pyloric
ccEca few. Vertebnu iu reduced number, 9 or 10+ 13=: 22 or 23, the first
vertebra being very small or absent
transverse process beginning on
the seventh (sixth) vertebra, the last 2 precaudal bridged across; ribs
attached to the transverse processes; epipleurals absent on the last three
precaudal vertebr*. Supraoccipital crest very low, continued forward
to over front of orbit, where it is joined by the parietal crests; processes
of preniaxillaries moderate. Carnivorous fishes of the tropical seas,
chiefly iu deep waters; mostly rose-colored in life.
The family is a
sharply defined group, not close to any other, but the affinities on the
whole seem to be nearest to the Serranidw and their tropical allies.
;

Genera

2,

species about 10.

group Priacanihina, Giinther, Cat.,

(Percida;,

1,215-221.)
Scales very small, 80 to 100 in lateral line

a.

percle with a flat spine

length

preopercle without spines

;

;

body oblong,

its

depth not half

dorsal and anal each with 12 to 15 soft rays.

and very rough, 35 to 50 in

aa. Scales large
its

;

lateral line

;

body ovate,

ita

its

length

;

preo-

Priacanthus, 521.
depth more than half

dorsal and anal each with 9 to 11 soft rays.

;

PSEIDOPKIACANTHUS,

521.
Priacanlhtis,

PRIACANTHUS,

CuviEE, Regne Animal,

il,

522.

Cuvier.

281, 1817, {macrophOialmtin).

Scales very small, 80 to 100 in the lateral line body oblong, more than
twice as long as deep preopercle with a spine at angle interorbital area
externally transversely convex, the cranium itself transversely concave,
the elevation being formed of flesh a conspicuous foramen in the interorbital area; lateral line extending upward and backward from upper
angle of gill opening toward second dorsal spine, below which it changes
its course, following outline of back to end of dorsal fin, theuce direct to
middle of caudal anal fiu rather long, its rays about III, 14; dorsal rays
about X, 13. Species rather numerous, in the tropical seas, (-piuv, saw
uKavdu, spine
some of the fin spines being serrated.)
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a.

Preopercular spine obsolete or nearly so; depth about equal to length of head; dorsal
unspotted; dorsal

ray.s

X,

14;

anal III,

aeek.atvs, 1624.

15.

depth of body greater than length of head; dorsal
cruentatus, 1625.
spotted; dorsal rays X, 12 or X, 13; anal III, 13 or 14.

aa. Preopercular spine well developed;

1624.

PRIACANTHUS AREXATUS,

Cuvier i Valenciennes.

(CATALrFA.)

eye very large, 2^ to 2+ in head. D. X,
Body oblong, less
deep than in P. crucntatns. Snout i to i^ diameter of eye. Posterior nostrils in a single oblong opening, within which is a septum considerably
below the surface; gill rakers 20 to 23. Preopercle with its angle termi-

Head

14

;

2| to

3^^

A. Ill, 15

;

:

depth 2f to

3.t

;

scales 9-98 to 115-42, pores 6S to 73.

nating in an oblique point, smaller than the spine in P. vritentatus opercle
with a flat-pointed spine, which does not project both spines almost
obsolete; shoulder girdle above with a prominent edge; dorsal spines
more or less grannlato on the edges last dorsal spine 1? to 2 in head.
;

;

;
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United States National Museum.
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Caudal slightly lunate, the upper lobe the longer ventrals moderate, not
extending beyond second anal spine, about as long as head pectorals 2
in head
third anal spine as long as sixth dorsal scales smaller near the
back.
Base of skull pierced with a large foramen between the great
;

;

;

;

wing and the base of the superior sphenoid. (Poey.) Silvery red anal,
and caudal edged with black no spots on dorsal; posterior
;

soft dorsal,

;

half of ventral black.

Tropical Atlantic, south to Brazil, occasionally

northward in the Gulf Stream to Newport and Woods Hole; recorded
also from Madeira,
(arenatus, sanded.)
Parra,

Nat, pi. 20, 1787, Havana.
CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 97, 1829, Brazil, (Coll.
Delalande.) Atlantic, (Coll. Peron); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 971; Boulenger, Cat., i, 356.
Priacatilhus fulgens, Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., ii, 18.39, 174, Madeira.
(Coll. R. T. Lowe.)
Oilahifa,

Dif. Piezas Hist.

PnacanlliHs arenatus,

Havana; Morrison,

Priacanthns catalufa, Poey, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 182,
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1889, IGl.

Proc. Ac.

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 97, 1829; not Anthias
macrophlhalmus, Bloch, which is an Asiatic species, PriacaiiOin^ hamrtir (Forsk^l); Giinther,

Priacanlhus macrophlhahiiuK,

Cat.,

I,

215;

Jordan & Gilbert,

1625.

Synopsis, 544.

PBIACANTHUS CBUENTATUS

(Lacepede).

(Bio Eye; Catalufa.)

Head 3 to 3i depth 2i to 2f D. X, 12 or X, 13 A. HI, 14
to 120-50, pores 62 to 76 eye 2i to 2^ in head snout
.

;

;

Body deep;

;

U

;

;

scales 10-100
to 2 in eye.

width 3J to 3i in head; mouth large, oblique,
maxillary reaching nearly to middle of eye, 2 in head. Gill rakers 16 to 18
below angle. Dorsal and anal spines all finely serrate in front preopercle
with a rather strong, flat, triangular spine opercularspine very small last
dorsal spine 1^ times length of second, If to 2 in head; pectorals small,
little longer than eye, 1| to 2 iu head
third anal spine nearly as long as
last of dorsal; caudal slightly notched; roof of mouth with longitudinal
ridges upper limb of preopercle almost vertical skull without sphenoid
foramen below. Rose color, the back brownish, the dark color of back
sometimes forming rounded blotches; dorsal and caudal fins with small
dark spots. West Indies to St. Helena and the Canaries a common foodfish in Havana
not yet recorded from the United States. Also abundant
throughout the western Pacific, if Priacanthns caroUnus* is the same, as
supposed by Dr. Boulenger. {cruentatus, bloody.)
interorbital

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lahnts cruenlalns, Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

made by Plumier
Ill,

at Martinique),

Iii, 522, 1800 (from a copy by Aubriet of a plate
Martinique; CnviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

102, 1829.

Priacanthns

cepedianns,f

Eepertorio,

i,

Desmarest,

Preni.

Dec. Ichthy.,

9,

pi.

1,

1823,

Havana;

Poey,

273, 1866.

Priacanthns cruentatus, MORRISON, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1889, 162; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., 1890, 317; Boulenger, Cat.,

i,

352.

* Priacanthns carnlimis. Lesson, Voyage Coqnille, Poiss., 204, 1826, Caroline Islands; PriacanHilgendorf, Sitzgber. Ges. Natiirf. Fr., 1879, 79, Japan.
f Poey regards P?iacaH(/i(is cn(e«<a(»s and Priacanthns cepedianus as different species, solely distinguished by the presence in cruentatus of roundish rosy spots.
thtis schtegeli,

Jordan and Evermann.

522.
PsetidojiriacaHtlius,
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PSEUDOPRIACANTHUS,

Bleekeh,

Versl.

Ak. Wot. Amsterd.

(2), iii, 241,
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Bleaker.
18G9, (niphonius).

Scales large, very rough, 35 to 50 in the lateral line body ovate, not
twice as long as deep; preopercle with 2 small spines at angle; interorbital space broad and flat, there being little flesh between skin and
skull; no foramen in interorbital area; lateral line changing its course
;

below the fourth dorsal spine anal short, its rays III, Jt to 11 dorsal
X, 11. Otherwise essentially as in Priacanthus, the species living in
;

deeper water.

false

(i//£ii(5;?(;,

;

Priacanthus.)

;

Outer teeth above not enlarged; body with four dark cross bars; eyo moderate, 2J^ in liead
in young.
serrula, 1626.
aa. Ouler teeth above more or less enlarged; body not banded; eye excessively large, 2}4, in

a.

head in adult.

1626.

altds, 1627.

PSEUDOPRIACANTHUS SERRULA

(Gilbert).

Head 2i depth 1*. D. X, 11; A. Ill, 11; lateral line with 36 pores.
Eye 2i in head; interorbital width 3i; length of snout 5. Mouth very
;

oblique, maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from middle of eye, half
length of head teeth in a very narrow band in both jaws and on vomer,
;

none of them enlarged

palatines with a single series. Posterior nostril
not twice as long as wide. Preopercular and preorbital margins
serrate, a group of stronger spines at angle of preopercle.
Gill rakers
short, about half diameter of pupil, 16 developed on horizontal limb of
outer arch. Spinous dorsal high, the longest spine ^ length of head the
first and last spines much shorter, about equaling the soft rays
anal
spines similar but shorter, the first 2 equal and longer than third, their
length half that of head pectorals short, barely reaching vertical from
vent ventrals elongate, the spine reaching base of second anal spine, the
longest soft ray reaching base of first soft ray of anal. Scales on upper
and lower parts of body very small, those on middle of sides conspicuously enlarged. Entire head, including maxillary, mandible, gular, and
branchiostegal membranes wholly covered with spiny scales dorsal and
anal fins in a sheath. All spines rough-serrate. Color in spirits Light
olive, with 4 dark cross bars on sides wider than the interspaces, the last
one on base of caudal peduncle; vertical fins dusky, the soft portions
more or less speckled; ventrals black; pectorals pale. Pacific Coast of
Colombia; known from one young specimen. If inches long. (Gilbert.)
;

elliptical,

;

;

:

;

;

:

(sernihi, a little saw.)
Gilbert, Proc. U.

Priacatilliiis serrula,

coast of Colombia.

S.

Nat. Mus., 1890, 450, Albatross station 2797,

west

(Coll. Albatross.)

1627.

PSEUDOPRIACANTHUS ALTUS

(Gill).

Head

D. X, 11; A. 111,9: pores in lateral line 37; in a
2?,; depth 2^.
between opercle and caudal, 41. Body ovate profile straight and
month subvertical teeth in upper jaw villiform, in a
little oblique
narrow band with an outer series of enlarged teeth teeth of lower jaw
series

;

;

;

;

;
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than in npper jaw: eye very large, its
than half length of head preorbital narrow, strongly
serrate; preopercle serrate, the serr;e of the lower margin largest; no
spines at its angle subopercle and opercle serrate on their lower margins highest dorsal spines 1| in head; anal spines graduated, the third
spine 2.t in head; ventrals scarcely reaching anal; pectorals 1| in head;
scales all extremely rough, very strongly ctenoid lateral lino ascending
to below fifth dorsal spine, then descending to caudal peduncle, then
median to tail. Reddish, overlaid with plumbeous above; bright red
or crimson in life all the fins except the pectorals edged with black
otherwise entirely plain (in spirits). West Indies, in rather deep
water, north to Pensacola and Charleston rare the very young straying in the Gulf Stream to Rhode Island. Here described from a specimen 11 inches long, the largest yet seen, taken at Charleston by Charles
C. Leslie. Very close to the Japanese species, PseudopriacanthuH ni2)}wnius,
(Cuvier & Valenciennes), the scales a little larger, (altus, high.)

similar, but the inner ones larger

diameter

little less

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

PriacantJms nUns, Gn,L, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G2, 132 (very

Bay; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 545.
Pse»d.y)n(imH(/;HS ai/H-v, Jordan & EiGENJiANN, Proc.

young specimen), Narragan-

sett

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1889, 1G3;

Boulengeb,

U.

S.

Cat.,

i,

Nat. Mus., 1887,
359.

209;

Moubison,

